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FORWARD
INTRODUCTION
HISTORY OF THE ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK
HOW WE STARTED
Initially we were an informal organization of two, David Duncan, CLAN DONNACHADH #168, and me, SEA VIXEN
#167, located in Vancouver, BC, ably supported by our respective wives, Jennifer and Diana. David and I had been
exchanging information and ideas since purchasing our Aloha 34’s in 1982.
In our travels we also had contacts with other happy Aloha 34 owners. There had been some interest in developing
an informal registry to exchange information on a wider scale but our other activities always seemed to take priority.
Eventually the catalyst occurred in 1994 when Dave had an oil filter drop off his UNIVERSAL engine. David’s
experience (written up in Profile #168) provided the impetus to form an Aloha 34 owners’ group.
By now Diana & I had retired to Victoria, BC.
We wrote to a number of yachting magazines soliciting the interest of other Aloha 34 owners. PRACTICAL SAILOR
in its February 1995 issue was the first to print our solicitation. When we returned later that month from a holiday in
Hawaii we were welcomed by five letters as well as two messages on our telephone answering machine from other
ALOHA 34 owners. With that encouragement, we were off and running.
It was initially proposed that the name of our group should be something like “Aloha 10.4 Owners’ Registry and
Information Exchange", a long mouthful. Then Rick Klett, FULL TILT #195 in New York suggested that we would
be a “Network” so why not call it ALOHA 10.4 Network. We did, and our first ALOHA 10.4 Network newsletter was
produced in March 1995.
ABOUT THE ALOHA 34
Our knowledge of “Aloha Yachts International Inc., a Division of Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.” was initially sketchy and
largely based on three visits to their “Boatworks” at 1638 Charles Street, Whitby Ontario (on Lake Ontario, about 30
miles east of Toronto). Later, our Honorary Co-President Mao Ouyang augmented this knowledge.
“Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.”, started to build boats in the late 1960’s. They were very much a family affair (originating
in Taiwan via India). “Uncle Ti” Ouyang [as he was known to the workers] was President. After Mao’s older brother
died, Mao Ouyang [“Uncle Ti’s” son] became Vice President, younger brother Stan Ouyang was treasurer & plant
manager, and other members of the family were involved at various stages of the operation. Ouyang Boat Works Ltd
built various designs, the better known boats being the Matilda and the Aloha 27’, 28’ the 34 and latterly the 32’.
When Diana & I visited the Ouyang Plant in Whitby in 1982 and in 1983 production was in full swing.
In 1982 when we toured the plant, Mao Ouyang showed us about. He was understandably proud of the Aloha 34 &
particularly the manner in which the hull was laid up “clam-shell” fashion. He stressed the “20 layers of hand laid
fibreglass at the waterline” as the hull, including the full keel, lay open readily accessible to his fibreglass
professionals before the two sides were brought together.
Tiny President Uncle Ti also was a master craftsman who did much of the Aloha 34 below-decks finishing work.
When we first met him on our 1982 visit, he was curled up in the bowels of a deck-less Aloha 34 under construction,
fitting cabinetry in the main cabin. His size was a distinct advantage getting into nooks and crannies. (I am sure we
can blame him for the original location of those two batteries abaft the fuel tank!)
We initially understood ALOHA “National Sales Representative” Spike Nagel to say that about 100 Aloha 34’s were
built or being built for charter operations in the Caribbean. In fact, Mao later said that although some Aloha 34’s may
have gone into the Caribbean charter business, such was not the case.
To keep up with the demand for Alohas of all sizes and later, the planned production of a ~40’ Aloha, the Ouyang
family expanded their plant in the 1982-83 timeframe. When the recession of the 1980’s arrived in Ontario, they
entered into what appeared to be an acrimonious partnership with Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) of Toronto. These
joint arrangements eventually succumbed to the recession. About 1985, the Ouyang family left the business.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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The last ALOHA’s were built around 1988 and eventually CYC moved the Aloha moulds (including the mould for the
Aloha 34) to Dorion, Quebec. To our knowledge, no Aloha 34’s were ever built in Quebec.
On our last visit to Whitby in 1989, Diana & I talked with Mao’s younger brother Stan Ouyang in the empty building
that had been their Boatworks. Stan said they were hoping to re-establish themselves one day. But they never did.
At our 1998 Toronto Rendezvous, Mao Ouyang confirmed that a total of 134 production Aloha 34 sloops starting with
hull #101 were built by Ouyang Boat Works Ltd. Mao said that he believed that there may have been 2 or 3 preproduction Aloha 34 ‘prototypes’ built, one of which he thinks may still be sailing in the Whitby area of Lake Ontario.
Right from the beginning Aloha 34 sloops had a good reputation as being soundly built to a good Brewer/Walstrom
design.
Aloha 34’s were built for rugged service, both home and offshore, as we know from some of the tales of our
members. Although we are not yet aware of any that have circumnavigated the Globe, we are aware that they have
served their owners well in many parts of the world. There are of course many Aloha 34’s in the Great Lakes, from
whence they came, but also they have sailed with distinction in the Mediterranean, the North & South Atlantic &
Caribbean and both the North & South Pacific.
In 1993 while peacefully relaxing on deck at sunset in the Caribbean onboard our anchored ‘cruise liner’, Diana & I
watched an Aloha 34 converted to cutter rig gracefully glide past us and sail into the small craft anchorage in
Martinique. Beautiful!
Aloha 34’s have a good reputation as “seaboats”.
With their large open main cabins, the earlier boats including hull numbers 167 & 168, have a tendency to twist (and
creak!) in a heavy quartering sea. We are not aware of any problems caused by this. However, Aloha Yachts
modified later models (about #185 onwards) by stiffening the main cabin with heavier athwartships framing.
Otherwise, we believe the design remained basically the same throughout production. A few were built without any
teak on deck.
Original owners were provided with a 32-page loose-leaf Aloha Yachts’ owners' manual. It contains information about
warranty, addresses of suppliers of equipment fitted including engine manufacturers, and a 16-page “guide to care
and operation of your Aloha Yacht”.
The latter includes basic information including how to prepare your boat for spring (written for those poor souls who
can’t sail year ‘round), how to step a mast, how to sail, how to “tie up your boat at dock”, cleaning and maintenance
tips and preparing for winter haul out.
This manual also quite rightly notes that Aloha 34’s sail best when the heel is 15 degrees or less. In other words,
ease the main sheet and eventually shorten sail when the winds pick up. However, I wish Diana had never read this
part of the manual…
A variety of engines were fitted in Aloha 34’s including BMWs, Volvo diesel saildrives, OMC saildrives Universals and
Westerbekes and a few Volkswagen Pathfinders.
IN CLOSING
For Diana & me, there have been many highlights during the past 7 years including:
‘Working’ with members in the exchange of Aloha 34 information through our 18 newsletters to date, our Package of
Profiles and on our e-mail network
Meeting other ALOHA owners, both at the 1998 Toronto and 2000 Maple Bay Rendezvous', as well as those
individually visiting the Canadian West Coast.
Renewing our friendship with builder Mao Ouyang and meeting Aloha 34 co-designer Ted (& Betty) Brewer,
Happily the 'low-lights' have been few but they do include:
The 1998 loss of Brian & Marie King’s PARAMOUR #121 during Hurricane Floyd, and
The loss of TLC #150 following Bob Medd's involvement with Mexican "pirates" in the summer of 2001.
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Thank you for your contributions over the years. In 7 years we have gone from a membership of an original 10 to
about 100.
It is now most fitting that the information that our members have contributed over the years to our Network
newsletters, Profiles and e-mails (together with other Aloha 34 technical information) should now be assembled and
compiled into this Aloha 34 Owners’ Manual. Thank you to all who made this possible. [see the listing in the Credits]
We wish you safe sailing with fair winds & following seas, and ALOHA!
Diana & Migs
5 February 2002

ALOHA DESIGN
Ouyang first contacted me to do some design work on a small boat they were building; the
"Matilda" I think they called it. When that was done they commissioned us to design a larger boat and that was the
Aloha 28. They wanted a modern Folkboat, with outside rudder, as I recall.
Once that was up and running they came back to us for a 33-34 foot family cruiser/racer and the 34 was the result. I
paid absolutely no attention to the IOR rule of that day as I felt it produced a flawed boat due to designer's slavish
efforts to reduce the rating with bumps, partial chines, extreme beam and weak, vee shaped sterns. Instead, I set out
to design a boat that would be fast enough for fun in local club races, since that's where most sailors compete, and I
kept the cruising family in mind in laying out the accommodations.
I think the 34's popularity over the years is evidence that I must have done something right!
Ted Brewer

HISTORY OF OUYANG YACHTS
Mao, under President “Uncle Ti”, was Vice President of ALOHA YACHTS INTERNATIONAL. He directed much of the
activity of OUYANG BOAT WORKS LTD., in Whitby Ontario, where most ALOHA 10.4’s were built. Mao had a lot to
do with the success of OUYANG BOAT WORKS in the 1970s and well into the 1980s. Mao has agreed to become
an honorary vice president of the Owners’ Association. Contact with Mao is to be via Migs Turner, to allow some
degree of co-ordination.
The following correspondence from Mao provides some background:
The (Aloha) 10.4 began with Hull 100. No recollection of what the last hull number was but to the best of my
knowledge I know at one time we had over 200 of them built.
I will enlighten your group as to the reason why we ever started in this business. Dad was the one who ran the shop
although not too many people recognised who he was.
We fled India in 1965 after the brief border clash with China and India. At the time Dad was in the contracting
business - mostly finishing off interiors for most of the British firms there. Obviously, being based in Calcutta, 80
percent of his business was outside of the city. During the brief skirmish, the Indian government restricted any
movements of Chinese nationals and also froze their bank accounts. This was a major blow to his business. He had
over 100 employees at the time. Luckily, a church member got us sponsored with the local church here in Canada
and within six weeks we landed in Oshawa with each of us having the allowed $9.00 in our pockets
To many of you who personally met him, you would know how proud a man he was. No education, lost his parents
early in childhood, yet he apprenticed in carpentry and his hands took him throughout Asia, finally settling in Canada.
His second job in Canada was with a firm which you all will recognise - Whitby Boat Works, and to those who don’t, I
cite the Whitby 42, Alberg 30 and the Alberg 37.
Well, he got fired about a year later because the owner didn’t like the idea of Dad toying with building a boat at home
(a 16-footer). He re-hired Dad after a year when he couldn’t find enough carpenters. Good thing he did because Dad
was down to his last dollar because he never sold more than two of these 16 footers. For trivia buffs, it was named
Cormorant 16 - an almost identical spin off of the Albacore (and we wondered why he was fired). The incredible thing
about this short little story is, Dad never had any plans to work from. He built the boat from eye-sighting everything.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Down the road when we “officially” had designs and blue prints for the full fleet, I could never understand some of the
things but there’s Dad, just plugging away at it as if it was simple arithmetic.
Dad got fired again a year later because he refused to “slap” two pieces of teak on for the coamings as they did not
match. He vowed at the time that he would never come back again. He’s got two kids going to university, two in high
school and he tells us he’s going to start a business again building boats and he would show Whitby that he was
good enough a tradesman not to let go. Well, he got hold of the Matilda 20 design through a friend and the rest is
history.
Starting again? No. Dad had his vengeance and he would do the same thing to another man who we brought into a
partnership and then used a shotgun approach to kick us out. Money did not matter to him. He could have taken the
buy-out money for anything but he couldn’t forgive the people for actually firing his two sons. Well, this story ended
with Aloha going bankrupt after most of the key employees left to join ranks with our new company (Odyssey). And
the Ouyangs went bankrupt as well. No winners financially but we preserved our pride.
Aloha

Mao”
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OWNERS’ MANUAL

ALOHA 34 - THE BOAT
ALOHA 34
LIKES & DISLIKES, ALOHA 34
A listing of likes and dislikes as expressed by various owners, in no particular order:

Likes

Dislikes
Ability to sail well in all conditions, particularly
in light air
Sea-worthiness in heavy weather.
Large practical cockpit
Roominess and comfortable layout, especially
below decks.
Large amount of storage space.
The Owners’ Network
Hull sturdiness
Reliable diesel engine.
Self-tailing winches
Excellent non-skid
Few problems
Large headroom, excellent for tall people.
Nice lines, attractive silhouette.
Lots of ventilation and light

Lack of a good way to change the engine oil.
(This problem is not common to all Alohas)
Oberdorfer raw-water cooling pump, on some
boats, should be better quality
Teak on deck. Looks nice but requires too
much maintenance.
Battery location abaft the fuel tank. Too
inaccessible on some.
Headroom in head. One Aloha has been
improved in this regard, by recessing the teak
floor grating down into the well.
Wires exiting 12" from bottom of mast make it
difficult to get through the hole in the deck
when stepping the mast.

(Source: 1. Profile 157; 2. Newsletters Sp97/23, F97/19)

PARTS SUPPLIERS, ALOHA 34
[see MAST REPLACEMENT]
Holding Tanks:
SHIRLON Plastics of Cambridge, Ontario, phone (519) 623-3180. We are told that SHIRLON still have the
original measurements in their records for both the ALOHA 34 holding & water tanks. Check their web site at:
http://www.shirlonplastics.com/SHframeCustom.html
Ports:
Replacement ports are available from the original supplier:
Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave. Bridgeport, CT, 06605. Phone (203) 333-1412.
Before ordering, check to see if your boat has tinted or clear ports. Both were used.
Pulpits & stanchions:
Tops-in-Quality Inc., Marine Rails, 314 East Huron Blvd, PO Box 148, Marysville, MI 48040
Phone: (810) 364-7150, Fax:
(810) 364-7925
Email: mailto:mtiq@topsinquality.com, Website: http://www.topsinquality.com/
Oil Filter Bracket:
Part Number 298860: for Universal Engine Model 5424
Westerbeke dealers or contact
Joseph A Joyce Service Manager, Westerbeke Corporation, Avon Industrial Park.
MA 02322, USA, Phone (508) 559-9392
(Source: 1. Profiles 148, 211; 2. Newsletter Sp96/10, Sp98/13, F98/13)
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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PLANS, ALOHA 34
Original plans for the ALOHA 34 can be had by contacting at Bob Wallstrom, Delta Marine Group Inc., The Partridge
Bldg., Water St., PO Box 414, Blue Hill, Maine, USA, 04614
Figure 2 - Aloha 34 Drawing, Side View

Figure 3 - Aloha 34 Drawing, Top View

(Source: 1. Profile #171)

SCALE MODEL, ALOHA 34
Ed Stevenson, #134, advises that he has a contact, Dick Bird, who would produce 3/4-inch-to-the-foot scale half-hull
wooden models of the Aloha 34, if he can obtain a copy of the line drawings. Contact information for the Stevensons
may be found in the Register.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp98/18)

SELLING PRICES, ALOHA 34
The Aloha 34 seems to be holding its value fairly well. Some examples follow:






A 1982 model was recently advertised in SOUNDINGS forCDN $71,000.
They have sold on the Canadian West Coast for CDN$65,000 to CDN$80,000.
A recent issue of Boat For Sale covering Eastern Canada showed asking prices for a 1981 Aloha 10.4
ranging from $62,000 to $62,500.
Two were offered for sale in 1998 for CDN$69,000 and US$42,000
In 2002 one is offered for $52,500 US.

It has been suggested that the existence of an Owner’s Network such as this one may be worth an additional $5,000.
A surveyor’s report - a must for anyone considering purchasing a boat - will usually include a current valuation of the
boat inspected.
(Source: 1. Profiles 148 153; 2. Newsletters F97/6, Sp98/20; 3. Migs’ e-mail; 4. BH; 5. Newsletter F97/6 )
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STATISTICS, ALOHA 34
Following is a list of “vital statistics” for the Aloha 34:
Figure 4 - Aloha 34 Specifications

Hull Statistics
LOA
LWL
Beam
Draft
Draft
Disp.
Ballast
Bal/disp ratio
Sail statistics
Total sail area
Main
Working jib
150 % Genoa
Sail Measurements
P
E
I
J
Reefing
Spars

34' 0"
28' 8"
11' 2"
4' 8"
5' 6"
13,600 lb.
4,700 lb.
0.39

Rigging
Power
Fuel capacity

stainless steel
21-27 HP diesel
20-24 imp gal

Water capacity
Construction

60 imp gal
fibreglass with
balsa core deck
6' 7"
6 x 6' 4"
Brewer and
Wallstrom

Headroom
Berths
Designers

(10.36m)
(8.74m)
(3.40m)
(1.37m) (Shoal keel)
(1.68m) (full keel)
(6182 kg)
(2136 kg)

445 sq ft
226 sq ft
219 sq ft
456 sq ft
37.75
12.00
43.50
14.00
Jiffy or slab
aluminium

48’ (approx) – See
HEIGHT, MAST
varies
(109 L) See
TANK CAPACITIES
(272 L)

(2.02m)
(1.93m)

According to UK Sails records, there are two different sets of rig dimensions for the Aloha 34. It would appear that
they might have made a STANDARD and a TALL rig.

STANDARD RIG.
TALL RIG

I = 38.0'
I = 43.5'

J = 12.0'
J = 14.0'

P = 32.0'
P = 37.75'

E = 10.87'
E = 12.0'

NOTE: To date we are not aware of any ALOHA 34’s with the so-called STANDARD RIG. When ordering sails it is
prudent to measure the present sails and rig.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/15)
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CABIN
CABIN
BUNK, DOUBLE
PROBLEM: Ever had the sliding extension, which makes the port bunk into a double, come sliding out onto the cabin
sole when heeled over on port tack? Here’s one owner’s solution:
REMEDY:
“The double-bunk slide-out in the main cabin can be made secure when stowed, by the addition of a couple of small
sliding bolt latches. Installed one each side of the sliding base, behind the teak lip, the bolts should be aligned with
the latches on either side to ensure no mistakes before placing the screws. We didn't like the idea of brass bolts in
contact with the seat cushion material and were able to find 2.5-inch fasteners in nylon material which do the job
intended - that is to prevent the bunk base from sliding out at inconvenient times.”
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

BRASS FITTINGS, CABIN
PROBLEM: Improve the cabin aesthetics.
REMEDY: This may be achieved by making all hinges and drawer pulls of brass, rather than the mix of brass and
chrome originally supplied. In addition, both appearance and convenience may be enhanced by putting brass
handles on the three drawers behind the galley “bread locker”, and by adding brass handles to the cabin removable
engine cover.
It is possible some or all of these changes appear in later production models as Spike Nagel (Aloha Sales Manager)
indicated at one time that he intended to arrange for them.
(Source: 1. Profile 167)

CHART TABLE ACCESS
PROBLEM: Access to charts stored in the navigation station table.
REMEDY: Two doors added to the port side of the table will provide improved access to stored charts.
(Source: 1. Profile 162)

FANS
PROBLEM: Air circulation within the cabin could be improved.
REMEDY: Install 12-volt ventilation fans to suit. The HELLA Turbo Fan seems to find favour with Aloha owners, who
report usage as follows:
Four HELLA Turbo Fans have been installed. One is mounted near the hatch on the starboard side of the vee berth,
one on the starboard side of the mast covering. This second one can be pointed at the starboard settee or out the
companionway. The third is on the bulkhead near the opening port for the port side settee, and the fourth is on the
top left side of the galley cabinet. The galley fan can be directed on the galley slave or out the companionway.
Another vessel has mounted two 12-volt fans – one is wall-mounted in the galley & one in the vee berth.
Still another owner has recently replaced 3 cabin fans. One is on the port side bulkhead in the vee berth area; one is
on the port side bulkhead above the port settee; and there is one at the bulkhead between the starboard settee and
the nav station. The latter services the nav station, the galley or the port or starboard settee. All the new fans are 2speed HELLA Turbo fans and can be adjusted to move air almost anywhere. These fans are smooth, quiet, and are
easy on the ampere-hours. He feels they may be a “bit pricey”, but are worth it.
(Source: 1. Profiles 176, 222; 2. CW)
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GALLEY
COOK’S COMFORT
PROBLEM: The need for meals is not limited to fair weather.
REMEDY: “Clan Donnchadh” reports a stout stainless steel bar, strongly installed across in front of the stove
provides a grab bar and a bit of protection against the galley slave being thrown into the stove in the event of a lurch
by the boat. “Enchantment” had a galley strap made to clip behind the “chef” leaving hands free.
(Source: 1. 168, 214)

COUNTER EXTENSION
PROBLEM: Need additional counter space at the galley sink.
Figure 5 - Galley Counter Extension
REMEDY: Install a fold down extension.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Migs Turner (# 167) reports: “I built a matching folddown table extension “flap” at the end of the galley
sink area, just large enough to hold a drain rack. It
permits the dish dryer to work from the main cabin.
When up in place, there is just room for someone to
squeeze between this addition and the chart table.”
Les Harrison (#214) copied the idea – photo
supplied with dimensions used.

(Source: 1. Profile 167, 214)

DRINKING WATER
PROBLEM: The need for good drinking water free of chlorine and tank tastes.
REMEDY:
Larry & Carole Jackson on DREAM WEAVER #155 ask:
“Over the past season, I developed an odour in my water tanks (skunky smell). I have tried to correct the problem
using baking soda in one instance and then bleach. Nothing seems to work. I winterized the hot water tanks and the
water system with plumber's anti-freeze in the wintertime, but I don't think that's what's causing the odour. I would
appreciate any information from anyone who has had this problem. There doesn't seem to be any mildew in the
tanks.” Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 replied “I put 3 to 4 drops of extract of vanilla in each tank with each fill up. This
takes care of the "plastic" odour that my tanks imparted to the water…”
Another owner took a “tee” off the pressure water system and passed it through a charcoal filter. Presto, in line
“Brita” water. This allows one to add an extra tablespoon or 2 of chlorine to tank water without having to live with the
taste. By passing the water from the filter through a copper coil in the bottom of the icebox one can enjoy cool
drinking water. Both the tap and the charcoal filter are available from your local hardware store as replacements for
the hardware in the new refrigerator doors.
(Source: 1. 155, 214; 2. Newsletter Sp2001)

FAUCETS, GALLEY
PROBLEM: Need to replace the faucet in the galley without having to remove the entire sink.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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REMEDY: A plumber’s wrench (a long handled swivel wrench) can be obtained at most hardware stores. It should
do the trick (about Cdn $15).
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp98/14)

GALLEY FLUORESCENT LIGHT
PROBLEM: Need additional lighting in the galley.
REMEDY: Consider adding a 12-volt fluorescent light on a box above the galley sink. Fixtures and spare tubes are
available from marine stores, among others. Tubes are available to produce both daylight (bluish light) and soft
(warmer) illumination.
(Source: 1. Profile 162)

KNIFE HOLDER, GALLEY
PROBLEM: Need a place to store cutlery.
REMEDY: Add a knife holder behind the stove & in front of the cabinet. It works well & still allows the stove to swing.
(Source: 1. Profile 176)

SEAWATER, GALLEY
PROBLEM: Need to extend tank water capacity.
REMEDY: At the sink, add a salt-water hand or foot pump for better use of water while cruising. Water intake may
come from engine water intake via a “T”.
(Source: 1. various)

HAND RAILS, CABIN
One of the features of the Aloha 34 is its generous headroom. The downside of this feature is that the overhead
handrails in the cabin may be out of reach for not-so-tall people. To provide some additional measure of security,
teak handrails, obtainable pre-cut to length, may be installed immediately above the cane locker-doors on each side
of the cabin.
In addition, a single teak handhold at an appropriate height in the head gives some security in a seaway.
Teak (or some other strong type) handholds on each side of the main companionway are a must. Most if not all
Alohas were so fitted. If not, they should be added.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

HANGING LOCKER, LIGHTING
PROBLEM: Inadequate light in hanging locker.
REMEDY: Add light inside locker. As one owner has done, install a 12-volt light in the hanging locker. The power
supply is spliced into the wiring for the cabin light on the aft side of the main cabin bulkhead.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/14)

HEATER, CABIN
PROBLEM: While not necessary in tropical climes, a cabin heater can be very useful on the East and West Coasts,
where sailing may be a year-round activity, and on the inland lakes as well, when extending the sailing season
beyond the normal start and ending dates. Many types of cabin heaters exist and most of them have seen service in
Alohas in various locations. It goes without saying that any heater that burns a combustible fuel will produce carbon
monoxide fumes, and must be well vented to the outside. Boaters have been killed when fumes build up inside
the cabin from inadequately ventilated heaters.
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REMEDY: Following are experiences and evaluations provided by some owners
DICKINSON (WOOD)

This is a wood-burning fireplace. An excellent heater but would not be recommended for anyone
needing continuous heat.
(Source: 1. Profile 214, 222)
ESPAR DIESEL-FUELED
The Espar heater one of the more common commercially available units, and may be fed directly from the
diesel tank. It is made in Germany and is also used as a truck heater. Equipped with automatic controls, it
provides a more controlled heat level than wood or coal burning units. It also lends itself to distribution of
forced-air heat through ductwork into various sections of the boat, as described following:
“We mounted the main unit in the port bulkhead of the lazarette, venting through the transom. We installed
three low rotatable hot air ducts, one in the forward cabin through the foot locker, one in the head under the
sink locker door, and one in the main cabin coming out from under the galley sink area between the two
drawers and the one-drawer bulkhead, facing inboard toward the chart table. The cold air return is from the
aft bulkhead of the galley, through the port side of the engine space.”
The unit has been found to be quite reliable. The only maintenance reported has been:
Replacement of the glow plug ESPAR D3L #409GS (Cdn $25) every two or three years.
Replacement of one glow plug wire which appeared to be getting brittle in 1993 (8 years after initial
installation).
(Source: 1. Profile 163, 167)
FORCE 10
Fuelled by kerosene or propane, these units heat well, but at least one owner has complained about an
odour from kerosene units.
(Source: 1. Profile 120, 153, 211, 230)
HOT BOX
Only one owner reports using this unit. His evaluation and description follows:
“I’m surprised that no other Aloha 34 owners seem to have this heater. It is made in the UK for large trucks
and buses, and is simple and unobtrusive. Ours is installed in the starboard forward locker above the settee,
abaft the hanging locker, and is completely out of sight behind the settee backrest. Hot air vents into the
cabin via flex-hose at deck level forward of the water tank. Other vents can be installed. It exhausts through
the hanging locker and a S.S. fitting out the foremost port. It is capable of five settings, and is electrically
ignited. We have a reliable gas sniffer but we never leave it (presumably the heater) on at night.”
(Source: 1. Profile 223)
NEWPORT SOLID FUEL
“I have a Newport solid fuel heater…I am considering replacing the tile front with a furnace glass to allow a
better view of the flames, while still controlling the heat output. With a full enclosure it is capable of keeping
the cabin at 80oF and the enclosure at a nice 70oF. This unit is capable of roasting one out of the cabin... If
you need continuous (over night) heat, I would recommend you consider diesel, as the solid fuel heater can
use a fair amount of wood, and coal is not readily available”. The ambiance is beautiful!
(Source: 1. Profile 214; 2. Newsletter Sp98/14)
SIGMAR 120
One owner reports that he has installed this unit, manufactured in Western Canada, for both cooking and
heating, and finds it excellent. The type of fuel is not specified.
(Source: 1. Profile 138, 158)
TOYOSET
Again, the installation of the above heater is reported, but no details of fuel, control, or distribution methods
are provided.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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(Source: 1. Profile 160)

LEAKS, CANE LOCKERS
PROBLEM: Water leaks behind cane lockers in main cabin.
REMEDY: Close off and caulk source of water.
One owner traced the leak to the fresh water supply fitting. The fitting leaked because of deterioration of the plywood
backing-collar (a big plywood washer). This prevented adequate tightening of the fitting on deck. Make a new
washer from ¾” plywood. Re-bed the fitting on the deck with BOSTIK 920 sealant, and tighten fitting using the new
collar.
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97/15)

LIGHTING, CABIN
PROBLEM: The amount of illumination in the Aloha cabin is marginal, at best. While easier on batteries than
stronger lighting would be, the dimness has prompted some owners to upgrade the light level.
Solutions reported by owners:









Two AQUA SIGNAL Halogen minispots, mounted on a teak board, have been installed on the overhead
above the table. The fixtures’ rotating heads can direct light as desired.
A 12-volt halogen lamp, designed to resemble an oil lamp, has been mounted on the mast cover next to
the entrance to the forward cabin. The lamp has quick connects on the inside to allow removal of the
mast cover.
Solar powered patio lights make excellent interior night-lights when guests are on board. Just set one in
the head or hang it from the port knobs.
A halogen minispot with cover mounted on the starboard side over the quarterberth behind the electrical
panel serves a dual purpose – better light for working; a guest light for reading.
To provide good reading lights when on shore power, this same owner has installed a 110 volt outlet on
each side of the V-berth near the bulkhead.
One owner replaced the 2 cabin lights on the main bulkhead which each used a single 24 watt bulb, with
a double lamp light each using two 1041 bulbs. The old bulbs consumed almost as much power as
refrigeration, about 2 amps each.
This owner also added a small horizontal halogen light over the mirror: “Great for those adding lipstick!”
One profile shows the addition of a fluorescent light above the mirror.

CAUTION: It should be noted that halogen lights, while providing brighter light than the every day incandescent
equivalent, also produce much more heat. Clearances from flammable surroundings should be considered when
installing halogen lights.
NOTE: Track lighting lights are usually 12 volt and make an inexpensive lighting solution – and no transformer
needed.
(Source: 1. Profiles 185, 214; 2. MEK)

LOCKERS, CABIN
See also LATCHES, LEAKS, CANE LOCKERS

HANGING LOCKER, VENTILATION
PROBLEM: Lack of adequate air movement in hanging locker.
REMEDY: Improve ventilation through louvers or latching the door open.
OWNERS’ SUGGESTIONS:
“The door on the hanging locker really should be louvered to provide some ventilation in that storage area.
‘Yellows’ and sea boots must be thoroughly dry before putting them in there since there is such little air
movement. I am considering putting some kind of opening in the shelf (that forms the top of the locker)
below the port to allow for some ventilation.”.
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In hull #167, the installation of a 6” brass hook inside the aft end of the hanging locker, and a hook on the inside of
the outer (aft) end of the door, allows the door to be hooked ajar by two inches. A similar hook was installed on the
forward head door to hook it open and improve air circulation.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/13)

LIQUOR LOCKER
PROBLEM: Alternative uses for liquor locker.
ONE OWNER’S ALTERNATIVE:
“Inverter/Microwave/TV/Liquor: A Kenyon 1500 watt inverter was installed along with a microwave in the glasses
cupboard behind the stove (Goldstar’s cheapest just fits the hole) and a TV in the liquor cabinet. The liquor now lives
behind the table and the glasses wherever they have room.”
(Source: 1. Profile 205)

MICROWAVE OVEN
PROBLEM: Who has what type of microwave oven, and where is it installed?
REMEDY: Review profiles for microwave installations.
REPORTED INSTALLATIONS:
Hull #
Comments
152
SANYO - 450 watt (in top of cupboard above stove.)
157
Microwave.
A Kenyon 1500 watt inverter was installed along with a microwave in the
205
glasses cupboard behind the stove (Goldstar’s cheapest just fits the hole.)
211
Microwave Oven, Sharp model R-IM53 Carousel II.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 157, 205, 211)

MODIFICATIONS, CABIN
PROBLEM: Every owner has differing needs in the cabin.
REMEDY: Some innovative modifications have been made to enhance the convenience and/or safety of the cabin
interior. One owner, Steven Woodall, Hull #176, has modified his cabin interior so extensively and imaginatively that
it is recommended you refer to the profile for a complete description. A few of the main items follow:




Main cabin storage modifications include removal of doors to storage area behind settees and
enlarged openings and added a shelf and added an access from the front (bow) side of galley.
Removed the 3 drawers, port side of galley and added a matching caned door and shelf.
At the foot of the Vee-berth, add a 10" screw-in deck plate, or inspection port, to could access
the area in front of and around the holding tank, for additional storage.

(Source: 1. Profiles 176)

NAVIGATION STATION
PROBLEM: Mounting radar receiver, etc. Support for table top when in up position.
REMEDY: A teak bracket was added behind the table to mount the radar receiver, pens, pencils, dividers and
logbooks. Two hatch springs were added to hold up the tabletop - these springs were offset a little so that if one was
accidentally tripped, the top would not fall down.
(Source: 1. Profile 176)

Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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QUARTERBERTH
OTHER USES, QUARTERBERTH
PROBLEM: How to best use all that space in the quarterberth?
ALTERNATIVES:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Cat’s litter box. Eliminated the quarter berth cushion, using area for increased storage including litter
box.
A “kitchen catcher” garbage container fits securely between the companionway ladder and the
quarter berth.
Quarterberth was raised 1½”, and a battery box built to accommodate four 6-volt golf cart batteries.
A common use for those going to the Bahamas is for carrying beer and other provisions that are
extremely expensive in the islands.

(Source: 1. Profile 171, 205, 2. LH)

LIGHTING, QUARTERBERTH
[see Cabin Lighting]
PROBLEM: Inadequate lighting in the quarterberth area.
REMEDY: Install a single flat incandescent light with a built-in switch (from a camper or marine store) beside the
quarter berth under the companionway step overhang. Another owner suggests using one of the small halogen
lights used in track-lighting. They’re already 12v so you won’t need the transformer. Keep clear of bedding as these
are hot lights.
(Source: 1. Profile 168, 214)

ENLARGING, QUARTERBERTH
PROBLEM: Desire for larger quarterberth than originally built.
REMEDY: Expand width of quarterberth by removing lower side lockers.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
One owner retained the side lockers only at the extreme upper level, with nothing adjacent to the sleeping surface.
He prefers this arrangement, finding the wider berth “super comfortable and much less claustrophobic than many
quarter berths”. The loss of locker space is not missed, given the boat’s large storage capacity.
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

SOLE REFINISHING, CABIN
PROBLEM: The owner of hull #222 observed that the cabin deck was turning dark around the stair and the
navigation table. It was subsequently found that battery acid had been leaking from one or more batteries in the long
compartment under the quarter berth. Apparently this space is fibreglassed except for about ten inches near the
front. This wooden area soaked up leaking acid and passed it through to the wood floor.
REMEDY: There are three possible preventatives:
1.
2.
3.

Fibreglass the ten-inch wooden area.
Put your batteries in plastic battery boxes. (This is good practice at any time, especially for lead-acid
batteries.)
Use gel cells, which do not leak

(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/17, F98/19)

SOLE VARNISHING, CABIN
PROBLEM: the best way to clean and re-varnish the sole. The old varnish is just about gone and the floor is stained.
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REMEDY:
FIONA #207 responded: “Perhaps ours wasn't so far gone, but it was also showing bare spots - I cleaned, sanded,
then applied six coats of INTERLUX SATIN FINISH. Two years later it still looks pretty good (those two years
included six months of living aboard with two standard poodles). Needs a maintenance recoat. I've seen suggestions
that walnut shell stripes, conforming to the pattern in the teak and holly strips, would make for much more secure
footing.”
Carla Kilpela and David Carr, MOMENTUM I #111 wrote: “We have been redoing all our teak in the complete interior,
a two year project that will finish this spring prior to launch. The old finishes were a combination of oil and varnishes.
To remove the oil we used MR. MUSCLE oven cleaner sponged off with fresh water (wear kitchen gloves) and to
remove the varnish we used strippers (polystripper or similar products depending on the price of the day) and
scrapers.
After stripping we used two part teak cleaner (by AURORA) to remove stains and to give a clean uniform finish (wear
kitchen gloves). This was required with the MR. MUSCLE since it turned the teak black. We did this on all the teak
because we wanted to brighten the interior. It takes sponges and fresh water to apply and rinse away. The result was
excellent.
This was followed by sanding because there was sometimes a roughness and the varnishing went better with
sanding the bare teak.
After preparing the teak we applied two costs of varnish, with the second thinned by about 20% paint thinner. This
was sanded smooth and then a third coat thinned and then sanded and then a final thinned coat.
Prior to the first coat we vacuumed the teak and wiped it with a damp cloth then between further sandings the teak
was wiped with a damp cloth and allowed to dry (keep vacuuming too).
Some of the teak was done in the basement and instead of thinning we put the varnish in a pot of water and brought
it to a boil with the lid loose then varnished while the can was in the pot of hot water. This would keep the varnish
thinner making it easier to apply. It was tricky because as the can emptied it wanted to float.
We used SATIN 60 varnish by INTERLUX. So far about 12 quarts with about 4 more to finish the job. We did have to
do some replacing of wood due to water damage which was minimal (about 1/2 a sheet of 1/4 teak plywood). To
make some thicker pieces we glued cut-out pieces together and piled the batteries on them to press them together till
the glue dried.
The result is a bright interior that is clean and uniform. If your floor is varnished and clean the stripper will clean the
teak and you could skip the teak cleaner provided the sanding cleans the wood up. The way to check what your
finish will look like is to wet the wood with a sponge and fresh water to view the grain. This will be similar to the
varnished effect. Or do a test area with varnish and if you want further cleaning then strip the test area off.
Always make sure the wood has dried before varnishing. Also varnish when there is no frost at night if you are doing
it in the spring.
We selected the varnish to avoid annual oiling and this was after looking at a friends boat with the same finish done a
few years previously.
We talked to the Charter business here in town and they did a test with several finishes in several boats including
these on their cabin soles and after a year the one that didn't wear was EPIPHANIES RUBBED EFFECT VARNISH.
We put this on the cabin sole after stripping the old finish off and using teak cleaner to brighten the wood and the
result was excellent, better than the INTERLUX. We are going to use this on the wear areas such as the
companionway stairs and grating in the head as a final coat over the INTERLUX that we put on…”
One owner reports sanding well and applying 4 coats of Varathane Spar Varnish before heading to the Bahamas.
Two years later, without a recoat, it still looks good. Gloss finishes are more durable than semi-gloss.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp2001)

STEPS DISINTEGRATING, CABIN
PROBLEM: In at least one case, the removable cabin steps have come apart at the bottom under a heavy descent.
REMEDY: Examine the steps, reset the dove-tail if necessary, re-glue, and put two-inch screws through the sides
into the ends of both steps.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/7)
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STEPS, MAIN CABIN
PROBLEM: Splitting of the engine cover part of the companionway step.
REMEDY: Rejoin and reinforce step/engine cover. The following procedure was submitted by an owner who has
done the repair:
ACTION TAKEN:
1.
Remove the teak plugs and short wood screws from the teak moulding/edge support.
2.
Pry up the teak and cleaned out underneath it. “I didn't completely remove the moulding since it was
securely bonded further in and started to rip off the gelcoat over the fibreglass.”
3.
Inject epoxy into the area between the gelcoat/fibreglass and the moulding.
4.
Replace the original short wood screws with bolts with large steel washers under the fibreglass.
5.
It appears like new and should be much stronger.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp99/16)

STIFFENING, CABIN
[see Creaking Deck ]
PROBLEM: The hull experiences some twisting in a quartering sea.
REMEDY: Commencing about hull # 175, OUYANG provided additional athwartship stiffening overhead. The
forward bulkhead of the main cabin, between the head & the hanging locker was also stiffened.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Stiffening similar to that mentioned in the above remedy could be incorporated to earlier
Aloha 34s. Anticipate major interior refit work to incorporate these modifications.
(Source: 1. Profile # 204)

STORAGE, CABIN
CABIN & GALLEY, STORAGE
PROBLEM: To increase the amount of storage available in the main cabin.
REMEDY: Add shelves and/or door openings. Following is a summary of modifications made by owners to increase
storage in various parts of the boat.
MODIFICATIONS:
STORAGE CABINETS: Above sink and navigation table.
SHELF: Collapsible shelf next to sink for drying dishes.
CABIN, WINE LOCKER: Converted open shelf between the two cane door lockers (port side) to four-rack 12bottle wine rack.
MAIN CABIN and GALLEY: Storage behind the settees modified as follows:
Removed the four opening compartment doors and replaced the trim moulding. Re-used the doors to make
larger openings under the Nav station, under the sink in the galley and from the back of the settee between the
sink and dry storage area in the galley. Each opening cut to 28 inches long and 15-½ inches high, and backed
with ½ inch plywood 1-½ inch wide, which made a ½-inch lip to support the closed doors. The doors or panels
are made of 3/8-inch plywood with a finger hole at the top for removal. A piece of plywood was added as a
divider between the forward and aft storage areas. The divider was glassed to the hull and screwed to the back
of the settee. Only the aft storage has a shelf. The shelf is made out of ¾ inch plywood and is supported by
cleats placed against the divider and the aft part of the storage. The height of the shelf was determined by the
height of two 12-oz soda or beer cans. The shelf had to be cut in half length-wise to get it inside and reattached
by two 1/8 inch by 2 inch aluminium plates screwed to the bottom.
Starboard settee with the storage doors closed. The line about six inches from the top is shock cord or bungee
cord, which can be placed around the top of the cushions to keep them from falling when the boat is heeling.
Both storage doors open to show the shelf. Back of the galley bulkhead was cut for one of the settee storage
doors. This was to help in installing the refrigeration unit. A removable shelf placed on the bottom can hold nine
or ten rolls of paper towels or what ever.
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SHELF, UNDER GALLEY SINK & DRAWERS: Lacking a floor in this area, anything smaller than a gallon jug in
this space, or anything falling out of the drawers (two at the inboard end of the galley sink counter and one
alongside under the settee) could slide down the inside of the hull and work its way into the bilge. This was dealt
with as follows:
“We ‘special ordered’ a larger teak door from OUYANG BOAT WORKS to access the space under the bread
locker and sink. Then using ½” plywood we built a two-stepped shelf (floor). This goes from the port side
abutting the hull, inboard under the sink to the back of the drawers toward centre-line.
“The upper part of the shelf/floor nearest to the side of the hull (under the bread locker) is stepped up about
1-½” above the shelf level under the sink. On this upper step we located the compressor for our NOVA
KOOL refrigeration. The arrangement works very well. We initially feared that the noise of a running
compressor might disturb sleepers in the main cabin. However, the NOVA KOOL is fairly quiet and our fears
were groundless.
On the lower step we built a 2” lip on the edge of the inboard side against the drawer frame. This stops items
from falling off into the bilge. (We also added a “lip” around the top of the drawer frame “shelf”, under the
sink, for the same reason).
NOTE: In SEA VIXEN, a solid lower level shelf under the sink would have prevented us from closing the
galley sink “through-hull valve”. Thus we cut a quickly removable section in the floor/shelf, to allow one to
readily open and close this through-hull, when required.
It is not fitted with any drawers into the engine compartment, just the “waste disposal” container.”
STORAGE, GALLEY: Removed the three small drawers above the counter and to the left of the sink, replacing
them with a matching cane compartment door and added a shelf for better storage.
GALLEY, KNIFE HOLDER: Added a knife holder behind the stove & in front of the cabinet. It works well & still
allows the stove to swing.
[Editors Note: for the many photos please refer to Profiles and Newsletters]
(Source: 1. Profile 153, 159, 176; 2. Newsletter W97/15)

QUARTERBERTH, STORAGE
PROBLEM: Require additional storage for larger items.
REMEDY:
Removed the cushion for the berth behind the Nav station and the area is just used for storage for an inflatable
dinghy, life raft etc.
(Source: 1. Profile 176)

VEE BERTH, STORAGE
PROBLEM: Use Vee berth area for additional storage.
REMEDY: Open an access to storage area under berth..
ACTIONS TAKEN:
At the foot of the Vee berth, added a 10” screw-in deck plate, or inspection port, to provide access the area in front of
and around the holding tank, for additional storage. Also added twist locks to the access boards under the berths, to
help prevent the storage areas from opening during any possible “knock down”.
Alternatively, cut out the area of fibreglass in front of the present hatch; install a wooden stringer across the opening
and create a new plywood hatch cover. A shelf in the area, up in the vee will hold the washdown and macerator
pumps.
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 214)

STOVE
PROBLEM: We all have to eat sometime.
REMEDY: Ensure a good stove is available.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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SUGGESTED ACTION:
There are numerous choices for a cook stove. Here are some samples:








SNOWGOOSE #138: SIGMAR stove is used for both heating and cooking and find it excellent.
CLAN DONNCHADH #168: One of the modifications for convenience and safety an owner can make is
to install a stainless steel length of piping in front of the stove/oven unit. This doubles as a grab- rail and
will also prevent a person being thrown onto the stove should the vessel lurch.
WINDFLOWER #222: TASCO Marine Propane stove, gimballed two burner with oven
DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152: a CNG stove in galley & have located a company in Provincetown, R.I.
that can inform you as to locations to refill tanks. CORP BROS. (401) 331-8020. Our cost to refill at
Daytona Beach, Florida was US$9.00/2400 lb. Also a MICROWAVE OVEN: SANYO - 450 watt (in top of
cupboard above stove)
AIR LOOM #185: a three-burner stove with oven, manufactured by SEAWARD PRODUCTS. When the
thermostat went, parts were available from:
SEAWARD PRODUCTS, 3721 Capitol Ave., Whittier, California 90601

(Source: 1. Profile 138, 168, 222, 152, 185)

RELOCATION, STOVE
PROBLEM: Desire for more space in the galley area.
REMEDY: Relocate the stove.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Sylando, #115 reports moving the stove outboard 8” to provide more galley space and better access to the icebox.
(Source: 1. Profile 115)

TABLE, CABIN
PROBLEM: Some owners report that the hinge screws holding the fold-up table to the forward bulkhead have come
loose. In at least one case, the table has fallen off the bulkhead onto the berth below.
In each case, the original hinge screws were less than an inch in length.
REMEDY: The fold-up table of most later boats (after about hull #170) were fitted with stainless steel “piano hinges”
or 3 heavier hinges with longer screws (1 ½-inch or better) into the forward bulkhead.
Some boats had the originally shorter hinge screws replaced with longer stainless steel screws by dealers, under
warranty. Both these remedies solved the problem for these boats.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Fold up the table into its stowage position & observe the hinges holding the table to the bulkhead.
If the hinges are “piano-style”, extending almost the full length of the folded table, and the fitting seems secure,
no further action should be necessary.
If there are three hinges, they seem sturdy, and the part attached to the table has an extra flap under the table,
your table is probably safe. However to be sure, carefully remove one of the screws into the forward bulkhead. If
that screw is less than 1 ½-inches in length, replace all bulkhead screws (9) with 1 ½-inch or longer stainless
steel screws.
If the hinges are two or three of the standard (about 2-inch) butted type hinges without any flap under the table,
carefully remove one screw into the forward bulkhead and one screw into the end of the table and examine them.
If the screws are less than 1 ½-inches in length or are galvanised, replace them (probably nine into the bulkhead
& nine into the end of the table) with 1 ½-inch stainless steel screws.
Alternatively, if you have any doubts about your hinges, replace them with a sturdy “piano-style” hinge, extending
almost the full length of the folded table or with 3 heavier hinges & longer screws.
It is also suggested that owners make it a regular practice to check the soundness of these hinges periodically.
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(Source: 1. Profile 205; 2. Newsletter W95/11)

VEE-BERTH MODIFICATIONS, CABIN
PROBLEM: Improve use of Vee-Berth area.
REMEDY: Several changes are presented.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
VEE BERTH: HAVING DIFFICULTY CLIMBING IN? Some members have fitted a hand grip on the deck-head for
one (or two) hands to grasp when climbing into the bunk and then squirming around by 180 degrees to flake out feet
forward, head aft. Columbine (#162) had constructed a teak frame on the deck-head over the forward vee berth to
hold the VEE BERTH INSERT cushion; it’s sometimes too hard to get into and out of the bed with the insert cushion
in place. Paramour #121 advised that he “plans to install a “fold-up step” to help one climb into the Vee berth from
the main cabin.” Brian says they are listed in the WEST MARINE Catalogue.
Columbine (#162) shortened the door on the cabinet in the vee of the vee-berth so it does not rub on the cushions.
Belize (#211) added ”Sof-Berth” from Custom Leisure Bedding to the vee-berth. It’s a little more effort to put on or off
but “so nice to sleep in”.
[Note: the addition of “egg carton” foam over the cushions but under the bedding is also a nice improvement.]
To improve access to the area under the vee-berth, #214 cut out the fibreglass in the area forward of the vee-berth
locker and added a stringer across in front of the head tank. A new hatch cover was fabricated out of 5/8” plywood.
The original hatch cover was shortened for easier handling.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 162, 211, 214; 2. Newsletter W95/11)

VEE-BERTH CONDENSATION, CABIN
PROBLEM: Condensation forms under V-berth cushions.
REMEDY: A plastic grid (approx. ½-inch deep) has proved to reduce or eliminate this problem for one owner. The
plastic grid is normally used for fluorescent panels, but was cut to the shape of the V-berth and laid under the foam
cushions.
(Source: 1. Profile 152)

WASTE BASKET, CABIN
PROBLEM: Finding a good place to put a wastebasket in the main cabin.
REMEDY: Stash the trash anywhere that works for you. Small trash receptacles will be more easily accommodated.
A small household type wastebasket will just fit under the bottom step of the companionway or under the galley sink
on the door.
The September 1999 issue of SAIL magazine (last page) contains an item describing a bracket-and-slide mechanism
(with latch) to be installed on the cabinet enclosure under the overhang of the navigation table. Release the latch
and the plastic wastebasket slides out to accept your input. Slide it back and it latches in place. This arrangement
would require the flip-up tab on the Aloha 34 to remain in the up position with the trash basket in place, but it might
be a good compromise. (Ed. I’m not sure what happens to the contents of the basket if the chart table is lifted to gain
access to the interior.)
Paramour had a tilt out basket under the icebox to the left of the stove. Some Alohas have a kitchen bag holder on
the door under the galley sink.
(Source: 1. Profile 227)
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WINE LOCKER, CABIN
PROBLEM: Looking for a good place for a wine rack?
REMEDY: One owner reported converting the open shelf between the two cane door lockers (port side) to 4-rack 12bottle wine rack.
(Note: some later models have a wine rack/liquor cabinet in the cane locker just forward of the navigation table. It
has 8 circles cut out of the shelf to hold the bottles upright.)
(Source: 1. Profile 159.)
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DECK SYSTEMS
DECK SYSTEMS
ANCHORS
ANCHORING
PROBLEM: What is the best anchor, and how is it best deployed?
REMEDY: As is often the case, there is no one correct answer. Owners have had a variety of anchors, and methods
of handling. A few general suggestions:
True Love writes - If your sailing is more or less a weekend activity with a week or two of holiday cruising, all with the
occasional night at anchor you can probably do well enough with 15 to 20 feet of heavy chain and 150 feet of nylon
rode.
However, if you are contemplating extensive cruising with many nights at anchor, I would suggest a minimum of 50
feet of chain; preferably 100 feet with 150 feet of nylon rode. In this case the chain can be 5/16 inch.
Enchantment’s comments - “For our trip to the Bahamas we used a 33# Bruce with 65' of BBB chain as our primary
anchor. Our secondary was a Plow with 50' of BBB chain and our third [which we never used] was a Danforth with
30' of lighter chain, originally on the Bruce. I would recommend staying with the heavy chain but if you wish to go to
lighter chain I would recommend increasing the length to have the same weight overall.
We did not use all chain because of the effect on the trim of the Aloha as I have a 14" anchor platform on the bow.
The length of chain on the Bruce was chosen based on the "normal" depth we expected to be anchoring in to result
in a 5:1 scope with the chain off the deck. That way I didn't use a chain snubber and still kept my anchor circle to a
minimum.
Here are a few comments as to the types and suitability:
“I figure we will be anchoring a lot in the Bahamas. So we now have a 45-lb. CQR with 100 ft of 5/16 high-test chain
spliced to 150 ft of line. This is kind of heavy stuff, so installed an electric windlass.” (See ANCHOR WINDLASS,
below.)
Bruce - 15 kg
“Am happy with it.”
Bruce - 22 kg
“Never dragged”
“Previous owner had installed an anchoring platform/bowsprit of teak and stainless steel. It accommodates two bow
rollers with the security of a second headstay. A nice feature”
“Originally used a 22-lb Bruce as primary anchor on roller, with a 25-lb CQR in the anchor locker as secondary. The
Bruce has never dragged. We have now replaced them with two 45-lb CQRs and chain in preparation for heading
south”
“Replaced the originally supplied 35-lb Danforth anchor with a 15-kg Bruce after what could have been a bad
experience with the Danforth in shale. The Bruce has been a better all round anchor for our purposes. We have
kept the Danforth as an additional “storm” anchor.”
“For ground tackle in the Caribbean we have a CQR 35-lb, Fortress FX16, Danforth 22-lb, and a Lunch Hook. We
had the CQR, and added the other anchors. We added 200 ft of 3/8" chain, plus 2x150 ft anchor lines, with 25 feet of
chain.”
“I carry four anchors: on the bow there is a 35-lb Delta with 100 ft of 5/16 chain and a 100-foot 5/8” rode, and a 35-lb
Harbourmaster (CQR type) with the same chain and rode. On the stern is a 16-lb Fortress (FX23) with 10 ft of chain
and 250 feet of ½" rode, while a 70-lb Fisherman rides inside in pieces, with 30-ft of 3/8' chain and 250 ft of 5/8”
rode.”
“We have a CQR-35 and a 17-lb Danforth for ground tackle. Both anchors have stainless steel chain and 150 ft of
3/4 inch nylon rode.”
“33-lb Bruce with 50 ft of chain and 400 ft of 5/8 inch nylon rode. This worked well in Mexico but I would recommend
going to at least 100 feet of chain.”
“35-lb CQR, 15 Kg, Danforth Deepset 2500, Viking 2000 anchor, Fortress #37 anchor,” (for cruising Mexican
waters).”
“20' heavy chain and 35-lb CQR anchor hauled up by hand (after using windlass for rope portion of rode.)”
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Anchor Type: Many experts recommend a variety of anchors to meet the variety of conditions experienced when
anchoring. One study, pulling anchors at 0, 90, 180 and 270 degrees concluded that the Bruce reset 90 of the
time; the Plow/CQR reset 60% and the Danforth reset 20%; however, the Danforth type have the greatest holding in
a straight pull [no rotating at anchor]. Key to successful anchoring is the scope used and the weight/length of the
chain providing the shock absorption in the waves. Another study concluded that insufficient scope was the most
significant single cause to ineffective holding.
Anchor Deployment: Ideally an anchor, whatever the type, is laid on the bottom with the flukes pointing away from
the wind or current and the chain is released slowly as the vessel backs down. When the correct scope is deployed
the rode is snubbed to the deck cleat and, when hands are clear, the vessel is backed down under engine or wind,
providing sufficient force to ensure the anchor flukes will hold for the conditions. The holding should be confirmed,
taking a range on 2 trees or such structures and checking for a change in the range. Of course, this is the ideal!
(Source: 1. Profiles 120, 121P, 138, 152, 167, 176, 196, 205P, 207, 211, 214, 223, 224; 2. Newsletter F98/13P,
Sp2001/Q6)

ANCHOR CHAFE RAILS
PROBLEM: The alloy side plates on the anchor guides have very rough edges. This would be a hazard
to the anchor rode.
REMEDY: One owner has fabricated stainless steel chafe rails to cap the ends.
(Source: 1. Profile 183)

ANCHOR LIGHTS
PROBLEM: Provide visibility to other vessels at night while anchored, to provide safety and to conform to collision
regulations (COLREGS). The Aloha 34 was not fitted during manufacture with an anchor light, which must be a
white light visible in a 360-degree area.
REMEDY: Procure or improvise a device to fill the need. This may be a windproof oil (kerosene) lamp, an electric
(12-volt) fixture, or a light powered by dry cell batteries. An anchor light normally provides this visibility. Many
variations of these fixtures are available from marine suppliers. One owner offers the following:
“We are using a ‘salt shaker light’ from WESTMARINE. DOWNWIND MARINE also has them. For more light for
reading or if we are going away on a very dark night, we use a car ‘trouble’ (fluorescent) light hanging on the boom in
the cockpit. It will attract some moths but we feel safer in some places with a bright light.”
Note that the saltshaker light referred to can be made quite literally from a saltshaker and a bulb from Radio Shack.
Caribbean cruisers have used them and find they provide a quite acceptable light.
NOTE: While some use the solar powered patio lights they do not qualify as an anchor light because they do not
have the visibility range of 2 nautical miles.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/11, Sp97/12)

ANCHOR LOCKER
PROBLEM: The anchor locker as originally equipped is not suitable for off shore work in that it does not adequately
accommodate rodes for two anchors, and does not lend itself to installation of a windlass. Thus modifications are
required.
REMEDY: The solutions are many and varied. Some of these modifications are described following:
“I mounted the windlass on top of the forward third of the anchor locker. To do this we sawed the locker lid into 1/3,
2/3 pieces and, under the front piece, built a special platform which extends well forward and is secured by the eight
bolts which pass through the forward cleats, plus two other larger bolts.”
“Anchor locker was enlarged by removing the aft wall of the locker compartment and installing a ¾-inch piece of
plywood in a more vertical position, using the space of the small locker immediately in front of the V-berth, and then
glassed in. The windlass is mounted on the deck just aft of the locker, with the hawse pipe leading forward into the
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anchor space. The anchor locker is divided horizontally with a removable perforated plywood panel so that the chain
can lay in the bottom of the locker with 200 feet of nylon rode (marked every 20 feet with red thread) on top. Chain is
on a 44-lb Bruce with swivel and the nylon rode is on a 35-lb CQR”
“I divided the anchor locker into port and starboard sections to accommodate two rodes. This fore & aft bulkhead
was glassed in strongly and became the basis for another modification - converting to a cutter rig.”
We installed a small removable floor in the locker with drain-holes, then divided the locker athwartship with a
removable partition to accommodate two rodes. The windlass was installed in front of the locker [see “Windlass”].
(Source: Profiles 152, 205, 214, Newsletter F98/13)

ANCHOR PRESSURE WASHER
PROBLEM: The anchor when being raised brings with it large quantities of mud, which can make quite a mess of
the foredeck. In addition, mussels and other sea life can be carried into the anchor locker. A day or 2 later you will
be reminded of their presence by the smell.
REMEDY: Two boats, preparing to go south, have fitted a hose and sprayer in the anchor locker, connected to a raw
water pressure pump. Thus muddy anchors can be cleaned easily as some of these pumps deliver 40 psi. There is
the added advantage of having a deck wash, or even a firehose! Water for the pump may be readily available by
putting a “T” at the through-hull for the head.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 214)

ANCHOR WINDLASS
PROBLEM: Bringing in the anchor with its lengthy rode can be a strenuous chore. Some mechanical assistance is
desired. Electrical windlasses use a lot of power and usually require additional batteries, but ease the effort and
back damage associated with manual lifting.
Figure 6 - Windlass on Foredeck
REMEDY:
Several Alohas have fitted the foredeck with anchor windlasses, some manual, and
some
electric. The following lists a few, with descriptions where available:
 Simpson manual windlass.
 Two-speed Simpson & Lawrence manual. (The two-speed is useful, as low
gear is sometimes required to break out a 45-lb CQR.)
 Lofrans Tigress. Mounted on deck just aft of the anchor locker, with the
hawse pipe leading forward into the locker
 “In the anchor locker we added a platform halfway up to separate two anchor
lines, and installed an additional deck fitting. We have an S&L Anchorman
Power 700 windlass. It may be overkill, but it works great.”
 Simpson-Lawrence “Anchorman Low Profile” on top of a 1-1/2 inch teak pad,
3-1/2 inches behind the anchor locker. The windlass is backed by a ¼-inch aluminium plate, under the deck.
 “What If “ used an Anchorman 700 (“a little small for the boat”). The motor is in the blanket cupboard over
the vee-berth and it feeds the chain into the port side of the anchor well without much attention. It is
powered by a gel-cell mounted under the v-berth. A 100-ampere alternator and an Ample energy monitor
were added to power it as well as four 6-volt golf cart batteries.
 S/L manual windlass
 Maxwell Electric Anchor Windlass.
 NILSSEN electric capstan with foot operated deck switch. Vertical drum handles anchor line, chain and
anchor hauled up by hand.
 “Enchantment” wrote “I looked for the most compact windlass and chose the SIMPSON-LAWRENCE single
speed manual. I found it would fit on a 1-inch pad forward of the anchor locker and the handle would still
clear the roller furling drum. The pad was epoxy coated, followed by spar varnish to protect the epoxy from
UV light. I removed the balsa core in both chain hole and boltholes back about ½-inch using a bent nail in a
drill. These areas were saturated with epoxy, then filled with thickened epoxy to eliminate water absorption
and minimize compression by the bolts. Both the pad and windlass were bedded before final installation.
Don’t forget to back the bolts under the deck.” I made a “L” ¼” stainless backing plate; bolted to deck and
anchor locker bulkhead and included a “D” to tie off the bitter ends.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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“...I finally opted for a nice low Profile vertical unit - a LEWMAR CONCEPT 1, said to have enough guts for
boats up to 45 feet. It takes both chain and rope without having to switch drums and it all goes through one
gypsy. I mounted the windlass on top of the forward third of the anchor locker. (See ANCHOR LOCKER,
above.) I opted for a hand held up/down control rather than a foot switch, as this allows you to move around.

Frank on True Love writes:
Electric vs. manual is really performance vs. cost.
A manual windlass is a big plus over no windlass, but is slow and still a lot of work. With the electric unit we never
thought twice about moving or changing location if there was anything we didn't like about the spot we were in. Also,
it was a safety factor on those few occasions when we had to get the hook up quickly and/or when the wind turned
around on us pushing toward a lee shore.
Vertical vs. horizontal is probably a question of the kinds of anchor lines you'll be using and whether you plan to be
setting two anchors out (something we never did, though some people thinks it's a must in some of the islands). A
vertical unit like the Lewmar Concept 1 can really only handle one anchor at a time, because the rode is trapped in
the gypsy. Most horizontal units should be able to handle two or more. With usually a separate chain gypsy and rope
drum, the rode is freed up, but you also have the problem (and associated danger) of switching from one to the other
when you get the chain/rope splice (unless you have an all-chain line).
Again the low profile of our vertical unit was important to us for racing.
(Source: 1. Profiles 120,121P, 148, 152, 158, 171, 176P, 199, 205P, 214, 224; 2. Newsletters SP97/12, W97/15,
F98/13, Sp2001/19)

AWNING - SUN
PROBLEM: On hot summer days, even in northern climes, and certainly in the Tropics, some shelter from the sun in
the cockpit is essential.
REMEDY: This may be achieved by means of a Bimini or an awning, erected while at anchor or dockside. The
awning probably gives more comprehensive protection, while requiring more effort to put up.
Some desirable awning features are:





Ease of erection; a simple support frame, with minimal piping.
White on top to reflect heat, light blue underneath to reduce glare.
Should be large enough to cover the cabin, at least partially, to help keep it cool inside. (To avoid having
too large a structure, perhaps two tarps could be considered, one for the cockpit, one draped along the
boom to provide shade for the cabin top.)
While it is useful to have zip-on side curtains, to keep out low sun or rain, the basic awning sides should
not be so low as to block cooling breezes. An awning can be a heat trap in some circumstances.

One owner, sailing in Florida waters, uses the topping lift, freed from its normal duty (see BOOM CRUTCH, below) to
support a 17'x11' awning complete with zip-in screens or plastic. Connected to shrouds and backstay, supported
with folding stainless steel rods, it is quite sturdy, having withstood winds of 25 knots. An additional awning zips on
and extends to the forestay if desired. This would do much to ensure a cool cabin.
(Source: 1. Profiles 196, 152)

BOAT HOOK STORAGE
PROBLEM: Where does one put the boat hook so it is not in the way, yet can be quickly retrieved? Many of us
simply lay it along the cabin top, sort of secured by placing the hook under the cabin rail.
REMEDY: Two alternatives have been implemented by owners:



If the Bimini doesn’t block access, and if the end of the boom is open, as opposed to having an end plate
installed, some owners have stored one or two boat hooks in the aft end of the hollow main boom.
If space permits, a couple of spring clamps on the mast will allow storage of a boat hook in a vertical
position on the mast, in a similar fashion to a spinnaker pole or whisker pole.

(Source: 1. Profile 167; 2. MEK)
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BOWSPRIT
Some Alohas have been fitted with bowsprits, for varying reasons. The extension enables:




Fitting two anchors;
Moving the forestay forward, making room for a second, smaller fractional stay, thus creating a cutter rig.
Note that if the additional forestay is added, then running backstays are required, to offset the extra
tension on the mast.
More room on the foredeck, enhancing installation of an anchor windlass.

Figure 7 – Anchor Platform [#214]

Caution must be exercised with this modification. If the existing forestay is moved
forward to the outer end of the new bowsprit, it moves the vessel’s centre of effort
forward, with the risk of creating a lee helm situation. A slight weather helm is to be
preferred, for safety reasons. This modification was described in CRUISING WORLD
several years ago.
An excellent description, with pictures has been provided by hull #205:
Figure 8 - Bowsprit [What If, 205]

“A "hairpin" bowsprit-and-bobstay similar to the Niagara 35 was added and the
forestay moved forward about 16". This also required a new pulpit. I cut the anchor
locker lid in half longitudinally and put a chainplate on the new dividing bulkhead.
An inner forestay was added coming from this chainplate through the centre of the
existing (but cut in half) hawsepipe. It reaches the mast 2/3 of the way up. Running
backstays were also added. The working jib was cut down and reef points were
added (just in case?) The 'genoa' was left alone except for moving it forward. The
added chainplate was strengthened by welding a nut on it and extending it through
the bow with a ½" bolt. All of this has worked well. The spacing between the two
stays is about 4 feet and they are parallel so it looks OK. I use the genoa on its
furling until the wind reaches about 15-20 knots then, rather than trying to reef with
the furling (which I have never liked), I roll up the genoa and raise the working jib.
The boat behaves well with either sail. I have tried sailing with both foresails but I
do not seem to gain anything. I left the working jib as a hanked on sail because I
figure that I could add a storm jib if necessary (if I owned one). The only
disadvantage I have found is it is slow and difficult to tack the jib with the inner
forestay in place. However it can be let off and pulled to the side quite easily even
though I do not have a quick release mechanism.”
(Source: 1. Profile 205P, 214; 2. Newsletter Sp98/16P)

CLEATS, DECK
PROBLEM: Additional deck cleats may be of benefit topside.
REMEDY: install deck cleats where needed. A common place where an additional cleat may be useful is near midship, for securing spring lines fore or aft. See reported experiences.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: David Duncan (168) and Les Harrison (#214) both report: “Installed two 8-inch cleats
with backing plates on each side of the deck (above the opening lockers in main cabin) inside of toe-rail; useful for
spring lines”.
Mike Pettigrew (223) added 3 cleats as follows:
a. A heavy 12-inch cleat abaft the windlass for: taking the weight and pull of the anchor chain from the windlass
when at anchor, using a short piece of 1-inch nylon with a rolling hitch, and; the bow line when docking in a
strange marina and not knowing “which side to”. The bow line is quickly slipped under the lifeline when
“which side to” is determined.
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b. Another 8-inch cleat is installed aft of the cockpit coaming amid ships at the transom for towing the tender
and also for some mooring situations. (Ed Note: The stress this cleat can cause on the centre of the transom
may exacerbate the flexing and cracking of the transom gelcoat reported in some vessels. See also
TRANSOM CRACK.)
c.

A third one is a 6-inch cleat on the port side of the companionway for sail handling.”

Enchantment (#214) also installed a “Sampson-post” just aft of the anchor locker. In fabricating the Sampson-post a
“D” was added on the aft side to serve as a pad-eye for a safety harness. (See SAFETY HARNESS PAD EYES)
SUGGESTED ACTION: When installing additional deck cleats, choose cleats of adequate size for their intended
purpose. Be sure to properly seal all through holes to prevent water intrusion into the deck or cabin. Install a
proper backing plate.
(Source: 1. Profiles 148, 168, 214, 223)

COCKPIT
BERTHS, COCKPIT
PROBLEM: The “T” shaped cockpit precludes stretching out full length to relax, sun bathe or snooze.
Figure 9 - Cockpit Seat Eatension [#159]

REMEDY: Consider installing drop-in boards to bridge the gap between
the aft ends of the port and starboard lockers and the lazarette.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Make drop-in boards the shape and size of the
cockpit “T” section. Install supporting teak “eyebrows” on the aft ends of
the cockpit lockers and the forward ends of the lazarette at an appropriate
level to support the boards with cushions on top. With the wheel
removed, this arrangement increases the seating capacity, or the
additional support length may provide two extra berths.

(Source: 1. Profile 155, 159)

BUNK, COCKPIT
See also COCKPIT SEATING
Figure 10 - Queen Size Cockpit Bunk

A queen-sized bunk can be made up in the cockpit, by (securely!)
fastening teak strips ½-inch down from the tops of the port and starboard
cockpit lockers, and laying ½-inch plywood boards across. Cockpit seatback cushions, designed to fit the opening, make the mattress centre,
while cockpit seat cushions complete it. The boards can be connected
with piano hinges to fold accordion style for storage. If stronger support
is desired, thicker plywood can be used, placing the supporting teak
strips accordingly lower to accommodate.

(Source: 1. Profile 152P)

CUSHION COVERS, COCKPIT
PROBLEM: Need cockpit cushion covers quickly.
REMEDY: One owner bought SUNBRELLA and glue-gunned new cushion covers on in about 3 hours.
(Source: 1. Profile 152)
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DRINK COOLER, COCKPIT
PROBLEM: Need a cold one close by the helm.
REMEDY: Consider stowing an insulated cooler in the helm lazarette.
(Source: 1. Profile 222)

DODGER WINDOWS, COCKPIT
The dodger provides spray and wind protection to cockpit occupants, as well as constituting part of an enclosure.
PROBLEM: The main difficulty with dodgers seems to revolve about the plastic windows with which they usually are
equipped. The plastic tends to discolour, fade and gather scratches to the point where it requires frequent
replacement.
REMEDY: One owner recommends “motorcycle type plastic” which is much heavier thickness (30 mil?) than
standard and lasts indefinitely if one fits a cover to protect the plastic from the sun when not in use.
Another approach is to construct dodger windows of LEXAN, (aircraft windshield material). In addition to lasting
considerably longer, this has the advantage of providing much clearer vision (almost car windshield quality) than the
standard wavy sight lines provided by the regular material. The downside is that LEXAN is not flexible, thus
restricting the ability to fold the dodger down to get it out of the way, or to prepare it for winter storage.
One boater that makes dodgers for boats recommends a product called “Clear to Sea”. She strongly recommends
against using “Pledge” or automotive silicon based products.
(Source: 1. Profiles 157, 158, 159, 167, 176, 199, 205, 207, 211, 222, 226)

ENCLOSURE, COCKPIT
PROBLEM: Protection from the hot and damaging rays of the sun becomes ever more necessary.
REMEDY: Zip-in side curtains can provide additional protection when needed. And at the end of the trip, a welldesigned full enclosure can provide an extra “cabin” at anchor or at dockside. This usually includes a dodger, a
bimini, a joining piece and side curtains. Alternatives that can be effective and less expensive include tent-flies tied
to the toe rails, canvas awning with cross arms of plastic or fibreglass, and awnings with side curtains.
(Source: 1. various)

HARD WINDSCREEN, COCKPIT
Figure 11 - Hard Windscreen [#158]

PROBLEM: Ability of the dodger to withstand heavy weather.
REMEDY: Replace front with a hard windscreen frame and windows.

(Source: 1. Profile 158)

SEATING, COCKPIT
See also COCKPIT BERTHS, above
PROBLEM: Increase the size and/or comfort of cockpit seating and to enable the helmsperson to see over the cabin
top when seated.
REMEDY: No cockpit is perfect, but a little ingenuity can improve your comfort.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Figure 12 - Helm Seat Options

Mike Pettigrew (#223) reports “I have adapted a plastic patio chair to fit abaft the wheel. The
attached photos show its location and how it was made, including an adapter made from PVC
pipe to use in the companionway under the dodger in wet weather. When rolling, I lash the
arms of the chair to the pulpit sides to keep it stable.”
To the left is the helmsman seat on “True Love”, #117, with the wheel
removed.
Another approach on “Dream Weaver IV”,
#155, also shown with the wheel removed
for clarity.

Another somewhat simple solution involves using an eight-inch fender to sit on, tied to the pushpit to keep it from
rolling away. For more details on these and other helmsman seating ideas see the individual profiles.
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 155, 159, 223, 234)

CREAKING, DECK
See also CABIN STIFFENING.
PROBLEM: There is noticeable deck creaking in moderate to rough seas.
REMEDY: This may be alleviated somewhat with a strong bonding of the deck to the cabin bulkheads and secure
wedges or Spartite at the partner. No vessel is completely rigid and in heavy sea conditions, a lot of flexing of the
hull, deck and mast will take place. While it may be somewhat disconcerting, some creaking is acceptable.
Cracking, on the other hand, is not.
(Source: 1. Profile 118; 2. Newsletters W97/13, Sp98/14)

DAVITS
PROBLEM: Need to lift your dinghy or outboard?
REMEDY: Purchase or fabricate and install davits.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Refer to the Profiles and newsletter listed below
(Source: 1. Profiles 196, 205, 222, 223, 230)

DECK, NON-SKID
PROBLEM: No problems have been reported with the non-skid as originally applied. Comments have been
favourable. Some caution should be observed if having the deck Awlgripped, as this tends to reduce the “nonskidiness” of the deck surface.
(Source: 1. Profile 181)

DINGHY SYSTEMS
PROBLEM: Many vessels, even those on inland lakes, have dinghies or tenders. These may take various forms –
inflatable, hard bottom, even sailing dinghies. Some sailors seem to favour the hard dinghy, as it may be rowed with
some ease. With an inflatable, an outboard motor is almost a must, as it is almost impossible to row an inflatable for
any distance (at least in a desired direction). Other than this, the main problem relating to tenders is what to do with
them while sailing long distances.
REMEDY: The answer takes several forms, ranging from deflating and stowing in a locker to hoisting on davits, to
inverting and storing on deck. (See also DINGHY TOW SYSTEM). In addition, a dinghy may be towed behind the
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“mother ship”, but this carries some hazards and annoyances. Not the least of these is that if the wind and waves
kick up, an inflatable can become airborne behind the boat, and even flip over, tipping any loose contents into the
sea. If an inflatable must be towed, it has been found useful to leave the motor on it (tipped up out of the water) for
the extra weight and stability. Of course, towing a tender, especially an inflatable, creates drag, slowing the boat
down by as much as a knot or more. Finally, a towed dinghy on a following sea can become a battering ram,
frequently surfing up to the stern of the boat and nudging it from behind. If one must tow a dinghy under such
conditions, it is good practice to lengthen the towline to the point that the dinghy rides on the same side of its wave
as the mother ship does, but two waves behind.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 211, 223; 2. MEK)

DINGHY TOW SYSTEM
PROBLEM: Is there an alternative means of towing a dinghy other than dragging it on a painter?
REMEDY: A device called Dinghy Tow may provide a better idea. (See also TENDER).
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Ron & Sylvia Foster (152) report:
Figure 13 - Dingy-Tow System

“DINGHY - TOW System: Stows our CARIBE 9’ dinghy (a Rigid Inflatable Boat - RIB) over
the stern; it is used for towing, marina storage & motor removal. For cruising, the DinghyTow lifts the stern of the dinghy out of the water, leaving only a small part of the bow in the
water. We have used it for nine years & never take the motor off while cruising. It can be
deployed from the cockpit, ready to use in less than a minute. The dinghy can be stowed
with the motor on at a marina, bow pointed up against back-stay.
Enchantment reports being pleased with the system on their trip to the Bahamas in 20002001
SUGGESTED ACTION: Contact DINGHY TOW at “1-888-DINGHYTOW” or on the Internet at www.dinghy-tow.com
or contact Ron & Sylvia Foster for more information.
(Source: 1. Profile 152; 2. Newsletter Sp98/9)

OUTBOARD MOTOR, DINGHY
PROBLEM: Stowage and use of outboard motor
REMEDY: We have an 8-hp YAMAHA outboard for the tender. The motor is also used to drive the Aloha by placing
it on an outboard bracket that a previous owner installed. This will drive TATOOSH at 5 knots in calm water. We
chose this size outboard because it is the same weight as the 6-hp YAMAHA and because it is will move the Aloha at
5 knots (a get-home safety feature). When attached to the bracket it is quite unobtrusive. It is also useful for fishing,
as the WESTERBEKE’s slowest speed is about 2-1/4 knots, which is a little too fast for trolling. The outboard motor
is lowered and hoisted aboard using a simple home made davit made of 7/8 O/D stainless steel pipe in an inverted
“L” shape which slips into a vertical piece of 1-inch ID stainless steel fastened to the pulpit with 2 hose clamps. I use
a purchase tackle made of 2 small double blocks and ¼” nylon line. The davit can be lifted out of its socket tube and
stowed below. Total cost was about $60.00.
(Source: 1. Profile 223)

DODGER
[see Dodger Windows or Hard Windscreen]

DORADE VENTS
[see Delamination]
PROBLEM: There have been reports of rotting of the balsa core and/or delamination of the coach roof, caused by
leaks. One owner reports, “Serious delamination of the coach roof/deck in a large area around the ventilators Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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caused by the lack of fibreglass covering the balsa core inside the ventilators.” Water entering the dorades should
drain, but a little bit always remains.
REMEDY: Inspect your vessel and take corrective action, to avert a major repair later.
Figure 14 - Dorade Repair [#156]

SUGGESTED ACTION: Pull the DORADE VENTS and check inside to make sure
the decking is not starting to rot. (Get someone with a small hand.) Make sure there is
a Baffle Board, and a coating of fibreglass inside. If you coat the inside with
fibreglass, ensure you do not plug the drain holes. In the event you find signs of rot or
delamination, consider getting professional help to ensure a quality repair. Also
ensure there is a water-tight seal between the deck and the cabin liner in all areas
including the hole through the deck.
Carla and David, from Gore Bay, Ontario provided a step-by-step set of instructions
on their repair of the Dorade area in MOMENTUM I #111:
“I bought a 1" thick teak plank and cut it the size of the top of the Dorade. I made a
template of cardboard of the shape and used it to trace on the plank. I sloped the front the same slope as the front of
the Dorade box. I pre-cut holes for the new vents in the planks in the same location as they were in the top of the
dorade.
I then removed the circular openings that the vents fit into and cut the top open with a jigsaw about 3/4" smaller than
the piece of wood which I traced onto the top of the Dorade to make sure I had something to screw into. Once the
box was open (and it had dried all winter) I cut a piece of 1/2" plywood to lay in the front half of the box toward the
bow the shape of the inside. I had to use a chisel to carve the area on the bottom of the plywood where the opening
was into the inside of the boat to make the plywood lay flat. I did this because I couldn't get the inner opening inserts
out without breaking them.
Once this was inside I could lay Fiberglas mat in the box and I used polyester resin to lay up the mat. The plywood
sealed over the opening into the boat so nothing dripped inside. This sealed the inside of the box for good.
I cut the pieces that were cut from the top of the dorade boxes to fit across the inside of the dorade against the
plywood piece to act as a dam between the front and back of the dorade to help keep the water in the back half of
the box.
Then when it had set-up, I countersunk holes in the plank, drilled pilot holes in the fibreglass tops, and screwed the
boards into the lip I left when I cut the tops open using some sealant to seal the tops. The holes were then sealed
with teak plugs.
The vents were then mounted onto the teak boards after the Cetol was applied.
I re-drilled the holes to drain the boxes prior to mounting the tops and added a few extra so there are 4 on each box
The final task was to go inside the boat and cut a hole through the vent opening into the Dorade box with a hole saw
through the opening the same size as the vent hole.
The teak boards actually dressed the boat up. If I were doing it again I might paint the insides white.”
[see Newsletter for a number of associated photos]
(Source: 1. Profiles 111, 112, 117, 156; 2. Newsletter Sp2001)

GENOA TRACKS
Figure 15 - Genoa Tracks
PROBLEM: One characteristic of the Aloha 10.4 is the comparatively shallow sheeting angle
provided by the “standard” method of taking the genoa sheets to turning blocks on the toe
rails, rather than obtaining the tighter sheeting angle provided by inboard genoa tracks. This
reduces the ability of the boat to point high to the wind (although it is not bad in this regard.)
REMEDY: Pointing ability has been enhanced on at least one Aloha through the addition of
inboard genoa tracks, with cars for clew sheet angle adjustment. Presumably the deck was
suitably reinforced with backing plates, as considerable force is exerted in strong breezes.
This addition carries with it the requirement to pay closer attention to spreader, shroud and
turnbuckle protection to prevent the sail from snagging on rough edges, since it will now
often be closer to these three elements.

(Source: 1. Profile 117)
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HATCHES
GALLEY HATCH
Beginning with Hull #168, the Aloha 34 was fitted with a small opening hatch over the galley, to allow heat and fumes
from cooking activities to escape. Since it opens out into an area usually protected by a dodger, it can often be left
open in inclement weather.
(Source: 1. Profile 204)

MAIN/COMPANIONWAY BOARDS, HATCHES
PROBLEM: One of the major nuisances of a sailboat arises from the companionway boards, sometimes known as
“washboards” – stowing them, and replacing when closing up. Furthermore, one of the major weaknesses of a
sailboat arises from the same source – a breaking sea falling on the cockpit, which can (and almost certainly will, at
some time) happen in stormy conditions when off shore. Such a sea can stave in the boards or, if the slots are not
well and strongly mounted, break the slots right off, filling the cabin with water and leaving a gaping hole for more to
enter. While the Aloha has many strong points, the companionway board arrangement is not one of them. In fact it is
an area which should be strengthened for off shore work, either by fibre glassing the slots into which the boards fit, or
by replacing the existing wooden slots with steel slots, held by stout screws to keep the boards in place. While at it,
means should be installed to keep the boards from falling out in the unhappy event of a knockdown or capsize.
REMEDY: As for convenience, hinged companionway doors, suitably fitted with screens, etc. can do much to make
life easier. One owner has fitted his vessel with such an arrangement, and his description, complete with sketches,
follows. (As the owner notes, such doors do not provide the structural integrity required for off shore work, but should
be fine for coastal and inland cruising),
“Some interest has been expressed in our conversion to hinged doors on our 1982 Aloha 10.4. Here’s how we did it,
circa 1987. It cost us somewhere in the region of C$180. That figure bought us the services of a carpenter who took
our idea and not only made the doors, but fitted them too.
Of teakwood, now varnished, the doors fit well and incorporate small louvres for ventilation in the upper portion of
each. Backing the louvres is fibreglass bug screen material (not often needed in our cruising areas on the West
Coast). As well, the centre opening edge of each door has an integral weatherproofing overlap with the other (see
sketch). Locking is by inside brass barrel bolts, one per door. The slides fit down over the sill of the companionway.
The companionway of the Aloha is particularly easy to fit doors, as each doorpost (outer edge) is vertical in the foreand-aft plane. Many sailboats have the delightful nuisance of angled washboards.
Hinges should be robust as invariably the doors get leaned on. Debate could be entertained about the loss of
washboard “security” but in our view that isn’t an issue with our current cruising style. However such is the design of
the Aloha entrance that heavy metal tracks could be installed easily on each side, either inside or out, to take the
original boards in addition to the doors. The issue then becomes a personal one with each owner and should of
course include watertightness and seaworthiness.
With your doors installed, the last step is to make a canvas protective cover in your favourite colour. This consists of
a canvas square, which attaches to the wooden fascia (NB - forward edge) of the sliding hatch cover with press-on
fasteners. Down each edge and the bottom of your cover install press-on fasteners which will mate to appropriately
located receptors so that a snug fit is acquired when the doors are closed and all fasteners done up. Note that when
the fasteners are undone around the sides and bottom edge the cover is still attached to the companionway hatch
sliding cover. This allows you to roll up the square of cloth on top of the hatch cover and, because you have not
detached the top fasteners, the cover will go forward as the hatch slides and lo! - is neatly stowed. If it rains heavily
and your Aloha doesn’t have a dodger (God forbid!) quick unrolling of this canvas cover will provide a bit of moisture
protection even with opened doors.”
PROBLEM 2: It should be noted that the companionway hatch-boards supplied as original equipment, are not solid
teak. Rather they are only teak veneer. The potential difficulty here is that when sanding in preparation for varnishing,
one must exercise some care not to sand through the veneer to the wood below. It will then permanently be a
different colour than the veneer when varnished.
(Source: 1. Profiles 162, 168, 2. MEK)
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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LAZARETTE, STORAGE
PROBLEM: To improve the amount and accessibility of storage in the lazarette.
REMEDY: Add shelves and walls as reported by owners as follows:
MODIFICATIONS:
LAZARETTE: Added a ¾ inch removable plywood wall between the port side lazarette and the engine. This allowed
placement of a removable shelf above the hot water heater for more storage. Also added a ¾ inch plywood shelf that
is mounted to the base of the shelf where the hot water tank is mounted. This shelf is contoured to the shape of the
hull, which also provides more storage and keeps items from rolling around.
STERN LAZARETTE: Under the stern lazarette, added a removable shelf above the steering quadrant. This shelf
provides additional storage, yet provides for easy access to the steering quadrant.
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 205)

LEAKING/REPAIR, HATCHES
PROBLEM: Occasionally, the overhead hatches will start to leak.
REMEDY: The owner of hull #167, has had such an experience, and successfully effected repairs. Here’s how he
describes the process:
“About a year after buying Sea Vixen new in 1982, the hatch in the main cabin started to leak. I fixed it with silicone
caulking. Recently, it started leaking again. In August I contacted the original suppliers to Ouyang Boat Works, Atkins
& Hoyle at 71 Portland St., Toronto, Ontario M5V 2M9, Tel: (416) 596-1818, Fax: (416) 596-8989 and they promptly
sent me a kit with instructions for re-sealing their acrylic hatches. Cost was C$49.65. The kit includes:
Bottle of Dow Silicone Primer #1205,
Bottle of Toluene Solvent
Tube of Silicone caulking (GE Silicone SCS 1200)
Their instructions say:
Remove old acrylic (“glass”) from leaking hatch.
Clean off old silicone from frame & acrylic.
Clean off old acrylic edges and frame with approved solvent (Toluene).
Wipe on Dow Silicone Primer #1205 on the edge of acrylic where it touches the silicone.
DO NOT TOUCH THE PRIMED AREAS.
Put a bead of silicone all along the edge of the acrylic.
Gently place acrylic into frame, making sure it is centred.
Place a bead of silicone all along the groove, between hatch and acrylic.
Wipe off excess silicone with a knife, being careful not to scratch the acrylic.
Let newly sealed hatch cure for 12-14 days before excessively using it.
We patiently followed these instructions. It took us about five hours. Cleaning the acrylic (2 & 3 above) was the main
chore and took more than an hour. We considered buying a new 21”x 2”’x ½” acrylic but at about $90.00 including
taxes for a new one, we decided the cleaning task was worth it.
Leaking can also occur through the deteriorating neoprene (or rubber) closed cell foam hatch gasket. In our case the
gasket appears in good shape. However, if a replacement is required, contact Atkins & Hoyle. You’ll need to order
about 8 feet of ½” gasket to fit the 21” x 21” Atkins & Hoyle hatch.
Source: 1. Newsletter F96/10)

LADDER, JACOB’S
PROBLEM: Re-boarding the boat single-handedly. One owner offers the following:
“There is the problem of sailing alone and re-boarding the boat after falling in the drink. Even at the dock, which
happened to me, it is virtually impossible to re-board in heavy wet clothes unless one is an 18-year-old athlete. This
problem, of course, is not peculiar to ALOHAs.”
REMEDY: Install a Jacob’s Ladder (formally defined as a rope-sided ladder with wooden rungs used to climb ships
rigging, derived from the ladder the biblical Jacob used to ascend from earth to heaven).
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SUGGESTED ACTION: Make a small 5-step Jacob’s ladder with steps about 10” wide which neatly stows rolled up
under the folding stern ladder and is released from the water by letting go of a small bungie cord. The steps reach
down about 12” below the top of the rudder. Similar items are also available commercially in marine stores, made of
plastic of course.
A second option is to tie the rope securing the folding ladder in such a way that a tug on a loose end hanging down
will release a slip-knot, allowing the fold-down portion to drop into the water (hopefully not to hit the involuntary
swimmer on the head!)
(Source: 1. Profile 223)

LADDER, STERN
PROBLEM: Difficulty in boarding using the stern ladder.
REMEDY: Extend the ladder by adding an extra rung to the boarding ladder, so that it extends three rungs below the
water, thus allowing easier access to swimmers.
(Source: 1. Profile 181)

LATCHES, LOCKER
PROBLEM: Possible opening of cockpit lockers in the event of a knock-down or other event.
REMEDY: Change the fastening of latches. This can be accomplished by turning the cockpit locker hatches upside
down so that the long tab falls down from the lid to automatically latch the lockers. In one owner’s opinion, all the
latches were installed incorrectly.
On the other hand, as originally installed the tabs will not accidentally lock the owner in if the lid falls down while the
owner is alone on board and working in the sail locker. If accidental opening is a cause for concern, the latches
should be secured with a lock or peg through the hasp.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

LOCKER LATCHES, COCKPIT
PROBLEM: Cockpit latches are not self-latching and can open in the event of a knockdown.
REMEDY: It has been suggested that a cure would be to re-install the latches such that the long end falls down from
the lid, so that they self close. This would likely solve the problem posed, but this action could create a hazardous
situation. If the locker lid were to fall closed, with someone in the sail locker, alone on board – working on the engine
at sea, perhaps – the long end would fall, sealing him in. In addition, with the long end reversed, it would present a
danger of someone sitting on it, if left sticking up with the top closed.
A preferable method is to simply secure the latches with clasps or other such devices when it is desired to keep them
closed.
(Source: 1. Profile 168; MEK)

SAFETY HARNESS PAD EYES
PROBLEM: Requirement for anchor points to which to clip a safety harness.
REMEDY: One owner reports having installed two pad eyes in the cockpit.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Drill holes for mounting the pads, twice the required bolt diameter.
Fill the holes with epoxy to make a solid base. Allow it to harden.
Drill the holes for the mounting bolts, and complete the installation. (The epoxy base prevents any water that
may make it under the pad from entering the core).
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Alternatively, drill the holes the diameter of the bolts. Place a nail bent like an “L” in a variable speed drill and
undercut the deck about 1”. Fill with thickened epoxy and redrill. This approach should be used to preserve the
original deck appearance if it will not be covered by the hardware.
Note: all pad eyes to which safety harnesses will be attached should have metal backing plates
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 214; 2. BH)

STEERING WHEEL, REMOVAL
PROBLEM: Remove steering wheel.
REMEDY: Removal of the wheel involves simply removing the nut (counterclockwise) and pulling the wheel off the
shaft. One owner suggests taping the shaft pin to the shaft so that it does not fall out.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F98/20)

TENDER
See Dingy Systems.

TOE RAIL, REPLACEMENT & CAULKING
PROBLEM: Damaged toe-rail.
REMEDY: Replace but you’ll need to find an alternatives as the original is no longer available.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Columbine (#162): Winter storm damage to toe-rail requiring replacement. Columbine reported “The toe rail we
received from BOATIQUE, telephone (514) 424-9767 was the same EXCEPT that there were twice as many holes in
it. Filled every other hole with teak and painted the teak pieces black; one must peer very closely to see the
alteration. Further to the comment that ALCAN made the original toe rail, I have subsequently learned that
MERRIMAN made the toe rail also. MERRIMAN is now out of business. Used 3M brand strip caulk, grey, No. 8568
under the toe rail. It appears to be identical to the original. Probably available at a local auto parts store/body shop.”
(Source: 1. Profile 162; 2. Newsletter F95/13)

WINCHES
PROBLEM: Are winches adequate?
REMEDY: Change up to a larger size if necessary.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
TRUE LOVE #117 changed primary winches - oversized up to BARIENT 28 self-tailing winches. (The yacht
came with LEWMAR 42 self-tailing winches.)
PARAMOUR #121 is fitted with two LEWMAR ST42 winches but wishes they were the next size up.
CANUSA #146 has LEWMAR ST44 winches.
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 121, 146)

WINCH SERVICING
SERVICE INFORMATION - #27 Barlow [an exmple]
To install:
1. Using Barlow sea spanner remove retaining nut from top of drum and remove drum.
2. Remove 3 capscrews in gearbox.
3. Keeping gearbox assembly complete, remove from base.
4. Bolt base to flat surface drilled to take five bolts up to 9.5mm dia. on an 143mm bolt circle dia. Use base as a
template.
5. To assemble winch, reverse dismantling procedure.
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To lubricate:
1. Dismantle as in step 1 above, then remove black bearings from gearbox.
2. As in steps 1 & 3 above, then invert gearbox assembly making sure the mainshaft does not fall out.
3. Remove two special capscrews and long capscrew from gearbox plate and remove gearbox plate assembly
from gearbox.
4. Remove split pin from idler gear shaft and remove idler gear shaft .
5. Remove idler gear from gearbox plate and remove its bearing.
6. Remove drum drive pinion and its ratchet gear and separate them. (On some Barlow 27 winches the drum
drive pinion shaft may also be removed). Remove pawls and springs and two bearings from the drum drive
pinion.
7. Remove centre pinion and its ratchet gear and separate them. Remove pawls and springs from the
1. centre pinion.
8. Lift mainshaft from the gearbox .
9. Remove bearings from inside end of gearbox.
10. Clean all parts in petroleum solvent, dry and grease with waterproof grease (Barlow Yacht Grease
recommended). Lubricate the pawls and springs with a few drops of SAE30 oil. Note - Do not grease the
pawls.
11. Assemble winch in reverse order to that shown above.
Note – for winches manufactured before 1980 take care when refitting the ratchet gear to its drum drive pinion to
ensure that the two surfaces stamped ‘R’ are on the same side. Failure to do so will cause the pawls and winch to
slip.
Tools Required:
1/4 & 3/16 Allen Keys, Barlow sea spanner (01-615)
Inspection and Lubrication:
Quarterly lubrication is recommended. Inspect more frequently during racing season. Care should be taken in case of
aluminium winch. To minimize wear, monthly cleaning and lubrication of the aluminium drum is advisable.
(Source: 1. Keith Denham, Aloha Owners’ Association)
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
BATTERIES
Ahh, batteries. A subject much discussed (and concerning the original Aloha 34 battery location abaft the fuel tank,
much cussed.)
PROBLEM: The amount of battery power required, of course, depends on the type of sailing/cruising. Day sails, or
trips between marinas, probably don’t require much, if any, more than the original two modest car-size batteries. On
the other hand, anchoring out for a week or so will call for a considerable “house battery” plus a dedicated enginestarting battery for safety sake. The questions then arise as to where to put them without unbalancing the boat, and
how to keep them charged. In addition, given the stress put on batteries in marine service, there is the problem of
how many years service may be obtained.
REMEDY: These conundrums have been dealt with in various ways, some of which are outlined following.
Hull #
163

171
181

195

199
205

207

211

214

223

233

Comments
Preparing for a sojourn in Florida, fitted with 2 Surette T-12-129M
batteries - 1 refrigeration (charged by wind charger), 1 house; 2 HD
starter batteries (1 for emergency spare); a Guest 30-ampere marine
automatic battery charger; no location is mentioned.
2 large Surettes installed for house battery and extra cranking power; no
location mentioned
Original batteries were moved from behind fuel tank to a location under
the quarter berth. Eventual replacements were 4 TROJAN J250 golf cart
batteries, mounted in a rack over the rudder quadrant. An automotive
battery, dedicated to the engine, is located under the quarter berth.
3, 27-series 110-amp batteries, two for house, one stand-alone but
switchable. Charged via 100-amp alternator or Ampair model 100 wind
generator.
One 4D, two 27-type batteries, about 350 ampere-hours.
Raised the quarter berth 1-1/2 inches, and built a battery box to house
four 6-volt golf cart batteries totalling about 440 ampere-hours. In
addition a gel cell battery serves to start the engine, and a second gel cell
(located under the v-berth) operates the windlass. The system is charged
by a 100-amp alternator.
Originals replaced with four 6-volt golf cart batteries totalling over 200
ampere-hours, charged by a 5-HP gasoline engine driving a 70-ampere
alternator, in addition to the 95-ampere alternator on the diesel engine.
A comprehensive description of the power plant in this vessel is
contained in the profile, to lengthy to be repeated here. The two house
batteries are independently or mutually selectable or may be selected
"off". The two starting batteries operate in parallel to start the engine. In
the event of a failure of the tie-in solenoid, one starting battery is still
available for start. It is a unique modification replacing the 2 battery setup with a 4 battery set-up.
Original batteries, in the “rod locker” under the quarter berth, were
replaced with 1, 90 Amp-Hr ship’s battery and 3, 120 Amp-Hr batteries to
make the bank for the house. All are deep-cycle RV batteries.
Two batteries are located in the quarterberth, and function as starting and
house batteries. A spare third battery, not connected, is kept in the
starboard locker for emergencies, used by means of 16-foot jumper
cables.
A 105-ampere alternator charges 6-volt golf-cart batteries.
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(Source: 1. Profiles 163, 171, 181P, 195, 199, 205, 207, 211P, 214, 223, 233.)

BATTERY CHARGING
PROBLEM: Keeping the battery bank healthy and charged.
REMEDY: If the size and/or number of batteries are to be increased, it follows that the charging capabilities must be
increased proportionately, if depleted batteries are to be charged in a reasonable length of time. This requires two
(or perhaps three) areas of expansion: engine alternator, shore power charger, and perhaps an ancillary charging
method such as solar cells or a wind charger.
With an external source such as solar cells or a wind charger, the problem exists as to how best to get the wiring
inside without compromising weather tightness. One successful method is to use waterproof trolling-motor electrical
connectors. This is practical because these devices operate at comparatively low amperages. They should not be
used to carry high amperages.
Alternators in the vicinity of 100-ampere capacity have been used to drive expanded battery banks, with apparent
satisfaction.
Since shore power usually is used in a trickle charge, or float charge situation, high capacity usually isn’t such a
consideration. However, with large battery banks, it may be desirable to ensure the shore power charger has a
minimum capacity of 25 amperes or more if recharging time is limited.
Bearing in mind that more batteries are destroyed by over charging than by any other cause, one must always
ensure that the float voltage of a shore power charger is not higher than the battery manufacturer recommends. A
regulated charger should be used for such purposes, not an automotive type battery charger, which usually lacks the
necessary fine regulation. A digital volt meter should be used to check the charging voltage as it is more accurate
than an analogue meter (one that has a needle)
and can read down to tenths of volts, a desirable feature.
REMEDY: Some owners have installed charging systems as follows:
To charge three 27-series 110 ampere-hour batteries, one owner has installed:
an AMPAIR 100 wind charger, run through its own regulator, and providing 0.5 to 3.5 ampere charge; and a
100-amp alternator with a 3-step smart regulator and battery isolator
Another owner is charging two 6-volt Trojans, two Surrette 108s, one Surrette 124, and one Interstate cranking
battery with:
a 150 ampere alternator through a 3-step regulator and 3-bank isolator; a 51-watt Kyocera solar panel and
M8 controller
Three SURRETTE deep-cycle batteries are being charged with:
an AMPTECH 120/108-ampere unit controlled by an AMPLE NEXT STEP regulator. At the same time the
owner up-graded a lot of the heavy DC wiring with #2 AWG cable; a FOURWINDS II wind generator, a
heavy-duty unit with a five-foot propeller, made in the USA by EVERFAIR.
An AEROGEN WIND GENERATOR is described as a nice compact unit, which has been described as very quiet. It
is used to trickle charge a Surrette battery that is dedicated to running the refrigerator.
Yet another owner has a 3 stage “smart” Alpha regulator made by Cruising Equipment for its 120 amp alternator plus
2 Solarex solar panels regulated by a ProStar12 regulator delivering up to 7 amp. These keep the 3X120 amp-hr
house batteries charged. By switching to “All” the ships battery is charged from the house bank.
(Source: 1. Profiles 148, 163, 167, 176, 183, 195, 196, 207, 211, 214; 2. Newsletters F98/13)

BATTERIES, FILLING
PROBLEM: The originally equipped batteries were standard lead acid types, installed abaft the fuel tank, with tiedowns to ensure minimal movement. While providing a good location (low down and toward the stern) this
placement made it difficult to impossible to get access to the batteries to allow topping up.
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REMEDY: For those who have retained this configuration, help is at hand. Available at auto stores and battery
supply stores, an “Automatic Battery Filler” seems to solve the difficulty. This consists of a 1 pint (1/2 litre) plastic
bottle with a long tubular spout, within which is a smaller tube of predetermined length, allowing poured water in the
battery cell to rise only 3/8" or so above the plates. In the Aloha 34, there is just room to use this item between the
tops of the batteries and the cockpit sole above.
(Source: 1. Profile 168.)

BATTERIES, GEL CELL
Gel cell batteries offer some advantages over standard lead acid:
They do not self-discharge, as lead acids do, nor do they freeze. Therefore they can be left on board the boat
over winter, without the necessity to charge them at intervals. (Of course, all loads must be removed, right down
to the AM/FM radio. Even the milliampere draw of the LED time display can discharge a battery over a few
hundred hours.) This feature alone makes gel cells worth having on the Aloha 34, to prevent the contorting, armbreaking chore of lifting the battery out of its well behind the fuel tank. (One Aloha, hull #146, has had gel-cells in
place untouched and not removed for nine years. At last test, either battery alone still would start the engine
after a full night of sailing with lights and Autohelm on.)
Since they are completely sealed, they will not leak nor spill acid, therefore they can quite happily operate in any
position.
They never need topping up.
There are some caveats:
Gel cell batteries cannot be connected in parallel with lead acid batteries. They operate at slightly different
voltages, and will discharge each other.
The charging voltage for gel cells is slightly lower than for lead acids, thus the 110-volt charger may require some
adjustment if a gel cell is to be left on float (permanent) charge.
Gel cells reputedly don’t take kindly to very deep cycle operation, but function quite well in intermittent service,
such as engine starting, or windlass operation.
(Source: 1.Profiles 146, 205; 2. MEK)

BATTERIES, LOCATION
PROBLEM: Battery location, especially the original placement of two batteries immediately aft of the fuel tank, in a
most inaccessible position, has been the subject of much effort and discussion. This becomes even more of a
difficulty when increasing the number and/or size of batteries to provide more capacity.
Solutions: This section describes some ideas various owners have implemented to improve that aspect of Aloha life.












Three deep-cycle Surrettes, installed two under the quarter berth, one under the chart table.
Turned the fuel tank 90 degrees, so the long axis is fore-and-aft. Installed three batteries beside it, leaving
room for a fourth.
Moved all batteries (number not specified) to the long box under the quarter berth.
Not completed at last report, but consideration being given to moving the fuel tank aft, and moving the
batteries to the engine side of the tank, thus achieving easier access.
Replaced original batteries with two 230 ampere hour golf cart batteries in original location. Installed two
more golf cart batteries in the long storage area below the quarter berth. Connected as two banks, isolated
by a battery combiner.
Three 105 ampere-hour batteries in the “fish-pole” area under the quarter berth. Plan to add a fourth, which
will require removing part of the panel separating this area from the larger area adjacent.
Two 500 ampere-hour batteries in (under?) the quarter berth.
Raised the quarter berth 1-1/2 inches and installed four 6-volt golf cart batteries.
One bank of two 6-volt batteries added in long locker under quarter berth. Subsequently moved original
bank of two batteries to inboard forward portion of deck-wash locker in cockpit.
Two six-volt golf-cart batteries in long compartment under quarter berth. Second bank under the seat
forward of the galley sink.
4, RV batteries in “rod locker” under quarter berth

Some principles should be kept in mind when installing batteries in a new location.
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Batteries are heavy! Keep them as low and as close to the centre line as possible.
For high current applications such as a windlass, place the batteries as close as practicable to the device to
be driven.
Ensure wiring is heavy enough to carry more than the expected amperage. Especially when using a
windlass, where current may reach hundreds of amperes for (hopefully) short periods of time, wiring that is
too small can at, worst overheat and melt, or cause insulation to burst into flame. At best, it will cause a
voltage drop that will impair the operation.
Keep wiring as short as possible. Don’t coil up surplus wire. Cut it to the proper length for the task.

(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 120, 148,160, 167, 176, 185, 189, 205; 2. Newsletters F96/13, Sp97/12; MEK)

ELECTRICAL SUPPLY
110 VOLT, ELECTRICAL
PROBLEM: Need more AC outlets in the cabin.
REMEDY: Install additional outlets as required.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1) When installing additional outlets use only marine grade wiring and receptacles.
2) Consider installing additional AC circuit breakers.
3) Follow proper wiring and grounding procedures.
4) Consider ground fault interrupt (GFI) receptacles in the galley and head. See ELECTRICAL, GFI OUTLET
below.
(Source: 1. Profiles 171, 183, 196)

ANCHOR LOCKER OUTLET, ELECTRICAL
PROBLEM: Need an electrical outlet on deck.
REMEDY: Install an outlet in the anchor locker.
SUGGESTED ACTION: This outlet should be enclosed in a weatherproof box, and definitely fitted with a ground fault
interrupter.
(Source: 1. Profile 155)

GFI OUTLET, ELECTRICAL
PROBLEM: Protect yourself, your crew and your guests from hazards of electrical shock.
REMEDY: Install Ground Fault Interrupter (GFI) outlets wherever personnel might be susceptible to becoming the
ground path. The galley and head are likely candidate areas for adding this protection.
(Source: 1. Profile 176)

PANEL MODIFICATION, ELECTRICAL
PROBLEM: Need a better electrical panel arrangement or additional circuits.
REMEDY: Replace or modify the circuit panel to accommodate your needs.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Provide one row of breakers for lights only. Provide two additional rows for all other
functions. Ensure each circuit is labelled and equipped with a pilot light to show it is in use. Add plugs under the
battery switch, so a multimeter (preferably a digital meter, as it can be read to a finer scale) can be used to measure
the exact voltage in each battery bank.
Caution: Any electrical modification should be undertaken with the utmost care. If you are not experienced in this
area, seek qualified assistance or have the job done by a professional marine electrician.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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(Source: 1. Profile 176)

ENERGY MONITOR
PROBLEM: A device is required to monitor the state of the vessel batteries.
REMEDY: Consider installing an energy monitor.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Before you purchase and install one of these devices, do some homework, as there are
numerous devices on the market and all have their pros and cons. None are perfect. There are some excellent
sources of information available starting with the World Wide Web. Some information sources on the Internet are:
www.jackrabbitmarine.com www.amplepower.com and the West Marine catalogue is also a good source.. There
have also been test reports in Practical Sailor. Other similar periodicals also have studies in the field from time to
time.
(Source: 1. Profile 205)

GENERATOR, GAS
PROBLEM: Running the main engine solely to charge the batteries is wasteful of fuel and causes undue enginewear.
REMEDY: One vessel, cruising in tropical waters, has installed a 5 HP gasoline generator to charge the house
batteries (four 6-volt golf cart batteries totalling 200 ampere hours) through a 70-ampere alternator. This saves
running the main engine solely to charge batteries, and may provide a means to “bootstrap” the boat to life in the
event of total battery discharge. It does, however, carry the penalty of requiring the vessel to carry the more volatile
gasoline as well as diesel fuel. (On the other hand, gasoline can sometimes be more readily obtained than diesel
fuel.)
(Source: 1. Profile 207)

INVERTER
PROBLEM: There may be a requirement for 110-volt AC energy to power AC appliances, while away from a source
of AC.
REMEDY: Install an inverter to convert 12V DC energy from boat batteries into 110V AC. The following lists owners
who have reported having inverter installations, along with their comments:
OTHER INSTALLATIONS:
Hull No.
152
176

205

214

Inverter & Comments
HEART, 1200 watt
I mounted a HEART 1000 INVERTER behind the electrical
panel, on a small shelf. Above the INVERTER and on the
bulkhead, I mounted the regulator for the solar panels. SEE
PHOTO #12 & SOLAR PANELS in profile #176.
A Kenyon 1500 watt inverter was installed along with a
microwave in the glasses cupboard behind the stove
(Goldstars cheapest just fits the hole) and a TV in the liquor
cabinet. The liquor now lives behind the table and the
glasses wherever they have room
HEART battery charger with 1500w invertor in starboard
locker & E-Meter + ALPHA SMART REGULATOR & 120
AMP POWERLINE ALTERNATOR below.

(Source: 1. Profile 152, 176, 189, 205, 214)

NAVIGATION LIGHTS
PROBLEM: Challenges in finding replacements for damaged or deteriorating navigation lights.
REMEDY: Review other owners’ experiences.
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BOW LIGHT: “We broke our AQUA SIGNAL OO5O 10, DHI 01/O2/30, TD41, 25-watt bow light in Seattle. A similar
replacement for this 13-year-old fitting was not available in various Puget Sound chandleries or in the Victoria area.
One finally was located in Vancouver, after a call to the eastern AQUA SIGNAL distributor.”
NAVIGATION/SPREADER LIGHTS: “I replaced the 10-watt AQUA SIGNAL SERIES “25” combo deck/steaming light
and the stern light with AQUA 40. The lamp contacts corroded and the lights were very unreliable at best. These are
20-watt lights. I want to be seen. I also added regular spreader lights that would illuminate the whole boat rather than
just the fore deck.”
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 181)

SOLAR PANELS
PROBLEM: Maintain or top up battery charge without reliance on shore power.
REMEDY: Use solar panels to recharge batteries.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
To mount the panels, as was done to hull #176:
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Cut and bend two 1 inch stainless steel tubes to support two (20” X 48”) solar panels.
Attach the tubes to the stanchions by using “Helm” HR-Series Rail Clamps. Two clamps are mounted
together back to back. They are quick mounting clamps and are easy to adjust or remove.
In the centre of each solar panel, mount two more of the same type clamps that are used to mount the
panels to the tubes. This allows the panels to be moved or adjusted to follow the angle of the sun for
maximum charging. Each panel in this installation is rated at a maximum of 4.17 amperes, and has
produced that amount while facing the sun.
Mount a receptacle on each side of the dog house just below the eyebrow strip near the bow.
Lead the wiring from the receptacle back to the electrical panel.
Connect the wiring from the panels by using waterproof trolling-motor plugs, at the end of the panels and
at the receptacles.

OTHER INSTALLATIONS:
Hull #196 reports installation of a Kyocera 51-Watt solar panel and M-8 controller mounted on davits. The initial
installation between the stern rail and lifeline interfered with the winch.
Hull #211 has a Solarex SX-Lite 20.
Hull #214 has 2 Solarex 75 watt panels mounded on the bimini. They are attached to a metal frame that is bolted to
the bimini. The unit is wired through the deck on the starboard side to the regulator below. The wiring is attached to
the pair of panels using waterproof trolling-motor plugs.
Figure 16 - Solar Panels [#214]

(Source: 1. Profile 176, 196, 211, 214)

WIND GENERATOR
See also BATTERY CHARGING.
PROBLEM: Vessels cruising off shore, and therefore unable to plug in to marina power each night, constantly have
to deal with the problem of keeping batteries charged.
REMEDY: Several methods have been devised to deal with this, ranging from extra generators (see item next
above) to solar panels. A wind generator provides one such method, which has been adopted by many long
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distance cruisers. This system is quiet and normally quite effective. The main difficulty to be overcome relates to
voltage and charge rate regulation. With the wide variations in spin rate caused by changes in wind speed, it is easy
to overcharge batteries and boil them dry. Therefore a good commercial unit, one that addresses this problem, is to
be desired.
Figure 17 – Wind Generator; True Love
One such unit is the Aerogen Wind Generator from England, in use on at least one Aloha. This
unit has proven to be compact and quiet, and provides a trickle charge to the refrigeration unit.
It appears to be quite satisfactory.

(Source: 1.Profile 163)
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ENGINE ROOM
ENGINE ROOM
BLOWER, EXHAUST DUCTING
PROBLEM: Do I need an exhaust blower with my diesel engine?
REMEDY: An exhaust blower is not required for a diesel engine to the same extent as for a gasoline engine. The
vapours are not so explosive, and thus the blower is not required prior to starting up. However, it is useful after
ending a trip to use the blower to remove fumes and heat from the engine compartment to keep them from seeping
into the cabin.
The clamps holding the vent hose in place at each end should be examined. A recent survey of one vessel found the
vent piping disconnected from the transom vent, requiring the replacement of the clamp.
NOTE: the engine heat has also been transferred, via the blower, to heat the cabin.
(Source: 1. Profile 163)

ENGINE
ACCESS, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Access to the sides of some engines for maintenance work is difficult.
REMEDY: Some owners have cut holes in the side of the quarter berth for access to components on the starboard
side of the engine. In one reported case, all but one of the drawers that were originally installed to the port side of the
engine have been removed for access to that side of the engine. These drawers were replaced with a matching teak
door which has a tool rack mounted on the inside.
(Source: 1. Profile 148, 181, 205, 223)

ALIGNMENT – SHAFT/ENGINE
PROBLEM: Excessive vibration due to misalignment of engine.
REMEDY: Realign the engine to the shaft.
Figure 18 - Alignment Problems

SUGGESTED ACTION:
If an engine is out of alignment expensive repair bills are just around
the corner!
When an engine is out of alignment with the shaft, it leads to
excessive vibration, wear of bearings in the gearbox, leaking
transmission seals and wear in the cutless bearing.
Correct engine alignment with the shaft is critical and while flexible
mounts and flexible couplings will help to minimize these problems if
the job is not done properly in the first place no amount of flexibility
will prevent wear on your transmission. Their job is to dampen
vibration and deal with distortion due to hull flexing, but not to
compensate for misalignment.
Once per season, ideally about a week after launching and stepping
the mast, check the alignment of the engine in relation to the shaft. If
necessary, it should be adjusted.
Engine alignment is not difficult, but it can be a tedious procedure
talking a long time and patience. A rough engine alignment can be
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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done with the boat on land, but a final alignment check must be done and adjusted when the boat is in the water.
To check alignment, remove the screws holding the 2 parts of the flange together. Use a feeler gauge with a
thickness of 0.001” per inch coupling diameter. Check on 4 sides. If the spaces between the flange faces are
different, hold the engine side of the coupling and rotate the shaft side 180 degrees. If the gap moves with the shaft
rotation the shaft is bent or the coupling is not square to the shaft. If the gap does not move with the rotation of the
shaft, the engine requires alignment.
Make sure that a brass key is fitted into the keyway slot in shaft & coupling. If a steel key is found, remove it and
replace with a brass key. Sometimes a steel key will be used when a brass key shears, which is exactly the purpose
of a brass key. The shearing of a brass key is an indication you have a problem to which you should attended.
(Source: “Boat-owner’s Mechanical & Electrical Manual” by Calder)

ALIGNMENT, SHAFT
PROBLEM: Recognise the importance of correct shaft alignment and the integrity of mounts and connections.
REMEDY: Survey experiences with shafts as reported in profiles.
EXPERIENCES:
Loosening of the engine mounts, and the resultant misalignment of the drive train, has caused the replacement
of the Cutless bearing, coupling and shaft.
One owner reported the following experience when replacing a prop: “I noticed a small piece of rubber
protruding from the Cutless bearing and asked the yard to replace it - the original I believe on this 1986 boat.
This proved to be a major problem as the propeller shaft was galled and could not be freed from the coupling
with mauls and brass drift punches because of lack of space and because they could not use heat on the coupler
which has four rubber anti-vibration dampeners. The only solution was to cut the 1-inch stainless steel shaft.
Replacement cost was Cdn$125.00 for a length of shaft and Cdn$125.00 for machining plus the yard labour. The
yard consoled me by saying this happens to about 5% of the shafts; but they put the new one on with “NEVER
SEIZE” compound. “
A pin holding the prop shaft to the engine coupling fatigued and broke, resulting in the shaft being pulled out of
the engine. The repair consisted of replacing the shaft pin with wire-locked set screws.
While travelling to the Bahamas, the face of the coupling became misaligned with the shaft causing vibration and
wear of the shaft at the set screws. Care is required when doing a shaft alignment to ensure the face is true to
the shaft – ie. 90 degrees
(Source: 1. Profile 171, 223, 233, LH)

ALIGNMENT PROCEDURE, SHAFT
PROBLEM: To correctly align the shaft. [see ALIGNMENT]
REMEDY: The procedure will vary and be dependent on the type of coupling; however, some principles are
common:
In the worst case, the shaft coupling and prop should be taken to a shop where they can be turned together
to ensure they are “true” to each other
Many marine shops will recommend a flexible or semi-flexible coupling. These are definitely an asset but not
a substitute for alignment; they can even mask a problem.
With the coupling disassembled, rotate the shaft. If the spacing between the two faces of the coupling
changes from side to side the engine must be moved laterally; if the variation is top to bottom the engine
must be raised or lowered, usually at the front.
Shaft alignment should be done only after the boat is in the water and settled for several days.
Set screws [a minimum of 2], if installed, should not be directly opposite the key and should be wired and/or
installed with locktite.

ALTERNATOR
PROBLEM: Some owners require more battery charging capacity.
REMEDY: Original alternators have been replaced with 90, 100, 120 or 130-ampere models. Alternator controls,
both automatic and manual, and energy monitors have been installed. One member, who cruised in Mexico, decided
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not to use the engine to charge batteries and instead hooked a 70-ampere alternator to a 5 horsepower gasoline
engine.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 153, 171, 181, 195, 207, 214, 222, 205)

ANGLE/TILT, ENGINE
PROBLEM: An owner of a boat with a Westerbeke engine has questioned the effect of the angle of the engine
installation on folding propeller pivot wear and the indication of oil level on the engine dip stick.
REMEDY: He stated he would be writing to the boat designer with a question him about this. No further information
has been received to date, but it sounds like a valid concern.
(Source: 1. Profile 181)

BEARING - REAR
PROBLEM: Rear bearing failure on Universal Atomic 4 gasoline engine.
REMEDY: After hearing the bearing making a grinding sound and disconnecting the prop shaft to confirm, the
bearing was replaced. The engine had been in the boat for six years, and was subsequently replaced by a diesel
engine.
(Source: 1. Profile 120)

CHANGE RAW WATER IMPELLOR
PROBLEM: Changing the raw water pump impellor.
REMEDY: The manufacturer of the OBENDORFER Raw Water Pump used on most UNIVERSAL & WESTERBEKE
engines recommends that its impellor should be changed about every 500 hours.
OBENDORFER Raw Water Pump part numbers in ALOHA 34's, needed when replacing the impellor. Part numbers
are:
Impellor: #295628
Impellor Gasket: #295626
Flange Gasket: #261044
Tip Seal: #295627
Retaining Ring: #295629
Retaining Ring holding impellor on shaft which has to be carefully pried open & off before pulling impellor off
the shaft.
NOTE: Many Westerbeke 27’s had Sherwood or Johnston raw water pumps. The Sherwood is no longer made.

CONVERSION TO UNIVERSAL/KUBOTA DIESEL
The owner of hull #134 replaced his Atomic 4 gas-engine with a Universal Model 5424, the same engine later
installed in many Alohas by the builder. No details are available.
(Source: 1. Profile134)

CONVERSION TO YANMAR DIESEL
Problem: Replace the gasoline-powered Atomic 4 engine with a diesel engine.
Remedy: Install a Yanmar 27-hp engine.
Description: Removal of the original engine was relatively easy. To accommodate the different dimensions of the
Yanmar, it was necessary to remove the engine mounts completely, move them a couple of inches, and add a twoinch lift. This required considerable fibreglass work, involving a lot of grinding. The resulting dust was pervasive –
“The boat was a dusty disaster for two months.”
The exhaust hose requirements were somewhat controversial, as to whether it should be 1 ½-inches or two inches.
The decision was to go with the two-inch hose, switching through-hulls with one of the cockpit drains and the former
exhaust through-hull. The exhaust hose was run over the fuel tank to the aft lazarette where a high anti-siphon loop
was installed. A 14-inch Max-prop was equipped, and seems to be a good match for the engine.
(Source: 1. Profile 120)
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COOLANT OVERFLOW TANK
PROBLEM: In at least some Alohas, there has been no provision for a reservoir to provide additional coolant
capacity.
REMEDY: One owner has installed an overflow tank for the freshwater cooling supply. This has three advantages:
It provides a means for a quick visible check on the coolant level (as opposed to the “stick a finger in the filler pipe” method).
It provides a reservoir for coolant in the event of undue expansion due to overheating.
It ensures a full supply of coolant to the engine at all times.
Parts are available from Canadian Tire or other automotive supply stores.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

COOLING - RAW WATER
PROBLEM: The owner of a boat with a Volvo diesel Sail drive having a raw water cooling system desired to change
it to a closed loop system. He requested help with finding a heat exchanger that he could fit on this engine.
REMEDY: The owner subsequently decided against making this modification, due to the age of the engine.
(Source: Profile 138)

COOLING - RAW WATER PUMP
PROBLEM: Universal 5424 - original rubber impeller broke after about 300 engine hours.
Westerbeke 21 - pump leaking after 960 engine hours.
Westerbeke 27 - pump leaking.
Several vessels report leaking raw water pumps, on both Universal and Westerbeke engines. This may indicate a
weakness in the seals, or in at least one case, the problem was caused by debris plugging the pump outlet, creating
such a strong back pressure that the seals were damaged.
REMEDY:
Universal 5424 - a change to a neoprene impeller has been successful (the new material reportedly is good for 1000
hours, but the owner will change at 600 hours).
Westerbeke 21 – the pump was changed and a raw water strainer installed.
Westerbeke 27 - rebuilt the pump and then installed new pump; the new pump has had the seals replaced.
To prevent debris from creating a plug, Ensure that in the event of an impeller failure, all pieces are recovered; Install
a strainer in the water intake line, and clean it frequently.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 176, 205, 207)

COOLING - SHARED HOSE
Problem: A Westerbeke engine had been installed with the cooling water intake sharing a seacock with the galley
water intake.
Remedy: The owner installed a separate seacock for a dedicated engine water supply.
(Source: 1. Profile 203)

COUPLING, ENGINE
PROBLEM: A slight vibration at the stuffing box and a leaking packing gland caused an investigation. The owner
found the engine coupling to be off by 0.010 in. when measured with a dial indicator.
REMEDY: The coupling was replaced.
(Source: 1. Profile 207)

DAMPER PLATE
[see Westerbeke Damper Plate & Universal – Replacing oil seal and damper plate]
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PROBLEM: There have been two reports of springs from the damper plate breaking, becoming jammed between
the flywheel and the flywheel housing and stopping rotation of the engine. Both of these reports involved the
Universal 5424 engine. The damper plate is installed as the driving connection between the engine and
transmission. The plate resembles a clutch disk used in automobiles. Bolted to the engine flywheel with 5 bolts, the
centre portion of the disk engages the spline shaft of the (HURTH) transmission. The disk contains compression
springs of different strengths located radially from the centre in slots within the plate or disk. The springs provide
shock absorption to deal with the propeller hitting something and when changing from forward to reverse thrust.
Given reasonable operation, the damper plate can be expected to provide trouble free service for many years.
REMEDY: If the springs break replacement of the damper plate is required. A good practice to prevent this problem
is to ensure that the engine is slowed to idling speed when shifting gears. In the event the transmission requires
work, ensure the damper plate is examined at the same time.
In many cases this can be accomplished by removing the shaft coupling to gain some working room; removing the
transmission and what is called the “adapter plate”. Occasionally the rear of the engine may have to be raised in
order to remove the transmission. This can be accomplished with a 2X4 stud passed in from the front of the engine to
the rear mount area and having a friend or two stand on the 2X4.
Damper Part Number:
HWB transmission
BW transmission

-

19398
30940

The transmission used on many ALOHA 34s is the HURTH, including models 10BW, 5BW and 20BW.
(Source: 1. Profile 144; 2. Newsletter W97/12)

DIPSTICK, ACCESS
Problem: It was difficult to gain access to the side of the engine containing the oil filter and dipstick.
Remedy: Some owners cut a door in the side of the quarter berth to facilitate access to the dipstick and for changing
oil filters..
(Source: 1. Profile 205, 214)

EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS, ENGINE
PROBLEM: The engine instrumentation on some boats does not include an audible alarm to warn of low oil
pressure, high temperature, or other undesirable situations.
REMEDY: Several members have added such an alarm system on their boats, using parts available from
automotive supply stores.
(Source: 1. Profile 168, 223; 2. Newsletter Su95/9)

ENGINE PANEL - COCKPIT
PROBLEM: The engine instrument panel in the cockpit is subject to being soaked with water.
REMEDY: Cover the panel with a hinged Plexiglas cover.
(Source: 1. Profile 183)

EXHAUST SYSTEM, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Ensuring a well-functioning exhaust system.
REMEDY:
Minimize backpressure.
No leaks or corrosion.
No back-siphoning to engine.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
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Reduce backpressure by ensuring no restrictions, kinks, reducers or water-pockets. Keep elbows to a minimum to
reduce backpressure. Exhaust hose should be 2”.
Check internal condition of water injected exhaust fitting and, if installed, the water silencer – usually at the back of
the vessel where the exhaust hose leaves the stern. These are subject to “erosion” from the water flows.
Ensure the exhaust outlet is a minimum of 3” above the waterline. Check the air vent on the “anti-siphon” loop. If
there is no loop it is recommend you install one of the several methods for ensuring no water siphon is established
which could flood the cylinders causing major damage [including bent connecting rods] when you attempt to start the
engine.
WARNING: If you experience difficulty starting your engine and are repeatedly using lengthy & continuous cranking,
turn off the raw water supply. Open immediately on starting. CONTINUOUS CRANKING CAN FILL UP THE
ENGINE WITH WATER CAUSING SERIOUS DAMAGE.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 207; 2. Newsletter Fall 1997; Winter, 1998)

FRONT GEAR HOUSING PLATE
PROBLEM: Once more the water pump caused problems, when it leaked over some time and the dribbled water
caused the Front Gear Housing Plate to rust nearly through. (This was in salt water.)
REMEDY: A replacement cover was obtained through a Kubota dealer.
(Source: 1. Profile 149)

FUEL CHECK VALVE CLOGGED
PROBLEM: Blocked check valve in fuel line at tank.
REMEDY:
1. Immediate action – clear build-up in check valve.
2. Long term solution – remove check valve. Westerbeke repair service says it serves no purpose unless you
cannot maintain fuel supply due to placement of tank below filters.
One owner reports: “It seemed that when the engine had run for 20-24 hours steady… the engine was hard to start
and would die often…I found the hose barb on the fuel tank was a check valve and had become partially restricted.
After running the engine a long time, the recirculated fuel would get warm enough to cause the debris to expand and
shut off the fuel supply. After cleaning it a few times, the check valve was replaced with a clear hose barb.”
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 199, 207,214; 2. Newsletter W97/13)

FUEL FILTER BRACKET REPLACEMENT
PROBLEM: Two cases have been reported of the engine-mounted fuel filter bracket breaking off the Universal
Model 5424 engine. This filter is accessible, but just barely, on the starboard side of the engine, and may be
subjected to quite a bit of torque when changing filters.
REMEDY: In one of the two cases mentioned, the owner moved the filter bracket to the wall of the engine
compartment, where it is subject to less vibration, and is easier to get at. In the other case, the fitting was simply
welded and reinstalled.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 168)

FUEL FILTERS
PROBLEM:
1. On two Universal 5424 engines, the fuel filter mounting bracket broke off.
2. On one Universal 5424 engine, the trapped water in the fuel filter was difficult to drain.
3. On one Westerbeke 21 engine, accessibility to the fuel filter was awkward.
REMEDY:
2. The filter mounting bracket was re-welded and reinstalled on the engine.
3. The owner installed a spigot in the base of the filter to more easily drain trapped water.
4. The original fuel filter was replaced with a RACOR 200 series and mounted forward. It was the intention to
add a second filter as well.
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(Source: 1. Profile 158, 163, 167, 168, 181)

FUEL INJECTORS
PROBLEM: In one case, a fuel injector tip was blown off as a result of water in the fuel. This is a not uncommon
result of such a situation. The water, when it hits the hot injector tip, instantly turns to steam and, in effect, explodes.
REMEDY: The fuel injector was replaced. To prevent similar failures, all vessels should be equipped with a reliable
water separation filter with a transparent case and an accessible drain cock, and they should be frequently inspected.
(Source: 1. Profile 157)

FUEL LINE REPLACEMENT
[see Westerbeke Fuel Line Rupture]
PROBLEM: On two Westerbeke W21 engines the metal fuel line attached to the electric fuel pump ruptured due to
vibration – one end of this line is attached solidly to the engine and the other to the rubber mounted fuel pump.
REMEDY: The fuel lines were replaced with a Westerbeke redesigned replacement part. This new part is made of
rubber which will withstand the flexing that the original metal line could not. It may be a good idea to make a similar
replacement before failure takes place.
(Source: 1. Profile 183, 185)

GLOW PLUG SWITCH, ENGINE
PROBLEM: The glow plug toggle switch, mounted on the cockpit instrument panel, has been known to burn out. One
dealer suggested that was due to the original switch having an inadequate amperage rating. The switch directly
makes and breaks a current of 25 amperes or more, which places quite a strain on the contacts. Finding a suitable
waterproof replacement may be a problem.
REMEDY: One non-waterproof replacement is the COLES HERSEE #833-551841 40. The switch may be made
waterproof by means of rubber cement. If the switch fails, “emergency glowing” can be achieved by carefully
touching the bare wires together as a temporary substitute warming method, until a replacement can be installed.
(Source: Prof 167)
PROBLEM: The glow plug toggle switch for a Universal 5424 engine burned out.
REMEDY: Obviously, the switch needed to be replaced. It was difficult to find a suitable weatherproof equivalent.
Finally, a (non-weatherproof) COLES HERSEE #833-551841 switch, rated at 40 amperes was located and installed,
and made weatherproof using rubber cement. Until the replacement was achieved, the owner made do by –
carefully – touching the two bare wires together when glow plug assistance was needed.
The dealer suggested the original should have had a greater current rating. The glow plug draws in the order of 25
amperes, which is quite a heavy current to make and break.
(Source: 1. Profile 167)

HEAT EXCHANGER BRACKET
PROBLEM: At least two cases have been reported of the heat exchanger bracket on the aft end of the engine
breaking loose. In one case the fallen heat exchanger rested on the transmission housing in such a way that the
dipstick came loose and engaged with the transmission gears, causing internal damage so that the transmission had
to be rebuilt. In another case, one of the muffler clamps holding one end of the heat exchanger came off, allowing
the exchanger to come slightly adrift, but no harm was done.
REMEDY: Inspect the clamps holding the bracket to ensure integrity.
(Source: 1. Profile 146, 149, 171)

HOSES, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Engine hoses deteriorate, often invisibly, and fail at very inopportune times.
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REMEDY: As some owners have done, it is good safety practice to replace all hoses before they fail, keeping the
old ones for spares. This is also good procedure for belts and filters. It has the added benefit of ensuring that the
spares actually fit before they are needed. Hoses can often be replaced with automotive hoses at considerable
savings.
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 199)

INTERNET SOURCES, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Information changes rapidly on engines.
REMEDY: Make sure you stay tuned to the Aloha Owners Network. Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan, WINDY #151,
suggests the internet often can provide information if you know where to look. For Westerbeke, Universal and
Yanmar engines try http://www.marinedieseldirect.com/ . There are also some good tips, on line diagrams, and
you can look up parts to see what they cost (US $)
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp01)

MANIFOLD, ENGINE
PROBLEM: The exhaust elbow, where the cooling water is injected into the engine exhaust, erodes over time. This
has occurred on both Universal and Westerbeke engines.
REMEDY: The elbow has been welded as a temporary fix, and replacements have been made. This area should be
inspected regularly.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 160, 167, 185, 203, 207; 2. Newsletter Sp97/15)

MOUNTS, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Loosened engine mounts on a Universal DH1101-58868 resulted in having to replace the Cutless
bearing, coupling and shaft.
REMEDY: Periodic examination of the engine mounts.
(Source: 1. Profile 171)

MUFFLER REPLACEMENT
PROBLEM: Corrosion of the steel muffler.
REMEDY: Replacements have been made using fibreglass units. One such replacement was the Model 291-8850
from ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., at 1720 Topside Rd, Louisville, TN, 3777, Phone (615) 984-5306. It
appears to be an improvement over the original in that it is quieter. When ordering, specify hose fitting sizes.
Update 2006: ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., 5714 U.S. HIGHWAY 411 S, MARYVILLE, TN, 37801-1050,
Phone 865-856-9662, Fax 865-856-4288.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 168, 207, 223)

OIL CHANGE
Figure 19 - Oil Drain
PROBLEM: Because of limited space around the engine, changing oil in a boat is
inconvenient and can be messy.
REMEDY:
Install a flexible hose from a modified drain plug in the crankcase sump for
draining the oil crankcase into a container for environmentally acceptable
disposal. Containers used may include empty antifreeze jugs or bags from
wine boxes. [See illustration]
Change oil at the local marina fuel docks using their efficient dipstick suction
pumps; otherwise purchase one.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Install the drain hose. [For Westerbeke 27 the part number of the kit is PN31172]
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Be sure to use Loc-Tite on the threads of the “banjo” or modified sump drain plug.
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 214, 223; 2. Newsletter W97/13, Sp98/17)

OIL FILTER ACCESS
PROBLEM: The engine oil filter is horizontal, and is in a very inaccessible location.
REMEDY: Several remedies have been used, including “live with it”.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Remote Oil Filter Modification/Addition: Add a remote oil filter and install it on the bulkhead adjacent to the
Racor primary fuel filter. This moves the filter to a much more accessible location. It not only makes for an easier
filter change but also allows for inspection of the unit. This is an O.E.M. part, available from Westerbeke dealers.
In 1995, WESTERBEKE sold these for about Cdn$350.00 plus installation labour. The heavy hydraulic hose
fittings need a lot of room and some adapters. (See illustration). The new filter is twice the size of the older one,
making it more efficient and possibly allowing a reduction in the number of oil changes.
Create an Access: Two owners cut an access panel from the quarter berth.
Live with it: The oil filter is horizontal and somewhat messy to change but the spillage can be contained in a
plastic bag wrapped around the filter. Remove the air intake muffler to make it easier.
(Source: 1. Profile 181,194, 223, 214)

OIL FILTERS FALLING OFF
This amounts to a CAUTION notice. There is a booby trap in the Universal engine world, which has snared several
Aloha owners already. The situation arises from the fact that the Universal engines used in the Aloha are seemingly
identical to Kubota engines as used in farm implements and that some dealers, aware of this, have supplied Kubota
filters to Aloha owners. The problem is that Kubota farm engines were manufactured with metric accessories, while
the Universal equivalents were built with Imperial accessories. Thus the threads are slightly different. The metric
filter seems to fit while installing, but will back off while the engine is running, emptying the engine of oil, and having
done so can not be reinstalled, as the aluminium threads on the engine mount will have been damaged.
Once having gone through this sequence, the only alternative is to obtain a new filter mount – preferably one with
steel threads rather than the more commonly available aluminium. In the unhappy event that only a Kubota filter
mount can be obtained (through a Kubota dealer such as Industrial Engines Ltd., in Vancouver, B.C.) the engine will
now require a metric filter for all future oil changes.
The Kubota part numbers are:
Filter Assembly
Gasket
Replacement Bolts (4)
Oil Filter

Part # 15213 32070
Part # 15213 32320
Part # 01153 50842
Part # 70000 32430

Owners who have not had to convert their Universal engines to Kubota filter mounts should use only one of the
following filters:
Universal
Part # 298852 and # 300209
Kubota
Part # 70000-32431 (Note the “1”)
Fram
Part # PH3682 and PH2825 (the latter is much bigger)
Purolator
Part # PER64 and
Canadian Tire Part #17-120-75-1877 & 1718834 (It should be noted that the Cdn Tire filter has a thinner wall than
some of the others and must be installed with caution when using a filter wrench. Too much pressure may deform the
casing.)
(Source: 1. Profile 160, 167, 168; 2. Newsletter F96/12)

OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT
[see Westerbeke Oil Filter Replacement]
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Due to its somewhat awkward location, the lubrication oil filter almost always must be tightened with a filter wrench to
avoid leaks around the gasket. The Canadian Tire equivalent oil filter has been found to collapse or crimp when
being tightened in this manner, due to its thin side-walls. The original Universal filter, or the Fram #PH2870A
equivalent, do not present this difficulty.
(Source: 1. Profile #163)

OVERHEATING, ENGINE
Problem: At least two owners report that engine overheating has been due to broken pieces of impeller becoming
lodged in the hoses, restricting water flow.
Remedy: One now has rigged the engine room bilge pump and the shower sump so that either can be brought into
play as makeshift engine cooling pumps in the event that a blockage occurs in the normal cooling system that cannot
be cleared.
(Source: 1. Profile 157; 2. Newsletter Sp97/16)

OVER-HEATING & LOW OIL PRESSURE
Problem: Many if not most Alohas were not equipped with audible alarms for low oil pressure and overheating.
Thus, one must rely on constant checks of the oil “idiot light” and the temperature gauge to detect developing trouble.
Many electronic stores and some chandleries have kits that will provide audible notifications for these aspects. Most
will mount out of the way behind the engine instrument panel. (Of course they must be so connected that they don’t
sound the alarm when the engine is turned off!)
Remedy: Obtain and install an audible engine-alarm.
(Source: 1. Newsletter S95/9)

OIL PAN MODIFICATION
PROBLEM: One owner, with twenty years automotive experience felt that the engine oil pan capacity is too small at
three quarts.
REMEDY: The oil pan was made three inches deeper which increased the capacity by approximately 65%.
(Source: 1. Profile 183)

OVERHAUL, ENGINE
PROBLEM: One owner reports that he spent about 900 operating hours over three years attempting to solve
difficulties by rebuilding or changing around injectors, checking the high pressure pump, making a compression
check, disassembly to check the rings, and getting a valve job.
REMEDY: Finally a complete overhaul was performed on the engine, shaft and coupling.
(Source: 1. Profile 207)

OVERHEATING - FLOW CONTROLLER
PROBLEM: Engine overheating due to coolant loss through a tiny hole in the “Flowcontroller” (the name given by
Westerbeke to an extension on the engine heat exchanger, which enables engine coolant to circulate through the hot
water heater.)
REMEDY: It was discovered that an internal diverter plate, when installed in the aluminium Flowcontroller, had
caused the casting wall to become so thin that it developed an almost invisible pinhole. It was of such a size that it
would leak water only when under pressure, thus inspection when the engine was not running would not reveal the
problem. After being “Magnafluxed” to ensure it was in fact the problem, the hole was welded and it was all put back
together again.
The Flowcontroller is not shown in the Westerbeke Parts List; therefore there is no visual aid to help explain it. (See
Newsletter F97/13 for more detail on the design and installation of the Flowcontroller)
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/13)
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REAR SEAL, ENGINE
PROBLEM: Oil leaking past the seal at the rear of three Universal 5424 engines due to high rev shifting and
overfilling.
Oil leaking past rear seal of a Westerbeke W21 due to scoring of the crankshaft by the neoprene seal (approximately
2350 hours on the engine).
REMEDY: The rear seals were replaced.
(Source: 1. Profile 144, 152, 163, 185)

SOUNDPROOFING, ENGINE
PROBLEM: The owner of a boat with a Volvo sail drive decided there was too much noise from the engine
compartment.
REMEDY: Sound absorbent material was added to all walls of the engine compartment.
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

STARTER MOTOR
PROBLEM: The starter motor failed on a Universal 5424 engine. The cause was deemed to be associated with
broken springs from the damper plate (due to high-rev shifting) jamming the flywheel, putting excessive strain on the
starter.
REMEDY: The failed unit was replaced with a new style starter motor. It also should be noted that the starter motor
is not designed to operate for long periods of time. It can overheat and/or burn out when cranking time is unduly long.
If the engine does not start promptly, do not crank for more than 15 seconds or so at a stretch. Also, do not engage
in long cranking sessions without allowing the starter motor to cool off between attempts. In the case of the
Universal 5424 engine, give the starter a break by always using the glow plug except when the engine is at or close
to operating temperature.
(Source: 1. Profile 144)

TACHOMETER
PROBLEM: Many, if not most, Alohas produced in the early 1980s, especially those equipped with the Universal
Model 5424 engine, had no tachometer. This can be a drawback in several ways:




There is no objective way to check engine performance, i.e. engine revolutions vs. boat speed. This can be a
real drawback when checking propeller pitch or determining if the transmission is slipping.
There is no way to quickly set a predetermined speed.
It is easy to overtax an engine, or what may be almost as bad, to under work it. Diesel engines running at
slow speed for a long period of time will build up dirty injectors. (A half-hour run at high speed at the end of a
slow day will help to reduce this problem).

REMEDY: A couple of Alohas are known to have installed add-on tachometers to overcome this lack.
Kits, that take their data from the alternator, are available at auto supply stores.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 168)

ENGINE TRANSMISSION OIL, SYNTHETIC
PROBLEM: Synthetic oils do not function well in the Hurth transmission, as they cause the transmission to engage
and drive unreliably. The new synthetic oils provide a more slippery lubrication than traditional oils, and this can be
an advantage in engines. However, in automatic transmissions such as the Hurth, where operation depends upon
friction in the clutch plates, the use of synthetic oil, while perhaps giving a smoother shift, can result in less positive
gear engagement, that is some delay is encountered before the transmission “takes”.
REMEDY: One owner who experimented in this fashion, and encountered the problem described, determined to
switch back to traditional fluid at the first opportunity. The owners’ manual specifies that the Hurth transmission
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should be filled with Type “A”/Dexron II automatic transmission fluid and this is what should be used. Some stores
may carry Dexron III, which is a later version of, and meets the same specs as, Dexron II.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

UNIVERSAL, ENGINE
GENERAL
The Universal Model 5424 engine has proved to be generally quite reliable. This engine was installed in the Aloha
34 in the early ‘80s, and after 15-18 years operation, failures have been mostly due to mistreatment or accident - not
to wear. One characteristic of the Universal is that one must use the glow plug to get it started, often even in warm
weather, while other engines such as those in the Yanmar line start quickly without such an aid. This trait results
from the comparatively low (for diesel engines) compression ratio of the Universal products, which causes the
cylinders to generate less heat of compression than is the case with other engines. Thus, while producing enough
heat to run once started, the Universal needs help to get warm from a cold start. While perhaps disconcerting, this
characteristic has the fringe benefit that the engine takes less of a beating while running, and this may explain why it
seems so durable.
The engine is capable of moving the vessel at 7 knots in calm water although, as is often the case with auxiliary
engines, it will not drive the boat into a strong head wind with much authority. A rule of thumb for sailboat auxiliaries
is that the engine should produce three horsepower for each ton of displacement. Thus the model 5424, with 24
horsepower in a vessel of slightly less than seven tons, has some, but not much, margin.
Some shortcomings identified by various owners are:
The Obendorfer raw water pump seems to lack something. The front cover, once removed to check the
impeller for example, seems to be very hard to get to seal again, resulting in lack of water through the
cooling system. Replacement gaskets are available from marine engine shops. Note that the engine should
not be run without the gasket in place, as it apparently plays a part in maintaining the spacing of the cover
from the rotating impeller. If you have not had to replace an impeller, you will find it very difficult without a set
of snap-ring pliers. The impeller is held in place by a snap-ring, which (with some effort) can be removed
with normal tools, but is almost impossible to put back without the proper pliers.
The water pump impeller as supplied has limited life. It has been recommended that the rubber impeller
supplied as original equipment should be replaced by a neoprene impeller, which has been stated to have a
life of 1000 hours or so. Bear in mind that no impeller will survive long if run dry, and if one or more vanes
break off due to overheating, pieces may well be pumped “downstream”, plugging the water system. If an
impeller fails in this fashion, count carefully the recovered pieces to ensure none are missing. (See
OVERHEATING).
Early Alohas were supplied without an engine tachometer. While not essential to operation, it would be
convenient to have one added. This would be especially true if the transmission starts slipping. Without a
tach it often is hard to tell how fast the engine is turning. Some owners have installed one, mounting it above
the engine panel on the cockpit side wall.
It is good practice to carry a spare fan belt. (If you don’t, at least make sure your wife brings an extra pair of
nylon stockings to provide a short-term replacement.) It is also good practice, with this as with all spares, to
install it immediately, keeping the removed item as the spare. This way you know that the spare you’re
carrying will fit and work when you need it.
At least one owner has installed an overflow tank for the freshwater cooling system, thus providing more
cooling capacity. Parts are available from Canadian Tire, among others.
It also makes sense to install an audible oil pressure alarm, to supplement the “idiot light.” This can be
easily mounted behind the cockpit instrument panel. Electronic stores, Radio Shack among others, carry kits
for the purpose.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 168; 2. MEK)
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UNIVERSAL, REPLACING OIL SEAL & DAMPER PLATE
PROBLEM: “Problem first came to our attention when a small amount of engine oil was found inside the bell
housing. At the time we were installing a new transmission in Atlantic City in late Sept/00. At the time the company
putting the new transmission in stated that this may be due to a rear seal problem which they could fix at a cost of 2
days labour @ $75/hr plus parts. It would require jacking up the engine & removing the flywheel housing assembly.
They could not guarantee that this would fix the problem so we decided to continue on our trip toward Florida.
As time passed the amount of oil leaking out of the bottom of bell housing increased until finally we were putting 1/2
litre in the engine each morning to top it up in late November when we arrived in Titusville, Florida. This was about
250 engine hours from Atlantic City.
REMEDY: We found a local mechanic who checked the engine over for approx. 1 hour and advised that we had a
rear oil seal leak and referred us to a company which did this type of work and was the Coco Beach area’s
UNIVERSAL rep Noah's Arc. We were advised by them that the only way the seal could be replaced was to have
the engine pulled out of the boat, would take 3 to 4 weeks to complete and would cost $2500.
SUGGESTED ACTION: With the help of the ALOHA 34 e-mail network, ALOHA 34 Package Profiles, phone calls
to other owners having (similar) trouble in the past years and UNIVERSAL Parts (UPM) and Service Manuals
(USM) we decided to do it ourselves. The order of the work was as follows:
Removed shift control bracket from gear box and disconnected shift cable from shift lever UPM pg. 30
Disconnected shaft coupling from gear box and pushed propeller shaft and coupling back to stuffing box
Removed 6 bolts holding bell housing to flywheel housing assembly UPM pg. 30
Moved heat exchanger which had been secured to bell housing by 2 of these bolts up out of way and secured with
lines UPM pg.30 &35
Was now able to drop transmission and bell housing as one unit down and then lift out of engine compartment
Removed 6 hex bolts holding Damper mounting plate to fly wheel and removed UPM pg 30 item 20
Using flat screwdriver we loosened fly wheel washers from flywheel bolts UPM pg 14 item 5
We were not able to loosen 6 flywheel bolts ourselves as the flywheel could not be stopped from turning when we
applied pressure to bolt. We had a mechanic bring a portable air wrench and bolts came off easily and flywheel was
removed. UPM pg 14
Oil seal was now visible and could have been removed at this point and perhaps a new one installed. However it
would be difficult to hammer new one into place. Instead we removed the 16 bolts holding the bearing cover on and
removed it and the Oil seal as well as the related gasket cover as one unit. Oil could be seen coming out of the
bottom of the joint between the oil seal and Bearing Cover. UPM pg 6 items 10 to 19
The Oil Seal slipped easily out of center of Bearing cover, perhaps too easily, and we could see small metal filings
around seal mixed with oil and forming small clumps. This may have been the cause for failure.
After learning that the marina (two years ago) had also rebuilt the Damper UPM pg 30 item 19, we looked closely at
the springs they had replaced and found them to be scoured and gouged which was the source of the metal filings.
We noted that the 4 cover washers, items 16, 17, 17 & 18, were not on the 8 inner bolts holding the Bearing cover in
place. They were secured by lock-washers instead. It is believed that cover washers had not been replaced the 2
years earlier when the Oil Seal had been replaced by a marina. UPM page 6
We ordered the following parts from a local KUBOTA farm dealer:
OIL SEAL: KUB 15221-04460 US$21.86 UNIV #298695
BEARING COVER GASKET: KUB 15296-04820 US$3.43 UNIV #298691
COVER WASHER (2 washers): KUB 15221-04650 0.84 UNIV #298693
We ordered the following parts from the WESTERBEKE/UNIVERSAL dealer which we could not get ASAP
from the KUBOTA dealer:
COVER WASHER UNIV #298692 US$1.80
DAMPER UNIV #298454 US$121.60
Note that when removing Bearing cover, use two of the 16 bolts removed and screw them into the two empty
boltholes. By slowly tightening the bolts the Bearing Cover will come off the shaft.
We were not able to obtain COVER WASHER #298694 and were advised that the part was no longer available. We
cleaned the two surfaces that the cover gasket separated to remove all old seal material and then put a light coating
of non hardening PERMATEX "2A" on both sides
Light coating of PERMATEX 2A also put on inside ring of bearing cover which Oil Seal sits in, used dead hammer to
seat oil seal into bearing cover using concrete as a back board
Put light coating of diesel oil on shaft and started to slide on bearing cover lining up holes as best as possible and
used dead hammer to seat in place.
Replaced 16 bolts and washers and used lock washers and small amount of medium LOCTITE on two bolts without
cover washer
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Cleaned contact surfaces of flywheel with diesel oil and wiped off with gasoline and dried.
Put on flywheel and rotated to line up bolt holes in proper sequence, put diesel oil on bolts and hand tightened
Put pipe wrench at front of engine on crankshaft and braced handle of wrench against engine mount. This stopped
flywheel from turning as you tighten the 6 bolts of the flywheel. You could also use this method to remove bolts but it
works best with another person to make sure wrench does not slip and fall off.
Torqued the bolts to 75 ft-lbs.
It was at this point of the installation that the local mechanic left. We wanted his knowledge for installing the oil seal
assembly and his tools for this part of the installation. His total charges for diagnosis, removal of flywheel, reinstalling
seal and flywheel and advice on how to complete other functions amounted to $110 for about 4hours of his time. If
you are ever in Titusville his name is John Kapus, KAPUS MARINE DIESEL SERVICE
The old damper was removed from the damper mounting plate and the new one installed
Damper unit was then attached to flywheel
Transmission and bell housing was reattached and transmission connected to drive shaft
Heat exchanger was reattached to bell housing. Then we had a drink to celebrate!!!
Overall the job was not difficult as long as you have the diagrams to show what you can expect to find, or SHOULD
find as you disassemble. The key to us was to take our time and if something didn't look right or come apart as you
would expect seek help/advice but try to do it yourself. There is lots of help out there just waiting to be asked. The
disassembly took about 2 hours and assembly took about 4 hours and our total cost was $257.73 and about 10 days
of waiting for parts. This is to be compared to the quote of $2500.00 plus a time frame of 4 weeks and another $400+
for marina slips.
January 16, 2001 e-mail, “Subject: Oil Leak Again”

“Well we have repaired the [second] leak and it turns out not to be the rear oil seal this time. When we
dismantled everything down to the seal we found oil in the bell housing but the seal itself was clean as
a whistle.
We cleaned all the oil off the bolts and housing around the seal, put the fly wheel back on, and ran the engine for
about 1/2 hour until oil started to drip out between the flywheel and housing.
We then removed the flywheel again and noticed oil coming out around the bottom two inner bolts of the Bearing
Cover. The two bolts we could not get the cover washer for and had used lock washers and LOC-TITE on.
We removed the bolts and applied "RIGHT STUFF" gasket material to the bolts after cleaning all oil off the bolts and
holes with carburettor cleaner.
While we were doing these two bolts, oil started to come out of another one so we ended up doing all the bolts as
above.
(Source: 1. Newsletter, Sp2001; KAROB )

VOLKSWAGEN PATHFINDER, ENGINE
Only one vessel is reported as having a Volkswagen engine. It is rated at 50 horsepower. It is reported as having
lots of power and running well. It is the original engine, and must have been installed as a special order.
(Source: 1. Profile 148)

VOLVO, ENGINE
GENERAL: Some Aloha 34s were equipped with the Volvo model MD11C-110 S, engine and sail-drive rated at 23
hp. This propulsion unit has provided reliable service for a number of years (16 reported by one owner). Most
comments have been favourable, such as: “extremely reliable; neat, low-drag profile, especially with a folding prop;
mid-ship position facilitates straight tracking, especially in reverse; rubber separation from hull reduces vibration.”
Few problems have been reported. Those that have are described below:
There is a perception that the unit is not suitable for use in salt water. This is not a real problem. The unit can be
used in salt water. Raw-water cooling may decrease the life of the engine in salt water, but this is not unique to
Volvo. (Source: 1. Newsletter F95/14)
Copper-based anti-fouling paint is not satisfactory for use on the sail drive. Check with a Volvo Penta dealer for
recommendations. (Source: 1. Profile 117)
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Steel prop (for electrolytic compatibility) suffers corrosion of the folding teeth, requiring prop replacement every 5 or 6
years (cost Cdn $500 in 1995). Consult a Volvo Penta dealer for advice on suitable remedies. (Source: 1. Profile
117)
Rubber gasket needed to fair hull requires replacement every 3 to 4 years (cost about Cdn$70). Replace as
required. (Source: Profile 117)
One owner reported oil flow problems requiring removal of the engine five times for replacement of bearings. This
problem does not appear to be systemic. A faulty oil pump perhaps? (Source: 1. Profile 112)

WESTERBEKE 27 OWNERS
PROBLEM:
Owners with Westerbeke 27 drive-train may wish to
compare issues with others.
REMEDY: Aloha 34 owners with Westerbeke 27 as of
July 1999.
(Source: Related Profiles)

AMALTHEA
NEPENTHE
FULL TILT
DREAM CATCHER II
NERISSA
GENIE
QUINTETTE III
WHAT IF...
DIONYSUS

#189
#194
#195
#196
#199
#203
#204
#205
#207

FIRESTAR
WINDSPINNER
BELIZE
ENCHANTMENT
WINDFLOWER
TATOOSH
CALIESTE
MARGHERITA
WATER MUSIC

#207
#210
#211
#214
#222
#223
#224
#227
#230

WESTERBEKE FUEL LINE RUPTURE
PROBLEM: Original Westerbeke engine installations used a metal fuel line directly from the engine to the electric fuel
pump. Vibration has been known to cause a rupture in this line.
REMEDY: Replace the metal fuel line with the flexible substitute to forestall such a rupture. The Westerbeke
replacement fuel line is a considerable improvement in that it is rubber, and thus will better withstand vibration.
(Source: 1. Newsletter W95-96/13)

WESTERBEKE DAMPER PLATE
PROBLEM:
Transmission damper plate failure. (HURTH transmissions)
REMEDY:
Inspect occasionally and replace as necessary.
Figure 20 - Damper Plate

SUGGESTED ACTION:
The damper plate is installed as the driving connection between the engine
and transmission. The plate resembles a clutch disk used in automobiles.
Bolted to the engine flywheel with 5 bolts, the centre portion of the disk
engages the spline shaft of the (HURTH) transmission. The disk contains
compression springs of different strengths located radially from the centre in
slots within the plate or disk. The springs provide shock absorption to deal with
the propeller hitting something and when changing from forward to reverse
thrust.
Given reasonable operation, the damper plate can be expected to provide
trouble free service for many years.
If the owner suspects that the boat has been operated without reducing RPM’s
before shifting or the prop hit something while in gear it would be wise to
inspect the damper plate springs.
In many cases this can be accomplished by removing the shaft coupling to gain some working room; removing the
transmission and what is called the “adapter plate”. Occasionally the rear of the engine may have to be raised in
order to remove the transmission. This can be accomplished with a 2X4 stud passed in from the front of the engine to
the rear mount area and having a friend or two stand on the 2X4.
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Damper Part Number:
HWB transmission
BW transmission

-

19398
30940

The transmission used on many ALOHA 34s is the HURTH including models 10BW, 5BW and 20BW.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 144, 168; 2. Newsletter February 1998; 4. Westerbeke Parts List -1983)

WESTERBEKE ENGINE MOUNTS
PROBLEM:
Broken Westerbeke engine mount.
REMEDY: Replace engine mount.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Most new diesel engines come with flexible mounts that absorb the vibration like a car shock absorbers. In older
installations engine mounts may have either shifted, collapsed or deteriorated to such an extent that they are
contributing to eventual transmission failure and engine wear.
Figure 21 - Engine Mount
Engine mounts, often called “isolators” because of the ability to isolate the vessel from
vibration, should be visually inspected from time to time. This is especially true if the
shaft-transmission union has had a "shock loading" such as the propeller catching a line or
hitting a submerged object. A leaky fuel system that leaks diesel fuel onto the mounts will
quickly deteriorate the rubber blocks on a motor mount. Usually, if one mount is damaged
or worn all mounts must be replaced. It is also important to determine why the engine
mounts have collapsed, moved or deteriorated. Replacing a mount is not difficult.
Loosen the top nut and remove along with the lock washer.
Remove the 2 bolts that connect the mount to the stringer to which they are bolted.
Jack up the engine at the mount being careful to spread out the pressure on the hull.
Ideally this would occur in the water to ensure hull support. A 2X4 board can be used as a
lever from the front of the installation.
Remove the mount and insert the new mount. Time can be saved in alignment of the engine by measuring
the space between the stringer and the lower locking nut with a set of calipers.
Replace the upper nut and lockwasher.
Align the engine to the shaft. [see “Alignment”]
(Source: 214)

WESTERBEKE OIL FILTER REPLACEMENT
PROBLEM: Expensive filters and not always available.
REMEDY:
For Westerbeke 27, alternatives include FRAM PH2856 or WIX 51064
It was found that the OEM filter had been downsized. One owner felt that it was now too small. A Fram equivalent
(Fram model PH3593A) for the larger original was located and installed.
(Source: 1. Profile 185, 2. LH)

WESTERBEKE TEMPERATURE GAUGE
PROBLEM: Temperature gauge is not indicating engine temperature.
REMEDY:
Determine defective part. Repair or replace.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
When you are sure the engine is not hot proceed as follows:
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Figure 22 - Temperature Gauge Sensor
Disconnect the wire from the “water temperature sender unit” just to the left of the
thermostat housing.
Remove the thermostat and place in water just above the rating of the thermostat and
ensure it’s operational by observing the movement. Consider replacing it if it’s been
around for a while.
Turn on the ignition. Gauge should read lowest reading, usually 0, with the sender unit
wire disconnected.
Touch the sender wire to the engine ensuring a good ground. If the gauge does not
register its maximum the gauge is faulty.
If the thermostat and gauge check out then the sending unit is at fault.
Replace as appropriate.
(Source: 1. “Boat-owner’s Mechanical & Electrical Manual” by Calder)

WESTERBEKE WINTERIZING CHECKLIST
PROBLEM:
Winterization of W-27 to ensure no damage.
REMEDY:
Follow a checklist.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Before haul out
 Warm up engine and change the engine oil and oil filter.
 Check transmission oil for level and condition. Change every 2 years as a minimum.
 Fill up fuel tank(s) and add fuel stabilizer.
After haul out
 If used in salt water, flush well with fresh water by connecting a water supply to the water intake and
running the engine for 10 minutes.
 For raw-water cooled systems, drain majority of water and flush anti-freeze until seen at exhaust. If not
well-drained use 75% anti-freeze to ensure adequate protection. The simplest method seems to be
inserting the raw-water intake hose into the anti-freeze jug.
 For fresh-water cooled, complete #1 and check anti-freeze level in heat exchanger. It is recommended
that this anti-freeze be changed a minimum of every 2 years to remove contaminants.
 Open drain cocks briefly to check for anti-freeze.
 Spray a “lay-up” fluid [like WD-40] in air intake manifold. You may want to turnover the engine without
starting, to coat cylinders.
 Slack off belts.
 Spray “lay-up” fluid on electrical connections, over engine and transmission, linkages, etc. Include the
alternator connections and brush springs. Lay-up fluids repel moisture.
 Check water level and charge up batteries. Recharge once per month if stored outside or on the boat.
 Check general condition of hoses, engine mounts, shaft, propeller, coupling, cutless bearing, etc. for
required maintenance.
 Inspect anodes and replace as necessary.
 Seal all openings to engine with a rag lightly sprayed with lay-up fluid. Place conspicuous notices to
ensure unsealing in spring.
(Source: 1. Newsletter February, 1998)

ZINC, ENGINE
[see ZINC]
PROBLEM: Engine zincs consumed rapidly in salt water.
REMEDY: Frequent inspection and replacement.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
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Inspect zincs frequently. Both DREAM CATCHER II and WHAT IF... report “the (WESTERBEKE W-27) engine zinc
disappeared faster than expected and It will be monitored more closely from now on (weekly)”
Recover all missing “chunks” if not dissolved. CUTTY SARK reported “the zincs in the starboard side of the heat
exchanger did not dissolve and flush out, but laid in big chunks to plug the sea water passages and creating so much
back pressure it blew out the pump seals.”
NOTE: engine zinc consumption can be reduced by having a zinc on the shaft. If it is placed just forward of the strut
it will also help keep the shaft in place in case of breakage or coupling problems.
(Source: 1. Profiles 196, 205, 181)

FUEL
AIR LOCK, FUEL
PROBLEM: Some owners have encountered a mysterious ailment in which the engine fuel system airlocks, most
often - at least in the early stages - after a period of motoring in rough going, with the boat tossing about. While the
cause initially was not obvious, subsequent experience indicates that this is caused by sludge and tarry lumps in the
fuel tank being stirred up by the motion and getting pulled into the fuel pick up. If the lumps are of the “right” size,
they will lodge in the pickup entry holes. This blockage will of course stop the fuel flow, causing the pump to pull in
air through even the slightest, perhaps otherwise undetectable and normally not troublesome, looseness in the fuel
connections. (In the event there are no such spots so that air cannot enter the system, and no fuel gets through, the
pump will be pulling against a vacuum. This is detectable by the electric pump chattering very rapidly, like a machine
gun.) Apparently this build up of sludge and particles in a diesel fuel tank is fairly common with the passage of time,
especially if biocide additives have not been consistently used during storage periods, and perhaps even if they
have.
REMEDY: The only sure cure is to thoroughly pump all the fuel out of the tank and either steam clean it or powerwash it. It is best if the tank can be completely removed from its bed and inverted to ensure it is empty of all
contagion.
SUGGESTED ACTION: The tank removal probably will necessitate cutting (yes, with a saw!) part of the port sidewall
of the tank bed so that the tank can be lifted to the side. It probably still will not come out through the top of the
locker. If so, it must be worked on in the locker. Once cleaned and reinstalled, obviously the old fuel should not be
re-used. Start with fresh! Use Bio-Bor or equivalent religiously thereafter.
In the unhappy event that the engine must be removed for any reason, it would be a good idea to take advantage of
the opportunity to remove the fuel tank and clean it out, even if no trouble of this sort has been encountered.
Another source of fuel flow failure has been found to be the one-way check valve fitted in the top of some fuel
pickups. After the passage of time, these valves may jam with accumulated crud, cutting off the fuel. The one-way
valve serves no detectable useful purpose and may be removed.
(Source: 1. MEK; 2. Newsletters F97/14, F98/18)

BLOCKED FLOW, FUEL
PROBLEM:
Blocked check valve in fuel line at tank.
REMEDY:
Remove check valve.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Immediate action – clear build-up in check valve.
Long term solution – remove check valve. Westerbeke repair service says it serves no purpose unless you cannot
maintain fuel supply due to placement of tank below filters.
#207 writes: “Another thing; when in Mexico, you use the engine a lot. It seemed that when the engine had run for
20-24 hours steady, I had a problem with the engine shutting down. It got to be quite a problem. The engine was
hard to start and would die often. After changing filters, bleeding the system and tightening the fittings until I almost
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broke them, I found the hose barb on the fuel tank was a check valve and had become partially restricted. After
running the engine a long time, the recirculated fuel would get warm, warm enough to cause the debris to expand
and shut off the fuel supply. After cleaning it a few times, the check valve was replaced with a clear hose barb.”
(Source: 1. Profile 199, 207, 214; 2. Newsletter February 19/79)

CONTAMINATED, FUEL
PROBLEM: Growth of "nasties" in diesel fuel, which may result in clogged fuel filters and starvation of the engine.
These are generally made up of oil-loving bacteria and algae, which grow in a warm moist environment
REMEDY: A good biocide should be added to the tank with each filling, so as to retain a constant proportion in the
fuel. Several proprietary additives are on the market. One popular make, BIOBOR, is used to good advantage by the
Canadian Coast Guard in ships and at remote diesel-oil storage facilities, including mountain top and Arctic sites. It
has also been successfully used in some Alohas.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Michael Pettigrew (# 223) reports: “Last season the primary RACOR fuel element had
a purple tinge which is a sure sign of algae. On advice of the local injector shop, I purchased 3 feet of semi-flexible
¼” ID copper tubing, and attached it to a small hand pump.I used this set-up to pump out the fuel at the bottom of the
tank through the fuel return connection in the top of the tank into one-gallon plastic containers. The weight of the
copper takes it to the bottom of the tank whereas plastic hose will float or curl up. The first gallon from the bottom
was thicker & purple in colour. The second was a lighter purple/brown & opaque. By the fourth gallon, the fuel was
clear. Suggest this is not an unusual build-up of contaminant and water over 10 years. It was a simple process which
I plan to do each season. In addition to using diesel fungicide, we also installed an ALGAE X Unit at Cdn $150 which
makers claim pulverizes any algae with magnetic energy. It is quickly & simply installed between the tank & the
primary fuel filter. Perhaps I’m putting snake oil in the fuel. SAIL praised it but PRACTICAL SAILOR panned it!”
Another device is on the market and can be researched at .
See also FUEL AIR LOCK., which describes a similar sounding, but somewhat different, problem
Source: Profiles 144, 167, 168, 223

FILLER HOSE DETERIORATING, FUEL
PROBLEM: Some owners have reported deterioration of the fuel filler hose.
REMEDY: As with most items on a boat, hoses should be inspected regularly (at least annually) and replaced if not
in seaworthy condition.
(Source: 1. Profile 163, 176)

FUEL CONSUMPTION
One owner estimates the fuel consumption of his Westerbeke to be about three litres per hour at six knots.
As a matter of interest, a diesel engine with a correctly matched propeller will consume about 225 millilitres (0.4
pints) of fuel per hour per brake horsepower used. Thus a ten-horsepower engine, working at maximum, would burn
2.25 litres per hour, while if it was working at half its potential, it would consume half that amount. Therefore, a 27horsepower engine such as the Westerbeke, with the throttle set at, say, seventy percent, should burn 225x27x.7 or
4.3 litres per hour.
(Source: 1. Profile 223; 2. Eric Hiscock – “Cruising Under Sail” )

LOW-SULPHUR, LUBRICITY, FUEL
PROBLEM: Concern has been expressed regarding the effect of low sulphur fuel on lubricity, or the ability to
lubricate moving parts in the fuel-flow path.
COMMENT: This concern was referred to technical people in two oil companies in British Columbia. Their comments
are summarised as follows, “The amount of sulphur contributing to lubricity is low, hence the change to "low sulphur"
fuel is not a matter for concern. In-line pumps are mainly lubricated by engine oil; only the pistons and springs etc.,
are lubricated by fuel. Injectors follow in-line pumps in this regard.” Rotary pumps may be more affected by low
lubricity.”
From what we know of California, all of the environmental rules originate there and BC tags along! It is believed that
at the time of writing, only B.C. has a requirement for low sulphur fuel. The other Provinces in Canada do not at this
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time have a low-sulphur rule. But in California, it is understood that not only is there a low sulphur requirement but as
well a demand for reduced "aromatics". There is a feeling that a reduction in those two may require an additive,
either by the oil company or later, to regain some lubricity.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

TANK - ADDITIONAL, FUEL
PROBLEM: Several cruisers wished to extend the range under power by installing additional fuel storage capacity.
REMEDY: Some have utilized the space formerly occupied by batteries behind the fuel tank and the area below the
steering quadrant for additional fuel storage, one, for example, putting a fifteen-gallon bladder under the quadrant.
Others have secured five-gallon containers of fuel on the cabin top.
Figure 23 - Additional Fuel Tank
Enchantment, #214, added an US18 gal. “saddle tank” behind the
quarter berth in the unused space outboard of the engine panel. Three
wooden knees were epoxied to the hull and the tank was set on plywood
on the knees to distribute the forces. A 4-valve distribution controller
[see Profile #214] was mounted at the front, starboard side of the engine
to allow selecting either tank, supply and return. Since each tank had a
primary filter this allows for fuel transfers between tanks through a filter –
convenient in cases of bad fuel. Range is extended to about 350 nm,
useful for Bahama cruising.
It goes without saying that whether tanks are added or “Jerry cans” are
carried, every effort must be made to ensure they are properly installed, strongly secured, and, if metal, well
grounded.
(Source: 1. Profiles 152, 176, 185,189, 207, 214, 223; 2. Newsletter Sp98/14)

TANK CAPACITY, FUEL
PROBLEM: The capacity of the fuel tank in your Aloha 10.4 may not be 27 gallons, or 26 gallons, or 24 gallons as
shown in various Aloha 10.4 specification sheets and brochures. Two owners have measured the tank dimensions,
and calculated the capacities at 20 US gallons. This is useful knowledge if one ever is in the position of having to
stretch the tank capacity.
REMEDY: Measure the dimensions of your tank, calculate the volume and convert to gallons. If necessary have a
larger tank fabricated. One owner has done this, and obtained a capacity of nearly 23 gallons. This tank was of .090”
aluminium with outside dimensions of 18”W x 24.25”L x 12.25”H (excluding height of filler neck and fittings). These
dimensions allowed the tank to be fitted (barely) through the sail locker without cutting away any material.
SUGGESTED ACTION: To convert cubic inches of volume to US gallons:
Calculate the Volume of your tank. V = (Length x Width x Height).
Gallons (US) = V (cu.in.) / 231 (cu. in./gal)
Note: For the actual volume inside the tank it’s best to subtract twice the thickness of the tank wall from each of the
outside measurements of L, W, and H before calculating the volume.
Note: on the top of the stainless tank in #214 the label reads “20 gal US”)
(Source: 1. Profile # 185)

TANK GROUNDING, FUEL
PROBLEM: Not all Aloha 34 fuel tanks are electrically grounded. They should be.
REMEDY: Ensure all metal fuel tanks are properly grounded to vessel ground. Non-metal tanks with electric fuel
gauges must also have a proper ground from the sending unit to vessel ground.
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(Source: 1. Profile # 163)

TANK RELOCATION, FUEL
PROBLEM: Is there any way to relocate the fuel tank?
REMEDY: At least one owner has reconfigured the way it is mounted. See Reported Experiences.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Wayne McClellan (# 120) Reports: “I reinstalled the fuel tank (after repairing the strut,
-see STRUT) and took the opportunity to lower the support board. I was trying to get the weight as low and far
forward as possible. The fuel tank was steam cleaned and installed with the long dimension running fore-and-aft –
i.e. I turned it 90 degrees. This gave enough room to install three batteries alongside it. The batteries are clamped
down with metal holders, and the tank has 2 stainless steel straps plus a wooden board forward of it to prevent the
tank jumping forward in the case of a sudden grounding. The batteries are a snug fit but much more accessible.
There is room for a fourth battery if necessary. CONCLUSION – The boat seems to perform the same, with no
discernible difference in the way she lies in the water. I’m happy with the results.”
(Source: 1. Profile 120)

TANK REPLACEMENT, FUEL
PROBLEM: More than one owner has had to replace the fuel tank due to corrosion.
REMEDY: Inspect the condition of the fuel tank at least annually. Replace if necessary.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Peggy Begon and Norman Saxton (# 144) report: “I had to replace the original fuel
tank as it had rusted through on the bottom. This meant water had been present in the fuel for a long time. I’ve
replaced the tank with an aluminium welded tank c/w settling bowl & RACOR filter. All’s OK now. The old tank, made
of rolled and crimped light steel, had to be cut in half to get out - not a fun job.”
Chip Wolfe (# 211) reports: “I replaced my aluminium tank due to corrosion of the aluminium and subsequent fuel
leaks. I had a custom aluminium tank manufactured to my specifications in May 1996 by Skyline Industries, 381
West Center, PO Box 477, Pleasant Grove, UT, 84062, Phone 801/785-3534. This 23 gallon tank is slightly larger
than the original (see FUEL TANK, CAPACITY), cost US $282.39 and was shipped (UPS) within 10 days of my
approval of Skyline’s drawing. The drawing number is 49685-00 and will be made available to any interested Aloha
34 owner upon request.”
SUGGESTED ACTION: Emptying the tank prior to removal is highly recommended. For owners having engines
equipped with an electric fuel pump the tank can be easily pumped out as follows:
Disconnect the fuel return line from the tank fitting and place the return hose into a Jerry can or other suitable
container.
Disconnect the wire on the engine alarm warning horn, if equipped, (unless you just like to hear the alarm).
Turn the engine panel start key to “on” and relax.
Switch the key off to stop filling the Jerry can.
Repeat as necessary until the tank is empty.
Reconnect the alarm and turn the key to off when finished.
After installing and filling the new tank:
Turn key on for several minutes without cranking the engine, to purge any air out of the fuel line. It will probably
be necessary to bleed the lines, in accordance with the procedure in the engine manual.
Start the engine.
This method is slow, but it works.
(Source: 1. Profile 144)

TANK, SECURING, FUEL
PROBLEM: All fuel tanks must be properly secured
REMEDY: Ensure the main fuel tank is substantially secured to prevent slipping or breaking loose under any
conditions. Consider straps over the tank in addition to other means already provided for securing the tank.
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(Source: 1. Profile 163)

PROPELLERS
CORROSION, PROPELLER
PROBLEM: VOLVO (SAIL-DRIVE) Model MD11C-110S steel prop (for electrolytic compatibility) suffers corrosion of
folding teeth
REMEDY: Prop requires replacement every 5 or 6 years (cost Cdn$500 in 1995)
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

FOLDING, MARTEC PROPELLER
PROBLEM: Excess drag caused by a fixed-blade propeller.
REMEDY: Install a folding prop. The owner installed a Martec folding prop in 1990. In 1996 it manifested badly
worn pivots, the cause of which was suspected to be the steep angle of the shaft, connected to a Westerbeke model
W-21 engine. SAIL MAGAZINE explained in an article that high shaft angles cause pressure on the blades to differ
widely as they travel upward and downward, thus causing a pulsing pressure. The results of subsequent
investigation are not available.
(Source: 1. Profile 181)

FOLDING, MAXPROP PROPELLER
PROBLEM: Three-blade 11x7 fixed prop lacked reverse thrust.
REMEDY: The owner tried a 15-inch two bladed Maxprop folding propeller, but found there was too much vibration,
and felt that it was likely due to insufficient clearance, which was only one inch, between the prop and the keel. This
clearance should be 15%, or 2.25 inches for a 15-inch propeller. He decided to buy and install a 14-inch three-bladed
Maxprop, to provide more clearance and thus reduce vibration on the support strut, and to provide for the intended
change from an Atomic Four gasoline engine to a diesel with more power.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/11)

PITCH, PROPELLER
The correct pitch for the propeller seems to be the subject of some uncertainty, and this is to be expected as it is the
result of many variables. The choice of pitch will depend on the engine horsepower, the hull form, the diameter of
the prop, and the type of motoring to be expected. Too low a pitch will allow the engine to over speed, and provide
inadequate drive. Too high a pitch will overload and therefore overheat the engine, especially when powering into a
head wind. The pitch will also depend on the type of prop – three-blade, two-blade, folding, etc. A three-blade prop is
the most efficient (up to 50% efficiency) but also gives the most drag when sailing. It can reduce speed by as much
as one knot. The ideal solution (and, of course, the most expensive) is to use a variable pitch prop, which can adjust
to suit the circumstances and exerts little or no drag when not in use. It should also be noted that correct prop size
and pitch also depends on the engine output shaft speed and the amount of reduction introduced.
PROBLEM: Engine “lugging” and exhausting soot. (Engine: Universal 24 hp)
REMEDY: Re-pitched the propeller from its original 15x14 (diameter x pitch) to 15x12 (as specified). Problem solved.
PROBLEM: Engine would not reach the design RPM. (Engine: Universal 24 hp)
REMEDY: Changed from a 15x11 prop to a 15x9.
PROBLEM: Engine would exceed the design RPM. Suspected due to propeller with too low a pitch. (Engine:
Westerbeke 27 hp)
REMEDY: Changed pitch from original (two-blade) 15x10 to 15x12. Results not reported.
The owner of hull #214 reported that the prop pitch was increased by two inches, but the original dimensions were
not provided.
(Source: 1. Profile 144, 167, 207, 211, 214)
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SELECTION, PROPELLER
PROBLEM: Selecting the propeller with the best characteristics to match the engine and hull.
REMEDY:
After re-powering with a Yanmar 27 hp diesel, the engine works fine so far and is a good match for the 14-inch
Max-prop I installed last year.
An owner with a Volvo Saildrive replaced his folding prop with a 2 bladed fixed prop.
An owner with a Westerbeke W27 is using a newly faired 15x13x3 prop.
We had a lengthy discussion on propellor selection & arrangements at ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000 at
Maple Bay, BC last July during the "Designer Seminar", with Ted Brewer leading most of the discussion. Ted said
that in the ALOHA 34 with its skeg, the primary reason the shaft/strut is off centre-line is to facilitate removing the
shaft. Ted added that the shaft is set to port to counter some of the "prop walk" effect of a right-handed propellor
when powering ahead. However, this definitely exaggerates the movement of the stern to port when the engine is
shifted into reverse.
If one is a racer (and has the extra dollars!), a folding or feathering is considered to be superior. There can be
disadvantages with a folding prop when one kicks the engine astern. Also, "strut strain" is greater with a two bladed
prop. On the Aloha 34 strut arrangement, this is an important consideration.
If one is purely a 'cruising sailor', then the fixed propellor is preferred by many. Nothing beats the bite one gets from a
fixed 3-bladed propellor, particularly in heavy weather. For cruisers heading off-shore, most experienced sailors will
recommend a fixed (3-bladed) propellor.
Most cruising ALOHA 34 owners with 24 hp UNIVERSAL and 27 hp WESTERBEKE engines have success with both
15x12x3 and 15x11x3 propellors.
If you have questions as to what size propellor you should fit for your particular engine, recommend you go to the
MICHIGAN PROPELLOR website http://www.miwheel.com/MIWheel/propit/main.htm and complete their
(free) questionnaire, to obtain their recommendations.
(Source: 1. Profile 120, 121, 223, 2. Newsletter Sp2001)

REPLACEMENT, SHAFT
PROBLEM: Improper set-screw placement can cause breakage, as experienced by an owner whose set screws
were placed opposite on the shaft.
REMEDY: Ideal set-screw placement is 30 degrees either side of directly opposite the bronze key which prevents the
shaft from turning in the coupling. This placement ensures that the shaft is held against the key without unduly
weakening the shaft. Dimples for set-screws should be minimal.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
For a drawing and review of the technical aspects, consult “BOAT-OWNER’S MECHANICAL & ELECTRICAL MANUAL” by
Calder.
(Source: 1. Profile 214)

SKEG INDUCED PROP-WALK
PROBLEM: One owner experienced opposite direction prop walk, i.e. with a right hand prop the stern kicked to
starboard in reverse, and to port ahead.
REMEDY: Measure the distance from the bottom of the skeg to the toe rails on either side. If the skeg is skewed
even by a “few inches” it may effect the tracking. When this “tilt” was rectified, the problem seemed to disappear.
(Source: 1. Profile 203, 205, 226; 2. Newsletter Sp98/13, Sp98/14)

STEERING
PROBLEM: Stiffness of steering, integrity of steering system, and other experiences.
REMEDY: To reduce stiff steering, lubricate the cables to the quadrant, and the pulleys that the cable traverses.
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In addition, the chain links passing through the binnacle should be lightly oiled. This is best accomplished by
removing the compass (marking its position by means of a couple of strips of masking tape across the mounting joint,
which is then cut so the unit can be lifted out) and dripping oil droplets onto the chain links while turning the wheel.
OTHER EXPERIENCES:
Some owners have replaced their steering wheels:
One owner replaced his 40” wheel with a smaller one to accommodate the Autohelm drive belt.
Another owner installed a 42” Edson wheel.
One owner made a curved teak seat for steering
One owner, while disconnecting the steering radial from the rudder shaft in order to remove the rudder, found a
dangerous situation in that a bolt had been completely sheared off. See RUDDER for the complete story.
Another less dangerous but worthwhile condition to check:
Two bolts on each side hold the metal bar that limits the steering wheel and rudder travel. These may become loose.
This is easily checked by trying to wiggle the bar from above.
(Source: 1. Profile 146, 155, 168, 211; 2. Newsletter F97/10)

STUFFING BOX
PROBLEM:
Managing the drip!
REMEDY:
Take care of the stuffing box or experience bigger problems. It is generally accepted that the stuffing box should drip
at the rate of two or three drops per minute in order to lubricate the shaft. In any case the stuffing box should not get
hot. If it does, it is too tightly adjusted, and can score the shaft.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
MARGHERITA, #227 reports: “At the end of the 1993 season, the stuffing box started to leak quite badly. It was
“frozen” on the shaft & over the winter, my mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the
stuffing box with one of the dripless sleeves. No problems since.
SEA VIXEN #167 reports the first indication of a developing failure is a different noise developing aft with possibly
some throbbing and vibration. Leave it too long and it can expensively damage your stuffing box, transmission, your
engine seal and your shaft.

ADJUSTING THE “DRIP”, STUFFING BOX
For those who have “conventional” stuffing boxes fitted in their ALOHAs (as factory-fitted with UNIVERSAL,
WESTERBEKE and some other engines), have you ever wondered which nut goes which way as you sit somewhat
cramped in the lazarette, looking aft & twisting around to face the shaft, wishing you were left handed?
When you start, the stuffing box LOCK nut should be snug up against the SET nut.
To make an adjustment to the Stuffing box drip (of cooling “sea” water around the shaft into the boat), two wrenches
are required.
STEPS:
Place Wrench #1 on the SET nut (the AFT nut)
Place Wrench #2 on the LOCK nut (the FORWARD nut)
Hold Wrench #1 in position and with Wrench #2 loosen the LOCK nut by pulling Wrench #2 toward you in the
lazarette (i.e., when looking aft toward the propeller, turning the LOCK nut CLOCKWISE).
TO REDUCE DRIP
Tighten the SET nut by pulling Wrench #1 toward you (clockwise).
TO INCREASE DRIP
Loosen the SET nut by pushing Wrench #1 away from you (anti-clock-wise).
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TO SET DRIP
Adjusting the drip can be "trial & error". Once you are satisfied with the drip rate (one drop every 10 to 20
seconds?):
Hold Wrench #1 in position & snug the LOCK nut up to the SET nut by pushing Wrench #2 away from you (anticlockwise)."
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97-98/9, Sp98/13)

RE-PACKING “IN THE WATER”, STUFFING BOX
Because of the ALOHA 34’s type of close fitting stern gland, in the water replacement of the packing is possible.
Only a slight trickle of sea water comes through as the old packing is removed.
Sea Vixen #167 reports: On the recommendations of Stuart Meyer #185 & Rick Klett #195, we used 3 rings of 1/4”
square TEFLON impregnated packing instead of the ALOHA 34’s original “waxed flax”. Les Harrison #214 reported
that he has been using only 2 rings for the last three years “because of the small size of the stuffing box” & that the 2
rings have been working well for him. We were tempted but eventually managed to compress our 3 rings sufficiently
into the stuffing box.
Our procedure, using a generous 12 inches (or to be sure buy 13 inches) at 30 cents Cdn per inch was as follows:
On the advice of a friend, we wrapped the packing 3 times around a “socket wrench fitting” to replicate the I inch
shaft, -a good idea! A 1” diameter broom handle would also work.
We made 4 diagonal cuts, 1 cut to each ring plus the cut at the end. (At this stage, Dave Duncan #168 recommends
greasing each ring; -see NOTE following.)
We opened the stuffing box; see STUFFING BOX above if you have forgotten which way to turn the LOCK and SET
nuts.
and cleaned out the old packing. We needed a “pick” to get out all the old residue.
We inserted and pressed each new piece of packing into the stuffing box, with the joints at 120 degrees to the
previous ring joint.
We tightened the “SET” nut to a “trial” position.
We tightened the “LOCK” nut. Without any “drip”, we found that the stuffing box “overheated”.
We ran the engine “ahead” re-setting the nuts as necessary to set the “drip” (about 1 drip every 15 seconds).
Two weeks later, after a total of about 3 engine hours, the drip stopped, the stuffing box is cool and we have no drip.
6 engine hours later we are still cool & dry.
NOTE: Dave Duncan #168 by 31 August e-mail wrote: “For the first 12 years we had the boat, -no stuffing box leaks
& no water drips = dry bilge. A drip of water then started & I re-packed with TEFLON impregnated packing as you did
BUT, I had noticed that ALOHA had put grease in with their packing which seemed like a good idea so I did that and
hand tightened the assembly and had no drips either, just like the new boat! Surprised that you had to allow for drip
but maybe the grease is the answer, or perhaps more juggling of the “tightness”. Don’t burn your fingers!”
ED: Dave’s method of greasing the rings is obviously the better way to go. Some members suggest that TEFLON
grease works better than “regular” grease.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F98/18, Sp2001)

TRANSMISSION
FAILURE - HURTH TRANSMISSION
Two cases have been reported of failure in the Hurth transmission associated with the Universal 5424
engine. Both failures (of course) occurred at the worst possible time - while going through swing or lift
bridges in a canal. Both cases appeared to be associated with normal wear and tear, and both
exhibited similar symptoms, that is lack of, or reduced, drive. It appears that the Hurth transmission is
designed to degrade gracefully, due to wearing away of a key part. This may be misleading if one fails
to detect reducing performance. The degradation often consists of vessel speed lower than engine
RPM normally would call for. Wear can be (and has been) exacerbated by slipping or poor adjustment
of the shift cable, resulting in incomplete “meshing” of the gearbox.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS:
 Check that forward speed at a given engine RPM is consistent with normal performance.
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Consider having the transmission removed, examined for wear, and re-built if performance evaluation
supports such action. Given the passage of time since manufacture, it is very likely that considerable wear
has taken place.
Check shift linkages to ensure correct adjustment. One symptom of incomplete meshing – or of wear - may
be detected if the forward gear engages more “softly”, that is with less force than reverse.

(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/10; 2. MEK)

TRANSMISSION GEAR SHIFT LEVER
PROBLEM: Shift lever rusted out.
REMEDY: Lever was replaced.
(Source: 1. Profile 149)

TRANSMISSION, HURTH
PROBLEM:
Transmission loss of effectiveness: symptoms included slow response when shifting forward to reverse and
fluctuation of the engine rpm.
Stripped threads on the transmission dip stick.
Clicking noise from the transmission when under sail with the transmission in neutral.
REMEDY:
Transmissions had to be rebuilt/replaced.
A second washer was added to the dipstick as a temporary fix.
The clicking noise stops when the transmission is put into gear.
HURTH TRANSMISSION:
[Westerbeke’s recommendations]
Do NOT overfill when replacing the transmission fluid. Use automatic transmission fluid (ATF) Type A or DEXRON II.
Oil quantity is as follows:
HBW 5
approx. 0.4 litres
HBW 10 approx. 0.6 litres
HBW 20 approx. 0.8 litres
The mark on the dipstick (about 1/4 inch from the bottom) provides a “correct reading up to 20 degrees inclination in
the direction of shafts”.
“Gear changing should be smooth, not too slow, and continuous (without interruption). The multiple disc clutch
permits gear changing at high engine rpm, including sudden reversing at top speeds in the event of danger.”
Reducing RPM is recommended.
“Rotation of the propeller without load, e.g. while the boat is sailing, being towed, or anchored in a river (or strong
tidal current), as well as idling of the engine with the engine stopped, will have no detrimental effects on the gearbox.”
“Locking of the propeller shaft by an additional brake is not required, since locking is possible by engaging the
reverse gear.”
“Disassembly of the transmission in the field is not recommended.” If an overhaul or repair is needed, the work
should be done by an authorized WESTERBEKE or HURTH service centre. It is not unusual for the transmission to
“click” when free wheeling. There may be some “wear & tear” to related parts if left to rotate freely so, if concerned,
leave the transmission in reverse gear.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 159, 167, 207, 214; 2. Newsletter Sp98/17)

TRANSMISSION REPLACEMENT, HURTH
PROBLEM: One purchaser of a previously owned Aloha found it necessary to replace the transmission. It appeared
that the unit had been run with little or no transmission fluid and developed difficulties in shifting gears and driving the
boat. There were obvious burn marks on the gears.
REMEDY: Ensure transmission fluid is maintained at the correct level. This is at the mark about ¼-inch from the
bottom of the transmission dipstick. Do not overfill. If “topping up” the transmission for winter storage, as some
owners do, ensure the fluid is restored to the correct level in the spring.
(Source: 1. Profile 214; 2. Newsletter W97/12)
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TRANSMISSION SLIPPING, HURTH
PROBLEM:
Transmission slippage or failure to shift. (HURTH)
REMEDY:
Rebuild or replace.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Inside the HURTH transmission at the rear is a thrust washer that takes the pressure when the transmission is in
gear. It is designed to wear down and eventually will wear down to the point where there is not enough pressure on
the clutches to turn the shaft.
To remove the transmission, in many cases, this can be accomplished by removing the shaft coupling to gain some
working room. Occasionally the rear of the engine may have to be raised in order to remove the transmission. This
can be accomplished with a 2X4 stud passed in from the front of the engine to the rear mount area and having a
friend or two stand on the 2X4. If this is the problem then repair is the least expensive alternative.
(Source: 1. HURTH Manual, 2 Profile 214)
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HULL STRUCTURES
HULL STRUCTURES
PROBLEM: Various isolated hull structural defects have come to light, with Aloha 34’s. They seem to be random,
rather than systematic, and also seem to be less uncommon in earlier production hulls.
REMEDY: Following are some owner experiences with such occurrences, with the fixes applied:
“We found a small void near a support pad in the centre of the hull, forward of the keel where the two halves come
together. After prodding with a tool, we found some delamination had occurred and there was a void under the skin
of the fibreglass at the join that went up about three inches. The void is being ground out to solid mat and filled with
proper filler and mat.”
“There was a crack in the skeg at the bottom and up the aft end to where the rudder joins. The rudder is being
removed, the split gouged out and the skeg filled with filler and epoxy. A large stainless steel bolt is being put through
the skeg at the bottom to help hold the two halves together. A layer of fibreglass mat will also be put around the
outside of the skeg at the leading edge and the bottom.”
“We have noticed a slit in the external centre line of the transom, about sixteen inches long. With the Aloha 10.4
being made in two halves (clamshell fashion) and then brought together, I have been watching this for the last eight
years. It does not seem to be growing.”
(Ed: This “slit” in the transom has been observed on other hulls as well. It seems to be only in the gel coat, rather
than being a structural problem. It may have to do with using the centre pad-eye, normally used for the back stay
adjuster, to tow a dinghy or other vessel, thus putting the transom centre under reverse tension and causing it to
flex.)
“Last winter I discovered a crack at the front of the keel that went back about six inches on either side. I cleaned it out
and repaired it properly, but was not happy when I got into it. It went as deep as ¾” in one place with most of it being
about ½” deep, going to zero after about six inches. At no point was it close to being through the hull as it is very
thick there – at least two laid-up fibreglass sections with filler in between and fairing on the outside to curve into the
keel. I don’t know the cause, perhaps water entering from the inside then creating a fracture when it froze, or water
entering from the outside (how?) or hull stress caused by the mast under tension (impossible, I hope). I have not cut
away the cabin sole to investigate this from the inside, but I’m tempted.”
(Source: 1. Profile 157, 205; 2. Newsletter Sp98/13)

ANTIFOULING PAINT
PROBLEM: What is the typical bottom paint usage?
REMEDY: There is no one correct answer to this question. It depends on the water you sail in – salt or fresh, cold or
warm - whether the boat is lifted for winter, whether you want to race or not, what kind of paint was on the boat
before, etc., etc. The key is to research your needs before slapping on the paint, because some paints are totally
incompatible with others, or may be completely unsuitable for your sailing area. In addition, if you change areas, such
as going to the Caribbean from the Great Lakes, a change of paint may well be essential.
A popular paint in the Great Lakes is Interlux Micron CSC. One owner has been using self polishing COPOLYMER
(SPC) which works well in salt water, lasting a couple of years in the Victoria area waters.
A boat in Michigan waters is hauled every three years and has several coats of CSC applied.
A question posed by members relates to the square footage of the bottom of the boat, to help determine how much
paint is required?
Bottom paint coverage varies even for the same brand, largely depending on the weather and how thinly one applies
it. One owner reports he has used as little as three litres (with lots of thinner) on a cool cloudy day and as much as
seven litres on a very windy dry day.
(Source: 1. Profile 167, 185, 195, 222, 223; Newsletter W97/9)
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ANTIFOULING REMOVAL
PROBLEM: Removal of old bottom paint
REMEDY: One member removed all the old bottom paint and put on two coats of MICRON 2000 barrier coat:
“There were not any blisters but I did it to be on the safe side. I used the PEELAWAY glop to take off the old paint. I
paid US$200 for a five (US) gallon bucket and it worked OK, but the worst of it was I found the same stuff in a
SHERWIN-WILLIAMS store later for only US$85 except it did not have an anchor on the label.”
Another boat owner, (not an Aloha, but a 40-foot vessel) used spray-on oven cleaner to remove the bottom paint
prior to applying epoxy for osmosis protection. It did the job, but took a long time (and many, many cases of oven
cleaner!)
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97/9; 2: MEK)

BULKHEADS, SHORING UP
PROBLEM: One owner has reported that one or more of the water tanks and holding tank in one of the early models
came loose,
REMEDY: This necessitated reinforcement of the bulkheads holding them in place.
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

CUTLESS BEARING
PROBLEM: Cutless bearings (Cutless is a registered trademark of L. Q Moffitt) are subject to wear and galvanic
corrosion, which could lead to damage to the prop shaft, strut, coupler, or transmission.
REMEDY: Inspect the Cutless bearing during each haul out. Replace it if there is any appreciable play in the prop
shaft, if the rubber looks worn or deformed or if the bearing extends out either end of the strut. Such displacement
may be caused by wear, or by corrosion of the bronze shell due to electrolysis. If the vessel is left in the water for
extended periods, especially in a salt-water environment, this should be watched, to the extent of going under water
to look at it. The shaft, of course, must be taken out so that the bearing can be removed. Occasionally (about five
percent of the time, by one report) the shaft may be seized or galled in such a way that it cannot be freed of the
coupling. In such a case the only option is to cut and replace the shaft, putting the new one on with “NEVER SEIZE”
compound.
The first indication of a developing failure is a different noise developing aft with possibly some throbbing and
vibration. Leave it too long and it can expensively damage your stuffing box, transmission, your engine seal and your
shaft. Cutless bearing replacements are readily available from most chandlers but you do need the correct size.
CUTLESS BEARING MEASUREMENTS on ALOHA 10.4 hulls # 167 & # 168 (and we believe on all others except
the sail-drives) are:
Length = 4-inches.
Inside diameter = 1-inch
Outside diameter = 1 1/4-inches.
The Cutless bearing is secured into the strut by means of two ¼-inch “set screws” on the port side of the strut. With
some of our boats nearing “middle age”, it is probably a good idea to confirm the size of your boat’s Cutless bearing
the next time you are on the ways, and then get & carry a spare (Cost about C$75.00).
(Source: 1. Profiles 171, 223; 2. Newsletters F97/10, W97/9)

CUTLESS BEARING FAILURE
Vessels in salt water have reported excess wear and corrosion in the bronze-shelled Cutless bearing. Running for
very long with this condition can result in damage to the stuffing box, transmission, engine seals and shaft.
Symptoms are a different noise aft, with possibly some throbbing and vibration. Cutless bearing replacements are
readily available from most chandlers. The sizes (check yours to be sure!) are:
Length:
4 inches
Inside diameter:
1 inch
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Outside diameter:

1-1/4 inches

The bearing is held in the strut by two ¼-inch setscrews in the port side of the strut.
NOTE: In areas where barnacles are prevalent the shaft should be rotated [preferably with the engine] at least
weekly to prevent barnacles attaching to the shaft in the cutlass bearing and subsequently scoring the beating.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/10, W97/9)

DELAMINATION
GENERAL
Some owners have reported cases of delamination on various areas of their Alohas; the forward bulkhead area, the
cabin roof near the dorade vents, the rudder and the hull below the water line. This does not seem to be a systemic
problem – that is, there doesn’t appear to be any one place on all or most Alohas that is subject to this failure.
Inspection should be undertaken when the boat is out of the water, and any areas that have been subject to water
incursions, such as leaks around stanchions dorade boxes, etc. should be undertaken. This especially applies to a
hull that has had a long-standing osmosis problem.
The problem should be treated at the first indication, to prevent further damage. Unless you are proficient in
fibreglass repair, it may be advisable to seek professional help.

CABIN BULKHEAD, DELAMINATION
Problem: Hull #226 encountered delamination of the area securing the forward bulkhead of the main salon to the
hull under the port and starboard settees. The cause was not determined.
Remedy: It was ground out and re-laminated.

DECK/DORADES, DELAMINATION
[see Ventilation]
Problem: In hull #117, serious delamination of coach roof/deck was found in a large area around the ventilators caused by failure to cover the balsa core with fibreglass inside the ventilators.
Remedy: This required an expensive professional repair, involving cutting the upper layer of the coach roof,
replacing the core, reassembling, etc.

HULL, DELAMINATION
[ see Osmosis]
Hull #194 was hauled to take care of an on-going blister problem. It was decided to strip the gel coat and epoxy the
bottom. After the gel coat came off for drying to begin, the first two layers of glass over the entire bottom and keel
began to separate. “You could literally pull off large pieces with your bare hands.” It took five months to complete the
repair. The original estimate to strip the bottom and apply an epoxy barrier coat was US$6,500.00. The additional
work caused by the delamination ran another US$5,500.00.
There are several opinions as to what may have caused the delamination. The three that make the most sense come
from British Marine in Oakland, where the work was done, and John MacKinnon, a local boat surveyor:
“They may have started one day, let it sit overnight or a weekend and finished it when they came back to work. It was
explained that laying up fibreglass has to be a continuous operation. If it is allowed to dry in the process then
subsequent layers may not bond.
They may have used finishing resin in place of bonding resin. Finish resin dries with a waxy glaze and anything
put on top may not adhere.
They just got careless.”
(Source: 1. 194)
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RUDDER, DELAMINATION
PROBLEM: In hull #112, “the rudder delaminated a bit.”
REMEDY: Very little is offered here: “It was an easy repair job.” One fibreglass expert suggests removal of the
delaminated fibres, fully drying the area, verifying the integrity of the rudder interior and replacing the area with glass
fibre and epoxy resins.
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 194, 226; 2. Newsletters Sp96/11, Sp98/13)

SKEG
PROBLEM: Split in the skeg, typically in the aft edge. A small perforation in the surface of the skeg will allow
penetration of water with subsequent freezing and the resultant splitting.
REMEDY: Fill and epoxy the split.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1. The rudder will have to be removed for access, if the trailing edge is split.
2. Open all voids.
3. Gouge, scrape and generally clean out the problem area, and ensure it is dry before proceeding. Apply heat
lamps.
4. Fill and epoxy the cleaned out area.
5. Complete the repair with barrier and epoxy coats, remember that epoxy curing for greater than about 9 hours
will produce “amine blush” which will prevent subsequent layers or antifouling from adhering.
6. Finish with the anti fouling.
As part of his repairs to PARAMOUR, Brian King #121 had a large stainless steel bolt put through the lower part of
the skeg to help keep the halves together, and reinforced the skeg with fibreglass mat at the leading edge and the
bottom. In the aftermath of PARAMOUR's tragedy, it was noted the USCG tow had no effect on the skeg - it
remained rock-solid.
Note: for vessels in salt waters the installation at this time of a bolt to hold zinc plates to either side of the skeg may
prevent corrosion of rudder hardware in the future.
(Source: 1.Profile 203, 205, 226; 2. Newsletter Sp98/13, Sp98/14, Su99/18-2, Su00/7, Su00/12; Newsletter Sp2001)

GELCOAT AGING
PROBLEM: With the age most Aloha 34s are now reaching, the gelcoat may be expected to fade and become
chalky. Rubbing compound, wax and elbow grease may temporarily improve the appearance, but it quickly chalks
again.
REMEDY: Some owners may wish to investigate the option of painting either part or all of the boat. This can be an
expensive proposition, but the improvement in appearance is dramatic. The two most popular choices are Awlgrip or
Interlux. The key to a successful paint job is in the preparation. Given proper preliminary work, quite satisfactory
results can be obtained with a do-it-yourself approach, but it is a time-consuming process. One Aloha 34 recently
was professionally painted - with Awlgrip - only above the toe rail. That is the deck, cockpit, non-skid, etc. were
painted, while the hull (otherwise known -- somewhat confusingly -- as the topsides) was improved only by the
application of power-polishing. It achieved the desired results, with significant savings - or at least deferment - in
cost.
Waxing, however cannot really compete with the gloss of a good paint job, as has been applied by at least a couple
of owners.
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 223)

HULL
PROBLEM: One owner reports finding an apparent weak spot in the underwater hull, on the port side just aft of the
galley stove. A bare spot with less glass is visible.
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REMEDY: He advised he planned to stiffen and build it up.
(Source: 1. Profile 138)

HULL STRIPES
PROBLEM: The coloured hull stripes are a source of degraded appearance, in that they tend to turn “chalky”, and
cleaning and waxing seems to provide only a short lived fix.
REMEDY: The owner of hull #195 recommends SEAPOWER FIBREGLASS BOAT CLEANER AND WAX to clean
and maintain the stripes. It maintains its brightness for about a year and is better than PENETROL, which lasts only
two or three months.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp96/11)

KEEL
PROBLEM: Keel blisters and leakage in varying degrees.
REMEDY: Remove blisters, patch leaks and re-coat.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

Remove all antifouling in area of work.
Sound the keel for voids.
Sand/grind blisters to solid base. Open all voids.
Allow keel to dry completely. Some owners have used infrared lamps to drive out moisture. Others have
drilled holes to provide drainage and promote complete drying.
Clean any areas to be patched down to the glass.
Apply filler, epoxy and glass cloth as required, and allow it to cure.
Sand and fair repairs.
Apply sealer such as Interlux 2000/2001, in accordance with manufacturer’s directions, then anti fouling
topcoats - Micron CSC is a good fresh-water ablative paint (that is, it wears away by water friction) or
VC17, which gives a hard, slick racing finish.

REMINDER: Epoxy must not setup more than 7-9 hours [depends on temperature] before applying the next coat,
whether that be epoxy or paint due to “amine blush”.
(Source: 1. Profile 162, 195, 205, 223; 2. Newsletter Sp2001)

KEEL, LEAKAGE
PROBLEM: Leakage of water into keel.
REMEDY: Some owners have chosen, when the amount of leakage is minimal, to live with it; others have
undertaken to repair the leaks.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
One owner offers the following for this apparently chronic problem: “We may have found the reason. When
the two halves of the boat are put together the interior of the keel at the back does not fit. This forms a void
along the back edge. If the seam where the two halves are joined is not sealed and wrapped, water can get
in and fill the void. Our solution to the problem was to drill a couple of holes in the bottom of the keel and cut
a notch at the top. After it had drained they poured about a gallon of epoxy into the void. The seam was then
sealed and the keel wrapped with new glass.”
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 121, 192, 194, 195, 205, 211, 223; 2. Newsletter Sp96/11)

KEEL, PLUG
PROBLEM: Difficulty of draining water from keel.
REMEDY: Install a removable plug.
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SUGGESTED ACTION:
Drill a hole at a low point in the keel and seal it with either a plug that is siliconed in for easy removal, or, ideally, with
a threaded brass drain plug.
(Source: 1. Profile 203)

SHOAL KEEL
PROBLEM: Evaluate the performance of Aloha 34s with shoal keels.
Hull #163 reports the 4.6 Shoal draft is very convenient for Georgian Bay and the Gulf Coast of Florida. Owner says
the boat points better than full keel with no loss of performance. Hull #214 has a 4’10” draft, and has noticed losses
in pointing to windward over the deep draft especially in heavy airs; however, the shoal draft was an excellent
compromise for the trip to the Bahamas.
(Source: 1. Profile 163)

OSMOSIS/BLISTERS
PROBLEM: The most common problem all boat owners, including Aloha owners, encounter, seems to be osmosis
(seepage of water through the gelcoat into the fibreglass structure) on the underwater portions of the hull and rudder.
The problem usually manifests itself in the form of blisters along the waterline, or throughout the surface of the hull. If
not treated early, osmosis may cause serious damage. Many owners’ experiences are summarised following.
REMEDY: Once osmosis is encountered, the only reliable treatment is to strip the gelcoat off the bottom, let the
fibreglass dry thoroughly, and apply numerous coats of epoxy to seal the hull. Drying and thickness of the coating
are the keys to success, it can take some time, and if incomplete the problem can recur. Sealing is followed by
several more coats of bottom paint appropriate to the area in which boating is done. A few owners have had some
success simply fixing the blisters by grinding them out, (a DREMEL took is ideal for this) filling and epoxying the
holes, but others have found that more blisters keep appearing with this method.
Several types of epoxies are used, and all seem to give satisfactory results. Those reported include:
West System epoxy (also known as The Gougeon Brothers System).
VC Tar, followed by VC17 bottom paint.
Interlux 2000 epoxy and Micron CSC bottom paint.
Interprotect 1000 (one coat, Interprotect 2000 (five coats) VC17 bottom paint (two coats)
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
1. “When we first purchased the boat in 1986, we found minor blistering on one side at the waterline. These
were ground off, and filled as was the accepted practice at the time. Each time we hauled, we found the
problem recurred and a little worse than the previous time. We continued to treat the problem the same way
as in the past. A little grinding, a little filling, a little paint. When we hauled this past April we found small (1/8
to ¼ inch) blisters over the entire bottom, keel and rudder. We didn’t want to give up a summer sailing with
the boat out of water drying, so we decided to wait until December. We’ll haul again, this time strip the gel
coat, allow the boat to dry out, and epoxy the bottom. In the mean time I’ve been talking to a lot of yards
about their method of applying the “cure”. One thing is certain, there is absolutely no agreement about the
best method...”
2. “Prior to purchasing Belize we had her hauled out for inspection by us and the marine surveyor we had
contracted. Out she came, a quick pressure wash was completed and a totally poxed bottom was displayed.
Our surveyor poked and probed and tapped the hull and in the end rendered an opinion that the literally
thousands of small blisters were (at least at this time) simply cosmetic and were confined to the gel coat. He
felt that we could remedy the problem prior to any damage to the underlying laminates. He recommended
we completely strip the gel coat from the hull from three inches above the waterline to the bottom of the keel,
including skeg and rudder. He advised us that the process was not cheap, simple, or without risk, but he felt
the effort would essentially make this vessel like “new”. He advised us that if we were not willing to perform
this repair within 24 months, we should not consider the purchase.
We weighed the costs, risks, time, etc., bit the bullet and purchased Belize. We sailed her for about six
months, after which we hauled her out at Shalimar Yacht Basin. In the interim, I read books, talked to the
experts (and many not so experts), visited boat yards, researched the latest information, and became
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probably the “resident expert” on the causes and cures of osmotic blisters. The boat yard took a sincere
interest in becoming the “bottom experts” on the Gulf coast. They had done some bottom work in the past,
but had not had the expertise to really do it right. They listened to what I wanted done, bought books and
videos and essentially sent their yard foreman to school, as he was on the phone talking to the Gougeon
Brothers (West Systems), Interlux, and boat yards from here to Seattle to get smart. They got an opportunity
to “practice” on a Catalina 30 and an Albin 43 (motor yacht) prior to the work on Belize. I was able to
observe their work in process and was satisfied “we” could do it right, especially with the aid of the Gel
stripper and moisture meter they had just invested in.
The damage to Belize’s hull was, in fact, confined to the gel coat itself and had not permeated into the
matting or underlying laminates. She is structurally as sound as she ever was. Her bottom was as naked as
a new born baby, and she was “tented” in clear visquine taped to the hull at the boot stripe. “We” put a
heater under the tent to help speed the drying process, and the moisture numbers came down nicely.
Following are some comments and observations arising from the project.









The way the blisters formed seemed to indicate the manufacturer might have shot 2 layers of gel coat
into the mould. This may not have been the case, but many boat builders during the early to mid eighties
followed this practice. The blisters appeared to be pushing out an outer gel coat layer. None of the
blisters had formed deep enough to separate the bond of the gel coat from the matting layer (the layer
between the gel coat and the laminates). There was absolutely no sign of intrusion beyond the outer gel
coat.
Above the waterline, the gel coat was described as “tough as nails”. The yard said they had a tough time
grinding off the 3 inches above the waterline and that the hull had the thickest layer of gel coat they had
ever seen on a boat.
Once stripped, the yard used a steam cleaner and water to drive out as many glycols out of the
fibreglass as possible. These do not evaporate and have a tendency to take on water molecules that
migrate via osmosis through the hull. This process aids drying and helps to minimize conditions for
potential future blistering in the laminate itself.”
“I had about 100 pimple-sized blisters on the port side, with only a few on the starboard side. My solution
was to apply West epoxy and attempt to arrest the situation after watching it gradually increase year by
year. At haul-out last year I used a Dremel tool to gouge out each sign of blistering – very easy and quick
to do.
In the spring I had a fellow grind the Interlux bottom paint off. The alternatives were to use the system
with paper impregnated with paint remover (a viable method) or to soda blast (also viable). All three work
and are roughly in the same cost range; all require a certain degree of skill – take your pick. The grinding
took about 16 hours. The bottom was cleaned, and the blisters were filled with West epoxy. The hull was
washed with ammonia and water. Three coats of West epoxy with 206 Hardener were applied. We rolled
it on – it’s a two-person job and timing is critical. The hull was preheated with a propane heater under
tarps to prevent “out-gassing” which causes bubbling in the epoxy coats. Note that temperature of the air
and the hull can be critical in terms of how the epoxy sets up. Each coat took about an hour to apply and
approximately 2 litres of epoxy were used in each coat. By watching and testing for the tackiness of the
epoxy as it dried, we were able to apply the three coats in one-hour intervals and avoid having to sand
and wash between coats – a major saving in time and energy.

(Source: 1. Profile 120, 132, 144, 146, 149, 157, 162, 163, 167, 168, 181, 183, 185, 189, 194, 196, 199, 203, 207,
211, 214, 222, 226, 234: 2. Newsletter F96/10, Sp98/13)

OSMOSIS PREVENTION
[see Osmosis/Blisters]
PROBLEM: What steps can be taken to prevent the formation of osmotic blisters on the bottom of the hull?
REMEDY: It probably is too late to prevent osmosis in hulls laid down 15-20 years ago. Any action taken now must
be curative. Owners, not only of Alohas but other boats as well, who took preventive measures at or soon after the
time of manufacture have for the most part found them to be effective. These measures consist of sealing the hull
with multiple coats of epoxy. One owner reported that he applied two coats of POLYMIDE EPOXY at the factory
before delivery and added two more coats of epoxy before heading south. No blisters have been detected since.
Even when blisters are found, it is not too late, as the sooner the hull is dried and sealed, the less the damage to the
fibreglass.
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(Source: 1. Profile 146, 152, 205)

PORTS
ATKINS & H0YLE, PORTS
PROBLEM: Not a problem; covers the installation of opening ports from a different manufacturer.
REMEDY: The original purchaser of one vessel had the builder install 10 Atkins & Hoyle opening ports in main
cabin. No problems encountered. Another vessel had all ports replaced by some from Atkins & Hoyle.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 196)

BECKSON, PORTS
PROBLEM: Modifications to, or availability of, Beckson ports. Need 8 new Beckson ports as screens have dulled
the old ones.
REMEDY: As of 1997, replacement ports were still available from BECKSON MANUFACTURING, 165 Holland Ave.,
Bridgeport, Connecticut, USA. The telephone number is (203) 333-1412. Note: when ordering, be sure to specify
clear or tinted ports to match the present ones. Both types were installed originally.
Another owner installed cam latches on the Beckson ports, and reports that it makes a wonderful upgrade.
(Source: 1. Profile 168, 171, 211)

CLOUDY, PORTS
PROBLEM: With age, outside surfaces of plastic ports become cloudy.
REMEDY: A number of members have mentioned problems with cloudy Plexiglas port-lights. The simplest solution
may be the ordering of replacement ports. However, if you are energetic and want to experiment, PRACTICAL
SAILOR recently suggested to the owner of a 1971 Westerly with dusty, foggy appearing Plexiglas port-lights: “A
common polishing compound is toothpaste, but there’s a better way. Use a MICRO GLOSS KR-70 kit available from
MICRO-SURFACE FINISHING PRODUCTS, Box 818, Wilton, Iowa 52778, telephone (319) 732-3240, selling for
US$20.50. It can be a time consuming process, especially if the acrylic is not only foggy looking but scratched.”
One member reports he has spent some time working on the cloudy ports: “I purchased one new one from Beckson
(US$28.00. I used it as a replacement for the most deteriorated one on the boat. I brought that one home and
polished it with toothpaste. However, that left the surface with many horizontal scratches. Some improvement but it
was not yet acceptable.
I discussed how to get rid of these scratches with a chemical engineer who had spent a number of years in the
plastics industry. He suggested I talk to the people at the local plastics company. I took the port to them and they
pointed me to a product called NOVUS #2. This is a “fine scratch remover” marketed by NOVUS INC.,
MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55438. The bottle says you can call toll free 800-548-6872 for the nearest distributor.
This has done a great job of removing these scratches and returning a smooth shiny finish to the port. I think I will
probably use the NOVUS #2 every couple of years just to keep them in good shape. They also have a #3, which is
used for heavy scratches.”
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp96/15, F96/14)

EYEBROWS, PORTS
PROBLEM: Keeping ports open when raining without getting rain water inside the boat.
REMEDY: One member bought port window ‘eyebrows’ from SSI mail order catalogue in the US for Cdn(?)$22.00
each. Upon delivery of the first order of two, I went up to the boat (Georgian Bay) and had to clear away the snow to
see if the fit was OK before ordering more. They fit perfectly. Hopefully they will allow us to keep the ports open in a
rain shower to improve ventilation. These eyebrows seem to be a popular addition for comfort in the tropics.
A free catalogue can be obtained by contacting SAILING SPECIALTIES INC. (SSI) at PO Box 99, Commerce
Avenue, Hollywood, MD, USA 20636, telephone (301) 373-2372, FAX (301) 373-2734. SSI calls their eyebrows
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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TRIM-FIT PORT HOODS. The SSI catalogue number is (#70120000 for 12” wide and) #70150000 for 15” inch widths
(measurements are approximate).
According to the SSI catalogue, “These compact port hoods are moulded from ‘flexible, strong UV-resistant TPR
rubber’ and are designed to mount on the trim rings” so as to eliminate the necessity of drilling holes into cabin sides.
The hoods are supplied not drilled so screw-holes may be drilled during installation to match existing holes in the trim
ring of the porthole.
(Source: 1. Profile 121)

RUDDER
PROBLEM: Rudder integrity.
REMEDY: Review other owners’ experience.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
BELIZE #211 reports: “In order to strip the gel coat from the trailing edge of the skeg, the rudder had to be removed.
In removing the rudder, the steering radial first had to be removed from the rudder shaft. It was discovered that the
bolt that goes through the steering radial and rudder shaft had been completely sheared off and the radial had
rotated about 20 degrees on the rudder shaft. Steering was by friction force only. This is a potentially dangerous
condition. We never really lost steerage, but we had never really been trying to negotiate heavy seas.
I recommend all Aloha 10.4 owners (and anyone with wheel steering) inspect the radial to rudder shaft
connection for any sign of misalignment. Better yet, consider removing this through bolt if your installation
is so configured, at least annually and inspect or replace the bolt as necessary.
Inspection of our sheared through bolt revealed that the bolt was 3/8” - 16 x 4 inches long carbon steel cap bolt. The
steering radial is 4 inches in diameter at this point, thus the bolt had merely been inserted in the hole as no threads
were extending through the hole for the fastening of a nut. The bolt was replaced with a 3/8-16 x 5 inch stainless
steel capbolt and nut with stainless steel washers at the bolt head and nut. Edson installations recommend a
keyway be cut in the rudder shaft, however this recommendation was not followed by Aloha Yachts International.
Perhaps the through bolt was used to ensure the proper height of the radial and to prevent it from slipping down on
the shaft, who knows? Check yours! “
A non-member reports that a rudder is available at a cost of Cdn$1,700.00 (1998) from Walter Tota of BOUTIQUE,
PO Box 64, Dorion, Quebec Canada J7V 5V8, Telephone #(514) 424-9767.
Sp98/8 The Spring 98 newsletter Included a response to an e-mail enquiry, in which Wayne McLellan #120
commented: “...your forwarded message from Frank Renaud re the merit of an ALOHA 34 as an offshore boat is a
topic worthy of much thought. Personally, I don’t think the ALOHA 34 is built to blue water specifications. If I were to
go offshore, I would want an experienced appraiser to point out where the boat needs beefing up. I expect the
rudder needs some reinforcement. I think the ALOHA 34 is a fine coastal cruiser, which is the way I want to use it”.
NOTE: Mark the wheel when the rudder is centred for an early warning of this problem.
(Source: 1. Profile 211; 2. Newsletter Sp98/8)

GUDGEONS, RUDDER
PROBLEM: Corrosion of gudgeons. This is a common problem with the use of stainless steel in under water
applications, and is not readily seen in gudgeons since the action takes place on the inside.
REMEDY: Repair or replace the corroded components.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Some owners have welded up and re-machined the offending brackets. An alternative is to replace them with steel
gudgeons.
Our designer, Ted Brewer, condemns stainless steel for underwater use, and this view is supported by an east-coast
engineering professor. The better, more permanent alternative is to use silicon bronze, similar to the material used
on ALOHA 34 struts.
(Source: 1. Profile 157, 158, 167; 2. Newsletter W97/10)
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ZINCS
PROBLEM: To minimize corrosion in a saltwater environment.
REMEDY: Install sacrificial anodes made of zinc.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Install a zinc on the shaft just before the strut. This will reduce corrosion and prevent the shaft from sliding back too
far when removed from the coupling.
Install flat disks of zinc on each side of the skeg, rather than the rudder to protect the rudder hangers without
weakening the rudder itself.
Check and replace as required the engine zincs in the heat-exchanger, if installed.
Migs on Sea Vixen reports: “we have been advised that 1” zincs on the shaft (perhaps two in salt water) are equally
effective & do not create the problem David mentions. In marinas and yacht clubs where electrolysis is of major
concern, an additional zinc dangling over the boat’s quarter and wired (for example) to a brush on the shaft (just
forward of the stuffing box) is also effective.”
Don’t forget the one on your outboard engine either!
NOTE: Some service centers and engine manufactures do not recommend the use of zincs in fresh wate as it can
cause corrosion of engine parts. Alternative anodes are available.
(Source: 1. Newsletter SP2001)
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MISCELLANEOUS
MISCELLANEOUS
ALOHA - A TRANS-ATLANTIC BOAT?
The question has been raised, but never definitively answered, as to whether the Aloha 34 is a suitable TransAtlantic boat. This treatise cannot provide that answer, but can consider some factors. Of course, Alohas have safely
crossed oceans, and voyaged to Hawaii, etc. So have other, even less qualified boats. Of course the suitability of a
vessel is going to depend on the ability of the skipper and crew. it is plain that the Aloha design and construction,
while better than most fresh-water cruisers, are not as “heavy-duty” as some out-and-out voyagers. Any blue-water
voyaging vessel should be built for the worst conditions that can be encountered – because they will be, if you stay at
sea long enough. On those grounds, the Aloha (and most others, as well) is not an ocean-going vessel. If blue-water
journeying is contemplated the boat should be upgraded in several aspects, such as standing rigging, strength of
companionway hatch mountings, etc., etc. See below, in several off-shore related items, with special reference to
additions and upgrades. Radar, refrigeration and more battery power seem to get frequent mention.
For complete stories on offshore sailing see various reports in the newsletters and go to Enchantments webpage at
http://freepages.travel.rootsweb.com/~enchantment
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp98/11)

BAHAMAS, OFFSHORE
Doug Sandercott, with spouse Sharon and youngsters Dawn and Steven, has put many miles under the keel of
DREAM CATCHER II, sailing Florida, the Bahamas and the Caribbean. By e-mail Doug reported “for the last time”:
“We’re back from the Bahamas after another great year of southern cruising…. The boat really handled great in the
nasty weather and we always felt very safe and in
control. We were travelling with a 45-foot Roberts that handled the weather about the same as us.”
(Source: 1. Profile 196: 2. Newsletter W97/8)

EAST COAST, OFFSHORE
Frank & Eve COLLINS write:
“We returned from our summer (1996) voyage about two months ago after a successful outing. We covered just over
2500 nautical miles in 80 days, returning to Montreal in mid- September.
The preparatory work on equipment proved well worthwhile, even though it severely taxed my meagre skills as a
tradesman. The FURUNO radar (model 821) gave yeoman (and very necessary) service, as did the refrigeration (EZ KOLD air/water cooled unit). For the latter I added substantially to the three inches of insulation installed by the
builder, and this paid off. I also added a third, big SURRETTE battery to power these added electrical loads, and
never had a power supply problem. Incidentally, I placed the third battery well inside the locker under the chart table a tricky place to secure it, but a good place for heavy gear (central & down low). My other two batteries are nearby in
the fish rod locker.
Throughout the trip our ALOHA functioned flawlessly. But we had four equipment failures: the fridge water cooling
pump packed up, the VHF radio went out, our 2 HP outboard motor’s carburettor clogged, and our Achilles inflatable
dinghy developed a leak. All of these we were able to deal with en route.”
(Source: 1. Profile 117; 2. Newsletter Sp97/7)

FLORIDA, OFFSHORE
Kearney & June MOYLE write:
“We have just returned from a terrific cruise on the west coast of Florida where we had off-shore winds at close to 20
knots (apparent) in warm sunshine. We travelled from Tampa Bay down the coast to Useppa Island, south of
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Charlotte Harbour. The boat handled very well with full main and full genoa. During part of the trip QUINTETTE outpointed a larger ketch while we were beating down the coast and we left her well behind within the first few hours. It’s
amazing how well our boat can be balanced under most conditions and we can leave our hands off the wheel for
long periods of time without the Autohelm.”
(Source: 1. Profile 204; 2. Newsletter Sp97/7)

PLANNING, OFFSHORE
A voyage offshore entails much preparation, both in vessel readiness and in planning, obtaining and storing supplies
and equipment. The following sections briefly outline the steps taken by some Aloha owners to get ready for the big
trip. Details are available in the quoted profiles and newsletters, as well as in other articles in this document.
PROBLEM: Preparation for long distance cruising.
REMEDY: Consider:
 Joined the World Cruising Club in Toronto;
 Caribbean charts obtained from Ocean Marine Outfitters or Nautical Mind in Toronto; Jan & Bill Moeller’s
book Living Aboard has good ideas.
 Prepare for the fact that everything rusts; take extra zincs as they disappear faster than expected.
 More diesel fuel capacity and a built in generator are suggested, based on cruising in Mexico.
 Added “eyebrows” over the ports, to enable keeping them open during rainstorms, for ventilation in the
tropics.
 Added insulation around the icebox/fridge.
 Installed a high capacity alternator (as high as 120 amperes output) to keep batteries charged. At least one
owner added a “kill-button” to allow disengagement of the heavy-duty alternator, to reduce the engine load,
since it may add a load equivalent to 2-to-4 horsepower.
 Installed an anchor windlass (some went for power, some for manual operation).
 For cool-weather sailing, installed a cabin heater (See HEATER, CABIN).
 Added battery capacity, to deal with refrigeration and windlass needs. You can’t have too much as you will
do lots of motoring so you might as well store the power.
 Installed/obtained radar, radar detector, GPS, sextant and navigation computer. (It goes without saying that
knowledge of navigation, both electronic and traditional, should be obtained before departure.)
 Replaced NOVA COOL refrigerator with a EZ COOL REFRIGERATION/HOLDING PLATE #EK12CPAW 12volt air & water cooled.
 Relocated batteries to a more accessible location – in the “fishing rod” locker, under the quarter berth, under
the nav table, or in the cockpit “deck wash” locker.
 Investigate Florida State regulations re entry of vessels. Check with Kearney Moyle, hull #204 and Les
Harrison #214, who have information.
 Installed dinghy control systems such as davits or Dingy-Tow.
 Installed solar panels or wind-powered chargers to charge batteries without running engine.
 Removed all through hulls and re-bedded with polysulphide.
 Increased number and size of ground tackle, including at least one storm anchor.
 Add anchor bow sprit to enable better anchor handling, particularly when anchoring with 2 anchors.
 Upgraded standing rigging.
 Installed a hard top dodger.
 Install full enclosure to increase living area in foul weather.
 Have an easy to raise sun awning.
 Check rudder integrity and strengthen.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 158, 196, 205, 207, 214; Newsletter F96/8, Sp97/6, F97/7, W97/7/8)

SEA OF CORTEZ, OFFSHORE
Heinz & Angela Hone have spent several successful and happy seasons in NIPINKE, sailing the Sea of Cortez area.
They wrote:
“Yes, we are back (in Maple Ridge, B.C.) from the sunny “South”. NIPINKE was OK after the hurricane (see
MAILBAG in Spring 1997 newsletter) and we spent 5 beautiful months after some maintenance work. Now stored
again in Palmira, US$131.00 per month. She is waiting for our 4 th season in October.
(Source: 1. Profile 158; 2. Newsletter F97/7, W97/8)
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BACKUP BILGE PUMP
PROBLEM: Backup bilge pump option.
REMEDY: Fit out the pressure water system to intake from the bilge in emergencies.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Paramour writes “I have just bought two bronze ¾” ball valves and a plastic “T” fitting. I plan on introducing the T on
the inlet side of the pump with a ball valve. On the other side of the T there will be another ball valve and a hose
leading to the bilge. Now when we want lake-water to supply the sinks, we open up the ball valve from the lakewater side of the T. When we want to empty the bilge we close the lake water valve and open up the valve leading
from the bilge. The pump will now use the water source from the bilge.”
HINTS:
Always turn off all through hull fittings and pumps when turning in at night.
Have a package of wooden plugs for all through-hulls for an emergency
Install a strainer on the bilge intake.
Install a bilge alarm.
(Source: 1. Profile 196; 2. Newsletter F96/19)

BUBBLER SYSTEMS
PROBLEM: The necessity to lift the boat from the water over winter in northern climes
.
REMEDY: Some boats stay in the water year round, with bubbler or water movement systems to keep from freezing
in.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
From Rochester, Michigan: “We keep AIR LOOM in the water ‘year round’. She is docked in front of a friend’s
house on the Clinton River where there is not much current and it is very quiet. The river does freeze over but without
much current there are no large chunks of ice to do any damage to the hull when it thaws. As far as freezing in, I
have no problem with that in these calm waters, but my wife is not keen on the idea. Therefore, we use a ‘water
mover,’ which is slung off the stern of the boat. This is not a ‘bubbler,’ which produces air bubbles that keep the water
moving around the hull. Rather it is a fan that moves the warmer water from near the river bottom up and around the
hull. This produces an open area in the ice all around the boat. Some spray and splatter do create a ring of ice on the
hull at the water line, but that is nothing. About every two or three years I have her pulled and re-do the bottom paint.”
From Sarnia, Ontario: DREAMWEAVER, #155 – “Weather in Sarnia is great, with temperatures around the freezing
mark. The bubble system around the boat works very well, with ice at least thirty feet away from the hull. We usually
have four boats in over the winter, but this year I am the only one. One of the other boats has been in the water for
six or seven years, so he thought it was about time it was painted on the bottom.”
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/12, W97/7)

COVER, WINTER
PROBLEM: Need a better winter cover.
REMEDY: Consider building a custom cover supported by a frame made from plastic tubing.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: The Kellys (# 222) report their winter cover is: “Customised with A.B.S. plastic pipe
frame. It has a door into the cockpit with standing headroom and plenty of windows. Great for winter access and
early spring cleaning.”
(Source: 1. Profile 222)

DESIGN
PROBLEM: There seem to be no two identical Aloha 34s.
REMEDY: Read Profiles. This is not unusual in boat building. Many minor changes are made from one boat to the
next to employ better construction methods, correct shortfalls, accommodate different equipment, accessories etc.
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Some boats are bought before they are completed and owners may have some latitude for changes for their own
personal needs.

E-MAIL
PROBLEM: Snail mail is too inefficient for sharing information with other Aloha 34 owners.
REMEDY: Migs Turner has compiled an e-mail address book of all members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’
Network known to have an active e-mail address.
SUGGESTED ACTION: To register your e-mail address with the ALOHA 34 E-mail Network, e-mail Les Harrison at
harrisol@bmts.com
(Source: )

GAS DETECTOR
PROBLEM: Since all Alohas, excepting the very earliest models, have been powered by diesel engines, it may be
deemed unnecessary to use an alarm system to detect gas fumes; however, many vessels carry gasoline for
outboard motors and generators (See GENERATORS, GAS) and stove fuels such as CNG (compressed natural gas)
and propane. All of these, especially the propane, since it is heavier than air and therefore any loose gas will settle in
the bilge, can present a hazard and precautions should be taken to detect any gas that may escape.
REMEDY: With the above in mind, it would be prudent to install a gas detector, as low as possible in the vessel,
connected to an audible alarm. Some owners have done this, with peace of mind resulting.
(Source: 1. Profile 157, 222)

HOSE CLAMPS, DOUBLING UP
PROBLEM: A marine surveyor has advised one owner to put a second stainless steel hose clamp on all through hull
hose fittings below the waterline.
REMEDY: This is good standard practice, and some manufacturers do so as a matter of course. The safety benefits
are obvious. For added safety the clamp screws should be offset.
(Source: 1. Newsletters F96/19, F97/10)

INSURANCE
PROBLEM: Identify insurance carried by, and experiences of, other owners.
REMEDY: Review other owners’ coverages and experiences.






ZURICH: treated very well after fire.
CHUBB: also excellent treatment after mast was smashed in trucking accident.
50% OCEANIC UNDERWRITERS LTD. & 50% BOREAL PACIFIC CO. Through local Victoria B.C.
company (Reed Stenhouse). Coverage (1997) was: Hull & Machinery, coverage: $75,000. ($750.
deductible), premium: $390.00; Personal Effects 1,000, included liabilities to Third Parties 2,000,000,
premium 30.00; Medical Payments 1,000 included USA Longshoremen’s/Harbour Worker’s
Compensation is included in Third Party. TOTAL PREMIUM $420.00. Coverage is limited to “the Pacific
North-West” Canadian & US waters; not off-shore, where we would need to purchase extra coverage.
Premiums are in Canadian dollars. They are lower than our US members might expect because of
Canada’s “universal medical coverage”.
GENERAL ACCIDENT (Skipper’s Plan) through ROBERTSON & ROBERTSON. Excellent treatment
after running aground and damaging the keel. Coverage items as for Profile 167, except limits for
replacement value coverage had to be $100,000 (10% deductible) and Medical payments are $5,000.
The premium for 1999 was $700.00. Navigational limits are pretty well confined to the Great Lakes.

PARAMOUR: In the fall of 1999, Brian and Marie King suffered the tragedy of losing Paramour in Hurricane Floyd
while en route to Southern climes.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Brian generously offers the following account of their experience with insurance: “There were many deductibles on
our policy that I failed to really take into serious consideration. The hull was insured for $40,000 U.S. I believed that
was a fair value for an Aloha 34 of that vintage. However I had put many improvements into Paramour that were not
specified and as a result were not recoverable. For example...replacement of lower shrouds, back stay, osmosis and
hull repair $10,000...brand new mainsail $2,000...engine improvements and new mounts $1,400...extra anchors and
rodes; windlass $2,000...10 opening port “eyebrows”...new dodger, bimini, filler piece and weather cloths, and a host
of other things I can’t remember right now. You MUST include any improvements and list them in your policy so that
you can insure your boat for more than the specified hull value.
The electronics were not specified on a separate rider and were NOT covered...Ham radio $1,800...Modem
$400...Automatic antenna tuner $700.00..Grundig satellite 700 all band receiver $600. ; Garmin 45 GPS ; Garmin
12 GPS. The contents were only insured for $2,000 and should have been MUCH, MUCH more, (Many books,
cruising guides and manuals, electrical tools, food for 3 months, expensive binoculars, inverter etc....)
The policy covered wreck removal to a maximum of $5,000. (Who knows how much it costs to remove a wreck from
the bottom?) The surveyor who managed the removal got three quotes. Two were for around $30,000 and one was
$8,000. We had to make up the $3,000 difference between our policy coverage and the total cost of $8,000, plus a
$500 deductible for a total of $3,500 taken off the settlement.
The deductible for the hull was double the normal because a named windstorm was involved. It went from 2% to 4%
for a total of $1,600. Under a normal situation for a total loss there was no deductible. However because of the
named windstorm (Hurricane Floyd) we lost an additional $1,600. There was a 10% deductible on the motor and
dinghy for a total of $280. When a boat is submerged the insurance generally writes it off as it costs just too much to
repair. Paramour had to be removed from the Hudson, as she was a hazard to navigation. If she had sunk in much
deeper water the wreck could have been just left there, thus removing the wreck removal expenses. There could
have been other expenses, though, such as pollution claims for which I was covered.
I think I am out a total of about $30,000 after the dust has settled.
Here are the details:
$40,000.00 HULL -1,600.00 NAMED WIND STORM
2,000.00 PERSONAL EFFECTS -0.00 PERSONAL EFFECTS DEDUCTIBLE
2,800.00 TENDER & MOTOR -280.00 TENDER DEDUCTIBLE
3000.00 WRECK REMOVAL -500.00 LIABILITY DEDUCTIBLE
$ 39,420.00 U.S. SETTLEMENT “
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97/7; 2, BH; 3. Brian King e-mail)

LIFE JACKETS STORAGE
PROBLEM: Where/how to store life jackets.
REMEDY: One owner has tucked a gear hammock in the top of the port cockpit locker for the lifejackets. Another
strung bungy cord to small eyes screwed into epoxied on wooden blocks for the same purpose.
(Source: 1. Profile 205, 214)

LIGHTNING STRIKE
PROBLEM: One case has been reported of an Aloha being struck by lightning, damaging the electronics, burning
the gelcoat at the exit point, and splitting the rudder. The owner commented he is now convinced lightning will go
wherever it wants. This is true.
REMEDY: While it can never be eliminated, the danger can be reduced by observing some safety practices.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
 Ensure the vessel grounding plate is not painted over with bottom paint. In other words ensure it has
good contact with the water.
 Ensure vessel grounding-wires are connected to the mast.
 Obtain a set of battery jumper cables. If caught out on the water in an electrical storm, connect the
jumper cables to the bottom of the upper shrouds on each side of the boat and hang them in the water.
This provides some additional paths to ground
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/9; 2. MEK)
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LORAN
PROBLEM: Identify Loran units in use by other owners.
REMEDY: Review owners’ profiles.
Hull No.
Unit & Comments
211
MICROLOGIC Explorer. Excellent operator’s manual
222
Previously, APELCO, mounted outside. Changed to GARMIN GPS/MAP210
system with a built in worldwide database.
223
RAYTHEON 10X RADAR & LORAN
(Source: 1. Profile 211, 222, 223)

MODIFICATIONS
(See specific items, e.g. QUARTERBERTH, OTHER USES, REFRIGERATION, NOVA-KOOL)

RADAR
PROBLEM: Identify Radar units in use by other owners.
REMEDY: Review owners’ profiles.
Radar Type
FURUNO

Comments
One unit is installed in the nav. station for quick and easy relocation to
the bridge deck in the cockpit when needed.
One owner reports a FURUNO GP50 installation.
An owner of 16-mile radar would recommend a 24-mile unit.
One owner has FURUNO 1621 radar on the mast, mounting the
transmitter about four feet below the spreaders. The cable is led down
the mast, under the cabin sole and back to the Nav station.

Reference
Profile #117,
138, 152, 176

JRC (Japan
Radio Co)

In 1998, Ron Kelly #222 installed a JRC 1000 Radar, to his complete
satisfaction. It is interfaced with a Garmin 210 GPS which is mounted
externally just to the port side as you enter the cabin, while the radar is
flush mounted inside on the starboard side of the nav. table. The radar
antenna is on a self levelling mount 8 feet up the mast.

Profile #156,
#222
Newsletter

RAYTHEON

One owner lists RAYTHEON R20, Type M88341 mounted on the mast
with satisfactory performance.
Profile #189 lists installation of RAYTHEON radar.
Another owner is pleased with the installation of RAYTHEON RL9 radar
interfaced with a GARMIN 65 GPS. Since many of the GPS readouts
appear on the radar screen, the GPS is kept at the Nav station, with the
radar on a swing bracket so it can be monitored from the helm.
Profile #223 lists installation of RAYTHEON 10X radar and Loran.

Profile #120,
189, 195, 223

SEA SCAN

Profile Lloyd lists installation of SEA SCAN 16-mile radar. No
evaluation is provided.

Profile Lloyd

SITEX

In addition to the normal electronics a Sitex radar was added. – no
evaluation given

Profile #205

RADIO
RADIO, VHF
PROBLEM: There is a need for short range communications and emergency response.
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REMEDY: Most Aloha 34 owners have equipped their boats with VHF radios for short range communications
between other boaters or the Coast Guard. There are too many to list. A radio operator’s course is recommended.
It should be noted that the normal operating range of a VHF is about 15-25 nautical miles as it is “line of sight”.
Occasionally “ionic skip” will be experienced giving much greater ranges but this cannot be relied upon in
emergencies.

RADIO, SSB (HAM)
PROBLEM: There is a need for communication with “home base” while off shore.
REMEDY: Several Aloha 34 owners have equipped their boats with Ham radios. The following is a description of
installations and uses, followed by a listing of the names and call signs of the operators, primarily gleaned from the
Spring ‘98 newsletter:
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
The owner of hull #121 has an ICOM 706, an all band transceiver, an SGC 230 automatic antenna tuner, and for
an antenna, a separate long wire up the back stay with a couple of insulators. For e-mail back home, he has a
separate box called a TNC (terminal node controller) i.e. ‘modem’.
The owner of hull #152 reports installation of an ICOM SSB (Model IC-M700).
HULL #176 has installed an ICOM 735 HAM radio with OUTBACKER MARINE 6’ whip antenna. He has placed
insulators in the backstay, so it could be used as an antenna, and has had an automatic antenna tuner installed.
Hull #189 reports a digital HAM radio installation. This may allow him to have an e-mail address through K4CJX
in Tennessee.
A HAM radio (SSB) installation is also shown in the profile for hull #196.
The owner of hull #205 has a station that feeds a long wire parallel to the backstay via an automatic tuner. The
marine VHF antenna was replaced by an Austin dual band (2m/440) ham antenna and with a coax switch works
fine for both the amateur radio and marine VHF. At last report, he says he says that he has not really had much
use for the HAM station, or his radar yet, but is assured by other supposedly knowledgeable people that he will
not be sorry he has them.
The owner of #214, installed an Icom 706 Mk II with an automatic tuner connected to 32’ insulated segment in
the backstay. Email could be accomplished with a TNC and weather was acquired through a demodulator and
tuning to one of the many weather stations for a download of weather maps. The “2 Metre” capability of the 706
provides a backup to the ship’s VHF.
The following are Aloha 34 owners and their call signs where known:
Hull #
Owner
Formerly #121
Brian & Marie KING
#176
Steven & Maureen WOODALL
#189
Milan & Adrian FORD
#196
Doug & Sharon, Dawn & Steven SANDERCOTT
#205
Wayne & Suzie DOHERTY
#207
Gil & Mary THOMAS
#214
Les & Carol Harrison

Call Sign
“VA3 BFK”
“N6YFZ”
N/K
N/K
“VA3/VEO WIF”
N/K
VA3 ENC

See site http://www.win-net.org/for additional details of off shore communications.
(Source: 1. Profile 121, 152,176,189, 196, 205, 214; 2. Newsletter Sp97/5, Sp98/10, Sp98/12, Sp00/14)

RACING
PROBLEM: What has been the experience with racing Aloha 34’s?
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REMEDY: Experience of others in club racing, e.g. Hull #117.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Install inboard genoa tracks & cars (on deck) to provide enhanced headsail sheeting angles and sail shape.
Install an adjustable backstay tensioner.
The HARKEN “split drum” furling gear enables the drum to go on or off quickly for changing from cruising to
racing mode.
PHRF handicap is “0.832 (time on time), or 2.70 minutes per mile” for full keel model.
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

REFITTING
PROBLEM: Older boats may be in very poor condition because of poor/negligent maintenance or just due to general
wear and tear.
REMEDY: Refit of boat and equipment.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Refit boat by repairing, replacing or refinishing worn components. This would be an ideal time to make any
modifications to fit your requirements. One owner of a 1978 model reports the following maintenance and refit effort:
“’The Lady’ was in very poor shape when we bought her in February, 1992. She really needed TLC. We had to sand
the bottom, do some repair, we repaired all cosmetic, lines, etc. We removed two large eyeballs from the bow side;
we rewired, re-plumbed, new cushions, stripped all wood, interior & out, re-faced cupboards, built extra cupboards one above the galley used for spices etc. and one above the V-berth for linens and miscellaneous storage. Built a
propane locker in lazarette, you name it!”
For “varnished” finishes, especially exterior teak, many owners have found CETOL to be a superior product. It
requires three coats initially, applied at 24-hour intervals. Thereafter only touching up is required from year to year.
It is available in a flat or gloss finish. Its only drawback appears to be its orange-tint, but most users accept that,
given its durability and ease of maintenance. Don’t forget to use brass wool - not steel - when cleaning teak finishes;
the tiny steel bits will rust and discolour the gel-coat.
The Summer 2000 Newsletter includes details of a refit of Hull #111. The following is a summary of the areas
covered in the project:
 seal bottom with epoxy barrier, fairing, Interlux 2000, final coat of VC17
 refinish interior and exterior wood
 replace wood and hardware where necessary
 replace interior lights with halogen brass lights
 replace through hull fittings and old hoses
 rebuild foot pump
 new Harken ST40 winches
 Atkins and Hoyle davits
 wind generator clean up
 replace kerosene stove with propane
 upgrade electrical including 4 - 6 volt batteries
 folding bronze 2-blade prop
 engine filters, hoses
 rebuild instrument panel
 replace shifter
 purchase Garmin 128 GPS
 repair leaking water tank
 regalvanize old anchors
 purchase 33# BRUCE and 35# CQR anchors
 buff hull with buffing compound and finishing compound
 have mainsail checked over and repaired
(Source: 1. Profile 118; 2 Newsletter Su00/13; 3 BH)
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REGISTRATION
PROBLEM: Need to clarify registered and Gross Tonnage.
REMEDY: Our editor provides the following:
Note that "registered tonnage" as listed in the Canadian List of Shipping for example, is calculated using a different
formula with one ton equalling 100 cubic feet or 2.84 cubic metres. SEA VIXEN #167 is so "registered" at 9.91 tons
(991 cubic feet or 28.05 cubic metres) rounded up to 10 tons in the Canadian List of Shipping.
And then to complicate matters further, there's "gross tonnage" where SEA VIXEN #167 is listed at 10.77 tons (1077
cubic feet or 30.48 metres) rounded to 11 tons!
Our editor's final comment? "Suggest we leave it there!!!"
Source: 1. Newsletter F98/19

SCREENS
PROBLEM: Bugs, Bugs, BUGS!
REMEDY: SCREENS - To keep the bugs out and air circulating, There seems to be several basic approaches:
One owner reports having changed internal hinged screens to removable ones.
Another owner has made screens that fit in the overhead hatches, resting on the teak trim. He used
aluminium frames and screening, available at a hardware store, and sized and shaped them to fit. He also
built a shelf in the hanging locker for storing the screens upright, secured with a shock cord.
A less elegant but functional alternative to hard-framed hatch screens is using velcro, one side of the velcro
glued to the hatch frame, and the mating part to flexible screening material, cut to size. The screen is easily
rolled up for storage.
#176: I made screens for each hatch and the companionway. The screens were made of regular window
screen channel and corner locking pieces. To hold the hatch screens in place, I mounted teak quarter round
to the inside hatch trip, and turn tabs to the underside hatch moulding for easy mounting and removal. The
screen for the companionway was made in four pieces for easy storage. I had to add rubber pieces to the
corners of the companionway opening so they would fit into the ¾-inch slot. I also added some screen trim to
the bottom of the top piece to fill any gap. The companionway cover screen fits on top of the teak moulding
and is held together with three small hinges.
#214: We removed our framed cabin screens on hinges and replaced them with fibreglass window screening
that attaches with Velcro, allowing us to roll them up an stow easily. The companionway screen is in 2 parts
in teak frames, the same size as the solid drop-boards for flexibility.
(Source: 1. Profile 176, 214; 2. Newsletter F96/11; 4. BH)

HOW TO REPLACE SCREENS
PROBLEM: Old screens need replacment.
REMEDY:
MATERIALS
Typical electric soldering iron
Best quality black nylon screen available
Exacto Knife
Pliers
PROCEDURE:
Remove old screen and cut the old screen material from the plastic frame with an exacto knife.
Use a piece of sandpaper to sand off the remaining bits of dirt and screening from the plastic frame.
Cut a piece of nylon screening about an inch larger than the plastic frame.
At this point you will need to use a pair of pliers to bend the soldering tip (which has two legs) so that the bottom leg
of the soldering tip is rounded and can be pulled along the surface, rather than the tip itself.
Lay the screening material on the plastic frame.
Line up the weave in the plastic frame so that it is square with the end and run the hot soldering iron across the
screening at one end, melting it to the frame.
Square up the remaining portion of the screen, and holding it taut, run the soldering iron over the portion of the
screen, around the frame to seal it to the plastic frame.
When this procedure is finished, you should have a continuous melted line of screening completely around the frame.
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Now, using the exacto-knife, trim just outside of this melted line, and the job is complete.
(Source 1. 152)

SHIPPING-BY TRUCK
PROBLEM: To move an Aloha 34 great distances quickly [to maximize the sailing time].
REMEDY: Ship the vessel by transport truck.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Preparing you boat for transport is critical for success. Remember it will be treated to hurricane force winds on the
trip! The following are some suggestions from the transport of Enchantment, #214 in 2001:
 Drain all tanks and clean thoroughly; the vessel may wait for weeks in the hot sun until shipped. This should
include propane and fuel as required by the shipper.
 Strip the mast and wrap with several layers of plastic wrap – like Saran or No Name. Ensure the furling and
shrouds are separated from the mast to prevent chafe. Pieces of small diameter firehose works well for
spacers as does wrapping with ropes.
 Lash all gates on deck if pulpits and lifelines are not removed.
 Put cloth or plastic under all duct tape or masking tape to protect your gear from the glue – saves a lot of
work!
 Put aluminium cooking foil inside all hatches and ports to reduce heating and sun damage. Do not place the
foil between the ports and screens as it will score your windows when travelling.
 Remove all canvas and plastic and store below – 60 mph winds remember.
 Move anchors and store in locker ensuring no vibration by weighting down with the chain. Lock the locker!
 Remove dorade scoops and fit covers.
 Protect against chafe below with bedding and rags. If clothing is hanging, tie off to minimize chafe against
the hull.
 Deflate and store dingy with engine or remove. We stored it on the cabin sole wrapped in padding.
 Clearance is usually 12.5’ to allow for trailer. Check with trucker. You may need to remove bow and stern
pulpit plus stanchions. The shoal draft cleared without.
 If moving across the borders, prepare a package for the driver to give to Customs. It should include things
such as; copy of vessel documentation, letter stating why vessel was in country and that it contains only
“ships stores for personal use” [do not elaborate], copy of the photo page of passports, keys to access
hatches and cabin, permit or license to cruise in their waters.
It was a painless experience and we recommend it as a mode of moving to or from alternate cruising grounds.
(Source: 1. 214)

SPEED MADE GOOD
PROBLEM: Ascertain speed of boat from engine revs. This can aid in dead reckoning calculations when knotmeter
is not working, determine engine revs from speed if rpm’s are not available, or generally assess comparative
performance of the prop or the condition of the boat bottom.
REMEDY: This table was prepared for an Aloha 34 with a clean bottom
and newly faired 15x13x3 prop; approximately ¼ knot extra speed was
obtained when the propeller was faired and polished:

Engine RPM
1500
1800
2000
2500

Boat Speed (Knots)
5.0 knots
5.8 knots
6.3
7.0 knots (only just)

(Source: 1. Profile 223)

STABILITY
PROBLEM: A December 1999 Cruising World article on a disaster involving a BENETEAU OCEANIS 39 spurred a
question on the comparable stability of our ALOHA 34s.
REMEDY: Following permission from Cruising World to reprint their article, we may summarize members' input in a
newsletter as well as in this manual. In the meantime, input from members, particularly Stuart Spracklan #151,
indicates that the ALOHA 34 has much better stability characteristics than the subject BENETEAU, and generally
meets international ocean going standards for a boat of this type.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp00/21)

SURVEY
PROBLEM: To be assured of that the vessel is well founded and to meet insurance requirements.
REMEDY: Most of our vessels have been surveyed at one time or another, either during purchase or for insurance
purposes. Survey reports provided to the Association contained comments that may have a bearing on the Aloha
line as a whole:
The fuel feed lines between the fuel tank, fuel pump, fuel filter and the engine consist of neoprene hose slipped over
copper tubing and clamped. All fuel connections should be made with brass barbed fittings with stainless steel gear
clamps securing the neoprene hose to the barbed fittings.
It would appear the electric fuel pump has been installed before the fuel filter. The fuel filter should be before the fuel
pump.
The Jones plug for the main engine wiring harness is located too close to the exhaust manifold. As a result the
connection has suffered minor heat damage to the exterior of the plug. The wiring harness should be relocated and
secured along the port side of the engine compartment bulkhead.
Styrofoam was found lining the port side of the engine compartment. This is not approved for use as an insulating
material for engine compartments. It should be removed and replaced with an insulating material of a fire retardant
nature.
The wiring along the starboard side of the engine compartment consists of bared wire ends, twist-on connectors,
wires twisted and tapped together, poorly secured. All wire connections should be made with insulated crimp-on
connectors. All wiring should be secured neatly, clear of moving engine parts and the exhaust system.
Gel coat, above the waterline, contains a number of small pin-head holes that could allow water penetration and
should be sealed.
Fuel supply lines require shutoff valves located close to the fuel source in case of fire.
For those of you who keep their masts up all year, check the topping lift at the masthead. Ours was frayed almost to
the point of breaking.
The surveyor found termite residue at the base of the mast, down below. Fortunately, termites do not like oily wood
and were found only in the small piece of plywood underneath the floor hatch. The exterminator instructed me to pour
teak oil or kerosene on the plywood to kill them. And there was no charge for this service.
In the U.S.A the Coast Guard requires a lockable lid to the battery compartment. Our batteries are under the quarter
berth with a wooden top but not secured in case of a roll over. (Not something that I had in mind for my next trip).
The surveyor thought that the standing rigging was recently replaced. This is a testimony to the quality of the
material, since the rigging is original.
Each propane appliance must have its own supply line leading directly from the manifold in the propane locker. The
area around where the supply line(s) exits the propane locker in the port quarter of the cockpit should be sealed to
prevent the possibility of leaking propane entering the boat through the lazarette IF the propane locker drain where
ever to become plugged.
A marine surveyor suggested that ALOHAs with originally fitted regular ‘household’ 110-volt electrical outlets, should
upgrade them all to GFI outlets. A majority of our ALOHA's when built were wired using 110 volt hard core domestic
type wiring. Today, coated Multi Strand Boat Cable is the standard.
(Source: 1. Profile 159, 2. Newsletter Sp2001, 3. LH)

TELEVISION
PROBLEM: Where to hide the television?
REMEDY: One vessel reports that a television has been installed in the liquor cabinet space. The liquor now lives
behind the table, and the glasses wherever they have room.
On another, a small attachment for the laptop makes the computer screen into the television and “hiding” the TV is
no longer an issue. The attachment is available from computer accessory stores for about $150 Canadian.
(Source: 1. Profile 205, 214)

WEB ACCESS
PROBLEM: Use the Internet to contact people and obtain information about the Aloha Owners’ Network.
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REMEDY: The following are some URLs and addresses, which will provide connections or links.
Sea Vixen #167 established the “Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network” including a newsletter and internet
mail at address < aloha34@home.com > [no longer available]
Information has posted information about our ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network on the CRUISING
WORLD Internet web site: <cruisingworld.com/cwdeckpg.htm>.
Air Loom #185 created a web site with pictures at http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Presbox/2470/ now
replaced by http://www.aloha34.com/
For those planning an off shore adventure, or heading south, there is lots of good information available at:
http://www.inforamp.net/~wcruise
The member indexes have member’s email addresses.
The active Aloha 34 Web Site is located at http://www.aloha34.com. The site contains general information as
well as pictures and related links available to all. In the “Member Services” area, which is password protected,
one will find member email addresses, a discussion forum, a FAQ section and an area where members can
place advertisements related to the purpose of the site. If you are a member and require access please contact
Les Harrison at harrisol@bmts.com.
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97/7, Sp98/10)
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SUPERSTRUCTURE
SUPERSTRUCTURE
PROBLEM: Rigging improvements or replacement required as a result of failure, safety or performance problems.
REMEDY: Review any problems experienced or improvements made related to rigging.
ACTIONS, IMPROVEMENTS AND SUGGESTIONS:
Rigging should be inspected on an annual basis. This is an advantage of winter storage with the mast removed
for owners who winter their boats on land.
If the aft portion of the mast opening has been enlarged for a more upright mast position, you will find that this
requires a large wedge ahead of the mast, and makes sealing the opening with a mast collar difficult. Review the
photo and diagram of a hardwood mast collar in profile #117 for possible adaptation. This may also permit easier
sealing of the opening with a larger mast collar. As an alternative, a commercial epoxy type filler can be used to
close the gap.
An owner reports: “Previous owner had installed an anchoring platform/bowsprit which, being of teak & stainless
steel, accommodates two bow rollers with the security of a second headstay. A nice feature”.
At least one owner has installed a back stay adjuster.
Hull Nos. 167 and 168 have replaced the “nicopressed” fitting at the tri-angulation of the back-stay with a
stainless steel plate to connect the three backstay wires. See diagram in profile #168.
In 1996, one owner reported plans to rebuild the boom to accommodate larger sheaves.
Hull #199 reports having installed a low tech boom control, which also sheets to cars on the storm jib track on
each side of the cabin roof, and is led aft.
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 121, 138, 163, 167, 168, 176, 181, 199, 211, 223)

FURLING, MAIN
PROBLEM: Is there an alternative to hoisting and dousing the main?
REMEDY: There are several alternatives available to provide furling capability for the mainsail. These include inmast furlers, behind-mast furlers, and boom furlers.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Chip Wolfe (# 211) reports: “Belize was fitted with a behind-the-mast main furling
system either by Ouyang or one of the previous owners. The furler is a Hyde Stream Stay solid rod furling system
and has functioned quite well. Mainsail furling and unfurling can be accomplished without leaving the cockpit. There
may be a slight degradation in performance, but everything is a compromise. This vessel loves the headsail, and
sails well even with the furling main.”
SUGGESTED ACTION: The installation of a furling system on the mainsail is neither a simple nor an inexpensive
task. Consult a reputable sail maker or rigger before proceeding.
(Source: 1. Profile 211)

FURLING GEAR
PROBLEM: There must be an easier way to handle head sails.
REMEDY: Install a roller furling system on your headstay. Owners report significant improvement in sail-handling
as well as a more frequent use of the head sail when roller furling systems are installed. The ability to readily reduce
sail, in that unexpected squall or steadily building wind, is reassuring. There’s no wet sail to stow!
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: The following is a list of Aloha 34s known to have furling systems:
Furlex

# 162
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Hood Sea Furl
Harken
Hyde StreamStay
Profurl
Ultra Furl

# 157, 167
# 117,185, 195, 211, 223
# 121, 146, 159
# 199, 214 (Note: 214 previously had Hyde StreamStay)
# 222

Here’s what owners had to say:
Hood Sea Furl
John Farrell (# 157) reports: “Had an interesting experience one day when leaving for Toronto when the top end
of the furling system literally flew apart in high winds. The hardest part was to wrap the 160% Genny around a
flailing forestay by hand. I was worried that we would lose our mast. Sailed gently back to our mooring. Hoisted
my wife up the mast (Stepannie is half my weight). She disassembled the remains of the furling system, we
hoisted our spare wire forestay, connected it and sailed on to Toronto 4 hours later with only the main. We found
that the forestay had a design error in that the repeated winding and unwinding of the forestay over the years had
loosened the main screw joint at the top of the mast. The manufacturer modified the top & bottom by adding set
screws to lock the joints. I was satisfied with the work done by an Oakville firm, owner a Mr. Fernandez who has
probably retired by now.”
Migs Turner (# 167) reports: “HOOD SEA FURL 32-50’ which works well. HOOD recommends flushing bearings
in the bottom turning unit with FW after each exposure to salt water. This is a 1991 replacement for a destroyed
Hood 24-34’(?) which was inadequate for an ALOHA 10.4 under winter racing conditions on the West Coast.”
We have the same make as Migs on WINDY #151. We have had our boat for 2 seasons with no complaints.
However, I am always researching what might be a good replacement (sail makers, Practical Sailor, etc.).
FURLEX and ULTRA-FURL always seem to be high on the recommended list mainly because of the use of steel
ball bearings that don't flatten under load. They are also better at reefing.
Harken
Frank Collins (# 117) reports: “I installed the Harken “split drum” furling gear which enables the drum to go on or
off quickly for changing from cruising to racing mode.”
Stuart Meyer (# 185) reports: “Marcia informed me that even though she had been doing the foredeck work on
our 26 foot Grampian, the size of the 150 on this boat was just too much. The Harken system has worked quite
well. Unfortunately the jib was not cut to take full advantage of the furler and has a tendency to be baggy when
partially furled. Sailmakers seem to be able to do a much better job of this today than they did a dozen years
ago.”….. I have used other systems from time to time on other boats and would select a HARKEN system again
if ever the time came for a replacement.
Profurl
Les Harrison (#214) wrote:
“I selected PROFURL for the following reasons:
I didn't like the look of the single line to both sides of the boat for HOOD furling.
I had HARKEN on my previous boat and liked it but 3 of the suppliers I contacted recommended PROFURL over
HARKEN if "going offshore"
No maintenance except an occasional freshwater wash for the bearings on PROFURL
On many of the other well known brands the foil seemed too light
Enchantment came with STREAM STAY 2 - I had nothing but trouble.
We like the PROFURL very much and it was trouble free on our trip to the Bahamas.
Heinz Hone NIPINKE #158 added: “On NIPINKE we have a HARKEN and while reefing in Mexico some of the
machine screws fell out. The foil got jammed and split. After the repair I set the screws in red Loc-Tite and had no
more problems. My choice now would be a PROFURL.”
Hyde Stream Stay
Brian King (# 121) reports: “Original owner installed STREAM STAY furling gear that has worked well.”
Morley Kipp (# 146) asks: “Where can I get parts?”
SUGGESTED ACTION: Refer to the listed profiles or contact the owners for more information.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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HINT: One boater had trouble furling and unfurling; he found it very hard on his HARKEN. Reducing the halyard
tension will often fix that problem. It did in his case.
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 121, 146, 157, 159, 162, 167, 185, 195, 199, 211, 214, 222, 223; 2. Newsletter
Sp2001/Q4)

HALYARDS
INSIDE MAST, HALYARDS
(See also REEVING HALYARDS)
PROBLEM: Ted Brewer, our honorary vice-president and co-designer of the Aloha, has stated: “Inside halyards on
cruising yachts are unseamanlike and all halyards should be on the outside where they can be inspected and
replaced easily when necessary.”
This is true. However, the halyards in most if not all Alohas are inside the mast, which makes a convenient and
perhaps a more tidy installation. It also makes for a noisy night in a rolling anchorage, with the halyards slapping
back and forth inside the mast.
REMEDY: The noise can be eliminated, or at least ameliorated, by installing or having installed a conduit of
appropriate diameter inside the mast, and running the halyards through it. This was done with quite satisfactory
results on CANUSA, hull #146, among others.
See also: MAST RE-WIRING)
Source: Prof 146, W97/9)

REEVING HALYARDS
PROBLEM: There are two situations that may arise in connection with running (or “reeving”) halyards:
 Running a new halyard, perhaps to replace one that has broken, and
 Replacing a halyard already in place.
RUNNING A NEW HALYARD
This is a two-fold problem. One is getting to the top of the mast (assuming it is not out of the boat and lying
horizontally). The other is getting the halyard down the interior of the mast and fishing it out the appropriate hole at
deck level.
REMEDY: One owner describes his procedure thus:
“To change my halyard or clean it etc., I sew a spinnaker sheet with some thin line onto the halyard and tape the joint
with duct tape.” (Leaving the spinnaker sheet in place, while the halyard is removed, provides a “fish” with which to
pull the halyard back into the mast).
To run a new halyard in, I have to go up the mast on my ladder. Using a nut at the end of a thin line with about 10
more nuts behind it, by pulling against the nut, the nut set-up is stiff enough to push it over the sheave and let it fall
inside the mast. With a piece of wire I fish out the line at the “exit” hole in the mast.”
(The ladder referred to sounds rather neat, as it fits into the mast slot, and is pulled up by a halyard. See LADDER,
MAST).
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12)

LEAK, BACKSTAY
PROBLEM: Leaking of water into the salon (e.g. near the nav station) traced to a leak at the backstay chain plate.
REMEDY: Close off and divert water entry.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1.
Caulk the transom entry.

2.
3.
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Attach an 18-inch piece of plastic drywall channel under the chain plate to divert drips into the bilge
as an added measure.
One owner who had to repair the water-damaged teak sole at the nav station also drilled a ¼” hole in
the sole near the forward end of the fishing rod locker/battery compartment.

(Source 1. Newsletter Sp98/14)

MAIN BOOM
PROBLEM: Some owners would like to raise the boom to clear the dodger more comfortably, or to just generally
increase headroom in the cockpit.
REMEDY: Several comments have advised against raising the boom - "adversely affect sailing performance", "Alters
CE. Don't raise the main". Although many people have cut off between 4" and 13" off the top of their main sails and
raised the booms, not many ALOHA's have this modification.
The owner of BARUA #132 however, reports the following :
SUGGESTED ACTION: "We took the main sail to North Sails in Toronto and discussed the issue of my head-toboom clearance with them. Their recommendation was just to re-cut the sail at the rear end (clew). So they
shortened the sail by about 12 inches at the end diminishing to nothing at the front end (heel).
This at first really seemed to change the looks and the feel of the boat, but we sailed in all kinds of weather on the
Georgian Bay this summer and we didn't really notice any performance difference. And no more head banging! So
I'm happy.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F98/19, Su99/13, Sp00/24)

MAIN REEFING
PROBLEM: Reefing the main often requires going forward to the mast in heavy weather.
REMEDY: Lead lines back to the cockpit for more comfortable and safer reefing.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1) Install a turning block in the mast collar.
2) Add lines which run from the reefing hooks, up and through the reefing cringles and back down to the turning
block.
3) Lead the lines aft to the cockpit.
(Source: 1. Profile 152)

MAIN SHEETING
PROBLEM: The end-boom sheeting arrangement on the Aloha 34, coupled with the position of the boom in relation
to the cockpit, especially when the boom is at its lowest close-hauled position, have made it difficult to install a full
sized Bimini which could be left up while sailing.
Figure 24 – Main Deck Sheeting [#159]

REMEDY: Various methods have been devised to overcome these
difficulties:
One owner installed a full-sized Bimini with the main supports on
telescoping rods. At dockside, the Bimini can be raised about eight to ten
inches in two increments, with the boom raised out of the way by means of
the topping lift, to allow ample standing room. While sailing, the Bimini can
be lowered to its intermediate position, or fully down when sailing closehauled as required to allow the boom to swing across without hitting or
swiping on the top. At the lowest position, the Bimini slopes slightly downward from aft so that there is still
standing room behind the wheel. Thus the Bimini provides maximum shade, and extends far enough forward to
allow zipping in a filler to the dodger (with the mainsheet moved off to one side) when in port.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Another Aloha owner simply sawed about a foot off the end of the boom to make room for a Bimini, and
reinstalled the end-boom hardware. Given that the sail doesn’t normally extend over that portion of the boom, it
would seem nothing has been lost.
In still another approach, the owner installed mid-boom sheeting to a traveller on the cabin-top. This allowed
installation of a full cockpit enclosure.
An owner who has constructed a combination which can be made into a full enclosure, indicates that the next
modification would be to fit couple of the panels with screening, for insect proof ventilation on hot evenings.
(Source: 1. Profiles 146, 152, 159, 167, 196)

MAIN TRAVELLER
PROBLEM: Main sheet traveller obstructs easy access to companionway and salon.
REMEDY: Move traveller to another location.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
The traveller can be moved to just ahead of the steering pedestal. Some may find the necessary cross support even
more objectionable in that location, but one owner who has made the modification appreciates the ability to control
the main sheet without leaving the helm.
Several owners have relocated the traveller to the cabin top just ahead of the dodger. One owner designed two
stainless steel pedestals and attached them to the coach roof to support the traveller. T.L.C. #150 had risers
manufactured at STRAIT Metals in Sidney for C$320.
One owner who ordered the boat new with cabin top sheeting reports that the builder, rather than designing a special
deck mould to remove the slot in front of the companionway, inserted a solid teak 2X4. “It gets refinished each year
and we think adds a little more to the overall ambiance of the cockpit.”
Photos in Hull #159’s Profile show a coach roof installation with mid boom sheeting with 4 to 1 blocks and all lines led
back to cockpit. Mast winches with line stoppers were relocated inside the dodger. [see above]
(Source: 1. Profile 125, 150, 152, 156, 159, 185, 195; 2. Newsletter W97/7)

MAST
PROBLEM: As ALOHA production evolved changes in features and equipment resulted in variations between boats,
including differences in mast installations; what have other owners experienced?
REMEDY: Review owners’ profiles for reported experiences.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
While many masts were made by KENYON, one owner reports a SCHAEFFER 200 system (mast and boom) and
considers these to be very good spars.
The original owner of a member’s boat had Ouyang enlarge the mast opening in the deck so that the mast could be
positioned more upright. This caused problems with sealing the opening with a mast boot. [See MAST, SECURING
TO DECK ]
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 121)

ASCENDERS, MAST
(See also MAST LADDER; FOLDING STEPS, MAST)
PROBLEM: Climb the mast with minimal or no assistance.
REMEDY: Use mast ascenders in conjunction with a bosun’s chair. One owner reports having bought a couple of
ascenders several years ago, of the type used by mountain climbers to climb a rope. The system was illustrated in an
issue of CRUISING WORLD. He reports “The system works well. You sit in your bosun’s chair and with your feet in a
set of rope stirrups and you alternately use the two ascenders, one attached to the stirrups, and one attached to the
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chair to climb up the halyard. It takes a while but I can now go to the masthead without assistance.” A second
person needs only to handle a safety line.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/5)

BOOT REPLACEMENT, MAST
PROBLEM: Identify alternatives and sources for replacing mast boots.
REMEDY: Choose any of the alternatives listed below.
Use wet suit material for the boot, and sunbrella material for an outer protective cover.
A local sail repair shop can make a replacement using the old item as a pattern.
Purchase a commercial boot such as the vinyl material “SSI Universal Mast Boot”. If you can replace it with the mast
removed, your local chandler should be able to get part #91000, which will just fit up to 31 inches of circumference;
otherwise you can obtain the next larger size, slit it for installation, and glue it with the adhesive provided.
NOTE: success in limiting incoming water is often tied to filling the mast groves with silicon and leaving the
compound proud to the surface so the boot can seal to it.
(Source: 1. Profile 176; 2. Newsletter W97/9)

CORROSION, MAST
PROBLEM: Normal exposure to weather, but especially in a salt water environment, can cause corrosion or
blistering, not only of the mast but even of stainless steel fittings and rigging.
REMEDY: Repaint corroded or blistered areas on mast. Corroded components should be replaced with new
stainless steel parts.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1. Sand blistered or corroded areas on the mast, removing the white aluminium oxide and apply a white
appliance paint.
2. Inspect and replace all corroded parts when identified.
3. A dab of rust penetrating paint such as Tremclad may slow down the corrosion process.
HINT: A weekly coating of WD-40 goes a long way to preventing on deck corrosion of metal surfaces. Do not get
spray on fibreglass surfaces or it will be visible over time.
(Source: 1. Profile 157, 167)

DRAINING, MAST
PROBLEM: Inadequate or improper draining at the mast base can lead to corrosion, and can be the source of
hard-to-find odours.
REMEDY: Check at the base of the mast to ensure no corrosion is taking place. Boats fitted with KENYON masts
have a drain slot at the base of the track. The hand laid-up bilge forward of the mast on some boats has a slight
depression thus trapping water. After long periods at the dock this water can be the elusive cause of odours, and
may cause rot (See MAST STEP, DETERIORATION, below). All boats should have an alloy mast step upon which
the mast rests, but many if not most sit on a wooden base; of course it should not sit on the fibreglass.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1. Check the mast base for proper drainage.
2. Run two heavy beads of silicone seal from either side of the mast drain hole and running at an angle to the
rear corners of the main fibreglass mast step mounting; this will ensure that any rainwater will be drained
towards the aft rather than fore section of the bilge.
(Source: 1. Profile 168)

FOLDING STEPS, MAST
See also MAST ASCENDERS; MAST LADDER
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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PROBLEM: Requirement to climb the mast for repairs, or to install new equipment or modifications.
REMEDY: One owner has installed folding steps as advertised in catalogues. They can be folded to a vertical
position when not in use, and are slightly sprung to avoid rattles. A couple of folding steps installed near the top of
the mast, and used in conjunction with a MASTMATE (see MAST LADDER), can add to the safety and comfort of
working aloft.
(Source: 1. Profile 223)

HEIGHT, MAST
PROBLEM: Need to know height of mast for clearance.
REMEDY: One owner measured the mast while it was removed for repairs, then measured the distance from the
bottom of the mast to the waterline.
SUGGESTED ACTION: The following measurements were taken by the owner:
Bottom of mast to top of masthead - 48' 6"
Bottom of mast to to top of tricolour light - 49' 4"
Bottom of mast to top of the Windex - 49' 5""
Using an approx. 10 ft. length of 3/16" ID clear plastic tubing "as a sort of U-Tube manometer", with one end in
the sink drain in the head and the other end rising above the sole, marked the height of the waterline. The
distance from the waterline to the mast bottom on this boat was 8 3/4". Deducting only 8" (to be conservative by
3/4'), the results were:
47'10"" to the masthead, 48'8" to the tricolour light, 48'9" to the Windex.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp99/15)

LADDER, MAST
See also MAST, ASCENDERS; FOLDING MAST STEPS
PROBLEM: To run in a new halyard or for many repairs aloft, it may be necessary to go up the mast. Use of a
bosun’s chair may require more strength than is available.
REMEDY: A mast ladder has been used by at least one owner. The ladder was obtained from MAST MATE, Dept. C,
PO Box 1348 Healdsburg, GA. 95448 (800) 548-0436 or (707) 431-7299. It requires the use of a new gate above the
folded mainsail, and utilises the main halyard to hoist the ladder. Of course, the climber should always use a safety
line, such as a foresail halyard.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12)

PUMPING, MAST
PROBLEM: Under certain wind conditions, the mast will pump, either moving within the roof exit, or “whipping” at
the top, and causing a disturbing noise.
REMEDY: Movement can be reduced by restricting mast movement through blocking, tuning and the addition of a
support.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Ensure the mast is well blocked where it exits the cabin roof so it cannot move. Hard rubber wedges work well.
Check the tension of the shrouds, the forestay and especially the backstay. Mast pumping can often be reduced by
snugging up the lowers slightly, or by tightening up the back stay. The mast may be slightly bent with tension on all
stays. Care should be taken not to overdo this, as it can place undue tension on the hull, tending to pull it up at bow
and stern.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12, Sp98/14)

REPLACEMENT, MAST
PROBLEM: Mast requires replacement due to accidental breakage or other loss.
REMEDY: Replace mast and other components as indicated by the nature of the loss.
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The choice of suppliers may be limited, and will be based on your preference for location, and shipping costs to your
location.
Kenyon, who made many of the original masts, no longer manufactures masts.
A replacement mast is available from CINKEL Industries (Ontario) which company also built ALOHA 10.4 masts.
A U.S. source, used in 1996 by one owner who recommends them highly, is:
SECO SOUTH, Inc., PO Box 1158, LARGO, Florida 34649-1158.
(Contact: Mike Haber) Telephone: (813) 536-1924
Facsimile: (813) 539-6314.
Specifications:
SPARCRAFT (ISOMAT) NG 51...U.S., not French version.
Dimensions:
7.48 x 4.92 inches (cross section)
Weight:
3.95 pd/ft
Inertia:
22.80 x 11.16 inches to the 4th power.
The SECO cross section is different from the original but fits through the cabin roof hole. The specifications of the
original mast, a KENYON #5072, were:
Dimensions
7.40 x 5.08 inches cross section
th
Inertia
21.3 x 11.5 inch to the 4 power.
The groove in the SECO mast will require replacing the 7/8” sail slides used by KENYON with ¾” slides.
(Source: Profile 162)

RE-WIRING, MAST
PROBLEM: Worn or broken mast slides in the mast have allowed the wire harness to become loose, resulting in
clanging noises.
Figure 25 - Internal Mast Channels

REMEDY: Rewire the mast or stabilize mast wiring.
SUGGESTED ACTIONS:
On the Kenyon mast and some others, as part of the extrusion, there is a track inside the mast
that should be used, with slides, to secure the wiring. Feed the wiring carefully from the top or
bottom depending on the internal mast structure.
Others report success fitting a plastic tube up the mast, through which the wiring passes. Yet
others have found some relief by pushing foam insulation, of the type designed for hotwater pipes, up the wiring
bundle as far as possible.
Lines can be “fished” through the mast more easily by keeping a “messenger” in the mast. A line of low stretch like
heavy fishing line can be attached to a weight and dropped down the mast, tied off for retrieving halyards or wiring.
(Source: 1. Profile156, 168; 2. Newsletter Sp97/11, Sp00/23)

SCHAEFFER, MAST
PROBLEM: As ALOHA production evolved, changes in features and equipment resulted in variations between
boats. For example, while many masts were made by KENYON, one owner reports a SCHAEFFER 200 system.
What has been the experience with the SCHAEFFER system?
REMEDY: Refer to Owners’ Network for other boats with equipment of interest.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Refer to Profiles of members’ boats for first-hand experience with features of interest. One owner with the
SCHAEFFER system, mast and boom, considers these to be very good spars, while another cites the availability of
parts from a company still in operation as an advantage.
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 125)
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SECURING TO DECK, MAST
PROBLEM: Halyard tension and buckling forces under sail can cause the deck to lift. Mast shims used for mast
blocking can work loose. In addition, if the mast opening was enlarged to reposition the mast, the difficulty of sealing
off the mast increases, requiring a very large wedge.
Figure 26 - Mast Collar; True Love [#117]

REMEDY: Profile #117 shows a photo and diagram of a hardwood mast collar using oak
compression blocks and a stainless steel rod bolted through the mast, and has halyards
connected with deck blocks.
Designer Ted Brewer also offers a remedy for creaking caused by movement of the deck
in relation to the mast, using a tie rod from the deck to the mast step.
(Source: 1. Profile117, 121; 2. Newsletter Sp98/14)

STEP DETERIORATION, MAST
[see DRAINING MAST]
PROBLEM: The mast step may become spongy, or may rot through exposure to water.
REMEDY: Replace the rotted mast step with a new wooden step. (Alternatively, a solid fibreglass lay-up could be
used with metal cap.)
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1. Mark the location, fore and aft, and horizontal, of the mast base plate on the surface of the hull.
2. Remove rotted wood, chiselling if necessary, to reach black bedding material.
3. Clean and roughen surface of bedding for good adhesion of epoxy.
4. Use a 1-inch thick piece of white oak for the replacement wood. Coat both sides with epoxy. One owner
used a 1 1/2" thick block, and, to redirect possible rainwater,cut a small groove in the block at the drain hole.
5. Place oak on bedding material, press out air and excess epoxy, and allow to cure.
6. Position mast base plate using hull markings from step 1.
7. Drill pilot holes. Drive in screws through wood and just into hull as originally installed.
(Source: 1. Profile 156, 199; 2. Newsletter Sp98/13)

WEDGES, MAST
PROBLEM: Mast openings, especially when abnormally large, can be difficult to fill and shim using conventional
methods such as wedges.
REMEDY: A commercial, not inexpensive (C$138 to C$280), alternative is available in the form of SPARTITE. At
least one owner is very pleased having used the product, with a resultant watertight perfect support for the mast at
the partners. He quotes from an article in “DIY (Do It Yourself) BOAT OWNER” wherein they write: “SPARTITE isn’t
cheap. You can stockpile many years worth of wedges, C-clamps and mast boots for less money. But when you
factor in the convenience, effectiveness and performance of this product, we feel it is money well spent.“
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Follow the instructions that come with this two-part epoxy composition collar.
Apply Vaseline to the partners only, so that the mast and collar will bond, and be easily removed from the partners.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/6, Sp98/13)

RIGGING
PROBLEM: Rigging improvements or replacement required as a result of failure, safety or performance problems.
REMEDY: Review any problems experienced or improvements made related to rigging:
Rigging should be inspected on an annual basis. This is an advantage of winter storage with the mast removed for
owners who winter their boats on land.
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If the aft portion of the mast opening has been enlarged for a more upright mast position, you will find that this
requires a large wedge ahead of the mast, and makes sealing the opening with a mast collar difficult. Review the
photo and diagram of a hardwood mast collar in profile #117 for possible adaptation. This may also permit easier
sealing of the opening with a larger mast collar. As an alternative, a commercial epoxy type filler can be used to
close the gap.
An owner reports: “Previous owner had installed an anchoring platform/bowsprit which, being of teak & stainless
steel, accommodates two bow rollers with the security of a second headstay. A nice feature”.
At least one owner has installed a back stay adjuster.
Hull Nos. 167 and 168 have replaced the “nicopressed” fitting at the tri-angulation of the back-stay with a stainless
steel plate to connect the three backstay wires. See diagram in profile #168.
In 1996, one owner reported plans to rebuild the boom to accommodate larger sheaves.
Hull #199 reports having installed a low tech boom control, which also sheets to cars on the storm jib track on each
side of the cabin roof, and is led aft.
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 121, 138, 163, 167, 168, 176, 181, 199, 211, 223)

BABY STAY
PROBLEM: It may be useful under some conditions to have a separate stay to eliminate the need to remove the jib.
REMEDY: Install a second, smaller (baby) stay.
ACTIONS TAKEN:
The owner of hull #199 reports: “Installed a baby stay to fly a storm jib when the furling is rolled up. Easily removed.
Attaches to mast at spreaders. “
(Source: 1. Profile 199)

BACKSTAY ADJUSTER/TENSIONER
PROBLEM: The backstay adjuster, while useful in a racing environment, often is of only modest value on a cruising
boat. In addition, the presence of the block-and-tackle arrangement to the transom-centre pad-eye makes it difficult
or impossible to install a useful Bimini (besides hitting the helmsman in the back of the head when standing!)
REMEDY: Many owners simply set the adjuster to the top of its travel, omit the downhaul, and adjust the backstay
tension with the two turnbuckles at the transom.
(Source: 1. MEK)

BACKSTAY PLATE, RIGGING
Three Aloha 34 owners have replaced the backstay plate, where the backstay splits into two for attachment to the
transom, with a solid triangular plate. One was replaced with a 3/8" thick plate, when the original 1/4" plate failed, the
other two to strengthen the backstay support to give off shore capability. Reports do not specify whether the
backstay tensioning mechanism was retained, or eliminated.
(Source: 1. Profiles 167, 168P, 176)

CHAIN PLATES
PROBLEM: The condition of the chain plate mountings is not obvious since they are glassed over. Several owners
have noted water, in the form of a brown syrup, leaking into cabin storage locker areas at various chain plate
locations.
REMEDY: Leaking can be reduced or eliminated by proper sealing where the chain plates protrude
through the deck surface. Construction of the chain plate mounting can be seen on Aloha 34
drawings available through Mr. Ted Brewer. Owners who have opened up the chain plate attachment
area have reported the wood and glass to be solid in spite of the water intrusion.
SUGGESTED ACTION: To seal the deck around the chain plates, remove the four screws securing
the stainless steel deck hardware at the chain plate and slide the plate up the chain plate. Apply a
flexible, proper marine sealant around the chain plate and to the deck plate hardware holes. Lower
the deck plate and secure.
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Be sure to check the condition of the chainplate gussets below for water absorption.
Figure 27 - Chainplate Leaks, Pelagic II, #131
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Marty Hayes & Lyndee Lu Cole who are continuing to refurbish their
QUEEN’S RANSOM #105, currently the most senior ALOHA 34 in our Network,
by 19 March e-mail write:
“We are renewing all the c/plate gussets on Queen's Ransom as they are all full
of water and the wood inside, from our drill samples, is completely soaked.
Drawing #7 dated March 1974 is titled "Chain Plate Details" and shows 6 holes in each chain plate.
Also need to know can you encapsulate s/steel in epoxy? I seem to remember reading that s/s needs oxygen or it
gets corroded. If that is the case then will build offset gussets and mount the c/plates externally. Note: Ted Brewer
responds that “It does require oxygen to remain stainless but it also needs moisture to corrode and the epoxy will
seal that off...” “There’s no problem.”
John (& Stephannie) Farrell NORTHERN SPIRIT #157 by 19 March e-mail wrote:
“Marty, I also had my fibre glassed encased chain plate assemblies rot out as well. I had the repair done
professionally and they did not encase them but mounted the chain plates externally on the gusset with reinforced
blocks within the fibre glass encasement. This way if any water got through then it would harmlessly drain away on
the gusset surface.”
Then in a 26 April e-mail Marty wrote to Peter (& Monika) Boesener VIRGARIES #156:
“How did you make out with your chain plate drill samples?
I opened up the port aft gusset and found the 1 1/2" plywood knee waterlogged. One could never have dried out the
gusset to treat the inside with Rot-Fix or a similar product? So we removed all the C/plate gussets and ground out the
F/glass down to the inside of the hull.
All were in a sorry state ! Some were just very wet and partly rotted with the bolts loose & some just fell apart! The
only saving grace was the F/glass holding on to the bolts!
In hindsight make sure that you mask the area off to contain as much dust as you can and run a Shopvac while
grinding as the dust is unbelievable! We now know what the inside of an Aloha would look like in WHITE!! Good luck
and if you need any info. on how we did the repairs ask me.”
By 29 April e-mail Peter replied:
“Thank you for your inquiry re the chain plates. As Migs suggested, I first checked the caulking on deck and found no
major deterioration.
Than I drilled 2 holes into the forward, center and aft gusset on the starboard site. 2 Holes, 1 mm Dia.. ea. into the
wood, inserted 2 copper wires and connected to my moisture meter. I found only minor moisture indication in each
gusset, a little more in the main stay gusset. So I will be replacing the sealant this spring and monitor the condition
using my moisture meter.
I also received a set of construction drawings from Ted Brewer, which helped.
I still have to do the port side, but I'll wait until after launching ( providing we have enough water ) !?”
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 131, 183, 205; 2. Newsletters F97/14, F95/13, Sp2001)

TEMPORARY CHAINPLATE
PROBLEM: How to be prepared for problems arising from leaky chainplates or chainplate that fractures.
Figure 28 - Chainplate, Temporary [#134]

REMEDY: Have a temporary chainplate in your spares kit. Two pieces of 3/16” X
1 ½” stainless steel about 18” long are drilled
replicate the chainplate.

CUTTER RIG
PROBLEM: Can the Aloha 34 be converted to a cutter rig?
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REMEDY: The conversion can be done, but the pain may outweigh the gain. By moving the centre of effort forward,
there is also the danger of changing the balance of the vessel, creating a lee helm situation – an undesirable feature.
A removable inner forestay may be desirable, though, for hanking on a storm jib.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Wayne Doherty (#205) reports: “I converted the boat to a cutter (slutter?). This
procedure was described in Cruising World about 3-4 years ago but by then I had already done it. A "hairpin"
bowsprit and bobstay were added, similar to the Niagara 35, and the forestay moved forward about 16". This also
required a new pulpit. I cut the anchor locker lid in half longitudinally and put a chainplate on the new dividing
bulkhead. An inner forestay was added coming from this chainplate through the centre of the existing (but cut in half)
hawsepipe. It reaches the mast 2/3 of the way up. Running backstays were also added. The working jib was cut
down and reef points were added (just in case?) The 'genoa' was left alone except for moving it forward. The added
chainplate was strengthened by welding a nut on it and extending it through the bow with a 1/2" bolt. All of this has
worked well. The spacing between the two stays is about 4 feet, and they are parallel so it looks OK. I use the
genoa on its furling until the wind reaches about 15- 20 knots then rather than trying to reef with the furling (which I
have never liked), I roll up the genoa and raise the working jib. The boat behaves well with either sail. I have tried
sailing with both foresails but I do not seem to gain anything. I left the working jib as a hanked on sail because I
figure that I can add a storm jib if necessary (if I owned one). The only disadvantage I have found is it is slow and
difficult to tack the jib with the inner forestay in place. However it can be let off and pulled to the side quite easily
even though I do not have a quick release mechanism.”
We now have several members reporting cutter rig conversions. None report improved performance. Two say they
have problems with “back-winding”.
SUGGESTED ACTION: Seek the guidance of a professional naval architect before committing to this modification.
Ted Brewer comes readily to mind.
NOTE: A new member John Adams reports Water Witch, #173 is cutter rigged.
(Source: 1. Profiles 138, 158, 204, 205, 222, 226; 2. Newsletters F95/13, Sp96/2, Sp97/6)

SIZE, RIGGING
PROBLEM: Concern over adequacy of rigging.
REMEDY: Although there is no record of standing rigging failure, in preparation for a Pacific South Seas, Australia
and New Zealand trip, AMALTHEA #189 replaced rigging, going up 2 wire sizes and using Mac Grip terminals. This
was to allow for easier repairs in remote areas, and allows them to carry an extra wire longer than the forestay to
replace any piece of the standing rigging.
Carla Kilpela and David Carr, MOMENTUM I #111 in a 26 November e-mail provided the following rigging
specifications that they obtained from Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) in Gore Bay, Ontario.
However, as at least 3 different types of masts were used by Ouyang Boatworks in the building of our ALOHA 34's,
there may be minor differences in your ALOHA 34.

Running Specifications
Mainsheet 7/16 x 50'
Genoa sheet 7/16 x 80'
Vang 7/16 x 30'
Backstay Adjust 5/16 x 35'
Main Halyard 1/2 x 100'
Genoa Halyard 1/2 x 100'
Outhaul 5/16 x 40'
1st reef 5/16 x 50'
2nd reef 5/16 x 60'

Standing Rigging
Forestay 1/4" x 43' 10"
Fwd Lower 7/32 x 21' 10"
Aft Lower 7/32 x 22' 1/2"
upper 1/4 x 43' 6"
Backstay 1/4 x 36'
Bridle 7/32 x 10' 11"
ALOHA 34' Mast step to collar - 80"

Note: Measurements are affected by the distance from the mast step to the top of the deck collar. Vary your uppers
and forestay the same amount as your distance differs with the listed length. Vary lowers 1/2" for every 1" difference.
David & Carla added: “This came from a spec sheet they gave me a copy of. They said that the standing rigging was
usually a problem to get the right lengths on a new boat, so if someone is replacing theirs I would suggest that close
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attention be paid to the lengths they have now, because they could vary. The sheet I have has some hand
corrections to the original values...”.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Su00/10, Sp2001)

SPREADERS
PROBLEM: Fading or oxidation of paint on spreaders (especially black) which comes off on hands, causes black
streaks down the white mast, and generally detracts cosmetically from the appearance of the boat.
REMEDY: Repaint the spreaders.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Several alternatives have been tried successfully:
PETIT gloss black EASYPOXY - a single component polyurethane paint
Sand all the original black paint off the spreaders using 400 wet-o-dry sandpaper
Apply two coats of #6455 metal primer
Apply two coats of the EASYPOXY.
TREMCLAD
Lightly sand the spreaders and wash with acetone
Spray them with black TREMCLAD – 2 coats [still good after 10 mo. in Bahamas]
POWDER-COATING
One owner with white spreaders reports: “I had the spreaders and parts of the EDSON quadrant
powder-coated white. Sanding the bare aluminum very smoothly ensured a good bond. Three years later it
still looks like new.”
(Source: 1. Profile 171, 185, 226, 214; 2. Newsletter SP97/12)

TUNING THE RIG
PROBLEM: The rigging must be balanced to hold the mast in position.
REMEDY:
A. A tension gauge will typically include a guide showing the correct tension for each size of wire.
B. Tune the rigging as follows:
1. Step the mast and attach all standing rigging.
2. The masthead is centred laterally first. Tie off the main halyard to reach the top of the toerail and adjust
upper shroud turnbuckles until the mast is centred athwart ships.
3. Set up fore-aft alignment. Most masts are vertical; however, some are raked aft. A weight hung from the
main halyard will show alignment. Don’t forget to allow for “hook” or “bend” if you have any [not likely on our
Alohas]. Sighting from shore is likely adequate here.
4. Install the wedges at the partners. A little dish detergent helps.
5. Sight up the mast and draw straight with the lower shrouds. Holding the main halyard taut against the main
sail track as a check.
6. Check that the mast is still centred [see #2]
7. Pull, at the same time, both forward lowers; aft lowers; uppers to see if tension is about equal. [long arms
help]
8. Go sailing in a moderate wind – 10 to 15 knots – and take up undue slack on lowers taking up both sides an
equal number of turns. Remember, there will a little slack on the leeward side. Don’t overdo this step.
9. Verify the mast is centred [Step #2] and the ship sails equally on both tacks.
C. As a more complete source of advice on rigging to two articles in the May/June 1999 issue of GOOD OLD BOAT.
(Source: 1. 214; 2. Newsletter Su99/18-4)

TURNBUCKLES, RIGGING
PROBLEM: As the vessel ages, corrosion may occur on the threads of the turnbuckles (otherwise known as bottle
screws) thus making them hard to turn.
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REMEDY: It has been suggested by an insurance surveyor that it would be good practice to put a bit of grease at
the top of each bottle screw at the start of each season. The practice of annually disassembling the turnbuckle and
brushing the threads with a fine wire brush will improve its operation.
(Source: 1. Profile 167)
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SAFETY & ALERTS
SAFETY & ALERTS
[see CHAINPLATES]

safety alerts
ABANDON-SHIP KIT, SAFETY
PROBLEM: Make emergency equipment available for quick and easy access.
REMEDY: An owner reports the following complement of equipment in his profile:
“SAFETY EQUIPMENT LOCKER, COCKPIT: I have mounted a large powder fire extinguisher under the cover of
the stern lazarette. I have also fitted two rubber coated wire baskets in the same locker space with bungee cords to
retain two life preservers and my special emergency kit. The kit contains a flare gun, lots of spare flares, an am/fm
radio, some first aid equipment, smoke flares, water dye, a thermal blanket (faced with aluminium) a mirror, and
some other safety-related items. These are all contained in a relatively water-tight plastic tool box.”
(Source: 1. Profile 157)

ELECTRICAL FIRE
A serious electrical fire occurred on Hull #163 in northern Georgian Bay, caused by a defective ground. The ground
had been provided by a single bolt through the engine room wall from the long locker under the quarter berth. This
bolt provided a grounding tie-point for the entire vessel. Vibration caused the nut to loosen, degrading the ground.
Prior symptoms were:
erratic and unreliable operation of the LORAN;
erratic readings on the control unit for the Nova Kool refrigeration;
inability to communicate via the VHF radio
SUGGESTED ACTION:
Check to see if your vessel uses this grounding method. If so check the integrity of all connections.
Install a smoke detector (always good advice!)
Install additional fire extinguishers, including one close to the forward berth.
Obtain a fire blanket, obtainable from fire safety companies, and keep it accessible.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/8)

FIRE BLANKET
PROBLEM: Need additional fire protection equipment.
REMEDY: A fire blanket aboard offers added protection and takes up little space.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: After their experience with an on-board electrical fire, (See FIRE, above) the Sinclairs
report:
“We bought a re-useable fire blanket! I never heard of a fire blanket before but was able to find one at a fire safety
company. It hangs on the face of the chart table in its own handy case where it is very accessible. Recommended in
case of stove fire, for example and big enough to cover a person if necessary.”
(Source: 1. Profile 163)

FLOODING
PROBLEM: One owner reported two incidents of flooding. One was caused by a broken plastic through-hull fitting
at the bilge pump overboard discharge, allowing the bilge pump discharge to return to the bilge. The other incident
was caused by a hose coming off a pump feeding lake-water to galley and head faucets, resulting in the pump
running continuously and pumping lake-water into the bilge.
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REMEDY: Check all through-hull fittings regularly. Replace as necessary with bronze fittings. Ensure all hoses are
properly secured and double clamped if possible.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
 Close all sea cocks when not needed.
 Install an automatic bilge pump if you don’t already have one.
 Consider installing a bilge alarm to warn of a high level of water in the bilge.
 Place appropriate size wooden plugs “at the ready” at each through-hull fitting.
 Install a manual bilge pump if you don’t already have one. Exercise this pump regularly to make sure it
will work if you should ever need it.
 Replace all plastic through-hulls with bronze.
NOTE: an inexpensive bilge alarm can be made from a cheap smoke detector; just connect 2 wires to the
contacts and place a warning level in the bilge.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F96/10, F96/19)

SAFETY HARNESS PAD EYES
PROBLEM: Requirement for anchor points to which to clip a safety harness.
REMEDY: One owner reports having installed two pad eyes in the cockpit.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1. Drill holes for mounting the pads, twice the required bolt diameter. Fill the holes with epoxy to make a solid
base. Allow it to harden. Drill the holes for the mounting bolts, and complete the installation. (The epoxy base
prevents any water that may make it under the pad from entering the core).
2. Alternatively, drill the holes the diameter of the bolts. Place a nail bent like an “L” in a variable speed drill
and undercut the deck about 1”. Fill with thickened epoxy and redrill. This approach should be used to
preserve the original deck appearance if it will not be covered by the hardware.
Note: all pad eyes to which safety harnesses will be attached should have metal backing plates
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 214; 2. BH)

SECURITY ALARM
PROBLEM: Protection of boat and contents.
REMEDY: Install a security alarm.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
The owner of Northern Spirit has installed a burglar alarm system that was specially made for him. This system
consists of a switch at the hatch cover, which trips an audible alarm, with a hidden shut-off switch for owner entry.
NOTE: this is another application of the inexpensive smoke detector [see FLOODING]
(Source: 1. Profile 157)

Also see: Chain plates and Rudder for complete descriptions of vessel safety issues.
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SAILS
SAILS
ANCHOR TRYSAIL, SAILS
PROBLEM:
One problem with the Aloha 34 is the tendency to wander, or sail around the anchor in a breeze,
occasioning some consternation among neighbouring vessels.
REMEDY: The problem has been resolved by having an anchor trysail, which reduces the wandering arc to about
30 degrees. The tack is bent onto the end of the boom, the peak to the main halyard and the clew to the pad-eye on
the transom to which the backstay tensioner is made fast. Cost was about Cdn $150. It can be set in two minutes
and can also be used as a heavy weather trysail.
(Source: 1. Profile 223)

CRUISING SPINNAKER/GENNAKER
PROBLEM: Variety of spinnaker type sails.
REMEDY: Identify spinnaker type sails used by, and experiences of, owners.
PROFILE NO
146
167

223

SAILS
GENNAKER: Cruising chute (cut-down spinnaker)
Purchased a “GENNAKER” cruising spinnaker in 1985.
Although it is “fun to use”, having a 150% genoa makes it
almost redundant. Owner would not make it a priority item to
purchase again.
Gennaker and snuffer.

(Source: 1. Profile 146, 167, 223)

GENOA, REPLACEMENT SIZE, SAILS
PROBLEM: Choose the proper size replacement genoa.
REMEDY: The Spring 1998 Newsletter covers several comments and recommendations ranging from 130% to
155%, and includes typical prices for various weights. The consensus seems to be that the ALOHA 34 can take a
150% genoa in most conditions, but in practice, a 130% will do quite nicely if you sail in stronger winds, while the
lighter summer winds of Lake Ontario would require a 150% genoa. For furling installations, owners report
satisfaction with both 135% and 150% sizes.
(Source: 1Profile 176; 2. Newsletter Sp98/14, F98/19, Sp99/17, Sp00/15,23, Sp2001/32)

LAZY JACK
PROBLEM: Requirement to contain the mainsail when being lowered.
REMEDY: Install a lazy jack system.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
One owner has installed a Harken lazy jack system to the boom; this works well to keep the main off the deck.
Others have installed a home made arrangement with which they are equally happy.
There are dozens of lazy-jack configurations. I found this one in a sail magazine a few years ago. You will need a
horn cleat, 4 eye-straps and 4 small blocks often called “bullet blocks” and enough pre-stretched polyester braid line,
I suggest 3/8” would be ample. The eye-straps can be mounted with ½”, #10 self-tapping screws or with pop-rivets.
The cleat will need about 1½”, #10 self-tapping screws.
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Improvements:

A= 70% mast height
B= 30% boom length
C= 55% boom length
D= 80% boom length
E= 50+% mast height

1) Replace eye-straps on the mast with blocks to permit
adjustment or retracting when sailing to minimize chafe.
Put a small hook on each side of the mast to allow you to
bring the lazy-jack lines forward.
2) Change “B” eye-strap to a cleat and “D” cleat to an eyestrap and re-rig to allow for adjustments at the inboard
end of the boom when under sail.
3) Move the blocks on the mast to the spreader about 6” out
from the mast to reduce main hang-up when raising or
lowering.

E

A

B
C

D

(Source: 1. Profile 176; 2. BH, LH)

MAIN REEFING
PROBLEM: Reefing the main often requires going forward to the mast in heavy weather.
REMEDY: Lead lines back to the cockpit for more comfortable and safer reefing.
SUGGESTED ACTION:




Install a turning block in the mast collar.
Add lines which run from the reefing hooks, up and through the reefing cringles and back down to the
turning block.
Lead the lines aft to the cockpit.

(Source: 1. Profile 152)

SAIL VARIETY
PROBLEM: A variety of sails.
REMEDY: Identify sails used by, and experiences of, other owners.
In general, foresail preferences vary with sailing locale, with lighter air areas preferring 150% (even 160%) genoas,
while 130% serves many others quite well. There is general agreement on the ALOHA's ability to handle a significant
blow. One owner reports good satisfaction using a sail with a shortened luff and a 6" pennant at the tack for better
visibility and cleaner tacking..
Profile #
114

121
163

211

SAILS USED
LAM Sails, (Hong Kong via Vancouver): main, cruising spinnaker,
genoas (2) 180% for light air (use it most), 150% (not quite as good in
light air), jib, storm jib, drifter.
All original sails; a storm jib (never used), jib (minimal use), #2 (never
used); genoa (used 99% of time), and mainsail.
Replaced original ULMER KOLIUS main and genoa in 1994 with DOYLE
BOSTON fully battened mainsail and a QUICKSILVER foresail
(70-110-140). Original Lapper sail was retained because it s considered
a better alternative than shortening the QUICKSILVER when ample
notice is available. Roller reefing changed to ULTRA FURL from original
wire cabling unit.
ULMER KOLIUS main and 150% genoa

(Source: 1. Profile 114, 121, 163, 195, 211; 2. Newsletter Sp99/17)
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UTILITIES
UTILITIES
HEAD
FAUCETS, HEAD
PROBLEM: Need to repair or replace the water taps in the head. Replacement parts may be difficult to find and may
exceed the cost of a new fixture.
REMEDY: Consider replacing the entire faucet assembly. A suitable replacement fixture with hot, cold, and shower
can be found at most RV supply stores.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12)

ODOUR, HEAD
PROBLEM: One of the major nuisances connected with boating - either power OR sail - in inland and coastal waters
is how to prevent and/or overcome holding tank odours.
REMEDY: We have all had only limited success with these efforts, but following are some actions that will help.
Many head odours emanate from the waste-hose (although plastic holding tanks have been known to pass
odours after a long service life). The single most effective action you can take to reduce head odours is to
change out the originally supplied spiral-wound hose between the toilet and the holding tank. It is not
impermeable, and inevitably will pass odours after some time in service. Substitute a solid walled
impermeable waste-hose. By its stiff nature, the impermeable hose is somewhat difficult to bend and
therefore to fit, but the results are worth the effort. This action alone will significantly reduce the problem.
There are many good quality deodorant additives on the market. Find one you like, and use it generously.
Avoid allowing waste to sit in the hose by pumping for a longer period after each use than most of us
commonly do. (This, of course, will fill the holding tank more quickly).
If practicable, route the waste hose so that there are no low points in which waste can linger.
Pump out the holding tank promptly after a trip, even if it is not quite full, rather than leaving it until later.
After pumping out the holding tank, rinse it with fresh water by pumping lake water through the toilet (not
through the pump out fixture) thus flushing the waste-hose. Then pump out the tank again.
The 1997 summer edition of “DIY Boat Owner” has an excellent nine-page article, Prescription for Head, - Repairs
and Upgrades for the MSD”, in which the above issues are addressed. Concerning odours, it advises: “To check
your hose (or holding tank) for odour permeability, try the “Rag Test”. Wipe the outer surface of the hose (or holding
tank) with a (clean) damp cloth. If the cloth smells, the item is permeable. The only cure is to replace it
immediately”.
(Source: 1. Profile 157, MEK; 2. Newsletter Sp97/12, F97/10)

PUMP OUT, HEAD
The requirements for holding tanks and pump out facilities vary considerably, depending on the cruising area.
Regulations for Inland waters in both Canada and the USA prohibit even the presence on board of any capability to
pump sewage overboard, treated or otherwise. In coastal waters of the USA, it is not permitted to pump sewage
overboard, but a capability is to do so is allowed, recognising that the vessel will likely go into the open ocean at
times, as long as the capability (Y-valve or pump) is sealed while in shore.
Thus, it can be seen that no general rule exists, nor can one generalize about the equipment that should be on
board, except to say that any capability to pump sewage overboard is receiving less tolerance from lawmakers and
law enforcers. Therefore a functional holding tank should not be disabled, unless one is going off shore for a long
period of time. See MACERATOR PUMP
(Source: 1. Profile 121; 2. Newsletter Sp97/12)
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HOLDING TANK REPLACEMENT
PROBLEM: To overcome the odour problems referred to above, (See HEAD, ODOUR) some owners have replaced
the original plastic holding tank with steel or other material. Given the configuration of the vee-berth, the removal of
the tank may be a problem.
REMEDY: Following is a description of one owner’s experience:
“The white plastic tank (Polypropylene?) developed a permanent odour of the obnoxious kind and no amount of
washing seemed to help. It seems the tank absorbed some of the contents over the years. I replaced it with a
stainless steel tank, custom made to fit the same space.
I did have to cut out a small section of the liner to get the tank out. I did this with a jig saw so that I could put it back
into place and it is now held there with a bracket (on the underside). I took the tank out in one piece so that it could
be used as a model for the fabrication of the new tank. Putting the new tank in was not a problem since it was
identical to the original in size and shape. The new tank, along with new hoses took care of the problem quite nicely.
A second solution has been to remove the tank, fibreglass over it and reinstall, with new fittings and hoses. This also
seems to be effective in reducing odours.
There are also firms which, given the original as a pattern, will duplicate the tank in thick walled plastic, which should
perform adequately. Some tanks, perhaps because of a larger manufactured opening in the vee-berth support, have
been removed and replaced without having to cut the support. This was achieved in hull #146. On #214, the 2 2”X4”
wooded stubs fiberglassed to the hull were removed, allowing the head tank to slide back and be lifted out the
opening. After cleaning [at the carwash] it was replaced and 2, 90 degree angle brackets screwed into the remaining
part of the 2”X4” to keep tank in place.
In response to a question, Perry Basden FOGDUCKER A-28 #200 writes:
A short term fix would be to purchase some Fiberglas cloth and epoxy and repair the existing leak. Basically, what
you do is drain the tank (I assume this has already been done as the boat has probably been hauled for the winter),
thoroughly clean the area and prepare the surface for repair. Cut Fiberglas cloth into pieces which will cover the
leaking area with several layers of cloth. Once satisfied with the fit, remove the pieces, saturate them with epoxy and
reinstall them. Saturate the whole area with epoxy and let it cure. This should solve the leak problem, but the
corrosion will continue under the cloth. This "fix" would probably last several years without problem and would cost
about $50.00 - $75.00 to do. A long term fix would be to remove the tank and either replace it with a new steel one or
a polyethylene one. Once you remove your tank, a steel fabricating shop can make you a new one using the old one
for a pattern. Plastic tanks are available in Toronto from Holland Marine Products (
http://www.hollandmarine.com ) or other suppliers. Raritan Engineering ( http://raritaneng.com ) in the U. S.
also has stock or custom tanks available. I would suggest having two vent lines installed in whatever tank you go
with. Most vessels have only one vent line which leads to anaerobic bacteria (and odour) in the tanks. Two vent lines
in the tank with two vents (one on each side of the hull ) will prevent this.
I assume your holding tank is in the V-berth area. It will be necessary to create a hole large enough to get the tank
through. On my A28 I have an access panel that is about 24" X 24", certainly not large enough to remove the tank. I
would suggest following the side of the hull and remove most of the horizontal area that the V-berth cushions rest on.
Leave about a 4" or 5" wide area where this horizontal surface attaches to the hull. This will be used later to resecure the removed panel. Use a router with a small diameter bit or sabre saw and cut the hole in the horizontal area
above the tank. Remove the tank.
Before reinstalling the new tank, cut pieces of 1/2" thick waterproof plywood about 5" wide and fit these pieces to the
underside of the area left along the hull, leaving half the area of the wood exposed. Be sure to saturate the wood with
epoxy before installing it to prevent moisture damage in the future. Glue the wood strips to the underside of the
opening using epoxy. The intent of this wood is to form a "shelf" that the removed panel can rest on. Once the epoxy
has cured to full strength, install the new tank and redo the plumbing as necessary. The panel can then be
reinstalled. It can be made permanent by spreading epoxy on the exposed wood surface and laying the panel into
position. Fill the kerf area from the original removal with epoxy thickened with filler additives. Once this has cured,
you may want to sand the area and refinish it with a marine paint, just to make it look nice.. Another alternative would
be to affix the panel with stainless screws and garnish washers. If you have any future problems, the panel can be
easily removed for service.”
Another Aloha owner, Mike Leroux, had one built of stainless steel in Toronto. “I believe it cost me $550”
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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Migs of Sea Vixen added: “If you decide to replace your steel holding tank with polyethylene (plastic) tanks, the
original supplier to Ouyang Boatworks of the plastic holding (& water) tanks for many of our ALOHA's was SHIRLON
Plastics of Cambridge, Ontario, phone (519) 623-3180, who are still in business. We are told that SHIRLON still have
the original measurements in their records for both the ALOHA 34 holding & water tanks. Check their web site at:

http://www.shirlonplastics.com/SHframeCustom.html .
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 188, 205: 2. Newsletter F97/10)

REPLACEMENT HEAD
PROBLEM: The Jabsco Model 59128-0000 toilet supplied as original equipment was discontinued by the
manufacturer in 1998. It is no longer available, nor are parts and components. It has been replaced by a new model,
which works quite well, but which is incompatible with the old one in terms of mounting holes, hose connection
angles, etc. The significance of this is that if, for example, the drain plug on the old model cracks, creating a leak, you
cannot obtain a new base as could have been done in prior years.
REMEDY: If the old unit cannot be repaired by means of glue or caulking, the only option is to buy a complete new
toilet, fill in the old mounting holes in the fibreglass, drill new ones and install.
Alternatively, Sea Vixen reported "…BRYDON BOY appears to have been sold out to ITT/PAR. The replacement
model is "ITT/PAR (JABSCO) manual toilet standard bowl part # 29090-0000", somewhat similar, for C$129.00.
Installation is fairly simple.” Two of the four mounting holes aligned with the existing holes so drill two new holes for
the lag bolts. The new base covers the two old holes which can be caulked to keep the water out.
Might as well replace the hoses while you’re at it as this is the greatest source of odours. Mike Leroux, MIKRON
#188 it takes 7 feet to replace the hose. This measurement was taken from the original hose.
(Source: Profile 146, 2. Newsletter Sp2001)

SHORING UP HOLDING TANK, HEAD
PROBLEM: An owner (of one of the earlier models) found it necessary to replace and/or shore up the bulkheads
containing the holding and water tanks in place, after several of them came loose. Another found that (after twenty
years) one of the water tanks developed a leak, due to a crack in the middle bottom front of the tank, where there
was no support. It was supported only at the ends, and crashing off a few waves with full tanks appears to have
placed more strain than it could stand.
REMEDY: These seem to have been rare, or at any rate, unreported, problems but it may be a good idea to check
them out. Repair bulkheads by sanding or grinding the area and applying fibreglass cloth with epoxy resin.
(Source: 1. Profile 117)

SHOWER
PROBLEM: Reduce usage and leaking of water in the shower.
REMEDY: Route lake water into the hot water supply to conserve fresh water, and provide a barrier for leakage while
showering.
SUGGESTED ACTION/ Remedies tried by other owners:
1. To conserve fresh water supply, installed a Y-valve to allow option of pumping lake water through the hot
water heater. [NOTE: this can contaminate your drinking supply in some cases]
2. Attach a 3-cornered strip of teak level with the inside bottom edge of each shower/head door. This will
prevent stray water from leaking round the bottom of the doors into the cabin area.
3. There are two views on the use of curtains. One owner installed three hooks, one at the centre and one on
each side, above the upper edges of the doors on the frame, to hang an easily removable plastic shower
curtain; his comment: “Works well”. Another owner, who seldom uses the shower because he finds it too
small and awkward, reports: “Tried to play with plastic curtains, but it was not practical”.
4. Use a “SunShower” in the cockpit to conserve water and prevent mildew. An in-line electric pump and a foot
switch made from a bilge pump switch will both ease the use and conserve water.
(Source: 1. Profile 168, 230, 214)
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HOSE CLAMPS, DOUBLING UP
PROBLEM: A marine surveyor has advised one owner to put a second stainless steel hose clamp on all through hull
hose fittings.
REMEDY: This is good standard practice, and some manufacturers do so as a matter of course. The safety benefits
are obvious.
(Source: 1. Newsletters F96/19, F97/10)

INSTRUMENTS
PROBLEM: Identify unusual or unique instruments used by, and experiences of, other owners.
REMEDY: Review other owners’ installations and comments.
Profile #

Instruments/Comments

167

Engine Tachometer: Installed above the cockpit engine panel, for better engine
usage. DATAMARINE “CORINTHIAN”: Mounted on forward cockpit bulkhead to
the left of cabin hatch, backing into cane galley locker. Depth Sounder S200DL:
Excellent, although there are times when in weed, passing through wake or over
fish and other wild life, when I yearn for our last boat’s old analogue SEAFARER
3! Unlike analogue displays, our digital displays only the closest object, whether it
be weed, wake or whale. Knotmeter/Log S100KL: Excellent, and the log feature
is invaluable when running a blind passage in reduced visibility. However when in
the proximity (1/2 a mile) of a cellular phone antenna located on a local island, it
can register our boat’s speed of up to 30 knots(!) due to interference.
DATAMARINE disclaimed any knowledge of, or solution for, this problem. Wind
“Machine” LX360: Excellent, providing both digital wind speed and analogue
(pointer) relative wind direction. When racing, I would have liked also
DATAMARINE’S “Trim Indicator” and “Wind Expander”. SERVICE: Very good.
Local dealer repaired a blown diode in the knot meter quickly & reasonably. In
1992 DATAMARINE was given a “...WHERE CREDIT IS DUE” pat on the back
by “PRACTICAL SAILOR” for providing replacement white plastic weather
covers for its instruments, without charge. I wrote to them & they provided the
same for me, free of charge. Contact DATAMARINE INTERNATIONAL INC., 53
Portside Dr., POCASSET, MA 02559, (617) 563-7151.
DATAMARINE S-200DL depth sounder and S-100KL knot meter (I don’t race the
boat so I have no wind instrumentation). MICROLOGIC ML-7500 LORAN:
installed in 1985. I have been very happy with the support I have received from
these people. A few years after I bought the unit, I had some difficulty with it.
When I contacted the service department, I was told to send the unit to them.
While they had it to correct the problem they also upgraded the software. I have
made a few boo-boos while using the unit and received, over the phone, very
helpful suggestions from them to correct my mistakes.
Logitech wind, speed and depth with a Furuno GPS tied into a laptop with
electronic charting software.
DANA PLUS speed, depth, log and wind speed.
SIGNET Instruments

185

214
222
223

(Source: 1. Profile 167, 185, 214, 222, 223)

PROPANE
10-LB TANK REPLACEMENT
PROBLEM: Locating a replacement 10-pound propane tank
REMEDY: Re-conditioning the valves is an option if there is not too much rust. Another option is to contact a local
Canadian Tire Corp. (CTC) store. However, on making inquiries in Victoria BC at one of the CTC Stores, it was
Copyright  2002 Aloha 34 Owners’ Network
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stated that although 10 lb. tanks are still being manufactured, because of a lack of demand CTC (Victoria) is no
longer carrying them in inventory. The best CTC can supply is a 5 lb. tank CTC Catalogue #85-2009-8 selling for
Cdn$34.99(!).
EDITOR’S NOTE: Home Hardware still carried 10 lb tanks in 2001.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12)

CONNECTION HOSE, PROPANE
PROBLEM: Should copper tubing or rubber hose be used to run from a propane tank to an appliance?
The owner of hull number 197 questioned:
“I am installing a propane heater (FORCE 10) on DREAM CATCHER. I have been forewarned to make the
connection from the dedicated propane locker to the heater with one piece of copper tubing. This I will do, but I have
since discovered that the connection of my existing propane stove is in two pieces (copper to rubber hose on the
stove itself). Do others have the same connection? I realise that the rubber hose is necessary to be flexible when the
stove is gimballed. However, what would stop me from having only one connection (rubber flexible hose) from stove
all the way to dedicated locker, thus circumventing any dangerous connections ‘onboard’? Is there something
inherently inferior about rubber hose & propane?”
REMEDY: The response was to the effect that, “We see nothing wrong with proper quality rubber hosing. Most of
the later ALOHA 34’s were thus fitted. Our surveyor suggested adding protective “sleeves” wherever a hose passed
through a bulkhead or where there was any likelihood of abrasion. At his suggestion, I used short lengths of clear
plastic hose, about 1-½ inches in length & sized just large enough to fit around the propane hose. We cut the hose
length-wise, fitted it around the propane hose, taped it together in place with regular electrician’s tape and it has
worked since.
Our rubber hose in SEA VIXEN, as “factory built”, runs from the tank to the PALOMA water heater in the head, with a
fitting off for the stove. As you no doubt know, a reliable propane sniffer, properly installed, is essential.”
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp98/14)
NOTE: Surveyors have recommended propane lines should be continuous and flexible from the source to
the appliance.

ENLARGING TANK STORAGE, PROPANE
PROBLEM: Modification of propane storage compartments to accept (A) 2-1/2 gallon propane tanks and (B) 10pound aluminium tanks.
REMEDY: Two owners who have dealt with this problem report as follows:
“Both propane storage compartments had to be modified to hold the 2-½ gallon aluminium tanks. About 12 inches
from the bottom, I made a cut all the way around the compartment. I suspended the bottom from the top two inches
with wire. Then I pop riveted four-inch strips of hard Fiberglas over the opening and removed the wire. I then
completely covered all the sides with two layers of Fiberglas, which was later painted. On the bottom of each
compartment, I placed Dri-Dek Panels, which keeps the bottom of the tank dry”
“We have 10 lb. aluminium tanks. Thus, no rust or flakes clog orifices or burners. I cut around the sides (of the
propane tank lockers), about 4” above the bottom of the locker. After lowering it the necessary distance (to take my
new tanks), maybe 2”, fibreglass strips 4” x ¼ were set into 3M-5200 (cement) and were then bolted on the outside,
giving me again a watertight compartment. The drain hole is still high enough. You might have to shorten the hose so
the no water will stay in there. I use a webbing strap to hold the tank in place.”
(Source: 1. Profile 176; 2. Newsletter F97/14)

SOLENOID SWITCH REPLACEMENT, PROPANE
PROBLEM: Broken propane solenoid switch: One vessel-owner reported that during some heavy duty sailing, they
broke (snapped off) the plastic push on-off switch portion of the propane solenoid control head in the galley.
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REMEDY: They advise, “We removed the panel, unscrewed the broken switch portion and found a heavy duty 5
amp replacement toggle type solenoid switch for C$35.86 at a local electrical parts store; thus we did not have to
replace the entire solenoid arrangement.”
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp97/12)

STORAGE, VENTING, PROPANE
PROBLEM: Propane locker drain hoses installed in boat built in 1982 were too long to provide effective drainage for
the heavier-than-air propane, in that they dipped down below the outlet, looped up and collected water.
REMEDY: The drain hoses were shortened and OUYANG indicated they would issue a service bulletin for
previously built Alohas.
(Source: 1. Profile 167)

TANKS – ALUMINIUM, PROPANE
PROBLEM: Steel propane tanks are prone to rust. Aluminium tanks seem to solve this problem, but those currently
available don’t fit the lockers provided.
REMEDY: See PROPANE TANK STORAGE, ENLARGING

PUMPS
BILGE, PUMP
PROBLEM: Early models of the Aloha 34 were delivered with no electric bilge pump, only a “Whale-gusher” in the
cockpit. Subsequent models were fitted with electric pumps but wired incorrectly, creating a fire hazard.
REMEDY: Several owners have installed various makes of electric bilge pumps where none were originally provided.
One owner installed a secondary manual pump with a 24-inch handle in the centre of the cockpit sole. Another
owner received his boat from the builder with the automatic bilge pump in the keel hard-wired to the battery switch in
a way that it worked on either bank #1 or #2.
He reports, “One day, shortly after switching the batteries from “off” to #1, we smelled smoke and heard a sizzling
noise. We switched the battery off again and opened the engine room to find the wire between the battery and the
switch red hot, with the insulation “frying”. It was close to a fire situation. When we discovered the hard wiring and
that there was no fuse in the line, we contacted the dealer, as the boat was still under warranty. He fitted an in-line
fuse between the (replacement) pump and the battery switch.
He said that the OUYANG company in Whitby issued a service bulletin for dealers to check for this problem in other
boats and install the required fuse, if not already fitted.”
(Source: 1. Profile 115,152,159,163,165,167,211)

CYCLING BILGE PUMP
PROBLEM: The amount of water remaining in the hose, from the bilge pump (at the bottom of the bilge) to the
through hull, is enough to bring the water level back up to re-activate the float switch. Whenever the float switch
shuts off the bilge pump, the water rushes back down the hose to top up the bilge enough to restart the whole
process over, again, and again...
REMEDY: Suggested actions:
RESTLESS SOLE #222 replied: “I had the same problem when I purchased RESTLESS. I DID install a one way
valve about 12" above the bilge pump. This solved the problem perfectly as far as I was concerned and I now feel
much more comfortable leaving the boat unattended.
On Enchantment #214 the float switch is mounted on a block that raises it about 1.5” above the pump intake. The
returning water does not activate the float switch. A check valve is also installed to prevent siphoning while hard over
on a starboard tack.
(Source: 1. Newsletter Sp2001)
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DECKWASH, PUMP
[see ANCHOR PRESSURE WASHER]
PROBLEM: Providing water to be used to wash down the anchor rode and anchor after retrieval.
REMEDY: A deckwash pump was installed in the anchor well, under the lip of the lid.
(Source: 1. Profile 205, 214)

FRESHWATER, PUMP
PROBLEM: Owners have added, replaced and relocated fresh water pumps.
REMEDY: Fresh water foot pumps have been added in both the galley and head areas. One owner replaced the
original freshwater pump with a PAR-MAX #19805-0000 (ITT JABSCO) which seems to be quieter and relocated it,
and a water filter, forward on the engine space side of the quarter berth bulkhead above the bilge and sump pumps.
Another owner positioned a new PAR3 pump midships on the forward bulkhead of the engine compartment.
(Source: 1. Profile 115,121,162,167,171)

GALLEY, SALT WATER, PUMP
PROBLEM: A desire to have a water supply in the galley that will not deplete the limited supply of onboard water.
REMEDY: A salt-water hand pump was installed at the sink.
(Source: 1. Profile 176)

MACERATOR PUMP
PROBLEM: Requirement to pump waste into or out of holding tank.
REMEDY: Install a macerator pump to grind and pump the waste.
OWNERS’ INSTALLATIONS:
Hull No.
Comments
152
“Installed macerator pump, which will pump either out a through-hull
fitting or a deck fitting (boat came with a “Y”-valve).”
162
“Added macerator pump for the holding tank.”
181
“I have added a PAR macerator pump to empty the holding tank when I
am out past the three mile limit. “
205
“I installed a Y-valve on the holding tank discharge line, through-hull and
macerator pump to empty the holding tank offshore.”
167
“…We again plugged our BRYDON BOY - a broken stem in the plunger.
We decided to replace the whole toilet with the new model “ITT/PAR
(JABSCO) manual toilet standard bowl part #29090-0000”, somewhat
similar to the original. While at it, we replaced all hose & installed a
macerator pump. While replacing the head, we detected a strong odour
from the hose connecting the head to the holding tank and to the
over-the-side-discharge. On making inquiries, we were told that the type
of original plastic hose used by OUYANG YACHTS was susceptible to
absorbing smell & that the problem would get worse. We decided to
replace the entire 25 feet of hose (including macerator connections, see
below) with “proper” 1 ½” sanitation hose at C$4.44 per foot. While we
were making modifications, we added a JABSCO Heavy Duty
“Self-Priming” Diaphragm Waste Pump Part #59090-0012 on a small
shelf fitted to the aft bulkhead of the holding tank compartment under the
vee-berth. This would enable us to remove sewage from the holding tank
without the requirement for a shore pump-out station, not readily
available in this area. (They are not required, except to meet USCG
regulations in U.S. waters, thanks to the considerable flushing action of
the natural tidal action.) Installation was relatively easy, by virtue of a “Y”
valve fitting. We wired the pump to one of the spare (15 amp.) circuit
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breakers on the electrical panel.”
We installed a macerator pump and “Y-Valve” under the V-berth forward
of the head tank. The sewage goes to the head tank and is pumped out
from there. This allows us to pump-out outside of anchorages. Total
pump out time is about 3 minutes.

(Source: 1. Profile 152, 162, 167, 181, 205; 2. Newsletter Sp97/12)

SHOWER SUMP, PUMP
PROBLEM: The Water Puppy pump installed in many Alohas to function as a shower sump pump has been replaced
on occasion because it blows fuses, and seems to have failed.
REMEDY: There are three things to be aware of in this connection.
The pump requires a slow blow fuse.
If the pump is not used for some time, the impeller tends to stick in its housing, to the point that it does not allow the
pump motor to turn, and thus blows the fuse – slow blow or not. This can be repaired by removing the pump from
the engine-room wall, inverting it, undoing the screws holding the impeller cover, removing the cover and unsticking
the impeller by hand.
If there is some doubt as to the integrity of the pump motor, it can be checked by running the pump with the impeller
removed. It should spin freely and quietly.
(Source: 1. Profile 162, 2. MEK)

RAW WATER, PUMP
[see Cooling under Engine]

REFRIGERATION
GENERAL, REFRIGERATION
PROBLEM: In general, refrigeration requires a significant amount of battery power
REMEDY: “One cannot have too many batteries if refrigeration is installed” is a common comment. Also of primary
importance, sufficient insulation is required for reasonable performance from your unit, especially in the tropics. This
usually involves adding insulation around the fridge. Owners, especially those going south or off shore, have
customized their installations.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
The following is a procedure as submitted by an owner to increase icebox insulation. “My icebox had two inches of
insulation so I added insulation to the ice box as follows: In the engine compartment, I placed insulation under the
box and added four inches to the side, which was covered by ¼ inch plywood. On the 1982 model there was a pull
out trash bin to the left of the (ice) box where later models had drawers to the left. In the port lazarette, I cut a small
hole in the bulkhead near the hull and filled the open air space with insulation; then added two inches of insulation to
the bulkhead, which was covered by plywood. Inside the box, I added two inches of Fiberglas covered insulation to
the front wall and two inch blocks to the top around the opening. The lid was also filled with insulation.“
The icebox lid may be hinged for convenience, with a hatch spring used to keep the lid open when accessing the
inside.
A big improvement was found when the lid was insulated. Drill a couple of small holes in the underside of the hollow
lid and inject spray foam insulation into the cavity.
Stackable plastic storage bins added to the inside of the box can make better use of the area.
A small battery operated fan, purchased in an RV parts store, and kept in the bottom of the icebox to circulate the
cold air is used by one owner. He reports that it runs “forever” on 2 C batteries.
A common location for the compressor is high up in the port locker, with the advantage of reduced noise inside the
salon. More than 1 owner has the unit installed in the area to the left under the sink. To help in this installation, an
opening was cut for a settee storage door, and a storage shelf with a large capacity was placed on the bottom.
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For a southern trip, an owner reports: “Reconfigured ice box compartment with a wall. Put refrigeration unit in smaller
side, creating freezing compartment on one side, and cooling on other. Also added shelves, and re-insulated
periphery and top with 2 more inches of closed cell insulation.”
One owner has added a small indoor/outdoor thermometer to help manage the refrigerator temperature, thereby
minimizing battery drain. The unit purchased from automotive hardware stores such as Canadian Tire (Approx.
Cdn$12.00) has an added bonus in providing a galley clock.
One successful installation uses a dedicated battery with a wind generator. The owner sprayed as much of the
outside of the icebox as could be reached with insulating spray foam.
Sailing in the Sea of Cortez offers all the typical refrigeration challenges, which were addressed by one owner
through a combination of the following: replacement of the 60 amp alternator with an Ample Power105 alternator
and regulator, the addition of an Alder/Barbour refrigerator/freezer to supplement the existing Norcold unit, a Honda
2500 gasoline generator, and the addition of 3 1/2" foam inside the refrigerator box on all sides.
(Source: 1. Profiles 148, 154, 163, 176, 194, 196, 205, 207, 214; 2. Newsletter SP00/14)

ADLER BARBOUR, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
121

140
146
152
154
162
176
185

195

207

Comments
Previous owner added an ADLER BARBOUR refrigeration unit mounted in port
cockpit-locker on a shelf. Also added 2” of insulation on outside of icebox.
Works well.
On vessel when purchased. Compressor under port settee.
Reduced size of fridge by adding 6" of foam and acrylic sheeting. The heat of
the engine when motoring kept the fridge cycling.
Compressor under sink.
Compressor under sink and dry storage.
Owner’s comments: I installed an Adler Barbour Coldmachine (Model
DCM-12 {SFV-1}) in June of 1984 in the cockpit port side lazarette. The hot
water heater was installed against the bulkhead in this area and I built a
platform just above it on which to mount the compressor. I also put a heavy
wire cage around it for protection. We selected this location to minimize the
compressor noise in the main cabin. We do not leave it turned on during the
week when we are not on the boat and we have been very happy with the way
it has performed. The system was recharged in July 1991. Ouyang did
provide adequate insulation on the sides and back of the icebox. However,
when the drawer unit was installed to the left of the box, this insulation was
skived out to make room for the drawers. The end result was that little
insulation existed between the hot engine compartment and the box. I added
insulation in this area when I installed the refrigeration unit. I also had to add
insulation to the ice box lid and the inside of the top of the box. All of this has
allowed us to return from a three week cruise with frozen food still frozen in the
bottom of the freezing unit (we usually end up taking a bit more food than we
eat).
Owner’s comments: ADLER/BARBOUR Super Cold Machine (refrigerator),
drawing about 8 amps, is installed in the port seat locker right over the water
heater just abaft the ice box. This 12v unit is air & water-cooled so is quite
suitable for the tropics. It has a freezer section with three removable ice trays
and room for several other items. Unit is available from DEFENDER IND., New
Rochelle, NY.
Owner’s Comments: I installed a NORCOLD refrigeration unit when the boat
was in the San Francisco area to be able to keep food on the boat during the
week. This was NOT adequate for Mexico. The ice chest was insulated on the
inside, reducing the area to about 4.5 cubic feet. I then installed, along with the
NORCOLD (it is 110/12 volt), an ADLER BARBOUR COLD MACHINE. To run
the refrigeration, the original battery set up was replaced with four 6-volt golf
cart batteries. They total over 200 amp hours and will run everything, at
anchor, for two days before needing recharging. In Mexico, where the
temperature is usually above 90 degrees and the water temperature can get
over 85 degrees, the unit runs much more than it did in San Francisco, but this
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system seems to work fine.
Model PB130. Initial comments were "Works great. Compressor mounted in
Sail Locker atop battery charger." Subsequent experience suggested a failed
compressor on the 1985 vintage unit, the Italian manufacturer of which has
since gone out of business. A replacement compressor now manufactured by
another company, and which has had high failure rates, would have cost US
$800. In this case, further investigation found a bad connection where the
compressor ground wire connects to the ground on the terminal block, and was
an easy fix. The investigation here points out that a true compressor failure on
the older units using R-12 will almost certainly require replacement of the entire
system. The new units use R-134 and the new compressors will not work with
R-12.

(Source: 1. Profiles 121, 146, 154, 162, 176, 185, 195, 207, 211; 2. Newsletter Sp99/16)

E-Z COLD, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
117
134
155
205

214

Comments
Model EK 12CPAW: Air/water cooled with cold plate
Refrigeration added 1995
Owner reports: "I have an EZ-kold air/water cooled refrigerator. It works well
but the icebox had no insulation at all as far as I can tell.... (ed. see
"Refrigeration, Insulation")..... Except for the insulation problem it all seems to
work OK.
Owner has replaced a NOVA COOL with EZ Cold Refrigeration/holding plate
#EK12CPAW -12v air & water cooled.

(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 134, 155, 205, 214)

FRIGOBOAT, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
129

Comments
"We have added Frigoboat refrigeration. We added 2 inches of insulation on all
sides, top and bottom to the interior of the box and recovered/sealed it all. The
refrigeration unit is water cooled by circulating the coolant through an
externally mounted cooling foot. So far duty cycle seems extremely efficient
and it is certainly cold and power draw is minimal as well. So far all summer we
have had the switch set at 2 (warm 1 - 5 cold) and temperature keeps between
-3C and +5C (28F & 41F)."

(Source: 1. Profile 129)

NORCOLD COMBINATION, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
125

Comments
Owner has installed a Norcold Combination refrigerator/freezer, top loading
110/12 V model #MRFT-630A into the dry locker space below the galley
counter next to the sink. "This has freed the massive & under-insulated icebox
to become one of the world's largest dry storage lockers (on a 34 footer)."

(Source: 1. Profile 125)

NORCOLD, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
165
207

Comments
Installed a Norcold 120-volt conversion SCQT 6800.
The NORCOLD refrigeration 110/12-volt unit was able to keep food on the boat
during the week when the boat was in San Francisco, but lacked sufficient
capacity for Mexico. The ice chest was insulated on the inside, reducing the
area to about 4.5 cubic feet, then supplemented with an ADLER BARBOUR
COLD MACHINE. The original battery set up was replaced with four 6-volt golf
cart batteries totalling more than 200 ampere-hours. Owner reports they “will
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run everything, at anchor, for two days before needing recharging. In Mexico,
where the temperature is usually above 90 degrees and the water temperature
can get over 85 degrees, the unit runs much more than it did in San Francisco,
but this system seems to work fine”.
(Source: 1. Profile 165, 207)

NOVA KOOL, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
132

159
163
167
196
214

215
222

Comments
Compressor is installed under quarterberth. Unit seems to start too often.
Owner to check insulation of refrigerator; also unit had a FREON leak that was
repaired.
12V NOVA KOOL with solid state controller.
Followed “simple” instructions and successfully installed model LT200-F in
1984. Compressor is installed on a shelf under galley sink.
12 V unit
Had a NOVA COOL unit (when it failed), replaced with EZ Cold
Refrigeration/holding plate #EK12CPAW -12v air & water-cooled.
Compartment divided to provide freezer and fridge.
In the Florida climate, found NOVA KOOL almost useless. Brought back ice
whenever possible, and ran unit only at dock.
NOVA KOOL COMPU COLD. Has a cooling water circulating pump for
extremely hot weather
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(Source: 1. Profile 132, 159, 163, 167, 196, 214, 222, 230; 2. Newsletter Su00/10)

SEA FROST, REFRIGERATION
Hull No.
152

Comments
SEA FROST engine-driven compressor holding plate refrigeration (boat came
with ADLER-BARBOUR 12V refrigeration).

(Source: 1. Profile 152)

TANK CAPACITIES
[ALSO SEE ALOHA 34 STATISTICS]
PROBLEM:
What are the tank volumes on the Aloha?
REMEDY:
They vary a bit but the following are common:
Fuel Tank
Fresh Water
Holding Tank (Head)
Hot Water

20 to 25 US gal.
2 X 30 US gal.
35 US gal.
6 US gal.

SUGGESTED ACTION:
Measure the volume if the tank is not labelled. (See TANK CAPACITY, FUEL)
(Source: 1. Profile 211)

TANKS, LEAKING, SHORING UP
PROBLEM:
Prevent movement or leaks.
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REMEDY:
Movement:
Leaks:

repair tank retainers.
reseal or replace gaskets

SUGGESTED ACTION:
True Love #117 reports the need to replace and/or shore up “bulkheads” which retain the holding tank and the water
tanks in place after they came loose.
Room to Dance #171 experienced leaks from the water tanks when heeled. Using SIKAFLEX and a new gasket in
the caps solved the problem.
Enchantment #214 cut off all but the last 2” of the “bulkhead” or posts holding the head tank from sliding back and
screwed on an “L” shaped piece of steel. This allows for easy tank removal should that become necessary in the
event of plumbing problems. Small pads of rubber were contact cemented on in areas where the tank contacted the
hull.
(Source: 1. Profile 117, 171, 214)

VENTILATION
AIR CONDITIONING, VENTILATION
Air conditioning has not been installed in a great number of Aloha 34's, excepting perhaps those vessels in southern
or tropical service. One such is hull #205, “Belize”, located in Florida. This boat has a 12,000 BTU air conditioning
unit, model V12K-C, manufactured by Grunert Refrigeration and distributed by Marine Air Systems. It requires 115
VAC shore power or generator.
(Source: 1. Profile 211)

DORADE VENTS, VENTILATION
[see Delamination]
PROBLEM: Several owners have reported water leaking into the cabin at the dorade vents. This seems to arise
from the fact that the drain hole to the outside may not be sufficiently lower than the vent opening into the salon to
allow efficient drainage.
REMEDY: Numerous fixes have been reported.
One owner built one-inch-high by 4 ¼-inch diameter aluminium collars around the two vent openings, sealing them
with DAP KWICK SEAL, These provide some margin for the water level to rise before overflow.
Others suggest drilling new lower drain holes in the dorade boxes, but this often doesn’t provide sufficient drainage to
totally cure the problem.
Another owner reports, “I put a dam all the way across and about 1 ½-inches high.”
It is basic maintenance, of course, to ensure that the drain holes don’t get plugged, by poking a wire through them
occasionally. (And, from time to time, take a look inside the dorades. Dead birds have been found there!)
Carla and David provided a step-by-step set of instructions on their repair of the Dorade area in MOMENTUM I #111
that many members will find useful. The addition of the teak on top of the Dorade boxes certainly adds to the
appearance of the ALOHA 34.
I bought a 1" thick teak plank and cut it the size of the top of the Dorade. I made a template of cardboard of the
shape and used it to trace on the plank. I sloped the front the same slope as the front of the Dorade box. I pre-cut
holes for the new vents in the planks in the same location as they were in the top of the dorade.
I then removed the circular openings that the vents fit into and cut the top open with a jigsaw about 3/4" smaller than
the piece of wood which I traced onto the top of the Dorade to make sure I had something to screw into.
Once the box was open (and it had dried all winter) I cut a piece of 1/2" plywood to lay in the front half of the box
toward the bow the shape of the inside. I had to use a chisel to carve the area on the bottom of the plywood where
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the opening was into the inside of the boat to make the plywood lay flat. I did this because I couldn't get the inner
opening inserts out without breaking them.
Once this was inside I could lay Fiberglas mat in the box and I used polyester resin to lay up the mat. The plywood
sealed over the opening into the boat so nothing dripped inside. This sealed the inside of the box for good.
I cut the pieces that were cut from the top of the dorade boxes to fit across the inside of the dorade against the
plywood piece to act as a dam between the front and back of the dorade to help keep the water in the back half of
the box.
Then when it had set-up, I countersunk holes in the plank, drilled pilot holes in the fibreglass tops, and screwed the
boards into the lip I left when I cut the tops open using some sealant to seal the tops. The holes were then sealed
with teak plugs.
The vents were then mounted onto the teak boards after the Cetol was applied.
I re-drilled the holes to drain the boxes prior to mounting the tops and added a few extra so there are 4 on each box.
The final task was to go inside the boat and cut a hole through the vent opening into the Dorade box with a hole saw
through the opening the same size as the vent hole.
The teak boards actually dressed the boat up. If I were doing it again I might paint the insides white.
(Source: 1. Newsletters Sp96/13, W97/15, Sp98/14)

GENERAL, VENTILATION
See also WIND SCOOP.
PROBLEM: Ventilation needs improvement in restricted areas.
REMEDY: Various remedies.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
AIR LOOM (#185) HANGING LOCKER: “The door on the hanging locker really should be louvered to provide some
ventilation in that storage area. ‘Yellows’ and sea boots must be thoroughly dry before putting them away since there
is such little opportunity for air movement. I am considering putting some kind of opening in the shelf (that forms the
top of the locker) below the port to allow for some ventilation.”.
SEA VIXEN (#167) installed a 4” brass hook inside the aft end of the hanging locker and a hook on the inside of the
outer (aft) end of the door, we facilitated ventilation in that this hooked the door ajar by two inches. A similar hook
was installed on the forward head’s door to hook it open and improve air circulation.
NORTHERN SPIRIT (#157) forced ventilation through two full height lockers for live-aboard clothing storage.
AIR LOOM (#185): The flat VETUS vent in the head has been replaced with a NICRO Day & Night Solar Vent. This
moves more air more consistently than the VETUS did, but “I’m a little disappointed with its overall performance”.
WINDFLOWER (#222) added 12 v. wall mounted fans in galley & vee-berth.
(Source: 1. Profile 185, 167, 157, 222; 2. Newsletter Sp96/14, F96/14)

WIND SCOOP, VENTILATION
PROBLEM: The forward cabin lacks ventilation. The hatch may direct air back into the main cabin, but not into the
berth.
REMEDY: Install a wind scoop on the forward hatch, to force air into the vee berth area.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152 uses a wind scoop for the V-berth (interior). This is a piece of 16 gauge clear plastic
cut in the shape of a scoop, with Velcro on three sides. Velcro is installed on the inside of the forward hatch opening,
on all sides except forward edge. With the scoop “velcroed” in place (with approximately a 12-inch half moon opening
facing forward) air is directed forward to foot of V-berth, then travels along both sides aft. Absolutely amazing
ventilation, especially at anchor!
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On #214 the wind scoop is made of Sunbrella. It has a dowel to go behind the hatch and the scoop is held up by the
hatch itself. The side and upper pieces tie to the lifelines, to the upper for fine weather and the lower for “reefed”.
They tie to the toe rail in a downpour to prevent rain splashing in on the sleepers!
Commercial scoops are also available, usually with a ring in the top centre, with which to connect a spare jib halyard,
while the corners tie to the lifelines with bungie cords.
(Source: 1. Profile 152)

WATER MAKER
PROBLEM: There is a need for an onboard fresh water supply when away from shore sources.
REMEDY: These days, a water maker is pretty well a must for off shore work, or for any extended trip in salt water.
A water maker doesn’t really make water – it makes salt water potable by removing the salt from it. It may be hand
operated, or it may run off the boat 12-volt battery. It may have capacity suitable only for emergencies, or it may
serve as the main source of fresh water for the vessel. Obviously, the greater the capability, the more costly it will
be. Following are some reports from Alohas that have made use of these devices.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Hull #176 reports the use of a PUR POWER SURVIVOR 35 water maker installed under the chart table. It was
plumbed to two Y-valves mounted under the sink. One Y-valve was for brackish/fresh water and the other went to
the port or starboard water storage tanks. I removed the shower sump pump which never seemed to work, (see
SHOWER, SUMP PUMP) and used the overboard discharge line for the water maker discharge line. We now hand
pump the shower water into the sink or head.
Hull #189 reports the use of a PUR 80 model II. No evaluation is provided.
Hull #207 advises they have a POWERSURVIVOR – 80 MODEL MROD-80-LM-2.
Hull #211 reports the installation of a General Ecology Inc., Seagull IV X-1F water purifier.
(Source: 1 Profile 176, 189, 207, 211)

WATER SYSTEM
WATER HEATER
There is always a need for hot water on a boat. This need varies in magnitude from the occasional sink full for dishes
to showers for the whole family. The methods of filling this need are several:
A separate hot water tank warmed by AC shore power.
A heat exchanger which warms water only when the engine is running.
Gas-fuelled water heater, which operates on demand, that is it fires up only when a water tap is opened.
Thermostatically controlled gas-fuelled heater, which functions similarly to the one at home.
And, of course, heating the occasional kettle on the stove.
Most Alohas have water-heating capabilities, which include all of the above. Following are some descriptions, as
well as other variations that have been utilised.

AC HEATERS
Most AC heaters are dual-use units – that is they use both AC and a heat exchanger taking heat from the engine.
One owner removed the original Paloma CNG heater, replacing it with a dual powered unit – heated by both AC and
an engine heat exchanger.
Another owner, connecting the water heater to the engine to use the engine heat, discovered that circulation was
impaired, causing engine overheating because of air locking, due to the tank being higher than the engine
connection. This attempt was abandoned, and water heating was done by means of shore power only.
Another owner reports using a water heater (model No. EMH-6SM) from Atwood Mobile Products, Inc. distributed by
Seaward Products, Ltd.
(Source: Prof. 152, 157, 211)
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CNG HEATERS
The owner of hull #121 reported satisfaction with the CNG heater in the head, but expressed distress about the
scarcity (in the Toronto area) of filling/replacing stations for CNG. He expressed an intention to convert to propane
before heading south. (This conversion was also done on hull #146 prior to a trip south. It was later re-converted
back to CNG. Hull #205 has also converted from CNG to propane due to the lack of refilling facilities).
One owner removed the original Paloma CNG heater, replacing it with a dual powered unit – heated by both AC and
through an engine heat exchanger.
An owner reports complete satisfaction with the RINNAI CNG heater, wall mounted in the head. Although the unit is
designed to vent through a roof-mounted chimney, he advises he has occasionally used it with the chimney removed,
and questions whether this has potential detrimental effects.
The answer depends on whether the rain cover has been installed on the roof opening, thus preventing the escape of
fumes. If it has, this is dangerous practice, as any burning fuel produces carbon monoxide fumes, which must be
vented to prevent build up inside the boat.
If the cover has not been put on, it is still dangerous, but to a lesser extent, as the chimney provided is designed to
provide maximum draft for removal of carbon monoxide, but at least there is an opening for fumes to escape.
Another owner reports a Paloma Heater installed over the galley slightly to port, and endorses this location. The
more usual placement, on the forward bulkhead of the head compartment, is better aesthetically, but it makes it
awkward to use the head sink.
(Source: 1.Profile 152, 159, 199, 223 121)

DIESEL
NIPINKE #158 has a “SIG MAR” model #120 diesel heater from SIG MARINE, #33-1833 Coast Meridian Road, Port
Coquitlam, B.C. Canada V3C 5G6 (TEL: 604-945-4107). It is located on the starboard-midships bulk-head. The
heater was formerly known as “FAB-ALL”. It’s brass and stainless steel and has performed well for 6 years, not only
heating the boat very well but also supplying hot water.
In order to install the heater as low as possible, the seat cushion and back rest back were cut about 12 to 14 inches.
This area was tiled in case of oil spills, etc. The hot water tank was installed in the former liquor cabinet holding
about 6 gallons. Plastic plumbing was used to bring the cold water to the heating coil and copper for the cold-water
return. Diesel fuel is supplied from an automotive fuel pump in the engine compartment.
(Source: 1. Profile 158)

PROPANE
ASHRAM #148: Vessel came with a natural gas stove and water heater. Proved expensive and cumbersome.
Replaced with propane stove and instant water heater, including sniffer system.
Figure 29 - Hot Water Heater; Quintette III
One rather unique installation in hull #204 is reported as follows:
“The previous owner had the heater built into the area between the galley and the
settee. It was done at the time of manufacture by the builders and is enclosed in teak
at the back and by an arch in the galley. The only drawback is that the enclosure
protrudes slightly into the seating area. In the photos you will notice that it does take
away from the open concept to a degree, and also protrudes somewhat into the
settee. Some people may prefer the illusion of a more separate galley (we do) and
after a few weeks of living aboard, we are completely unaware of the small extension
into the dining area, and our head cease to come in contact with it.
A vent has been installed through the cabin roof for the heat and gases to escape.
The joiner work is excellent. Notice that the cushions in the main cabin have been cut
away to accommodate the enclosure. Another advantage is the extra space available
to install other equipment such as an electric light in the galley, an oil lamp and an
electric fan.
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We have really enjoyed the heater in this location for the advantage of almost instant hot water for doing dishes and
the relatively short distance the propane has to travel from the tank to the galley. The heater also provides hot water
to the sink in the bathroom.”
(Source: 1. Profile 148, 204)

OTHER VARIATIONS
WATER MUSIC #230: the pressure water installed when built later had a Y-valve added to allow the option of
pumping lake water through the hot water heater for showering. Otherwise the shower would rapidly use up the fresh
water supply.
(Source: 1. Profile 230)

WATER PRESSURE
PROBLEM: The PAR pressure water pump was losing pressure, and kept running. On disassembly a small cut was
found in one of the diaphragms. Without a spare it would be impossible to fix.
REMEDY: A dab of “liquid electrical tape” on each side of the cut repaired the pump. It is still running 2 years later.
(Source: 1. 214)

WATER TAPS
PROBLEM: In Sea Vixen #167, the hot water tap “stem” jammed and required replacement. We could not find parts
for the tap assembly. The fitting is marked “MADGAL 200 NSF14 RV”
REMEDY: Eventually we replaced the original hot & cold plus shower fitting with a whole new assembly purchased at
an RV supplier, for less than the cost of the errant part. Incidentally, the tap washer is an “O” ring. If one cannot find
a replacement, turn it upside down and it is almost as good as new.
(Source: 1. Profile 167; 2. Newsletter Sp97/12)
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PROFILE #101
Steve POIRIER
ADDRESS: Calle 49A, #405 X56 Y 58, Francisco de Montejo, Merida, Yucatan, Mexico, 97200
TELEPHONE:
Cell
E-mail: steve@voip.ms

SERENITY
SERIAL NO: 101
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT: 6’
YEAR BUILT 1975
YEAR PURCHASED 2010
LOCATION OF BERTH: Yucalpenten, Mexico
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Yanmar 27 MODEL
HORSEPOWER 27 HP Diesel
Original engine
When did you change & why?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
The boat is currently named "Kamotik". It was on the hard in Isla Mujeres, Mexico for a few years, owner was away.
Mast of another ship felt on the Aloha during an hurricane, this broke a window and water poured in. The boat was
not taken care of. I ignore the details at this point but the owner sold or let the boat to the marina owners and sent the
sails and papers.
The boat was later picked up by a Mexican friend who loves to rebuild sail boats. It was refitted with new rigging,
head furling and engine was rebuilt (Yanmar 27 hp). It was then sailed to Yucalpeten, Mexico, where it is currently
sitting in a slip at a marina.
Some people were aware I was looking to replace my Catalina 25 by a 34ft boat, they let me know about that boat, I
went for a visit just for fun and I felt in love with the Aloha, even though the inside was in really poor shape.
The inside is currently under restoration. Lots of cosmetics to fix. But the boat sails very well and we take it for a ride
when there are no fresh paint.
It's a 1975, I'm not totally sure about the hull #, I need to find the plate on the boat (didn't inspect much yet). I
assumed the hull # with this old ad I found at: http://idays.info/ , it says Hull 101.
See Fall 2010 Newsletter for photo’s and write up of rebuild by Steve Poirier.

HISTORY
Previous owners - was offered for sale by Scotty Alger of Kemptville, Ontario in October of 2009.
Previous name: KAMOTIK
SOLD - 2012 - NEW OWNER UNKNOWN,
Serenity (Aloha 34 #101) also has been sold. We enjoyed her very much and she's now in good hands with a new
owner. She's parked next to our 2002 Hunter 410.
Excellent idea about passing all the newsletter and information I received to the new owner. Thanks for the tip from
Steven and Maureen.
Best regards,
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101
EMAIL FROM: Steve Poirier Jan 7, 3013
Original Profile: April 2010.

PROFILE #102
Wolfgang and Janet BERG
ADDRESS: 1870 Singing Sands Road, Comox, British Columbia
TELEPHONE: (250) 339-4903
Cell (250) 218-7516
E-mail: janandwolf@yahoo.ca

THERESA ll
SERIAL NO: NONE
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Tran sport Canada 819533 Port of Victoria, British Columbia
DRAFT: 6’
YEAR BUILT 1975
YEAR PURCHASED 1985
LOCATION OF BERTH: Campbell River, British Columbia
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Pacific Northwest - Desolation Sound and beyond.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Volkswagen Rabbit MODEL Marinized by Wolfgang HORSEPOWER 55 HP Diesel
Original engine No. When did you change & why?
Changed in 1988. Did not like the original Faryman diesel.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None since changeover.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
Danfoll Refrigeration
Furuno 38 nm Radar
Garmin GPS
Icom SSB
Lofrans Tigress Windlass
Cape Horn Wind Vane Steering
Force 10 Heater
Force 10 Galley Stove
2500 watt Inverter
Auto Nav Auto Pilot
Watermaker (built by Wolfgang)
Three 75 watt Siemens solar panels mounted on top of bimini
Uniden VHF
Bombard AX3 inf. Dinghy
Top quality 5-inch foam upholstery

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
None

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Many have been done but here are a few.
Grid system incorporating tanks for water and fuel.
Skeg strengthened with unidirectional glass and epoxy.

Built new rudder with a 3/16” stainless plate welded to oversized 1 3/8” monel rudder post as core of fibreglass
rudder in original profile, 3 gudgeons and pintles, substantially heavier than original two.
Additional rudder post bearing at cockpit floor.
Removed original wheel steering and replaced with folding stainless tiller with marine taper attached to rudder post.
3” diameter cockpit scuppers added through transom.
All through hull fittings relocated with proper through bolted seacocks and through hull fittings.
Gelcoat stripped and hull covered with 2 layers of 7 oz. cloth and epoxy.
Watertight compartments under V-berth with chain locker that will stack 320 feet of chain.
Holding tank built into area under heat (part of grid system).
Built new low profile turtle with sliding lexan hatch and two 3/8” lexan drop boards.
Aluminum framed tempered glass windshield incorporating foam core epoxy/glass dodger.
Foam core epoxy/glass bimini, integral with stainless support system for radar.
Twin furling headstays running parallel approximately 12” apart.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
Hulls # 1 and #2 were built simultaneously in 1975 by Ouyang Yacht Builders in Whitby, Ontario. Hull #1 went to
the Toronto Boat Show and Hull #2 to the Vancouver Boat Show where she was purchased by Mr. Preddy. We
purchased her from Mr. Preddy in 1985.

HISTORY
Previous owners:- Mr. J. Preddy of Vancouver, British Columbia
Original Profile: March 2010.

PROFILE #103
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #104
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #105
Marty HAYES & Lyndee Lu COLE
ADDRESS: 1699, Lakeshore Rd, Sarnia, ON, Can. N7X 1B8
TELEPHONE: (519) 542-5426
E-mail: mpehayes@hotmail.com

QUEEN’S RANSOM
SERIAL NO: ZUY00105XX75
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
Transport Canada 370409 TORONTO
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT 1975
YEAR PURCHASED
2000
LOCATION OF BERTH: Sarnia Yacht Club, ON. Can.
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Lake Huron & North Channel

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Atomic 4 MODEL Mod # 5101 HORSEPOWER 30hp
Original engine yes. When did you change & why?
Engine started knocking on vacation in 2005. Broken crankshaft! Replaced short
block with an older model used one. Fitted cyl.head, oil pan &trans, starter,
flywheel & cover, water pump, alternator & distributor from original engine.
Installed electric fuel pump & PCV kit from Indigo Electronics + new prop. I had
already replaced the cast iron exhaust parts, added a raw water filter & new
exhaust flexible hose. Will install electronic ignition & high output alternator this
winter.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES

the old warrior with all my
latest parts. she purrs and
hopefully will last for
another 20 years

Vital to know your dipstick full mark when the engine is installed at 15 degrees. It was still on the full mark when the
engine broke. There was only two litres of oil in the pan when I stripped it down. Now I know the mark is actually
the top of the U on the dipstick FULL mark.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
Garmin 492 colour chart plotter
Ray marine ST1 wheel pilot
Cabin top mainsheet traveler system
Nav.light sub panel in c/pit
Tricolour LED masthead light/anchor light
Spartite mast wedge system
Bronze opening ports
Nova kool refrigeration
Force 10 3 burner w.oven/broiler
Force 10 propane conversion for cabin heater
Atkins & Hoyle hatch over vee berth
Nicro solar vent (head)
Johnson diaphragm bilge pump
Clarion 4 spkr. Cd / stereo
Sharp LCD TV

•cleaned sink with 3M
Finesse-it & rotary buffer
•electric faucet for seawater
rinsing
•bar faucet set from Home
Depot with brass accents

PlayStation 2
Altec Lansing powered spkr. system
Jazz 500w inverter
Indigo prop
Existing
SR Mariner instruments (rebuilt)
ProFurl B32M furler/reefing
Hot & cold pressure water w.heat exchanger
Uniden VHF
Bombard AX3 inf. Dinghy
Top quality 5-inch foam upholstery
Force 10 BBQ
DRS with snuffer

new hatch in place turned dark
cavern into star watchers best berth

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
We knew we had a lot of problems to fix when we purchased
“Queenie” Over a 5 year period we restored the hull, repaired the keel,
skeg & rudder, rebedded /replaced all thru-hulls, applied 7 coats of
Interprotect 2000E & 3 coats A/fouling. Removed all deck hardware,
did core repairs to decks around all c/plates. Core repairs to cabin top,
dorade vents, around comp/way & handrails. Replaced toe rail bolts &
rebedded. Repaired, sanded, primed & painted cabin top & deck. Built
traveler, installed deck hardware, built mast collar, refurbished hatches
& installed new hatch over vee-berth. Installed 6 bronze ports.
Removed, refurbished 2 fixed ports. Refinished all ext. wood & refitted.
Switched int. with ext. handrails. Repaired lazarette lids & painted
cockpit. Refurbished steering pedestal & compass. New fuel lines,
hoses & vents.
Gutted the interior, replaced 6 chain plate knees. (all external c/plates)
Custom made new cabinetry, custom teak strip counter tops in galley &
head. Replaced all AC / DC wiring, panels, lights etc. Added courtesy
lights in c/pit, salon & vee-berth. Installed new refrigeration. Replaced
all water/ head system hoses, pumps etc. Cleaned, sanded, stained &
refinished all int. wood surfaces. Created bilge sump & sealed bilge to
keel. Sealed shower pan & hooked up drain pump Made 2 new
inspection accesses in T&H floor. Redid mast step. Replaced mast
wiring to feed spreader & tri-light. Installed SparTite system. Running
rigging as necc. and probably more stuff that I can’t remember.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Still trying to find room for that bathtub.
Stiffening of salon cabin roof by main bulkhead
and in galley area. 5 gal reserve fuel tank.
2 deck plates in c/pit to access rudder tube &
c/pit drains. 2 built in ceramic heaters
(salon & vee berth) Large slide out garbage
container. 2nd insulated ice box (below s/b settee)





original chain plates bolted to
plywood knees then encased in
fiberglass
chain plate entry holes had not
been properly sealed – water
leaked in over years
1½ in. plywood knees inside were
rotten

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
‘ QUEENIE ‘ was a labour of love. The two of us had a lot of fun restoring her & we have learnt an awful lot of
stuff to complete our ‘dream boat’ I was lucky to have the time to do the work and a wife that that lost her dining
room & kitchen for 3 years! but kept smiling .Actual time was probably 3 ½ years of work. We had another boat to
race & sail on so we goofed off a lot to start with!
She’s stunning inside (our dock mates named her the Royal York) is everything we hoped she would be and we know
every inch of her. So what if she cost us a Queen’s ransom?
Advice
It’s an ongoing pain to keep the honey do list shorter than 3 pages but if you don’t maintain her she will need major
surgery in her golden years just when you should be sailing not fixing! Do it.
Questions
We would like to build a hard dodger /hard bimini top with removable full enclosure but it has to look right! Has
anybody out there done this? E-mail us please.

HISTORY
Previous owners:- Vic. Reynolds 1975-81. Colin Rae 1981-88.
Gord. Sharwood 1988-2000.
Original Profile: 13 September 2000; Updated: October 2006

PROFILE #106
Barbara ALBRECHT
ADDRESS: 146 Park Street, Amherstburg, Ontario N9V 1P1
TELEPHONE:
E-mail:

ST. PAULI
SERIAL NO: ZUY00106XX75
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 371425
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT 1975
YEAR PURCHASED
LOCATION OF BERTH: LaSalle Mariner’s Yacht Club
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Caribbean, Great Lakes

HISTORY
Formerly owned by Manfred and Barbara Albrecht. Manfred passed away 2012.

TORONTO

PROFILE #107
Pierre Legault
11170, boul. Gouin Est, Montréal ( Québec) Canada. H1C 1B5
TELEPHONE: 514.648.9443
EMAIL: p_legault@videotron.ca

GAILLARDE
SERIAL NO.: unknown
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 10 D 57406
SHOAL KEEL;
YEAR BUILT: 1976?
PURCHASED: June 2005
LOCATION OF BERTH: Marina Leclaire in Sorel-Tracy City (Qc) on the St-Lawrence shores
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO
MODEL: MD 2B
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
“striped the hull below water line and I am doing an Interprotect epoxy resin coating”

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
Contacted Network through web site May 2006;
I bought in june 2005 an Aloha 34 named "Gaillarde" who's Canadian pleasure craft license number is: 10 D 57406.
As by documents I got, I would be the third owner. The first had been Mr Duranleau, from Montréal, who bought
the new boat in june 1976. He sold to Mr René Dufour by april 1992. The boat had not been transformed, is
equipped with his original engine ( Volvo MD 2B ), main sail, upholstery, hull original red paint, etc. I did not find
any hull or serial number on the boat nor on the documents. The boat is on his cradle at Marina Leclaire in SorelTracy City (Qc) on the St-Lawrence shores. I striped the hull below water line and I am doing an Interprotec epoxy
resin coating before launching. I wish to join the Aloha 34 Network, and would be glad to participate .

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Mr Duranleau, from Montréal, new boat June 1976.
Previous Owner: Mr René Dufour, April 1992
Original Profile: Nov. 2006 [by L. Harrison]

PROFILE #108
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #109
Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633, Brighton, Ontario, Canada
TELEPHONE: (613) 475-6032
Email: jr.sharp@xplornet.ca

LADY MARISA
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 819308
SHOAL KEEL; 4' 6" YEAR BUILT: 1977 PURCHASED: 1996
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO
MODEL: MD11C, Sail-drive HORSEPOWER: 20
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? Replaced 1992 with rebuilt engine.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Replaced seals on water pump shaft in 1996
Replaced automotive generator with marine generator, -1996

EQUIPMENT ADDED
REFRIGERATION, GRUNERT STA-COLD (110V) compressor mounted on glassed in shelf in port side of aft
cockpit locker,
REFRIGERATION, INSULATION-LID: 2 inches of insulation added to refrigerator lid to prevent condensation
on top of3/^" plywood lid.
SAILS: Replaced in 1990. Full batten main, 140 headsail, Gennaker with 'snuffer'.
FURLING: with STREAM-STAY furling.
PROPANE: 2-lOlb tanks installed in aft part of starboard cockpit locker in sealed box.
HEATING, CABIN: DICKINSON NEWPORT furnace mounted on starboard bulkhead. Ceramic tiles on
bulkhead and aluminium 'shield' between chimney and bulkhead. Runs on electric fuel pump from main tank.
AUTOHELM 4000: Control installed on starboard side beside bilge pump.
INSTRUMENTS: SR MARINER knotmeter, windspeed, depth; all analogue, -digital apparent wind.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
HULL: Sandblasted 1996 and epoxied with INTERPROTECT (7 coats), used VC-17 bottom paint.
DORADE BOXES: Cut out top ofdorade boxes, sealed interior with epoxy over exposed balsa core and put '/2"
teak tops. Also added 'dam' over hole on inside (set in epoxy, -used piece of plastic pipe coupling cut in half).
TEAK, EXTERIOR: handrails; made new trim around cockpit coaming pockets.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
TV7VCR: Built in TV/VCR on starboard side above settee.
MICROWAVE: Built-in microwave over galley range with cupboard underneath & forward side of unit.
TABLE, CABIN: Originally had a 2-leaf table that folds up into bookshelf on bulkhead, -open width 25 Vz",
closed 12 '/2". Added third leaf to increase size by 13". Still folds up to original width.
STEERING: 32"-wheel installed to replace original.
SHORE POWER: 2nd shore power inlet added with 2 dedicated outlets for electric heat; -we live aboard year
round and winter at East Shore Marina in Pickering, Ontario.
LOCKER, UNDER CHART TABLE: Installed "flooring" to make surface 'level' rather than 'hull shape'. No
holes to drill or screws or glue. Boards drop in place.

In here we now store bread maker, blender, pressure cooker, deep fryer, kettle, fry pans, with space for more
and everything stays put.

COMMENTS
PORTS: Three opening cabin ports and a fixed 'window' on each side.
BATTERIES: 1 cranking & 1 'deep^ycle' installed just forward of steering quadrant in center.
WATER, FRESH: JABSCO Model 36950-2 Pressure water pump & 110V 5-gallon hot water tank. Tank in port
cockpit locker.
GALLEY SINK: Double shallow sink in galley

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Al & Sue Comery, Whitby, Ontario, purchased 1996
Original Profile: 18 August 1999

PROFILE #110
Alan R HARRIMAN
Address: 397 North Road, Topsfield, Maine 04490
Telephone:
Email: alan.harriman@yahoo.com

SKIPPING STONES
[ Preliminary profile - info from eBay]
Winning bid:
Ended:
Item location:

US $8,552.98 (approximately C $11,094.06)
09-Nov-08 22:44:18 EST
Annapolis, MD, United States

Item Specifics - Sailboat
Type:
Cruiser
Make:
ALOHA
Year:
1978
Length (feet):
34.0
Beam (feet):
11.0
Hull material:
Fiberglass
Rigging:
Sloop/Cutter
Condition:
Used

Keel:
Trailer:
Engine type:
Engine make:
Fuel type:
Fuel capacity:
S/N:
For sale by:

Fixed
-Inboard
Volvo Penta
Diesel
-ZUY001100178
Private seller

ALOHA 34 STRONG LIVEABOARD BLUEWATER CRUISER PROJECT
Description
For auction we have a 1978 Aloha 34 fiberglass sloop for auction
We purchased her from the owner who had left her unused for the last few years and then decided it was better to sell
it than deteriorate any further.
The hull looks to be in reasonable condition below the waterline , she draws 4,6 ft .The hull sides look to have been
repainted at some point and it is not the best paint job I have seen , on the Port side an area of approx 12 inches by 6
inches has peeled to the original gel coat and should be touched up in my estimation., however saying that unless you
are right up against the hull sides it does look very presentable.
She is a very strong boat with well laid fiberglass and is clearly built for good cruising, up on deck the deck is all
original and has the original gel coat, we did not find any soft spots when walking around .
From front to back , there are 2 anchors up forward one being a danforth and 1 a good size CQR and a manual
windlass as pictured , she does have a Hood roller furler , , further back she has a very spacious aft cockpit which I
think would comfortably seat 6 to 7 people depending .You can clearly see from the deck hardware like the rope
clutches that most of the lines are lead aft to allow for easier single handed sailing or very useable for a couple , the
winches are also newer 2 speed self tailing winches as pictured . There is wheel steering with an autohelm included
with the boat in the sale however the s/s wheel is not pictured but included.
The standing rigging appears to be in good shape however the running rigging ie ropes are going to need replacing , I
am sure it should take no more than a spool of rope to replace everything.
The sails are practically new but have been left out in the sun , the mainsail which is a North full batten main is in
good shape but the last1ft may need to be looked at as it was sticking out from under the old sail cover and does have
some discoloration . The roller furling genoa is in good shape too however the UV strip has shown signs of wear
from the sun, that being said that is a fairly quick and cost effective repair.

There is a bimini frame still in place should you wish to have a new bimini made.
As you go down below you will see how roomy a boat she is and there is a lot of attention to details , there is a nice
size galley as you enter to Port with stove pictured , forward a very comfortable settee / salon area with large table
and then forward of that very good size self enclosed head and shower with teak grate on the floor and then forward
a nice V birth area as you enter to starboard there is a chart table area with quarter birth , forward the salon and the
forward of that storage and v birth,
The galley does appear to have pressurized hot and cold water
There are some very nice details like the headliner is fiberglass and has a pattern moulded in to it..
The reason we are selling her as a project is that she has stood with water from the rain on land having been approx a
foot above the floorboards clearly pictured , we have not made any attempt to hide it and with a good sand and stain i
think it will be able to be removed , luckily the wood does not appear to be damaged , on the floor there is ateak and
holly but someone has varnished it and the varnish is lifting , I would refinish it and I am sure it will be look awesome
down stairs . There is also a nice stove mounted on the bulkhead for winter warming.
We did test some of the electrical systems like lights which do appear to work .
There is a 2 cylinder Volvo MD 11 which although it has had water o it luckily not enough to get in the engine and as
such the engine does turn over and oil is clear ,we have not attempted to run the engine as the diesel should be
changed first from standing and we did not want to suck it through into the diesel pump. I think realistically you are
going to want to rebuild the starter and alternator because of standing.
This is an awesome project for the right person , as you can see these boats have a retail value of approx $40,000 if
you can find one and for someone with some time on their hands they can have a very worthwhile investment as we
are selling her for pennies on the dollar with no reserve .
The boat is currently registered in Delaware, Wilmington to be exact and as such this is a no tax no title state so the
boat is being sold with a notarized Bill of Sale.
Please keep in mind this is a project needing some clean up but as you can see we have priced her right with no
reserve.
We had listed and sold her once before and the new owner came down from Canada to collect her but was
unfortunately unable to complete the transaction due to financial reasons so please be sure to have all your finances in
order before bidding , the purchaser was happy with the description of the boat and left feedback accordingly
Storage is available at the boats current location for approx $300 per month which would include electric and water
usage
Good luck and please feel free to e-mail with any questions
We will be away from Friday the 7th of November to Monday the 10th of November but will try and check e-mail on
Sunday evening.

HISTORY
Profile: from eBay info; bought Dec 2008 on eBay for $8552.

PROFILE #111
David CARR and Carla KILPELA,
18 St. Antoine Crescent, Hillsdale, Ontario, L0L 1V0
TELEPHONE: (705) 835-5099
FAX:
EMAIL: carr.daveg@gmail.com, carlakilpela@gmail.com

MOMENTUM I
SERIAL NUMBER:
REGISTRY: Transport Canada 807661
Draft:
YEAR BUILT: Dec 1977
PURCHASED: Apr. 1999
LOCATION OF BERTH: Gore Bay, Ontario, probably moving to Lake Erie
AREA WHERE SAILED: North Channel and Lake Huron

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Volvo MODEL: MD11C
HORSEPOWER: 23 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Engine was rebuilt in 2002. The original engine was removed and a used engine was installed that subsequently
required a rebuild. Boat was purchased with a fixed 3-blade propeller and this was changed to a bronze Volvo folding
2 blade. Propeller is adequate for most situations except into strong headwinds where boat speed is lost. Also reverse
is not as good as with the 3-blade fixed propeller. However the reduction in drag is significant and the boat sails
better in light winds

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

7.

8.

9.

NORCOLD Refrigerator Model SCOT-6406;
AEROGEN Wind driven generator
AUTOHELM 3000;
HARKEN rolling furling
FORCE 10 Cabin Heater (kerosene).
DAVITS Added Aikens and Hoyle davits to lift 10’ dingy and 10 hp motor. As sold the davits needed
additional bracing across the arms and this was done with stainless tubing. This eliminated the sway in the
arms.
PROPANE The kerosene stove was removed and switched to propane. This included adding propane
lockers in the rear of the cockpit and covering the lockers with lids made from Starboard using a pattern
from another Aloha. Propane installation included a solenoid valve and propane sniffer. The second tank acts
as a spare and is also used for a barbeque.
BATTERY BANK: The batteries were changed to a common house bank using 4-6 volt golf cart batteries
wired to give 400 amp hrs of 12 volt. The starting battery was charged using an echo charger and the house
bank is monitored using a Link monitor that shows voltage, draw, amp hours used and time remaining at
current draw. This has worked extremely well without any problems with either the house bank or the
starting battery. Charging is done with a 60 amp alternator to the house bank. There is a common ground to
all batteries and the starting battery is wired direct to the starter and to the ignition key. The battery switch is
used to energize the house panel and add the house batteries to the starting battery if needed. (which has
been never in 3 years).
110 V. This has been replaced with a modern system including reverse polarity indicator and GFI.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.

2.

3.
4.

5.

BLISTERS: Hull blisters below water line requiring repairs prior to launching. Boat was sandblasted,
sanded, Sealed with epoxy resin, faired and then barrier coated with INTERLUX 2000/3000. Final coating is
VC17. In the North Channel this needs redoing every 2 years.
LEAKS: When we purchased the boat there were several holes drilled into the keel to let water out. The
boat leaked at several deck fittings every time it rained and the water would enter the bilge and drain
through the keel. Since it was necessary to launch the boat and the hull was dry, the bottom epoxy work
was finished and the holes were sealed and a drain screw was left in the keel. The screw was removed this
winter; and again water drained out of the keel. We discussed the problem with people who worked for
Aloha when the boats were built and with Canadian Yacht Charters in Gore Bay who indicated that this was
a common problem if the boat had been grounded.
INTERIOR: Entire interior has been refinished (cleaning, stripping, varnishing of teak).
DORADES We had the common soft-core problem in the dorade boxes. Drying the boat over the winter
and then cutting the tops open on the boxes, building dams in the boxes and glassing the insides to seal them,
repaired this. Plywood insets were used in the front halves to cover the vent into the boat and this was later
cut open after the glass had cured. The tops were covered using a 1” teak board.
CHAINPLATES One chainplate was leaking water inside the boat so this was ground away and the wet
plywood replaced and glassed in. This created an incredible amount of dust from grinding but it fixed the
problem. The rest seem fine.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
Boat has been completely refinished inside including repairing all systems, upholstering, painting lockers, wiring, new
lights, plumbing and sea cocks, sound system replaced with CD and stacker. Remaining is to upgrade the sails and
replace the canvas. This boat has been sailed in all kinds of weather and performs extremely well. With a double reef
and a working jib we sailed across the North Channel to Gore Bay in 40 knots plus of west wind with the wheel
locked and the boat sailed itself. We have no concerns in heavy weather provided the sail combination is reduced to
suit the wind.

FUTURE PROJECTS






Total enclosure planned
Sail replacement, new main, jib and DRS in the next few years
Windlass
Hot water system
Change the engine from raw water cooled to self contained cooling system if the boat will be going
into salt water

HISTORY
Profile update November 17, 2002

PROFILE #112
Don SALT
R.R. #1, Morrisburg, Ontario, Canada K0C 1X0
TELEPHONE: (613) 652-4623;
FAX: (613) 652-4753

EMAIL: hipoint@sympatico.ca

SALT SPRAY II
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOO1121277 REG. or DOC NUMBER: Ottawa 383334
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1977
PURCHASED: May, 1978
LOCATION OF BERTH: Iroquois, ONTARIO
AREA WHERE SAILED: Gulf of St. Lawrence to Georgian Bay

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO MODEL: MD 11C
HORSEPOWER: 23
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
I must have a lemon. I’ve had it out five times.
Oil flow Design Problem; Warranty, 1980?
Oil Flow Design Problem; Warranty expired, 1983?
Bearings, 1985
Bearings, 1992
Bearings, 1995

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE
No Blisters.
RUDDER, DELAMINATION: Rudder delaminated a bit. Easy repair job.
DORAD VENTS, ROT: Suggest everyone pull their DORAD VENTS and check inside to make sure the decking is
not starting to rot. (Get someone with a small hand.) Make sure there is a Baffle Board & make sure there is a
fibreglass coating inside. The water will drain but a little bit lays inside. If you coat the inside with a little fibreglass,
make sure you do not plug the drain holes.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #113
Rick BURLING and Kathy BALL.
36 Wimbleton Crt., Newmarket ON, L3Y 5X9
TELEPHONE: (905)853-0823
FAX:

EMAIL: rickburling@aol.com

Purdy's Pride
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY001130578
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 391646
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT 1978
Year bought 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH: Beacon Bay Marina, Penetanguishene, ON.
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Atomic 4 Gas MODEL: HORSEPOWER: 30
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
The boat is basically stock without any modifications and it is a clean one owner boat.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
I plan to change the name in the future but I haven't picked out a new one yet.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
The previous owners were, Lloyd and Mary Purdy, who bought the boat new in 1978.
Original Profile: November 20, 2002; Rick Burling.

PROFILE #114
Thom BUDD
1375 Old English Lane , Oakville, Ontario, Canada, L6M 2R1
TELEPHONE: (905) 847-6134 FAX:
E-MAIL: Thom.Budd@metrolinx.com

INVINCIBLE SUMMER
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001140378
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 31E12717
DRAFT: 5’ 6” YEAR BUILT 1978
YEAR PURCHASED 2011
LOCATION OF BERTH : Port Credit, Ontario
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Lake Ontario

=========PROFILE #114 ByPrevious Owner==========
John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive, St. John’s, Newfoundland, Canada, A1E 2X4
TELEPHONE (709) 682-0319
FAX:
E-MAIL: JCasson@xstratanickel.ca

INVINCIBLE SUMMER
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001140378
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 31E12717
DRAFT: 5’ 6” YEAR BUILT 1978
YEAR PURCHASED JAN 13, 2006
LOCATION OF BERTH : Kingston
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Newfoundland, Great Lakes

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO
MODEL MD11C, Sail-drive HORSEPOWER 23 hp
Original engine yes. When did you change & why?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
MEMBRANE: Preventative Maintenance: On advice of VOLVO, changed membrane on sail-drive last year.
Inspection showed a few small cracks on exterior. Mechanic stated it could have gone several more years without
leakage.
WATER PUMP: New water pump about 10 years ago. (It was leaking.)
STARTER: Re-built starter about same time.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
ALTERNATOR: 100 amp
ANCHORS: CQR 45, VIKING 22
ANTI-FOULING PAINT: MICRON. When first got boat, used "Tank Liner" under anti-foul ing. When it aged, it
cracked. I had a terrible time getting it off. Had it replaced with WTERPROTECT & MICRON.
AUTOHELM 4000,
COCKPIT ENCLOSURE: Full cockpit enclosure with screen or vinyl sides,
DAVITS: ATKINS HOYLE Davits
DINGHY: 10 Vz QUICKSILVER DINGHY; 15 HP MERCURY Outboard
ELECTRICAL: Changed fuses to breakers
FURLING: HARKEN,

HEADS: AQUAMATE
INVERTER: FREEDOM 10
LORAN & GPS
MICROWAVE
PROPELLER: GORI Folding prop.
REFRIGERATION: On second NOVA KOOL
SAILS: LAM Sails, (Hong Kong by way of Vancouver): Main, Cruising spinnaker, Genoa's (2) 180 for light air (use
it most) 150 (Find it not quite as good in light air); Jib, Storm jib. Drifter.
TEAK: CETOL
TV with mast top all direction antenna (WEST MARINE)
WINDLASS: Electric POWERMATE

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(such as hull “blisters”, keel leakage, rigging problems, delamination or equipment failures & remedies)
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
BATTERIES: Two banks x 2 batteries in each. Basic, under the navigator’s bunk. Extra two are mounted on
installed platform ahead of fuel tank.
LIGHTNING PROTECTION: Added DE-IONIZER for (?) Lightning protection.
PUMP, WASH-DOWN: Added wash-down pump (using the old through-hull waste outlet under head vanity as inlet)

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
Was lucky enough to watch the lay-up at the Plant & see every stage of ENCORE'S manufacture. Mao's
Dad Ti was in complete charge in those days. Had an ALOHA 28 for 5 years previous to ENCORE.
Think you should have added Stan (Mao's brother) as an Honorary Co-President as he was an essential
part of the company.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: John & Patricia CASSON, St. John’s, Newfoundland; purchased Jan 13, 2006
Previous Owner: Lloyd & Mary WEIDERICK, Oshawa. Ontario, purchased 1978, new, Original Name: ENCORE
Original Profile 13 June 2000, Updated May 15, 2009

PROFILE #115
Fran MARTIN, Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
3367 Tudor Gate, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5L 3C7 [The Martin & Quigley families share Sylando.]
Mr & Mrs Quigley currently reside at: Rockwell’s House East, Batcombe, Shepton Mallet, Somerset, U.K.,
BA46HD. Their Canadian address is 38 Golf Valley Lane, ETOBICOKE, ON, M9C 2K3.
TELEPHONE: (905) 828-0021
FAX: (416) 667-5708
EMAIL: gdquigley@sympatico.ca
Joe Martin passed away May 9, 2013. See 2013 Fall Newsletter for further information.

SYLANDO
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: : #54 E 4220
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1978
PURCHASED: 1978
LOCATION OF BERTH: ETOBICOKE YACHT CLUB, ONTARIO
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO MODEL: MD11
HORSEPOWER: 23
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
This is not a quiet engine, but very reliable

EQUIPMENT ADDED
We have installed a bilge & fresh water pump.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. STOVE: We moved the three burner kerosene stove farther out (to port) 8”. This gave us more galley space &
better access to the cooler.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Up-dated 12 June 1996; Original Profile: 31 August 1995

PROFILE #116
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #117
Richard Gratton & Chantal Melfo
331 Dr. Preston, Beaconsfield, Quebec, H9W 1Z2, Canada
Telephone:

E-mail r-gratton@sympatico.ca:

=======================================================

Information below provided by previous owners, Frank and Eve Collins
TRUE LOVE
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001171178
REG. or DOC NUMBER: # 10 D 61662
DRAFT: 5ft.-10 YEAR BUILT: 1978
PURCHASED: 1979 (new)
LOCATION OF BERTH: Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club, (Dorval, Quebec)
AREA WHERE SAILED: : St. Lawrence River, Lake Ontario, plus longer blue water voyages.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO (SAIL-DRIVE) MODEL: MD11C-110 S
HORSEPOWER:
23
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1.
2.
3.

VOLVO engine has been extremely reliable, providing steady, dependable power for 25 years.
I had engine rebuilt in 1997 after 19 years of steady use (cost $6,450).
This year (2003) I had to replace corroded valves in forward cylinder head - 1,400 hours after rebuild (cost
$ 973).

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. GENOA TRACKS: Inboard genoa tracks & cars (on deck) -provide enhanced headsail sheeting angles and sail
shape. See starboard side photo below, to illustrate.
2. MAST COLLAR: Boat came with Schaefer mast and boom; very good spars, but lacking mast collar. Added
mast collar securing mast to deck, permitting secure mast blocking, and preventing deck from lifting upwards under
halyard tension and buckling forces under sail. The mast collar works with hard wood compression blocks adjacent
the deck. The mast collar works with hardwood compression blocks adjacent the deck, and bolted through the mast
(see diagram & photo below). This solves several problems, including preventing the mast shims from working loose.
3. ICE BOX INSULATION: Additional insulation around exterior of ice box, and in interior top.
4. WINCHES: Changed primary winches, -oversized up to BARIENT 28 self-tailing winches. (Yacht came with
LEWMAR 42 self-tailing winches.)
5. RADAR, FURUNO (model 821): installed in nav. Station with long electrical cables so as to be easily & quickly
moved up onto bridge deck in cockpit when needed. Radar is interfaced with GPS.
6. REFRIGERATION, E-Z KOLD (model EK 12CPAW): Air/water cooled with cold plate.
7. DEPTH SOUNDER, DATAMARINE
8. KNOT METER/LOG, DATAMARINE
9. WIND-SPEED/DIRECTION, DATAMARINE
10. BACK-STAY TENSIONER: Adjustable
12. HEATING: Installed Espar diesel heater (excellent performance; automatic and highly efficient
13. WINDLASS: Installed Lewmar “Concept 1” electric windlass with 100 ft. of 5/16 chain. Powerful and effective
for handling ground tackle.
14. WIND GENERATOR: Installed “Four Winds II” - a powerful unit with 5-ft. diameter propeller. This unit has
good output and is quiet.

15. FURLING GEAR: I installed the HARKEN “split drum” furling gear which enables the drum to go on or off
quickly for changing from cruising to racing mode.
16. AUTO STEERING: I have AUTOHELM 3000; works extremely well.
17. HIGH OUTPUT ALTERNATOR: “Ample Power” 110 amp unit with smart “Next-Step”regulator.
18. RACING EQUIPMENT: Completely equipped for racing with full spinnaker gear and associated “go fasts”.
See “Other Comments” below.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. DELAMINATION, -COACH ROOF/DECK: Serious delamination of coach roof/deck in large area around
ventilators, -caused by failure of ALOHA YACHTS to cover balsa core with fibreglass inside the ventilators.
Expensive professional repair requiring cutting upper layer of coach roof, replacing core, reassembling, etc.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. BATTERIES: Changed battery location to locker under quarter berth, adjacent engine, plus third battery under
chart table. All are SURRETTE deep-cycle units.
2. SOUND PROOFING: Added sound proofing material on all walls of engine compartment. This worked fairly
well.

COMMENTS
1. CORROSION, -STEEL PROPELLER TEETH WITH VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE: With VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE,
the steel propeller teeth corrode away after about 5 years. After going through three steel props, VOLVO supplied
me with a bronze folding prop (cost Cdn$1000.) which solves this problem.
2. CHAIN PLATES: Leak a bit when rail is buried in water for some time.
3. BULKHEADS, -RETAINING FW & HOLDING TANKS: Have replaced and/or shored up “bulkheads” which
retain holding tank and water tanks in place, after several of these came loose.
4. AWLGRIP: After 16 seasons & many miles TRUE LOVE’s bright red hull had faded, and had a few nicks &
scratches. AWLGRIP job was successfully completed in Dec ‘95 giving a better than new bright red finish.
5. RACING: We race True Love twice a week in PHRF fleet at club level. Over the years we have had our share of
success, including capturing the Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club’s prestigious “Porteous Cup, a match racing event
when there was another ALOHA 34 at our Club.
6. DISPLACEMENT: An earlier version of the specs. puts the displacement at 11,700 lbs. A later version says
13,600. True Love was once weighed (excluding all gear, cushions, etc.) for handicapping, and came in just over
13,600 lbs. With a normal load of gear (but no fluids) I would expect something like 14,000 lbs.
7. DESIGN, -ALOHA 10.4: I have never found any two ALOHA’s which were identical. The Ouyangs kept
changing various items of equipment and some other features. (See 10 & 11 following.)
8. MAST: For example, on TRUE LOVE we have the SCHAEFFER 200 System mast & boom (very good spars).
9. QUARTERBERTH: We also have an oversize quarterberth that extends the full width from the engine
compartment to the hull. Perhaps some others were built this way but I have yet to see one. Our oversize
quarterberth is accomplished by having side lockers only at the extreme upper level, with nothing adjacent the
sleeping surface. I much prefer this arrangement. We lose some lockers, but with all the boat’s storage space, we do
not miss them. This very wide berth is super comfortable and much less claustrophobic than many quarter-berths. See
photo below.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
We bought this boat essentially new from the Quebec dealer, Vallée Sailboats Inc.
We have used True Love extensively in the 25 years we have owned her. Apart from our annual vacation cruises on
the St. Lawrence River and Lake Ontario we have had two long salt water cruises. One took us down the Hudson
River to New York, then north-east up the Atlantic coast around Nova Scotia, P.E.I., the Gaspé and back up the St.
Lawrence to Montreal. The other was an eight-month cruise to the Bahamas for the winter of 1998/99. In all, we
have over 31,000 nautical miles under her keel.

TRUE LOVE
GENOA TRACK & CARS,
STARBOARD SIDE
OVERSIZE BARIENT 28 ST PRIMARY WINCH

TRUE LOVE # 117 EXTRA WIDE QUARTER BERTH

TRUE LOVE #117 MAST COLLAR ARRANGEMENT
(Also showing Lewmar 30 two-speed halyard winches deck-mounted for racing)

TRUE LOVE #117 MAST COLLAR ARRANGEMENTS SHOWING
1. Coach Roof 2. Mast Collar 3. Oak Compression Blocks 4. Stainless Steel Rod Bolted
Through Mast 5. Halyards Connected with Deck Blocks

HISTORY 2
Sold September 2009
Previous Owners: Frank & Eve Collins, 344 Portland Avenue, Mount Royal, Quebec, Canada H3R 1V5
Purchased by Richard Gratton & Chantal Melfo
Information updated May 17, 2010

PROFILE #118
Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent, Ajax, Ontario, Canada, L1S 3X4
TELEPHONE: (905) 427-0834 FAX: Nil E-MAIL: Gates0834@rogers.com

HEART’S CONTENT IV
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

REG. or DOC NUMBER:
1978
PURCHASED: 1992

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE YANMAR
MODEL: # 3hm35
HORSEPOWER: 35
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? (Changed to YANMAR as above. Reason ?)

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
“The Lady” was in very poor shape when we bought her in February, 1992. She really needed TLC. We had to sand
the bottom, do some repair, we repaired all cosmetic, lines, etc. We removed two large eyeballs from the bow side;
we rewired, re-plumbed, new cushions, stripped all wood, interior & out, re-faced cupboards, built extra cupboards one above galley used for spices etc. and one above V-berth for linens and miscellaneous storage. Built propane
locker in lazerette, you name it!

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS

COMMENTS
“VARNISH”, CETOL: Using CETOL instead of regular “varnish”. VG

QUESTIONS
1.
2.

MAST, PUMPING: The mast is pumping during certain winds and can be quite annoying. Any suggestions
would be greatly appreciated.
DECK, CREAKING: Another concern would be deck creaking. Any thoughts would be appreciated.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #119
Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Road, Jacksonville, Florida 32226
TELEPHONE:
FAX: Nil
E-MAIL:

DOLPHIN’S BREATH
HULL IDENTIFICATION NUMBER:
ZUY001190878
DRAFT: 5’ 6”
YEAR BUILT: 1978
PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH: Black Hammock Island, Florida
AREA WHERE SAILED:
No further information available.

REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 1180620

PROFILE #120
Wayne MCLELLAN & Patricia CREED
165 Bendamere Avenue, HAMILTON, ON. L9C 1N6
TELEPHONE: (905) 383-6161; Work:
FAX:

Wayne McLellan passed away 2012 . Boat being offered for sale to settle estate. Contact Jim
Massey, Thunder Bay Yacht Club for details.
Boat is for sale at Thunder Bay YC - Listed on Kijiji for $28,800 Ad ID 473791169
SAND DOLLAR
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: # 38E 12451
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1979
PURCHASED: 1994
LOCATION OF BERTH: THUNDER BAY, ONTARIO
AREA WHERE SAILED: THUNDER BAY, North Shore of Lake Superior

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: YANMAR MODEL:
HORSEPOWER:
27 +/IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Gas to diesel
1. CONVERSION FROM A UNIVERSAL ATOMIC 4 GAS ENGINE TO A YANMAR DIESEL, 1997
1). Pulling the engine and replacing it was relatively easy.
2). I removed the engine mounts completely and moved them out a couple of inches and added a 2-inch lift to them to
accommodate the YANMAR. I learned how to fibreglass in the process. My other comment is that the dust from
grinding is unbelievable – the boat was a dusty disaster for two months. No way to avoid it – just be sure you have all
the grinding finished in one sweep or the cleaning is endless.
The exhaust hose requirements turned out to be a bit controversial – some say a 1 1\2 inch exhaust is OK, others that
a 2 inch hose is necessary. I eventually opted for the 2 -inch solution. This called for a larger through hull fitting in the
transom. I switched through hulls with the cockpit drain and the former exhaust hose, which exited on the starboard
side.
I ran the exhaust hose over the fuel tank and into the rear lazerette where I made a loop up as high as it could go
before running it down and out the transom. This way the high point in the hose is well above the cockpit sole level
and should ensure against water backing into the hose or siphoning from the diesel engine.
COMMENT Oct. 1997:- The engine works fine so far and is a good match for the 14-inch Max-prop I installed last
year. The engine mounts are fine so far.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. REAR BEARING replaced in 1995; could hear it grinding; disconnect drive shaft to confirm. Bearing replaced in
the water by tilting engine up. CDN$560., -about 7 hours' labour.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. RADAR:-RAYTHEON R20, Type M88341 mounted on mast. Works fine. No complaints.
2. HEATER: FORCE 10, kerosene. We complain about the smell of kerosene; not satisfied in general. It may be
the grade of kerosene.
3. STOVE & OVEN: HILLRANGE 3 burner propane. No complaints. Works fine. Hardly ever use 3rd burner.
Would purchase only a 2 burner in future.
4. ANCHOR: Purchased a BRUCE anchor -15 KG. Used for one season. Am happy with it.
5. WINDLASS: Am installing a used SIMPSON manual windlass in Spring ‘96.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: Oct. 1997: I had about 100 pimple-sized blisters on the port side, with only a few on the starboard
side. My solution was to apply West epoxy and attempt to arrest the situation after watching it gradually increase
year by year.
At haul-out last year I used a dremil to gouge out each sign of blistering – very easy and quick to do.
In the spring I had a fellow grind the Interlux bottom paint off. The alternatives were to use the system with paper
impregnated with paint remover (a viable method) or to soda blast (also viable). All three work and are roughly in the
same cost range; -–all require a certain degree of skill – take your pick. The grinding took about 16 hours.
The bottom was cleaned, and the blisters were filled with West epoxy.
The hull was washed with ammonia and water.
Three coats of West epoxy with 206 Hardener were applied. We rolled it on – it’s a two person job and timing is
critical. The hull was preheated with a propane heater under tarps to prevent “out-gassing” which causes bubbling in
the epoxy coats. Note that temperature of the air and the hull can be critical in terms of how the epoxy sets up.
Each coat took about an hour to apply and approximately 2 litres of epoxy were used in each coat. By watching and
testing for the tackiness of the epoxy as it dried, we were able to apply the three coats in one-hour intervals and avoid
having to sand and wash between coats – a major saving in time and energy.
COMMENTS – Epoxying on this scale is a tricky business and requires someone who knows all the subtleties of
temperature, humidity, hull temperature, surface prep, etc. I had someone who I hope fills the above requirements.
Inspection at haul-out showed no blistering so our efforts may have paid off. Time will tell.
2. STRUT; REPAIRING & RE-FIBREGLASSING A LOOSE STRUT (October 1997)
1). The engine, fuel tank and support board have to be removed.
2). The strut is embedded in the hull and projects about 15 mm above the hull. A fibreglass mound secures the top of
it above the hull – about a foot in diameter and 4-6 inches high. All the fibreglass needs to be ground away to expose
the top of the strut and the two bronze dowels holding the strut in place. Be careful not to grind into the strut and
dowels when exposing them.
3). I couldn’t free the strut completely but got it to slide up and down and got the dowels freed up. I cleaned it up
and replaced the dowels and strut in position and then applied West epoxy as thoroughly as I could all around the
strut and dowels. I then fibreglassed it back with 10 layers of cloth and ended up with the same shape mound as the
original.
4). The dowels are loose and simply stop the strut from falling through the hull until it is fibreglassed in place. The
final configuration may give it some leverage from torquing but it’s pretty simple.
Later: At HAUL-OUT in October 1997 – With 80 hours on the engine the strut was (still) solid. No evidence of the
looseness which was present before the repair.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. CRADLE: Have built 6 stands to replace the old wooden cradle. First use this (1995) winter.
2. FUEL TANK AND BATTERIES, -RE-LOCATION:
I reinstalled the fuel tank (after repairing the strut, -see above) and took the opportunity to lower the support board. I
was trying to get the weight as low and far forward as possible.

The fuel tank was steam cleaned and installed with the long dimension running fore and aft – i.e. I turned it 90
degrees. This gave enough room to install three batteries alongside it. The batteries are clamped down with metal
holders, and the tank has 2 s.s. straps plus a wood board forward of it to prevent the tank jumping forward in the case
of a sudden grounding.
The batteries are a snug fit but much more accessible. There is room for a fourth battery if necessary.
CONCLUSION – The boat seems to perform the same, with no discernible difference in the way she lies in the water.
I’m happy with the results.

COMMENT
BOAT SWAP: One thought I’ve had is motivated by the high cost of travelling and chartering. The solution could be
a boat swap. My area of the North Shore of Lake Superior is one of the great cruising areas, -comparable in its own
way with B.C. & the Maritimes. I would be willing at least to discuss the possibility with other owners

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #121
Brian KING
880 Dales Avenue, Newmarket, Ont. Canada L3Y 5Z7
*Mr & Mrs King are preparing PARAMOUR for sailing to TRINIDAD after Brian September 1999.
TELEPHONE: (905) 895-7137 or 853-7972 FAX:

PARAMOUR
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001211278
REG. or DOC NUMBER: #395211
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1978
PURCHASED: 1991
LOCATION OF BERTH: - SHIP WAS LOST IN HUDSON RIVER DURING HURRICANE FLOYD
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO Sail-Drive MODEL: MD11C HORSEPOWER: 23 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? 18 December 1995: Not changed yet but before we go south into salt water, we are considering the
YANMAR sail-drive 3GM35F (27 hp/20.1kW), listing at Cdn$12,000 as a replacement. YANMAR also
manufactures a 3HM35F (34 hp/25.4kW) sail-drive listing at Cdn$14,600. Comes complete with transmission and
freshwater cooling. Plan to check them out at the January (1996) Toronto Boat Show.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. PROPELLER: Folding prop replaced with 2 bladed fixed.
2. ENGINE PERFORMANCE: Engine works well. No problems (fresh water).

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: Previous owner added an ADLER BARBOUR refrigeration mounted in port cockpit locker
on a shelf. Also added 2” of insulation on outside of icebox. Works well.
2. CNG STOVE & HOT WATER HEATER: Boat is fitted with CNG stove & water heater mounted on head
bulkhead. CNG works well but only 1 bottle exchange in all of Toronto. Planning on changing over to propane before
heading south.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. OSMOSIS: No blisters evident.
2. RIGGING: No rigging problems or equipment failures.
3. KEEL: Minimal keel leakage.
4. FIBRE GLASS: No delamination. Hit rocks a few times and fibreglass repair needed on some bulkheads inside.
(Under port and starboard settees & engine room)

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1a) CABIN PORTS: Original owner had builder install 10 Atkins & Hoyle opening ports in main cabin. No problems
encountered.
1b) PORTS, -EYEBROWS FOR OPENING PORTS? 18 December 1995: I bought port window ‘eyebrows’ from
SSI mail order catalogue in the US for Cdn(?)$22.00 each. Upon delivery of the first order of two, I went up to the
boat (Georgian Bay) and had to clear away the snow to see if the fit was OK before ordering more. They fit perfectly.
I will install all of them in the Spring. Hopefully they will allow us to keep the 10 opening ports open in a rain shower
to improve ventilation. These eyebrows seem to be a popular addition for comfort in the tropics.”
A free catalogue can be obtained by contacting SAILING SPECIALTIES INC. (SSI) at P.O. Box 99, Commerce
Avenue, Hollywood, MD, USA 20636, tel:(301) 373-2372, FAX (301) 373-2734. SSI calls their eyebrows “TRIM-

FIT PORT HOODS’. The SSI catalogue number is (#70120000 for 12” wide and) #70150000 for 15” inch widths
(measurements are approximate).
According to the SSI catalogue, “These compact port hoods are moulded from ‘flexible, strong UV-resistant TPR
rubber’ and are designed to mount on the trim rings” so as to eliminate the necessity of drilling holes into cabin sides.
The hoods are supplied undrilled so that screw holes may be drilled during installation to match existing holes in the
trim ring of the porthole.
Ed: A great suggestion but note that PARAMOUR has special ATKINS & HOYLE opening ports (see above and
Winter 1995-96 Newsletter). Perhaps order two first, like Brian, and if they fit, get the remainder. If someone does
order SSI hoods to fit BECKSON ports, please let us know results.
2. ALTERNATOR: I installed a 90 amp alternator with a kill button (large alternator uses up 2-4 h.p.) Batteries
charge up quickly.
3. FURLING GEAR: Original owner installed STREAM STAY furling gear that has worked well.
4. ANCHORS: Originally used a 22 lb BRUCE as primary anchor on roller with a 25 lb CQR in anchor locker as
secondary. BRUCE has never dragged. Have now replaced anchors with two 45 lb CQR’s and chain in preparation
for heading south. (Later: See “8” below.)
5. AUTO HELM: I added an AUTOHELM ST4000. Works well; no problems.
6. WINCHES: Fitted with two LEWMAR 42ST winches. Wish I had next size up as I single hand frequently.
7. PRESSURE WATER: Boat is fitted with pressure water. Also has a raw water pump with tap in galley and an
anchor locker tap with a small hose and sprayer.
I added a fresh water foot pump in the galley so that on board water would always be accessible.
8. WINDLASS, 21 September 1995: Have now installed and am extremely satisfied with my two-speed SIMPSON &
LAWRENCE manual winch. See photos of arrangements, attached. I spent two weeks on Georgian Bay anchoring
out all but one night. I had to use low gear sometimes to break the 45 lb anchor out of the ground.
9. FANS: 5 June 1996: So far I have installed two new HELLA fans. They use a lot of air quietly and use less than 1
amp.
10. LIGHTS, MAIN CABIN: 5 June 1996: I replaced the 2 cabin lights on the main bulkhead that each used a single
24 watt bullb with a double lamp light using two 1041 bulbs. When the old lamps were on they consumed almost as
much power as thwe refreigeration.

COMMENTS
1. CNG/PROPANE: A winter project this year (1995-96) will be to convert my boat from the existing natural gas
stove and hot water heater to propane. I will have to make my own propane bottle lockers to install on either side of
the lazarette locker. Ready made internal lockers for 10 lb cylinders are not available. All the proper hoses and fittings
are available locally. Being a fire fighter, I intend to do it properly.
2 SAILS: The boat has all her original sails, -a storm jib (never used), jib (minimal use), #2 (never use), genoa (used
99% of the time) and mainsail. Plan on getting a new main and having the jib and #2 triple stitched. I won’t take the
old genoa. With trade winds of 15-25 kts. will only require a jib and main most of the time. The #2 should be O.K.
for any lighter stuff.
3. MAST & RIGGING: The original owner of my boat also had the builder make the mast opening in the deck larger
so that the mast was more upright. When the mast is stepped and the aft part of the spar is touching the aft part of the
opening, there is about 2 inches of space at the front of the opening. It makes it a little more awkward to seal off the
mast with the mast boot. I must have a very large wedge at the front of the mast.
15 July 1995:-This winter I’m going to take my standing rigging down to Toronto to a company called “The Rigging
Shop”. They are going to examine it and tell me what should be replaced. They gave me a ballpark price of about
Cdn$9000 to replace the standing rigging on a 40 footer complete with turnbuckles. I was going to do the complete
job at home this winter using Norseman or Staylock fittings. But I think it would be a better idea to have
professionals examine the rigging and see what shape it is in.
4. STEPS, -FOLD UP, VEE BERTH,: 5 June 1996: Marie loves the folding step below the port side of the V berth.
See photo. It is much easier now to climb onto the berth. I have another one installed in the galley so she can reach
the bottom of the ice box. I’m thinking of installing another one in the V berth bulkhead to make it easier to climg
onto the main berth.Plan to install a fold-up step to climb into the Vee berth from the main cabin. WEST MARINE
Catalogue lists them.

5. HEADS,- PUMP-OUT 18 October 1995: I was going to put a Y valve in the pump-out hose so that the head
could be pumped out directly overboard. A person who has just returned from the Caribbean said that in some US
states as well as other places, Y valves are either illegal or must be sealed in the closed (i.e. holding tank position). He
has suggested that I install a separate pumpout hose in the tank connected to a manual pump to a new through hull
fitting and seacock just below the waterline. He says that is perfectly legal. So, when pumpouts are not available, the
holding tank may be emptied offshore using the alternate system, no mess, no fuss.
6. OFF-SHORE CRUISING, 15 July 1995: In preparation for our voyage to the Caribbean:
 We have joined the “World Cruising Club” in Toronto. Membership is Cdn $35/year.
 I have been accumulating my Caribbean charts from a Toronto company called “Ocean Marine Outfitters”.
 Have found that Jan & Bill Moeller’s book “Living Aboard” has good ideas. Excellent chapter on stowing
supplies. Also, from this book Bill recommends a port in the forward part of the “trunk cabin”. “Aside from the
light it lets in, it allows you to see forward without going on deck or raising a hatch and looking out. If this is an
opening port, so much the better, it is an excellent source of air.” I think I will probably do it.
7. INSULATION: ICE BOX, 5 June 1996: Installed 2” of insulation polyurethane insulation on the inside of the
icebox. After removing the white styrofoam insulation in the engine room it appears that the builder installed urethane
foam on the sides. I added two more inches where possible and filled up the empty area underneath the icebox with
with liquid urethane foam. Next trip I will cover the inside foam with a covering of formica for a clean surface.
8. LIGHTS, LOCKER: 5 June 1996: I installed the 4 locker lights to light up the dark lockers when you open the
door.
9. LIGHT, ANCHOR: I have installed an electric anchor anchor light made from a small bulb and fitting from
RADIO SHACK, that is mounted in a glass salt shaker. Takes very little power, is popular with those in the
Caribbean and is quite visible from a distance. A hurricane lamp used as an anchor light will rust and require another
fuel to store. (A mast-head light is too high for drunks to see. The night breeze makes the cockpit light dance
around.)
The small salt shaker light is secured low in the cockpiy near eye-level
10. SPEAKERS, HI-FI, COCKPIT: 5 June 1996:Installed two of the four locker lights to light the dark locker

QUESTIONS
1. VOLVO SAIL DRIVE: (22 March, 1995) “...VOLVO dealer says VOLVO SAIL DRIVE is just not a substantial
salt water engine.” Would like to hear from VOLVO SAIL DRIVE salt water owners.
Ed: Note: See Fall 1995 Newsletter and comments by other VOLVO SAIL DRIVE owners in profiles. See also
comment on possible change to a YANMAR SAIL-DRIVE, above.
2. DISPLACEMENT: (22 March, 1995). “...the (ALOHA) 10.4 beside me which is only about one year newer was
about 2,000 lbs lighter. It had the same keel and engine. Do you have any knowledge of OUYANG making the boats
lighter as time went on? (Ed: See Fall 1995 Newsletter & comments in other profiles.)
3. KEEL LEAKAGE: Do you have any suggestions about preventing keel leakage? I understand the reason for it is
because of the manufacturing process. Would extra epoxy around the leading and trailing edge of the keel help?
Ed: Some owners with a small amounts of keel leakage seem to live with it. Others have taken steps to fix. See
comments by other owners in profiles.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
SHIP WAS LOST IN HUDSON RIVER DURING HURRICANE FLOYD 1999
The Loss of Paramour
by Brian King

My wife Marie and I were cruising down the Hudson River (New York), during September 1999 in our Aloha 34
Paramour on our way to the Bahamas for the winter. Unfortunately we had a rendezvous with Hurricane Floyd
which blasted up the east coast of the U.S. at that same time.
We had motored down to the 79th Street Marina in New York City to get a mooring for a few nights but were turned
away because of the strong winds predicted for the next day. Without the benefit of local knowledge of a secure
anchorage nearby, we elected to motor back up the Hudson River 22 miles to Croton on the Hudson just north of
Tarry Town, where we had enjoyed a secure anchorage the past evening. I chose to anchor rather than take a marina
slip because I was afraid of being trapped in a marina with surge or with high winds breaking boats away from nearby
slips and damaging our boat.
We anchored with our 45 lb CQR and 75 feet of chain in 10-12 ft of water over a soft bottom. (Three times the scope
called for that depth with all-chain rode.) That very morning in the same location, before we went to New York, I had
hauled up the anchor with mud and clay on the flukes, so I thought it was a secure bottom. I had a Fortress anchor on
the bow but failed to use it as I was overconfident in the thought that the big CQR would hold in that type of bottom.
We stripped off the furled genoa, dodger windows, and bimini to reduce windage for the anticipated blow.
With the darkness came the wind
It was predicted to reach 30-40 knots, gusting to 50. Along with the wind came torrential rainfall all night. We had
water dripping in the cabin where we never had before. What an awesome experience. The boat pitching and rolling
in 2-3 ft. waves all night long. It felt like being in a washing machine tumbling around with the damp clothing.
We tried to get some rest in the double berth in the main cabin. I popped my head out of the hatch to check our
position throughout the night. Our position was hard to determine because the rain obscured the landmarks. I could
see the light on shore and the anchor lights of the other boats in the anchorage. They all seemed to be in the same
place.
With the light of dawn I could see that we had indeed dragged anchor and were close to the beach. Just after
checking the depth sounder (7-9 ft.) we soon started to hit bottom in the troughs. We were now dragging backwards
onto the beach. I had to act quickly before the rudder was damaged.
We started the engine to try and power off but quickly found that we had lost our steering. I had failed to tie off the
wheel to prevent the rudder from violent movements overnight in the swells. Either the steering cable had broken or
had come off the quadrant. I frantically secured the emergency tiller and had Marie power ahead into deeper water
while I tried to bring the chain aboard with the manual windlass.
The bow was plunging underwater in the troughs. The chain kept slipping off the gypsy as I tried to crank it in. I kept
losing ground whenever chain spilled out before I was able to jam it with the chain lock. All the while trying to keep
all ten fingers on my hand. I finally was able to let all the 200 ft. of chain out and cut the 30 ft. yellow poly rope
securing the bitter end of the chain. The howling wind and rough seas quickly spun the now free bow around and we

were immediately solidly aground. Paramour was now in about 4 ft. of water broadside to the beach and waves.
There was no way I could have released the dinghy on the foredeck and secured the outboard motor to take an
anchor to deeper water.
I radioed for help and the U.S. Coast Guard responded with a vessel on the way. It was at this time, as I poked my
head out of the companionway, that the rollers smacking the boat broadside splashed the VHF radio just inside the
hatch and it started to short out. My handheld VHF also started to loose power just at this appropriate time. An
anchored sailboat in the same harbour helped by relaying messages between us, the Coast Guard and Tow Boat U.S.
While waiting for help I pumped the bilge and water didn't appear to return.
The Coast Guard was first on the scene about an hour later and indicated they were prepared to pull us off the beach.
We accepted the tow and took a long rope from their bow to our windlass. The Coast Guard boat was off our
transom and proceeded to pull us upright and astern. In the motion from moving us from laying on our starboard side
to our port side I heard the ugliest tearing, cracking, crunching sounds coming from Paramour.
As soon as they pulled us into deeper water I saw that the carpet down below was floating. I got word to them by
shouting from the bow (as both my radios were now down) that we were taking on water and we had no steerage.
The Coast Guard vessel now tried to tow us as quickly as possible to a nearby marina with haulout facilities.
Meanwhile, Marie and I were frantically bailing down below. We both had large pails and the automatic bilge pump
was working well. However the cockpit was filling with water as the debris from the cabin was now clogging the
cockpit drains. The engine quit about now when the air intakes went below water level. With hand motions and
yelling I told the Coast Guard that we were in trouble. They stopped and threw us a line that was attached to a
portable pump. I pulled the pump to us but was unable to get it into the cockpit as it was half the size of a 45 gallon
drum. The Coast Guard vessel came up to us and a crewman jumped aboard to help. Now the two of us were able to
bring the pump aboard and open it up and get it going.
With this delay Paramour settled lower in the water.
The Coast Guard crewman was in the cockpit with the pump, along with Marie who was keeping the cockpit drains
free. I was below keeping the hose strainer free of debris. It was clear that the pump couldn't keep up with the water
inrush and Paramour settled further into the Hudson. The water down below was now up to my waist and waves now
came over the transom.
It was time to abandon ship.
I climbed out of the cabin and headed toward the bow with Marie right with me and the Coast Guardsman following.
Now came the tricky part: climbing onto the Coast Guard vessel with the two boats smashing together in the 3-4 ft.
chop. I hesitated out of fear of being squashed and missed an opportunity. I finally jumped aboard and Marie was
right behind me. Marie hesitated and activated her inflatable life jacket and then jumped.
She didn't make it!
She fell into the water just short of the Coast Guard boat and was hanging on to the tow rope with one hand and to
the deck of the Coast Guard boat with the other. The Coast Guard vessel had no ladder or pole and had a metal
railing around the transom at waist height. Even with me and two other Coast Guard crew leaning over the rail, we
couldn't reach Marie as she was just out of our grasp
Paramour now started to drift off, so at least Marie wouldn't be crushed between the two boats. But what a fearful,
frustrating thing. The metal railing in our stomachs was preventing us all from reaching her. Marie was waterlogged
and tired from bailing and had no upper body strength to help herself out of the water. Finally she let go of the tow
rope and thrust her left hand in the air and I grabbed her hand and a Coast Guardsman grabbed her sleeve. Now two

of us had a piece of her, but we were going nowhere. We couldn't pull her aboard and she couldn't help herself. Her
life jacket was giving her flotation, but also obscured her visibility.
The Coast Guard skipper left the wheelhouse and came down to help. With four of us pulling and heaving we got her
aboard.
We now had to rescue the Coast Guard crewman on Paramour. He was still on the sinking boat, which was now
about 30 feet astern, hanging onto the starboard shrouds. He jumped into the water and swam towards us. His mate
threw him a line which he was able to grab and we pulled him to us. We now had the same problem with him that we
had with Marie. We couldn't reach him while leaning over the stern rail. He had more upper body strength and pulled
himself up a bit. We all grabbed a piece of him and yanked him aboard.
I then watched as Paramour settled below the Hudson stern first and saw the bow disappear below the water. She
settled on the bottom in about 30 feet of water with the mast sticking out from the spreaders on up. I was stunned.
When the boat was subsequently hauled ashore, it became evident where the water had been coming in . When we
had been pulled off the beach, the rudder was torn from the skeg and twisted at a 45 degree angle. This opened up
the rudder shaft, allowing water to enter the boat. The starboard side that was pounding on the bottom had only a
couple of layers of antifouling paint removed!
HARD LESSONS LEARNED
The boat was insured but not sufficiently on contents. Improvements we had made on the boat, such as a $7,000.
osmosis repair, were NOT included in the hull value. Always use at least 2 anchors in any winds over 20 knots.
Secure the wheel or tiller in violent motions while anchored. Perhaps look for a marina that would be protected from
the predicted winds. Call for help before you end up on the beach.
INSURANCE DETAILS
We were whacked with a lot of deductibles in our claim.
Under normal conditions, with a total loss with this U.S. carrier, there is no deductible. However, when the cause was
a NAMED windstorm (hurricane Floyd), it was double the deductible (from 2 to 4%, or $1,600.) We had a $40,000
(U.S.) hull coverage
There was a 10% deductible on the dinghy and motor, representing another $280.
We only had $2,000 coverage on personal effects and contents. I don't know what I was thinking then; the computer
was worth that alone. The coverage ought to have been 10 times the amount.
The surveyor at the site got three quotes to remove the wreck from the river. Two were for $30,000 and one was for
$8,000. Guess which one he took? In any event, we were only covered for $5,000 liability insurance for that removal.
We had to make up the remaining $3,000 difference plus 10% or $500.deductable on the liability. Another $3,500 off
the hull value.
I'm telling every boater I know to check their policy for wreck removal. If the third estimate had been for $30,000,
we would have had insurance coverage that left us with hardly anything.

Brian King is a former firefighter in North York, Ontario, now retired. He and Marie, who works as an office
manager, now live in London, Ontario. They sailed Paramour for eight years on Georgian Bay (Lake Huron) before
sailing her down to Lake Ontario and thence to New York on the start of their interrupted voyage south
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OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #123
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #124
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PROFILE #125
Alexander (Sandy) & Linda FRANCIS
060-600 Stamps Landing. Vancouver. BC. Cda. V5Z 3Z1
TELEPHONE: (604) 872-2556
FAX: EMAIL: sailsanderlin@yahoo.com

SANDERLIN
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1980
PURCHASED: 1980 (new)
LOCATION OF BERTH: Heather Marina, Vancouver, BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Canadian West Coast

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Engine rebuilt 1994 by MARINE SYSTEMS of North Vancouver. Originally removed for a bad valve &
numerous minor oil leaks from sender, pan, front seal etc. & decided to rebuild completely while parts were still
readily available for what was then a 15 year old engine.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
REFRIGERATION, BUT NOTW THE ICE BOX: Over, close to, 20 years a great deal of equipment is added, discarded, & then
added again. A lot of it I had almost forgotten about until going through the newsletters you sent, and having old memories jogged
by the experiences of others. But one piece of equipment, which went in early and is still going strong is the refrigeration unit. It is a
NORCOLD Combination fridge freezer, top loading 110 v/12 v model #MRFT-630A. I spotted it in a chandlery window in 1982
& had an idea that it might fit into the space below the galley counter next to the sink, a space that had a small dry locker and a
great deal of wasted space under it. The dimensions turned out to be perfect, within Vi" all around, so I had the galley counter
removed, a shelf built to support the unit & the counter re-installed as an opening lid. This has freed the massive & under-insulated
icebox to become one of the world's largest dry storage lockers (on a 34 footer).
DODGERS: We have had many dodgers over the 20 years; still have not found the perfect one yet.
JIB FURLING:
ANCHOR WINDLASS, 1. SIMPSON LAWRENCE Manual, 2. Electric LEWMAR CONCEPT 1: We also added jib furling & an
anchor windlass; first a vertical capstan style SIMPSON LAWRENCE manual which over the years proved to be less adequate as I
got older. Then finally we installed an electric LEWMAR CONCEPT 1 with a rope chain gypsy and an optional capstan so that
Linda could use it with the halyard routed through the snatch block on the toe-rail to haul me up the mast when needed.
WINCHES, MAST: We added two LEWMAR #30 self tailing winches to the mast pads which were already there as I prefer to
raise the sails from the deck. We left the other two original winches on the coach roof. We can still raise sails from the cockpit if it
is really rough.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
BLISTERS: It was 1986 before I saw any evidence of blistering on the hull, and it seemed to be confined to the starboard side over
a small area just aft of the keel. I had an acquaintance, who also happened to be a surveyor, bring over his moisture meter. He found
the rest of the boat quite dry, so I removed all the bottom paint, ground out the blisters with a small grinder & filled & faired the
area with epoxy filler after letting it dry out for about 5 weeks. I then coated the entire bottom with 6 coats of epoxy barrier from
INTERNATIONAL. So far the problem has not reappeared.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. MAIN SHEET TRAVELLER, RELOCATION: One of the first modifications was to move the main sheet
traveller to just in front of the pedestal spanning the distance between the cockpit seats. I did this because its original
position interfered with access to & from the companionway & created a problem with the dodger especially when

sailing down wind. The new location also allows the helmsman to have control over the mainsheet without leaving the
helm.
We put a small dorade vent into the anchor locker mounted just forward of the hatch, behind the forcstay. It made a
tremendous difference to the amount of mildew & mould inside the locker & on the rode itself. We installed a
preventer on the boom which is controlled from the cockpit.
We installed an autopilot, -at first an AUTOHELM 1000 tiller pilot which we had on our last boat. We used it on
SANDERLINby attaching it to our emergency tiller although theoretically it was not supposed to be for a boat this
big. It worked great for a couple of seasons but using it did make the back seat of the cockpit unusable because of the
tiller so we eventually replaced it with a NAVICO 5000 wheel pilot, but still, it is a great back up.
We added weather clothes around the cockpit which made a tremendous difference to our comfort level when winter
sailing.
INTERIOR MODIFICATIONS:
2. HEAT: This is the third boat that Linda & I have owned together, and from the start we enjoyed winter sailing.
After all, winter on the (Canadian) West Coast is when the anchorages are empty or at least less crowded; and winter
is when the wind really blows. It is also the time after the sun has made its brief appearance during our short northern
days when the temperature drops like a stone & there you are battened down for the night in some quiet backwater
bay and all that's on your mind is HEAT. So with this in mind we contacted the factory while SANDERLIN-was still
under construction to omit the fold-up table. We knew that that bulkhead was going to house our heater, even though
it meant sacrificing the pullout double berth. The space between the port side settee and the mast was the perfect
alcove. It was a safe location, read difficult to fall against while underway and the chimney would exit the deck just
beside & slightly behind the mast, making it a good choice to help eliminate back draughts off the sail, and it meant a
minimum of interference with dinghy storage on deck. It was suggested that we might mount a bulkhead heater a
little higher to save the double bed pullout. But experience on our last boat had taught us that the heater had to be
mounted as low to the floor as a possible to prevent cold floors & maximize the chimney length both for heat
radiation & to improve draught, especially if you are trying to keep chimney height on deck to a minimum. The
factory (OUYANG Boat Works) then asked us what type of table we wanted. We said we would leave that up to
them, which turned out to be a good choice because when the boat arrived they had built us a beautiful teak drop-leaf
table which they mounted in the middle of the floor just behind the mast. When fully extended it was large enough to
sit eight for dinner which we did on occasion to prove the point. The first heater was a SHIPMATE bulkhead
mounted solid fuel fireplace, stainless steel shell with a cast iron firebox large enough to hold two presto logs at a
time or a canvas bag full of beached driftwood. SHIPMATE was a company in Pennsylvania which manufactured
stoves and heaters for the marine industry. I don't know for sure but I suspect they no longer exist. The heater had a
3" diameter chimney which is a good size for venting moisture to the outside, -usually something onboard furnaces do
not do very well.
The heater was a work of art and supplied an abundance of warm, "dry" almost instantaneous heat but as a solid fuel
burner it required much attention. And then of course there were those cold crisp mornings when the discussion of
who was getting up first to start the fire could last till noon if you weren't careful! So eventually practicality won out
and a diesel heater was installed. We chose a FABALL (SIGMAR, BALMAR) all names mean the same product,
model 180 floor mount stainless steel heater.
We built a tiled hearth for it & through bolted it to the floor. The chimney size was the same as the SHIPMATE so
no alterations were required to the deck. We installed a 12-gallon bladder type day tank in the forward locker behind
the port settee. This allowed us to gravity feed the heater and eliminated the need for an electric pump. The bladder
tank is specifically made for diesel and supplied by VETUS. It was used for three main reasons, installation was
simple, it maximized the space available by taking on the unusual shape of the locker, and it required no vent
eliminating the need for another hole in the hull. It has its own deck fill and because of the limited fuel capacity for the
engine, we do not feed it from the main tank. The heater is very reliable and burns something less than a gallon a day
(24 hours). So given the real capacity of the tank due to the restrictions of the locker dimensions we have to fill it
from the deck about every 8 or 9 days. The heater has served us well for close to 14 years with no repairs other than
a new window and cleaning maintenance every fall before start up.
P.S.: The top is large enough to keep the kettle on for coffee or tea so if you see SANDERLIN sitting at anchor on a
winter day, please do not hesitate to knock on the hull.

3. CABINETS, SHELF & BOOKCASE, MAIN CABIN: Other interior changes were cabinets installed on the aft
bulkhead above the galley and the quarterberth. I think the factory also did that eventually. We had a very useful
shelf installed above the sink and bookcases made for the forward cabin and the portside main bulkhead.
4. HOT WATER HEATER: We installed a propane PALOMA propane demand hot water heater at the beginning &
it has been a great asset. It means hot water any time any place. As long as there is water in the tank, we have hot
water. (ED.: The PALOMA propane HW heater became a standard factory fitting by OUYANG Boatworks.)
5. FRESH WATER TANKAGE: We also had new water tanks made of heavy gauge aluminium and increased their
size to give us approximately a 90-gallon (Imp.) capacity.
6. LIGHTING, INTERIOR: We have changed the lighting over the years more than a few times. At present we are
using halogen lights in all the original locations with extra lights in the galley, the quarter berth, and the hanging
locker.
7. STRUCTURAL CHANGES: Structurally we have also made some changes.
1. The original bulkhead in the anchor locker did not go all the way to the top of the deck, so I glassed in a new one
making the locker watertight and adding some stiffness to the forward section of the hull.
2. I also glassed in a top to bottom bulkhead at the foot of the quarter berth and then cut an access hatch to reach the
back of the instrument panel.
3. I glassed in a new top to bottom fore & aft bulkhead under the cockpit floor along the side of the quarter berth.
Again the previous one did not go all the way to the top.
4. I glassed in a floor at the bottom of the port side deep locker to provide better storage & prevent everything in
there from falling to the centre of the boat. I again cut a hatch in the floor to access the hull and storage under the
new floor.
I made these changes (which I admit might have been slight overkill) because in the second year that we owned her
we took her out to the west coast of Vancouver Island. There while sailing in fairly high winds among the ocean
rollers, there was some definite groaning coming from the area of the cockpit. Not long after some very fine stress
lines (they were too fine to call cracks) started appearing in specific areas, mainly the comers of the seats where they
met the coamings and along the rain gutters. In retrospect after all these years I now feel that the lines probably had
more to do with the thickness of the gel coat than any structural problem; but it did show that the cockpit was
working in heavy seas.
Well to make a long story only slightly shorter, it doesn't groan anymore and the lines never got any worse; the
cockpit now feels as stiff as a concrete sidewalk.
8. DOORS, MAIN HATCH: In other areas we changed the drop boards to doors but had a new frame built for the
hatch so we could accommodate both doors & drop boards if needed.
9. WIND VANES: We recently installed a new ARIES wind vane in anticipation of some more ocean sailing.
10. PORTS: A high priority before that happens is the installation of new ports. The ones on SANDERLIN are a
different size than most of the newer ALOHA's I have seen. They are slightly narrower & I think slightly longer, - 4"
x 14". BECKSON makes something close but we're still searching for alternatives.

REMARKS
MAST: The mast on SANDERLIN, by the way, is a SCHAEFFER spar from New Bedford, Mass. I don't know how
many ALOHA's were supplied with SCHAEFFER masts. They are still in operation so parts are available to us.
In closing this too long letter I would just like to say how pleased I am to have found you people. The information
found in the newsletters you so promptly sent to us was both familiar and surprising at the same time.
I hope to be of help to some of you in the future and I know you will be of help to me. As I mentioned earlier, this is the
third boat that Linda and I have had together, and obviously if we didn't love it, we would have moved on to something else by
know. We are both avid sailors, both with offshore experience and have sailed in boats of all types and sizes. I think what we like
most about the ALOHA (34) is that it seems so well behaved. It does everything in moderation. It is well balanced and a very
forgiving sailboat. It is structurally sound if not quite as slick as the five bedroom, two bath 35 footer you can buy off the shelf
today. Many years ago now, I read somewhere that the definition of a seaworthy vessel is a boat that can look after you after you
can no longer look after the boat. That pretty well sums up how we feel about SANDERLIN.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #126
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way. Courtnay. British Columbia, Canada. V5Z 3Z1
TELEPHONE: (250) 334-2450
FAX:
EMAIL: herringj@telusplanet.net

KHADINE II
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 392577
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH: Pender Harbour, British Columbia
AREA WHERE SAILED: Canadian West Coast

PROFILE #127
David & Marilyn BORNE
828 Norway Avenue, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, N7V 2L6
TELEPHONE: (519)542 6032
FAX:

EMAIL: airbourne@sympatico.ca

RIPPLE
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001270679
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1979
LOCATION OF BERTH: Bayfield, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED:

REG. or DOC NUMBER: 24E-17582
PURCHASED: 2000

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE YANMAR MODEL: 3JH-2E HORSEPOWER: 38
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE removed in-Florida, 1996.
PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE OF POSSIBLE INTEREST TO OTHERS?

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. ELECTRICAL: Existing 12 volt & 110-volt wiring & panels were removed & a new custom-made panel was
installed on starboard side of quarter berth.
The complete boat was rewired with marine grade tinned wire. a 1500-watt inverter. Link 1000,4-6
volt batter} bank, refrigeration, TV, stereo & microwave were added.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
(From Former Owners, Jamie &Chico Mc TAVISH)
We bought HOLY SMOKES in December/01 and started to gut her right away. It took us 2 weeks, just to
empty her. What a job, and mildew, -we won't go there...
We work on her 6-7 days a week, after work, weekends etc. There is so much work to do on her. I couldn't
begin to tell you, but I will tell you this; that when we put her in the water this year, she will be the top of the line
Aloha 34. She will be brand new from inside/out. We built our own electrical panel, complete new wiring from one
end to the other, all new batteries, inverter, link, complete new plumbing, new head, totally strippedlhe inside, and
re-finished all teak, built new companion way, all new life lines, stays, strip off all outside hardware and re-caulk
everything, sand and paint deck and hull, all new foam and I am presently re-covering the new cushions etc., etc.
This is our winter project and sometimes it's a little stressful, but we move on anyway. She will be a new
boat, one that we can be proud of.
Then by 30 April e-mail, Jamie & Chico added:
a). Furling system overhauled & installed new bearings
b) Mast & boom were stripped of all hardware, sandblasted, epoxy primed & re-finished (all wiring replaced
inside the mast)
c) Fuel tank removed/sandblasted/primed & refinished (mechanical gauge removed & replaced with electrical)
d) Hot water heater removed & overhauled-new element added etc.
e) Kerosene stove taken out and cleaned throughout
f) Propeller & Drive shaft removed and replaced cutlass bearings
g) Engine room was insulated
h) Extra insulation added to ice box

i) Lazarette wood covers replaced with teak
j) Custom made cockpit table
k) Autohelm ST4000 Plus with remote added
1) Stripped off old anti-fouling paint & repaired small osmosis damage; applied 5 coats of epoxy primer, 4 coats
ofVC-17
m) Colour: boat was green and will be painted white deck & hull with original stripes in navy and complimented
with NAVY dodger/bimini and full enclosure thanks to Mr. Natty in Toronto, which we will pick up next
week, that we will have to install ourselves.
n) We still have to order our davits for the 11-ft. Quicksilver dinghy that we bought for HOLY SMOKES.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
1996 - ex "HYVA TYTTO" out of Jupiter, Florida

Was used as live-aboard in Florida, was offered for sale in Florida. No offers so vessel shipped from Jupiter, Florida
to Bayfield, Ontario by owner Sooz L. Wells where relative was to take care of vessel until sold by Harbour Lights
Marina.. Extensive damage due to improper winterization. Engine block split, plumbing not winterized and beyond
repair. Cabin sole and cabinets damaged by engine oil and water for about 6” above sole due to flooding during
storage.
2000 - Purchased by Jamie & Chick McTavish in 2000 who did extensive repairs. Renamed HOLY SMOKES
2004 - Purchased by David & Marilyn BORNE - Renamed RIPPLE

PROFILE #128
CURRENT OWNER UNKNOWN
2009 11 26 e-mail from D. Fisher - boat was sold in 2008 to someone 2 docks down from his
in (Florida?)
David & Alice FISHER
122 Huron St., Thornbury, Ontario. NOH 2P0
TeIephone / Fax: 519 599 6905
E~Mail: david.fisher2@sympatico.ca

DALRIADA
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 31E 13083
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1979
PURCHASED: 1996 (from Original Owner)
LOCATION OF BERTH: 1979-1996 at Oshawa Yacht Club, Lake Ontario.
1997-1998 at Thornbury Marina on Georgian Bay.
DALRIADA was trucked to Fort Pierce, Florida in December 1999.
AREAS WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario; Georgian Bay; Abacos & Eleuthera & Florida. Currently (October 2001)
DALRIADA is on the hard at Port Charlotte Boat Storage, a new facility on Florida’s West Coast.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO MD1 1 with SAILDRIVE; 23HP: Original Engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS
PROPELLOR: Nothing significant except that folding propeller fell off or disintegrated shortly after purchase.
Replaced it with a 3- blade fixed prop. from Volvo.
Had engine serviced before heading South. This included replacing all hoses and installing new injectors. Engine
cruises comfortably @ 1800 rpm. E.g. When motorsailing across the Gulf Stream.

EQUIPMENT & MODIFICATIONS
1. FURLING, MAINSAIL: Previous Owner installed Forespar Model D Internal Furling System behind mast.
Sail is set and furled from cockpit using a self-tailing winch, When furling, tension must be maintained on the leech by
lowering the topping lift to prevent bunching. If this occurs, release through the l/4 in.slot becomes very difficult. The
next largest size would have been more appropriate. Now that we’ve mastered it, it saves this geriatric hoisting and
folding the mainsail on the boom in rock ‘n roll conditions. A rope clutch was added to the mast on the port side.
This receives the mainsail halyard. After tensioning the halyard the clutch is engaged. The halyard is taken off the
winch and tied off to a new dedicated cleat. This releases the winch for use with either spare halyard for hoisting the
dinghy etc. and as backup in case of forestay failure.
2. SAILS: Sail Complement includes No.1 Genoa = 460sf., No.3 Jib = 300sf., Mainsail = 200 sf., Trysail = 60sf.
3. ELECTRICAL: A new 4 x 6 volt house battery system and a new 12 volt starting battery were installed prior to
the trip South. A 120-amp alternator and a smart regulator were also added. This set-up has proven adequate for
charging batteries given that the opportunities for running the engine are frequent. A NEWMAR ABCI2 battery
charger feeds the batteries when shore power is available.
4. GALLEY: A HILERANGE 3-BURNER STOVE was originally supplied with two CNG tanks. This, of
necessity, was converted to Propane before heading South Not having convenient locker space I mounted each
Propane tank on a stainless steel bracket which was U-bolted to a stern stanchion. The tanks were first set in
fibreglass pods or pots which are commercially available for bib. & 291b.propane cylinders. The tanks and pods were
then covered with custom made SUMBRELLA covers. Looks OK but next project is a propane locker at the rear of

the port lazerette. Also installed solenoid valve control & gas detector.
5. REFRIGERATION: The ADLER BARBOUR COLD MACHINE died in The Abacos.
Diagnosis was that the compressor was caput. Installed a new compressor on return to Florida but system still did not
function. A minute leak in the piping was eventually found resulting in slow loss of gas & pressure. I was
reintroduced to Boyle’s Law during this exercise.
Moral: DO NOT try to repair old refrigeration systems as the labour costs to twice investigate the problem, test for
leaks and recharging were as high as a new system.
NOTE: Other Network members have said the same. Many reported problems eventually have been traced to piping
leaks, so perhaps test for leaks first. If a leak is not your problem, then perhaps a new refrigeration system may be in
order, as suggested.
6. FRESH WATER: Existing 2 x 30 gal. Tanks are supplemented with 10 - 5 gal. plastic bladders which are stored
on the floor of the port lazerette and elsewhere.
7. FUEL: Existing 19 gallon Diesel tank is supplemented with 4 x 5 gal. plastic containers which are roped to a 2” x
6” board that is U - bolted to 2 starboard stanchions. A 2” x 6” fender board resides above this.
8. INSTRUMENTS:

Compass
Loran ‘C’
GPS
VHF
Knotmeter
Depthsounder

- 5 in. Aquameter Gemini was serviced.
- OK in Great Lakes; but not Caribbean
- MAGELLAN 300 works well; will buy backup.
- 1 - Fixed plus 2 - Handheld.
- Original replaced with Standard Comms. Unit.
- As knotmeter.

9. DINGHY: Purchased an 8’ 6” Quicksilver inflatable with inflatable floor plus a 6 hp. Mercury outboard as a
package at 1999 Toronto Boat Show. Installed a SS motor hoist to my design. Fabricated by Stainless Steel
Outfitters of Barrie, Ont.
10. GROUND TACKLE: 1- 35-lb. UNIVERSAL plow + lOOft. x 5/16 in. chain + 200ft. 5/8” braided nylon rode.
1 - FORTRESS FX 23 + 50ft.x 5/ l6in. HT chain + 1 50 ft.x 5/8” braided nylon rode.
1 - 19-1b. BRYDON, Danforth type, stern anchor + 30ft. BBB chain + 150 ft. x l/2 in.
3-strand nylon rode.
11. WINDLASS: -I installed a LOFRANS PROGRESS 1 windlass with capstan in December 2001. The windlass
was located behind the chain locker with the motor in the blanket locker. The gypsy was aligned with the port (factory
installed) bow roller, this accommodates the plow working anchor.
A new bow roller was installed on the starboard side. This handles the FORTRESS anchor that is hung from the
pulpit. It can be raised via the capstan.
The following modifications were made to the original locker to provide more capacity for chain & rode: a) Removed 70% of original chain locker bulkhead by cutting to within 2 - ½ in. of side of hull and 6 in.up from
the bottom. Glassed in a ¾ in.bulkhead in plane of V-berth / blanket locker. This had to be installed in two
pieces due to access problems.
b) Reinstalled the original bulkhead in 2-pieces. The first was 9 in. high the second, also 9 in. high, but sloped
forward about 3 in. This arrangement provides a rear locker that is 6 in.deeper and is wider than the original
locker. It accommodates all the chain and rode for the primary plow anchor. It does not allow for unattended
free fall for the amount of chain & rode carried. The forward compartment is amply sufficient for the chain and
rode for the FORTRESS anchor.
Both of the above were difficult as I had to do the work in a prone position.
c) A short 3m. dia. fibreglass hawse pipe in the deck to lead the rode the windlass to the chain locker.
No modifications were made to the chain locker hatch cover. In operation it is kept in the open position for
manual assist in flaking the rode.

COST: Supply of windlass, capstan, switch, breaker, hand held remote switch, shipping from Vancouver, BC, to Fort
Pierce, Florida plus cost of 70ft. X 2/0 and other supplementary materials purchased in Florida = C$3000. Labour for
installation including making and installing hawse pipe, routing cable, electrical hook-up, clean-up and 2-rope chain
splices =32 man hours @ US$50.00 by boatyard personnel.
12. BIMINI: A Bimini with closure piece to dodger was installed. Supplied by GENCO. I cut 9 in. off boom to
maximize size of the Bimini; should have gone for 12 in.
13. HEAD: Replaced everything and installed a Y- valve for direct discharge. One must remember how you last set
the Y-valve. I, through lack of attention, ended up with a pressurized holding tank. You can imagine the mess
when I opened the tank. The WHALE gusher pump was used for the first time in a spot remote from the
anchorage. It maybe a more positive set-up to have the Y-valve after the holding tank and a macerator pump (or
diaphragm pump) to pump the whole issue overboard when convenient.

COMMENTS
1. WHY A WINDLASS?: Decision to install windlass was based on Year 2000 experiences. These included 2
situations where I found it difficult and, in one occasion, impossible to pull the rode in with 20-25 knot winds and
with the boat pitching and yawing. In another, I had an anchor dragging situation in the dark where I had to lift
and lay it four times before I got it to hold. I was very tired that night. Decision was also based on studying all
the options in the Owner’s Profiles. I opted for
the solution of Angela & Heinz Hone, NIPINKE in Profile #158.
2. ALOHA 34 PERFORMANCE: Boat performs well in heavy weather as attested to in Georgian Bay and in
crossing from Royal Island, Eleuthera to Lynard Cay, in The Abacos. In the latter, the weather changed 2 - 1/2
hours out. Motor-sailed for 10 hours in 25-knot (+/-) winds & 8ft. (+/-) seas, mostly under mainsail and with the
Autohelm operating OK. Crew seasick. The final run though the breakers in the cut to Lynard Cay was exciting
to say the least.
It was most interesting to read Frank & Eve Collin’s, #117, TRUE LOVE’S Endless Summer, Episodes #11
& #12 which covered the same ground as us but a year earlier. We also got to Spanish Wells and Dunmore
Town.
3. WHAT IS THE REAL DRAFT & TONNAGE OF AN ALOHA 34? Draft is stated to be 5’- 6”. After several
groundings in the thin water on the West Coast of Florida, even in the ICW, I measured the draft on haul out. It
was 5’ 10” without supplementary water, fuel, and food.
The plate on the inside of the cockpit/coaming states that the draft is 5’ 6” and that the displacement is 7700Kgs
?????? I see much comment on this point. Did the Designer do his sums right or are the older boats heavier?
4. OUR FUTURE PLANS: Intent in 2001 was to cross to the West Coast via the Lake Okeechobee waterway but
the water level was lowered to below 5 ft. because of some environmental reason. Therefore had to take the long
way round via Marathon. A most interesting part of the trip was anchoring in the Little Shark River, then
motoring 8 miles into the heart of the Everglades. Intent in 2002 is to visit the Dry Tortugas, Key West & then
head slowly back to Lake Ontario.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile - 29 October 2001

Photo #1: DALRAIDA at Port Charlotte Boat Storage, Florida.
Note Canvas Covers over Propane Tanks above Transom

Photo #2: DALRAIDA at Fishermans Village, Port Charlotte, Florida

PHOTO #3: DALRAIDA #128 Anchor Set-up #1

PHOTO #4: DALRAIDA Anchor Set-up #2

PHOTO #5: Anchor Set-up #3
LOFRANS PROGRESS/WINDLASS+ CAPSTAN

PHOTO #7: Anchor cover is open when operating
Plow. Manual assistance is required to flake

Chain or it stacks up.

PHOTO #6: Anchor Set-up #4
Cover is closed when using the FORTRESS,

Open for the Plow. Deck “Pipe” is redundant

PHOTO #8: Chain Locker.
Note new transverse teak bulkhead/divider,
Fore & aft locker. Also handheld Remote.

PROFILE #129
OWNER: UNKNOWN
Sold: September, 2003
June 16, 2011 Change of email added as a result of email received re: Aloha Rendezvous Whitby.

John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street, Whitby, Ontario, L1N 5E5
Telephone
Fax
Email. john0246@sympatico.ca

ONCE AROUND
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001290779
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:

1979
LOCATION OF BERTH: Whitby Yacht Club
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

REG. or DOC NUMBER: 10D62914
PURCHASED: 1998

=================Information from Rick & Cathy WALKER=======
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO
MODEL: PENTA 2003
HORSEPOWER: 28
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? Original engine was ATOMIC 4 (gas). It was replaced about 9 years ago. We have the original letter
quoting for the replacement.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
STARTING: Engine occasionally would not start. Symptom was no response at all when turning key to start. I.e.
totally dead- no instruments, no starter click, nothing. After fiddling with the engine i.e. switch the power switch,
wait a few minutes, push this, wiggle that, etc, it would start.
Possible cause was defective main battery power switch (original 20-year-old equipment). Switch was replaced and
for a while no additional problems.
ENGINE INSTRUMENTS NON-FUNCTIONAL: Another related symptom was engine instruments
occasionally non-functional, i.e., occasionally the oil pressure, temp and voltmeter will zero out while running.
They will then magically re-energize a few minutes or moments later, all while the engine is running.
FUSE BLOCK, DEFECTIVE: The engine non-starting again became a problem and almost caused a collision in
a bad weather anchor drag situation. Extensive troubleshooting using a digital voltmeter to confirm circuit
connectivity finally tracked it down to a bad fuse block. While in place the fuse block looked OK but when the
instruments had failed I found the block only passed about .6 volts.
Once removed, the fuse block spade connectors were seen to be covered with some kind of brown crud (oil or fuel
film?). The fuse block was replaced and so far no additional difficulties.
ENGINE STALLING, AIR IN FUEL LINE: On 2 occasions while motoring, the engine failed after a couple of
hours and then several times after that after about 30 minutes running time. We determined that the fuel line was
getting air. I bled the lines each time and the engine would start but fail a short time later with the same apparent
cause - air in fuel line. We have only had the boat a few months so I had not changed any filters. We replaced the
RACOR fuel filter (it was literally black with crud) and the engine mounted fuel filter as well.
We discovered that the engine fuel filter had not been changed since new (9 years ago!). We believe this is
so since the engine filter is a spin on type and the filter mounted had the original VOLVO engine green paint.
Since the fuel line was getting air I replaced the fuel line from the RACOR filter to the engine since it appeared to
have several cracks and 3 separate connectors (where 2 lines had been spliced together to make it to the RACOR
filter). So far no further occurrences of engine failure and in fact since the filters have been replaced and the new
fuse block put in the engine starts and runs like new.

TACHOMETER, DEFECTIVE: Tachometer immediately pegs at max level when engine running. Tachometer
is still non-functioning (pegged when engine on).
FUEL GAUGE, DEFECTIVE: Fuel gauge gave us quite a scare when it seemed to indicate using up a complete
fuel tank in one afternoon's motor to an anchorage. After re-seating the wire connectors on the fuel gauge it
miraculously replaced our fuel. It failed again later and must be replaced. Not done yet. It appears the fuel level
sender is bad since the mechanical gauge part of the sender on the tank agrees with the electrical gauge and both
are wrong. Must be replaced.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: We have added FRIGOBOAT refrigeration.
We added 2 inches of insulation on all sides, top and bottom to the interior of the box and recovered/sealed it all. The refrigeration unit is water cooled by circulating the coolant through an externally
mounted cooling foot. So far duty cycle seems extremely efficient and it is certainly cold and power draw is
minimal as well. So far all summer we have had the switch set at 2 (warm 1-5 cold) and temperature keeps
between about -3C. and +5C. (28F. & 4 IF.).
2. CNG STOVE, REPLACEMENT:) we replaced the original CNG stove and tanks with FORCE 10 propane
3. PROPANE, ADDING: 3 burner with oven and broiler. We put the (externally accessed) propane
tank in a new propane locker inserted into the port side of the aft cockpit seat. We also added a propane
detector/alarm with auto shut off solenoid.
4. VENTILATORS, AUTOMATIC: Added 2 (1 on each hatch) 24 hour powered ventilators. They run on solar
during the day and off the solar charged nicad batteries at night.
5. PORTS (WINDOWS), CABIN: Previous owner had replaced 2 of the opening ports on each side with 2 large
(non-opening) ports (picture windows) on each side. The interior of the boat is very bright but we miss the
ventilation. The new ports, being very large, change the look of the boat somewhat as well. The new ports all
leaked but we think we have that fixed now.
6. BATTERIES & LOCATION: We replaced 1 of the 2 SURRETTE 27's with 4 TROJAN T105 6 volt batteries
(450 Ah house bank) and left the other SURRETTE 27 as the engine battery. They are all mounted in the
starboard side fishing rod locker under the quarter berth.
7. BATTERY CHARGING: Replaced the CANADIAN TIRE COMPANY brand 12 volt charger with a
HEART FREEDOM 10 Inverter/smart charger.
We also added a LINK 10 monitoring unit. The inverter/charger charges the house bank and the built in
echo charger trickles to the engine battery to keep it charged as well (regardless of charging source). We have used
the layout recommended by WEST MARINE in the electrical section of their catalogue i.e., dedicated house and
engine banks with 3 on/off switches to control house and engine connections and link the banks if necessary.
Instead of a battery combiner we utilize the echo charge capability of the charger. The engine alternator also feeds
the house bank exclusively as well.
We love the LINK 10 since we now can tell exactly how much power is being used, state of the (house
bank) batteries, how long till we have to recharge and can even identify the heavy users etc. Worked great to ease
my mind re the load added when we added refrigeration.
8. ELECTRICAL: Completely replaced original electrical panel with new 12 volt distribution panel (16 circuit
breakers), new 110 volt panel and circuit breakers, new Inverter remote control and LINK 10. We also moved
the panel off the bulkhead between the engine compartment and quarter berth to the panel above the quarter berth.
Now we can see what is on! We added 8 new lights (1 galley, 4 main cabin, 1 head, 2 v-berth) with all new wiring.
We haven't removed the old lights yet, and may not. We also added several 12-volt cigarette lighter plugs as well
for portable fans, handheld GPS power etc.
9. BOTTOM PAINT (ANTI-FOULING): VC 17
10. FURLING GEAR: HARKEN
11. RIGGING: boat is rigged with removable cutter inner stay but I've not used it yet
12. PROPELLER: boat is equipped with max-prop feathering prop; seems to work fine

13. COCKPIT DODGER, BIMINI & ENCLOSURE: added new dodger, bimini and cockpit enclosure
(GENCO). We love it. It adds a complete extra room to the living quarters when erected!
14. BILGE PUMPS: added 12 volt RULE 800 gph electrical bilge pump (manual on/off switch so far),
15. FRESH WATER PUMP: boat has manual on/off fresh water pump (not pressure activated). We added 2 (1
galley, 1 head) Whale gusher foot pumps (so much simpler and they are even self-priming!). We basically never
use the pressure water system. Pumping is simpler,
Added control valves in bilge area to control which water tank we were using

COMMENTS
Boat was owned by at least 2 previous owners. We don't know for sure any previous boat names. When we
purchased the boat she had just been AWLGRIPPED and had no name so her current name is one we gave her.
Hull had been sealed with INTERPROTECT 2000 and topsides AWLGRIPPED before we bought her.
The survey showed no evidence of water in the hull and no visual evidence of blisters. Hull is like a new boat.
DAVITS: Boat has dinghy davits (ATKINS & HOYLE) but they are stem mounted so the dinghy ends up being
quite low. Working on shorter dinghy harness to raise dinghy as much as possible. Also need to more securely
mount the davits.
STEERING/AUTOHELM. We have 1 new and parts for 2 old AUTOHELM 3000 units.
OFFSHORE, PREPARATIONS: We plan to head south to the Caribbean summer of 2000 so things planned, to
add/do:
1. Anchor windlass and all chain rode (currently chain/rope rode)
2. Alternate energy source i.e. wind or solar
3. Emergency life-raft
4. Replace vhf cable and antenna and radio
5. Purchase and install water-maker

QUESTIONS
GENERATOR, WIND, SOLAR? TYPE? We expect to add alternate energy source (i.e., wind or solar
generator), advice and experiences appreciated. We are concerned about the noise level and power provided by
different models.
PROBLEMS WE NEED HELP ON:
1. We can't see how the emergency tiller connects to the rudderpost. I need a link of some type to connect the
two.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Rick & Cathy Walker purchased in 1998 - boat named ONCE AROUND
21 Irwin Drive, Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4N 7A6
TELEPHONE: (705) 722-8725
FAX:
E-MAIL: <leeward.net@home.com>

Purchased by John & Donna Walsh in 2003 -

PROFILE #130
OWNER: Unknown - USA

PROFILE #131
Philip MEILIUNAS
21 Ingleborough Dr., Whitby, Ontario, Canada. L1N8J9
TELEPHONE: (905) 665-5995
EMAIL: philip@greatgulfhomes.com

MADISON
NOTE: Name Changed by Philip Meiliunas to KALONA
SERIAL NO.: UY001310879
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
SHOAL KEEL;
YEAR BUILT: 1976?
PURCHASED: June 2008
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE
MODEL:
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
June 27, 2007: "Madison" is dry docked right now and approximately 3/4 of the way through a complete refit; The
picture i've enclosed is about 6 days old. Other obligations are preventing her current owner (my brother in law) from
completing the work.
A good deal of the tough work has been done, the entire hull has been stripped and grinded out, the freeboard has
been epoxy faired and painted, the topsides have all been redone and painted. All running and standing rigging is
brand new, the mast has been re-stepped and along with the spreaders, and the boom have been powder coated. The
mast has all new wiring and comes with a new steaming light, foredeck light and a masthead light. All of the interior
cushions are brand new, stored off the boat, and have never been used. All of the topside teak has been replaced with
Ultrateak a highly durable synthetic. The toe rails have been powder coated and replaced, and all of the life lines are
new. Both top hatches are new. The 110v system has been totally replaced with new wire, breakers, breaker box, and
three GFI outlets. Steering system has been completely refitted from the rudder up. All thru-hulls and deck fittings are
new, including the water and fuel fills. Fuel tank is also new. The 20 hp Yanmar diesel was running fine at haul out; it
was slated to be replaced with a newer diesel engine during this refit merely to extend the cruising range. The engine
is currently off the boat, it could use a sandblasting and painting but other than that both the engine and transmission
are fine.
At this price you might think we are selling a stripped out hull, not a chance, this boat comes with four sails, a main,
jib, storm jib, and 135% Genoa, all recently restiched. It also comes with a GPS, a dual station VHF, an EPIRB, two
Anchors and all ground tackle, life sling, life preservers, battery charger, saltwater wash down in cockpit, single side
band antenna built into the backstay, and so much more.

So what's left to do? The hull will need to be filled, faired and painted below the waterline, 10 Portholes will need to
be purchased along with the stern rail, which were stolen last winter. Life line and stanchions need to be installed, all
stanchion fittings are in place, and many are new. The Engine needs to be sandblasted, painted and installed.
Thanks in advance for your consideration,
Bryan Holmes

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
"It's a beautiful boat and it shouldn't be in dry dock for the next two years, someone should be enjoying her." Offered
for $14,500 by Bryan Holmes

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: unknown, Wilmington Delaware
Previous Owner: Bob Davis, Solomons island Maryland
Previous Owner: William J. Ranagan, Pasadena Md.
Original Profile: 2007 [by Les Harrison]

PROFILE #132
Keith & Linda Boyle
29 Carnforth Drive
Brampton, Ontario
L6Z 1V3
TELEPHONE:

Email: boylekr@yahoo.com

BAURUA
SERIAL NO.: (Hull Identification Number) REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 393758
DRAFT: YEAR BUILT: 1979
PURCHASED: DAY/MONTH/2011
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:
==============Profile by Wolfgang & Judy ROHN ===================
18010 Dufferin Street, Newmarket,, Ontario Canada L3Y 4V9
TELEPHONE: (905) 853-5401
Email: judy.rohn@sympatico.ca
Sold by Wolfgang & Judy Rohn - September 2011.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO (Original) MODEL: MD11

HORSEPOWER: 23

IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: NOVA KOOL refrigeration with compressor installed under quarterberth
2. VHF RADIO: NDI MARINE
3. RANGE: CSI COMPRESSED NATURAL GAS TWO-BURNER
4. BARBECUE: FORCE 10
5. SAILS: MAIN, WORKING JIB, 150% GENOA, ULMER FLASHER(SPINNAKER)
6. LORAN: APELCO 6400 (GPS ANTENNA NOT PURCHASED)
7. ANCHORS: FORTRESS FX-16, 35 Lb CQR, BOTH WITH 15' OF CHAIN AND 200' RODE
8. TOILET: STILL THE ORIGINAL ITT-BRYDON
9. BILGE PUMP: JABSCO “WATER PUPPY”, NOW WITH STRAINER & CHECK VALVE.
10. BATTERY CHARGER: TECHOMIN, MODEL 701XX
11. CABIN HEATER: SOLID FUEL (WOOD) - DICKENSON MARINE “NEWPORT”.
12. FURLER: STREAM STAY
13. COMPASS: AQUA METER GALAXY 199 (SEEMS TO BE ORIGINAL)
14. DEPTH METER: SR MARINER - MODEL DDM-1
15. AUTOHELM: ST 4000 (GREAT!)
16. ALTERNATOR/ISOLATOR: NEW POWERLINE 100A.
17. ACCUMULATOR: ONE “SHURFLO” ACCUMULATOR FOR WATER SYSTEM.
18. WATER HEATER: 4 GAL. ELECTRIC.
19. SOLAR VENT: ONE NICRO MARINE DAY & NIGHT.
20: 110 VOLT CIRCUIT: FIRST THING I INSTALLED IS A GFI (GROUND FAULT INDICATOR).
21. GPS: HANDHELD MAGELLAN PIONEER

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: Previous owners reported that BAURUA had had osmosis blisters, on average the size of a loonie
(Cdn $1.00 coin) & fairly evenly spread over the majority of the hull area. In 1994 they had her bottom sandblasted at
QUEEN’S COVE MARINA (“Big Bill”) and a New West System epoxy bottom was applied.
No new blisters have been found since.
2. LEAKAGE: Through port & starboard mainstay fittings
3. GELCOAT: Numerous cracked & chipped areas
4. HEAD: Replaced discharge fitting on head (stress cracked in several places) and discharge hose to the (holding)
tank. Odour permeated through the original spiral hose.
5. NOVA KOOL REFRIGERATOR: Unit seems to start too often. I will check insulation of refrigerator; also unit
had a FREON leak that was repaired.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. Fold-down shelf just like #134 (great!!!)
2. Glued two wooden cutting boards together to make one big one that covers the stove top.

QUESTIONS
Has anybody raised the mainsail boom to provide more headroom for people over 6’ tall? I’m planning to raise mine
by about 8-10” and have the mainsail recut. Any comments?

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Wolfgang & Judy Rohn; purchased 1998
New Owners Info from Transport Canada VRQS; Purchased in 2011 from Wolfgang & Judy Rohn.

PROFILE #133
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #134
Ed & Donna STEVENSON
R.R. #4, WARKWORTH, ONTARIO, CANADA K0K 3KO
TELEPHONE: (705) 924-2607
FAX: EMAIL:

edscorky@sympatico.ca

CORKY III
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 802518
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1980
PURCHASED: 1991
LOCATION OF BERTH: Belleville, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Bay of Quinte, Presquile Yacht Club, Brighton, Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? Changed by a previous owner from gas (Universal Atomic 4?) to diesel. Do not know why.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
None

EQUIPMENT ADDED
REFRIGERATION: E-Z KOLD

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
SHELF, FOLD-DOWN: Added a “fold-down” shelf to end of sink to hold dish tray, dishes (when entertaining) etc.;
extremely useful. 1st Mate’s idea! See sketch.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
CHAIN PLATE. FRACTURED. 2000
The forward port side chain plate "let go with a bang but we did not lose the mast or 'kink' it. They had
to remove all drawers in the heads to get at it for repairs. The chain plate fractured about 1-1/2" below deck level,
just below the first (of the six) 5/16" through bolts.

PORT LOWER FORWARD CHAIN PLATE
Here is a tracing of the brojken chain plate, that parted about 1 Vz" below the deck. Stamped on the
side of the chain plate under the top hole was "A Small Sailboat" & "Made in Canada"!
This chain plate had to be the worst one to fix as you have to remove all drawers in the 'head' area

As a temporary fix I took two pieces of 3/16 x 1 '/i" stainless steel about 1«" long & I drilled 3/8"
hole at 2" centres. I made a tang 2 '/2" long & bolted it to the aluminium toe rail.

We are wondering what condition the other chain plates are in.
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #135
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #136
Dean & Christine OLUND
512 East 7th Street, North Vancouver, BC, V7L 1S3
TELEPHONE:
Fax:
Email:

DIALOHA
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001360180
YEAR BUILT: 1980

REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 803342 (Suspended)

PURCHASED: 2007

LOCATION OF BERTH: Royal Vancouver Yacht Club, Coal Harbour, Vancouver, B.C.
AREA WHERE SAILED- Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL KUBOTA MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1. FUEL/WATER FILTRATION: No problems but have added fuel & water filtration.
2. OIL CHANGE: Have added easy oil change adaptation.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Has 12 volt refrigeration with 110 volt microwave, 110 volt TV, & VCR and custom CD & multi-speaker sound system.
All cupboards & shelves enclosed in rattan (breathing) doors, -extra insulation & fibreglass bracing.
Quarter berth has been. modified with upholstered seating.
Force 10 CNG 3 burner & oven/stove installed.
Automatic bilge pump installed.
Automatic battery-charging on shore power.
Hook-up for using pressurized shore water.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
The original owner made a lot of changes/improvements, that when I bought it from him I did not appreciate the
significance of and I don't remember everything he told me I'm sure an experienced, knowledgable ALOHA owner would find
lots of interesting add-ons and features.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Gilbert Gauthier bought the boat new; we are the second owners [Phal].
Previous Owner: Milt & Rosemary PAHL, Calgary, Alberta [sold to co-owners Olund Dec 07]
Original Profile: 12 September 1998; Update: December 2009

PROFILE #137
Denis WOODSKE
P.O.BOX 443, Qualicum Beach,
British Columbia, Canada V9K 1S9

BALLEO
SERIAL NO.:
YEAR BUILT:

REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 809180)
1980

PURCHASED:

LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED-

HISTORY
Previous Owner:
Travis MCGREGOR & Catherine SHANKEL
4375 Ruth Crescent, N, Vancouver, British Columbia
(604) 313-8801

PROFILE #138
Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264, Carmanville, Nfld. Canada A0G 1N0
TELEPHONE: (709) 534-2545
FAX:

EMAIL: l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca

SNOWGOOSE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 800259
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1980
PURCHASED: 1994
LOCATION OF BERTH: CARMANVILLE, NEWFOUNDLAND.
AREA WHERE SAILED: NEWFOUNDLAND & LABRADOR

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE MODEL: MD 11 C HORSEPOWER: 23 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NOT APPLICABLE

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
4 March 1995: Haven’t had boat long enough to comment.
ENGINE RAW WATER COOLING: I have a VOLVO MD 11C 23 HP diesel with raw water cooling. I would like
to convert it to closed loop cooling if I can acquire a heat exchanger at reasonable cost. If you can put me in touch
with a dealer(s) who sells after market parts it would be much appreciated.
10 November 1995: I decided against modifying my motor due to its age.
In response to those who question the operation of VOLVO Sail-Drives in salt water, I find my VOLVO to be very
reliable. It is noisy and does take longer to start in cool weather. Adequate power with standard two blade prop. My
water inlet is a separate through-hull. I cannot see any pitting, etc. of my underwater drive. I would suggest part of
the answer to the disappearing sail drives may be found in the August 15 1995 issue of Practical Sailor in an article
dealing with shore power. I would also suggest to any concerned to write to Practical Sailor as to the experiences of
others regarding same.” (Ed: See VOLVO ENGINE PROFILE also.)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. AUTOHELM ST 4000
2. FURUNO GP50
3. ANCHOR)
Previous owner had installed an anchoring platform/bowsprit which being of teak & stainless
4. RIGGING)
accommodates two bow rollers with the security of a second headstay. A nice feature.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. HULL: Appears to be a weak spot in hull (underwater) port side just aft of galley stove. A bare spot seemingly
with less glass is visible. Plan to stiffen and build up prior to launch.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTION/COMMENT
1. CABIN HEATER: Planning on installing a SIGMAR 120 cabin heater which is manufactured out your way
(Western Canada). If you (or anyone) have any information, would appreciate.
10 November 1995: I installed a SIGMAR stove both for heat and cooking and find it excellent

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

PROFILE #139
David and Mickie ANGAS
402 Riverside Drive,OAKVILLE, ON, CANADA L6K 3N7

SAN SEAIR
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD139**81 REG. or DOC NUMBER: Transport Canada 802499
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2014
LOCATION OF BERTH: OAKVILLE, ONTARIO
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTION/COMMENT
HISTORY
Email from Mickie Angas, 2014 08 14 Original owner of boat was John Nash from Oakville, Ontario. Mickie Angas
will try and locate John Nash.
PREVIOUS OWNERS:
Reudiger Busch , 14 Neilson Drive, PH 6, Toronto, Ontario, Canada M9C 1V6. From Transport Canada Database
2013
Mike & John Lightowler - Joined Aloha Network December 2003. Membership dropped one year later.
Michael Ellis, 17 Elliot Street, TORONTO, ON, Canada M8X 2P7. From Transport Canada Database December
2010
John Nash, Oakville, Ontario

PROFILE #140
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #141
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #142
OWNER : Unknown

PROFILE #143
OWNER : Unknown

PROFILE #144
NOTE: THERE ARE TWO HULLS NUMBERED 144.
ZYUOO1440580, KNOCKABOUT, ZALISKO Personally verified by Perry Basden, May 2012.
ZUYOO1440281 T THEMISTOCLES Personally verified by Keegan Taberner October 2012

PROFILE #144 (1980)
FOR SALE BRIDGE YACHTS, PORT DOVER, ONTARIO, ASKING $25,500.00

OWNER:

Miles & Debbie ZALISKO

410 Victory Street, LaSalle, Ontario N9J 1V7
TELEPHONE: (519) 734-1794
EMAIL:

KNOCKABOUT
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOO1440580
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1980
PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH: LaSalle, Ontario Canada
AREA WHERE SAILED: Great Lakes

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? N/A
FITTED WITH OUTBOARD MOTOR AS BACK-UP

HISTORY
Previous Owner:
Roger & Beverly Deline, vessel named DANDELINE - sailed out of Port Colborne, Ontario

PROFILE #144 (1981)
OWNER : UNKNOWN (Sold in 2013)
===========INFORMATION FROM PREVIOUS OWNER.===========
Purchased in May of 2012

Keegan TABERNER
994 Ash Street, Campbell River, B.C., Canada V9W 1G5
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL: ktaberner@gmail.com

THEMISTOCLES
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOO1440281
REGISTRY:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: May 2012,
LOCATION OF BERTH: Campbell River, B.C.
AREA WHERE SAILED: Vancouver Island

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? N/A

Previous Owner
KWINSAM
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 13K 80381
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 1985
LOCATION OF BERTH: Nanaimo B.C.
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait & Gulf Islands

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL/KUBOTA MODEL: #5424/DH1101 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1.
2.

ENGINE SEAL: Replaced damper plate & rear engine seal.
DAMPER PLATE:

Failed in January 1995. On
New Year’s Day, 1994, while
we were coming home, the
engine stalled as we
approached the fuel dock. It
started again, but stopped
shortly thereafter. We were
towed back to our dock. Next
day I tried again to start it but
after a few seconds, it
stopped. This time I could not
rotate it either way with an 18” pipe wrench; I figured the motor might be seized. I took the engine out and set it on

timbers in the cockpit. As I break off the flywheel housing, out falls ground-up springs and aluminium chips, and
every nook and cranny is filled with these chips (dust). This problem had been building for years, from high rev.
shifting, and finally one of the larger spring pieces jammed between the flywheel and the aluminium casing. I was
lucky that it jammed at idle speed and not at high revs. as it probably would have broken the casing. The rear seal
was replaced as a result of the metal particles getting into the seal and breaking down the seal ring. It can be removed
without removing the pan. Due to the block construction when the flywheel is removed, the steel collar holding the
seal is readily accessible.
OIL SEAL was ordered from INDUSTRIAL ENGINES LTD., 8975 Oak St., Vancouver, B.C. Canada V6P 4B8,
telephone (604) 266-4126,
Part numbers:
 Oil Seal #15221 04460 C$25.00
 Gasket #15221 04820 C$1.71 all plus taxes.
 DAMPER PLATE was orded from SUMMER EQUIPMENT, 24 W 4th Avenue, Vancouver, Canada
V5Y 1G3 (Ron) telephone (604) 873-4545. Plate was shipped from back East, originally from
Germany.Part number: 298454 Damper + shipping & taxes = C$293.83.
3. FUEL, DIESEL: Location of fuel tank to engine allows fuel to reach temperatures high enough to permit
bacteria to grow in fuel. I had to replace the original fuel tank as it had rusted through on the bottom. This
meant water had been present in the fuel for a long time, allowing algae to grow. I’ve replaced the tank with an
aluminium welded tank c/w settling bowl & RACOR filter. All’s OK now. The old tank, made of rolled and
crimped light steel, had to be cut in half to get out, ...not a fun job. (Editor: Suggest using BIO BOR treatment
regularly.)
4. STARTER MOTOR: Our next failing part was our starter motor (1996), possibly the result of our problem
described in number 1 & 2 above (starting under severe load). It was replaced with a new style starter and I fixed
the old one for a spare.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(SUCH AS OSMOSIS/BLISTERS, KEEL LEAKAGE OR OTHER PROBLEMS, AND REMEDIES)
1. BLISTERS: As a condition of purchase, we had blisters removed from hull, as part of our sales contract. Since,
small blisters returned on parts of the hull, even though five coats of epoxy were applied. I believe this was due
to inadequate drying time allowed.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
1.

PROPELLORS: I am surprised at the prop size, 15” x 13” x 3 in Sea Vixen hull #167, as ours is 14” x 11 and
now after truing up 13 1/2” x by 11”. The original owner told me he had a heating problem. I suspect this was
part of his remedy. I’m going to add a tach. to the boat, then get a new prop. Lately we have had a heating
problem in warm weather when we have to run full throttle for a while (Dodd Narrows) to beat the tide.

QUESTIONS
1.

Would like suggestions on what might have an effect on raw water efficiency for cooling.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: January 26, 1997
Previous Owner: Norman SAXTON & Peggy BEGON
8080 Southwind Drive,LANTZVILLE, B.C.V0R 2H0
TELEPHONE: (250)390-2088

PROFILE #145
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #146
Peter & Joyce HERRING
32 Waterloo Street South, Goderich, Ont., Canada N7A 3P2
TELEPHONE: (519) 524-7810
FAX: EMAIL: peterherring60@yahoo.com
PURCHASED FROM BISHOP 2011
NAME CHANGED BY HERRING FROM TWILIGHT ZONE TO SILVER DARLING

SILVER DARLING
SERIAL NUMBER:
ZUYOD1480281 (believed in error. from Transport Canada Site)
REGISTRY:
Transport Canada 800254
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
1981
PURCHASED:
2011
LOCATION OF BERTH: Goderich
AREA WHERE SAILED:
SOLD BY BISHOP TO HERRING

Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street, Goderich, Ont., Canada N7A 2L5
TELEPHONE: (519) 524-9732
FAX:
EMAIL: byrlynne@hurontel.on.ca
NAME CHANGED BY BISHOP FROM KAROB II TO TWILIGHT ZONE

TWILIGHT ZONE
SERIAL NUMBER:
ZUYOD1480281 (believed in error. from Transport Canada Site)
REGISTRY:
Transport Canada 800254
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
1981
PURCHASED:
2001
LOCATION OF BERTH: Goderich
AREA:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1 The engine has performed well touch wood with the exception of a starting problem and an incorrect engine
alignment (covered in unexpected maintenance)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
On vessel when purchased:
1. Refrigeration: Adler Barbour
2. CNG stove and as needed water
3. Hyde stream-stay furling
4. Lewmar st 44 winches

5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Spinnaker
Full pedestal mounted gps and instruments
Autohelm 3000
Bimini and dodger
4 x 6 volt batteries for house 1 for starting and one spare plus smart reg and 130 amp alternator

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

The hull has been stripped, epoxied about 1994
The deck was re-algripped in 1998
The CNG had to go ( re: survey) the stove was switched to propane but the water heater was too expensive
to change over so away it went. The rear vented compartments in the cockpit were changed over to propane
with a gauge and remote shut down solenoid
Starter motor failure: died a slow frustrating death. Thought the initial problem was the battery, which I
replaced then battery cables then cleaned all the wires between the key and the starter each time the boat
stared and ran fine only to fail at a later date. One windy ugly day out on the lake the starter failed again
and to my dismay wouldn't restart. Having owned countless British sports cars I remembered that a gentle
tapping on the starter with a hammer sometime helps. It worked two weeks and $400 later the starter was
rebuilt, reinstalled and working. We have tried this on another boat in the marina again the starter started
working again after tapping (lightly).
I replaced the motor mounts and waited for the boat to go in the water to realign the engine as instructed.
Psychiatric help here is advisable though not mandatory. I spent 3 weeks moving the engine around with the
help of 3 friends and 3 hours of paid help (mechanical not psychiatric) to make sure I was headed in the right
direction. To make a long story short sans knuckle skin and curse words. We removed both pieces of
angle iron the engine sat on reversed the starboard side and shimmed each with 1/2 plywood giving us the
surface to move the engine over to starboard to lineup with the drive train perfectly. All the bolts holding the
engine mounts down had to redrilled and tapped once the engine was in line. On the upside my arms look
like popeye's. After finishing this task I phoned the two previous owners to find they both had ongoing
transmission problems to the point where rob finally purchased a new transmission. I suspect the alignment
could have been the cause. This is actually an easy thing to check every few years.
The other changes I made were changing the hull stripe from faded blue to white. To remove all the arborite
from the galley counter and the vertical teak below the counter, exposing gelcoat, which I filled the
scratches and painted white. I put in a larger sink and new taps. Also reinsulating the icebox.
After reading an article on the dangers of an in cockpit traveller I moved it up on the deck.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Only the telescoping bimini (designed by GENCO), initially presented a challenge.

COMMENTS
See addendum of recommendations from the Survey. Most things have been completed.
The owners manual and aloha network in general is the envy of a lot of other sailors. I feel this acts like a security
blanket for all us this certainly makes our fleet unique.

QUESTIONS
Trying to find appropriate type of smoke/carbon monoxide/propane detectors. Some are too sensitive in limited
space.
SOLD BY LAIRD TO BISHIP

Robert and Cathy Laird
NAME CHANGED BY LAIRD FROM CANUSA TO KAROB II
SOLD BY KIPP TO LAIRD
Morley KIPP
2312 - 1330 Bloor Street
MISSISSAUGA, Ontario
CANADA L4Y 3T6
note: above address valid as of 2104 09 24

HISTORY
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.

Previous owners: 1.Spike Nagel, of Ouyang Yachts.
Mike Bonkoff
Profile: 16 May 1997; CANUSA; Owner Morley Kipp; Purchased 1987; Mr. Kipp writes: “I’m told
CANUSA was the 1981 boat show boat and was used by Spike Nagel (Ouyang Yacht’s 1980’s National
Sales Coordinator) for two years as a demo. Some members may have inspected or sailed in her.”; Sailed:
Port Credit Yacht Club
Morley KIPP, 2312 - 1330 Bloor Street, Mississauga, Ontario L4Y 3T6
NOTE: Dorothy Kipp passes away 2007 06 08
Info valid as of 2014 09 24
Prior Owner: Rob & Kathy Laird; KAROB; rear seal problems; voyage to Bahamas 2000.
Brian & Lynne BISHOP purchased in 2001 from Cathy and Rob Laird

PROFILE #147
Walter & Janet MIKLAS
ADDRESS: 1212 The Strand., Gabriola, British Columbia, V0R 1X3
TELEPHONE: (604) 451- 7869
FAX:
E-MAIL: jandwm-a@yahoo.com

ELEUTHERA IV
SERIAL NUMBER:
ZUY001470381
REGISTRY:
Transport Canada 800609
YEAR BUILT:
1981
PURCHASED:
2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Mosquito Creek Marina North Vancouver BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, "Inside Passage"
Desolation Sound

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? Original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Extreme fanbelt wear as large Alternator added by previous owner has double pulley, engine and waterpump only
have one. Better alignment and heavyduty belt has helped considerably.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Harken Furler, GPS, Full cockpit enclosure, Drinking water filter and tap, Lewmar Professional series 1000 windlass
& 150’ G4 chain, cockpit DC and VHF speaker outlets, 700W inverter, adjustable differential thermostat for Fridge

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Traveller removed and dual sheets with blocks attached to deck in front of Dodger
Propane locker lids removed and circular sealing hatches installed
Starboard cockpit locker sealed to inside and vented overboard to accommodate Fuel can
Pulley blocks that attach onto the aluminum toerail to lead the Jib sheets aft of the winches in order to get a better
angle of sheet to winch.
O/B motor hoist made of 1” stainless tubing, bent at 45deg 6” from top with 4:1 block.
Windlass modification on ELEUTHERA IV [photos follow at the end]

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Dieter & Lora Teuschler; Lantzville, BC.; Purchased 2000
Original Profile: 9 August 2000; Updated 7 Nov 2006

Take off existing chain locker cover, remove all
hardware.

Make an 3/8" aluminum plate that fits inside chain locker
and is wide enough to reach two pulpit bolts on either
side. Cut out for chain using windlass template and drill
mounting holes. Secure aluminum plate inside locker with
two pulpit bolts on either side.

Check position of windlass on chainlocker cover, using
template supplied, cut hole for chain, drill mounting hole
and cut cover in two.

Mount windlass on chain locker cover with the long studs
supplied, then drop unit in place and bolt the protruding
studs to aluminum plate .

Replace previously removed hardware back onto small
part of chain locker cover.

(rear bottom of aluminum plate can be reinforced with
aluminum I beam...port to starboard ...using mounting
bolts to secure)

PROFILE #148
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres., Delta, B.C. Canada V4E 1R7
TELEPHONE: (604) 591-9631
Email: jmansley@axion.net

ASHRAM
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 1K1524
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Heather Marina, False Creek in downtown Vancouver
AREA WHERE SAILED: STRAIT OF GEORGIA, BRITISH COLUMBIA

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLKSWAGEN PATHFINDER(ORIGINAL) MODEL: HORSEPOWER: 50hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NOT APPLICABLE

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None. Lots of power and runs well.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: In ice box by North Shore Refrigeration (Vancouver). Works well. Box is divided into a
freezer part and a refrigeration part.
2. MANUAL ANCHOR WINCH: On deck abaft anchor winch.
3. BILGE PUMP: We bought an automatic bilge pump and then found that the bottom of the bilge well was too small
to place both the pump and the switch.
4. BATTERIES:
 Moved all batteries to long box under the quarter berth. Now they are accessible for maintenance or exchanges.
 We have installed an over-ride on the voltage regulator to allow charging at high current even at relatively high
battery voltage.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. PORTS (CABIN): Had a problem with “crazing” of some cabin ports.
Ed:-Thanks to Dave Duncan who researched this one and found that replacement ports are still available through the
original supplier, Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605, (203) 333-1412. Before ordering,
check to see if your boat has tinted or clear ports. Aloha used both.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. NATURAL GAS/PROPANE: Vessel came with a natural gas stove and water heater. Proved expensive and
cumbersome. Replaced with propane stove and instant water heater, including sniffer system, -at no net cost!

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Purchased ASHRAM in 1998 from Jeremy & Katherine Carr, who purchased her in 1996 from Network member Lee
& the late Hugh Harper.
Profile: 18 September 1996 up-date by Jeremy & Katherine Carr; Original by Hugh Harper: 2 April 1995.

PROFILE #149
Johnathon MARTIN
Comox, B.C. Canada

[non-member]

-------------------- [the following was provided by Peter & Chris SILVESTER] -----------------------------

MOONFLEET
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001490281 REG. or DOC NUMBER: 14K1488
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: NEW
LOCATION OF BERTH: North Saanich Marina, Sidney, B.C.
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, “Inside Passage”

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. GEAR LEVER: Rusted out, re-placed.
2. OBENDORFER RAW WATER PUMP, -LEAKING: Had seals replaced. Mechanic put them in backwards and
experienced further leaking & corrosion (see below) before they were fixed.
3. FRONT GEAR HOUSING PLATE: Leaking Obendorfer water pump dribbled down front of engine and rusted
the Front Gear Housing Plate (covering front of engine) nearly through. Obtained replacement cover from KUBOTA
dealer for Cdn$640. (UNIVERSAL dealer price was Cdn$1,100.!)
4. HEAT EXCHANGER BRACKET: Broke (from vibration). Replaced with new s.s. bracket.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. HEATER: Newport solid fuel bulkhead heater by Dickinson

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS IN GEL COAT: Experienced blisters in gelcoat when boat was about four years old and berthed at
Captain’s Cove Marina, Ladner B.C. on the Fraser River where salt & fresh water meet. Assumed this mixture
together with possible industrial chemicals in the water from upstream caused the blisters. Ground and repaired
blisters. No problems since.
2. MAST CORROSION: Have experienced minor electrolysis at mast fittings.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS/QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: April 1995; Last up-date: January 1997
Previous Owner: Peter & Chris SILVESTER
Mr & Mrs Silvester report that they are planning to move to Coburg, Ontario in March, 1997. They are offering
“MOONFLEET” for sale before their move, asking Cdn.$72,900. Otherwise, they will take her to Ontario

PROFILE #150
Robert George (Bob) MEDD
c/o #1-1440 Hillside Avenue, Victoria, BC V8T 2B7; Bob lived aboard TLCat Port Sidney Marina, at Sidney. BC
TELEPHONE: (250) 380-8156 (Cell) FAX:
E-MAIL: rgmedd@home.com
VESSEL LOST AFTER PIRATE ATTACK IN SEA OF CORTEZ, MEXIC0.

TLC
SERIAL NUMBER;
REGISTRY:
YEAR BUILT: 1977 PURCHASED: 1996
LOCATION OF BERTH: Port Sidney Marina, Sidney, BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Canadian-US West Coast
[Editor: see notes in “HISTORY” below]

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
REBUILD: Engine rebuilt in 1996. Few (50?) hours since.
HEAT EXCHANGER: New bracket built.
ENGINE ALIGNMENT: Was considerably out of alignment. New 'bed' built using 3" 'angle iron' and many
coats of paint.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
DODGER: Encloseable. See photos overleaf.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
BLISTERS: Some small blisters noted on hull when surveyed although not enough to cause concern.
HEADS, REPLACEMENT: I had to replace the entire toilet system (although more for peace of mind). The
entire system had so much crystalization that it was down to approximately " clearance.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
TRAVELLER: Had risers for traveller manufactured at STRAIT Metals in Sidney (C$320.). Moved traveller
from cockpit to forward of dodger, bringing all lines aft.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

Previously Named: LADY MARISA Original Profile: 27 March 1999
VESSEL LOST AFTER PIRATE ATTACK IN SEA OF CORTEZ, MEXIC0.
Bob Medd TLC #150 ENCOUNTER WITH MEXICAN “PIRATES”. [Newsletter Fall & Winter 2001]
Members will remember that Bob Medd TLC #150 left Sidney, VI, BC Canada on 1 September 2000 'single-handing'
much of the way to California, Mexico and “points south". Our last report of his progress dated 14 December emailed from Punta de Mita on the Mexican mainland was included in our Spring 2001 newsletter. We had no contact
with TLC since. When Bob's web site was discontinued, we started becoming concerned.
On Sunday 12 August we finally sent e-mails to some of Bob’s friends in Sidney, voicing our concerns. We wrote:
“…We have not heard of Bob for quite awhile, and members are concerned. How is he doing?”
At 08:50 on Monday 13 August Bob's friends Ron (& Diane) Blackwell in Sidney, BC replied:
“Hi Migs and Diana, I saw Bob very early this summer when he came home for a visit. Plans were made for me to
join him later in Mexico to bring the boat over to Las Paz from the mainland. As soon as he arrived back in Mexico
early this summer he emailed me indicating what arrangements I should make. That was the last I heard from him.
That was on May 14. Other people here have not heard from him either and are starting to get concerned also… I
have every confidence in Bob and I do not suspect any problems so I have kept calm about his lack of contact.
However, others are not so confident… You will note that the Web Site for Bob no longer exists. This is because
MSN deleted thousands of Web Site that had no activity in a 90-day period. A lot of work down the drain.
I will keep you posted as I am now getting concerned. There is a chance that he is home for the season and is in
Calgary but as he has a daughter here also it seems we should have heard something. Please let me know if you
hear anything and I will likewise call you. Many thanks… Ron Blackwell.”
Then late on Monday 15 August Ron Blackwell e-mailed us again:
“URGENT! Update on Bob from TLC
The information is not good. It appears that sometime between the last Friday and Monday (today), Bob was
kidnapped, taken to an *island in Mexico and severely cut up and left for dead. He was found (today) Monday. I
know this is sketchy information but never the less, this calls for some kind of response. Please excuse me if I am a
little out of sorts, the information has just come to me. Bob, I am told, is in hospital. He was luckily found on the
*Island and taken to hospital. He will be flown back to Calgary for facial reconstruction I understand. TLC is
missing. I want to know all that I can. If you have friends, members, anyone with some pull, please pull out all the
stops. If you have friends or members in Mexico, please advise of this disaster and to watch for TLC.
I will do everything in my power to get as much info. as possible.
Migs Please telephone me.”
*Later information corrected “island” to read “beach”. Also we were told that Bob does not carry any off-shore
insurance on his boat (“just too costly”).
By now most members will have heard Bob’s story via the media. We also tried to keep members on our Topica email list informed. This is what we now know:
On or about Sunday 12 August, member Bob Medd was single-handing in TLC #150 in Mexican waters in the
vicinity of Santa Rosalia on the east coast of the Baja Peninsula. Then, as is fairly common practice in Mexican waters
we are told, a "panga" (described by Heinz Hone as a Fiberglas, open fishing boat, usually 25 feet or so long) with
two men onboard came alongside Bob's boat and asked for water. Bob went below to get them water, but when one
of them jumped on board & followed him, Bob asked him to leave. Apparently Bob was then struck on the head with
a rock, beaten, his throat was badly “sliced” and he was left for dead. Bob says that after some hours he regained
consciousness when he felt TLC scraping on rocks. He managed to climb out of TLC & made his way (75 feet?) to
shore carrying among other things some water, a blanket & a flare gun. He says he then went in and out of
consciousness over the next day or so.. Eventually some Mexicans walking the beach found him & took him to the
closest Mexican Hospital where he was treated.

His son-in-law just happened to be in Southern California. He promptly rented a car, drove to Mexico and brought
Bob to a hospital in San Diego. There his badly infected cuts were treated. After a few days, he was flown to Calgary
where he has a daughter, for face surgery. Subsequently he returned to Victoria where he also has a daughter.
Subsequently Global News and then some other media reported that Mexico was questioning Bob Medd's story.
According to Mexican authorities, Bob first indicated to them in the Mexican hospital that he had run TLC into the
rocks and a wire had cut his neck. They said that later, when talking with the Mexican Police, he changed his story to
one of a “pirate” attack. The Mexico spokesperson went on to say that Mexico had no record of pirates or such
occurrences in the past. Global did add that Mexico may be trying to protect their tourism reputation. An announcer
on another TV station also quite rightly suggested that Mexican authorities had everything to gain by changing Bob's
story from one of a "pirate attack" to the accident theory. Of course, Bob denied this Mexican twist. I believe Bob.
Bob has lost everything. He lost not only his boat but also about $10,000 in cash that he apparently was carrying
onboard as he prepared to depart Mexico to the South Pacific. Cheryl Brown, a local Victoria, BC friend of Bob's,
set up a trust fund through Coast Capital Savings to help Bob get back on his feet. We ‘broadcast details on the
ALOHA 34 Topica e-mail network. Unfortunately by now the fund web site for Bob no longer exists. However,
Cheryl can be contacted at 250-474-7625.
We have not seen Bob since his return; nor have we spoken with him other than on one radio show (see below). Our
e-mails to him at <rgmedd@hotmail.com> have gone unanswered. However, that is understandable, after all Bob has
been through. We have spoken to some of Bob’s friends. They say this ordeal has taken a lot out of him and he is a
changed person.
And what of TLC?
When on 15 August we became aware of Bob’s tragic incident, we felt that it was possible that TLC might fall into
the wrong hands and be used for some smuggling & drug trafficking operations. Thus we provided the USCG with
ALOHA 34 details that included a picture of a sister ship to TLC.
Then on 20 August I called in & spoke with Bob when he was being interviewed on a Vancouver CKNW Radio talk
show. In answer to my questions, Bob said he saw TLC sink. “Only the mast remained, -sticking out of the water.
TLC broke up on the rocks.”
But did TLC sink?
Global TV showed a photo of a sailboat beached and lying on its side that they said was TLC. It was a very quick
glimpse but from what I could see, Global’s sailboat did not look to me like Bob’s TLC.
Nothing further has been heard of TLC.

PROFILE #151
Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane, Qualicum Beach, BC Canada V9K 1L9
TELEPHONE: (250) 752-2397
E-MAIL: svwindy@gmail.com

WINDY
SERIAL NO.: ZU001510381
REG.
T C: 800628
DRAFT:
5ft 6in Y
EAR BUILT:
1981
PURCHASED: February1999
BERTH:
“Fairwinds” Schooner Cove Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: Strait of Georgia

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

UNIVERSAL

MODEL: #5424

HORSEPOWER: 24

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Oil drip from engine rear oil seal. Replaced the rear oil seal winter 2000/01 after I removed the transmission.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. FRESH WATER, PRESSURE: FLOWJET 4405-143
2. HOT WATER HEATING: Heat Transfer 6 gallon SUPERSTOR (engine/110v)
3. BATTERY CHARGER: GUEST CHARGE-PRO #2815 (15 amp, 3 stage, 2 bank)
4. REFRIGERATION: EZKOLD EK-12CPAW (12v on house bank permanently)
5. GROCO sea-water strainer
6. NAUTECH autohelm 2000 that connects directly to an arm attached to the rudder post.
7. WINDLASS: SIMPSON - LAWRENCE ANCHORMAN vertical manual windlass
8. BILGE PUMP: RULE 2000 with Bilge Buddy water sensor and 3-position switch.
9. PROPELLOR: Replaced GORI 2 blade with fixed 3 blade 15 X 12RH
10. Bimini followed by full enclosure.
11. Full propane system with control panel and sniffer (converted from GNG)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE
Summer 2000 – problems shifting from reverse to forward. Removed transmission and had it rebuilt winter of
2000/01. Replaced the damper plate and main rear engine oil seal at the same time.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.

Flip up counter beside the sink
S.S. U collar at the base of the mast for turning blocks and lines led aft.
S.S. brackets bolted to the toe rail to guide the Jib sheets to the winches at an angle that does not rub on the
wood coaming cap.
Adding shore power connection in the anchor locker (work in progress)

COMMENTS
Fifth season and no complaints. She sails well and handles heavy seas with ease. We have had Windy out in 6 to 8
foot seas in 30 – 35 knots of wind with single reef in the main and 100% jib and the boat handled very well. The
helm was still light to the touch and not tiring at all. Anyone who comes aboard is amazed at the space in the cockpit
and especially below deck. People also admire the amount of teak below deck.
I plan to have the bottom redone, waterline raised and the rudder/skeg inspected following haul out in fall of 2003.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Previous Owner: Walter Golec (first owner)
Previous name: CHARLIE II, damaged in crane accident, renamed Windy and moved to BC 2003
Original Profile: 28 May 1999; Updated October 2003

PROFILE #152
Michael GUTFRIAND
11 Belvia Drive, Concord, Ontario, Canada L4K 5J6
above from Transport Canada Marine Database

=========(Information provided by Ron & Sylvia Foster)==========
DIFFERENT DRUMMER
SERIAL NO.:
REG. ON:
800655
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 1981
BERTH:
Midland Bay Sailing Club
WHERE SAILED: South to Bahamas 1989. Returned 1999 to Georgian Bay.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424 (Model 30)
HORSEPOWER: 24 HP
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1.

2.

3.

4.

ENGINE SEAL: Replaced rear seal myself (with engine in the boat without too much difficulty). Do not know
why rear seal went. New seal bought from CERTIFIED Marine, 362 First St., Ste 401, Annapolis, MD, 21403.
Tel: (410) 263-6718. They will ship anywhere. Part # & cost not available.
EXHAUST ELBOW: After five seasons of cruising exhaust elbow became plugged with salt & engine overheated. Also the cast elbow where the exhaust & salt water meet, rapidly corroded until paper thin & started to
leak. This resulted in a situation which could have easily let to carbon-monoxide poisoning. We strongly advise
salt water cruisers to check the exhaust elbow to make sure it is not plugging up with salt or has corroded
internally.
OIL CHANGES: Drain mounted in UNIVERSAL engine & hose lies into bilge to gravity drain oil for changes.
Fitting to replace drain plug available at “Certified Marine”. To collect oil we undo a brass fitting on the end of a
rubber hose & sit cross-legged beside bilge opening & fill previously emptied quart oil bottles (which we
faithfully save). We do this after running the engine while oil is hot. We used to have a pump affair which
attached to an electric drill. The little plastic hose would curl up in the hot oil and never go into the right
chamber. Hopeless!!! We have never had an oil filter problem but have had the boat in the U.S. since ‘89 &
hence no metric.
TRANSMISSION FAILURE: We lost our transmission in DIFFERENT DRUMMER while about to head under
a bridge in ICW in Miami. The first indication was the fluctuation in RPM of the engine. Within a minute of this
fluctuation, the transmission gave out. Using DINGHY-TOW, we lowered the dinghy flat in the water, Ron
climbed in dinghy, started OB motor, put in reverse while I (Sylvia) steered Different Drummer to a small bay
where we could anchor and assess trouble. This is a HURTH transmission. Inside the transmission at the rear is
a thrust washer. This washer is about 2 1/2 diameter, 3/16” thick and approximately 1/2” wide on outer edge.
This washer takes the pressure off the torque when the transmission is in gear. It is designed to wear down & in
our case it wore down to the point where there was not enough pressure on the clutches to turn the outboard
shaft. The transmission had the fluid changed every year even when there was minimal usage and had been
flushed twice. There was minimal wear on the balance of the transmission, and was rebuilt for $400. labour,
+$125 parts = US$525. Ron removed & re-installed the transmission. Rear of engine had to be jacked up about
4” to remove transmission. While this was being done, a new damper plate was installed. This had badly worn
springs & eventually would have come apart. (This goes between engine & transmission.) Dealer cost US
$70.00. Also removed original exhaust muffler, (stainless steel) & found that the top stainless steel tube of

muffler was 60% rusted through. (This could not be seen until top hose had been removed.) It was replaced with
a fibre-glass muffler at cost of US$120. (dealer’s cost). Also replaced transmission in 2002.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.
15.

16.
17.
18.
19.
20.
21.

REFRIGERATION: SEA FROST engine-driven compressor holding-plate refrigeration (boat came with
ADLER-BARBOUR 12V refrigeration).
POWER SURVIVOR 12V
ANCHOR: BRUCE 44 lbs with 150’ of chain
WINDLASS: LOFRANS TIGRESS
STOVE: NEWPORT by DICKINSON wood burning stove
RADAR: FURUNO 16 mile radar (would recommend 24 mile)
RADIO: ICOM SSB (Model IC-M700)
RADIO, PORTABLE VHF: ICOM
LORAN C: MICROLOGIC ML5500) with AUTOHELM interface
GPS: First model MAGELLAN 1989
MICRO-WAVE OVEN: SANYO - 450 watt (in top of cupboard above stove)
INVERTER: HEART, 1200 watt
AUTOMATIC PILOT: AUTO HELM 3000 (Original belt)
GROUNDING PLATE:
DINGHY: DINGHY - TOW System: Stows our CARIBE 9’ dinghy (rib) over the stern; used for towing, marina
storage & motor removal. For cruising Dinghy-Tow lifts the stern of the dinghy out of the water, leaving only a
small part of the bow in the water. We have used it for nine years & never take the motor off while cruising. Can
be deployed from cockpit ready to use in less than a minute. Dinghy can be stowed with motor on at a marina,
bow pointed up against back-stay. See photo & diagram.
MACERATOR PUMP: which will pump either out a through-hull fitting or a deck fitting (boat came with a “Y”valve.
BILGE PUMP: RULE with separate hose
BILGE PUMP, MANUAL: Secondary hand bilge pump, with 24” handle, mounted in centre of cockpit floor.
LIFE-RAFT: 4 - man AVON offshore life-raft stored in starboard lazarette.
HOT WATER: Aluminium hot water tank with 110 element & heat exchanger from engine. (Removed CNG
POMONA water heater)
SWIM PLATFORM

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(SUCH AS OSMOSIS/BLISTERS, KEEL LEAKAGE OR OTHER PROBLEMS, AND REMEDIES)
1. BLISTERS: None. Applied two coats of POLYMIDE EPOXY at factory before delivery. Added two more
coats of epoxy before heading south. No blisters!
2. KEEL LEAKAGE: Bilge separated from outer skin of keel because water froze there in winter. Drained keel &
re-glassed bilge to outer keel skin.
3. HOLDING TANK: Removed plastic holding tank & fibreglassed over tank & installed new fittings.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.

2.
3.

AUTOHELM STORAGE COMPARTMENT: AUTOHELM 3000 control mounted on the back of a door which
closes on a compartment built just above the engine instrument panel on the starboard side. When the door is
opened and held up in position, the control is ready to use. The drive mounts under the wheel & plugs into a
socket on floor near pedestal. Belts store inside locker which measures approx. 24”x 12”x 8”.
FUEL STORAGE, ADDITIONAL: Original area where batteries were stored (behind fuel tank) is now a storage
area for three five-gallon containers of diesel fuel. These are strapped in with a safety belt.
BUNK, -COCKPIT: Have fitted a queen size cockpit bed. Teak strips mounted 1/2” down from top edge of port
and starboard lazerettes. Three pieces of 1/2” plywood cut to lay across opening between lacerates. Piano hinges
are installed in such a way that they fold accordion style. Cushion backs are designed so that they fill this area &

4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.
10.
11.
12.

13.

14.
15.
16.

17.
18.

19.
20.

make a queen size bed. These wooden panels can also be used to form a seat between port & stbd cushions in
main cabin. Also attaches to bimini tubing to become windbreak for barbecue. See photos.
REFRIGERATION, COOLING: Four inch diameter hole cut in back of combing pocket with a flexible dryer
vent hose leading to the fan on the ADLER-BARBOUR refrigeration.
REFRIGERATION, WIRING: We installed household dryer cable from the main panel to the ADLERBARBOUR refrigeration to reduce voltage drop.
RIGGING, TRAVELLER: Designed two stainless steel pedestals to support traveller on coach roof.
“DINGHY-TOW”: This ALOHA was the boat that was used for all the research & development for “DINGHYTOW”. We have used it for 9 years & never take the motor off while cruising. Can be deployed from the cockpit
ready to use in less than a minute. Dinghy can be stowed (with motor still on) at a marina, bow pointed up
against backstay. Contact DINGHY TOW at “1-888-DINGHYTOW” or on the Internet at <www.dinghytow.com>. We can provide information on installation on ALOHA 10.4.
BOOM CRUTCH: Two 24” of s.s. tubing mounted on the boom so that they swing down to brackets just in
front of companion way hatch cover to form a triangular support for the boom. The topping lift now can be used
to hold up an awning 17 feet long by 11 feet wide with complete screen/plastic zipped in if required. Ends of
awnings have s.s. tubes which fold in centre for storage. Awning is hooked to shrouds & backstay & has proven
to withstand winds over 25 knots. An additional cover zips on this and to fore-stay.
BIMINI: Dodger converts to bimini by removing the one piece zipped in sides and windshield.
REEFING, MAIN: All main reefing is done in cockpit with addition of lines which run from reefing hooks up &
through the reefing kringles back down to a turning-block in mast collar & then led aft to cockpit.
JIB: Jibs are lowered with a line from head of sail to a turning block near fore-stay base & then led aft to cockpit.
ANCHOR, LOCKER ARRANGEMENTS: Was enlarged by removing the aft wall of the locker compartment &
installing a 3/4” piece of plywood in a more vertical position using the space of the small locker immediately in
front of the V-berth & then glassed in. The windlass is mounted on the deck just aft of the locker, with the hawse
pipe leading forward into the anchor space. Anchor locker is divided horizontally with a removable perforated
plywood panel so that the chain can lay in bottom of locker & 200 feet of nylon rode (marked every 20’ with red
thread) on top. Chain is on 44 lb. BRUCE with swivel & nylon rode is on 35 lb. C.Q.R..
V-BERTH, CONDENSATION: Under cushions in V-berth, a plastic grid (approx. 1/2” deep) normally used for
florescent panels was cut to shape of V-berth to prevent condensation on foam cushions. (We removed
upholstery covers long ago for comfort.)
HEADS, SINK CABINET: In the head, a 2” high edge of teak was installed around outer two sides of sink
cabinet. This extends 1 1/2” above level of counter.
HEADS, HAND-HOLD: A 22” teak hand-hold, mounted on the bulkhead immediately to the right of the toilet
(when sitting), serves as a handhold in heavy weather and as a towel rack at other times.
WINDSCOOP, FORWARD HATCH: Windscoop for V-berth (interior); this a piece of 16 gauge clear plastic
cut in the shape of a scoop, with Velcro on three sides . Velcro is installed on inside of forward hatch opening on
all sides except forward edge. With the scoop “velcroed” in place (with approx. 12” half moon opening facing
forward) air is directed forward to foot of V-berth, then travels along both sides aft. Absolutely amazing
ventilation, especially at anchor!
SAFETY HARNESS, PAD EYES: Two pad eyes mounted in cockpit to which safety harnesses are mounted.
CUSHION COVERS: After forgetting to bring our washed beige cockpit cushions south with us from Canada,
we bought SUNBRELLA and glue-gunned new (floral) cushion covers on. Took about 3 hours! We are back to
beige cushions!!
A hinged one-piece screen for the companion-way opening.
Raised boom 6” for safety in cockpit. We didn’t need to recut the sail as there was room at the masthead to
hoist the sail 6” higher. We had taken 12” off the length of boom years ago and moved traveller to the
coachroof.

COMMENTS
1.

CNG: We have a CNG stove in galley & have located a company in Provincetown, R.I. that can inform you as to
locations to refill tanks.
CORP BROS. (401) 331-8020
Our cost to refill at Daytona Beach, Florida
was US$9.00/2400 lbs.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Ron & Sylvia FOSTER, Midland, ON, Bahamas 1999. Sold Nov 07
Original: 26 January 1997 Up-dated 12 May 1997

PROFILE #153
John LAWRENCE
45 King William Street, Perth, Western Australia,
Telephone:
Email: johnkebab@hotmail.com

CASTLE REEF
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY001530581
REGISTRY: 800735
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED : December 2007
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: Currently offered for sale in Granada

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. Transmission/ gearbox failed Dec '98 in Miami- was rebuilt Jan '99
2. Improved RACOR diesel filter was added Nov '98.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. ALTERNATOR: Belt driven alternator by SPAR CREEK manual alternator control. The original Motorola
alternator failed Dec 2001, replaced by 75amp BALMAR and Balmar ARS-II multistage regulator.
2. REFRIGERATOR: 12v. D.C. refrigerator. We divided the area in half and added more insulation. It is now more
efficient.
3. HEATER: FORCE 10 pressure kerosene bulkhead heater (excellent)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS:
Mast step was slowly getting "soft" due to moisture in the underlying plywood. Was rebuilt in Sept '97

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. STORAGE CABINETS: Above sink and navigation table.
2. SHELF: Collapsible shelf next to sink for drying dishes.
The following are modifications made by us in May '98:
1. 1.Inner forestay added, foredeck attachment reinforced by fibreglass and wood beam under foredeck, bonded to
deck and hull.
2. Schaefer furling on forestay.
3. SSB antenna on backstay (using STALOK connections)
4. Bimini frane and canvas fitting to dodger.
5. Hull below waterline epoxy sealed
OCT '99
1. Replaced shrouds, using 916 wire and STALOK connections.
2. Filler boards and cushions fitted across cockpit for occasional bed across cockpit

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
HISTORY
Previous Owners: Bryan & Maureen GODFREY, Richmond, Ontario, Sailed from Kingston to Trinidad in "98-"99,
purchased June 1997
Previous Owners: Paul F. & Valerie DONAHUE, ORLEANS, Ont., Canada; Trident Yacht Club, Ontario;
Purchased 1992 from original owners Mr. & Mrs.Timlin
Profile: 30 August 1995; Updated: December 12, 2002

PROFILE #154
Cliff & Carol MACDONALD,
3000 Stoney Creek Dr., Brights Grove, ON, N0N 1C0
TELEPHONE: (519) 869-6923 Email: cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com

WINDEKIND
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001540581
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: November l993
LOCATION OF BERTH: Trinidad until February - March 2000
AREA WHERE SAILED: Caribbean

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Volkswagen
MODEL: Pathfinder
HORSEPOWER: 42
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. MINIBEPIRB
2. REFRIGERATOR: ADLER BARBOUR; we reduced the size of the fridge, by adding 6 inches of foam &
acrylic sheeting. The heat of the engine when motoring was tough and the heat from outside kept the fridge.
cycling.
3. COZY CABIN HEATER (PROPANE)
4. AUTOHELM 5000
5. WINDLASS: LOFRANS ROYAL
6. WIND GENERATOR: RUTLAND + 3 SOLAR PANELS
7. GPS: 2, 1 fixed, 1 handheld
8. DINGHY: CARIBE RIB
9. OUTBOARD: JOHNSON 9.9
10. BATTERIES: Installed 4-6 volt batteries under quarter berth for house power. Kept 2 #27 batteries for engine.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.
2.
3.

INTERIOR DECKHEAD/CEILING Painted with EPIFANES URETHANE paint & primer. Turned out
excellent!
TOPSIDES: Used INTERLUX BRIGHTSIDE on topsides. Do
NOT, would NOT recommend it.
STRUT REPAIR: Motoring down the ICW (in 1996), vibration on
the strut kept getting worse. Hauled at Cape Marina in Florida and
could wiggle the strut in 4 directions. Emptied fuel tank; cut hole in
plywood that the tank was resting on. Ground the fibreglass hump
down and saw that the strut was held in with 1 (one!) Got custom
made stainless steel tangs made; 2 bolts through the strut on the

4.

inside and 2 bolts on each tang inside to out side. We ground out a little of the hull on the outside so the tang had
an indentation. We then fibreglassed everything over and epoxied the outside. It has been 3 years and we have
had no leaks and no vibration,
FUEL TANK: During the foregoing procedure, checked fuel tank. It was clean. We put diesel conditioner &
bio-side every time we add diesel to the tank.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Removed bunk bed steps & added box. Put invertor & battery charger in box
Put stainless steel tubing over life lines from Push Pit to Gate
Bolted stainless steel bow roller & added BRUCE
Split anchor locker in two by fibreglass plywood; each anchor has 100 feet of chain & 100 feet of 5/8" rode.
Replaced TOPPING LIFT with MAIN HALYARD (Use as a spare.)
Added SPINNAKER BLOCK & HALYARD
CUTTER SAIL: Previous owner installed HALYARD SHEAVE for CUTTER SAIL about 8 feet above
spreader. Has wire luff, so halyard connects to toe rail when not in
use. Installed stainless steel post on anchor locker bulkhead.
8. ELECTRIC WIRE CONNECTION TO MAST: Moved wire
connection out of bilge & installed a connector bar on the
bulkhead beside mast. This keeps wire ends out of water.
9. OIL LAMPS, CABIN: We have an oil lamp mounted on the mast
cover, plus an oil lamp mounted over the galley sink. With both
lamps on we had a little cabin heat, which takes out the dampness,
plus lots of light.
10. GALLEY COUNTER EXTENSION: We have added a 'flip top'
counter which is great when serving dinner guests, or simply for washing dishes. It is secured along the counter
bulkhead above the 2 drawers.

COMMENTS
1.
2.

BOTTOM PAINT: We've used INTERLUX ULTRA-KOTE, which is a hard bottom paint. It lasted over two
years. Now we have on PETIT TRINIDAD. Too early to comment.
LIFE JACKET STOWAGE: We have covered our closed cell foam cockpit cushions, one side with marine vinyl
& the other side with TEXALENE. We put two life jackets in a zippered "pillow case" made of TEXALENE.
We use these as our cockpit pillows, plus we have 4 life jackets at the ready if necessary.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Jim & Ruth ROLLO, Mississauga, ON, sailed to Trinadad
Original Profile: 1 June 1999, revised June 2009

PROFILE #155
Robert and Audrey BAKKER
188 Bayshore Drive, Brechin, ON, Canada L0K 1B0
TELEPHONE: (519) 623-1945 FAX: Nil
E-MAIL:

DREAM WEAVER IV
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
BERTH:
AREA: Lake Huron

REG.

O.N. #801 944

PURCHASED:

1992

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NO; N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
No problems

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.

REFRIGERATION: EZ Cool Refrigeration added 1995.
STEERING, WHEEL: Installed a 42” EDSON steering wheel.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.

GORI FOLDING PROP: Tooth broke off so prop would not engage to kick out. I added a brass collar so prop
would not kick back far enough to disengage. (Works very well.) Saved $1,600.00

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

SEATING, COCKPIT: (See photos #1 & 2).
SEATING, STEERING: (See photo #3)
STEP, BOARDING: (See photo #4)
GALLEY COUNTER: Made flip up counter extension in Galley.
ELECTRICAL OUTLET: Installed single power outlet in anchor locker.
“JIG SHEET” BLOCK: (See photos #5 & 6)
GPS available to both cockpit & chart table station: (See photo #7)

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Larry & Carole JACKSON, Point Edward, ON, purchased 1992, sailed to Bahamas 2003
Original Profile: 29 December 1997; Update June 2009

PHOTO #1- TEAK COCKPIT SEATING
Extended seating/lying(!) area with teak planks

Made curved teak seat for steering. Seat is held in place with notches cut out of teak that fit around the emergency
tiller fitting and the two hinges for the locker cover. I will send dimensions if anyone would be interested.
PHOTO #3 – HELMSMAN’S SEAT
PHOTO #4 - BOARDING STEP
Made teak step for boarding, with a 2” high Plexiglass kick-plate on the back.

Works well when going past winch. Then forward into winch. It keeps sheet lines away from dodger and allows room
to step out of cockpit when one is going forward without climbing over sheet line. I made it from ¼” aluminium
plate.
PHOTO #5 JIG SHEET BLOCK (Portside)

PHOTO #7 GPS

PROFILE #156
Robert & Connie BESWICK
161 Nelson Street, 1302, Sarnia, Ontario, Canada, N7T 7T4
TELEPHONE: (519) 491-0525

FAX: ( ) -

E-MAIL: bbez@teksavvy.com

ALY ADA TOO
SERIAL NO.
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
BERTH:
AREA: Georgian Bay

REG.

T C 804545

PURCHASED:

2004

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

UNIVERSAL (Original) MODEL: #5424

HORSEPOWER: 24

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
MANIFOLD: Burned hole in the exhaust fitting where the coolant mixes with the hot exhaust. Otherwise, no
problems. Had a fuel bacteria problem years ago, using diesel treatment at every fill up
ENGINE SUMP: Keeping a rectangular Rubbermaid dishpan under the engine with 3 layers of paper towels, to catch
any drippings. Ideal size to hold 5 Litres of oil during oil change. Engine coolant overflow leading into dishpan.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Deck wash down, with 2 quick connect water outlets. One outlet and 20 feet of hose attached located in the anchor
well, the other outlet recessed into the port cockpit locker. Also a clamp on the bow roller casting to attach the
nozzle to wash the rode and anchor. 3rd Battery, 2 house batteries and one starting battery
AUTOPILOT: Autohelm 3000
RADAR: Presently installing Radar above spreaders with new halogen fore deck LIGHT, FOREDECK: light
mounted to the radar bracket. Original fore deck light never worked properly.
TABLE, COCKPIT: Fold down cockpit table.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
No Problems
• No deck leaks
• No signs of osmosis
• No keel leaks
• Bilge is dry
MAST STEP: I removed the mast last fall in order to install radar unit above the spreaders, that's done, no problems.
But... reading the newsletter re the mast step, I checked mine and found that mine was totally gone. Not solid oak,
but plywood bonded to the hull with resin and fiber glassed over. Not mechanically secured. The fiberglass, several
layers of mat, was holding the base plate. I was able to almost pull the 4 screws out by hand. I obtained a nice 10 by
10 by 1.5 thick inch block of white oak & replaced the mast step this spring. To redirect possible rainwater coming
down the mast, I cut a small groove into the oak block at the drain hole; also placed a bead of caulking on both sides.
Attached are the pictures re the mast step installation. (See following.) Final picture of finished installation to come.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
ICEBOX: Cut the bottom of the icebox and installed a large sump reconnected to the drain. Filled all voids under
and around the icebox with foam and foamed in place insulation.
DODGER & BIMINI; Very large Dodger and Bimini. Had to cut 12 inches off the boom to allow for the Bimini
ELECTRIC PANEL: New custom made Fuse panel with glass fuses and green LED's for every circuit, installed on
the bulkhead above the quarter berth
TRAVELLER RE-LOCATION: Traveller removed from cockpit and installed on coach roof.
SWIM PLATFORM: with folding ladder, modified stem rail into 2 sections. See photos below.
KEROSENE TO PROPANE CONVERSION: Converted from kerosene to propane, two 10 # bottles in the lockers.
STOVE: Installed a British Royal Atlantic 2 burner (propane) stove.
LAMP, OIL: Trawler style oil lamp over the table.
LIGHT, HANGING LOCKER: Automotive dome-light in the hanging locker.
ELECTRICAL, 12 Volt OUTLET: Weatherproof 12-volt electric outlet attached to steering pedestal for GPS
plug in, 2 electrical connectors for the Autohelm 3000 and GPS mounted on plexiglass bracket attached to pedestal.
SAILS: We still have the original sail inventory, -Main, working Jib and 150 Genoa, using a Stream Stay furling
system. The Genoa was altered by Raudaschel in Toronto to permit reefing. This works well to a point.
MAST WIRING: See sketch following for description and (unique) installation details.
ENGINE WATER INTAKE: Installed a T fitting in the intake line followed by a ball valve with suction line
terminating in the bilge to assist pumps if required.

COMMENTS
We are very happy with the boat. It is used almost every weekend from May until end of October including 3 to 4
week's holidays in the North Channel in Georgian Bay.

HISTORY
Previous Owners: Peter & Monika BOESENER, Bramalea. Ontario, purchased new 1981,
Previous Name: VIRGARIES
Original Profile: 14 June 2000; Updated 2009

ADDENDUM

VIRGARIES #156 SWIM PLATFORM

MAST STEP: COMPLETED INSTALLATION

& DAVITS

SHORTENED BOOM & TOPPING LIFT
ARRANGEMENT

ICEBOX SUMP BEFORE INSTALLATION
SUMP; TOP VIEW

SUMP; SIDE VIEW

7

DORADE VENT WATER LEAK, REPAIRING

PROFILE #157
OWNER: UNKNOWN
===============Profile from previous owner=================
Stephannie FARRELL
227 Rosemary Lane, Ancaster, ON, Canada L9G 2K6
TELEPHONE: H: (905) 648-8852;E-MAIL: <farrell@ppims.services.mcmaster.ca>

NORTHERN SPIRIT
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001570481 REG. T C 800594
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: NEW
BERTH: Royal Hamilton Yacht Club, Hamilton, Ontario
AREA: Mainly Lake Ontario although two years Tampa Bay & the Florida Keys and one year Detroit River & Lake
Erie.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. ENGINE, SELECTION: I inspected my boat in the shop during construction every two weeks taking progress
photographs in case I needed to examine something in the future that was hidden. Was I surprised on one of these
visits to find that I had a copper-coloured engine when I was expecting the blue of a VOLVO Sail-drive! The builders
were surprised too after they checked my order. They offered to start a new boat the next day if I did not want to
accept the UNIVERSAL engine. They then gave me a 3-bladed propeller for accepting their error.
I’m happy with their mistake; engine continues to work reliably. No major work necessary.
2. FUEL INJECTOR: Changed one injector because tip was blown off as a result of water in fuel.
3. OBERDORFER WATER PUMP: Changed impeller three times in 16 years.
4. OVERHEATING: Discovered that broken lobes from the OBERDORFER raw water pump impeller had broken
off & were stuck in the restricted outlet of the pump, hence reducing the water-flow. Once I cleared the pieces, I had
no more problems.
5. OVERHEATING, -HOT WATER TANK: Caused when connecting hot water tank to cooling system, for
continuous hot water. I discovered that the line from engine to tank was air-locking because the tank was higher than
the engine connection. Solved by disconnecting engine connection & going electrical shore power only.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. SAILS: Main, 160% Genoa, storm sail & drifter
2. RADIO: KING 88
3. LORAN: KING, -electronically modified to work with auto-pilot.
4. DEPTH SOUNDER, WIND SPEED INDICATOR AND BOAT SPEED (+ a second log as a spare); DAN
5. HOT WATER: on shore-power (see “B 5” above).
6. BURGLAR ALARM: system installed
7. MICROWAVE:
8. GAS DETECTOR for CNG stove with oven & three burners.:
9. VENTILATION, FORCED: through two full height lockers for live-aboard clothing storage.
10. DODGER

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. ELECTRO-STATIC EROSION: The boat was in Florida waters for two years & found that we had major
problems with electro-static erosion. Found the boat had stray electrical currents & inadequate grounding.
Also all electronic equipment had to have their internal wiring re-done as the connections had turned to powder.
2. RUDDER GUDGEONS, SALT WATER CORROSION: The stainless steel rudder gudgeons had holes up to 3/4”
diameter & up to one inch deep etched in them. There was no wear evident. I replaced them with regular steel ones.
One day I’ll have stainless ones made again.
3. OSMOSIS: The continuous exposure to warm salt water led to osmosis of the wet hull but the bubbles were no
larger than 0.3 inches & there were 54 of them.
I hand sanded the complete wetted surface to fibre glass over a period of five weeks, filled in the residual holes with
epoxy & then applied VC Tar and my regular bottom paint, VC 17. No problems in nine years since.
4. MAST, BLISTERING: I have had a blistering of the “white epoxy paint” in about a dozen locations on the mast.
To remedy, I sanded the areas, removed the white aluminium oxide and applied a white appliance paint.
5. FURLING GEAR, SEA FURL: Had an interesting experience one day when leaving for Toronto when the top end
of the furling system literally flew apart in high winds. The hardest part was to wrap the 160% Genny around a
flailing fore stay by hand. I was worried that we would lose our mast. Sailed gently back to our mooring. Hoisted my
wife up the mast (Stepannie is half my weight); she disassembled the remains of the furling system, we hoisted our
spare wire forestay, connected it and sailed on to Toronto 4 hours later with only the main.
We found that the forestay had a design error in that the repeated winding and unwinding of the forestay
over the years had loosened the main screw joint at the top of the mast.
The manufacturer modified the top & bottom by adding set screws to lock the joints. I was satisfied with the
work done by an Oakville firm, owner a Mr. Fernandez who has probably retired by now.
6. HEADS/HOLDING TANK: ODOUR: Have had to change the head (that lovely job that boat owners just love to
do) and continue to have problems with a smelly holding tank. It almost seems that the odours permeate through the
nylon walls.
7. TRANSOM, DORMANT SLIT/CRACK: Have noticed a slit in the external centre line of the transom, about 16”
long. With the ALOHA 10.4 being made in two halves (clam shell fashion) and then brought together, I have been
watching this for the last 8 years. It does not seem to be growing.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
SAFETY EQUIPMENT LOCKER, COCKPIT: I have mounted a large powder fire extinguisher under the flip cover
of the stern locker, -the one you sit on. I have also fitted two rubber coated wire baskets in the same locker space
with bungee cords to retain two life preservers, my special emergency kit (contains flare gun, lots of spare flares,
am/fm radio, some first aid equipment, smoke flares, water dye, thermal blanket (aluminium faced), mirror, and some
other safety-related items. These are all contained in a relatively water-tight plastic tool box.

COMMENTS
STRENGTHS of the ALOHA 10.4:
1. The ALOHA 10.4 is a lovely boat to live on (for father, mother & son). We have stayed onboard for up to 7
months at a time, through spring, summer & fall (from two weeks after the ice has gone out till snow has fallen in the
fall) over 8 of the 16 years. Five other years we were living abroad without the boat.
2. Lots of head-room for the six footers
3. Lots of storage space.
4. Structurally strong
5. Beautiful design and silhouette,
6. Lots of vents, hatches and fresh air and light.
WEAKNESSES of the ALOHA 10.4:
1. MAST WIRING: When stepping the mast, the internal wires that exit the mast about 12” from the foot are a pain
as it squeezes through the hole in the deck.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 6 August 1997

PROFILE #158
David M. ANIDJAR-ROMAIN & Colleen McCONNELL
2059 Saltair Place, Victoria, B.C. V8N 4S4
TELEPHONE: (250) 472-6116
Email: sparcon@telus.net

PAXIS 1
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG. T C 816797
YEAR BUILT: 1982

PURCHASED:

June 2003

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL (Original) MODEL: # 5424

HORSEPOWER: 24

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
OIL FILTER DISASTER: Oil filter blew off 10 September 1994. Oil lost into s.s. oil pan. Some spill into bilge.
Mishap 10 minutes out of SNUGCOVE, Bowen Island (near Vancouver, B.C.). After refilling with oil, sailed to
Porlier Pass (20 miles) where engine seized. Tow (5 miles) to GANGES. Engine rebuilt in Vancouver.
(See comments elsewhere about metric lube oil filters dropping off UNIVERSAL engines. Correct replacement filter
should be Imperial measure.)
OIL FILTER ASSEMBLY: On our summer 1995 visit to Vancouver, I met with (member) Dave Duncan and
bought at INDUSTRIAL ENGINES an oil filter (assembly) fitting with a steel nipple casted into the “white metal”
casting. The casting referred to (in the newsletter) is a zinc alloy, also called “pot metal” or “white metal”, not
“aluminum”. I will install this in San Carlos in October.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Our “NIPINKE” does not look, at first glance, like a 10.4 anymore. From a double bow roller, electric anchor
winch, removable inner forestay, solid dodger and monitor windvane to lots of changes below.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. RUDDER GUDGEONS, FAILED: Rudder mounting brackets half corroded. They are stainless steel. Corrosion
happened on inside because of lack of oxygen on stainless steel. Brackets welded up and re-machined. This problem
cannot be seen from the outside.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. CABIN/WATER HEATER: We have a “SIG MAR” model #120 diesel heater from SIG MARINE, #33-1833
Coast Meridian Road, Port Coquitlam, B.C. Canada V3C 5G6 (TEL: 604-945-4107) on our boat. It is located on the
starboard-midships bulk-head. The heater was formerly known as “FAB-ALL”.
Ours is brass and stainless steel and has performed well for 6 years, not only heating the boat very well but also
supplying hot water.
In order to install the heater as low as possible, we cut the seat cushion and back rest back about 12 to 14 inches.
This area was tiled in case of oil spills, etc..
The hot water tank was installed in the former liquor cabinet holding about 6 gallons. Plastic plumbing was used to
bring the cold water to the heating coil and copper for the hot water return.
Diesel fuel is supplied from an automotive fuel pump in the engine compartment.
Diesel fuel is supplied from an automotive fuel pump in the engine compartment

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Purchsed by ANIDJAR-ROMAIN in 2003 and renamed PAXIS 1
Previous Owner: Heinz & Angela HONE, Maple Ridge, BC; purchased 1989
5 winters sailing the Sea of Cortez; Returned via Hawaii 1999
Original: 12 August 1995; Up-dated: 27 October 2000; Updated Apr 2004
ADDENDUM [Hone]
OFF-SHORE SAILING - up-dated 27 October, 2000
For Heinz & Angela, thorough preparations for their Sea of Cortez sojourn followed by a 5000 mile sail home to
Vancouver, BC, Canada, paid off handsomely. NIPINKE behaved beautifully, and to quote Heinz, "everything has
worked, nothing has failed since we left Canada in 1994".
See Item 15 starting on page 27 of the Winter 1999 newsletter for details of Angela, Heinz & NIPINKE during their
July 1999 visit to Victoria BC. NIPINKE was also a ‘star attraction’ at the ALOHA Pacific Rendezvous 2000 at
Maple Bay 7-9 July 2000.

The following include photos of some of the unique modifications Heinz & Angela have made
to NIPINKE in preparation for their off shore travels. "Alterations & additions" included:
NAVICO WHEELPILOT 5000 autohelm
FUEL TANKS: an extra 13 gallon aluminium fuel tank abaft the regular fuel tank, bolted by 'tabs' to
the 'floor' of the original battery location and accessed via cut-out (see #12 below) under rear
helmsman seat.
3. CUTTER RIG: Heinz originally fitted an additional 'forestay' to 'cutter rig' NIPINKE. He says that
he now agrees with our Honorary President/ALOHA 34 designer Ted Brewer that boats like the
ALOHA 34 are not suitable for 'cutter rigging'. He keeps the extra forestay fitted as a safety measure
in case he should ever lose the regular forestay. Only used it and the running back stays for safety
when at sea.
4. SAILS/FURLING: The storm sail was never used and the 120 % jib did a great job. If needed, we
rolled it up on the HARKEN FURLER.
1.
2.

I have a solid boomvang and just love it. On the way to Hawaii, with full main up at night of course, the
5/16 stainless bolt sheered. I made repairs and reinstalled the topping lift in Hilo (Hawaii) again.

5. RAYTHEON R10X 16-mile radar: See radar mounted on radar arch below.
6. SOLAR PANELS with output about 6 amps. See solar panels mounted on radar arch below.
7. SCANMAR MARINE MONITOR windvane, San Francisco. See photo below; relocated ladder
over

SEE PHOTOS BELOW FOR:

8. Stern Ladder relocated to the side. The stern
ladder has a 90 degree stainless steel pipe
welded to it with a fitting to mount it on the toe
rail. The fitting is isolated by vinyl from the
aluminium toe rail.
Plastic pipes on nylon line hanging on the last
step will permit a person in the water to easily
get back on board. When sailing the ladder folds
up and is secured with line between the gate
stanchion.

9. Hard Dodger which Heinz manufactured himself, with canvas top & sides.

10. Jib Sheet Block Toe Rail fitting, used to
hold the jib sheet snatch block on most points of
sail to reduce wear on the toe rail.

11.
Scupper with section cut out, to allow water to
run out. Also showing Forward portion of aft
cockpit locker cut out to permit access &
“spliced” back in place with stainless steel
‘plates’ after installing second fuel tank.

12. Anchor Locker/Sentinel/Windlass Arrangement with MUIR anchor winch & split cover.
Heinz wrote:
“I have installed a new, stainless, double bow roller
and a MUIR electric windlass. In San Diego I bought a 45lb
Plow Anchor as extra insurance. 280 feet of chain is stored in
the chain locker. The MUIR is installed behind the chain
locker bulkhead, so that the motor is out of the water in the V
berth. The chain drops via a short fiberglass pipe in to the
locker. The port split hatch is open to flake the chain. With my
right hand I operate the electric switch, installed beside the
motor on the starboard side…One can also bring the gear up
with the winch handle in case of power failure”

Photos 8, 10 & 11 courtesy Steven & Maureen Woodall #176 taken
at Aloha Pacific R/V 2000.

Other modifications include:
LIFELINES, ADJUSTED TO CLEAR GENOA: Heinz said that on a steady tack for days on end, he
found the genoa chaffing on the top lifeline immediately abaft the pulpit. Thus, he has redirected the top
lifeline on each side forward from the top pulpit fitting down to the mid rail.
SHOWERING: Heinz & Angela have a black 2-US gallon plastic garden sprayer which they set in the sun
to warm. “It heats up in the sunshine quite fast and we carried it lashed to the stern-rail.” They can then
use it to shower themselves on deck, or take it into the heads for use there.

PROFILE #159
David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA, M2H 1N3
TELEPHONE: (416) 493-7470
FAX: EMAIL: aloha104@rogers.com
--------------------[ the following information was provided by Peter MANTON ] -----------------

MARGARITAVILLE
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUY001590881 REG. 50E112287
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED:
Bayport Marina, Midland, Ontario
Georgian Bay

1999

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL MODEL: 5424 Ser.310749
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NO; N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
None; Propeller bronze, 3 blade 15 x 13 RH

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.

3.
4.
5.
6.

CNG: (Compressed natural gas) to 3 burner stove/oven and instant RINNAI hot water heater, wall mounted in
head.
HEATER, HOT WATER: The RINNAI instant hot water heater unit works great. It comes with a chimney that
you install in the coachhouse roof. I’ve often used it without the chimney installed with no apparent detrimental
effects. I wonder if this is OK?
REFRIGERATION: 12V NOVA KOOL with solid state controller.
BATTERY CHARGER: 3 year old solid state.
FURLING GEAR: STREAMSTAY
SAILS: All original ULMER

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(SUCH AS OSMOSIS/BLISTERS, KEEL LEAKAGE OR OTHER PROBLEMS, AND REMEDIES)
1. PUMPS, BILGE & SHOWER: Not working.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.

2.
3.

4.

TRAVELLER, MAIN SHEET: Installed mid boom sheeting with 4 to 1 blocks on coach house roof and all lines
back to cockpit, eliminating the companionway traveller and mast winches which I relocated on the coachhouse
roof inside the dodger with line stoppers. See photos #1, 2, 3, & 4.
CABIN, WINE LOCKER: Converted open shelf between the two cane door lockers (port side) to 4 rack 12
bottle wine rack. See photo #5.
COCKPIT SEATING/BERTHS: In “T” section of cockpit I installed dowels with drop in board; when steering
wheel is removed it allows for seating the full length of the cockpit or two extra berths. I have matching cushions
made to fill this space. See photos #7, 8, 9 &10. I store these boards in the port lazarette.
BIMINI/DODGER: Installed full bimini. See photo #6.

COMMENTS
1.

2.

TICKING NOISE: When underway with without power I can hear a slight ticking noise. I presume it’s from the
propeller rotating (when I put the transmission in gear, the ticking noise stops). ED: Agree with your
presumption. See Item 17, Spring newsletter 1998
SURVEY: See 16 April 1997 Survey of MARGARITAVILLE, ex REJUVENATOR attached. ED: Suggest this
is one of the more comprehensive marine surveys of an ALOHA 34.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Peter MANTON, Guelph, Ontario; purchased 1997
Original Profile: 3 April 1998

PROFILE #160
Michael ROACH & Moria HENDERSON
643 Skyview Place, Comox, B.C. V9M 3R3, CANADA
TELEPHONE: 250-339-4126
Email: roachbreeze@yahoo.com

ALI BABA
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUY001600881 REG. T C 812667
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 1993
COMOX, B.C.
around Vancouver Island and SE Alaska. (Just returned from a three month, trouble free cruise)

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Yanmar 27 MODEL: HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? Our Universal/Kubota died approximately 5 years ago and replaced with a Yanmar 27 ( comes as a drop
in package which includes transmission, fuel and water pumps, generator etc) It is a close fit and needed only modest
adjustments to the engine bed plus a new shaft. It’s an expensive package but “new” everything sounded good. No
problems in 5 years.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Had an unrelated fuel problem. The intake pipe at the bottom of the fuel had a small filter which clogged. This has
been removed on the advice of a local diesel company, retaining the water separator filter and the engine fuel filter.
Still using the same prop a 3 blade ( Michigan 13:15) but the engine could handle more. Engine is rated at 3400rpm
and we cruise at 2650rpm = 6.2/6.3 knots in calm weather.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Moved the batteries to the long locker under the quarter berth. Thanks for that suggestion – much, much better
Moved the main sheet to deck in front of dodger ( used previous track mounted on a bridge I built out of clear grain
fir using 3M4200 and long machine screws through the cabin roof with backing.
Built a hard dodger with plywood and glass. Installed wipers – I can now see where I am going in our west coast
summer rain.
Moved GPS, depth sounder and radio “on deck” beneath hard dodger
Enjoyed dodger so much I had a full canvas enclosure added – great should have done it years ago (folds back for
sailing)
Built s.s. davits, cost about $600 manufacturers quoted $2/3000). Used for 9’rib with 5hp Honda 4 stroke. Planes
with one person.) Built a s.s. lifting crane for the outboard to rail level bracket.
Divided the anchor hatch cover as suggested, also divided the locker to handle 2 anchors and gear
Resealed hatches, hand rails
2002 – new head
2003 – new GPS, radio and thru’ hull valves. Re-routed the furling gear in a more direct line through the front of the
hard dodger. It now works with less effort.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. HEATER: TOYOSET forced air heater installed.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Purchased January 1994
Previous owners: Halim Par – I think he was the 2nd owner and owned :”Ali Baba” for 5 – 7 years.
George & Trish KIRKWOOD, COMOX, BC, purchased 1993
Up-date December 2008: Original Profile: 20 December 1995

PROFILE #161
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #162
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street, Yarmouthport, MA 02675
TELEPHONE: 508 362-7839
FAX:

EMAIL: sffagan@comcast.net

---------------[ the following was provided by Robert B & Anne Sewell MESROP] -----------------

COLUMBINE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: NC 1726 CB
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: Fagan - 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH: mooring, North Bay, Cape Cod near Cotuit, MA.
AREA WHERE SAILED: CAPE COD

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) MODEL: D1402-B HORSEPOWER: 28.5 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
21 Apr ‘95: In 1994 previous owner installed new engine prior to selling boat. New engine has about 10 hours.
Previous engine was replaced because of former owner’s panic when going aground several times and repeatedly
shifting gears under full throttle. Result was bent crank shaft and damaged engine. It was not failure of, nor normal
wear and tear on original engine.
24 Aug’95: In answer to your question, oil filter (assembly) nipple of our replacement engine has steel threads and is
not metric.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: ADLER BARBOUR refrigeration. Compressor located below sink.
24 Aug’95: The ADLER BARBOUR refrigeration was dysfunctional the first time we attempted to use it for a one
week cruise. The repairman said it was not a compressor problem, but could be a bad thermostat or control module.
He says ADLER BARBOUR recommends replacement of one and then the other...trial and error. He suggested that
the cost would warrant replacement of the whole refrigeration unit and recommended a different system. (Will make a
final decision after we have evaluated systems available.)
2. OTHER EQUIPMENT: Automatic bilge pump, fresh water pump, Loran, AUTOHELM 4000, FURLEX head sail
reefing.
3.LORAN/GPS: 4 March 1996: LORAN packed up on a Sept/Oct cruise to Washington, D.C. Replaced it with a
Garmin GPS 75 which we like very much.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS/OSMOSIS/KEEL/MOORINGS/HURRICANES:
21 Apr ‘95: Hull has many small blisters. According to local surveyor, over 90% of boats in these (North Carolina)
waters have blister problems due to year round immersion and water temperature.
24 Aug ’95: This Fall “COLUMBINE” will be going to Dolphin Marine, across the river from New Bern, to have her
bottom peeled and refinished. (Well recommended.) Price is US$3000. and the two men guarantee the bottom for the
life of the boat.
3 Jan.’96: COLUMBINE is still in New Bern N.C. on stands while her hull dries. The blister problem was minimal
but the moisture meter is still in the red on the keel and bottom of the hull. We expect to put her into the water mid or
late February and sail her to North Bay at Cotuit, MA, 20 minutes from our home on Cape Cod. We’ll be on a

mooring. At least the boat will be safer for the occasional hurricane which crosses this area. We were on a mooring in
Lake Champlain with our 32 BRISTOL, so the dinghy route is not new to us.”
2. SHOWER SUMP PUMP: Replaced
3. WATER HEATER: 4 March 1996. Replaced the hot water heater in the port cockpit locker. The bottom had
rusted out.
4. LORAN/GPS: 4 March 1996. Our LORAN quit during our Sep/Oct cruise to Washington, D.C.. We replaced it
with GARMAN GPS 75 which we like very much.
5. PUMP, FRESH WATER: 4 March 1996. During same trip, also replaced the FW pump which would not hold
pressure. Problem may have been caused by leaking hot H2O heater.
6. TOE-RAIL: Following “minor” winter storm damage to “COLUMBINE” alongside at her dock while we were
away, we had some fibreglass damage at the gunwale and also needed to replace a 10 inch section of toe rail. It has
been quite a challenge. We think we have found a source (for a match) in Canada. We do not have an address yet but
the company is BOATIQUE telephone (514) 424-9767. We will share info. when we have it.
24 Aug’95: The toe rail we received from BOATIQUE was the same EXCEPT that there were twice as many holes
in it. Filled every other hole with teak and painted the teak pieces black; one must peer very closely to see the
alteration. (Further to Dave Duncan’s comment that ALCAN made the original toe rail,) I have subsequently learned
that MERRIMAN made the toe rail also. MERRIMAN is now out of business.
7. TOE-RAIL CAULK: 24 Aug’95: Used 3M brand strip caulk, gray, No. 8568 under the toe rail. It appears to be
identical to the original. Probably available at a local auto parts store or body shop.
8. MAST, -REPLACEMENT: -See also Fall 1996 & Spring 1997 newsletters.
3 June 1996. -When shipping Columbine by road from North Carolina to MA (Massachusetts?) the driver
jack-knifed his truck and broke her mast. (The driver said: “transporting a sailboat is like carrying an
enormous egg down the highway”.)
17 July 1996. - Still going through the difficulties of having the mast replaced. KENYON Marine of
Guildford Connecticut, the original builders of the masts for many ALOHA 10.4s, is no longer in business.
CINKEL Industries (Ontario) who also built ALOHA 10.4 masts were prepared to provide a replacement
mast. However the shipyard preferred someone closer. Replacement mast was ordered from SECO in
Florida. (Someone at SECO who used to work at KENYON MARINE knows the ALOHA mast.)
4 November 1996. -Replacement mast is as follows:
Supplier: SECO SOUTH, Inc., PO Box 1158, LARGO, Florida 34649-1158.
(Contact: Mike Haber) Telephone: (813) 536-1924 Facsimile: (813) 539-6314
Specifications: SPARCRAFT (ISOMAT) NG 51...U.S., not French version.
Dimensions: 7.48 x 4.92 inches (cross section)
Weight: 3.95 pd/ft
Inertia: 22.80 x 11.16 inches to the 4th power.
Cross section is different from the original but fits through the cabin roof hole. The original mast was
KENYON #5072. Dimension 7.40 x 5.08 inches cross section & Inertia 21.3 x 11.5 inch to the 4th power.
“SECO SOUTH” Inc., did a superior job of supplying the new mast. In addition to replacing all the damaged
parts, all standing rigging was replaced. Also, all new running rigging, new spreaders, new lights (mast top
tricolour, anchor, and foredeck flood). All cleats were replaced. Halyard winches were cleaned and reinstalled. In addition, the boom was stripped, cleaned, repaintes and re-built with all new rigging lines.
The FURLEX head sail roller furler was rebuilt with new headstay and extrusions. A new drum was
provided as well as new furling line.
The SECO SOUTH charge for everything was US$4,171.61. This is probably less than the charge might
have been to us, because SECO does a lot of business with AMERICAN BOAT CARRIERS, the
transporter who broke our mast and whose insurance (CHUBB) is paying the bills.
The cost of shipping the mast from Florida to Massachusetts was approximatelt US$1,000...again paid by
the insurance company.
Cost for preparing the mast for installation (removing old & installing new mast step, installing fittings on
shroud ends, etc)...by CROSBY SHIPYARD here in Osterville, MA, US$534.97...paid by insurance
company.

To keep cormorants from ‘hanging out’ on COLUMBINE’s spreaders, the shipyard strung heavy nylon
monofilament from the mast to the upper shrouds parallel to the spreaders and about five inches above the
spreaders. This seems to work well.
The only item that did not fit the new mast was the old sail slides; the groove in the new mast requires 3/4”
slides, not 7/8” slides as the KENYON used. This was an inexpensive and easy fix - around US$7 which we
chose not to claim.”

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
VEE BERTH INSERT: A teak frame on ceiling of fwd vee berth to hold the vee berth aft insert cushion; it’s too
hard for the first mate to get into and out of the bed with the insert cushion in place. ...Not senility; the bed’s too
high!!
2. GALLEY SINK DOOR: Enlarged the door beneath the galley sink.
3. GALLEY SINK FLUORESCENT LIGHT: Added a fluorescent light on a box above the galley sink.
4. NAVIGATION TABLE ACCESS: Added two doors on the port side of the NAV. table for easy access to
charts.
5. VEE BERTH DOOR: Shortened the door in the cabinet at the vee of the vee berth so that it does not scrape on
the cushions.
6. MACERATOR PUMP: Added macerator pump for the holding tank.
7. HATCH, MAIN /COMPANIONWAY BOARDS: Replaced the companionway boards with teak.
Ed: See 24 Aug’95 question below.
1.

QUESTIONS
MAIN HATCH/COMPANIONWAY BOARDS: 24 Aug’95: Were the original companionway boards a wood other
than teak on other ALOHAs?
Ed: Hull #167 has the original non-teak wooden boards with a teak veneer facing.
Dave Duncan #168 has replaced his similar boards, to removable teak doors hinged to each side of the hatch framing,
-which looks both nice and nautical. Has anyone a different idea? See also Winter 1995-96 and Spring 1997
newsletters

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Robert B & Anne Sewell MESROP, Marstons Mills, MA; purchased 1995
Last Up-date: 4 November 1996; Original Profile: 21 April 1995

PROFILE #163
OWNER UNKNOWN
--------------------[ the following Profile information provided by John & Ruthe HAMILTON]----------------

AFTER FIVE I
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1630282 REG. 806807
DRAFT:
4.6 shoal draft
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 1984
LOCATION OF BERTH:. Wiarton, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgian Bay, Lake Huron
and the North Channel but are in the process of
preparing her to be shipped to Florida (on the gulf
coast at Tarpon Springs or New Port Richey). Since
we are' now retired and spending the winters in
Florida (we have two sons there with families), our
plan is to put her into charter yet still be able to sail
her when we are there. This would , provide us with a
small income in U.S. dollars and we would also
benefit from having a four month season as opposed
to our short summers here. This may or may not work out as we plan but we have the option then to sail it back if it
is not what we ultimately want.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE, Universal Atomic MODEL Model 30 3 Cylinder Deisel, Serial # 31 11 18 (5424)
HORSEPOWER: 24 Drives a 3 blade bronze prop via reduction gearing and a I inch diameter stainless steel shaft
with sacrificial anode.
ORIGINAL ENGINE: Yes

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
There were two problems we experienced with the engine: Firstly, with the oil filter. Once we started using a Fram
PH2870A the problem was solved. We found using the Canadian Tire equivalent filter, being very thin, it would
collapse or crimp on tightening. We found the Fram # quoted above in the Engine manual. Secondly, in the fall of
1985, we noticed an engine oil leak into the transmission and had the engine pulled. The oil seal was replaced and the
mechanic felt that the main reason for this happening was an excessive pressure of overfilling. While the engine was
out we took the liberty of having the injectors re-done. Since then she purrs like a kitten. We change the oil regularly
after every 60 hours of running or at least see that new oil is put in before she goes on the cradle in the fall.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
NAVIGATIONAL INSTRUMENTS: Mariner Nav 5 –with
log/knotmeter/depthsounder/apparentwindAvindspeed/depth alarm and remote on pedestal. SiTex Loran C 767. Nav
5 works very well and we had only once to return it to manufacturer for a problem with the depth sounder. It had
stuck on at 675 feet and would not budge. Manufacturer in western New York (near Buffalo) repaired it at no cost
and returned it via UPS. Has since worked without any problems. The Loran was purchased second hand and has had
one repair to the LED screen which was not showing very well. Our only regret here is that it works only on TD's
and Lat/Long is often more practical.
SAILS: We replaced our original Ulmer Kolias Main and Genoa in 1994 with Doyle Boston fully battened Main and
a Quicksilver foresail (70-110-140). We kept the original Lapper sail and find it a better alternative than shortening
the Quicksilver when you know ahead that the conditions warrant it. When changing the foresail, we also changed the

original roller furling to an UltraFurl which works very well. Cannot remember the original furling gear brand but do
remember that it was difficult to find any parts and it had a wire cable furiing which would often jam when you least
expect it to.
RIGGING: Apart from the above, we have also installed a Back Stay Adjuster which we find very beneficial.
BILGE: Installed in '95 a Rule automatic 12 volt bilge pump to complement the Manual pump.
WIND GENERATOR: Bought an Aerogen Wind Generator in England. A nice compact unit which is very quiet and
is sufficient to keep a trickle charge to the refrigeration unit.
REFRIGERATION: Nova Cool installed in to original ice box unit. Used a spray foam to cover as much as could be
reached to the outside of the icebox unit and has been very effective in keeping the fridge cold as well as the freezer
compartment frozen. We have dedicated one surrette battery to the fridge and therefore the wind generator is
connected to this battery. We have been able to keep a block of ice in the bottom of the unit for up to 3 weeks.
BATTERIES: 2 x Surrette T-12-128M (I for refrigeration, I for house) 2 x HD starter batteries (I for an emergency
spare) Guest 30 amp marine automatic battery charger,
ESPAR HEATING SYSTEM: Feeds directly from deisel tank. Automatic controls and is terrific for those early
spring outings and late fall. This year, when we were out for the 2 middle weeks of July and couldn't get out of
sweats and storm suits, it was greatly appreciated. The water temp. of Georgian Bay never rose above 52 degrees!

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Blistering: In the fall of '91, we noticed some blistering on lift out and had it dried out and blasted. Then in the spring
of '92 it was epoxied and coated with a VC-17 bottom paint. There have been no further problems of this nature.
Other: On having a marine survey done this fall, for insurance purposes, your readers may be interested in a couple of
items that were brought to our attention:
1. Exhaust blower ducting was separated from the vent on the transom and required replacing a damp.
2. Fuel filler hose had deteriorated and required replacement.
3. Openings were found in the top comers of the anchor locker bulkhead. Surveyor requested that these be filled with
spray foam to prevent water entering in heavy seas.
4. The sacrificial anode on prop shaft required replacement.
5. He requested that a strap or bar be installed across the top of the fuel tank to prevent any possible shifting.
5. Ensure that the fuel tank is grounded.
Other Experiences: In the summer of 1994, we left Wiarton and headed for the North Channel (our favourite
cruising ground). On our way across Georgian Bay (approx. 80 miles) we experienced some difficulty with the
reception on the Loran. Then we noticed that the refrigeration unit was displaying some very erratic reading on the
control unit. Also, we could not hear any boats using the VHP, nor could we raise anyone. We therefore planned a
stop over in Little Current to check out the electrical system as this seemed to be where the problem was. An
electrician from Boyle Marine was called and he spent a full afternoon checking the whole system and could find
nothing wrong. So we carried on the following day and anchored that night in a little harbour at the south end of
Clapper-ton Island. All the while, the Loran was still not responding as it should and the fridge was still acting
strangely. The next morning, we could not start the engine. Since we were all alone in the harbour and there was
barely a breath of wind, we spent the day trying to find the problem to no avail and decided that our starting battery
was dead. (At this point, we only had the one starting battery). Later that evening, another sailboat came in to anchor.
He graciously offered us the use of a spare battery that he had on board first thing in the morning if we were still
unsuccessful. We did get it started the next morning with his battery and decided to head into Gore Bay and again
look for some answers. Canadian Yacht Charters are located in Gore Bay (we had purchased our boat from them)
and we felt they may be of some help in solving our problem. On arrival we took out the starter battery and put it on
the charger for overnight to test it and see if it was holding it's charge and at this point we also decided to buy another
HD Deep cell battery that we could count on as a spare. These would both be delivered to the boat in the morning.
As promised they were delivered just as John was making room for the spare battery to fit beside the original in the
long locker under the quarterberth. Just as he was ready to install these, I noticed some smoke coming from the trash
bin beside the companionway, John quickly opened the portside lazarette and smoke was billowing out of it. We
grabbed the fire extinguishers and soon other boaters on the dock were rushing to help with more extinguishers.
Word quickly spread and the smoke was very obvious now to other boaters in the marina. Someone from a couple of
docks away ran over yelling as he came to not put any water on it as he could tell that it was an electrical fire. He

asked permission to come aboard, stating that he was an retired Fire Chief and could get to the source of the fire
quickly. We have two Surrette Batteries in tandem under the pedestal and it was these that were on fire, along with
all the wiring coming forward to the electric panel. With the help of many extinguishers, this chap was able to get to
the battery cables and cut them off, thereby effectively putting out the fire. We can never repay him enough! The
mess was indescribable but we felt extremely lucky that: I) we were not out on the water when it happened, 2) no one
was hurt, 3) there did not seem to be any structural damage to the boat. We are forever grateful for the help of all
those other wonderful boaters. The insurance company (Zurich) were quick to respond as well. They had an adjuster
there the following day who arranged for immediate repairs by Harbour Vue Marina in Little Current. Their
electrician arrived the next day and immediately began work to get us mobile enough to get the boat to their docks.
This entailed replacing the transmission cable since the fire had engulfed the interior of the pedestal, the wiring to the
engine, etc., etc. We finally got off the dock and headed for Little Current, feeling very strange without any
navigation instruments and didn't dare turn off the motor lest we not be able to start it again. So motorsailed all the
way about 5-1 /2 hours. We spent the next few days at Harbour Vue cleaning up the mess from the extinguishers and
watching the electrician rebuild all the wiring into nice, neat coils. He did a superb job and even drew a diagram for us
to keep for future reference.
THE BOTTOM LINE: The cause of the fire was determined to be the way in which the wiring was grounded. It
was originally grounded to a single bolt through the engine wall from the long locker under the quarterberth. This
bolt received the ground from the engine plus all other groundings, unbeknown to us, no grounding bars were used.
Through normal vibration the nut holding this bundle of grounding wires became loosened and therefore the proper
grounding circuit was interrupted. I strongly suggest that everyone should check to see if this grounding arrangement
is on your model, and, if so, please have proper grounding bars installed. We went one step further and had bars
installed also for the live wires.
ADDITIONAL NOTES: We have since installed a smoke alarm, bought an additional, larger fire extinguisher,
bringing us up to a total of three, and very important-we bought a re-usable fire blanket! I had never heard of a fire
blanket before but was able to find one at a fire safety company. It hangs on the face of the chart table in its own
handy case and is very accessable. Recommended in case of a stove fire, for example and big enough to cover a
person if necessary. I would also like to add that we use CNG for the stove and instant hot water heater but it is
becoming increasingly expensive and hard to get. Do you have any other members who have difficulty in obtaining
CNG? We are told that in Florida is very popular and easy to obtain. Here's hoping! I love it.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
A final note you might be interested in is why we named our boat "After Five"— We raised five children and during
that period it was pretty difficult to afford to do much for our own selfish interests - so when they all graduated from
University and left home, we indulged ourselves and learned to sail. That was in 1982, so it seemed like the natural
thing to do when we bought our Aloha to name her "After Five".

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Till 1984: Canadian Yacht Charters - "ADAM BECK"
Till 2002: John & Ruthe HAMILTON
Unknown Date: Joe & Denise SINCLAIR, Dundas, Ontario
Original Profile: 9 October 1996

PROFILE #164
OWNER: Unknown
RAGTIME

PROFILE #165
Catherine & Terry FAGAN
#165, 253 Hastings Avenue, TORONTO, Ontario, Canada, M4L 2L9
TELEPHONE: (416) 465-0905;
Email: tjfagan@ican.net

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUY01650182 REG. 50E111490
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED:
Ashbridges Bay Yacht Club, TORONTO
LAKE ONTARIO

1995

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #310890 HORSEPOWER:
27 h.p.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
NO

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. HOT WATER HEATER, Natural Gas: Hot Water heater is a “RINNAI REV 95GS”
2. REFRIGERATION: NORCOLD 120 volt conversion SCQT 6800
3. BILGE PUMP: WILLCOX CRITTENDON 70000 RI Hi-Cap. Electric bilge pump.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 20 December 1995

PROFILE #166
John and Henrietta KLOVSKI
15401 Knolson, Livonia, Michigan, USA 48154
TELEPHONE:
Email: jklovski-ret.dc@attn.net

FIRE ESCAPE
SERIAL NO.: ZUY00 166**81 REG.:
DRAFT:
5’ 6”
YEAR BUILT:
BERTH:
Grosse Ile, Michigan
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Erie

MC1029 LS
1981
PURCHASED:

1996

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: 5424
HORSEPOWER:
24 HP.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
NO

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Engine has low hours. Most recent concern was an overheating issue. flushing the system and replacing the missing
thermostat helped, but did not solve the issue. I was ready to have the manifold replaced/repaired when I noticed that
the filler cap did not fit tight. I replaced it with one from a local auto parts store and the engine seems to work fine.
Prior to launch I am having a mechanic do a tune-up/evaluation.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
New cabin cushions (Thanks to my sister who did all the upholstery)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
The boat sat unused for 8 - 9 years before I was able to purchase it. Consequently, there was and is a lot of
restoration being done. The cabin sole was water damaged and I was unable to restore it so I am replacing it. The
water lines and pump were also useless. I have Barient #25 winches, one of which has a corroded drum. I tried to
find a replacement or repair facility but no luck as of yet.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
None, But I’m not sure exactly what was standard equipment. I have many ideas and I am looking forward to
contacting some of the other owners on things that they’ve done.

COMMENTS
I love the boat, I had a Catalina 22 at the same marina and often wondered who owned the Aloha. As luck would
have it, my brother worked with the owner at Ford Motor company. It took 3 - 4 years before he agreed to sell it.
As for the name, I am a firefighter, (retired in 2008) and thought the play on words suited the boat. My crew consists
of my wife, Henrietta, son and daughter, Matthew and Sarah and my brother, Robert, when available.

HISTORY
PREVIOUS OWNERS, DATES, BOAT NAMES, ETC
Previous Owner:: Cal Ward
Previous Name: BABECIA
Original Profile: March 9, 2010

PROFILE #167
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Carleton House, Suite 430 2080 Oak Bay Avenue, Victoria, B.C. Canada V8R 6W2
TELEPHONE: (250) 592-1198
FAX: c/o (604) 595-8265 (Apr’96) E-MAIL: aloha34@shaw.ca
CO OWNED WITH

Werner & June STANIESKI
1158 Oliver Street, Victoria, B.C. Canada V8S 4W9
TELEPHONE: (250) 598 8502
EMAIL: jwstanieski@shaw.ca.

SEA VIXEN
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUY001670182 REG: T C 801768
Port of VICTORIA
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: NEW
Royal Victoria Yacht Club. Victoria, BC
Strait Of Georgia, Gulf & San Juan Islands, Puget Sound Areas Of The Canadian & U.S. West
Coasts.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL (ORIGINAL) MODEL: 5424 (Kubota mod. DH 1101) HORSEPOWER: 24hp

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1.

2.

3.
4.

MAJOR ENGINE PROBLEM, -RADICAL LOSS OF ENGINE OIL:. This Spring (1995), twenty minutes
after switching on a cold engine and twelve engine hours after our 13th oil and oil filter change, (this time using a
METRIC KUBOTA oil filter # 70000-32050) the filter backed off the (NON-METRIC) aluminium male nipple
of the oil filter assembly, pouring oil into the engine space. (See 1995 summer newsletter for story.)
Fortunately, I happened to be checking the engine as the filter was backing off so we promptly shut down,
anchored and rigged a “coffer dam” to stop the oil from flowing into the bilge. The filter would not tighten back
onto the engine nipple. It just turned and turned on the threads of the nipple. We eventually effected temporary
repairs by carefully hand tightening a different filter (FRAM #PH 3682, which is Imperial measure, NOT
METRIC) onto the threads. It was still holding two days later when we were able to get the worn fitting
replaced. As we were sailing in Puget Sound, we contacted the local WESTERBEKE dealer in Seattle who,
within 24 hours, had a replacement assembly UNIVERSAL oil filter bracket number Part #298860 (US$180.
plus shipping)) flown from WESTERBEKE Corporation, Avon Industrial Park, MA 02322 USA, tel:(508) 5599392 (Joseph A. Joyce, Service Manager). Gasket is sold separately. In 1994, David Duncan’s (hull #168)
encountered the same problem using a metric filter.He obtained a KUBOTA oil filter bracket replacement from
their local KUBOTA dealer for about Cdn$80.00.
EDITOR’S NOTE: This problem seems to occur only when METRIC filters are used. METRIC filters should
NOT be used on the original (Model 5424) UNIVERSAL engine, unless the original oil filter assembly on the
side of that engine has been subsequently changed to take a metric oil fitting.
WET MUFFLER: Original stainless muffler corroded at seams. Dave Duncan, hull 168, procured all fibre-glass
unit Mod.#291-8850 from ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC. 1720 TOPSIDE RD., LOUISVILLE, TN
3777. Phone: (615) 984-5306, FAX (615) 984-1926 for us. It works well and is quieter. When ordering Dave
specified 1 7/8” muffler input fitting and 1 1/2” output to match the hoses in hulls #167 & #168.
TACHOMETER: Installed an engine tachometer above the cockpit engine panel, for better engine usage.
HURTH HBW10: Stripped the aluminium thread on the filler/dip-stick plug after fifth ATF change. Have
managed temporary repairs by inserting a second washer on the dip stick. One day I may have to replace the
whole casing.

5.

MANIFOLD: Cast iron manifold elbow started to weep after 11 years. Had it welded. Later Dave Duncan
found us a new one, SIMPSON MAXWELL ONAN Part #1702834, in Vancouver area (SIMPSONMAXWELL, 1605 Kebet Way, PORT COQUITLAM,V3C 5W9 Phone:(604) 944-7100, FAX 604-944-7300
which I carry as a spare.
6. OBENDORFER RAW WATER PUMP: Our original (rubber) impeller broke after about 300 engine hours.
We have used NEOPRENE impellers since with greater success. The dealer says the neoprene impellers are good
for at least 1000 hours. We will change ours as preventative maintenance every 600 hours, at least until we install
an engine “over heat” alarm.
7. FAN BELT: We now carry a spare after once having to use one of Diana’s nylon stockings.
8. GLOW PLUG TOGGLE SWITCH: Our switch on the cockpit instrument panel burned out in 1993. Dealer
suggested switch should have had greater amperage. Had difficulty finding a suitable weatherproof replacement.
Touched bare wires together (carefully) to warm glow plugs when starting cold engine until installing a COLES
HERSEE #833-551841 40(?) amp switch (which we made waterproof using rubber cement).
9. FUEL FILTER ENGINE BRACKET: In 1992 discovered bracket broken leaving the fuel filter dangling
loosely at aft end of engine. No apparent short term problem. Re-welded fitting and put it back on engine.
10. ENGINE FUEL ADDITIVE: We put 2 teaspoons of BIOBOR (Cdn $30. for a litre) in the diesel fuel tank at
each filling to prevent “growth” in diesel oil. (BIOBOR is used to good advantage by Canadian Coast Guard, in
ships and at its remote sites’ diesel oil storage facilities including “mountain top” and Arctic sites.)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.

2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

REFRIGERATION: As mentioned in the spring 1995 Network newsletter, we surprised ourselves by following
the “simple” instructions & successfully installing a *NOVA KOOL mod. LT200-F refrigerator ourselves in
1984. We enlarged the door under the galley sink and located the compressor unit on a small shelf which we
built abutting the hull, portside. Arrangement has been ideal for us. (Believe ADLER BARBOUR is similar.)
EPIRB: We carry an ELB 502 emergency positioning indicator radio beacon (Cdn $275 in 1987) with 10 year
battery. Improved versions are better but also are more expensive ($2,000).
FURLING GEAR; HOOD SEA FURL 32-50’ which works well. HOOD recommends flushing bearings in
bottom turning unit with FW after each exposure to salt water. This is a 1991 replacement for a destroyed
HOOD 24-34’(?) which was inadequate for an ALOHA 10.4 under winter racing conditions on the west coast.
PROPELLER PITCH: I had a soot problem initially and could not make the advertised 2800 rpm. It turned out
my engine was “lugging” at 2200 rpm. When my originally supplied 15”x14 three bladed propeller was repitched to 15”x12 as per the specs., my problem was solved. Cruising at 2400 rpm we make 6.4 knots.
ANCHOR: Replaced originally supplied 35 lb DANFORTH plow with a 15kg BRUCE after what could have
been a bad experience with the DANFORTH in shale. The BRUCE has been a better all round anchor for our
purposes. We have kept the DANFORTH as an additional “storm” anchor.
CABIN MODIFICATIONS
 INSERTS:- Fitted properly rounded teak inserts in each of the door latch access holes. A cosmetic
improvement but in rough weather, sticking a finger into a hole is not the answer.
 BRASS FITTINGS: Diana cosmetically did not like the mixture of brass and chrome fittings in the main
cabin so we replaced all the hinges and the like with brass ones and put brass handles on the 3 drawers over
the galley “bread locker”. We also fitted a couple of brass handles on the main cabin engine space covering
to make it easier to remove and replace. Spike Nagel, OUYANG’s “National Sales Co-ordinator”, when
onboard SEA VIXEN in Vancouver in 1983 liked Diana’s idea all brass fittings and said he would arrange to
change later production. Whether or not that ever happened, we do not know.
CABIN HEAT: In 1985 we installed a thermostatically controlled ESPAR #D3L diesel burning German built
truck heater (used widely in boats) in the port bulkhead of the lazarette, venting through the transom. Runs off
the main fuel tank. We put 3 low rotatable hot air ducks, one in the forward cabin through the foot locker, one in
the heads under the sink locker door and one in the main cabin coming out from under the galley sink area
between the 2 drawers and the one drawer-bulkhead, facing inboard toward the chart table. The cold air return is
from the aft bulkhead of the galley, through the port side of the engine space. The control switch can be set to
blow hot or (cool) air. It works well and is welcome during or after a cool sail or alongside on a winter’s
evening.
Only maintenance has been:

8.
9.

10.

11.

12.

13.

14.

 replacement of the glow plug ESPAR D3L #408GS (Cdn$25.) every two or three years
 replacing one glow plug wire which appeared to be getting “brittle” in 1993.
SPINNAKER: We bought a cruising spinnaker (“GENEKER”) in 1985. It is fun to use but we find that with
our 150% genoa, we rarely use it. It would not be a priority item of purchase again.
BOTTOM PAINT:- Have been using self polishing COPOLMER (SPC) anti-fouling which works well, lasting
a couple of years in these waters (sailing all year). Unfortunately, it had something in it which is not good for the
environment and has been removed from the market. We will need to find a replacement for our 1997 lift.
INSTRUMENTS:
1. DATAMARINE “CORINTHIAN” mounted on forward cockpit bulkhead to the left of cabin hatch, backing
into cane galley locker.
2. Depth Sounder S200DL: Excellent, although there are times when in weed, passing through wake or over
fish and other wild life, when I yearn for our last boat’s old analogue SEAFARER 3! Unlike analogue
displays, our digital displays only the closest object, whether it be weed, wake or whale.
3. Knotmeter/Log S100KL: Excellent, and the log feature is invaluable when running a blind passage in
reduced visibility. However when in the proximity (1/2 a mile) of a cellular phone antenna located on a local
island, it can register our boat’s speed of up to 30 knots(!) due to interference. DATAMARINE disclaimed
any knowledge or solution for this problem.
4. Wind “Machine” LX360: Excellent, providing both digital wind speed and analog (pointer) relative wind
direction. When racing, I would have liked also DATAMARINE’S “Trim Indicator” and “Wind Expander”.
SERVICE: Very good. Local dealer repaired a blown diode in the knot meter quickly & reasonably. In 1992
DATAMARINE was given a “...WHERE CREDIT IS DUE” pat on the back by “PRACTICAL SAILOR” for
providing replacement white plastic weather covers for its instruments, without charge. I wrote to them & they
provided the same for me, free of charge. Contact DATAMARINE INTERNATIONAL INC., 53 Portside Dr.,
POCASSET, MA 02559, (617) 563-7151.
BATTERIES: When new, SEA VIXEN had the two standard 12v batteries located abaft the fuel tank, one
wired as bank #1 and the other as bank #2. We wired them together in parallel as our #2 bank. As our #1 bank
we installed 2 VARTA heavy duty 6 volt batteries in series in the quarterberth “fish rod locker”. Our intention
was to determine whether the series or the parallel bank of batteries worked best. 7 years later when we replaced
all batteries, each bank was still going strongly and we were none the wiser. Again we have one bank in series
and one in parallel, all now in their seventh year. In the summer without much other than an anchor light, the
batteries can run the refrigerator continuously about six days before charging, with enough to start the engine.
BATTERY CHARGER: 25amp NAUTILUS/ MARINER. We run the NOVA KOOL refrigerator year ‘round
drawing on the batteries, trickle charged by our battery charger when on shore power. We use both banks about
the same amount, transferring back and forth each time we come onboard when on shore power trickle charge.
RIGGING: Replaced “nicopressed” fitting at tri-angulation of back-stay with stainless steel plate to connect the
three backstay wires.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.

2.

3.

4.

PROPANE STORAGE LOCKERS’ VENTING: In the 1982 purchase survey, we found that the locker hoses
leading down to exhaust out the transom were too long, dipped and collected water, thus making them
ineffective to drain the heavier-than-air propane. Solution was to shorten the hoses. OUYANG said they would
issue a service bulletin for previous ALOHAs.
STRUT: When new, hull #168 was surveyed for David & Jennifer Duncan prior to purchase; their surveyor felt
there was a weakness and possible rusting of mild steel (rather than stainless steel) used in securing the bronze
strut in the hull. The hull #168 strut securing arrangement in the hull was rebuilt under warranty. OUYANG felt
that we might have the same problem and had their dealer rebuild ours also (an awkward job requiring removal
of fuel tank); although, when opened up, the securing arrangements looked fine to me.
RUDDER PINTLES/HINGES: Our purchase surveyor questioned the rudder fittings, noting that they were
pitting and rusting after a short time in (salt) water. OUYANG’s explanation was that they had received some
poor quality stainless steel rudder hinges, which, although satisfactory in the Great Lakes’ fresh water,
deteriorated in salt water. They replaced ours under warranty.
OSMOSIS/BLISTERS: We lift SEA VIXEN for a couple of days every 12 to 18 months. Otherwise she is in
salt water and used year-round. Initially, on each lift, we would find a few scattered “bubbles” on the surface

which may or may not have been a form of osmosis. It has been suggested that there was wax on the hull left
over from the builder’s mold, which did not allow the bottom paint to hold. In any event, we scraped and
repainted each area. In April 1995, after 16 continuous months in the water, no “blisters” were evident.
5. MAST & RIGGING: Mast is built by KENYON SER. OO1997 of Guilford, CT., St. Petersburg FL., & Santa
Ana CA. Some light corrosion evident around fittings. Tuning has consisted of taking in a turn on the bottle
screws every few years! Replaced “nicopressed” fitting at tri-angulation of back-stay with stainless steel plate to
connect the three backstay wires.
6. ELECTRICAL/AUTOMATIC BILGE PUMP: SEA VIXEN came from the builder with the automatic bilge
pump in the keel hard-wired to the battery switch in a way that it worked on either bank #1 or #2. One day,
(before the days of having a refrigerator constantly running on battery power) shortly after switching the
batteries from “off” to #1, we smelt smoke and heard a sizzling noise. We switched the battery switch off again
and opened the engine room to find the wire between the battery switch red hot with the insulation “frying”. It
was close to a fire situation. When we discovered the hard-wiring and that there was no fuze in the line, we
contacted the dealer as the boat was still under warranty. He fitted an in-line fuze between the (replacement)
pump and the battery switch. He said that the OUYANG company in Whitby issued a service bulletin for dealers
to check for this problem in other boats and install the required fuze, if not already fitted.
7. KEEL: No leaky problems evident.
8. BOW LIGHT: We broke our AQUA SIGNAL OO5O 10, DHI 01/O2/30, TD41, 25 watt bow light when we
tried to move a restaurant at the RVYC reciprocal HIDDEN HARBOUR Yacht Club in Seattle in May 1995. A
similar replacement for this 13 year old fitting was not available in various Puget Sound chandleries nor in the
Victoria. Dave Duncan located one for us in Vancouver, after a call to the eastern AQUA SIGNAL distributor.
9. FRESH WATER PUMP: Original FW pump recently burned out and destroyed itself pumping an empty tank.
Replaced it with a Cdn$200. PAR-MAX #19805-0000 (ITT JABSCO) which seems to work well and is much
quieter. As the PAR-MAX needs to be mounted vertically, for easier access, I relocated the pump and a required
Cdn$15. water filter forward on the engine space side of the quarterberth bulkhead above the bilge & sump
pumps.
10. HOT WATER FAUCET IN HEADS: Jammed up after I turned it too hard to stop dripping. Now it will not
pass water. Currently trying to solve. Combination fitting (hot & cold taps and shower) is a MADGAL 200
NSF14 RV, unheard of at local plumbing and RV dealers. Incidentally, tape washer is an “O” ring. If one cannot
find a replacement, turn it upside down and it is almost as good as new.
11. HULL STRIPES: To freshen, we wipe and buff PENETROL on coloured hull stripes every couple of months.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.

2.

GALLEY SINK COUNTER EXTENSION: Built a matching fold-down table extension “flap” at the end of the
galley sink area, just large enough to hold a drain rack. It permits the dish dryer to work from the main cabin.
When up in place, there is just room for someone to squeeze between this addition and the chart table.
DODGER & BIMINI:
1. Dealer installed a dodger prior to purchase in 1982, an asset in these waters for winter sailing. Dodger has 2
zippered roll-up panels with centre strip of dodger material. We replaced the dodger in 1993. “Windows”
are of motor cycle type plastic which is much heavier thickness (30mil?) than standard dodger plastic and
lasts indefinitely if one fits a cover over the plastic to protect plastic from the sun, when not in use.
2. In 1983, for use when not underway, we added what we call a cockpit “BIMINI”, a solid top which zippers
to the dodger (hole in it for the main sheet). It has 2 zippered in panels on each side (which can be rolled and
tied up when it’s hot or to allow passage) and one zippered panel across aft end of cockpit (5 panels in
total). Panels are clear regular thickness plastic trimmed with matching dodger material. Sides and back roll
up for storage below. Top folds aft on frame to aft end of cockpit, between teak coamings (a tight squeeze)
with top end lying and lashed on top of aft end of cockpit coaming, relatively out of the way. Works very
well. Adds an extra “cabin”. Is great when sitting out at anchor in the Gulf or San Juan Islands. Top by itself
is useful to shade cockpit. As the evening cools, we drop the rolled up sides. We sleep out in the cockpit
seats on hot nights, on the cockpit cushions over inserts between the side and aft seats, each side of the
wheel. In a pinch, the main hatch “wash” boards can be used as inserts. Cost was Cdn$850 in 1983. Our
wish list has us screening a couple of the panels when we have to renew.

COMMENTS
1.
2.

BOAT HOOK STORAGE: We copied another (unknown) ALOHA owner spotted a few years back and now
stow two boat hooks up the aft end of the main sail boom. (Ours is open, some are not.)
BOTTLE SCREWS/SHROUDS: During our 1995 insurance survey of SEA VIXEN, the “steamship
inspector” suggested putting a touch of grease on the top of each bottle screw annually, to reduce possible
corrosion between wire and bottle screw, as the boat gets older.
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ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL (ORIGINAL)

MODEL: 5424

HORSEPOWER: 24hp

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. MAJOR ENGINE PROBLEM, -RADICAL LOSS OF ENGINE OIL: “In 1994 we suffered a ‘threading’ problem
with the aluminium male nipple of the oil filter fitting on our UNIVERSAL “Medalist” mod.5424 engine (Kubota
mod. DH 1101) after 23 oil filter changes. While motoring, the filter fell off and our bilge filled with oil. Fortunately,
the oil pressure alarm which I had installed warned us of the problem. Damage was minimal apart from the messy
clean-up. Getting things back in order was another story though. After some difficulty, we obtained another
(aluminium!) oil filter bracket from our local KUBOTA dealer for about Cdn$80.00. (KUBOTA of Japan built the
engines which UNIVERSAL MOTORS in OSHKOSH, WISCONSIN ‘marinized’.) New KUBOTA assembly takes a
different size oil filter(!).”
September 1995: Problem is caused by inadvertently using METRIC oil fuel filters. Original engine oil fitting
assembly fittings require Imperial measure filters, e.g., the normal North American fit. Unless you have changed your
assembly to a KUBOTA metric oil filter fitting do not use metric filters on your UNIVERSAL engines!!!
If you encounter this problem:
the UNIVERSAL three cylinder model #5424 oil filter bracket replacement number is Part #298860 possibly
available through WESTERBEKE dealers, or contact Joseph A. Joyce, Service Manager, WESTERBEKE
Corporation, Avon Industrial Park, MA 02322 USA, tel:(508) 559-9392. Price is about US$190. plus the price of the
gasket (sold separately); or
Contact your local KUBOTA dealer. The B.C. KUBOTA engine dealer is INDUSTRIAL ENGINES LIMITED,
8975 Oak St., VANCOUVER, B.C., TEL: (604) 266-9101, FAX (604) 266-4129.
I spoke
with John Baxter, tech. Engineer at KUBOTA in Toronto who says: “the KUBOTA replacement filter mount for a
filter running parallel to the crankshaft (ours), which also fits the KUBOTA DH1101 on the tractors, is KUBOTA
part #15213-32-070. The threads are metric. Retail cost is about Cdn$130. It has a steel insert. The oil filter for this is
part #70000-3243-0 or -1.” This filter is slimmer in diameter and will fit just fine along the block of the engine.
KRALINATOR has a conversion filter (metric), part # not known.
January 1996: In the Fall 1995 newsletter the bogey of aluminum oil filter mount threads was again mentioned.
Having gone through the above, and after all is said and done, I would not be happy now until I had changed the filter
mount to be as mentioned above, i.e. steel threads for the filter mount. Over time aluminum threads will wear out and
you can count on it being inconvenient, especially in some other part of the world.
EDITOR’S NOTE: *See Network newsletters for more reports on oil filters dropping off UNIVERSAL engines and
remedies. Do not use KUBOTA metric filters on UNIVERSAL engines unless the original UNIVERSAL oil filter
assembly on the side of the engine has been changed to a KUBOTA metric assembly.
2. FRESHWATER COOLING OVERFLOW TANK: Installed overflow for freshwater cooling. (See rough sketch
attached.) Parts from CANADIAN TIRE (or any typical automotive parts' store).
3. OIL PRESSURE ALARM: Installed audible alarm for low oil pressure behind instrument panel (in cockpit). Parts
were from RADIO SHACK although they no longer carry them in the Vancouver area. A similar part is “MODE

ELECTRONICS #61-301-1”, probably available in similar shops in your area. (See 1995 summer newsletter for
write-up.)
4. #1 FUEL FILTER: Replaced plastic arrangement with small spigot in base of #1 fuel filter (water separator) to
more easily drain trapped water.
5. #2 FUEL FILTER: Moved #2 spin-on fuel filter (engine fitting broke) to starboard bulkhead (less vibration and
easier to service).
6. WET MUFFLER: Original stainless muffler corroded at seams. Obtained two similar upright but all fibre-glass
units Mod. #291-8850 from ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC. 1720 TOPSIDE RD., LOUISVILLE, TN 3777.
Phone: (615) 984-5306, FAX (615) 984-1926 for hull #167 and ourselves. It works well and is quieter. When
ordering I specified 1 7/8” muffler input fitting and 1 1/2” output to match the hoses in hulls #167 & #168.
7. TACHOMETER: Installed an engine tachometer for better engine usage.
8. SYNTHETIC TRANSMISSION OIL (ATF): The HURTH HBW10 TRANSMISSION takes just over 400cc of
(type “A”/Dextron ll) automatic transmission fluid. (I hand pump it out rather than wrestle with the drain plug.) I
have tried semi-synthetic ATF as a synthetic is usually better all round; but will shift back to regular ATF as gear
engagement is less precise with synthetic,- I think due to better lubrication and hence less friction in the clutch plates
= more initial slippage!

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. CABIN HANDRAILS: Handrails, in teak, pre-cut lengths available, fastened above cabin lockers (cane doors) port
& starboard help people of less stature than 5 1/2 feet to get a handhold in the forward part of the main cabin. As
well, a single teak handhold beside the heads at a proper height gives that extra confidence sitting or standing while
boat is heeling(!). Also, if your Aloha doesn't have teak handles either side of the companionway inside they are easy
to purchase and install. Makes a big difference in ease of going up and down the companionway ladder.
2. QUARTERBERTH LIGHTING: You can easily install a single flat incandescent light with built-in switch (from a
camper or marine store) beside the quarter berth under the companionway step overhang.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
OSMOSIS: Yes, I’ve had “blisters”, in part the cause may be due to high pressure washing the hull at haul-out, prior
to painting the under hull. And yes! They were in the fibreglass hull. (Note: Apart from an annual two or three day
bottom maintenance haul-out, the Duncan’s boat is in the cold Pacific Ocean year-round.)
STEERING: If your steering becomes stiff, do not forget to grease the cables to the quadrant. That will ease things
off again.
KEEL: No leaky keel problems.
MAST DRAINING, KENYON: Owners may wish to check at the base of the mast to ensure no corrosion is taking
place. Boats fitted with KENYON masts have a drain slot at the base of the track. All boats should have an alloy mast
step upon which the mast rests; of course it should not sit on the fibreglass. While in this area you may also wish to
run two heavy beads of silicone seal from either side of the mast drain hole and running at an angle to the rear corners
of the main fibreglass mast step mounting; this will ensure that any rainwater will be drained towards the aft rather
than fore section of the bilge. Being hand laid-up, the bilge forward of the mast on our boat has a slight depression
thus trapping water. After long periods at the dock this water tends to cause odours which took us a while to find the
source. (Fall 1995 newsletter)
PORTS (OPENING): Still available from BECKSON MANUFACTURING, 165 Holland Avenue, Bridgeport, CT
06605 USA, telephone (203) 333-1412. When ordering, be sure to specify clear or tinted ports to match your present
ports. OUYANG installed both.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. COCKPIT LOCKER LATCHES: Turn cockpit locker latches upside down! They were all fitted wrongly. The
long tab should fall down from the lid to (auto) latch the lockers in the event of a knock-down or other bad news at
sea.
2. DECK CLEATS: Install two 8” cleats with backing plates each side of the deck (above open lockers in main cabin)
inside of toe-rail; useful for spring lines.

3. BATTERIES, -AUTOMATIC BATTERY FILLER: To "water" batteries, mounted as the factory did in that dry,
airy, clean but oh! so difficult area to get at ---under the cockpit sole, I use an "Automatic Battery Filler" . A plastic
bottle with a long tubular spout within which is a smaller tube of predetermined length allowing poured water in the
battery cell to rise only 3/8" or so above the plates . There's just room to use this item between the tops of the
batteries and the sole above. This type of filler is fairly cheap, has about a pint capacity and is available at auto stores
and battery places.
4. DIESEL FUEL: Regarding "low sulphur" diesel fuel which has of late received some attention and concern as to
its lubricity for injector pumps and injectors. I guess the concern starts with additive manufacturers who may see a
chance to sell product; a product which may well add to the lubricity of fuel but which in fact may not be required at
all. Most of the questioning statements I've seen come out of the States; many by offshore Canadian boats. I'm not a
fuels expert but I took time to question a couple of the tech boffins in two BC oil companies.
Briefly, here's what they said: “The amount of sulphur contributing to lubricity is low hence the change to "low
sulphur" fuel is not a matter for concern. In-line pumps (such as you and I have) are , as we know, mainly lubed by
engine oil; only the pistons and springs etc. are lubed by fuel . Rotary pumps may be more affected by low lubricity.
Injectors follow in-line pumps in this regard.”
From what we know of California, all of the environmental rules originate there and BC tags along! The other
Provinces in Canada do not at this time have a low-sulphur rule. But in Calif. we understand that not only is there a
low sulphur requirement but as well reduced "aromatics". My understanding now is a reduction in those two requires
an addition by the oil company to regain some lubricity.
Are there any #8 hats out there who can in layman’s terms complete this story? For myself I'm happy to buy the
Canadian fuel as is. Only occasionally do I add "BIOBOR" to fuel to get rid of those filter-plugging algae that live at
the fuel /air level in our tanks.
5. STOVE/OVEN: One of the modifications for convenience and safety an owner can make is to install a stainless
steel length of piping in front of the stove/oven unit. This doubles as a grab rail and will also prevent a person being
thrown onto the stove should the vessel lurch.
6. SHOWER: A three-cornered strip of teak cab can be attached level with the bottom edge of each shower/head
door (inside). This will prevent stray water from tracking round the bottom of the doors into the cabin area. As well,
three hooks, one centre of and one each side, can be installed above the upper edges of the doors on the frame to
hang an easily removable plastic shower curtain (choice of colour - and stowable underneath the basin).
Works well.
7. BUNK, DOUBLE: The double-bunk (slide out) in the main cabin can be made secure when stowed by the addition
of a couple of small sliding bolt latches. Installed one each side of the sliding base, behind the teak lip, the bolts
should be aligned with the latches on either side to ensure no mistakes before placing the screws. We didn't like the
idea of brass bolts in contact with
the seat cushion material and were
able to find 2.5 inch fasteners in
nylon material which do the job
intended,-that is prevent the bunk
base from sliding out at inconvenient
times.
8. RIGGING: Replaced
“nicopressed” fitting at triangulation of back-stay with
stainless steel plate to connect the
three backstay wires. April 1997 See
diagram.

9. REWIRING THE KENYON MAST April 1997 “So its Sunday morning, you were sleeping well in your favourite
anchorage; a tug and tow passes out in the channel and there's the clanging of churchbells closeby but, -- at 3am? Put
a pillow over your head and sleep on, there isn't anything you can do now.
When you are at your home dock do this-- Check your mast wiring, in that Kenyon mast of your Aloha 10.4. Therein,
because of worn or broken mast
slides the wire harness will be
loose; hence the clanging noises!
Its simple enough to repair but
does require that the mast be
unstepped and removed from the
boat.
Inside the mast there is a track
(part of the extrusion) by which
means and using slides, all wiring
should have been secured by your
commissioning Aloha vendor.
My basic sketch following will
hopefully give you the spark to
do the rewiring -not an onerous
task but one which should be
done ASAP and with care, to
prevent damage to the wiring for
lights, antenna and whatever else
you've got up there! Good
Luck!”
10. DOORS, -MAIN HATCH: By David Duncan, #168:
FEBRUARY 1997. “Some interest has been expressed in the conversion of the standard equipment companionway
“washboards” to hinged door access
on our 1982 Aloha 10.4. Here’s how
we did it:
Our previous sailboat, a Grampian 28
sloop built in Ontario, came equipped
as standard with companionway
access doors; once experienced, the
convenience and practicality of a pair
of doors lives with you - there can be
no other way. Washboards, in our
mind, are one of the things in life that
beg for re-design!
Workaday/weekend cruisers will have
wondered at times why it is that those
darned boards are such a nuisance to
stow - and hastily unstow when it
rains! Are washboards a cursable
tradition?
Fitting doors to our Aloha 10 yrs.
ago cost us somewhere in the region of C$180, no tax was paid; that figure bought us the services of a carpenter
who took our idea and not only made the doors, but fitted them too.
Of teakwood, now varnished, the doors fit well and incorporate small louvres for ventilation in the upper portion of
each . Backing the louvres is fibreglass bug screen material (not often needed in our cruising areas). As well, the
centre opening edge of each door has an integral weather-proofing overlap with the other(see sketch). Locking is by
inside brass barrel bolts: one per door, the slides fit down over the sill of the companionway.

The companionway of the Aloha is particularly easy to fit doors as each doorpost (outer edge) is vertical ; many
sailboats have the delightful nuisance of angled washboards.
Hinges should be robust as invariably the doors get leaned on. Debate could be entertained about the loss of
washboard “security” but in our view that isn’t an issue with our current cruising style. However such is the design of
the Aloha entrance that heavy metal tracks could be installed easily on each side, either inside or out, to take the
original boards in addition to the doors. The issue then becomes a personal one with each owner and should of course
include watertightness and seaworthiness.
With your doors installed, the last step is to make up a canvas protective cover in your favourite colour . This
consists of a canvas square which attaches to the wooden facia( NB- forward edge) of the sliding hatchcover with
press-on fasteners; down each edge and the bottom of your cover install press-on fasteners which will mate to
appropriately located receptors so that a snug fit is acquired when the doors are closed and all fasteners done up.
Note that when the fasteners are undone around the sides and bottom edge the cover is still attached to the
companionway hatch sliding cover; this allows you to roll up the square of cloth on top of the hatchcover and
,because you have not detached the top fasteners, the cover will go forward as the hatch slides and lo! - is neatly
stowed. If it rains heavily and your Aloha doesn’t have a dodger (God forbid!) quick unrolling of this canvas cover
will provide a bit of moisture protection even with opened doors.”

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: David & Jennifer DUNCAN, North Saanich, BC; purchased new – 1982; Sold 2009;one of the
originators of the ALOHA 10.4 OWNER’S NETWORK
ORIGINAL PROFILE: April 1995; Last Up-date: June 2009

PROFILE #169
Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave, St. Catharines, Ontario, CANADA L2T 3J9
TELEPHONE: (905) 682-3315
FAX: EMAIL: rdhaig@cogeco.com

OUT AND ABOUT
Previous Name: INTERLUDE. USCG#673074
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D1690182
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
---------[Following Profile information provided by Doug & Norma Lee Stuart] ---------------DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: NEW
LOCATION OF BERTH: Lower Keweenaw Entry
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Superior

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES OF POSSIBLE INTEREST TO OTHERS?
TRANSMISSION MAKS, REVERSE-GEAR; Due to -poor casting in area of filler &<irain holes. Threads have
missing sections.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Original electronics still working well:
ICOM - VHF
SITEX
LORANC
STANDARD Digital Speed-Log & Depth sounder
AUOTOHELM-4000

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(SUCH AS OSMOSIS/BLISTERS, KEEL LEAKAGE OR OTHER PROBLEMS, AND REMEDIES)
1. Lower trailing edge of keel weeps during lay-up period.
2. Electric bilge pumps installed have both failed. Float switch in bilge has been inaccessible.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Double head-stays; -one with HOOD Line Drive for Genoa Furling.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
Would like to add second Propane tank if original Canadian model were still available, US tanks have different
Dimensions

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Doug & Norma Lee Stuart, Houghton. Michigan; Boat Name: INTERLUDE
Original Profile: 25 June 2000

PROFILE #170
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #171
Jacques PARADIS & Silvie BRASSARD
1807 Des Herons, Chicoutimi, Quebec, CANADA G7H 7M6
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: jacques.paradis@uqac.ca

PARASARD III
==PREVIOUS OWNERS BELOW & INFORMATION FROM PREVIOUS OWNERS==

Peter and Pauline Iversen
1008 Safari Rd., RR1, Millgrove, Ontario L0R 1V0
TELEPHONE: (905) 689-2851
E-MAIL: piversen@sympatico.ca

ROOM TO DANCE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 50E112527
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 2003
LOCATION OF BERTH: 50 Pt. Conservation Area
AREA WHERE SAILED: LAKE ONTARIO

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: DH 1101-58868
HORSEPOWER: 27 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
ORIGINAL

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1. OVERHEATING: See question #5 below.
2. ENGINE MOUNTS/CUTLASS BEARING/COUPLING/SHAFT: Our engine mounts loosened causing us to
replace cutlass bearing, coupling and shaft; lesson learned.
3. HEAT EXCHANGER: Our heat exchanger broke loose and rested on the transmission dipstick which came loose.
Gears against dipstick caused metal particles in transmission; transmission rebuilt.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. BATTERIES: Because we live aboard 4-5 months per year, we have installed two large SURRETTES for “house
power” plus as a separate crank for the engine.
2. PUMP, FW: Repositioned NEW PAR3 water pump midships forward bulkhead of engine compartment. So much
easier to access.
3. ELECTRICAL, 110 VOLT: Added three more electrical outlets port and starboard V-berth shelves and starboard
of nav. Station. Great for fans, televisions etc at dock.
4. ALTERNATOR: New 100 amp alternator makes big difference.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. WATER TANKS (LEAKING): When vessel heels. Used SIKATEX and new gasket seals on caps. Perfect.
2. PUMP, -FW FOOT PUMP: Disconnected sink foot pump. Never used it and it was leaking.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. QUARTER BERTH CUSHION/CAT’S LITTER BOX/GARBAGE: We have eliminated the quarter berth cushion
(only 2 of us) leaving more head room for storage This is where we keep our cat’s litter box. Our “kitchen catcher”
garbage container fits perfectly between the companionway ladder and the quarter berth. Sits on the sole and never
moves!

QUESTIONS
1. WINDLASS: Looking for a windlass (power/manual) - Any experience?
2. PORTS: Need 8 new Beckson ports. Screens have dulled old ports?
3. SPREADER: We have a black spreader which comes off (the black) on your hands & feet when going up the spar.
Can this be painted over?
4. PULPIT: Stern pulpit pulls loose. Screws do not screw to hold it in place?
5. ENGINE (UNIVERSAL): My engine overheats at high revs - can’t locate problem?

COMMENTS
Original Plans for ALOHA 34 can be had by contacting:
Bob Wallstrom, Delta Marine Group Inc., The Partridge Bldg., Water St., P.O. Box 414, Blue Hill, MAINE, 04614
Morgan Earl #171 5 March 1996, after receiving his copy of the Package Of Profiles writes: “...there are so many
invaluable ideas we don’t know where to start - our list of things keeps growing! There are two ideas we’d like to
toss out to our fellow ‘ALOHANS’.
ALOHA 10.4 EXCHANGE: We’ve always beena bit nervous about boat exchanges on both sides - concern that
unfamiliarity with a specific design may result in damage - but we not only feel we’d be comfortable in someone else’s
ALOHA; we would be relaxed with a fellow ALOHA owner sailing our vessel. Perhaps if there’s interest by owners,
we can begin a list and see what happens.
What can we offer? A reliable ALOHA with permanent dock at the Toronto Island Marina (10 minute access to
downtown Toronto, yet a quiet and secure berth). Although we live aboard from May to September, we somtimes
find ourselves (like last August) out of Toronto on business for a month or so. Our interest is in another cruising area
- B.C., Florida, California, Mexico, Europe and perhaps ata time other than the summer period. We’ve chartered in
Georgian Bay and the Abaco Islands in the Bahamas so we’re familiar with this procedure. Anyone else interested?
NEWFOUNDLAND FLOTILLA ‘97: In 1997, Canadians will be celebrating the 500th anniversary of John Cabot’s
discovery of mainland North America - his landfall in the caravelle MATTHEW was June 24, 1497 at Bonavista Bay,
Newfoundland. There will be a huge flotilla of sailboats departing Toronto in mid-May 1997 to sail to Newfoundland
(so far over 350 skippers have applied!). Some owners from points west and north of Lake Ontario will be bringing
their boats to Toronto to winter. Others plan to transport their boats to Toronto next spring.
Our interest is twofold. Of course, for us it will be the sail of a lifetime - reliving a part of our history as we sail to
greet the replica of MATTHEW. This new MATTHEW is lying in Bristol awaiting its christening this May.
So far we have boats from The Bahamas, United States (about 40 so far), England, Portugal, Italy and who knows???
It may be fun to sail with other ALOHAs, don’t you think? It’ll take about 5 weeks.
Our other goal is to produce a television documentary about the sailors who will be participating from various
countries - more about that later.
Any interested is free to call us at 416-698-4042 or FAX 416-698-8586.
Lastly, ...this whole thing that you’ve started has given our ownership new life - it feels good to know there are
sailors out there that really care for their boats - and ALOHA owners seem to care a whole lot! Thanks to everyone
who contributes from ROOM TO DANCE!”.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
2012: Jacques PARADIS & Silvie BRASSARD purchased Room to Dance Renamed Vessel PARASARD III
Profile Update: 2 June 2003; Original Profile: 12 November 1995
Previous Owners: Morgan EARL/Wilma PERRY, TORONTO, Ontario; purchased 1986

PROFILE #172
Linda and Christopher KIEFFER
36 Catalina Drive, Scarborough, Ontario, CANADA M1M 1K6
TELEPHONE: (416) 266-2483
E-MAIL: chriskieffer@rogers.com

BAJAN DREAMER
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT: 5” 6”
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUYOD1720382
REG.: T C 833943
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: July 24, 2009
HIGHLAND YACHT CLUB, TORONTO, ONTARIO
LAKE ONTARIO

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL 5424 MODEL: 30 HORSEPOWER: 24 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None as yet

EQUIPMENT ADDED
None

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Concerned with forward gear on Hurth M100 transmission

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
COMMENTS
I am very happy with her so far. We sailed her back from Lake Michigan. What a great trip we had with 12 days of
great sailing.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Profile: Original from Linda & Chris Kieffer, January 2010
Profile Update: January 2010
Previous Owner: Charlie Degolia
Previous Name: Charlie’s Angel

PROFILE #173
James & Andrea Morgan
589 County Road 6027, Dayton, TX, 77535
Telephone: (832) 386-3646, Email: morgan@galenaparkisd.com

Water Witch
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

ZUYODO1730682
5’6”
YEAR BUILT:
New Orleans, USA

REG.:
1982

USCG 997725
PURCHASED:

March 2009

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21 HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
New Transmission, new water manifold and new starter,

EQUIPMENT ADDED







Refrigerator -.Adler/Barbour, PB110LV; installed six inches insulation around ice box, removed styrofoam
from ice box lid then installed two inches of urathane,
Wind Generator - Southwest Wind Power, Air marine, installed with supplied mounting hardware on the
stern,
Solar Panal - Siemens, SP75, installed on the split back stay, which gives a clear veiw of the sky, the added
bonus of being out of the way,
Batteries - Trojan, four T105, which has enough amps to supply all our needs(two, live-a-board while on
the hook)
Plumbing - Manual foot pump fresh water system; Pur handheld survivor watermaker.
Navigation - Garmin GPS chart plotter (new 2001)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Hull - added four layers of epoxy barrier coat, since this addition in 1998 the boat was hauled in October 2001 there
were no problems with the hull.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Removed the Edson steering system and installed a tiller for a period of three years, then retuned her to the orginial
Edson system.NOTE: the Edson was rebuilt before the re-installation.

QUESTIONS/Comments
[Editor: Bought at eBay for $2225 – hurricane Ike damage; 2009]

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous owner: John & Vickie Adams, New Orleans, LA, purchased 1994, Water Witch
PREVIOUS NAME: Okkumut;

================Water Witch - Auction Information==================
1982

34' Aloha Fixed Keel Sloop (HURRICANE IKE DAMAGE 2008 )

Inventory ID:
8388
Location:
San Leon, TX
Year:
1982
Length:
34'
Make:
Aloha
Model:
Fixed Keel Sloop
Height:
12'
Beam:
10.8'
Draft:
5.8'
Displacement:
13,500 lbs
Hull Material:
Fiberglass
HIN:
ZUY0D1730682
Engines:
Vessel is powered by a single Westerbeke 3 cyl diesel, FWC, no water in oil, turns over by
hand.
Transmission:
Straight drive appears in operable condition.
Generator/Battery: 12 volt - poor condition. No generator.
Electronics:
The following electronics were sighted at time of inspection: Standard VHF, Garmin GPS map
162, Raymarine Tridata-speed, depth, and distance, Autohelm autopilot, 5’’ Ritchie compass. Electronics not tested.
Ground Tackle:
No anchor or line. Manual windlass is damaged.
Rigging:
Mast is broken into two pieces and mast is bent at break point. Spreaders are broken off and
missing. All rigging is damaged. Main sail is onboard in poor condition. No jib onboard. 2 #42 Lewmar self tailing
winches, 4 # 30 Lewmar self tailing winches.
Head:
There is a Raritan manual head with hand held shower, vanity, sink and mirror.
Galley:
V-berth and head forward, L-shaped settee with bulhead mounted table to port and long settee
to starboard. Galley is aft on port side. Chart table and quarter berth on starboard side. Interior upholstery is in poor
condition. Galley which is located aft on port side has a 2-burner LP Hillerange stove/oven, Adler Barbour
refrigeration with top load box, Samsung microwave and a single sink.
Trailer:
Trailer not included.
Shipping:
This item is for Pick-up Only
Description:
This 1982 34' Aloha Fixed Keel Sloop was damaged during hurricane Ike. Vessel was not
submerged but has fiberglass damage 360 degrees. The Aloha 34 is a fix keeled sloop with skeg mount rudder. Tshaped cockpit with wheel steering. V-berth and head are forward. L-shape settee with bulkhead mount table on port
side. Long settee along starboard side. Upholstery is in poor condition. Galley is aft on port side with chart table and
quarter berth to starboard. Galley which is located aft on port side has a 2-burner LP Hillerange stove/oven, Adler
Barbour refrigeration with top load box, Samsung microwave and a single sink. There is a Raritan manual head with
hand held shower, vanity, sink and mirror. The following electronics were sighted at time of inspection: Standard
VHF, Garmin GPS map 162, Raymarine Tridata-speed, depth, and distance, Autohelm autopilot, 5’’ Ritchie
compass. Electronics not tested. Bow rail and anchor pulpit are torn off. Stainless steel stern rail is bent and torn
loose from deck. Aluminum toe rail is bent on both sides midship. All stanchions and lifelines are damaged around
deck. Windlass is torn loose from deck and base is broken. Severe impact damage to starboard side midship. There is
a 5’ long crack thru fiberglass above waterline on starboard side. There is a 2’ x 6’ area of fiberglass crushed at
waterline midship on starboard side. Heavy abrasion damage to fiberglass on bow. Deep gouges and scratches to
fiberglass 360 degrees. Impact damage to port side midship. Interior bulkheads and cabinets are damaged along
starboard side. There is no anchor or line. Manual windlass is damaged. Mast is broken into two pieces and mast is
bent at break point. Spreaders are broken off and missing. All rigging is damaged. Main sail is onboard in poor
condition. No jib onboard. 2 #42 Lewmar self tailing winches, 4 # 30 Lewmar self tailing winches. Prop, shaft, and
strut appear in serviceable condition. Steering and rudder are operable. Vessel is powered by a single Westerbeke 3
cyl diesel, FWC, no water in oil, turns over by hand. Straight drive appears in operable condition. No trailer is
included with this item.
Winning bid:
US $2,225.00
Ended:
Mar-28-09 07:30:00 PDT
Item location:
San Leon, TX, United States
History:
30 bids

PROFILE #174
Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.. Kingston. Wash. 98346. USA
TELEPHONE: (360)297-7686
FAX: EMAIL: Gcarlsen2@cs.com

MARY MAX
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1740983
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 654996
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Kingston, Washington, Slip C-52
AREA WHERE SAILED: Puget Sound/Pacific NorthWest

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE MODEL: W-21 HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Engine performs great.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
RADAR: FURONO Marine radar model PH-5-3F. (1994)
HEAT, Cabin: ARDIC diesel forced air furnace. Model 1720. (1998)
WINDLASS: SIMPSON LAWRENCE Manual WINDLASS mounted forward of chain locker. Windlass
mounted ahead of chain locker makes operation difficulty due to the handle length. (Shorten)
BATTERIES: 1000-W FREEDOM Inverter/changer (4 Gell Cell & 1 starting batteries, -1996)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
BLISTERS: The hull has some small blisters !4" in size. The marine surveyor and the boatyard personnel who
haul the boat annually said the blisters remain constant in size & numbers.
BILGE PUMP FLOAT SWITCH: Added bilge pump float switch

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
STORAGE: Added storage shelf in area below galley sink and blocked off opening into bilge.

COMMENTS
The boat was bought in the 1984 Seattle Boat Show. The original owners were personal friends. I purchased the
boat after their health problems made it impossible to continue-

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 6 October 1999

PROFILE #175
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #176
Roger FRIERSON
3471 Orbit Circle,
Anchorage, AK 99517 USA
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

NOTE: Email from Steve & Maureen.... have sold boat 2012 12 19 to above. Have given information about
Network to new owner. New owner may keep boat in San Francisco Bay area.
================PREVIOUS OWNER INFORMATION provided by=================
Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court,
Union City, CA 94587-4917
TELEPHONE: (510) 471-7806 FAX: EMAIL: SGWoodall@aol.com
HAM RADIO C/S: “N6YFZ”

TERRIFIC
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF 0155 HD
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: NEW
LOCATION OF BERTH: EMERYVILLE, CALIFORNIA
AREA WHERE SAILED: More than 8000 miles in the San Francisco Bay & Delta, Californian Coastal Waters &
Mexico

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE (Original) MODEL: 21

HORSEPOWER: 21 hp

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCESHOSES:
I changed all the hoses on my WESTERBEKE 21 engine.
RAW WATER PUMP: Changed raw water pump at 960 hours & added a raw water strainer.
PRIMARY FUEL FILTER: RACOR 500 series.
FUEL CHECK VALVE, CLOGGED: I had a fuel problem and discovered a clogged check valve at the fuel tank,
which was removed. I had placed a shut off valve at the fuel tank on the recommendation of a boat surveyor.
OIL CHANGE: I change the engine oil by using the crank case discharge hose placed in a box wine bladder lying
under the engine on the hull. All you have to do is put the cap back in the bladder and take it to the recycling tank.
EXTRA FUEL: As to the issue of extra fuel for my trip (to Mexico), I just used four six gallon Jerry jugs tied on the
cabin top in front of the companion way hatch cover. I used two lines, which were laced through the jug handles and
tied to the grab rails. I never had any problems.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
REFRIGERATION, ADLER/BARBOUR Cold Machine (refrigerator): installed in the icebox. The compressor was
installed in the area to the left under the sink.
REFRIGERATION, INSULATION: My icebox had two inches of insulation so I added insulation to the ice box as
follows: In the engine compartment, I placed insulation under the box and added four inches to the side, which was
covered by 1/4 inch plywood. On the 1982 model there was a pull out trash bin to the left of the (ice) box where
later models had drawers to the left. In the port lazarette, I cut a small hole in the bulk head near the hull and filled
the open air space with insulation; then added two inches of insulation to the bulk head, which was covered by
plywood. Inside the box, I added two inches of Fiberglas covered insulation to the front wall and two inch blocks to
the top around the opening. The lid was also filled with insulation.

REFRIGERATOR LID, HINGED: The lid was hinged at the rear and a hatch spring was added to keep the lid open
when going inside.
REFRIGERATOR, STORAGE: Stackable plastic storage bins were added to the inside of the box for better use of
the area.
WATERMAKER: PUR POWER SURVIVOR 35 (watermaker) installed under NAV table. It was plumbed to two
Y-valves mounted under the sink. One Y-valve was for brackish/fresh water and the other went to the port or
starboard water storage tanks. I removed the shower sump pump, which never seemed to work, and used the
overboard discharge line for the water maker discharge line. We now hand pump the shower water into the sink or
head.
ALTERNATOR: In the engine compartment, I added a Balmar 100 amp alternator.
INVERTER: I mounted a HEART 1000 INVERTER behind the electrical panel and on a small shelf. Above the
INVERTER and on the bulk head, I mounted the regulator for the solar panels. SEE PHOTO #12 & SOLAR
PANELS below.
SOLAR PANELS: To keep my batteries charged while at anchor, I had two 1 inch SS tubes cut and bent to support
my two (20” X 48”) solar panels. The tubes can be attached to the stanchions by using “Helm” HR-Series Rail
Clamps. Two clamps are mounted together back to back. They are quick mounting clamps and are easy to adjust or
remove. In the centre of each solar panel, I mounted two more of the same type clamps that are used to mount the
panels to the tubes. As you can figure out the panels can be moved or adjusted to follow the angle of the sun and give
you the most recovery for charging. Each panel is rated at 4.17 amps per hour max. and I have been able to get that
amount while they are facing into the sun. The wiring from the panels is connected to the boat charging system by
using water proof trolling motor plugs, at the end of the panels, and the receptacles mounted on each side of the dog
house just below the eyebrow strip near the bow. SEE PHOTO #2. The wiring is lead back to the electoral panel, see
above & PHOTO #12, including the INVERTER mounting.
RADAR: FURUNO 1621 radar on mast. I mounted the transmitter for the radar about four feet below the spreaders.
The cable is lead down the mast, under the cabin sole and back to the Nav station. The
placement of the receiver is shown in PHOTO #10 of the “Nav. station”. See below.
GPS: GARMIN 75 GPS. See “Nav. Station” below & PHOTO #9.
RADIO, SSB (HAM): I have installed ICOM 735 HAM radio with OUTBACKER MARINE 6’ whip antenna, call
sign N6YFZ. I had insulators placed in the back stay, so it could be used as an antenna for the ham radio. I also had
an automatic antenna tuner installed.
ROLLER FURLING: HARKEN. Has worked flawlessly for a number of years & is very handy for single-handed
sailing. Currently have a 135% genoa on it, which works very nicely.
LAZY JACKS: I attached a Harken lazy jack system to the boom, which works well and keeps the main off the deck.
MAST BOOT: The mast boot is made out of wet suit material. The boot is protected by a outer cover made out of
sunbrella.
AUTOHELM: The auto pilot is an AUTOHELM 3000, which has worked well under all points of sail.
INSTRUMENTS: A Standard Horizon wind speed and wind point instrument is mounted on the port side of the
companion way.
DODGER
ANCHOR: 33 lb. BRUCE with 50 feet of chain & 400 feet of 5/8 inch nylon rode. This worked well in Mexico but I
would recommend going to at least 100 feet of chain.
WINDLASS: I have mounted a SIMPSON-LAWRENCE “Anchorman Low-Profile” manual windlass on top of a 1
1/2 inch teak pad, 3 1/2 inches behind the anchor locker. The mounting is backed by a 1/4 inch aluminium plate under
the deck. See PHOTO #1.
MOUNTING, OUTBOARD MOTOR & GAS BBB: I have mounted an out-board mount, which holds an 8 hp, a
Magma table and Magma gas barbecue to the port side stern pulpit. SEE PHOTO #3.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
RIGGING: I replaced all the running rigging in June of 1995, before my trip to Mexico.
BACK STAY, PLATE: The back stay diamond plate was replaced with a 3/8 inch plate after the 1/4 inch plate failed.
BLISTERS: In June of 1995, I scraped the bottom to the gel coat and rolled on two coats of barrier coating. There
were no blisters on the bottom of this 13 year old boat.

MODIFICATIONS
BATTERIES, LOCATION: In the long storage area below that berth and to the left of the engine compartment, I
placed two batteries for my second bank. My first bank of batteries are in their original place under the cockpit on a
shelf behind the fuel tank. My two banks of batteries consist of two six volt 230 amp golf cart batteries in each bank.
I added a West Marine battery combiner to isolate the two banks of batteries
MAIN CABIN STORAGE MODIFICATIONS (to make the area more accessible & double storage area):
Removed doors to storage area behind settees and enlarged openings and added a shelf.
I re-used the storage doors adding teak molding to enlarge openings under NAV table & galley and added an access
from the front (bow) side of galley.
I removed the 3 drawers, port side of galley and added a matching caned door and shelf.
STORAGE, LAZARETTE: I have added a 3/4 inch removable plywood wall between the port side lazarette and the
engine. This allowed me to place a removable shelf above the hot water heater for more storage. I also added a 3/4
inch plywood shelf that is mounted to the base of the shelf where the hot water is mounted. This shelf is contoured
to the shape of the hull, which also provides more storage and keeps items from rolling around.
STORAGE, STERN LAZARETTE: Under the stern lazarette, I added a removable shelf above the steering
quadroon. This shelf provides additional storage, yet is easy to get to the steering quadroon.
STORAGE, MAIN CABIN: I modified the storage behind the settees as follows: I removed the four opening
compartment doors and replaced the trim molding. I reused the doors to make larger openings under the Nav station,
under the sink in the galley and from the back of the settee between the sink and dry storage area in the galley. I cut
out each opening to 28 inches long and 15 1/2 inches high. Each opening was backed with 1/2 inch plywood 1 1/2
inch wide, which made a 1/2 inch lip to support the closed doors. The doors or panels are made of 3/8 inch plywood
with a finger hole at the top for removal. A piece of plywood was added as a divider between the forward and aft
storage areas. The divider was glassed to the hull and screwed to the back of the settee. Only the aft storage has a
shelf. The shelf is made out of 3/4 inch plywood and is supported by cleats placed against the divider and the aft part
of the storage. The height of the shelf was determined by the height of two 12 oz soda or beer cans. The shelf had to
be cut in half length wise to get it inside and reattached by two 1/8 inch by 2 inch aluminium plates screwed to the
bottom. Photo #5 shows the starboard settee with the storage doors closed. The line about six inches from the top is
shock cord or bungee cord, which can be placed around the top of the cushions to keep them from falling when the
boat is healing. Photo #6 shows both storage doors open so you can see the shelf. Photo #7 shows how the bottom
of the doors are kept in place. The bottom lip has two cut outs to allow the 1/8 inch by 2 inch aluminium plate to
drop in the slots. The tops are held in place by twist locks. The bottom of the opening is a couple inches above the
height of the settee cushions. The port side was done the same except the shelf height was adjusted to some
Tupperware storage containers. On the back of the galley bulkhead I cut an opening for one of the settee storage
doors. This was to help in installing the refrigeration unit. I placed a removable shelf on the bottom and this area can
hold nine or ten rolls of paper towels or what ever. SEE PHOTO #8. To the left of the companion way, I mounted a
holder for a hand held radio, binoculars and a hand held compass.
STORAGE, QUARTERBERTH: I removed the cushion for the berth behind the Nav station and the area is just used
for storage for an inflatable dinghy, lift raft etc.
STORAGE, GALLEY: I removed the three small drawers above the counter and to the left of the sink. I made a
matching cane compartment door and added a shelf for better storage. As I mentioned earlier, I added one of the
settee doors under the sink and attached two holders, which is handy for soap and cleanser.
STORAGE, VEE BERTH: At the foot of the Vee berth, I added a 10” screw-in deck plate, or inspection port, so I
could access the area in front of and around the holding tank, for additional storage. I also added twist locks to the
access boards under the berths, to help prevent the storage areas from opening during ny possible “knock down”.
GALLEY, SALT WATER PUMP: At the sink, I added a salt water hand pump for better use of water for cruising.
GALLEY, KNIFE HOLDER: I added a knife holder behind the stove & in front of the cabinet. It works well & still
allows the stove to swing.
NAVIGATION STATION: At the Nav station, I added a teak bracket behind the table to mount the radar receiver,
pens, pencils, dividers and log books. I mounted a Garmin 75 GPS to the right. SEE PHOTO #9. I also added two
hatch springs to hold up the Nav table. Of set the springs just a little so you do not accidentally trip one and drop the
table on your head. Behind the Nav station, in Photo #10, you see I mounted the VHF radio on a backing board
attached to the under side of the deck. Under the VHF, not pictured, I mounted my HAM radio, an ICOM 735, on
the top shelf. Above the compartment from left to right is the control panel for the Heart 1000 INVERTER, an amp

meter to measure the DC amps being used, a battery meter and an amp meter to show the charging amps from the
solar panels. Above is a 406 EPIRB.
PROPANE STORAGE/ENLARGEMENT: Both propane storage compartments had to be modified to hold the 2 1/2
gallon aluminium tanks. About 12 inches from the bottom, I made a cut all the way around the compartment. I
suspended the bottom from the top two inches with wire. Then I pop riveted four inch strips of hard Fiberglas over
the opening and removed the wire. I then completely covered all the sides with two layers of Fiberglas, which was
later painted. On the bottom of each compartment, I placed Dri-Dek Panels, which keeps the bottom of the tank dry.
SCREENS: To keep the bugs out and air circulating, I made screens for each hatch and the companion way. The
screens were made out of regular window screen channel and corner locking pieces. To hold the hatch screens in
place, I mounted teak quarter round to the inside hatch trip and turn tabs to the underside hatch molding for easy
mounting and removal.
The screen for the companion way was made in four pieces for easy storage. I had to add
rubber pieces to the corners of the companion way opening so they would fit into the 3/4 inch slot. I also added some
screen trim to the bottom of the top piece to fill any cap. The companion way cover screen fits on top of the teak
mounding and is held together with three small hinges. SEE PHOTO #4.
LIGHTING: In the head, I added a fluorescent light above the mirror. I placed a small light inside the hanging locker.
HEAD: I added a toilet paper holder to the door under the sink and towel holders to the door and to the bulkhead
near the drawers.
FANS: I mounted four HELLA Turbo Fans to help move the air. They were mounted as follows: Near the hatch on
the starboard side of the vee berth. On the starboard side of the mast covering, which can be pointed at the starboard
settee or out the companion way. On the port side bulkhead near the port for the port side settee. The last one is
mounted on the top left side of the galley cabinet. The galley fan can be directed on the galley slave or out the
companion way.
ELECTRICAL PANEL: I changed the electrical panel as follows: Made three rows of eight circuit breakers. The
left row is white and are used for lights only. The next two rows of breakers deal with every other function. All the
circuits are labelled and have a pilot light to show it is in use. All labels were placed in an alphabetical order. I also
added plugs under the battery switch, so I can use a multi meter to measure the exact voltage in each battery bank.
An AM/FM cassette radio was added to the left of the panel. SEE PHOTO #11.
ELECTRICAL, GFI OUTLET: I replaced the AC outlet in the galley with a GFI outlet to prevent shocking anyone.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Steven & Maureen WOODALL Last Up-date: 28 February, 1998;
Original Profile: March, 1996

Photos for Profile # 176 - TERRIFIC

PROFILE #177
David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
Address: 241 Mill Street, Creemore, ON, Canada L0M 1G0
Telephone: (705) 466-2283
FAX: 705-466-2283

Email: cdrogalsky@rogers.com

CASA MARA
SERIAL NUMBER:
REGISTRY: Cdn. O.N. 802921
PORT: Sault Ste. Marie
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Hindson Marine, Penetanguishene, ON, Canada
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgian Bay, ON

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W21
HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
The original is still plugging away with over 4100 hrs on it. After sitting in the yard for over two years, it started up
like a charm when we launched the boat. The only thing we’ve done to it so far, other than a routine service at time
of purchase was to replace the thermostat. (The temperature gauge still reads at the high end.) An engine oil analysis
was done at purchase and all of the readings were within normal ranges. We will keep our fingers crossed but we are
saving our pennies for a possible rebuild/re-power down the road. Currently, we are working on prop shaft/stuffing
box maintenance including possible replacement.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Only WESTERBEKE impellers seem to work in the water pump. (Garn’s comment)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
New/Upgraded:
Standard Horizon CP175C Chart Plotter
Standard Horizon Matrix VHF radio with RAM mic
Raymarine ST60 Wind, Depth, Speed Instruments
Nicro Day/Night Solar vent (head)
Jabsco Head (manual)
Main sheet system with 6:1 purchase
New Sunbrella sailcover and UV protection added to jib and 150% genoa (captain’s navy)
Custom Canvas Winter Cover and aluminium framing from Quinte Canvas (Kingston, ON)
Dickenson Sea-B-Q
Walker Bay RID sailing dinghy with sail kit (hard dinghy & sail kit acquired with previous boat but newly outfitted
with inflatable tube for improved stability—durable and light weight)
Folding teak cockpit table – HMP designed product—very nice—yet to be installed
Existing:
Autohelm 3000 auto-pilot
Simpson Lawrence Sea Tiger manual windlass -- a.k.a “Brutus”
Adler Barber refrigeration
Force 10 Cozy Cabin Heater
Stern Davits
Stream Stay Roller Furling
Keel: 4’6” Shoal Draft Version
Hot & cold pressure water

Force 10 3 burner propane stove with oven

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS








6 rotted chain plate knees
at least 10 square feet of wet rotted deck core (including areas at dorade vents, companionway sliding hatch and
lazarette lids)
gelcoat fatigue hidden by a painted deck
unsalvageable teak combing trim and exterior cabin “eyebrow” trim
leaking hatches, leaking ports, leaking chain plates, leaking keel
under water section of the hull did not have blisters but it did have 5 different barrier coats – all adhering poorly
in different areas—our hull looked like the surface of the moon.
Severely deteriorated lifelines –not unexpected since this boat spent a number of years in a Florida/Caribean
climate

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS






We removed the liquor cabinet storage shelf with cut outs in the starboard cupboard above the settee and left it
as a large open space. It is ideal for storing binders, large reference books, cruising materials and charts.
Currently the deep locker under the navigation table is being used for dry food storage. There is ample storage
in other areas for our “bar supplies”.
Stern ladder modification—our ladder was in bad shape and we had lovely graphic designed for the stern which
would be completely blocked by the ladder. We had a double fold ladder—(similar to the one on the Island
Packet ads) built and installed. The stern rail was modified by welding in a new stainless bar where the original
ladder used to mount.
We removed the clamshell vents from the transom and had the holes glassed in to give the transom a cleaner
appearance. The blower vents were re-routed to the deck area just behind the stern cockpit combings and small,
low profile PVC cowl vents were added. They can be rotated toward the cockpit to prevent water from entering
in the event of a following sea.

Major Repairs
 We purchased Casa Mara knowing about all of her faults with the exception of the gelcoat fatigue on the deck.
 Restoration work was professionally completed by O’Rourke Boat Works in Penetanguishene … in total Casa
Mara was in the shop for approximately 4 months.
Hull

The hull was sandblasted (with little impact on its “moon cater” surface). It was then sanded down to original
gelcoat—(after about 7-8 days of sanding and tons of sanding discs!)---no blisters found. The waterline had

previously been raised covering the original boot stripe. We left the raised waterline but repainted using the original
striping pattern. This improved the aesthetic appearance of the hull. The keel was drilled and allowed to drain. A
void in the bilge interior where water was allowed to seep into the bilge was repaired. Interprotect 2000 barrier coat
was applied, followed by VC17 anti-fouling.
Deck, Structural & Topsides
 Reconstruction of chain plate knees—solid glass with plates attached outside the knees rather than embedded (as
in original). This required complete dismantling of interior cabinetry in the salon and partial dismantling in the
head and hanging locker.
 Removal of wet and rotted deck core.
 Deck was re-cored, the entire deck had suffered gelcoat fatigue and these cracked and crazed areas were sanded,
filled, faired. This required the removal of all deck fittings as well as the toe rails.
 Dorade boxes were rebuilt and now are sealed inside and drain properly. The original boxes were never properly
epoxied so the plywood core rotted and water entered the cabin roof areas below. Over time, the damage
migrated. The new dorade boxes are now accented with removable teak tops. New solid cast bronze oval cowl
vents were installed.
 Note: A core sample was taken at the mast step (after reading about problems in other Alohas) and found to be
solid and well constructed
 Some tabbing on the starboard side near the aft quarter berth required repair and it was discovered that some of
the fibreglass in that area was completely soft and had never cured properly. This area was re-glassed
 We decided to not replace the teak trim on the cockpit combings and had the surface covered in gelcoat nonskid. Because of the expense involved in replacing teak, I (Cheryl) was given the choice of either combings or
eyebrows…I chose the eyebrows…I love that classic accent on the cabin and it will be my job to keep it looking
good.
 All of the old instruments that were mounted in the companionway bulkheads were removed and the holes
glassed in. New instruments are to be mounted at the helm using a NavPod mounting system on our Edson
pedestal.
 A protective barrier was installed between the engine compartment and the ice box insulation. The surveyor had
noted that the spray foam insulation around the icebox was being damaged from the heat in the engine
compartment and indicated that this was a safety issue so a plywood barrier was installed. A heat reflective
barrier was added.
 Lazarette lids were repaired, repainted and re-gelcoated. The edges of the lockers had rotted. They were dug
out and epoxied. We noticed this problem on other 34s. The hinges for the propane lockers need to be replaced
but we have been unable to find suitable replacements so far.
 Port frames were removed and painted as well as the windlass and Edson pedestal
 Topsides and all non-traffic areas of the deck were painted using Imron. All non-skid areas were re-gelcoated.
 All three hatches were removed and sent out to a local auto-glass shop for re-glazing and refurbishing. Approx.
$380 –they look like new and don’t leak.
 All of the deck fittings and ports were re-sealed and bedded during installation.
 Teak handrails, companionway trim, hatch boards etc were sanded and coated with Cetol Marine.
 New teak “eyebrows” were installed along the cabin sides. It was a painful decision to allow new holes to be
drilled into our pristine cabin surface! The result is worth it.
 New lifelines installed (most of the fittings reused)
 New graphics and cove striping installed.
 Some running rigging has been replaced, standing rigging will be more thoroughly inspected in the spring.
 The Stream Stay furling looked primitive but we replaced the swivel bearings and the system performed
flawlessly for us this fall. The cost of replacement parts from the US supplier is expensive. Local sources
proved more economical even when allowing for more frequent replacement (ie: halyard swivel bearings, etc.)
 We replaced lots of pumps: the deck wash down pump, galley and head foot pumps and galley hand pump
Ongoing Issues
 Refrigeration needs attention—we need to add insulation and test coolant/pressure







Batteries, charging system and wiring need upgrading
Standing rigging to be evaluated in the spring
Interior teak needs some attention—minor repairs and oiling
Would like to update galley countertop and faucets
Opening port gaskets and screens need to be replaced

COMMENTS
You are probably wondering –What were they thinking!!!!!
Why did they buy this boat knowing the kind of shape it was in?
Answer: Well it was there!
We already had an Aloha 8.2 and it was a great boat. We knew that the 34s were highly regarded and would
probably be one of our top choices when the time came to go bigger.
We kept walking by this very forlorn Aloha 34 at a marina yard not far from our own. “Casa Mara” had been
sitting there for at least 2 years before we noticed that the asking price had dropped considerably. We decided to
take a look and saw her potential. We had a survey completed as well as several estimates and opinions on the repair
work required. We are pretty handy at many things but knew that the scope of this project required professionals.
We had looked at other A-34s --mostly just out of curiosity and those at the lower price ranges were in need of even
more serious attention (in our opinion). Even those in the upper price ranges needed some work.! The final purchase
price reflected its condition.
We were fortunate to have a great boat repair/restoration shop right at our own marina. We were able to motor Casa
Mara over from the brokerage to our slip in a little over an hour. We saved money on the search and delivery—we
spent it on the repair.
We knew we had a “project boat” and we had a budget. We have now completed all of the structural and cosmetic
work. Including our new instruments, we have spent a bit less than we would have for a similar vintage A-34 in
average condition (according to current listings). The difference is that we now have a boat that is very beautiful and
almost like new…and we know exactly what was done to her and how.
Work started on our boat in late spring and we launched her on August 31. There were definitely a few “hiccups”
along the way. Yes, we lost most of this season but it was worth it.
Now that we have spent September and October sailing Casa Mara in Georgian Bay, we are delighted with her.
She is much faster than we anticipated. Blustery days are a real treat! We feel safe in big wind and big waves and we
are looking forward to our first Georgian Bay crossing to the North Channel next summer. In light air we have been
playing with our DRS –in all, we really have no complaints. The shoal draft is a nice feature for a boat in this area.
Georgian Bay is full of rocks and the shoal draft allows us into a little wider range of anchorages.
Down below, our interior can use a little “sprucing up” but for the most part, it is lovely. What a nice change to be
able to have room to stretch out and entertain. Over Thanksgiving weekend, we sailed out to one of our favourite
bays and dropped the hook. We cooked a turkey in our galley, entertained friends and served up a Thanksgiving
dinner for six! We felt we had a lot to celebrate!
ADVICE TO OTHERS
Maintain your boats!!!! The general consensus from everyone who worked on our boat was that is truly a well
built boat but its condition was due to a serious lack of maintenance.

QUESTIONS
We’re considering replacing the stuffing box with a dripless system. Any advice out there?

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Tom PARRY; Garn MENNELL, Barrie, ON.
Original Profile: 25 March 1998; Updated: 16 November 2005

PROFILE #178
Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkinson Rd., Victoria, BC V8Z 5C3
TELEPHONE: (250) 881-7730
FAX:

E-MAIL: n.bidgood@shaw.ca

KYAN II
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD1780183
REG/DOC NUMBER: 803152
HULL NUMBER: 178
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 2002
IF USED PREVIOUS NAME:
LOCATION OF BERTH: V48 Sidney North Saanich Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: Gulf Islands/San Juan Islands/Desolation Sound
DRAFT: 5' 6"

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21-60CID
HORSEPOWER: 21hp
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
So far, we have:

added a cooling system anti-siphon loop and a coolant expansion bottle

had to replace the port engine metal mounting bar and a the 2 port engine mounts due to rust damage

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
My comments must be tempered by the fact that we have only had the boat for a month or so; however, we have
noticed the following issues that we will plan to address over the next few years:

we plan to take off all the bottom paint that has been building up over the past 20 years and fix the 6
or so blisters that were noted during our pre-purchase survey; and

it appears that some of the top deck may have been damaged by some sort of cleaning compound that
has reacted with the gel coat. We will provide an update as we more fully explore our options

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Right now "Prority" is a fairly basic boat and over the next few years we plan to:

put in a headsail furling system;

find a replacement main sail;

install a windlass and upgraded anchor/chain;

replace/modify bilge and shower sump pumps;

install Espar heating;

install a refrigeration system;

install a stereo system
The Aloha 34 profiles and newsletters should help us identify our options for these projects

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Original Owner: Paul and Elizabeth Legallais (Victoria and Thetis Island); 1987-2002
Previous Owner: David Archie Riddell & Teresa Morris, Victoria, BC, purchased 2002; Previous Name: PRIORITY
Original Profile: November 30, 2002; Updated: June 2009

PROFILE # 179
C. J. GRABENSTEIN and Erik KENNEY
227 Chatuga Way, Louden, Tennessee, USA 37774
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: cjg828@yahoo.com
=================profile provided by Brian & Jody KENYON==============
5401 Silver Grove Lane, Knoxville, TN 37931
Telephone (865) 388-3879
Email: alohamakai34@gmail.com

ALOHA MAKAI
(Name changed from Ragnar by new owners (Kenyon)
SERIAL NO: ZUYOD1790183 REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 654987
DRAFT: 5’ - 6” YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: May 2011
LOCATION OF BERTH: Fort Louden Lake and the Tennessee River
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeke
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGE, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
HISTORY
Original Owner: Unknown; bought new at Newport boat show
Original Profile: Nov. 2006 [by L. Harrison]; Updated 2006
Sold: May 2011 by
Charles & Jeanette Johnson
Ship Name: Ragnar
1154 Indian Shadows Dr., Ten Mile, TN. 37880;
Telephone: (423) 717-1161
Email: CJoh4441@aol.com
Purchased By:
Brian & Jody Kenyon
Name Change to: Aloha Makai
5401 Silver Grove Lane, Knoxville, TN 37931; Email: alohamakai34@gmail.com
865-388-3879
Purchased By: C J Grabenstein and Erik Kenney 2014 01 06
Profile Update: September 22, 2014 -by P. Basden from info provided by new owner’s email.

PROFILE #179 - Previous Owner
Charles & Jeanette JOHNSON
1154 Indian Shadows Dr., Ten Mile, TN. 37880;

Telephone: (423) 717-1161

Email: CJoh4441@aol.com

RAGNAR
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1790183 REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 654987
SHOAL KEEL; YEAR BUILT: 1983 PURCHASED: 1993
LOCATION OF BERTH: Watts Bar Lake part of the Tennessee River
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeke
MODEL: 35 HP HORSEPOWER: 35
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Original Owner: Unknown; bought new at Newport boat show
Original Profile: Nov. 2006 [by L. Harrison]; Updated 2006

PROFILE #180
Barry & Ellen FRIES
Address Unknown:

East Hampton, New York, U.S.A

KAIROS
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1800183
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 900397
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 1993
BERTH:
Long Island Sound, East Hampton, New York, USA
AREA WHERE SAILED: East coast, Florida to New York

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W-21
HORSEPOWER: 21 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original (?)

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
FUEL PIPE (RIGID) from electric lift pump to small fuel filter broken from vibrations. New up-graded replacement
(flexible) eliminates the possibility of re-occurrence.
ENGINE, WESTERBEKE, -OIL PAN: I am an expert mechanic with over 20 years auto. experience. The first
modification I made was to remove the oil pan and add 3 inches, -increasing its oil capacity by approximately 65%.
Three quarts capacity is not acceptable by my standards.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT
1. ELECTRICAL: I have fitted AC dockside outlet/inlet at the cabin portside, forward. It enters in the forward
corner of the head and carries my television and phone cables.
2. BATTERY CHARGER: DYTEK Battery Charger mounted high and aft in the starboard quarterberth, near the
shore-power receptacle and batteries.
3. ENGINE PANEL, COCKPIT: Engine Panel teak cover with plexiglas hinged cover in cockpit to ward off any
heavy water. See photo.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. ANCHOR, SIDE PLATES: I found the alloy anchor sideplates with very rough edges and have fabricated stainless
steel chafe rails to cap the ends. See photo.
2. CHAIN-PLATES: Leaking water at port/forward chain-plate into the head storage locker.
3. BLISTERS: New gel-coat added (blisters)
4. KEEL LEAKAGE: Yes to keel leakage.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. OIL PAN extension
2. SCREENS: Hinged teak & holly with bronze overhead screen (see photo) & companionway screens
3. REEFER INSULATION added
4. ICE BOX LID Hinged,
5. TRASH RECEPTACLE Hinged, to the left of the galley sink,
)
See Photos following
6. SPICE RACK Teak & holly, over the ice box,
)
7. HEATER Hot water in head/shower and
)
8. DRAWERS: Four “stacked” drawers under the galley sink facing the centre-line.)

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 6 April 1996. Last Up-date 24 July 1996
Previous Owners: Ed LINKER
Robert & Elizabeth Linker
49-A Sag Harbor Road, EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937
*By 24 July’96 letter Bob & Elizabeth also list a second address PO Box 2192, Southampton, N.Y. 11969 “Kairos
will probably be up for sale in the Fall (1996) as we have recently bought a small house.
TELEPHONE: (516) 329-5567;
FAX: (516) 329-5963
Previous Names: SILVER GIRL

PROFILE #181
Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct., PINOLE, California 94564-2732 USA
TELEPHONE: (510) 724-1371
Email: maxgrich@aol.com

CUTTY SARK
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1810183
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF 0156 CU USCG 1147808
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 1988
LOCATION OF BERTH: EMERY COVE #E1; 1/2 mile north of the east end of San Francisco Bay bridge.
AREA WHERE SAILED: SAN FRANCISCO BAY & CALIFORNIA coastal waters (and someday to
BAJA and points west)

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: MAZDA/WESTERBEKE MODEL: W-21
HORSEPOWER: 21 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
NO

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
WESTERBEKE MODEL #W21
OIL FILTER: The first was when I didn’t get the oil filter on tight enough and it backed off. My bilges will never be
white again.
ACCESS: Access the the oil filter and dip stick was difficult until I cut a 14”x17” access panel from the quarter berth.
FUEL FILTER: The fuel filter was just as inaccessible, behind the engine on the starboard side. I replaced it with a
RACOR 200 series and mounted it forward. I will add a second filter before we leave for BAJA.
STARTER: The starter failed and had to be rebuilt.
MANIFOLD: The exhaust elbow failed blowing hot sea water all over the bilge pump, ruining it.
RAW WATER PUMP/HEAT EXCHANGER: The sea water pump impeller disintegrated when it sucked up a small
piece of wood because there is no strainer, and the heat exchanger plugged up with debris that made it through the
pump.
RAW WATER PUMP: The sea water pump started blowing seals at US$95.00 a pop. After I created the access
panel, I discovered that the zincs in the starboard side of the heat exchanger did not dissolve and flush out, but laid in
big chunks to plug the sea water passages and creating so much back pressure it blew out the pump seals.
CRANKSHAFT, REAR OIL SEAL: Next (problem) was the rear crankshaft oil seal. The replacement only lasted
about six hours running time. A close inspection revealed a groove in the shaft. I installed a “speedy sleeve” or maybe
it was a “ready sleeve”. It still leaks a drop now and then but because I drilled a 3/16” hole in the bottom of the bell
housing, it drips harmlessly into a low pan of cat litter. Before the 3/16” hole, it collected at the bottom until the
flywheel picked up and slung it out the air vents.
ENGINE LUGGING/PROPELLER: My engine manual said my engine should run at a maximum of 3500 RPMs. I
could only get 2800 or 2900 RPMs. My local prop repair shop said that my three bladed 15x13 was too much and
recommended 15x9 so I had it re-pitched.
ENGINE ANGLE/SHAFT/PROPELLER/OIL: In 1990 I installed a MARTECH folding prop, installed to reduce
drag. Now the pivots are worn badly. I question the steep angle of the prop shaft and engine. I think it could have
caused the excessive wear. Because of this angle, the oil dip stick shows full with only two quarts of oil. I plan to
write to Ted Brewer about the problem.
ENGINE ALTERNATOR: I found the engine alternator didn’t charge very well so I am adding an alternator
controller of my own design. When I am confident it is reliable, I will make it available to anyone who is interested.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
PUMP,-MACERATOR-I have added a PAR macerator pump to empty the holding tank when I am out past the three
mile limit.
NAVIGATION/SPREADER LIGHTS, 31 Jan. 1996: I replaced the 10 watt AQUA SIGNAL SERIES “25” combo
deck/steaming light and the stern light with AQUA 40. The lamp contacts corroded and the lights were very
unreliable at best. These are 20 watt lights. I want to be seen. I also added regular spreader lights that would
illuminate the whole boat rather than just the fore deck.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
BLISTERS: At my first haul out I discovered thousands of very tiny shallow blisters. I cleaned them out, filled them
with filler and applied more coats of WEST SYSTEM epoxy to the repaired spots. I found a few more at my last haul
out and repaired them as before. I don’t know if the CUTTY SARK had blisters before I bought her but (previous
owner) Winston had it done. I now suspect that the man that did all his service work may have told him it needed to
be done and then did a bad job of it.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
BATTERY/BATTERY LOCATION: I have moved the house batteries from behind the fuel tank where it took a one
armed gorilla to remove them for checking the water level to under the quarter berth. When they needed replacing, I
built a rack for four TROJAN J250s golf cart batteries and mounted them over the rudder quadrant where they can be
inspected and watered easily. These are 6 volt at 250 amp-hours for a total of 500 in two banks. A nice snug fit but
easily removed. These 6 volt batteries are much easier to handle than the 8d equivalent. I made the rack from
1.5”x1.5”x1/8” stainless steel. I have a good quality automotive type battery dedicated to the engine under the
quarter berth.
SCUPPERS,-COCKPIT: I am also planning to replace the 1” cockpit scuppers with 2.5” scuppers. These will drain
five times faster than the 1”.
RIGGING: I am rebuilding my boom to accommodate larger sheaves.
LADDER,-STERN BOARDING: I have added an extra rung to my stern boarding ladder. It now extends down
three rungs below the water for easier access to swimmers.

COMMENTS
PROPELLER, FOLDING, MARTEC, 31 Jan. 1996: The problem with my MARTEC folding prop is that each of the
blades opens or pivots on a monel pin rather than inside the body. See attached drawing (Ed.: Not yet available).
There is now a lot of play in the folding action between the blades and the main body. There was an article in SAIL
MAGAZINE explaining how the prop works at high shaft angles. As the prop blade comes down on one side of the
boat it meets the water at a much different angle (pitch) than it does on the up path on the other side, so the pressure
on each blade is different depending on which part of the circle a particular blade is in. This creates a pulsing pressure.
This is not my field of expertise so I will write to Ted Brewer and Mr. Joyce (WESTERBEKE) and ask their
opinions. (I’ll send a copy of the article to you later.)

QUESTIONS
1. Ed.: ENGINE TILT: Does anyone have any comments on Maxwell’s concern about the tilt of the engine (see
above)?
2. DECK, NON-SKID, 31 Jan. 1996: On the decks of CUTTY SARK there is a very good non-skid that looks as if it
was added after construction. Does anyone know anything about it. Ed.: The standard non-skid which OUYANG
BOATS WORKS used was heavy duty and excellent. Suggest yours is the 1983 original.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 3 August 1995; Up-date 31 January 1996

PROFILE #182
Edward and Paula BALDNER
18 Nauset Road, West Yarmouth Massachusetts 21403-3751
TELEPHONE:
Email: ebaldner@gmail.com

AZZURRA
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:

ZUYOD1820783
YEAR BUILT: 1983

REG:
PURCHASED:

USCG 665644

PROFILE #183
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #184
Michael Howard
Placencia Villiage P.O., District of Staan Creek,BELIZE, Central America
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: shibumi.v@gmail.com

KELSEA
SERIAL #: ZUYOD1840783
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
SHOAL KEEL; 4.7’
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: July, 2006
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

Westerbeke

MODEL: 35 HP HORSEPOWER: 35

IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? repowered with a new 35 HP Westerbeke in 2004.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Main, 150% Genoa, 90% Jib, Cruising Spinnaker, furling, Halyards led to cockpit winches
12 volt water cooled refrigeration, propane instant hot water heater, 3 burner propane stove with oven
Autohelm self steering, Datamarine depth sounder and knotmeter,
Dodger and bimini (2002), Boom tent, Lazy Jacks

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Scott Cameron; Previous Name: Kelsea, Annapolis
Original Profile: 9 May 2006 [by L. Harrison]; Updated Nov. 2006

PROFILE #185
Stuart & Marcia Meyer
673 Lynndale Court, ROCHESTER,
Michigan, 48309 USA
TELEPHONE: (248) 375-0078
E-MAIL: hi721@yahoo.com

AIR LOOM
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1850683 REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG
661733, Cleveland, Ohio
DRAFT: 4 ½ feet YEAR BUILT: 1983 PURCHASED: 1983
LOCATION OF BERTH: Clinton River at the north-west part of Lake St.
Clair north of Detroit, MI.
AREA WHERE SAILED:
Lake St. Clair. When we take off on our vacation cruises, we have sailed
to Lake Erie, Lake Michigan and Lake Huron. Our favourite area is the
North Channel of Georgian Bay.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE
MODEL W21
HORSEPOWER: 21hp.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? This is the original engine which has almost 2900 hours on it.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. FUEL LINE: On one trip the metal fuel line attached to the electric fuel pump ruptured due to vibration; one end
of this line was attached solidly to the engine and the other to the rubber mounted fuel pump. The Westerbeke
replacement fuel line is a great improvement; it is rubber and will withstand the flexing that the metal line could not.
2. EXHAUST ELBOW: Another part of this engine which I have had to replace is the exhaust system elbow where
the cooling water is injected into the engine exhaust. The impact of the exhaust gases on the elbow eroded the metal
and a hole developed.
3. HOT WATER HEATER “FLOWCONTROLLER” FAILURE: In 1997, on
our way home from a weekend cruise, the engine overheated due to a loss of
coolant. Thinking the hoses were tired and worn out, I replaced them – no
joy, there was still a coolant leak. I finally traced the leak to an aluminum
extension on the rear of the exhaust manifold which allows hot engine coolant
to circulate through the hot water heater thus providing Marcia with tempered
water with which to do the dishes. This extension, which Westerbeke calls a
“flowcontroller”, had developed an almost unseeable pin hole in one of the
walls. It was ‘Magnafluxed’ to make sure it was a hole and then it was welded
to close it. Unfortunately, the “flowcontroller’ is not shown in the Westerbeke
Parts List that I have so it was great fun trying to determine what I was dealing
with. The arrow in the photo points to the portion of the casting that contains
the flowcontroller.

4. ENGINE REAR CRANKSHAFT SEAL: In 1999, with about 2350 hours on the engine, I noticed a slight oil leak
at the rear of the engine. There is a neoprene seal in this rear case through which the crankshaft passes. This seal is
kept in contact with the shaft by means of a coil spring behind the lip of the seal. Upon disassembly, it was found that
the force produced by this spring was sufficient to wear a groove in the surface of the shaft. A new seal was installed
and located on an undisturbed portion of the shaft. At the same time, the seal on the transmission where the shifting
shaft exits the transmission case (which also was leaking slightly) was replaced.
5. OIL CHANGES/FILTER MAINTENANCE: I change the oil about every 50 hours and the oil filter every 100
hours. The fuel filters get changed each year before leaving for our multi-week summer cruise; the transmission fluid
is changed at the same time. I used the Westerbeke replacement oil filter for several years. Then I noticed they had
been downsized. My feeling is that the oil filter on this engine can’t be too big, especially when there is such a
relatively small volume of oil in the engine sump. I am now using a Fram 3593 which is the same physical size and
mounting thread as the earlier Westerbeke units; I can only assume the innards are comparable also.
6. ALTERNATOR: The alternator is original and the drive belt has been replaced one time.
7. WATER PUMP: The fresh water cooling pump began to leak as we were starting on a cruise. The replacement
pump did not look like the original so I opted to buy the rebuild kit. Replacing the seals required the use of a good
sized arbor press – fortunately, a friend of mine works in a machine shop.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. FURLING GEAR, HARKEN - Marcia informed me that even though she had been doing the foredeck work on
our 26 foot Grampian, the size of the 150 on this boat was just too much. The HARKEN system has worked quite
well. Unfortunately the jib was not cut to take full advantage of the furler and has a tendency to be baggy when
partially furled. Sailmakers seem to be able to do a much better job of this today than they did when we purchased
AIR LOOM.
2. REFRIGERATION
I installed an Adler Barbour Coldmachine
(Model DCM-12 {SFV-1}) in June of 1984
in the cockpit port side lazarette. The hot
water heater was installed against the
bulkhead in this area and I built a platform
just above it on which to mount the
compressor. I also put a heavy wire cage
around it for protection.
We selected this location to minimize the
compressor noise in the main cabin. We do
not leave it turned on when we are not on
the boat and have been very happy with the
way it has performed. The system was
recharged in July 1991. Ouyang did provide
adequate insulation on the sides and back of
the ice box. However, when the drawer unit
was installed to the left of the box, this
insulation was skived out to make room for
the drawers. The end result was that only a thin layer of insulation existed between the hot engine compartment and
the box. I added rigid insulation in this area when I installed the refrigeration unit. I also had to add insulation to the
ice box lid and the inside of the top of the box. All of this has allowed us to return from three/four week cruises with
frozen food still frozen in the bottom of the freezing unit (we usually end up taking a bit more food than we eat).
3. INSTRUMENTATION:







In 1983, a DATAMARINE S-200DL depth-sounder and S-100KL knotmeter were installed. These were
replaced in the spring of 2005 with NAVMAN water depth, boat speed and wind speed instrumentation. A
battery monitor is next on my list.
AUTOHELM 4000 which replaced the 3000 unit my son brought me from England and helped install in July
1984. The 3000 has worked these years with no problems: we made the change primarily for the
convenience of having more ready access to this capability.
MICROLOGIC ML-7500 loran installed in 1985. I have been very happy with the support I have received
from these people. A few years after I bought the unit, I had some difficulty with it. When I contacted the
service department, I was told to send the unit to them. While they had it to correct the problem they also
updated the software. I have made a few boo-boos while using the unit and received, over the phone, very
helpful suggestions from them to correct my mistakes.
GARMIN 75 GPS. This unit was originally installed in the nav station and thus was unusable in the cockpit.
It does operate on batteries but they only last about four hours – totally insufficient for those ten hour days
we seem to find ourselves doing when cruising. I purchased a 12 volt cable and changed the cigarette lighter
type plug to match the waterproof 12 volt outlet in the cockpit. This has made the unit quite useful and I am
considering installing a dedicated mounting for it in the cockpit. I like the redundancy of having both Loran
and GPS.

4. LIGHTING
The original lighting in the main cabin left something to be
desired. We did not like eating at the table and not being
able to see what we were eating. To improve this, I
mounted two AQUA SIGNAL Halogen Minispots to a teak
board and mounted the board to the overhead above the
table. These lamps have rotating heads so the light can be
directed where it can best be used. In the photo below, the
teak rings around the dorade vents can also be seen. These
replaced the plastic rings which cracked and broke.
I think more light is also needed above the sink in the galley
and am considering a similar installation there.
We have put a 110 volt outlet on each side of the V-berth
near the bulkhead. This allows the use of good reading
lights when we are on shore power.
I also have installed a 12 volt light inside the hanging locker tapping into the power
for the light above the starboard side sofa.
5. VENTILATION - The flat VETUS vent in the head has been replaced with a
NICRO Day & Night Solar Vent. I’m sure this moves more air more consistently
than the VETUS did, but I’m a little disappointed with its overall performance. The
battery does have to be replaced every few years.
6. MAINSHEET TRAVELER
When we placed our order for AIR LOOM, one of the items we opted
for was the installation of the main sheet traveler on the coach roof
rather than in the forward part of cockpit. We realized that this would
probably affect proper trimming of the main sail but we thought that the
added room in the cockpit would be worth it. The result is shown in the
photo.

The deck mold for the Aloha10.4 provided a recessed slot in the cockpit for the
traveler and since we had no traveler in that location, the factory provided a “2 x 4”
piece of teak to fill the slot as shown below.

7. POST ATTACHMENT

One year, while moving through some rather substantial waves on Lake Huron, I noticed a
squeaking noise coming from the galley area. Upon investigating, I found that the base of the
post at the front inboard corner of the galley was moving with respect to the half bulkhead it was
attached to. When we got to port, I found out that the post was fastened to that bulkhead by two
wood screws – one of which was stripped out and loose in it’s hole. To repair this, I sandwiched
the post and bulkhead between two brass plates and through bolted the plates together. On the
galley side I inlaid the plate into the post base so it would not protrude. See photos below.

8. HEAD AREA
The original head room in the head left me bumping my head on the overhead. I gained about three quarters of an
inch of clearance by cutting down the teak floor grate and inserting it into the shower sump so that it was flush with
the head sole. At the same time I installed a fresh water overboard foot pump for the sink. This has become a most
useful addition in our water conservation effort when we are cruising around the Great Lakes.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS - During the second or third year after purchasing the boat, I noticed a strip of blisters right at the
waterline on the port side near the stern of the boat. I kept an eye on them over the years and they did not appear to
be increasing. About five years ago, when I had the boat pulled to clean and repaint the bottom, I found many small
blisters all over the bottom. These were all about the size of a little finger nail. The following winter I had the gel
coat on the bottom and rudder peeled and five coats of Interlux 2000 applied. This was of some disappointment to
me since we had paid Ouyang to put two coats of epoxy on the bottom when the boat was built - this was the “best
method of blister prevention” known at the time. If it was done, it doesn’t seem to have been effective. It would be
interesting to know if the Wolfe’s boat, hull #211, also had epoxy applied by Ouyang since their description of their
condition seems identical to ours, with one exception: moisture meter tests of our hull resulted in only minimal
movement of the meter’s needle; our hull was very dry. I was very glad to see this since we leave our boat in the
water year ‘round. I haul it every two to three years and apply several coats of Interlux Micron bottom paint. This
treatment seems to be holding up quite well.
2. BLACK SPREADER - We have black spreaders which became heavily oxidized and caused black streaks down
the white mast. One winter I bought a can of PETIT gloss black EASYPOXY, a single component polyurethane
paint. I sanded all of the original black paint off the spreaders with 400 wet-o-dry paper, applied two coats of #6455
metal primer and two coats of the EASYPOXY. They look great! There have been no black streaks since.
3. FUEL TANK, -VOLUME - The advertising brochures in use at the time we purchased the boat contained the
information that the fuel tank held 27 gallons (US). After using the boat for a while, it seemed we were filling the
tank too frequently. I squeezed “down under” one day and measured the outside dimensions of the tank. In reality, it
holds only 20 gallons (US), a handy bit of knowledge if one finds themselves in the position of having to stretch the
tank capacity sometime.
4. BATTERY, LOCATION - AIR LOOM was delivered with two 105 amp batteries located in the “fish pole” locker
under the quarter berth next to the engine bulkhead. I have added one more aft these, with two for house use and the
other one for starting the engine.
5. LIGHTNING - In September 1995, following our second summer with the boat, she was hit by lightning. This
turned out to be a very interesting experience. I am now convinced that lightning energy will go anyplace it wants to
go regardless of where one might think it should go or provide paths for it. AIR LOOM was tied normally in her
well. When I arrived at the boat the day after a severe storm in the area, I noted a dark spot on the port side near the
bow of the boat. I thought it was a leaf that had been blown onto the hull during the storm. I then looked up to
check the radio antenna, only to see that half of it was not there. Upon boarding and checking inside, I realized what
had happened: all of the electronics were inoperative. When the boat was hauled and examined, we found that the
mark that I thought was a leaf was instead burned fiberglass and gelcoat. The electrical charge had apparently
jumped from the knotmeter and depth-sounder transducers mounted in the small v-shaped area under the v-berth to
one of the brass screws holding a teak trim strip on the port side of the v-berth. It then went from the pointed tip of
this screw through the hull. That was the only hull damage. The rudder was split open on both the leading and
trailing edges.
6. VENTILATION, Hanging Locker - The door on the hanging locker really should be louvered to provide some
ventilation in that storage area. “Yellows” and sea boots must be thoroughly dry before putting them away in there
since there is such little opportunity for air movement. I have now copied what Migs Turner did about this situation
on SEA VIXEN and have installed a hook on the inner side of the hanging locker and an eye on the door to hold it
slightly open.

COMMENTS
DELIVERY, WHEN NEW: We purchased (Air Loom) through Ed Gresick in Windsor, Ontario in 1983. We placed
our order in February, took delivery on a Wednesday night in July and left on a three week cruise to the North
Channel in Lake Huron two days later. We had absolutely no “break-in” problems at all. It is interesting to listen to
friends who have purchased other brands of new boats tell of the problems they have had with their boats.

BRASS FITTINGS: - I, and many others I’m sure, appreciate the effort of Migs Turner in convincing Spike Nagel to
change the main cabin locker door hinges and handles to brass. AIR LOOM came with that visually improved
change. Thank you, Migs!
LOCKER DOORS, Main Cabin; The caning in about half of the caned locker doors in the main cabin, port and
starboard sides, are turning a grayish color. It is interesting that in no case is the canning on the mating door being
similarly affected. I was wondering if anyone else might have seen this and/or what might be done to bring the color
back to the original.
PORT LIGHTS, CLOUDY: - Over the years, a large portion of the outside surface of the tinted plastic ports have
become finely etched. After consulting with a fine plastics engineer (my son-in-law), I have been using a product
called NOVUS No. 2 Fine Scratch Remover. This does a good job (when used with a fair amount of elbow grease)
on the general haze but once in a while I find I need their No. 3 Heavy Scratch Remover followed by the No. 2. The
company, Novus Inc., is in Minnesota and have an 800 telephone number to be used to obtain local distributors: 800548-6872

HISTORY
Up-dated 28 August 2005; Original Profile: 31 January 1996

PROFILE #186
Ed FULTON
1210 Radom Street, Pickering, Ontario, Canada L1W 2Z3
TELEPHONE (416) 892-5840
FAX
EMAIL svshenandoah@yahoo.com

SHENANDOAH
SERIAL NO.:
REG.:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1988
BERTH:
Toronto, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

PURCHASED:

PROFILE #187
Fred H. COLEN
2913 S E Rosespring, Hillsboro, Oregon, USA 97123
TELEPHONE
FAX
EMAIL fhcolen@lsil.com

MYSTERION III

PROFILE #188
Mike & Lynda LEROUX
Unit #19, 3409 St. Clair Avenue East, Scarborough, ON, Canada M1L 1W3
TELEPHONE: (416) 269-2798
FAX:
E-MAIL: m.leroux2@sympatico.ca

MIKRON
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 804049
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1988
PURCHASED: NEW
LOCATION OF BERTH: Toronto, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: #W21 HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. Faulty temperature gauge

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
KEEL: Constant water in keel! One inch hole at back of bilge was the problem. Keel had to be cut open to dry.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Original holding tank replaced with stainless (steel) tank.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 1 April, 1998

PROFILE #189
Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154 Moffat Beach, Queensland, Australia 4551
TELEPHONE (617) 549-17619 FAX (617) 549-26888 E-MAIL s/vlayla@bigpond.com
Canada Contact: Margaret Brown, rob_brown@telus.net, (250) 658-1710
4636 Sunnymead Way, Victoria, BC, V8Y3C7

AMALTHEA
SERIAL NO.: ????189
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2002.USED
LOCATION OF BERTH: Home Port – Mooloolaba Queensland Australia
AREA WHERE SAILED: Queensland Coast

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original, still running beautifully after 5000 hrs

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
All of the additional equipment was fitted by the Fords prior to the sale of the boat.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.

Watermaker : Pure 80II
Charger/Invertor: Heart Interface Freedom 10
4 Deep cycle 6V batteries 1 12V start battery.
Ham Radio
2Xfuel Bladders one under steering quadrant 1 under quarter berth both pump into the main tank.
150 Amp Alternator on main motor with smart regulator.
2X Autohelm 3000
Force 10, 3 burner gas stove with grill and oven.
Furno GPS 30
Garmen GPs 48
Honda Gen Set, mounted above aft cockpit seat allowing the batteries to be charged through the
Inverter/Charger.
12. Life raft.
13. Raythorn 16 NM Radar.
14. 5X Siemans solar panels charging through a regulator and mounted on top of the davits.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Water tanks appear to have moved aft and are approximately 10 cm aft of the forward stops.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Only the telescoping bimini (designed by GENCO), initially presented a challenge.

COMMENTS
See addendum of recommendations from the Survey. Most things have been completed.
The owners manual and aloha network in general is the envy of a lot of other sailors. I feel this acts like a security
blanket for all us this certainly makes our fleet unique.

QUESTIONS
Trying to find appropriate type of smoke/carbon monoxide/propane detectors. Some are too sensitive in limited
space.

HISTORY

LOST IN CYCLONE FEBRUARY 4, 2011 IN MARINA AT PORT HINCHINBROOK
AUSTRALIA
Just to quickly bring you up to date we
bought Amalthea from Milan & Adrian
Ford in 2001 and lived aboard and
cruised her for 6 years on the east
coast of Australia exploring some of
the thousands of islands and reefs of
the Great Barrier Reef. Amalthea was
sold in 2008 to Ross, whose last name
alludes me, Ross was given past issues
of Aloha 34 and told about the
association but was not a computer
bloke, so it probably didn't go any
further. Ross took Amalthea to Far
North Queensland to the town of
Cardwell where he lived aboard her in
the Port Hinchinbrook marina. I know
that you in North America are suffering your own weather issues so may not be aware that North
Queensland has just been hit by a category 5 cyclone. Hull number 189 was at ground zero and in this
video clip you can see Amalthea (the name has changed) she is lying on her port side facing the camera
and has dark green covers which almost look black with a yellow fuel container on the port lifelines. She
looks intact. http://www.abc.net.au/news/video/2011/02/04/3130559.htm We haven't any news of Ross as
yet as communications are down but there is only one man missing and we think that everyone from the
marina was evacuated.
Efforts to determine the fate of Hull #189 have failed to yield any results. The search continues to determine if the
vessel survived or was lost.
Previous Owners: Milan & Adrian Ford; Boat Name: AMALTHEA
Mr. & Mrs. Ford report that they have recently returned from 2 1/2 years on west coast of Mexico.

PROFILE #190
OWNER: Unknown
MOONSHADOW
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:

ZUYOD1900683
YEAR BUILT: 1983

REG. or DOC USCG 664562
PURCHASED:

PROFILE #191
Dan MARION
4376 Reeves Rd, New Port Richey, FL 34652
TELEPHONE (727) 848-7003 FAX
E-MAIL dmarion652@aol.com

THERAPY
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD1910583
REGISTRY: FL 6999 CK
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 12/14/2002
LOCATION OF BERTH: Docked at my home
AREA WHERE SAILED: sail in Tampa Bay, Gulf Coast of Florida

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21 HORSEPOWER: 22
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Grunert Refrigeration, Simpson-Lawrance 6000 windlass, Mermaid Air Conditioning, CNG in galley, Xantrex
Statpower 40 Battery Charger

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Just purchased. Only mishap so far is dining table fell straight down, due to plywood splitting at screws where hinges
attach to bottom of bulkhead cabinet. (Is this a common problem??) Plan to use aluminum mending plates hidden on
bottom of cabinet to re-attach.
Have completely replaced stuffing box and prop shaft. Re-pitched propeller from factory 16x11.8 to 16x13.8. Have
aligned engine and replaced rear motor mounts.
Replaced original plow anchor with Manson plow.
Have replaced masthead VHF antenna. Have replaced sub-par original RG 8x VHF coax cable with hi-grade RG 213
cable. Ran all the way in a single piece from top of mast, through bilge, and up to nav station. This proved to be lots
of fun.
Have replaced masthead, bow, and stern navigation lights. Aqua Signal still makes duplicates of 1983 originals.
Have replaced all major electronics, including new fixed-mount GPS, VHF. New Statpower 40 battery charger.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
The boat has a plethora of electrical devices -- isolators, regulators, switches, meters, combiners, etc. -- which I
haven't figured out what they do or whether they're still doing what they do.
Projects coming up include:

Fixing leaking decks at life line stanchions.

Emptying and removing fuel tank, to thoroughly clean it out and make operative sender. Replacing
fuel lines, primary, and secondary filters.

Servicing heat exchanger and replace coolant hoses as necessary.

Replacing original, thoroughly rusted 6 gal water heater with an 8 gal Isotemp heater.

Replacing interior upholstery.

Replacing all (flooded) batteries with Lifeline AGM's.

COMMENTS
I expect to be in poverty for quite some time.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Previous Owners: Stan and Mary Miller of Fernandina Beach, FL.; Vessel Name: Sandpiper
Original Profile: April 2003

PROFILE #192
Paul MARTIN
70 Ronald Road, Arlington, MA 02474
TELEPHONE: (781)-646-8319 EMAIL: ann@grammarsmith.com

BELLA
SERIAL NO:
DRAFT:

ZUYOD1920884
YEAR BUILT: 1984

HISTORY
Previous Owners
1) Teodulo R Sanchez
2) Robet A Jenkins
3) Lloyd E Madson
Previous Names
Drifter
Friendship

REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 670656
PURCHASED:

PROFILE #193
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #194
John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue, San Jose, California, 95125 U.S.A.
TELEPHONE: (408) 293-5614
E-MAIL: jeschwartz1@mindspring.com

NEPENTHE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1983/84 PURCHASED: 1986
LOCATION OF BERTH: Sunset Yachts Charter, Fortman Marina, Alameda, CA
AREA WHERE SAILED: Sail San Francisco Bay & local coast

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. Remote Oil Filter Modification/Addition: One modification/addition I made to the engine was to add a remote oil
filter. This moves the filter from its almost inaccessible location at the back of the engine to the front. It not only
makes for an easier filter change but allows for a close inspection of the unit. This was an O.E.M. part, purchased
from Pacific Distributors in Northern California in 1993 for US$232.61.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. Refrigeration: A couple of things we did to the refrigeration has made a big difference for a very small cost:
a). The lid is hollow so I drilled a couple of small holes in the underside of the lid and injected spray foam insulation.
A little goes a long way. This stuff really expands.
b). I found a small battery operated fan in an RV parts store. We keep it in the bottom of the ice box to circulate the
cold air. It runs forever on 2 C batteries?

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. OSMOSIS/BLISTERS: When we first purchased NEPENTHE in 1986 we found minor blistering on one side at
the waterline. These were ground off, and filled as was the accepted practice at the time. Each time we hauled, we
found the problem reoccurred and a little worse than the previous time. We continued to treat the problem the same
way as in the past. A little grinding, a little filling, a little paint.
When we hauled this past April we found small (1/8 to 1/4 inch) blisters over the entire bottom, keel and rudder. We
didn’t want to give up a summer sailing with the boat out of water drying, so we decided to wait until December.
We’ll haul again, this time strip the gel coat, let the boat dry out, and epoxy the bottom. In the mean time I’ve been
talking to a lot of yards about their method of applying the “cure”. One thing is certain, there is absolutely no
agreement about the best method.
2. OSMOSIS/BLISTERS/DELAMINATION, Up-date May 1996: “NEPENTHE was hauled last December to take
care of the on-going blister problem. We decided it was time to strip the gel coat and epoxy the bottom. Everything
was going as planned for the first month. The gel coat came off and the hull was drying quickly. Then the problems
started. The first two layers of glass over the entire bottom and keel began to separate. You could literally pull off
large pieces with your bare hands. Five months and US$12,000.00 later we got our boat back. The original estimate
to strip the bottom and apply INTERLUX 1000/3000 epoxy barrier coat as recommended by the manufacturer was
US$6,500.00. The additional work ran another US$5,500.00
There are several opinions as to what may have caused the delamination. The three that make the most sense come
from British Marine in Oakland, where I had the work done, and John MacKinnon, a local boat surveyor:

They may have started one day, let it sit overnight or a weekend and finished it when they came back to work. It was
explained to me that laying up fibreglass has to be a continuous operation. If it is allowed to dry in the process then
subsequent layers may not bond.
They may have used finishing resin in place of bonding resin. Finish resin dries with a waxy glaze and anything put on
top may not adhere.
They just got careless.”.
ED: This is the first “delamination of the hull” we have had reported.
3. HULL, -FLAT SPOT: May 1996: The guys in the yard also noticed a flat spot on NEPENTHE’s starboard side
about three feet down between the keel and rudder. It was about three feet long, two feet wide and one to two inches
deep. It’s amazing that for all the times we have hauled the boat, no one ever noticed this before now. Actually it was
not until they started to peel off the glass that they saw it. They believe that the boat was taken from the mold while it
was still green. When it sat on the stand it deformed the hull. This sounds worse than it is. I understand this sort of
thing is not unusual. It does not hurt the boat or its performance unless you are a serious racer. However as long as
they were at it, we had them build up the area to give the bottom its correct shape.
4. LEAKY KEEL: May 1996: There was also water in NEPENTHE’s keel. A problem that appears to be chronic to
the ALOHA (10.4). We may have found the reason. When the two halves of the boat are put together the interior of
the keel at the back does not fit. This forms a void along the back edge. If the seam where the two halves are joined is
not sealed and wrapped, water can get in and fill the void. Our solution to the problem was to drill a couple of holes
in the bottom of the keel and cut a notch at the top. After it had drained they poured about a gallon of epoxy into the
void. The seam was then sealed and the keel wrapped with new glass.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTION
1. INSURANCE, - BUILDERS’: Regarding my delamination problem, I have been told that OUYANG
BOATWORKS would have had builder’s insurance covering problems attributable to faulty construction and that this
insurance might still be applicable even after all these years. I need the name and address of the insurance company
OUYANG had in 1983/84 when my boat was built. Even though they went bankrupt, the ins. co. received premiums
to underwrite their product and that may be covered under the statute of limitations.
I know VALIANT Yachts went back more than 15 years to cover complaints. This may be a waste of time but it is
worth a try.
Does anyone know the name and address of the insurance company OUYANG used in the 1983/84 time frame?

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
UP-DATED: 24 May 1996; Original Profile: 17 July 1995

PROFILE #195
VINCE EVANS,
GOSHEN, NY.
EMAIL:
EvansV@coned.com

ROSEBUD
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D195G484
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:

REG. or DOC NUMBER: U S C G 684106
1984
PURCHASED: 1994

===============Profile provided by Rick & Judy KLETT=================

Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10801 USA
*Rick & Judy passed their 27 January 1996 up-date by disk, thank you!!!
TELEPHONE: (914) 632-3674
FAX:

FULL TILT
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D195G484 REG. or DOC NUMBER: U S C G 684106
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1994
LOCATION OF BERTH: New Rochelle Municipal Marina, New Rochelle, NY 10801
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE (Original) MODEL: W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NOT APPLICABLE

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. WESTERBEKE: “FULL TILT” came with a 4 cylinder 27 hp fresh water cooled diesel with a HURTH
transmission. When I bought the boat last year the engine had about 960 hours on it. Now it has 1020 hours. The
engine has been a pleasure. It is about as smooth as one could ask for and very powerful. It has been perfectly
dependable as well. I get 6.8 knots @ 2700 rpm.. A friend of mine installed a WESTERBEKE in his boat about four
years ago and he has been completely satisfied also. And NO, I don’t work for WESTERBEKE! The one gripe I have
is that the oil filter is on the starboard side and is very messy to change. (See below.)
27 April 1996: Had an overheating problem. Changed solenoid and thermostat. Then discovered coolant was low.
Added a quart and resolved problem.
2. OIL FILTER KIT: Would like to install remote oil filter kit. Very difficult and sloppy to change filter.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: ADLER/BARBOUR Super Cold Machine (refrigerator), drawing about 8 amps, is installed in
the port seat locker right over the water heater just abaft the ice box. This 12v unit is air & water cooled so is quite
suitable for the tropics. It has a freezer section with three removable ice trays and room for several other items. Unit
is available from DEFENDER IND., New Rochelle, NY.
2. WIND GENERATOR: AMPAIR 100. It is run through its own regulator which allows you to switch a diode in
and out of the system depending on how much charge the batteries need. This works quite well. If the wind is over 12
kn one can expect about 70 to 75 amps per hour period. It won’t break any records but it’s quiet, and that means a
lot to me.
3. ALTERNATOR: 100 amp alternator with 3 step smart regulator and battery isolator
4. WATER HEATER: New water heater 6 gal., mounted abaft the ice box in sail locker; refrig. (?) on shelf above.

5. ROLLER FURLING: HARKEN furler on head sail.
6. MAIN SHEET TRAVELLER: Main sheet and traveller mounted on coach roof just forward of dodger
7. BATTERIES: 3 - 27 SERIES 110 amps batteries, two of which are connected in parallel (house bank) and the
third stands alone but can be used for house power or isolated completely using a keyed switch (to save for cranking
only).
8. BOTTOM PAINT: INTERLUX CSC
9. SAILS: HILD
10. PROPELLER: 3 bladed.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. KEEL LEAK: Keel leak into ballast pocket. Weeps when hauled for winter. Will repair this spring. Vented
moisture all winter. (Ed: See up-date below.)
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. CABIN HEATER, 26 January 1996: I am considering the installation of a cabin heater. Laurie Burt #138 mentions
a SIGMAR 120. Here on the east coast I’ve never heard of a SIGMAR and would appreciate any info that could be
forwarded. Ed: Forwarded Rick & Judy comments by Laurie Burt & Heinz Hone and copy of documentation
provided by Heinz.
2. RADAR: At the end of the summer of 1995 I installed a Raytheon RL 9 radar and have it interfaced with a
Garmin 65 GPS. I am very pleased with both units and having them interfaced just makes them more valuable. Many
of the GPS readouts appear on the radar screen so I keep the GPS at the Nav station and have the radar on a swing
bracket so I can monitor radar screen from the helm.

QUESTIONS
1. REFRIGERATOR/ICE BOX INSULATION: I would like to know from Steven (Woodall) how he managed to
increase the insulation to 5” in the ice box. Steven did it from the inside, right?

COMMENTS
26 January 1996: Winter is half over and we are looking forward to the boating season. I do not have many projects
planned for this winter.
1. REFRIGERATION, INSULATION: My main goal is to increase the insulation in the ice box / reefer. My Adler
Barbour refer works well, but I’d like to reduce run time and frequency. It seems that lack of insulation was in fact an
oversight of Ouyang. Maybe it was done this way because most Alohas were sold in the Canadian market and
Ouyang felt that what little insulation they used was sufficient. Thanks to Wayne Doherty for his advice on how he
improved his ice box/reefer.
2. FURLING GEAR: Wayne McLellan #120 is considering a furler installation this spring; I installed a Harken furler
on FULL TILT in summer of ‘94 and have enjoyed two seasons of perfect service. I could not be more pleased.
3. WIND GENERATOR: Steven & Maureen Woodall #176 are considering alternative energy sources; On FULL
TILT I have an Ampair 100 wind generator. It charges the batteries at .5 to 3.5 amps, depending on wind velocity. I
find the advantage of using wind instead of solar is the wind blows 24 hours and solar power is limited to only part of
the daylight hours. Also, solar panels are only efficient in pretty bright sunlight.
4. KEEL LEAKAGE: Brian King #121 & Wayne Doherty #205 both have problems with keel leakage; I patched my
keel the first year I owned FULL TILT. On hauling her after my first season it was quite obvious that I had
accomplished little or nothing. Last spring I ground the bottom 1/3 of the keel down to raw glass. Then I directed
infrared lamps on the keel to drive out the moisture. When the keel appeared to be totally dry I applied seven to eight
overlapping layers of glass cloth, using West System epoxy over the bottom, sides, forward end, and aft end of the
keel. After the epoxy cured I sanded and faired the keel using West Epoxy with microbaloons. Once this cured I
sanded again, primed with Interlux 2000/2001, then two coats of Interlux Micron CSC anti-fouling paint. The main
problem with doing this project is getting the yard to hang the boat in the slings for two days while you do the job. It
must be hung because you need to have the whole area accessible so you will can do one continuous lay-up. I believe

I solved the problem but I will not know for sure until I haul the boat in the spring. I will report on my success or
failure in a few months. After such a monstrous task I do hope I will be able to report success.
5. NEWSLETTERS BY DISK?: I am enclosing a disc with this letter on it and if it works better for you, you can
send the next Network Newsletter in disc form rather than print. It may even save some postage.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
SOLD TO VINCE EVANS, GOSHEN, NY. by STEVE ROSA
PURCHASED: June 2010 from Steve Rosa Evans is 4th owner.
SOLD TO STEVE ROSA by Rick & Judy KLETT.
NAME CHANGED TO ROSEBUD from FULL TILT
Last Up-date: 28 April 1996 Original Profile: 20 March, 1995
1994, Purchased as “ANOOSH” from John Tarzy

PROFILE #196
Bob Long & Cheri Kemp-Long
PO Box 2151, Iqaluit, NU X0A 0H0
Telephone: (613) 771-0442
FAX:

EMAIL: boblong@qiniq.com

DREAM CATCHER II
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CDN. REG.#812683
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2007
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:
.................................................................................................................................................................................
The following was completed by the previous owners, Doug & Sharon SANDERCOTT, who sailed off-shore.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke MODEL: W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
There are lots of hours on my engine so I have had repairs. They are minor based on other people’s experiences.
Water pumps (both) overheating/heat exchanger.
Note: Zincs need frequent replacement in salt water.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. HAM RADIO, SSB
2. OFF-SHORE: See list of “Upgrades to Boat for Trip South” attached

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: Yes; epoxied bottom and boot stripes.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Not really.
SOUTHERN SAILING: We did lots of things to prepare for going South such as refrigeration, re-insulating &
dividing into two compartments. Dividing anchor locker, etc. See attached list.

COMMENTS
See also Fall 1996 newsletter for further background & information on sailing Dream Catcher II in southern waters.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Purchased 1997: Frank Renauld & Mary Manning; Dream Catcher II
Previous Owner: Doug & Sharon Sandercott; sailed off shore
Re-named 1994; Previously Jolica Mist & Crean
Previous Owner: Gary and Jane Koebel, Belleville, Ontario, purchased: May 2001
Up-dated: October 1997 Original Profile: 21 September 1996

PROFILE #197
Denis SALMAN
P.O. 612 Stn. Don Mills. TORONTO. Ontario. Canada M3C 2T6
TELEPHONE: (416) 266-2409 FAX: (416) 266-2409 E-MAIL: denisintoronto@rogers.com

NEWHORIZONS
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER:14K1488
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1999
LOCATION OF BERTH: BPYC, Lake Ontario, Toronto.
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE MODEL: #4CLND
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Previous owner overhauled the engine. However, I believe that this work was not required. There never was anything
wrong with the engine, or nothing sufficiently wrong to just such repairs,
The engine was most likely overhauled because nobody bothered to ensure that the starter was OK which was the
real source of the original.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. Stainless seal Grab Rails
2. Stainless steel 'rub rail' on canopy,
3. SS trim around port holes,
4. New sails,
5. New marine Charger.
6. About to be new Windlass, new upholstery.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
The skeg was cracked. Rudder core had to be changed.
Repairs:
1. The skeg was ground out; all wood removed, void filled with solid epoxy-glass and a SS 1/8" by 1" plate
between the hinges added.
2. The rudder core was removed and replaced with solid epoxy-glass.
3. The hull is in excellent condition. No sign of blisters.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Bilge HT. slightly raised to allow for a better bilge pump installation.
A Drain Plug was installed at the bottom of the bilge.

COMMENTS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 19 March 2001

PROFILE # 198
Bill, Dave, Steve, and Cathy McKeon
255 Sunray Road Oakville, Ontario L6L 3R7
TELEPHONE ( 905 ) 847-1883
FAX E-MAIL; bmckeon@sympatico.ca

TALLENUF
SERIAL NO.
ZUYOD198J485 REG. or DOC NUMBER T C 806005
HULL NUMBER 192
YEAR BUILT 1985
YEAR PURCHASED
LOCATION OF BERTH : Etobicoke Yacht Club
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Lake Ontario – Toronto Area

1985

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeake MODEL 27
HORSEPOWER 27
Original engine yes/no. When did you change & why?
Yes

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Impeller, changing the oil filters

EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
None

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(such as hull “blisters”, keel leakage, rigging problems, delamination or equipment failures & remedies)
Leaking holding tank
Leaking Fuel tank
Hot water heating broken

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
None

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
“Boat was inherited by 4 siblings from Charles McKeon the original owner, who would have love participating in this
network.”
Original Profile: May 6, 2004

PROFILE #199
Ian TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue, Surrey, B.C., Canada V4N 5A1
TELEPHONE: (604) 576-5672
FAX: Nil

E-MAIL: wendian@shaw.ca

NERISSA
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D1990184
REG. or DOC NUMBER: O.N.805657
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1991
LOCATION OF BERTH: Point Roberts
AREA WHERE SAILED: British Columbia & Alaska

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: # W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A; 4000 hours

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
FUEL LINE, BLOCKED BALL/CHECK VALVE: A one-way ball valve at top of fuel line from tank was the
explanation for intermittent fuel delivery problems. Removed it and accumulated cellulose. No more trouble in four
years.
SPARES: Replaced all hoses, filters & belts and kept them for spares. On 3 rd set of injectors; replaced heat
exchanger, mixing elbow & raw water pump.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
WINDLASS: S/L manual windlass
ANCHOR: 35 lb. CQR with 100’ 5/16 BBB & 250’ 1/2 inch line, + 22 lb. BRUCE
FURLING: PROFURL with 135% Genny.
DODGER: (s/s); recovered 2003
AUTOHELM 3000
HEATER, WATER: PALOMA
HEATER, CABIN: FORCE 10 furnace - propane
VHF & RADAR:
NAVIGATION EQUIP.: An old LORAN C (SITEX), GPS (MARINETER)
BATTERIES: 4 Golfcart – 6v.
MAST STEPS
LIFE RAFT: 6 man life raft, -valise

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
MAST, STEP: Marine survey at purchase detected virtual collapse of the laminated mast step (Obviously re-built
with a solid glass lay-up.)
BLISTERS: “Cosmetic blistering” along the waterline suspected between layers of blue & white gelcoat. Continues
to spread laterally along waterline in about a 2 inch band after 5 years.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
STAY, BABY: Installed a baby stay to fly storm jib when furling rolled up. Easily removed. Attaches to mast at
spreaders.
BOOM CONTROL: Also installed boom control (low tech.) which also sheets to cars on the storm jib track on each
side of the cabin roof. All lead aft.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]

2011 06 05 Note from Ian Tocher... Wendy passed away at Christmas 2010.
Original Profile: 3 September 1997; Update: December 2003

PROFILE #200
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #201
OWNER: Unknown

PROFILE #202
John Aldous
ADPO Postal 366, La Paz, Baja California Sur, MEXICO, C.P.23000
TELEPHONE (650) 364 2752.
FAX : 650 364 2752
E-MAIL: johnaldous@msn.com

CORAL ROSE
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD202C484 REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF1515 HR
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
YEAR PURCHASED: 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH: Port Of Redwood City Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: The Bay Of San Francisco

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeke .. MODEL. W27... HORSEPOWER..27.....
Original engine yes/. When did you change & why?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Bad case of Blisters

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
I just purchased CORAL ROSE. July 20th 2002 and according to the surveyor she is in above average condition for
a boat her age other than the bad case of blisters . which is recommended that I either get her peeled or sandblasted ,
I would like to know from other owners what method is the most suitable treatment. .......How do I pay my dues?
Check or credit card ? ..And yes I would like to get an ALOHA 10.4 Manual which should tell me what is standard
and what has been added to the original equipment.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: BILL WARD/JOAN WAGNER

PROFILE #203
Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive, HAMILTON, Ontario, L9C 5L2
TELEPHONE: (905) 383-7624; FAX: (905) 575-3017;

E-MAIL: billhrycenko@hotmail.com

GENIE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 50E117123
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1996
LOCATION OF BERTH Hamilton Harbour Commissioners, ONTARIO
AREA WHERE SAILED: Hamilton Harbour, Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W-27? HORSEPOWER: 27 HP
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. ENGINE INTAKE: Engine shared intake with galley pump. Installed separate sea-cock for dedicated engine
supply.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.
2.
3.

BLISTERS: Gel coat blisters 3/16” to 1/3” diameter below waterline and some slightly above. Sand-blasted
bottom and keel and applied one coat INTERPROTECT 1000, 5 coats 2000, 2 coats VC17.
SKEG: Split in trailing edge of skeg. was epoxied also.
KEEL will have SILICONED PLUG for removal at haul-out.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 28 January 1997

PROFILE #204
NOTE: From Transport Canada Website: 2014 08 14

David Nelis
25 Beatty Crescent, Aurora, Ontario, Canada, L4G 5V3

=============Profile by Kearney & June Moyle======================
312 The Westway, Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada M9R 1G9
*Mr. & Mrs. Moyle keep “QUINTETTE III” in Florida and are “sailing extensively in southern waters”.
TELEPHONE: (416) 235-2563
FAX: EMAIL: jkkmoyle@primus.ca

QUINTETTE III
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 804125 (Toronto)
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: March 1984
PURCHASED: 1993
LOCATION OF BERTH: St. Petersburg, Florida
AREA WHERE SAILED: “Southern waters”

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE

MODEL:

HORSEPOWER: 27HP

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Boom added for the 90% jib, making this small foresail self-tending (this is right at the bow ; it does not make it a
cutter!)

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
See HOT WATER HEATER below.

QUESTIONS
22 January 1996: Encloses and refers to a September 1984 issue of Canadian Yachting in which Ted Brewer has
written an interesting article on yacht design. “I would be interested to know Mr. Brewer’s thoughts on the relatively
flat bottom design of the ALOHA 10.4 compared to the deeper “V” shape of other cruising boats. Is there an
advantage to one shape over the other?”

COMMENTS
1. DISPLACEMENT: Brian King (#121) asks about displacement: In 1984 the displacement was 13,600 lbs
(Ballast - 4700 lbs) -The same in 1982.
2. CUTTER RIG: Regarding the cutter rig question, I know of one at our club near ours & I will try to get more
information (the owner has told me that Ted Brewer did not approve!)
3. BUILDER INFORMATION: OUYANG YACHTS was sold to Chuck Coutts of Canadian Yacht Charters. The
firm went into bankruptcy while under Mr. Coutts ownership. There are rumours that the moulds for ALOHA yachts
still exist with a company in Montreal (Dorian) called Canadian Yacht Builders. Have been unable to make contact
with either. Mr. Coutts currently lives at Lake Rosseau in Ontario, telephone (705) 732-2214.
4. HOT WATER HEATER: “In QUINTETTE, the previous owner had the heater built into the area between the
galley and the settee (rather than in the heads). It is enclosed in teak at the back and by an arch in the galley. The only
drawback is that the enclosure protrudes slightly into the seating are.”
21 April 1997: “Here are the promised photos (see over). You will notice that it does take away from the open
concept to a degree, and also protrudes somewhat into the settee. Some people may prefer the illusion of a more
separate galley (we do), and after a few weeks of living aboard, we are completely unaware of the samll extension
into the dining area, and our heads cease to come in contact with it.

The water heater was installed at the factory at the request of the former owner, -a vent has been installed through the
cabin roof for the heat and gases to escape. The joiner work is excellent. ...notice that the cushions in
the main cabin have been cut away to accommodate the enclosure. ...anotheradvantage is the extra space to install
other equipment such as an electric light in the galley, an oil lamp and an electric fan.”
We have really enjoyed the heater in this location for the advantage of almost instant hot water for doing dishes and
the relatively short distance the propane has to travel (from the tank to the galley). The heater also provides hot water
to the sink in the bathroom.
5. SHELF, -FOLD DOWN: In the top photo over, note the very handy fold-down extension beside the galley sink
which is used to place the dishes after they are washed and ready for drying.
6. HATCH, GALLEY: ED: Note the small opening hatch over the stove in the bottom photo, a nice touch added
beginning with hull #168.
7. STIFFENING, MAIN CABIN: ED: Note also the additional athwartship stiffening overhead, added by OUYANG
commencing about hull #175, to reduce twisting of the hull in a quartering sea. The forward bulkhead of the main
cabin, between the heads & the hanging locker was also stiffened.

NOTE
1. HOT WATER
HEATER LOCATION
2. FOLD-DOWN SHELF
3. OVERHEAD STIFFENING

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Boat sold by Moyle to Nelis 2014 05 24
Note from June Moyle:
Kearney passed away March 7, 2011
NOTE: From Etobicoke Yacht Club Newsletter ‘The Signal’ Volume 45, Issue 10 - October 2013
Katherine, Lauren & David Nelis
Aloha 34, Quintette III
Living in Aurora, the Nelis' are looking forward to joining EYC and getting out on the water in Quintette III.
Katherine and Lauren began sailing at camps in Sunfish and Lasers. David started on his family's Sirius 21 and later
Alberg 29, and after spending several years in junior sailing became an instructor.
After several years of sailing and racing on friends boats, they are excited to explore Lake Ontario in our floating
cottage.
Original Profile 3 August 1995; Last up-date: 21 April 1997

PROFILE #205
Joe & Lina GIAQUINTO
3590 Pitch Pine Crescent, Mississaugua, Ontario, L5L 1P8
TELEPHONE: (905) 820-6362
[NOTE: not registered]
------------ [the following information was provided by Wayne &Suzie DOHERTY] -----------------

WHAT IF...
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 806804
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1990
LOCATION OF BERTH: ETOBICOKE Yacht Club
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario but heading south to the Bahamas in August 1995.
(Ed: See 21 December 1995 up-date on page 3.)

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL:W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
NONE

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. Crack at front of keel
2. Leaking skeg
3. Hot water heater

MODIFICATIONS & ADDITIONS
(Ed: via “WORKS 3” floppy disk, thank you!)
1 Anchor Locker: I divided the anchor locker into port and starboard sections to accommodate two rodes. This fore
- aft bulkhead was glassed in strongly and became the basis for the largest modification I made
2 Bowsprit/Cutter Rig: I converted the boat to a cutter (slutter?). This procedure was described in Cruising World
about 3-4 years ago but by then I had already done it. A "hairpin" bowsprit and bobstay similar to the Niagara 35 was
added and the forestay moved forward about 16". This also required a new pulpit. I cut the anchor locker lid in half
longitudinally and put a chainplate on the new dividing bulkhead. An inner forestay was added coming from this
chainplate through the centre of the existing (but cut in half) hawspipe and reaches the mast 2/3 of the way up.
Running backstays were also added. The working jib was cut down and reef points were added (just in case?) The
'genoa' was left alone except for moving it forward. The added chainplate was strengthened by welding a nut on it
and extending it through the bow with a 1/2" bolt. All of this has worked well. The spacing between the two stays is
about 4 ft and they are parallel so it looks OK. I use the genoa on its furling until the wind reaches about 15- 20
knots then rather than trying to reef with the furling (which I have never liked), I roll up the genoa and raise the
working jib. The boat behaves well with either sail. I have tried sailing with both foresails but I do not seem to gain
anything. I left the working jib as a hanked on sail because I figure that I can add a storm jib if necessary (if I owned
one). The only disadvantage I have found is it is slow and difficult to tack the jib with the inner forestay in place.
However it can be let off and pulled to the side quite easily even though I do not have a quick release mechanism.

3 Anchor Windlass/Deckwash Pump: I added an electric windlass this year (Anchorman 700 with no hawspipe-- a
little small for the boat but the price was right). The motor is in the blanket cupboard over the v-berth and it feeds
the chain into the port side of the anchor well without much attention. If I put out the second anchor then the rode
must be fed into the starboard bin by hand but the windlass still does the work. A deckwash pump fits in the well up
under the lip of the lid.
4. Refrigerator/Insulation: I have an EZ-kold air/water cooled refrigerator. It works well but the icebox had no
insulation at all as far as I can tell. I put 5-7" of blue Styrofoam next to the engine. about the same on the back from
the cockpit locker. 3" on the front (inside) and 2" on the top from the inside, and as many cans of foam on the hull
side and bottom as I could squirt in. I have no idea how much I have here or if the space is all filled. Except for the
insulation problem it all seems to work OK.
The refrigerator (compressor) is located in the port cockpit locker. It is high up and out of the way
5. Batteries/Quarterberth/Alternator/Energy Monitor: I raised the quarterberth 1 1/2" and built a battery box to
accommodate four 6 volt golf cart batteries -- two banks totalling about 440 amp hours. I owned two gel cells too
good to throw away so I use one as the starting battery (what a waste) and the other is under the v-berth to power
the windlass. A 100 amp alternator(good idea) and an Ample energy monitor (questionable) were added to power all
this.
6. Inverter/Microwave/TV/Liquor: A Kenyon 1500 watt invertor was installed along with a microwave in the glasses
cupboard behind the stove (Goldstars cheapest just fits the hole) and a TV in the liquor cabinet. The liquor now lives
behind the table and the glasses wherever they have room.
7. CNG/Propane: The boat came equipped with CNG but its availability in Toronto was becoming more limited and I
was unsure about elsewhere so I converted to Propane.
8. Davits/Dinghy/Dinghy Motor: A friend talked me into adding davits (Atkinson Hoyle cheap ones) and I am not
sure if I like them or not. They will lift the dinghy and also serve as a lifting arm to lower the motor but I might just
have wasted a whole bunch of money.
9. Radar/VHF/Ham Radio: In addition to the normal electronics a Sitex radar was added and since I am a ham, I put
my station on the boat (VA3/VE0 WIF). It feeds a long wire parallel to the backstay via an automatic tuner. The
marine VHF antenna was replaced by an Austin dual band (2m/440) ham antenna and with a coax switch works fine
for both the amateur radio and marine VHF. I have not really had much use for either the radar or ham station yet
but people who say they know insist that I will not be sorry I have them.
10. Dodger/Bimini: I also have a dodger and bimini and would not be without either.
11.Holding Tank: I installed a Y-valve on the holding tank discharge line, through-hull and macerator pump to empty
the holding tank offshore.
12. (Blank)
13. Hull: The hull was taken down to clean gelcoat and Interprotect 2000/2001 was applied in 1990/91 and have seen
no sign of any osmosis. Prevention seemed to me to be a better idea than repair.
14. Engine Access: -A 1' x 8" door was cut into the side of the quarterberth for access to the engine (oil filter and
dipstick on the Westerbeke 27)
15. Cooling Water Intake/Emergency Bilge Pump: a raw water strainer was added to the cooling water intake. Also,
a Y-valve was installed and a hose led to the bilge (with strainer) to act as an emergency bilge pump. (I saw this idea
in Cruising World)
16. Lazarette: A removable shelf was added to the lazarette. I keep a stern anchor rode, flares and some assorted
junk here.
17. Life Jacket Storage: I also tucked a gear hammock in the top of this (port cockpit) locker for the lifejackets.
18. Water Heater: The hot water heater developed a 'stink' so I renewed it last year. Good service from Seaward and
the new one just dropped in.
19. Anchors: I carry four anchors
Bow
35# Delta with 100' 5/16 chain and 100' 5/8 rode
Bow
35# Harbourmaster(CQR type)- same chain and rode
Stern 16# Fortress (FX23) with 10' chin and 250' 1/2" rode
70# fisherman in pieces inside with 30' 3/8 chain and 250' 5/8 rode. (the result of excessive reading)
20. Rigging/Chainplates: I had a leak at the forward lower chainplate on the port side. The wood and glass inside
were solid when I opened it up. The wood seemed to be extra solid -- impregnated with resin perhaps?

21. Skeg/Table Mounting/Wood Screws (Galvanized): Other complaints are minor in nature. I get some water in the
skeg which I am trying to seal. The table mounting system had to be rebuilt. Most of the interior wood screws are
galvanized. These are do not seem to be structural so except for the fact that I have to find and replace them it does
not seem to be a large problem. However, it does make one wonder about the overall quality when someone decided
to save perhaps $10.00 by not using SS wood screws.

QUESTIONS
1. Refrigerator Insulation: The bank of drawers in the galley next to the engine was lost when the extra insulation was
added to the icebox. Where did you find 4" of insulation? When I measure the distance from the icebox lid to the
front (galley side) of the icebox the difference between the inside measurement and the outside was 1/2",-- the
thickness of the plywood.
2. Hull, -Crack: Last winter I discovered a crack at the front of the keel that went back about 6" on either side. I
cleaned it out and repaired it properly but was not happy when I got into it. It went as deep as 3/4" in one place with
most of it being about 1/2" deep going to zero after about 6". At no point was it close to being through the hull as it
is very thick there -- at least two laid-up fibreglass sections with filler between and fairing on the outside to curve
into the keel. I don't know the cause, perhaps water entering from the inside then creating a fracture when it froze or
water entering from the outside (how?) or hull stress caused by the mast under tension (impossible I hope). I have
not cut away the cabin sole to investigate this from the inside but I'm tempted. I would appreciate it if anyone can
enlighten me. (Ed: Copied in 1995 FALL NEWSLETTER)

COMMENTS
1. Even though I'm heading south in a about 3 weeks (mid August, 1995), I will still get my mail if you send it to my
home address.
UP-DATE 21 December 1995: Wayne reports: “I made the trip down the ICW in the fall (1995) and my boat is now
in Florida. I’m heading for the Bahamas in January (1996). The trip down the waterway was uneventful but I’m glad
its over. The good part is there were no problems other than minor repairs and maintenance associated with constant
use of almost everything except the sails. If there are any ‘green’ fresh-water sailors like me who are going south into
salt water for the first time I would like to pass on the following:
everything rusts
the engine zinc disappeared faster than I expected and I will monitor it more closely from now on (weekly)
if you have refrigeration, there is no such thing as too many batteries.”

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Wayne &Suzie DOHERTY, ETOBICOKE, Ontario; HAM RADIO C/S: VA3/VE0 WIF;
Original Profile20 July 1995; Last up-date: 21 December 1995

PROFILE #206
Richard BASTIEN
3150 Lakeshore, Burlington, Ontario, Canada L7N 1A4

DELTA WAVE

PROFILE #207
Don BRUCE
715 SANDBERG ST., MYRTLE BEACH, SC 29575
Telephone: Unknown
Email: Unknown

Nomad
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D207E484
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF1622HR USCG 1071573
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: Oct 2011
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: Atlantic Coast & Offshore to Caribbean

==============PROFILE #207 by Previous Owner=================
Matt BUTCHER
6262 Swiss Ave Apt. A, Dallas, TX 75214
Telephone: 208-310-6456, Email: matt_butcher@richards.com

Kaleo
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D207E484
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF1622HR USCG 1071573
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: Texas coastal waters

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE

MODEL:W-27

HORSEPOWER: 29 hp

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
OVERHAUL:-Complete overhaul in February 1995 including shaft and coupling.-Problem was incorrect diagnosis of
faulty high pressure fuel pump.
-Original problem noticed three years earlier and attempts to correct the problem included rebuilding the injectors
four or five times, changing injectors from cylinder to cylinder, having the high pressure pump checked, valve job,
compression check and disassembly to check rings.
-Engine hours when problem first noticed: 2126; engine hours when overhauled: 3010; engine hours now: 3258.
-Other problems include:
1. MANIFOLD: replaced exhaust elbow twice, rusting out;
2. MUFFLER: The original stainless steel muffler rusted out and was replaced with a fibreglass muffler.
3. PUMP, RAW WATER: rebuilt sea water pump twice, leaking water, then installed new sea water pump and
this pump has had the seals replaced;
4. PUMP, FRESH WATER: fresh water pump was replaced, leaking;
5. TRANSMISSION; rebuilt the transmission, problem from when new (the dealer didn't take care of it);
6. HEAT EXCHANGER: heat exchanger replaced, internal leak;
7. EXHAUST MANIFOLD/FWRESEVOIR: and replaced exhaust manifold/fresh water reservoir, leaking.
8. ENGINE COUPLING: Another problem was the engine coupling. From new, there seemed to be a very
slight vibration at the stuffing box and it seemed that the packing gland leaked too much. I finally bought a
dial indicator and found the coupling off by .010 in. When the manufacturer was informed, the answer was
"Yea. sometimes they are a little off". I was told to purchase a new one. When I hired someone to remove
the coupling, they bent the shaft. When the new coupling was installed, so was the new shaft.
9. OPERATION: Another thing; when in Mexico, you use the engine a lot. It seemed that when the engine had
run for 20-24 hours steady, I had a problem with the engine shutting down. It got to be quite a problem. The

engine was hard to start and would die often. After changing filters, bleeding the system and tightening the
fittings until I almost broke them, I found the hose barb on the fuel tank was a check valve and had become
partially restricted. After running the engine a long time, the recirculated fuel would get warm, warm enough
to cause the debris to expand and shut off the fuel supply. After cleaning it a few times, the check valve was
replaced with a clear hose barb.
5 September 1999: Ran superbly all year, roughly 100 hours total. During routine maintenance in June 1999,
discovered that due to misalignment of filler cap sleeve, coolant reservoir did not communicate with heat
exchanger. Re-drilled hole in sleeve.
21 June 2003: The engine has been mostly reliable for the last five years. We also experienced fuel line
blockage, naturally more than 100 miles from home waters. The elbow at the top of the tank could be larger
diameter – it gets blocked rather easily by stuff that the primary filter would catch. However I had the tank
removed and cleaned – on our boat, it just fits through the port cockpit locker hatch. Since then no major
problems.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.

2.

3.

4.

DECK-HEAD LINING, INTERIOR; DISCOLOURATION: -from white to beige, -sporadic and it grows –I call
it my fungus. Nothing stops it or removes it. Has not affected flecking on ceiling of cabin.
5 September 1999: Puzzled over the headliner discoloration noted by Thomas's all year. Intend to attempt a
remedy with paint.
21 June 2003: final diagnosis: either through improper formulation of the gel-coat or through improper curing,
the head liner had spots of amine blush. I have polished this off. There is some print-through of the roving under
the gel-coat, as I had to remove a substantial thickness, but it is not particularly noticeable. As far as I can tell
from reading other profiles, this was a peculiarity of our boat.
BLISTERS: There are some blisters on the hull. Not many and it does not seem to get any worse. When I haul
the boat, I look at the blisters, sand them and paint them.
5 September 1999:Boat is currently undergoing blister repair. -In interim since Thomas's profile, number had
increased to 5-10 per sq. ft (more on starboard side for some reason).
21 June 2003: Spot repair in 1999 was not completely successful. On hauling in 2002 found several dozen more.
None of these were deep; spot-treated them as well.
HAND RAILS: 5 Septemberl999: The only really "exciting" problem occurred when I realized during a central
bay 30 knot romp that the port handrail near the mast was essentially waving in the breeze. On investigation,
discovered the amazing fact that the handrail had been installed with #10 2.25 in wood screws, only one (of six)
was intact, the others being corroded to pieces (starboard handrail was in similar shape). I extracted remaining
bits of #10 screws, drilled out holes in rails and deckhouse roof oversize and poured epoxy plugs, drilled for #14
wood screws and re-bedded. As through-bolted handrails are an article of faith, this should be temporary.
GENERAL: 5 September 1999: Various "old boat" stuff like deteriorating fasteners, some gel-coat cracking here
and there.
21 June 2003: the caulking under the coaming boards has long since “gone south”, which is letting in moisture
and corroding out the fasteners. The boards need to come off, home to the garage for refinishing, then be
reinstalled. In 2000 I rebedded half of the portlights, and the others will probably have to be done soon. The
hatches have a lot of crazing and I begin to question their integrity, though no leaks have occurred even with a
lot of water coming on board offshore.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.

REFRIGERATION: I installed a NORCOLD refrigeration unit when the boat was in the San Francisco area to
be able to keep food on the boat during the week. This was NOT adequate for Mexico. The ice chest was
insulated on the inside, reducing the area to about 4.5 cubic feet. I then installed, along with the NORCOLD (it is
110/12 volt), an ADLER BARBOUR COLD MACHINE. To run the refrigeration, the original battery set up
was replaced with four 6-volt golf cart batteries. They total over 200 amp hours and will run everything, at
anchor, for two days before needing recharging. In Mexico, where the temperature is usually above 90 degrees
and the water temperature can get over 85 degrees, the unit runs much more than it did in San Francisco, but this
system seems to work fine. [Added 21 June 2003: I would buy an Adler-Barbour if I had to re-refrigerate – it is
quite reliable and effective, even in the Texas summer heat.]

2.

3.
4.

BATTERY CHARGING: While in Mexico, instead of running the engine to charge the batteries, I purchased a 5
HP gasoline engine and a 70 amp alternator and rigged it up to charge through the fast electronic charging
system. After some trial and error adjustments, it works OK.
PROPELLER: The boat originally had a 15 x 11 (x 3?) propeller. The engine would not reach the design RPM
so I changed down to a 15 x 9 inch propeller.
21 June 2003: since purchasing the boat I have replaced all of the golf cart batteries (with new golf cart
batteries) - I very much like the performance. This is a very high-capacity, economical battery system, especially
with the smart regulator that Thomas installed. I have installed a Speed-Seal cover on the engine raw water
pump, which works just as well as advertised, also a Spar-Tite mast wedge system (also very functional) and lazy
jacks. We managed to break the whisker pole mast car while racing. Rig-Rite suggested an Isomat car as a likely
compatible replacement, and that worked. I’ve just ordered a rigid vang from Garhauer.

COMMENTS
ON CRUISING AN ALOHA 10.4
1. CRUISING ADEQUACY: Very comfortable for 2 people. Storage very adequate. Extremely forgiving in all
types of weather including HURRICANE LESTER.
2. GENERATOR/DIESEL CAPACITY: More diesel capacity and built in generator would be my only suggestions
for change. We carried 4 or 5 five gallon containers of fuel on deck while in Mexico.
3. LIVING ONBOARD AN ALOHA 10.4: 5 September, 1999: We were living aboard, working, and sailing
whenever possible, which is not the same as "cruising" in my book (I like cruising a whole lot better, and we did
have a couple of weeks to do some). For us & our two standard poodles, FIONA was a great home for a year.
Lene found the galley cumbersome, & we've thought quite a bit about modifications that might make it more
enjoyable.
4. WHY CHOOSE AN ALOHA 34? 5 September 1999: The boat is a delight to sail, as no doubt most readers of
these profiles are already aware, and that was factor # 1 in our minds..21 June 2003: It’s not only a delight, it
has legs. While we don’t do so well in round-the-bouys racing, offshore this boat is quite competitive. We won
our class in the 2002 Harvest Moon regatta (150 miles down the Texas coast) rather decisively, after a 2 nd in
2001. In 25 kts gusting to 30 and 6-8 ft seas the ride was wet and bumpy but fast. Modifications which would
make the boat handier offshore would be a fixed table (to divide up the saloon and provide handholds and
support) and a wet locker (haven’t figured out where that would go – the original plans show one, but that’s not
how the boat was built), plus a variety of minor fixes which I am slowly getting through. I am beginning to think
that this boat has voyaging possibilities.
5. DOGS ONBOARD: 5 September 1999: We chose this boat over other possibilities partly because the dogs
could negotiate the companionway easily, from sole to quarter berth to step to cockpit. They seemed quite
happy, and even learned to "tack" (i.e. to recognize that the alternative to moving to leeward was to fall on your
noggin on the cockpit floor at the next lurch!). [Added 21 June 2003: the dogs are now really too old for sailing,
but we are still game. They do like curling up on the settees when we come down to hang out for a weekend.]

EQUIPMENT ADDED
You name it, we probably have it.
Note: See attached two-page inventory added by Gil after his return to Santa Clara.
Note, 21 June 2003: some of the equipment has changed – the old GPS did not make the Y2K rollover and got
replaced with a couple of handhelds, we have a Celestaire sextant rather than a Davis, and the Thomas’s must have
kept the CQR for their new trawler. However it’s mostly right, with replacements and additions as noted elsewhere
in this profile.
LECTRA SAN: 5 September 1999: We installed a Lectra-San.
The 200-amp golf cart battery bank which Gil installed to refrigerate in Mexico, was quite adequate for this purpose.
[See MSD, Winter 2000 Newsletter]

QUESTIONS
Re maintenance - discolouration of deck-head lining in cabin noted above, has anyone any suggestions as to how to
clean it and stop it from spreading? If so, please tell Mary and us all. [Added 21 June 2003 – this problem has been
solved, see above.]

HISTORY
Previous Owners: Gil & Mary THOMAS, SANTA CLARA, CA;
Mr. & Mrs. Thomas had a 5 year cruise of Mexican waters in “Dionysus” [previous name]
Previous Owners: Bill & Lene SYMES, Houston, Texas, purchased 1998, Name: Fiona
Last Up-date 1 June 2009; Up-date (Symes) 5 September, 1999; Up-date (Thomas) 28 August, 1995; Original:
(Thomas) June 1995
2011, Don BRUCE purchased from Matt Butcher; vessel renamed NOMAD

ATTACHMENT
EQUIPMENT ADDED TO 'DIONYSUS'
SAFETY EQUIPMENT
3 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, 5 A, 10 BC
1 HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHER, FIXED, ENGINE COMPARTMENT
5 LIFE JACKETS, ONE ATTACHED UNDER LID OF PORT COCKPIT LOCKER
1 EMERGENCY LIFE RAFT, SURVIVAL FOUR MAN
1 MAN OVERBOARD POLE WITH HORSESHOE ATTACHED, WITH LIGHT
1 LIFE SLING
1 EPIRB, CLASS B
1 KILGORE FLARE KIT WITH FLARES, FLARE GUN AND HAND HELD FLARES
1 RADAR SIGNAL REFLECTOR
2 HAND BILGE PUMPS, 1 SMALL, 1 LARGE
4 SAFETY HARNESS
2 STROBE LIGHTS, FOR ATTACHING TO LIFE JACKETS
GROUND TACKLE
1 35# CQR ANCHOR
1 15 KG BRUCE ANCHOR WITH 100 FT. 5/16 IN. CHAIN AND 200 FT.
5/8 IN. NYLON RODE
1 DANFORTH DEEPSET 2500 ANCHOR WITH 20 FT. 3/8 IN. CHAIN AND
200 FT. OF 1/2 IN. NYLON RODE
1 VIKING 2000 ANCHOR WITH 10 FT. 3/8 IN. CHAIN AND 100 FT.
5/8 IN. NYLON RODE
1 FORTRESS #37 ANCHOR
1 SPARE 200 FT. 5/8 IN. RODE
1 MAXWELL ELECTRIC ANCHOR WINDLASS
NAVIGATION / ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
1 SIGNET KNOTMETER
1 SIGNET DEPTHSOUNDER
1 STATPOWER INVERTER
1 STANDARD HORIZON VHF RADIO
1 ICOM 725 HAM RADIO
1 FURUNO RADAR, 16 MILE
1 INTERPHASE STAR PILOT GPS
1 LO KADA RADAR DETECTOR
1 DAVIS SEXTANT
1 REALISTIC RADIO CASSETTE STEREO
2 AUTOHELM AUTO PILOT
1 ASTROFIX NAVIGATION COMPUTER
1 TOSHIBA 1500 C LAP TOP COMPUTER
1 CANON BUBBLE JET PRINTER
1 YAESU FT 411 HAND HELD TRANSCEIVER
2 HAND HELD COMPASS
1 EMERGENCY VHF ANTENNA
1 HAND HELD RDF
ENGINE EQUIPMENT
1 QUAD CYCLE BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEM

1 95 AMPERE ALTERNATOR
MANY MANY SPARE PARTS INCLUDING A COMPLETE GASKET SET, EXTRA FUEL FILTERS, OIL
FILTERS, OIL, ZINCS, NOZZLE TIPS, SEA WATER PUMP IMPELLERS AND GASKETS, PLUS SPARES
FOR OTHER BOAT RELATED ITEMS.
OTHER EQUIPMENT
1 POWERSURVIVOR - 80 WATER MAKER, M0# MROD-80-LM-2
1 ADLER BARBOUR REFRIGERATION SYSTEM, 12 VOLT
1 NORCOLD REFRIGERATION SYSTEM, 12/110 VOLT
1 CLOCK
1 BAROMETER
3 FLUORESCENT LIGHTS, ONE IN HEAD AREA
1 SMALL PROPANE BARBECUE
1 ACHILLES INFLATABLE DINGHY, 10 FT.
1 TOHATSU OUTBOARD ENGINE, 8 HP
1 HENSON BOOM BRAKE
1 SPINNAKER POLE, TELESCOPING
1 ROLLER FURLING SYSTEM, JIB
1 DODGER, ST STEEL AND CANVASS
1 BIMINI, ST STEEL AND CANVASS
2 SMALL FANS, IN FOREPEAK, 12 VOLT
VARIOUS 12 VOLT PLUGS FOR FANS, IN SALON AREA WHEN CRUISING, WE CARRY A HONDA
EM350 GENERATOR AND A HOME-MADE 70 AMP GENERATOR SET

PROFILE #208
William J. MARSHALL (Jeff) and Laura J. PETERS
6171 Baillie Road, SECHELT, British Columbia, Canada, V0N 3A7
TELEPHONE: (604) 885-2004 FAX: N/A
E-MAIL: jmarshall@sd46.bc.ca

SEPTEMBER SONG
SERIAL NO.
ZUYOD208H484
REG. or DOC NUMBER 13K…
DRAFT: 5.5’
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1985
LOCATION OF BERTH: Pender Harbour, British Columbia
AREA WHERE SAILED: Strait of Georgia region

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

Westerbeke (3950 hrs)

MODEL: W27 (4 cyl)

HORSEPOWER: 27

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES:
1) tachometer used to stick, now completely dead – assume a wiring fault.
2) have checked engine compression (good) but I think one of my fuel injectors needs repair (“chugs” at low RPM)
3) engine fuel filter retaining ring split while running leaking fuel into engine compartment (spare filter came with
upgraded ring)

EQUIPMENT ADDED:
By Us:
Speedseal water pump cover,
Anchor Rescue retrieval device,
Bebe 12V LED cabin lights,
Cockpit table
By Previous Owners:
bow fuel tank (smaller holding tank),
Sigmar diesel stove and day tank,
Nilsson vertical electric windlass,
solar panel,
full cockpit canvas enclosure,
Lowrance chart plotter,
auxiliary Garmin GPS,
dripless shaft seal

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS:
None to date

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS:
Have added a removable wooden frame to support solar panel from split back stay.

COMMENTS:
I have little mechanical/electrical systems knowledge but am a woodworker

HISTORY
Previous Owners:
1) George Bell, Gibsons, B.C., 1985-1996;
2) Cameron and Loreen Reid, Sechelt, B.C., 1996-2009
3) Jeff Marshall and Laura Peters, Sechelt, B.C., 2009 – Present.

September Song anchored and tied stern to at Jedediah Island, Straights of Georgia, British Columbia
Previous Name: None
Previous Owners: Cameron REID
Original Profile: December 6, 2010 from Jeff MARSHALL & Laura Peters

PROFILE #209
Colin McGOWAN
44024 Medley's Neck Road, Leonardstown, Maryland, USA, 20650-4632
Telephone:
Fax:
E-mail: c.mcgowna@attn.net

BELLA LUNA
BELLA LUNA
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD209F484 REG. or DOC NUMBER: 693914
DRAFT: 5” 6” YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2009
LOCATION OF BERTH: Delaware City, DE
AREA WHERE SAILED: Chesapeake Bay

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
OVER-HEATING: Slight overheating in mid-summer due to restriction to salt water cooling line from throughhull fitting and salt water foot pump the fittings under galley. - Problem has been corrected with proper size fittings
(3/4"). Summer water temperatures reach 85 degrees fin the southern Chesapeake Bay.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
HEAT: Reverse cycle a/c and heat (16,500 Btu)
STEREO and cockpit speakers,
WASH-DOWN SYSTEM: Pressurized deck and anchor salt water wash down system,
HEAD, ELECTRIC, FRESH WATER: JABSCO conversion unit model 37055-0012 electric fresh water head
(utilizes fresh water from on board tanks; about 1 quart per flush).
This unit can be charged with either fresh or salt pressure water. We elected to utilize fresh water due to
the odour associated with salt water mixed with waste (that is the 85-degree southern Chesapeake salt water.)
Cost (not including our 3 hours of labour) about US$450.00 if you use your existing bowl,

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE
BLISTERS: Previous owner replaced hull gelcoat and two layers of fabric due to severe blistering (1995 cost US$7,000.). Bottom has warranty for ten (10) years or until 2005.
Just hauled boat last week and there are no signs of any problems.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
BILGE PUMP, LARGER: Installed new 1000 gph bilge pump at recommendation from the surveyor (now on
separate switch direct to battery no 2). (
BATTERIES: Also replaced one 12 volt bank with two (2) 6 volt batteries in series (220 amphour rating).

COMMENTS
AN INVITATION: Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 in a 9 January 2000 e-mail wrote: "...For those
brave folks who may be heading to the Southern Chesapeake or the Intracoastal Waterway we would like to
extend an invitation to contact us if they are transiting through.
We are located on a deep-water canal across from the SALT PONDS MARINA in Hampton, Virginia.

Anyone wishing to stop by please feel free to call us at (757) 851-0361 or (757) 490-2308 or to email us at
wfs@exis.net

QUESTIONS
Would like information on the following:
1) Windlass installation (electric)
2) Replacement of acrylic lens in deck hatches
3) Conversion to mid-boom sheeting (cabin top traveller system)

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 18 November 1999
- Previous Owners: Bill & Bettie Sirine, 63 Chownine Drive. Hampton. Virginia. USA 23664 - sold in2006 to an
unknown buyer. Telephone: (757) 851-0361 Fax: (757)851-2137 E-mail: wfs@exis.net
- Purchased in Dec 2009 by Colin McGowan

PROFILE #210
Stephen and Inge ILLMAN
637 Niagara Street, Victoria, BC V8V 1J1
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: sillman@telus.net

WINDSPINNER
SERIAL NO.: ZUYD210F0484
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
LOCATION OF BERTH;
AREA WHERE SAILED: West Coast

REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 807637
PURCHASED: 2012

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
From what I can tell this is the original power plant. It appears to be in good shape with the exception of a leaky heat
exchanger casket.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Poor access to areas that require regular maintenance.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
New Standard Horizon GPS chart plotter
New Standard Horizon VHF
New full batten main sail

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
For the most part the boat survey went well. The following recommendations were made by the surveyor:
A*1- Ensure about all the safety item equipment as required by the Canada Shipping cat Act [lifejackets, flares, etc. –
noted in the report] is on-board when the vessel is next under way. (Done)
A*2- It is recommend that all the running / navigation lights be fully tested and operational before any night
navigation is conducted. (Done)
B*1- The diesel hose running to the heater is loose under the front end of the engine – secure with wire ties. (Done)
B*2- Port/starboard running light base on pulpit loose – remount. (Done)
B*3- The aft two (2) engine mounts may have to be replaced very heavily corroded. (Checked OK)
B*4- Replace the seals on the heat exchanger end caps.
B*5- Monitor engine exhaust system for any leaks – signs that in the past the exhaust system was not complete and
evidence of fumes left on port locker interior.
B*6- - replace all of the hose clamps on the stuffing box – they are rusted /while the vessel is out of the water inspect
the condition of the stuffing box string and reinforced hose cover as they may be worn out – just replace greased
string. In the vicinity there are signs of leaking stuffing box. (Done)
B*7- Both batteries require a rubber cap on the positive terminals and they need to be secured down.
B*8- The ‘male’ fitting for the shore power cord in the cockpit has some burn marks on them which indicates over
heating of the connections. This fitting must be replaced with a new one. Also, check the condition of the other
attachment for condition and replace if necessary.
B*9- The pressure water system was powered up and operated in the head and galley. There is only cold-water
operation. When the taps were left off the F/W pump cycled about every 40 seconds or so which very possibly
indicates some sort of leak in the plumbing system.
B*10- In the head when the cold water tap was operated the ‘hot’ tap leaked water – further investigate.

B*11- When the steering quadrant was inspected the mounting bracket for the unit was very heavily rusted. It is
recommend that the steel bracket be wire brushed and closely inspected with a mirror for condition. This bracket
should be painted with an antirust agent – or replaced if in poor condition.
B*12- Replace rusted wire cleats that secure steering cable to itself – all were quite rusted.
B*13- It was noted that where the reinforced hose penetrates the properly vented vapour proof propane box, that this
aperture is too large and should be sealed up.
B*14- wire up SS shackles on anchor system. (replaced with proper shackle)
B*15- the head outlet ball valve is frozen open – this must be freed up to be able to open and close at all times.
B*16- the a) engine intake b) head out c) head sink out have plastic (PVC) nipples on them (they are subject to
fracturing). These have to be replaced with an appropriately sized bronze fitting – within 4 months.
B*17- all below waterline through hull connections must be double hose clamped.
B*18- A wooden peg for the mast collar was found at the base of the mat – further investigate.
C*1- Vessel’s topsides could use a cut polish. (Done)
C*2- Although the deck sounded fine in all areas with the hammer the moisture meter did pick up two areas of
elevated moisture in the vicinity of the two shroud plates. It is recommended that the shroud plate deck plates be
resealed with an elastomeric sealant rubber compound. (Done)
C*3- The anchor locker area of the foredeck has been custom adjusted since original./ There is a Simpson Lawrence
manual windlass in place with a custom aluminum base with SS bolts and brass hinges. Some sort of alternative
method of securing the anchor windlass in the future without such a combination of metals.
C*4- Re varnish/oil handrails and other wood trim on vessel. (Done)
C*5- Both propane locker covers have balsa core rotted out. Consider refilling and finishing off with recover.
C*6- Sliding teak hatch cover has broken handle. (Repaired)
C*7- One of the directional blades on the Windex is broken.
C*8 - If the buyer plans to visit certain anchorages in Canada and U.S. waters it would be advisable to consider
connecting up the holding tank system in order to satisfy local black water discharge regulations.
C*9- although not a requirement - it is strongly recommended, that the vessel have installed a proper marinized
carbon monoxide detection system due to the fact that it has a diesel heating/propane cooking and water heating
system on-board.
C*10- It is recommended that a second anchor and chain and rode purchased for safety, although this is not a
requirement. (Done)
C*11- the anchor is bent.
C*12- the mast was dirty with green slime ad should be cleaned off.
C*13- Reportedly the jib cannot be dropped. The shive may be frozen or something is jammed aloft. It is recommend
that the jib be dropped and the sacrificial cloth be repaired. And the shive be freed up – it is important that the jib
must be droppable at anytime.
Overall Comments:
Overall the boat is in fair to good condition. I am hoping to have it in “Bristol” condition within the next year. Most
of the problems relate to regular maintenance items that will be dealt with over time. Unless of course I win the lotto
in which case I will speed up the process.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Stephen and Inge ILLMAN purchased from Bill & Cathy DiGustini in December of 2012.
Previous Owner: Bill & Cathy DiGuistini, 2690 Cadboro Bay Road, Victoria, BC V8R 5J5
Previous Owner: Ken & Juanita NIELSEN, Port Coquitlam, BC, Purchased 1998
Original Profile: 30 June 1998; Updated March 5, 2013

PROFILE #211
Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904, Niceville, FL 32588-0904
TELEPHONE: (850) 897-0824. Cell: (850) 830-8123

EMAIL: capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org

Byron (Chip) Wolfe passed away May 22, 2013.
BELIZE
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD2111485
REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG. 905664
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH: Slip #11, Guiseppi's Wharf, (on Boggy Bayou, Choctawhatchee Bay) Niceville FL
AREA WHERE SAILED: Currently, Choctawhatchee Bay and coastal waters of the northern
Gulf of Mexico. Future? ... Beyond!

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke(ORIGINAL) MODEL: W27a HORSEPOWER: 30
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None since we've owned Belize. No visible signs of major repair. Starts easily, runs smooth and quiet. RPM will
exceed the rated 3000 figure, however I believe this to be due to improper prop pitch, not an engine problem. The
genset version of this engine is rated to 3600. The prop, as we got it, was a 2-bladed, 15" dia x 10" pitch. We have
had the prop re-pitched to 12" and will try this out as soon as we relaunch and make further adjustments as necessary.
Will report on results later.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
LIST OF EQUIPMENT ONBOARD: See attached listing of equipment aboard Belize. Some of the manufacturer
installed equipment i.e. engine, prop, stove... may have changed in the later year(s) of production from those listed on
the earlier manufacturer's listings. Perhaps the list would be of interest to some. Preparation of this list certainly has
been beneficial to me. I will maintain this list, add to it and probably include additional columns with addresses and
phone numbers of manufacturers or parts sources

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. OSMOSIS/BLISTERS Bottom line on blisters: If you got 'em, fixes 'em! Don't let them destroy your perfectly
good hull. They can and will if you let them.
2. STEERING RADIAL & RUDDER SHAFT
Prior to purchasing Belize we had her hauled out for inspection by us and the marine surveyor we had contracted.
The topside survey had gone very well. A good going over below the waterline, and we would be ready to say yes to
this purchase. Out she came. A quick pressure wash was completed and a totally poxed bottom was revealed.
Needless to say, we were not exactly elated to see what lay below the water. At first, we were contemplating putting
her back in the water and simply walking away. Our surveyor continued on, however. He poked and probed and
tapped the hull and in the end, rendered an opinion that the literally thousands of small blisters were (at least at this
time) simply cosmetic, were confined to the gel coat and that we could remedy the problem prior to any damage to
the underlying laminates. He recommended we completely strip the gel coat from the hull from 3 inches above the
waterline to the bottom of the keel, including skeg and rudder. He advised us that the process was not cheap, simple,
or without risk; but that he felt the effort would essentially make this vessel like "new". He advised us that if we
were not willing to perform this repair within 24 months, we should not consider the purchase.
Just a note here to qualify the independence of "our" surveyor. When I had contemplated contracting a marine
surveyor, I picked up the phone, dialed an 800 number, and talked to BOAT/U.S. about qualified surveyors in the

area. I was given a list of several (about 5 I believe) fully certified and accredited marine surveyors within 150 miles
of here and went about interviewing them via phone. I selected one from Panama City, FL, some 75 miles from here.
He had no connections with the brokerage firm we were dealing with or any boat yard in the immediate vicinity. He
made no recommendations as to where to get the work done, or even where to start asking. What he did was
recommend I get a couple of books on "osmotic blisters" (i.e. get smart) and then decide what course of action to
take.
We weighed the costs, risks, time, etc, bit the bullet and negotiated what we believe to be a very good price for
Belize. We sailed her from August 94 until the 20th of February when we hauled her out at Shalimar Yacht Basin. In
the interim, I read books, talked to the experts (and many not so experts), visited boat yards, researched the latest
information, and am now probably the "resident expert" on the causes and cures of osmotic blisters. The boat yard
has worked with me since last November and taken a sincere interest in becoming the "bottom experts" on the Gulf
coast. They had done some bottom work in the past, but had not had the expertise to really do it right. They listened
to what I wanted done, bought books and videos and essentially sent their yard foreman to school as he was on the
phone talking to the Gougeon Brothers (West Systems), Interlux, and boat yards from here to Seattle to get smart.
They got an opportunity to "practice" on a Catalina 30 and an Albin 43 (motor yacht) prior to getting the opportunity
to work on Belize. I was able to observe their work in process and was satisfied "we" could do it right, especially
with the aid of the Gel stripper and moisture meter they had just invested in.
The damage to Belize's hull was, in fact, confined to the gel coat itself and had not permeated into the matting or
underlying laminates. She is structurally as sound as she ever was. Her bottom is as naked as a new born baby right
now and she is "tented" in clear visquine taped to the hull at the boot stripe. "We" have a heater going under the tent
to help speed the drying process, and the moisture numbers are coming down nicely.
I might relate some comments and observations that have manifested themselves since "we" started this project.
 The way the blisters formed seemed to indicate the manufacturer may have shot 2 layers of gel coat into the
mold. This may not have been the case, but this practice was done by many boat builders during the early to
mid eighties. The blisters appeared to be pushing out an outer gel coat layer. None of the blisters had
formed deep enough to separate the bond of the gel coat from the matting layer (the layer between the gel
coat and the laminates). There was absolutely no sign of intrusion beyond the outer gel coat.
 Above the waterline, the gel coat was described as "tough as nails". The yard said they had a tough time
grinding off the 3 inches above the waterline and that the hull had the thickest layer of gel coat they had ever
seen on a boat.
 Once stripped, the yard used a steam cleaner and water to drive out as many glycols out of the fiberglass as
possible. These do not evaporate and have a tendency to take on water molecules that migrate via osmosis
through the hull. This process aids drying and helps to minimize conditions for potential future blistering in
the laminate itself.
 Our surveyor has visited the yard on 3 occasions (he had been in the area for other business and dropped in
to see what was going on) and is pleased with the progress. When he performed the initial survey, he
offered to update the survey once the work had been performed and at no additional charge (except his
normal mileage rate to travel to the yard from Panama City). His visits to the yard have not gone unnoticed
by yard personnel and management. They are keenly aware that he is making work-in-process inspections
and have been paying attention to detail. Can't argue with this kind of support.
 In order to strip the gel coat from the trailing edge of the skeg, the rudder had to be removed. In removing
the rudder, the steering radial first had to be removed from the rudder shaft. It was discovered that the bolt
that goes through the steering radial and rudder shaft had been completely sheared off and the radial had
rotated about 20 degrees on the rudder shaft. Steering was by friction force only. This is a potentially
dangerous condition. We never really lost steerage, but we had never really been trying to negotiate heavy
seas.
I recommend all Aloha 10.4 owners (and anyone with wheel steering) inspect the radial to rudder shaft
connection for any sign of misalignment. Better yet, consider removing this through bolt if your installation
is so configured, at least annually and inspect or replace the bolt as necessary.

Inspection of our sheared through bolt revealed that the bolt was 3/8 - 16 x 4 inches long carbon steel cap bolt. The
steering radial is 4 inches in diameter at this point, thus the bolt had merely been inserted in the hole as no threads
were extending through the hole for the fastening of a nut. The bolt was replaced with a 3/8-16 x 5 inch stainless
steel capbolt and nut with ss washers at the bolt head and nut. Edsen installations recommend a keyway be cut in the
rudder shaft, however this recommendation was not followed by Aloha Yachts International. Perhaps the through
bolt was used to ensure the proper height of the radial and to prevent it from slipping down on the shaft, who knows?
Check yours!
3. KEEL LEAKAGE: One further observation is in response to keel leakage. After the gelcoat had been stripped
from the keel, water began dripping slowly from the bottom aft corner of the keel. This area continued to drain and
remain wet looking for weeks as we were trying to thoroughly dry the hull. We finally drilled four 1/4 inch holes
about 1 inch apart (vertically) and about 2 inches forward of the trailing edge of the keel (where the glass appeared
wet). Water poured out of the holes from the third hole down (the top hole served as a vent), indicating a pocket of
about 2 to 3 inches of water in the keel. Probably 1 to 2 gallons drained out. There was a small crack at the corner
of the keel where the water may have entered the keel over time. It does not appear serious, and should be easy to
dry and seal. There were no other visible signs of keel leakage.
20 January 1996: UPDATE ON BLISTER REPAIR & KEEL LEAKAGE:
At the date of my last input, we were still on the hard in the process of doing a complete bottom job which involved a
total stripping of the gelcoat down to the underlying matting from 4 inches above the waterline to the bottom of the
keel, including the rudder and skeg. The gelcoat blisters (literally thousands of them) were superficial and appeared
in the gelcoat only. They did not extend into the laminate. After the gelcoat was stripped, the hull was thoroughly
dried (about 6 weeks under a vented visquine tent with propane heater going) and 7 coats of West Systems epoxy
was applied. Sanding was done after each coat and fairing during the final 3 coats. This entire process began on the
20th of February and was completed on the 1st of July including 2 coats of Pettit ACP-50 and a 3rd coat at the
waterline and on all leading edges (bow, keel, skeg). This is an ablative type paint and Pettit recommends a minimum
of 16 hours drying time prior to launching, so we finally got Belize back in the water on the 3rd of July. As
mentioned earlier, there was a small crack in the lower aft section of the keel which had allowed some water to enter
the keel. This was drained, dried and repaired and there is no reason to believe this leaking will occur again. Belize's
survey was updated with the completion of the bottom job and her value was increased some $6-8K even after
another year's depreciation had been included. Essentially she has a new bottom and it is very noticeable in her
performance. Of most importance is the fact that she is now wholly seaworthy and we believe she has been spared
serious damage which could have occurred had we not committed to this repair.
20 January 1996: 4. “Storms, Storms, Storms” See Winter Newsletter 1995-6 for BELIZE’s encounters with a
“knock-down” and hurricanes during 1995.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. BATTERIES: I have modified the 2 battery setup to a 4 battery setup. I believe the modification is unique and
seems to work well. See attachment.
The Problem: The vessel was equipped with two 12 volt starting batteries, but I soon found out that the dc
refrigeration unit and the auto-pilot consume more power than a single starting battery can support in a day. Luckily
I was smart enough to operate on 1 battery at a time, so I always had a spare to crank on. The cranking batteries
have little reserve capacity and are not suited for "house power" applications. Also, if the Loran was not turned off
prior to engine cranking, the voltage drop during cranking would perform a complete frontal lobotomy on the Loran.
This would require reinitializing the Loran and re-entering previously stored waypoints. Not a desirable situation.
The Solution: I disconnected the starting batteries (located beneath the quarter berth) and installed two Exide Gold
180AH deep cycle batteries in their place. I then disconnected the engine electrical feed wire from the battery select
switch on the dc panel and re-routed it to the battery well. This removed the engine electrically from house power
and placed all house loads on the deep cycle batteries. I now had 2 cranking batteries abaft of the deep cycles, but
connected to nothing. I tied all 4 battery grounds together and connected the engine electrical lead to one of the
cranking batteries. This brought 1 starting battery on line for starting. I installed a starter solenoid between the 2
cranking batteries (the positive posts of the batteries to separate sides of the large solenoid posts) and installed a feed

wire from the start post of the engine start switch to the start post of the solenoid. I installed a ground wire from the
solenoid base (metal mounting bracket) back to the battery ground. This arrangement permits both cranking
batteries to be tied together in parallel when the start switch is in the "start" position, and disconnects them from each
other (for isolation purposes) when the switch is in the "run" or "off" positions. I installed a 2nd isolator between the
alternator and these 2 starting batteries, thus, the alternator can charge all 4 batteries when the engine is running. All
batteries are isolated when the engine is off, so no battery can drain any other battery.
Advantages:
The 2 house batteries are independently or mutually selectable or may be selected "off".
The 2 starting batteries operate in parallel to start the engine. In the event of a failure of the tie-in solenoid, one
starting battery is still available for start.
There is no voltage drop on house power circuits during start.
All batteries charge when the engine is running.
All batteries are isolated when the engine is not running. (Except house power if "both" is selected.)
All batteries are co-located, so deep cycles can be connected to engine circuit and used as starting batteries in an
emergency.
Disadvantages:
Only the deep cycle house power batteries are charged using shore power (currently).
Note: A before and after wiring diagram is attached to help clarify the modification.
20 January 1996: Update on Battery Configuration:
On the schematic I provided of my new battery layout for separate housepower and engine battery systems, I have
added a high amperage on-off switch just downstream of the primary cranking battery positive post. This is
necessary due to a note discovered in some fine print on the Westerbeke wiring diagram which says to add a switch
here. I mounted this switch in the cabin just to the right of the D.C. circuit breaker panel. It turns out that there is
something in the engine electrical circuit (I suspect in the alternator voltage regulator) that draws about 50 - 100
milliamperes constantly --- engine key switch on or key off. Doesn't sound like much, but in 3 weeks that's 25 - 50
amp-hrs --- not good for a cranking battery. The switch at the battery source will eliminate this drain when you
depart the boat for a couple of weeks. I discovered this after a brand new battery refused to deliver after sitting
nearly 3 weeks. The battery has recovered completely after the switch implant, thank you, and has not shown any
symptoms of recurrence of the illness or other side affects from this procedure.

COMMENTS
We have covered this in our previous responses.
20 January 1996: The following is the latest information on the manufacturer of the pulpits and stanchions on the
Aloha 10.4:
Tops-In-Quality, Inc, Marine Rails, 314 East Huron Blvd., PO Box 148, Marysville, MI 48040
(810) 364-7150 (8:30 AM to 4:30 PM)
QUESTIONS
(14 February 1995)
STANDING RIGGING: My next project is standing rigging and I would certainly like the factory specs. On rigging
length and tuning procedures. Anything and everything would be useful, I’m sure.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
2013 09 14 For Sale, Turner Marine Yacht Sales, Mobile, Alabama. Asking $45,000.00 OBO
BOAT FOR SALE
Original Profile: 10 May 1995. Last up-date: 20 January 1996
PURCHASED: 1994, from Dennis & Patricia Wightman, Dothan AL, vsl. name “Belize”, originally “Barbara J”

PROFILE #212
Leigh Hunt WILKS
412 - 2202 Lambert Drive, Courtenay, British Columbia, Canada. V9N 1Z8
Telephone: (604) 732-0696
E-mail: leigh@pacificcoast.net

NOCTURNE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 806732
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Van Isle Marina, Sidney, BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: primarily Gulf and San Juan Islands

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.
3.
4.

Full-batten mainsail re-cut as loose-footed and rigged with lazy jacks
Forespar Yachtrod solid boom vang
Twelve-volt system upgraded – four 6V golf cart batteries in two 12V banks, 130A alternator, and Hart 3stage “Smart” regulator
Lewmar Concept One Windlass

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS SINCE PURCHASE
1.
2.
3.

Loose strut, repaired – see Summer 1999 Newsletter, page 19
Void in lower leading edge of keel, repaired – see Spring 2001 Newsletter, page 27
MAINTENANCE OF INTEREST BY PREVIOUS OWNERS: Water through-deck fitting, repaired –
deterioration of balsa core discovered around one water through-hull, scraped back and re-sealed with
epoxy plus polyurethane sealer, fitting re-bedded in silicone

MODIFICATIONS/ADDITIONS OF NOTE SINCE PURCHASE
1.

Hinged doors fitted in main hatch to replace drop-in boards

COMMENTS
Nocturne is responsive, easily handled, strong, and sea-kindly. Accommodation is generous and comfortable. Thus
far she has proven to be a reliable, low maintenance cruiser. We researched and shopped extensively and could not
find a vessel that offered more in her size and price range.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Ted OLSON & Bonnie STACK, Pender Is, BC;
Previous Owner: Murray & Sandy CORNISH, Sidney, BC; Purchased: 1998
Profile Revised: May, 2002

PROFILE #213
Steven SCHUMAN
2000 Post Street #136, San Francisco, California, USA 94115

KAIROS
SERIAL NO,:

ZUYOD213J485

REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 679618

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
BOAT SOLD BY Edward PAUL[2966 Southwood Drive, Alameda, California, U.S.A. 94501-1774] to STEVE
SCHUMAN. Date Unknown.
Previous owner: John E. SANFORD

PROFILE #214
David & Jayne HERRING
31 Rich Avenue, Cambridge, Ontario, CANADA Cambridge
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: daveherring9@gmail.com

ENCHANTMENT
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D214E84
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 804499
DRAFT: 5’2”
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2012
LOCATION OF BERTH: 50 Point Conservation Area, Stoney Creek, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario.
==============================================================

Profile by Les & Carol HARRISON
9 Manor Wood Crescent, Kincardine, Ont., Canada N2Z 1C1
TELEPHONE: (519) 396-2324
Cell: (519) 881-6878
E-MAIL: harrisol@bmts.com

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL: # W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
TRANSMISSION REPLACEMENT, HURTH: Replaced. The transmission had apparently run low on fluid (before I
bought the boat). The symptom was a slow response when shifting forward to reverse. Finally it failed. The burns on
the gears were obvious and not new.
SHAFT, REPLACEMENT: Broken due to improper set screw placement on original. The set screw was opposite on
the shaft instead of 60º & 60º to the key). (The key is a small bar of bronze that fits into a slot to keep the shaft from
turning in the coupling.) The two set screws are screwed into the coupling and press on the shaft to hold against the
key. There’s a good drawing of all this technical stuff in an excellent book called “Boat-Owner’s Mechanical &
Electrical Manual” by Calder.”
FUEL LINE, BLOCKED CHECK VALVE: The engine died in the middle of Lake Huron in a good roll. After
changing all three (fuel) filters and still unsuccessful in re-starting the engine, I resorted to a tow. After several days
of investigation I discovered my fuel line had a check valve that had accumulated enough debris to block the flow at
any rpm above 1200. Hint to other owners of WESTERBEKE engines, from E&C Marine: “Remove the check
valve; it serves no purpose with an electric fuel pump.”
OIL CHANGES: I noticed in the Profiles that one person mentioned the flexible hose for draining the oil crankcase.
He said he used the marina pump to suck out the oil. I have found by using the plastic jug from my winter antifreeze, with a hole cut in the side, I can just place the flexible hose into the hole and leave it to drain over a weekend
in the bilge under the engine. Job done and the container can be easily & cleanly removed for disposal to our Club’s
re-cycle tank.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
REFRIGERATION: Replaced NOVA COOL with EZ Cool Refrigeration/holding plate #EK12CPAW -12v air &
water cooled. Divided the icebox with epoxy coated plywood dividers 9” from the inboard wall to create a
reasonable freezer compartment. The dividers are covered with aluminum insulation used for heating/air ducts.
Added insulation by cutting into the bulkhead in large cockpit locker and filling with insulating foam; also the area
under the icebox. Insulated and covered with aluminium reflective duct insulation the area next to the engine.
BATTERY CHARGER/INVERTOR: upgraded to Freedom 15 shore power charger that includes a 1500 watt
inverter from batteries for the operation of power tools, etc.

ALPHA SMART REGULATOR & 120 AMP POWERLINE ALTERNATOR: Upgraded the 55 amp alternator
regulator with the 120 amp Powerline and “smart” 3-stage regulator to minimize engine running time for battery
charging.
DINGHY-TOW SYSTEM: chose this over davits to keep weight at bow and stern to a miminum. It worked very
well. Only moved the outboard to the stern-rail when crossing the Gulf Stream. Have never felt it necessary to bring
the dinghy on deck when sailing or motoring.
AUTOHELM: Upgraded instrumentation to AUTOHELM from SR Mariner.
GPS: Added, with external antenna,
WINDLASS: Added Simpson-Lawrence windlass forward of the anchor locker on a 1” wood block to raise it to the
required height for the gypsy to take the chain.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
FURLING: Replaced STREAMSTAY with PROFURL.
PROPELLOR: Added 2” pitch to prop.
ADDITIONAL FUEL CAPACITY: added an 18 US gal. “saddle tank” aft of the quarterberth on 3 wooden knees
epoxied to the hull. The tank gauge is next to the main tank gauge below the engine instrument panel. Each fuel tank
goes to its own primary filter before going to the valve panel for selecting the tank supply and return for engine
operation.

SCREENS: The cabin hinged hatch screens were changed to removable with Velcro.
LIGHTING, MAIN CABIN: I have added a beautiful 12v halogen lamp that looks like an oil lamp
to the mast cover next to the entrance to the forward cabin. It really adds to the general lighting for
the main saloon.
LIGHTING, HEADS: Behind the bulkhead in the heads I also added a small horizontal halogen
light over the mirror. Great for those adding lipstick!
REFRIGERATION, INDOOR/OUTDOOR THERMOMETER: A suggestion for those with
refrigeration is the addition of a small indoor/outdoor thermometer, available at automotive
hardware stores like, in Canada, Canadian Tire stores. These are about Cdn$12.00 and can contribute considerably to
keeping your battery drain to a minimum from your fridge by allowing you to manage the temperature. As a bonus,
these little gadgets have a clock for the galley.
ANCHOR PLATFORM: Added bow anchor platform; 18” extension; 2 anchors
rollers to carry the Bruce and Plow anchors.
CABIN NIGHT LIGHTS: Use solar charged patio lights as night-lights in main
cabin and heads. Very helpful when visitors or children are aboard.
SOLAR PANELS: added 2 Solarex panels to the top of the bimini – provide a
maximum of 7.4 amp charge rate. Regulator is installed under the electrical panel
and feeds the house batteries directly with bleed to ship`s when switch set to both.
E-METER: installed the “E-Meter” to measure amp-hours of batteries. Very

helpful for keeping track of battery conditions when a variety of charging sources are used.
WASHDOWN PUMP: Installed an anchor
washdown/deck wash pump on a shelf in new
forward vee-berth locker. The pump is a
“Flojet” diaphragm pump delivering 4.5 gpm at
40 psi. Good firehose too!
MACERATOR PUMP: pumps head waste out
of the head tank through a “Y-valve” and
overboard when in areas where permitted.
HAM/MARINE SSB RADIO: an Icom 706 Mk
II with automatic tuner to a backstay antenna
was installed for communicatons while in the
Bahamas. Ground plane created by running 6”
wide copper foil through bilges from the
backstay forward. Excellent signal reported.
GALLEY TABLE: Installed a swing up table on
the end of the galley counter by the sink. It is
14” square allowing passage by and attached by
piano hinge. There is a 1” spacer to allow the
leg to swing behind the table.
VEE BERTH: Cut out vee-berth base forward
of hatch to holding tank; installed a beam
across; made a triangular hatch forward of
original to provide access to area for storage
and pumps. (see Washdown and Macerator
Pumps)
LAZERETTE: Installed in a vertical wall
forward of, and below the steering quadrant
and placed a shelf on top. Forward of the
vertical wall is storage for oils, cleaning and
polishing materials. On the shelf is room for
large but not too heavy items.
ENGINE SIDE ACCESS HATCH: on the
quarter-berth side of the engine a
10”X15”access hatch was installed to facilitate
oil filter changes.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Donald Rowe
Second Owner: Robert & Shirley Tripp; January 1992
Third Owner:
Les & Carol Harrison, Kincardine, Ontario, 1996
Fourth Owner: David and Jayne Herring, Cambridge, Ontario Fall of 2012
Original Profile: 12 February 1998

PROFILE #215
Gordon & Doreen Bridges
528 Wayne Cr. Midland. Ont.. L4R 5E1
TELEPHONE: (705) 527-7060
FAX:

EMAIL: Bonaventure34@sympatico.ca

BONAVENTURE
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD2151485
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 804557
DRAFT:
YEARBUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Bay Port Marina, Midland, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgian Bay, Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: #W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1. EXHAUST ELBOW: Cracked; to be changed.
2. ENGINE MOUNTS: Soft; to be changed.
C. EQUIPMENT ADDED WHICH MIGHT INTEREST OTHERS
1. REFRIGERATION: Nova Kool

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(SUCH AS OSMOSIS/BLISTERS, KEEL LEAKAGE OR OTHER PROBLEMS, AND REMEDIES)
1. BLISTERS: The hull was reportedly stripped and epoxied previously. Surveyed "Good" in July 1998.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
I have done little so far.
1. TABLE H1MGES: 1 will have to do something with the table lunges.
2. LOCKERS & DRAWERS, "HOLES": I will also have to do something with the "finger in the hole" catches
for cupboards. (To facilitate use by "swollen arthritic" fingers.)

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 24 October 1998

ADDENDUM #1 dated 10 May 1999
BUILDING AN EXHAUST ELHOW I built an exhaust elbow out of stainless fittings for approximately
C$50.00. Here is my working drawing

PROFILE #216
Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E. Toronto. Ontario. Canada M4W 1W2
TELEPHONE: (416) 934-1178
FAX: (416)934-0451
E-MAIL's: a.toir@utoronto.on.ca

ALLIGATOR
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: Ontario 54E5963
YEAR BUILT: 1985 PURCHASED: 1990
LOCATION OF BERTH: 1990-1998 Bayport Marina, Midland, Ontario
Now: Outer Harbour Marina, Toronto, Ont.
AREA WHERE SAILED: Now: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE, 4 cyl. Diesel
MODEL: W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
None to date. No major overhauls of anything. One winter, did have freshwater remain in HEAT EXCHANGER
resulting in a wonderful shower in engine compartment on spring start-up. There is a SOFT SCREW-IN CAP on the
port side of the exchanger which had let go and avoided major system problems. Replacing the cap took a while as
parts had to be ordered in from the manufacturer.
Starting panel alarm starting to become erratic, and sometimes does not sound on turning key.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. BOW MECHANICAL WINDLASS: SIMPSON LAWRENCE HYSPEED 510, single speed, reciprocating lever
operated. I found the original 35 CQR and 40' of 3/8 chain a bit much to haul up from 30 feet. Now I have 100' BBB
chain on 5/8' nylon twist line. Haul up still takes time, but my back and arms thank me. Windlass is bow mounted on a
modified, reinforced anchor tocker cover. The cover was cut leaving enough of the port after part to mount the
windlass and this part was reinforced, glassed to the deck and braced to hold the windlass. Cut a hole in its after part
to allow chain to fall into the back of the anchor well. The remaining L-shaped anchor well cover is unchanged and
opens as before. Bow-roller unchanged. Chain leads directly back to windlass gipsy. Only irritation is that 100' of
chain "castles" ^nd eventually is high enough-thai it blocks the deck hole and I have to use the lever to move the piled
up chain. Incidentally, with the 351b CQR and 100' of chain, I found that I always needed to let out about 100' even
in 10-15' water, well beyond the 1/5 scope recommended in books, or the CQR would not hold firmly when I backed
down during anchoring and was liable to drag with heavy winds and boat swinging. With a prior 30' boat with Bruce
anchor and 30' 3/8 chain, 1 needed very little scope to get a prompt, secure hold. I am thinking of changing the CQR
to a Bruce.
2. The DEPTH FINDER of the original COMBI systems knot/log with depth unit died. It was replaced with a cheap
fishfinder (Eagle SupraPro I.D) portable model with additional transducer. Having a "strip chart" display showing
depth history is unbelievably helpful when navigating. The unit comes with a small plastic "briefcase" containing 2 6v
lantern batteries, transom mounted removable transducer and a place to clip on the waterproof unit. This part I use in
my dingly to explore anchorages. In addition,! got a second transducer which I epoxied inside the hull in the small
midline locker between the head end of the V-berths. I got some gel and tested sound transmission thru the hull at
this point. There is no balsa here and I got excellent sound transmission. With the transducer epoxied in place, I have
reached bottom to 400 feet, which is the deepest water I have been in.
Underway, it is connected to boat 12 v power. In the boat, I built a bracket which allows me to have the unit in the
cabin at night (great for anchor and bottom watch when the wind changes) and there is a second bracket on top of the
hatch where the unit is mounted underway. The trace is fantastic for following bottom contour especially in tricky

areas such as Georgian Bay and it is very useful to use as an underwater finger to "feel" the bottom when going into
shoal channels. My unit cost about $150. If I were to do it again and sail in Georgian Bay, I would spend a little more
and get the multi-beam variety that shows depth as a 3D display and interrogates the bottom on either side of the boat
as well as the middle, since it would show me which way to turn into deeper water more readily. I also have my GPS
mounted the same way; on the deck top when underway and in the cabin at nite.
3.A GARBORD? PLUG was inserted into the keel bilge. This is basically a 1' hole in the bilge for winter to let water
out. It is a brass plate attached to the inside of the hull that is threaded to hold a screw-in plug that is screwed in from
inside the bilge. In past years, I found that water got in the boat during the winter and on occasion threatened the
floor boards. With the hole in the bottom, anything that comes in can get out and bilge flooding and freezing is no
longer an issue.
4.Added 'A" plywood floor in STERN LOCKER RESTING ON STEERING MECHANISM. Floor is split into
overlapping left and right sides to allow removal to service steering. A3" rail is mounted around the edge to prevent
things sliding off into the bilge. Creates a locker a bit higher than a bucket. I think someone else has made a similar
modification.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. We have had some KEEL LEAKAGE. In fact, the leakage now connects to the bilge as a pinhole that allows a
little water in constantly. My bilge pump comes on for 2-3 sec about once per hour or two. Without the automatic
pump, if the boat is left for 2 - 3 weeks, there is ^191 oalyveiytittte water in the bilge.
2. CABIN PORTS (WINDOWS): mosquitoes can be bad in Georgian Bay. I sprayed the screens with repellant. Don't
do this. The chemicals affect the plastic -windows and can leave an etched pattern on the plastic where the screen
touches the window. It is hard to polish this off.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
See above: anchor windlass, fishfinder depth sounder, garbord plug, stem locker floor.

COMMENTS
STEERING/AUTOHELM: AUTOHELM 3000, original unit. It has needed one repair for loose control box wires. It
took the company 3 tries to get it right!
BATTERIES: 3 batteries Interstate; one starting, two for house, especially refrigeration.
ELECTRICAL: Garmin 120 GPS -basic unit, no electronic charting - fantastic.
TEAK (EXTERIOR): a pain to maintain, any suggestions for durable products?
TEAK (INTERIOR): any suggestions for redoing, what products?
SAILS: just bought 140 North furling jib with rope bolster to help in reefing. Seems to work but still have too little
experience with it.
RIGGING: thinking of installing 2 (port and starboard) boom preventers (boom to rail) for security in short handed
sailing.
CRUISING EXPERIENCES
Know Georgian Bay and North Channel well. Recently sailed boat from Midland to Toronto through Georgian Bay,
Huron, St. Clair river. Lake St. Clair, Detroit river, Lake Erie (mainly US side), Welland Canal.
OTHER EQUIPMENT,
ZODIAC 11' inflatable. SUZUKI 4 hp outboard (very reliable, one person can easily lift it onto stem rail bracket)
OTHER COMMENTS
THROUGH HULL VALVES: Had an educational experience with brass exterior water source through hull under
galley sink. 1 shut if off at haul out when boat was still in the water. Next spring, when 1 opened it after launch, again
in the water, there was a leak in the housing at the valve. The "plug" of water that had remained in the hole in the
round ball valve had frozen in the winter and its expansion cracked the housing. Now all thru hulls are left open in the
winter. I changed the fractured unit with the boat in the water but it was a bit exciting when a 2' high 1" diameter
fountain sprang up under the galley sink as the fittings were being changed. Incidentally, the bilge pump could not
handle the volume of water that came in through the 1" hole and we had to stop work intermittently to let the pump
catch up.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 10 January 1999

PROFILE #217
Wayne & Rhoda KELLEY
RR #3, Shelburne, Nova Scotia, CANADA. B0T 1W0

ASLAN'S WIND
---------------information below provided by Jack & Elaine Archer--------------------------SERIAL NUMBER:
REG/DOC NUMBER: Ontario 50E115767 T C 831168
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1985
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:
DRAFT:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Four core plugs on the head popped, have not experienced any other damage.

EQUIPMENT ADDED


Refrigerator - Nova Kool, 17 years problem free

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
After 17 years of no bottom maintenance the hull had many blisters in 2002. I had the bottom soda blasted which
opened the blisters. I filled and refinished the bottom with Interluxe 2000E. Time will tell if the process produced
the desired result.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Removed top lifeline and installed stainless steel rails as seen on Amel sail boats.
Modified air intake baffle to permit easy removal.
Installed extensions on reefing T-bar.
Moved position of drain plug on engine to allow for complete oil drainage.
Built up the base of the bilge to allow position of the pump to be at the lowest spot.
Shortened spreaders by four inches to permit boat to point higher.
Installed stainless steel mast pulpit.
Had new damper plate made for better fit on transmission input shaft.

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
Norm & Cheryl live aboard – see Spring Newsletter 2008

HISTORY
Previous Owner:
BOAT SOLD BY NORM FINLAY of Nova Scotia TO WAYNE KELLEY - SUMMER 2013
Norm FINLAY and Cheryl HUGHES, 58 Cecil Street, Clark’s Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada B0W 1P0
Jack & Elaine Archer, Burlington, Ontario; Boat name: CLAUDETTE, 1985-2007
Original Profile: Sept 5, 2002; Updated 2007

PROFILE #218
Tom SPRAGGE & CARLA LANDSKY
14 Michigan Avenue, Welland, Ontario, CANADA L3B 3A4
TELEPHONE: 905 735-5919
EMAIL: Tom: rondeau.sprat@gmail.com
Carla: carla.landsky@hotmail.com
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD218A585
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
BERTH:
AREA: Lake Ontario

REG: T C 806841
PURCHASED: 2012

PROFILE #218
HISTORY
Boat sold by David Wong to Tom Spragge and Carla Landsky in summer of 2012

PROFILE #219
Linda TOMS & David HALL
21 Beaverdale Road, Toronto, Ontario, CANADA M8Y 1H5
Former address
#704 - 86 Gloucester St., Toronto, Ontario, Canada M4Y 2S2
TELEPHONE: (416) 922-9151
E-MAIL: linda.toms@rogers.com; david.hall@rogers.com
NOTE: Above information from Transport Canada Marine Database 2014 09 23

DALINA
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 806841
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1985 (new)
LOCATION OP BERTH: Queen City Yacht Club, Toronto, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE : Westerbeke
MODEL: W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED.WHAT'-WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
New exhaust elbow 2000

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. REFRIGERATION: NOVA KOOL, 1985
2. BATTERIES: Increased battery bank. Larger alternator & regulator for increased battery charging when
down south.
3. FURLING: PROFURL LC32 added 2001.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: Multiple small blisters in. boot-topping ("blue strip" at waterline) after being in salt water for a
number of years.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. MICROWAVE: Installed aft above icebox.-1985
2. LIGHTING: Additional lighting installed in main cabin and over chart table.

COMMENTS
DAL1NA went south 1989 - 1990 to Florida with the intent of crossing to the Bahamas but we never made it as we
ran out of time. We also went south in 1992 and I trucked the boat back up in 1995

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 25 June 2001

PROFILE #220
Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd., Royston, B.C. V0R 2V0
TELEPHONE (250)-334-3409 FAX
E-MAIL abalone@telus.net , waterstar@shaw.ca

SANCTUM
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD2201586
REGISTRY:T C 807929
YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: May, 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: B.C. and Alaska

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Yanmar
MODEL: GM30F
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
The Westerbeke 27 has been replaced with a Yanmar 3GM30F also 27 HP [in 2003]. The work required on the
Westerbeke to do a complete rebuild would have come to almost half the cost of the new one and you would still
have a 17 year old engine. The new one is slightly smaller in size and the filters and adjustments are much more
accessible. I am hoping for maintenance only for the time that I have left to sail.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED














Harken Mk II roller furling,
Espar diesel heat,
Autohelm 4000,
Norcold fridge unit in the icebox,
pressure water using a belt-driven par pump (needs work),
Paloma hot water,
Vetus (big) windlass,
Lowrnace sounder X65, Marintek GPS, VHF, and AM/FM/CD player.
battery charger - Xantrex True Charge 20+
battery combiner - The idea was to charge the biggest bank of batteries from the single output alternator and
have the combiner look after the smaller one, problem is that with this engine I can't seem to start it from the
smaller battery and have the alternator output go to the house battery so for the time being I have everything
off the house battery with the other as the standby. I have read of someone who has done that in the name of
simplicity while living aboard for the last six years.
Link 10 meter - this does a number of things and is a great diagnostic tool in finding bad circuits. It found
that the motor on the Par pump for the fresh water system was drawing too much current so I put in a Sure
Flo pump in its place for under $100. When I find a motor for the Par I will use it as a wash-down pump.
80 amp alternator - before the engine went in I had the distributor put it on to replace the stock 55 amp
alternator.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
I was dismayed to find that all sealing and bedding of equipment is done with silicone. All four deck fillers move when
caps tightened. Water got into the core material in two of them causing it to rot. This being a later boat , some of the

earlier problems have been addressed such as chainplates now being bolted to the outside of the gussets rather than
being glassed over.
There are lots of small blisters that I will not do anything about unless they appear to grow. My expert feels that they
may have stabalized. Over time I will rebed everything attached to the boat starting with the ports and I will search
out all the steel screws that have failed and will fail. I have replaced the main and need to repair the two headsails.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS






I have replaced the Brydon boy head which was plumbed directly overside with a Sealand head which is
really just a Porta-potty with plumbing to pump overside or through the deck and gives us an endurance of
3 or 4 days. The original holding tank has always been plumbed as a fresh water tank which I like.
The windlass is mounted behind and slightly to port of the existing anchor locker with the deck button
switch to port of that. I wasn't able to operate the windlass and stow the chain by myself so I made a
hinged arm that pokes through the toe rail and lies across the deck button then hinges forward to starboard
of the windlass to a place that I can kneel on the end of it to operate the switch and have two hands free to
stow line and 110 feet of chain.
Project of the moment is the upgrade of the minimal electrical system which the previous owner got
started on. Right now there is more battery capacity than there is charging capability.
I have a thing about paper charts. There is nowhere to keep them flat so I made a drawer from 1/4"
plywood tacked together and glassed on the inside 26"X36" to fit tight under the overhead of the quarter
berth. There are two cross beams 1"x1-1/4 that drop into sockets with 1''x1" aluminum angle as guides for
the drawer. The angle is fastened with flat-head bolts through the beams with wing nuts. As there is little
clearance above the drawer can't jump out so no other fasteners are needed. The whole thing can be
knocked down in 30 seconds if you need the bunk. (charts are folded once)

COMMENTS
Fortunately, I was looking for a project when I found this one but the boat seems worth the effort.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Purchased May 2002 from Ron VanDyke. Sanctum was named Lady Rowan until about 5 years ago.
Profile Update: 2014 09 23

PROFILE #221
Jerry & Marlene CASTRICATO
35 Brookline Way, New York, NY, U.S.A. 10956
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: jcastric@yahoo.com

MALHALO
REGISTRY: ZUY0D221F585
DOC NUMBER: NJ0218GT
DRAFT: 5’6”
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 2012
LOCATION OF BERTH: Haverstraw NY
AREA WHERE SAILED: Hudson River

======Original Profile by original owner and updated========
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
Original Engine

MODEL: W27

HORSEPOWER: 27

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Low oil pressure.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Davits for dinghy

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
LIGHTENING: Struck by lightening while on the hard; -no structural damage. Lost Depth Sounder, AM/FM Radio
& Knot meter [previous owner]

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
PAINT, HULL: Painted navy blue in 1996 <AWL GRIP?) [previous owner]

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
Ann & I love the boat.

HISTORY
Previous Owner: Tim & Debi STIRLING, Thiells, NY; Previously Named: SHILLELAGH; Purchased 2000
Previous Owner Richard & Ann DeSANTO Purchased 2006
John & Karen LITTLEFIELD, 137 11th Street, Creskill, NY, U.S.A., Purchased June 2010
NOTE: MAHALO suffered damage during Hurricane Sandy in October 2012 and was written off by Littlefield’s
insurance company. Boat purchased to be repaired by Jerry & Marlene CASTRICATO.
Original Profile: 15 May 2000; Revised: January 5, 2004
Information updated 2014 09 23

PROFILE #222
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St., Goderich, Ontario, N7A 2K8
TELEPHONE: (519) 524-5127
FAX:

EMAIL: restlessole@gmail.com

RESTLESS SOLE
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG.: T C 812677
YEAR BUILT: 1986 PURCHASED:
Goderich Ontario
Lake Huron & North Channel.

1999

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE

MODEL: W-27

HORSEPOWER: 27

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
First season. None so far.
ELECTRICAL: 1. 110 BATTERY CHARGER: TECHNOMIN - Model 70120, 20 amps.
2. ALTERNATOR: AMPLE POWER - Model 1024, 130 amps.
3. REGULATOR: AMPLE POWER - Model 1021-12,
4. ISOLATOR: POWERUNE - Model PLM60-3, 160 amps.
5. MONITOR: AMPLE POWER - Model ESAHM System 7.
6: BATTERY SENSOR: AMPLE POWER - Model 1018 (x3), volt. & temp.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. STOVE:_TASCO Marine Propane stove, gimbals mounted two burner with oven, -Mod.5550LP
2. FUME SENSOR: SAFE-T-ALERT (Now unserviceable due to parts unavailability)
3. REFRIGERATION: NOVA KOOL COMPU COLD. Has cooling water circulating pump for very hot weather
4. CABIN HEATER/FIREPLACE: DICKINSON wood fireplace.
5. DAVITS: Yes (I plan to remove these)
6. BOTTOM PAINT: Epoxied, INTER PROTECT by INTERLUX
7. AUTO PILOT: AUTOHELM 3000
8. DODGER: Customized cockpit complete enclosure with windows and screens manufactured by ESKA TOP in
Midland, Ontario.
9. FURLING GEAR: ULTRA FURL
10.GPS: Garmin GPS Map 250
11. INSTRUMENTS: DANA PLUS speed, depth, log and wind speed.
12. COOLER, -COCKPIT: The centre locker at the stem which accesses the steering has an insulated cooler
installed in it. Photos to follow. Also pulls out in a second to access the rudder quadrant. (I am planning to remove
this and install an extra fuel tank.
13. FANS: Two 12 v. wall mounted in galley & vee berth.
14. SAILS: STORER's drifting reacher (DRS) or cruising spinnaker..

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTER: There are some very small blisters just above the water line on the port and starboard side aft. The
surveyor advised that they were strictly a cosmetic problem at this stage but that eventually they should be repaired
and perhaps the water line raised a couple of inches.
2. WATER LINE: Has now been raised 3 inches and blisters (which were in outer coat only) sanded out.

COMMENTS:
We are still getting used to the boat. Although we are very pleased with it, there are several improvements and
modifications to be made before the boat is ready for coastal or offshore cruising, including:
 I intend to install a new more robust bow pulpit capable of supporting two 35 Ib anchors.
 I will be installing an auxiliary fuel tank of 15 to 20 gallons.
 I am still considering installing the baby stay for the cutter rig which I intended right from the start.
 There is also the recommendation of installing a steel rod to run from the aft lower bottom of the keel to the
fore lower comer of the skeg..."

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previously WINDFLOWER from members Ron & Carole Kelly, ESPANOLA, Ontario
Profile: Up-dated 06 December 1996 - Original: 1 September 1995

PROFILE #223
Mike & Doreen PETTIGREW
3071 Dolphin Drive, Nanoose Bay, British Columbia, CANADA

V9P 9J3

TATOOSH
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG. T C 807857
YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED:
Campbell River, British Columbia
Strait of Georgia, etc, British Columbia

2013

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE with HURTH transmission MODEL: W-27

HORSEPOWER: 27 hp

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
WESTERBEKE W-27 ENGINE: I like the engine very much because it runs so quietly.
FUEL PUMP: Also the electric fuel pump automatically bleeds any air out of the system which is a real plus.
OIL CHANGES: Whilst the oil drain is on the bottom of the sump with a flexible lead which enables one to change
oil relatively simply with a small pump. The clean-up of the pump is messy and consequently I now change oil at one
or more local marine fuel docks using their efficient dip stick suction pumps.
FUEL OIL FILTER: The fuel oil filter is horizontal and somewhat messy to change but with luck most of the spillage
can be contained in a plastic bread bag wrapper wrapped around the filter. I remove the air intake muffler to make it
easier.
FUEL CONSUMPTION: I would guess it is about 3 L per hour at 6 kts.
SPEED MADE GOOD-ENGINE REVOLUTIONS: With a clean bottom and newly faired 15x13x3 prop. (We
gained approximately 1/4 kts extra speed when prop. was faired and polished after the last haul-out.)
1500 Revs
5 kts
1800
5.8 kts
2000
6.3 kts
2500 Revs
7 kts (only just)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
PALOMA HOT WATER: Is installed over the galley sink slightly to port. I have seen them installed in the head
which is better aesthetically but the head type installation makes the use of the head sink difficult.
“HOT BOX” HOT AIR FURNACE
HARKEN FURLING (genoa)
RAYTHEON 10X RADAR & LORAN
LOFRANS ELECTRIC WINDLASS WITH 260 FEET CHAIN
LAZY JACKS; BACK-STAY TENSIONER
AUTOHELM 4000
SIGNET INSTRUMENTS
COCKPIT STEREO
GENNAKER & “SNUFFER”

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
No problems with above (so far!)

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
BATTERIES: The batteries (2) in this boat are in the quarterberth plus a spare third “just in case” battery in the
starboard locker. The third battery is in a plastic case and is not connected to the other batteries so it cannot
inadvertently run down. It can be connected to the starting battery (or both) with 16 foot heavy jumper cables, I also
carry. I can, therefore, always give others a jump start.
TENDER/DAVITS/OUTBOARD: We have an 8 hp YAMAHA outboard for tender on davit which lowers onto
outboard bracket, which previous owner installed. This will drive TATOOSH at 5 knots in calm water. We chose this
size outboard because it is the same weight as the 6 h.p. YAMAHA and because it is will move the Aloha at 5 kts (a
get home safety feature) when attached to an outboard bracket, quite unobtrusive. It is also useful for fishing as the
WESTERBEKE’s slowest speed is about two 1/4 knots a little too fast for trolling. The outboard motor (and/or dog
and/or other heavy weight problem) is hoisted aboard using a simple home made davit made of 7/8 O/D stainless steel
pipe in an inverted “L” shape which slips into a vertical piece of 1” I.D. stainless steel fastened to the pulpit with 2
hose clamps. I use a purchase tackle made up of 2 small double blocks and 1/4” nylon line. See attached photos of
chair. The davit can be lifted out of its socket tube and stowed below, although we always keep ours shipped in
position. Total cost was about $60.00. I will take photos later on.”
ENGINE ACCESS: Extensive modifications for engine access. Basically:
 a large 24” x 12” access panel in the starboard quarter berth and
 the removal of all the drawers but one on the port side adjacent to the engine for access to water pump,
etc. This space is not wasted, however, and is used for washing up bowls, large frying pans on hooks
and storage of 110 V and 12 V trouble lights, etc. The drawers were replaced by a matching teak door,
which has a tool rack on the inside for all sizes of pliers and crescent wrenches.
 -the cabinet doors under the nav. station and the galley sink also have the inside tool racks for all sizes
and types of screw drivers, etc.
ENGINE “EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS”: Added mechanical oil pressure alarm as back-up to electrical gauge.
SEATING,-HELMSMAN’S CHAIR IN COCKPIT: Have adapted plastic patio chair to fit abaft wheel which also is
adaptable to fit under dodger in wet weather in companionway. Attached are photos which show location and how it
was made including an adapter made from PVC pipe to use in the companionway under the dodger in wet weather.
When rolling, I lash the arms of the chair to the pulpit sides to keep it stable.
BOTTOM PAINT: Micron
SAILS: UK (original ?)
PROPELLER: MICHIGAN 15x13x3 bladed prop.
ANCHORS: 1-35 lb plough + 1-25 lb kedge
MUFFLER: factory
CABIN MODIFICATIONS:
For engine access only, as above.
JACOB’S LADDER: One item that might interest others is the problem of sailing alone and re-boarding the boat
after falling in the drink. Even at the dock, which happened to me, it is virtually impossible to re-board in heavy wet
clothes unless one is an 18 year old athlete. I have since made a small 5 step Jacob’s ladder with steps about 10” wide
which neatly stows rolled up under the folding stern ladder and is released from the water by letting go of a small
bungey cord. The steps reach down about 12” below the top of the rudder. This problem is not, of course, peculiar to
ALOHAs.
DECK HARDWARE: Added 3 cleats.installed as follows:
a) A heavy 12” cleet abaft the windlass for (1) taking weight and pull of anchor chain from the windlass when
at anchor, using a short piece of 1” nylon with a rolling hitch. And (2) for the bowline when docking in a
strange marina and not knowing “which side to”. The bowline is then quickly slipped under the lifeline on
when “which side to” is determined.
b) Another 8” cleat is installed aft of the cockpit coaming amid ships at the transom for towing the tender and
also for some mooring situations.
c) A third one is a 6” cleat on the port side of the companionway for sail handling.
MAST STEPS, -FOLDING: Attached are photos to show them in the vertical stowed-away position. They are
slightly sprung to avoid rattles. The are advertised in one or more catalogues.
PLANNED ADDITIONS
Extra winch for reefing, & enlarging genneker which originated from our previous boat (C&C 30)

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Prevoius Owners: Mike & Doreen PETTIGREW
Boat Sold By Pettigrew to John & Lorna GUILD , Cherryville, British Columbia, August 6, 2009
Boat Sold October 2013 – Re-purchased By Michael Pettigrew
ORIGINAL PROFILE: 30 June 1995; UP-DATED 27 September 1995

ADDENDUM
ADDENDUM #1 dated 16 January 1998
PROPELLER: Was advised that the pink copper coloured patch on my MICHIGAN 3x15x13 propeller was probably
an original factory flaw. One blade was unusually thin requiring fairing and polishing. One blade was out of line. Done
for Cdn$40.00. Result: 3/4 knot increase in speed.
PROPELLER SHAFT/CUTLASS BEARING: When replacing the newly faired prop., I noticed a small piece of
rubber protruding from the cutlass bearing and asked the yard to replace it, -the original I believe on this 1986 boat.
Proved to be a major problem as the propeller shaft was galled and could not be freed from the coupling with mauls
and brass drift punches because of lack of space and because they could not use heat on the coupler which has four
rubber anti-vibration dampners.
The only solution was to cut the 1 inch s.s. shaft. Replacement cost was Cdn$125.00 for a length of shaft and
Cdn$125.00 for machining plus the yard labour. The yard consoled me by saying this happens to about 5% of the
shafts; but they put the new one on with “NEVER SEIZE” compound.
WESTERBEKE 27 H.P., LUBE OIL FILTER: I think Mr. WESTERBEKE has a malicious sense of humour or
perhaps a dislike for yachties in general when he designed this attachment. Being installed horizontally and in an area
already in a most restricted area & due to thick sound insulating foam, it has always been a major chore to replace.
Requires removal of the engine heat sensor and the air intake manifold, and then puncturing the bottom of the lube
filter (to hopefully drain most of the oil first) and then trying to catch the dripping oil filter in a plastic bread wrapper.
So I purchased an “off the shelf” remote lube oil filter and bracket which is now conveniently attached to the
bulkhead adjacent to the primary RACOR fuel filter. Mr. WESTERBEKE sells these for about Cdn$350.00 plus
labour for installation which can be tricky as the heavy hydraulic hose fittings need a lot of room and some adapters.
What a joy it is after the original! Schematic is attached. The new filter is twice the size of the older one, which
makes it more efficient and reduces the number of oil changes. Rick & Judy Klett #195 may be interested in this.
YANMAR has a similar unit for about US$390.00 including installation. I put masking tape on the filter to mark the
3/4 turn recommended for the correct torque.
ANCHOR TRYSAIL: One of the very few faults with TATOOSH is the tendency to spin at anchor through 90
degrees in moderate winds, sometimes to the consternation of adjacent boats in a tight anchorage. We use a CQR
plough anchor with up to 260 feet of chain cable. We usually use a ratio of 5 to 1 but veer more cable if it blows.
The problem has been resolved by having an anchor trysail which reduces the wandering arc to about 30 degrees.
SEE PHOTO. You will note that the tack is bent onto the end of the boom, the peak to the main halyard and the clew
to the pad-eye on the transom to which the backstay tensioner is made fast.
Cost was about Cdn$150.00. It can be set in 2 minutes. It can be used as a heavy weather trysail.
CHART STORAGE: I find the navigating desk too small and therefore use the main cabin table which will take an
entire flat chart Its fiddles prevent instruments sliding off. I dislike rolled charts & therefore roll mine lengthwise 3
times and stow them under the upholstery, which is not too convenient. Does anyone have any better ideas?
AWLGRIP ON TOPSIDES: Initially planned to paint dark green hull band and boot topping. Ended up doing the
white topsides as well. Total cost including fairing and minor repairs was Cdn$3,800.00 plus $175 to lift boat and
mast plus $350 transportation each way! There was some minor but stable gelcoat blistering (less than 1/4 inch dia.)
particularly around the waterline. Additional cost Cdn$4,500.00 including grinding off, 2 to 3 months of slightly
heated drying, 2 coats of epoxy sealer, 1 layer of 10 ounce cloth with more epoxy & 2 coats of sealer epoxy followed
by 2 coats of MICRON anti-fouling. See photos. I am trying to persuade Doreen that this is an acceptable odd year
wedding anniversary present. Am I being unreasonable?
KEEL: While up, we noted that the keel took a lot of drying and also that there is no lead in the aft part of the keel. I
wonder if other boats have the same unequal lead ballast distribution.

GROUNDING REPAIRS: The shipwright advised that from his experience in a grounding, the most severely
impacted part of the boat is the area where the aft part of the keel joins the hull. On his recommendation, we reinforced this area with extra cloth and epoxy for an area of about 18” all around.
EMERGENCY BOARDING/JACOB’S LADDER: See photo, further to description on page 2. Can be dropped by a
person in the water and extends down into the water about a foot below the top of the rudder.
OUTBOARD BRACKET: See photo. 8 H.P. outboard motor will move TATOOSH at 5 knots in calm water. See
also photo of 1” S.S. davit to handle 60 lb. outboard motor.
MAST STEPS: Further to item on page 2, if I am on my own, I use the nylon MASTMATE to go up the mast, but I
am installing 2 folding mast steps 4 feet below the top of the mast for comfort and greater safety.
CLEANER BILGES: I scrounge pieces of rubber upholstery from the local upholsterer which I cut to size to put
under the engine; I replace it periodically. Diesel always seem to leak somewhere.
FUEL, DIRTY: Last season the primary RACOR fuel element had a purple tinge which is a sure sign of algae. On
advice of the local injector shop, I purchased 3 feet of 1/4” I.D. copper tubing, which is semi-flexible and attached it
to a small hand pump to pump out the fuel at the bottom of the tank through the fuel return connection in the top of
the tank into one gallon plastic containers. The weight of the copper takes it to the bottom of the tank whereas plastic
hose will float or curl up away from the bottom. The first gallon from the bottom was thicker & purple in colour.
The second was a lighter purple/brown & opaque. By the fourth gallon, the fuel was clear. Suggest this is not an
unusual build-up of contaminant and water over 10 years. It was a simple process which I plan to do each season. In
addition to using diesel fungicide, we also installed an ALGAE X Unit at Cdn $150 which makers claim pulverizes
ant algae with magnetic energy. It is quickly & simply installed between the tank & the primary fuel filter. Perhaps
I’m putting snake oil in the fuel. SAIL praised it but PRACTICAL SAILOR panned it!
ENGINE MUFFLER, REPLACEMENT: One small hole turned out to be several which a local welder fixed but it is
now leaking again. I will eventually replace this with the heavy duty plastic one advertised in WEST MARINE.
Stainless obviously does not like salt water. I should have remembered Dave Duncan’s #168 recommendation! I will
install an anti-siphon unit even though the smaller exhaust hose is much higher than the waterline.
HOT BOX PROPANE HEATER: Surprised that no other ALOHA 34 owners seem to have this heater. Made in the
U.K. for large trucks & buses. Simple & unobtrusive. Installed in the starboard forward locker above the settee, abaft
the hanging locker. Is completely out of sight behind settee backrest. Vents hot air into the cabin via flex hose at deck
level forward of water tank. Other vents can be installed. Exhausts through hanging locker & S.S. fitting out foremost
portlight. 5 settings. Electrically ignited. We have a reliable gas sniffer but we never leave it on at night.
PUMPS: In addition to the RULE automatic & the WHALE gusher bilge pumps, we carry a portable 7 GPM
JABSCO washdown pump for emergency purposes. Suction is via a length of garden hose. Powered by attaching
leads with alligator clips to our third (un-dedicated) battery. May help us or someone one day.
ENGINE EXHAUST MANIFOLD: I have replaced this unit at least twice in the last 6 years. WESTERBEKE dealer
supplied aluminium alloy manifold last time, “more resistant to corrosion but more fragile”. We shall see.
ANCHOR WINDLASS, LOFRANS: After auto-pilot & furling, this is the most useful equipment onboard. While I
retro-fitted a 100 amp fuze, “Nigel Calder” recommends the foot pedal switch have its own. When the rubber gasket
for the foot switch deteriorates (it just did), water may find its way in through the deck.

PROFILE #224
Dwayne ANDERSON
1180 Castle Crescent, Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada V3C 5E1
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
E-MAIL: dwayneanderson@shaw.com

CALIESTE
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 807628
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1996 (new)
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

...........................................Information from Brander-Smith ...............................................
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. Refrigeration: Refrigeration panel installed in ice box plus heavy duty battery. Very hard on battery. Therefore
operated only when motoring or on shore power.
2. Capstan: NILSSEN electric capstan with foot operated deck switch. Vertical drum handles anchor line, - 20’ heavy
chain & 35 lb. CQR anchor hauled up by hand.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Heater: Cabin is heated by ESPAR heater.
Have just added a double ACUHEAT Marine double heater with one vent to each cabin. It is heated by hot fresh
water from the heat exchanger. When the engine is running and the fan is on, it provides heat to both cabins.
We have (the usual) automatic bilge pump, fresh water pump supplying galley, washbasin & shower in head, and salt
water pump in galley.

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: David Brander-Smith, Vancouver, BC, Canada
Original Profile: 08 June 1998

PROFILE #225
Richard & Ann VARNEY
Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada

MARIAH
HISTORY
Previous Owners, Boat Names, etc.
Rick WEST, Boat Name Spinaker

PROFILE #226
Joel & Mary-Martha STARKMAN
25 Wilmot Crt., Hamilton, Ontario, Canada L8S 2T1
TELEPHONE:
EMAIL: artistic1@bellnet.ca

FIRESTAR
SERIAL NO.: VERIFY ZUYOD2268***85
REG.:
T C 808033
DRAFT:
NEEDED – 4.5; OR 5’
YEAR BUILT: 19865
PURCHASED: 2014
BERTH:
McDonald Marine, Hamilton
AREA:
LAKE ONTARIO

=========From previous owner.==================
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL: W-27A
HORSEPOWER: 27 h.p.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
NO

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Hard access to oil filter; planning on making an access port in quarterberth.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. DODGER/BIMINI/COCKPIT ENCLOSURE: We added a dodger with a connecting bimini and full enclosure to
extend our sailing season.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
CUTTER RIG: We were contemplating turning our 10.4 into a cutter rig in order to achieve splitting our sail layout
and moving our anchor away from the bow. We would appreciate any comments from Ted Brewer on the cutter rig
design.
ANSWERS
1. SPREADER: Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl hull #117 asked “We have a black spreader which comes off (the black)
on your hands & feet when going up the spar. Can this be painted over?”.
In answer to Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl’s question, we had black spars which the paint came off as well. What we
did was wash them with acetone and sprayed them with black TREMCLAD, which has adhered and stood up.

HISTORY
Boat Sold by David & Beverley TALBOT to Joel & Mary-Martha Starkman, 2014

PROFILE #226
David & Beverley TALBOT
90 Regent Avenue, HAMILTON, ONTARIO L9B 1B4 CANADA
TELEPHONE: (905) 383-9266;
FAX:

FIRESTAR
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 808033
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1994
LOCATION OF BERTH: Fifty Point Yacht Club, Fifty Point Marina, HAMILTON, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: LAKE ONTARIO

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL: W-27A
HORSEPOWER: 27 h.p.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?
NO

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Hard access to oil filter; planning on making an access port in quarterberth.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. DODGER/BIMINI/COCKPIT ENCLOSURE: We added a dodger with a connecting bimini and full enclosure to
extend our sailing season.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: 1/4” gelcoat blisters; nothing penetrating to glass.
2. RUDDER SKEG: Split because of freezing water inside.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
1. FORWARD BULKHEAD IN MAIN CABIN, -DELAMINATION: We would like to know why we had
secondary lamination securing the forward bulkhead of the main salon to the hull under the port settee and starboard.
We ground out and re-laminated it with heavier cloth.
2. CUTTER RIG: We were contemplating turning our 10.4 into a cutter rig in order to achieve splitting our sail
layout and moving our anchor away from the bow. We would appreciate any comments from Ted Brewer on the
cutter rig design.
ANSWERS
1. SPREADER: Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl hull #117 asked “We have a black spreader which comes off (the black)
on your hands & feet when going up the spar. Can this be painted over?”.
In answer to Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl’s question, we had black spars which the paint came off as well. What we
did was wash them with acetone and sprayed them with black TREMCLAD, which has adhered and stood up.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]Original Profile: 18 December 1995: Update from Joel Starkman Feb 5,
2014:
Original Profile: 18 December 1995

PROFILE #227
Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point, Scarborough, MAINE 04074 USA
TELEPHONE: (207) 883-1619
Email: opa@thesengers.net

MARGHERITA
SERIAL NO. ZUYOD227k586
REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 695391
DRAFT: 4’ 9” YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: 1990
LOCATION OF BERTH: Centerboard Yacht Club, South Portland, Maine
AREA WHERE SAILED: Coast Of Maine (Hope to do the ICW in 2006)

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL: 35D HORSEPOWER: 35
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? In the fall of 2001 when I winterized the engine, I cross-threaded the new oil filter. In the spring of
2002, when I started the engine, all the oil leaked out and the engine froze up. Luckily for us, you can insure yourself
against stupidity and our insurance company paid for a new engine.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
At the end of the 1993 season, the stuffing box started leaking quite badly. It was “frozen” on the shaft and over the
winter, my mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the stuffing box with one of the
dripless sleaves. No problems since.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
We added an Autohelm 4000ST in 1993 and have succeeded in hooking it up to our Micrologic Sportsman GPS so
that the autopilot will steer to a GPS waypoint.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
In 1994, I removed all the old bottom paint and put on two coats of the Micron 2000 barrier coat. There weren’t any
blisters, but I did it to be on the safe side. I used the PeelAway glop to take off the old paint. I paid $200 for a 5
gallon bucket and it worked okay, but the worst of it was I found the same stuff in a Sherwin-Williams store later that
summer for $85 except it didn’t have an anchor on the label.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
“Margherita” (Named after my dear departed mother-in-law who left Nancy enough money to buy the boat).
In the summer of 2000 during one of our Wednesday night races, a port tack boat hit us on the port side just aft of
the gate. She deflected out of the cockpit, but did break the lifelines and bent the stern pulpit beyond repair. The hull
had a 4” by 12” area just below the toe rail that was crushed. Not only did we get the hull repaired and new life lines
and stern pulpit (found the original manufacturer on the internet), but got the entire hull Awl Gripped. Did I mention
that the boat owner’s insurance agent was at the helm?

QUESTION
Our boat did not come with a spinnaker or spinnaker gear. If there are any members who have a chute or related
gear that they are no longer using and would like to sell it, please contact me. I have a pole which I bought at our
club’s auction for $35. Our mast was made by Cinkel.

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
ex “SPONTANEOUS”
Original Profile: 25 March, 1995; Updated December 2003

PROFILE #228
Georges Poulin
18 Rue de Chaliers, Gatineau, Quebec, J8Z 1N7
TELEPHONE: (819) 772-1604
E-MAIL: Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca

AGRIPPINA
SERIAL NO.: 228
REG. or DOC NUMBER: T C 819276
DRAFT: 4’ 6” YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: 2001
LOCATION OF BERTH: Iroquois, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Thousand Islands

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE MODEL: W-27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Rigged as a Bermudian Cutter Anchor well was modified and
reinforced to attach stay.

The vessel "Agrippina" has a shoal draft keel.

I installed cockpit speakers that you can see in the picture (those two
white round things at the back). This is about the best location to have
them without interfering with the compass. The hot water heater is
mounted on the port side of the stern pulpit. I installed the on demand
propane water heater system pumping and filtering lake water. The
water tanks can be kept empty, thus rendering the boat lighter. I can
switch from lake water to water from the tanks at any time. Having an
unlimited hot water supply is a very nice option. Drinking water
comes out of containers.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Helmut and Inge Schmidt
Original Profile: December 2003

PROFILE #229
George Johnson & Veronica James
Suite 604. 2045 Lakeshore Blvd., Toronto. ON. CANADA M8V 2Z6
TELEPHONE: (416) 252-3435 FAX: (416) 252-9905 E-MAIL: grjohnson42@hotmail.com

FAMOUS GROUSE
SERIAL NO.:
REG.: TC 807987 (SUSPENDED)
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1986 PURCHASED: New
BERTH: Queen City Yacht Club, Toronto
AREA: Lake Ontario

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Spring 1999: Replaced coupling, drive shaft, stuffing box and cutlass bearing, due to vibration & wear.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BOOT-TOPPING: 1996: Replaced stripping-boot-top and waterline due to chalking-Burgundy colour- Vinyl
used for replacement.
2. DELAMINATION: Small area of delamination between handrails on starboard side (12" circle).

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 20 October 1999 Updated 2014 09 24

PROFILE #230
Phillip ROBIDOUX and Mary ALLEN
70 Holland Avenue, Ottawa, Ontario, CANADA, K1Y 0X6
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL: marylallen@hotmail.com

WATER MUSIC
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D2300686
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG: 2E7495
1986
PURCHASED: November 2010

-----[following information provided by Geoff & Kate TRAVERS & Leslie & Jacky ASH] -------ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
DAVITS: ATKINS & HOYLE, Model 2000 6PC
CABIN HEATER: FORCE 10 PROPANE, Model FT100 PR-OXO
REFRIGERATION: NOVA KOOL
AUTOHELM LOG, KNOTMETER & REPEATER STATION:: Installed 1993. Interfaced with
AUTOHELM. (Original Log (DANA) packed up the previous season.)

LORAN-C &

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS: Hull maintenance for blistering.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
SHOWER: Pressure water installed when built. Later added Y-valve to allow option of pumping lake water through
hot water heater for shower. Otherwise showering would rapidly use fresh water supply.
NOTE: We almost never use shower. Too much teak in head & just too small & awkward. Tried to play with plastic
curtains, but it was not practical.

COMMENTS/QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Geoff & Kate TRAVERS, Purchased new
Sold in Nov 2010) to Leslie & Jacky ASH, Belleville, ON.
Original Profile: 26 April 1998 Updated 4 June 2012
Updated 2014 09 24

PROFILE #231
Cam & Mary TORREY
170 Main Road S.,Hampden, Maine, USA 04444
TELEPHONE: 207-862-6030
FAX:

SUSIE P. OLIVER II
HISTORY
Previous Owners, Boat Names, etc.

EMAIL: ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

PROFILE #232
Sandra & Nick KOITER
46 Waterloo Avenue, Guelph, Ontario, CANADA N1H 3H5
TELEPHONE: (519) 824-4226 FAX:
E-Mail: skoiter@sympatico.ca

FIRST LIGHT
SERIAL NUMBER:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

REG/DOC NUMBER:
PURCHASED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE:
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER:
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Unknown. New members to Aloha 34 International Owners Network February 2008

PROFILE #233
Bill & Diana HUTTON
2146 Sunnyvale Drive, Oakville, Ontario, CANADA L6L 1W7
TELEPHONE: (289) 813-1720 EMAIL: avalon2146.bh@gmail.com

ALOHALANI
SERIAL NUMBER:
ZUY0D2330787
DRAFT: 4’6”
YEAR BUILT: July 1987
BERTH:
Oakville, Ontario
AREA:
Lake Ontario

REG: T C 824433 Port of Windsor, Ontario
PURCHASED: 2014 07 30

========Profile by Perry & Gloria BASDEN ==================
1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada N9G 1W2
TELEPHONE: (519) 972-5949 FAX:
E-Mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: VOLVO
MODEL:2003 HORSEPOWER: 28 HP
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
To date reliable & easy to maintain

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. BATTERIES: Ample power 3 stage regulator, 105 amp alternator & 6V golf cart batteries seem to have largely
solved the problem of feeding the NOVACOOL refrigerator.
2. INTERIOR TEAK: AMAZOn brand teak oil produces excellent results on interior teak.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Only problem was prop shaft being held to engine coupling with a pin through the shaft. Pin eventually broke due to
fatigue (1989) & shaft pulled out of motor. Repair was to replace through the shaft pin with wire locked set screws.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Previous name: “MOONFLEET"
1. Previous Owner: Derek & Dawn Sullivan, Toronto, Ontario (Owned from 1987-1988)
Previous name: "NORTHERN SPIRIT"
2. Previous Owner: Barrie & Lindy SMITH; Mississauga, Ontario, (Owned from 1988-2002)
3. Previous Owner: Perry & Gloria Basden, Windsor, Ontario (Owned from 2002 - 2014)
Boat sold by BASDEN to Hutton in July 2014
PROFILE COMPLETED: : 8 August 1995; Edited September 24, 2014

PROFILE #234
Dan SURETTE
Address Unknown
TELEPHONE:

EMAIL: surette.family@rogers.com

EMOTIONAL RESCUE
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG.: T C 817473
YEAR BUILT: 1988
PURCHASED:
Outer Harbour Marina, Toronto
Lake Ontario

June 2014

================Profile by Hank & Sheila SURETTE ==================

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO 28
MODEL: 2003 HORSEPOWER: 28
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? NO; N/A

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
FUEL, DIRTY: During rough crossing, engine has failed. We think it could be due to dirty fuel.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
SEAT, HELMSMAN: Have added a helmsman seat.
WINDLASS: Don’t have one yet.
CABIN MODIFICATIONS, CHART TABLE: Have hinged the chart table to fold down. Adds room.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
BLISTERS: Have had a dozen or so blisters. I have popped each one and epoxied each. Seems OK.
DELAMINATION: One spot appeared to be weak and spongy. Wiggins’ Yachts injected epoxy & it has cured the
problem. This happened five years ago. There has been no moisture problem since.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
REFRIGERATION: Needs more insulation.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Boat Sold By Henry (Hank) & Sheila SURETTE to son, Dan SURETTE June 2014
Original Profile: 15 April 1998

PROFILE #235
Benoit LANDRY and Diane St. GELIAS
Chicoutimi, Quebec
TELEPHONE:

FAX:

E-MAIL:

LARCHIPEL
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD235J788
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT:
BERTH:
AREA::

REG.: T C
823885
1988
PURCHASED: 2012

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER:
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
fuel.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Former Boat Name: Dinero
Original Profile: November 15, 2012

PROFILE #Unknown
Steve & Audrey LLOYD
#9 - 235 Mt. Benson Street, NANAIMO, British Columbia, Canada, V9S 1B4
P.O. Box 66, NANAIMO, B.C. Canada V9R 5K4
TELEPHONE: Work: (604) 722-2370

PRIMAVERA
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG:
Transport Canada 392205
YEAR BUILT: 1979
PURCHASED: 1995
Stone’s Marina, NANAIMO, B.C.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: KUBOTA MODEL: VH 1100 G HORSEPOWER: 24-28?
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE? Atomic 4 GAS
& WHY THE CHANGE?.(Gas to diesel in April 1986)

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. Just acquired boat September 1995. No problems known yet.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
12 volt refrigerator,
AUTOHELM 3000 auto pilot,
SEA SCAN 16 mi. Radar
Loran C; Spinnaker (help).

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
None yet.

COMMENTS
Acquired September 1995. Wiring needs work, etc. One owner boat.
Originally custom built (?) mast and rigging by PACIFIC SPAR (over built). Hull immaculate. Bit dingy.
Probably going to change galley stowage & add propane heat first, as we live aboard.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 02 November 1995

PROFILE #Unknown
Ian and Larisa CRAIG
7009 Hunterville Road N.W.,Calgary, Alberta, CANADA, T2K 4J7

VALDA III
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG: Transport Canada 814060
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 2011
Man-o-War Cay, Abaco, Bahamas
Bahamas and Caribbean

PROFILE #Unknown
Frank J. MULLAN
2406 - 2045 Lakeshore Boulevard W
TORONTO, Ontario
CANADA
M8V 2Z6

IRISH
SERIAL NO.:
DRAFT:
BERTH:
AREA:

REG: Transport Canada 802502
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED:
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTERS

All newsletters available at the time the CD was produced are stored as individual files for searching as well as
in and electronic “binder”. The initial years, 1995 to 1998, are presented as a single file since technology at the
time did not present some of the more advanced methods of presentation. Use the newsletter bookmarks to
select the one of interest.
The combined "Binder" contains all the newsletters available as a single file to facilitate searching across all the
newsletters at once and is presented in the Aloha 34 Reference Library.pdf file. If you just wish to browse a
newsletter here the optimum approach is to use the bookmarks to move quickly through the newsletter contents.
Don’t forget to click on the “+” to expand the bookmarks when available and “-“ will collapse these bookmarks.
There is a word search and an advanced search called from the menu if shown or by Ctrl+F and Shift+Ctrl+F
respectively. Remember there is a lot of text in this section, over 1300 pages, so make your search choices
fairly specific. For example, typing in “cane” will find you things like:




Hurricanes
Cane lockers
Cane cleaning





Walking cane
Hurricane lamp
Cane fields

However, being too specific will not help either. Typing “clean cane” will find nothing if you have selected
“Match Exact word or phrase” but “Match Any of the words” will find all references to “clean, “cleaning”,
“cleaner” OR “cane”, “caned”….. well you get the picture I’m sure. Don’t forget the scroll feature on the
mouse, use the wheel, for browsing in the document or the related feature on some laptop pad and tablets.
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8. CONCLUSION
9. OWNERS’ REGISTER
1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! Thank you for your recent letters expressing interest in participating in our ALOHA 10.4
registry for the exchange of helpful information. ...And welcome to this, our first newsletter of
the “Aloha Owners’ Registry and Information Exchange." Rick Klett suggests we are a
“Network” so lets call it that until someone suggests a name with a more nautical bent.
We thank PRACTICAL SAILOR for printing our solicitation last month. We returned last week
from a month in Hawaii to be welcomed by five letters and two messages on our telephone
answering machine from owners, -a pleasant surprise as my letter to P.S. was written a year ago!
We were particularly impressed with the calibre of the responses! Thank you!
Up until now we have been an informal organization of two, David Duncan (hull #168) in
Vancouver, B.C., and me (hull #167), ably supported by our respective spouses, Jennifer and
Diana. David and I have been exchanging information and ideas since purchasing Alohas in
1982.
In our travels we have also had contacts with other happy Aloha 10.4 owners. There has been
interest in developing an informal registry to exchange information on a wider scale but our
other activities always seemed to take priority. Eventually the catalyst occurred when Dave
suffered a “threading” problem with the aluminium oil filter fitting on his UNIVERSAL
“Medalist” (Kubota) mod.5424 engine. While motoring, the filter fell off and his bilge filled
with oil. Fortunately, an alarm which he had installed warned him of the problem. In his case,
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damage was minimal apart from the messy clean-up. Getting things back in order was another
story though. We have since learned of another boat with the same engine encountering the same
problem on an “around -the-world” cruise. Their experience cost the owners more than
Cdn$6,000. and a two month delay. Lesson learned: thread your oil filter very carefully when
changing filters!
Since the above and the positive response to the “Practical Sailor” insert, we have decided to go
ahead with our “Aloha Owners’ Registry and Information Exchange”.
2. ABOUT THE ALOHA 10.4
Our knowledge of “Aloha Yachts International Inc., a Division of Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.” is
sketchy and based on three visits to their plant at 1638 Charles Street, Whitby Ontario (about 30
miles east of Toronto on Lake Ontario). In 1982 and again in 1983 production was in full swing.
In 1989 in an empty building which had been their boat works, I talked with Stan Ouyang who
said they were hoping to re-establish themselves. Let us know if you have better information.
“Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.”, started to build boats in the late 1960’s. They were very much a
family affair (originating in Taiwan) with “Uncle Ti” Ouyang as President, Mao Ouyang as VP,
younger brother Stan Ouyang as treasurer & plant manager and other members of the family at
various stages of the operation. Tiny President Uncle Ti also was a master craftsman who did
much of the 10.4 finishing work in the cabin. His size was a distinct advantage getting into nooks
and crannies. (I am sure we can blame him for the location of the batteries abaft the fuel tank!)
They built various designs with their better known boats being the Aloha 27’, 28’ the 10.4m and
latterly the 32’.
We believe that about 250 of the very popular Aloha 10.4 sloops were built. About 100 of these
were built for charter operations in the Caribbean. To keep up with the demand for Aloha’s and
later, the planned production of a 40’ boat, the Ouyang family expanded their plant in the early
1980’s. When the recession arrived in Ontario a year or so later, they entered into what appeared
to be an acrimonious partnership with Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) of Toronto. The joint
arrangements eventually succumbed to the recession about 1985 after, among other things, CYC
moved the Aloha 32 molds to another plant (in Quebec).
Right from the beginning Aloha 10.4 sloops had a good reputation as being soundly built to a
good Brewer/Walstrom design. When we toured the Ouyang plant in Whitby in 1982, Mao
Ouyang was understandably proud of the way the hull was laid up (example: “20 layers of hand
laid fibreglass at the waterline” as the hull, including the full keel, lay open before the two sides
were brought together, “clam-shell” fashion).
Aloha 10.4’s were built as ocean going vessels. We would like to hear if any have been “around
the world”. As charter boats in the Caribbean they were especially popular. In 1993 we saw a
10.4 converted to cutter rig, at sunset, gliding under sail through the anchorage in Martinique.
Beautiful! Does anyone have any knowledge of 10.4 conversions to cutter rig?
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10.4’s have a good reputation as “seaboats”. The earlier boats including hull numbers 167 &
168, with their large open main cabins, have a tendency to twist (and creak!) in a heavy
quartering sea. We are not aware of any problems caused by this. However, Aloha Yachts
modified later models (about #180? onwards) by stiffening the main cabin with heavier
athwartships framing. Otherwise, we believe the design remained basically the same throughout
production. A few were built without any teak on deck.
If you have any additional knowledge or have had any experiences of interest, let us know.
3. ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ MANUAL
Original owners were provided with a 32 page loose-leaf Aloha Yachts’ owners' manual. It
contains information about warranty, addresses of suppliers of equipment fitted, addresses of
engine manufacturers and a 16 page “guide to care and operation of your Aloha Yacht”. The
latter includes basic information including how to prepare your boat for spring (written for those
poor souls who can’t sail year ‘round), how to step a mast, how to sail, how to “tie up your boat
at dock”, cleaning and maintenance tips and preparing for winter haul out.
The list of equipment suppliers (about 10 pages) could be of interest to those who do not have
the manual, although I imagine many suppliers are no longer in business. The remainder is fairly
basic. If anyone would like a copy we can get them copied at our local Oak Bay village “copy
centre” at 10 cents (Cdn) per page. Let us know if you would like the entire 35 pages or just the
10 page list of suppliers, etc. and we will oblige.
4. ENGINES
A variety of engines were fitted in Alohas including BMWs, Volvo diesel saildrives, OMC
saildrives Universals and Westerbekes.
Universal Engines: Dave and my experience is with the above mentioned UNIVERSAL
“Medalist” (marinized Kubota) 24 hp model 5424 which we have found to be quite satisfactory.
I had a soot problem initially and could not make the advertised 2800 rpm. It turned out my
engine was “lugging” at 2200 rpm. When my originally supplied 15”x14 three bladed propeller
was repitched to 15”x12 as per the specs., my problem was solved.
For other owners who have Alohas powered by the Universal engine, note that WESTERBEKE
bought out Universal about three years ago. For service information, contact Joseph A. Joyce,
Service Manager, WESTERBEKE Corporation, Avon Industrial Park, MA 02322 USA,
tel:(508) 559-9392. Mr. Joyce has been most helpful. In fact, on our return from Hawaii I also
had a 7 Feb. letter from him identifying the oil fitting “nipple” which Dave had difficulties
replacing as Universal Part #298860).
He also said that he was about to issue a service bulletin on the problem. He reports “...your
Universal model #5424 went out of production in 1983 and was redesignated the M30 using a
similar engine block. The M30 production stopped in 1987. The M25XP took the place of the
M30 in the Universal line. This was a different block entirely”.
He also reports that oil filter fittings on the later Universals (model M30) were changed to steel.
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Let us know about your engine and perhaps later we can do a write-up on that make and model.
Freshwater sailor Brian King (see below) says: “I have a Volvo saildrive now and I hear that
when they go south, they never come back”. He plans to replace his Volvo saildrive engine
before undertaking an ocean going trip, possibly changing to a Yanmar. He would welcome
suggestions or comments from salt water sailors. What is your recommendation? Do we have
any owners with Volvo saildrive experience? Over the years Yanmar generally has had a good
reputation but I’m not aware of any fitted in Aloha’s.
5. OWNERS’ QUESTIONS & COMMENTS
Hugh Harper had a problem with “crazing” of some of his cabin ports. Dave Duncan
researched this one and found that replacement ports are still available through the original
supplier, Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605, (203) 333-1412. Dave
says that before ordering, check to see if your boat has tinted or clear ports. Aloha Yachts used
both.
Hugh Harper would also like information on spar paint, coating on cleats & fairleads, onboard
pumping of holding tank, renovation of galley cupboards, hot water heater location, access to
area abaft the fuel tank, shower sump drain & engine access (Hugh has made a small opening
into the engine compartment from the quarter berth to tighten the electrical connections on the
starting motor). To Hugh’s list I would add organization of the lazarette & also the glory hole
under the chart table.
Chip & Rosie Wolfe report that they purchased their 1985 Aloha in 1994 and that they were
lifting her last month, among other things, “to do a complete gelstrip and epoxy bottom job”.
They would like the factory specs. on rigging length and tuning procedures. Chip says:
“Anything and everything would be useful”. Does anyone have information on the rigging of
1985 built boats?
Brian King keeps their 1979 Aloha “Paramour” at Victoria Harbour in Georgian Bay, Ontario.
He expects to retire in the next 2-5 years and would like to sail via Trinidad where his wife was
born, to Sidney British Columbia (on the Canadian west coast). He will be preparing his boat in
the meantime and “would love to talk to Aloha owners who have taken extended ocean trips or
coastal cruising on either coast”. See above his question regarding an engine replacement.
Steven Young says they’ve owned hull #176, the first Aloha 10.4 in the San Francisco Bay area,
since 1982. They’ve sailed 8000 miles around the bay and Delta and offshore as far as Santa
Barbara. He’s retiring on 1 August 1995 and is preparing to go cruising in Mexico this fall. His
questions are:
1.“I have added insulation around the ice box to give me 5” on all sides, top and bottom. What
types of refrigeration have been installed & where have they been installed on the 10.4?”
2.”I plan to install a water maker, probably a Pur Power survivor 35. ...Has anyone installed a
water maker? If so, what type & where?”
3. “...Any information on installing any cruising gear such as solar panels?”
His modifications include installing a HAM radio with an Outbacker Marine antenna (6’ whip)
which has worked fine if anyone is interested. He also removed the doors to the storage area
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behind the settees and enlarged the openings. “I added shelves and larger doors which makes the
area more accessible and doubled the storage area.” (How about some photos of your handiwork,
Steve?)
Rick Klett says he has found information on the Aloha 10.4 quite scarce since they bought their
1984 (?) built Aloha “FULL TILT” a year ago. “We are only the second owners... She was
formerly “ANOUSH” and was owned by John Tarzy who passed away about a year ago. She
competed in two Marion to Bermuda races & has 10 years of day sailing, club racing and family
cruising in her past. ...We have put about 1200nm under her keel. She is well used and well
loved and in very nice condition. It is a mystery to me why such a nicely designed and
comfortable boat was not a much bigger seller...”
He reports: “Just yesterday I spoke to Ted Brewer on the phone and discussed with him water
leaking into the keel and how the chain plates are fastened to the hull. He told me that leaks into
the keel are fairly common because of the way the two halves of the hull were bonded together.
As far as the chain plates are concerned he said there is no way to tell if the builder followed the
plans to the “T” short of ripping through a lot of glass to expose the substructure and metal work.
...He told me that full line drawings and building plans are available for $60 US.”. Write to: Ted
Brewer, Box 187, Lyman, Washington 98563 USA, tel: (206) 826-1140.
(I’ve not heard of any Aloha having chain plate problems. Let us know if you have.)
NOTE: Suggest those with comments and/or answers to any of the above contact the originator
directly, perhaps letting us have a copy when your response is of interest to all.
6. OWNERS’ MODIFICATIONS
Refrigeration: Many owners have converted their ice box to refrigeration. We surprised
ourselves by following the “simple” instructions and successfully installing a *NOVA KOOL
model LT200-F refrigerator ourselves in 1984.
We enlarged the door under the galley sink and located the compressor unit on a small shelf
which we built abutting the hull, portside. We fed the tubing amidships through the engine room
and up into the ice box where we located the freezer plates. Some owners locate the compressor
in the lazarette to cut down on cabin noise. Our lazarette was chock-a-block and anyway, the
slight intermittent humming of a cycling compressor does not interfere with our sleep.
We run our refrigerator year-‘round to work the batteries, which we have on a trickle charge
when on shore power. Some have increased the insulation of the ice box chest. This would
probably be a good idea in the tropics. On the Canadian west coast, the original 4” of insulation
is adequate.
Under sail and at anchor, our two battery banks (two 6 volt in series located in the quarterberth
“fish” locker and two 12 volt in parallel abaft the fuel tank) last five to six days (depending on
use of cabin and navigational lights) and still have enough oomph to start the engine without any
charging. This trouble-free installation has been ideal for us, cruising among the islands off the
west coast of Canada and in Puget Sound in Washington State. It would probably not be suitable
for long distance offshore cruising i.e. Steven Young’s requirement above, because of the
battery drain, without lots of help from solar panels or perhaps a gas battery charger.
*NOVA KOOL Manufacturing, 5950 Imperial St., Burnaby, B.C. Canada Tel: (604) 437-8594
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7. QUESTIONNAIRE
Enclosed is a questionnaire which we ask you to complete. If I receive sufficient responses by
mid April, I will undertake to put a composite package together for mailing to respondents by 31
May.
8. CONCLUSION
Thank you for your contributions to our first newsletter. I would hope that we can continue with
this informal owners’ newsletter on a regular basis. You have sent in a lot of useful information
and some interesting questions. Hopefully we can all come up with some good answers. I regret
that space did not allow for inclusion of all your comments. We will hope for more next time.
At this juncture I am not suggesting any subscription fees or the like. However, if downstream
growing numbers of “members” result in our costs becoming onerous, we may ask for donations
of a few dollars to cover the costs of printing and postage, etc.
Letters as a result of the P.S. insert are still arriving. If you encounter other Aloha 10.4 owners,
invite them to register with us to exchange experiences.
Diana & I hope you have a successful safe summer of sailing. MAHALO!
9. OWNERS’ REGISTER
HULL #

NAME(S)

ADDRESS

TELEPHONE

148
“ASHRAM”

Hugh & Lee Harper

4211 Solmie Road, RR#2 Ladysmith,
B.C. Canada V0R 2E0

(604) 245-8193

167
“SEA VIXEN”

Maurice (Migs) &
Diana Turner

1386 Oliver Street, Victoria, B.C.
Canada VAS 4X2

(604) 592-1198
Fax c/o 370-2750

168
David & Jennifer
“CLAN DONNCHADH” Duncan

2825 West 31st. Avenue,
Vancouver, B.C., Canada V6L 2A3

(604) 263-3726

176

Steven G. Woodall

2584 Early Rivers Court, Union City,
CA 94587 USA

(510) 471-7806

195
“FULL TILT”

Rick Klett

97 Interlaken Avenue, New Rochelle,
NY 10801 USA

(914) 632-3674

227

Jerry Senger

597 Preble Street, South Portland,
ME 04106 USA

N/K

N/K
“TATOOSH”

Mike & Doreen
Pettigrew

Box 14, Park Place, RR#2,
(604) 468-9895
Nanoose Bay, B.C., Canada V0R 2R0
Fax 468-5751

N/K

Robert

2400 Turtle bay Drive, New Bern,

N/K

11
& Anne Mesrop
N/K
“BELIZE”

NC 28562 USA

Byron (Chip) &
320 St. Andrews Drive, Niceville,
Rosemarie (Rosie) Wolfe
FL 32578 USA

N/K
Brian King
“PARAMOUR”

880 Dales Avenue, Newmarket,
Ont. Canada L3Y 5Z7

(904) 678-6309

N/K

NOTE: Our register will be updated from completed questionnaires, to include spouses/”significant others”, hull
numbers, boat names and telephone numbers. Hull numbers with builder’s date can be found imbedded in the gelcoat
of the Aloha 10.4 transom.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Welcome to our second newsletter! The ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network Newsletter,
Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 10.4 owners, “without
prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 10.4 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable
for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
Having got that out of the way, A-L-O-H-A!
I had hoped to get this package in the mail by the end of May. However, putting all your
good stuff together took longer than I had expected. Also I have a few other commitments. As
well, I went sailing in mid-May. Thus this has been written in fits and starts.
Attached are:
 Our latest ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ REGISTER, as of 1 June.
 “ALOHA 10.4 OWNER’S NETWORK PROFILES” compiled from your completed
questionnaires, together with an initial index for reference purposes.
Unless otherwise indicated (and so far no one has indicated otherwise), owners will welcome
other owners contacting them directly, to enquire about any particular aspect of their or your
ALOHA 10.4, whether it be a unique fitting, solving a problem or whatever of related interest. If
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something of general interest develops from these one-on-one dialogues which would be of
interest to the rest of us, please let me know so that we can print it.
2. APOLOGIES
1. My apologies to Steven WOODALL for inadvertently referring to him as Steven Young in
our Spring newsletter. His diplomatic comment was: “By the way, I think you changed my name
to Steve Young, San Francisco “49ers” football quarter back in your newsletter. Thanks, I would
like to be playing in the same league.”
2. In our Spring newsletter I gave the postal code for ALOHA 10.4 designer Ted BREWER
incorrectly. Dave Duncan says that his ZIP code should be 98263. My apologies!
3. THANK YOU
a. RESPONSES: Thank you for your most interesting letters and the information on your boats.
I continue to be impressed with the quality of input. Chip & Rosie WOLFE hold the record
with eight pages of most interesting information; and thank you for sending it all on an
MSWord6 compatible floppy disk!!! BRAVO ZULU!
b. REGISTER: You will note the names of eight additional ALOHA 10.4 owners in the
Register. Thank you to Steven and Maureen WOODALL and also to Hugh & Lee HARPER
for providing five and one of these names respectively
c. SUPPORT: I again thank David & Jennifer Duncan for their support. If I need background
information on someones’ contributions or where can one get what, who do I contact!
d. DONATIONS: I thank those who, despite my comments in the spring newsletter, have sent
donations “to help defray printing and mailing costs”. I will keep track of “who sends what” in
case we ever develop to the point where Diana says costs are getting out of hand. Then I’ll let
you know! At this juncture, we still are not soliciting any donations.
4. WELCOME
We welcome the following new members to our Network:
 Laurie Burt “SNOWGOOSE” hull #138 in Newfoundland and
 Peter & Chris SILVESTER “MOONFLEET” hull #149 in British Columbia.
See our latest Register for more complete details.
We await input from the six others, whose names we have recently received. We look forward to
officially welcoming these additional owners in our next newsletter.
5. PROPOSED HONOURARY PRESIDENT
As you know, Mr. Ted Brewer is the gentleman who was primarily responsible for
designing the ALOHA 10.4. A March letter which I wrote on behalf of us all, inviting him to
honour us by becoming Honourary President of our “ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network” was
returned un-opened “NOT DELIVERED AS ADDRESSED. UNABLE TO FORWARD”.
Obviously a correct ZIP code is important in the USA. We’ll try again with the corrected ZIP.
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I hope to include his response in our next newsletter.
6. QUESTIONS
1. CABIN HEATER: Laurie Burt #138 asks - (I’m) planning on installing a SIGMOR (sp?) 120
cabin heater which is manufactured out your way (Western Canada). If you (or anyone) has any
information, would appreciate. (Laurie: we are not aware of this heater. Perhaps we’ll get some
responses. Many in this area have ESPAR D3L heaters with which we are satisfied. See Profiles.
2. Steven & Maureen Woodall #176, in preparation for their trip to Mexico this fall after Steve
retires, wanted to know:
 REFRIGERATION: “I have added insulation around the ice box to give me 5 inches on all
sides, top and bottom. What types of refrigeration have been installed and where?” (Their
fact sheet reports having installed an ADLER/BARBOUR, so this question will now be old
hat.)
 WATER MAKER: “Would like information from anyone on water makers.” (Their fact
sheet reports having installed a PUR POWER SURVIVOR 35 watermaker.) Does anyone
have information on water makers, and particularly the PUR POWER model?
 CRUISING GEAR SUCH AS SOLAR PANELS: Would like useful information regarding
the installing of any cruising gear such as solar panels etc.
3. REFRIGERATOR/ICE BOX INSULATION: Rick Klett #195 says “I would like to know
from Steven (Woodall) how he managed to increase the insulation to 5” in the ice box. Steven
did it from the inside, right?
Ed. Note: I assumed exterior and that you had another wee “Uncle Ti Ouyang” crawling about
helping you. We are all interested in Steven’s answer here. Let us know for our next newsletter.
4. STANDING RIGGING: “Chip” Wolfe #211 still wants factory specs. on rigging length and
tuning procedures. (Ed.: Again, we’d all like to know.)
5. MISCELLANEOUS: 1). Jerry Senger #227 says “The only comment/question I have is: Has
anyone figured out a good place to put a waste basket in the main cabin?”
2).Hugh Harper hull #148 would like information on spar paint, coating on cleats & fairleads,
onboard pumping of holding tanks, renovation of galley cupboards, hot water heater location,
access to area abaft fuel tank (he’s moved his batteries to the Q. berth fish rod locker), shower
sump drain, engine access (he’s cut a small hole from the Q. berth to access starting motor).
6. WINDLASS: Some of us are still weighing anchor handraulically. We would be interested in
recommendations from those with windlasses on power or manual, make and how installed.
7. VOLVO SAILDRIVE: In our Spring newsletter we mentioned that Brian King hull#121, a
Great Lakes sailor, planning an ocean trip, has heard that the VOLVO SAILDRIVE may not be
suitable in salt water. (He’s considering re-engining with YANMAR, a popular engine.) We
haven’t heard this and there are a number of VOLVO SAILDRIVE engines on both Canadian
coasts. We’ve suggested he contact Laurie Burt in Newfoundland, who has a VOLVO
SAILDRIVE. Also see Rick KLETT’s recommendion for WESTERBEKE in their Profile#195.
8. DISPLACEMENT: Brian King says their 1978 ALOHA is about 18,000 lbs dispacement
while the 1979 one in the berth next to him with the same keel & engine is 2000 lbs lighter. He
asks: “Do you have any knowledge of OUYANG making boats lighter as time went on?”.
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7. COMMENTS/SUGGESTIONS
1. TOE RAIL: Anne Mesrop #162 report: - “Following ‘minor’ winter storm damage to
“COLUMBINE” alongside at her dock while we were away, we had some fibreglass damage at
the gunwale and also needed to replace a 10 inch section of toe rail. During 35 knot winds our
boat was bouncing up and down against a three quarter inch diameter bolt... The structural
strength of the boat was evidenced by her shearing the end of the bolt off the piling as the
gunwale hit the bolt. Robert spent a week applying layers of fibreglass and has repaired the ten
inch gouge at the gunwale beautifully. It has been quite a challenge. We think we have found a
source (for a toe rail match) in Canada. We don’t have an address yet but the company is
BOATIQUE telephone (514) 424-9767. We’ll share info. when we have it.”
ED. Note: 1. Dave Duncan says he believes the ALOHA toe rail is a standard fitting produced
by ALCAN. Suggest you contact him if you have problems getting a match. 2. What are you
using to cement the toe rail to the deck? The OUYANGS were very proud of the secret (butyl?)
cement they used during construction. Although a bit messy, it was and is certainly effective.
2. STEERING: Dave Duncan #168 advises; “If your steering becomes stiff, do not forget to
grease the cables to the quadrant. That will ease things off again.”
3. STEERING RADIAL & RUDDER SHAFT: Chip Wolfe #211 recommends inspecting the
radial to the rudder shaft connection for any sign of mis-alignment. By inspection he discovered
that the bolt that goes through the steering radial and the rudder shaft had been sheared off and
the radial had rotated about 20 degrees on the rudder shaft. See page 3 of Wolfe Profile #211.
4. BLISTERS/OSMOSIS: Chip & Rosie Wolfe’s Profile #211 beginning on page 1 provides
an interesting description of how they tackled this problem.
8. ENGINES
As far as we know OUYANG Boat Works fitted VOLVO, PATHFINDER, UNIVERSAL,
WESTERBEKE and possibly OMC engines in ALOHA 10.4’s. We suggest that it would be
beneficial to owners if we were to develop a service “profile” on each engine. As one will see
from our “Profiles”, each appears to have met with success. We have some knowledge of the
UNIVERSAL engine but would appreciate your input on the others.

8A. UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) ENGINE - WARNING
BACKGROUND:
OUYANG fitted the UNIVERSAL three cylinder engines in ALOHA 10.4’s from mid
1981 to mid 1982. (Respectively #5416, #5420 and #5428 are the model numbers for the one,
two and four cylinder UNIVERSAL engines found in other vessels.) KUBOTA of Japan built the
engines which UNIVERSAL “marinized”. The model #5424 was the KUBOTA #DH1101
engine.
Since its inception, the UNIVERSAL motor has always had the reputation as being one
of the best of the small diesel engines available for sailboats. I understand that OUYANG
stopped fitting them only because they became too expensive (and they got a better deal from
WESTERBEKE, which also has a good reputation).
PROBLEM:
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WORN THREADS ON OIL FILTER ASSEMBLY MALE NIPPLE:

It appears that this problem may occur on any of the original KUBOTA diesel
engines which UNIVERSAL Motors marinized. We now have three reports of oil filters
“falling off” UNIVERSAL engines in ALOHA 10.4’s because of worn aluminium threads on the
male nipple of the filter assembly on the engine. Dave Duncan (hull #168) suggested that in his
case, the wearing out of these threads might be caused by many oil filter changes, in his case 23
in 13 years. With hull #167 we’ve just had our oil filter “back off” our UNIVERSAL engine
after only 13 oil filter changes in 13 years. (See story elsewhere.)

SOLUTION:
According to WESTERBEKE, later UNIVERSAL engines #M30 have oil filter
assemblies with steel threaded male nipples. Perhaps one day steel replacements will be
available for our engines. In the meantime, we suggest that owners should be prepared for this
problem.
For the model #5424, the UNIVERSAL oil filter bracket number is Part #298860.
possibly available through local WESTERBEKE dealers or contact Joseph A. Joyce, Service
Manager, WESTERBEKE Corporation, Avon Industrial Park, MA 02322 USA, tel:(508) 5599392. Price is about US$180. Be sure to order the gasket to go with the fitting also.
(As mentioned in our spring newsletter, in 1994 Dave Duncan went a different route, getting a
replacement oil filter bracket from his local KUBOTA dealer for about Cdn$80.00.”.)
RECOMMENDATIONS:
As preventative maintenance, consider replacing this aluminium fitting on one’s engine
after ten(?) filter changes. It’s a simple job once one has the assembly part (and gasket), entailing
the removal and replacement of four bolts used to affix the fitting to the engine block, with a
(socket) wrench.. For once the fitting is easily accessible from the main cabin. One does not even
need to drain the engine oil.
It is also suggested that UNIVERSAL owners might consider the following:
 Consider changing their oil filters less frequently.
 Fit an engine early warning system, discussed elsewhere in this newsletter.
 Develop an action plan to handle such a problem. Included should be an arrangement to
place a “coffer dam” at the forward end of the engine room to stop oil flowing forward into
the bilge (and starting the automatic bilge pump, thus causing a “marine pollution incident”).
 Carry a spare oil filter assembly with gasket and the socket wrench.
 Carry absorbent material (especially designed to soak up oil and oily water), detergent,
empty containers (such as old javex bottles) and plastic “garbage” bags in which to place the
contaminated materials.
 Carry spare engine oil (6 litres), spare oil filter, lots of paper towelling and rubber gloves.
*See our 1995 Spring newsletter, elsewhere in this newsletter and owners’ Profiles for more
reports on oil filters dropping off UNIVERSAL engines.
NOTE: Robert & Anne Messrop hull #162 say their replacement UNIVERSAL is the later
28.5hp KUBOTA #D1402-B. Does it have a steel nipple on the oil filter assembly?
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9. ENGINE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS
Various responses to the owners’ questionnaire sent out with our Spring newsletter
mention audible engine alarms for low oil pressure, over temperature and the like. I’m sure we
would all profit from the knowledge of how you have done it.
Dave Duncan has forwarded an attachment to their Profile (hull #168), with diagrams,
explaining how he has fitted behind their UNIVERSAL engine instrument panel an 80dB audible
alarm (MODE ELECTRONICS part # 61-301-1 from R.P.ELECTRONICS in Vancouver, B.C.).
Your area will have a similar shop.The same idea should work for other engines.
M&E MARINE Supply Co., P.O. Box 601, Camden, NJ 08101 (1-800-541-6501) in their
discount summer catalogue (expires 19 August) lists a three unit “early warning system” order
#00740-34, reg. US$40. for US$29.95 which “protects against dangers of low oil pressure and
excessive temperature”. Has an alarm (no dB rating given). Anyone know anything about it?
10. “AN EXPERIENCE NOT TO BE WISHED ON ANYONE!”
“SEA VIXEN” HULL #167
Last month while enjoying an eight day sailing trip into PUGET SOUND, a lovely part of
the US a few miles south of Victoria, the oil filter backed off our UNIVERSAL engine model
#5424 , the same as described by David & Jennifer Duncan, hull #168 in the Spring newsletter
We were motoring from Oak Harbour, Whidbey Island enroute to the Seattle area on a
beautiful Sunday morning when, 200 yards away from the dock and in the main channel, it
happened. Fortunately, I just happened to do a morning check of the engine room space. As I
removed the engine cover in the main cabin, I was astonished to behold a black oily version of
Yellowstone’s “Old Faithful”. We immediately shut down and anchored.
Our first task was to contain the oil before the automatic bilge pump came on to create an
oil pollution incident at the entrance to the Oak Harbour. We immediately fitting a makeshift
“coffer dam” at the forward end of the engine space with paper towelling and newspapers to stop
the flow of oil into the bilge. Then we tackled the clean-up.
After a frantic hour of scouping and mopping up black oil mixed with hot water and
detergent into empty javex bottles (which we just happened to have onboard for buoying the
anchor and the like), we started assessing the problem.
From David and Jennifer’s experience we were afraid we knew the problem. However,
David had attributed the worn threads to his 23 oil filter changes. Back in Victoria twelve engine
hours earlier we had installed our 13th filter (KUBOTA oil filter, Part # 70000-32050 and a gift
from Dave!). Thinking we had 10 more filter changes to go, I had not yet ordered the spare
fitting! Alas, the oil filter had backed off 1/4 inch; and when I touched it, it fell off in my hand.
In an attempt at temporary repairs we tried re-installing the “old” filter. It just turned and
turned on the worn threads of the nipple and would not tighten. We thought about strapping it on
but the pressures are too great. Then, as a last resort, we very carefully(!) tried a different filter
(FRAM #PH 3682) we had onboard. The FRAM seemed to hand tighten sufficiently and hold.
We topped up the engine with 5(!)litres of fresh oil (which we also fortunately had
onboard) and were underway south again on a temporary basis. (If it had not been Sunday and
the wind and forecast had not been favourable, we would have considered returning to Oak
Harbour.)
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On Monday morning we contacted the WESTERBEKE dealer for help, STEWART’S
MARINE INC. 4600 Shilshole Avenue, SEATTLE, Washington, 98107, (206) 789-4600. They
couldn’t locate a UNIVERSAL oil filter nipple fitting part #298860 locally but arranged to fly a
new fitting from WESTERBEKE in Maryland. Price was US$180 plus shipping.
28 hours later, we were again fully operational without any apparent engine damage.
We would not wish this experience on anyone. However, I’m sure that being aware of
David & Jennifer Duncan’s previously reported incident helped in our time of need.
See elsewhere in the newsletter recommendations on preparing for oil flooding your engine
space.
11. CONCLUSION
Diana and I wish you an enjoyable and safe summer of sailing; ...and to Steven & Maureen
Woodall who, as reported in the Spring newsletter, are planning to sail to Mexican waters this
fall, may “TERRIFIC” behave herself and eventually bring you both home safely and happily.
12. ALOHA 10.4 OWNER’S NETWORK PROFILES
10 June, 1995
Thanks to the input from you all, there is a lot of worthwhile information in these
Profiles.
I hope they accurately reflect your input. I have not left anything out intentionally. Most changes
have been in format only, to fit space available. In some instances I have extracted information
from your letters as well.
Please let me know of any corrections, changes, suggestions or additions you would like
to have made. Eventually, after we have more input, my aim would be to extract the information
from each of your Profiles by classification to produce a more easy to read ALOHA 10.4
reference document. In the meantime, here is a hurriedly put together incomplete list which
indicates where to look in the Profiles for any reference to the following:
AIR CONDITIONING: Wolfe #211
ALTERNATOR: King #121 Klett #195
ANCHORS: King #121
Harper #148 Turner #167 Wolfe #211
AUTOMATIC STEERING: King #121
Burt #138
Wolfe #211
BATTERY/CHARGER: Harper#148 Turner#167 Woodall#176 Klett#195 Wolfe#211extensive
BILGE PUMP:
Harper #148 Turner #167 Wolfe #211
BLISTERS/OSMOSIS: King #121 Turner #167..Duncan #168..Wolfe #211 (extensive report)
BOAT HOOK STORAGE: Turner #167
BOW LIGHT: Turner #167
CABIN HEATER: Turner #167
Wolfe #211
CABIN MODIFICATIONS: Harper #148 Turner #167 Duncan #168 Woodall #176
CNG: King #121
Harper #148
COCKPIT LOCKER LATCHES: Duncan #168
DECK CLEATS: Harper #148
Duncan #168
DISPLACEMENT: King #121
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DODGER/”BIMINI”: Turner #167 Woodall #176 Wolfe #211
ENGINE, PATHFINDER: Harper #148
ENGINE, UNIVERSAL: Mesrop #162
Turner #167 Duncan #168
ENGINE, VOLVO: King #121
Burt #138
ENGINE, WESTERBEKE: Woodall #176 Wolfe #211 Klett #195 Wolfe #211 Senger #227
ENGINE ACCESS: Harper #148
ENGINE “EARLY WARNING” SYSTEMS”: Duncan #168
ENGINE FRESH WATER COOLING: Duncan #168
ENGINE FUEL ADDITIVE: Turner #167
ENGINE FUEL FILTERS: Turner #167 Duncan #168
ENGINE GLOW PLUG TOGGLE SWITCH: Turner #167
ENGINE MANIFOLD: Turner #167
ENGINE RAW WATER PUMP: Turner #167 Woodall #176
ENGINE TACHOMETER: Turner #167 Duncan #168
ENGINE TRANSMISSION: HURTH,
Turner #167
ENGINE TRANSMISSION OIL, SYNTHETIC: Duncan #168
ENGINE WET MUFFLER REPLACEMENT: Turner #167 Duncan #168
EPIRB: Turner #167
EQUIPMENT, ADDITIONAL: See extensive list attached to Wolfe #211
FURLING GEAR: King #121
Turner #167
GALLEY COUNTER EXTENSION: Turner #167
GPS: Woodall #176
HAM RADIO:
Woodall #176 “N6YFZ”
HEAD: Wolfe #211
HOLDING TANKS: Harper #148
HULL:
Burt #138
HULL STRIPES: Turner #167
HULL SHAFT STRUT: Turner #167
INSTRUMENTS: Turner #167
Wolfe #211
INVERTER: Woodall #176
KEEL:
Duncan #168 Klett #195
Wolfe #211
LORAN: Wolfe #211
MAST:
King #121
Turner #167
MICROWAVE OVEN: Wolfe #211
PAINT, -BOTTOM: Turner #167
Klett #195
PAINT, -SPAR: Harper #148
PROPANE: Turner #167
PROPELLERS: King #121 Turner #167 Klett #195
Wolfe #211
QUARTER BERTH LIGHTING: Duncan #168
RADAR: Burt #138 Woodall #176
REFRIGERATION: King #121
Harper #148 Mesrop #162 Woodall #176 Klett #195
RIGGING: King #121
Turner #167 Duncan #168 Woodall #176
ROLLER FURLING:
Woodall #176 Klett #195
Wolfe #211
RUDDER: Turner #167
Wolfe #211
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SAILS:
Klett #195
Wolfe #211
SALE:
Silvester #149
SHOWER SUMP: Harper #148
SPINNAKER: Turner #167
SOLAR PANELS: Woodall #176 Wolfe #211
STEERING: Duncan #168 Wolfe #211
TENDER: Wolfe #211
TRAVELLER, -MAIN SHEET: Klett #195
VEE BERTH: Mesrop #162 Wolfe #211
WATER HEATER: Harper #148 Klett #195
WATER PURIFIER: Wolfe #211
WATER, FRESH: King #121
Turner #167
WATER, RAW: King #121
WATER TAPS: Turner #167
WATERMAKER: Woodall #176
WINCHES: King #121
WIND GENERATOR:
Klett #195
WINDLASS: King #121
Woodall #176

Wolfe #211
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ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER
FALL - 1995
Comments and information on the ALOHA 10.4 are welcomed by the
“ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ NETWORK”
c/o Migs Turner, 1386 Oliver Street, Victoria, B.C. Canada V8S 4X2, telephone: (604) 592-1198
FAX: c/o (604) 595-8265
The ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network Newsletter, Register and Profiles are compiled from input
provided by ALOHA 10.4 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 10.4 owners.
Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of
all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these
documents.
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1. INTRODUCTION
A-L-O-H-A ! & MERRY CHRISTMAS!
I hope you have had a great summer of sailing! By now, those who berth their boats in the cooler
climates will have hauled their boats for winter. For many of the rest of us, this is the time to re-check
equipment in preparation for winter racing or cruising. For our five members sailing in tropical waters, tough!!! We envy you! Drive safely! ...And let us know how your ALOHA is behaving.
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Thank you for your encouragement. This is our third newsletter. Yes, it is our Fall Newsletter!
...But Fall is a little late this year. Much of this was written for mailing in October. However, in September
when Diana & I returned from a month in Britain and Eire, we were delighted to find a hefty pile of
Network correspondence, much of it from new members. Thus, once I had sent each our individual
welcoming letter and questionnaire, I went into a holding pattern as far as our Network was concerned and
turned to other activities. Now, with all but five completed questionnaires returned, I scramble to get this
in the mail before Christmas.
My original plan was to mail to members the complete package of Profiles on each boat with this
Fall Newsletter. However, with questionnaires (and some up-dates of our original Profiles) still being
received, I now will not have time to finalize the Profile package until after Christmas. At that time I will
mail a brief “Winter Newsletter” with the package of Profiles.
Be prepared for some interesting reading when you receive your latest package.

2. HONORARY PRESIDENT
I am pleased to report that Mr. Ted Brewer, Box 187, Lyman, Washington, USA 98263, tel:
(360) 826-1140, who with Mr. Robert Wallstrom, designed our ALOHA 10.4, has agreed to be
Honorary Co-President of our ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ INTERNATIONAL NETWORK. He gave us
Mr. Wallstrom’s address and suggested we invite him to be a Co-President (an over-sight on my part). We
contacted Mr. Wallstrom at P.O. Box 828, Blue Hill, Maine 04614: This is his 22 October response:
“Many thanks for your thoughtful offer of allowing me to join my friend Ted as Honorary President of
the Aloha 10.4 owners network. Thanks too for sending your recent newsletters. I am glad to know that
one of our designs has achieved the honor of having an owners network. My apologies for taking so long
in responding. I think that Ted deserves all the credit, for my part in both Aloha designs was slight and
Ted deserves all the credit. With all that I am behind in, I am loathe to undertake any venture which will
require me to write even one more letter. I am awash in incomplete projects and would be embarrassed to
be further behind in my lifes efforts. Thank you, Sincerely, Bob Wallstrom.”

3. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
We warmly welcome the following ALOHA 10.4 owners who have joined our Network since our
last newsletter and who are further enriching our knowledge of the ALOHA 10.4:
-Joe MARTIN & Graeme QUIGLEY “SYLANDO” hull #115, Mississauga, Ontario
-Frank & Eve COLLINS “TRUE LOVE” hull #117, Town of Mount Royal, Quebec
-Wayne MCLELLAN “SAND DOLLAR” hull #120, Thunder Bay, Ontario
-Paul NOSKIEWICZ & Lee MUNROE “BAURUA” hull #132, Toronto, Ontario
-Ed & Donna STEVENSON (boat name not known) hull #134, Warkworth, Ontario
-Steve & Audrey LLOYD “PRIMAVERA” hull #147, NANAIMO, British Columbia
-Paul & Valerie DONAHUE “CASTLE REEF” hull #153, Orleans, Ontario
-Heinz & Angela HONE “NIPINKE” hull #158, c/o Maple Ridge, British Columbia (Sea of Cortez)
-George & Trish KIRKWOOD “ALI BABA” hull #160, Comox, British Columbia
-Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON “CUTTY SARK” hull #181, Pinole, California
-John & Ethel SCHWARTZ “NEPENTHE” hull #194, San Jose, California
-Kearney & June MOYLE “QUINTETTElll” hull #204, Weston, Ontario (boat in Florida)
-Wayne & Suzie DOHERTY “WHAT IF...” hull #205, Etobicoke, Ontario
-Gilbert & Mary THOMAS “DIONYSUS” hull #207, Santa Clara, California (Sea of Cortez)
-Ron & Carole KELLY “WINDFLOWER” hull #222, Espanola, Ontario
-Dave & Bev TALBOT (boat name not known) hull #226, Hamilton, Ontario
-Jerry & Nancy SENGER “MARGHERITE” hull #227, South Portland, Maine
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-Barrie & Lindy SMITH “NORTHERN SPIRIT” hull #233, Mississauga, Ontario
-Catherine BOUTILIER & Terry FAGEN “SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE”(hull #?)Toronto, Ontario
-Wilma PERRY & Morgan EARL “ROOM TO DANCE” (hull #171), Toronto, Ontario
-Cameron REID (boat name & hull # not known), Sechelt, British Columbia
See our latest Register (enclosed) for addresses, telephone and fax numbers.

4. NOTICE TO THE 5 NEW MEMBERS WHO HAVE NOT COMPLETED
QUESTIONNAIRES
If, despite the Christmas rush (!), you can complete and mail them to me in the next week, we can
prepare your boat’s Profile. It would then be included with our package being mailed with the Winter
Newsletter to members who have completed the questionnaires.
Likewise, this is a good time for other members to let me have any Profile amendments they wish to
make.

5. MAIL-OUTS
By now all members should have received a copy of the Spring (or abridged Spring), Summer as
well as this Fall newsletter. If any are missing and you would like a copy, let me know.
My apologies to our more recent new members for not sending them copies of the original
package of Profiles after they sent me their completed questionnaires, as originally promised. As
explained in letters to each, we exhausted our supply. I thought it pointless reprinting the originals as many
have since been revised. You will receive a complete package of all profiles in our next mail-out.

6. REGISTRATION
To date, after ten months in operation, we have 35 boats on our Register (copy enclosed). This is
thanks to the recruiting efforts of you our members, a notice in the July-August issue of “GAM-On
Yachting” (suggested by Brian King) and our original notice in the 1 February 1995 “PRACTICAL
SAILOR”. I await acknowledgement from three owners whose names were provided by members.

7. HULL NUMBERS
Hull numbers are perplexing. As of this date, we range from “SYLANDO” #115 built in 1978 to
“NORTHERN SPIRIT” #233 completed in July 1987. Why would we not hear of hull numbers between
#001 and #100 plus? Did the OUYANGs start their numbering with hull #101? Or were #001 to #100 the
supposedly one hundred ALOHA 10.4s built for Caribbean charter service, mentioned in our Spring 1995
newsletter? Are they still in service?

8. PROFILE PREPARATION
QUESTIONNAIRES & INDIVIDUAL PROFILES: We are continuing to compile a lot of useful
information on the ALOHA 10.4. Thank you especially to those members who have sent us such complete
and interesting responses to our questionnaire. I hope our Profile data accurately reflects your input. In
some instances I have extracted information from your letters as well. I have not left anything important
out intentionally. Some minor changes have been made to fit space available.
Completing questionnaires can be time consuming, but the rest of us are grateful of your efforts. Some
members have said they were unclear as to how much detail we wanted. Now that you have seen what
others have included, if you would like to expand on your boat’s Profile, please do so. We can all benefit.
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FLOPPY DISKS: I have appreciated input received on floppy disks, from members with access to word
processing or computer facilities. Thank you. You have saved me lots of typing. However, for those
without access to computers, do not let it hold you back! We welcome handwritten ALOHA 10.4
information just as much. But please make sure I can read it!

9. A SUGGESTED NETWORK PLAN OF ACTION
NEWSLETTERS: I suggest that we “publish” three to four newsletter each year, depending on the
amount of input from members. Future newsletters should contain mainly owners’ comments, questions,
answers, research into common problems and information on unique improvements. However, newsletters
will be only as interesting as we all make them. I am hoping to extract lots of the good stuff from your
letters. (If you have something you do not want published, mark it confidential, -or better still, do not tell
me!). Unfortunately, because of space constraints, we have had to curtail members’ input in this
newsletter.
PROFILES: I suggest a two-step operation in presenting ALOHA 10.4 tombstone data meaningfully.
 Step one (which is nearing completion) is to complete and index Profiles on each of our boats, based
on each member’s input, -essentially up-dating what we had in the summer newsletter and adding
input from our new members.
 Step two would be to extract information from each of our Profiles by classification to produce a
more complete, easier to read, indexed ALOHA 10.4 reference document. For example, information
on “anchor winches” installed in ALOHAs, would be described under the “winch, -anchor”
classification.

10. ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS NETWORK LIBRARY BACK-UP
FOR THE RECORD: Our ALOHA 10.4 library of files on my computer (Windows 3.1 and Microsoft
Word 6a) nearly fills three HD 1.44 MB floppy disks. It would be a shame if this unique information were
ever to be lost. Dave and Jennifer Duncan hull #168 in Vancouver have agreed to maintain our “back-up”
library. I have made duplicate disks for them, which I will up-date from time to time.

11. VOLUNTARY DONATIONS
Thank you for your generous donations which are keeping us “in the black”. Our expenses are
mainly for stationery supplies, printing and postage, -which is the real killer in any project like this. Of
course, our labour is “a labour of love”.
“Chancellor of the Exchequer” Diana suggests that in that our numbers have expanded beyond
original expectations, it is time to provide some guidance as to what members might donate to keep us on
an even keel financially. Also, some have suggested that it is fairer to all if I suggest an amount so that
everyone contributes on the same basis.
To date I have written 159 individual “Network” letters. Expenses in our first year of operation,
including the planned Winter Newsletter with a package of Profiles of about 70 pages, will average $10.00
per boat. Next year, assuming at least three newsletters together with the package of “Step two Profiles by
Classification” (see above), expenses should again average $10.00 per boat, -barring any more postage
increases!
A donation as follows from each member should cover our costs for two years and would save
annual dues (and thus further accounting work at this end!):
 Cdn$20 for Canadian addressees,
 US$20 for U.S. addressees (US$ premium should cover the extra postage cost to the U.S.),
 and US$30 for foreign (i.e. Mexican addressees and abroad) to cover additional postage.
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In 1997-8, we can decide how we want to continue.
For past donors: I will enclose a receipt with this Newsletter to remind you of the amount you
have been kind enough to donate to date, according to my records. A number of you have sent $25.00. I
will credit your $5.00 “over-donation” until 1997-8!
In future to save postage, receipts will not be sent until the newsletter following your donation. I
am sorry to bring the matter of money up but I too did not think our numbers would grow so quickly!
Comments and suggestions re the above would be welcomed.

12. COMMENTS ON CRUISING/LIVING IN AN ALOHA 10.4
Gil & Mary THOMAS, hull #207, who have been on a five year cruise of Mexican waters, report:
1. Cruising adequacy: Very comfortable for 2 people. Storage very adequate. Extremely forgiving in all
types of weather including HURRICANE LESTER.
2. Generator/Diesel capacity: More diesel capacity and built in generator would be my only suggestions
for change. We carried 4 or 5 five gallon containers of fuel on deck while in Mexico.

13. FOLLOW-UP, FROM PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS
1. CUTTER RIGGED ALOHA 10.4s
We now have four members reporting cutter rig conversions. None report improved performance. Two
say they have problems with “back-winding”. Heinz Hone hull #158 lists a “removable forestay”. For
more information, see Wayne Doherty hull #205 comments under “#17. Modifications” below, and
Profiles.
Kearney Moyle hull #204 says that he has heard that designer Ted Brewer did not approve of cutter rig
conversions. We will ask our Honorary President why.
2. REFRIGERATION & INSULATION:
Steven & Maureen Woodall #176 write:“have now installed an ADLER/BARBOUR refrigeration.”
Steven’s comment in our Summer Newsletter that he had “added insulation around the ice box to give me
5 inches on all sides, top and bottom” elicited comments from Rick Klett #195 and other members. How
did Steven do it? Inside or out? Five inches? Steven: please tell us so we can print it.
Wayne Doherty hull #205 says: “I have an EZ-kold air/water cooled refrigerator. It works well but the
icebox had no insulation at all as far as I can tell. I put 5-7" of blue Styrofoam next to the engine; about
the same on the back from the cockpit locker. 3" on the front (inside) and 2" on the top from the inside,
and as many cans of foam on the hull side and bottom as I could squirt in. I have no idea how much I have
here or if the space is all filled. Except for the insulation problem it all seems to work OK.
The refrigerator (compressor) is located in the port cockpit locker. It is high up and out of the way.
The bank of drawers in the galley next to the engine was lost when the extra insulation was added to the
icebox. Where did you find 4" of insulation? When I measure the distance from the icebox lid to the front
(galley side) of the icebox the difference between the inside measurement and the outside was 1/2",--the
thickness of the plywood.” (Ed: Request members’ comments. Was the lack of insulation an oversight on
the part of Ouyang Boat Works or what?)
3. Brian & Marie King #121:
 DISPLACEMENT: Brian wrote earlier that their 1978 ALOHA is about 18,000 lbs displacement
while the 1979 one in the berth next to him with the same keel & engine is 2000 lbs lighter. Frank
Collins hull #117 reports that an earlier version of the specs. puts the displacement at 11,700 lbs. A
later version says 13,600. TRUE LOVE (hull #117) was once weighed (excluding all gear, cushions,
etc.), and came in just over 13,600 lbs. “With a normal load of gear (but no fluids) I would expect
something like 14,000 lbs.” See Profiles.
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WINCH, -ANCHOR: Brian says he is happy with his SIMPSON & LAWRENCE manual anchor
windlass which he has recently installed. See his Profile for details and photos.
4. Laurie Burt #138 (salt water sailing):
 CABIN HEATER: says he has now installed his SIGMAR 120 cabin heater and it is working well.
 VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE: “I have a VOLVO MD 11C 23 HP diesel with raw water cooling. My
VOLVO is very reliable. ...I decided against modifying it (to closed loop cooling) due to its age.”
5. Robert and Anne Mesrop, hull #162
 TOE-RAILS: Robert & Anne have up-dated us on their TOE-RAIL winter storm damage and
replacement arrangements, reported in our Summer Newsletter as follows: “The toe rail we received
from BOATIQUE telephone (514) 424-9767 was the same EXCEPT that there were twice as many
holes in it. Filled every other hole with teak and painted the teak pieces black; one must peer very
closely to see the alteration. (Further to Dave Duncan’s comment that ALCAN made the original toe
rail,) I have subsequently learned that MERRIMAN made the toe rail also. MERRIMAN is now out of
business. Used 3M brand strip caulk, gray, No. 8568 under the toe rail. It appears to be identical to the
original. Probably available at a local auto parts store/body shop.”
6. Wayne Doherty hull #205
 RIGGING/CHAINPLATES: Further to comments by others previously, Wayne reports: “I had a
leak at the forward lower chainplate on the port side. The wood and glass inside were solid when I
opened it up. The wood seemed to be extra solid -- impregnated with resin perhaps?”

14. ENGINES
1. VOLVO SAILDRIVES:
Frank Collins hull #117: “VOLVO engine has been extremely reliable, providing steady, dependable
power for 16 years. Only problems:
1. Without glow plugs, is slow starting in cool weather;
2. With all these years of engine wear, I am now experiencing some “oil blow back”, -which drips out of
air (intake) filter.’
SALT WATER OPERATION: Some members have questioned the suitability of SAILDRIVES in salt
water. Our research indicates they are fine in salt water as long as you are not getting errant galvanic action
through your AC shore power dock connections and also you are following manufacturer’s instructions,
i.e., using the recommended anti-fouling paint. Copper based anti-fouling paints are not satisfactory.
See comments by Frank Collins #117 & saltwater sailor Laurie Burt #138 in our VOLVO PROFILE.
Laurie also suggests: “part of the answer to the disappearing sail drives may be found in the August 15
1995 issue of PRACTICAL SAILOR in an article dealing with shore power. I would also suggest to any
concerned to write to PRACTICAL SAILOR as to the experiences of others regarding same”.
(Ed: Address is PRACTICAL SAILOR Editorial Offices, Box 819, Newport, Rhode Island 02840.
For a subscription, contact P.S. through their North American toll free number : 1-800-829-9087.)
2. PATHFINDER ENGINES: Hugh & Lee Harper “ASHRAM” hull #148 are the only members to
report that their ALOHA 10.4 is powered by a PATHFINDER engine. I have asked them for details.
3. UNIVERSAL ENGINES: In previous newsletters we wrote a lot about lube oil filters “falling off”
UNIVERSAL engines. Our research since suggests that this only happens if you inadvertently use metric
(KUBOTA) oil filter replacements. Standard KUBOTA engines in farm implements were built with
metric accessories. The UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) engine installed in ALOHA 10.4s is different and
requires an Imperial (North American) measure oil filter. Some KUBOTA dealers have been (incorrectly)
supplying metric replacements. If you have not used a (KUBOTA) metric lube oil filter replacement, you
have nothing to worry about. See UNIVERSAL ENGINE PROFILE for details.
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4. WESTERBEKE M-21 (MAZDA) ENGINES
Maxwell Richardson #181: has supplied useful information on their WESTERBEKE #M21. See
Profile
5. WESTERBEKE W-27 ENGINES:
1. SPEED MADE GOOD-ENGINE REVOLUTIONS: Mike Pettigrew, hull #223 reports the
following: “With a clean bottom and newly faired 15x13x3 propeller. We gained approximately 1/4
kts extra speed when prop. was faired and polished after the last haul-out.
1500 Revs
5 kts
1800
5.8 kts
2000
6.3 kts
2500 Revs
7 kts (only just).
FUEL CONSUMPTION: I would guess it is about 3 L per hour at 6 kts.”

15. MAINTENANCE
-OSMOSIS/BLISTERS: A few members report problems with blistering of the hull. Most are in the gelcoat only. Dave Duncan, hull #168 suggests that “blistering” of the hull can be caused by pressure
washing the hull with too strong a pressure. See various Profiles for different remedies.
Frank Collins hull #117
-FIBRE GLASS DELAMINATION: Frank reports “serious delamination of coach roof/deck in

large area around ventilators, -caused by failure of ALOHA YACHTS to cover balsa core with
fibreglass inside ventilators. Expensive professional repair requiring cutting upper layer of coach
roof, replacing core, reassembling, etc.”
-AWLGRIP: “After 16 seasons and many miles TRUE LOVE’s bright red hull has faded some,
and has a few nicks and scratches. ‘AWLGRIP’ job is now underway (Nov. 1995). Colour will
again be red.”
Dave Duncan, hull #168. See hull #168 Profile for additional suggestions by Dave.
-MASTS, DRAINING: Dave advises: “Owners may wish to check at the base of the mast to ensure no
corrosion is taking place. Boats fitted with KENYON masts have a drain slot at the base of the track. All
boats should have an alloy mast step upon which the mast rests; of course it should not sit on the
fibreglass. While in this area you may also wish to run two heavy beads of silicone seal from either side of
the mast drain hole and running at an angle to the rear corners of the main fibreglass mast step mounting;
this will ensure that any rainwater will be drained towards the aft rather than fore section of the bilge.
Being hand laid-up, the bilge forward of the mast on our boat has a slight depression thus trapping water.
After long periods at the dock this water tends to cause odours which took us a while to find the source.”
-BATTERIES, -AUTOMATIC BATTERY FILLER: Dave suggests: “To ‘water’ batteries, mounted
as the factory did in that dry, airy, clean but oh! so difficult area to get at space under the cockpit sole, I
use an ‘Automatic Battery Filler’. A plastic bottle with a long tubular spout within which is a smaller tube
of predetermined length allowing poured water in the battery cell to rise only 3/8" or so above the plates .
There is just room to use this item between the tops of the batteries and the sole above. This type of filler
is fairly cheap, has about a pint capacity and is available at auto stores and battery places.”
Mike Pettigrew, hull #223
-OIL FILTER CHANGING: Mike says: “The fuel oil filter is horizontal on our WESTERBEKE W-27
engine and somewhat messy to change. With luck most of the spillage can be contained in a plastic bread
bag wrapper wrapped around the filter. I remove the air intake muffler to make it easier.”

16. OTHER COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS
Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl hull #171
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-PLANS: Advise that: “Original plans for the ALOHA 10.4 can be had by contacting “Bob Wallstrom,
Delta Marine Group Inc., The Partridge Blvd., Water St., P.O. Box 414, Blue Hill, Maine 04614”.
(Ed: My records indicate P.O. Box 828; See “#2 Honorary President” above.)

17. MODIFICATIONS
You will note from the Profiles that owners have made many unique modifications. Here are but a few:
Joe Martin & Graeme Quigley hull #115
-STOVE RELOCATION: Report that they have moved the stove 8” to port for better galley space &
cooler access. (Ed: I have asked them how they did this.)
Frank Collins hull #117
-GENOA TRACKS: Has installed genoa tracks. He says : “My genoa tracks run along the side decks
from the upper shroud chain plates back to the primary winch islands, following the curve of the cabin,
and bolted through with 1/4 inch bolts. This works well. On the port side the track must be closer to the
toe rail at the aft end because the sheet enters the winch on the inboard side, which may cause the port
sheet to rub on the ‘winch deck’ with a very large headsail (e.g. our 170% genoa), for which the car must
be well aft.”. (Ed: Frank races TRUELOVE. We thought of this when racing SEA VIXEN but did not
have the courage to proceed. I have asked Frank for photos so we can see exactly how he fitted the genoa
tracks on deck.)
Wayne Doherty hull #205
-ANCHOR LOCKER: writes: “I divided the anchor locker into port and starboard sections to
accommodate two rodes. This fore - aft bulkhead was glassed in strongly and became the basis for the
largest modification I made...
-BOWSPRIT/CUTTER RIG:...I converted the boat to a cutter (slutter?). This procedure was described
in Cruising World about 3-4 years ago but by then I had already done it. A "hairpin" bowsprit and bobstay
similar to the Niagara 35 was added and the forestay moved forward about 16". This also required a new
pulpit. I cut the anchor locker lid in half longitudinally and put a chainplate on the new dividing bulkhead.
An inner forestay was added coming from this chainplate through the centre of the existing (but cut in
half) hawspipe and reaches the mast 2/3 of the way up. Running backstays were also added. The working
jib was cut down and reef points were added (just in case?) The 'genoa' was left alone except for moving it
forward. The added chainplate was strengthened by welding a nut on it and extending it through the bow
with a 1/2" bolt. All of this has worked well. The spacing between the two stays is about 4 ft and they are
parallel so it looks OK. I use the genoa on its furling until the wind reaches about 15- 20 knots then rather
than trying to reef with the furling (which I have never liked), I roll up the genoa and raise the working jib.
The boat behaves well with either sail. I have tried sailing with both foresails but I do not seem to gain
anything. I left the working jib as a hanked on sail because I figure that I can add a storm jib if necessary
(if I owned one). The only disadvantage I have found is it is slow & difficult to tack the jib with the inner
forestay in place. However it can be let off & pulled to the side quite easily even though I do not have a
quick release mechanism.”
Mike & Doreen Pettigrew hull #223
-TENDER/DAVITS/OUTBOARD: report: “We have an 8 hp YAMAHA outboard for tender on davit
which lowers onto outboard bracket, which previous owner installed. This will drive TATOOSH at 5
knots in calm water. We chose this size outboard because it is the same weight as the 6 h.p. YAMAHA
and because it is will move the Aloha at 5 kts (a get home safety feature) when attached to an outboard
bracket, quite unobtrusive. It is also useful for fishing as the WESTERBEKE’s slowest speed is about two
1/4 knots a little too fast for trolling. The outboard motor (and/or dog and/or other heavy weight problem)
is hoisted aboard using a simple home made davit made of 7/8 O/D stainless steel pipe in an inverted “L”
shape which slips into a vertical piece of 1” I.D. stainless steel fastened to the pulpit with 2 hose clamps. I
use a purchase tackle made up of 2 small double blocks and 1/4” nylon line. The davit can be lifted out of
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its socket tube and stowed below, although we always keep ours shipped in position. Total cost was about
$60.00. I will take photos later on.”
-SEATING,-HELMSMAN’S CHAIR IN COCKPIT: “Have adapted plastic patio chair to fit abaft
wheel which also is adaptable to fit under dodger in wet weather in companionway. Attached are photos
(see Profile) which show location and how it was made including an adapter made from PVC pipe to use
in the companionway under the dodger in wet weather. When rolling, I lash the arms of the chair to the
pulpit sides to keep it stable.”
-JACOB’S LADDER: “One item that might interest others is the problem of sailing alone and reboarding the boat after falling in the drink. Even at the dock, which happened to me, it is virtually
impossible to re-board in heavy wet clothes unless one is an 18 year old athlete. I have since made a small
5 step Jacob’s ladder with steps about 10” wide which neatly stows rolled up under the folding stern
ladder and is released from the water by letting go of a small bungey cord. The steps reach down about
12” below the top of the rudder. This problem is not, of course, peculiar to ALOHAs.”
-MAST STEPS, -FOLDING: Attached to TATOOSH’s Profile are photos to show them in the vertical.
stowed-away position. “They are slightly sprung to avoid rattles. They are advertised in one or more
catalogues.”
Maxwell Richardson hull #181:

-BATTERY/BATTERY LOCATION: “I have moved the house batteries from behind the fuel
tank where it took a one armed gorilla to remove them for checking the water level to under the
quarter berth. When they needed replacing, I built a rack for four TROJAN J250s golf cart
batteries and mounted them over the rudder quadrant where they can be inspected and watered
easily. These are 6 volt at 250 amp-hours for a total of 500 in two banks. A nice snug fit but
easily removed. These 6 volt batteries are much easier to handle than the 8d equivalent. I made
the rack from 1.5”x1.5”x1/8” stainless steel. I have a good quality automotive type battery
dedicated to the engine under the quarter berth.”
-SCUPPERS,-COCKPIT: “I am also planning to replace the 1 inch cockpit scuppers with 2.5
inch scuppers. These will drain five times faster than the 1 inch scuppers.” (Ed: Comments?)
18. QUESTIONS & REQUESTS FOR INFORMATION
I foresee this part of our newsletters as being most useful, especially if other members react. Suggest those
with comments or answers to questions, contact the member directly. I would appreciate a copy of any
written replies for inclusion in future newsletters.
1) Wayne McLellan hull #120
-MAXI-PROPS: Wayne asks if anyone has had experience with MAXI-PROPS.
-ROLLER FURLING: Wayne is also planning to install PROFURL roller furling in Spring of 1996
and asks if anyone has experience or comments.
2) Brian King hull #121
-KEEL LEAKAGE: “Do you have any suggestions about preventing keel leakage? I understand the
reason for it is because of the manufacturing process. Would extra epoxy around the leading and trailing
edge of the keel help?” (Ed: Some owners live with it. Some fix it (annually!?). See profiles. Comments?)
3).Hugh Harper #148 still wants info. on spar paint, coating on cleats & fairleads, onboard pumping of
holding tanks, renovation of galley cupboards, hot water heater location, access to area abaft fuel tank,
shower sump drain, engine access (he has cut a small hole Q. berth to access starting motor).
4). Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl hull #171
-WINDLASS: “Looking for a windlass (power/manual) -Any experience?” (Ed: See #13 above &
Profiles)
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-PORTS: “Need 8 new Beckson ports. Screens have dulled old ports?” (Ed: Dave Duncan #168 advises,
that they are still available from BECKSON MANUFACTURING, 165 Holland Avenue, Bridgeport, CT
06605 USA, telephone (203) 333-1412 who supplied OUYANG. When ordering, be sure to specify clear
or tinted ports to match your present ports. OUYANG installed both. Also, see Profiles.)
-SPREADER: We have a black spreader which comes off (the black) on your hands & feet when going
up the spar. Can this be painted over? (Ed: This is the first black spreader we have encountered.
Suggestions?)
-PULPIT: Stern pulpit pulls loose. Screws do not hold it in place? (Ed: Common problem. Solution?)
-ENGINE (UNIVERSAL): My engine overheats at high revs - can’t locate problem? (Ed: First time we
have heard of this problem. Any suggestions?)
5) Steven & Maureen Woodall hull #176:
-CRUISING GEAR SUCH AS SOLAR PANELS: Still wants useful information regarding the
installing of any cruising gear such as solar panels etc.
6) Maxwell & Pamela Richardson hull #181:
-ENGINE ANGLE/SHAFT/PROPELLER/OIL: “In 1990 I installed a MARTECH folding prop,
installed to reduce drag. Now the pivots are worn badly. I question the steep angle of the prop shaft and
(Westerbeke M-21) engine. I think it could have caused the excessive wear. Because of this angle, the oil
dip stick shows full with only two quarts of oil. I plan to write to Ted Brewer about the problem.
(Ed: Has anyone had any engine problems because of excessive tilt? Our UNIVERSAL engine is tilted aft
more than the 15 degree maximum in the spec. sheet. No problems are evident yet.)”
7) Wayne Doherty hull #205 (purchased in 1990):
-HULL, -CRACK: “Last winter I discovered a crack at the front of the keel that went back about 6" on
either side. I cleaned it out and repaired it properly but was not happy when I got into it. It went as deep
as 3/4" in one place with most of it being about 1/2" deep going to zero after about 6". At no point was it
close to being through the hull as it is very thick there -- at least two laid-up fibreglass sections with filler
between and fairing on the outside to curve into the keel. I don't know the cause, perhaps water entering
from the inside then creating a fracture when it froze or water entering from the outside (how?) or hull
stress caused by the mast under tension (impossible I hope). I have not cut away the cabin sole to
investigate this from the inside but I'm tempted. I would appreciate it if anyone can enlighten me.”
8) “Chip” Wolfe hull #211:
-STANDING RIGGING: Still wants factory specs. on rigging length and tuning procedures.
(Ed.: Second time of asking! We are all interested. Does anyone have any information?)
9) Ron & Carole Kelly #222:
-WINTER COVER: Customized with A.B.S. plastic pipe frame. Has a door into the cockpit with
standing head room and plenty of windows. Great for winter access and early spring cleaning.
10) Editor
-OUYANG BOAT WORKS: Do any members have contacts in the Whitby, Ontario area who would
track down address(es) of any of the Ouyang Boat Works family for us. It would be especially interesting
to obtain ALOHA 10.4 construction/production background from one or more of the following: Ti, Mao
and Stan Ouyang, Sandy Woodman (secretary), Spike Nagel (Sales) and Gary Graham (Parts & Service).
When we were in Whitby five years ago, we encountered Stan Ouyang at the old plant on 1638 Charles St.
-ENGINES, INFORMATION REQUEST: As part of “step 2” (above), I still need more service
information on all engines, both originals and replacements i.e., the VOLVO SAIL-DRIVES,
PATHFINDER, UNIVERSAL, KUBOTA (replacements to the UNIVERSAL) and WESTERBEKE #M21 and #W-27 engines. Do we have any others? Your help here with additional input based on experience
with your engine would be very much appreciated if we are to make these engine Profiles meaningful!
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19. ALOHA 10.4 “BOAT SWAP”?
Member Wayne MCLELLAN, hull #120 in Thunder Bay, Ontario CANADA writes: “One thought I’ve
had is motivated by the high cost of travelling and chartering. The solution could be a boat swap. My area
of the North Shore of Lake Superior is one of the great cruising areas, -comparable in its own way with
B.C. & the Maritimes. I would be willing at least to discuss the possibility with other owners.”
See Wayne’s address in latest Owners’ Register.
(Ed: As I look out my den window at freezing December rain (this is balmy Victoria?) We are ready to
swap with any of our members sailing in Sea of Cortez waters!)

20. ALOHA 10.4 “WANTED”
Mr. Brian C. Palmer, 24 Bundy Drive, St. Catherine’s, Ontario, L2S 3E4 (phone?) writes asking if any
member has or knows of an ALOHA 10.4 for sale. Mr & Mrs Palmer say they fell in love with Brian &
Marie King’s PARAMOUR, #121, this summer & now want one like her, to replace their NORDICA 30.

21. CONCLUSION
-Sorry for all the “see Profile(s)” references in this newsletter. We will get them to you as soon as
possible!
-If you can put Christmas aside and let me have any comments and suggestions in the next few days, we
can include them in our Winter Newsletter.
-Diana and I wish you a safe, happy and healthy holiday season.
MAHALO!
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1. INTRODUCTION
A L O H A ! Although it is now Valentine’s Day and Spring has arrived here on the Canadian
west coast and the US Pacific north-west, this is our Winter 1995-96 newsletter.
Thank you for your encouragement. However, as you can see from what follows, you are the ones
who make our newsletter whatever it is. Thank you for all your input!
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Also, thank you for your understanding relative to the decision in the Fall newsletter to request
donations to cover printing & mailing costs. Members will find receipts for their donations enclosed here,
if you have not already received them through our one-on-one correspondence.
Most of you are receiving our 14 February “package of Profiles” enclosed with this newsletter. If
your package is not included, please see “6. PROFILES,-DISTRIBUTION” following.
Now that the package of Profiles has been dispatched, we can return to a more timely schedule for
preparing and mailing future newsletters. Other activities permitting, I am planning a Spring newsletter in
April or May depending on members further input,. The earlier we hear from you, the better.

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBER
We welcome new members Mr. & Mrs. Stuart MEYER “AIR LOOM” hull #185,
673 Lynndale Court, ROCHESTER, Michigan, 48309 USA (telephone N/K), who have been the
happy owners of “AIR LOOM”.
Stuart writes: “We purchased AIR LOOM (new) through Ed Gresick in Windsor, Ontario in
1983. We placed our order in February, took delivery on a Wednesday night in July and left on a three
week cruise to the North Channel in Lake Huron two days later. We had absolutely no “break-in”
problems at all. It is interesting to listen to friends who have purchased new boats tell of the problems
they have had with their boats.”
Ed.: One comforting fact about our ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network is that it continues to confirm that the
ALOHA 10.4 is a very good boat. Any problems have been relatively minor. For this we can thank, inter
alia, Messrs. Brewer & Wallstrom for a successful design and then the builders OUYANG Boat
Works.

3. MARRIAGES
Congratulations to Catherine (BOUTILIER) & Terry FAGAN, #165, SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE on
their Canadian Thanksgiving Day marriage in Toronto, Ontario. Catherine says that they spent their
wedding night onboard, “only to take the mast down the next morning to end our first happy season”.

4. IN MEMORIAM
We regret to inform members of the sudden passing of Hugh Harper, ASHRAM #148 on 20 October.
Hugh and Lee were original members who gave encouragement to the ALOHA 10.4 Network getting
started. Our condolences to Lee.
Lee says she will probably offer ASHRAM for sale in the Spring of 1996. Interested persons should
contact Lee at 4211 Solmie Road, RR#2 Ladysmith, B.C. Canada V0R 2E0, telephone (604) 245-8193.

5. AMENDMENTS AND CORRECTIONS
1. New address for Anne & Robert MESROP, COLUMBINE #162 is:
“23 Regency Drive, Marstons Mills, MA 02648 USA. New telephone # is (508) 428-1765”.
2. Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON, CUTTY SARK #181 report that:
Telephone # in the December’s Register should be (510) 724-1371 and
Their WESTERBEKE engine is a MAZDA conversion but the model number is still W-21 (Not
M-21 as listed in the Fall newsletter).
3. Correct the spelling of Catherine and Terry FAGAN, SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE #165.
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6. PROFILE PACKAGE
[up-date to 14 February 1996]
1. PROFILE -PREPARATION: Finally, here is the “package” of Profiles as promised. It replaces the
first (Summer 1995) package and is based on your input received up to 14 February 1996.
We have stapled the package for ease of handling in the mail. Some may wish to remove the staple for
storage in a loose-leaf binder. This would facilitate subsequent amendment.
The profiles have not been as easy to produce as we originally thought. So much for them being strictly
“tombstone” data! Some have been “up-dated” as many as four times. We now realize that that is the way
it should be and hopefully, will continue to be, thanks to your continued input. Keep your letters coming!
A number of members have kindly and helpfully supplied photographs to illustrate their various “unique
modifications”. So far, we are not satisfied with the quality of our photo reproductions in the Profiles. We
are experimenting with a different method of reproduction so hopefully, they will be better by the time the
final Profiles are printed later this week.
2. PROFILE,-DISTRIBUTION: Expenses associated with printing and mailing the 80 page Profile
package are significant. Thus, with regret, we have had to restrict distribution of the profiles to those
members who have made donations.
In the Fall newsletter we suggested that we had 35 boats (now 36) listed in our Network Registry; and it
was necessary to cover our Network printing and mailing costs to request donations from those who had
not already contributed. We wrote:
“A donation as follows from each member should cover our costs for two years and would save annual
dues (and thus further accounting work at this end!):
 C$20 for Canadian addressees, (i.e., about $10 per year)
 US$20 for U.S. addressees (US$ premium should cover the extra postage cost to the US) and
 US$30 for foreign (i.e. Mexican addressees and abroad) to cover additional postage.
In 1997-8, we can decide how we want to continue”.
As mentioned, members’ responses have been positive.
If you are one of those cruising in southern waters from whom, perhaps because of irregular mails, we
have not yet received your donation, we have made an exception. Rather than incur further delays for you,
we enclose your package here. We would like to hear from you eventually, also with an up-date on your
experiences.
For the remainder, we have produced some extra copies of the Profiles, to take advantage of a quantity
printing rate.
 We are still receiving letters and donations resulting from the Fall newsletter. If this newsletter
crosses your donation already mailed, we will have your Profile package off to you by return mail.
 If you are one of those who has not yet responded to the Fall newsletter but would like the Profile
Package, let us know as above. Copies are limited, but we can arrange for another batch to be printed
later, if necessary.
3. PROFILE,-ENGINES: You will observe that Engine Profiles have not yet been included with your
Package. We have some worthwhile maintenance and performance information, the latest being from
Frank Collins #117, see “13. ENGINES” below, but we need more. Your further comments are
solicited!
4. PROFILE, -UP-DATING: I plan to up-date profiles on our ALOHAs as your letters are received. We
will issue an up-date to the 14 February package as amendments warrant. Some members have been
reluctant to provide more than a bare-bones response to our original questionnaires. We will all benefit if
now you wish to add to the information we have in your boat’s profile.
Now that you have the complete Package of Profiles, your comments and recommendations for
improving content and presentation would be welcomed. In particular, would it be worthwhile as
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suggested in the Fall newsletter, to extract the information from each of your Profiles by classification, to
compile a more easy to read ALOHA 10.4 reference document? For example, all information on the
classification “BATTERIES, -LOCATION”, would be compiled together rather than spread around in ten
profiles.

7. NEWSLETTERS BY DISK?
Five of our members are providing some or all of their ALOHA 10.4 input on MSWORD6 IBM
compatible disks. Thank you! We welcome this. Going one step farther, Rick Klett #195 suggests that we
could save printing and postage by providing newsletters (and profiles?) to those members so equipped,
by disk. This is something we will pursue further “in slow time” with Rick.
...And yes, our “486” computer can handle information on both 3 1/2 & 5 1/4 inch disks.

8. MEMBER UP-DATE
Anne Mesrop #162, 3 January 1996 in reporting their move from North Carolina to Massachusetts adds:
“We didn’t like the heat & humidity in NC; but left great friends there. COLUMBINE is still in New Bern
on stands while her hull dries. The blister problem was minimal but the moisture meter is still in the red
on the keel and bottom of the hull. We expect to put her into the water mid or late February and sail her
to North Bay at Cotute (sp?) 20 minutes from our home on Cape Cod. We’ll no longer have a slip (90
year plus/minus waiting list!); we’ll be on a mooring. At least the boat will be safer for the occasional
hurricane which crosses this area. We were on a mooring in Lake Champlain with our 32 BRISTOL, so
the dinghy route is not new to us.”

9. FOLLOW-UP
1. SPREADER: Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl #117 asked “We have a black spreader which comes off
(the black) on your hands & feet when going up the spar. Can this be painted over?”.
Dave & Bev Talbot #226 write on 18 December: “We had black spars which the paint came off as well.
What we did was wash them with acetone and sprayed them with black TREMCLAD, which has adhered
and stood up”.
2. HOT WATER HEATER: Hugh Harper #148 asked about the location of the hot water heater.
In a January letter, Kearney & June Moyle, #204 write: “On QUINTETTE, the previous owner had the
heater built into the area between the galley and the settee. It was done at the time of manufacture by the
builders and is enclosed in teak at the back and by an arch in the galley. The only drawback is that the
enclosure protrudes slightly into the seating area, where your head can come in contact with it until you
get used to it. Now I don’t even notice it.”.
Ed: Have asked Kearney for photo(s).
3. BUILDER INFORMATION: In commenting about our query in the Fall newsletter, Kearney Moyle,
#204 writes: “As I understand it, OUYANG YACHTS was sold to Chuck Coutts of Canadian Yacht
Charters. The firm went into bankruptcy while under Mr. Coutts ownership. There are rumours that the
moulds for ALOHA yachts still exist with a company in Montreal (Dorian) called Canadian Yacht
Builders. Have been unable to make contact with either. Mr. Coutts currently lives at Lake Rosseau in
Ontario, telephone (705) 732-2214. I have not had a response to my telephone calls”.
Ed: Thanks Kearney! Has anyone further information? We would like to make contact with the Ouyang
family also. As mentioned, we believe some family members still reside in the Whitby, Ontario area.
4. FURLING GEAR, 27 January 1996 Rick Klett, #195 reports: “Wayne McLellan #120 is
considering a furler installation this spring; I installed a Harken furler on FULL TILT in summer of ‘94
and have enjoyed two seasons of perfect service. I could not be more pleased.”
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5. WIND GENERATOR VS SOLAR POWER, 27 January 1996, Rick Klett #195 also writes:
“Steven & Maureen Woodall #176 are considering alternative energy sources; On FULL TILT I have an
Ampair 100 wind generator. It charges the batteries at .5 to 3.5 amps, depending on wind velocity. I find
the advantage of using wind instead of solar is the wind blows 24 hours and solar power is limited to only
part of the daylight hours. Also, solar panels are only efficient in pretty bright sunlight.”

10. OTHER COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS
1. REFRIGERATION, -INSULATION, 27 January, Rick & Judy Klett #195: “We are looking
forward to the boating season. I do not have many projects planned for this winter. My main goal is to
increase the insulation in the ice box/reefer. My Adler Barbour reefer works well, but I’d like to reduce
run time and frequency. It seems that lack of insulation was in fact an oversight of Ouyang. Maybe it was
done this way because most Alohas were sold in the Canadian market and Ouyang felt that what little
insulation they used was sufficient. Thanks to Wayne Doherty #205 for his advice on how he improved
his ice box/reefer”.

11. MODIFICATIONS
1. SEATING,-HELMSMAN’S CHAIR IN COCKPIT: Do you have a plastic patio chair which needs a
home? In our Fall newsletter we mentioned one of the unique modifications to come to our attention. See
Mike Pettigrew, #223 Profile and photos therein!
2. STOVE/OVEN, David Duncan #168 suggests: “One of the modifications for convenience and safety
an owner can make is to install a stainless steel length of piping in front of the stove/oven unit . This
doubles as a grab-rail and will also prevent a person being thrown onto the stove should the vessel
lurch.”
3. GRAB HANDLES: David Duncan #168 also writes: “If your Aloha doesn't have teak handles either
side of the companionway inside they are easy to purchase and install. Makes a big difference in ease of
going up and down the companionway ladder”.
4. SHOWER: David Duncan #168 recommends: “A three- cornered strip of teak cab be attached level
with the bottom edge of each shower/head door. This will prevent stray water from tracking round the
bottom of the doors into the cabin area. As well, three hooks, one centre of and one each side, can be
installed above the upper edges of the doors on the frame to hang an easily removable plastic shower
curtain (choice of colour - and stowable underneath the basin). Works well.”
5. DOUBLE BUNK STOWAGE; David Duncan #168 also reports: “The double-bunk (slide out) in the
main cabin can be made secure when stowed by the addition of a couple of small sliding bolt latches.
Installed one one each side of the sliding base, behind the teak lip, the bolts should be aligned with the
latches on either side to ensure no mistakes before placing the screws. We didn't like the idea of brass
bolts in contact with the seat cushion material and were able to find 2.5 inch fasteners in nylon material
which do the job intended- that is prevent the bunk base from sliding out at inconvenient times.”
6. HINGES, FOLD-UP TABLE IN MAIN CABIN: During the warranty refit of SEA VIXEN #167 in
1983 the yard, on instructions from OUYANG BOAT WORKS in Whitby, replaced the hinges on the
fold-up table in the main cabin with sturdier hinges and longer screws. We were told that the tables while
in the up position had come adrift in some of the earlier boats and literally fallen on to the double berth.
If your boat is about hull #170 or earlier, you might wish to check the adequacy of your hinges. We
understand that later boats had piano type hinges or heavy duty hinges fitted at the builders.
7. RADAR/GPS INTERFACE: 27 January Rick Klett #195 writes: “At the end of the summer of 1995
I installed a Raytheon RL 9 radar and have it interfaced with a Garmin 65 GPS. I am very pleased with
both units and having them interfaced just makes them more valuable. Many of the GPS readouts appear
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on the radar screen so I keep the GPS at the Nav station and have the radar on a swing bracket so I can
monitor the radar screen from the helm.”
8. REFRIGERATION: John Schwartz #194 reports: “A couple of things we did to the refrigeration
has made a big difference for a very small cost:
a). The lid is hollow so I drilled a couple of small holes in the underside of the lid and injected spray
foam insulation. A little goes a long way. This stuff really expands.
b). I found a small battery operated fan in an RV parts store. We keep it in the bottom of the ice box to
circulate the air. It runs forever on two C batteries.”
9. EYEBROWS FOR YOUR OPENING PORTS?: How many of us have returned to our boats after a
rainstorm to find the interior drenched? In an 18 December letter, Brian King #121 writes: “I bought port
window ‘eyebrows’ from SSI mail order catalogue in the US for Cdn(?)$22.00 each. Upon delivery of the
first order of two, I went up to the boat (Georgian Bay) and had to clear away the snow to see if the fit
was OK before ordering more. They fit perfectly. I will install all of them in the Spring. Hopefully they
will allow us to keep the 10 opening ports open in a rain shower to improve ventilation. These eyebrows
seem to be a popular addition for comfort in the tropics.”
Brian adds that a free catalogue can be obtained by contacting SAILING SPECIALTIES INC. (SSI) at
P.O.Box 99, Commerce Avenue, Hollywood, MD, USA 20636, tel:(301) 373-2372, FAX (301) 3732734. SSI calls their eyebrows “TRIM-FIT PORT HOODS’. The SSI catalogue number is (#70120000 for
12” wide and ) #70150000 for 15” inch widths (measurements are approximate).
According to the SSI catalogue, “These compact port hoods are moulded from ‘flexible, strong UVresistant TPR rubber’ and are designed to mount on the trim rings” so as to eliminate the necessity of
drilling holes into cabin sides. The hoods are supplied undrilled so that screw holes may be drilled during
installation to match existing holes in the trim ring of the porthole.
Ed: A great suggestion but note that PARAMOUR has special Atkins & Hoyle opening ports (see her
Profile #121). The original OUYANG standard port on most ALOHA 10.4s was manufactured by
Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave., Bridgeport, CT 06605, tel: (203) 333-1412. The SSI catalogue
says the above will fit (12” & also) 15” BECKSON opening ports. As an alternative to SSI, Dave Duncan
#168 reports that BECKSON also offers “rain shields” (eyebrows) as well as “Rain-Drain” opening
replacement ports. For their catalogue, contact BECKSON. Before ordering, check to see if your boat has
tinted or clear ports. As mentioned in the Spring 1995 newsletter, Aloha used both.
I believe all ALOHA 10.4 ports are 15 inches wide, but check! Perhaps order two ports first, like Brian,
and if they fit, get the remainder. If someone does so, please let us know results.
10. VEE BERTH FORWARD: HAVING TROUBLE CLIMBING IN?
Some members have fitted a hand grip on the deck-head for one (or two) to grasp when climbing into the
bunk and then squirming around by 180 degrees to flake out feet forward, head aft.
Earlier Anne Mesrop #162 had written: “Robert has constructed a teak frame on the deck-head over the
forward vee berth to hold the VEE BERTH INSERT cushion; it’s too hard for the first mate to get into
and out of the bed with the insert cushion in place. ...Not senility; the bunk’s too high!!”.
Brian King #121 in a 24 January letter writes that he “plans to install a “fold-up step” to help one climb
into the Vee berth from the main cabin.” Brian says they are listed in the WEST MARINE Catalogue.

12. MAINTENANCE
1. BOTTLE SCREWS/SHROUDS: During last year’s insurance survey of SEA VIXEN #167, the
“steamship inspector” suggested putting a touch of grease on the top of each bottle screw annually, to
reduce possible corrosion between wire and bottle screw, as the boat gets older.
2. KEEL LEAKAGE:. Rick Klett #195 writes on 27 January: “Brian King #121 & Wayne Doherty
#205 both report problems with keel leakage; I patched my keel the first year I owned FULL TILT. On
hauling her after my first season it was quite obvious that I had accomplished little or nothing. Last
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spring (1995) I ground the bottom 1/3 of the keel down to raw glass. Then I directed infrared lamps on
the keel to drive out the moisture. When the keel appeared to be totally dry I applied seven to eight
overlapping layers of glass cloth, using West System epoxy over the bottom, sides, forward end, and aft
end of the keel. After the epoxy cured I sanded and faired the keel using West Epoxy with microbaloons.
Once this cured I sanded again, primed with Interlux 2000/2001, then two coats of Interlux Micron CSC
anti-fouling paint. The main problem with doing this project is getting the yard to hang the boat in the
slings for two days while you do the job. It must be hung because you need to have the whole area
accessible so you will can do one continuous lay-up. I believe I solved the problem but I will not know for
sure until I haul the boat in the spring. I will report on my success or failure in a few months. After such a
monstrous task I do hope I will be able to report success”.
Ed: Those experiencing leaky keels will look forward to getting your report! Also see Profile Index for
other owners reporting on fixing leaky keels. ...And Rick, what is a “microbaloon”?
3. BRASS: We have had a product called COBRA recommended to us for cleaning brass in a boat. ...And
afterwards, to keep the brass shiny and from tarnishing, use BRASS WIZARD. We will try them and
report back.

13. ENGINES
1. VOLVO (SAIL-DRIVE): 17 January, Frank Collins #117, further to his contribution to our Fall
newsletter, adds: “Regarding the VOLVO (SAIL-DRIVE) MODEL MD11C-110 S, my comments are:
Pros: a) Neat, low drag profile, especially with folding prop;
b) mid-ship position facilitates straight tracking, especially in reverse;
c) rubber separation from hull reduces vibration.
Cons: a) Steel prop (for electrolytic compatibility) suffers corrosion of the folding teeth, requiring prop
replacement every 5 or 6 years (cost C$500 in 1995);
b) rubber gasket needed to fair hull requires replacement every 3 to 4 years (costs about C$70);
c) in effect there is a big hole through which the lower unit passes, closed off by a heavy rubber
membrane. If this membrane gave out the boat could sink. Not sure this presents a real
risk, but you do have to wonder at times.
I’m not sure what the bottom line of all this is. I would need to own an ALOHA with a conventional
arrangement to judge. Perhaps, on balance, life might be simpler without the sail drive, but it is nice to
have.”
2. Stuart Meyer #185 27 December writes: “We use our engine about 170 hours during our sailing
season. On one trip the metal fuel line attached to the electric fuel pump ruptured due to vibration; - one
end of this line is attached solidly to the engine and the other to the rubber mounted fuel pump. The
Westerbeke replacement fuel line is a great improvement; it is rubber and will withstand the flexing that
the metal line could not. The only other part of this engine which I have had to replace is the exhaust
system elbow where the cooling water is injected into the engine exhaust. The impact of the exhaust gases
on the elbow eroded the metal and a hole developed.”.
3. WESTERBEKE (Mod. N/K) REMOTE OIL FILTER MODIFICATION/ADDITION: 4 August
John Schwartz #194 reports: “One modification/addition I made to the engine was to add a remote oil
filter. This moves the filter from its almost inaccessible location at the back of the engine to the front. It
not only makes for an easier filter change but allows for a close inspection of the unit. This was an OEM
part, purchased from Pacific Distributors in Northern California. in 1993 for US$232.61.”
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14. QUESTIONS
1. CABIN HEATER, 27 January1996, Rick Klett #195: “I am considering the installation of a cabin
heater. Laurie Burt #138 mentions a SIGMAR 120. Here on the east coast I’ve never heard of a SIGMAR
and would appreciate any info that could be forwarded”.
Ed: We forwarded copies of SIGMAR 120 information to Rick, previously supplied to us by Laurie Burt
#138 and Heinz Hone #158.
2. BATTERIES, -LOCATION, November 1995, Trish & George KIRKWOOD #160, who still have
their batteries fitted abaft the fuel tank, as originally built, write: “Replacement is a problem and I am
considering moving the fuel tank aft approx. 18” and moving the batteries to the engine side of the tank.
It may prove too big of a job!”
Ed: Suggestions? Re-location of the batteries from abaft the ALOHA 10.4 fuel tank is a great question
and has been a contentious issue, as perusal of the Profiles will illustrate. The suggestion to move the fuel
tank aft is a novel idea (and a first for me), but I believe it would be too much of a job when there are
alternatives; see Profiles. The most popular spot to re-locate batteries, (from reading the Profiles) is to the
“fish rod” locker under the quarterberth. Some have placed batteries in the wash-deck locker on the
starboard side of the cockpit, and not been overly concerned about the extra top-weight.
In SEA VIXEN #167 we need extra power to run our otherwise excellent NOVA KOOL refrigeration.
Thus we have a double bank of heavy duty six volt batteries in series in the quarterberth locker and a
double bank of twelve volt batteries, as originally fitted (but in parallel), abaft the fuel tank. Servicing and
replacing the latter from the lazarette in a flaked out position, especially with my height and girth, is a real
pain. Please someone, come up with a good suggestion for George and Trish (and all of us) as to where to
relocate the batteries from abaft the fuel tank!
3. MAIN HATCH/COMPANIONWAY BOARDS: Robert & Anne Mesrop #162 ask: “Were the
original companionway boards a wood other than teak on other ALOHAs?”.
Ed: Hull #167 has the original non-teak wooden boards with a teak veneer facing. Dave Duncan #168 has
replaced his similar boards to removable teak doors hinged to each side of the hatch framing, -which looks
both nice and nautical. Has anyone a different idea?
4. ALOHA 10.4 DESIGN: Kearney & June Moyle, #204 in a January 1996 letter, enclose and refer to
the September 1984 issue of Canadian Yachting in which Ted Brewer has written an interesting article on
yacht design. Kearney writes: “I would be interested to know Mr. Brewer’s thoughts on the relatively flat
bottom design of the ALOHA 10.4 compared to the deeper “V” shape of other cruising boats. Is there an
advantage to one shape over the other?”
5. PREVIOUS NEWSLETTERS: Thank you to those who have answered some of our previous
questions (see “9. FOLLOW-UP” above). We still have a few unanswered questions from our Summer
and Fall newsletters.

15. HULL NUMBERS
We mentioned in our FALL Newsletter that hull numbers are perplexing. At the time of writing
last December, we had not heard of any hull numbers between #001 and #100. Catherine Fagan #165
reports encountering hulls #12 and (“I believe”) #83. Catherine adds “...we met Jan Moore (hull #83, I
know it is in the 80’s) from OSHAWA Yacht Club. Hers is the most beautiful boat I have seen. When her
husband retired he took up woodwork and did amazing things to the interior of the boat. However, when
we met Jan, her husband had sadly passed away six months prior. She commented several times that she
would likely sell her ‘TREMORS TOO.”.
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16. HEADING SOUTH?
A First Report from “WHAT IF...” #205
Wayne DOHERTY, #205 in a 21 December letter reports: “I made the trip down the ICW in the fall
(1995) and my boat is now in Florida. I’m heading for the Bahamas in January (1996). The trip down
the waterway was uneventful but I’m glad it's over. The good part is there were no problems other than
minor repairs and maintenance associated with constant use of almost everything except the sails. If there
are any ‘green’ fresh-water sailors like me who are going south into salt water for the first time I would
like to pass on the following:
 everything rusts
 the (WESTERBEKE W-27) engine zinc disappeared faster than I expected and I will monitor it more
closely from now on (weekly)
 if you have refrigeration, there is no such thing as too many batteries.”
Ed: Others who are heading south may wish to contact Wayne direct for additional advice. We understand
that mail sent to his Etobicoke address will be forwarded to him while he is away.

17. ALOHA 10.4s CRUISING “ABROAD”





Heinz & Angela HONE in NAPINKE #158: Sea of Cortez.
Steven & Maureen WOODALL in TERRIFIC #176: Mexican waters?
Wayne & Suzie DOHERTY in WHAT IF... #205: The Bahamas
Gilbert & Mary THOMAS in DIONYSUS #207: Sea of Cortez? Last summer after five years
cruising “abroad” in their ALOHA 10.4, Gilbert & Mary returned to California leaving DIONYSUS
in Mexico temporarily. We believe they may now be away again.
...And lucky hopefuls:
 Brian & Marie KING #121 are busy preparing PARAMOUR for their trip from Georgian Bay
Ontario to Trinidad when Brian retires, “probably in 1997”.
 Maxwell & Pamela Richardson #181 in California say “someday to Baya and points west”
 while others like Frank & Eve Collins #117 (Quebec) are planning extended trips, -in TRUE
LOVE’s case this summer “through the Gulf of St. Lawrence and down the eastern seaboard.”.
Who have we missed?

18. “STORMS, STORMS, STORMS!”
by Byron Wolfe #211
20 January 1996: “About 2 weeks after launching Belize with her new underside, (Ed: See
Profile #211 for details) we had the misfortune of getting knocked down by a unexpected
microburst with sudden winds of over 50 knots on Choctawhatchee Bay. We actually only went
over about 45-50 degrees of heel, but the wind's fury managed to break loose a part of the
aluminium masthead flange through which passed a stainless steel pin which secured the top
link of our Hyde Streamstay furling main system. Needless to say, it was a real challenge to
furl the main in these conditions. We set anchor and secured as best we could. After about an
hour the winds backed down to about 10 knots and we made for the dock to assess the damage--torn sacrificial on the mainsail and a disconnected link at the masthead. We removed the main
and took it to the local sail loft for a new sacrificial and repairs to any other damages (if any) to
the main. None found.
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I was able to obtain the services of one of the area's best riggers and we pulled the mast
to make repairs. There was no use to try to reattach the upper support to the masthead flange as
this is definitely the weak link in this furling system. The pin had completely pulled through the
aluminum flange. We had a stainless steel bracket fabricated that fits over the top of the
masthead. This rig will be there as long as the mast stays aboard. The system works better than
ever now, and I am very confident the furler will be there and will work when I most need it. I
highly recommend that anyone with a furling main system secure the upper end of the system
over the masthead in some similar fashion. A failure during a storm is no fun, and if a failure is
to happen it will happen when you don't need it.
On the 3rd of August we were visited by a category I hurricane named ERIN. Due to the
approach direction and the minimal winds (for a hurricane) we elected to remain in the slip to
ride this one out. We took the normal precautions of removing sails, bimini, and anything
topside to reduce windage to a minimum. A group of us with boats in the slips stayed throughout
the storm to adjust lines etc. as necessary. We were in a very protected area for the forecast
track of the storm and we managed to weather this one unscathed.
A month later to the day we were visited by another storm. This one was named OPAL
and was approaching from the worst possible direction and at breakneck speed. The night
before Opal arrived I went to the dock to assess the possibilities. The water was already at the
bottom of the dock boards (about 2 feet above normal). The storm was still more than a day
away and the surge tide was expected to be 12 to 20 feet. It didn't take a rocket scientist to
figure out that this one was not one to ride out at the dock. I cleared the topside and moved out
of the slip to a suitable anchorage site. I set a 35 pound CQR and a 14 pound Danforth and
helped others secure their boats. The winds were already near gale force at times from the
outlying feeder bands of the storm. We finished at about midnight and went home to get some
rest. In the morning the forecast portrayed the worst possible scenario. Opal was a category IV
hurricane and was building to category V. She was now moving at 21 mph and landfall of the
eye was expected just to the west of us, which put us on the absolute worst possible side of the
storm. I had no time to go back to add chafe protection or check anything during daylight
hours. We evacuated post haste!!!! Opal passed through the evening of August 3rd as
predicted, however, just before making landfall she decreased in intensity to category III. We
didn't know what we would find when we returned the next day.
Our house was still intact, albeit damaged. There were trees down, power lines down
and the area looked like a war zone. I drove to the bayou to check damage, and was sickened by
the sight of boats ashore everywhere. The docks at Guiseppi's Wharf (where we slip Belize)
were almost totally destroyed. The restaurant was a shambles. Boats which had remained at
the dock were either impaled on pilings and sunk, or badly battered, or took the dock with them
on a short journey aground on the shore. I drove to the other side of the bayou, and behold,
Belize was standing proud at anchor, just where I had set her. I was jubilant that she had not
met the same fate as so many other boats. I returned home and picked up my inflatable to go out
and check her out. As I approached, I noticed only 1 anchor line. Then I noticed things weren't
exactly the way I had left them. The anchor roller had been bent up about 45 degrees. The bow
pulpit was pushed back and badly bent. The bow navigation light was just a piece of black
plastic mounted to a deformed mounting plate on the deformed pulpit. There was gelcoat
damage to the bow and the starboard side of the bow. The good news, there was no structural
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damage to the bow or deck. Damage was obviously due to another boat dragging on its anchor
or totally adrift and just passing by on its way to a resting place on the shore. Below deck was
an indication that things got a bit rough. The cabin sole was littered with things that had once
been stowed on shelves or in cabinets. Our microwave which had been stowed on the
quarterberth secured with cockpit cushions, was also on the floor. It must have been one hell of
a ride.
Back in my dingy, I dragged a grappling type hook across where I thought my CQR
should be and as luck would have it and after numerous "practice" passes, I snagged the rode. I
secured the line (it had chaffed through sometime during the storm) to the deck cleat and would
retrieve it a week or so later when we had repaired the docks enough to secure what few boats
remained afloat.
I was able to straighten the anchor roller back to serviceable condition using a lot of
patience and a 30 ton press. I tried to have the pulpit straightened at a local marine fabrication
shop, but it came out looking worse than when I gave it to them and fit the deck only under a lot
of strain. It was still bent so far back that the lifelines sagged so much as to make them useless.
I thought it useless to go back and have more kinks put in it. Time to replace. I used
information found in a data package included with the first Aloha 10.4 Network Newsletter
(thanks a million Migs) and contacted Tops-In-Quality Inc. in Marysville, MI (the number in the
data sheet is correct, but the area code has changed to 810). They researched their files and
found the drawings for the pulpit. I had them make it (US$757.40 plus freight). It came in about
3 weeks and fit like a glove. Lifelines are taut and secure. I was also able to obtain a new bow
light (Aqua Signal series 41, bicolour) from them (US$40.00 plus UPS) as I had been unable to
get it through BOAT/U.S., West Marine, or Defender or a local ship's store which had it on
indefinite backorder.
Save for the gelcoat damage which I will do when the temperature warms up a bit, Belize
is as good as new again. She's one tough boat but no more storms, PLEASE! Hope those of you
on the West Coast faired well during your recent hurricane force storm.”
Byron Wolfe #211 adds: “The following is the latest information on the manufacturer of the pulpits and
stanchions on the Aloha 10.4. Contact ‘Tops-In-Quality, Inc., Marine Rails’, 314 East Huron Blvd., PO
Box 148, Marysville, MI 48040. PHONE (810) 364-7150 (8:30 AM to 4:30 PM), FAX (810) 364-7925.

19. ALOHA 10.4 “WANTED”
In our FALL Newsletter we mentioned that Mr. Brian C. Palmer, 24 Bundy Drive, St. Catherine’s,
Ontario, L2S 3E4 (phone?) had written to us seeking to purchase an ALOHA 10.4. Catherine Fagan
#165 suggests that Mr. Palmer check out (the sailing magazine) GAM as there is always one or two listed.

20. CONCLUSION
For our fortunate members cruising abroad, we wish you fair winds, following seas, adventurous
port visits and eventually a safe passage home.
For those who continue to winter sail or who are now spring racing and sailing, may good fortune
and safety be with you!
...And for those whose boats are high and dry waiting for the end of winter, may your dreams be
filled with visions of an early Spring!
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ALOHA 10.4 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 10.4 owners. Although we believe the
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1. INTRODUCTION
A L O H A! This Spring newsletter was ready for printing the first week of May.
However, then we received John Schwartz #194 report on hull delamination. See #11
following.

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
We welcome new members (please up-date your Registers):
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1. Mr. Don SALT, “SALT SPRAY II”, hull #112, of R.R. #1, Morrisburg, Ontario, Canada
K0C 1X0, telephone (613) 652-4623, FAX(613) 652-2739. (Mr. Salt confirms that SALT
SPRAY II is the 12th ALOHA 10.4 built so we now know hull numbers started at #101)
2. Mr. & Mrs. Robert & Elizabeth LINKER, “KAIROS”, hull #183
of P.O. Box 1170, Water Mill, New York USA 11976, telephone (516) 726-6537
3. Mr. & Mrs. Milan & Adrian FORD, “AMATHEA”, hull #189 of 955 Harbor Island Drive,
Suite 145 #136B, San Diego, CA 92101 USA, telephone 619) 298-3470
(Previously listed but not personally registered).

3. CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS
Heinz & Angela HONE #158: Please correct street number in Register & Profile #158 to:
22283 127th Avenue, Maple Ridge, B.C. Canada V2X 1Z6, (street # is triple “2”)

4. ALOHA 10.4 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) NETWORK
Please note that the following members now have an E-mail address:
Frank & Eve Collins #117: “fcollins@login.net” ” (all lower case)
Rick & Judy Klett #195: “Capt104@aol.com”
John & Ethel Schwartz # 194: “John_Schwartz@sccoe.k12.ca.us” (Note “_” after John)
Diana & Migs Turner #167: “wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca” (all lower case)
We welcome you if you wish to contact us on E-mail, or, perhaps you have a friend who would
relay ALOHA 10.4 E-mail back and forth for you.

5. WHITHER THE ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS NETWORK?
NETWORK AIM: In telephone discussion with Rick Klett last month he said, “let’s continue to
keep our ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network a ‘relaxed’ and informal grouping of like-minded
owners for the exchange of ideas, with few if any ‘rules and regulations’ ”. I hope you agree.
THANK YOU again to:
 those who have made written contributions to our newsletters and Package of Profiles, and
 to those behind the scenes who have contributed time and effort on our behalf.
DONATIONS & FINANCES: Thank you to the 21 members who, as of 1 May, have donated a
total of $390.00 to cover expenses (receipts for more recent donors are included with this
mailing).
We have been in operation 16 months as an ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network.
Expenses have been C$448.26. Thus our Network account is currently $58.26 in the red.
We could economize by:
 reducing the number of newsletters & profile up-dates annually and
 removing from our mailing list those members who appear to have minimal interest and who
have not made any donations in response to our previous requests.
However, I would like to defer any changes yet and give “delinquents” more time,
especially those who are off sailing abroad.
If ten more members were to make the requested $20.00 donation, we would be $141.74
in the black. This should be enough to cover the printing and mailing of at least two more
newsletters with a little left over to cover the cost of up-dating the Package of Profiles and for
day-to-day correspondence with members. (As mentioned before, our labour is all voluntary.)
If you are one of those who has not yet contributed to our printing and mailing
costs, your $20.00 donation would now be welcomed. ...And we can then mail you the Package
of Profiles, if you do not already have one; see below.
PACKAGE OF PROFILES: Because of the printing & mailing costs involved,
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C$8.10 to Canadian addressees,
C$9.94 to U.S. addressees and
C$14.52 to Mexican addressees; regretfully we had to limit distribution of these Profiles with
the last newsletter to those who had made donations to our Network, except:
 we did send a copy to each of those off sailing abroad who had a Canadian or US address, &
 to a few members whom we felt had contributed a lot to the production of the Profiles.
To date, however, only two of these recipients have responded with their $20 donations.
FUTURE MAILINGS: Our newsletters will only be as interesting as the input from Network
members. Originally we had planned four (quarterly) newsletters a year. We had also planned
engine profiles and frequent up-dates of the Package of Profiles, as we received feedback from
members. A network like this only thrives on the support of its membership.
WHITHER WE GO? There it is. The future of the ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network is in your
hands.

6. PROFILE PACKAGE: MEMBERS’ COMMENTS
The Package of Profiles is a compilation of material provided by you, our members,
initially in responding to our questionnaire; then by your letters. In previous newsletters I did
thank you for this input. Now hear what some of our members are saying:
Frank Collins #117: “I’d like to acknowledge the great job you’ve done on the ‘profiles’. It’s a
first rate and highly useful reference source which I am already using. Of course I was also
pleased and honoured to find the picture of TRUE LOVE under sail, as well as the other,
specialized pictures of the genoa tracks, etc. In any case, the profiles document is great!”.
Anne Sewell Mesrop #162: “...again thank you so much for the most helpful collection of
information!”
Morgan Earl #171: “...there are so many invaluable ideas we don’t know where to start, - our
list of things to do keeps growing. ...this whole thing you’ve started has given our ownership new
life, -it feels good to know there are other sailors out there who really care for their boats, -and
ALOHA owners seem to care a whole lot!. Thanks to everyone who contributes from ROOM TO
DANCE!”
Stuart Meyer #185: “...When I originally responded to your notice in PRACTICAL SAILOR, I
never thought so much interesting and useful boat/hardware information would be available.”.
Ron Kelly #222 writes: “...This really is quite a deal when you consider that you have access to
so much information from so many people with the same boat...”.
Also, David Duncan #168 and Rick Klett #195 were complimentary in telephone conversations.
Producing our Package of Profiles was a time consuming job which Diana, for one, is
glad to have behind us. However, I’m sure you will agree that your efforts were worthwhile. Well
done! and do not hesitate to forward amendments. We could also use more photos to help
“describe” some of your modifications. For example, who could have pictured the “patio” chair in
the cockpit of TATOOSH hull #223, if we had not seen Mike Pettigrew’s photographs!
Sorry pages were not punched for inserting in a loose-leaf binder but the cost would have
been $1.80 more per Package.

7. PROFILES: ALTERATIONS & ADDITIONS (A’S & A’S)
For those who have contributed to Network printing and mailing costs, new profiles are enclosed
with this newsletter, for insertion with your Package of Profiles. Please up-date index in pen &
ink.
 Don Salt, #112
 Robert & Elizabeth Linker, #183
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 Milan & Adrian Ford, #189
Amended profiles (please discard originals) are enclosed for:
 Stuart Meyer, #185
 Ron & Carole Kelly, #222
I will not duplicate all the useful information included in these profiles in this newsletter.
However, you will note, inter alia, suggestions relating to Volvo oil flow & bearing problems,
rotting dorad vents, increasing the WESTERBEKE engine oil capacity, questioning the size of the
ALOHA’s fuel tank, the addition of a US15 gallon bladder to increase fuel capacity, additional
equipment and various other good stuff
..

8. OTHER COMMENTS & SUGGESTIONS
1. SAFETY: David Duncan #168 sailed in our SEA VIXEN #167 recently, with some others
who were not familiar with the ALOHA 10.4. Before leaving the dock, we normally do a quick
safety briefing for new “crew” members. Over-hearing my briefing, he commented on the
instructions as to how to exit the forward cabin if an engine or galley fire prevented one from
exiting through the main cabin aft to the cockpit. He suggested it would be a good tip for
inclusion in our newsletter.
We instruct new crew that in an emergency, exit through the forward hatch, using the open lockers
on the starboard side as a “ladder”. We also use this route when Diana and I have overnight guests
sleeping in the main cabin, and it is time for checking anchor bearings and the like.

9. FOLLOW-UP
Honourary President Ted Brewer writes:
1. DESIGN: “Sorry to say that I can’t help much with your question on hull shape. That

was a long time ago and now I do not have a set of line drawings to refresh my memory.
These are all with Bob Wallstrom. It is probable she was based on an earlier successful
design or the hull shape may have been tweaked a bit to take advantage of some
idiosynchracies of some rating rule at the time.”
2. CUTTER RIG: “I tend to discourage cutter rigs on small boats. The staysail is usually
so small as to be useless except in a gale, and the boats are usually slower in any case as
getting the staysail to set just right can be a real problem. There is simply too small a
gap between the headsail and the staysail unless you stick a bowsprit out.
The main reason to have a cutter rig on a small boat, as I see it, is so you can set
a storm jib well inboard and not have to go right up to the stemhead in a blow. That
makes sense if you plan to do some blue water sailing. Make the staysail stay removable,
of course, so you can get it out of the way to ease tacking the genoa in normal
conditions.”
ED: Thank you Honourary President, for this information.

10. BUILDER INFORMATION/HULL NUMBERS
Following up on the Kearney & June Moyle #204 comment regarding Canadian Yacht Builders
in the Montreal (Dorion) area printed in our Winter newsletter, Frank Collins #117 telephoned us
on 15 March and then on 12 April wrote: “Canadian Yacht Builders no longer appear in any

telephone directories. So I drove to their plant (the old Tanzer plant) in Dorion. I went
on Easter Sunday, so everything was closed. The sign on one of the buildings said
“AMPRO”. Looking around the outer yard, and peering in windows I could see lots of
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evidence of fiberglass fabrication - but not yachts! Instead they are making hot tubs, big
water slides, water tanks and the like.
But there was, in their large inner yard, much evidence of past boat building
activity. Apart from a few old hulls it was easy to spot the moulds for five or six different
hulls. Prominent and largest among them were unmistakably the Aloha 10.4 hull and
deck moulds. I also spotted what I think is probably the Aloha 32 mould. To the inexpert
eye these moulds seemed to be in reasonable shape, but with no sign of use for some
time. I snapped off a few photos through the chain link fence surrounding the yard. I’ll
send the results (when the film is finished).
Yesterday I finally contacted a Mr. Lawrence Escovitchi (sp?) #514-455-6183,
who seems to be the proprietor of AMPRO. He explained AMPRO is the owner of
Canadian Yacht Builders, but have not built any yachts for some years, and do not intend
to go back into that business. He also confirmed that they have all the Aloha 10.4
moulds, including the headliner, etc. He would be glad to sell them, but wouldn’t discuss
price, except to say he would consider any offer that was not insulting. I figured
something within $10,000 might do the deal.
Regarding the construction drawings, Escovitchi will check with a shop foreman
who was employed when they were building boats. Escovitchi has lost track of the
Ouyangs. He recalled that they were financially involved in Canadian Yacht Charters (1800-565-0022) which chartered out a number of Alohas in the Georgian Bay area of
Lake Huron. He thought we might make inquiries with this outfit.”
Then, in a 23 April E-mail, Frank reported on his contact with a Mr. Walter Tota,
the shop foreman: “Mr. Walter Tota worked with the OUYANGS from 1986 until their
insolvency and sale to Canadian Yacht Builders in 1988. He moved to Dorion, Quebec to
this successor firm in 1988 along with the moulds and at least one partially completed
ALOHA 10.4 which was finished in Dorion.
When CY Builders stopped building boats Tota acquired the extra parts inventory
i.e. for ALOHAs, Mirages, Tanzers, etc., a virtual warehouse full of stuff. He set up the
“BOATIQUE” enterprise which has been selling off all this equipment. He knows many
of the original suppliers and continues to obtain material from them as well. Tota’s shop
is adjacent to AMPRO. Tota says the production drawings have disappeared but a
competent builder would not need them because “everything fits together easily”. As to
hull numbers, Tota believes the first production yacht was probably number 101. He says
builders reserve number 001 for a prototype. Tota was high on the ALOHA 10.4, -said it
was a very sound boat. He was most friendly and helpful.
Mr. Walter Tota and BOUTIQUE can be contacted at PO Box 64, Dorion,
Quebec, Canada J7V 5V8, telephone: (514) 424-9767, (home telephone: (514) 4255510).”
Ed: Thank you, Frank! The name “BOATIQUE” sounds familiar. See Mr. & Mrs.
Mesrop’s Profile #162 on COLUMBINE’s TOE RAIL replacement.
We also identified some OUYANGS in Ontario telephone books and more than a month
ago, on a gamble, sent letters to Toronto and Oshawa (near Whitby). We have had no responses.
If anyone is in the Whitby area, would you inquire into locating Mao or Stan Ouyang?
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11. MAINTENANCE
1. BLISTERS/HULL DELAMINATION: As we go to print John Schwartz #194, reports that:

“NEPENTHE was hauled last December to take care of an on-going blister problem. We
decided it was time to strip the gel coat and epoxy the bottom. Everything was going as
planned for the first month. The gel coat came off and the hull was drying quickly. Then
the problems started. The first two layers of glass over the entire bottom and keel began
to separate. You could literally pull off large pieces with your bare hands. Five months
and US$12,000.00 later we got our boat back. The original estimate to strip the bottom
and apply INTERLUX 1000/3000 epoxy barrier coat as recommended by the
manufacturer was US$6,500.00. The additional work ran another $5,500.00
There are several opinions as to what may have caused the delamination. The
three that make the most sense come from British Marine in Oakland, where I had the
work done, and John MacKinnon, a local boat surveyor.
A). They may have started one day, let it sit overnight or a weekend and finished it when
they came back to work. It was explained to me that laying up fibreglass has to be a
continuous operation. If it is allowed to dry in the process then subsequent layers may
not bond.
B). They may have used finishing resin in place of bonding resin. Finish resin dries with
a waxy glaze and anything put on top may not adhere.
C). They just got careless.”.
Ed: This is a first. Comments would be welcome.
Stuart MEYER #185 in his revised PROFILE enclosed, includes his experience with blisters.
Also check the Profiles; other members have provided good advice on dealing with “blisters”.
The Fall ‘95 “DIY (Do It Yourself) Boat Owner” magazine, JM Publishing, #515-2511 Lakeshore
Road West, Oakville, ON, Canada L6L 6L9 has a comprehensive step-by-step article on
“Identifying, Repairing & Preventing the ‘POX’ ” written by 3M Marine Technical Specialist J.
Sardis. (“DIY” is C$13.80 or to the US, US$17.99 / year.) On preventing blisters DIY states:

“Is osmosis preventable? It is estimated that one in four fibreglass boats will get
gelcoat blisters in its lifetime. The obvious answer is yes, there are preventable measures
you can take to slow down and delay this occurrence. The first line of defence is your
boat’s gelcoat. Apply a barrier coat to new hulls before commissioning. Other protective
measures such as dry storage, frequent spot repairs of defects in the gelcoat and
additional hull coatings will help slow down and delay the possibility of blisters forming.
Epoxy coatings applied on a sound, dry hull provide a durable, water-resistant
barrier; however no system is foolproof. Even epoxy coatings allow some absorption.
The key to a successful repair is to remove all of the damaged laminate, thoroughly dry
the hull and correctly apply the barrier coats. To keep the possibility of blisters
reoccurring, keep the bilge as dry as possible and the boat well ventilated. Install
additional vents to eliminate condensation. Solar-powered vents offer an efficient and
affordable means of increasing air flow. Finally, check the barrier coat annually. If
scraped and dinged, repair and re-coat promptly.”
2. HULL, -FLAT SPOT: John Schwartz #194 writes: “The guys in the yard also noticed a
flat spot on NEPENTHE’s starboard side about three feet down between the keel and
rudder. It was about three feet long, two feet wide and one to two inches deep. It’s
amazing that for all the times we have hauled the boat, no one ever noticed this before
now. Actually it was not until they started to peel off the glass that they saw it. They
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believe that the boat was taken from the mold while it was still green. When it sat on the
stand it deformed the hull. This sounds worse than it is. I understand this sort of thing is
not unusual. It does not hurt the boat or its performance. unless you are a serious racer.
However as long as they were at it, we had them build up the area to give the bottom its
correct shape.”.
Ed: Another first.
3. LEAKY KEEL: John Schwartz #194: “There was also water in NEPENTHE’s keel. A
problem that appears to be chronic to the ALOHA (10.4). We may have found the reason.
When the two halves of the boat are put together the interior of the keel at the back does
not fit. This forms a void along the back edge. If the seam where the two halves are
joined is not sealed and wrapped, water can get in and fill the void. Our solution to the
problem was to drill a couple of holes in the bottom of the keel and cut a notch at the top.
After it had drained they poured about a gallon of epoxy into the void. The seam was
then sealed and the keel wrapped with new glass.”.
4. SPREADER, Stuart MEYER #185 in his Profile has additional info. on black spreaders.
5. HULL STRIPES, CLEANING: Rick Klett #195 recommends SEAPOWER FIBREGLASS
BOAT CLEANER AND WAX to clean and maintain the coloured hull stripes. It maintains its
brightness for about a year and is better than PENETROL which lasts only two or three months.

12. MODIFICATIONS
REFRIGERATION and BATTERY CHARGING: For those heading south into warmer
climes, Gil & Mary Thomas #207 in their hull #207 Profile have some good advice.

13. ENGINES
1. PROPELLERS: Gil & Mary Thomas #207 report that they also had to re-pitch their
originally supplied propeller to enable their engine to reach its designed RPM. See Profile.
Frank Collins #117 writes: Further to the VOLVO sail-drive story, I’ve learned that

VOLVO now sell a bronze folding prop which is compatible with the sail-drive ($899).
It’s not supposed to corrode , and I’ve ordered one.”
2. OVER-HEATING: Rick Klett #195 in a phone call reported that he had an overheating
problem with his WESTERBEKE engine. He found a lot of barnacles in the cooling water intake,
shared with his refrigeration cooling. He replaced all piping. Overheating persisted. Discovered
possible faulty thermostat. Replaced. Subsequently reported by E-mail that his problem turned out
to be low coolant. He added a quart and overheating problem has been solved. Rick says:

“Tackle the obvious things first when trying to fix a problem!”
3. ENGINE, OIL FILTERS, WESTERBEKE: Note Stuart Meyer #185 in AIR LOOM’s
amended Profile as to why he has changed from WESTERBEKE to FRAM replacement oil
filters.

14. LETTERS
Heinz & Angela HONE #158 in a 3 May letter write that they have just returned to Maple Ridge,
B.C. for the summer , from the Sea of Cortez (La Paz) leaving NIPINKE again in dry storage
Stuart & Marcia MEYER #185: in a 3 April letter write: “The last couple of months have

been both wonderful and hectic for us: my wife & I decided to retire the end of January.
A week later we took off for three weeks in Hawaii. Now we are settling down here at
home for a couple of weeks before taking off for several weeks to Wisconsin, Minnesota
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and California to visit our children and grandchildren. We both think this retirement
lifestyle is one we are easily going to become accustomed to!”
Adrian & Milan FORD #189 recently returned from 2 1/2 years on west coast of Mexico.
“ALOHA 10.4 is a great boat!” See enclosed Profile. “If there is interest, I will supply

details on any items listed.”

15. QUESTIONS
Stuart Meyer hull #185 in a 3 April letter asks:
1. LOCKER DOORS, Main Saloon: “The caning in about half of the caned locker doors

in the main cabin, port and starboard sides, is turning a grayish color. It is interesting
that in no case is the canning on the mating door being similarly affected. I was
wondering if anyone else might have seen this and/or what might be done to bring the
color back to the original.”
ED: This is a first. Any others experiencing this problem, and if so, why, & have you a solution?
2. PORT LIGHTS, FOGGY/CLOUDY PLEXIGLAS: “Over the years, the outside surface

of the tinted plastic ports have become cloudy, as if they are finely etched. Do you know
if anyone else has experienced this and been able to successfully polish the surface to
restore it?”
ED: See Profiles #121 & #168. A number of members have mentioned problems with
cloudy Plexiglass port-lights. The most simple solution may be the ordering of
replacement ports. However, if you are energetic and want to experiment, PRACTICAL
SAILOR recently suggested to the owner of a 1971 Westerly with dusty, foggy appearing
Plexiglass port-lights: “A common polishing compound is toothpaste, but there’s a better
way. Use a MICRO GLOSS KR-70 kit available from MICRO-SURFACE FINISHING
PRODUCTS, Box 818, Wilton, Iowa 52778, tel:(319) 732-3240 selling for US$20.50. It
can be a time consuming process, especially if the acrylic is not only foggy looking but
scratched.”.
ED: If anyone does this, let us know how successful you are!
3. VENTILATION, HANGING LOCKER: “The door on the hanging locker really

should be louvered to provide some ventilation in that storage area. ‘Yellows’ and sea
boots must be thoroughly dry before putting them away in there since there is such little
opportunity for air movement. I am considering putting some kind of opening in the shelf
(that forms the top of the locker) below the port to allow for some ventilation.”.
ED: In SEA VIXEN we installed a 6” brass hook on the inner side of the hanging locker, and a
brass eye on the door so that we can hook the door “open” and thus facilitate air circulation. (We
installed a similar hook on the forward heads’ door to hook it open and improve air circulation.)
4. CABIN, -WASTE BASKET: Jerry Senger #227 is still looking for ideas on where to stow a
waste paper basket in the main cabin. “There has to be a better place than a teeny basket

under the companionway steps.”.
5. BATTERIES: Migs Turner #167 would still like suggestions as to where to locate
the second bank of batteries from behind the fuel tank. Quarter berth fish rod locker is
full with bank of batteries #1. Lazerette would block access to engine room. Wash deck
locker in cockpit adds top-weight.
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16. LIGHTNING STRIKE
Stuart & Marcia MEYER #185 report: “In September 1995, following our second summer

with the boat, she was hit by lightning. This turned out to be a very interesting
experience. I am now convinced that lightning energy will go anyplace it wants to go
regardless of where one might think it should go. AIR LOOM was tied normally in her
well. When I arrived at the boat the day after a severe storm in the area, I noted a dark
spot on the port side near the bow of the boat. I thought it was a leaf that had been
blown onto the hull during the storm. I then looked up to check the radio antenna, only
to see that half of it was not there. Upon boarding and checking inside, I realized what
had happened: all of the electronics were inoperative. When the boat was hauled and
examined, we found that the mark that I thought was a leaf was instead burned fiberglass
and gelcoat. The electrical charge had apparently jumped from the knotmeter and depth
sounder transducers mounted in the small v-shaped area under the v-berth to one of the
brass screws holding a teak trim strip on the port side of the v-berth. It then went from
the pointed tip of this screw through the hull. That was the only hull damage. The
rudder was split open on both the leading and trailing edges.”.

17. RENDEZVOUS
Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185 of Rochester, Michigan in their 3 April letter write that they have
contacted Max & Pam Richardson #181 in Pinole, California and in a few days, were hoping
to meet them, to see their boat and possibly to sail with them in San Francisco Bay.
Frank Collins #117 of Mount Royal, Quebec with an ETD of 9 June say they have been in touch
with Rick & Judy Klett #195 in New Rochelle, New York and hope to rendezvous with them
and see FULL TILT when they sail “down” the East Coast this summer in TRUE LOVE.
Hope both rendezvous’ went/go well. Let us know what you learned from each other’s Alohas.

18. ALOHA 10.4 EXCHANGE/BOAT SWAP
Ron & Carole Kelly, #222 write to support Wayne McLellan, #120 suggestion of a “boat swap”
with other owners. Morgan Earl #171 says “we’ve always been a bit nervous about boat

exchanges on both sides, -concern that unfamiliarity with a specific design may result in
damage, -but we’d feel comfortable with someone else’s ALOHA; we would be relaxed
with a fellow ALOHA owner sailing our vessel. Perhaps if there’s interest by owners, we
can begin a list and see what happens.” If you are prepared to boat-swap with other ALOHA
10.4 owners, let us know and we will add you to the list in our next newsletter. Here is our starting
list:
 Wayne McLellan, #120: Thunder Bay, Ontario, (807) 964-2984, Fax: (807) 475-1665. “My




area on the North Shore of Lake Superior is one of the great cruising grounds, comparable with British Columbia and the Maritimes.”
Ron & Carole Kelly, #222: Espanola, Ontario, (705) 869-4671. “We are situated in the
North Channel of Lake Huron so that may interest some people.”
Morgan Earl #171,: Toronto, Ontario, (416) 698-4042 Fax: (416) 698-8586. “What can
we offer? A reliable ALOHA with permanent dock at Toronto Island Marina, (10
minute access to downtown Toronto, yet a quiet & secure berth). Although we live
aboard from May to September, we sometimes find ourselves (like last August) out of
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Toronto on business for a month or so. Our interest is in another cruising area, -B.C.,
Florida, California, Mexico, Europe and perhaps at a time other than our summer
period. We’ve chartered in Georgian Bay and the Abaco Islands in the Bahamas so
we are familiar with this procedure.”

19. NEWFOUNDLAND FLOTILLA ‘97:
Morgan Earl #171 writes: “In 1997, Canadians will be celebrating the 500th
anniversary of John Cabot’s discovery of mainland North America - his landfall in the
caravelle MATTHEW was June 24, 1497 at Bonavista Bay, Newfoundland.
There will be a huge flotilla of sailboats departing Toronto in mid-May 1997 to sail to
Newfoundland (so far over 350 skippers have applied!). Some owners from points west
and north of Lake Ontario will be bringing their boats to Toronto to winter. Others plan
to transport their boats to Toronto next spring.
Our interest is twofold. Of course, for us it will be the sail of a lifetime - reliving a part of
our history as we sail to greet the replica of MATTHEW. This new MATTHEW is lying in
Bristol awaiting its christening this May.
So far we have boats from The Bahamas, United States (about 40 so far), England,
Portugal, Italy and who knows??? It may be fun to sail with other ALOHAs, don’t you
think? It’ll take about 5 weeks.
Our other goal is to produce a television documentary about the sailors who will be
participating from various countries - more about that later.
Any interested is free to call us at 416-698-4042 or FAX 416-698-8586.
Ed: Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl have a 10 year old Toronto television production
company called “Top O’ The Mast”. “What we do when we are not sailing!”.

20. CONCLUSION
Diana & I wish you a wonderful and safe summer of sailing! Our next newsletter,
hopefully a Summer edition, will follow when we have enough input.

MAHALO!
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1. INTRODUCTION
A L O H A! We hope you have had a great summer of sailing! Regretfully, a few members, for
one reason or another (in one case a broken mast, - see Item 10-4) were less fortunate.
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As you will now know, there was no Summer newsletter. I had plans to lock myself in our den
each day it rained, to get at it, but there was no rain so no Summer newsletter. Diana & I have made the
most of a gorgeous summer on the Canadian west coast/U.S. Pacific Northwest. Sorry about that! If you
want, we can copy PRACTICAL SAILOR and call the Fall newsletter a “double issue”!
We enjoyed and appreciated hearing from so many members since the Spring 1996 Newsletter
mail-out, - by letter, telephone, fax and by e-mail. Thanks for your encouragement and especially for all
your most interesting ALOHA 10.4 news. Your input was great, thank you! Some of our original members
have fallen silent, though. You were missed!
For those who have contacted us, your highlights have been many. We have tried to include in this
newsletter as many of your reports as possible, to share with members. Regretfully, some have had to be
condensed because of space limitations. More details will appear in your profiles as we up-date them over
the next few months. We have not ignored any “mail” intentionally. If my “filing system” of mail stacked
all over the den floor has missed any of your “master works”, let us know; - as Diana says even I am not
perfect. (Although we have a perfect marriage, I do not always agree with Di.)
From a safety point of view, you may wish to particularly note items in this newsletter relating to:
 Brian King #121 describing a “near sinking” in Item #19,
 Max Richardson #181 on the ALOHA E-mail Network reported a deck house grab rail breaking free,
Item 10-5.
 a limping editor #167 with a “broken” step leading from the main cabin to the cockpit, Item 10-7.
Some members have asked if we would accept owners of ALOHA 8.5m boats (and possibly other
ALOHAs) as members of our Network, “in that much of that which applies to the ALOHA 10.4 also
applies to other ALOHAs”. Selfishly, we suggest no; but I am sure all members are prepared to assist if an
owner of another class of ALOHA has a problem about which we have knowledge. Similarly, we would
assist anyone wishing to start a Network for the ALOHA 8.5m or other classes. Diana & I are finding it
pleasantly busy keeping up with the 34 “active” ALOHA 10.4 members who are on our present Register
of 41 boats. Potentially, we could have 150 or more boats registered in our Network. When we started two
years ago, we thought a total of 50 “active” members was optimistic.
Many profiles require up-dating as a result of your most informative input over the summer, thank
you! A number of members have included some great photos to help explain their “unique” modifications.
Rather than hold up this Fall newsletter, we will amend profiles during the next month or so (whenever it
rains!) for distribution later. Distributed with this newsletter are:
1. Up-dated Register of 41 boats, in order of hull numbers.
2. ALOHA “34’/10.36m” VITAL STATISTICS insert for the Package of Profiles; I suggest it be
inserted in the front between the “Owners’ Numerical Listing” and the list of “Original (1982)
Suppliers to OUYANG”. See also Item 15 in this newsletter.
3. ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ ENGINES BY NUMERICAL LISTING dated 21 September ’96 for
insertion in the Package of Profiles; suggested location is before “Index To Profiles”. See also
newsletter Item 12.
Financially, we are now back in the black, - again thank you! Receipts are enclosed. For details of
our financial situation and proposals for the future, see “Whither Our Network Part II” Item 6.
My apologies to those new members who have made their donations but have not yet received the
Package of Profiles. We exhausted our supply. To individually print a few additional copies turned out to
be more than $10.00 per copy plus postage. Thus I waited to combine the printing order with this
newsletter to take advantage of a much better “quantity” printing rate. I plan to mail your copies with this
newsletter.
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2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
We welcome new members (see details in latest Register, enclosed):

1). #N/K John & Ruthe HAMILTON and AFTER FIVE of WIARTON, Ontario who, in a 3
September fax
report meeting Ron & Carole Kelly #222 in Up Spirits, “ex Windflower”
in TOBERMORY, GEORGIAN BAY, Ontario and being told about our ALOHA 10.4
Network. Well done Ron & Kelly, but
what is with this name change? We like it!
2). #196 Doug & Sharon and Dawn & Steven SANDERCOTT and DREAM CATCHER II,
of OAKVILLE,
Ontario by 4 September e-mail from Dawn. See comments by Dawn in
Item 8 “FROM ‘THE SOUTH
SEAS”.
3). #148 Jeremy & Katherine CARR of BRENTWOOD BAY, B.C. who, by 17 September email, advise that
they have purchased ASHRAM from original Network member Lee
Harper.
3. REGISTER: CHANGES, CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS
The enclosed revised Register includes specific details of the following:
1. Corrected Telephone #: Robert B & Anne Sewell MESROP #162
2. Change of address & telephone:

David & Jennifer DUNCAN #168, moved to LIONS BAY, B.C., Canada
3. Sharing: Fran MARTIN #115 in a 4 June letter reports that she and Joe “share SYLANDO
with Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY who reside at ‘Rockwell’s House East, Batcombe, Shepton
Mallet, Somerset, United Kingdom BA46HD’. Their Canadian address is ‘38 Golf Valley Lane,
ETOBICOKE, Ontario, Canada, M9C 2K3’ ”.
4) Addition: #120 should read “Wayne McLellan & Patricia Creed”
4. ALOHA 10.4 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) NETWORK
The following members can now be contacted on our “ALOHA 10.4 E-mail Network”:
1. Frank & Eve Collins #117:
(fcollins@login.net)
2. Wayne McLellan/Patricia Creed #120:
(mclellan_w@thbv01.ndm.gov.on.ca)
3. Jeremy & Katherine Carr #148
(jkcarr@tnet.net)
4. Diana & Migs Turner #167:
(wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca)
5. Max & Pam Richardson #181:
(Maxwillg@aol.com)
6. John & Ethel Schwartz #194:
(John_Schwartz@sccoe.k12.ca.us)
7. Rick & Judy Klett #195:
(Capt104@aol.com)
8. Doug, Sharon, Dawn & Steven Sandercott #196
(by507@freenet.toronto.on.ca)
9. Cameron Reid #N/K:
(cameron_reid@sunshine.net)
During the past summer we have been exchanging information on the broken grab-rail, popping
teak strips, de-lamination & possible insurance, “broken” steps & the like.
In a 3 June note, Barrie & Lindy Smith #233 refer to coming up on Internet. We will forward
their address on the ALOHA 10.4 E-mail Network when we have it.
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5. ALOHA MEMBERS ON HAM RADIO
A number of members have HAM radio. See profiles for equipment each is using. If we have
missed you, let us have your callsign and we will print it in our next newsletter.
1. Steven & Maureen WOODALL #176:
c/s: “N6YFZ”
2. Milan & Adrian FORD: #189:
c/s: N/K
3. Doug & Sharon, Dawn & Steven SANDERCOTT: #196: c/s: N/K
4. Wayne & Suzie DOHERTY #205:
c/s: “VA3/VEO WIF”
5. Gil & Mary THOMAS #207:
c/s: N/K
Brian King #121 reports in a 5 June letter that he is beginning a HAM course this Fall in continued
preparation for their trip to the Caribbean.

6. WHITHER THE ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ NETWORK, PART II
Thanks for your encouragement following our Spring newsletter. There was no thought of
discontinuing our successful Network. However, we had some questions as to how members wished us to
continue. Many of you have now made us aware of your views, for which we thank you.
We will plan to produce a Winter newsletter and then three newsletters in 1997, depending on the
amount of members’ input. Additionally, we expect more up-dating of original profiles for our Package of
Profiles, possibly profiles on each engine, as well as printing new profiles as our membership increases.
As of 8 September, twenty-eight members have made donations. Some members have donated
more than the $20. requested; two have donated less. Three other members indicate cheques are in the
mail. Thank you all! Receipts not mailed with previous correspondence are included here.
As of 8 September our financial breakdown is:
 Revenue
$693.00 (US exchange rate calculated @ Cdn$1.37)
(including $57.40 in “extra” donations)
 Expenses
$557.98
 Bank balance
$135.02
When we started our Network we suggested waiting to get a feel for what our expenses
would be like before deciding upon annual “membership dues”. Now that we have been up and running
for 20 months, I propose:
1. Henceforth new members be asked to donate $20.00, if they would like to receive past copies or
abridged copies of all prior Network newsletters as well as the Package of Profiles. This would match
what current members have already paid.
2. As of January 1997, members be asked to donate an annual fee to cover projected Network printing
and postage expenses for the forthcoming year. (Our work continues as a “labour of love”.)
It is estimated that for 1997, printing and postage for three newsletters, new profiles and up-dating
original profiles, should amount to about $300. $10 from each member should cover 1997 projected
expenses. Expenses could be less in which case we can reduce 1998 “dues”.
As for the remaining ALOHA 10.4 owners listed on our Register and mailing list who have not
made contributions to help with our expenses, two owners were selling their boats, three have never
personally registered and the remainder have been “inactive” since their initial contact. I will be writing to
those not already written to. In a later newsletter we will include a “sanitized” mailing list.
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7. MAIL BAG
1). CONVENTION: Robert & Anne MESROP #162 in 3 June letter write: “Wish we could have an
ALOHA 10.4 ‘convention’ - gathering - sans boats in the winter to meet all those interesting people at
some central point.” ED: Great idea! We welcome your comments on Robert & Anne’s suggestion.
2). PREPARING TO HEAD SOUTH: Brian KING #121 in a 5 June letter writes that September 1999
is still Marie & his target date for heading south to the Caribbean in PARAMOUR, following his
retirement. See “MODIFICATIONS” below for his many ideas in preparation foe heading south.
Brian also includes notes he has taken this past winter at seminars on sailing in southern climes.
Most informative. If anyone else has the “South Seas” in their blood, contact Brian for a copy.
He reports “...one of the slide show presenters this past winter was a family who went to the
BAHAMAS for a year in their ALOHA 34, DREAM CATCHER II, - Doug & Sharon Sandercott along
with their children Dawn & Steven. They had a great time and after the year didn’t want to come home.
Marie & I followed up with Doug & Sharon and had an afternoon visit with them in their home
to talk about the boat, storage, equipment etc.. We learned a lot from them. Their daughter wrote articles
for CRUISING WORLD & G.A.M. about their trip. I gave Doug your address...”.
ED: Thanks Brian & Marie! As you see, Doug, Sharon, Dawn & Steven Sandercott #196 are now
members of our Network. We are already learning from them.
Brian also suggests our NETWORK newsletter include a “For Sale” section. ED: Yes! See
below.

8. FROM “THE SOUTH SEAS”
As we continue to expand our knowledge of the ALOHA 10.4, we are especially interested in
hearing from owners who are in southern waters, from those who have returned and from those who can
describe your preparations for heading south.
 Frank & Eve Collins #117 in June left Mount Royal, Quebec on their trip through the Gulf of St.
Lawrence & down the Eastern Seaboard. They were due home 1 September. To date, we have had no
response on e-mail. Frank & Eve: Where are you now???
 Heinz & Angela Hone #158 wrote that they were back in Vancouver, B.C. again for the summer,
leaving Nipinke in storage high & dry in Mexico. By now they may have returned for another winter’s
sailing in the Sea of Cortez area.
 Wayne and Suzie DOHERTY #205: We have had no news since Wayne & Suzie were scheduled to
rejoin WHAT IF... in Florida in January 1996 and sail to the BAHAMAS.
 Maureen Woodall #176 who with spouse Steven headed south last September, in an 11 August letter
writes that they are now back home. They had Terrific trucked home from Mexico in June. “We had
no problems with the boat. We had a great time but there is no place like home.”.
 Doug, Sharon, Dawn & Steven SANDERCOTT #196: Dawn, a young lady with a talent

for writing, reports by 4 September e-mail that her family “took DREAM CATCHER II to the
BAHAMAS two years ago. We left Lake Ontario in August ‘94 and returned in June ‘95. We
went via the ERIE BARGE CANAL, CHESAPEAKE BAY and ICW (Intercoastal Waterway).
The boat worked great & our family of four lived quite comfortably. We are headed south
again this winter. This time we are trucking DREAM CATCHER II to Florida and spending
the winter in the BAHAMAS. We are the third owners. Its original name was “JOLICA
MIST”, the second owner ‘CREON’. The second owner also took the boat south.”.
In a 9 September letter, Doug Sandercott includes two newspaper
clippings including tantalizing photos of their trip and adds: “While we were away we wrote
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a Series of articles for Toronto & area newspapers. Our daughter Dawn wrote short articles
that were published in G.A.M. and CRUISING WORLD. If you are interested, I’ll send you
copies. ...Our goal is to be in Nassau for Christmas (1996).”. ED: I have asked Doug for the
offered copies.
In THE (BURLINGTON?) SPECTATOR of 12 October 1994, Dawn wrote (as the
family headed south down the Eastern Seaboard at the beginning of their year’s voyage):
“...While most of us have adjusted well to the trip, there are some things that I don’t think we
will ever get used to. Showers being one. They seem to be extremely hard to get. Some places
charge you as much as $5.00. Another is the lack of privacy although this has improved
greatly. We all know to give each other space and breathing room. Once a day, I usually get
the boat to myself for an hour and I end up looking forward to ‘my time’... ”


Gil & Mary Thomas #207 have been sailing southern waters for five years. They came home last
year “for some needed space”. Gil forwards a copy of part of DIONYSUS’s survey taken on returning
to US waters. The surveyor reports: “...this vessel has just returned to the USA Port of San Diego
from a lengthy stay along the West Coast of Mexico. After such lengthy stays, it is norm to find
returning vessels in need of extensive maintenance to up-grade to accepted marine standards.
However, this vessel was found in excellent condition...”. Well done Gil & Mary! Well done another
ALOHA 10.4!
See articles by Gil & Mary on “PREPARING TO HEAD SOUTH”,
Item #17 and “HURRICANES”, Item #18.
So far Gil & Mary have not indicated to us if or when they heading south again.

9. PROFILES: ALTERATION AND ADDITIONS (A’S & A’S)
We have a good number of profiles requiring up-dating, which we will get on to in the next little
while. Note that with our Spring ‘96 newsletter we sent out six new or amended profiles, not five as
mentioned. We managed to up-date Nepenthe’s Profile from additional information received from John
Schwartz #194 as we were going to the printers.

When we have enough information from members, we would like to produce a Profile on
each engine. We are probably close to producing a profile on the UNIVERSAL #5424 where we
have exprience in Sea Vixen. However, we have no first hand information on the other engines,
so must rely on you, our members, for meaningful information.
10. MAINTENANCE
1) TEAK TRIM ON DECK-HOUSE (NOT ON ALL ALOHA 10.4s):
Max Richardson #181 by letter & Cameron Reid #N/K by e-mail reported that the teak strip along their
deck houses, fastened by galvanized or zinc coated screws which have rusted through, have “popped”,
especially at the “scarf” joint. Max says it “spiked” a crew member. Not all ALOHA 10.4s have this strip.
We suggested various options to remedy same including what we initially did in Sea Vixen. When
the starboard trim popped two years ago, I replaced the corroded screws with stainless steel bolts through
into the main cabin, where I “capped” the nut end, for the sake of appearance. However, I now note that
the liner inside the main cabin is beginning to “craze” from the outward pressure of the teak strip, so this
may not be a good idea.
After getting various suggestions on e-mail, we brought in a professional to assist when most
recently the port teak trim on Sea Vixen similarly “popped”. It turned out that Rick Klett, hull #195 had
as good a suggestion as anyone. Rick says: “I took out the old screws, cleaned and filled holes with
Marinetex, redrilled holes, used polysulfide caulk and refastened with stainless steel screws. A real pain
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but the coachroof is balsa-cored and you don’t want water getting in there. Watch the size of your screws.
Too small and they will strip out, too big and they will fracture the surface of the gelcoat”.
Our “professional” could not remove the old galvanized screws without digging great holes in the deck
house. Thus he cut off the screw-heads with a hack saw blade. Then he filled the area with clear Geocel
caulking, which is an industrial sealant easy to work with. He drilled new holes to accommodate stainless
steel screws, size #8s by 3/4”, which he caulked with the same clear Geocell. He scraped and cleaned the
old scarf (splice) area, and then, using a water-proof glue (epoxy or Secaflex), he screwed in and counter
sunk the ss #8 x 3/4 screws.
Note that screwing a 1/4 inch screw into the deck house gelcoat will probably fracture the gelcoat.
Our professional suggests a very slight counter sinking for this screw into the gelcoat.
2) RUSTING FASTENERS ON THE DECK-HOUSE GRAB-RAILS
Max Richardson #181 reports his galvanized grab rails screws have corroded and that one grab-rail
actually broke loose, with what could have been drastic results to a crew member. We reported this on our
e-mail network.
No-one else has reported the same problem; Max suggests you check yours.
ED: There is no sign of Sea Vixen’s grab-rail screws rusting. Maybe Ouyang Boat Works got smart and
used stainless steel screws for some boats, although ours was built before Max’s.

3) LEAKING ATKINS & HOYLE OVERHEAD HATCHES, MAIN & FORWARD CABINS
About a year after buying Sea Vixen new in 1982, the hatch in the main cabin started to leak. I
fixed it with silicone caulking. Recently, it started leaking again. In August I contacted the original
suppliers to Ouyang Boat Works, Atkins & Hoyle at 71 Portland St., Toronto, Ontario M5V 2M9,
Tel:(416) 596-1818, Fax:(416) 596-8989 and they promptly sent me a kit with instructions for re-sealing
their acrylic hatches. Cost was C$49.65. The kit includes:
 Bottle of Dow Silicone Primer #1205,
 Bottle of Toluene Solvent
 Tube of Silicone caulking (GE Silicone SCS 1200)
Their instructions say:
1. Remove old acrylic (“glass”) from leaking hatch.
2. Clean off old silicone from frame & acrylic.
3. Clean off old acrylic edges and frame with approved solvent (Toluene).
4. Wipe on Dow Silicone Primer #1205 on the edge of acrylic where it touches the silicone.
5. DO NOT TOUCH THE PRIMED AREAS.
6. Put a bead of silicone all along the edge of the acrylic.
7. Gently place acrylic into frame, making sure it is centred.
8. Place a bead of silicone all along the groove, between hatch and acrylic.
9. Wipe off excess silicone with a knife, being careful not to scratch the acrylic.
10. Let newly sealed hatch cure for 12-14 days before excessively using it.
We patiently followed these instructions. It took us about five hours. Cleaning the acrylic (2 & 3
above) was the main chore and took more than an hour. We considered buying a new 21’x 21’x 1/2”
acrylic but at about $90.00 including taxes for a new one, we decided the cleaning task was worth it.
Leaking can also occur through the deteriorating neoprene (or rubber) closed cell foam hatch
gasket. In our case the gasket appears in good shape. However, if a replacement is required, contact Atkins
& Hoyle. You’ll need to order about 8 feet of 1/2” gasket to fit the 21” x 21” Atkins & Hoyle hatch.
4) REPLACING A MAST: Robert & Anne Mesrop hull #162 in a 3 June letter report that when
shipping Columbine by road from North Carolina to MA (Massachusetts?) that their driver jack-knifed his
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truck and broke her mast. (They report that the driver said: “transporting a sailboat is like carrying an
enormous egg down the highway”.)
In a follow-up 17 July letter they report that they are still going through the difficulties of having
their mast replaced. They advise that KENYON Marine of Guildford Connecticut, the original builders of
the masts for many ALOHA 10.4s (see list of original vendors in ‘Package of Profiles’) is no longer in
business. They spoke with CINKEL Industries (Ontario) who also built ALOHA 10.4 masts and were
prepared to provide a replacement mast. However their shipyard preferred someone closer and they were
put in touch with SECO in Florida for a replacement. According to Robert, he has spoken with someone at
SECO who used to work at KENYON MARINE and who knows the ALOHA 10.4 mast. SECO is
building a new mast for Columbine. Robert says he will send details when things are finalized.
5). HULL DELAMINATION: We have no further reports on delamination since John Schwartz #194
reported on NEPENTHE delamination problem, reported in the Spring 1996 newsletter and the 24

May amended Profile #194. Let’s hope that it is a one-of-a-kind problem, and wish John & Ethel
well in their expensive “fix”! We have asked John for an up-date when he next lifts NEPENTHE.
6). BLISTERS: By a 27 June e-mail, Wayne McLellan #120 reports: “Last Fall I noticed 50-100 small
blisters, nearly all on the port side underbottom (only a few on the starboard side, -none above the
waterline). By Spring only 10 or so were still visible, as expected. I drilled them out with a DREMELL
and also dremelled out the joint line on the leading edges of the rudder & keel. A crack line had started.
Repaired with WEST 105 & the boat will be useable till the Fall haul-out.
In the Fall I expect to see the blisters again.
1. Hull will be soda-blasted to remove the anti-fouling. We have a competent contractor who can do the
job for about C$300. .
2. Using a DREMELL I will grind out each blister while it is still visible. Will also closely look at the
joint line the full length of the underbody.
3. Use of a DREMELL: A very experienced friend of mine showed me how to do the above & insisted
that a DREMELL is the instrument of choice. After seeing what this little high speed drill can do, I’m
a convert. Buy one. Each blister takes about a second to do so it’s not a long process.
4. Will let the boat stand until Spring and then epoxy the blisters.
5. Plan to switch to VC TAR for bottom protection. Will epoxy & then anti-foul.”
7). STEPS, MAIN CABIN: In Sea Vixen #167 the removable teak steps from the cockpit into the main
cabin have always seemed very sturdy and well made. However, this summer the bottom step parted
company from the two sides as I heavily (?) came down the steps, under sail. After picking myself up, I
discovered that the step was “dove-tailed” only part way into the slots on each side and that what little glue
was holding the step in the slots had dried out and was ineffective. Additionally the screws going through
the sides into each end were not long enough to be effective. Although the sides of the steps had spread at
the bottom to release the bottom step, the top step seemed sound.
I had recently removed the carpeting in the main cabin for cleaning, and thus the steps were
resting on the smooth teak & holly cabin deck. If still indented into the carpeting, the sides might not have
spread.
To fix, I fully “dove-tailed” and re-glued the bottom step into the slots in the two sides. Then I
added two inch screws through the sides and into the ends of BOTH steps.
8). THROUGH HULL FITTING BROKEN: In his 13 July letter Brian King #121 reports: “...I was
pumping the bilge at the dock and wondered why the water was not going out into the lake. Upon lifting
the cockpit hatch I discovered that the plastic through-hull had broken off and the hose was dangling
inside the locker. The water of course was finding its way back into the bilge. The threaded part had
broken off inside the fitting.
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I’m sure nothing heavy was laying on it. I had the marina replace it, ...with another plastic one
but I will replace all the cockpit & bilge pump through-hulls with bronze ones. I will also buy a package
of those wood plugs (bungs) before heading south to the Caribbean.”.
ED: Note & read on to Brian’s “A ‘NEAR SINKING’ IN GEORGIAN BAY”, Item #19!

11. MODIFICATIONS
1). Brian King #121 in 5 &21 June, 13 July & 28 August letters has many good suggestions (with some
photographs) for modifying PARAMOUR as he and Marie prepare for their voyage to the Caribbean when
Brian retires in 1999. Here is a selection. The complete list with photos will appear in the next up-date of
PARAMOUR’s Profile.
a. FANS: Brian writes in a 5 June letter that “I have installed two new HELLA fans, - one on the main
port bulkhead and one in the ‘V’ berth. They move a lot of air quietly and use less than 1 amp.”.
b. LIGHTS, CABIN: Brian adds “I also replaced the 2 cabin lights on the main bulkhead that each
used a single 24 watt bulb. They were replaced with a double lamp light each using two 1041 bulbs.
When the old lights were both on they consumed almost as much power as the refrigeration (2 amps
each).”.
c. LIGHTS, LOCKERS: Brian says that he has also installed 4 locker lights “to light up the dark
lockers when you open the door.”. ED: Any chance of a door being inadvertently left open???
d. STEPS, FOLDING: Brian also says “(Marie) loves the folding step below the port side of the “V”
berth. It is so much easier now to climb onto the berth. I have another one to install in the galley so she
can reach the bottom of the ice box. I’m thinking of installing another one in the “V” berth bulkhead to
make it easier to climb out of the forward hatch.”.
e. ANCHOR LIGHT: Brian adds: “I also have the parts to install an electric anchor light made from a
small bulb and fitting from RADIO SHACK that is mounted in a glass salt shaker. It seems to be a
popular idea from people who have come back from the Caribbean. It takes very little power, and is quite
visible from a distance. A hurricane lamp used as an anchor light will rust and require another fuel to
store. The small salt shaker light is secured low in the cockpit near eye level for people flying around in
their dinghies. (A masthead anchor light is too high for drunks to see.) The night breeze makes the
cockpit light dance around.”.
In a later letter Brian says that the “Salt Shaker” anchor light works great! I can’t believe the
amount of light that comes from such a little bulb. You can easily see it at a long distance. It’s hard-wired
into the electrical panel, so that I just rig the light and flip the switch!”.
f. ELECTRICAL, TINNING WIRE ENDS: Brian says that: “For all wiring jobs I have been tinning
the wire ends and using waterproof connectors and heat shrunk tubing. Apparently most wiring will
corrode at the fittings in salt water, if not well protected.”.
g. ICEBOX INSULATION: Brian reports in his 21 June letter that he has installed 2” of (additional)
polyurethane insulation inside the icebox (C$40.00 per 4 ft. x 4 ft. x 2” sheet). “I had to make a paper
pattern for each side of the box. After cutting the piece it was found that a single piece would not fit
through the lid opening. I had to cut two pieces for each side and then join them. I glued them to the
inside of the icebox with caulking. They then had to be braced with wood and supports while they dried. I
used a small can of liquid spray foam to fill in the gaps around the edges. This had to be trimmed when
dried. Then for a clean surface I glued onto the foam, sheets of white Arborite and caulked the edges. I
covered up the drain hole.
The box is now two inches higher at the bottom. Any spills will be easy to clean up. The sliding
shelf is no longer there so I will buy several rectangular plastic garbage bins to store different food
groups in the icebox.
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On the inside of the box at the top at the opening I shaped the foam to a 45 degree angle. I then
temporarily fastened the lid to the underside of the box and lined it with wax paper. I then filled in the
opening of the lid with liquid foam and allowed it to harden.
I pulled the plug out and had a formed piece of foam to fasten to the inside of the lid. It had a matching
45 degree angle to it. Now the lid closes into the box each with its own 45 degree angle to help reduce
heat loss. The foam on the inside of the lid is about three inches thick. I also added a piece of Arborite to
the foam on the inside of the lid.
I didn’t add insulation to the starboard side of the box as it had at least two inches of urethane
installed by the builder in the engine room. After I install my propane lines I will add a sheet of my two
inch foam to that side to give me four inches. I think there might be enough room to install one inch of
blue Styrofoam onto the outside wall of the box adjacent to the stove (and cover it with Arborite).
I also filled up the empty area underneath the icebox with liquid urethane foam.”.
ED: Later boats had more insulation and some had a different lid arrangement from Paramour.
In his 15 July letter, Brian writes: “My insulation on the icebox has proved a success. Before the
project, the thermostat was set at 4 (out of 7) with an inside temp. of 40 degrees. Now the setting is 2 1/2
with a bottom temp. of 34 degrees. I still have more insulation to add on the inside of the engine room.”.
h. MAST, ASCENDERS: Brian reports that this past winter he bought a couple of ascenders that
mountain climbers use to climb a rope. “The system works well. You sit in your bosun’s chair and with
your feet in a set of rope stirrups you alternately use the two ascenders, one attached to the stirrups, and
one attached to the chair to climb up the halyard. It takes a while but I can now go to the masthead
without assistance. Marie can just manage a safety line instead of cranking me up. I saw the system
illustrated in a winter issue of CRUISING WORLD.”.
i. PORTS, EYEBROWS FOR OPENING PORTS: Brian has up-dated us on fitting his BECKSON
model #70120000, 13 1/4” overall port hoods, with photos, (See comments in last Paramour Profile). He
says they work very well. “The shield does not obstruct the view at all. I found I had to remove two bolts
from a port and added caulking to the inside of the port shield for installation. After installing, I also had
to add caulking to the outside trim of the port as well.”
6). MODIFICATIONS, -GENERAL: Bob & Elizabeth Linker #183 in a 24 July letter provide
interesting photos of a number of modifications which they have made to Kairos including hinged ice box
lid, hinged trash receptacle to the left of the galley sink, teak & holly spice rack over the ice box, hot
water heater in head/shower and four “stacked” drawers under the galley sink facing the centreline. These will be added in Kairos’ next profile up-date. Bob & Elizabeth say they may be selling
Kairos in the Fall. See ALOHA’s For Sale following.
7). MODIFICATIONS, -GENERAL: Max Richardson #181 provides interesting photos for inclusion
in Cutty Sark’s next Profile, showing his windlass arrangements, the golf cart batteries in a rack over the
rudder quadrant & the extra rung added to the stern ladder.
8). LIGHTING, DOMESTIC: Stuart Meyer #185 comments on installing a (12v?) light on the rear
bulkhead of the hanging locker, which is particularly helpful early in the morning and late at night.
9). SHELF, - HANGING LOCKER:
)Stuart Meyer #185 adds that: “...another handy item I
10). SCREENS, OVERHEAD HATCHES: ) installed in the hanging locker is a small shelf which
runs outboard about two thirds of the way down from the top of this same bulkhead. I made screens
which fit in the overhead hatches and rest on top of the teak trim around these hatches. I used aluminum
frames and screening that can be bought at a hardware store and sized and shaped to fit. These are
stored standing on that shelf & retained by a piece of shock cord. They fit beautifully!”
11). PROPELLORS & MAXPROPS: Wayne McLellan #120 also writes: “I installed a 15” two-blade
prop. - Why? My 11x7 Michigan 3 blade fixed prop was fine in forward but lacked reverse thrust (beyond
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my comfort level). The MAXPROP was available from an ONTARIO 32 owner who had tried it but
experienced too much vibration. He let me try it out on the basis I would buy it if it worked.
The steps in the story as it now stands are:
1. Cut shaft, drill new hole, install new 15” prop, - guess at 22 degree's pitch. Admire the elegance of
the feathering motion. Launch boat.
2. It was way too much pitch. The poor old (gas) Atomic 4 could barely turn it and brought out or
aggravated a clutch problem that I was thinking I might have. So I learned how to tighten the clutch
in forward and reverse, changed the pitch to 10 degrees (the lowest possible) and re-launched the
boat.
3. The pitch is now acceptable but I’m getting vibration. Clearance between the tip of the prop and the
keel should be 15%, which means 2.25” for a 15” prop. I only have one inch. After several
discussions with the distributor in Quebec, I decided to buy a 14” 3 bladed prop. The reasons are:
 Less vibration with 3 blades - over the long term I’m concerned about vibration on the support strut mine is already a little loose. It doesn’t hurt to epoxy an extra fillet of resin support where the strut
enters the underside of the boat.
 Eventually I’m going to diesel, and the 3 blade is probably a better match for the additional power
I’ll have than a 14” two blade. The distributor did the same thing on his 36” ELITE sailboat.
14” 2 blade MAXPROP
- C$1600.00
14” 3 blade MAXPROP
- C$2250.00 plus tax.
When the prop arrives I’ll put a sling under the back of the boat and lift it enough to change the prop
from the dinghy - that’s the theory. The only concern is that I will be cutting the clearance down to 1.5”,
or 11% of prop diameter. Distributor says this is acceptable. We’ll see. He recommends 10 degree pitch.
COSTS:

12. ENGINES
1). ENGINES FITTED IN THE ALOHA 10.4
Of the 41 ALOHA 10.4s listed, our profiles indicate engines fitted including two replacements,
are:















#112 - 117, 121 - 138
VOLVO Sail-Drives #MD11C
#120
UNIVERSAL ATOMIC 4 (gas)
#147
KUBOTA #VH1100G replacing ATOMIC 4 1
#148
VOLKSWAGEN PATHFINDER
#149 - 160, 167, 168
UNIVERSAL #5424
#162
KUBOTA D1402-B replacing UNIVERSAL 1
#165
UNIVERSAL #310890
#171
UNIVERSAL #DH 1101-58868
#176 - 185
WESTERBEKE W-21
#183 - 227
WESTERBEKE W27/27A
11
#233
VOLVO B2003
#134, #196, Hamilton & Reid: Not yet known
#144, #202, Harvey
N/K, Not personally registered.
41

6
1
1
6
1
1
4
1
4
3

An “ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ ENGINES BY NUMERICAL LISTING”, is enclosed in this
mail-out, for inclusion in your Package of Profiles. See “INTRODUCTION”, Item #1.
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2). WESTERBEKE Model W-21: Max Richardson #181 writes that as a result of my engine sea
water pump problems (see Profile #181), I have had to replace my oil pan ordered through my
local diesel dealer at a price that is akin to armed robbery. I find US$365.63 for the pan and
US$27.45 for a gasket absolute criminal! Has anybody had the same?
3). WESTERBEKE Model W-21, MAINTENANCE: Stuart Meyer #185 confirms that the larger oil
filter he is using, as reported in Profile #185 is the FRAM PH3593A.
4). WESTERBEKE Model W-27, OIL FILTER: Some members have complained about the
inaccessibility of servicing the oil filter behind the engine. Reference to the sensible modification in
solving this problem by John Schwartz #194, described in Nepenthe’s Profile #194, bears repeating.
5). UNIVERSAL ENGINE, - OIL FILTER FALLING OFF: Unfortunately, we have yet another oil
filter incident to report (see past newsletters & Package of Profiles).
George Kirkwood #160 in a 28 June letter to David Duncan #168, copy to us (thank you!)
reports: “when doing one of my frequent (UNIVERSAL #5424) engine checks in Ali Baba, I noticed a
single drop of oil below the filter and suspected the problem might be the filter threads although it
seemed firmly in place. Anyhow, I ‘duct taped’ it firmly as possible till we got to Port McNeil (B.C.).
where a filter change confirmed there was virtually no thread left on the male connection and it was
impossible to get a proper join. We were lucky it did not let go in some remote location.”
“Luckily because of you (David) taking the trouble to write about this problem we knew what to
expect & how to deal with it. We phoned Industrial Engines Ltd. (the KUBOTA dealer) in Vancouver,
B.C. (604) 266-4126 (new telephone number) for a replacement oil filter assembly.
Initially Industrial Engines could only supply an assembly with an aluminium thread. I insisted
and eventually after a call to the KUBOTA technical advisor in Toronto, Industrial Engines found in
their Vancouver (Richmond) warehouse, a (METRIC) assembly with steel threads and part numbers as
supplied originally by you (Dave Duncan). I also ordered a new gasket, four new bolts and the
recommended oil filter (much larger capacity than the one I was using”.
George provides the following up-date on part numbers and prices from Industrial Engines Ltd. (the
KUBOTA dealer) in Vancouver, B.C:
FILTER ASSEMBLY
PART # 15213 32070
C$126.23
GASKET (for above)
PART # 15213 32320
C$ 5.09
REPLACEMENT BOLTS (4) PART # 01153 50842
C$ 4.80
OIL FILTER (to fit above)
PART # 70000 32430
C$ 6.35
NOTE: By fitting the above KUBOTA OIL FILTER ASSEMBLY, George has now converted his
UNIVERSAL engine oil assembly to METRIC. He will have to use METRIC oil filters in future.
George confirms that he was using the “infamous” KUBOTA metric oil filter part number 70000
32050, which KUBOTA dealers have been inadvertently supplying owners of UNIVERSAL engines, the
same oil filter that caused similar problems to Messrs. Hone, Duncan & Turner reported earlier.
In our FALL 1995 newsletter we wrote: “UNIVERSAL ENGINES: In previous newsletters we
wrote a lot about lube oil filters ‘falling off’ UNIVERSAL engines. Our research since suggests that this
only happens if you inadvertently use metric (KUBOTA) oil filter replacements. Standard KUBOTA
engines in farm implements were built with metric accessories. The UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) engine
installed in ALOHA 10.4s is different and requires an Imperial (North American) measure oil filter. Some
KUBOTA dealers have been (incorrectly) supplying metric replacements. If you have not used a
(KUBOTA) metric lube oil filter replacement, you have nothing to worry about.”
Owners of ALOHA 10.4s fitted with UNIVERSAL engines who have not changed their original
oil filter assemblies to metric should NOT use metric filters! ONLY use Imperial measure oil filters such
as:
UNIVERSAL #298852 and #300209,
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KUBOTA 70000-3243-1,
FRAM #PH3682 and #PH2825 (the latter is much bigger),
PURLATOR #PER64 and
CANADIAN TIRE #17-120-75-1877 & 1718834.
13. QUESTIONS
1). INSURANCE, - BUILDERS’: John Schwartz #194 sent us the following, which we included in
Nepenthe’s Profile #194 enclosed with the Spring newsletter mailing. We also relayed it to members on
our ALOHA E-mail Network but without success. “Regarding my delamination problem, I have been
told that OUYANG BOATWORKS would have had builder’s insurance covering problems attributable to
faulty construction and that this insurance might still be applicable even after all these years. I need the
name and address of the insurance company OUYANG had in 1983/84 when my boat was built. Even
though they went bankrupt, the ins. co. received premiums to underwrite their product and that may be
covered under the statute of limitations.
I know VALIANT Yachts went back more than 15 years to cover complaints. This may be a waste of time
but it is worth a try.”
Would anyone know the name and address of the insurance company OUYANG BOAT WORKS would
have used in the 1983/84 time frame? Did any members have dealings with them? Please let John know,
copy to me. John agrees it is a long shot but, as he says, worth the try.
2). DORADE VENTS: Some members have reported intermittent leaks from their two DORADE vents
in the main cabin. On removing the cowlings on deck, members have been discovering a variation in
construction.
Brian King #121 reports a padding inside the Dorade vent; “it feels and looks like a scouring pad and
seems to be about one inch thick.” Brian wonders if he should try to remove what he calls “foaming”.
ED: What think you? Also, do we have any solutions for leaking Dorade vents.
3). HALYARDS, RE-REEVING: Stuart Meyer #185 reports that he has always had difficulty feeding
the end of the halyard through to the starboard sheeve at the top of his (CINKEL manufactured) mast.
This means that whenever I pull a halyard out, I have to go to the top of the mast to re-reeve it. Has anyone
else had to go through this? What is the solution?
4). HATCH, MAIN COMPANIONWAY BOARDS: Following up on our comments on page 8 of our
Winter 95-96 newsletter, Stuart Meyer #185 asks if Dave Duncan #168 would provide a sketch/photo of
his removable teak doors, hinged to each side of the framing. Others might also be interested. Dave?
(ED: We hope to have it for our next newsletter.)
5). VARNISHED VS. PAINTED CABINS: You may remember that it was PRACTICAL SAILOR
who, by printing our invitation in February 1995 to form an ALOHA 10.4 Network, got us started. In its
15 January 1996 issue, in response to a writer asking if there was any reason why he could not paint over
the “shabby” interior of his varnished LUDERS 33, P.S. responds: “We think it’ll look great. The white
will brighten it up considerably. In fact, it used to be traditional to varnish deck beams (to be able to see
if any water penetration and rot was taking place) and paint non-structural surfaces. There is no reason
why you can’t paint over old varnish. The paint will, of course, accentuate any cracks and imperfections,
so good surface preparation is important. A coat of good, thick primer of the filler type and a thorough
sanding might be called for, just before the finish coats.”
Ed: Has anyone painted any of the teak (white?) in the ALOHA 10.4 main cabin? What think you?
See also the Barrie & Lindy Smith #233 Profile recommendation regarding the use of AMAZOU brand
tung oil on sprucing up interior teak.
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14. FOLLOW-UP
1). SPREADERS, PAINTING: Stuart Meyer #185 in a further report on his repainting the spreaders as
noted in Profile #185 says the PETIT gloss black EASYPOXY is standing up well. The bottom of the
spreaders is still shiny. The top is no longer shiny.
2). PORT LIGHTS, FOGGY/CLOUDY PLEXIGLAS: Stuart Meyer#185 in our Spring newsletter
asked what to do about cloudy ports. In an August letter he writes:
“I have spent some time working on the cloudy ports. I purchased one new one from Beckson (US$28.00)
(See address in Package of Profiles). I used it as a replacement for the most deterioriated one on the boat.
I brought that one home and polished it with toothpaste. However, that left the surface with many
horizontal scratches. Some improvement but not yet acceptable.
I discussed how to get rid of these scratches with a chemical engineer who had spent a number of
years in the plastics industry. He suggested I talk to the people at the local plastics company. I took the
port to them and they pointed me to a product called NOVUS #2. This is a “fine scratch remover”
marketed by NOVUS INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA 55438. The bottle says you can call toll
free 800-548-6872 for the nearest distributor. This has done a great job of removing these scratches and
returning a smooth shiny finish to the port.
I now have all but two finished. Marcia will heave a sigh of relief when the final polishing is done
since I am using her tube of toothpaste. I think I will probably use at least the NOVUS every couple of
years just to keep them in good shape.. They also have a #3 which is used for heavy scratches, but I will
probably stick with the toothpaste since I’ve gotten used to the fluoride aroma.
ED: I gather from Stuart report that he is now using both NOVUS #2 & Marcia’s toothpaste.

3). BATTERIES, RE-LOCATION: In our Spring 1996 Network newsletter, I solicited suggestions as to
where to re-locate our second bank of two 12 volt batteries (in parallel) in Sea Vixen from that awkward
location behind the fuel tank. My comments were: “Quarter berth fish rod locker is full with bank of
batteries #1. Lazerette would block access to engine room. Wash deck locker in cockpit adds top-weight.”
Thanks for the responses. Max Richardson #181 in a July letter had a different suggestion,
namely that these batteries be relocated under the helm seat above the steering quadrant, and provided
details and photographs of his neat arrangement. See amended Profile #181 (coming!).
In fact, before receiving Max’ letter, we had made the decision to take the easier (?) route and
copy those members who have re-located the two batteries from behind the fuel tank to the starboard
wash-deck locker. When I worked out the gm for the ALOHA 10.4, I realized that the effect would be
minimal. Top weight is not a problem; and there are advantages to having the batteries high in the boat in
the event of flooding. The change was fairly easy, once we got going. Steps were:
1. Plan re-routing of battery wires from abaft fuel tank to the wash-deck locker. We decided to route the
wires up & into the wash deck locker through a present hole in the forward starboard side of the
engine room, above the quarterberth, over the lip and into the wash deck locker.
2. Turn off both banks of batteries at the main switch.
3. Disconnect and label wires at batteries and bring batteries & their boxes up into the cockpit, with
help!
4. Un-screw plastic battery hold down brackets and straps. (Two hold-down brackets were badly
deteriorated and needed replacing.)
5. Unscrew & remove the many plastic brackets securing the wires onto the starboard side of the engine
room leading aft to the batteries.
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6. Unable to access 3 plastic brackets per wire which were between the fuel tank and the starboard
bulkhead. Took a small sharp saw and reached over the fuel tank (ugh), felt out each bracket and
carefully forced each to break. Some were more difficult so we sharpened the end of the saw
(something like a chisel) and pushed the end against the brackets until they parted.
7. We were physically unable to reach over the fuel tank to break one plastic bracket on each wire. After
a number of attempts, two of us (one in the engine room and one in the main cabin) together used
brute force to yank each wire in turn, breaking the plastic bracket & freeing each wire. (Not a
recommended practice but the heavy duty battery wires did not appear to suffer.)
8. Checked each wire to ensure labels were still intact & that we had not damaged any wires.
9. We then fed the wires (forward) through the existing hole in the starboard engine room bulkhead, up
and over into the wash deck locker, leaving a small bight of excess wire curled high in the quarter
berth area.
10. Re-located the two batteries in their boxes, into the forward inboard corner, strapped & bolted in
place.
11. Re-wired batteries as per labels.
12. Secured wires to bulkheads & strapped wires together with electrician’s plastic “pull” straps, where
necessary.
Result: Works well and it is certainly much more easy to service the batteries. We have not noticed any
stability difference.
4). VENTILATION, HANGING LOCKER: In the Spring newsletter, I was not as clear as I should have
been. By installing the 6” brass hook inside the aft end of the hanging locker and a hook on the inside of
the outer (aft) end of the door, we facilitated ventilation in that this hooked the door ajar by two inches.

15. ALOHA “34’/10.36m” VITAL STATISTICS

- taken from Cliff Newman’s Sailing Craft in Canada, circa 1977, courtesy David Duncan #168.
Enclosed with this mail-out is a “Vital Statistics” sheet for inclusion in your “Package of Profiles”.
We thought it useful in that not only does it contain statistics of the 1977 ALOHA 10.4 as built by
OUYANG BOAT WORKS but also basic schematic ALOHA drawings.
Some of the information listed is particularly interesting:
 LOA: Note metric length is 10.34 m, not 10.4 m! (Do we change the name of our Network!!!)
 DRAFT - SHOAL KEEL: Does anyone have a 4’6” shoal keel ALOHA 10.4? What are the
performance differences?
 DRAFT - FULL KEEL: Do not be misguided by the 5’6” listed here. After twice striking the same
rock charted at 2.2 metres (7.2 feet), at the bottom of a minus tide while motoring off Oak Bay,
Victoria, I now consider Sea Vixen’s draft to be at least 6 feet. (On each occasion, damage to my
pride as a “master mariner” was much greater than the damage to Sea Vixen.)
 DISPLACEMENT: Listed at 11,700 lbs. in 1977, 1982 specifications indicate 13,600 lbs.
 BALLAST: Listed at 4600 lbs., 1982 specifications show 4,700 lbs.
 BALLAST/DISPLACEMENT RATIO: This figure is derived from the weight of the ballast
divided by the displacement. For the later displacement, this would be 0.345. The author suggests that,
generally if more than 25 per cent of a boat’s weight is ballast, that boat is considered to be selfrighting. Isn’t that comforting!
 PRICE: Note the C$36,590 price tag on the basic 1977 ALOHA 10.4. That’s about US$26,700 at
today’s exchange rate. Eat your hearts out! How many of us paid so little? In 1982 we paid more than
twice that amount for SEA VIXEN. In 1986, the listed price of an equivalent ALOHA 10.4 in
Vancouver was C$120,000.
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16. BUILDER INFORMATION/HULL NUMBERS
We have not had any responses to our letters sent to various OUYANGS in Toronto and Oshawa
(near Whitby), Ontario identified from telephone books. (See item #10 in the Spring ‘96 newsletter.)
We again ask anyone living near or visiting the Whitby area to inquire into locating any of the
OUYANG BOATWORKS people, - Mao or Stan Ouyang in particular. It would be interesting to hear
their story of the ALOHA 10.4, from the builder’s perspective.

17. PREPARING TO HEAD SOUTH
by Gil & Mary THOMAS, DIONYSUS #207
SAILING ABROAD: As mentioned earlier, Gil & Mary Thomas #207 have recently returned from five
years of sailing in Mexican waters. In response to a request from Brian & Marie King #121, they wrote:
(When sailing in southern waters) the most important, to me, piece of gear is the auto pilot. We
have an AUTOHELMN 3000, plus a spare. Next is ground tackle. The main anchor, for Mexico’s hard
sand, is a 15 kg BRUCE with 100 feet of 5/16 (inch) chain and 250 feet of 5/8 nylon rode. If I had to do it
again, I would get a 20 kg BRUCE; also we have an electric windlass.
The electronics include radar, GPS, VHF and HAM radio. We have a laptop computer with a
weatherfax program used with HAM radio. Also have a 2 meter HAM handheld transceiver, modified for
marine VHF use; not legal! Wouldn’t use it in the States.
We have a CLASS B EPIRB and a 800 watt invertor, used mainly to grind coffee beans! Any one
or even two of the electronics could quit and it would not bother me too much. If AUTO (PILOT) went to
sleep, I’d drop the hook until it was repaired.
We returned to the States after five months in Mexico because we found that the refrigeration and
the batteries were not adequate.. We then insulated the ice chest on the inside, reducing it to about 4.5 cu.
feet, a little small, but works great with the small ADLER BARBOUR COLD MACHINE. We can make
two trays of ice cubes every 24 hours.
We added a separate starting battery a few years earlier and it was OK here in San Francisco
Bay. With all the added equipment, the batteries just were not adequate. The three batteries were removed
and replaced with 4 six volt golf cart batteries, in two banks, a real squeeze but we got them in under the
quarter berth. To charge batteries, we have a ‘quad cycle’ charging system, with a 90 amp alternator. We
have to recharge the batteries about every 48 hours. In order to charge the batteries without running the
engine, I put together a generator set consisting of a 5 hp gas engine and a 70 amp alternator (junk yard
$20.00 for the alternator). It is wired into the quad cycle charging system with a double-throw, doublepole switch. This also allows me to start the main engine without the alternator load.
We did install a POWER SURVIVOR 80 gallon-a-day watermaker. We did not like the idea of
carrying water. Works great. When we bought the boat new, we converted the holding tank to a fresh
water tank, but with the watermaker, we don’t use it too much. Too much weight in the bow.
We do have a shade cover. I would suggest one from the mast to the backstay. The cover should
be very easy to take down in case the wind suddenly comes up. Some of the cruisers take the shade cover
down every night and put it back up in the morning.
We also had a bimini cover installed over the steering station. Seems the only time I get
sunburned is when we are underway. We also have several 5 inch muffin (computer) fans on the boat.
Two are installed in the forepeak. The rest, portable with plugs at the light fixtures. They are a little noisy
but they are low amperage. We got them at a flea market for about $3.00 a piece.
We bought a BAJA fuel filter when we first went to Mexico, used it about three times and never
again. The fuel is not bad in Mexico and I couldn’t use the filter without getting fuel all over. We do have
a primary fuel filter with a separator. With only a 25 gallon fuel tank, we usually carried 4 five gallon
plastic cans and one five gallon plastic gas can on deck.
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You will need a dinghy and outboard engine. Get the biggest and fastest you can carry!!! When
going ashore or snorkeling, a 2 hp won’t get it. We also carried a SURVIVAL brand life-raft. It’s not
much and if I was going offshore, I would get a better one.
If you are not a HAM radio operator, I think it would be well worth your time to get a HAM
license. There are a lot of nets on the HAM, and marine single sideband , good for all communications.
Mary adds: My advice for provisioning may not apply to the Caribbean area. Mexico has
everything you probably want but you have to keep looking and walking. If you have things you “can’t”
do without, I would take a supply. In the years we were in Mexico, the stores grew in leaps and bounds.
Food, clothes, etc. etc..
If you have access to ‘NALGEEN’ plastic bottles, they are wonderful for storing dry foods and
keeping out bugs. I purchased mine at the ‘R.E.I’ store. Any really good outdoor sports store could
probably get them, - don’t overstock!
See latest newsletter (profile #207) for all the equipment we have onboard. Let us know if we can
be of any more assistance. Gil & Mary (Thomas) DIONYSUS #207”.

18. HURRICANES, ANOTHER EXPERIENCE
by Gil & Mary THOMAS, #207
HURRICANES: We asked Gil & Mary Thomas #207 to tell us more about Hurricane LESTER which
they encountered during their five years in DIONYSUS sailing in Mexican waters. “As far as the
hurricane, the boat was on a mooring and my wife was alone!!! She had some very exciting times. The
wind peaked at about 75 knots, with the boat behind ours about one to one and a half boat lengths, a
large cement boat with a long bowsprit. She ran the engine, and was at the helm for three to four hours.
Gil later adds: DIONYSUS was on a mooring with chain. After putting everything I could think of below
and wrapping lines around the sails, it was a waiting game. The boat withstood the winds fine, - no
damage at all - including no leaks. I had looked around the anchorage and about half the fleet had
removed the outboard, etc., to the main boat, so I did not ask anyone to come over and help me put our 8
hp TOHOTSU onboard. I should have. Fortunately after flipping about five times she stayed in the water.
The gas tank floated away but was retrieved by other boaters. The engine was saved by other boaters by
flushing with lots of fresh water and using WD - 40. The mental anguish still affects me when high winds
come up but in time I’m sure it will ease.”

19. A “NEAR SINKING” IN GEORGIAN BAY
by Brian King, PARAMOUR #121
PUMP: LAKE WATER: In a 28 August letter Brian reports on “A Near Sinking In Georgian Bay
(Ontario)” this summer (details coming in up-dated profile). Brian has submitted a gripping two page
article on his experience to GAM magazine. Rather than pre-empt GAM, here is a very brief summary
which does not do justice to Brian’s story. (We look forward to reading his unabridged version in
G.A.M.!)
“While anchored (single handing) in Georgian Bay, I wakened at 12:45 a.m. to the sound of a motor
running (in the distance?). I got up to find water ankle deep in PARAMOUR’s main cabin. I was sinking!
As a professional firefighter for 27 years, I am used to dealing with emergencies. I tried to stay calm.
After a flash-light check of all ‘through-hulls’ as water continued to rise, I eventually discovered the
discharge hose had ‘come off’ the lake water pump to the galley and heads’ sinks. With the hose off, the
pump reacted like a tap had been turned on, pumping four gallons of lake water per minute into the boat.
Fortunately this summer I had bought a package of wooden plugs for just such an emergency. I
pumped manually but found it too slow. I opened the seacock for the galley sink and, using our largest
plastic mixing bowl, bailed the water into the sink. It took 45 minutes.”.
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Brian suggests that lessons learned are:
1. Always turn off all through hull fittings and pumps when turning in at night.
2. An automatic electric bilge pump and alarm have now gone to the top of the “need” list along with a
larger mixing bowl!
Later Brian writes: “I have just bought two bronze 3/4” ball valves and a plastic “T” fitting. I
plan on introducing the T on the inlet side of the pump with a ball valve. On the other side of the T there
will be another ball valve and a hose leading to the bilge.
Now when we want lake water to supply the sinks, we open up the ball valve from the lake water
side of the T. When we want to empty the bilge we close the lake water valve and open up the valve
leading from the bilge. The pump will now use the water source from the bilge. Just open the tap and
‘viola’ electric bilge pump. I will also install an automatic bilge pump in the Spring.”.
ED:
Thanks for sharing this incident with us, Brian.
1. We believe that the LAKE WATER PUMP Brian refers to was NOT a standard fitting by
OUYANG YACHTS during construction. After delivery, some owners installed these
useful LAKE/SALT WATER PUMPS, like PARAMOUR’s.
2. PARAMOUR apparently did not have an automatic bilge pump, as fitted by OUYANG BOAT
WORKS in most other ALOHA 10.4s. OUYANG fitted an automatic electric bilge
pump,
an electric manual pump and a high capacity manual bilge pump as standard equipment in
many later ALOHAs.
3. I have asked Brian what sort of a through hull was involved and how the hose was originally
clamped on to it. Also, what he thinks caused the hose to remove itself.
4. In his article to GAM, Brian suggests that “the boat would surely have gone down very quickly
before the water had reached the height of the V berth cushions where my (sleeping)
head was”. Has anyone calculated how much water it would take in a “standard” ALOHA
10.4 to sink her? Of course, some members have added considerable “flotation” to float
their ALOHAs under flooding circumstances. Additionally, empty tanks and gear could
add additional buoyancy.

20. RENDEZVOUS
1). Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185 report that their rendezvous with Max & Pam Richardson #181
mentioned in our Spring newsletter “...went beautifully!!! They were very gracious and proud to have us
visit them to look CUTTY SARK over and spend a few hours sailing around the (San Francisco) Bay. We
had a great time!!! Max was unable to go sailing but Pam did a great job ...
I would invite any of the ALOHA 10.4 owners who happen to find themselves heading our way
(Rochester, Michigan) to contact us if they wish. We would be more than happy to show them our boat
and, weather permitting, take them out for a sail on Lake St. Clair. If the weather would not permit, we
could just sit and discuss the pros of this boat.”
2). In a 5 August e-mail, Rick Klett #195 reports: “Judy & I managed to hook up with with Frank and
Eve Collins #117 when they spent a night at our marina in New Rochelle (New York). We had a lovely
evening and showed each other our ALOHAs. It amazes me how very different they are. OUYANG
BOATWORKS made major strides from hull #117 to #195. More of this when I can compose off-line.”

21. NEWFOUNDLAND FLOTILLA ‘97
Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl #171 reported in our Spring ‘96 newsletter (item #19) on the planned
flotilla of sailboats departing Toronto in mid-May 1997 to sail to Newfoundland in celebration of the
500th anniversary of John Cabot’s landfall at Bonavista Bay, 24 June 1497. Do we have any ALOHA
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10.4s taking the trip? They invite members to call them for information at 416-698-4042 or FAX
416-698-8586.
ED: Diana & I expect to be in St. John’s Newfoundland from 4 to 9 June next year, attending a
conference. We wish those participating favourable winds and an early arrival so that we can
make contact with you there!
22. ALOHA 10.4 EXCHANGE/BOAT SWAP
No further offers to join our “Boat Swap”, reported in the last Fall & Winter newsletters. Our list remains
as reported in the Spring newsletter:

23. ALOHA 10.4’S FOR SALE
1). Bob & Elizabeth Linker #183, who recently re-located from Florida to New York, in a 24 July letter
write that “Kairos will probably be up for sale in the Fall as we have recently bought a small house.
Should any of your readers be interested...” Contact Bob & Elizabeth at P.O. Box 2192, Southampton,
N.Y. 11969, telephone (516) 329-5963 or by fax at (516) 329-5963.

24. GEAR FOR SALE
This is a new addition to the newsletter, in response to the suggestion by Brian King #121. If you
have gear for sale, suitable for printing in the newsletter, please let us know. Suggest the following “rules”:
 Please deal directly with the seller in arranging a purchase
 Suggest items be printed in the newsletter only once.
Brian King #121 offers the following for sale:
1. WINTER COVER: Custom ALOHA 34 metal frame & canvas cover
2. HOT WATER HEATER, PALOMA, NATURAL GAS:
We have converted to propane. (new C$700.00)

C$200.00
C$300.00

25. CONCLUSION
Again, thank you for all your most newsworthy contributions! Suggest we should aim to produce
our Winter newsletter in December or January, depending on the amount of members’ input. By then, we
should have a number of up-dated profiles for mailing, also.
It is haul-out time for many members. Diana & I send you our best wishes & may you encounter
no nasty surprises. May the rest of you enjoy safe & enjoyable winter sailing.
MAHALO!
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ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’
NETWORK NEWSLETTER
6 May 1997
SPRING 1997
________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________________

Comments and information on the ALOHA 10.4 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS' NETWORK”

c/o Migs Turner, 1386 Oliver Street, Victoria, B.C. Canada V8S 4X2
Telephone: (250) 592-1198;
E-mail: <wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca>
Fax: c/o Oak Bay Copy Centre at (250) 595-8265
---The ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 10.4
owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 10.4 owners. Although we believe the information contained
therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the
contents of any of these documents.

WHAT IS THIS?

If you think this looks like an ALOHA 10.4, you are right!
This is a photo of the ALOHA 10.4 mould used to build each of our boats,
taken in Dorion, Quebec last year by Frank Collins #117.
About 1985, after CANADIAN YACHT CHARTERS acquired ownership of OUYANG BOAT
WORKS, CYC moved much of the Whitby Ontario plant including the moulds to their facilities in
Quebec.
See our Spring 1996 newsletter (Item 10. Builder Information/Hull numbers) for more background.
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1. INTRODUCTION
ALOHA! Welcome to our Spring 1997 Network “double” newsletter. This newsletter includes
much of the welcome input received from members since the Fall 1996 newsletter. Thank you!. We are
very glad to be back with you! See our 30 April “Letter to Members” enclosed in our mailing with this
newsletter.
We hope you have all had a great winter, -of sailing for the “year-rounders” and of planning(!) for
those who cannot. For ourselves, we have not had as much winter sailing as we had intended.
SAFETY ALERT: We have had another “safety related” incident reported. Note in Item #8 below, -an
electrical fire caused by a loose/faulty grounding connection. We thank John & Ruthe HAMILTON
#163 for apprising us of their near tragedy. After reading Ruthe & John’s account, we suggest you check
your electrical grounding(s) in your ALOHA to ensure connections are tight.
We hope you never have a similar experience. As mentioned, if one ever suspects an electrical
fire, switch your batteries OFF, if you can, as soon as possible; and NEVER use water to fight an electrical
fire.
SAILING OFFSHORE: We continue to receive mail from members wanting to hear more from those
members who are or have been fortunate enough to sail their ALOHA 10. 4’s off shore.
Thank you Frank & Eve COLLINS #117 for an interesting report on your June-September 1996
East Coast - Gulf of St. Lawrence sail, included in this newsletter.
We look forward to hearing from others!
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ENGINE PROFILES: We still would like more background/maintenance information from members on
the various makes of engines fitted in the ALOHA 10.4, to produce our planned “Package of Engine
Profiles”. We especially need more info. on WESTERBEKE, VOLVO and our single VOLKSWAGEN
1. INTRODUCTION ( continued)
PATHFINDER. (We could probably produce a UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) Profile now, thanks to
members’ input and our own first hand experience with this engine in SEA VIXEN #167.)
DONATIONS, RECEIPTS: For those who have not already received their receipt for their 1997 $10.00
printing & mailing “donation”, yours is included with this newsletter, thank you!
ENCLOSURES: Mailed with this newsletter, for insertion in your ALOHA 10.4 Package of Profiles, are:
1. The 1 May 1997 “Owners’ Network Register”
2. A replacement Alphabetical Listing of ALOHA 10.4 Owners for your Package of Profiles
3. A replacement Numerical Listing of ALOHA 10.4 Owners for your Package of Profiles
4. Twelve new or up-dated replacement profiles as follows:
 #117
 #162
 #203
 #134
 #163 (Interim)
 #204
 #144
 #168
 #149
 #183
 #152
 #196
1. Single page doubled-sided inserts (2) to add to Profile #121 and to Profile #181.

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
We welcome new members (full addresses included in enclosed Register):
#144 Norman SAXTON & Peggy BEGON, KWINSAM, LANTZVILLE, B.C., CANADA,
Telephone: (250) 390-2088. Profile enclosed.
#146 Morley & Dorothy KIPP, CANUSA, MISSISSAUGA, Ontario CANADA
Telephone: (905) 625-0529; FAX same, call first. (Mr. & Mrs. Kipp, in a 1 May E-mail credit
Bill
& Jeannie HRYCENKO #203 with telling them about the ALOHA 10.4 Network)
#152 Ron & Sylvia FOSTER, DIFFERENT DRUMMER, HORNING’S MILLS, Ont, CANADA,
Telephone (519) 925-2891, FAX (416) 410-1624. Profile enclosed.
Mr. & Mrs Foster keep their ALOHA 10.4 in Indiantown, Florida and are currently sailing the
Florida Keys. They are planning to return to Horning’s Mills in May.
#203 Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO, GENIE, HAMILTON, Ontario, CANADA, Profile enclosed.
Telephone: (905) 383-7624, FAX (905) 575-3017 (Mr. & Mrs. Hrycenko, in a 7 January letter
credit David & Beverley TALBOT #226 with telling them about the ALOHA 10.4 Network)
and a belated but hearty welcome to
#134 Ed & Donna STEVENSON, CORKY III, WARKWORTH, Ont., CANADA
Telephone (705) 924-2607
Ed & Donna contacted us in 1995 but then we lost contact with them. We are now back on track
and are delighted to have their participation.

3. REGISTER: CHANGES, CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS
(These changes have been incorporated in the 1 May Owners’ Register enclosed with this
newsletter.)
CHANGE OF ADDRESSES (TELEPHONE NUMBERS)
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19 Jan ‘97: We are pleased to welcome back Peter & Chris SILVESTER #149. Peter says they
plan to move in the Spring of 1997 from Victoria, BC to Coburg, Ontario. See Item 22, “ALOHA
10.4s FOR SALE” below.
Bob & Elizabeth LINKER #183 in a 24 July 1996 letter indicated new address & telephone; see
enclosed Register: We include here their P.O. Box 2192, Southampton, N.Y. 11969 address, apparently
also applicable. See “Item #22, ALOHA 10.4’s FOR SALE” in the Fall 1996 newsletter.

CHANGE OF BOAT NAME
Ron & Carole KELLY #222 report that they have changed the name of their ALOHA 10.4 from
WINDFLOWER to UP SPIRITS. Ron says that their name change is based on his past navy
days and the naval tradition, since discontinued, of piping “Up Spirits” daily at 11:30.
CORRECTIONS
(10 Oct 1996) Heinz & Angela HONE #158: Please note address should be:
22832 127th Avenue, Maple Ridge, B.C. Canada V2X 1Z6.
My “correction” in the Spring 1996 newsletter was incorrect. Apologies!

4. ALOHA 10.4 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) NETWORK
The following members can now be contacted on our “ALOHA 10.4 E-mail Network”. To register,
contact me at E-mail: <wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca>:
1. #117-Frank & Eve Collins:
(c/o son) <Mcolli2@po-box,mcgill.ca>
2. #120-Wayne McLellan/Patricia Creed:
<mclellan_w@thbv01.ndm.gov.on.ca>
3. #146-Morley & Dorothy Kipp
<morley@ica.net>
4. #148-Jeremy & Katherine Carr
<jkcarr@tnet.net>
5. #167-Diana & Migs Turner:
<wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca>
6. #168-David & Jennifer Duncan:
c/o Alex Skinner <alex_skinner@bctel.com>
7. #181-Max & Pam Richardson:
<Maxwillg@aol.com>
8. #185-Stuart & Marcia Meyer
<hi721@cleveland.Freenet.Edu>
9. #194-John & Ethel Schwartz:
<John_Schwartz@sccoe.k12.ca.us>
10. #195-Rick & Judy Klett:
<Capt104@aol.com>
11. #196-Doug, Sharon, Dawn & Steven Sandercott
<by507@freenet.toronto.on.ca>
12. #203-Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko

<hrycenko@wchat.on.ca>

13. #N/K Cameron Reid (inactive):

<cameron_reid@sunshine.net>

5. ALOHA MEMBERS WITH HAM RADIO
A number of members have HAM radio. See profiles for details. If we have missed you, send us
your callsign and we will print it in our next newsletter.
1. #121 Brian & Marie KING
VA3 BFK
2. #176 Steven & Maureen WOODALL:
c/s: “N6YFZ”
3. #189 Milan & Adrian FORD::
c/s: N/K
4. #196 Doug & Sharon, Dawn & Steven SANDERCOTT::
c/s: N/K
5. #205 Wayne & Suzie DOHERTY:
c/s: “VA3/VEO WIF”
6. #207 Gil & Mary THOMAS:
c/s: N/K

6. MAIL BAG
Brian & Marie KING #121 correspondence:
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ED: Brian & Marie are preparing to “retire” in PARAMOUR to the Caribbean in 1999. See Profile #121
NEWSLETTER: In a 12 October letter Brian says: “...I always thoroughly enjoy (the newsletters), and
...(like) the assembling and cross-referencing.”
MAST, -WEDGES: Brian encloses information on SPARTITE, -prices C$138 to C$280. “It looks like
just what I need to fill up the large opening I have at the mast partners where the original owner had it
enlarged. Item was written up by ‘DIY (Do It Yourself) Boat Owner’.”
“DIY Boat Owner” says: “SPARTITE isn’t cheap. You can stockpile many years worth of
wedges, C-clamps and mast boots for less money. But when you factor in the convenience, effectiveness
and performance of this product, we feel it is money well spent.“
6. MAILBAG, -Brian & Marie KING #121 correspondence: (“SPARTITE” continued)
Contacts are: Canada:Transat Marine, 240 Bayview Drive, Unit 6, Barrie, ON L4N 4Y8
Tel: (705) 721-0143 or Tel/Fax.: (800) 565-9561
U.S.: The Lake Group, 200 S. Washington, Suite 202, Green Bay, WI 54301
Tel.: (800) 466-4984 Fax.: (414) 436-4985
VOLVO ENGINE: On 17 November: “There is a company called ‘WEAR CHECK’ in Mississauga
(Ontario) that analyses engine oil. ...Depending on the analysis I may take the VOLVO south (after all)”.
HAM RADIO: On 13 January: “I got my basic HAM radio license. I was able to get my c/s initial ‘VA3
BFK’ (Brian Frank King). Now I must work on my Morse code to open up on all bands. ...My HAM
friend tells me for an antenna I just need a thin 1/8 inch bronze wire fishing stay hauled up the backstay. I
guess I won’t use a spare lower shroud after all.”
TORONTO BOAT SHOW: “I went to the Toronto boat show... PARAMOUR has more storage by far
than any boat (Hunter, Catalina &Beneteau) in the show.”.
OFF-SHORE PLANNING: in a 15 March letter Brian writes: Marie and I will probably take
PARAMOUR to Lake Ontario next summer (‘98) the long way around, -Lake Huron, Lake St. Clair, Lake
Erie and Welland Canal. I don’t want to risk crashing up the new epoxy bottom in the shallows of the
Trent Canal.
That long way is approximately 640 miles with few good harbours, most of which would be on a
lee shore if trouble started. That distance is about the same as New York to Bermuda!
This summer we are definitely doing the North Channel. I’ll take my vacation next year to bring
the boat to Lake Ontario & then the following fall (‘99) we leave!
ED: Brian has sent us quantities of good information on PARAMOUR and his extensive preparations for
retirement in 1999 and sailing south to the Caribbean, to make Trinidad his home base. I started another
revision of Profile #121 but realize it is a major undertaking. I’ll try to have it done for mailing with the
next newsletter. In the meantime, enclosed is a double-sided insert to Profile #121 in the Package of
Profiles.
John & Ruthe HAMILTON #163 in a 29 October facsimile report that they have delayed plans to ship
AFTER FIVE from Wiarton, Ontario to Florida. “It just got too late and having not been able to put U.S.
insurance in place before it was necessary to decommission her for the winter, we decided to think about
it for another year ...”
Heinz & Angela HONE #158 checking in by 13 November letter write... “Yes I’m back home in
Vancouver (from Sea of Cortez) for a short time before going back to La Paz and NIPENKO. Hope she
is OK after the hurricane in September. Thanks very much for the Fall newsletter; you sure do a great job
with the help of Diana. Pages & pages of great information.
It is also very interesting to hear that TERRIFIC was trucked home. I spent many nice hours
with Steve (& Maureen) Woodall #176 in Mazatlan & La Paz.”
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CONVENTION: As reported in the Fall 1996 newsletter, Robert & Anne MESROP #162 suggested
“an ALOHA 10.4 ‘convention’ - gathering - sans boats in the winter to meet all those interesting people
at some central point.”
In her 4 November letter Anne adds: “We hope you’ve had some positive response to a convening
of ALOHA owners”.
ED: Yes, lots of support but where (and when)? Still working on and looking for suggestions!
Frank & Eve COLLINS #117 describe last summer’s sailing trip in Item #7 “FROM OFF-SHORE”.
In an 18 November letter Frank reports on receiving the Fall 1996 Newsletter “which we read with
much interest. ...full of all kinds of things we love to hear about - even the mundane items. Enclosed is a
photo of the ALOHA 10.4 moulds taken at DORION, Quebec last (1996) Easter.” (ED: See page 1)
6. MAILBAG, -Frank & Eve COLLINS #117 correspondence: (continued)
Then by 12 December E-mail Frank wrote:
ENGINE, -VOLVO SAIL-DRIVE MD11C-110S: “Our engine performed very well throughout our
(summer 1996) voyage. It always fired up and never let us down. However, I recently decided to have it
re-built, something I’ve been thinking about for a few years now. After 17 years and about 4,000 hours of
hard work the engine is smoking a bit and its slow starting in cold weather. A few weeks ago the diesel
mechanic lifted the engine out of the boat as it sat in the cradle. The engine is now in the shop and should
be ready in good time for installation in the spring. It is not inexpensive so I hope this is a prudent
decision.”
NEXT YEAR, GEORGIAN BAY? -”We haven’t done any real planning for next summer’s trip, and
we’re not sure if there is sufficient water in the TRENT/SEVERN waterway for our draft. But if we do go
we’ll try to see some of the ALOHA 10.4 owners in Georgian Bay.”
ED: See comments regarding the Trent Canal by Brian King #121, -”OFF-SHORE PLANNING, page 5.
Ron KELLY #222 in a 16 December letter reports meeting Morgan Earl #171 at a
NEWFOUNDLAND FLOTILLA ‘97 crew meeting in Toronto last September. “We talked extensively
about the positive things of the ALOHA Network. We also discussed briefly about a boat swap in ‘98
since ‘97 is pretty well spoken for.”
CUTTER RIG: Ron KELLY #222 in his 16 December letter writes “I still have not given up on

the cutter rig and I find information on hull #205 pretty interesting. ...Perhaps in a year or two.
I’m also in the middle of a HAM course and will install this summer in UP SPIRITS. I was able
to get information on aerials from a couple of profiles, and hull #205 shows where he mounted
the radio so I’ve gotten a lot of useful information so far from the profiles.”
Bill & Jeanette HRYCENKO #203, purchased GENIE last Fall. They are busy finding what is where.
Bill says “We have yet to sail her. ...Marina professionals are doing the hull/keel/skeg treatment,
and I’ve taken off the handrails, eyebrows and any other “removable” teak to refinish them at home. I’m
also working on a water pressure pump (seized), a berth light (hanging), the compass dome (hazy), etc.”.
BILGE PUMPS: In an 11 February E-mail Bill says that their next challenge is “to find where the bilge
pump is and see if it works”.
Editor: We responded by saying that if they have not sailed in an ALOHA 10.4 before, they are in for a
real treat. As for bilge pumps we replied “Early ALOHA 10.4’s, according to some owners, came from
the builder without any electric bilge pump fitted. By the time their hull #203 was built, they should have
been well supplied with bilge pumps. SEA VIXEN #167 came with two electric bilge pumps as well as a
“sump” pump for the shower in the heads.
 One bilge pump is an automatic RULE type located on a narrow shelf about 18” below the main
cabin sole. It is hard wired to one bank of batteries. (It came without an “in-line” fuse and we
frazzled it early on, -nearly had a bad fire. OUYANG YACHTS, which we found excellent in
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accepting warranty work through their Vancouver dealer, without a quibble, replaced it under
warranty and installed an in-line fuse.)
The second bilge pump is switched on manually, with the switch in the electrical panel. The pump is
fitted on the starboard engine room bulkhead, readily accessible from the main cabin.
Fitted on the same engine-room bulkhead, above this bilge pump is the shower sump pump, which
could also be used as a manual bilge pump in an emergency, although its capacity is less than the
proper bilge pumps.
OUYANG YACHTS also fitted a high capacity manual “GUSHER” type pump on the port side of the
cockpit. (It takes 14 pumps to prime but once it starts, it can extract a lot of water in a hurry.
Then we have a portable hand pump (originally bought to pump out the holding tank, -ugh! and
various buckets etc. See also comments by Brian King #121 in our Fall 1996 newsletter re pumping
by hand!”

OFF-SHORE PLANNING: Jeremy & Katherine CARR #148 say they are particularly interested in
hearing about any ALOHAs that have gone off-shore and what changes they had to make. By 7 April Email Jeremy reports that he has just returned from the British Virgin Islands where he was helping a client
with a new boat there. “He needed help with the purchase and was learning to sail.”
Wayne McLellan #120 by 4 April E-mail reports:
YANMAR 3 CYLINDER DIESEL 27 H.P. REPLACEMENT: “I’ve bought a YANMAR 3 cylinder
diesel 27 HP and am going to install it this June (to replace my UNIVERSAL ATOMIC- 4 22 HP gas
engine). Last year I put a 14 inch MAXPROP on and even with minimum pitch it is too much prop for the
Atomic 4, which is something I expected would be the case. The experts tell me I now have a good fit.
Time will tell..
I’ll be watching the prop situation closely as there is only 11% of the diameter clearance between prop &
hull; -it is supposed to be 15%”
STRUT, -LOOSE: Reporting a loose strut, Wayne E-mailed: “I’ll be drilling down from the cockpit
floor & attempting to epoxy it tight, as well as epoxying up from under-side of the hull.”
Editor replied: “Loose struts are not uncommon. Our #167 had a potential problem of salt water
corroding the mild steel bar (bracket) fitted at right angles to the bronze strut inside the fiberglass
“hump”. This was repaired during warranty period. Fuel tank was removed (not an easy job) to get at
the strut area from inside the hull. The hump was cut open, the bar replaced and hump re-fibreglassed.”
Stuart MEYER #185 (Rochester, Michigan) in a 1 May E-mail says: “...we are in the final phase of
putting the boat back into sailing condition after the winter storage. I leave it in the water all year
around. For the winter, I build a framework which I cover with a plastic tarp”.

7. FROM “OFF-SHORE”
EAST COAST: Frank & Eve COLLINS #117: In an 18 November letter write: “We returned from our
summer (1996) voyage about two months ago... In a word, a successful outing; no shipwreck, no divorce.
We covered just over 2500 nautical miles in 80 days, returning to Montreal in mid- September.
The preparatory work on equipment proved well worthwhile, even though it severely taxed my
meager skills as a tradesman. The FURUNO radar (model 821) gave yeoman (and very necessary)
service, as did the refrigeration (E-Z KOLD air/water cooled unit). For the latter I added substantially to
the three inches of insulation installed by the builder, and this paid off. I also added a third, big
SURRETTE battery to power these added electrical loads, and never had a power supply problem.
Incidentally, I placed the third battery well inside the locker under the chart table - a tricky place to
secure it, but a good place for heavy gear (central & down low). My other two batteries are nearby in the
fish rod locker.
A few notes on the voyage itself. We departed the Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club June 21 with
our mast down so as to negotiate the low bridges on the Richelieu River, Chambly Canal, Champlain
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Canal and Upper Hudson River. The Mast went back up at Catskill, N.Y. (near Albany). A few days later
(July 1) we circumnavigated Manhattan Island, arriving that evening at New Rochelle, N.Y. where we
had a pleasant get together with Rick & Judy Klett #195 at their marina. Then it was on up Long Island
Sound, to Shelter Island, Block Island, then Newport, Rhode Island. By this time we were starting to
experience significant fog and getting radar practice.
On departing Newport we were receiving increasingly urgent weather reports on the approach of
Hurricane BERTHA. We took shelter in Pocasset Harbour Mass. - a small backwater in the Buzzards Bay
area. We were welcomed, and given a stout mooring by the (Buzzards) Yacht Club. We rode out
BERTHA, mercifully reduced to a tropical storm, in this protected anchorage. High winds and torrential
rain, but no damage.
The Cape Cod Canal was next, then the north shore of Cape Cod to Barnstable and
Provincetown. A day’s sail from there took us to Marblehead where we enjoyed staying at the Corinthian
7. FROM “OFF-SHORE”,-EAST COAST: (continued)
Yacht Club. Then it was on up the coast to Cape Anne and Maine, stopping in several attractive
harbours, and eventually at Northeast Harbour on Mount Desert Island where we awaited reasonable
weather for crossing to Nova Scotia. Unfortunately the weather in July was damp and foggy. We had a
lot of fog in Maine and Nova Scotia, and occasionally in the Gulf and lower St. Lawrence. We then came
to realize the value of our radar. Some days we saw little else than our radar screen from morning to
night.
A fast reach took us across the mouth of the Bay of Fundy, with TRUE LOVE churning along at
hull speed. But fog once again set in, and we made landfall at Yarmouth at 04:00 in pea soup and
darkness. It was then around and up Nova Scotia’s south and east shores, often stopping for the night in
small fishing harbours. We visited Lunenburg, Mahone Bay and Chester before coming into Halifax,
where we stayed two days at the Royal Nova Scotia Yacht Squadron. Continuing on up the coast we
eventually arrived at Canso, from where we sailed across to Cape Breton Island, entering the Bras d’Or
Lakes at St. Peters Lock. We spent a few days in this cruising paradise before making our way to Prince
Edward Island.
Our weather in Prince Edward Island was beautiful, and we would have liked to have lingered
longer - as was the case in so many other nice places we visited. But the summer was drawing to an end,
and we had yet to face the cold St. Lawrence. So we kept moving along, up New Brunswick’s Acadian
coast - Shediac, Richibucto, Shippegan - until we crossed the Baie de Chaleur to the Gaspe peninsula,
arriving at Perce. Rounding the Gaspe we were once again in the St. Lawrence, and it was cold! Here we
faced two problems. Often we faced ferocious head winds. As well, the river was still strewn with all kinds
of debris resulting from the Saguenay flooding - trees, lumber, pulpwood, pieces of houses - some difficult
to see among the waves, and precluding any night navigation. As a result we were trapped three times,
mostly in small fishing harbours.
We spent Labour Day weekend at Matane where we stayed at the local yacht club, and enjoyed
joining in on their party celebrations. Then it was up the river. Our passage from Rimouski to Tadoussac
was a screaming reach in a 35 knot blow in big cold seas, but we arrived safely.
From the mouth of the Saguenay River to Quebec requires timing your passage closely to the
tides which produce strong currents. We managed this satisfactorily, arriving Quebec City at 01:30. With
again beautiful weather, we stayed two nights, enjoying the wandering around the old town’s picturesque
streets, and dining at its fine restaurants. Three days later we were back in Montreal, TRUE LOVE
settling comfortably back into her Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club berth. All ending well.
Throughout the trip our ALOHA functioned flawlessly. But we had four equipment failures: the
fridge water cooling pump packed up, the VHF radio went out, our 2 HP outboard motor’s carburetor
clogged, and our Achilles inflatable dinghy developed a leak. All of these we were able to deal with
enroute.
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TRUE LOVE is now resting in her cradle on shore. I’m starting to contemplate another trip next
summer - perhaps up the TRENT-SEVERN waterway to Georgian Bay and the North Channel, then back
through Lake Huron, Lake Erie and Lake Ontario. We’ll see...”
FLORIDA: Kearney & June MOYLE #204 in a 21 April letter write: “We have just returned from a
terrific cruise on the west coast of Florida where we had off-shore winds at close to 20 kts (apparent) in
warm sunshine. We travelled from Tampa Bay down the coast to Useppa Island, south of Charlotte
Harbour. The boat handled very well with full main and full genoa. During part of the trip QUINTETTE
out-pointed a larger ketch while we were beating down the coast and we left her well behind within the
first few hours.
It’s amazing how well our boat can be balanced under most conditions and we can leave our
hands off the wheel for long periods of time without the autohelm.
7. FROM “OFF-SHORE”,-FLORIDA: (continued)
If any of our members are in St. Petersburg, Florida, they should drop in for a visit to see our
down-below first hand. We are located in the Municipal Marina on the road leading to the Pier, (2nd
Avenue N.E.), one of the city’s most famous landmarks. The boat can easily be seen from the street.”

8. AN ELECTRICAL FIRE
by Ruthe (& John) Hamilton #163
Ed. Note: We believe John & Ruthe’s report in their Profile #163 is important enough to repeat here.
“In the summer of 1994, we left Wiarton and headed for the North Channel (our favourite
cruising ground). On our way across Georgian Bay (approx. 80 miles) we experienced some difficulty
with the reception on the Loran. Then we noticed that the (NOVA KOOL) refrigeration unit was
displaying some very erratic readings on the control unit. Also, we could not hear any boats using the
VHF, nor could we raise anyone. We therefore planned to stop over in Little Current to check out our
electrical system as this seemed to be where the problem was.
An electrician was called and he spent a full afternoon checking the whole system and could find
nothing wrong. So we carried on the following day and anchored that night in a little harbour at the
south end of Clapperton Island. All the while, the Loran was still not responding as it should and the
fridge was still acting strangely.
The next morning, we could not start the engine. Since we were all alone in the harbour and there
was barely a breath of wind, we spent the day trying to find the problem to no avail, and decided that our
starting battery was dead. (At this point, we only had one starting battery.)
Later that evening, another sailboat came in to anchor. He graciously offered us the use of a
spare battery that he had on board first thing in the morning if we were still unsuccessful. We did get it
started the next morning with his battery and decided to head into Gore Bay and look again for some
answers. Canadian Yacht Charters are located in Gore Bay (we had purchased our boat from them) and
we felt they may be of some help in solving our problem.
On arrival we took out the starter battery and put it on the charger for overnight to test it and see
if it was holding its charge and at this point we also decided to buy another HD Deep cell battery that we
could count on as a spare. These were both delivered to the boat in the morning. As promised they were
delivered just as John was making room for the spare battery to fit beside the original in the long locker
under the quarterberth.
Just as he was ready to install these, I noticed some smoke coming from the trash bin beside the
companionway. John quickly opened the port side lazerrette and smoke was billowing out of it. We
grabbed the fire extinguishers and soon other boaters on the dock were rushing to help with more
extinguishers.
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Word quickly spread and the smoke was very obvious now to other boaters in the marina.
Someone from a couple of docks away ran over yelling as he came to not put any water on it as he could
tell that it was an electrical fire. He asked permission to come aboard, stating he was a retired Fire Chief
and could get to the source of the fire quickly.
We have two SURRETTE batteries in tandem under the pedestal and it was these that were on
fire, along with all the wiring coming forward to the electrical panel. With the help of many extinguishers,
this chap was able to get to the battery cables and cut them off, thereby effectively putting out the fire. We
can never repay him enough!
The mess was indescribable but we felt extremely lucky that:
1. We were not out on the water when it happened
2. No one was hurt and
3. There did not seem to be any structural damage to the boat.
We are forever grateful for the help of all those other wonderful boaters.
8. AN ELECTRICAL FIRE (continued)
The insurance company (ZURICH) was quick to respond as well. They had an adjuster there the
following day who arranged for immediate repairs by Harbour Vue Marina in Little Current. Their
electrician arrived the next day and immediately began work to get us mobile enough to get the boat to
their docks. This entailed replacing the transmission cable since the fire had engulfed the interior of the
pedestal, the wiring to the engine, etc., etc. We finally got off the dock and headed for Little Current,
feeling very strange without any navigational instruments and didn’t dare turn off the motor lest we not
be able to start it again. So we motor-sailed all the way, about 5 -1/2 hours.
We spent the next few days at Harbour Vue cleaning up the mess from the extinguishers and
watching the electrician rebuild all the wiring into nice neat coils. He did a superb job and even drew a
diagram for us to keep for future reference.
THE BOTTOM LINE: The cause of the fire was determined to be the way in which the wiring was
grounded. It was originally grounded to a single bolt through the engine wall from the long locker under
the quarterberth. This bolt received the ground from the engine plus all other groundings; unbeknown to
us, no grounding bars were used. Through normal vibration the nut holding this bundle of grounding
wires became loosened and therefore the proper grounding circuit was interrupted.
I strongly suggest that everyone should check to see if this grounding arrangement is on your
model, and if so, please have proper grounding bars installed. We went one step further and had
grounding bars installed also for the live wires.”
ADDITIONAL NOTES: We have since
 installed a smoke detector,
 bought an additional, larger fire extinguisher, bringing us up to a total of three,
 and very important we bought a re-useable fire blanket!
I never heard of a fire blanket before but was able to find one at a fire safety company. It hangs on the
face of the chart table in its own handy case where it is very accessible. Recommended in case of stove
fire, for example and big enough to cover a person if necessary.”
Editor: Thanks Ruthe & John! You make some excellent observations. We can all learn, namely
1. Check one’s electrical grounding arrangements regularly as part of one’s maintenance routines.
2. If one’s electrical instruments start to behave erratically or the engine won’t start, check the electrical
system ground! Is it loose?
3. Also, if one suspects an electrical fire, try to reach the electrical panel as quickly as possible to
turn the battery switch to OFF!
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9. PROFILES: ALTERATION AND ADDITIONS (A’S & A’S)
PACKAGE OF PROFILES, -REVISIONS: My thanks to Frank COLLINS #117 for providing us
with a marked up, revised copy of TRUE LOVE’s original profile, (enclosed with this newsletter) saving
me time & effort. If other members would like to correct, revise or add to their ALOHA 10.4’s Profile, we
would be delighted. Suggest returning a marked up copy as Frank did, adding any additions.
We plan to up-date the “INDEX TO PROFILES” soon.
John & Ruthe HAMILTON #163 provide a lot of enlightening information in their 9 October letter &
completed questionnaire (see “interim” Profile #163 enclosed) including:
 UNIVERSAL ENGINE, OIL SEAL REPLACEMENT: “probably resulting from overfilling and
the resultant excessive pressure”.
 EXHAUST BLOWER DUCTING: separation at transom
 FUEL FILLER HOSE: deterioration


FUEL TANK

GROUNDING: of tank (see also Item #8, “AN ELECTRICAL FIRE”)
SHIFTING: installation of strap to prevent movement of tank.

The interesting DIFFERENT DRUMMER profile by Ron & Sylvia FOSTER #152, (distributed with
this newsletter) raises a number of questions, which we have asked Mr. & Mrs. Foster by letter, including:
1. UNIVERSAL: What caused the rear seal on their engine to go, did they obtain a replacement from a
UNIVERSAL or a KUBOTA dealer, and what were the part number(s) and prices?
2. DINGHY-TOW: What is the “dinghy-tow” system?
3. BERTH, -COCKPIT, queen size: This is a novel idea. We have asked for a photo.
4. BOOM CRUTCH: We have also asked for a photo of their arrangement.
5. AWNING, -TOPPING LIFT: Photos of their awning in place would also be interesting to see.
6. HAND HOLD, TEAK in the heads: Presumably this is to the right of the toilet (as one is sitting).
7. WINDSCOOP: A photo would also be good to have.Why does it extend above and below the hatch?
8. PAD EYES: in the cockpit Where did they place the pad eyes, and for what purpose?
9. ENGINE OIL DRAIN: How do they collect the oil drained to the bilge?

10. REPLACING A MAST
by Anne & Robert MESROP #162
MAST, -REPLACEMENT: This is a follow-up to our Fall 1996 newsletter.
“Last year we moved from North Carolina to Massachussets. While COLUMBINE was being
trucked north, the truck jack-knifed and broke her mast. (The driver said: ‘transporting a sailboat is like
carrying an enormous egg down the highway’.)”
17 July 1996. - Still going through the difficulties of having the mast replaced. KENYON Marine
of Guildford Connecticut, the original builders of the masts for many ALOHA 10.4s, is no longer in
business. CINKEL Industries (Ontario) who also built ALOHA 10.4 masts were prepared to provide a
replacement mast. However the shipyard preferred someone closer. Replacement mast was ordered from
SECO in Florida. (Someone at SECO who used to work at KENYON knows the ALOHA mast.)”
Anne writes in a 4 November letter: “Enclosed are Robert’s notes on the new mast. It has been
an experience which we hope not other ALOHA-ers share!
Replacement mast is as follows:
Supplier:
SECO SOUTH, Inc., PO Box 1158, LARGO, Florida 34649-1158.
(Contact: Mike Haber) Telephone: (813) 536-1924
Facsimile: (813) 539-6314

Specifications:

SPARCRAFT (ISOMAT) NG 51...U.S., not French version.
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Dimensions: 7.48 x 4.92 inches (cross section)
Weight:
3.95 pd/ft
Inertia:
22.80 x 11.16 inches to the 4th power.
Cross section is different from the original but fits through the cabin roof hole. The
original mast was KENYON #5072. Dimension 7.40 x 5.08 inches cross section & Inertia 21.3 x
11.5 inch to the 4th power.
“SECO SOUTH” Inc., did a superior job of supplying the new mast. In addition to
replacing all the damaged parts, all standing rigging was replaced. Also, all new running
rigging, new spreaders, new lights (mast top tricolour, anchor, and foredeck flood). All cleats
were replaced. Halyard winches were cleaned and re-installed. In addition, the boom was
stripped, cleaned, repainted and re-built with all new rigging lines.
The FURLEX head sail roller furler was rebuilt with new headstay and extrusions. A new
drum was provided as well as new furling line.
The SECO SOUTH charge for everything was US$4,171.61. This is probably less than
the charge might have been to us, because SECO does a lot of business with AMERICAN BOAT
CARRIERS, the transporter who broke our mast and whose insurance (CHUBB) is paying the
bills.
The cost of shipping the mast from Florida to Massachusetts was approximately
US$1,000...again paid by the insurance company.
10. REPLACING A MAST (continued)

Cost for preparing the mast for installation (removing old & installing new mast step,
installing fittings on shroud ends, etc.)...by CROSBY SHIPYARD here in Osterville, MA,
US$534.97...paid by insurance company.
To keep cormorants from ‘hanging out’ on COLUMBINE’s spreaders, the shipyard
strung heavy nylon monofilament from the mast to the upper shrouds parallel to the spreaders
and about five inches above the spreaders. This seems to work well.
The only item that did not fit the new mast was the old sail slides; the groove in the new
mast requires 3/4” slides, not 7/8” slides as the KENYON used. This was an inexpensive and
easy fix - around US$7 which we chose not to claim.”
We did not sail all summer! When the new mast was installed during the third week of September,
we discovered that our main sheet had “disappeared” (in North Carolina?). A trip to WEST MARINE
took care of the needed hardware; then there was a return trip for sail slides. By this time we needed to
board the plane for California; therefore, we had COLUMBINE hauled and stored for the winter. Now
we feel like sailing 24 hours per day May through mid October 1997!
CHUBB Insurance has agreed that we do not need to sign a release until we’ve sailed the boat
next spring.
...And the finale!! CHUBB Insurance has sent us a cheque for over US$6,000.00, the total cost
for replacing, shipping, etc. the mast. We need only the US$534 for our local shipyard for stepping the
mast; the boat carrier has US$5,000 deductible insurance. We’ve been waiting a week to find out what
CHUBB wants us to do with the US$6,000+ cheque!
ED: Robert’s detailed notes on the replacement of COLUMBINE’s mast are included also in the up-dated
Profile #162 mailed with this newsletter. They could be very helpful for any of us who might later be in
need! Note however that their shipyard ordered their replacement mast from SECO SOUTH Inc. because
of its nearby location.
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Although KENYON is no longer in business, CINKEL INDUSTRIES in Mississauga, Ontario,
was also an “original” ALOHA 10.4 mast supplier and is still in business. For those living elsewhere,
CINKEL INDUSTRIES is also an option. (See address in the Package of Profiles, “Original Suppliers”)

11. RE-WIRING THE KENYON MAST
by Dave DUNCAN #168
“So it’s Sunday morning, you were sleeping well in your favourite anchorage; a tug and tow
passes out in the channel and there's the clanging of church bells closeby but, -- at 3am? Put a pillow
over your head and sleep on, there isn't anything you can do now.
When you are at your home dock do this-- Check your mast wiring, in that KENYON mast of your
Aloha 10.4. Therein, because of worn or broken mast slides the wire harness will be loose; hence the
clanging noises! Its simple enough to repair but does require that the mast be unstepped and removed
from the boat.
Inside the mast there is a track (part of the extrusion) by which means and using slides, all wiring
should have been secured by your commissioning Aloha vendor.
My basic sketch (See amended Profile #168 mailed with this newsletter) will hopefully give you
the spark to do the rewiring -not an onerous task but one which should be done ASAP and with care, to
prevent damage to the wiring for lights, antenna and whatever else you've got up there!
Good Luck!- from Dave and Jenny Duncan "Clann Donnchacdh, Lions Bay,BC.
ED: In SEA VIXEN #167 we fitted a plastic tube up the mast, through which we ran our wiring.

12. OTHER MAINTENANCE
Angela & Heinz HONE #158 report:
HALYARDS, -CHANGING OR RE-REEVING: “I sew a spinnaker sheet with some thin line onto the
halyard and tape the joint with duct tape. This way I can change my halyard or clean it etc. To run a new
halyard in, I have to go up the mast on my ladder. Using a nut at the end of a thin line with about 10
more nuts behind it, by pulling against the nut, the nut set-up is stiff enough to push it over the sheeve &
let it fall inside the mast. With a piece of wire I fish out the line at the “exit” hole in the mast.”
LADDER, -MAST: “The ladder is from MAST MATE, Dept. C, PO Box 1348 Healdsburg, GA. 95448
(800) 548-0436 or (707) 431-7299, advertised in CRUISING WORLD. I am using the same slides as on
the main sail. A new gate above the folded mainsail is used to hoist the ladder with the main halyard. The
head sail or spinnaker halyard is used as safety line, or on a bosun’s chair. This way Angela puts the
halyard on a mast cleat at the proper level.”
ANCHOR LIGHTS: “We are using a ‘salt shaker light’ from WESTMARINE. DOWNWIND MARINE
also has them. For more light for reading or if we are going away on a very dark night, we use a car
‘trouble’ (fluorescent) light hanging on the boom in the cockpit. It will attract some moths but we feel
safer in some places with a bright light.”
SPREADER, -PAINTING: “I had the spreaders and parts of the EDSON quadrant powder-coated
white. Sanding the bare aluminium very smoothly ensured a good bond. Three years later it still looks
like new.”
BATTERIES, RE-LOCATION:
)
ANCHOR WINDLASS, MUIR ELECTRIC: )“We have two, 6 volt golf-cart batteries, bought Jan
1996 in Cabo San Lucas, in the fish rod compartment under the quarter-berth. Very happy! A second
bank, one 8D, is under the seat in front of the galley sink. Welding cables, 00 size, go to the MUIR
electric anchor windlass. Motor installed in storage compartment in V berth, behind chain locker
bulkhead.”
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FAUCETS, REPLACING WATER TAPS IN HEADS: In Sea Vixen #167, the hot water tap “stem”
jammed and required replacement. We could not find parts for the tap assembly. The fitting is marked
“MADGAL 200 NSF14 RV” Eventually we replaced the original hot & cold plus shower fitting with a
whole new assembly purchased at an RV supplier, for less than the cost of the errant part.
HEADS: During winter sailing in Sea Vixen #167, we again plugged our BRYDON BOY, -a broken
stem in the plunger. When we looked at replacement, parts & labour totalled over C$100.00. Furthermore,
BRYDON BOY appears to have been sold out to ITT/PAR. We decided to replace the whole toilet with
new model “ITT/PAR (JABSCO) manual toilet standard bowl part # 29090-0000”, somewhat similar, for
C$129.00. While at it, we replaced all hose & installed a macerator pump (see below).
HEADS, HOSE: Hull #167, -While replacing the head noted above, we detected a strong odour from the
hose connecting the head to the holding tank and to the over-the-side-discharge. On making inquires, we
were told that the type of original plastic hose used by OUYANG YACHTS in hull #167 was susceptible
to absorbing smell & that the problem would get worse. We decided to replace the entire 25 feet of hose
(including macerator connections, see below) with “proper” 1 1/2” sanitation hose at C$4.44 per foot,.
“MACERATOR” PUMP: Sea Vixen #167, -While we were making the above modifications, we added
a JABSCO Heavy Duty “Self-Priming” Diaphragm Waste Pump Part # 59090-0012 at C$179.68, on a
small shelf fitted to the aft bulkhead of the holding tank compartment under the vee-berth. This would
enable us to remove sewage from the holding tank without the requirement for a shore pump-out station,
not readily available in this area. (They are not required, except to meet USCG regulations in U.S. waters,
thanks to the considerable flushing action of the natural tidal action.)
Installation was relatively easy, by virtue of a “Y” valve fitting. We wired the pump to one of the spare
(15 amp.) circuit breakers on the electrical panel.
12. OTHER MAINTENANCE (continued)
PROPANE, SOLENOID SWITCH: Sea Vixen #167, -During some heavy duty sailing this past winter,
we broke (snapped off) the plastic push in-out “tit” of the propane solenoid switch mid-ships abaft the
galley area on the bulkhead above the engine-room/garbage receptacle.
We removed the panel, unscrewed the broken switch portion and found a heavy duty 5 amp
replacement toggle type solenoid switch for C$35.86 at a local electrical parts store; thus we did not have
to replace the entire solenoid arrangement.

13. REPLACING MAIN HATCH “WASHBOARDS” WITH DOORS
By David Duncan, #168
ED: This is David’s reply to Stuart MEYER #185 in the Fall 1996 newsletter.
April 1997: On disk (thank you!), David writes: “Some interest has been expressed in the conversion of
the standard equipment companionway “washboards” to hinged door access on our 1982 Aloha 10.4.
Here’s how we did it:
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Our previous sailboat, a Grampian 28 sloop built in Ontario, came equipped as standard with
companionway access doors; once experienced, the convenience and practicality of a pair of doors lives
with you - there can be no other way. Washboards, in our mind, are one of the things in life that beg for
re-design! Workaday/weekend cruisers will have wondered at times why it is that those darned boards are
such a nuisance to stow - and hastily unstow when it rains! Are washboards a cursable tradition?
Fitting doors to our Aloha 10 yrs. ago cost us somewhere in the region of C$180, no tax was paid; that
figure bought us the services of a carpenter who took our idea and not only made the doors, but fitted
them too.
13. REPLACING MAIN HATCH “WASHBOARDS” WITH DOORS (continued)
Of teakwood, now varnished, the doors fit well and incorporate small louvres for ventilation in
the upper portion of each . Backing the louvres is fibreglass bug screen material (not often needed in
our cruising areas). As well, the centre opening edge of each door has an integral weather-proofing
overlap with the other (see sketch). Locking is by inside brass barrel bolts: one per door, the slides fit
down over the sill of the companionway.
The companionway of the Aloha is particularly easy to fit doors as each door post (outer edge) is
vertical ; many sailboats have the delightful nuisance of angled washboards.
Hinges should be robust as invariably the doors get leaned on. Debate could be entertained
about the loss of washboard “security” but in our view that isn’t an issue with our current cruising style.
However such is the design of the Aloha entrance that heavy metal tracks could be installed easily on
each side, either inside or out, to take the original boards in addition to the doors. The issue then
becomes a personal one with each owner and should of course include watertightness and seaworthiness.
With your doors installed, the last step is to make up a canvas protective cover in your favourite
colour. This consists of a canvas square which attaches to the wooden facia (NB- forward edge) of the
sliding hatchcover with press-on fasteners; down each edge and the bottom of your cover install press-on
fasteners which will mate to appropriately located receptors so that a snug fit is acquired when the doors
are closed and all fasteners done up. Note that when the fasteners are undone around the sides and
bottom edge the cover is still attached to the companionway hatch sliding cover; this allows you to roll up
the square of cloth on top of the hatch cover and ,because you have not detached the top fasteners, the
cover will go forward as the hatch slides and lo! - is neatly stowed. If it rains heavily and your Aloha
doesn’t have a dodger (God forbid!) quick unrolling of this canvas cover will provide a bit of moisture
protection even with opened doors.”
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14. OTHER MODIFICATIONS
David & Jennifer DUNCAN #168 have provided more useful information on modifications they have
made in CLAN DONNCHADH (See up-dated Profile #168 included with this newsletter mailing)
including
 BACKSTAY PLATE:. See diagram & description of their backstay plate which replaces the original
“nicopressed” fittings, in up-dated Profile #168.

15. ENGINES
1). ENGINES BY NUMERICAL LISTING:
Please up-date the 21 September 1996 listing in your Package of Profiles, as follows:
#134 -STEVENSON, Ed & Donna
UNIVERSAL #5424
#144 -SAXTON, Norman & BEGON, -Peggy UNIVERSAL #5424
#146 -KIPP, Morley & Dorothy
UNIVERSAL #5424
#196, -SANDERCOTT, Doug & Sharon WESTERBEKE W-27
and add:
#152 -FOSTER, Paul & Valerie
UNIVERSAL #5424
#163 -HAMILTON, John & Ruthe
UNIVERSAL #5424
#203 -HRYCENKO, William & Jeannette
WESTERBEKE (W-27?)

2).GENERAL:
ENGINE FUEL, -ALGAE: Norman Saxton #144 is another who reports problems with algae growing
in his diesel fuel tank. See Package of Profiles “ENGINE FUEL ADDITIVE” for BIOBOR treatment.

3). VOLVO PENTA
MANUAL, -BASIC MAINTENANCE AND TROUBLESHOOTING: Brian KING #121 has given
us an excellent 74 page manual used by his instructors during a recent diesel course. It provides basic
VOLVO PENTA maintenance & has lots of diagrams for the do-it-yourselfer. The manual appears to be
copyrighted. However, if there is interest from other VOLVO owners, we can try to get permission to
duplicate it for our limited use.

4). UNIVERSAL
MANIFOLD CAST IRON (EXHAUST) ELBOW: We have two more reports of this cast iron elbow
failing, one in fresh water, one in salt water. It seems to make no difference. For those with UNIVERSAL
engines, this fitting is on the “sea-water exhaust” and connects with the exhaust line to the wet muffler.
Profile #167 refers to welding the crack. After nearly three years the weld continues to hold. In a March Email, Dave DUNCAN #168 says his manifold elbow has now failed but is too far gone to weld.
If you observe your exhaust elbow starting to “weep”, try having it welded before it gets too bad.
Otherwise you’ll need a new one. Dave got us (#167) a new one for C$83.31 from the “Vancouver”
branch of SIMSON-MAXWELL at 1605 Kebet Way, PORT COQUITLAM, B.C. Canada, V3C 5W9,
phone (604) 944-7100, FAX 944-7300. SIMSON-MAXWELL Part no. is #1.000 155-1059. (We now
carry it as a spare until the weld fails.)
The letters “N ELBOW(D.F.)” are embedded on one side the elbow, whatever that means!
28 April: Dave says the price at SIMSON-MAXWELL has since increased considerably since he got us
ours. In a later E-mail he says he has obtained a cracked exhaust manifold from an ALPHA ROMEO car
engine, which he is having welded! We’ll look for more details for inclusion in our next newsletter.
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ENGINE COOLING: An “Achilles heel” of the UNIVERSAL engine can be the OBERDORFER raw
water cooling pump. We have had the impellor blades break and jam thus starving the engine of cooling
water. Each time we have (luckily) caught the problem soon after it happened.
We have now prepared hose and fittings so that if (when?) the pump again fails, we can connect
either the engine room bilge pump or shower sump pump as a raw water cooling pump in lieu, switching it
on and off manually to keep the engine temperature within limits until the pump can be properly repaired.
REAR SEAL: Further to comments by Ron & Sylvia Foster #152 & John & Ruthe Hamilton #163,
Norman Saxton #144 describes rear seal problems in Profile #144, which will interest owners of
UNIVERSAL engines. This is the third reported oil seal problem with a UNIVERSAL engine. Norman
says his “damper plate” broke into small pieces, possibly from high speed gear-shifting, and pieces got
into the rear seal, requiring replacement. Note that Ron & Sylvia #152 were able to replace theirs in the
water!
MANUALS, UNIVERSAL ENGINE: ED: We have the following manuals (very basic and not
particularly well written) for our UNIVERSAL diesel engine model #5424. We could duplicate any (at
local rate of 10 cents per page), if any owners of the UNIVERSAL #5424 engine would like copies:
1. Parts Manual 9/80
(39 pages)
2. Service Manual 9/80
(27 pages)
3. Operation & Maintenance Manual (47 pages)
Some years ago, Dave DUNCAN #168 gave me a copy of the KUBOTA model D1101/1102
diesel engine manuals (the UNIVERSAL engine is thought to be similar to this KUBOTA), as follows:
1. Operators Manual
(45 pages)
2. Workshop Manual
(132 pages)
3. Parts List, June 1982
(50 pages)

5). GEAR BOX, -HURTH:
Dave Duncan #148 also provided us with a copy of the HURTH “Boat Reversing Gear-box
Units” manual which includes Installation, Operation, Maintenance, Assembly and Spare Parts List, -60
pages. This could be copied also.

16. QUESTIONS
1. OVERHEATING: #144 Norman SAXTON with a UNIVERSAL engine would like suggestions on
what might have an effect on raw water efficiency for cooling.
2. CNG, AVAILABILITY: #163 John & Ruthe HAMILTON on 9 October report that they use CNG
for their stove & instant hot water but “it is becoming increasingly difficult to get. Do you have any other
members who have difficulty in getting CNG? We are told CNG is popular & easy to obtain in Florida”.
#152 Ron & Sylvia FOSTER on 26 January report: “We have a CNG stove in galley & have

located a company in Provincetown, R.I. that can inform you as to locations to refill
tanks:CORP BROS. (401) 331-8020.
Our cost to refill at Daytona Beach, Florida was
US$9.00/2400 lbs”.
3. SAILING OFFSHORE? TELL US ABOUT IT! -Wayne MCLELLAN #120 in a 13 December Email says: Pat & I have some vague plans to hit the southern waters in the future. We always read with
interest anyone’s accounts of their travels - particularly the costs associated with living aboard,
insurance, and all those mundane things. Will any of our travelled members be writing about their trips?
ED.: We certainly hope so!!! See also Item #7 above.
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4. CABIN, INTERIOR DECKING -REFINISHING: Ron KELLY #222 in his 16 December notes
that: “No one has mentioned the cabin floor. The fellow I bought the boat from put one coat of
VERATHANE every spring and I’ve continued to do so. However, the deck in still darkening in the area
between the stairs and the stove and around the navigation table. It appears to be a moisture problem but
I can’t figure out how the moisture would get in there with all the Verathane on the wood.
Has anyone else experienced the same problem? If so, what have they done to rectify the
problem?”
5. PROPANE (10 lb.) TANKS: Jeremy Carr #148 wonders by E-mail where he can obtain “8” lb.
propane tanks to fit the propane tank lockers on each side of the aft seat in the cockpit.
We suggested that ASHRAM’s tanks were probably 10 pounders. Canadian Tire, a local
“automotive” supply store, had 10 lb. tanks last summer for about C$30.00 each.
Measure each locker first before procuring as heights vary. We also mentioned that a local
propane company replaced stem and valves of tanks in reasonable condition for about C$15.00.
6. STRUTS, LOOSE: Wayne McLellan #120 by 4 April E-mail would like information on members’
experiences on repairing a loose strut. (Also see Item #6 on page 7.)
7. DIESEL ENGINES: Wayne McLellan #120 by 4 April E-mail wonders if there is anything he should
be doing, installing or modifying when installing his YANMAR engine this spring, to assist with oil
changes and the like? “I look forward to hearing from anyone. All comments & observations will be
gratefully received.”
8. BLISTERS/OSMOSIS: Rick Klett #195 by 28 November E-mail reports “Hauled FULL TILT only
to find blisters along the starboard side, but only above the anti-fouling paint and they only go up about
3 cm (on the royal blue boot top). Gel-coat appears to be very thick. Appears blisters have only
penetrated the gel-coat. All advice would be greatly appreciated!”
ED: In response we referred him to the various general blister treatments noted in the profiles. However, if
anyone has experienced this particular blister problem, please let Rick know your suggested treatment
ASAP. We would appreciate a copy of your remedy.
9. PAINT, HULL BOTTOM PAINT: In a March 1997 letter Brian KING #121 asks if anyone knows
the square footage of the hull below the water-line to the boot-topping? He is trying to work out how
much paint is required to cover the bottom.
ED: We suggested that our Honorary President Ted Brewer at the address/phone number in the Network
Registry might possibly remember the square footage, although it was a long time ago.
We also suggested contacting Mr. Robert Walstrom, the co-designer at P.O. Box 828, Blue Hill,
MAINE USA 04614.
Personally with SEA VIXEN #167 we find bottom paint coverage varies, largely depending
 on the weather when it is being applied &
 how thinly one applies it.
We have used as little as three litres (with lots of thinners) on a cool cloudy day and as much as
seven litres (on a very dry windy day) to cover the entire bottom.
We are currently using tin based co-polmer bottom paint which lasts up to three years in the
Victoria B.C. area. However, last year we used our last four litre can &, as tin-based paint is no longer
environmentally acceptable, we are faced with removing 16 years of bottom paint in 1998/99 to start
again. I would prefer not to sand blast.
I believe the type of bottom paint one uses is best based on what works in the area where you have
your boat. Ocean conditions vary. For example, on the Canadian west coast those who keep their boats
where there are fresh water run-offs nearby (i.e., the Fraser River) have success with different bottom
paints to those whose boats are only in salt water.
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As Brian is currently preparing to retire to the Trinidad area of the Caribbean, we suggested he
contact others who have sailed in the Caribbean. Also, conferring with locals in the Trinidad area would
give him a good idea of what works & what does not.

17. FOLLOW-UP
ALOHA 10.4 DRAFT
DRAFT, SHOAL KEEL: Following up on our Fall 1996 newsletter where, in Item #15 we asked if
anyone has an ALOHA 10.4 with a “shoal keel”, John & Ruthe HAMILTON #163 in their 9 October
completed questionnaire indicate that AFTER FIVE has the 4’ 6” “shoal keel”. Is this our one & only?

#163 - AFTER FIVE’S 4’ 6” SHOAL KEEL...But Ruthe & John: what is that white stuff?
ALOHA 10.4 DRAFT, SHOAL KEEL (continued)
John & Ruthe say: “...(it) is very convenient for Georgian Bay (Ontario); those rocks have a
tendency to jump up at you, and it is also another advantage for the Gulf Coast of Florida. We have
sailed on a full keel and find that our 4.6 shoal points better and certainly does not detract from the
performance of the boat.” See interim Profile #163 (included with this newsletter) for additional photos.
DRAFT, FULL KEEL: In our Fall 1996 newsletter, Item #6, we suggested the draft of SEA VIXEN
#167 with all our gear onboard, was probably close to six feet.
In a 15 March letter, Brian King #121 reports that he & his daughter tried to get an accurate
figure. “With a straight edge lying on the snow at the bottom of the keel and my level and tape measure
amidship, the best I can see is about
5’10 3/4” to 5’ 11”.

18. BUILDER INFORMATION/HULL NUMBERS
Peter SILVESTER #149 gave us Mao Ouyang’s telephone number “in the Toronto-Oshawa
area” as (905) 721-2108.
In response to our query on the ALOHA 10.4 E-mail Network, Morley KIPP #146 by return Email on 2 May then provided us with the address of an M. Ouyang at 749 Downview Cres., Oshawa,
Ontario L1H 7W4.
I’ll try a friendly letter to this address and hope we can establish contact.
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19. BOAT INSURANCE
INSURANCE, BOAT: Jeremy CARR #148 questioned insurance coverage for an ALOHA. He had
received a wide range of quotes from a variety of companies.
ED: There’s no doubt that a good insurance company can make all the difference. See comments by
Ruthe & John HAMILTON #163 regarding their fire in AFTER FIVE and how well they were treated
by the ZURICH Company. Also Robert & Anne MESROP #162 report excellent treatment by CHUBB
Insurance Company after their mast was smashed up in a trucking accident (See Fall 1996 newsletter and
Item #10 above.)
We have SEA VIXEN #167 insured through a reputable local Victoria B.C. company (Reed
Stenhouse) who, in turn, have their policy underwritten 50% by OCEANIC UNDERWRITERS LTD. &
50% BOREAL PACIFIC COMPANY. We will not really know how good they are until we have a claim.
Our coverage is limited to “the Pacific North-West” Canadian & US waters; not off-shore where
we would need to purchase extra coverage. Premiums (in Canadian dollars) are:
“A”
Hull & Machinery
Coverage: $75,000. ($750. deductible)
Premium:
$390.00
“C”
Personal Effects
$ 1,000.
Included
“D”
Liabilities to Third Parties
$2,000,000.
$ 30.00
“E”
*Medical Payments
$ 1,000.
Included
“F”
USA Longshoremen’s/Harbour Worker’s Compensation is included in “D” Third Party above.
TOTAL PREMIUM $420.00
*This is lower than our US members might expect because of Canada’s “universal medical coverage”.

20. NEWFOUNDLAND FLOTILLA ‘97
In a 16 December letter, Ron KELLY #222 includes information on dates, departures and
arrival times. He plans to make the trip but not in UP SPIRITS. He’ll be boarding ROSIE BAIN,
a SABRE 36’, belonging to a friend Paul Ferguson, in Riviere Au Renard, Gaspe & doing the
balance of the trip, returning to Nova Scotia in July.
ED: I mentioned in our Fall newsletter that Diana & I planned a visit to Newfoundland in June, and were
hoping to meet some of the Flotilla. Regretfully, other activities have required cancellation of this trip.

21. ALOHA 10.4 EXCHANGE/BOAT SWAP
Barrie & Lindy SMITH #233 by 16 February e-mail ask if there has been any further interest in
“swap/exchange” since the fall newsletter. “As you know our NORTHERN SPIRIT is located at Victoria
Harbour on Georgian Bay. We would be interested in swapping, particularly with someone from the
Vancouver area this summer. For what it is worth, I checked with my “Skippers Plan” insurance prior to
sending this note and found the response reassuring.”
In a 24 February e-mail, Barrie says “...Lindy teaches so our target time-frame for a west coast
cruise would be a couple of weeks in July or the first half of August”.

22. ALOHA 10.4’S FOR SALE
Peter & Chris SILVESTER #149, 4758 Spring Road, in VICTORIA, B.C. Canada V8X 3X1
TELEPHONE: (250) 881- 1020 report that they are planning to move to Coburg, Ontario in the spring of
1997. They are offering “MOONFLEET” for sale before their move, asking C$72,900.
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Bob & Elizabeth LINKER #183, 49-A Sag Harbor Road, EAST HAMPTON, NY 11937 USA
telephone (516) 329-5567 or by fax at (516) 329-5963, were offering KAIROS for sale in our Fall 1996
newsletter .

23. THE ALOHA 10.4, -LIKES & DISLIKES!
This is a new addition to our newsletter. What are our likes? What are our dislikes? Are any of our
dislikes important enough, if feasible, to fix? Let us have your thoughts!
a) WHAT DO WE LIKE BEST ABOUT OUR ALOHA 10.4?
SEA VIXEN #167. Our first thoughts, in no particular order:
1. Ability to sail so well in all conditions, but especially in light air.
2. Sea-worthiness in heavy weather.
3. Large practical cockpit
4. The roominess & comfortable lay-out, especially below decks.
5. The large amount of storage space.
6. The ALOHA 10.4 Owners Network and our ability to share in each others’ ideas.
7. The sturdiness of the hull.
8. The reliable diesel engine (in our case, the UNIVERSAL #5424).
9. Self-tailing winches
10. The excellent “factory installed” non-skid on deck.
11. No problems of consequence.
b) IF WE WERE DOING IT AGAIN, WHAT WOULD WE LIKE CHANGED?
SEA VIXEN #167. Again, our first thoughts, in no particular order:
1. We’d like the small hatch over the galley, which started with hull #168, for additional air & light.
2. On the UNIVERSAL engine:
 A better way to change the engine oil!
 A better quality raw water cooling pump (than the OBERDORFER).
3. Less teak on deck. (Looks nice but I’d rather be sailing!)
4. Better location for the bank of batteries abaft the fuel tank (now fixed; see Fall 1996 newsletter).

24. CONCLUSION
Again, thank you for all your most interesting input. There is no doubt that in the ALOHA 10.4
we have a superb boat!
Diana and I wish you an exhilarating and safe summer of sailing!
MAHALO!
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! We hope you are all having a great summer of sailing. Thanks to the many
contributors to this newsletter, we again have a “double” newsletter. Thank you!
In this newsletter we have some very sad news to report, namely the passing of member
Anne Mesrop (See Item #3 below). On a happier note, we have made contact with Mao Ouyang
who had a major role in the building of most of our fine ALOHA 10.4s (See Item 15 below).
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1. INTRODUCTION (Continued)
We especially thank Stuart Meyer #185 for providing the catalyst for our early FALL
newsletter namely, an e-mail noting a problem with the cooling system in his WESTERBEKE
engine.. As the problem and his remedy is of interest to other owners of ALOHA 10.4s with
similar engines, we sent an “e-mail advisory” to our ALOHA Network E-mail members and
advanced the date for producing this newsletter. Owners of ALOHAs with WESTERBEKE
engines will find Item 13 below of special interest.
Another reason for an earlier than planned Fall newsletter is a threatened September
strike by Canadian postal workers.
We invite owners to check Item 9 below, where we have summarized the more serious
“life-threatening” and “non life-threatening” incidents reported to date by our members.
FALL 1997 MAIL-OUT: With this Fall newsletter mail-out, we plan to include for inclusion in
your Package of Profiles, an up dated Register of owners, new Profiles #146 & #157, up-dated
Profile #152, and an 18 August list of “Engines by Numerical Listing”.
We were disappointed in the photo-copier quality of some of the great pictures from our
members, which went out with our last newsletter. We are hoping to do better this time.
NEXT NEWSLETTER/MAIL-OUT: We are planning a Winter Newsletter late in 1997, the
date depending largely on members’ input. With it we should have at least two new profiles.
We’ll also try to further revise & expand the Package of Profiles as well as a new index.
NETWORK FINANCES: Thank you for your support. For those who have made donations
since our last newsletter, receipts not already mailed are included with this newsletter.
As you know, we are trying to run our Network on a “break-even” budget. Members each
contributed $20 for newsletters & profiles printed during 1995 & 1996. In our Fall 1996
newsletter (Item #6, “Whither The Aloha 10.4 Owners’ Network, Part II”) we suggested that
starting with 1997 we try an annual fee of $10.00.
To 1 August 1997 donations from members total C$996.10. Printing & mailing expenses
total C$924.87 leaving a credit balance of C$71.23. We estimate printing & mailing charges for
this newsletter and enclosures will amount to about C$100.
Some members have asked for a status report as they have forgotten what they have
given. I suspect such a report could be beneficial to all members. Thus we plan to insert with this
mail-out a statement of each members’ individual “accounts”.
2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS
We welcome new members (full address & details included in Profile #157 mailed with this
letter)
#157 John & Stepannie FARRELL, NORTHERN SPIRIT, Ancaster, ON, Canada.
We credit Bill & Jeanette HRYCENKO #203 for telling yet another ALOHA 10.4
owner about our ALOHA 10.4 Network.
Also we have recently sent questionnaires to two additional prospective members,
#N/K David BRANDER-SMITH, CALIESTE, Vancouver BC, Canada; thanks to the recruiting
skills of Jeremy & Katherine Carr #148, and
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#N/K Larry JACKSON, DREAM WEAVER Point Edward, ON Canada: thanks to Stuart &
Marcia Meyer #185 for telling them about our Network.
This would bring our number to 47. More later.
______________________________________________________________________________
3. IN MEMORIAM
It is with very much regret that we report the passing of one of our original members,
Anne Sewell Mesrop #162 on 21 April. From “Day One” Anne & Robert have been most
supportive of our ALOHA 10.4 Network. Most recently you will remember that Anne wrote an
article for our Spring 1997 newsletter describing how Robert had replaced COLUMBINE’s
mast, with all the details, details which will be helpful to the rest of us if we ever have to replace
a mast.
Anne was also the first member to suggest that a winter-time rendezvous of ALOHA 10.4 owners
at some central location would be good fun and productive.
In a 15 May letter, Robert writes “We were anticipating an exciting summer of sailing in
the waters off Cape Cod. Since we never know what life is going to throw our way we must
accept what comes...”
Robert says that after so many happy memories of sailing with Anne in COLUMBINE, he
has no further interest and will be placing her up for sale.
We replied to Robert on behalf of our membership, expressing very sincere condolences.
4. REGISTER: CHANGES, CORRECTIONS AND AMENDMENTS
Rick & Judy KLETT #195 report by e-mail that they have made their move south, ...three
doors to 81 Interlaken Avenue, New Rochelle, NY 10801 USA.
Other changes to our Network Register:
1. Wayne & Suzie Doherty #205 report that they have sold WHAT IF... to Mr. & Mrs. Joe &
Lina Giaquinto of Mississauga, ON Canada (see ALOHA 10.4’s FOR SALE/SOLD
Item 17 (5) below). We have invited the new owners to join the Network. More later.
2. Peter & Chris Silvester #149 have sold MOONFLEET. See Item 17 “ALOHA 10.4s FOR
SALE” below. Names of new owners are not yet known.
5. ALOHA 10.4 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) NETWORK
Add to our list of addresses:
1. #157 John & Stepannie FARRELL: <farrell@ppims.services.mcmaster.ca>
2. #233 Barrie & Lindy SMITH:
<jbsmith@titan.tcn.net>
My apologies to Barrie & Lindy for omitting them from our Spring 1997 newsletter listing.
I would respectfully request that when members change servers they let us know their
new addresses. Not only does our “in-box” become swamped with returned mail but it takes time
trying to track members down.
E-mail addressed to the following is currently being returned as “Undeliverable”:
1. #181-Max & Pam Richardson:
<Maxwillg@aol.com>
We ask Max & Pam to kindly let us have your new e-mail address.
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If any other members now have access to e-mail and would like to be included on our
ALOHA 10.4 E-mail Network, please e-mail me at <wr637@freenet.victoria.bc.ca> to register.
6. MAIL BAG
1). Ron & Sylvia Foster #152: In 12 May letter with photos, Ron & Sylvia expand on the useful
information included in DIFFERENT DRUMMER’s original Profile #152. Their revised Profile
is included with this mail-out.
______________________________________________________________________________
6. MAIL BAG (Continued)
2). Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185 (Rochester, Michigan) in a 12 May e-mail report: “This
weekend was the first time we have been able to get out and sail this year. The weather has been
lousy this spring & many boats are still not in the water, It is always with mixed emotions that I
venture out for the first time. In the back of my mind are thoughts of what did I forget to do, will
the engine run as well as it did when I put it away last year, what have I forgotten to do, are all
the lines led correctly, what have I forgotten to do and all those other things that run through
your mind as you get out there in a good breeze for the first time in many months.
All went well. We even got up to 7.5 (knots) for a while and, I hope, knocked some of the
winter scum off the bottom of the hull. I know she’ll be faster next time out...
With your contact with Ted Brewer, I have often thought it would be interesting to know
a little of the background of the design of the ALOHA 10.4 from the designer: just what did he
have in mind when he did the work, was it a custom design for a specific customer or just an
exercise, what was he trying to accomplish with this design? I think there must be some
interesting questions which he might be able to answer that would give us a much greater
understanding of his thoughts and goals behind this really neat design.
ED: We asked Mr. Brewer about the background to the ALOHA 10.4 design, last year.
Unfortunately, it is more than 20 years ago that he and Mr. Walstrom produced the ALOHA 10.4
design. With many successful designs since, he says it is hard to remember this particular one.
3). George & Trish Kirkwood #160: Trish, in a 27 May letter says how much they value the
information in our ALOHA 10.4 Network. “George will try to write something more about ALI
BABA while we are cruising in the summer, -going northwards again...”
ED: Profile #160 has been partially revised, based on input received from George last summer,
some of which (metric oil filter on a UNIVERSAL engine!) appeared in our Fall 1996
newsletter. More later.
4). Frank and Eve Collins #117: In our Spring 1997 newsletter we noted that Frank & Eve were
considering a trip from Quebec City to Georgian Bay this summer.
In a 2 June letter Frank writes; “Looks as though we won’t be going up the Trent-Severn
to Georgian Bay this summer. Two reasons: first -the draft - if we really draw 5’ 10” or 5’ 11’’,
we’d never make it; second, it seems I’ll be in court with a client most of August (expert witness
work) - so no really long voyage this summer. We may sail to Toronto in July.”
5). NAVIGATING THE ST. CLAIR RIVER, LAKE ST. CLAIR & DETROIT RIVER:
Stuart Meyer #185 by 24 June e-mail, on reading that some of our members are planning trips
through his area, offers to provide members with local information on transitting the St. Clair
River, Lake St. Clair & the Detroit River. “I would be more than happy to help them through.”
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6). FIRST “REAL TIME” IN AN ALOHA 10.4: Jeremy Carr #148 in a 20 July e-mail
writes: “Kath & I just got back (to Victoria) from a two week sail to Princess Louisa Inlet
(British Columbia). It was our first time there and we cannot get over how beautiful it is... It was
also our first real time on ASHRAM. She handled great, although if this is the boat we are going
to go off-shore with I realize it will need a lot of work.”
7). ALOHA 10.4 SELLING PRICES: Rick Klett #195 by e-mail on 26 July wrote: “Saw a
1982 ALOHA 10.4 advertised in SOUNDINGS for (US)$51,000.(C$71,000). That’s a nice
number for a 15 year old boat. ...I guess the ALOHA is holding its value.”
______________________________________________________________________________
6. MAIL BAG (Continued)
ED: I replied that on the Canadian west coast, dealer asking prices in 1985 for new ALOHA
10.4s were C$95,000 (US$68,500) for a very bare-bones’ boat to C$120,000 (US$87,000)
“loaded”. Recently (used) ALOHAs have been selling for C$65,000 to C$80,000, (US$47,000 to
US$58,000) depending on condition & equipment. Dealers suggest that a Network like ours is
attractive to many who are buying an older boat, and is possibly worth another C$5,000.
In a 30 July e-mail, Rick responded: “Interesting how the prices of ALOHAs are holding.
I’m not surprised though. When we are on the water or pull into a marina we are always asked
what kind of boat we have. ...ALOHAs have beautiful classic lines that catch the eyes of true
yacht lovers...”
“I’m so glad we have this Network. It is a nice way to meet people and get information
about our boats...”
BATTERIES: Rick adds:“...Putting in new batteries this week, -three group 31s in parallel for
the house and a group 24 for the diesel. The old ones were 3 1/2 years old with me. I don’t know
how long the previous owner had them. It’s time!”
MAINSAIL: and Rick also adds:“...I am having a new mainsail built by HILD. The sail will
have full battens, full roach, two reef points, batslides and a Dutchman System. It should be a
big improvement since the sail we have now is the original one. It’s slightly blown out but still
keeps us going pretty well. Not bad for thirteen years.”
7. FROM “OFF-SHORE”
1). Ron & Sylvia Foster #152 in a 12 May letter write that in their sailing in the FloridaBahamas area, they have never seen the missing one hundred ALOHA 10.4s which Spike Nagel
was supposed to have said were hiding out in the Caribbean in the charter trade. We suspect they
start their numbering from hull #101.
ED: Yes, that is our conclusion also.
2). Dawn Sandercott #196 by 9 June e-mail writes that she has returned to Canada early,
leaving her parents heading home from the Bahamas via Norfolk and New York. “We had a
great time in the Bahamas this winter meeting up with many old friends as well as meeting new
ones.”
3). Heinz & Angela Hone #158 who winter in NIPINKE sailing the Sea of Cortez area, write in
a 2 July letter: “Yes, we are back (in Maple Ridge, B.C.) from the sunny “South”. NIPINKE was
OK after the hurricane (see MAILBAG in Spring 1997 newsletter) and we spent 5 beautiful
months after some maintenance work. Now stored again in Palmira, US$131.00 per month, she
is waiting for our 4th season in October.
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It is a special treat to find mail from the ALOHA Network and fellow cruisers in far away
places like New Zealand, Belize, etc. After crewing home on a MAPLE LEAF 56 from La Paz to
Victoria, - 3 weeks, I am trying to catch up on life here.”
Heinz goes on to respond to question #5 in the Spring ‘97 newsletter re propane tanks.
See QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK Item 14 (1) below for his innovative solution.
8. PROFILES
We would like to expand on our “Package of Profiles”, to provide a separate Network
document which would bring together the wealth of information, now scattered throughout our
individual profiles, into a readily useable technical reference manual, subject by subject.
______________________________________________________________________________
8. PROFILES (Continued)
What think you? Would its usefulness warrant the work? And if so, your thoughts and
suggestions on how you think we should do this, would be most welcome!
9. SAFETY ALERTS, A SUMMARY
We should be very grateful to the designers Ted Brewer & Bob Walstrom, and to the
builders OUYANG BOAT WORKS LTD. of Whitby, Ontario for producing such a fine, safe,
relatively trouble-free yacht as our ALOHA 10.4.
As you will remember from past newsletters, members have “successfully” exposed their
ALOHA 10.4s to a wide variety of potentially catastrophic conditions including hurricanes,
collisions and groundings. One hull being trailered even survived the “semi” which jack-knifed
on the highway! When one hears of the horror stories associated with some other comparable
boats, we are indeed so fortunate!
Our purpose here is to summarize the more important incidents & problems that
members have reported since our Network got underway 30 months ago:
A). POSSIBLE LIFE THREATENING:
1). FIRE: See AN ELECTRICAL FIRE, Item 8 reported in our Spring 1997 newsletter,
thanks to Ruthe & John Hamilton #163. Cause was a loose electrical system ground on the
engine.
2). FLOODING: two incidents reported, thanks to Brian King #121. See:
a). A NEAR SINKING IN GEORGIAN BAY, Item 19 in our Fall 1996 newsletter. Cause
was a hose detaching from “the lake-water pump to the galley & heads’ sinks”. Some of
the original ALOHAs were not fitted with automatic bilge pumps as original equipment.
See also Item 10 (2) below regarding recommendation that second stainless steel hose
clamp be added.
b). MAINTENANCE, THROUGH HULL FITTING BROKEN, Item 10 also in our
Fall 1996 newsletter. Some earlier ALOHA 10.4s were fitted with plastic “through-hull”
fittings.
3). LIGHTNING: See LIGHTNING STRIKE, Item 16 reported in our Spring 1996
newsletter, thanks to Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185. Boat at berth. No-one onboard.
B). NON-LIFE THREATENING but serious enough to “ruin your day”
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1). TRANSMISSION FAILURE: See MAINTENANCE Item 10 below in this newsletter &
Profile #152, thanks to Ron & Sylvia Foster.
2). CUTLASS BEARING FAILURE: See MAINTENANCE Item 10 this newsletter, thanks
to David Duncan #168.
3). WESTERBEKE ENGINE “FLOWCONTROLLER” FAILURE: See ENGINES Item 13
below, thanks to Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185.
4). WESTERBEKE ENGINE FUEL LINE RUPTURE: See ENGINES Item 13 “2” in our
Winter 1995-96 newsletter thanks to Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185.
5). UNIVERSAL ENGINES, OIL FILTERS DROPPING OFF: See ENGINES, Item 14 in
our Fall 1995 newsletter as well as reports in a number of profiles. Caused by using
(KUBOTA) metric oil filters as replacements for Imperial measure (North American)
______________________________________________________________________________
9. SAFETY ALERT SUMMARY(Continued)
standard oil filters, unless you have had reason to convert your oil filter assembly to
metric. See Profile #168.
6). ENGINE OVER-HEATING & LOW OIL PRESSURE: See the welcome contribution on
ENGINE EARLY WARNING SYSTEMS, Item #9, in our Summer 1995 newsletter
by David Duncan #168.
Suggestions for additions to the above lists would be welcome.
10. MAINTENANCE
1). TRANSMISSION FAILURE: Ron & Sylvia Foster #152 by 12 May letter write: “We lost
our transmission in DIFFERENT DRUMMER while about to head under a bridge in ICW in
Miami. The first indication was the fluctuation in RPM of the engine. Within a minute of this
fluctuation, the transmission gave out. Using DINGHY-TOW, we lowered the dinghy flat in the
water, Ron climbed in dinghy, started OB motor, put in reverse while I (Sylvia) steered Different
Drummer to a small bay where we could anchor and assess trouble.
This is a HURTH transmission. Inside the transmission at the rear is a thrust washer.
This washer is about 2 1/2 diameter, 3/16” thick and approximately 1/2” wide on outer edge.
This washer takes the pressure off the torque when the transmission is in gear. It is designed to
wear down & in our case it wore down to the point where there was not enough pressure on the
clutches to turn the outboard shaft.
The transmission had the fluid changed every year even when there was minimal usage
and had been flushed twice. There was minimal wear on the balance of the transmission, and
was rebuilt for $400. labour, +$125 parts = US$525.
Ron removed & re-installed the transmission. Rear of engine had to be jacked up about
4” to remove transmission.
While this was being done, a new damper plate was installed. This had badly worn
springs & eventually would have come apart. (This goes between engine & transmission.)
Dealer cost US 70.00.
Also removed original exhaust muffler, (stainless steel) & found that the top stainless
steel tube of muffler was 60% rusted through. (This could not be seen until top hose had been
removed.) It was replaced with a fibre-glass muffler at cost of US$120. (dealer’s cost).”
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2). CLAMPS/UNIVERSAL JOINTS: Ron & Sylvia add that “on a boat surveyor’s
recommendation, we added a second stainless steel hose clamp to all our hoses (engine &
through-hull)”.
3). STRUT, RE-FIBRE GLASSING: Wayne McLellan #120 reports by 2 June e-mail on
having removed SAND DOLLAR’s fuel tank to access cutting into the fibre glass, to repair a
loose & leaking strut. He writes: “If anyone wants information on repairing their strut, let me
know”.
4). STEERING, -WHEEL QUADRANT: Wayne also reports that on checking SAND
DOLLAR’s wheel quadrant, “the metal bar which acts as a stop for the rudder turn (or wheel
turn) was loose. It is only held be two bolts on each side. I suggest owners check this by simply
wiggling it from above. It is not a strong attachment, -and it is not life threatening if it gets
loose.”
______________________________________________________________________________
10. MAINTENANCE (Continued)
5). STOVE, PROPANE 3-BURNER: Marcia & Stuart Meyer #185 write by 9 June e-mail
“Our boat came with a three burner stove with oven, manufactured by SEAWARD PRODUCTS.
When the thermostat went u/s, I wrote to the “Original Suppliers’” address. Nobody there. Then
‘PRACTICAL SAILOR’ had a newer address. Still no response. Finally I went on the Internet
and found an address which worked, as follows:
SEAWARD PRODUCTS, 3721 Capitol Ave., Whittier, California 90601. (No phone #
available)
ED: Members might wish to amend the SEAWARD PRODUCTS INC. address on page 6 of the
List of Original Suppliers included in their Package of Profiles.
6). CUTLASS BEARING, FAILED: Dave Duncan #168 by 12 May e-mail reports diving to
inspect the bottom of CLAN DONNCHADH and finding that the cutlass bearing had slipped half
way (about two inches) aft out of the strut. He lifted her and found heavy corrosion of the bronze
shell which eventually caused the failure. Why so much corrosion? Dave suggests that it might
have started in 1982 when the boat was sitting unused for nearly a year at the Vancouver dealer’s
dock.
David says he uses a high concentrate copper-based anti-fouling bottom paint & thus
normally leaves CLAN DONNCHADH in the (salt) water for up to three years at a time. He dives
to replace shaft anodes (zincs) annually. He and Jennifer use the boat year round except in very
bad weather when, after an extended period alongside, they run the engine at the dock.
David says that the repair was expensive. On pulling the shaft, there was considerable
wear on the shaft (in stuffing box & cutlass bearing areas). The bronze cutlass bearing shell was
paper-thin. He installed a new shaft and cutlass bearing. It took time and with the daily lift
charges ticking away, he says “it was enough to make a Scot throw away his ‘cork heel’d
schoon’ and take up distilling!”.
ED: I am told the first indication of a developing failure is a different noise developing aft with
possibly some throbbing and vibration. Leave it too long and it can expensively damage your
stuffing box, transmission, your engine seal and your shaft. Cutlass bearing replacements are
readily available from most chandlers but you do need the correct size.
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CUTLASS BEARING MEASUREMENTS on ALOHA 10.4 hulls #167 & #168 (and we
believe on all others except the sail-drives) are:
Length = 4-inches.
Inside diameter = 1-inch
Outside diameter = 1 1/4-inches.
The cutlass bearing is secured into the strut by means of two 1/4-inch “set screws” on the port
side of the strut.
We do not wish David & Jennifer’s bad luck on other members. However, with some of
our boats nearing “middle age”, it is probably a good idea to confirm the size of your boat’s
cutlass bearing the next time you are on the ways, and then get & carry a spare.
In our “spare parts” we have an original (bronze?) spare strut with cutlass bearing fitted.
We tried to remove the cutlass bearing for David & Jennifer. However, even without the set
screws, the cutlass bearing would not budge from the strut. We’ll now purchase (at about
C$75.00) a spare cutlass bearing for SEA VIXEN.
...And if anyone ever needs a new strut for an ALOHA 10.4, let us know!
______________________________________________________________________________
10. MAINTENANCE (Continued)
7). HEADS/HOLDING TANK ODOURS: John & Stepannie Farrell #157 by August e-mail
write that they have had to replace their heads. They comment on their problems with unpleasant
(holding tank) odours. (See Profile #157 enclosed.)
ED: The 1997 Summer edition of “DIY Boat Owner” has an excellent nine page article
“Prescription for Heads, -Repairs & Upgrades for the MSD”. In addressing odours, it notes
inter alia, that “Discharge hoses, even top quality ones, eventually become saturated and odour
permeates the walls. To check your hose (or holding tank) for odour permeability, try the ‘Rag
Test’. Wipe the outer surface of the hose (or holding tank) with a (clean) damp cloth. If the cloth
smells, the hose is permeable. Replace immediately. To eliminate hose odour, avoid sewage
remaining in the line for long periods. Flush well or even revise your hose routing to minimize
low spots or traps...” Another “DIY Boat Owner” suggestion that Diana likes is “guys should
always sit!”.
8). ELECTRO-STATIC EROSION: John & Stepannie also report that “the boat was in
Florida waters for two years & we found that we had major problems with electro-static
erosion. Found the boat had stray electrical currents & inadequate grounding.
Also all electronic equipment had to have their internal wiring re-done as the connections had
turned to powder”.
9). RUDDER GUDGEONS, SALT WATER CORROSION: John adds “the stainless steel
rudder gudgeons had holes up to 3/4” diameter & up to one inch deep etched in them. There was
no wear evident. I replaced them with regular steel ones. One day I’ll have stainless ones made
again”.
ED: We understand OUYANG BOAT WORKS received a “bad batch” of stainless steel rudder
gudgeons in the 1981 era. They replaced gudgeons in SEA VIXEN #167 under warranty in 1982,
after severe salt water corrosion occurred.
10). MAST, BLISTERING: John also reports “I have had a blistering of the ‘white epoxy
paint’ in about a dozen locations on the mast. To remedy, I sanded the areas, removed the white
aluminium oxide and applied a white appliance paint”.
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11). TRANSOM, DORMANT SLIT/CRACK: And in completing the questionnaire for
NORTHERN SPIRIT #157, John writes: “Have noticed a slit in the external centre line of the
transom, about 16” long. With the ALOHA 10.4 being made in two halves (clam shell fashion)
and then brought together, I have been watching this for the last 8 years. It does not seem to be
growing”.
ED: This is a first. We have asked John to keep us abreast of this.
11. MODIFICATIONS
1. DINGHY: “DINGHY - TOW” System: In completing their questionnaire, Ron & Sylvia
Foster #152 mentioned the DINGHY-TOW System. We questioned them and by 12 May letter
Sylvia writes: “Dinghy-Tow stows our CARIBE 9’ dinghy (rib) over the stern; used for towing,
marina storage & motor removal. For cruising, Dinghy-Tow lifts the stern of the dinghy out of
the water, leaving only a small part of the bow in the water. We have used it for nine years &
never take the motor off while cruising. Can be deployed from cockpit ready to use in less than a
minute. Dinghy can be stowed with motor on at a marina, bow pointed up against back-stay.
Sylvia & Ron have sent us a brochure describing the system. Looks most useful. Information on
DINGHY TOW SYSTEM is available from DAVRON Marine Products Inc., 33 Cedar Ridge
______________________________________________________________________________
11. MODIFICATIONS (Continued)
Road, Gormley, Ontario L0H 1G0, Phone/FAX (416) 410-1624 or phone 1-888-DINGHY TOW
or on the net at <www.dinghy-tow.com>.

“DINGHY - TOW” System #152
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12. DO YOU NEED TO LIFT YOUR BOAT IN WINTER?
by Stuart Meyer #185
When Stuart Meyer #185 living in Rochester, Michigan in a 1 May e-mail mentioned
that he and Marcia left AIR LOOM in the water year round, we were surprised and asked him
how he managed to do this, noting that his climate was considerably more severe than our
“Mediterranean” type climate in Victoria.
In a 20 May e-mail Stuart replied: “Yes, we do keep AIR LOOM in the water ‘year
round’. She is docked in front of a friend’s house quite a way up the Clinton River. There is not
much current and it is very quiet there. The river does freeze over but without much current,
there are no large chunks of ice to do any damage to the hull when it thaws.
As far as freezing in, I have no problem with that in these calm waters, but Marcia is not
keen on the idea. Therefore we do use a ‘water mover’ which is slung off the stern of the boat.
This is not a ‘bubbler’ which produces air bubbles that keep the water moving around the hull.
Rather it moves the warmer water from near the bottom up and around the hull. This produces
an open area in the ice all around the boat. Some spray and splatter do create a ring of ice on
the hull at the water line, but that is nothing. About every two or three years, I have her pulled
and re-do the bottom paint.”

______________________________________________________________________________
13. ENGINES
1). WESTERBEKE “FLOWCONTROLLER” FAILURE: Stuart Meyer #185 by 26 July email reports “We have not been sailing in AIRLOOM since the weekend of the fourth of July. On
our way back from Wallaceburg, Ontario that weekend our engine overheated due to coolant
loss. I added more & it was sufficient to allow us to return to our well.
Thinking the hoses were tired and worn out, I replaced several of them to no avail. We
have an extension on the rear of the exhaust manifold which allows engine coolant to circulate
through the hot water heater so we can have hot water by running the engine. WESTERBEKE
calls it a ‘Flowcontroller’. The extension is an aluminium casting which had developed an
almost unseeable pin hole in one of the walls.
It was ‘Magnafluxed’ to make sure it was a hole. As small as it was, when the engine was
running the pressure developed in the cooling system created a steady but small stream of
coolant exiting the system.
I had the hole welded up and now it has been all put back together again. With the new
hoses in place, I hope there will be no more difficulty for at least another fourteen years.”
After receiving Stuart’s report, Rick Klett #195 by e-mail asked Stuart how long it takes
to get the water heater heated up via the engine cooling system? Stuart’s response was
”Rick: I’m afraid I can’t tell you. Generally we use that method of heating only when we
are up north on our cruises in the North Channel. Then we are at anchor for about two weeks
and not able to heat electrically. There we usually either change anchorages every day or run
the engine an hour in the morning and an hour in the evening to keep our batteries charged, -we
still have the original 50 amp. alternator that came with the engine. That provides for our
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normal hot water use, even if it does waste water moving it from the heater to the water faucet. If
we find that we need something that is really hot, we put a kettle on the stove.
That said, when I was having all my fun with the “Flowcontroller”, I found that there is
a restrictor or diverter located in the casting between the outlet to the heater and the inlet return
from the heater. The Flowcontroller is attached to the rear surface of the exhaust manifold with
3 nuts across the top, one near the bottom of the casting on the right side (looking forward from
the rear) and a bolt on the lower left. Two roughly 7/8-in id hoses (roughly, because they are
really a bit smaller than the nominal 7/8-in hose) attach to this casting and carry coolant to and
from the heater. Just below these hoses is a 1-7/8-in id hose about 3-1/2-in long which connects
the Flowcontroller to the heat exchanger. The forward-most 7/8-in hose on the Flowcontroller
carries the hot “coolant” to the heater. The rearward-most hose returns it to the Flowcontroller
where it combines with the remainder of the coolant coming from the exhaust manifold and is
directed through the 1-7/8-in hose to the heat exchanger. The restrictor or diverter directs
incoming hot “coolant” out the hose to the hot water heater and tends to prevent the return
coolant from getting back into that circuit. The restrictor is a vee shaped piece of steel held in
place by slots cut into the side of the casing. That is where my trouble originated. When the slots
were cut, the resulting casting wall was so thin that erosion due to coolant flow found a void in
the casting that was open to the outside system.
I am afraid this is a rather round about way of leading up to the statement that coolant
flow IS somewhat restricted through the hot water heater by design, as you have suspected. Thus
it will take some time to heat up the water.
______________________________________________________________________________
13. ENGINES (Continued)
Another reason I went so far into this description is that the Flowcontroller is NOT
shown in the WESTERBEKE Parts List; therefore there is no visual aid to help explain it.”
ED: WESTERBEKE owners with the above mentioned “Flowcontrollers” fitted should be on
the lookout for similar failures as described by Stuart. Additionally, with our ALOHA 10.4s now
being 10 to 18 years of age, we suggest it would be wise for each of us to check the condition of
the various coolant hoses (and other hoses) on our engine.
2). REPLACING AN ATOMIC 4 GAS ENGINE WITH A YANMAR DIESEL ENGINE
Wayne McLellan #120 on e-mail reports having a busy Spring, replacing his original ATOMIC
4 gas engine with a YANMAR 27 hp diesel engine. If any members are considering a conversion
to a YANMAR diesel, Wayne would be a good one to ask for advice.
3). UNIVERSAL ENGINE AIR LOCK: See question by Morley Kipp #146 Item 14 below.
14. QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK
1). PROPANE TANK STORAGE: In our Spring 1997 newsletter (Item 16, “QUESTIONS”
(5), Jeremy Carr #148 asked about finding (& storing) propane tanks.
In a 2 July letter, on their return from wintering in the Sea of Cortez, Heinz Hone #158
responds: “...here is what we did. We have 10 lb. aluminium tanks. No rust or flakes clogging
orifices or burners. I cut around the sides (of the propane tank lockers), about 4” above the
bottom of the locker. After lowering it the necessary distance (to take my new tanks), maybe 2”,
fibreglass strips 4” x 1/4 were set into 3M-5200 (cement) and was then bolted on the outside
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giving me again a water-tight compartment. The drain hole is still high enough. You might have
to shorten the hose so the no water will stay in there. I use a webbing strap to hold the tank in
place. This is working well on NIPINKE.”
See Heinz’ drawing following:

LOWERED PROPANE LOCKER TO ACCEPT 10 LB ALUMINIUM TANK
Thanks Heinz. Excellent! Where do you get your aluminium tanks & how much?
2). PORTS, CLOUDY: We continue to receive queries on “cloudy” ports. See Fall 1996 Item
14 FOLLOW-UP where Stuart Meyer #185 recommends the use of NOVUS#2, & also Spring
1996 Item 15 QUESTIONS for recent discussion of this subject.
______________________________________________________________________________
14. QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK (Continued)
In following up the Fall 1996 newsletter discussion, Stuart in a 12 May e-mail confirms:
that after he found the NOVUS#2 worked so well, he no longer uses his toothpaste treatment.
3). LOCKER LIGHT, HANGING: Stuart Meyer #185, in response to our questions says that
yes, the light he has installed in the hanging locker is 12 volts. I spliced it into the wiring from
the cabin light on the aft side of the (main cabin) bulkhead.
4). FURLING GEAR,-STREAM-STAY: In completing his questionnaire on CANUSA Morley
Kipp #146 asked if anyone knew where he could get parts for HYDE STREAM-STAY furling
gear. We put his query out to members on our ALOHA E-mail Network and Stuart Meyer #185
responded “STREAM-STAY SYSTEMS is located at 11 Mill Dam Road, Huntington, New York
11743. Their phone # is (516) 351-1545; their FAX # is also (516) 351-1545”.
5). CHAIN PLATES: Stuart Meyer #185 is soliciting information on just how the ALOHA
10.4 chain plates are constructed. “They are glassed over and do not permit any visual
inspection. I am having a bit of water leakage through a couple of them and if I knew how they
were installed it might help me find and eliminate the leakage. I have photographs of our boat as
it was being built, but we did not get over to Whitby at the right time to capture that
information.”
ED: Wayne Doherty #205 in Item 13 para. “6” at RIGGING/CHAINPLATES in the Fall
1995 newsletter mentions chain plate construction.
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Also John Farrell #157 mentions photographing NORTHERN SPIRIT under
construction. Did you by any chance get photos of the chain plate lay-up, John? If so, Stuart and
also this newsletter would appreciate a copy of your photo, or a photo-copy of same.
6). RAIN WATER LEAKAGE, MAIN CABIN LOCKERS: In SEA VIXEN #167, editor is
experiencing dampness on the shelves in the cane lockers and behind the settees.
We have checked the toe rails and chain plate fittings above but they seem tight & water
proof. We heat the boat & run a fan in winter so do not think it is condensation. Do members
have any suggestions?
7). MAIN SAIL HALYARD: In SEA VIXEN #167 the eye splice is rubbing and chafing on
something when the main sail is fully hoisted. We have been unable to determine what is causing
the chafing and are about to replace it for the second time. Can anyone save me a trip up the
mast?
8). PROPANE SNIFFER: In SEA VIXEN #167 our “Jeff XX” propane sniffer has become
overly sensitive. Even when we have no propane or other gases in the boat, it alarms. We would
appreciate suggestions on good replacement sniffers, unless anyone knows how to fix it.
9). BOOT, MAST: We would also welcome information on where one can obtain the zippered
“boot” to replace the original weathered white “shroud” at the foot of the mast on the deckhouse in SEA VIXEN #167. Are they available “off the shelf” or does have to get a custom one
made up?
10). UNIVERSAL ENGINE, AIR LOCK: Morley Kipp #146 would like suggestions as to
how to remedy an “air-lock” problem with his otherwise “admirable & economical”
UNIVERSAL engine. “It has the unsettling habit after an hour or so of motor-sailing to
windward in rough
______________________________________________________________________________
14. QUESTIONS & FEEDBACK (Continued)
going, of air-locking and stalling, necessitating bleeding the fuel lines while head down in a
tossing boat, breathing diesel.
Having done this once, it repeats at 15 minute intervals. I don’t motor-sail to windward much.”
ED: Morely says all fuel line fittings are tight. We suggested the possibility of a cracked fitting
in the fuel line, which should show with a pressure test. Has any other member had this
problem?
UNANSWERED QUESTIONS: We still have some unanswered members’ questions from
previous newsletters. If you can help, please write, fax or e-mail us.
15. BUILDER INFORMATION: CONTACT WITH MAO OUYANG
We are delighted to report that we have recently made contact with Mao Ouyang. Mao,
under President “Uncle Ti”, was Vice President of ALOHA YACHTS INTERNATIONAL and
directed much of the activity of OUYANG BOAT WORKS LTD. in Whitby Ontario where most
of our ALOHA 10.4’s were built. Mao had a lot to do with the success of OUYANG BOAT
WORKS in the 1970s and well into the 1980s.
In an 18th June e-mail, Mao Ouyang writes
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“I am truly sorry for the delay in replying to you. Truth of the matter is, I didn’t know if I
wanted to be bothered with the past. Then again, I keep thinking about the loyalty that the
owners have shown in the past and I can’t turn my back on you either.
I am astounded by the comments in your letter. Wow, it looks like you have done a lot of
homework!
I am sorry to say that much has happened in our family. Dad passed away 4 years ago
and we lost Mom last year. Both stricken with cancer.
I will try to help you as much as I can. However, there are no records readily available
and much of what you get is going to be from guessing.
Let me know where you want to start and if you are patient with me, I will oblige. I do
keep a very busy schedule nowadays in my current profession but sooner or later the info will
get through. Sincerely,
Mao Ouyang.
In my initial e-mail response to Mao, I expressed our regrets with respect to his sad
family news. I also suggested that all members’ mail to Mao go through me for the present. Once
Mao gets to know us better, he will feel happier and more comfortable with us and then perhaps
be prepared to deal with members questions directly. However, we must respect his wishes as
noted in his e-mail.
I am currently preparing a letter to Mao which already includes questions and other input
received from members on our ALOHA E-mail Network. I would solicit any questions and
comments from remaining members in the next week or two, for inclusion.
16. ALOHA 10.4 EXCHANGE/BOAT SWAP
As reported in our Spring Newsletter, by 24 February e-mail Barrie & Lindy Smith
#233 expressed interest in swapping their Georgian Bay berthed NORTHERN SPIRIT for two
weeks this summer with another owner elsewhere, possibly in the Vancouver, B.C. area.
Regretfully, we were unable to make a match. Although those on the West Coast are able to sail
year round, summer still remains a popular time of the year for family cruising.

______________________________________________________________________________
17. ALOHA 10.4’S FOR SALE/SOLD
A. ALOHA 10.4s SOLD
1). Robert Mesrop #162 telephone (508) 428-1745 of 23 Regency Drive, Marstons Mills, MA
02648 USA reports that, since Anne’s passing (see Item #3 above), he is putting COLUMBINE
up for sale.
2). Dawn Sandercott #196 says that DREAM CATCHER is currently up for sale as the family,
after all their sailing abroad, is heading home and planning to live ashore for a while. Contact
Doug & Sharon Sandercott through their (overseas) Guelph address in the Network Register.
They can also be contacted on e-mail at <by507@torfree.net>.
3). Robert & Elizabeth LINKER #183: As far as we know, Robert & Elizabeth of 49-A Sag
Harbor Rd., East Hampton, NY 11937, telephone (516) 329-5567 FAX(516) 329-5963, still have
KAIROS up for sale.
B. ALOHA 10.4s SOLD:
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1). Peter & Chris Silvester #149 4758 Spring Road, Victoria, B.C. Cda., V8X 3X1 telephone
(250) 881-1020 have sold MOONFLEET and we believe they have moved east but, at this
juncture, we have no record of the new owners.
2). Wayne Doherty #205 in a 15 June e-mail reports
“I am no longer an ALOHA 10.4 owner. I flung my fling and had two winters down south-Bahamas and Florida Keys. Now that I’m back in the frozen north I can’t justify the size of boat
for the kind of sailing I will be doing. So, with much regret, the boat has moved on to new
owners, Joe and Lina Giaquinto... I will pass on the information to them and recommend they
join the Association. I wish to thank you for creating the ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network and
emphasize that I have enjoyed reading the newsletters you put out... Thanks again for all your
efforts.”
In a 24 June e-mail Wayne adds: “I have had my fun in the sun, one winter in the
Bahamas and one in the Keys. Now I’m looking for a trailerable boat (maybe a NIMBIE if I can
find one at the right price). I like Brewer designs. At any rate, I’ve swallowed the anchor for
now. Thanks for organizing the ALOHA net & all the work you have done. I have tried to spread
the word and know I am responsible for at least two of your members. I was sorry to see the boat
go but it just wasn’t going to work out down south and it was more boat than I wanted here.
Keep up the good work and if I get a NIMBIE maybe I can follow your lead and get Mr. Brewer
to be in charge of that too.”
ED: Thank you Wayne & Suzie for all your enlightening input to the Network. We will miss
your enthusiastic participation. Your 21 December 1995 report (included in our Winter 1995-96
newsletter) on sailing south from Lake Ontario through the ICW to Florida, enroute to the
Bahamas, and experiencing salt water for the first time was particularly noteworthy. (See also
Profile #205.)
18. GEAR FOR SALE
STEERING WHEEL: Morley & Dorothy Kipp #147 offer their original 40” Edson wheel for
sale. Morley says that when installing his AUTOHELM 3000 (the belt driven automatic
steering), he found that the longest belt available wasn’t long enough to mount the drive unit
clear of the rim of the over-sized 40-inch wheel on the boat. He bought a 36-inch wheel. Offers
anyone?
______________________________________________________________________________
19. THE ALOHA 10.4, -LIKES & DISLIKES!
Here is your reaction to our listing in the Spring 1997 newsletter:
A) WHAT DO WE LIKE BEST ABOUT OUR ALOHA 10.4?
There is a general agreement with our listing. But as a number of members added, the best thing
is that the sailing/maintenance ratio for an ALOHA 10.4 owner is stacked heavily in favour of
sailing. Rarely is an ALOHA stuck dockside undergoing unplanned maintenance while other
boats are heading out on a sail!
John & Steppanie Farrell #157 in their recently completed questionnaire, added
“The ALOHA 10.4 is a lovely boat to live on (for father, mother & son). We have stayed onboard
for up to 7 months at a time, through spring, summer & fall (from two weeks after the ice has gone out till
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snow has fallen in the fall) over 8 of the 16 years. Five other years we were living abroad without the
boat.” Their additions to our list include
1. Lots of headroom for 6 footers (ED: My oversight! This was a reason for our buying an ALOHA too.)
2. Structurally strong
3. Beautiful design and silhouette
4. Lots of vents, hatches and fresh air and light.

B) IF WE WERE DOING IT AGAIN, WHAT WOULD WE LIKE CHANGED?
Stuart Meyer #185 writes by 9 June e-mail
1). HEAD SIZE: “Biggest dislike is the size of the head. It is too small to comfortably take a shower and
I am continuously bumping my head on the overhead. I am in the process of correcting this. There is a
3/4” teak grating which is going to be cut to fit down into the shower sump with its top surface flush with
the rest of the floor in there. That should give me just enough to keep me off the overhead.”

ED: Interesting comment & also modification! Some members have listed the size of the heads
space as a “like best”, when making a comparison with other boats!
2.) STORAGE: Marcia & Stuart add “We both like the amount of storage although we are having a
wee difficult time trying to fit our dinghy, spinnaker and cockpit cushions all in the quarter berth area
along with our drop boards & cushions. We are required to have a holding tank in this area, which the
builder placed under the v-berth. It’s nice, it’s 35 gallons but it restricts that area from any other use.

ED: Believe OUYANG Boat Works built 35 gallon tanks under the vee-berth on most if not all
of their ALOHA 10.4s, for use as a holding tank or, in areas where holding tanks are not
required, for conversion to an extra fresh water tank for drinking or showering.
3). MAST WIRING: John & Steppanie Farrell #157 when stepping the mast, dislike the
arrangement with the internal wires that exit about 12” from the foot of the mast. “They are a
pain as the mast squeezes through the hole in the deck.”
20. CONCLUSION
We again thank the many members who continue to take the time and effort to write in
with useful & interesting information about their ALOHA 10.4s. As you can see from the many
comments, we all appreciate hearing of your experiences. After all, this is what makes our
ALOHA 10.4 Owners’ Network interesting and useful.
In producing these newsletters, we do not intentionally ignore or exclude any member’s
correspondence. However, our binder of ALOHA 10.4 Network correspondence is now over a
foot thick and with well over a thousand related “files” on the computer, sometimes we err! If
we have not acknowleged your letter, or have not printed your words of wisdom, please let us
know. Even though we own an ALOHA 10.4, we can’t always be perfect.
Diana & I send our best wishes for safe & enjoyable summer sailing well into Fall! ALOHA!
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! We hope none of our members
have been suffering ice storms or fighting
floods this past winter.

For those who are not able to “winter”
sail, we hope your dreams of fair winds and
following seas come to fruition early this year.

Les & Carol Harrison’s
ENCHANTMENT #214

anchored at Covered Portage Cove,
near Killarney, Ontario, Canada
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Les says the “covered” refers to the canoe portage at the
base of the anchorage, covered by overhanging trees & rock
outcroppings. (It’s even better in colour!)

1. INTRODUCTION (Continued)
This newsletter is another “double issue”, thanks to the many contributors.
We normally try to acknowledge all letters within a few days of receipt. However, we
apologize for not doing so over the last few months. We appreciate your comments as well as your
always welcome input for our newsletters. In “retirement”, the days are just too short...
It is now 31 January. We could carry on transcribing new mail as it continues to arrive.
However, with “Winter” already replaced by “Spring” in some parts of North America, we decided
that we had better complete this our “Winter” issue, deferring the more recent mail to our “Spring”
newsletter.
And speaking of transcribing, we very much appreciate those members who are able to give
us their contributions on computer disk as well as printed copy. As you might imagine, it is all the
typing which takes the time in producing a newsletter such as this.
We currently use Microsoft Windows 3.1 and for word processing, Microsoft Word 6a. We
can usually unscramble Word Perfect and most other computer languages. Regretfully, at this
juncture we are not compatible with MacIntosh applications.
NAME: With this newsletter you will note a small change to our Network name. Although metric
was the Canadian “standard” when most of our boats were built in the late 1970s & early 1980s, we
note that it is now more common throughout North America to refer to boat lengths in feet and
inches.
Rather than to continue confusing the issue, -especially for our U.S. members, following a
brief “discussion” on our E-mail Network, we have decided to go with ALOHA “34”.
DONATIONS: With most of our members having now generously made $30.00 donations to cover
the printing & mailing of the past eight newsletters, the Package of Profiles & amendments, and the
other information, our Network finances are now back in “the black”, thank you.
As we estimate that costs of printing & mailing newsletters this year should be less than
$5.00 per member, we are suggesting $0 membership dues for 1998.
For those who have already considerately donated $10.00 for their 1998 membership “dues”,
we thank you. We will carry your donation over to 1999.
WINTER MAIL-OUT: Enclosed with this newsletter mail-out is the latest Network Register. Also
included for insertion in your Package of Profiles are:
 New Profiles #118, #155, #199 & #214
 Up-dated Profile #160
 Replacement page one to Profile #196
 Up-dated alphabetical & numerical listings
Our next long overdue project is to update the Profiles’ index. Then we’ll work on that
“ALOHA 34 Technical Manual” about which we have written earlier.
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2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
1. We welcome new members:
 #118 Brad & Cathie GATES (HEART’S CONTENT IV) of Ajax, Ontario, Canada.
(By 9 September e-mail.)
 #196 Frank RENAULD & Mary MANNING (DREAM CATCHER II) (ex SANDERCOTTs)
of Shelburne, Nova Scotia. Canada

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS! (Continued)



#199 Ian & Wendy TOCHER (NERISSA) of Surrey, B.C. Canada.
(Thanks to Mike & Doreen Pettigrew #223 & also David Duncan #168)
#214 Les & Carol HARRISON (ENCHANTMENT) of Kincardine, Ont., Canada
(Thanks to Ron & Sylvia Foster #152. Les also posted a request for information on any
ALOHA 34 user groups on the Cruising World Internet web site. Paul Noskiewicz #132
responded by e-mail, thank you Paul.)

Full addresses & other information is included in the latest Network Register and Profiles, enclosed
with this newsletter.
2. We currently await registration questionnaires from the following:
 #205-Joe & Lina GIAQUINTO, (WHAT IF..., ex DOHERTY) of Mississauga, Ont., Canada
(We thank Morley Kipp #146 for hastening Mr. Giaquinto by telephone 1 Jan)
 #234-Hank SURETTE (last ALOHA 34 built?) of Etobicoke, Ontario Canada
(Terry & Catherine Fagan #165)
 #N/K-David BRANDER-SMITH (CALIESTE), of Vancouver, B.C., Canada
(Jeremy & Katherine Carr #148)
 #N/K-Ted & Bonnie OLSON (NOCTURN, ex HARVEY) of Sidney, B.C., Canada
(Mike & Doreen Pettigrew #223)
3. Please re-activate #147 Steve & Audrey LLOYD, Box 66, NANAIMO, B.C. Canada V9R 5K4
Work (604) 722-2370
Steve says in a 28 January telephone conversation that he and Audrey have been living
aboard PRIMAVERA for two years and their marriage continues to hold up well!
PRIMAVERA was registered initially as “#147 with a question mark”. However, since we
have now identified ELEUTHERA IV (ZUYOD1470381) as hull #147 (see ALOHA 34s FOR SALE
below), Steve says he will double check PRIMAVERA’s transom and will advise correct hull #.
In the meantime, please change your Profile #147 on PRIMAVERA in the Package of
Profiles temporarily to #N/K, pending Steve’s advice.
4. Mail returned:
 #N/K-Mike LEROUX, (MIKRON) of Scarboro, Ont. Canada (Ron & Sylvia Foster #152) If
anyone is aware of the correct address for this potential member, kindly let us know.
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3. REGISTER: AMENDMENTS
#157 John & Stephannie FARRELL: Please note correction to the spelling of Stephannie’s name.
My apologies!
#189 Milan & Adrian FORD: Note that Milan & Adrian have returned to Mexico. Contact is
through their forwarding service “MCCA Inc., 101192, 1614 SW Seagull Way, Palm City Florida,
34990 USA”.
#227 Jerry & Nancy SENGER: Please correct spelling of boat name to MARGHERITA.
4. CONGRATULATIONS!
We congratulate Larry & Carole JACKSON #155 (DREAM WEAVER IV) on their 20
September wedding! May calm seas & favourable winds bless many future years together.
5. BUILDER INFORMATION
A Wonderful Story by Mao Ouyang
Our initial contact with former OUYANG BOATWORKS’ Vice President Mao Ouyang was
printed in our Fall newsletter. On 30 September we received the following by e-mail from Mao:
“In response to your original questions:
The (Aloha) 10.4 began with Hull 100. No recollection of what the last hull number was but
to the best of my knowledge I know at one time we had over 200 of them built.
I know it blows the theory of what Spike said about the Caribbean charter fleet. There were
three 10.4’s used in BVI when I was down doing a photo session for our brochures and the next
year we parted company with North South Charters in favour of Canadian Yacht Charters as
exclusive dealer in Ontario.
NO, a definite NO with regards to starting up again.
I will enlighten your group as to the reason why we ever started in this crazy business.
Please do not interpret this the wrong way. We have many fond memories of it - and some sad ones
as well.
The man who you often referred to as my Uncle Ti, is really my father. Dad was the one
who ran the shop although not too many people recognized who he was.
We fled India in 1965 after the brief border clash with China and India. At the time Dad
was in the contracting business - mostly finishing off interiors for most of the British firms there.
Obviously, being based in Calcutta, 80 percent of his business was outside of the city. During the
brief skirmish, the Indian government restricted any movements of Chinese nationals and also froze
their bank accounts. This was a major blow to his business. I mean he had over 100 employees at
the time. Luckily, a church member got us sponsored with the local church here in Canada and
within six weeks we landed in Oshawa with each of us having the allowed $9.00 in our pockets.
To many of you who personally met him, you would have known how proud of a man he
was. No education, lost his parents early in childhood, yet he apprenticed in carpentry and his
hands took him throughout Asia and finally settling in Canada. His second job in Canada was with
a firm whom you all recognize - Whitby Boat Works, and to those who don’t, the Whitby 42, Alberg
30 and the Alberg 37.
Well, he got fired about a year later because the owner didn’t like the idea of Dad toying
with building a boat at home (a 16 footer). He re-hired Dad after a year when he couldn’t find
enough carpenters. Good thing he did because Dad was down to his last dollar because he never
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sold more than two of these 16 footers. For trivia buffs, it was named Cormorant 16 - an almost
identical spin off of the Albacore (and we wondered why he was fired). The incredible thing about
this short little story is, Dad never had any plans to work from. He built the boat from eye-sighting
everything. Down the road when we “officially” had designs and blue prints for the full fleet, I
could never understand some of the things but there’s Dad, just plugging away at it as if it was
simple arithmetic.
Dad got fired again a year later because he refused to “slap” two pieces of teak on for the
coamings as they did not match. He vowed at the time that he would never come back again. He’s
got two kids going to university, two in high school and he tells us he’s going to start a business
again building boats and he would show Whitby that he was good enough a tradesman not to let go.
Well, he got hold of the Matilda 20 design through a friend and the rest is history.
Starting again, no. Dad had his vengeance and he would do the same thing to another man
who we brought into a partnership and then used a shotgun approach to kick us out. Money did not
matter to him. He could have taken the buy out money for anything but he couldn’t forgive the
people for actually firing his two sons. Well, this story ended with Aloha going bankrupt after most
of the key

5. BUILDER INFORMATION;

by Mao Ouyang (Continued)

employees left to join ranks with our new company (Odyssey). And the Ouyangs went bankrupt as
well. No winners financially but we preserved our pride.
I know there is still a lot for me to correspond with - I have your snail mail in front of me
but at this time of year, my practice is also busy. No time schedule but I will try and get back asap.
Aloha
Mao”
What an amazing story! When we forwarded it to members on e-mail on our ALOHA 34 Email Network, it evoked much favourable comment.
Stuart Meyer #185 by 4 October e-mail added: ”It was very interesting to read Mao’s
comments. I know they (OUYANG BOAT WORKS) had a goal of exceeding the quality of the
boats that were built up the street (WHITBY BOAT BUILDERS) but I never knew why. Now I do.”
After consultation with our understanding Honorary President Ted Brewer, we have asked
Mao if he would honour us by becoming our Honourary Co-President. At time of writing we are
awaiting his response.

6. ALOHA 34 ELECTRONIC MAIL (E-MAIL) NETWORK
The following members can now be contacted on our “ALOHA 34 E-mail Network”.
To register, kindly contact me at E-mail: <wr637@victoria.tc.ca> (still Victoria Freenet):
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

#117-Frank & Eve Collins:
CHANGE
#118-Brad & Cathie Gates:
NEW
#120-Wayne McLellan/Patricia Creed: CHANGE
#132-Paul Noskiewicz & Lee Munroe: NEW
#146-Morley & Dorothy Kipp
#148-Jeremy & Katherine Carr:

<under@aei.ca>
<goldengates@followme.com>
<mclellw2@epo.gov.on.ca>
<pauln@total.net>
<morley@ica.net>
<jkcarr@tnet.net>
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7.
8.
9.
10.

#155-Larry & Carole Jackson:
NEW
<ljackson@tct.net>
#157 John & Stepannie Farrell:
<farrell@ppims.services.mcmaster.ca>
(#165 Terry & Catherine Fagan:
<dfagan@comnet.ca>)
#167-Diana & Migs Turner:
CHANGE
<wr637@victoria.tc.ca> (Old one also
works.)
11. #168-David & Jennifer Duncan: CHANGE
<dave_duncan@bctel.com>
12. #176-Steven & Maureen Woodall NEW
<SGWoodall@aol.com>
13. #181-Max & Pam Richardson:
OFF-LINE
Max reports that they are temporarily “offline”
14. #185-Stuart & Marcia Meyer:
<hi721@cleveland.Freenet.Edu>
15. #194-John & Ethel Schwartz:
<John_Schwartz@sccoe.k12.ca.us>
16. #195-Rick & Judy Klett:
<Capt104@aol.com>
17. #196-Frank Renaud & Mary Manning: NEW
<renaudfd@shelburne,nscc.ns.ca>
18. #203-Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko:
<hrycenko@wchat.on.ca>
19. #214-Les & Carol Harrison:
NEW
<harrisol@mail.hurontel.on.ca>
20. #233 Barrie & Lindy Smith:
<jbsmith@titan.tcn.net>
21. #N/K Cameron Reid (inactive):
<cameron_reid@sunshine.net>
We thank members on e-mail for forwarding information on some of the “sick” viruses which
are doing the rounds on the Internet, and also for their “humour”.
Other than from considering the original source, we have no way of separating “virus hoaxes” from
the
real thing unless someone known to us gets “stung”. Thus, because we end up with so many

6. ALOHA 34 E-MAIL NETWORK (Continued)
comments each time we forward a “Virus Alert” to addressees on the ALOHA 34 E-mail Network &
to others, we have just about eliminated the practice of re-addressing these “Virus Alerts”.
We also get a lot of good (& bad!) humour, thank you! Diana & I enjoy much of it. However,
because some have asked to be excluded (“they have better things to do with their time on the
Internet”) we have also generally discontinued re-addressing “humour” to Network members & to
others.

7. MAIL BAG
1. “OFF-SHORE” SAILING: In a 27 August e-mail Steven Woodall #176 (Union City,
California) writes: “On Thursday a good friend of mine and I will take TERRIFIC out “the gate”
and down the coast as far south as Monterey. We will return 7 September.”
2. “CRUISING UP THE ST. LAWRENCE & AROUND LAKE ONTARIO”: In a 29 August
letter Frank Collins #117 relates: “...Eve & I took a one-month cruise in July up the St. Lawrence
and around Lake Ontario. We met three other ALOHA 34’s including Catherine & Terry Fagan
#165 in SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE & Al Comery (#107 I believe) in LADY MARISA. I gave the latter
your address so hopefully they’ll join us. They plan to live aboard in Whitby, Ontario. (905) 7186392
ED: Mr. Comery has not made contact with us to date.
3. LABOUR DAY WEEKEND: By 6 September letter Pam Richardson #181 (Pinole, California)
writes: “...Last weekend (Labour Day) Max invited our friends from El Verta to sail to Half Moon
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Bay, Pillar Point (for the HMB Weekend). Mark and his ten year old son John, arrived at Emery
Cove Marina at 8:30 AM Saturday & it took us until 10:00 to load the raft, generator, tools, extra
water and food.
We motored all the way to Golden Gate Bridge which takes a couple of hours and headed
south. On the way we saw two sun fishes. They looked dead but when we got close to one, we
realized it was a live fish which had drifted up on the warm currents. What a surprise!
We sailed way out to keep in stronger winds, -the weather was perfect. We arrived at Half
Moon Bay at 5:30 PM and rafted to another Island Yacht Club member...
(Pam goes on to describe an enjoyable weekend at the HMB Yacht Club; -visiting other
boats by dinghy, bonfire on the beach, pig roast dinner, and dancing outside on the beach in the sand
to a live band.)
...The tide comes up late at night & puts the fire out.
Monday morning the raft up dispersed leaving us alone on our anchor. After a short time,
we followed them out the long channel and headed way out to find 10-15 MPH winds.
CUTTY SARK is designed for the ocean. Previously we raced CUTTY SARK from San
Francisco Bay to Catalina. In 1990 we took second place. That was the best year and we were able
to tie up in Catalina Harbor. Hundreds of us wore the blue short sleeve Catalina racing shirts.
...But back to the HMB weekend.
The winds took us way out & then we headed for the Golden Gate Bridge. The winds caused
the waves to rise high enough for surfing condition, just west of the bridge. Max & the others saw
two dolphins heading out from the Gate (also due to El Nino).
We ran out of wind north of Alcatraz so decided to motor the rest of the way. We got back to
our berth around 7:30 PM...”

7. MAIL BAG (Continued)
4. FLORIDA, STATE & FEDERAL REGULATIONS: In a 26 September letter Kearney Moyle
#204 writes: “June & I will be heading down to Florida soon to do some more cruising on the west
coast and perhaps into the Keys. If anyone is interested, there are some strict new regulations
regarding sailing in the Florida Keys because of the deterioration of the coral in some of the areas.
Certain sections are strictly off limits, and in others, only engine coolant is allowed to be released
into the water, but in other cases grey water can be dumped.
If any members in the Network are considering taking their boats down to Florida, they
might be wise to contact me first regarding the State & Federal regulations. I learned the hard way
and was required to pay Florida State taxes (7% of boat value). When I return to Florida I intend to
enquire about paying Customs duty, which I understand is less than 1% on Canadian boats under
Free Trade. I’ll keep you informed.
If you are interested in some pictures of QUINTETTE in southern waters, I should have a
bundle when I return.”
ED: Yes please Kearney!
5. RECRUITING NEW MEMBERS: Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 in a 29 September letter
write: “...greatly enjoy the newsletters and the profiles. Whenever we see an ALOHA 34 we get out
“the binder” to see if she is listed.
6. SUMMER ‘97: In our Spring 1997 newsletter, we mentioned that Barrie & Lindy Smith #233
wished to exchange for two weeks, their Georgian Bay NORTHERN SPIRIT with a member on the
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west coast, possibly in the Vancouver, B.C. area. Unfortunately, they were unsuccessful in making a
match. We asked them how they eventually spent their summer.
By 6 October e-mail Barrie & Lindy report: “...on our vacation this past summer we ended
up cruising Georgian Bay and the North Channel (of Lake Huron). We discovered a whole lot of
new areas to visit, and had a first class experience (lots of wind this past summer).
ED: See also their comments under 10. MAINTENANCE, BATTERIES below.
Maxwell Richardson #181 by 9 November letter writes:
7. BOATS SOLD: “I feel sad that Wayne & Suzie Doherty have sold WHAT IF..., and that Peter &
Chris Silvester have sold MOONFLEET. But the other side of the coin is that there are now two
new ALOHA 34 owners.”
8. NEWSLETTERS BY E-MAIL? Why couldn’t newsletters be sent to us (those with Internet
capability) via E-mail. If that is possible, it could save a lot of postage.
ED: Good idea, Max. After we up-grade this 486 computer with its slow 2400 baud modem, perhaps
later this year, we should have the capability to e-mail newsletters. Then we will ask who on our
ALOHA 34 E-mail Network would be prepared to receive newsletters by e-mail.
9. WINTERIZING &
)
10. MAIN SAIL SHEETING, CABIN TOP: ) Stuart Meyer #185 (who leaves AIR LOOM in the
water year ‘round) in a 2 December e-mail relates: “‘Tis that time of year when the boat has been
finally drained, purged and covered for the winter months. It is always a relief to have that job
finished because it means that Spring and sailing will not be so far off now. I have been accused of
being a bit on the side of optimism.
It also gives me a chance to renew some of the brightwork that I just couldn’t seem to get
around to on those warm sunny breezy days. When we had the boat built, we specified cabin top
main
sheeting rather than (the standard) end of the boom sheeting. Rather than having a special deck
mold

7. MAIL BAG (Continued)
to remove the slot in front of the companionway, they inserted a teak 2x4. It gets refinished each
year and we think adds a little more to the overall ambiance of the cockpit.”
11. BUBBLER SYSTEMS: Stuart Meyer #185 described in our Fall newsletter how he and
Marcia are able to leave AIR LOOM in the waters of Rochester Michigan all year ‘round.
Now Larry Jackson #155 describes in a 20 January e-mail how he similarly leaves DREAM
WEAVER in the water over winter: “Weather in Sarnia is great with temperatures around freezing
mark. Bubble System around boat works very well with ice at least 30 feet away from hull. We
usually have four boats in over winter but this year I am the only one. One of the other boats has
been in (the water) for 6 or 7 years so he thought it was about time it was painted on the bottom.”.
ED: See Profile #155 (insert photo) for Larry & Carole’s glorious Point Edward, Ontario set-up, with
DREAM WEAVER berthed at their back door!
12. INTERNET & “THE WEB”: Les Harrison #214 in a January e-mail says that he has posted
information about our ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network on CRUISING WORLD’s
Internet website: <cruisingworld.com/cwdeckpg.htm>. “Hope it brings some interest.”
Thank you Les!
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8. FROM “OFF-SHORE”
1. BAHAMAS & RETURN FOR THE LAST TIME: Doug Sandercott #196 with spouse Sharon
and youngsters Dawn and Steven have put many miles under the keel of DREAM CATCHER II,
sailing Florida, the Bahamas and the Caribbean. By 2 September e-mail Doug writes “for the last
time”:
“We’re back from the Bahamas after another great year of southern cruising.
After trucking the boat (from Ontario) to Florida in the Fall of 1996, we sailed her from
Indiantown Florida to Miami and then crossed to the Bahamas, via Bimini Chubb Cay and then on
to Nassau.
We spent Christmas anchored in front of Club Med in Nassau and enjoyed a wonderful
Christmas dinner rafting with three other boats.
We then worked our way down the Exuma Chain, spending New Year’s in Wardwick Wells.
We celebrated the New Year with fresh lobster we had caught and a very expensive bottle of
Champagne that someone had given us as a going away present.
From there we worked our way to Georgetown, Exuma where we spent three wonderful
months enjoying the weather, the beaches, two regattas, and lots of other things.
Our daughter Dawn was chairperson for swimming events in the cruising regatta, marking
the first time that a teenager had taken on such a project. We also stayed for the family Island
Regatta, which is a much different regatta in that it is organized by local Bahaman sailors, and all
boats are traditional Bahaman working boats. It was a stunning view to watch these local built
boats with long booms, and way more sail area than a normal sail boat or racing boat has.
From Georgetown we toured other islands such as Long Island, Conception and Cat Island.
In early May we started heading back, arriving at Port Lucaya, the third week of May. We
headed directly from Port Lucaya to Beaufort, North Carolina, normally a five day trip.
Unfortunately, while on the east side of the Gulf Stream we were hit by a cold front and we hove to
several hours until the wind shifted back south. We changed our destination and made landfall at
Charleston, South Carolina.

8. FROM “ OFF-SHORE” (Continued)
The boat really handled great in the nasty weather and we always felt very safe and in
control. We were travelling with a 45 foot Roberts that handled the weather about the same as us.
From Charleston we went back outside to Southport (Cape Fear River). We then travelled
ICW to Norfolk. From Norfolk we went back outside and had a fabulous two day sail to New York.
In NYAK we called home intending to rest for a day and then finish our final leg up the
Hudson., Erie Barge Canal and then Lake Ontario. However, in NYAK we got a very good offer to
sell our boat. We had always planned on taking a break from sailing after this trip, and had listed
our boat for sale. We accepted the offer and turned the boat over to the new owners in NYAK.
The new owners are from Nova Scotia and were going to take the boat back down to New
York and up the coast to Nova Scotia, so picking up the boat in New York was convenient to them.
We will really miss DREAM CATCHER II. We loved our boat, and the more we sailed her,
the more impressed we were. For now, we have to get our kids through school, and live a more
normal life. Maybe next summer we’ll rent a boat for a week or two!
...We really enjoyed the Newsletters and the interesting experiences and technical tips from
other owners.
Our regards to all, Dawn, Steven, Doug & Sharon Sandercott, X DREAM CATCHER II”
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POST SCRIPT: We subsequently contacted Doug Sandercott ex#196 at their new e-mail address
<110234.743@compuserve.com> and by 11 February e-mail, he sent the following:
“...We really miss our boat, and are wondering how we are going to survive this summer
without her. We always knew that DREAM CATCHER was a terrific boat, but now in retrospect as
we dream of what our next boat may be (when we finish paying for our kids university) we realize
even more how well built and seaworthy she really was.
Happy sailing! We envy all the ALOHA 34 owners, as they prepare for another really great
season of sailing!
Land locked for now,
Sharon, Doug, Dawn & Steven Sandercott,
109 McElderry Road, Guelph, Ontario Canada N1G 4J7 (519) 826-6906
2. MEXICO: By letter received 15 December, Milan & Adrian Ford #189 of Palm City, Florida
advise that: “We are leaving for Mexico again and can be reached through our mail forwarding
service at: Milan & Adrian Ford, MCCA Inc. 101192, 1614 SW Seagull Way, Palm City, Florida,
34990 USA.”
3. SEA OF CORTEZ: Heinz & Angela Hone #158 wished us all a good winter as they departed
Maple Ridge, (near Vancouver B.C., Canada) in October to rejoin NIPINKE in Palmira for their
fourth season “off-shore”.
4. “A TEST OF TRUE LOVE”: By 10 December letter Frank Collins #117 writes in response to
my request by e-mail: “...Herewith the story of our 1996 Eastern Seaboard cruise. It is being
published by GAM magazine and also by the Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club newsletter
‘Foghorn’.”
It is a most interesting narrative of Frank & Eve’s three month voyage in TRUE LOVE from
Montreal, through the Richelieu, Lake Champlain, the Hudson River to New York (where they
rendezvoused with ALOHA Network members Rick & Judy Klett #195) and then north up the East
Coast to Maine, the Maritimes and finally home via the Gulf and River of St. Lawrence, and Quebec
City.
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Unfortunately, at 18 pages, it is too long for us to reproduce here. We hope to print extracts
in a later newsletter. However, if anyone who has not read his story in GAM is interested, Frank
would probably provide you with a copy.
The bottom line was that, despite re-organizing some US & Canadian geography, some
inclement weather including lots of fog where their radar was most useful and occasional other
inconveniences, the marriage held up and both the crew and their TRUE LOVE performed well...

9. MAINTENANCE
1. PAINT, BOTTOM, REMOVAL: By letter received 3 October Jerry Senger #227 writes: In
1994 I removed all the old bottom paint and put on two coats of MICRON 2000 barrier coat.
There were not any blisters but I did it to be on the safe side. I used the PEELAWAY glop to
take off the old paint. I paid US$200 for a five (US) gallon bucket and it worked OK, but the worst
of it was I found the same stuff in a SHERWIN-WILLIAMS store later for only US$85 except it did
not have an anchor on the label.
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2. STUFFING BOX, LEAKING: Also Jerry Senger #227 reports: “At the end of the 1993 season,
the stuffing box started to leak quite badly. It was “frozen” on the shaft & over the winter, my
mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the stuffing box with one of the
dripless sleeves. No problems since.”
3. RUDDER GUDGEONS, SALT WATER CORROSION: In our Fall Newsletter under
MAINTENANCE, John & Stephannie Farrell #157 commented on replacing their corroded rudder
fittings. Our Honorary President and ALOHA 34 designer Ted Brewer, in a 28 August letter
referring to these comments says he has been condemning stainless steel (s.s.) fittings for years.
Mr. Brewer writes: “Re the rudder gudgeons: s.s. has been popular with boat builders
since production frp boat building began in the ‘60s and the reason it is still popular is that it’s
cheap. We would never have used s.s. for keel bolts or other underwater parts when I worked at
Luders Marine.
I’ve been condemning the use of s.s. under water for years, particularly for keel bolts, but
no one has paid attention to me until recently. SAIL magazine ran an article about the general
dangers of s.s. under water & I added a note in a letter to the editor with particular attention to the
problems of keel bolts. (ED: Keel bolts are one area ALOHA 34 owners do not have to worry
about!)
The author of the article then got in touch & agreed with my thinking.
More recently an engineering professor at an east coast university came out with a blast
against s.s. underwater as well.
If anyone is replacing s.s. rudder fittings and wants a material that will last, then the answer
is to use silicon bronze.”
(ED: Similar to the material used by OUYANG BOAT WORKS in the ALOHA 34 struts.)
4. HALYARDS, INSIDE: Ted Brewer in his same 28 August letter regarding “chafe on a main
halyard: suggests: “Inside halyards on cruising yachts are unseamanlike and all halyards should be
on the outside where they can be inspected and replaced easily when necessary. Nuff said!”
5. BATTERIES: Barrie & Lindy Smith #233 by 6 October e-mail add to their comments under
7.MAILBAG above: “...we have had somewhat of a pitched battle with a new set of SURETTE
batteries. The short story on the SURETTEs was that the dealer had failed to remove the colour
coded plastic caps on the terminals. The terminals just would not stay tight (avoiding ‘opens’) with
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the plastic caps on. (Does anyone want a pair of virtually brand new 6V golf club batteries at half
price that were used a total of three days while I figured out my problem?) Removing
them
seemed to solve the problem although I am somewhat intrigued at the fact that two fully charged
225 AH 6V SURETTEs cannot compete with a lonesome 12V INTERSTATE ‘deep cycle’ as the
starting motor.”
6. STRUT, REBUILDING FIBREGLASS: In our Fall 1997 newsletter (MAINTENANCE)
Wayne McLellan #120 reported on his repair of a loose and leaking strut. We asked him for a
sketch. He has provided the following, thank you Wayne:
STRUT
Fibreglass “mound” - about 10”
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Fore & aft view

Side view

7. CUTLASS BEARING, FAILED: In our FALL newsletter under the same heading we reported
on #168 Dave Duncan’s cutlass bearing failure in salt water.
By 23 January e-mail Dave adds: It was noted on a dive that the neoprene bearing material
was protruding from the shell area of the cutlass bearing on our 15 year old ALOHA 34. No undue
vibration or noise had been experienced..
Normally the shaft rides in the neoprene/vinyl bearing with water as a lubricant. If the
neoprene exits the shell or strut, the prop shaft will ride in the remaining metal of the shell. Not
good! Metal to metal will cause rapid destruction of all surfaces.
What is the cause of the bearing shell failure? Note that the shaft with “sacrificial” zinc is
electrically isolated from the bearing shell by the neoprene bearing. Although water is a conductor
of electricity, this “resistance circuit” is not a good one. At this point the ‘Nobility’ scale of metals
must be observed. Consider the strut & the cutlass bearing, both made of bronze but one must be
more ‘noble’ than the other. In our case, Galvanic corrosion had occurred.
I am open to discussion on this subject.”
ED: David has sent through the Internet, a diagram of his strut arrangement. However, we have been
unable, to date, to obtain a suitable copy. We’ll try to include it in our next newsletter.
In describing his cutlass failure for our Fall newsletter, Dave said that, because of the
superior high concentrate copper-based anti-fouling bottom paint he uses, he “lifts” CLANN
DONNCHADH only every three years. Sacrificial zincs are replaced from time to time by him
“diving” down under the boat.
We have also been told that sacrificial zincs replaced under water (that is by diving)
frequently
do not work as well as zincs replaced with the boat high & dry out of the water because it is so
difficult
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to make a good connection to the shaft.
Aren’t our “fresh water” members who don’t have to worry too much about this lucky!
8. MAST BOOT: In the Fall newsletter, ED #167 asked about replacing the mast boot at the base of
the mast at deck house level.
Frank Collins #117 in a 29 August letter writes: “You asked about the mast boot. I had one made
for me when the original fell apart about four years ago. A local sail repair shop did the job for
about Cdn.$20.00 using the old item as a pattern. The new one is fine.”
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Bill Hrycenko #203 by 2 September e-mail replied: “I had to replace the mast boot, but fortunately
this was when I was stepping the mast. This let me use the ‘SSI UNIVERSAL MAST BOOT’, part
number #91000, which just barely fitted around the mast collar (up to 31 inches).
This same boot can be used on a stepped mast, but you probably have to buy the next larger
size (up to 37”), slit it around the mast and glue it with the adhesive that comes with the hood
(about US$26 - $28 in WEST MARINE’s Catalogue.”
10. MODIFICATIONS
Ian & Wendy Tocher #199 in their completed questionnaire record:
1. STAY, BABY: Installed a baby stay to fly storm jib when furling rolled up. Easily removed.
Attaches to mast at spreaders.
2. BOOM CONTROL: Also installed boom control (low tech.) which also sheets to cars on the
storm jib track on each side of the cabin roof. All lead aft.
3. ANCHOR PLATFORM: Les Harrison #214 reports adding an 18 inch “bow anchor platform
extension”. See Profile #214 distributed with this newsletter. We have asked Les for a photo.
4. LIGHTING, MAIN CABIN: Les has also added a 12v halogen lamp that looks like an oil lamp
to the mast cover next to the entrance to the forward cabin. See Profile #214.
5. LIGHTING, HEADS: Les also reports the addition of a small horizontal halogen light over the
mirror in the heads. See Profile #214.
6. REFRIGERATION, INDOOR/OUTDOOR THERMOMETER: To keep your battery drain
to a minimum by allowing you to manage the temperature of your fridge, Les suggests adding a small
indoor/outdoor thermometer. As a bonus, these gadgets have a clock for the galley. See Profile #214.
7. AUTOHELM-GPS HOOK-UP: By letter received 3 October Jerry Senger #227 writes: “We
added an AUTOHELM 4000ST in 1993 and have succeeded in hooking it up to our MICROLOGIC
SPORTSMAN GPS so that the autopilot will steer to a GPS way point.”

11. ENGINES, -VOLVO
12. ENGINES, -UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA)
1. TRANSMISSION, DAMPER DISKS: (As fitted with HURTH transmissions)
In our Fall newsletter under MAINTENANCE we included #152 Ron & Sylvia Foster’s
description of their transmission (and damper plate) failure.
Norman Saxton #144 also provided a good description of their January 1995 experience in
KWINSAM which we have included, with their helpful diagrams, in Profile #144 in the Package of
Profiles.

12.
ENGINES,
(Continued)

-UNIVERSAL

(KUBOTA)

Dave Duncan #168 adds by 1 October e-mail the following helpful information:
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“As original equipment (with UNIVERSAL & WESTERBEKE fitted engines) these disks
are installed as the driving connection between the engine and transmission. The disk resembles a
clutch friction disk used in automobiles.
Bolted to the engine flywheel, the centre portion of the disk engages the splined input shaft
of the (HURTH) transmission. The disk contains compression springs of different strengths located
radially from the centre portion and firmly contained within the disk. These springs provide shock
absorption to deal with abusive conditions which may be caused by the propellor hitting a log,
changing from forward to reverse without lowering engine speed (more likely to happen in charter
vessels) and etc..
Given reasonable conditions the Damper Disk (my terminology) may be expected to last a
very long time in terms of engine hours. However, we have noted one or two failures; usually for
the reason of abusive high speed gear shifting (our boat having been a demo prior to purchase).
In our case, when we had the (UNIVERSAL) engine out for the oil pressure problem (see
PROFILE #168) we noticed that one of the Damper Disk springs was broken but still held captive
in the disk. What to do? Obviously a new disk should be installed but delivery was delayed. My
decision was to remove the broken spring parts. Not as dramatic as it may sound as the disk is
robustly constructed and has several springs of each strength. Rotational balance is not a concern
with the loss of only one spring. The remedy worked for several years until the transmission had to
be removed for prop shaft replacement.
In the case of another British Columbia vessel, one of the springs fell out of the disk,
jammed between the flywheel and bell housing stalling the motor which then could not be turned
over by the starter. (ED: See Profile #144.)
Here is a list of Part numbers & cross references. Best bets are auto transmission suppliers,
repair shops, automotive suppliers, Industrial engine suppliers & of ndorn
course WESTERBEKE, the supplier for our UNIVERSAL & WESTERBEKE spare parts.
SACHS (Germany)
Part #1866 052-001 fits:
HURTH #94 744 60103
FARNY & WEID #05 10 01 3003
NANI #776350
(The last two names are “transmission manufacturers” and are provided as cross references.)”
By 9 February e-mail David confirms that “these part numbers are for the entire Damper
Disk Assembly. If one goes to a dealer, the part numbers above will relate to all one needs.”
ED: Thanks David. If you do not require the complete assembly, note that Norman Saxton #144 has
listed oil seal, gasket & damper plate part numbers individually in Profile #144.
2. TRANSMISSION PARTS & SERVICE: HURTH: Dave Duncan #168 by 18 October e-mail
sends: “Local agents (Vancouver, B.C. Canada) for HURTH & ZF transmissions are
DYNAMIC ENGINEERING INC. at 825 Clark Drive, Vancouver, B.C. Canada V5L 3H9,
Tel 1 800 663-6042 or (604) 253-4427. Fax: (604) 253-3553.
The transmission used on many ALOHA 34s is the HURTH 10BW, (but there’s also the
older HURTH 5B and the 20B, which may not be stocked locally due to lack of demand).
ALL parts are available and generally can be fast shipped in from Chicago where ZF now
has its main (North American) warehouse or even from Germany.
ZF, the well known & larger transmission manufacturer, has bought out HURTH in
Germany.”
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13. ENGINES, -WESTERBEKE
1. FUEL LINE BLOCKAGE: Ian & Wendy Tocher #199 report in their completed questionnaire
(See Profile #199): “A one-way ball valve at top of fuel line from tank was the explanation for
intermittent fuel delivery problems. Removed it and accumulated cellulose. No more trouble in four
years.” ED: See also “2” below.
Les Harrison #214 reports
2. FUEL LINE, BLOCKED CHECK VALVE: “I also had a problem with a blocked check valve
in the fuel line.” Suggest removing the check valve; it serves no purpose.” See Profile #214 & #199.
3. TRANSMISSION REPLACEMENT, HURTH: “the transmission had apparently run low on
fluid (before I bought the boat).” See Profile #214 for details.
4. SHAFT, REPLACEMENT: “The shaft broke due to improper screw placement on the
original.” See Profile #214.
5. OIL CHANGES: “I noticed in the Profiles that one person mentioned the flexible hose for
draining the oil crankcase. He said he used the marina pump to suck out the oil. I have found by
using the plastic jug from my winter anti-freeze, with a hole cut in the side, I can just place the
flexible hose into the hole and leave it to drain over a weekend in the bilge under the engine. Job
done and the container can be easily & cleanly removed for disposal to our Club’s re-cycle tank.”
6. ENGINE, WESTERBEKE W-27, WINTERIZING: In a 7 November e-mail, Frank Renaud
#196 asked: “I will be winterizing DREAM CATCHER II for the first time and plan to run a 50%
solution of anti freeze in the sea water cooling system. Where will I find the lead hose for intake of
this solution, -under the galley sink?”
Rick Klett #195 by 10 November e-mail replied: “Frank Renaud was right on the money
with how he plans to winterize. That is how I have done it year after year and have never had a
problem.”.
Then Frank Renaud #196 in his 12 November e-mail confirmed: “I did winterize this
weekend and the intake hose for the sea water cooling system is under the sink. Be advised that in
order to ‘lift’ the anti-freeze you may have to prime the hose (i.e. fill hose with solution, cover with
plastic bag to prevent air entering the system and then plunge hose and bag into bucket of solution
and then release bag). This will allow pump to function properly.
(To change the engine oil:) In order to run my WESTERBEKE 27 long enough to warm up
the oil required about seven 5 gallons buckets of water ( a real workout if water is not readily
available).
To avoid all this hassle I will, for certain, change my oil for winterization BEFORE hauling
the boat out next year.”
7. OIL CHANGES: QUESTION: Frank Renaud #196 added: “By the way, I could only get
about 2 1/2 litres of oil out by the suction method. Where is the rest of my oil? (Should be a 4 litre
capacity).
Any answers? (The suction line for sure was sucking air from the oil pan.).”
-John Schwartz #194 by 12 February e-mail replied: “A mechanic once pointed out to me that this
engine is installed at a very steep angle, so the oil settles at the back of the pan and not at the
bottom. The problem is that the siphon hose enters the pan in the middle and there is no way you
can manipulate the hose to turn back down. One thing I have started doing is to go through the
dipstick. This gives me a little straighter angle. Bottom line is there is always about 1/2 a quart left
in the pan.
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I hesitate to ask the obvious but do you change the filter at the same time? Remember, this
holds about 1 quart of oil by itself. Good luck!”

13. ENGINES, -WESTERBEKE (Continued)
-Doug Sandercott ex #196 also replied by 12 February e-mail writing: “Re oil changes and 2.5
litres vs. 4 litre capacity: Oil changes never were my favourite task on DREAM CATCHER.
However, after doing lots of them, I actually got pretty good at it, although I am more than glad to
turn this task over to Frank.
The amount of oil he puts in should be relative to the amount he takes out plus about half a
litre for the oil filter.
DREAM CATCHER has a drain hose on the bottom of the pan, so he should be able to
drain most of the oil out. (I connected a pump to the drain hose and usually got over three litres
out.)
As I am sure he knows, you should run the engine, get the oil warm and then drain it as it is
too thick to drain properly when it is cold, especially in Nova Scotia!
The other option is always attaching the pump to the dip stick hole and pumping it that way.
I wasn’t so successful with the pump connected to the dipstick hole. So my answer to why it would
only take 2.5 litres of oil is, that he probably didn’t get all the oil out, the engine angle is lower at
the stern, and after he runs the engine for a couple of minutes he needs to check the dipstick again
because it will probably take a little more.”

14. ENGINES, -OTHER
15. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK
In responding to questions, members are invited to send their reply and/or comment directly
to the questioner , copying us so we can share it with others.
1. FUEL TANK, Increasing Fuel Capacity: Les HARRISON #214, prior to receiving his
“Package of Profiles” asked for suggestions on how to increase fuel capacity. (See Profile #214.)
2. HOT WATER TANK: Larry Jackson #155 would like information on how to hook up a hot
water tank to the (UNIVERSAL) engine cooling system. See Profile #155.)
3. MAST, PUMPING:
)
4. DECK, CREAKING:
) By 16 September e-mail, Brad & Cathie Gates #118: ask for
information: “The mast is pumping during certain winds and can be quite annoying. Any
suggestions would be greatly appreciated.”
In their 16 September e-mail, Brad & Cathie Gates #118 add: “Another concern would be
deck creaking. Any thoughts would be appreciated.”
Bob & Elizabeth Linker #183 by letter received 30 January write: “...has anyone been
disturbed by the noises down below when offshore in moderate to rough seas? We hear ‘creaking &
groaning’ so pronounced sometimes that one is reluctant to leave the cockpit! I’m sure it is the mast
working the cabin top back & forth but it can be most upsetting to listen to.
In response:
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Rick Klett #195 by 17 September e-mail offered the following advice: “Masts should not pump.
They might check tension of shrouds and fore & back stays... I know my mast is slightly bent with
tension on all stays.”.
Dave Duncan #168 by 17 September e-mail says he also gets mast pumping in certain winds. “I
have spent many hours trying to resolve this. Keel stepped masts are more susceptible to pumping
than masts stepped on deck.

15. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
In my case, I’ve narrowed the symptoms to low strength winds approaching the airfoil
spreaders from a spreader tip arc of some 40 degrees fore & aft. As the wind strength increases or
lowers, the pumping stops.
The peculiar thing is that when the boat was new, I cannot recall this happening... I’ve tried
various settings of the stays, loosish which I prefer and tight but not overtight, to no avail.
My thoughts on airfoil spreaders are that they are cosmetic rather than practical for every
point of sail. My resolution long term will be to fit an inner forestay, if no better info. comes to
light. Not a priority at this time tho’.”
Morley Kipp #146 by 19 September e-mail to Cathie & Brad reports: “I too have had this to a
small degree, and overcame it by hardening up the backstay. If you check the forestay, you may find
that there is a small amount of sag, and this allows the mast to pump.”
Regarding Creaking Decks:
Dave Duncan #168 by 17 September e-mail says “I too have that condition under hard sailing.
Both Walstrom & Brewer have commented & provided “labour intensive” fixes, which I do not yet
have time for. I can live with it.”
Morley Kipp #146 adds: “I have only ever noticed this after a cool night; when the sun warms
things up there is the odd creak as things expand.”
ED: The “cabin” in earlier ALOHAs had a tendency to creak, especially in a quartering sea. When
SEA VIXEN #167 was being checked out originally during our 1982 purchase, our surveyor said
ALOHAs had this reputation because of the “twisting” of their large main cabins. He assured us that
there was nothing to worry about, because of the strength of the ALOHA 34 hull itself.
We do get creaking under conditions where the hull is twisting. It has never bothered us.
When we mentioned this creaking to Mao Ouyang and Spike Nagel during a 1982 visit to the
OUYANG Boat Works in Whitby, Ontario, they agreed that it was not a problem. However, we
noted that later production of ALOHA’s from about hull #175 onwards were modified with extra
overhead stiffening athwartships in two areas of the main cabin, -at the galley stanchion and also aft
of the hanging locker.
ED: Can owners with later hull numbers confirm that they do not have any creaking? Also, do other
owners have suggestions re the “ mast pumping” and “deck/cabin creaking” problems?
5. MAST, STEP/BASE: In replying to Cathie & Brad Gates’ “mast pumping” query (above),
Rick Klett #195 adds: “I know the previous owner of FULL TILT had a problem with the mast step
“falling” which allowed the mast to drop about 1 1/2 inches.This occurred in very heavy weather
during the 1987 Marion to Bermuda Race. The repair was done here in New Rochelle and there has
never been a problem since”.
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6. ENGINE, WESTERBEKE W-27, OIL CHANGES: See question from Frank Renaud #196
under “ENGINES, -WESTERBEKE” above regarding the amount of oil left in the engine after an oil
changes.
7. SHELF, UNDER GALLEY SINK & DRAWERS: Maxwell Richardson #181 in a 9
November letter asks: ”I would like to know if all ALOHA 34s are as unfinished as CUTTY SARK
was, i.e., there is no bottom under the galley sink, and the galley drawers were open the engine
compartment.
If one were to put anything in this space smaller than a one gallon jug it would fall into the
bilge. I would like to hear about other ALOHA 34 owners in this regard.”.ED: #167 came with no

15. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
flooring or shelving under the galley sink and adjacent “bread” locker. Thus anything smaller than
Max’ gallon jug could slide down the inside of the hull & into the bilge. Similarly anything falling out
of the drawers (two at the inboard end of the galley sink counter and one alongside under the settee)
could also fall to the bottom of the hull and eventually work its way into the bilge.
We “special ordered” a larger teak door from OUYANG BOAT WORKS to access the
space under the bread locker and sink. Then using 1/2” plywood we built a two-stepped shelf (floor).
This goes from the port side abutting the hull, inboard under the sink to the back of the drawers
toward centre-line.
The upper part of the shelf/floor nearest to the side of the hull (under the bread locker) is
stepped up about 1 1/2” above the shelf level under the sink. On this upper step we located the
compressor for our NOVA KOOL refrigeration. The arrangement works very well. We initially
feared that the noise of a running compressor might disturb sleepers in the main cabin. However, the
NOVA KOOL is fairly quiet and our fears were groundless. See Profile #168.
On the lower step we built a 2” lip on the edge of the inboard side against the drawer frame.
This stops items from falling off into the bilge. (We also added a “lip” around the top of the drawer
frame “shelf”, under the sink, for the same reason.
NOTE: In SEA VIXEN, a solid lower level shelf under the sink would have prevented us from
closing the galley sink “through-hull valve”. Thus we cut a quickly removable section in the
floor/shelf, to allow one to readily open and close this through-hull, when required.
Hull #167 is not fitted with any drawers into the engine compartment, just the “waste
disposal” container. If any member has addressed Max’ problem here, comments would be
welcomed!
8. ANCHOR, WINDLASS: In 31 December & 20 January e-mails, Larry Jackson #155 says he is
off to the Toronto Boat Show and asks for information on anchor windlasses in ALOHA 34’s. Rick
Klett #195 adds by 5 January e-mail that he too is thinking of adding a windlass and also wants
information.
By e-mail on 24 January Steve Woodhall #176 says: “I installed a Simpson-Lawrence
manual windlass on TERRIFIC. It is mounted 3 1/2 inches behind the chain locker opening on a 1
1/2 inch round teak pad. The mounting is backed by a 1/4 inch aluminium plate inside the locker
above the vee berth.
Good Points: It is operated by a winch handle, easy to operate with a 33 pound BRUCE anchor &
50 feet of chain & 400 feet of rode, does not use any electrical power, does not take up too much
room and is easy to service.
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Poor Points: Where it is mounted the chain and rode have to travel across the chain locker door
making it difficult to flake chain, but it can be done. Possibly slower than an electrical windlass.
Recommendation: I like what Heinz (Hone #158) did on NIPINKE. He split the chain locker door
and added hinges so it can be opened from each side. This ability to open the chain locker with two
small doors makes it very useful when retrieving the anchor & rode.
9. DORADE VENTS, LEAKING: Bill Hyrenko #203 by 22 August e-mail asks if anyone else has
had problems with leaking dorade vents into the main cabin. “The drainage holes in my boat seem to
be too high, so that with sufficient volume of rain the water level inside the vent can rise enough to
leak water into the cabin. I can’t lower the holes enough to solve the problem, so I plan to silicon in
a circular dam, about 4 inches diameter and maybe 1/2 to 3/4 inch high around the top of the cabin
opening to keep the water out.”

15. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
We asked members on e-mail and there were a variety of suggested solutions: Some said drill
new lower holes in the dorade boxes. Some agreed with Bill that building up the “dam” inside had
worked for them. Some suggested that as long as one kept the original builder’s holes clear of any
debris which might be inside (by poking a wire through them from time to time), the original drainage
worked. Rick Klett #195 said: “I put a dam all the way across and about 1 1/2 inches high”
In the end Bill reported: I’m in the process of installing two 4 inch diameter circular collars
over the cabin openings. Actually, I’ve already done it once, but the adhesive did not stick to the
plastic
yogurt tops I used. I’m making new ones out of aluminium, and I’ve tested that the sealant sticks to
it. I will also install a baffle on one side, as suggested by Rick Klett #195.”
10. WATER LEAKS, BEHIND CANE LOCKERS IN MAIN CABIN: On e-mail, ED: SEA
VIXEN #167 experienced water leakage into the cane lockers behind the settees in the main cabin.
Bill Hrycenko #203 replied: I had this problem caused by the plywood backing collar (a big
plywood washer) on the fresh water hose on the underside of the deck, deteriorating. This prevented
adequately tightening the fitting to the deck, and water leaked under the fitting, along the hose to
the locker shelves. I made a new plywood washer, rebedded the filler on the deck with BOSTIK 920
sealant, and that did the trick.
11. FUEL CAPACITY, EXPANDING: Les Harrison #214 writes: “We are heading south in four
years. We are interested in anyone who has expanded fuel capacity”.
12. FUEL TANKS, FLEXIBLE; SMELLY? Les adds: “I have heard that you cannot control the
diesel smell from flexible fuel tanks (bladders). Would appreciate any input from owners who have
used these tanks to expand the range of the ALOHA 34”.

16. ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
#147 ELEUTHERA IV is currently for sale: at THUNDERBIRD YACHT SALES , Sidney,
Vancouver Island, BC Canada (250) 656-5832; “Cream” hull, green stripes; asking Cdn.$72,000.
Basic equipment. Outside hull & teak is in good condition. Some (minor) work needed below decks.
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17. GEAR WANTED OR FOR SALE
1. SPINNAKER: By letter received 3 October Jerry Senger #227 asks: “Our boat did not come
with a spinnaker or with spinnaker gear. If there are any members who have a chute or related
gear that they are not using and would like to sell it, please contact me. I have a pole which I
bought at our Club’s auction for US$35.00. Our mast was made by CINKEL.”
2. BATTERIES: Barrie & Lindy Smith #233 by 6 October e-mail ask: “Does anyone want a pair
of virtually brand new 6V golf club batteries at half price that were used a total of three days while
I figured out my problem?” (See their commentary under MAINTENANCE-BATTERIES above.)

18. CONCLUSION
Again, thank you for your input without which this newsletter would not exist.
I also wish to publicly thank Diana for her continuing support and help to our cause. Diana
no longer sails as much as she once did (she has too many other things to do!) but Diana is always
there to encourage me and to prod me back to the “next newsletter” when interruptions occur. Also,
guess who handles most of the newsletter “mail-outs”!
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! When you receive this newsletter it will be almost summer. With the disastrous
effects of El Nino (for some) this past winter and with launching dates (also for some) behind us,
Diana & I hope you are now joining the rest of us and enjoying early summer sailing.
Thank you for your kind words. However, as we have said before, these newsletters
could not be produced without your “help”. They are only as good as the input we get from you,
the Network membership.

1. INTRODUCTION (Continued)
Thank you also for all the interesting input to this “double” newsletter and its enclosures,
-especially by “snail mail” and also via the ALOHA 34 E-mail Network. We continue to be
impressed with the quality of member’s input.
We also VERY much appreciate it and thank those members who provide their input on
disk. (Would we get more input on disk if we offered a $1.00 credit to each member who thus
saves us so much manual typing?) As you might imagine, much of the time & effort in
producing the newsletters & profiles is taken up in typing.
And in respect to “help”, please note our request in Item 2 “HELP WANTED!
PRODUCING OUR ALOHA 34 TECHNICAL MANUAL”, next below. We would like a few
“volunteers” to help us produce our planned ALOHA 34 Technical Manual this Fall. Later we will
be asking for other volunteers to review & critically comment upon our first draft.



Highlights in this newsletter include
Input from our Honorary President Ted Brewer, ALOHA 34 designer, responding to
questions by members in our Winter newsletter,
We are delighted that Mao Ouyang, former Vice-President of OUYANG Boat Works has
agreed to become our “Honorary Co- President”.

We thank Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 for co-ordinating activities on the ALOHA 34
E-mail Network during our absence from Victoria, B.C. 3 to 17 April. In this newsletter, we have
tried to keep those who do not have e-mail facilities abreast of the interesting activity on our Email Network.
We also thank Catherine and Terry for organizing the successful Easter Monday
rendezvous of 31 ALOHA family members in Toronto on 13 April. See Item 8 “RENDEZVOUS
TORONTO, EASTER MONDAY 1998” below.
ENCLOSURES: Subject to postage rates, we plan to enclose the following with this mail-out:
1. Up-to-date ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Register.
2. Register in alphabetical order.
3. Revised 14 page Index for the Package of Profiles & Newsletters for insertion in the
Package of Profiles replacing the original index. (I would very much appreciate being
advised of errors, omissions & suggestions for improving our Index.)
4. New Profiles #159, #177, #188, #230, #234
5. Revised Profiles #120, #176 replacing originals, and #223 (Addendum).

2. HELP WANTED
IN PRODUCING OUR ALOHA 34 TECHNICAL MANUAL
With the revision of the Index to the Package of Profiles & our (10) Newsletters
completed and distributed to members with the mailing of this newsletter, I suggest we are now
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ready to embark on production of our planned “ALOHA 34 Technical Manual”. This manual
would cover all aspects of owning an ALOHA 34, and be in loose leaf format for subsequent
amendments and additions.
As I continue to wind down other activities, I expect to have more time available to
devote to our Network. However, I believe it would still be another year or two before I could
produce our Technical Manual on my own.
This then is to solicit help from a few members who would be prepared to undertake
some of the work in preparing our Manual and thus accelerate production.

2. HELP WANTED (Continued)
PLAN OF ACTION: The following are suggested steps:
1. STEP One would be to take the enclosed Index, item by item, and bring together the
various references under each listing into useable reference material.
2. STEP Two would be to identify those areas where we need additional information and solicit
same from our members, and elsewhere if necessary.
3. STEP Three would be to produce a “draft” for distribution to those members who would be
prepared to review our draft Manual & to let us have their critical comment.
4. STEP Four would be to revise our draft based on input from step three.
5. STEP Five would be to distribute to members the “final” copy.
PROPOSAL: My suggestion would be to assign a few pages of the enclosed Index to a few
diligent enthusiastic volunteers who would be prepared to tackle Step One. For example, if we
had five “volunteers”, each of us would take & work on about three pages of the Index.
There would have to be some common sense in “assignments”. Obviously, when it
comes to “Engines” for example, someone with a WESTERBEKE engine would not be asked to
write up the UNIVERSAL engine.
If any volunteer has a bent for a particular subject, he/she would let us know and we
would try to include that Index item in his/her “assignment”.
TIMING: With sufficient volunteers, we might optimistically aim for the following:
1. STEP One: Underway by September.
2. STEP Two: Completed by Christmas, in time for inclusion with the mail-out to members with
our Winter 1998 newsletter.
3. STEP Three: Completed by next Spring, for mailing to willing members for their review &
critical comment with the Spring 1999 newsletter.
4. STEPS Four & Five: Dependent upon member's feedback, -STEP Three.
VOLUNTEERS: It is suggested that it would be desirable if each volunteer possess an (IBM
compatible?) computer/word processor so we could at least exchange information by disk to
save a lot of re-typing. The ability to communicate on e-mail would also be beneficial. However,
if you are keen but do not have a computer and/or e-mail, we can probably work
something out.
OUR REQUEST: Would any member who feels he/she has the time and inclination to help us
as above, let me know in the next few weeks by whatever means, so we can get underway by
the suggested September start?
At the same time, would you let me know what facilities and software you have (if any),
and also note any particular areas with which you have special knowledge or interest?
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3. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
We welcome the following new members to the Network:
1. Peter Manton, #159 of Guelph, Ontario, Canada. Thanks to our Honorary President Ted
Brewer for pointing Peter in our direction. Profile #159 is enclosed.
2. Garn Mennell, #177 of Barrie, Ontario, Canada L4M 6L8, thanks to Ron & Sylvia Foster
#152. Profile #177 is enclosed.

3. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS! (Continued)
3. Michael & Lynda Leroux, #188 of Scarborough, Ontario, Canada. Thanks originally to
Ron & Sylvia Foster #152, and then to Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 who followed
up. Profile #188 is enclosed.
4. David Brander-Smith #224 of Vancouver, B.C., Canada, thanks to Jeremy & Katherine
Carr #148 by e-mail. Completed questionnaire awaited.
5. Ken & Juanita Nielsen #225 of Port Coquitlam, B.C., Canada V3B 2H8. Completed
questionnaire awaited.
6. Dr. Leslie & Jacky Ash #230 of Belleville, Ontario, Canada, thanks to Ed & Donna
Stevenson #134 via Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 on e-mail. Profile #230 enclosed.
7. Hank & Sheila Surrette #234 of Bolt, Ontario, Canada, thanks to Terry & Catherine Fagan
#165. Profile #234 is enclosed.

4. ALOHA 34 SOLD
Paul Noskiewicz & Lee Munroe #132 report by 16 May e-mail: “Just wanted to pass on to you
our news that we have sold BAURA. As of today BAURA is hosting new owners. Lee & I are, of
course, somewhat sad at the departure; however we are in the process of looking for another
boat which I’m sure will fill up our time this summer. We are looking for something larger that will
be more comfortable for a planned trip down south with our daughter.
New owners are Wolgang & Judy Rohn of Newmarket, Ontario, Canada.... I have left
the new owners with all the ALOHA Network newsletters and profiles...
...I looked forward to all the (ALOHA 34 Network) mailings and found the information
invaluable. ...have an excellent season of sailing. Regards (to all), Paul.”
And on 18 May Paul wrote: “Lee & I are looking for something in the 42 foot range...”
We are sad to have Lee & Paul leave our ALOHA 34 Network but wish them well in their
new ventures.

5. REGISTER: AMENDMENTS
A revised Register is included with the mail-out of this newsletter.

6. ALOHA 34 E-MAIL NETWORK
Please up-date list of addresses in Winter 1997 newsletter as follows:
ADD:
Peter Manton, #159
<manton@bond.net>
Catherine Fagan (work) #165
<Catherine_Fagan@swissre.com>
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Michael & Lynda Leroux, #188
Leslie & Jacky Ash, #230

<mleroux@msn.com>
<lbj@intranet.ca>

CHANGE:
Terry & Catherine Fagan #165

<tjfagan@ican.net>“.

DELETE:
Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl #171

7. BUILDER INFORMATION
In our Winter 1997-98 newsletter we re-printed some e-mail we had received in
response to Mao Ouyang’s 30 September e-mail letter. Here are responses from some more
of our members:

7. BUILDER INFORMATION (Continued)
By 30 September e-mail, Rick & Judy Klett #195 wrote: “...I can see by the
workmanship in FULL TILT, that there was a lot of pride in the company. What a shame it all fell
apart, although we are still enjoying the fruits of their labours.”
By 30 September e-mail John & Stephannie Farrell #157 wrote: “Mao: I found the
story of your father and ALOHA very interesting, particularly the refusing to compromise on
quality. This quality & strength in the ALOHA 34 is what led us to buy No. 157 after some long
hard bargaining with Spike. I’m sure you will remember us as the owners who had the wrong
colour engine installed and to whom you said ‘if you don’t want the engine, we will start to build
you a new boat tomorrow’. This was the luckiest mistake we ever encountered as the diesel
was the better engine by far!”

8. RENDEZVOUS TORONTO, EASTER MONDAY 1998
We thank Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 for originating the idea and then organizing a
“rendezvous” of 31 Toronto & area Network members on 13 April at the “Fish House”
Restaurant in downtown Toronto, to co-incide with a Toronto stop-over between trains by Diana
& me.
We had invited ALOHA 34 builder Mao Ouyang, Vice President of OUYANG Boatworks
to attend also. Mao’s 12 April e-mail reply was:
“Aloha & happy Easter to all. With deep regrets, I will be unable to attend Monday’s
dinner as my last appointment is at 7:30 PM.
I will sincerely try to make it down late just to say hello and exchange pleasantries; Don’t
worry about dinner.
We recently purchased this business and, as you well understand, getting it off the
ground is not an easy task at hand. These past two months have been extremely busy and
today is the first time I have had time to look at (my e-mail) messages.
If I don’t make it, I sincerely wish you all a pleasant evening. Aloha,
Mao”
It was a fun evening. Catherine & Terry’s organization was perfect! They had arranged
that we have a secluded end of the restaurant all to ourselves.
For those unable to attend, you were missed! For those attending, thank you! It meant a
lot for Diana & me to meet each of you. Names became faces! This was the highlight of the
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evening for us. It was just too bad that there was not a greater time for more individual
conversations.
Another highlight was hearing so many happy owners talking so highly of their ALOHA
34’s. One wonders if there are many other boats of the ALOHA 34 type so successful and so
generally trouble-free.
There were other highlights too. Mao did make it and his arrival just after 9:00 PM was
without doubt the climax of a great evening. Thus we went on happily until nearly 11:00 PM, well
beyond Terry & Catherine’s advertised “9:00 PM curfew so that those working an early Tuesday
morning could get home at a reasonable hour”. However, we regret that the late hour required a
few members with long drives home (such as Donna, Ed & Su returning 2 1/2 hours to
Warkworth), to leave before the evening ended.
On arrival Mao, after doing the rounds of meeting each one present, sat and at our
urging, talked about his family, the OUYANG Boatworks and the ALOHA 34. He then
responded openly to our questions.

8. RENDEZVOUS
(Continued)

TORONTO,

EASTER

MONDAY

1998

HONORARY
CO-PRESIDENT
MAO OUYANG
WITH FRIENDS
Some of the highlights of our chat with Mao included:
 Although his university training was in “x-ray”, when his older brother died in 1974 his father
(see Item 5 in the Winter 1997 newsletter) asked Mao to replace his brother as OUYANG
Boatworks Vice President. Somewhat reluctantly Mao agreed.
 Currently he has a new business, LAWRENCE-KINGSTON ROAD X-RAY &
ULTRASOUND INC., at 4125 Lawrence Avenue East, in Scarborough (adjoining Toronto)
Ontario.
 Despite his many other commitments, Mao agreed to become our “ALOHA 34 International
Owners’ Network Honorary Co-President”. (See latest Register enclosed with this
newsletter.)
 Mao thought the Aloha name originated from his late older brother who, at one time, had a
girl friend in Hawaii.
 The original ALOHA 34’s (mainly the prototypes) “were a big headache”. Once ALOHA 34
production was underway, problems were solved.
 Prototypes only were hull/sail numbered under 101, which is common builder practice.
Some were given special numbers (under 101) at individual requests.
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Some prototypes are still about. He knows of one prototype still sailing in the Whitby, Ontario
area (hull number #089?)
Initial ALOHA 34’s tended to be “Plain Janes” and OUYANG Boatworks very quickly learned
that in the market of the early 1970’s, boats had to be “dressed up”.
In answer to a question, Mao thought that, because of OUYANG Boatwork’s (superior)
method of hand lay-up, there could be some minor variance in displacement (500 lbs.
max.?); but not a large amount though. Gel coat also tended to be laid on quite thickly.
One member mentioned that the step to his mast had sat in water for period of time and the
wooden “shim” had rotted.
Mao confirmed that the member had done the right thing in replacing the shim with one
of “white oak” which is almost indestructible. (See “MAST STEP, REPLACEMENT” under
Item 13 “MAINTENANCE” below.
Mao left OUYANG Boatworks in 1987 after Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) became
majority owners.

8. RENDEZVOUS
(Continued)


TORONTO,

EASTER

MONDAY

1998

Mao agreed with Hank & Sheila Surette #234 that their boat EMOTIONAL RESCUE with a
complete hull number of ZUY02340788 was probably the last ALOHA 34 built in Whitby,
Ontario. He said no ALOHA 34’s were built after CYC moved the moulds to Dorion, Quebec.
(The last four digits of Sheila and Hank’s number, “0788”, would indicate she was completed
in July 1988.)
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TORONTO RENDEZVOUS Photos by John Farrell #157
Attending were:
Mao Ouyang, Honorary Co-President
#115 Joe & Fran Martin
#115 Graeme & Donna Quigley
#118 Brad & Catherine Gates
#121 Brian & Marie King
#134 Ed & Donna Stevenson
+ daughter Su
#157 John & Stephannie Farrell

#165
#167
#171
#188
#203
#204
#233
#234

Catherine & Terry Fagan
Diana & Migs Turner
Wilma Perry & Morgan Earl
Mike & Lynda Leroux
William & Jeanette Hrycenko
Kearney & June Moyle
Barry & Lindy Smith
Hank & Sheila Surette

Our list of attendees is missing one important name. Who???
While walking with Mao to the restaurant door after the conclusion of festivities, Mao
turned to us and quietly said how much he wished his (deceased) father (“Ti”) could have been
with us at our Toronto Rendezvous that evening, to hear all the good things being said (about
the OUYANG Boatworks and the ALOHA 34).

8. RENDEZVOUS
(Continued)

TORONTO,

EASTER

MONDAY

1998

Although he is very busy with his new business, Mao says that he would try to respond
to *e-mail questions on the ALOHA 34 which members might have for him. He asked members
to be patient though. He does not look at his e-mail on a regular basis.
ED.: (1)
I
would appreciate being included as a “cc” in your e-mail with Mao so that I
can copy items of interest for the benefit of all in future newsletters.
(2) *For those without e-mail capability, if you would like to send your
question(s) to me, I can e-mail them to Mao for you.
We thank John Farrell #157 who did a great job capturing some of the evening on film.

9. MAIL BAG
AUGUST HOLIDAY: Terry & Catherine Fagan #165 by 24 September e-mail report:
“...Catherine & I both read (your Fall) newsletter during those “quiet” moments on SPIRIT & plan
which of the dozens of tips we should start working on. Of course, a bottle of vino (or two says
Catherine) later we move on to other things...
We sailed from Toronto to the Thousand Islands in August and had perfect weather the
entire trip (unlike my crew work on a DOUGLAS 31 which sailed from Toronto to Newfoundland
as part of the “Mathew Flotilla” in May & June. There was only one ALOHA in the fleet of 70
plus boats, -a 32’ from Belleville.)
Along the way we met Frank & Eve Collins #117 in TRUE LOVE. We also met the
owner of hull #234, apparently the last 34’ built. He is interested in joining the Network...”
And Terry & Catherine by 10 March e-mail write: “The only disappointment I had on reading
your excellent (Winter) newsletter was to realize I had missed out on a lot of good e-mail chat
as a result of my changing ISPs and not letting you know. Please up-date your records and add
me to the ALOHA 34 news group”. ED: See new e-mail address Item 6 above.
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LAKE ONTARIO “ALOHA 34” OR AN “ALL ALOHA’S” REGATTA,-1999? Terry adds: “Spoke
with Brad Gates #118 at the February meeting of the World Cruising Club, which is held at
Ashbridges Bay Yacht Club (ABYC) where Catherine and I are members. We briefly talked
about a Lake Ontario ALOHA 34 and maybe an “all ALOHA’s” Regatta at ABYC, or return to the
place of our birth in Whitby.
Would be interested in any response from interested boats as to location, date, next
year (?), events, etc..”
ED: After the superb job Terry & Catherine did in organizing our Easter Monday “rendezvous”
in Toronto, there’s little doubt of their abilities in organizing a Lake Ontario Regatta!
As Terry mentions, would anyone interested contact Catherine & Terry at their new
e-mail addresses listed above or by phone/“snail mail” as listed in the Network Register.
DINGHY TOW & BOOM CRUTCH, Profile #152: Mike Pettigrew #223 in a 16 January letter
writes: “Was very interested in reading comments by Ron & Sylvia Foster #152. I have faxed
makers for a brochure”.
Similarly, their boom crutch allowing for a 17 x 11 awning is a great idea.”.
Later Mike adds: “Davits for inflatable & motor are on my wish list. I note Ron & Carole
Kelly #222 have them. I’m concerned however about the 9’ 6” inflatable dragging in the sea
when the boat is heeled. Will make the decision after I get DINGHY TOW brochure.”.

9. MAIL BAG (Continued)
Brian King #121 in a 26 January letter writes: “Marie & I had a great vacation this last summer.
We spent 25 days in the North Channel past Little Current (North-west of Georgian Bay in Lake
Huron). Great weather.
Our memories of that area are great open water sailing, blueberries, awesome sunsets,
fantastic scenery, waterfalls & no cottages!
This summer we plan to leave Georgian Bay on 17 June for a three week trip to bring
PARAMOUR to Lake Ontario. I’m taking this time to stage her in Lake Ontario for our take-off
next year to the Caribbean...
...enclosed is a list of my inventory, a listing of Cdn$2,000. worth of charts and guides.”
ED.: We will add these to Profile #121 at its next revision.
WEB-SITE: Les Harrison #214 by 3 April e-mail wrote: “I placed the following notice on SailNet
Boat Check”:
Les Harrison - ENCHANTMENT
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Designed by Ted Brewer and built in Whitby Ontario, Canada by OUYANG BOATWORKS until
the 1980’s. A comfortable, reasonably fast cruising sailing yacht. Very beamy (11’) with a long
waterline (28’8”) and very generous accommodations. The sail plan provides good drive and
the deck is uncluttered. Standard draft is 5’6” but shoal draft of <5’ is available. The toe rails are
aluminum, the grab rails are teak and the companionway is slightly offset with teak boards. The
cockpit is a spacious T-shaped with a shallow locker to starboard and a deep locker to port. The
port locker provides clear access to the back of the diesel engine and fuel systems. The interior
is traditional with liberal use of teak. The fold down dinette table leaves the main cabin with
ample seating for meals when down and open space when up. The head has a shower and
access from both the main cabin and forward cabin. All 6 berths are spacious. Opposite the
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head are two tall lockers for clothing. There is a convenient, forward facing navigation station to
starboard and galley with stove/oven to port. The companionway stairs can be removed for
easy access to the front of the engine, -27 hp diesel. Other utilities include 12v and 110v
systems, about 60 gal fresh water, 30 gal head tank, spacious icebox (now refrigeration),
pressure water and stainless sink.
A very forgiving boat for the new sailor and ample challenge for the adventurous. Loves
a good wind and dry in a white capped sea. The only shortcoming I would say is the lack of
availability as owners usually don’t need to advertise when they want to part with their Aloha.
Owners Network can be reached at wr637@victoria.tc.ca.
Well done, Les!


Bill Hrycenko #203 by 6 March e-mail copied us on an e-mail “conversation” he had with a
“Don Keskula” who was looking for a boat and questioned Bill on the ALOHA 34: “I can
speak only from one year’s experience with my boat, and from many comments from the
ALOHA 34 owners in the Owners’ Network. There is unanimity that this is a well-built boat,
(by OUYANG Boat Works in Whitby). The original design was by Brewer & Walstrom, and in
my earlier research I found these excerpts describing the boat: ‘The ALOHA 34, also known
as 10.4 in metric, is an entirely different design from the DOUGLAS series and features a fin
keel and skeg-supported rudder. Above the waterline the ALOHA is 100% Brewer with a
traditional deck house, straight sheerline and a high bow.

9. MAIL BAG (Continued)






The swept back keel of the ALOHA 34 seems to refer back to Brewer’s early apprenticeship
with George Cuthbertson. The aft end of the keel comes to a point that is very similar to
certain early C&C designs. The ALOHA’s skeg-supported rudder, on the other hand,
contrasts sharply from C&C’s spade rudders.
Today Brewer’s ALOHA 34 is a coveted boat especially for cruising in the heavier winds of
Georgian Bay and the upper Great Lakes.
Many cruisers are also lured by the 34’s large cockpit, comfortable interior and expansive
storage areas.
Many of these boats have made the trek to the Bahamas and Caribbean, where blustery
northerlies will give other light displacement boats a thrashing...”

VALUE FOR MONEY: New member Peter MANTON, #159 in 4 April ‘snail mail’ writes: “Here is
my $30.00 cheque. After reading the past newsletters, this is already the best investment I’ve
made in my ALOHA!”
US MEMORIAL DAY WEEKEND SAIL: Stuart & Marcia Meyer #185 in a 25 May e-mail write:
“We have just returned from our holiday weekend cruise to the Thames River in the south
eastern part of Lake St. Clair. It is about 25 miles from our well (Clinton River, north-west Lake
St.Clair) so we usually enjoy more time sailing than when we head for a closer location.
This time, the day we left the wind decided to go elsewhere. We started out moving
about 3.5 to 4 knots but when the boat speed dropped to about 2, and the wind speed got back
to 3.5 to 4 knots, we hoisted the spinnaker. ...When that dropped and there was not enough
wind to keep the spinnaker flying, ...we motored the rest of the way.
Returning today was a different story. The forecast was for 5-10 k winds from the north;
instead they were better than 20 from the NW, a real tight beat!
It was fun but a little tiring...”
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10. FROM “OFF-SHORE”
A “PUB LUNCH” RENDEZVOUS IN VICTORIA B.C. CANADA: Last September Heinz &
Angela Hone #158 (who were preparing to return to NIPINKE for another winter in the Sea of
Cortez), Jeremy & Katherine Carr #148, and Diana & I #167 met for a lunch in Victoria to
swap ALOHA 34 stories. With Katherine & Jeremy preparing to go “off shore”, we were
especially interested in hearing all about Angela & Heinz’ many “off-shore” sailing experiences.
It was a fascinating 2 and a 1/2 hours. With Jeremy & Katherine’s succinct questioning
and with Heinz & Angela’s knowledgeable responses, we should have had a tape recorder.
Heinz & Angela are experienced “off-shore” sailors and we look forward to their answer
to Frank Renaud’s pithy question below as to whether the ALOHA 34 is a “trans-Atlantic” boat.
Despite experiencing some severe weather and on one occasion a “knock-down”, Heinz &
Angela are very positive about their ALOHA 34.
They have however, made a number of modifications to NIPINKE for sailing abroad,
some of which are described in previous newsletters and in NIPINKE’s Profile #158. We look
forward to hearing more from them for future newsletters and for up-dating NIPINKE’s Profile.

10. FROM “ OFF-SHORE” (Continued)
Heinz & Angela in a 4 December post card write: “Hi from sunny La Paz, 30 degrees Celsius
(that’s 85 degrees F. for our US members, -and Diana & me) but cooler at night... Yesterday we
came back from a week of sailing. Tested our anchor in 35 knot winds & high waves again. The
boat is holding up good too...”.
ED: Tough life! Their welcome card arrived in Victoria on a cool wet winter’s day with much of
the local population fighting flu!
Milan (& Adrian) Ford #189 in a December note reporting that they were returning to Mexican
waters, (see Winter Newsletter), adding: “My ham radio is KD6INW and when I find time, I will
write and update our (Profile). Have installed digital equipment for the ham radio, so might have
an e-mail address through K4CJX in Tennessee if I can understand what needs to be done”.
WORLD CRUISING CLUB WEB-SITE: Cathie & Brad Gates #118 in a 30 September e-mail
report for those interested and preparing to go south that lots of good information is available at
WORLD CRUISING CLUB web-site <www.inforamp.net/~wcruise>.

11. IS THE ALOHA 34 A “TRANS-ATLANTIC” BOAT?
In a 14 April e-mail, Frank Renaud #196 wrote: “Mary and I are beginning to plan for a
year long cruise about five years down the road. We would like to have Europe as our
destination. My dilemma: one of my potential crew for a trans-Atlantic crossing is raising doubts
as to the seaworthiness of ALOHA 34’s to make such a crossing.
 I cannot find any articles, books, or personal testimonies that indicate the sanity of transAtlantic crossings in ALOHA 34’s. Can anyone help?
 Does anyone have testimonies concerning any situations involving ALOHA 34’s and rough
passages?
If you do, please send them to me at e-mail: <renaudfd@shelburne.nscc.ns.ca>“.
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(ED: ...or write to Frank & Mary at “Box 194, Shelburne, Nova Scotia, Canada, B0T 1W0”, copy
to us too, please!).
Members will remember that last year Frank & Mary purchased DREAM CATCHER II
from Doug & Sharon Sandercott, as Doug & Sharon were sailing home from their second
cruise to Bahamas/Caribbean waters with their youngsters Dawn & Steven. See Item 8 in the
Winter 1997 newsletter and their reports in earlier newsletters.
We broadcast Frank’s question to members on our ALOHA 34 E-mail Network. Here are
two responses:
By 20 April e-mail Rick Klett #195 wrote: “...my FULL TILT #195 did the Marion to
Bermuda race twice and held up fine. I understand that on the second go around (1987) they
got blasted with very heavy weather.
Maybe you could get in touch with someone that was in that race that year. They might
be able to give you some first hand info.”.
In a 22 May e-mail, Wayne McLellan #120 added: “...your forwarded message from
Frank Renaud re the merit of an ALOHA 34 as an offshore boat is a topic worthy of much
thought. Personally, I don’t think the ALOHA 34 is built to blue water specifications. If I were to
go offshore, I would want an experienced appraiser to point out where the boat needs beefing
up. I expect the rudder needs some reinforcement.I think the ALOHA 34 is a fine coastal
cruiser, which is the way I want to use it”.

11. IS THE ALOHA 34 A “ TRANS-ATLANTIC”
(Continued)

BOAT?

ED: As Wayne suggests, Frank’s question is a good one; and of course he has asked it to a
group which is quite unbiased... However, if we put aside our pride in the fact that our ALOHA’s
are the best boats out there and let our inner feelings express themselves, what would we really
say?
Crossing the Atlantic can be a major undertaking for any boat. Look at the TITANIC.
However, with a prudent skipper who, inter alia, selects a reasonable time of the year, has a
well-prepared boat, and has a trained crew which will do what the skipper expects, would you be
prepared to cross the Atlantic in your ALOHA 34?
Although we have reports by members happily sailing “off-shore”, at this juncture we
have no knowledge of anyone taking as long a voyage in exposed waters as that proposed by
Mary & Frank.
Please let us have your thoughts. As indicated above Frank & Mary would very much
appreciate hearing from ALL members who have an opinion (and especially from those
members with “off-shore” experience). So would we, -for including in a later newsletter.

12. OFF-SHORE COMMUNICATIONS,
HAM RADIO & E-MAIL by Brian King #121
As indicated in Item # , “MAILBAG” above, Brian & Marie King #121 are preparing to
go “off-shore”, retiring in September 1999 & heading to the Caribbean. They plan to start out on
the first leg of their trip this summer with a 650 miles “positioning & shake-down” cruise from
Georgian Bay to Toronto.
By 16 April letter Brian writes: “I have struggled with the problem of communications for
the off-shore cruising sailor for some time.
 Cellular phones are handy but the long distance charges to reach home are prohibitive.
 Land lines from pay phones are not always convenient.
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SSB (single side-band) for long distance works, but the hook-up to a marine operator &
phoning home is pricy.
Satellite phones are great from anywhere but not in my budget.
Using a Commercial e-mail provider where you take your lap-top in the dinghy, go ashore &
hook up to a land line in the local restaurant, pay phone or marina.
HAM radio e-mail- voice communication system.

I made the decision to go this last route. I’m 51 years old & have no electricalmechanical background. The only price tag with HAM e-mail is making up your mind to do the
homework and learn the theory & Morse code requirements in a neighbourhood class at your
local HAM club. I managed to get the full license.
I have bought:
 the ICOM 706, an all band transceiver for about Cdn$1,800.
 an SGC 230 automatic antenna tuner for Cdn$800.
 a separate long wire up the back stay for an antenna with a couple of insulators Cdn$100.
 for e-mail back home, a separate box called a TNC (terminal node controller) i.e. ‘modem’
for Cdn$500.
For communicating back home, here’s how it is done:
 VOICE: Have a schedule with a HAM radio operator back home. This HAM will phone patch
you into your relative or friend’s home. Call your HAM contact from your boat from

12. OFF-SHORE COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)






wherever you are. The HAM phones your relative/friend on his landline, a local call for your
HAM contact. When your relative/friend answers the phone, you’re on the other end. It is not a
private call but it is free as the local HAM cannot charge any service fee. These people enjoy
doing this for a hobby. You can link up with HAM operators anywhere on various ‘Maritime
Mobile’ nets. Two nets are the ‘East Coast Waterway’ net on 7268 kHz at 07:45 a.m. &
‘Mississauga Maritime’ net on 14,121 kHz at the same time. There are other maritime nets &
help all over the world. There are land based doctors & phone patch HAM’s standing by on
these morning get togethers.
E-MAIL: After buying your modem for your HAM radio, there is no further expense. Just turn on
your HAM radio at any time of the day and link up with a land-based operator who has set an email linkage from his/her home. Your e-mail message goes to the land-based HAM operator’s
computer over the airwaves with a special HAM modem (TNC) through his/her Internet server.
From this land-based HAM operator’s computer, your e-mail is transmitted via his server to
whomever you want, one relative/friend or to a number simultaneously, anywhere in the world.
Conversely, you may receive e-mail from home the same way. Your relative/friend sends an email to the HAM operator ashore & you just call up the same operator when you are so inclined
to see if he/she has any e-mails for you. You will know you have mail because your HAM radio
call sign is in your e-mail address. You can do this anywhere at anytime from the cabin of your
boat. It is free for you because the HAM ashore is already paying for the cost of his/her server.
HF HAM Digital Communication System: There are many systems, -PACTOR, PACKET,
AMTOR & CLOVER to name a few. It’s very reliable & trouble free for digital sending &
receiving. I’ll get a TNC with DSP (digital selective processor) that filters the digital signal for
noise, etc. and also allows the TNC to pick up & lock onto a very weak signal.
I plan
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to get the MFJ-1278B with DSP at Cdn$500. which can send & receive in all the digital modes
as well as receive weather-fax & send & receive Morse code. See Internet at
<http://home.earthlink.net/~winlink/freqs.htm>.
I plan to use HAM operator Steve Waterman for my e-mail at: <winlink@earthlink.net>. His
address for netlink mail is <waterman@telecores.com>.
Following Internet addresses are also of interest:
 PACTOR mailbox worldwide directory: http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/w4npx/Pactor.html
 WINLINK stations (Netlink): http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/w4npx/NetlinkStations.html
 K4CJX Winlink gateway for travelling HAM: http://home.earthlink.net/~winlink/intro.htm
 Instructions for using Netlink (e-mail users): http://www.startel.net/users/w5eut/help.htm
 Instructions: send/receive via W4NPX: http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/w4npx/netlink.html
 Info. on new/better netlink coming: http://home.sprynet.com/sprynet/w4npx/newnetlink.html
Popular Mechanics of May 1998 has a lot of useful information.
I got much of my info. from a Tony Wright at e-mail: <twright@connection.com> or snail
mail: 59 Constance Ave., Toronto, Ontario M6R 1S5.
Tony suggests a good software programme to run e-mail is:
 Go to www.tapr.org
 Go to “software library” and download either
1. packet61.zip for DOS or
2. winp610.zip for WINDOWS
Tony has an ALOHA 32 (currently in Newfoundland after the John Cabot festivities last
year) and is very helpful if anyone would wish to e-mail/write to him as above.”

12. OFF-SHORE COMMUNICATIONS (Continued)
ED: Thanks for all your research into this, Brian. After all your extensive preparations over the
past years, we hope you have a great trip & look forward to hearing from you from time to time.
If any member can add to Brian’s helpful commentary on “off-shore” communications,
we would be delighted to hear from you.

13. MAINTENANCE
There is a lot of useful “Maintenance” information in the Profiles & Addendum distributed
with this newsletter. As this newsletter has become too long, we have deleted from the
newsletter any items which are repeated in the enclosed Profiles & Addendum.
OSMOSIS:
Brian King #121 in a 26 January letter writes: “PARAMOUR is getting
GELCOAT:
the OSMOSIS repair she so badly needs. After sandblasting there were
DELAMINATION:
many spider cracks & small pinhole divots in the gelcoat that was left on
HULL CRACKS:
the hull. Spider cracks are being gouged out & will be filled and sanded
SKEG:
in preparation for epoxy.
The contractor is Queen’s Cove Marina, Box 333, Victoria Harbour, Ontario, Canada
L0K 2A0, telephone (705) 534-4100, FAX: (705) 534-3118. They are using the WEST SYSTEM
epoxy (barrier coat and 7 coats of epoxy). I bought 5 gallons of PETIT TRINIDAD ACP 50 for
the anti-fouling at Cdn$1,000 plus taxes.
After the sanding there was little gelcoat left on the hull. It was bare in many places with
the mat exposed. The seam of the hull where the two halves were joined (clam-shell fashion)
was very clear.
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We found a small void near a support pad in the centre of the hull forward of the keel
where the two halves come together. After prodding with a tool, we found some delamination
had occurred & there was a void under the skin of the fibreglass at the join that went up about 3
inches. The void is being ground out to solid mat and filled with proper filler & mat.
There was a crack in the skeg at the bottom & up the aft end to where the rudder
joins.The rudder is being removed, the split gouged out and the skeg filled with filler & epoxy. A
large stainless steel bolt is being put through the skeg at the bottom to help hold the two halves
together. A layer of fibreglass mat will also be put around the outside of the skeg at the leading
edge and bottom.”
...And in a 25 February letter, Brian adds: “The repairs were more extensive than I had
anticipated but the damages were more extensive too. Enclosed is a copy of invoice on the
repairs. They did a good job but it is too bad that it cost so much. Now I won’t be able to
complete my ‘must have’ list before heading South, let alone my ‘wish list’.”
Brian’s invoice lists repair costs as follows:
Osmosis repair: 34’ x 11’ x $20.00=
Cdn$7480.00
Rudder & Skeg repaired, 23.5 hours @ $55.00
Cdn$1292.00
Repair slit in bow, 15 hours @ $55.00
Cdn$ 825.00
Osmosis repair has a five year warranty against reoccurrence of blisters.
BLISTERS/OSMOSIS, TREATMENT: In acknowledging the 16 May e-mail from Paul
Noskiewicz ex#132 regarding the sale of BAURUA, we asked Paul for a report on the WEST
SYSTEM epoxy bottom treatment which he had done back in 1995, as noted in Profile #132. By
18 May e-mail Paul replied: “As far as the WEST SYSTEM epoxy bottom that was put on
BAURUA, everything is just perfect with the bottom three years later.

13. MAINTENANCE (Continued)
BAURUA was professionally surveyed this Spring by the new owners and as far as I
know, the bottom was deemed to be in perfect shape. The bottom... had somewhere in the
neighbourhood of seven coats of WEST SYSTEM epoxy. I fully expect the this epoxy will
present no problems for years to come.”
STRUT, REPAIRING A LOOSE STRUT: Wayne McLellan #120 sends the following, further to
the commentary in our Fall 1997 newsletter, his “strut” sketch in our Winter 1997 newsletter and
now his revised Profile #120 (by computer disk thank you!!! -a BIG help!) mailed to members
with this newsletter: “At haul-out in October – With 80 hours on the engine the strut was solid.
No evidence of the looseness which was present before the repair.”
Heinz Hone #158 suggests when rebuilding the strut “hump” abaft the fuel tank,
“instead of sawdust filler, use fibreglass beads to make it heavier & stronger”.
In response to our commentary in the Winter newsletter regarding failed bearings,
Honorary President Ted Brewer writes in a 24 February letter: “A possible reason for failed
bearing is that the strut is not grounded and could develop a different voltage potential from the
shaft.
Answer may be to take a heavy gauge copper wire from the strut, inside the boat, to a
spring bronze wiper on the shaft. The problem would be fastening the wire to the strut since it is
embedded in glass. However, I’m sure that one of the ‘club’ members will be able to figure out
how to do that!”
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STUFFING BOX, ADJUSTING “DRIP”:
For those who have “conventional” stuffing boxes fitted in their ALOHAs (as factory-fitted
with UNIVERSAL, WESTERBEKE and some other engines), have you ever wondered which
nut goes which way as you sit somewhat cramped in the lazarette, looking aft & twisting around
to face the shaft, wishing you were left handed?
When you start, the stuffing box lock nut should be snug up against the set nut.
To make an adjustment to the Stuffing box drip (of cooling “sea” water around the shaft
into the boat), two wrenches are required.
STEPS:
1. Place Wrench #1 on the set nut (the forward nut)
2. Place Wrench #2 on the lock nut (the aft nut)
3. Hold Wrench #1 in position and with Wrench #2 loosen the lock nut by pulling Wrench #2
toward you in the lazarette
(i.e., when looking aft toward the propeller, turning the lock nut CLOCKWISE).

TO REDUCE DRIP
4. Tighten the set nut by pulling Wrench #1 toward you (clockwise).
TO INCREASE DRIP
5. Loosen the set nut by pushing Wrench #1 away from you (anti-clock-wise).
TO SET DRIP
Adjusting the drip can be “trial & error”. Once you are satisfied with the drip rate (one drop
every 10 to 20 seconds?):
6. Hold Wrench #1 in position & snug the lock nut up to the set nut by pushing Wrench #2
away from you (anti-clockwise).

13. MAINTENANCE (Continued)
MAST STEP, REPLACEMENT: At our Toronto “rendezvous” in April, Stephannie & John
Farrell #157 mentioned that the step at the base of their mast had “rotted” and had been
replaced. John gave us further details regarding his repair by e-mail on 1 June:
“At the foot of the mast there was a plank that was laid in a hard bedding compound
(black colour) on which the aluminum foot plate was screwed. The screws were through the
plank and into the top surface of the hull structure. I discovered that after 14 years the plank
had rotted and was just better than a wet sponge.
To solve the problem, I first marked the location of the longitudinal and horizontal centre
lines on the top surface of the wood and aluminum base plate and on the top surface of the
hull, and then chiseled out the rotted wood down to the hard black bed and I then scored this
surface.
I purchased a one inch thick piece of “white oak”, -suitable size and scored the bottom of
the surface of the wood. Do not use red oak as it does not work so well in damp areas even
though it is much less expensive.
Then using a good grade of marine epoxy, I covered the bottom surface of the wood as
well as the top surface of the black bedding material and pressed the two surfaces together to
squeeze out any excess epoxy & air. After the epoxy had cured, I used the marks on the hull to
locate the footing plate and drilled pilot holes for the screws. These screws were driven through
the oak plate and just into the hull as originally installed.
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This installation has not given any problems over the last four years and hopefully will
last another twenty.”
As for what caused the “rotting”, by follow-up e-mail on 5 June John added: “The mast step was
wet several times, some of them because of an unreliable (automatic) bilge pump; but at most,
was under water only for about five or six days. Other than that, I don’t know why”.
MAST STEP, LOOSE: By 16 April letter, Brian King #121 writes: I had to fibreglass into place
the wooden mast step as it had become loose.
MAST WEDGES, SPARTITE: Brian adds: I am very pleased with my SPARTITE mast wedge.
This two part epoxy composition has made a watertight perfect support for the mast at the
partners but I should have put Vaseline on the partners only, NOT on the mast, to
facilitate mast & SPARTITE collar removal.
With Vaseline on the partners only, the SPARTITE would have bonded with the mast &
come out of the Vaselined partners easily. (With Vaseline on the mast, the mast pulled through
wedge. We had to wrap layers of tape around the mast below deck so the tape would bind the
collar & pull out the SPARTITE wedge.)”
PARTS, ALOHA 34: Dennis Clarke of Victoria B.C. Canada with an ALOHA 28 provides the
following “parts” information. See also “Builder Information”, Item 10 in Spring ‘96 newsletter:
“Walter Tota of BOUTIQUE, PO Box 64, Dorion, Quebec Canada J7V 5V8, Telephone
#(514) 424-9767 on 3 February 1998 offers ALOHA 34 “spare parts” as follows:
Rudder
Cdn$1,700.00
Pulpit
Cdn$485.00
Sternrail
Cdn$525
Teak hand rails
Cdn$24.00 and up

13. MAINTENANCE (Continued)

Prices are “on demand” for ladder, mast, boom, standing rigging, & running rigging.”
Thank you Dennis. Dennis can be reached at: 848 Bank Street, Victoria, Canada V8S
4A9, telephone (250) 370-2809 or e-mail address <dclarke@pfc.forestry.ca>“

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK
CHANGING ENGINE OIL: See discussion under Item 17, “ENGINES” below regarding
suggestions in changing the oil in WESTERBEKE, UNIVERSAL (and other) motors.
DORADE VENTS, LEAKING: In our last (Winter) newsletter Bill Hyrenko #203 asked if anyone
else has had problems with leaking dorade vents into the main cabin. As reported, we asked
members on e-mail and there were a variety of suggested solutions.
In the end Bill reported by 8 September e-mail: “I’ve resolved the problem of my leaking
dorade vents! To summarize:
Both dorade vents leaked when it rained. I cleaned the debris from the inside and made
sure they were clear but this gave only a marginal improvement. The problem seemed to be the
design, wherein the bottom of the drain holes was at just about the same height as the top of
the openings into the salon. I was unable to elongate the drain holes low enough to make a big
difference without major cosmetic sacrifice.
My solution was to make a round collar out of aluminium, 4-1/4” dia. by 1” high (pop
riveted & sealed) and glue this around the top of the opening (I used DAP KWICK SEAL). Now,
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the water level inside the vents would have to rise 1” above the opening into the salon before
coming in. I had to also caulk any trim ring screw holes that came through the roof.”
Bill added: “I will also install baffles as suggested by Rick Klett #195”, as reported in our
Winter newsletter,
ENGINE, WESTERBEKE; OIL PRESSURE: By 16 January letter Mike Pettigrew #223 writes:
“The electric oil pressure sensor consistently showers lower oil pressure than the Manual, i.e.
37 psi. I installed a mechanical gauge & this shows 45 psi. The dealer said ‘around 40 is OK’.
What oil pressures do other WESTERBEKE W-27 owners get?
FUEL TANK, ADDITIONAL:: Mike also asks: “I have been mulling over the possibility of
installing extra tankage. Has anyone done this apart from bladders?”.
ED: This is a similar question to that of Les Harrison #155, Item 15 in the Winter 1997
newsletter. Responses by members would be welcomed, especially as there seem to be other
members also asking. In the interim, see Profile #? re smaller (15 gallon?) aluminium tank
behind standard fuel tank (ex battery location). Also consider “Jerry” cans on deck.
HEATER, CABIN: Frank Renaud #196 in a 30 April e-mail asked: “...any discussion on cabin
heaters, i.e. kerosene/diesel burners vs propane vs solid fuel burners (like the Newport stove)?
Who has had any experience with these, -the pros & cons, likes & dislikes, etc.?”
Les Harrison #214 by 21 May e-mail replied: “I have a Newport solid fuel heater. I love it
in a foggy anchorage on a cool evening.
I am considering replacing the tile front with a furnace glass tile to allow a better view of
the flames while still controlling the heat output. With a full enclosure it is capable of keeping the
cabin at 80F and the enclosure at a nice 70F.
This unit is capable of roasting one out of the cabin.
If you need continuous (over night) heat, I would recommend you consider diesel as the
solid fuel heater can use a fair amount of wood and coal is not readily available.
I tell visitors a fireplace “log” is 2” by 5”. Readily available to a beachcomber.”

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
MAST, PUMPING: In Item 15 of our Winter 1997 newsletter, Brad & Cathie Gates #118
CREAKING DECKS: and also Bob & Elizabeth Linker #183 asked for information on pumping
masts and creaking decks.
In a 24 February letter, our Honorary President Ted Brewer wrote: “It (mast pumping)
can often be reduced by snugging up the lowers slightly. Also, ensure the mast is well blocked
where it exits the roof so that it cannot move. Hard rubber wedges work well.”
In the same 24 February letter, Ted offers: “In hard breezes the pull on the chain plates tends to
move the deck slightly in relation to the mast and this can cause creaking. A tie rod from the
deck to the mast step helps to stop the deck movement and creaking...
...the mast can be made to act as its own tie rod simply by fitting a knee, as per sketch:”
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TIE ROD FROM THE DECK TO THE MAST STEP
Suggested by Designer Ted Brewer
CHART STORAGE: Mike Pettigrew #223 in a 16 January letter asks: “I find the navigating
desk too small and therefore use the main cabin table which will take an entire flat chart. Its
fiddles prevent instruments sliding off.
I dislike rolled charts & therefore roll mine lengthwise 3 times and stow them under the
upholstery, which is not too convenient. Does anyone have any better ideas?”
LEAK, BACKSTAY TO NAV. STATION: Mike in his 16 January letter, noting the earlier
question about where the water near the Nav. station came from, which was lifting the teak &
holly sole, reports that they had the same problem. “Finally traced it to originating from where
the starboard backstay chain plate enters the transom. Water then drips/runs into the long fish
rod locker (now battery compartment) under the quarterberth & out by the Nav. station.
To remedy, I had to do some fancy teak inlay work to repair the lifted veneer. I caulked
the transom entry and have diagonally attached 18” of plastic dry wall channel under the chain
plate to divert drips into the bilge, just in case. I have also drilled a 1/4” hole in the teak sole
near the forward end of the battery compartment.”
SKEG: Mike Pettigrew #223 in an 18 April telephone call reported strange things with
TATOOSH. She has just been launched after having some fibreglass work done to her keel,
(See Profile #223 Addendum enclosed with this newsletter.) Now, with a right-handed, three

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
bladed Michigan (3x15x12) propeller, TATOOSH when motoring ahead kicks her stern to port;
when motoring astern, her stern kicks to starboard (the opposite of what it should do!).
We broadcast Mike’s conundrum on the ALOHA 34 e-mail network & received a number
of replies. Most suggested it had to be a fibreglass problem.
Mike later reported that he lifted TATOOSH again. The fibreglass work looked fine but
then he noticed that the skeg (and rudder) seemed to be kilted/skewed off to the side. On
measuring the distance between the bottom of the skeg & the toe rails on each side, he noted
the difference of “a few inches”. Mike had this rectified & his problem seems to have been
solved.
Mike suggests that his “contractor” doing the fibreglass may have “dropped” the stern of
TATOOSH at some time...
In the meantime, we asked members on our E-mail Network who still had their boats out
of the water awaiting Spring launch, to measure their skegs as above. Replies indicated a norm
which varied from “equal” to difference of about one to two inches. Interesting!
GENOA REPLACEMENT, SIZE?: Wayne McLellan #120 by 20 May e-mail wrote: Just
installed PROFURL yesterday & will be ordering a 5.9 oz NORDAC genoa 140%. NORDAC is
the premium light weave Dacron, just below the NORLAM, a sandwich construction Dacron &
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Mylar cloth. I’m convinced of the decision on the Dacron but am wondering about the decision
to go with a 140% versus a 150%. Any comment?
Current prices out of Toronto are:
150% NORLAM
Cdn$4252.
150% NORDAC
Cdn$3235.
150% CRUISE
Cdn$2747.
140% NORLAM
Cdn.$4023.
140% NORDAC
Cdn $3060.
140% CRUISE
Cdn $2599.
Plus UV Protection: Cdn $ 462.
Plus Rope Reefing Pad: Cdn $ 329
Plus Taxes
With tax, a 140% Dacron jib comes slightly over $4200.”
Wayne concludes by quoting: “The wind is free, capturing it is a ......... .”
ED: We replied: “We have a 130% genoa in SEA VIXEN which, at times, I wish were larger.
However, with our winds off Oak Bay, Victoria, BC, even in summer, a 130% is more than
adequate. I do not like ‘reefing’ furling gear.”
We also asked members on the ALOHA E-mail Network and received a number of
thought provoking replies, suggesting anything from 130% to 150%.
Peter Manton #159 on 20 May replied: “..As you know, I sail Georgian Bay; that means
on a good day winds 20 knots gusting to 30 knots. The previous owner of MARGARITAVILLE
said he’d only used the working jib 4 times in 11 years, -and now I know why. She’ll take it.
I’m convinced that this boat was designed to take a 150% genoa in all but the most
extreme weather. We’ve never reefed our main and this weekend was the second time we’ve
changed to our jib. Sailmakers have talked to me about replacing mine with a 130% but I think
they just do not know this boat.
I don’t know what Mr. Brewer’s involvement would have been in designing the sail plan
but somebody sure knew what they were doing!”

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
Bill Hrycenko #203 on 21 May forwarded advice from a gentleman on e-mail called
“fishmeal” who, inter alia, suggested “selling the roller furling gear & buying two good sails,
1). a self tacking oversize #3 (full hoist with battens and lots of roach area) for general purpose
easy sailing, and
2). a nice powerful lightweight 155 for the light stuff.
Remember, you can only wear out one jib at a time, so having several of them
contributes very little to the overall cost of operating the boat.”
Morley Kipp #146 who replied by 22 May e-mail: “I had a 150 genoa manufactured by
Doyle Botts Sails (Ed Botterell at (905) 602-9111) a couple of years ago. This size of sail is
needed for Lake Ontario light summer winds, especially with the minimum drive provided by the
main on the ALOHA 34.
In addition, Ed cut it so it reefs quite satisfactorily on furling gear. In fact I was out with it
just yesterday on Hamilton Harbour (Lake Ontario) in winds 25+ knots on reefed jib alone and
worked fine.”
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By 23 May e-mail Rick Klett #195 wrote: “Wow! Even with the currency exchange those
numbers sound high. Last summer I got a full batten main with 2 reef points, Dutchman system
with rolling cars, sail cover with zipper slits to fit around Dutchman lines. All this from HILD
SAILS in City Island, NY for US$2976.88.”
The bottom line seems to be that you need the bigger genoa if you sail in an area where
one experiences a lot of light air. If you live in generally more windy areas, scale down.
In a final e-mail, Wayne writes that he will stick with his 140% genoa order. “I am also
having the working jib converted to luff tape but no UV protection on the assumption it will
seldom see the light of day”.
PROPANE, 10 LB TANK REPLACEMENT: Frank Renaud #196 by 14 April e-mail asked
where one could get replacement 10 lb. propane tanks.
We suggested to Frank that although re-conditioning the valves was an option if there
was not too much rust, Frank should contact his local Canadian Tire Corp. (CTC) store.
Subsequently, on making inquiries in Victoria BC at one of the CTC Stores, we were
advised that although 10 lb. tanks are still being manufactured, because of a lack of demand
CTC (Victoria) is no longer carrying them in inventory. The best CTC can supply is a 5 lb. tank
CTC Catalogue #85-2009-8 selling for Cdn$34.99(!).
Peter Manton #159 living in Guelph, Ontario, by e-mail responded: “I have been able to
buy 8 lb. propane tanks at CTC”.
David Duncan #168 in a 29 April e-mail wrote: “Frank: Try a major supplier, such as
ICG, who officially re-condition tanks; they will either be able to exchange yours for some of
similar size or retest yours (replace valves) and refill. The option exists for you to modify the
propane storage lockers by “dropping” the bottom of the locker & adding an extension which
can be glassed in.”
ED: See Profile #176 (mailed with this newsletter) & Item 14 of the Spring 1997 newsletter.
By 21 May e-mail Frank wrote: “I finally did get two reconditioned propane tanks
EXACTLY like the old ones. STENPRO (an IRVING shipyard in Liverpool, N.S.) did the
reconditioning at Cdn$20 per tank”.

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
PROPANE CONNECTIONS: Frank Renaud #196 by 14 April e-mail also asks: “I am installing
a propane heater (FORCE 10) on DREAM CATCHER. I have been fore-warned to make the
connection from dedicated propane locker to heater in one piece of copper tubing. This I will do
but I have since discovered that connection of my propane stove is in two pieces (copper to
rubber hose on the stove itself). Do others have the same connection?
I realize that the rubber hose is necessary to be flexible when the stove is gimbaled.
However, what would stop me from having only one connection (rubber flexible hose) from
stove all the way to dedicated locker, thus circumventing any dangerous connections
‘onboard’? Is there something inherently inferior about rubber hose & propane?
...Where can one obtain the odd sized propane tanks that fit our dedicated lockers on
ALOHA’s? (Regular 10 lb. tanks available at HOME Hardware do not fit correctly.)”
We replied that “we see nothing wrong with proper quality rubber hosing. Most of the
“later” ALOHA 34’s like yours were thus fitted.
Our surveyor of SEA VIXEN suggested adding protective “sleeves” where ever a hose
passed through a bulkhead or where there was any likelihood of abrasion. At his suggestion, I
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used short lengths of clear plastic hose, about 1 1/2 inches in length & sized just large enough
to fit around the propane hose. We cut the hose length-wise, fitted it around the propane hose,
taped it together in place with regular electrician’s tape and it has worked since.
Our rubber hose in SEA VIXEN, as “factory built”, runs from the tank to the PALOMA
water heater in the heads, with a fitting off for the stove.
As you no doubt know, a reliable Propane Sniffer, properly installed, is essential.”
By 29 April e-mail, David Duncan #168 wrote: ”Nothing wrong with using flex hose; the
type in ‘CLANN D’ is heavy duty from the boat builder. When I got the boat I made sure all
through bulkhead contact with the hose was protected with heavy plastic (cut from vinegar
bottles) and slid around the hose at those areas and secured by “tie wraps”, -those electrical
cable ties, both sides of the chafe area. This has worked well over my 16 years with our boat.”
AUTOHELM ST4000, WHERE TO PUT FLUXGATE COMPASS? By 18 & 19 May e-mails,
Stuart Meyer #185 wrote: “I am about to install an AUTOHELM ST4000 auto-pilot and am
wondering where the FLUXGATE compass has been installed in other installations. The
directions indicate it should be about amidships on the longitudinal centre-line. This would place
it forward of the bilge, a rather awkward location.”
“My AUTOHELM 3000 is still working beautifully, but Marcia seems to think that having
the immediate access provided by the 4000 would be advantageous, -she does not have to
install it!”
We broadcast Stuart’s query on our E-mail Network. By 21 May e-mail, Les Harrison
#214 responded: “My FLUXGATE compass is installed in the locker under the starboard settee
(abaft the FW tank) just forward of the locker under the Nav. station. Works very well but you
must be careful of what you store in the locker. I placed my battery powered drill there and
caused some unusual reactions on my auto-pilot.”
By 26 May e-mail Les added: “...its on the aft transverse wall of the berth in a small
wooden box to protect it from any stored goods”.
In conclusion, Stuart wrote: “Les’ suggestion sounds good. ...I’ll put it there!
...Sure do like this Network!”

14. QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK (Continued)
FAUCETS, GALLEY: By 30 May e-mail Morley Kipp #146 wrote: “Perchance is there info
available as to source of parts (cartridge and/or repair kit) for the STANADYNE Touch Control
galley faucet, model 87501?
I can find no trace of STANADYNE in Canada or the USA phone directions. Mine is
leaking around the faucet hub.
If I have to replace it, I will have to take the sink out to get at it.”
We confirmed to Morley that this is a first but invited his attention to Item 12 in the Spring
1997 newsletter, noting that we had to get a special plumber’s tool (long handled swivel wrench
at Cdn Tire or local hardware at about Cdn $15, to remove the faucet without removing the sink.

15. MARINE SURVEY OF MARGARITAVILLE, #159
We thank Peter Manton #159 for passing to us a copy of a marine survey dated 16
April 1997 by Harris, Harding & Bickers Ltd., of Penetang, Ontario, Canada, which Peter had
done at the time of his purchase of MARGARITAVILLE, ex REJUVENATOR. Suggest this is
one of the more comprehensive marine surveys of an ALOHA 34 which we have read.
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It is well worth reading in its entirety. For this reason we plan to attach a copy to Profile
#159, enclosed with this newsletter.
Thank you Peter!

16. MODIFICATIONS
PROFILE #176: We thank Steve & Maureen Woodhall #176 for their particularly extensive &
useful series of modifications to TERRIFIC, supplied to us on disk, (again THANK YOU!), updating & revising Profile #176, enclosed with this newsletter mail-out.
PROFILE #223: We also thank Mike Pettigrew #223 for his extensive & useful up-date on
TATOOSH enclosed as an “addendum” to Profile #223.
BOWSPRIT/ANCHOR PLATFORM: Les Harrison #214 by 28 May e-mail wrote: “I will be
completing the windlass installation this weekend to go with the anchor platform I refer to in
ENCHANTMENT’s Profile #176. When done, I’ll send pictures.
...I was very pleased to find out by moving the anchors out on a platform, I’m able to
place the windlass forward of the anchor locker and avoid any reduction in locker size and
associated fiberglassing. I chose the single speed SIMPSON-LAWRENCE for its compactness
and reliability.

17. ENGINES
YANMAR: CONVERSION FROM AN ATOMIC 4 GAS ENGINE TO A YANMAR DIESEL:
Wayne McLellan #120 by computer disk (again thank you!) sends the following procedure:
“1. Pulling the engine and replacing it was relatively easy.
2. I removed the engine mounts completely and moved them out a couple of inches and added
a 2-inch lift to them to accommodate the YANMAR. I learned how to fibreglass in the process.
My other comment is that the dust from grinding is unbelievable – the boat was a dusty disaster
for two months. No way to avoid it – just be sure you have all the grinding finished in one sweep
or the cleaning is endless.
The exhaust hose requirements turned out to be a bit controversial – some say a 1 1\2 inch
exhaust is OK, others that a 2 inch hose is necessary. I eventually opted for the 2 -inch.

17. ENGINES (Continued)
This called for a larger through hull fitting in the transom. I switched through hulls with
the cockpit drain and the former exhaust hose, which exited on the starboard side.
I ran the exhaust hose over the fuel tank and into the rear lazerette where I made a loop up as
high as it could go before running it down and out the transom. This way the high point in the
hose is well above the cockpit sole level and should ensure against water backing into the hose
or siphoning from the diesel engine.
COMMENT - The engine works fine so far and is a good match for the 14-inch max-prop I
installed last year. The engine mounts are fine so far.”
CHANGING ENGINE OIL: Further to discussion Item 13 in the Winter newsletter, Terry Fagan
#165 in his 10 March e-mail writes: “Appreciate the ‘changing oil’ discussion. I have the
UNIVERSAL ATOMIC diesel model 5424 (3 cylinders) and am tired of the dipstick approach, so
now release the nut on the under side of the oil pan (similar to a car) and drain into an empty
plastic container, cut out on the side and laid on its side under the nut. Unless I misunderstood,
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(is this the ‘drain hose on the bottom of the pan’ that DREAM CATCHER uses?) this method
was not described.
Mike Leroux #188 insists that the dipstick is the preferred method and clarification of this
‘friendly’ debate would be helpful.
ED: Note that Mike Leroux #188 (and in the Winter newsletter, Frank Renaud #196, John
Schwartz #194 and Doug Sandercott ex #196) were all talking about the WESTERBEKE engine
which I believe involves about 3 1/2 litres of oil in an oil change. The UNIVERSAL engine oil
change involves about 5 1/2 litres of oil. Arrangements seem to be different.
Would both WESTERBEKE and UNIVERSAL owners expand on their “oil
changing” techniques, for the benefit of others? ..And on the WESTERBEKE, what is this
“drain hose on the bottom of the pan”?
Cutting the side of a plastic (4 litre?) container and placing it under the engine seems
reasonable to catch the 3 1/2 litres from a WESTERBEKE engine but this arrangement gets a
little messy with the 5 1/2 litres in a UNIVERSAL...
HURTH TRANSMISSION: We have recently received a nine page description &
maintenance “manual” on the HURTH transmission, as fitted in many of our ALOHA 34s, put
out by WESTERBEKE. It is fairly basic but has photos of the various parts and describes how
the HURTH works. To summarize:
1. Do NOT overfill when replacing the transmission fluid (Automatic Transmission Fluid (ATF)
Type A or DEXRON II). Oil quantity is as follows:
HBW 5:
approx. 0.4 litres
HBW 10
approx. 0.6 litres
HBW 20
approx. 0.8 litres
We believe both HBW 5 & HBW 10 models of HURTH transmissions may have been
fitted by OUYANG Boat Works. Check yours.
According to this “manual”, the mark on the dipstick (about 1/4 inch from the bottom)
provides a “correct reading up to 20 degrees inclination in the direction of shafts”.
2. “Gear changing should be smooth, not too slow, and continuous (without interruption). The
multiple disc clutch permits gear changing at high engine rpm, including sudden reversing at top
speeds in the event of danger.”

17. ENGINES (Continued)
3. “Rotation of the propeller without load, e.g. while the boat is sailing, being towed, or anchored
in a river (or strong tidal current), as well as idling of the engine with the engine stopped, will
have no detrimental effects on the gearbox.”
4. “Locking of the propeller shaft by an additional brake is not required, since locking is possible
by engaging the reverse gear.”
5. “Disassembly of the transmission in the field is not recommended. If an overhaul or repair is
needed, the work should be done by WESTERBEKE or an authorized WESTERBEKE service
centre.” (Suggest a HURTH service centre, if available, might also be considered if service is
needed.)
ED: Despite “2’’, we would recommend when possible, slowing down before shifting gears.
HURTH TRANSMISSION, “CLICKING”: By 19 April e-mail, Peter Manton #159 reports: Under
sail, I keep the transmission in ‘neutral’ and that’s when I hear this clicking noise. I engage the
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transmission & it stops. I presume from this that there is less drag when the prop is rotating
freely. Could this be a wrong assumption?
Which raises another interesting question; maybe there is less wear on related parts if
the prop is not left to rotate freely?
ED: According to our HURTH Manual, the transmission can be left in gear or in neutral when
sailing (see above). It is not unusual for the transmission to “click” when free wheeling.
We agree with Peter and assume there will be some “wear & tear” to related parts if left
to rotate freely so, unless racing, we will leave our transmission in gear. Again, see above.

18. MODEL, SCALE ALOHA 34
Ed Stevenson #134 at our Toronto r/v mentioned that he has a contact, Dick Bird who would
produce 3/4 inch-to-the-foot scale (half) hull wooden models of the ALOHA 34. Could anyone
lend him a copy of the ALOHA 34 line drawings? See Register to contact Ed.

19. COOKBOOK, ALOHA 34
At our 13 April Toronto rendezvous, Su Stevenson, daughter of Ed & Donna Stevenson #134
(and apparently an avid cook) invited members to send her their favourite cooking recipes for
cooking in the ALOHA 34 galley. She would like to produce an ALOHA 34-related cookbook. Su
can also be contacted in Warkworth, Ontario, as for Ed in Item 18 above.

20. ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
Jeremy & Katherine Carr #148 of Victoria, B.C. Canada in a 26 February e-mail
wrote:”...Spent Christmas on the boat and had a great time.
Was out last weekend during the storm. Left Friday morning on ASHRAM with an
instructor, myself and a friend. We were taking some advanced sailing lessons. Had a “windy”
time, up to 45 knots; the boat handled great, was very happy.
However, Kath & I have decided to get serious about offshore and have decided to sell
ASHRAM and purchase something heavier and larger for comfort and safety.
So if you know of anyone who would be interested in purchasing a terrific boat, just
refurbished, please give them our name (and have them contact me on e-mail or at (250) 6524203).”

21. CONCLUSION
MAHALO! We hope you have a good/safe summer of sailing! See you next with the Fall issue.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Moyle #204 Tampa Bay photo? or wait til winter issue when there’s snow on the ground
in the East!

INTRODUCTION
Enclosures: #132 (revised), #210, #224
Finances: $10 (or $15) for 1999? or wait until we have an cost estimate for the Tech.
Manual. Enclose chits for “defaulters” only.

ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK
STATEMENT OF REVENUE & EXPENSES
AS AT 12 AUGUST 1998
REVENUE
1 February 1995 to date:
Donations

EXPENSE
1 February 1995 to 31 December 1997
1 January 1998 to date:
Printing
$310.83
Postage
$200.53
Supplies
$ 25.85
Telephone/FAX
$ 6.34

$1715.50

$1101.01

$ 543.55
$1,644.56

Excess of Revenue over Expense to 12 August 1998

$70.94

HELP WANTED
IN PRODUCING OUR ALOHA 34 TECHNICAL MANUAL

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
We welcome the following new members to our Network:
1. Wolfgang & Judy ROHN #132 of Newmarket, Ontario Canada. Judy & Wolfgang
purchased BAURUA from Paul Noskiewicz & Lee Munroe in May.
2. Jim & Lynne MANSLEY #148 of Delta, B.C. Canada. In June Lynne & Jim
purchased ASHRAM from Jeremy & Katherine Carr.
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3. Milton POHL #136 thanks to David Brander-Smith.
4. Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES #215 of Sharon, Ontario, thanks to an old (Fall 1995)
issue of DIY Magazine.

5. Rick Walker? Barrie, Ont (23 Aug e-mail saying he was about to buy)

ALOHA 34 SOLD
REGISTER: AMENDMENTS
Ken & Juanita NIELSON, #210: Note sail/hull number change from #225.

ALOHA 34 E-MAIL NETWORK
We welcome the following to our ALOHA 34 E-mail Network:
Graeme & Donna Quigley #115
<quigleys@pathcom.com>
Wolfgang & Judy Rohn #132
<TR5368@aol.com>
Jim & Lynne Mansley #148
<jmansley@ican.net>
Tina Kelly, daughter, “guarding”
for, Ron & Carole Kelly #222 <Tina.Kelly@gte.net>
Rick Walker (see 23 Aug e-mail)

BUILDER INFORMATION
RENDEZVOUS TORONTO, EASTER MONDAY 1998
MAIL BAG
FROM “OFF-SHORE”
IS THE ALOHA 34 A TRANS-ATLANTIC BOAT?
OFF-SHORE COMMUNICATIONS, HAM RADIO & E-MAIL
by Brian King #121
MAINTENANCE
QUESTIONS AND FEEDBACK
MAINSAIL BOOM, RAISING: Wolfgang Rohn #132 asks in a 16 July letter:
“Has anybody raised the mainsail boom to provide more headroom for people
over 6’ tall? I’m planning to raise mine by about 8-10” and have the mainsail
recut.”
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Any comments?

MARINE SURVEY OF MARGARITAVILLE #159
MODIFICATIONS
ENGINES
MODEL, SCALE ALOHA 34
COOKBOOK, ALOHA 34:
ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
CONCLUSION
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The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34
owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be
accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these
documents.

NOTICE !

“ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000”
WHEN: Friday, Saturday & Sunday, 7 to 9 July 2000
WHERE: Maple Bay Marina, Maple Bay, Vancouver Island, B.C.
See Item 7 On Page 6

NOTICE !
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! ‘Tempus fugit!’ This Fall Newsletter now becomes our Winter-Spring 2000 double issue, -see below.
Opening on a very sad note, we regret to report the loss of Brian & Marie King’s PARAMOUR #121.
Fortunately Brian & Marie are safe, but somewhat shaken. See story at Item 12 on page 16 following.






On a happier note:
We are delighted to welcome a good number of new members since our last newsletter, bringing our ‘active’
membership to 73.
With the ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network now being five years old, our congratulations to you all
and specially to our ten ‘founding’ members (see Spring 1995 newsletter) who helped get us underway back in
February 1995.
We thank members for your useful input to this newsletter, both by regular post and by e-mail. Your comments
make our newsletters and we thoroughly enjoy hearing from you by whatever means.
A big thank you to our six ‘volunteers’ who have completed the next step in the production of our ALOHA 34
ALOHA 34 Owners’ Technical Manual! See up-date in Item 8 on page 7 below.
Congratulations to Dennis Clarke and the organizers of ALOHA Pacific Rendezvous 2000 7 to 10 July. (See
notice of invitation, page 6.)

I had planned to have a fall newsletter in the mail by last October. However, when there was minimal input
from the membership I deferred its production. Since November I have been working ‘overtime’ on ALOHA 34
activities, although sadly these days it seems more and more of my time is being spent corresponding with other than
our members. In January, more than 130 hours were spent on attending to ALOHA 34 work. I expect the hours in
February will be higher.
I am initiating separate correspondence with members addressing this situation.
My apologies for the somewhat irregular formatting of parts of this newsletter. Gremlins seem to have crept
into my (MSWord 97?) software and my computer is not doing everything I want it to do. My first task after this
newsletter is finally in the mail will be to do some major software surgery on it to eliminate corruptions.
FINANCES/YEAR 2000 MEMBERSHIP DUES:
We propose zero dues for the year 2000. We currently have more than C$400.00 in our bank account, thanks to the generosity of
our membership. We will put a big dent in this balance when we print & mail this newsletter and its enclosures, and print a limited
production run of the initial draft ALOHA 34 Owners’ Technical Manual.

If later in the year we require additional funding, we can go out to the membership early for year 2001 dues!
THIS MAIL OUT: Subject to postal limitations again, enclosed with this newsletter mail-out, are:
 An up-to-date ALOHA 34 Network Registry
 For insertion in each members’ Package of Profiles, the following profiles: Messrs. Comery #109, Carr/Kilpela
#111, Walker #129, Medd #150, Carlsen #174, Symes #207 (replacement), Sirine #209, Tilley/Ruttan #222
(replacement), Johnson/James #229, Blomberg #N/K-Blom, and Profile #117 Addendum dated 11 July 1999.
Also for insertion in the Package of Profiles: WESTERBEKE (& UNIVERSAL) AUTHORIZED DEALERS, NORTH
AMERICA.
Once again, each of the new profiles and the addendum contains most useful information, well worth reviewing before insertion in
your Package of Profiles. Because of the final length of this newsletter, we have deleted repetitions of profile information.

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
We are delighted to welcome to our Aloha 34 Network:
 David Carr & Carla Kilpela MOMENTUM I #111 of Gore Bay, Ontario. Earlier this year Carla & David
purchased WENDY ANN II (from Tom & Wendy Hebbert, ‘Off-shore’ contributors to earlier newsletters) and
renamed their boat MOMENTUM I. David & Carla are carrying out a major refit/overhaul of their boat. See
Profile #111 enclosed with this mail-out.
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Gary Carlsen MARY MAX #174 of Kingston, Washington (State). See Profile #174 enclosed with the mail-out
of this newsletter. Our thanks to Bob Medd #150 for informing Gary of our owners’ association.
Bill & Lene Symes FIONA #207 of Houston, Texas, previously owned by Gil & Mary Thomas as
DIONYSUS. Mr & Mrs Symes currently keep FIONA in California. Bill by e-mail wrote: "We are delighted that
we found y'all (as we say down here in Texas) just by grubbing around for a while on the GOOD OLD BOAT
Magazine web site." Thank you GOOD OLD BOAT Editor Karen!
Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 of Hampton, Virginia. See their generous invitation to members
transitting Chesapeake Bay to contact them and pay a visit, in Item 9, Mail Bag on page 10.
George Johnson & Veronica James FAMOUS GROUSE #229 of Toronto, Ontario. Our thanks to Morgan
Earl & Wilma Perry ROOM TO DANCE #171 for putting Veronica & George on to us.
Geoff & Kate Travers WATER MUSIC #230 of Mississauga, Ontario, purchasers from members Les & Jacky
Ash in the Spring of 1999.

We are also pleased to welcome Associate member and as our ALOHA 32 Co-ordinator;
 *Tony Wright (MERIAH) of 59 Constance Street., Toronto, Ontario, M6R 1S5, Telephone: 416-763-3481;
Fax 416-763-0630; E-mail: tony@wright-photo.com; Web site www.wright-photo.com

3. ALOHA 34 NETWORK REGISTER: AMENDMENTS







Milt & Rosemary Pahl DIALOHA #136 report their new address as 27 Artist View Pointe, Box 7, Site 25,
R.R.#12, Calgary, Alberta T3E 6W3. See “Mailbag” Item 9 on page 8 below,
Bob Medd TLC #150 reports his new postal address is c/o a daughter at #1, 1440 Hillside Drive, Victoria, B.C.
V8T 2B7, telephone (250) 380-8156 (Cell), noting that he continues to live onboard TLC at Port of Sidney
Marina in adjacent Sidney, BC..
Peter Manton MARGARITAVILLE #159 reports that MARGARITAVILLE has been sold. New owners are not
yet known to us. See “MAILBAG” Item 9 on page 8 below.
Milan and Adrian Ford AMALTHEA #189 report that their postal address while they remain “off shore” should
be: c/o PMB 101192 1614 SW Seagull Way Palm City, FL 34990. “This address is a mail forwarding service
(MCCA Inc.).”
Gordon & Doreen Bridges BONAVENTURE #215 report that their “off-shore” postal address now is:
c/o 73 Ashton Road, Newmarket, Ontario L3Y 5R5, “Telephone” (905) 836-4384.

4. ALOHA 34 E-MAIL NETWORK
We welcome the following to our ALOHA 34 E-mail Network:
 Honorary members Brian & Marie King,
 David Carr & Carla Kilpela #111 of Gore Bay, Ontario
 Roger & Bev. Deline #140 of Port Colborne, Ontario
 Bob Medd #150 of Victoria, British Columbia
 Heinz & Angela Hone #158 of Maple Ridge, British Columbia
 Gary Carlsen #174 of Kingston, Washington
 Bill & Lene Symes #207 of Houston, Texas
 Bill & Bettie Sirine #209 of Hampton, Virginia

<bf.king@home.com>
<Dave.Carr@lafarge.ca>
<dandeline@sympatico.ca>
<rgmedd@home.com> .
<nipinke@uniserve.com>
<gcarlsen2@cs.com>
<Lsymes@aol.com>
<wfs@exis.net>

We welcome the following back to our ALOHA 34 E-mail Network:
 Frank & Eve Collins #117, Town of Mount Royal, Quebec:

<fcollins@total.net>

Kindly note the following change of E-mail Addresses:
 Rick & Cathy Walker #129 of Barrie, Ontario
 Steven & Joanne Fagan #162 of Amherst, New Hampshire to
 Chip Wolfe #211 of Fort Walton Beach, Florida to
 Nigel Tilley & Michele Ruttan #222 of Clinton, Ontario to

<leeward.net@home.com>
<sfagan@ksec.com>
<chipwolfe@bsc.net>
<restless@sympatico.ca>
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Although not wishing to be a part of the ALOHA 34 E-mail Network because of their e-mail-radio limitations, Milan
and Adrian Ford AMALTHEA #189 who are sailing off shore (Mexico); are prepared to correspond with individual
members but no attachments & you must keep it short! Their e-mail address is KD6INW@mer.win-net.org. See
“Off-shore, Item 14 on page 25 below for ‘snail mail’ address and other details”

5. ALOHA 34 NETWORK “ON THE WEB”
Our ALOHA 34 Web site produced by Stuart Meyer #185 and son Marc is at:
"http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Pressbox/2470/"
The web site for owners of ALOHA’s 27, 28, 30 & 32 which we might affectionately call “the other” ALOHA
Owners’ Association (AOA) is now at http://msnhomepages.talkcity.com/RallyRd/alohaowners/

6. WEB SITES OF INTEREST TO MEMBERS
Here are some useful web sites of interest, which we sent out as ALOHA 34 e-mail ‘generals’.
We thank a variety of members for the following sites:
 DIESEL ENGINES, General: http://www.boatdiesel.com/HOME.htm
 WESTERBEKE web site http://www.westerbeke.com/ which lists WESTERBEKE (and UNIVERSAL)
authorized dealers in North America. See listing for insertion in the Package of Profiles included with this mailout.
 VOLVO web site is located at http://www.penta.volvo.se/parts/index.html
 HATCHES, http://www.atkinshoyle.com/
 PROPELLORS & SIZING We thank both Stuart and Annette Spracklan #151 and Dennis Clarke,
ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator for providing us with the following MICHIGAN WHEEL web-site for obtaining
propellor information, including propellor sizing: "http://www.miwheel.com/".
Stuart & Annette by 1 February e-mails also provided information on a company which says they supplied
original propellors to OUYANG Boatworks in the 1980's, namely BAYVIEW PROPELLER in Woodview
(near Peterborough) Ontario. Web site under development is "www. Bayviewpropeller.on.ca”. E-mail is c/o
<Dennis.Johnson@sympatico.ca>."
 WINCHES: Thanks to Bill and Lene Symes FIONA #207 for AUSTRALIAN YACHT WINCH CO. web
site for BARIENT & BARLOW replacements & parts, www.arco-winches.com/. (See Item 23, page 44 below.)
 (MARINE) ACCESSORIES & HARDWARE: We also thank Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 for
sending us their site http://www.rockler.com/ . Bettie & Bill passed this to us as a source for door & drawer
latches in the cabin. However, as Stuart Meyer #185 added. “This is a really interesting site, for much more
than just the pushbutton latches!”

7. ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000
WHEN: Friday, Saturday & Sunday, 7 to 9 July 2000
WHERE: Maple Bay Marina, Maple Bay, Vancouver Island, B.C.
The ALOHA “First Annual” Pacific Rendezvous is being scheduled Friday afternoon through Sunday,
July 7-8-9 at Maple Bay Marina, Maple Bay (near Duncan), Vancouver Island, British Columbia.
Dennis Clarke, our ALOHA 34 Network “ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator”, and a founding member of the
"other" ALOHA Owners' Association (AOA) has volunteered to spearhead ALOHA Pacific Rendezvous 2000
with, of course, the full support & participation of us all.
All sizes of ALOHA's are welcome, i.e., ALOHA's 27, 28, 30, 32 and 34.
Aim of the gathering is to meet & mingle, talk about our fabulous ALOHA’s & compare notes, and look
over each other’s ALOHA while enjoying each other’s company in the lovely surroundings of Maple Bay.
Builder & ALOHA 34 Network Honorary Co-President Mao Ouyang has confirmed his attendance. Ted
Brewer, ALOHA 34 Co-designer and our Honorary President has been invited.
Registering Your Planned Attendance
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If doing so by e-mail, please copy Dennis Clarke at <joannlawson@sprint.ca> & Migs Turner at
<aloha34@home.com> when making your arrangements with the Marina (see below). We’ll take this as your
Registration. I will acknowledge all ALOHA 34 registrations.
If you are attending without your ALOHA, please e-mail me as above, phone me at (250) 592-1198 or snail mail a
note to me, Migs Turner, 1386 Oliver St., Victoria, BC, Canada V8S 4X2.
Registering Boats For Berthage At Maple Bay Marina. NOTE THAT THIS MUST BE DONE BY YOU

Owners attending with their boats are asked to register themselves for moorage at the Marina at:
Maple Bay Marina, 6145 Genoa Bay Road, # 7 Duncan, British Columbia, V9L 5T7 CANADA Phone: (250)
746-8482 FAX: (250) 746-8490, E-mail: <maplebaymarina@home.com>,
Web site: http://www.members.home.net/maplebaymarina/
By e-mail: If registering with the Marina by e-mail, please remember to copy Dennis & me on your e-mail, so we
know you are coming and so that we will be prepared to welcome you!
Also, if you have unfilled bunks onboard and can conveniently provide others attending ALOHA-less with a
bunk, would you let us know how many bunks you can offer?
By telephone: If registering with the Marina by telephone, please also phone me Migs Turner, at (250) 592-1198
(answering machine if I am out) or snail mail a note to me at 1386 Oliver St., Victoria, BC, Canada V8S 4X2;
and again would you let us know if you are prepared to offer a bunk or two to fellow ALOHA owner(s)?
Attendance Without Boats

Owners without your wonderful ALOHA's are also MOST welcome. Give us advance warning and we will try to
arrange bunks in ALOHA's similar to yours! For those joining us “boat-less”, you can drive to Maple Bay (near
Duncan), located mid way between Victoria and Nanaimo on Vancouver Island.
Since we e-mailed this “notice” last week to those members on our ALOHA 34 e-mail network, a number in other
parts of North America have indicated interest in attending without their boats. We are delighted!
For those registering without their boats who would like guest bunks in ALOHA’s at the r/v, please let us know
early as bunks are expected to be on a first come, first served basis.
There are also some B & B's in this attractive tourist area of Maple Bay. Maple Bay Marina suggests the
following: (TO COME)
Additionally there are motels in Duncan, a fifteen-minute drive by country road from the Marina.
Volunteers Required To Assist

Volunteers are required to assist. Please let us know. If you desire more information, or care to assist in any way
please contact Dennis Clarke Tel ; 250-370-2809 or email: joannlawson@sprint.ca or me, Migs Turner as above.
Reminder

Please remember to let us know if you are prepared to provide bunks (including numbers) to others without their
boats.
PS: Dennis adds: “We encourage anyone who can't make it to send in pictures to the "Virtual Rendezvous"

8. ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ TECHNICAL MANUAL, PROGRESS REPORT
Our six ‘volunteers’ have now completed their ‘assignments’. Well done to Morley Kipp, David Duncan,
Stuart Meyer, Bill Hrycenko, Chip Wolfe & Les Harrison! It was a lot of work. Their work has resulted in nearly 300
pages of most useful ALOHA 34 ‘technical’ information.
We have a good number of additional volunteers ready to provide the necessary ‘constructive criticism’ to our
first draft, currently being assembled. (Because computer word processing is desirable, we asked for volunteers from
our E-mail network.)
Thankfully Morley Kipp #146 has agreed to help as we proceed. Our continuing plan of action is:
 Up-date and assemble input received from our six volunteers.
 Pass Draft #1 to our six initial ‘volunteers’ for their final scrutiny and any additional input.
 Produce Draft #2 for review by a selection of volunteers.
 Produce a ‘final’ draft.
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As mentioned in the Spring 1999 newsletter, we have lifted all deadlines. It has been a lot of work and there is
still work to be done. In the end we just want a comprehensive reference manual which each of us will find useful in
helping us enjoy our fabulous ALOHA 34!

9. MAIL BAG
“AFTER FIVE” SOLD: Ruthe & John Hamilton #163 by 17 June e-mail wrote:
“…the news that you need to hear is that AFTER FIVE has sold (for a very fair price) to Joe and Denise
Sinclair of Hamilton, Ont. You may already have heard from them but we also wanted to thank you so much for your
very prompt responses and help in letting it be known that our boat was for sale.
On May 27th, it was a rather sad moment to see it being hauled down the highway to Hamilton Harbour but
we were also happy to see that the new owners were very proud to have her and we feel will look after her very well.
We had done a test sail with them in Wiarton two weeks earlier and taught them a few things that were pertinent to
AFTER FIVE.
…Again, many thanks, Migs, and we offer you our very best wishes for a happy sailing season this summer.
Perhaps, the next time we are out in Victoria, we'll give you a call and have a chat. Till then, Aloha!”
SAILING THE DELTA AREA OF SAN FRANCISCO BAY: Steven (& Maureen) Woodall TERRIFIC #176 of
Union City, California, in response to our question on what the their area was like for sailing, by 6 July e-mail replied:
“…The Delta is an area east of San Francisco Bay. There is a 1,000 miles of navigable waterways. Two
main rivers, the Sacramento and San Joaquin, are able to allow big ships to go all the way to Sacramento and
Stockton. There are a lot of sloughs for recreation and smaller boats. We park a car near the area we will be
anchoring, which is about a 15 to 20 minutes dinghy ride away. The water is fresh and helps clean off some of the
salt-water growth from the bay. It is also a lot warmer and good for swimming and fishing.
The whole area is nice for a good summer of relaxing and can be sailed to in one day. If you are ever in our
area, we will show you San Francisco Bay and the Delta areas…”.
“GOOD OLD BOAT” SUBSCRIPTIONS’ OFFER: Karen Larson, Editor, Good Old Boat Magazine, web site
http://www.goodoldboat.com, by 2 August e-mail wrote:
“Thanks for the newsletter, Migs, and for the mentions for Good Old Boat. Sounds like your organization is
really taking off!
Next time you do a rendezvous, remind me to send you a couple of free subscription certificates to give away
at a drawing or however you'd like to handle it. We've been doing that for some of the larger sailing organizations
this summer…”
ED.: Many thanks Karen!
MYSTERY SOLVED!: We mentioned in the Summer newsletter that Roger & Beverly Deline DANDELINE II
#140 reported that someone left a copy of the ALOHA 34 Register in their boat & that is how they found out about
our ALOHA 34 Association. By 4 August e-mail Roger wrote:
“…I enquired at the marina office about any ALOHA 34 that may have been in. The records show that
Gordon and Doreen Bridges (BONAVENTURE #215) were here at that time. In the spring 1999 newsletter they
had plans to move from Georgian Bay to Florida. Port Colborne is at the Lake Erie end of the Welland Canal, which
would be on their route.”
ED.: See also comments below (“From Off-Shore”) by Doreen & Gordon. Well done, Gordon & Doreen!
DIAHOLA IS OFF THE MARKET: Milt & Rosemary PAHL, #136 by 14 August letter wrote from Calgary:
“…We were fortunate to find a 25% partner for DIALOHA who is also member of the Royal Vancouver Yacht
Club so our Vancouver berth is secure. Our partner, a fine young man named Dean Olund, gets most of the sailing
but he also does most of the maintenance & repair!
Thanks for your marketing help & now DIAHOLA is off the market…”

ED: As earlier reported, Rosemary & Milt eventually hope to return to the Vancouver area.
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MOMENTUM I REFIT UP-DATE: New members David Carr and Carla Kilpela MOMENTUM I #111 of Gore
Bay, Ontario who are carrying out a major refit of their recent purchase, by e-mail wrote: “The North Channel is a
great place for sailing and fortunately I was asked to relocate here after we bought the boat. I spend many weekends
driving 5 hours to work on the boat and launch it so it could be sailed here for the winter.
The restoration of the interior is partly done. The galley has been totally stripped and re-varnished and now
the wood has been removed in the salon for this winter. We will keep working on it to bring all parts to a new
condition and by the looks of the newsletter there is a lot of information that will be of benefit.”
MARGARITAVILLE FOR SALE & QUICKLY SOLD: Peter Manton #159 by 15 September e-mail wrote:
“…Just thought I would pass along that MARGARITAVILLE, Hull # 159 is officially For Sale. Perhaps
one of the members may know of someone etc. $74,900.00 including Zodiac and 9.9-hp Mariner outboard.
What a resource this organization has been for me, I'm going to miss it. I hope there's something similar
with our new boat…”
We copied Peter’s e-mail to our members on our ALOHA 34 e-mail network and also informed our “Great Lakes’
waiting list” of prospective ALOHA 34 buyers.
Then by 27 September e-mail Peter wrote:
“…MARGARITAVILLE is gone. Sold this weekend. Hard to believe but now we're in a Trawler. I've passed
on all our Association material, so no doubt you'll be hearing from the new owners…”
ED.: We very much appreciate it when members are quick to let us know when they sell their ALOHA’s. It can save a
lot of confusion.
COLUMBINE SURVIVES HURRICANE ‘FLOYD’: Steve & Joanne Fagan COLUMBINE #162 of Amherst,
New Hampshire by 21 September e-mail reported:
“…Fortunately, Columbine #162 rode out Hurricane Floyd in Hyannis Harbor while on our mooring with
no damage. I prepared her two days before the storm arrived on Cape Cod, Massachusetts.”
NEW OWNERS OF “MARY DAN” CHECK IN BUT NOTHING HEARD SINCE: By 19 October e-mail, Tim &
Debi Stirling #221 of 6 Hemlock Lane, Thiells, New York 10984 USA, E-mail: <tstir2wd@tco.com> wrote:
“I am interested in your organization. I have recently purchased MARY DAN, an Aloha 34. Please send me any
information.”
ED: We sent Mr & Mrs Stirling the requested information together with an e-mailed copy of the Summer newsletter.
To date we have not heard further from them.
WHAT’S IN A NAME, -"FAMOUS GROUSE"? In a 23 October George Johnson & Veronica James, FAMOUS
GROUSE #229 by e-mail wrote:
“ …Just some history on "FAMOUS GROUSE". Placed the order with ALOHA YACHTS at the boat show
in January 1986. Construction was started in June and delivered on Sept. 1st. She was sailed for 1 week and was the
display boat at the in-the-water boat show at Ontario Place for ALOHA YACHTS. From there she was returned to
their showroom in Whitby for display the winter of 86/87. She was commissioned "Heather J” and renamed in 1992.
We have replaced all the canvas (sail-cover, dodger, wheel cover and sunshade on furling) in the last 2
years. Also the teak has been striped twice and she now looks the same as launch 1986.
We have been members of the Queen City Yacht Club in Toronto for 23 years and berth her there.
There is also another ALOHA 34 –“DALINA” (1985) at our club owned by Linda Toms. She was at the
rendezvous this summer...
REPORT ON “ST. PAULI” SAILING “OFF-SHORE”: Perry & Gloria Basden of WINDSOR, Ontario, owners
of ALOHA 8.5 FOGDUCKER, are looking for an ALOHA 34. See “ALOHA 34’s WANTED” below. By 26
November e-mail they wrote:
“…There is one (ALOHA) 34 sailing from La Salle Mariner's Yacht Club of which I am a member. The
boat is owned by Barbara and Manfred Albrech. They are currently in their second winter of sailing the Caribbean.
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The last I heard, they were in Trinidad. They sailed the boat from Windsor, via the Erie Canal, Hudson River and
Intracoastal to Florida before making the jump to the Bahamas. They may be reached by E-mail to:
< st.pauli@juno.com >. ST. PAULI is the registered name of their vessel.
ED.: We thank Mr & Mrs Basden for this information and have sent an e-mail to Mr. & Mrs. Albrech informing
them of our ALOHA 34 Network.
We also look forward to welcoming Mr. & Mrs. Basden as full members to our ALOHA 34 International
Owners’ Association one day. In the meantime, we will send them a copy of this newsletter.
If you would like to tell them what your feelings are about your ALOHA 34, you can contact them at
< basden@sympatico.ca> or snail mail: Mr & Mrs Perry & Gloria Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, WINDSOR,
Ontario, Canada N9G 1W2
‘FLORIDA’ UP-DATE: Chip Wolfe BELIZE #211 by 28 December e-mail wrote:
“…I just put back in the water this morning. I hauled out on the 15th of Dec (2 years since last haul out). As
usual I had a lot of curious folks wander by while I was working. Had nothing but nice comments from these folks.
Probably could have sold a few Aloha 34s if I had them available. I wouldn't even discuss selling BELIZE.
The hull polished up beautifully and with the new bottom paint (PETTIT COPPER ABLATIVE 60, blue),
she looked nearly new again. I have been pleased with this paint, as it has been very effective for 2 years. The best
way to clean the bottom is to sail her. A brush is too much as it will really strip off the paint. A gentle wiping with a
soft cloth works well (not to wipe hard). Was getting a bit thin, so was time to re-do.
Note, this is a real advantage - it doesn't build up, it simply wears away molecule by molecule thus exposing new
copper oxide all the time…”.
BELLA LUNA (PHOTO) IN WINTER & AND A CHESAPEAKE BAY INVITATION!

Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 by 26 December e-mail wrote: “…Here is a picture we took of
BELLA LUNA today at our dock…”

Then, in a 9 January e-mail Bettie & Bill added: “…We are sure that, like ourselves, other members are in
the process of planning for the next cruising season. For those brave folks who may be heading to the Southern
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Chesapeake or the Intracoastal Waterway we would like to extend an invitation to contact us if they are transiting
thru. We are located on a deep-water canal across from the SALT PONDS MARINA in Hampton, Virginia. Anyone
wishing to stop by please feel free to call us at 757-851-0361 / 757-490-2308 or email us at wfs@exis.net …”
‘ENCHANTMENT’ (PHOTO) IN WINTER
…And then, having mentioned on the ALOHA 34 e-mail network that SEA VIXEN #167 had been sailing
off Victoria BC on 26 December, Les (& Carol) Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 on 29 December e-mailed:
“…Just a picture to remind you of sailing in the Kincardine area. ENCHANTMENT is in the ‘green’ tarpaulin
under the Lighthouse.”
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ALOHA 34 EXPECTED TO BE WRITTEN UP IN CANADIAN YACHTING MAGAZINE: By 30 December email Alan Adelkind, Partner of Angus Yachts (Yacht brokerage) in Toronto wrote:
“…I am writing an article about the ALOHA 34 for Canadian Yachting magazine (classic boat review).
Any help will be greatly appreciated. My closing date is Jan 8, 2000.”
A number of members on e-mail contributed to the final draft that Mr. Adelkind was kind enough to forward.
Looks good. According to Alan, we should see his article in an early issue of Canadian Yachting magazine.
MORE ALOHA 34 ‘COMPLIMENTS’: Stuart Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 e-mailed us on 2 January:
“Last spring we had to have some engine work done which involved pulling the engine to replace the rear
seal. I had to take the boat to the marina where the repair service is located and leave it there until they could take a
look at it to determine just what the problem was. The owner called me the next day and before he started talking
about repairs, he told me he thought she was a lovely boat with beautiful lines and suggested that we must receive
many compliments on her. And his repair price was quite reasonable.”
‘ROOM TO DANCE’ NOW IN FLORIDA! In a 19 January e-mail Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry ROOM TO
DANCE #171 write:
“Wilma and I have just returned from a month's sailing in the Florida Keys on ROOM TO DANCE. We
trucked the boat to Palm Beach and sailed south from there. It is truly wonderful to have one's own trustworthy
ALOHA down south! We had a DINGHY TOW installed. So far, so good. And we had a major overhaul done in
order to deal with the strength of the ocean as we've always been on fresh water. It was worth all the time, effort and
cost. ROOM TO DANCE performed beautifully.
We found an excellent boat yard in MARATHON (BOOT KEY) and we'd be happy to share our experiences
with any Aloha sailors interested...
…It's – 18 C. here in Toronto and we can't figure out what the heck we're doing here.”

10. LAST YEAR’S “ASSEMBLY OF ALOHA’S”, TORONTO, 18-20 JUNE 1999
“The Group Shot” by John (& Stephannie) Farrell NORTHERN SPIRIT #157
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We thank John & Stephannie Farrell, Stuart & Annette Spracklan & Bill & Genie Hrycenko for sending us some
great photos which they took during the “Assembly of ALOHA’s” at Ashbridge's Bay Yacht Club in Toronto, 18-20
June 1999. We had hoped to produce a ‘gallery’ of these photos together with a first hand “Report of Proceedings” of
this noteworthy event for inclusion in this newsletter; but once again, black & white photocopies are not doing justice
to the work of our photographers, and the Report has not been forthcoming.
Comments from a number of the attendees were included in our Summer newsletter. We’ll hope to add additional
photos at the end of this newsletter.
We also thank Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry for sending us a most enjoyable video of their camcorder production
of Rendezvous proceedings. It looks like all were thoroughly enjoying themselves under the palm trees. Note the palm
trees in the preceding photo which we gather Annette (& Stuart) Spracklan #151 constructed and transported to the
Assembly in Windy!
We thank Stuart & Annette Spracklan, Bill & Jeanette Hrycenko & Jane and Gary Koebel for the following
‘final’ list of attendees which included 13 ALOHA 34’s, 5 other classes & five couples/members without their
ALOHA 34’s.
ALOHA 34's
Brad and Cathie Gates

Heart's Content IV #118

Whitby

Sail

Mike & Linda Leroux

Mikron #188

ABYC

Sail

Terry & Catherine Fagan

Spirit of Adventure #165

ABYC

Sail

Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko & friend Genie # 203
George Hebb
Stuart & Annette Spracklan
Windy #151

Hamilton Harbour West

Sail

Hamilton Harbour West

Sail

Dave & Bev Talbot

Firestar #226

50 Point

Sail

Su, Ed & Donna Stevenson

Corky III #134

Bellville

Sail

Ants & Inga Toi

Alligator #216

Outer Harbour

Sail

Brain & Marie King

Paramour #121

Frenchmans Bay

Sail

Hank & Sheila Surrette

Emotional Rescue #234

Outer Harbour

Sail

Morgan & Wilma Earl

Room to Dance #171

Tor. Island Marina

Sail

Gord & Doreen Bridges

Bonaventure #215

Bay Port, Midland

Sail

Geoff & Kate Travers

Water Music #230

Port Credit

Sail

Jack Archer

Claudette

Hamilton Harbour West

Sail

Non m

Linda Toms & Doug Miller

Dalina

QCYC

Sail

Non m

Allison Booze

Harmony (8.2')

ABYC

Sail

Gary Koebel

Wyndancer (8.5)

Hamilton Harbour West

Sail

ABYC

Sail

Collins Bay

Sail

OTHER SIZES

Paul & Hasmah Keleher
Merv & Marion Cameron

Sueno (30)
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Kearney & June Moyle

A Serius 22. Quintette #204 in Florida

Sail

John & Stephannie Farrell

Northern Spirit #157

Royal Hamilton Y.C.

Drive

Larry & Carole Jackson

Dream Weaver #155

Sarnia

Drive

Les & Carol Harrison

Enchantment #214

Kincardine

Drive

Nigel Tilley & Michele Ruttan

Restless Sole #222

Goderich

Drive

Wolfgang & Judy Rohn

Baurua #132

Victoria Harbour

Drive

DRIVE-IN

Well done Terry & Catherine Fagan SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE #165 and all who assisted Terry & Catherine
in making the 1999 “Assembly of ALOHA’s” so successful!
To our knowledge, the only ALOHA gathering planned for 2000 is the ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 7-9
July at Maple Bay Marina, Vancouver Island. See details in Item 7 on page 6.

11. THE “OTHER” ALOHA OWNERS’ ASSOCIATION (AOA), UP-DATE by Dennis Clarke
In response to our request, by 24 January e-mail Dennis Clarke, our ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator and one of the
founders of the ALOHA Owners’ Association (AOA) for all other ALOHA’s, i.e., the ALOHA 27, 28, 30 and 32,
wrote:
“In response to your request for info regarding the progress of the Aloha Owners Association, I can provide the
following for your upcoming newsletter.
The Aloha Owners Association (AOA) began very simply late in 1998. It turns out that several different
individuals were either already collecting information or were rather keen on getting together with like minded folks
who owned ALOHA's but had no way of contacting each other. The idea of sharing information about their beloved
boats with others and sharing in the camaraderie seemed very enticing. At about the same time we heard about the
ALOHA 34 International Owners Network.
Several visits with Migs ensued and much correspondence with one or two individuals with various ideas,
particularly Nelson Kirsch of Cleveland Ohio and myself in Victoria British Columbia. Since the Aloha 34 group
was already established with their own routines and getting “maxed” out serving over 60 different owners all over
the world, it was decided to try to form an association which would respond to the interests of owners of ALOHA's
27, 28, 30, and 32.
Despite much assistance from Migs, and many hours of emailing and mailing and trying to track down owners,
very little happened during the first year. We thought we were doing everything right. We had developed a mail out
welcome form, created a web site to provide information and contact names, arranged for the email list server for
ALOHA Owners through the SAILNET web site, and created an Association Burgee. One or two new members even
took part in the Assembly of ALOHA's at Ashbridge’s Bay Yacht Club in the summer of 1999.
Despite all this, the Association membership remained stagnant and the original founders were about ready to
drop the idea. Just about then a few new people made contact, including Perry Basden of Toronto Ontario who had
already been tracking a large number of ALOHA Owners. We are now some 80 members strong and seem to be
growing continually.
The purpose of the association is to allow ALOHA owners in the 27 - 32 ft. size range to participate as a group
in all aspects of ALOHA sailing. The web site has been revised by Marshall Powell of San Francisco California,
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and now includes on line registration and will soon include a roster of members and their boats, there are pictures of
ALOHA's and lots of links to other worthwhile sites.
The SAILNET Owners email list server is continually abuzz with new questions and answers and general
information sharing. There are a number of active members from both the East and West Coast of Canada and the
US and as far away as Finland.
The manufacturer of the burgee indicates it has been one of her most popular models, so be sure to look for it
out on the water. If you haven't already ordered one see the AOA web site for details. The burgee is suitable for any
ALOHA from 27 to 34.
It was decided not to try to register each owner with an information profile. Rather we would use the SAILNET
list server instead to share information, as well as encouraging people to send in information, including pictures, to
the web site.
There is a Rendezvous in the planning stages for this summer on the West Coast. We would welcome any and all
ALOHA's, especially those 34 owners who were so helpful in providing assistance to our fledgling association.
We intend to continually expand the web site, perhaps having a monthly feature highlighting a particular
member of the ALOHA Owners Association with a brief write up and photos of them, their families and of course,
their vessel. From comments received to date, it sounds like there is a lot of sailing experience to share with others.
The Aloha Owners Forum is available courtesy of SAILNET at: http://www.sailnet.com. If you haven't done
so, you may wish to sign up. There are about 45 people enrolled with varying amounts of e-mail generated daily.
This forum is used to share information that may be useful to other ALOHA owners in much the same way as the
Owners Profiles of the ALOHA 34 group. The intent is to help each other solve problems as well as exchange ideas
for improvements and modifications. Using the email list server means you can share information in real time on
line, and get responses back right away. Problems and their solutions, such as blistering, prop size, or hatch repairs
are commonly discussed.
Please visit the ALOHA Owners Association web site at
http://msnhomepages.talkcity.com/RallyRd/alohaowners/
If you have any questions or comments about the Association, please forward them directly to Dennis Clarke via
email <jo-annlawson@sprint.ca> ..._/)*...”
We asked Dennis how those without computers and e-mail access could participate in their AOA. Dennis replied:
“Regarding people without computers, at this point we have no special provision. There has been no
response other than by people with computers. We plan to add a mailing address to the web site, in the hopes that
will help. If we get any enquiries they will be dealt with on a one on one basis.”
And then by a 25 February e-mail Dennis up-dated us on AOA progress.
“We actually have 78 boats on our list, now keep in mind some of these are boats without owners (i.e., for
sale) or boats we know exist and can't track people down, or people we know who have boats but can't track them
down, but we're getting there. I guess you'd have to say we are taking a bit different tack than with the A34ION, in
that we basically have this list of owners and boats and we are trying to match up and contact people. As we track
them down then we ask them to "register" and provide some info.
We have 18-ALOHA 27's, 30-ALOHA 28's, 5-ALOHA 30's and 18-ALOHA 32's…
You will be pleased to know that I've come up with a way to deal with those people without email or internet
access. We are going to have an adoption program, whereby the owner who is email-less gets adopted by an owner
who lives nearby. They can contact each other with updates and questions and info. We thought that way the work
gets spread around amongst many people rather than relying on one individual to do all the mailing and contacting
etc.
It may be obvious to you that we are really shying away from having to produce a paper copy of a newsletter
and going through the pain and suffering in getting it all together. I saw you doing all this work and I said, nope, not
for me. Most of us are working and find there just isn’t the time to do the excellent job that you do so we figured
better to leave it alone.
I have attached an MS access database listing that was prepared by Perry Basden for our Web site…
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…It is our intention to put this list on the web site. Do you folks wish the ALOHA 34 members to be listed or
not? If so, then could we get the same sort of data for all of your members and at least make the list complete? What
do you think?
I'm guessing that the first comment you or others will make is that this list publishes peoples’ email address.
We have checked with our people and they are happy this way, if some people don't wish their email to be on a web
site it can be deleted on the list. Any comments? Normally I guess since the AOA is for 27's to 32's the list of 34's
doesn't apply but we want to be one big agreeable family and so we are offering you folks the opportunity to take
part. This doesn’t have to be done right away, the list on the web site will be made so it can be updated easily so
changes, additions, deletions won't be a problem. Dennis ..._/)*...
ED: It is good to see Dennis and the entire ALOHA Owners’ Association (AOA) doing so very well.
PUBLISH ALOHA 34 NETWORK MEMBERS’ E-MAIL ADDRESS ON THE AOA WEB SITE?

Dennis’ 25 February e-mail has arrived as this newsletter is going to print. At this time we are asking that our
ALOHA 34 Network membership listing not be published on the AOA web site available for all on the Internet to
see. However, we’d appreciate our member’s views on Dennis’ proposal.
12. PARAMOUR #121 TRAGEDY

Introduction
As most members are aware, Brian & Marie King PARAMOUR #121 have been preparing over the past
many years for Brian’s 30 August 1999 retirement as a North York, Ontario fire fighter. Then he and Marie would
head south in PARAMOUR to the Bahamas and the Caribbean.
Brian also wrote a number of interesting articles on the subject for past ALOHA 34 Network newsletters.
Members will remember that in 1998 Brian & Marie, who had sailed PARAMOUR for about eight years on
Georgian Bay (Lake Huron), sailed PARAMOUR from Georgian Bay to Toronto, to be in good position to head
south.
Then finally in early September 1999 the big day arrived and Brian and Marie, who had taken a leave of
absence from her job as an office manager, departed Toronto for the Bahamas.

First Reports
For the membership on e-mail, it all started on 20 September when Barrie (& Lindy) Smith NORTHERN
SPIRIT #233 e-mailed us the following tragic news, which we then forwarded to members on the ALOHA 34 E-mail
Network:
“Migs: As you may know, Brian and Marie King #121 started on their passage to the Caribbean from
"Queen's Cove" marina in Victoria Harbour, Ontario where NORTHERN SPIRIT is moored.
It was with profound sadness that I learned this past weekend that PARAMOUR suffered some serious
damage at a mooring in the New York City area at the hands of Hurricane Floyd on Friday Sept. 17. I don't know
the details and I am sure that you will hear more on this, but thought I should forward you this "heads up".”
Two long days later, in a 22 September e-mail, Wolfgang (& Judy) Rohn #132 had additional news for us to
pass on to the e-mail membership. It was not good.
“…Here is the latest news. I heard from Brian's cousin Lorne and Short-wave radio friend Bob Day, both at
Queenscove Marina.
Brian and Marie were tied to a mooring buoy at or close to pier 79 in Manhattan and were told that the
buoy would not be strong enough to withstand the heavy winds expected in the tail of Floyd. So they went back
upriver to an anchorage they used the night before and Brian felt had excellent holding as the anchor was covered
in clay when he retrieved it. They let out ample rode and felt that they were safe. However during the night the wind
really picked up and through the driving rain they could not see that they were drifting onto a shoal until they felt the
pounding. They radioed the US Coast Guard which came and pulled them off the shoal. The boat already was
heeling towards the shore and when the Coast Guard cutter tightened the line PARAMOUR somehow got wedged
and Brian heard the noise nobody of us ever want to hear. So when they were in tow, water came pouring in,
apparently through a crack in or at the *keel.
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The Coast Guard put two pumps on board, but they were not able to keep up with the in-rushing water. So
everybody was transferred to the Coast Guard cutter and that in itself had some tense moments as Marie had trouble
getting on the cutter and even the Coastguardsman from the cutter ended up in the water.
They only have their clothes on their backs and their passports.
As of today Brian and Marie are back in New York to salvage their personal belongings as the Coast Guard
ordered PARAMOUR raised and removed. I assume Brian has made a deal with a salvage company in this respect.
This is all I know at this point and I'm eager to talk to Brian in person.
I feel doubly sad as this was Brian's lifelong dream and I hope he and Marie can muster the courage to go
on and do it!!!”
*NOTE: For keel read ‘rudder post/skeg. See below.
Then on 25 September we received this e-mail from Nigel Tilley & Michele Ruttan #222:
“Migs; We were talking to Stuart and Annette (Spracklan WINDY #151) tonight and we were all feeling
terrible about the Kings and the tragedy in New York.
We were wondering if there wasn't something that we could do to help. (Either as a group or individually.) We are
just not quite sure what we can do and thought you might have some ideas. Perhaps someone else in the group can
come up with something.
Let us know if you have any ideas.”
That evening we e-mailed the following to Michele & Nigel, copying others who had been directly involved
to date: “Thanks for your mail, Nigel & Michele. Very thoughtful of you. We agree with you that we should do
something, but think we should have more information before putting your e-mail out to our members for
suggestions, as an ALOHA 34 e-mail 'general'.
We are trying to obtain more information on what happened, determine what, if any, insurance they were
carrying and get an idea of their future plans. If we have no further information over this weekend, we plan to have a
letter to them on behalf of us all, ready for posting with the first mail on Monday to their latest Markham 'forwarding
address'.
If you or Stuart & Annette are able to find out anything on Marie & Brian, it would be very much
appreciated!…”
As there was no further news on Marie & Brian, we wrote to them on behalf of all our ALOHA 34 Network
members, offering them our sympathies in their tragedy and asking what we might do to be of help.

First Contact With Brian & Marie
Then on the afternoon of 9 October, we received this from Brian (& Marie):
“Migs, I'm sending this e-mail from my brother in laws. I just received your letter concerning our tragedy
with PARAMOUR. Thank you for your kind words and thoughts. We are still stunned by the events and it will take a
long time to recover.
To answer your question regarding insurance, we were insured but not enough. The boat was insured with
Blue Water insurance based in Florida. I got their address from the Seven Seas Cruising Association that we
belong to. The hull was insured for $40,000 U.S., the dinghy and motor for $2,800 U.S. and contents for a paltry
$2,000. As you can see the contents should have been 10 times that amount for what we had on board. I don't know
what I was thinking of when I agreed to that amount.
However we are seeking an insurance claim from my VISA Gold Card. Items bought with that card are
insured for loss for up to 3 months from purchase. VISA Debit Card purchases are likewise insured. Also our
homeowners policy will cover some more personal items lost aboard.
Marie and I and friends of ours who live north of Kingston Ont. went down to New York the day after the
boat was hauled ashore and retrieved quite a few items. We got most of our clothes that were stored in zip lock bags,
all my charts (they were dried and ironed), some books, dried and ironed page by page, most of my tools, HAM
radio, portable radio, modem (who knows about repair) binoculars, miscellaneous odds and sods. We were
prevented from salvaging winches, sails etc., because their value would be deducted from the hull value. We won't be
able to afford to replace PARAMOUR with the cruising equipment we put into her.
She cost $63,000 plus about $25,000 in STUFF! Plus a $12,000 epoxy-hull repair-cradle-tax job.
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If we ever head south again it will be with a smaller boat. Or plan "B" will be to sail Georgian Bay and the
North Channel for the summers (with a smaller boat) and fly down to Trinidad to Marie's relatives for some of the
winter. Here is a transcript of the article I will send to GAM magazine.”
ED.: Brian subsequently gave us permission to reprint the transcript following.
--o-THE LOSS OF “PARAMOUR” by Brian King
My wife, Marie, and I were cruising down the Hudson River Sept. 99 in our Aloha 34 PARAMOUR on our
way to the Bahamas for the winter. Unfortunately, we had a rendezvous with Hurricane Floyd who blasted up the
East coast of the U.S. at that time.
We had motored down to the 79th street marina in New York city to get a mooring for a few nights but were
turned away because of the strong winds predicted for the next day. Without the benefit of local knowledge for a
secure anchorage nearby, we elected to motor back up the Hudson River 22 miles to Croton on the Hudson just north
of Tarry Town where we had a secure anchorage the past evening.
I chose to anchor rather than take a marina slip because I was afraid of being trapped in a marina with surge
or high winds breaking boats away from nearby slips and damaging our boat.
We anchored with our 45-lb CQR and 75 ft. of chain in 10-12 ft of water over a soft bottom. (Three times the
scope called for that depth with all chain rode.) That very morning in the same location before we went to New York,
I had hauled up the anchor with mud etc. on the flukes, so I thought it was a secure bottom. I had a Fortress anchor on
the bow but failed to use it as I was overconfident that the oversized CQR would hold in that type of bottom. We
stripped off the furled genoa, dodger windows, and bimini to reduce windage for the anticipated blow.
With the darkness came the wind. Predicted 30-40 kts gusting to 50. Coming first from the east, backing to
northwest 25-30 kts. We were protected from the east and somewhat from the north. Along with the wind came
torrential rainfall all night.
We had water dripping in the cabin where we never had before. What an awesome experience! The boat
pitching and rolling in 2-3 ft. waves all night long. It felt like being in a washing machine tumbling around with the
damp clothing.
We tried to get some rest in the double berth in the main cabin. I popped my head out the hatch to check our
position throughout the night. Our position was hard to determine because the rain obscured the landmarks. I could
see the light on shore and the anchor lights of the other boats in the anchorage. They all seemed to be in the same
place.
With the light of dawn I could see that we had indeed dragged anchor and were close to the beach. Just after
checking the depth sounder (7-9 ft.) we soon started to hit bottom in the troughs. We were now dragging backwards
onto the beach.
I had to act quickly before the rudder was damaged.
We started the engine to try and power off but quickly found that we had lost our steering. I had failed to tie
off the wheel to prevent the rudder from violent movements overnight in the swells. Either the steering cable had
broken or had come off the quadrant.
I frantically secured the emergency tiller and had Marie power ahead into deeper water while I tried to bring
the chain aboard with the manual windlass. The bow was plunging underwater in the troughs. The chain kept
slipping off the gypsy as I tried to crank it in. I kept loosing ground whenever chain spilled out before I was able to
jam it with the chain lock. All the while trying to keep all ten fingers on my hand. I finally was able to let all the 200ft. of chain out and cut the 30-ft. of yellow poly rope securing the bitter end of the chain.
The howling wind and rough seas quickly spun the now free bow around. And we were now solidly aground.
PARAMOUR was now in about 4 ft. of water broadside to the beach and waves. There was no way I could have
released the dinghy on the foredeck and secured the outboard motor to take an anchor to deeper water.
I radioed for help and the coast guard responded with a vessel on the way. It was at this time by poking my
head out the companionway that the rollers smacking the boat broadside splashed the VHF radio just inside the hatch
and the radio started to short out. My handheld VHF also started to lose power just at this appropriate time. An
anchored sailboat in the same harbour helped by relaying messages between us, the coast guard and Tow Boat U.S.
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While waiting for help, I pumped the bilge and water never seemed to return. The coast guard was first on
the scene about an hour later and was prepared to pull us off the beach. We accepted the tow and took a long rope
from their bow to our windlass. The coast guard boat was off our transom and proceeded to pull us upright and
backwards. In the motion from moving us from laying on our starboard side to our port side I heard the ugliest
tearing, cracking, crunching sounds coming from PARAMOUR.
As soon as they pulled us into deeper water I saw that the carpet down below was floating. I got word to
them by shouting from the bow (as both my radios were now down) that we were taking on water and we had no
steerage. The coast guard vessel now tried to tow us as quickly as possible to a nearby marina with haulout facilities.
Meanwhile, Marie and I were frantically bailing down below. We both had large pails and the automatic
bilge pump was working well. However, the cockpit was filling with water as the debris from the cabin was now
clogging the cockpit drains. The engine quit about now when the air intakes went below water level.
With hand motions and yelling, I told the coast guard that we were in trouble. They stopped and threw us a
line that was attached to a portable pump. I pulled the pump to us but was unable to get it into the cockpit as it was
half the size of a 45-gallon drum. The coast guard vessel came up to us and a crewman jumped aboard to help. Now
the two of us were able to bring the pump aboard and open it up and get it going.
With this delay PARAMOUR settled lower in the water. The coast guard crewman was in the cockpit with
the pump, along with Marie, keeping the cockpit drains free. I was below keeping the hose strainer free of debris.
It was clear the pump couldn't keep up with the water and PARAMOUR settled further into the Hudson. The
water down below was now up to my waist and waves now came over the transom.
It was time to abandon ship.
I climbed out of the cabin and headed toward the bow with Marie right with me and the coastguardsman
following. Now was the tricky part of climbing onto the coast guard vessel with the two boats smashing together in
the 3-4 ft. chop. I hesitated out of fear of being squashed and missed an opportunity. I finally jumped aboard and
Marie was right behind me. Marie hesitated and activated her inflatable lifejacket and then jumped. She didn't make
it! She fell in the water just short of the coast guard boat.
She was hanging on to the tow rope with one hand and to the deck of the coast guard boat with the other. The
coast guard vessel had no ladder or pole but had a metal railing around the transom at waist height. With me and two
other coast guard crew leaning over the rail we couldn't reach Marie as she was just out of our grasp.
PARAMOUR started to drift off now so Marie wouldn't be crushed between the two boats. But what a
fearful, frustrating thing! The metal railing in our stomachs was preventing us all from reaching her. Marie was
waterlogged and tired from bailing and had no upper body strength to help herself out of the water. Finally, she let go
of the tow rope and thrust her left hand in the air and I grabbed her hand and a coast guardsman grabbed her sleeve.
Now two of us had a piece of her, but we were going nowhere. We couldn't pull her aboard and she couldn't help
herself. Her lifejacket was giving her floatation, but also obscured her visibility. The coast guard skipper left the
wheelhouse and came down to help. With four of us pulling and heaving we got her aboard.
We now had to rescue the coastguardsman on PARAMOUR. He was still on the sinking boat about 30 ft.
astern hanging onto the starboard shrouds. He jumped into the water and swam towards us. His mate threw him a
line and he grabbed it and we pulled him to us. We now had the same problem with him that we had with Marie: we
couldn't reach him while leaning over the stern rail. He had more upper body strength and pulled himself up a bit.
We all grabbed a piece of him and yanked him aboard.
I watched as PARAMOUR settled below the Hudson stern first and saw the bow disappear below the water.
She settled on the bottom in about 30-ft. of water with the mast sticking out from the spreaders on up. I was stunned!
It was evident where the water was coming in when the boat was hauled ashore. When we were pulled off the
beach the rudder was torn from the skeg and twisted at a 45-degree angle. This opened up the rudder shaft allowing
water to enter the boat.
The starboard side that was pounding on the bottom had only a couple of layers of antifoul paint removed!
HARD LESSONS LEARNED
 The boat was insured but not enough on contents.
 Always use at least 2 anchors in any winds over 20 kts.
 Secure the wheel or tiller in violent motions while anchored.
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Perhaps look for a marina that would be protected from the predicted winds.
Call for help before you end up on the beach.
Brian and Marie

The Aftermath
We immediately replied on behalf of the ALOHA 34 Network membership:
“Thanks Brian (& Marie) for your e-mail. After all your years of preparation, it is so hard to believe this has
happened. It is all so very tragic.
Your "GAM" story is most 'graphic'.
What a terrible experience! How very fortunate though that your lives have been spared. It must have been
terribly frightening for you both, especially when Marie & the Coastguardsman were struggling in the water!
We give you a lot of credit for being able to talk about it.
Hindsight is no doubt much easier for you now. Making your various decisions in the middle of that raging
storm/hurricane with all hell breaking loose about you must have been a terrifying experience for you both.
Full marks to you in the decisions you made…
…As to the future, members will be most interested in your plans. Let us know if you have any ideas how we
can be of help.
If you end up with other than another ALOHA 34, the membership of our ALOHA 34 International Owners'
Association would certainly wish you both to continue on in our Network as 'Honorary Members'.
We are taking the liberty of e-mailing your e-mail to our Network membership & other good friends of the
Association. Because there is so much interest, I would also like to include your e-mail in our next newsletter, if you
have no objections.
You are both very much in our thoughts...
Aloha!”
(Signed) Diana & Migs, on behalf of the ALOHA 34 Network members.
We did not hear from Brian (and Marie) for a few days.
In the meantime, an out-pouring of grief and condolences to Brian & Marie from members began. Here
are some of the e-mails that members copied to Diana & me or passed through us:
 Lene (& Bill) Symes FIONA #207 wrote: “Migs, Thank you for forwarding Brian and Marie's letter about
their dreadful experiences. Since we heard of the loss of PARAMOUR they have been much in our thoughts.
Reading their account of the storm brought tears to my eyes.”


Jim (& Lynne) Mansley ASHRAM #148: “...I just read the story about PARAMOUR. That is a scary story
and remembering the winds we experienced last winter struck to close to home.”



Les (& Carol) Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214: “Migs: Many thanks for passing on the update on
PARAMOUR. Please pass on our regrets and concerns. We really appreciated the lessons learned Brian
concluded his report with as we are heading south next summer. Trust things will work out for Brian and Marie.
If we can be of any help please let them know they can contact us.



Ants and Inga Toi ALLIGATOR #216: "Migs-Please send our condolences to Brian and Marie on their sad
experience with PARAMOUR. Thank heavens they themselves are all right. What a horrible night it must have
been for them. We hope their plans for retiring down south will still eventually be realized. Thank them for
sharing their experience and lessons with us.”



Jeannie & Bill Hrycenko GENIE #203: “Marie and Brian: Have just read of your ordeal and loss of
PARAMOUR and want you to know we're thinking of you. We can't imagine surviving such a harrowing
experience and admire your strength and will. Do hope you're starting to get back to normal and putting life
back in order. We'd be going for Plan "B" and flying to Trinidad. Take care and know you're in our thoughts.”



Terry and Catherine Fagan SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE #165: “Brian and Marie: Allow us to add our
condolences to the many you have received over the loss of PARAMOUR. There is little of value to come from
these events other than your excellent description of the torment you went through providing a lesson to the rest
of us who hope to travel your original route.
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Our sadness at the loss of PARAMOUR is more than balanced by our joy that the two of you survived the
ordeal. What a harrowing night!!!
Please keep in touch through the Aloha Network. We hope to hear soon that you are back on the water.”


Wayne Mclellan SAND DOLLAR #120: “Migs - thanks for the PARAMOUR story - my heart goes out to
them.”

And even strangers who had no previous connection with Brian & Marie responded.
 From Joseph Trinca, recently retired soldier & a frequent SEA VIXEN crew member in Victoria, BC wrote:
“Migs, What a sad story! I hope Brian and Marie are in good health. Joe”

Lessons to be Learned from This Tragedy
And then on the 15 October Brian by e-mail added:
“Dear Migs,
Here are the details for the insurance claim for PARAMOUR. Please send this out to all members so they
may learn from our disaster.
There were many deductibles on our policy that I failed to really take into serious consideration. The hull
was insured for $40,000 U.S. I believed that was a fair value for an ALOHA 34 of that vintage. However I had put
many improvements into PARAMOUR that were not specified and as a result were not recoverable. For example,
 replacement of lower shrouds, backstay, osmosis and hull repair $10,000.
 brand new mainsail $2,000.
 Engine improvements and new mounts $1,400.
 extra anchors and rodes; windlass $2,000.
 10 opening port "eyebrows".
 new dodger, bimini, filler piece and weather cloths.
 and a host of other things I can't remember right now.
You MUST include any improvements and list them in your policy so that you can insure your boat for more
than the specified hull value.
The electronics were not specified on a separate rider and were NOT covered.
 Ham radio $1,800.
 Modem $400....
 Automatic antenna tuner $700.00.
 Grundig satellite 700 all band receiver $600.
 Garmin 45 GPS & Garmin 12 GPS.
The contents were only insured for $2,000 and should have been MUCH, MUCH more, (Many books,
cruising guides and manuals, electrical tools, food for 3 months, expensive binoculars, invertor etc....)
The policy covered wreck removal to a maximum of $5,000. (Who knows how much it costs to remove a
wreck from the bottom?) The surveyor who managed the removal got three quotes, Two for around $30,000 and one
for $8,000. We had to make up the $3,000 difference between our policy coverage and the total cost of $8,000, plus
a $500. deductible for a total of $3,500 taken off the settlement.
The deductible for the hull was double the normal because a named windstorm was involved. It went from
2% to 4% for a total of $1,600. Under a normal situation for a total loss there was no deductible. However because
of the named windstorm (Hurricane Floyd) we lost an additional $1,600.
There was a 10% deductible on the motor and dinghy for a total of $280.
When a boat is submerged the insurance generally writes them off as it costs just too much to repair.
PARAMOUR had to be removed from the Hudson as she was a hazard to navigation. If she had sunk in much
deeper water the wreck could have been just left there, thus removing the wreck removal expenses. There could have
been other expenses though such as pollution claims for which I was covered.
I think I am out a total of about C$30,000 after the dust has settled. Here are the details:
 +$40,000.00 HULL
 +$1,600.00 NAMED WIND STORM
 +$2,000.00 PERSONAL EFFECTS
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 -$0.00 PERSONAL EFFECTS DEDUCTABLE
 +$2,800.00 TENDER & MOTOR
 -$280.00 TENDER DEDUCTABLE
 -$3,000.00 WRECK REMOVAL
 -$ 500.00 LIABILITY DEDUCTABLE
$ 39,420.00 U.S. SETTLEMENT
Thanks to all the e-mails from the members.
Brian and Marie
Members continued to respond:
And then from Eve & Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117:
“Dear Brian & Marie:
We have read with much sadness the recent email accounts of your misadventure with Hurricane Floyd. We
are moved to mourn with you at this unhappy eventuality; even to conjecture "there but the grace of God....".
You might recall, from Migs Turner's dispatches, that last year we made the trip to the Bahamas in our
Aloha 34 TRUE LOVE. We went down the Hudson, stayed across from Croton, and at Manhattan’s 79th Street
Boat Basin on a mooring, but of course did not suffer any of your troubles there. But we can vividly picture your
situation and predicament, and empathize with it. We also much appreciated having your detailed account of the
occurrence, as well as the insurance fallout: most thoughtful of you to take the trouble to share all of this with the
ALOHA 34 community.
We think often of our big voyage, and all the work and preparations that went into it. So we are certainly
with you in this time of loss...”

Postscript
On 30 January, in response to an e-mail asking ‘how they were’, Brian (& Marie) e-mailed us:
“…Thanks very much for the e-mail. I'm now on the internet and have my own e-mail address at
<bf.king@home.com>.
The
complete
story
of
PARAMOUR
is
now
on
the
web
at
http://www.searoom.com/paramour.htm .
I've been very remiss in keeping you up to date, but the fact is very little has happened.
Marie and I are still struggling with our loss and the horror of it all. Marie is having a lot of trouble
recovering. She has made it clear she doesn't want anything to do with boating again. I can understand that because
of the scares she's had the past two summers. We had the knockdown in Lake Erie in the middle of the night and tore
the jib in three places; and the fright on the Hudson River has given Marie the jitters about any trips. She said she
isn't ready to retire yet, and wants to work for a while longer. It will take a long time for her to feel better.
For myself, I was ready to buy another boat as soon as I got the insurance money and would have left again
last fall if I had found a boat.
We have a fundamental problem to overcome now that Marie doesn't want to boat for now. I still have my
dream as large as ever and still badly want to do it. I WILL SPEND AT LEAST ONE WINTER IN THE
BAHAMAS BEFORE I DIE. So when I do go south again, it will probably be by myself. I just hope that Marie will
come down to visit in the Bahamas for a couple of weeks during the winter anyway…
…Hopefully with the investments I will be able to buy a smaller boat and have a cushion of equity left over
for emergencies.
We have friends down south with a BAYFIELD 32. This is their fourth winter in the Bahamas. They leave
their boat in Florida for the summer. Our friends have recommended that I check out sailboats in Florida. My friend
Mike said that there are lots of Canadians sailing the Bahamas with their American bought boats. They just never
bring them back to Canada. Mike said there are numerous boats at his marina alone that are virtually abandoned by
their owners and are willing to take almost any offer just to get rid of them and stop paying the storage fees.
I have an opportunity to help bring back to Toronto a DOUGLAS 32 that the owner has purchased in
Florida and is bringing back to Canada just to sell. He is asking in the C$25,000 range for the DOUGLAS. He's
had to buy a new mast for it and do some stuff to it. For him to sell it for 25 he must have bought it for about 15. He
would want
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to make at least $10,000 on the deal or it wouldn't be worth the aggravation. The DOUGLAS is a full keelboat like
the ALBERG line. Very seaworthy and displacing 10,000 lbs. with lots of storage. So US 15-20 thousand dollars for
a 32-ft. boat in Florida sounds like it would be a good deal. Our friends have offered their trailer home in Florida
for use while I search for a boat. I think that's what I probably will do the summer of 2001.
Please add my e-mail address to your list of messages, as I would like to keep informed of the association
news.
Feel free to tell everyone of the web site and include our story in your next newsletter. I think of you and the
Aloha friends we met at Toronto often.”
Undoubtedly Marie & Brian would welcome hearing further from members. As indicated, Marie has
returned to her job as an office manager and Brian for now lives in London, Ontario. They can still be
contacted snail mail care of Marie’s sister and brother in law, a Mr. & Mrs. Speers at:
18 Clydesdale Road, Markham, Ontario, L3R 3S9, telephone (905) 479-5278.
Brian is also now on e-mail at : <bf.king@home.com>
It is good to have Brian participating in our e-mail network. As one will note elsewhere in this newsletter, he
has been responding to questions asked by the membership.
In a 3 February e-mail, Brian added to his earlier story:
“Migs, Just some more ramblings of my thoughts about our tragedy. I would recommend that everyone keep
any portable VHF radio's fully charged ALL the time and have a fully charged spare battery.
Dry Bag For Valuables: We had a heavy duty "dry" bag on board and didn't use it. It was for use in taking
valuables or clothing to shore and keeping them dry. It was also our bag for overboard emergencies. On our trip
down the Great Lakes two years ago we had it stuffed with valuables and flares etc. in case we had to bail out. When
PARAMOUR was on the beach, and we were waiting for the tow we failed to fill our "dry" bag with valuables. No
one expects to loose their boat after being towed off a beach or sand bar do they?
Rudder Damage: The rudder is always at risk of being damaged from a tow (as I have learned) and one should
always have a bag of valuables ready to heave into the rescue boat or dinghy.
A friend of mine was crew on a sailboat in the ICW and was towed off a sand bar and they were sinking too
because the rudder was damaged in the tow. They fortunately found the source of the water (rudder shaft) and
stuffed the opening with rolls of paper towel. They slowed the flow of water and were towed to a marina for repairs.
So everyone take note.
 When being towed off a sand bar or anything, always suspect rudder damage as the source of water on the cabin
sole when the boat is floating again, especially if you hear loud cracking, crunching noises coming from the boat
during the procedure.
 Also ALWAYS have a "dry" bag full of valuables (GPS, radios, wallets, passports, jewellery etc) even when
waiting for a tow off soft stuff.
Even when you have all the equipment as I did, you sometimes fail to use it when you really need to…”

Footnote
Again, our thanks to Brian for his useful input. I’m sure Diana & I speak for all the members when we
say that we sincerely hope Brian & Marie’s fortunes take a turn for the better and that Brian’s dream of the
Bahamas (and the Caribbean) come to fruition, with Marie, in the not too distant future…
…And what of PARAMOUR #121? Is PARAMOUR a total loss or, like CHARLIE II, will PARAMOUR
rise again to sail another day?
13. PREPARING TO HEAD “OFF-SHORE”
GPS BASED CHARTBOOKS FOR THE BAHAMAS

Tom Hebbert, recent owner of WENDY ANN II #111, a welcome contributor to recent newsletters, and who
with spouse Wendy spent six winters ‘off-shore’ in the Bahamas in WENDY ANN II wrote by 16 October e-mail:
“Migs, There are a number of people selling GPS based chartbooks for the Bahamas. In my opinion the
EXPLORER CHARTS are far and away the best. I have watched Monty Lewis over the past 5 or 6 years preparing
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his charts and he is never satisfied with second best. ALOHA’s heading south might well be interested in the
following e-mail.”
From: LEWIS OFFSHORE LTD explorer@ezy.net
To: explorer newsletter info@explorercharts.com
Date: Saturday, October 09, 1999 10:42 AM
Subject: New Bahamas Explorer chat/info group
Greetings from The Explorers:
We have just set up a newsletter/chat group/informational forum for Bahamas cruisers. You will be receiving
an invitation to join. There is no cost to you--just a free exchange of ideas and an opportunity for you to receive
current data on cruising in the Bahamas. You will have the opportunity to share your ideas and expertise as well as
to benefit from others' knowledge.
This BahamasExplorer@onelist.com site will also be the location of the newsletter for The Explorer
Chartbook series. As we get new data for the chartbooks--Near Bahamas, Exumas and Far Bahamas--we will post it
on this site so that you can update your own charts and guidebook frequently.
We hope you will join us when you receive your invitation. If it doesn't come through, check out the
www.onelist.com under Travel and Caribbean to find our site and join us for a sharing forum for Bahamas cruisers.
Happy Exploring,
Monty and Sara Lewis.
Web site: www.explorercharts.com .E-mail info@explorercharts.com
LEWIS OFFSHORE LTD., 12636 Selsey Road Ocean City Md 21842 Phone: 410-213-2725 Fax: 410-213-0378
What is this “BAHAMAS EXPLORER COMMUNITY” you ask? By a second 16 October e-mail Tom
forwarded this e-mail:
From: info@explorercharts.com
Date: Friday, October 15, 1999 11:32 AM
Subject: Invitation to join BahamasExplorer@onelist.com
“Hello, I would like to invite you to join the BahamasExplorer community. The description of this community is:
 To provide a link among boaters who cruise the Bahamas islands.
 To give up-to-date information on facilities, services, and changes in navigational information for cruising
vessels in the Bahamas.
 To give helpful tips for folks who live aboard for longer periods of time.
 To provide a link with updated material on the Explorer Chartbook series for the Near Bahamas, Exumas
and Far Bahamas.
You can join this community by going to the following web page:
http://www.onelist.com/subscribe/BahamasExplorer
Or you can join by sending email to the following address:
<BahamasExplorer-subscribe@onelist.com “
RESTLESS #222 PREPARING TO HEAD “OFF-SHORE”
Nigel Tilley & Michele Ruttan by 6 December e-mail provided a list of additions they are planning to RESTLESS
before taking her offshore. See RESTLESS’ Profile #222 enclosed with this mail-out.
14. FROM “OFF SHORE”
TRUE LOVE #117
WIND GENERATOR: Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117 in a 11 July letter describe (with photo) their
FOURWINDS Generator which they initially used successfully two winters ago in the Bahamas. See Profile #117
(Addendum dated 11 July 1999) enclosed with the mail-out of this newsletter.
AMALTHEA #189 Currently In Mexican Waters
Milan and Adrian Ford AMALTHEA #189 in a 24 October letter wrote:
“I am finally responding to questions asked several years ago about outfitting AMALTHEA for our present
Mexican adventure and our proposed South Pacific voyage. Currently we are at anchor at lsla Partida, Ensenada
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Grande, just north of La Paz Mexico. Here we enjoy the great weather and wait for just the right time to cross to
Mazatlan on the mainland…
…We have seen two other ALOHA's in Mexico, THERESA 11 from Vancouver and ISHI from Santa
Barbara. Neither seems to be interested in the Association. A third ALOHA is reported to be in a La Paz marina,
but we have not made contact.

Electrical
The first issue we addressed was electrical.
 The house batteries that were located in the pole (fish rod) locker under the quarter berth were replaced with 4
golf cart 6 VDC batteries. One of the better house batteries (80-amp hour) was saved and used as the starting
battery. The area above the pole locker was re-enforced and a box built and epoxied to contain the batteries.
This cut down some of the space available in the quarter berth, but it was only to be used for storage.
 From CDM Systems, their Multi Bank BT300 Battery Capacity Manager was installed to monitor the
condition and charge/discharge of the battery system.
 The battery charger was replaced with the Heart Interface Freedom 1 0 inverter/charger for charging and to
provide 110VAC for the galley.
 An Ample power 105 amp alternator and regulator replaced the 60 amp supplied by WESTERBEKE. On
our first trip to Mexico, we found that our electrical system lacked the power to keep us satisfied. More later.

Refrigeration
The second issue was refrigeration. A small NORCOLD unit was placed in the existing icebox and it kept the food
cold. However, in the Sea of Cortez during the summer, it ran all the time, never cycling off. It also didn't make ice
cubes and we tried hanging plastic bags next to the evaporation unit and this made ice, sometimes. We also noticed
that while we were running the engine to make electricity, the refrigerator was being heated significantly. It was also
taking about four hours each day just to keep the batteries charged.
We took a trip to the States and purchased a replacement alternator regulator, the Adler/Barbour
refrigerator/freezer, a Honda 2500 gasoline generator and some insulation. The Ample Power regulator installed
with its alternator acted peculiar and there was no reasonable answer from the manufacturer. The regulator would
never finish its charge cycle and if run for a long period of time (24 hours) it would shut down. The Adler/Barbour
was installed in the refrigerator along with the Norcold and we could now make ice and they weren't running all the
time. The Honda 2500 was eventually installed on the stern at the pushpit, blocking our nice boarding ladder.
Insulation was placed between the engine and the refrigerator box. This didn’t change our quality of life much,
except we now had ice. It still took about four hours each day to charge the batteries.
We returned to the States with AMALTHEA after over two years cruising with a crazy idea to go back to
work and buy a larger boat. We should have known better, Uncle Sam was taking more dollars than we could save.
A decision was made to upgrade AMALTHEA, we already knew that she was a great boat. We wanted to correct
some of the deficiencies that tended to make our life less than pleasant. A stainless steel arch was built over the stern
upon which five 75-watt solar panels were placed. The refrigerator box had about 3 ½ inches of foam added inside
on all sides. We did find as others have, that there was no factory installed insulation next to the stove. This solved
the electrical and refrigeration problem while in the Sea of Cortez; however, the stem is a bit heavy.

Watermaker
Water, water every where, there better be enough to drink. A PUR Survivor 8011 was installed and it didn't
work as advertised at first. We also didn't take very good care of the unit due to our ignorance. The end result was
the replacement of membranes (perhaps not necessary) and rebuilding of the high-pressure pump twice. We think
that the pump was faulty when first installed, and then not properly rebuilt at the factory. Now with the second
rebuild, it works like a champ with good quality water to satisfy our needs. A lesson learned, always check out that
new piece of gear before you leave port. Technical help is hard to come by in a foreign land.

Fuel Tankage
Fuel, how does one get along on 26 (US) gallons? A 15-gallon fuel bladder was added under the steering quadrant
with a fuel pump to transfer fuel to the main tank. The first connection was to the vent hose on the main tank as
recommended and unless the fuel fill was open, a transfer would send fuel out the vent. A 'T' was then installed in
the fuel return line from the engine with a check valve and this has been quite satisfactory. In addition several jerry
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jugs were carried on deck, at one time 10 of them (50 gallons). We always had enough fuel, but when it got rough,
transferring fuel from on deck to the main tank could get dicey. In the early days, a bladder water tank was installed
under the quarter berth and this was later replaced with a fuel bladder with 35-gallon capacity. We have found that
the 15-gallon bladder actually will hold 10 gallons and the 35-gallon bladder will hold 25 gallons. We now carry
four 6-gallon jerry jugs on deck for a total fuel capacity of 85 gallons. If we remember that this is a sailboat, there
should be enough fuel.

Communications
ET Phone Home! Communications we agreed were going to be important. Over time, we both earned our Ham
licenses and an ICOM IC-728 HF Transceiver was installed. We had another Ham that was land based near our
family and we kept in contact almost daily. Now a Kantronics KAM Plus has been installed for limited Email
capabilities. This has opened up communications with family and friends. Sometimes it is frustrating when
connections with the base station cannot be made, but we usually pass traffic several times a week. The several
maritime amateur nets provide communications with fellow cruisers and keep us up to date on
weather/political/sports developments.
For our Pacific adventure, a towed generator has been installed on the pushpit for added electricity during
those cloudy days. A storm tri sail is also carried on deck with its dedicated track on the mast. We carry a hooka to
enable us to keep the bottom clean. Other goodies are also there for comfort and safety, EPIRB, radar, GPS (2), CD
player, etc.
Our second Mexican adventure in now nearing two years and it seems most of the bugs have been worked
out of all systems. In March 2000, our plan is to head west to the Marquesas and points beyond. We are down on
the waterline and the bottom paint has been raised several times. However, with the added gear and associated
weight, performance has not changed measurably.”
E-MAIL-HAM RADIO COMMUNICATIONS OFF-SHORE:

Members, particularly those with dreams of sailing off-shore, will find the following e-mail via ham radio
received from Milan & Adrian Ford AMALTHEA #189 sailing off the west coast of Mexico, of interest. See web
site http://www.win-net.org/ for additional details on off shore communications.
By 21 November e-mail (address: <KD6INW@mer.win-net.org>) Adrian & Milan Ford wrote:
“This address is a mail forwarding service (MCCA Inc.) that we have used for over 7 years and are quite
satisfied. Currently, we are in Mazatlan and after Thanksgiving, we will move toward Puerto Vallarta.
Our Email system consists of a KAMTRONICS KAM PLUS TNC that is connected to our ICOM IC-728
HF Transceiver (most Ham transceivers will work). The connection is not straight forward and we had a
professional make the cable and test the system. The data is transmitted using PACTOR and is received at a Ham
MBO station (there are many located worldwide) where it is forwarded to the Internet. Receiving messages takes the
opposite path.
The guidelines for sending us messages are to keep them fairly short (this is about right), use plain text, and
when returning a msg, don't include the msg sent to you (we know what we sent). Attachments/photos cannot be
accepted yet, but we are told that the capability will exist sometime next year.
TEAK, PAINTING: We have just completed painting most of our teak with EASYPOXIE, a sad but perhaps
prudent task for the tropics. 73s Milan and Adrian.”
Attached to their e-mail was the following:
NOTICE: “Mail to the sender of this message is via a (slow) radio link. PLEASE be brief and send only PLAIN
TEXT. Consult the help file for your E-mail program for information on how to send Plain Text messages.
Also DO NOT copy the sender's message text back to them. Processed by Amateur Radio Station K6IXA,
gradyw@elite.net using NetLink (c) 1996-99, W5EUT, KN6KB.
For Help - http://www.win-net.org “
15. HEINZ & ANGELA HONE IN NIPINKE #158
Report of 4July 1999. Members will be interested to learn that Heinz (& Angela) Hone NIPINKE #158,
mentioned in Item 13 of the Summer newsletter when he sent us a post card during a few weeks stopover in Hawaii,
contacted us last week from a berth in Victoria's (BC, Canada) Inner Harbour. Heinz (and "an inexperienced crew
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member but a good cook") had nearly completed their more than 5,000 nautical mile Pacific Ocean passage from the
Sea of Cortez via Hawaii to Vancouver, BC. Sailing time since leaving Cabo in early May, amounted to more than 40
days, all told.
I paid two most interesting visits to Heinz, Angela (who by now had joined Heinz from Vancouver) and
NIPINKE in Victoria’s Inner Harbour before they set sail for Point Roberts, Washington State, USA last Tuesday. It
was obvious that Heinz and Angela had thoroughly prepared themselves and NIPINKE for their travels "off shore"
before they departed Vancouver more than five years ago.
NIPINKE in Victoria, BC, following completion of her 5000 mile Pacific Ocean sail, June, 1999

NIPINKE behaved beautifully, and to quote Heinz, "everything has worked, nothing has failed since we left
Canada in 1994".
Speaking of their voyage home, Heinz said that from Cabo to Hilo they averaged 150 miles a day sailing the
2,540 (actual), 2,960 (sailing) nautical miles. On the last 2,300-mile leg, Maui to Victoria, they averaged 125 miles
each day.
NIPINKE was spotless & appeared to be in beautiful shape. She looked anything but like a boat that had just
completed such a long ocean sail. Heinz was quite rightly very proud of their ALOHA 34 as he showed me some of
the work he had done on NIPINKE, for "off shore" sailing. "Alterations & additions" included installation of:
1. RAYTHEON R10X 16 mile radar } The radar is mounted on a radar arch that also carries 2 solar panels,
2. SOLAR PANELS:
} output about 6 amps.
3. MONITOR windvane by SCANMAR MARINE, San Francisco.
4. NAVICO WHEELPILOT 5000 autohelm
5. FUEL TANKS: an extra 13 gallon aluminium fuel tank abaft the regular fuel tank, bolted by 'tabs' to the 'floor'
of the original battery location.
6. WINDSCREEN: “Hard” dodger windscreen designed & constructed by Heinz himself. (See photo above).
7. CUTTER RIG: Heinz originally fitted an additional 'forestay' to 'cutter rig' NIPINKE. He says that he now
agrees with our Honorary President/ALOHA 34 designer Ted Brewer that boats like the ALOHA 34 are not
suitable for 'cutter rigging'. He keeps the extra forestay fitted as a safety measure in case he should ever lose the
regular forestay. Only used it and the running back stays for safety when at sea.
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SAILS/FURLING: The storm sail was never used and the 120 % jib did a great job. If needed, we rolled it up on
the HARKEN FURLER.
I have a solid boomvang and just love it. On the way to Hawaii, with full main up at night of course, the 5/16
stainless bolt sheered. I made repairs and reinstalled the topping lift in Hilo (Hawaii) again.

ANCHORING WITH A SENTINEL, MORE: Further to the article by Tom Hebbert (Item 14 in the Summer 1999
newsletter) Heinz also had a 'sentinel'. His consists of 25 feet of old 'sheet' (line) attached to 2' diameter circle of line
encased in plastic 'hose' to which he has attached a 25 pound lead weight with a fitted eye. He has two bow rollers but
only one (45 lb. CQR type anchor) fitted. His lead weight is secured in the second 'slot'. The 2' diameter 'circle' is
looped around his anchor. When he anchors, the anchor & chain slide through the loop. After he has 'set' his anchor,
with the 25' of old sheet, he lowers the lead weight down the rode as his 'sentinel', or 'kellet' as he calls it. He says he
is careful to ensure that his lead weight remains "suspended" at all times, and not on the bottom at low tide which
would defeat its purpose.
LIFELINES, ADJUSTED TO CLEAR GENOA: Heinz said that on a steady tack for days on end, he found the
genoa chaffing on the top lifeline immediately abaft the pulpit. Thus, he has redirected the top lifeline on each side
forward from the top pulpit fitting down to the mid rail.
SHOWERING: He has a black 2 US gallon plastic garden sprayer that he sets in the sun to warm. “It heats up in the
sunshine quite fast and we carried it lashed to the stern-rail.” He can then use it to shower himself on deck, or take it
into the heads for use there.
Additional Data & Photos: We have some additional photos and information on NIPINKE, which we’ll hope to
include in a future Addendum to Profile #158.
We copied this report on Heinz, Angela & NIPINKE to members on the ALOHA 34 e-mail network.
On 14 December Wayne McLellan #120 e-mailed Heinz:
“Hello. I read with great interest Migs’ description of your five-year cruise. My boat is a 1979 model. I am
planning a more modest trip on our retirement in Aug/2001. I reside in Thunder Bay and I plan to follow a number
of my friends (about 6 so far) who have gone down through Chicago and the river system to Mobile and then over to
the Bahamas. They return via the East Coast. I will probably do like two of my friends and leave the boat in Florida
and winter in the Bahamas after a year of exploring the East Coast in year one of our trip.
As you might suspect, we are in the ramp up stage of outfitting the boat and have all the normal questionsanchors, battery maintenance, electronics, refrigeration, water-maker, etc. So far I've installed a diesel, a Maxprop,
and roller furling with a 140 genoa. This year I'm looking at refrigeration, battery system and inverter, dodger and
bimini as the major cost items.
I would like to hear what you have done, and more particularly, what you liked and disliked.
Migs does a great job of collecting the background data on us all and if you fill out his *questionnaire, that
would answer a lot of what I am interested in. However, if you don't mind, I'm sure I will have some questions.”
*NOTE: See original Profile #158 and the Addendum thereto
Heinz responded on 16 December: “Hello Wayne. Thanks for the "welcome".
I had only good experience on our trip down the coast to Mexico and my return via Hawaii to Vancouver.
 I would install a line cutter in front of the prop. I had a line rapped in La Paz, and one boat was lost due to a
line-wrap.
 Next, I would like large inspection openings in the fuel tanks, large enough to put your hand in for a good clean
out. Fuel contamination is a big problem.
 I installed a second, 68-litre fuel tank under the cockpit by cutting out the fiberglass under the centre seat.
 Hope these ideas will be of interest to you.”
Following up on Heinz’ comments, on 19 December we wrote: “Thanks Heinz. Good points.
I've just taken another diesel course and our instructor placed large openings on the top of the fuel tank high for the
reason you give, on his list of priorities. I hope we can put something in the Owners' Tech Manual on this.
Because of the dividers in the fuel tank, how many openings do you think we need?”
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Heinz replied: “Hi Migs, I used suction tubes on plates in the center of the tank. These plates should be large
enough to get a man’s hand in. I don’t have plates, baffles, in my tanks, the old or the new one.”
16. BONAVENTURE #215 in Chesapeake Bay (October 1999) Southward Bound
Gordon & Doreen Bridges BONAVENTURE #215 by 26 August letter wrote:
“…We left Midland in Georgian Bay in mid June (1999) and sailed to Toronto via Lake Huron, Lake Erie, the
Welland Canal and Lake Ontario. We went out in conditions in Lake Huron far worse than I have ever encountered;
we should never have been there! We were running before large breaking waves down a lee shore. My main concern
was broaching; happily the boat steered and tracked well and I never lost control.
After a month’s stay in Pickering east of Toronto, we set off along the north shore of Lake Ontario, through the
Murray Canal, to the Bay of Quinte. We crossed the border at Sackets Harbour, then on to Oswego to drop the mast
for the Erie Canal. Six days saw us into the Hudson where we put the mast up at Castleton Boat Club.
We are now moving slowly toward New York enjoying the towns and villages along the way.
The exhaust elbow I fabricated has now been doing its job for 200 hours and proven satisfactory. I extended the
1” hose into the port locker where I installed an anti siphon valve beside the coolant overflow tank.
Before we left, the engine mounts were changed, the stuffing box re-stuffed and the water pump rebuilt.
The only problem we have encountered was dirty fuel in Sackets Harbour NY which resulted in having the tank
vacuumed out, the lines purged and the filters replaced. Cost US$300 plus.
One piece of advice I got. Always pour the first quart into a glass jar and look at it for water or sludge before
filling the tank.
(I stopped in Port Colbourne near the Welland Canal where I found DANDERLINE II and left a membership
list in his hatch; -Re your Summer newsletter, mystery solved!)
I will keep in touch.”
And then by 22 October letter Gordon & Doreen added:
“Our trip progresses slowly. We continued down the Hudson River stopping at New York for a week of sight
seeing, then on to Long Island Sound. We watched Hurricane Floyd on a mooring at Port Washington Yacht Club,
losing only the WINDEX to the high winds. Three short off shore legs took us to the Delaware Bay with stops at
Manasquan and Atlantic City.
Most of October has been in the Chesapeake with a visit to Baltimore and of course the Annapolis show. We are
dragging our feet as the hurricane season is still in full swing, and the weather is fairly good in this area.
Now for the boat itself; the exhaust elbow I fabricated has 300 hours and can be considered a complete success.
I finally overcame the dirty fuel problem with a second flush of the tank and more filters.
The only equipment failure was the MARINER DDM depth sounder which was unreliable at best. This was
replaced in New York by a STANDARD HORIZON from WEST MARINE, coupled with a “puck” type transducer
stuck inside the hull. This gives excellent readings and does as well as any through hull I have owned in the past.
By now you will have heard of the loss of PARAMOUR. We were very saddened. We had hoped to travel
together having known Brian & Marie several years.
We will keep in touch from time to time as we work our way south…”
17. LIGHTENING PROTECTION:
By 7 September e-mail, Wolfgang (& Judy) Rohn BAURUA #132 passed us the following which we ‘broadcast’ to
members on the ALOHA 34 e-mail network:
“Just came across this article on lightning protection. I found it informative and I'll do some more work on
BAURUA according to some of the recommendations.
The whole article can be found at http://www.cdc.gov/niosh/nasd/docs/as04800.html”
ED.: I agree with Wolfgang. This is a common sense article entitled “Boating-Lightning Protection” discussing
lightening phenomena and what boaters might do to their boats (in the way of lightening protection) and to themselves
to minimize risk, produced by the University of Florida.
Author of the web-sited article is a William J. Becker. Although directed to boaters in Florida, it applies
everywhere where lightening strikes are a threat.
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If members without Internet access would like a copy of the complete 7-page report, let us know and we can
mail it to you.
Here is the summary of the ‘what to do to oneself’ portion of the article.

WHEN CAUGHT IN A STORM

Thunderstorms in Florida and over its coastal waters are frequently unpredictable. Even with the best weather reports,
along with constant and accurate observations of climatic conditions, boaters can still be caught in open waters in a
thunderstorm. Then, with or without a lightning protective system, it is critical to take additional safety precautions to
protect the boat's personnel. These precautions during a thunderstorm are:
 Stay in the center of the cabin if the boat is so designed. If no enclosure (cabin) is available, stay low in the
boat. Don't be a "stand-up human" lightning mast!
 Keep arms and legs in the boat. Do not dangle them in the water.
 Discontinue fishing, water skiing, scuba diving, swimming or other water activities when there is lightning or
even when weather conditions look threatening. The first lightning strike can be a mile or more in front of an
approaching thunderstorm cloud.
 Disconnect and do not use or touch the major electronic equipment, including the radio, throughout the
duration of the storm.
 Lower, remove or tie down the radio antenna and other protruding devices if they are not part of the lightning
protection system.
 To the degree possible, avoid making contact with any portion of the boat connected to the lightning
protection system. Never be in contact with two components connected to the system at the same time.
Example: The gear levers and spotlight handle are both connected to the system. Should you have a hand on
both when lightning strikes, the possibility of electrical current passing through your body from hand to hand
is great. The path of the electrical current would be directly through your heart--a very deadly path!
 It would be desirable to have individuals aboard who are competent in cardiopulmonary resuscitation (CPR)
and first aid. Many individuals struck by lightning or exposed to excessive electrical current can be saved
with prompt and proper artificial respiration and/or CPR. There is no danger in touching persons after they
have been struck by lightning.
 If a boat has been, or is suspected of having been, struck by lightning, check out the electrical system and the
compasses to insure that no damage has occurred.
SUMMARY





Boating in Florida's waters is an enjoyable activity for many people. Keep it that way!
Listen to the weather reports! Learn to read the weather conditions. Heed these reports and the conditions.
Stay off or get off the water when weather conditions are threatening.
Install and/or maintain an adequate lightning protection system. Have it inspected regularly. Follow all safety
precautions should you ever be caught in a thunderstorm. By using good judgement, it is less likely that first
aid or CPR will be needed while boating.
Our thanks to the University of Florida and William J. Becker for this.

By later e-mail Heinz Hone NIPINKE #158 added: “Re e -mail from Wolfgang (& Judy) Rohn BAURUA
#132 in regards to Lightning Protection: I installed a stainless "Broom" on the top of the mast .A cruising friend
sailing from California to Florida via Panama, said that no boat that had a Lightning Dissipater was hit; some
boats without one had damage.”
18. REPLACEMENT ALOHA DECALS AVAILABLE
By now the original ALOHA “stick”-on decals each side of the 'deck/coach house', just forward of the
cockpit' opposite the “lifeline gate”, may have cracked and deteriorated to the point where replacements would be
welcomed.
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In researching this requirement for Murray Cornish #212, we found a source for these replacements through
“Chris”, a young man who has a local signage outfit here in Victoria, BC.
By an ALOHA 34 Owners’ Network “e-mail general” last fall, we asked members on e-mail if they too
might be interested in obtaining replacement decals. The response was very positive. Thus we ordered a dozen black
pairs (like the originals) and a dozen dark blue pairs of decals. At this juncture we are about to place a second order
for black decals.
Those who have already received their new decals report that they are pleased with them. We have just
replaced Sea Vixen’s old decals with the new decals & they look just like the originals when new.
Price

We believe we have obtained an exceptional 'deal' from our supplier and offer them at cost including shipping
and postage, to members on a "first come, first served" basis, at:
 Canadian addresses
C$15.00 per pair, or
 US addresses
US$12.00 per pair.
To Order

Please:
1. Indicate name & colour choice (black or dark blue).
2. Make your cheque as above, payable to "M. A. Turner" and mail to us at 1386 Oliver St., Victoria, BC, Canada
V8S 4X2.
QUESTIONS ASKED

In answer to some earlier e-mailed questions from members:
1. "What will the ALOHA 34 Network dues be for the year 2000 so that we can include same with our
cheque?"
At this juncture, zero. See Item 3 above. We expect to carry on through for the best part of the year 2000 at
least before going out to members for additional funding.
2. "What colour were the original decals when our ALOHA’s were built?"
We thought all original decals installed by Ouyang Boat Works were black. However Stuart Meyer #185 has
recently informed us that his originals were blue.
3. "Our boat does not have (or no longer has) "Aloha" decals. Where do they go?"
They fit into the 'open space' each side abaft the aft port on the 'deck/coach house' superstructure, opposite
the lifeline "gates". See photo above. We will include a photo showing the original location on ALOHA 34's with
each order.
4. "How dark is the 'dark blue'?"
Very dark.
5. “How do we remove what is left of the old decals and prepare & install the new decals on the sides of the
deck/coach house?”
It is fairly straightforward. We will enclose a set of instructions for both removal and installation prepared
by Chris, the supplier, with each order.
19. ALOHA BURGEE CONTINUES TO WIN FAVOUR
We continue to receive lots of positive feed back on the ALOHA burgee designed and organized by Dennis
Clarke, ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator.
ORDERING AN ALOHA BURGEE FROM THE USA IN US FUNDS: Further to Item 11 in the Summer 1999
newsletter, and in response to a question from Chip Wolfe #211 in Florida, Dennis wrote by 25 November e-mail:
"I just confirmed with Ruth Dunn, The Flag Lady what I thought were her plans re US orders. She is pretty
laid back and prefers not to get too excited about pennies. She has a US dollar account with her bank so expects a
US dollar amount cheque drawn on a US Bank. This way she simply deposits it straight in, no problems.
Regarding the amount, she says for the customer to simply convert the Canadian dollar amount (see below)
into US dollars approximately and that's close enough. She says the different postage isn't worth worrying about.
Given this, I would convert on the generous side. Isn't it nice that there are people like her around who do things so
smoothly and in such a pleasant and relaxed manner?
Check out the following for currency conversions:
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http://www.bloomberg.com/markets/currency/currcalc.cgi/uscurrcalc.html
According to this I figure the C$32 size comes to slightly under US$22 so add a couple of bucks for good
measure; send Ruth say US$24 or US$25 and smile!
ALOHA Burgee ordering details are repeated here for members’ convenience:
To Order Aloha Burgee:
Dennis provides the following. Costs all-inclusive (including taxes & postage).
(1) Size 12” x 18” = C$25.00
(2) Size 16” x 24” = C$28.00 (In Dennis’ opinion this is the minimum appropriate size for a 34 ft boat)
(3) Size 18” x 27” = C$32.00
Send cheque or money order payable to Mrs. Ruth Dunn to:
“The Flag Lady” 19-848 Hockley Ave., Victoria, BC, Canada V9B 2V6 (250) 478-3935
20. FLAG ETIQUETTE
This is a subject that I normally steer well clear of, with good reason. Everyone has his or her ideas of what is
right or wrong when it comes to hoisting flags and pendants. Similarly, yacht clubs issue their own flag etiquette
which, if one is a member, one should follow. However, by a 10 June e-mail Dennis Clarke, our ALOHA 28
Associate member & originator of our ALOHA burgee asked how the ALOHA burgee should be flown (or worn,
depending on which school of thought you adhere to) and other related questions.
In earlier correspondence we had established that the starboard signal halyard was ‘superior’ to the port halyard.
Under each of Dennis’ questions are my suggested answers:
1. What superiority would an "owners flag or burgee"(and our ALOHA burgee) be in?
Comes inferior to (after/below) national and courtesy flags/ensigns & yacht club burgees.
2. If you only have a starboard flag halyard fitted what is the order of superiority?
From top down, your national flag on top, courtesy flag/ensign next if you are visiting a foreign country, your
yacht club burgee under courtesy flag, owner's/Aloha burgee under club burgee. Or, you could dispense with the
owner's burgee & possibly the club burgee (unless the latter is required to identify you as a member of a reciprocal
yacht club when visiting another club).
If you follow normal custom in a sailboat and have your national flag/ensign at the ensign staff mounted on the
stern, then all the above would move up with the courtesy flag at the top of the starboard halyard.
3. If you can fly only one yacht club burgee at a time, how do you decide which gets chosen?
If you belong to two yacht clubs, usually select the "politically correct" one, i.e., if you are at the docks or
outstation of one yacht club, don't fly your other yacht club burgee; -or fly the closest one to your current location.
4. I can see I'd better get out there and install a few more flag halyards. I recall when I raced with (a friend),
when he was Royal Victoria Yacht Club Commodore, we had to install several halyards so that he could
fly all the correct flags in the correct places. I also recall he took his boat to the "Opening Day" at Seattle
Yacht Club. Whose burgee did he fly then, RVYC Commodores burgee, or the SYC courtesy burgee???
He'd fly his RVYC burgee inferior to the courtesy US ensign. One normally does not fly 'courtesy' yacht club
burgees of other yacht clubs.
5. I love all this flag pomp and ceremony. Can you recommend a readable source for more details?
I learned flag etiquette as a “Signal Officer” in the RCN. Yacht club 'annuals' usually have something on the
subject. Otherwise these days "CHAPMAN's Piloting, Seamanship & Small Boat Handling" is probably as good
as anywhere. CHAPMAN’S devotes a chapter to this subject. Good luck!
21. STABILITY, ALOHA 34 LIMIT OF POSITIVE STABILITY
Nigel Tilley (& Michele Ruttan), RESTLESS SOLE #222 on 3 December initiated an interesting e-mail
discussion when they forwarded a copy of a December 1999 Cruising World article on a disaster involving a
BENETEAU OCEANIS 39. Nigel asked about the “stability” our ALOHA 34 by comparison.
Perhaps we can summarize members input in a future newsletter as well as in our ALOHA 34 Technical
Manual, after we have received permission from Cruising World to reprint their article.
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In the meantime, let it be said that thanks to the useful input of a number of members, particularly Stuart
Spracklan #151, it would appear that the ALOHA 34 has much better stability characteristics than this
BENETEAU, and generally meets international ocean going standards for a boat of this type.
In concluding the debate, by 17 December e-mail, Ian (& Wendy) Tocher, NERISSA #199 wrote: “…My previous
boat had a stability factor of a little over 2.0. Although possessing high initial stability I had become a bit nervous in
open sea conditions. I remember how well the ALOHA 34 compared coming in at about 1.86 - subsequently borne
out in a harrowing experience in a Dixon Entrance gale...”
ED.: For those not knowledgeable of North America’s “Pacific Northwest”, Dixon Entrance is stretch of exposed
water between the north coast of British Columbia and the southern tip of Alaska where weather conditions can be
treacherous. See photo of a more tranquil “NERISSA in Alaskan Waters” on Stuart’s ALOHA 34-web site.
Nigel forwarded an interesting Stability Page, which can be seen at
http://www1.iwvisp.com/jholtrop/Articles/estimati.htm
And by 26 February e-mail, another at: http://www.sailnet.com/articles/index.cfm?articleid=caseyd022
22. MAINTENANCE
BATTERIES, RELOCATING FROM ABAFT FUEL TANK
Wolfgang & Judy Rohn #132 by June 7 e-mail wrote:
“I'm trying to remember if any of the discussions were about relocating the batteries. We just had to service
our main 6-Volt batteries and it was slave labour to get them out from underneath the steering pulpit. The location
also makes it virtually impossible to service them which leads to neglect. I'm 6'2" and I think I'm still limber but just
to top up the water last year required a mirror and a 3rd arm. I have 2 batteries already under the navigator berth
for my refrigerator. Any success stories? I'm also re-lining my icebox/ refrigerator with 2" styrofoam, new lid and
new plastic liner. This makes it considerably smaller but much more efficient. (Want to keep the batteries going)…”
In our reply we suggested that many ALOHA 34 owners have now relocated their “abaft the fuel tank” batteries
for the same reason Wolfgang mentions. Access is difficult.
The fish rod locker under the quarter berth is a favoured position. However, Wolfgang already has batteries there.
From reviewing the Package of Profiles (see index “Batteries, -Location”) & past newsletters it can be seen that others
have
 built a ‘removable shelf’ over the steering quadrant with easy access from the cockpit,
 built a shelf in the lazarette, under a main cabin settee (port side aft) or
 relocated the batteries to the ‘wash-deck’ locker, starboard side of the cockpit.
In SEA VIXEN #167, with two 6-volt batteries (in series) already under the quarter berth, we relocated the
“abaft the fuel tank” batteries to the wash-deck locker. This has worked well. Batteries are high up in case of flooding,
and in an ALOHA 34 ‘top weight’ is not a problem.
David Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 is one of those who have not relocated his batteries, having
developed a clever “filler”. Someone holds the distilled water through the rudder quadrant access while he wriggles
below & ‘gravity feeds’ each battery cell. (David at 39 going on 55 still behaves like a teenager…)
BILGE LEAKING, SEALING
Before receiving their Package of Profiles, new members David Carr & Carla Kiplela MOMENTUM I
#111 by e-mail wrote: “…I am particularly interested in the information on sealing the bilge of this boat that is
referred to in the newsletter. Do either Tom or you have further information on this?”
We replied: “As you may know, ALOHA 34 hulls were built in the open "clam shell" fashion including the
keel to facilitate the up to ~20 hand lays of fibre glass in construction of the Hull. Boats built this way including a
good number of ALOHA's tend to have leaking keels, usually not a serious problem. Some owners live with them. I
do not know how serious yours is.”
We referred David & Carla to the Package of Profiles that they normally would receive after their
completed questionnaire was returned to us. (However, because they were undertaking a major refit of their ALOHA
34, we made an exception & forwarded the full Package before receiving their completed questionnaire.) We
suggested that in particular they read ALLIGATOR’s Profile #216 where living with a leaky keel is mentioned at
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"D1". Also Ants & Inga Toi have inserted a GARBOARD plug in the keel as noted under "C3" of the same Profile.
We added that if we lived in Ontario where one has to pull one's boat annually & contend with freezing, we'd
probably follow Ants' example & install a removable plug if we had to contend with both a leaky keel and, in winter,
water down the mast.
LOOSE STRUT, CAUSES AND A LESS EXPENSIVE FIX
Dennis Clarke, our ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator, provides the following useful information, after he had a loose strut
problem. Rather than repair it by the more conventional method, as described in the Summer 1999 newsletter, Dennis
by e-mail wrote:
"...I chose not to go the entire rebuild route. My boat yard has had success with 2 other Aloha 34's by
drilling holes into the "mound" from the inside, and injecting epoxy until it runs out the bottom between the strut and
the hull. This is then dammed up and allowed to cure. A sealant is then applied to the exterior joint of strut to hull.
This is what I did and it seems entirely satisfactory. We will see in time if it works. Total cost Approx $400 Cdn. (6
hours labour).”
Dennis added a couple of warnings:
Folding Propellors & Your Strut: *This type of strut is not the strongest arrangement. It has been suggested by two
different boat yards that a folding prop should not be used. There is potential for one side of the prop to "not fold",
thereby putting excessive vibration and strain on the strut.”
Alignment Relative To Strut Movement: “Also the alignment of engine, shaft and strut is critical. The bottom line is
that *this type of strut is fine as long as there isn't excessive vibration; it won't take the strain. So next time your boat
gets hauled out have a reputable boat yard or surveyor examine the strut for possible movement.
Remember it won't cost much to repair, its only BOAT UNITS !!"
ED.: *Suggest that where Dennis is referring to "this type of strut...", in fact he is referring to earlier ALOHA's
where a few owners have reported 'loose' struts. We believe Ouyang Boatworks modified the strut and strengthened
the arrangement within boats built after about mid 1982. See sketches & commentary in Item 18 (1) "Loose Strut
Repair, NOCTURNE by Murray Cornish #212" in our ALOHA 34 Summer 1999 newsletter.
Murray Cornish #212 by 25 August e-mail in commenting on Dennis’ suggested repair procedure added:
“This sounds like a very clever and inexpensive solution. My only concern would be the potential difficulty in
attaining proper alignment of the shaft which is so critical to prevent continued vibration and a recurrence of the
problem. As long as the alignment was done prior to the injection, and the strut did not move during the process, it
would probably work just fine.
Our cost for the strut repairs was C$1,100.00. We were very fortunate in that (with the WESTERBEKE
engine) no tanks, batteries, or other components compromised access to the "mound".
FUME ALERTS/GAS DETECTORS:
Roger (& Bev) Deline #140 by 5 August e-mail provides the following excellent advice:
“I would like to comment on the two fume detectors on DANDELINE II. The one in the engine
compartment, located at the suction to the vent fan has alarmed twice. First happened when the exhaust pipe between
the manifold and water injection tee corroded and leaked exhaust. The second when a failing battery gave off
hydrogen each time the engine was started and the alternator sent a charge to the battery.
The other fume detector below the stove/oven alarmed for a propane leak. To find the leak I had to dismantle
the stove and found the aluminum gas tube to the oven was corroded in the fiberglass insulation. During the hunt
for fumes I discovered that an over spray of "PAM" would also set of the alarm. This put me off the trail until the
alarm went off without the use of "PAM".
I can't say enough about the importance of fume detectors.”
PORTS; REPLACEMENT PORTS & PARTS
To our knowledge, ATKINS HOYLE did not supply any opening ports to OUYANG BOATWORKS.
Thanks to correspondence with a number of members, we believe most Aloha opening ports were the 5 x 12's
(Part #512) supplied by BECKSON MANUFACTURING / BECKSON MARINE, INC. at web site
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“http://www.beckson.com/index.shtml” and still in business at the address listed in the list of original suppliers in the
Package of Profiles.
The following is ‘downloaded from the BECKSON web site:

Replacement Opening Port Parts
Opening Port Dimensions Chart (in inches)
Port Size Screen OD
(***)

Inside Frame Outside Frame Lens OD
(hole cut)

310

2-15/16 x 10-3-1/2 x 10-3/8 5-1/2 x 12-3/8 3-7/8 x 11
1/4
512
5-1/4 x 12-1/2 5-1/2 x 12-1/2 7-3/4 x 14-5/8 5-3/4 x 13
414
4-3/16 x 14-4-1/2 x 14-1/2 6-3/4 x 16 - 3/4 4-3/4 x 14-7/8
17/16
714
7-5/16 x 14-7-1/2 x 14-3/8 9-3/4 x 16-3/4 7-7/8 x 15-1/8
7/16
410
4-3/16 x 10-4-1/2 x 10-1/2 6-3/4 x 12-3/4 4-3/4 x 10-7/8
7/16
8RD
8-15/16 (round) 8-1/2 (round) 10-3/4 (round) 8-1/2 (round)
Replacement parts can be ordered or any Beckson Opening Port. We name the replacement parts by the port size. Use
the chart above to determine your port size. (Use port size in place of ***)
To order Gaskets order part number GK-*** .
To order Screens order part number SCR-***.
To order Lens order part number LNZ-*** and specify color. Lens colors are Clear, Smoked (green tint) and in some
sizes Bronze (brown tint). If the production date of your boat is pre 1982 contact us for assistance.
To order Trim Rings for Self Drain ports order part number PTR-*** and specify color. To order Trim Rings for
Rain Drain ports order part number PTRD-*** and specify color. Trim Rings are available in White, Black, Beige
and Silver.
Cam Latches and Knobs for Beckson Opening ports are available with or without stainless hardware. Packed in pairs.
Color
Cams
Cams
withKnobs
Knobs
with
hardware
hardware
White
PRK-W
PRKAW
PRT-W
PRTAW
Black
PRK-B
PRKAB
PRT-B
PRTAB
Silver
n/a
n/a
PRT-S
PRTAS
Notes:
Cams can be ordered to replace knobs. Replacement instructions come with the cams.
Frames can be special ordered. The spigots can be cut or extended to the proper depth. Contact us for assistance.
OUYANG BOATWORKS used both clear and smoked ports in our ALOHA's. If matching, remember to
specify clear or smoked when ordering.
Replacement lens are currently listed on their web site as follows:
Part

# Description

List Price in US$
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LNZ-512C
LNZ-512CD
LNZ-512S
LNZ-512SD

LENS ONLY 5x12' CLEAR
LENS ONLY 5x12' CLEAR 'PRE
LENS ONLY 5X12' SMOKE
LENS ONLY 5x12' SMOKE 'PRE

US$29.00
US$29.00
US$29.00
US$29.00

IMPORTANT NOTE: When ordering, specify which year your ALOHA was built. Ports 'pre' 1982 have slight
differences.
By 10 December e-mail Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko #203 wrote regarding delivery in Canada: “…I ordered an LNZ512S Smoked 5 X 12" lens from BECKSON at US$29.00 plus $7.57 shipping and handling, paying by VISA. They
shipped within a week by UPS, and I paid the courier $33.45 for GST and PST on the lens ($3.00 + $3.43), as well
as Brokerage and PST ($25.25 + $1.77). The VISA bill came through converted to Cdn $54.88. Total cost Cdn
$88.33.
It might be worth trying to find some other method of taking delivery, or possibly getting a chandler to
include your order with his, ordering through him, or grouping members' orders?”
ED.: For Canadian members, I note that HOLLAND MARINE PRODUCTS of Toronto Ontario in their HMP “Sailors Buying
Guide & Parts List 2000-2001 Catalogue list for example on page 507, the complete 5”x12” Rain Drain ports in white (& black)
with 2” spigot for C$119.99 each. They say:
“We do of course stock parts for BECKSON ports. Please let us know what you require!”
HMP is at 3008 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M6P 1Z3, Telephone (416) 762-3821, Fax: (416) 762-4458, Email: orderdesk@hollandmarine.com.
The complete 537 page HML catalogue can be viewed through their website: www.hollandmarine.com. Index starts on page 8.

HATCHES, GALLEY -REPLACEMENT
In a 19 January e-mail Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry ROOM TO DANCE #171 wrote: “…Also, our galley hatch
cover blew off on the truck going south and we cannot find a replacement hatch to fit. The outside dimensions are
about a foot square. The hatches we've seen are all larger. Any advice?”
We e-mailed our response: “You may note from the Package of Profiles & past newsletters that a number of
members have received good service on hatch repair kits and replacements from OUYANG Boatworks original
supplier ATKINS HOYLE LIMITED., 71 Portland Street, Toronto, Ontario Canada M5V 2M9, Toll Free Call 1877-415-5167, Phone (416) 596-1818, Fax (416) 596-8989, Fax U.S.A. 1-800-263-4184, Web site:
http://www.atkinshoyle.com/ .”
NOTE:
See also the Summer 1999 newsletter, Item 18 (9) on page 27 also. OUYANG Boatworks fitted the
small galley hatches in ALOHA 34’s starting with about hull numbers 168 onwards.
HATCHES, GALLEY –FITTED BACKWARDS?
Following up on the question by Morgan & Wilma, Dave and Jennifer Duncan CLANN DONNCHADH #168
suggested by 21 January e-mail that the galley hatch was originally fitted backwards in our ALOHA’s. He wrote:
"…What is certain, at least on our boat, is that OUYANG fitted the hatch backwards (hinge at aft end) i.e., so that
when open the little hatch scooped air into the boat from forward (bow) instead of allowing air to be extracted by
facing the hatch aft; when at anchor or sailing.
The hatch cover should hinge open from the forward end so that the hatch cover is NOT subject to air/wind
pressure AGAINST the hinge. Rather, the pressure is "WITH" the hinge, a better mechanical principle. We changed
ours as soon as we saw that…”
“…The galley hatch we found as supplied/built would drive cooking odours into the boat and is better as an
extractor plus, as it doesn't have the hinge strength must be the other way around…”
CUSHIONS, CABIN: HOW BEST TO CLEAN?
In the Spring 1999 newsletter under “Questions & Feedback” on page 19, this subject was mentioned. As a follow-up, in SEA
VIXEN #167 Diana has found an ‘enzyme’ cleaner product called PINK SOLUTION that works simply and very well. Mix a small
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quantity of PINK SOLUTION in boiling water, sponge well, let dry and brush. Voila! Like new! …And PINK SOLUTION will
not set off your PROPANE DETECTOR!
A 32 fluid ounce/.95 litre container of PINK SOLUTION costs about C$20.00 but a little goes a long way. It also has many other
uses, especially if you happen to own a Golden Retriever puppy not fully house trained. This product is manufactured by
Earthcare Sales Marketing Ltd., 207 Rabit Lane, West Vancouver, BC, Canada V7S 3B9, Tel: (604) 657-1279, Fax: (604) 9259665. To locate the distributor nearest to you telephone 1-800-565-9972.

23. QUESTIONS
LAZY JACKS, Words Of Wisdom, Wit, Or Warning Requested
Murray Cornish, NOCTURNE # 212 of Richmond, BC by 24 January e-mail wrote:
"…Presently we plan to fit lazy jacks to "NOCTURNE". The boat has a full batten main and a non-rigid
boom vang. Does anyone have any Wisdom, Wit, Or Warning on the subject?
Murray touched on a popular subject. Soon afterwards Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 of
Hampton, Virginia and Bill & Lene Symes FIONA #207 of Houston, Texas wrote seeking similar information.
What are "lazy jacks" you ask? One nautical encyclopaedia defines lazy jacks as: "Lines running from
above the main sail to the boom to aid in the lowering of the sail, keeping the sail flaked and off of the deck."
We thank Les Harrison, Dennis Clarke, Bob Medd, Bill Hrycenko, Brian King and Rick Klett for taking
part in the ensuing e-mail discussion. With the exception of Bob, generally all agreed that ‘lazy jacks’ or something
similar were a good thing.
Bob said that he found them more trouble than they were worth, he had removed his in TLC and had a friend
who had removed her boat’s ‘Dutchman System’ for the same reason.
Rick favoured the Dutchman System.
In a follow-up e-mail on 1 February Murray Cornish NOCTURNE #212 wrote: “…The search widens. As
you know, we had a generous amount of feedback on the lazy jack enquiry, and one of those responses got us
thinking again about the Dutchman System. One reply recommended the Dutchman System as a superior set-up,
albeit a more expensive one. Does anyone have any information or thoughts about this alternative mainsail
management system - pros, cons, costs, etc.?”
We questioned Murray on his progress. By 8 February e-mail he replied: “…I think we have decided to go
the Dutchman route – the challenge now is to find someone locally that has experience with the installation.”
And later on 8 February he added: “Rick of "FULL TILT" was kind enough to get in touch; he has the
Dutchman system on his boat and speaks glowingly of it. I have also been reading the testimonials on the
Dutchman homepage and they are extremely positive (surprise, surprise!). As the proof is in the pudding, we want to
run down a local vessel so equipped to see it in action.”
Then Murray in a 9 February e-mail added: “…When I contacted Dutchman to find a local supplier/installer,
I was told that any sail loft should be able to handle it.
I accessed the Dutchman home page through SAILNET as follows: www.sailnet.com/dutchman
Their e-mail address is: < dutchman@sailnet.com> …”
Any member not on our E-mail Network and thus not involved in the full discussion who would like further
information, let us know. When reducing the size of this newsletter, we also deleted two pages of additional
discussion on the subject, which we could print and mail to anyone interested.
MAST WIRING
Bill and Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 by 18 December asked: “…We are considering adding a
windspeed/direction system prior to next spring. I am curious if the present wiring in the mast is sufficient to
accommodate the mast head unit. Unfortunately, we should have considered this when we had the boat in the yard
last month, since that would have been the ideal time to have removed the mast. That being said is there anyone who
has rewired the mast or has added this type of system without unstepping the mast?”
Heinz Hone, NIPINKE #158 by 19 December e-mail replied: “I installed my instruments, windspeed etc. by sending
a fishing line with 8 or 10 s.s.nuts down inside the mast. My problem is that the wires are noisy when the boat is
rocking at anchor. To fish the wires out I drilled a one inch hole about one foot up from the bottom of the mast. I
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used the same idea to run the wires for the spreader lights. May be this will give ideas on how to tackle the
installation?”
Rick Klett, FULL TILT # 195 on 22 December e-mailed: “I wired radar with stick in the boat. Only advice I can
give is to drop a messenger line down from the top of the mast. Use a thin line and attach a piece of bicycle chain
about three feet long to weight the line so it will go all the way to the step. Once you get the messenger line through
you can pull the appropriate wires either from the top or the bottom.”
Stuart Meyer AIR LOOM #185 on 2 January wrote: “…I have run wiring through the mast with the mast installed
on AIR LOOM. What I did was go up to the top of the mast with a piece of bicycle chain tied to a suitable length of
light line. The chain was then dropped down inside the mast to the wiring outlet at the mast step. Someone inside
untied the chain, tied on the wiring and fed it back into the mast as I pulled up the light line. That's the easy part:
when installing hardware at the top of the mast, I always seem to forget either a component or the proper tool -and
I've only dropped a hammer once.”
CABIN LIGHTS & WIRING
By 8 February e-mail we received the following from Lee & Leah Blomberg, ITSUMO NATSU:
“…ITSUMO NATSU is a 1981 ALOHA 34. The cabin lights are the original AQUA SIGNALS. They are
mounted as follows...
 Port Side- forward end of settee, the head, over pillow area of V birth; and they all work.
 Starboard side- at nav station, forward end of settee, over pillow area of V-berth. They all don't work.
If left in the on position they go on and off at will lasting for varying lengths of time. The one in the V birth
doesn't work at all. I have spent countless hours trying to trace the wiring from the main panel located over the 1/4
birth. To no avail. It all disappears up into the liner, goes forward somewhere and then splits to feed the lights.
Question... is this true or is the branch accessible somewhere? I would REALLY..REALLY...REALLY appreciate
some help with this. Thanks a bunch.”
John Farrell, NORTHERN SPIRIT #157 by 9 February 9 e-mail replied: “…We had a problem similar to the one
reported, on our ALOHA 34 , NORTHERN SPIRIT (Hull #157). I eventually tracked it down to the fact that the
wiring for the lights was routed under and in contact with the hot bulb and the accumulated heat was melting the
insulation and causing a discontinuity in power supply. I just rewired and redirected the wiring away from the bulb
and it solved the problem.”
Wayne McLellan, SAND DOLLAR #120 also by 9 February e-mail wrote: “Hi all. I have a '79 boat and
experienced some "on and off" action from my lights. I assume they are they same type - they operate by sliding them
back and forth, and you can set them in high and low light positions. I corrected the problem by dismantling the
cover and tinkering with the contacts on the side of the light. It provides a temporary solution.”
Murray Cornish, NOCTURNE #212 e-mailed: “We have had a few cabin light "gremlins" since acquiring
NOCTURNE, but in each case, the problem was traced to the light itself, or at least the connection at the lighting
unit.
For the most part, our problems were due to very sub-standard installations (this is one area where Aloha
seems to have paid a little less attention than they should have) - wires too short and stretched to breaking, end joints
stuffed into impossible spaces causing shorts and/or breakage, and corrosion from poor or non-existent soldering.
The air has often been blue during repair sessions, but for the moment, all is well.
“From your description, we realize that this information is unlikely to solve the problem completely, but it
might help with your trouble shooting. Also, just an observation: it seems strange that it is the starboard side you are
having trouble with. We have always assumed that since the main panel is located to stbd, that the split must occur
forward of the panel and to stbd. Your situation would suggest that either the circuit loops continuously around the
forward end of the boat (which seems unlikely), or that two powered lines go out from the main panel cabin light
switch - one to port, and one to stbd. We will also be watching for replies regarding any wiring details, as we would
also dearly love to know where to access the lighting circuit throughout the cabin.”
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Stuart & Marcia Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 while vacationing ‘down south by 9 February wrote: “We are in Biloxi,
Mississippi. It's the first time we have had access to e-mail and a bunch was waiting...Re Cabin Lights - I have
replaced those in AIR LOOM and have started to replace the incandescent bulbs with halogen; they are
brighter...”
Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 in a 10 February e-mail wrote: “ I sprayed the contacts with WD40 about 4
years ago and forgot about them until now.”
Then, in a follow-up 9 February e-mail Lea & Lee Blomberg added:
“To All, Many thanks for the quick responses but the mystery deepens. After thorough testing with a
voltmeter the problem does not lie with the bulbs or connections.
There is only one set of wires coming off the 12volt panel at the 1/4 berth. These enter the cabin liner just
below the companion way hatch. They very obviously split near here and go off to each side of the boat. They travel
between the inner cabin liner and the deck. Exiting only, to feed each light fixture. One short sweet branch coming
off the main to each light. There is absolutely no power on the starboard side but the port side works just fine. That is
the basis for my conclusions. So!!! Where and how does the wiring split?? Definitely back by the companionway.
Perhaps our Honourable President Mr. Quyang can shed some light on this enigma???”.

By 10 February e-mail Dave Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 passed on some good advice:
“...Now, regarding Lee and Leah's wiring problem, I don't know where the fault lies and if it is in the
headliner there's no way to get at it. It would seem to me that different people worked on the wiring at the builder’s
yard doing things their own way. On #168 the starboard wiring sneaks its way behind the lockers(cane) and in and
out to the stbd. berth lamp. Enough though----! If one has a wiring problem similar to that described and the wires
are inaccessible there's only one solution; abandon the existing wiring and run in new. The reason I say this, and
I've been dealing a lifetime with wiring, is the possibility (perhaps remote) of a "short" occurring at the fault point,
although in this case Lee and Leah appear to have an "open" to the side which doesn't work. If a short were to occur
later there is the possibility of fire; risk you don't need. So, cut the wires where they go into the headliner, and
remove a section of that wire so that it cannot be used again. Run new wires, separate for each side back to the
panel. Use chafe protection as necessary.
I recall an incident where a boat, a new purchase, was crossing the Atlantic and in the middle of a dark and
rough night wiring close to the hull chafed and shorted where it passed beside a bulkhead (probably working a bit)
and started a fire. Fortunately, because of the rough seas both partners were awake and spotted the fire and luckily,
were able to put it out. The wires were those to the running lights which they had switched on because of shipping
lanes!”
Brad & Cathie Gates, HEART'S CONTENT IV #118 by 10 February e-mail wrote to Lee & Leah: “When we
purchased our boat in 1992, we did a complete refit of all systems, including all new wiring so that we would not
encounter the types of problems that you are having as you mentioned. You have spent countless hours trying to
trace the problem. My suggestion is rewiring, and if you do, plan for any future fans or switching of light locations
that you might like to do in the process.
We used tinned 10-guage wire with terminal blocks, both 1 for port side and 1 for starboard side. and all the
wiring lead to the terminal blocks. Unfortunately, I can't help you as far as diagnosing the problem. It could be one
of many things, but my concern when we were doing ours was the age of the vessel and yours is close to the same age
and possible chaffing of wires in unseen places. When we removed as much of the old wiring as we could, it was
pretty scary as to where it ran. I don't mean to put a fright into you but I 'm not that fussy about having electrical
shorts where I can't see them.
The rewiring project is not as scary as it sounds, and at the same time is not very expensive for your piece of
mind, aside from that you will know where the wires are and you can provide chafe guard to protect yourselves. If
you want any further help or where we re-routed our wiring we would be glad to share that with you.”
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EMERGENCY TILLER, FITTING IN PLACE:
Rick (& Cathy) Walker ONCE AROUND #129 by 8 September e-mail questioned the fitting of the ‘emergency
tiller’ in the ALOHA 34. We replied: “…Re your emergency tiller, our tiller fits into the "socket" through the seat
under the helmsman/woman immediately abaft the wheel. One should to remove the wheel (a fairly easy job) though,
to steer properly…”
Rick responded: “…I have found where the tiller fits. When inserted I have a brass rudder post (If I remember right it
is slotted) and a brass tiller post. Unfortunately there is no way to link/join the rudder post with the tiller post. I
guess I'm missing a piece or I don't have a socket???”
Our reply was: “We have a fitting (socket) bolted to the top of the rudder post. Our emergency tiller has a slot in the
tiller post which slides down through the aft seat in the cockpit and into this fitting.
The fitting is simply a vertical length of 'pipe' about 8" long, the inside diameter of which is just larger than
the outside diameter of the tiller & rudder posts. It is a 'loose' fit. One bolt through this fitting connects it to the
rudder post. This bolt, together with another bolt about an inch from the top takes the slotted tiller post and thus
"connects" the tiller post to the rudder post. When the rudder is centred, the two bolts line up with the slot in the tiller
post when it is in the centred position.
The emergency tiller can be used with the wheel in place. However, it would work better (you would get
better ‘leverage’ with the wheel removed.”
LADDER, CORRECTING DIS-LOCATING THE SUPPORT ARMS
Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 in a 9 January e-mail write: “…Since we purchased the boat we have
always had a problem with the pivoting ladder supports which are located approx. 2 feet down from where the
ladder attaches to the stern rail. Regardless of how we tighten the Allen screws in the tee fittings, the supports seem
to always pivot when we place weight on the ladder rungs. I am curious how other members have dealt we
aggravation?”
Rick Klett FULL TILT #195 by 17 January e-mail wrote: “Easiest way to solve ladder problem is to get two "T"
fittings and put them on the two legs and put a piece of tubing across the two “T’s”. This holds the legs so they can't
swing.”
Les & Carol Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 by 19 January e-mail responded: “…Re the ladder: ours has set
screws on the support legs. We occasionally have to adjust but normally they stay in place. The set screws can mark
the ladder however, if they turn. I used walking cane ends for the legs where they touch the hull. Since these rubber
feet are usually black I just apply some wax to reduce the marking of the hull.”
ED: We added that in SEA VIXEN #167, thanks to the rubber ladder 'feet', like Carol & Les we have not had a
problem. The rubbers were originally white but have turned a light brown over time. Being light coloured, marking
has not been a problem. However, we did find that after 18 years of use, these feet wore off some of the name painted
on the transom. We repainted all names & port of registry last year and have now adjusted the ladder fittings to
clear the lettering.
On 19 January, Heinz Hone, NIPINKE #158 who has just returned from five years “off-shore” e-mailed: “Here
might be an idea for boats going offshore. I moved the stern boarding ladder to the portside and fastened it to the
toe-rail. I extended the ladder with two more steps, plastic pipe and nylon line. This way we can get out of the water
easy since it is low enough. After use the ladder stores folded in half in the gate and is secured by line from gate
stanchion to stanchion. I also like the side for boarding better in rough weather.
On the stern we have our Monitor windvane that I use often for boarding from the dinghy…”
SAILS, MORE ON GENOA SIZE
Jim & Lynne Mansley, ASHRAM #148 sailing in the Vancouver, BC area, in an 8 October e-mail asked:
“…I am presently looking at having to replace my head sail. The existing sail is a 150 Genoa and I find that
it is good obviously in light winds but when the winds pipe up it is a bit overpowering. Furling it on the roller furling
is difficult because of the size, the result is very poor sail shape if I go down to a jib size.
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As a matter of interest what size headsail is most common with our boats 120-130-140? I use a 100% jib
from November to April 30th but on May 1st I move to the genoa. Any info would be appreciated before I make my
decision on what size to go for…”
ED: Of course, at lot depends on the weather characteristics in the geographical area of your intended sailing. Sailing
in generally similar areas as Lynne & Jim, we responded:
“We had a 140% Genoa when we were in North Vancouver. It seemed fine for that area. It was cut back to a
130% when we replaced our furling gear after moving back to Victoria a few years ago. The 130% is fine in the
Victoria area where we get a fair amount of wind, generally somewhat more than Vancouver.
Let's hear what others say but I think in your area I'd go with the 140%. If caught unexpectedly, I do not
mind sailing for short periods with the genoa partially furled until I can find some shelter to downsize to the 'blade',
even though the purists suggest this could destroy the shape of the genoa…”
Morley (& Dorothy) Kipp, CANUSA #146 by 9 October e-mail wrote: “I have a 150 genoa which I have used in
winds from zero to 40 knots quite satisfactorily, while furled to appropriate size. If you get one which is designed for
use while partially furled, it works quite well. (Probably not as perfectly as a pre-sized sail, but quite adequately.) It
is the only headsail I have used in the three years since I got it (from DOYLE-BOTTERELL sails here in
Mississauga).”

Jim & Lynne replied:
“Thanks Migs: I have received one response from Morley (Kipp) in Ontario who suggests 150. He has used
it in up to 40kns (furled down to size) without problem. I am tending to lean toward your view that 130-140 may be
more appropriate. Most of our sailing is done on your side of the strait and we are continually crossing. I have used
STORCH SAILS in Vancouver for a number of years and have found their prices ok. When I spoke to them last
week they estimated a price of a 150 at C$2300. and a 130 at about C$1900.”
Brad & Cathie Gates, HEART'S CONTENT IV #118 sailing the Great Lakes area, in a 10 October e-mail to Jim
replied:
“Just in response to inquiry about Genoa size, we had a 150 ourselves and found the same problems as
yourself, always having to reef and cut back. So we had ours re-cut to a 120 Genoa and also had it shortened so that
it wasn't riding on the bow pulpit. This size is working out well for us and very rarely do we need to reef the foresail
and the boat is more balanced.”
Wayne McLellan, SAND DOLLAR #120 by 13 October e-mail wrote: “…I sail on Lake Superior, predominantly a
light air lake with frequent bouts of every other type of weather. I moved up from a 135 to a 140 two years ago and
am happy with it.”
DODGER PLASTIC “WINDOWS”, CLEANING & PROTECTION
Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan, WINDY #151, by 10 January e-mail wrote:
“I have my dodger at home to clean (during the cold winter nights). It is in very good shape and was
wondering what I should put on the plastic windows to keep them clear and pliable, for as long as possible. Someone
suggested "PLEDGE", without lemon.... Another person suggested BABY OIL. I wondered if there was a consensus
among the Aloha network group, on what works? I don't like to experiment with such an expensive item.”
By 31 January Les (& Carol) Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214 replied:
“Stuart: We replaced our dodger windows with new plastic last summer. I wanted the heavier, easier to see
through grade. The person installing the plastic recommends "CLEAR TO SEA". I have been using the product for
a year an am very happy with it.
She strongly recommends against PLEDGE, BABY OIL, VEGETABLE OIL and the VINYL AUTOMOTIVE
SPRAYS. They work well in the short term but cause significant yellowing in the sun over time. For what it's worth I
used PLEDGE on my previous boat and the plastic yellowed in 3 years.
To prepare for the application of "CLEAR TO SEA" you just wash off any grit with water. If necessary you
can use mild dish-detergent if it's really grimy. Hope that's helpful.”
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Brad & Cathie Gates HEART’S CONTENT IV #118 wrote in a 30 January e-mail:
“We use a product called 303, seems to do a very good job. First water only to remove loose dirt then 303 and
polish up, we also bring home in the winter to keep out of the cold, hang it up in the basement and clean it with 303,
we usually do this a few times throughout the summer too”.
Then, in answer to our question as to whether 303 was available in hardware stores, Cathie & Brad replied:
“Not too sure if it is, we purchased it in a Marine store. Its not necessarily cheap but the bottle lasts a long long
time. I believe now it comes in smaller sizes.”
ED.: In SEA VIXEN #167 we were replacing the plastic ‘windows’ every 3 or 4 years because of sun deterioration.
About fifteen years ago it was recommended to us that when the boat is not in use we place a ‘Snap-On’ cover of sail
cloth cover material similar to that of the dodger, over the plastic windscreen to protect the plastic from the sun. We
had one made (~C$45.00 in 1985) and it works well. Dodgers now wear out before the plastic “windows”!
To wash off salt spray, we make it a practice to hose down (NO soap) and then gently towel the plastic
'window'.
CHAIN PLATE SETUP
Bill & Lene Symes FIONA #207 in a 1 September e-mail wrote:
“…One of the truly few things I've found not to like is Ouyang's chain-plate set-up; - at least on our boat
(built in '84), the inboard ends of the chain-plates are not available for inspection. They are completely glassed in.
Since I don't believe in the eternal life of bedding compound this makes me nervous. I suppose that we'll have the rig
down sometime in the next couple of years, and at that point I'll take a grinder to those lumps of glass so that I can
pull, inspect, and re-bed the chain plates. Do you know what others have done?”
ED.: We replied saying: “Again, you will read about this in the newsletters & profiles. A few others have prudently
had the same thoughts as you and some have gone so far as to grind open the glassed in fittings as you suggest.
Each has found the fittings to be completely sound and now wish they had not bothered. They now suggest the rest of
us have no reason to be concerned.
Bottom line: They should be OK &, as you would see from Ted Brewer's drawing, the design & construction
is very solid…”
If anyone ever encounters chain plate problems, would you kindly let us know!
WINCHES, BARLOW 23 -REPAIRS
Bill & Lene Symes #207 in an August e-mail reported that their BARLOW winches are deteriorating. We replied
that this was a reported ‘first’ and asked for more details. In a 1 September e-mail, Bill wrote:
"… it's a very specific complaint. The innards are in fine shape, and will probably last effectively forever
with regular maintenance. It's the plastic caps on the halyard (single speed) winches that are giving up the ghost.
The caps on both main and jib halyard winches had cracked before we bought the boat a year ago, and shortly
before we hauled out a couple of weeks ago, a guest managed to flip the cap off the main halyard winch and into SF
bay. The other one will go by-and-by.
My current concepts are:
(1) find used BARLOW 23'S that I can scavenge for parts, and/or
(2) use the remaining cap on the jib winch as a pattern to have replacements machined in bronze, then attach with
set screws.
Since the boat is in SF and we're in Houston for the next several months, I'm just cogitating for now."
With help from the Internet and Karen Larsen, Editor of GOOD OLD BOAT Magazine, we tracked down
the AUSTRALIAN YACHT WINCH COMPANY as a possible supplier and passed this information on to Bill
& Lene. They replied:
“Thanks to the suggestion from Karen Larsen which you relayed; I got in touch with the AUSTRALIAN
YACHT WINCH CO. (via Internet Search Engine “Ask Jeeves”).
They bought tooling and spares from the receivers of BARIENT and BARLOW, and have lots of that stuff
for sale. In particular they have drum caps for #23 and #25 BARLOW winches in stock. So my halyard winches will
be whole again bye-and-bye. The shipping is a bit steep, as one might imagine, but conditioned as I am to marine
hardware prices, I'll hardly notice. Best way to get in touch with them is via their web site: www.arco-winches.com
I imagine there might be a few others out there who need BARLOW or BARIENT parts from time to
time…”
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PROPELLORS, SIZING
We continue to receive queries on what size propellors are best for which engines.
In response to our ALOHA 34 E-mail "generals" on the subject, Stuart and Annette Spracklan #151 on 1
December, and then Dennis Clarke ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator by 14 January e-mails both suggested contacting the
MICHIGAN WHEEL (Propellor) CORPORATION. They will then tell you what is best for your particular engine.
Annette & Stuart Spracklan #151 write: “This is the company that makes the replacement (Sailor)
propellors used by a number of our members. The "sizing" worksheet on the web site appears to be useful. We would
appreciate hearing the results from any member who submits a worksheet & obtains a response from Michigan.”
Their sizing form can be downloaded, and then when completed, submitted through the Internet. For those
with e-mail capability see their web site: " http://www.miwheel.com/ “." Their e-mail address is
<info@miwheel.com>.
If you are not on e-mail, contact MICHIGAN WHEEL CORPORATION at 1501 Buchanan Ave., S.W.,
Grand Rapids, MI 49507, or telephone (616) 452-6941, Fax (616) 247-0227.
Stuart & Annette by 1 February e-mails provide information on an alternative to MICHIGAN WHEEL namely
BAYVIEW PROPELLER from whom they are obtaining a new propellor:
“This is their advertisement (word for word) taken from GAM on Yachting magazine:
"Propellers, Shafts, Struts, etc - Let us solve your propeller problems, We offer computerised propeller sizing
repairs and replacements for all types of boats. We ship coast to coast.
BAYVIEW PROPELLER, Woodview, Ontario K0L 3E0 Ph (705)654-3545 Fax (705)654-4611. We repair what
others can't"

Note: Woodview is a small town on Hwy #28, about 35km north of Peterborough, Ontario.”
Stuart & Annette add:
"Migs, I just received a fax back from BAYVIEW PROPELLER. It reads as follows:
‘Thank you for your interest in our business and for your efforts in having our name listed in the ALOHA
Newsletter.
We did supply shafts, propellers, flanges and other propulsion equipment to the various manufacturers of the
ALOHA boats in the 80's (as well as other builders and refurbishers). We carry new & reconditioned propellers,
shafts, struts, etc. We recondition all types of propellers and can straighten shafts. Our propeller sizing service has
helped many boaters overcome all kinds of performance problems.
We are currently working on a WEB site. We have registered our Domain Name. It is
Bayviewpropeller.on.ca . We hope to have this in place shortly. At present, email can be addressed
to<Dennis.Johnson@sympatico.ca>.’
PROPELLOR SIZE FOR VOLVO MD11C SAIL DRIVE ENGINES
David Carr & Carla Kilpela MOMENTUM I #111 by 23 January e-mail ask:
“…In the process of updating our boat, we are into a propeller selection. We have the VOLVO MD11C
(Sail-drive) which had a 3 Blade 15X13 fixed prop which wouldn't allow the engine to reach full Revs. We are going
to buy a bronze VOLVO two blade folding prop replacement and we are trying to figure out the correct size. Is there
any information on this for our engine? We have some choices which include 16x11 and 15x9.”
Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 by 24 January e-mail responded:
“…We own "True Love" (Aloha 34 #117) which is equipped with a VOLVO MD11C engine and the 110S
sail-drive. We have owned the boat for 20 years, and have always had a folding prop.
We went through three cast steel props (the teeth of which always corroded away) before the bronze folding
prop became available; we now have had one of these for about five years. The size of all of these folding props has
been 15 x 9. This size has worked perfectly for us, allowing the engine to rev to a max of about 2400 rpm giving just
under 7 knots in calm seas. But we normally cruise at 2200 rpm, giving 6.5 knots in calm seas.
However, I should emphasize that our transmission is the 110S saildrive. I'm not sure if all would be the
same with the standard transmission…”
By “return” e-mail to Frank on 24 January Carla & David wrote:
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“Yes we have the sail drive. Thank you for the information, this answers the question we have. The problem
was created for us since the boat came with a 15 x 13 three blade fixed aluminum which created low rpms and a
black transom when trying to get the higher rpms. We only had it in the water for a limited time since we wanted to
give it a fast try and I was relocated to elsewhere on the Great Lakes.”
And on 25 January Frank e-mailed Carla & David:
“With the sail-drive, you should be fine with the 15 x 9 folding bronze prop. Ours works very well in both
forward and reverse. It allows the boat to track well (being dead centre), and gives perhaps an additional 1/2 knot
under sail. I would not want to change ours to a fixed prop.”

24. MODIFICATIONS & ADDITIONS
WINDLASS, LEWMAR CONCEPT II ELECTRIC
By 11 July letter Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117 provide information and photos of their
successful LEWMAR CONCEPT II electric windlass arrangement that they installed in TRUE LOVE before
heading off to the Bahamas. See Profile #117 (Addendum of 11 July 1999) included with the mail-out of this
newsletter.
For those contemplating the fitting of an electric windlass, this looks to be a good arrangement for an
ALOHA 34, -neat, powerful and not obtrusive to the foredeck.

LOCKER, UNDER CHART TABLE: See Profile #109 included with this mail-out where ‘live aboard’ members
Sue & Al Comery have made very good use of the locker under LADY MARISA’s chart table!
MARINE SEWAGE DISPOSAL
In the 5 September up-date of FIONA’s Profile #207 included with the mail-out of this newsletter, mention is made
of “LECTRA SAN”. We asked Bill & Lena Symes about this. Their reply was:
“LECTRA-SAN is the trademark for a type I MSD made by RARITAN. It electrocutes the effluent (actually
uses current across a pair of electrodes to create a dilute solution of hypochloric acid from seawater, which is a
strong bactericide and antiviral agent); after which it is regarded by the U.S. Coast Guard as OK to pump
overboard, except in the ever-growing no-discharge zones. It more or less solved an odor problem aboard FIONA.
Our installation ran around US$1800 parts and labor. We have a MAXWELL-NILSON electric anchor
windlass, so we used a common return wiring diagram, with one of the windlass cables shared by the LECTRA-SAN
and a new cable for the LECTRA-SAN pulled through the bilge. The current draw is substantial, and the cable was
a significant part of the cost. I don't remember the grade. The unit fit neatly under the V-berth, in the spot that used
to be occupied by the holding tank, on a shelf epoxied in place…”
HEAD, REPLACEMENT
In a 19 January e-mail Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry ROOM TO DANCE #171 wrote:
“…We'd also like some advice. Our head (an original BRYDON) which became ITT and we believe, is now
JABSCO, is becoming worn out. We'd like to replace the whole unit. Has anyone done this and what make would
they recommend? We will probably purchase it in Florida.”
By 19 January e-mail we replied: “We replaced our BRYDON head two years ago with the essentially identical head
now made by *JABSCO as you indicate, & have been happy with it. We also took the opportunity of replacing all
hoses at the same time. As you will be leaving the boat for longer periods between use now, if you do not already do
this I would suggest putting about half a cup of MAZOLA oil (or other vegetable oil) in the heads. Then give it a
couple of pumps before shutting it down before you leave, to keep the 'leather' in the valve soft & pliable.”
*NOTE: Replacement Part number is ITT/PAR JABSCO) Manual Toilet Standard Bowl #29090-0000 selling for
about C$129.00. See write-up in Spring 1997 newsletter, Item 13.
On 19 January, Dennis Clarke, our ALOHA 28 Co-ordinator and a founding member of the “other” ALOHA
Owners’ Association responded to Wilma & Morgan’s question, sent to members on our ALOHA 34 e-mail general:
“…Regarding a new head installation, it's easy to simply take the old one out and replace it with a new one;
sure the bolt holes will likely be different and the hose lengths and locations may be different but this is a good
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opportunity to put in new hoses as well. If your head is that worn out , your hoses are too. Take the advice of Peggie
Hall very seriously. If you do everything exactly as she tells you, there will be no problems and you will have the best
possible set up. Read her Marine Sanitaion, Fact vs Folklore first and then send her an email if necessary. She is
always willing and able to help other boaters. Yes, she runs a firm which sells marine sanitation products and
recently she was also hired by a marine head firm but her opinions and expertise come from years of her own
unbiased experience. Do what she tells you.
You can check out the article by following the link provided on the Aloha Owners Association Web Site or
send her an email. Peggie monitors several owners groups sites, including the Cruising World/Sailing World
Bulletin Board whose web site is also listed below.
Aloha Owners Association: http://msnhomepages.talkcity.com/RallyRd/alohaowners/
Peggie's email: peghall@bellsouth.net
Cruising World/Sailing World Bulletin Board: http://www.cruisingworld.com/cgi-bin/genlmesg.pl .”
If a member without computer/e-mail capability requires any of this information, let us know your concerns
as specifically as you can & we will try and summarize some of Peggie Hall’s excellent advice for you.
FRESH WATER HEAD
Bill & Bettie Sirine, BELLA LUNA #209 in Profile #209 mailed with this newsletter describe their unique fresh
water head which uses about one quart from fresh water tanks with each flush. We questioned them about their head
being fresh water. By 2 December e-mail Bill wrote:
“…Could be salt or fresh water. We elected to utilize fresh water due to the odor associated with salt water
mixed with waste (that is 85 degree southern Chesapeake salt water)…Let me know if have any specific questions…”
MAINSAIL: “RAISING” THE BOOM:
Wolfgang (& Judy) Rohn BAURUA #132 by 1 September e-mail has up-dated us on his proposal to raise his main
boom, as mentioned on page 15 of the Fall 1998 newsletter: “…We took the main sail to North Sails in Toronto and
discussed the issue of my head-to-boom clearance with them. Their recommendation was just to re-cut the sail at the
rear end (clew). So they shortened the sail by about 12 inches at the end diminishing to nothing at the front (heel).
This at first seemed to really change the looks and feel of the boat, but we sailed in all kinds of weather on
the Georgian Bay this summer and we really didn't notice any performance difference. And no more head banging!
So I'm happy.
By the way: Baurua performed wonderfully in all weather conditions and we got a lot of comments what a
good looking boat she is, especially when we disclosed her age.”
BOOM PREVENTERS, TWO?
Ants Toi ALLIGATOR #216 in response to our e-mailed question about how he uses two(?) main boom preventers
wrote: “I use the (single) boomvang as a preventer. You move the mast end and attach it to the rail as a preventer.
I would have two of them, a port and starboard one, left attached to the rails and rope tails lead back to
cockpit for ease of use so I would not have to leave the cockpit.
The NIAGARA 35 has a similar set up as their mainsheet.”
25. ENGINES
IMPORTANT NOTICE!
WESTERBEKE W-27, EXHAUST ELBOW REPLACEMENT;

In our Summer 1999 newsletter we drew attention to PROFILE #215 Addendum #1 dated 10 May 1999
where Gordon Bridges #215 has produced a very professional working drawing for building one’s own stainless
steel exhaust elbow/manifold for the WESTERBEKE W-27.
We have recently had some informed feedback suggesting that stainless steel should not be used as a
material for the manifold exhaust elbow. According to those recommending against such material for this fitting,
stainless steel under these extreme conditions can turn brittle and break, with little warning.
Having said that, Gordon reports under “From Offshore, Item 16, page 29 above that his stainless steel has well
over 300 hours on it and continues to perform well.
ENGINES - VOLVO, AUTHORIZED DEALERS
See web site and e-mail address in ITEM 6 above. In North America, dealerships are at:
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Canada

Volvo Penta Canada,
75 West 3rd Avenue, VANCOUVER, BC V5Y 3T8; Phone: 1 604 872 7511; Fax +1 604 872 4606
United States

Volvo Penta of the Americas,
1300 Volvo Penta Drive, CHESAPEAKE, VA 23320-9860; Phone: 1 757 436 2800; Fax: 1 757 436 5158
Mexico

See Volvo Penta of the Americas (USA) above.
ENGINES – WESTERBEKE & UNIVERSAL, AUTHORIZED DEALERS
See web site and e-mail address in ITEM 6 above. For listings of North American dealerships, see list included with
this mail-out for insertion in the Package of Profiles.
VOLVO MD11C ENGINE OVERHAULS
David Carr & Carla Kilpela MOMENTUM I #111 by 24 January e-mail to Frank Collins, TRUE LOVE #117
asked:
“…Have you ever had the engine rebuilt or has it always worked fine?
We are considering rebuilding next fall to give the engine another life. The boat has been in salt water and it
showing some corrosion on the manifold. Unfortunately we only ran it for a few weekends so there wasn't much time
to give it a good workout. Any information you would have would be appreciated.”
Frank replied: “…Yes, we did have our engine rebuilt by a competent VOLVO diesel mechanic about three years
ago. The engine was 17 years old, and as we use "True Love" a lot, it had many hours and miles on it. It had
become a bit slow starting (probably due to reduced compression) and was smoking a bit. Otherwise, the engine was
working very well. But we were planning a long voyage down to the Bahamas for the winter of 1998/1999 (which we
did make), and wanted to be sure the engine would be in top shape. So we bit the bullet and had the rebuild done
during the winter of 1996/1997. It was an expensive job, but the results have been good.
I think the engine should now be good for many years to come. If you want more detail, please ask…”
WESTERBEKE W-21-REAR SEAL REPLACEMENT
Stuart Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 on 1 June e-mailed:
“I just returned from delivering AIR LOOM to a local WESTERBEKE marine engine service shop. A
couple of weeks ago, on our first outing of the season, I found oil leaking from the rear case of the engine. When I
went to see if I could get this shop to look at it, I was told they were booked solid until after our Memorial Day
weekend. Now I have only to wait until they can look at it and tell me what has to be done.
There has also been a slight leak of transmission fluid from the vicinity where the shifting shaft exits the transmission
case. After sixteen years I guess it probably is time for some of this hardware to show signs of distress.
I'm confident it can be repaired without having to give up a lot of the short sailing season we have here. I'll
keep you up-to-date on prognosis and repair progress.”
Then on 1 July Stuart e-mailed: “...I found out that AIR LOOM will be ready to go this weekend. It seems
the rear seal wore a groove in the crankshaft and that resulted in the oil seepage-a new seal in a slightly different
location, hopefully, will take care of the problem.”
In December we e-mailed Stuart asking:
“Regarding your engine seal, if you have anything further to add on procedure & costs, it would also be
helpful for our next newsletter. In particular, would you explain your ‘it seems the rear seal wore a groove in the
crankshaft and that resulted in the oil seepage-a new seal in a slightly different location, hopefully, will take care of
the problem’ comment of 1 July.”
By 25 January e-mail Stuart replied:
“Regarding the rear seal replacement on the WESTERBEKE engine in AIR LOOM, they pulled the engine out
thru the front engine compartment cover area, took it into the shop, made the repairs and then ran it for some time to
make certain it was no longer leaking.
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After it had been reinstalled, I looked carefully over the area of the boat where they had been working and found
only one very light scuff mark - they were really very careful in their work. The cost, which also included replacing
the transmission shifter shaft seal which was oozing a bit now and then, was around US$1500.
There is a neoprene seal on the rear of the engine through which the crankshaft passes. This seal is kept in
contact with the shaft by means of a coil spring behind the lips of the seal. The force produced by this spring was
sufficient to wear away the surface of the crank, during our 16 years and 2350 hours of engine use, to the point that
we were getting some seepage from the rear of the engine when we used it -less than a teaspoon.
Since the crank had a groove worn in it at the original location of the seal, the new seal was installed in a
slightly different location on undisturbed surface of the crank.”
TRANSMISSION, WINTERIZING/CHANGING FLUID
Stuart Spracklan, WINDY #151 by 7 October e-mail wrote:
“…I need to fill my transmission with fluid for winterizing. What type (brand name) of fluid should I be
looking for? I went to Canadian Tire and asked about "Type A" fluid but they all drew a blank and said I had to go
to a marine supplier. I find this hard to believe. I thought that I should be able to get the fluid from an automotive
place!!”
Morley Kipp, CANUSA #146 by 7 October e-mail responded:
“…In the 13 years I have had CANUSA, I have never filled the transmission above the mark for winterizing.
I don't suppose it would hurt to "top it up" while it's sitting idle, but one would have to be sure to drain it to the mark
before running it. The transmission can build up high pressures if running while overfilled.
I also use DEXRON II, which is equivalent to type "A". I note that current references are to DEXRON III,
which is merely an updated but equivalent fluid to DEXRON II. Either would do.”
Then by 8 October e-mail, Stuart added: “…I guess the "young" staff at the automotive store would not remember
"Type A"!!! I am going to replace the fluid that is already present in the transmission so that I know it was done and
when. However, when I was reading about winterizing (in the owner manual) it was suggested that the transmission
be completely filled (for storage) and then lowered to correct level in the Spring....”
ED.: We added that in looking through our ALOHA 34 Network documentation we could not find any indication that
"winterizing" included other than filling the transmission with the ~400cc replacement to dip stick mark.

HURTH HBW-10, (and 5 & 20) Marine Transmissions.
David & Jennifer Duncan, CLANN DONNCHADH #168 by 31 January e-mail write: "The HURTH HBW-10
(and -5 and-20) transmissions as fitted as original equipment to Aloha 10.4 and 34 sailboats is a robust, well
engineered unit which should be trouble free over many thousands of hours.
For the record here are a few tips on achieving satisfaction:
 DO NOT idle the engine at lower than 800rpm. Sufficient lubrication of the main thrust washers will not occur.
CLANN DONNCHADH our vessel, has the UNIVERSAL/KUBOTA 24hp engine idling at 900-1000. You may
wish to step up your idle speed by adjusting the "throttle control rod" slightly.
 Use only DEXRON II (ATF) or proper equivalent as lubrication oil. Nothing else will do. The quantity in ccs.
may be difficult to figure due to the extreme angle at which the power units were installed at the factory. Our
determination is that the Owners Handbook figures may mislead to overfilling. Obviously some oil must show on
the filler plug measure; between 400 and 500ccs. has worked well over the 18 yrs. since our original purchase of
CLANN DONNCHADH.
 Change the ATF (DEXRONII) at least once each season. Try to have clean fresh ATF in the transmission over
the winter when the boat isn't used as much. Then, when you run the engine each two weeks at the dock, fresh
lubricant is distributed to the bearings, thrust washers and gears etc. preventing corrosion and condensation
damage.
 Fwd/Reverse changes should always be done on low throttle settings. "Crash" changes will cause serious
damage.
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DO NOT use Semi-Synthetic ATF. Normally Semi-Synts are better as to life and heat resistance in all oils and
lubricants. But in the Hurth transmission synthetic or semi- is too "slippery" and the clutch plates don't engage
well. Nor does the plate "clamping" mechanism work properly since a certain, controlled amount of friction is
necessary for the transmission to get engage and get the vessel underway; plate engagement and the ramp/ball
holding device depend on the torque at the engine end input shaft and the state of drive resistance at the
propellor. Should you have already changed to a "semi-" you will have noticed a chattering, clunking sound as
the transmission control lever is moved to engage "forward" motion of the boat; this sound goes away as engine
revs go up. When throttle is opened, the ramp/ ball clamping now takes effect(but more slowly due to the
decreased friction of semi-synthetic) as engine torque increases, and eventually overcomes the "slippery" clutch
plates. From here on all is well, but --the foregoing problems will reduce life of the transmission components.
NOW, not later, the return to standard ATF Dexron II should be accomplished by very frequent changes of
fluid; it seems to take at least six(6) changes using standard ATF to get rid of the results of the change to "semi". We know, we've done it- and no harm done.
 Get a Manual and read it!
Repair of these transmissions can be quite expensive. It is interesting to note that the replacement HURTH
offering (Model H125) it seems, isn't as strong and doesn't have the rugged reputation of the HBW-10 fitted in our
ALOHA's."
26. EQUIPMENT FOR SALE
PALOMA WATER HEATER VENT HOOD:
By 8 February e-mail, Murray Cornish NOCTURNE #212 offers the following for sale:
PALOMA VENT HOOD - This is the unit that fastens directly on top of the standard Aloha PALOMA propane hot
water heater (it fastens to the through-deck vent pipe). They are no longer available; this one is brand new and has
never been out of the box. White enamel finish. Price $150.00.
Please contact Murray Cornish, tel: (604)231-6088, e-mail mcornish@direct.ca
BEAUFORT 4 PERSON LIFERAFT FOR SALE
By 18 February e-mail, Heinz & Angela Hone NIPINKE #158 wrote:
BEAUFORT, 4 PERSON LIFERAFT “For any one in our area that is planing to go off-shore, I have my
BEAUFORT, 4 PERSON LIFERAFT for sale. It is in beautiful condition, packaged in a soft valise that stores
nicely in the starboard cockpit locker .It was never in direct sunlight and no one ever sat on it as it happens with
rafts in a hard container carried on deck.”
Contact Heinz & Angela at telephone (604) 467-6553, Fax at 467-6409 and e-mail at <nipinke@uniserve.com>
27. ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
CANADIAN WEST COAST
 ELEUTHERA IV #147 listed at C$63,000. For someone prepared to give her some needed 'TLC", that would be
a good buy. Contact Ron Drane at Specialty Yachts Sales, #102, 1676 Duranleau Street, Granville Island,
Vancouver, BC V6H 3S4; Phone, (604) 689 7491 Ext. 730; Toll free 1 800 665 2336; Fax (604) 681 0553; E mail <ron@specialty-yachts.com>.
Or Mr. Drane at his residence at #500 1410, Bute Street, Vancouver, BC, V6E 2A7; Phone (604) 688 9988;
Fax (604) 688 9986; E-mail: <rdrane@direct.ca>."
US EAST COAST
 1979 built #131 berthed at Solomons Island, Maryland, USA, asking US$39,000.
Contact Dave Gipe or Bill Marrow at Adventure Yachts 301 Fourth Street Annapolis, Maryland USA 21403
Phone 410-626-2851; Fax 410-626-2852; email <advyachts@aol.com>; Web Site www.adventure-yachts.com.
US WEST COAST
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John & Ethel Schwartz confirm that NEPENTHE #194 is now on the market, asking US$55,000. Contact
John & Ethel at 577 Hull Avenue, San Jose, California, 95125, telephone (408) 293-5614 or e-mail at:
<John_Schwartz@sccoe.org>. See Profile #194 for details. John & Ethel have provided a more complete
inventory, which we can make available upon request.



US NORTH-WEST



MYSTERION III #187, 1983 built (ZUY001870383), located in Portland, Oregon, USA; Westerbeke W-21
powered, includes inflatable dinghy; asking US$54,900.
Contact Marge Welling at The Sailing Life, 260 N.E. Tomahawk Island Drive, Portland, Oregon, 97217,
USA Telephone toll free: 1-800-763-1445 or phone (503) 289-6306; Fax (503) 289-7507;
Email <info@thesailinglife.com>; Web site: http://www.yachtworld.com/thesailinglife.

28. ALOHA 34’S WANTED
MARITIMES
 By 27 January e-mail, Bill & Marilyn Squires of Bedford, Nova Scotia reconfirmed their 13 June request for
information on where they might obtain an ALOHA 34. Mr. Squires wrote: “I got your name from Tom
(Hebbert) who had his 34 listed in GAM. I missed out on that one. We are looking for a coastal cruiser for an
extended cruise, we are in our fifties and do not race, but don't want to be last in either!! Mr. & Mrs. Squires can
be snail mailed at PO Box 48087, Bedford, Nova Scotia B4A 3Z2, FAX 902 835 5707 and E-mail at
<squir@ns.sympatico.ca>.
 By 31 October e-mail, David Corkum of Halifax, Nova Scotia. Mr. Corkum can be reached at telephone (902)
471-2807 and by e-mail at <corkum@chatsubo.com>.
GREAT LAKES
 By 7 November e-mail, Gerry Marks wrote: “My wife and I are looking for a 34' Aloha cruiser. We sail out of
Port Dalhousie (St Catharines - Lake Ontario) and have owned a Mirage 27 for the last 10 years”. Mr. Marks is
at telephone (905) 357-5517 and e-mail <gerry_marks.msn@attcanada.net >.
 Perry & Gloria Basden ALOHA 8.5 owners of WINDSOR, Ontario by 24 & 26 November e-mails wrote:
“Please inform me if a member of your group offers a 34 for sale. As I indicated, I may be in the market for a 34
in the future. I would prefer a freshwater boat. It doesn't have to be perfect, as long as it is restorable and
reasonably priced.” Contact Mr. & Mrs. Basden at 1540 Stratford Court, WINDSOR, Ontario, Canada N9G
1W2, telephone (519) 972-5949, E-mail: basden@sympatico.ca
 By 4 December e-mail Dave Dickey wrote: “Re ALOHA 34, I was doing a search on subject boat and got led
to this as an owners' point. I'm in the market for another sailboat, having just sold my Hughes.” And in a followup 5 December e-mail added: “I'm located in Toronto and a member of the Toronto Hydroplane and Sailing
Club -- no hydroplanes since the '40s I believe”. Mr. Dickey is at (416) 465 6652; e-mail
<davedick@enoreo.on.ca>.
 By 1 December e-mail Rob & Kathy Laird write: "We are presently looking for ALOHA 34's which would be
for sale and preferably located on the Great Lakes. Can you help?” .Mr. & Mrs. R.E. Laird are at e-mail:
<lairdre@ntl.sympatico.ca>or snail mail address c/o Pet Valu, 100 Waterloo Road, Timmins, Ontario P4N 4X5.
CANADIAN WEST COAST
David and Carol Ann Faith by 4 December e-mail wrote: “We are interested in locating any ALOHA 34's for sale
on the West Coast. We have a live-aboard slip in False Creek, Vancouver, BC…”. Mr. & Mrs. Faith can be contacted
at telephone: (604) 733-4548 or by e-mail at <dfaith@uniserve.com>
29. CONCLUSION
Overleaf we have a ‘melange’ of additional June 1999 “Assembly of ALOHA’s” photos.
Diana joins in wishing you all a great year of sailing in your wonderful ALOHA’s! We are looking forward to
seeing a good number of you at ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000!
We’ll plan our next newsletter toward summer or when we have sufficient input to warrant another mail-out.

MAHALO!
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Comments and information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
C/o Migs Turner, 1386 Oliver Street, Victoria, B.C. Canada V8S 4X2
Telephone: (250) 592-1198;
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ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Pressbox/2470/
ALOHA 34 "Discussion" List: <Aloha34@Topica.com>
- - --------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------- -

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners, “without
prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all
concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

Courtesy Cartoonist Adrian Raeside & the Victoria BC Times-Colonist newspaper, 26 May 2001
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
It may be summer by the time members receive this “Spring 2001” newsletter but as it was written over the past
winter and spring, we will still call our Spring issue.
First of all, Diana & I want to thank members for your Christmas cards, some enclosing notes and photos. We
regret that circumstances were such that each has not received an individual acknowledgement.
I had hoped to share a number of your photos with members in this newsletter. However, as this newsletter
progressed, my two-year old already over-burdened computer got slower and slower, even with its recent addition of
another 128 mega-bytes of RAM (memory). Perhaps we can have a “photo-issue” at a later date, once I become more
proficient in importing photos into text.
Also, again as usual, thank you for all your stimulating contributions written both by “snail-mail” and e-mail! As
we have said before, these newsletters are only as interesting as you make them.
For awhile after our Fall 2000 newsletter mailed in November, members input was minimal and so we scrubbed
our planned late winter issue. Personally this worked well as I became involved in other volunteer activities during the
winter that impacted on my ALOHA 34 Network activities.
These activities are continuing. Thus we were delighted when Les Harrison on Carol & Les’ return to Ontario
from their trip to the Bahamas in ENCHANTMENT #214, agreed to help me out.
Initially Les has taken on the compiling of the final draft of the ALOHA 34 Owners’ Technical Manual that our
six volunteer writers and then our Honourary Member Morley Kipp (ex-CANUSA #146) had produced for me to
finalize. See “ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL UP-DATE”, Item 8 following.
Later Les has agreed to assume my other Network responsibilities. See “MAHALO!” Item 23 following.
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CHAIN PLATE FITTINGS
We continue to receive reports from members that the suggestion to members regarding the need to check our
chain-plates was timely. See “CHAIN-PLATES, IMPORTANT”, Item 18 (2) in the Fall 2000 newsletter
MAILOUT
We plan to enclose Profiles #127, #197,#219, and amended Profiles #155 and #230 together with this mailing
with some up-dated Registers subject to “weight”.
Members might like to note that the enclosed ALOHA 34 Register now includes e-mail addresses.

ALOHA 34 NETWORK FINANCES (All Figures in Canadian $)
Our thanks to members who responded to our request in the Fall 2000 newsletter for contributions to cover
Network costs over the next couple of years. Receipts will be enclosed with this mailing..
As of 1 June, our bank balance has skyrocketed to $718.62 from minus $456.57 last November. We have $280 in
“dues” currently “outstanding”.
As members have said in the past that they appreciate reminders when they overlook such matters, we have
included a coloured ‘reminder chit’ to those whom, according to our records, have not paid their “dues”..
For the record,
 Receipts since our 1995 beginning total C$5505.79. Expenses have been $4787.17.
 Printing & mailing the average newsletter costs about $325. The large November 2000 mail-out was an aberration that
we will try not to repeat, with printing at $329.36 and postage at $184.87, totalling $514.23.

We welcome the following new members!
 Gordon & Joanna Herrington, KHADINE II #126 of Edmonton, Alberta. Email:<herringj@telusplanet.net>
Joanna & Gordon keep KHADINE II at Coho Resort Marina, Madeira Park, Pender Harbour, in British Columbia.
















Jamie & Chico McTavish, HOLY SMOKES #127 (ex HYVA TYTTO), of Stratford, Ontario. E-mail
<HolySmokesCrew@aol.com>. Chico & Jamie are currently doing a major refit of HOLY SMOKES. See Item 9
(2) “BUYING & REFURBISHING AN OLDER BOAT”, following.
Denis Salman, NEW HORIZONS #197, of Don Mills, Toronto, Ontario, E-mail <denisintoronto@home.com>.
Denis writes: “My boat was actually purchased at the December 1984 boat show...” Also see “MAILBAG”.
Linda Toms, DALINA #219, of Toronto, Ontario, E-mail <Linda_Toms@aimfunds.ca>. We understand that
George Johnson & Veronica James whose FAMOUS GROUSE #229 is at the same Queen City Yacht Club in
Toronto, recommended our Aloha 34 Owners’ Network to Linda.
Rick West, MARIAH #225 and managing owner of Spinaker (one “n”) Sailing Charters of Thornbury Ontario.
Website: www.spinakersailing.com, E-mail: <spinaker@bmts.com>.
Rick by 20 October e-mail wrote: "MARIAH" is a 34 ALOHA and it’s my favorite of all the vessels...”

Al & Sue COMERY, LADY MARISA #109 new telephone # is (905) 424-0355
Murray & Sandy CORNISH, NOCTURNE #212; New address:
02022 Melville Drive, Sidney, BC, Canada V8L 2N1, Tel. (250) 656-1661, Fax: (250) 656-2262
Geoff & Kate TRAVERS WATER MUSIC #230; New address:
1 Port Street East, Suite 197, Mississauga, Ontario, Canada L5G 4N1, Tel: (416) 723-5593

Frank & Eve COLLINS, TRUE LOVE #117, Change to: <fcollins@videotron.ca>
Stuart & Annette SPRACKLAN, WINDY #151 Change to: <Windy@sympatico.ca >
Joe and Denise SINCLAIR, AFTER FIVE #163 Change to: <maxsinc@sympatico.ca>
June & Kearney Moyle, QUINTETTE #204 <jkmoyle@primus.ca>
Murray & Sandy CORNISH, NOCTURNE #212: Change to: <mscornish@telus.net>
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 Jerry & Nancy SENGER, MARGHERITA #227; New: <jerry.senger@spectrummg.com>
 Barrie & Lindy SMITH, NORTHERN SPIRIT #233: Change to <jbarriesmith@sympatico.ca>
 Hank & Sheila SURETTE, EMOTIONAL RESCUE #234; New: <HankSurette@aol.com >
Note that we have now added e-mail addresses to our latest ALOHA 34 Register included with this mail-out.

Our “Aloha34@Topica.com” discussion group described in our Fall 2000 newsletter, that Nigel Tilley #222
RESTLESS SOLE cleverly selected and then organized for us last year to exchange ALOHA 34 Network information on
e-mail has turned out to be a big success. Thank you Nigel! There have been some good questions, answers and discussion
related to our wonderful ALOHA 34’s.
There have been remarkably few system problems, and those that did occur were minor and Nigel fixed them
quickly. Perhaps the most amusing(?) problem that did occur was when one of our participating members went on holidays
that triggered a stream of automatic “out-of-office replies” from his office through Topica. But again, our Topica
Administrator Nigel stepped in and promptly rectified the problem.
Members using any e-mail should ensure their anti-virus software is kept up-to-date. As most users know, one
should never open ANY e-mail attachment, even on “Aloha34@Topica.com” or from a close friend, unless there is valid
message text related to the attachment that indicates the attachment is virus-free.
Some of us were a little slow to make the transfer from our previous ALOHA 34 Network “one-on-one” and
“broadcast” e-mail system that we used previously. However, Nigel’s 28 November e-mail squared us all away when he emailed us the following:
“It has become obvious that a number of our members are still responding to members' questions on our new
Aloha 34 Topica List directly to the members asking the question rather than to everyone on the Aloha 34 Topica list.
Although we appreciate responses directly to the members asking the questions & copied to Migs, one of the main
aims of this Aloha 34 Topica List is that we can all immediately be informed by your comments & answers. Thus, we ask
that, unless there is some information you specifically do not want publicized to all, when replying, you press your "reply"
button on your tool bar, and send your response to all of us."
E-mails on our“Aloha34@Topica.com” discussion group average about four a week. However, those using their
e-mail for business who would prefer not having their in-box “cluttered up” with non-business e-mails might consider
creating a separate in-box for Topica e-mail traffic which they can open later.
Our “Aloha34@home.com” is restricted to ALOHA 34 members and friends with an interest. Others cannot
access it.
TO JOIN: To participate in our e-mail discussion group Aloha34@Topica.com, contact our Aloha 34 “Topica
Administrator” Nigel Tilley at <restless@sympatico.ca> who can sign you on.
Stuart Spracklan at <windy@sympatico.ca> is our “Topica Deputy Administrator” and takes over when
Nigel (& Michelle) are off sailing.

1. Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151 suggests:
a). by 1 December e-mail:
“Came across this good nautical WEB site and thought that others may want to bookmark or add to their favourites:
http://www.marinewaypoints.com/index1.shtml .
b). by 30 January e-mail:
“…I just happened across this web site http://www.marinedieseldirect.com/ and saw some useful information on
our UNIVERSAL (YANMAR & WESTERBEKE) engines. One page lists all the models made and the years that they
were made. There are also some good tips, on line diagrams, and you can look up parts to see what they cost (US $).
ED: Most useful sites, particularly the site on engines. The UNIVERSAL Model #5424 used in many ALOHA 34’s
is similar to the later UNIVERSAL M-30 (Not to be confused with the 4-cylinder M4-30).
2. Keith Denham, Aloha 28 #135 - "Bliss" on the AOA Sailnet List on 10 April kindly drew our attention to website:
http://www.sailboatspecs.com/xq/ASP/boatId.21659/boatMaker.Aloha/boatLen.34/qx/sailboatspecs/boatspecs.htm
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This site includes specifications & interior photos of one of the earlier (1978?) built ALOHA 34's.

in Virginia after ENCHANTMENT’s Bahamas’ bound ’ visit wrote:
“…We thoroughly enjoyed meeting and dining with the Harrisons on their “trek” south. We must admit some
envy on our part for the freedom to travel! Ah, well – it hopefully is in our future!…”
. This was Tim & Debi Stirling’s Christmas card. It is lovely in colour.

Tim & Debi Stirling’s SHILLELAGH #221 with Dierdre, at Hamburg Cove on Connecticut River
We asked them about it. By 15 February e-mail Debi & Tim replied:
“…The picture for our Christmas Card was snapped at Hamburg Cove, about 6 miles up the Connecticut River
from the Long Island Sound. This is one of our favorite stops because of the obvious beauty and because it is a fresh
water cove. Great for swimming and cleaning the bottom of the boat. The pretty crewmember is our 9-year-old daughter,
Deirdre. The day was very windy and the white float is the pick-up line for the mooring. Our flags are from:
 Hudson Cove yacht Club (local club on the Hudson River) and
 a flag from both Block Island and Martha's Vineyard.
We were at the end of our two week cruise and displaying the flags of our visit destinations. This season we hope to
add Nantucket to our cruise.
The state registration numbers are mounted on boards that are secured to the bow stantion by plastic mounting
clamps. $.50 in local hardware store.
Bimini is very secure and being a fair skinned Irishman it helps protect me from the sun.
We loved SHILLELAGH at first site and our appreciation of her true beauty and wonderful construction grows every
day. She also sails wonderfully. But I'm sure you already know that. Oh by the way the largest flag is of the World
Champion New York Yankees. We take our baseball very seriously here in New York.”
: June & Kearney Moyle, <jkmoyle@primus.ca> who winter in the
Bahamas/Florida area & dry-store QUINTETTE in Florida during the summers, in a 26 December letter, wrote:
“…We just had a survey done for the insurance company and discovered a number of things that you might be
interested in.
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For those of you who keep their masts up all year, check the topping lift at the masthead. Ours was frayed almost to
the point of breaking.



The surveyor found termite residue at the base of the mast, down below. Fortunately, termites do not like oily wood
and were found only in the small piece of plywood underneath the floor hatch. The exterminator instructed me to pour
teak oil or kerosene on the plywood to kill them. And there was no charge for this service.
In the U.S.A the Coast Guard requires a lockable lid to the battery compartment. Our batteries are under the quarter
berth with a wooden top but not secured in case of a roll over. (Not something that I had in mind for my next trip).



It is interesting to note that the surveyor thought that the standing rigging was recently replaced. This is a testimony
to the quality of the material, since the rigging is original.”
: New member Rick West, MARIAH #225 & managing owner of Spinaker Sailing Charters Inc.,
www.spinakersailing.com based at Thornbury, (Georgian Bay) Ontario by 20 October e-mail wrote:
“…When I found my Aloha 34 in 1995, it had been sitting in a field for three years and was much neglected with
mushrooms (literally) growing on the decks. After many, many, many hours of TLC, she is now the pride of the fleet.
It’s very nice to find a forum of Aloha owners to talk to...
Please note SPINAKER , not spinnaker. There is another company that has two n's in California…”

Ann White a former ALOHA 34 owner at <aguthrie@sympatico.ca> in a 15 January e-mail wrote:
“Hi, my name is Ann White and in 1978 I purchased a new Aloha 34 from Mao. We sold it about two years later
and I am wondering if I can find out if the boat is still around. We named it DANSON and it was registered with Lloyds
of London. Any ideas about how I could begin searching? Many thanks, Ann White…”
We replied that our 1980 List of Shipping ("Blue Book") issued by the Canadian Federal Department of Transport
shows a description of your boat's Canadian Registry including:
1. Official Registry #392373
2. Name: "Danson"
3. Port of Registry: Toronto
4. Managing Owner: Paul A White, 1 Port St. East, Mississauga, Ontario (As the boat appears to have been jointly
owned, only the first name on the Registration appears in the "Blue Book", but your name would also appear in the
"Certificate of Registration" that you would have carried onboard.)
We suggested that Ann contact the "Registrar of Shipping" at the Port of Toronto, giving them the Canadian
Registration #392373 (it normally never changes).
We forwarded Ann’s request to members on Aloha34@Topica.com and both Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan
WINDY #151& Perry Basden Aloha-28 #200 FOGDUCKER by 16 January e-mails, directed us to the searchable
database
for
the
Canadian
List
of
Shipping
at:
http://www.tc.gc.ca/MarineSafety/Ships_and_Operations_Standards/registry.ht .
Perry added:
“…I have checked the registry number 392373 and it returned 0392373 as a 1978 Aloha 34, formerly known as
PROMETHEUS and now known as HEART'S CONTENT IV out of Ajax, Ontario…”.
Of course we immediately recognized HEART'S CONTENT IV #118 as one of our own Aloha 34 Network boats
owned by Brad & Cathie Gates and put them in touch with Ann.
By 16 January e-mail Anne responded:
“Many thanks for all your help! You have found the right boat. I do recall now that we sold the boat to the Fire
Chief for the former City of York. He mentioned that he named all of his boats "Prometheus" (God of Fire!!). I would be
interested in visiting the current owners sometime during sailing season. Perhaps they would be interested in pictures of
her as a brand new boat, and as a part of the live-aboard community at Port Credit, from 1978 to 1980. Again, thank you
for satisfying my curiosity! Ann White”
Subsequently Cathie & Brad contacted Ann and were making arrangements to get together. Happy ending!
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In a 28 February e-mail Frank Renauld wrote:
“I am losing the battle to help two sons through university and keep DREAM CATCHER II (hull #196).
Although an extremely difficult decision, I would appreciate your help in making contact with people looking to purchase
an Aloha 34. Thanks, Frank.”
Then on 23 May, Stuart & Annette Spracklan WINDY #151 wrote:
“Quick update on DREAM CATCHER II.... She has arrived in Hamilton (May 17) and is in a slip next to
WINDY. Gary & Jane Koebel are the new owners and plan to become members of the association…

Jerry (& Nancy) SENGER, MARGHERITA #227 by 6 December e-mail wrote:
“… I thought I'd join the email crowd and let you know what's new in Maine. MARGHERITA was hit by another
boat in June at the start of one of our club's Wednesday night races. I was on starboard tack and the other boat (on port
tack) just missed ducking our stern.
The lifelines aft of the port gate broke and the stern pulpit and a couple of stanchions were bent beyond repair.
There was a small (3" x 8") section of fibreglass on the hull right below the toe rail that was crushed. We were able to
continue sailing all summer and had her fixed when she was hauled in October.
The best part of the story is that the other boat's owner's insurance agent was at the helm when the accident
happened. I had the hull repaired and the entire hull was AWLGRIPPED and the lifelines, stanchions and stern pulpit
were replaced at no cost to me.
I found TOPS IN QUALITY, the original manufacturer of our pulpits and stanchions, on the internet. (They've
moved and changed phone numbers since our Owner's Manuals were printed). They still had the plans for the stern pulpit
and all I had to do was make a few confirming measurements… Jerry.”
ED.: Thanks Jerry (& Nancy!) New address, etc., for any member needing replacement pulpits & stantions is:
Tops In Quality, Inc., 314 East Huron Boulevard, P. O. Box 148, Marysville, MI 48084,
Tel: 810-364-7150, Fax: 810-364-7925,
Email: <tiq@topsinquality.com >; Website: <www.topsinquality.com>.

Nigel Tilley RESTLESS SOLE #222 in a 5 February e-mail wrote:
“This summer we are having a Bowsprit made for RESTLESS. It will be a very close copy of the one seen on the
CALIBER 41 sailboats from which it is being modelled. It is being constructed from stainless steel by B & M
Manufacturing of Mitchell, Ontario. The people who own this business, Bob and Mary Organ, are dock mates of ours
and have just purchased a GODERICH 35.They are constructing a bowsprit for this boat. (Which hull shape and size are
VERY similar to the Aloha 34 which means few modifications for us. Thanks Ted Brewer!
I am wondering if there are any of you out there in Aloha land who might be interested in being kept apprised of
how this modification goes. If anyone is interested I'll keep you informed of price and problems encountered as we move
along with the process. This is a true Bowsprit and not an "Anchor Roller - Holder" as the Stainless Outfitters one is. I
expect the price to be a bit higher as well. As with anything I am thinking the price will be reduced the more orders they
can get. Anyone Interested??? Nigel (RESTLESS SOLE #222)”
A number of members expressed interest.
Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 on 6 February wrote:
“Thanks for the info. MIKRON was fitted with a bowsprit two years ago with dual anchor rollers. It is working
out just beautifully.”
Then in a 16 June e-mail Nigel wrote:
“The Bowsprit is going on the boat this week. I have taken some photos already but they are still on the camera. I'll get a
package of scanned pictures and some measurements ready as soon as I can hopefully before we leave for the North
Channel on July 1st. I think it looks great but I'll let you be the judge later.”
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By 12 April e-mail, Rob & Kathy Laird wrote:
“…As for our plans we are on our way back to Canada and once we get there we will make our decision about
the future.”
ED: We now understand Kathy & Rob have sold their KAROB. Details when we have them.

As mentioned, we are delighted that Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 has taken on the task of completing
our Owners’ Manual. As we ‘go to press’, Les has provided us with this encouraging progress report:
“A quick update on the progress with the Aloha 34 Technical Manual. The first cut has been made! Without the
profiles or newsletters it is running around 165 pages.
The most efficient way to keep the document live while minimizing the distribution costs of such a large document
would be to have it available as a download from the Internet. Not all members have Internet access. They may be able to
acquire a printed copy at a cost covering production and printing. A third alternative would be the production of a CD
for a few dollars. Members without computers could get a printed copy from places such as Business Depot by taking in
the CD.
The software for viewing the electronic versions, whether on the Internet or a CD is free and easy to use. It's well
know as "Acrobat Reader". The CD or the Internet versions would contain links to referenced Profiles and Newsletters, making access
to the expanded version of any topic readily available.

Feedback on what format you would prefer, from members of the Aloha 34 Owners Network, would be
appreciated. Feel free to respond, indicating whether you use a computer and/or the internet, directly to Les Harrison,
ENCHANTMENT, at < harrisol@excite.com >.
It is anticipated that the final document, at least in electronic format, should be available later this fall [after
ENCHANTMENT returns from our sailing vacation in the North Channel]. Do you call it a vacation when you're
retired??? Have a sunsational summer. Les”
ED: Again, many thanks to all those who have helped us get this far!
In the Fall 2000 newsletter we solicited suggestions on how to “bind” our ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL. I
had suggested a loose-leaf format only because some items will remain "dynamic" & I foresee ongoing changes &
additions downstream. However, Les’ much more modern approach makes a lot of sense to me.
Does anyone have a better solution? Please let Les and me know what you suggest.

Carla Kilpela and David Carr have been spending much of their spare time over the past two years refurbishing their
MOMENTUM I #111. We asked them for an article on their work for the newsletter.
By 30 May e-mail David replied:
“Migs, I'll work on it over the summer. There are some interesting things we found.
 We rebuilt the pedestal and found worn cables.
 We had a plastic water tank re welded and put a through hull in the holding tank to replace cracked threads
 We cut the Dorades out from the top and glassed them inside after drying them all winter by keeping the boat
covered. We capped them with 1" teak boards and they look great.
 We did the battery thing
 The engine was another story.
 We changed the side windows (old style C & C type)
There's lots more so it will take some time to write it up. With Carla's help I'll do it in parts and you can publish it
from there.”
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By e-mail Carla & David also forwarded a photo of MOMENTUM I, at this date our third most senior
ALOHA 34 registered, with a message from the crew member standing on the foredeck:
“Thought you might be interested in seeing me on my boat. We've spent two years sending messages back and
forth. If you are ever sailing by let me know. Benjamin “.
( ED: Also note TEAK covered Dorades. See MODIFICATION, Item 16 following)
2). REFURBISHING HOLY SMOKES #127
Jamie & Chico McTavish HOLY SMOKES #127 who bought HYVA TYTTO listed for sale in the Fall 2000 newsletter
as needing “work”, by 2 April e-mail report:
“We bought HOLY SMOKES in December/00 and started to gut her right away. It took us two weeks, just to
empty her. What a job, and mildew...We won't go there. We work on her 6-7 days a week, after work, weekends etc. There
is so much work to do on her, I couldn't begin to tell you, but I will tell you this, that when we put her in the water this
year, she will be the top of the line Aloha 34. She will be brand new from inside/out.
We built our own electrical panel, complete new wiring from one end to the other, all new batteries, inverter, link,
complete new plumbing, new head, totally stripped the inside, and re-finished all teak, built new companion way, all new
life lines, stays, strip off all outside hardware and re-caulk everything , sand and paint deck and hull, all new foam and I
am presently re-covering the new cushions etc., etc.
This is our winter project and sometimes it's a little stressful, but we move on anyway. She will be a new boat, one
that we can be proud of.
Well, got to go for now. It's almost time to leave work here and head to my sewing machine and Jamie to his
electrical. Bye for now. Chico & Jamie.”
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ED: Chico & Jamie would appreciate hearing from others who are similarly refurbishing their ALOHA 34’s.

Last month Rick West, MARIAH #225 of
Spinaker (one “n”) Sailing Charters Inc in Thornbury,
Ontario reported that he had found WINDBOURNE (?),
an ALOHA 41 for sale at Pat Sturgeon Brokers in
Toronto and was about to check it out. Price is
C$169,000.
He asked if we knew anything about the
ALOHA 41, and how many were built.
We asked our Co-President Mao Ouyang. By
28 May e-mail Mao replied:
“...We did have plans for the ALOHA 41. In
fact, we did strike a deal with a Taiwanese firm and
brought one over. However, I learned much about
dealing with Taiwanese firms quickly. All promises. It
was a Perry design. The boat is beautiful but when a
manufacturer ships you a boat with a cracked engine
housing, leaky cabins, substandard equipment and offers
no warranty, it's tough to continue working with them.
We kissed them goodbye fast and that was the end of
that... Mao”
Then on 5 June, Gary Oliver BLUE YONDER
A-28 on the AOA SailNet e-mail discussion group wrote
“I just saw advertised for sale an ALOHA
PERRY 41 in Boat for Sale, May 2001, Canadian
Edition, page 89. The picture of the boat in the
advertisement certainly looks like a Perry design,
namely, an enlarged ALOHA 32. I have never heard of
an Aloha larger than the 34 and was wondering if
anyone out there knows anything about the ALOHA
PERRY 41...
…Look forward to any input on the ALOHA
PERRY 41.”



Engine
compartment
available
behind
companionway and no room to work.
 All tanks etc. behind engine...(difficult to remove).
 V-berth forward with a shower aft and on port side.
 Standard dining settee arrangement aft on port and
starboard.
 Galley aft of that on port side with nav station
opposite on starboard.
 Aft again to 2 piece head on port and cabin with
door on starboard.
 Old instrumentation.
I have pictures and would be glad to mail them to you.
Please forward address as I don't have a scanner.
Very interesting to see. Still think someone could do well
producing an Aloha 41... Regards Rick.”
Rick did mail us his photos, one of which is
copied here. We passed more of Rick’s photos to the
AOA webmaster who has posted them on the AOA
website at: http://www.alohaowners.com/
As was reported, she looks lovely but there is a
lot of teak! Also, as Rick said, the below decks layout is
nothing like a spacious ALOHA 34.
ED: If anyone has a real interest, let me know & I can email some more of Rick’s photos to those interested.

We copied this together with Mao’s above
comments to members on our Aloha34@Topica.com email discussion group.
Then Rick West, MARIAH #225 by 6 June email added:
“...(I) drove down to Port Credit last Friday to
see Aloha 41. I was hoping to find a stretched version of
my 34. Not so. Although the owner of this boat has tried
valiantly to maintain the bright-work, this vessel is a
nightmare of wood. Not only is the deck wooden but so
is the cabin top. Down below is in various stages of
restoring/maintaining. Its beam is not as wide as I
imagined and therefore the room below seems no more
spacious than my 34.

ALOHA 41 photo courtesy Rick West MARIAH #225
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Paul Cote, ALOHA 27 #114 assisted by Keith Denham Aloha 28 BLISS #135 located a September 1980
Canadian Yachting Magazine advertising the ALOHA-PERRY 41 and placed it on the AOA website. See below. We are
not aware of any ALOHA 47’s being built.
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When SEA VIXEN #167 was being surveyed in April, the well qualified marine surveyor here in Victoria BC
advised us that regulations in Canada relating to propane installations have changed since our ALOHA's were built.
Changes include:
1. Each propane appliance must have its own supply line leading directly from the manifold in the propane locker.
This is fine if your ALOHA 34 only has one propane appliance. However a number of ALOHA 34's were fitted
with a second propane appliance, such as the PALOMA instant hot water heater located on the forward bulkhead of the
heads. In the 1970’s and 80’s it was acceptable to have a single line coming forward from the propane locker in the port
quarter of the cockpit to the propane water heater, with a branch hose leading off to the stove.
However, now this arrangement no longer meets the current “Code” in Canada.
2. The area around where the supply line(s) exits the propane locker in the port quarter of the cockpit should be sealed to
prevent the possibility of leaking propane entering the boat through the lazarette IF the propane locker drain where ever to
become plugged.
As we understand the regulations, present owners are not obliged to make these changes until, perhaps, they sell
their boat. However, we suggest that after ~20 years, members might consider having an expert in propane check their
system as a matter of prudence, and while so doing, make the necessary modifications.
A majority of our ALOHA's when built were wired using 110 volt hard core domestic type wiring. Today, coated
Multi Strand Boat Cable is the standard. Although we are not aware of any members encountering serious problems, those
who may be rewiring or adding to their present electrical systems should consider up-grading to meet today's Code.
Additionally, our marine surveyor examining SEA VIXEN suggested that ALOHAs with originally fitted regular
‘household’ 110-volt electrical outlets, should upgrade them all to GFI outlets. A good suggestion.

These days POCKETMAIL seems to be one of the most popular means for travellers communicating by e-mail. At their
Web site www.PocketMail.com, they invite one to “sign up for unlimited e-mail!”.
By 12 November e-mail Nigel Tilley (& Michele Ruttan) RESTLESS SOLE #222 wrote:
“I just saw that (Milan & Adrian Ford) AMALTHEA #189 is listed on the YOTREPS site at
http://www.bitwrangler.com/yotreps/ .
This is tracking software that keeps track of vessels on Pacific voyages as long as they are registered with them.
Their call number is KD6INW/AMALTHEA It appears that they are on route from NUKUALOFA to OPUA via
MINERVA. A little exploration of the site will help you make some sense of it. It appears at the moment that there are too
many vessels grouped together on the map to show an exact position. Interesting anyway. Nigel”.
ED: Using Nigel’s YOTREPS site, we were able to track AMALTHEA into the New Zealand area. This is a free service
according to their web site.
We asked if anyone knew of similar systems in the BAHAMAS/CARIBBEAN area or other parts of the world.
By 12 December e-mail Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 wrote:
“I'm aware of 2 systems. One is expensive and satellite linked; the other is called APRS I think. If you sign on via
HAM radio it will show your mark on the internet. Using a search engine, I typed in APRS and found some interesting
links. It works for any vehicle or even fixed station. From a boater point of view it is too power and time demanding for
the benefit but he may be talking about a different system. Les




Sandy & Linda Francis, SANDERLIN #125 <sanderlin@pocketmail.com> Hamilton Ontario.
Mike & Lynda Leroux, MIKRON #188 <m.leroux2@sympatico.ca>, Scarborough, Ontario.
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Rick & Cathy Walker, ONCE AROUND #129: < leeward.net@home.com >, Barrie, Ontario
Larry & Carole Jackson, DREAM WEAVER #155 <ljackson@tct.net>, Point Edward, Ontario.
Geoff & Kate Travers, WATER MUSIC #230 Mississauga, ON. Caribbean bound. (Living aboard; See change of
address & telephone # listed in Item 3 above.)



Ruth & Jim Rollo, WINDEKIND #154 <windekind99@hotmail.com>. Caribbean, Last contact St. Martins, April
2000.
 Milan & Adrian Ford, AMALTHEA #189 <KD6INW@mer.win-net.org>. South Pacific heading to New Zealand
& Australia. 18 November 2000 vessel position listed as “NUKUALOFA to OPUA via MINERVA REEF (north of
New Zealand).
 June & Kearny Moyle, QUINTETTE #204 <jkmoyle@primus.ca> Bahamas. Kearney & June winter in the
Bahamas/Florida area, storing QUINTETTE in Florida during the summers. In a 26 December letter, Kearney wrote
from Weston, Ontario: “June and I are just getting ready to head down to “QUINTETTE” for our annual vacation
in the Florida sun. You’ll be glad to know that we’ve finally joined the ranks of the modern world. We have Email,
<jkmoyle~primus.ca> and this letter would be sent by E-mail except for the cheque enclosed. We have also enjoyed
the continuing saga of the other Alohas on their trips through the internet.
We just had a survey done for the insurance company and discovered a number of things that you might be
interested in…” (See MAILBAG, Item 7 (3) for details.)
“…When we return in the spring, I’ll have a lot more to report, hopefully with photos.”
Then, by 26 June e-mail they wrote: “Winter in Florida was quite cool, in fact at times very cold and the heater
on the boat got the most use it has ever had this winter. We did not get much sailing as a result of the temperature but
when we did, although we did not go too far south, we took advantage of sailing in the Gulf and just enjoying the boat.

1. Gordon & Doreen Bridges, BONAVENTURE #215 Newmarket, Ontario.
After spending much of the winter in the Bahamas, Gordon & Doreen returned to Florida where they again stored
BONAVENTURE for the summer, and returned to Canada.
By letter started in the Abacos, Bahamas, Gordon (& Doreen) on 22 April wrote:
“Our trip is coming to an end.; we hope to cross into Florida within the week. We have been in the Bahamas
since early December and very much enjoyed the time.
Our route took us through the Abacos, the Exumas, Cat Island, Eluthera, Nasseau, the Berrys, Lucaya and back
to the Abacos. We had three couples join us at various stages so we have been kept busy.
The boat has performed well although it has started to look used. The stitching is rotting and the zips are
crumbling on the dodger & bimini. The lifelines are showing signs of rust and one already has broken at the swaged
end.
We found that the NOVA KOOL refrigerator was overcharged at some previous time. Now that it has been
corrected we have refrigeration that we can rely on.
The engine runs well, uses no oil between changes and has run for 1,000 hours on my home-made (stainless steel)
exhaust elbow. Who said it would not last?
Wish list for next year:
1. Solar panels, or maybe wind generator.
2. Dinghy davits and
3. an outboard motor lifting device.
The rigging should be replaced or at least checked by an expert as it is now 15 years old and is making me
nervous in a good heavy blow.
We spoke briefly with ENCHANTMENT #214 whilst passing underway, but never did meet face to face…”
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Then by 6 May enclosure Gordon added:
“I had every intention of posting this letter in the Bahamas but ended up rushing back to Florida to catch a very
narrow weather window. As the water level is down in Lake Okechabee, we left the boat at Indiantown on the east
side.
I very much enjoyed reading the Fall newsletter and am now working my way through the profiles. I am much
taken with the radar arch in NIPINKE #158.
We are surprised at the number of other Alohas that we managed to miss whilst in the Bahamas. We did meet
people who knew of KAROB but they had left the area by then… Gord”
ED: By 13 May e-mail I replied:
“Thanks for your newsy letter of 22 April & 6 May, Gordon (& Doreen)! Good to hear from you! Brian King
has been giving me some reports of your activities. Do I gather that you were sending out regular reports? If you still
have them, would you send them (electronically preferred) to me (along with any photos). With your permission I
would put them out as an Addendum to Profile # 215, along the same lines as we did for Frank & Eve Collins
TRUE LOVE Profile #117 and are hoping to do for Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB #146. There is a lot of membership
interest in your "offshore" sailing.
The timing of your letter is perfect as I am in need of some more good material for the Spring newsletter:
 Glad to hear that your stainless steel exhaust elbow continues to work well. I will tell my mechanic friend next
time I see him on our yacht club docks!
 We just had SEA VIXEN surveyed. She's nearing 20 years old & I decided that prudence reigned. His comment
on our lifelines was that they should be replaced in the next year or two. He recommends going up one size, at
least for the top lifeline.
 Glad to hear the refrigerator problem has been resolved…
 Our rigging checked out satisfactorily in the survey. I questioned the surveyor about going up a size or two
eventually if I ever do have to replace the rigging. Response was that what we have is fine (in his opinion)… My
only suggestion would be to check your chain plate fittings. We continue to get reports of problems, further to the
info in the Fall 2000 newsletter.
 If you want any additional info on NIPINKE's radar arch, Heinz Hone is at e-mail:
nipinke@uniserve.com…Migs”
2). David & Alice Fisher, DALRIADA #128 <david.fisher2@sympatico.ca> Thornbury, Ontario.
Alice & David spent January–March 2000 in the Bahamas. They left DALRIADA in storage in Florida last summer
and returned home. They planned to re-join their boat in Florida in January 2001 & return to the Bahamas.

1).
Wayne
Mclellan
&
Patricia
Creed
SAND
DOLLAR
#120,
Thunder
Bay,
Ontario
<patandwayne@pocketmail.com> Having spent much of the winter sailing the Bahamas, Pat & Wayne by 16 March email (PocketMail) write:
“…Well, we are (back in) in Florida, after a harrowing crossing, I might add. We departed from Nassau at 5:30 a.m.,
Sun., March 11 with chain reaction, tranquilizer and horizon 111. Our plan was to boot it across - 30 hours. the forecast
was favourable, wind 10 - 15 knots and waves 2 - 4 feet. This is what we based our decision on. Well, you might guess
how that goes. We had perfect conditions until we reached Bimini. The wind was as forecast but the waves were four to
six, which should not be a big deal except they were confused. That means they were coming from all directions and
meeting. Not a pleasant sight. Let me assure you I wasn't fearing for my life or anything, no tears either (that's my
measure), but it was a pretty uncomfortable ride. Wayne made sure that our boom was secured with a preventer so it
wasn't slamming back and forth because of the boat motion. He also was on the helm for the bulk of the journey.
Unfortunately, two of our sailing partners lost their main sails, they ripped. Not good, very unhappy.
However, we all arrived safe and sound at Lake Worth in the Palm Beach area on Monday at about 10:30 a.m.
We went ashore immediately to do e-mail, (is a 1-800 number in North America rather than $1./minute in the Bahamas)
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and went to Publix, a fabulous grocery store. bought real milk, fresh raspberries, real whipping cream, two
Danish pastries and a loaf of sourdough bread. Ah, civilization.
For dinner that night we had my healthy reconstituted minestrone soup, and blew it after that with raspberries
and cream and I had to have a Danish to cap it all off. Wayne, on the other hand exercised restraint, only had a bite of
mine and saved his until the next morning. He shared half with me. I would never do that.
On our next visit to Publix I bought fresh tomatoes on the vine. Life is all about eating isn't it. An aside, Publix
has one of those large scales at their entrance so that you can weigh yourself before you shop I guess. Needless to say,
our indulgences have now come to a grinding halt. I find it pretty interesting that a grocery store would have a scale.
At this point Wayne is determining where we will leave the boat while we are visiting home and he is making the
travel arrangements which is a bit of a challenge because it is spring break for the time of our travel. Kids going
everywhere.
We will probably leave the boat in Ft. Pierce and fly out of Miami. Tentatively will leave Florida March 20 and
return around a month later… Once we have firm schedule will let you know. P & W”
2). Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB (EX CANUSA) #146, c/o <karob@pocketmail.com> Departed Hamilton, Ontario 10
September to Bahamas. They arrived in Florida last November where they encountered “engine” problems. See
“ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS”, Item 17 following.
Final repairs were completed in late January and in early February Kathy & Rob in KAROB successfully crossed over
from Florida to the Bahamas. In late April they started their voyage home to Hamilton.
Kathy & Rob have kept us up to date on their movements with frequent “Voyage of KAROB” reports that we have emailed to members reading Aloha34@Topica .
In a 15 May e-mail Kathy & Rob wrote:
“We are presently sitting in the cockpit listening to the song birds, with the sun shining and a cool breeze at Little
Falls, New York on the Erie Canal. Our mast is laying on the deck and poor KAROB does not look at all like a sailboat.
We hope to send the rest of the (Voyage of KAROB) emails on our trip over the next few weeks and catch up to date.
You have our permission to print our emails as you have described and we will search through our photos and try to send
one before the summer is out.
We will be staying here for two or three days and then heading back towards Hamilton which will take about two
weeks from here. We're trying to pace ourselves so that we and the warm weather arrive at the same time…
Rob & Kathy Laird SV KAROB”
On 23 May, Stuart & Annette Spracklan WINDY #151 wrote:
“…KAROB arrived in Hamilton on Monday morning (21st). They were tired after a 30 hour non stop up the lake so
we will visit with them this weekend. I have been cutting a pasting all of their e-mails into WORD and I am going to
present this to them this weekend so they can edit and add to the documentation.
ED:
We understand that having completed their round trip “Voyage of KAROB” to the Bahamas, Rob & Kathy plan to
sell KAROB.
Once we receive the remaining episodes and the ‘promised’ photos, we’ll enclose their entire “Voyage of KAROB”
narrative as Addendum 1 to Profile #146, in future mail-out.
3). Bob Medd TLC #150, VICTORIA, BC, <rgmedd@hotmail.com>. Single-handing much of the way. (Web Site:
http://communities.msn.com/TheVoyagesofTLC ). Departed Victoria, BC 2 September to South Pacific.
In a 14 December e-mail Bob wrote:
“Greetings to all, from Punta de Mita, just outside of Bahia de Banderas.
I'm now in the mainland of Mexico after some rather interesting sailing, blown main in the Sea of Cortez being the
topper. I thought my world was falling apart when the main sail ripped in half but all my worrying was for naught. Within
three hours of anchoring the sail was going back up the mast all mended. This cruising community is amazing, no sooner
had the main come down and off the boom when Lynda off of another boat was rowing over with her sewing machine, sail
thread and sail tape.
The crossing of the Sea of Cortez was pretty uneventful, 57 hours of wonderful sailing and calm seas. Great
temperatures, 85 degrees F and clear skies…”
ED: We have had no word from TLC since December and observe that his website listed above is no longer active. If
anyone has news of Bob, would they kindly let members know..
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4). Les & Carol Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214, Kincardine, Ontario; < harrisol@excite.com > departed Great
Lakes mid August and reached the Bahamas in early January. Carol & Les kept us all up to date on their activities with
Carol’s frequent reports in “Carol’s Journal”. See their web page at:
http://freepages.travel.rootsweb.com/~enchantment/ .
In an 8 December e-mail to Stuart & Annette Spracklan WINDY #151, copied to us, Les wrote:
“… Right now I cannot think of anything I would change or not install. The anchor platform has been great and
has an additional benefit of keeping Enchantment off the mooring ball when there is no wind. Stops the clunking against
the hull.
The solar panels are sure worth the cost but if you have the demands I have, solar plus wind is the way to go. We
won't be making that change unless we were to stay for more seasons.
We really appreciate the charcoal filter in the drinking water.
Of all the things I did, I have most appreciated the electronic charting software. Next day planning is a snap,
following the narrow channels is easier and moving through complex areas like New York or Beufort are simplified. It
saves on the nerves and gets you to the G&T sooner...” Les, ENCHANTMENT
The following is from “Carol’s Journal”, swiped off their web page and describes their trip from Florida to the
Bahamas, and their initial days in the Bahamas:
“Sunday, January 7th was our BIG DAY ! We finally stopped being on a delivery trip and started the real thing.
Up at three a.m., under way by 4 and into the Gulf Stream before dawn. We were supposed to have a perfect
window, but left over swells were encouraged by very light north breezes so we motor sailed over 4 foot seas until we
reached the banks. Our SOSpenders got a full day workout and we found them no trouble to wear--- as long as we
remembered to unhook the tethers before trying to move very far…
…As we headed across the banks the wind, naturally switched to the predicted SW so we were into it for another 8
hours. Although it would have been a perfect close reach we kept the engine on to assist the full sails so we could keep up
to the experienced trawlers with whom we were travelling.
After listening to the 4 o’clock weather we, along with LADY MARGARET, decided to alter course for the
Berrys in order to have a snug spot for the next front rather than Nassau. At 9 p.m. we dropped our hooks miles from
nowhere “on the banks”. Although exhausted, we were totally enthralled with the full moon reflected on the sandy bottom
in 20 feet of water. We could see every ripple and blade of grass. It was truly enchanting.
Next day we cleared customs in Great Harbour Cay Marina, a totally non event as the boat was so far down at
the dock at low tide that the customs official declined to climb aboard and settled for Les’s long legs bringing the paper
work to him. So for $100 we can stay in the Bahamas for 120 days!
We explored Great Harbour for two days, snorkelling in the shallow water in the lee of the island, learning from
Pat and Colin how to “conch” from FIND to EAT. We were trying to get our $100 worth in the first day! A charming
beach club provided a good opportunity to treat ourselves to dinner out---hamburgers and fries (in paradise).
My walk to the post office on Tuesday was special because in both directions local ladies stopped and offered me
a ride. I was grateful because it was rather a long hike along gravely unnamed roads, with side roads going off to who
knows where. I talked to some little kids (well “at” is a more appropriate word because they were too shy to reply) and
their moms at the walk-in clinic cum post office.
I investigated the three stores which were small rooms in peoples homes, but found no fresh produce despite the
signs on the doors. The Happy People store was no bigger than our boat and stuffed with things from ice cream to fishing
tackle. Rather like a Haliburton lake tuck shop…”
ED: Thanks Carol! For Carol’s full story, those with Internet capability should go to her “Journal” as noted above.
On 2 February Carol & Les by e-mail wrote:
“Well we made it to the Bahamas and moved quite quickly down the Exumas to Georgetown. We are expecting some
guests and this is the most convenient spot to pick up and play.
The weather has been unusually windy with frequent cold fronts keeping us pegged down at times in places like Pipe
Creek. For those that have been here they will know that's not really a hard place to be holed up.
The web page should receive the next installment in about 3 weeks when our first guest returns home - some time after
February 13th.
It's expensive down here by the minute so that's all for now. Les & Carol, Enchantment”
ED: See Les & Carol’s website listed above ‘for the rest of the story’. Carol and Les have since returned home.
ENCHANTMENT is being trucked back to Ontario.
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5). Rick West, MARIAH #225, <spinaker@bmts.com> Thornbury, Ontario & owner of "Spinaker Sailing Charters
Inc." flew to Bahamas on 1 November to take delivery of BRITTANY, his new MORGAN 41. He then sailed to St.
Martin where he chartered until returning to Thornbury in late March, 2001.

Swapping of ALOHA 34’s was reported upon earlier. See “Boat Swap” in the Index to the Package of Profiles.
Another option if one wants to sail new areas in an ALOHA 34 is to leave your boat at home and charter an
ALOHA 34. Currently we are aware of two charter companies with ALOHA 34’s, Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) and
Spinaker (one “n”!) Sailing Charters Inc. Both serve the Georgian Bay, North Channel area.
1). CANADIAN YACHT CHARTERS (CYC) at 30 Water Street, Gore Bay, Ontario, Canada P0P 1H0.
Toll Free: 1 (800) 565-0022 or (705) 282-0185. E-mail: <info@cycnorth.com>; CYC website is at
http://www.cycnorth.com/ which advertises Bareboat Charters, Skippered Cruises, Day Sails, & Sailing and Cruising
School
Details of their ALOHA 34 FIRST LIGHT are not known other than, according to CYC, she was built in 1987
which should make her one of the last at hull/sail #232 or #231. Photo is not available.
2). SPINAKER (one “n”) SAILING CHARTERS INC. operated & managed by member Rick WEST
<spinaker@bmts.com> . Address is Box 537, Thornbury Ontario Canada N0H 2P0. Telephone: (519) 599-7288.
Website is: www.spinakersailing.com . Rick’s charter fleet includes the ALOHA 34 MARIAH #225.
SPINAKER advertises skippered & bareboat, hourly, daily, weekend & weekly cruises. Lessons. Sail & Suppers.
Honeymoon cruises. Sunset Cruises. Race cruises. “Luxury with good food and the splendour of Georgian Bay.”

See enclosed up-dated Profile #155 for description and
photos provided by Larry & Carole Jackson,
DREAM WEAVER #155.
Stuart Meyer AIR LOOM #185 copied us on a 3 June e-mail to Carla Kilpela and David Carr MOMENTUM
I #111 in which he wrote:
“…We have an Aloha 34, hull #185, which we purchased in 1983. One of the modifications I have been thinking
of for some time has been replacement of the dorade tops with a piece of teak. It sounds like you have done that already
and I was wondering how you accomplished it and what you ran into as you were doing it.
We live in southeastern Michigan and try to spend some time each summer sailing in the North Channel. If the
water is deep enough and we make it up there this summer, it would be nice to get together with you and see how you are
coming along with your boat.”
Carla and David replying from Gore Bay, Ontario provided photos and a step-by-step set of instructions on their
repair of the Dorade area in MOMENTUM I #111 that many members will find useful. The addition of the teak on top of
the Dorade boxes certainly adds to the appearance of the ALOHA 34.
1.

2.

I bought a 1" thick teak plank and cut it the size of the top
of the Dorade. I made a template of cardboard of the
shape and used it to trace on the plank. I sloped the front
the same slope as the front of the Dorade box. I pre-cut
holes for the new vents in the planks in the same location
as they were in the top of the dorade.
I then removed the circular openings that the vents fit into
and cut the top open with a jigsaw about 3/4" smaller than
the piece of wood which I traced onto

the top of the Dorade to make sure I had something to screw
into. See Photo #1.
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PHOTO #1
3. Once the box was open (and it had dried all winter) I cut a
piece of 1/2" plywood to lay in the front half of the box
toward the bow the shape of the inside. I had to use a
chisel to carve the area on the bottom of the plywood
where the opening was into the inside of the boat to make
the plywood lay flat. I did this because I couldn't get the
inner opening inserts out without breaking them. See
Photos #2 & #3.

PHOTO #3
6.

7.
8.

Then when it had set-up, I countersunk holes in the plank,
drilled pilot holes in the fibreglass tops, and screwed the
boards into the lip I left when I cut the tops open using
some sealant to seal the tops. The holes were then sealed
with teak plugs.
The vents were then mounted onto the teak boards after
the Cetol was applied. See Photos #4 & #5.
I re-drilled the holes to drain the boxes prior to mounting
the tops and added a few extra so there are 4 on each box.

PHOTO #2
4.

5.

Once this was inside I could lay Fiberglas mat in the box
and I used polyester resin to lay up the mat. The plywood
sealed over the opening into the boat so nothing dripped
inside. This sealed the inside of the box for good.
I cut the pieces that were cut from the top of the dorade
boxes to fit across the inside of the dorade against the
plywood piece to act as a dam between the front and back
of the dorade to help keep the water in the back half of the
box.

PHOTO #4
9.

The final task was to go inside the boat and cut a hole
through the vent opening into the Dorade box with a hole
saw through the opening the same size as the vent hole.

The teak boards actually dressed the boat up. If I were
doing it again I might paint the insides white.
When the pictures are done they should help explain the
work. We are around most of the time, just let us
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know when you plan to be in the area. There’s lots of
water here, as long as you pay attention to the charts…”

PHOTO #5

David & Carla added:
“Re Photo #2, the larger piece of plywood is what I laid in the dorade. It is shown upside down so it shows the
chiselling I had to do to get it to lay flat. The vent ring protrudes up inside the dorade so I used the plywood to lay over
the hole so I could get the fibreglass inside the dorade without having to worry about it getting inside the boat. The small
piece was what I was going to use to create the dam however I ended up using a piece of the Fiberglas cut from the top
which I shaped to fit across the inside against the plywood I put inside. You can see the top of it in some of the pictures. It
worked nicely because it was already Fiberglas and I only needed to glass it on both sides on the bottom edges.
Attached is a sketch that should help.”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Plywood in front half
carved out to fit over
vent

Teak Top

Glass Dam Fit
against plywood

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151 by 18
March e-mail advised us of the following very useful
website:
“I just happened across this web site and saw
some useful information on our engines. One page lists
all the models made and the years that they were made.
There are also some good tips, on line diagrams, and
you can look up parts to see what they cost (US $):
http://www.marinedieseldirect.com/ “.

This is a most informative site with plenty of
equally useful links.



For UNIVERSAL owners: Note that the M-30
listed (NOT to be confused with the M4-30) is the
later version of the Model #5424 originally fitted in
many ALOHA 34s.
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For WESTERBEKE owners: I note a 27 horse
power engine listed which presumably is the newer
version of the W-27 model fitted in our ALOHA
34’s. I do not see a W-21 equivalent. Has anyone
any ideas?
If anyone can spot the 21 horse power equivalent,
would he/she let me know (for insertion in both the
next newsletter and the Owners' Manual.

In a 9 January e-mail Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB #146 wrote:
“…We are going to redo our electrical system as our present house bank is not adequate. We are going to install a
130-amp alternator, 3-stage regulator and 4 golf cart batteries. This seems to be the most common set up amongst
cruisers and gives sufficient power to stay on the hook for long periods of time and minimal engine hours.
We have had no trouble as long as we are motoring every other day or so but once we anchor for more than two days
the engine and 55 amp alternator are not able to keep the house bank up to a satisfactory level to maintain refrigeration
and any type of life after dark. Will let you know how it turns out.”
Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 by 18 January e-mail responded:
I wonder if Rob realizes that 130-amp alternator will require two belts to run it AND it will take away quite a bit
of engine horsepower to run!!! May be just as cost affective to install solar panel!
When Les & Carol (Harrison) in ENCHANTMENT #214 get back from their trip, one of the items I want to talk
to him about is how his four Energizer Marine batteries at C$80.00ea worked for him. Before the trip he could not justify
the cost of golfcart batteries especially if one goes bad, you have to replace both, as they work in tandem…”

Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB #146 when they were heading to the Bahamas described this problem & how they
fixed it in this excellent 27 December e-mail using POCKETMAIL:
“Problem first came to our attention when a small amount of engine oil was found inside the bell housing. At the
time we were installing a new transmission in Atlantic City in late Sept/00. At the time the company putting the new
transmission in stated that this may be due to a rear seal problem which they could fix at a cost of 2 days labour @
$75/hr plus parts. It would require jacking up the engine & removing the flywheel housing assembly. They could not
guarantee that this would fix the problem so we decided to continue on our trip toward Florida.
As time passed the amount of oil leaking out of the bottom of bell housing increased until finally we were putting
1/2 litre in the engine each morning to top it up in late November when we arrived in Titusville, Florida. This was about
250 engine hours from Atlantic City.
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We found a local mechanic who checked the engine over for approx. 1 hour and advised that we had a rear oil
seal leak and referred us to a company which did this type of work and was the Coco Beach area UNIVERSAL rep
Noah's Arc. We were advised by them that the only way the seal could be replaced was to have the engine pulled out of
the boat, would take 3 to 4 weeks to complete and would cost $2500.
With the help of the ALOHA 34 e-mail network, ALOHA 34 Package Profiles, phone calls to other owners
having (similar) trouble in the past years and UNIVERSAL Parts (UPM) and Service Manuals (USM) we decided to do
it ourselves. The order of the work was as follows:
1. Removed shift control bracket from gear box and disconnected shift cable from shift lever UPM pg. 30
2. Disconnected shaft coupling from gear box and pushed propeller shaft and coupling back to stuffing box
3. Removed 6 bolts holding bell housing to flywheel housing assembly UPM pg. 30
4. Moved heat exchanger which had been secured to bell housing by 2 of these bolts up out of way and secured
with lines UPM pg.30 &35
5. Was now able to drop transmission and bell housing as one unit down and then lift out of engine compartment
6. Removed 6 hex bolts holding Damper mounting plate to fly wheel and removed UPM pg 30 item 20
7. Using flat screwdriver we loosened fly wheel washers from flywheel bolts UPM pg 14 item 5
8. We were not able to loosen 6 flywheel bolts ourselves as the flywheel could not be stopped from turning when
we applied pressure to bolt. We had a mechanic bring a portable air wrench and bolts came off easily and
flywheel was removed. UPM pg 14
9. Oil seal was now visible and could have been removed at this point and perhaps a new one installed. However it
would be difficult to hammer new one into place. Instead we removed the 16 bolts holding the bearing cover on
and removed it and the Oil seal as well as the related gasket cover as one unit. Oil could be seen coming out of
the bottom of the joint between the oil seal and Bearing Cover. UPM pg 6 items 10 to 19
10. The Oil Seal slipped easily out of center of Bearing cover, perhaps too easily, and we could see small metal
filings around seal mixed with oil and forming small clumps. This may have been the cause for failure.
11. After learning that the marina (two years ago) had also rebuilt the Damper UPM pg 30 item 19, we looked
closely at the springs they had replaced and found them to be scoured and gouged which was the source of the
metal filings. We noted that the 4 cover washers, items 16, 17, 17 & 18, were not on the 8 inner bolts holding
the Bearing cover in place. They were secured by lock-washers instead. It is believed that cover washers had
not been replaced the 2 years earlier when the Oil Seal had been replaced by a marina. UPM page 6
12. We ordered the following parts from a local KUBOTA farm dealer:
 OIL SEAL: KUB 15221-04460 US$21.86 UNIV #298695
 BEARING COVER GASKET: KUB 15296-04820 US$3.43 UNIV #298691
 COVER WASHER (2 washers): KUB 15221-04650 0.84 UNIV #298693
13. We ordered the following parts from the WESTERBEKE/UNIVERSAL dealer which we could not get ASAP
from the KUBOTA dealer:
 COVER WASHER UNIV #298692 US$1.80
 DAMPER UNIV #298454 US$121.60
14. Note that when removing Bearing cover. use two of the 16 bolts removed and screw them into the two empty
boltholes. By slowly tightening the bolts the Bearing Cover will come off the shaft.
15. We were not able to obtain COVER WASHER #298694 and were advised that the part was no longer
available. We cleaned the two surfaces that the cover gasket separated to remove all old seal material and then
put a light coating of non hardening PERMATEX "2A" on both sides
16. Light coating of PERMATEX 2A also put on inside ring of bearing cover which Oil Seal sits in, used dead
hammer to seat oil seal into bearing cover using concrete as a back board
17. Put light coating of diesel oil on shaft and started to slide on bearing cover lining up holes as best as possible
and used dead hammer to seat in place.
18. Replaced 16 bolts and washers and used lock washers and small amount of medium LOCTITE on two bolts
without cover washer
19. Cleaned contact surfaces of flywheel with diesel oil and wiped off with gasoline and dried.
20. Put on flywheel and rotated to line up bolt holes in proper sequence, put diesel oil on bolts and hand tightened
21. Put pipe wrench at front of engine on crankshaft and braced handle of wrench against engine mount. This
stopped flywheel from turning as you tighten the 6 bolts of the flywheel. You could also use this method to
remove bolts but it works best with another person to make sure wrench does not slip and fall off.
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22. Torqued the bolts to 75-ft. lbs.
23. It was at this point of the installation that the local mechanic left. We wanted his knowledge for installing the
oil seal assembly and his tools for this part of the installation. His total charges for diagnosis, removal of
flywheel, reinstalling seal and flywheel and advice on how to complete other functions amounted to $110 for
about 4hours of his time. If you are ever in Titusville his name is John Kapus, KAPUS MARINE DIESEL
SERVICE
24. The old damper was removed from the damper mounting plate and the new one installed
25. Damper unit was then attached to flywheel
26. Transmission and bell housing was reattached and transmission connected to drive shaft
27. Heat exchanger was reattached to bell housing. Then we had a drink to celebrate!!!
Overall the job was not difficult as long as you have the diagrams to show what you can expect to find, or
SHOULD find as you disassemble. The key to us was to take our time and if something didn't look right or come apart as
you would expect seek help/advice but try to do it yourself. There is lots of help out there just waiting to be asked. The
disassembly took about 2 hours and assembly took about 4 hours and our total cost was $257.73 and about 10 days of
waiting for parts. This is to be compared to the quote of $2500.00 plus a time frame of 4 weeks and another $400+ for
marina slips.
Initially we thought we must be crazy to do this but it has been a great experience.
 We saved a great deal of money,
 we are back on our trip at least 2 weeks before we would have been if we had gone to the boat yard for the work,
 we met and talked to a great deal of people all over North America who gladly shared their knowledge and gave
encouragement,
 we learned more about the workings of our boat which can only help in the future and
 we gained considerable confidence in our own abilities.
Thanks to everyone on the ALOHA NETWORK and we encourage everyone to try to do that next job on YOUR
boat yourself. Rob & Kathy Laird, SV KAROB #146”
Then in their 9 January “Voyage of KAROB” report Rob & Kathy wrote:
“Jan 4- OK which one of you people has put the curse on us? What rhymes with "Boil and Bleak"? You guessed
it... we have an oil leak again and it appears to be coming from the rear seal. Who says lightning can't strike twice in the
same place. Well the one good thing is the weather is a little warmer and the sun is shining and the flu is slowly leaving us
so who are we to complain. We are having a highly recommended diesel mechanic look at it tomorrow (is there any other
kind?) so hopefully we can get this problem fixed once and for all and get on our way to the Bahamas.”
This was followed by a more hopeful 16 January e-mail, “Subject: Oil Leak Again”
“Well we have repaired the leak and it turns out not to be the rear oil seal this time. When we dismantled
everything down to the seal we found oil in the bell housing but the seal itself was clean as a whistle.
28. We cleaned all the oil off the bolts and housing around the seal, put the fly wheel back on, and ran the engine
for about 1/2 hour until oil started to drip out between the flywheel and housing.
29. We then removed the flywheel again and noticed oil coming out around the bottom two inner bolts of the
Bearing Cover. The two bolts we could not get the cover washer for and had used lock washers and LOC-TITE
on.
30. We removed the bolts and applied "RIGHT STUFF" gasket material to the bolts after cleaning all oil off the
bolts and holes with carburettor cleaner.
31. While we were doing these two bolts, oil started to come out of another one so we ended up doing all the bolts
as above.

We have run the engine for two hours today and so far no oil leak. Total cost was $50 labour and 1 beer to the diesel
mechanic for 2 hours work. We hope this is the last episode with the oil leaks.”
Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151, commenting on Rob & Kathy’s description, by 18 January e-mail wrote:
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“…Thanks for the update... I plan to replace that gasket when I remove the rear seal, and follow Rob's information
on the bolts...”
4). WESTERBEKE & UNIVERSAL ENGINES
OBENDORFER RAW WATER PUMP PART NUMBERS
The manufacturer of the OBENDORFER Raw Water Pump used on most UNIVERSAL & WESTERBEKE
engines recommends that its impellor should be changed about every 500 hours.
We had a request for OBENDORFER Raw Water Pump part numbers in ALOHA 34's, needed when replacing
the impellor. Part numbers are:
 Impellor: #295628
 Impellor Gasket: #295626
 Flange Gasket: #261044
 Tip Seal: #295627
 Retaining Ring (clip holding impellor on shaft which has to be carefully pried open & off before pulling
impellor off the shaft): #295629.
ED: A detailed procedure on how to change one’s impellor is included on the web site
http://www.marinedieseldirect.com/ recommended by Stuart Spracklan (See section “1).” above.)
For those without e-mail capability, let me know & I can print and ‘snail mail’ a copy to you.

Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 in a 24 November e-mail wrote:
“This is basically a "heads up" message.
Part of the procedure for removing my Hurth transmission, for inspection and possible rebuild, was to remove
the exchanger unit located at the rear of the engine. When I removed the coolant hose that also runs across the back of
the engine (from the coolant tank to the exchanger), I found that it had almost worn through due to rubbing against one
of the engine bolts.
If your hoses are a few years old, you may want to run your fingers along
the side of the hose close to the engine to feel for wear.”

12 April Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB #146 on their return to Florida from the Bahamas:
“We have just had to replace our propellor shaft which snapped at the set screws and left us trying to sail 5 miles
back to St Augutine against the tide. We were able to sail only 1/2 way and the wind died so we had to get a tow from
Boat US to the only marine location capable of pulling the boat out. It took 2 days and $560 to get a new shaft made and
installed and the engine aligned. The mechanic said the cause of the break was that the two holes for the set screws, which
were at 180 degree angles and opposite each other only left about 1/3 the shaft whole at that point and weakened it. You
could also see from the colour of the metal at the break that there had been a crack for some time and the "shiny" break
was on only a small part of the shaft, maybe 15 %.”

The Fall newsletter (Item 19 (3)) included a question from Stuart (&Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151
regarding the need to replace the packing around WINDY’s rudderpost because water was leaking into the boat, especially
when under power when the stern is lower in the water.
By 18 January e-mail, Stuart sent us the following enlightening photos of his problem that he called his
preliminary work on the rudder shaft packing document. He says it needs “more work”!

Rudder shaft packing below steering quadrant (looking aft):
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Inside view of bottom ½ of the rudder shaft packing housing:
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Side view of (removed) rudder shaft packing:

Bottom view of (removed) rudder shaft packing:
(The arrow indicates the area where the water was leaking in through the damaged packing, when the stern sat low
in the water, under power)

This is our first report of leaking rudderpost packing (see directly above). We look forward to hearing Stuart’s full
story (and from any other members who, having been alerted, may now have noted a similar problem).

Gordon & Doreen Bridges, BONAVENTURE #215 who spend their winters in Florida & the Bahamas, who in a 3
January e-mail wrote:
“…With stores few & far between we are relearning how to be self sufficient, but cannot keep our food long enough
with our NOVA KOOL icebox (refrigerator)…”
advise by 22 April letter (See “Currently OFF-Shore” above):
“…We found that the NOVA KOOL refrigerator was overcharged at some previous time. Now that it has been
corrected we have refrigeration that we can rely on…”

Murray Cornish NOCTURNE #212 by 30 April e-mail wrote:
“…Some time ago I asked you for advice and feedback on what seems to be a not uncommon Aloha 34 affliction a leaky keel. Each time we hauled, there was a trickle of seawater from the bottom of the keel that took forever to subside.
Attempts to seal it proved futile, and we were not comfortable with the idea of closing off a saturated area.
At the beginning of May we hauled NOCTURNE for her "annual". This was the year for the complete removal of
several years of bottom paint, and thus the ideal time to investigate the weepy keel.
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We enlisted the services of Bruce McCartney, owner/operator of Harlock Marine Services; he came highly
recommended from a happy customer. Bruce operates in an out-of-the-way corner of West Port Marina in Sidney, BC,
somewhat sheltered from the clouds of sanded bottom paint that hang in the air at spring refit time.
After scraping the hull, he sounded the keel from top to bottom and discovered a substantial void in the lower
leading section. We had agreed that it was important to completely expose the area in order to dry it out and to ensure
access for satisfactory repair. In short order probing revealed a cavity the size of a very large grapefruit.
Over a period of two weeks a combination of heat-lamp, fan, and natural evaporation was employed to dry the
area. The interior space was then pressure filled with foam. Multiple coats of Fiberglas were applied, and Bruce
continued to build on this to masterfully reshape the leading edge of the keel. The end product was both aesthetically
pleasing and very robust.
We were very pleased with Bruce's work. It had been suggested to us that he was a perfectionist and we would
concur; he was intent upon doing a top-notch job, even if it took a little extra time. The repairs took a week longer than he
had originally suggested, but he honoured his quote to the penny. On top of that, he reimbursed us for the extra week's
yard storage!
Not surprisingly, he's usually very busy, but it's worth the wait (250-655-3731)…”
ED: We asked Murray for additional information. Here is his 30 April reply:
“…Bruce felt that the void was there at manufacture, but not the leak of course; however, there was evidence of a
grounding, and the very shoddy repair that he uncovered no doubt lead to the ongoing problem. The water was probably
making its way in by the same route that it always seemed to exit - through an invisible pinhole at the very bottom of the
keel.
We had Bruce attend to a number of other glass odds and ends, so it's difficult to say how much the actual keel
repair came to. Nor do I know for certain how many hours were spent on the work that was directly related. I'll
guesstimate: not counting the stripping of a half a dozen or so layers of bottom paint, I'd say that the keel repair itself was
somewhere between C$500 and $700 of the total bill.”

Our Fall 2000 newsletter carried an “alert” & recommended that after about 20 years, it would be prudent to check
the condition of our chain plate fittings, particularly the through-deck & below-deck fittings. This initiative arose after
some members reported chain plate problems resulting from the ingress of water.
Item 18 “CHAIN PLATES; IMPORTANT” starting on page 34 of the Fall newsletter addressed::
 A fractured chain plate
 Leaking chain plate deck fittings
 Soggy chain plate below-deck fittings with a photo of what to look for
 Back Stay Chain plate bolts loosening
 Re-cementing chain plate deck fittings and
 Repairing below-deck fittings.
We continue to receive reports on the subject.
Marty Hayes & Lyndee Lu Cole who are continuing to refurbish their QUEEN’S RANSOM #105, currently the most
senior ALOHA 34 in our Network, by 19 March e-mail write:
“We are renewing all the c/plate gussets on Queen's Ransom as they are all full of water and the wood inside,
from our drill samples, is completely soaked.
1. Has anybody out there got a copy of the original chainplate specs. drawing? I need to know how many holes are in
them (6?)
2. Also need to know can you encapsulate s/steel in epoxy? I seem to remember reading that s/s needs oxygen or it gets
corroded. If that is the case then will build offset gussets and mount the c/plates externally.
Any info. or photos would be most helpful. E-mail them or fax them to (905) 898 0191. Thanks”
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In response to question #1, we suggested that Marty & Lyndee Lu might wish to obtain the nine copyrighted
drawings that ALOHA 34 designer (& our ALOHA 34 Network Honourary President) Ted Brewer offers. Drawing #7
dated March 1974 is titled "Chain Plate Details" and shows 6 holes in each chain plate.
See Item 17 on page 18 of the Summer 1999 newsletter for a list of drawings & ordering details. As indicated,
Ted's (members reduced) price to Ontario for the entire set is C$117.70 including GST. Good value!
We e-mailed Ted Brewer with Lyndee Lu & Marty’s question #2. In a 23 March e-mail, Ted & Betty Brewer
replied:
“...There was a question posed about stainless steel corroding if it is encased in epoxy and the answer is that
there is no problem. It does require oxygen to remain stainless but it also needs moisture to corrode and the epoxy will
seal that off...’
John (& Stephannie) Farrell NORTHERN SPIRIT #157 by 19 March e-mail wrote:
“Marty, I also had my fibre glassed encased chain plate assemblies rot out as well. I had the repair done
professionally and they did not encase them but mounted the chain plates externally on the gusset with reinforced blocks
within the fibre glass encasement. This way if any water got through then it would harmlessly drain away on the gusset
surface.”
Then in a 26 April e-mail Marty wrote to Peter (& Monika) Boesener VIRGARIES #156:
“How did you make out with your chain plate drill samples?
I opened up the port aft gusset and found the 1 1/2" plywood knee waterlogged. One could never have dried out
the gusset to treat the inside with Rot-Fix or a similar product? So we removed all the C/plate gussets and ground out the
F/glass down to the inside of the hull.
All were in a sorry state ! Some were just very wet and partly rotted with the bolts loose & some just fell apart!
The only saving grace was the F/glass holding on to the bolts!
In hindsight make sure that you mask the area off to contain as much dust as you can and run a Shopvac while
grinding as the dust is unbelievable! We now know what the inside of an Aloha would look like in WHITE!! Good luck
and if you need any info. on how we did the repairs ask me.”
By 29 April e-mail Peter replied:
“Thank you for your inquiry re the chain plates. As Migs suggested, I first checked the caulking on deck and
found no major deterioration.
Than I drilled 2 holes into the forward, center and aft gusset on the starboard site. 2 Holes, 1 mm Dia.. ea. into
the wood, inserted 2 copper wires and connected to my moisture meter. I found only minor moisture indication in each
gusset, a little more in the main stay gusset. So I will be replacing the sealant this spring and monitor the condition using
my moisture meter.
I also received a set of construction drawings from Ted Brewer, which helped.
I still have to do the port side, but I'll wait until after launching ( providing we have enough water ) !?”

See also STUFFING BOX-RE-PACKING, Item 18 in the Fall 1988 newsletter where re-packing with 3 rings
of ¼” square TEFLON impregnated packing (instead of the original standard “waxed flax” packing) is described in detail,
with the boat in the water.
This spring, there was discussion on both our <Aloha34@Topica.net> and the other AOA’s <alohalist@sailnet.net> regarding the correct method of re-packing our (conventional) stuffing boxes and also for setting the
“drip”. I contributed to some of the conflict that ensued.
In the end, Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 came to the rescue with the following “Stuffing Box & Packing”
instructions and accompanying illustration that clearly show what to do.
You might wish to photocopy the next page & keep it on the boat for future reference!
STUFFING BOX RE-PACKING; Created by Stuart Spracklan 9 May 2001
Stuart wrote: “This is the view of packing gland on WINDY #151 with UNIVERSAL 5424 engine.
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After cleaning out old packing (using dental picks), two pre-cut rings of ¼” flax packing are inserted into the back side of
the set nut, with join locations offset. Once packing is in place the packing nut is threaded on (turn toward you), hand tight (initially).
Then the lock nut is threaded up (turn away from you) to meet the packing nut. Using two wrenches, hold the packing nut in place
and tighten the lock nut (away from you) against the set nut.”

Exposed Prop Shaft

Packing inserted from this
direction.

Lock nut (backed off, all the way)

Flex Coupling

Packing Nut. (slid forward against flex coupling)

Photo was taken from above & labelled by Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151
STUFFING BOX, ADJUSTING “DRIP”: Reprinted from the ALOHA 34 Spring 1998 Newsletter
For those who have “conventional” stuffing boxes fitted in their ALOHAs (as factory-fitted with UNIVERSAL,
WESTERBEKE and some other engines), have you ever wondered which nut goes which way as you sit somewhat
cramped in the lazarette, looking aft & twisting around to face the shaft, wishing you were left handed?
When you start, the stuffing box lock nut should be snug up against the set nut.
To make an adjustment to the Stuffing box drip (of cooling “sea” water around the shaft into the boat), two
wrenches are required.
STEPS:
1. Place Wrench #1 on the set (or “Packing”) nut (the forward nut)
2. Place Wrench #2 on the lock nut (the aft nut)
3. Hold Wrench #1 in position and with Wrench #2 loosen the lock nut by pulling Wrench #2 toward you in the
lazarette (i.e., when looking aft toward the propeller, turning the lock nut CLOCKWISE).
Adjusting the drip can be “trial & error”.
4. TO REDUCE DRIP Tighten the set nut by pulling Wrench #1 toward you (clockwise).
5. TO INCREASE DRIP Loosen the set nut by pushing Wrench #1 away from you (anti-clock-wise).
6. TO SET DRIP Once you are satisfied with the drip rate (one drop every 10 to 20 seconds?):
Hold Wrench #1 in position & snug the lock nut up to the set nut by pushing Wrench #2 away from you (anticlockwise).
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Members will find Jerry's commentary on replacing their damaged stern pulpit and stanchions from the original
manufacturer of interest, not that we would wish a similar accident upon you.
If your stanchions & stern pulpit are ever going to be damaged, we wish you Jerry's luck with the helmsman in the
other boat!
Jerry & Nancy Senger, MARGHERITA #227 by 6 December e-mail wrote:
“…I thought I'd join the email crowd and let you know what's new in Maine. MARGHERITA was hit by another
boat in June at the start of one of our club's Wednesday night races. I was on starboard tack and the other boat (on port
tack) just missed ducking our stern. The lifelines aft of the port gate broke and the stern pulpit and a couple of stanchions
were bent beyond repair. There was a small (3" x 8") section of fibreglass on the hull right below the toe rail that was
crushed. We were able to continue sailing all summer and had her fixed when she was hauled in October.
The best part of the story is that the other boat's owner's insurance agent was at the helm when the accident
happened. I had the hull repaired and the entire hull was Awlgripped and the lifelines, stanchions and stern pulpit were
replaced at no cost to me.
I found TOPS IN QUALITY, the original manufacturer of our pulpits and stanchions, on the Internet. (They've
moved and changed phone numbers since our Owner's Manuals were printed.) They still had the plans for the ALOHA 34
stern pulpit and all I had to do was make a few confirming measurements...”.
Later Nancy & Jerry added:
“Here's a little more information on my dealings with TOPS IN QUALITY:
My initial contacts with them were by email and filling out their online forms. Everything went very smoothly.
They sent me quotes which I needed for the insurance claim and they stuck to them.
They gave me an initial estimate of 4 weeks for everything, but it turned out to be more like 5 or 6 weeks. I had
sent them one of the bent gate stanchions because it wasn't quite like anything listed on their web site. And, until I took it
off the deck, I couldn't figure out how the brace was attached to the stanchion (it's screwed into a fitting inserted into the
stanchion).
They were supposed to ship the new stanchions and gate braces with the stern pulpit, but I guess it wasn't until
they went to actually ship them that they realized the stanchions are 27" high, not the regular 24". They shipped the right
sized stanchions about a week or so after the stern pulpit and they paid the shipping. TOPS IN QUALITY on the invoices
called them C&C stanchions, which might be good to know.
 The stern pulpit cost US$832.50 plus $95 shipping.
 A regular stanchion was $49,
 A gate stanchion was $69 and a
 A gate brace was $23.
The accident also ripped off our ensign, ensign pole and holder (which was attached to the deck in amongst the stern
pulpit). The boat repair outfit patched the holes in the fibreglass from the holder and Tops in Quality welded an ensign
pole holder onto the aft side of the middle leg of the stern pulpit at no extra charge.
The only amusing thing which happened concerned our boarding ladder which attaches to the outside of the stern
pulpit with a clevis pin on each side. TOPS IN QUALITY got the measurements done exactly right and the ladder fits
better than it did on the original stern pulpit. However, the holes for the clevis pin on the ladder are vertical and the holes
in the new pulpit are horizontal. I wondered why the boat repair shop hadn't attached the ladder. Guess I'll have to leave
time in the spring for a little work with the drill.”
Members may wish to insert the following new address and other details for TOPS-IN-QUALITY in their
personal "Package of Profiles". It is listed under "Stanchions, Pulpits" in the "List of Original (1982) Suppliers to 'Ouyang
Yachts International".
 Tops In Quality, Inc., 314 East Huron Boulevard, P. O. Box 148, Marysville, MI 48084. Tel: 810-364-7150, Fax:
810-364-7925, Email: tiq@topsinquality.com; Website: http://www.topsinquality.com/
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Carla Kilpela and David Carr, MOMENTUM I #111 in a 26 November e-mail provided the following rigging
specifications that they obtained from Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) in Gore Bay, Ontario.
However, as at least 3 different types of masts were used by Ouyang Boatworks in the building of our ALOHA
34's, there may be minor differences in your ALOHA 34.
Running Specifications
 Mainsheet 7/16 x 50'
 Genoa sheet 7/16 x 80'
 Vang 7/16 x 30'
 Backstay Adjust 5/16 x 35'
 Main Halyard 1/2 x 100'
 Genoa Halyard 1/2 x 100'
 Outhaul 5/16 x 40'
 1st reef 5/16 x 50'
 2nd reef 5/16 x 60'

Standing Rigging
 Forestay 1/4" x 43' 10"
 Fwd Lower 7/32 x 21' 10"
 Aft Lower 7/32 x 22' 1/2"
 upper 1/4 x 43' 6"
 Backstay 1/4 x 36'
 Bridle 7/32 x 10' 11"

Note: Measurements are affected by the distance from the mast step to the top of the deck collar. Vary your uppers and
forestay the same amount as your distance differs with the listed length. Vary lowers 1/2" for every 1" difference.
 ALOHA 34' Mast step to collar - 80"
David & Carla added: “This came from a spec sheet they gave me a copy of. They said that the standing rigging was
usually a problem to get the right lengths on a new boat, so if someone is replacing theirs I would suggest that close
attention be paid to the lengths they have now, because they could vary. The sheet I have has some hand corrections to
the original values...”.

In December Frank & Eve Collins TRUE LOVE #117 snail-mailed me a copy of a 10 October e-mail he sent
that appears to have gone astray. (We are aware of losing an average of one e-mail per month on Shaw@home.com, our
Internet provider.) In it Frank wrote:
“During the past year or so I’ve noticed a bit of discussion among our group on the appropriate size of headsails
for an Aloha 34. I thought I might share my experience on this subject.
Our boat TRUE LOVE #117 has a total of seven headsails, not counting two spinnakers. This might seem a bit
absurd, but after many years of extensive use, the sail inventory has accumulated. The history of all of this started when
we bought TRUE LOVE as a new boat 21 years ago. At that time we bought three headsails: a #3 (115%), a “standard”
#1 (150%), and a extra large, light air #1 (170%). All of these were dacron material, and built to hank on to the
headstay. Having to fold these sails was a bit of a nuisance, but as we were racing TRUE LOVE a lot, we didn’t want to
make any sacrifice in sail shape that might come with roller furling.
When HARKEN came out with a fast change “split drum” furler about ten years ago we decided the time had
come to have the convenience of roller furling. This mechanism permits the furling drum to be removed and reinstalled
fairly quickly — about ten minutes work, not counting the time to remove or reinstall the roller furled headsail. It
therefore gives you the option of roller furling or a bare, racing-style headfoil with the sail’s tack attaching at deck level.
With this new arrangement we had our original three headsails rebuilt to fit the furler. This worked out well, except for
the 170% #1 which became difficult to sheet properly.
We also bought two new racing headsails: a #3 (120%) dacron sail, and a mylar #1 (145%). Both of these are
used with the furling drum removed. Together with the headsail sheeting tracks we have on our side decks (see Profile
#117 for photo), these sails produce a good shape and permit the boat to point fairly well going to windward.
A few years later we bought a heavy weather #4 (80%), with a 7/8 hoist. This was built to be used with the roller
furler.
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Most of the above six sails saw frequent use over the years, except for the largest (170% #1) and the smallest
(80% #4) which only came out occasionally. After 20 years the original sails were showing their age. The #1 (150%) was
pretty well worn out, and the #3 (115%) which we used all the time in the Bahamas was OK, but wouldn’t last forever. We
were also getting a bit lazy about making headsail changes.
After considerable discussion with our sailmaker (North Sails - Toronto loft) we decided to invest in a new furling
#1 capable of roller reefing. This sail has a pad in the luff built up from pieces of rope to preserve the shape as the sail
rolls up. North used to make these pads in foam, but found they deteriorated with age, so moved to a rope construction.
This new sail, acquired this spring (2000), is a 153% #1 built with 6 oz. dacron (area 466 sq. ft.). It has 3.9 oz.
white UV panels on the leech and foot. North says it should keep its shape well when reefed down one size, and reefed
down further should be withstand winds of 35 to 40 knots true going to weather and more off the wind. The price was
C$3,475 plus tax. We bought it on North’s fall discount program which cut 10% from the price.
Our experience to date with this sail has been good. The sail is strong, and it does keep its shape fairly well as we
reef it down. Even brought down to a #4 size the shape is acceptable. Overall, the sail is fine for cruising. The 153% size
gives lots of power in the lighter winds we often have in these parts, and the roller reefing gives us the ability to reduce
sail if the wind pipes up. We frequently use this sail for club racing, but still also use our racing sails which have a
superior shape and point better.
All of this to say that there is probably no one perfect solution to all headsail needs, but the combination we’ve
arrived at seems to work well for us.”

Earlier this Spring when we had our original 1982 mainsail in SEA VIXEN #167 reconditioned (and re-cut to raise
the boom over the cockpit/dodger), U-K-SAILS recommended removing the slider fittings to the boom and changing our
mainsail to the more modern "loose-footed" arrangement.
This we did and now our (fully battened) mainsail sets much better.

Ron and Sylvia Foster by 27 May e-mail wrote that two seasons ago they made their own replacement screens for the
ports in DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152. They now offer the following useful directions on how to make them:
Materials
 Typical electric soldering iron
 Best quality black nylon screen available
 Exacto Knife
 Pliers
Procedure
1. Remove old screen and cut the old screen material from the plastic frame with an Exacto knife.
2. Use a piece of sandpaper to sand off the remaining bits of dirt and screening from the plastic frame.
3. Cut a piece of nylon screening about an inch larger than the plastic frame.
4. At this point you will need to use a pair of pliers to bend the soldering tip (which has two legs) so that the bottom leg
of the soldering tip is rounded and can be pulled along the surface, rather than the tip itself.
5. Lay the screening material on the plastic frame.
6. Line up the weave in the plastic frame so that it is square with the end and run the hot soldering iron across the
screening at one end, melting it to the frame.
7. Square up the remaining portion of the screen, and holding it taut, run the soldering iron over the portion of the screen,
around the frame to seal it to the plastic frame.
8. When this procedure is finished, you should have a continuous melted line of screening completely around the frame.
9. Now, using the Exacto knife, trim just outside of this melted line, and the job is complete.
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Ron (& Sylvia) added:
“…Our next project is to replace the clear ports , that have become very cloudy over the years , with acrylic. I
have worked out a procedure with a router and 1/4-inch acrylic from Home Depot, to do this. Will let you know how the
project goes later…”

In July 1984 the strut of SEA VIXEN #167 was
re-built in Vancouver, BC under warranty on direction of
Ouyang Boatworks, see Profile #167, following
discovery of corrosion & weaknesses in the strut of hull
#168, also rebuilt under warranty.

Photo #1:1984–Original Strut Failure Showing Corrosion At
Hull Joint
Photo #3: 1984-Reconstructed Interior Fiberglas “Mound”
After Removal Of Fuel Tank

Photo #2: 1984-Strut Failure Close-Up

Photo #4: 1984-rebuilt exterior step 1. Once set, step 2
entailed an additional layer of fibreglass laid around the
hull strut joint area.
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STRUT REPAIR 2000, SEA VIXEN 2000
During our ‘annual’ docking in April 2000, after
scraping 18 years of bottom paint off the bottom of SEA
VIXEN #167, we discovered a hairline crack in the hull
circling the area where the strut enters the hull. See
photo #5. The strut itself was sound. No

up and ‘faired’ the area with more SICA FLEX 291. See
photos #6, 7, & 8.

sideways movement of the shaft and strut was evident.

Photo #6: 2000– Initial Bead with Sicaflex 291

Photo #5: 2000– Hairline Crack Ground Out

As reported in Profile #167,
“When new in 1982, hull #168 was surveyed for David
& Jennifer Duncan prior to purchase. Their surveyor
felt there was a weakness and possible rusting of mild
steel (rather than stainless steel) used in securing the
bronze strut inside the hull. The hull #168 strut securing
arrangement inside the hull was rebuilt under warranty.
The builder OUYANG felt that we might have
the same problem and in July 1984 had their dealer also
under warranty re-build ours also. This was an awkward
job requiring removal of fuel tank. See photos #1, 2, 3,
& 4 above.
We took no specific action last April in regard to
this discovery & following bottom priming (Vinylester)
and painting (black Pettit ACP 50 anti-fouling) SEA
VIXEN was returned to the water.
After asking several knowledgeable people, we
hauled SEA VIXEN again in July and
1.Ground the affected area down to the fibreglass (photo
#5).
2. Cleaned the area with ‘thinners’ & let it dry.
3. Applied SICAFLEX 291 caulking, initially in a
‘bead’ over the hairline crack & then gradually we built it

Photo #7: 2000– Build up of Sicaflex 291

We let the SICAFLEX 291 dry for 48 hours,
then painted the area & returned SEA VIXEN to the
water. See photo #9.
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VIXEN as a matter of prudence as she is now 19 years
old. At our request he specifically checked the strut. The
SICAFLEX 291 caulking was sound & he was quite
satisfied with this repair.

Photo #8 : 2000– Sicaflex 291 Drying For “Fairing”

In April this year we again hauled SEA VIXEN
for her annual maintenance. Additionally we had a
qualified marine surveyor thoroughly survey SEA

Photo #9: 2000– Faired & Painted

Trying to decide what colour to paint your boat’s bottom?
Canadian West Coast experience suggests that BLACK anti-fouling paint results in less marine growth. It has been
found that bright BLUE paint attracted sea growth the quickest of the more popular bottom anti-fouling paint colours!!!
(White was not a test "colour" but it seems that the lighter the colour, the faster the growth.)
Some of us were brought up in a maritime world where the “colour” black was discouraged by mariners who
generally are a superstitious lot. However, now my part Scot’s blood has come to the fore.
With much reluctance, we have to agree that here in the salt water of the Pacific Ocean, after more than a year with
a black bottom, SEA VIXEN’s bottom this year had markedly less growth with black rather than our previously preferred
smarter-looking green and blue bottoms.

Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 in a 26 January e-mail asked:
“I would like to hear about your experiences and recommendations on the type of windlass to install before
heading south.
 Pros & Cons of electric vs. manual?
 Pros & Cons of vertical vs. horizontal?
 What size?”
Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 responded:
“I chose an electric windlass expressly for our trip to the Bahamas in 1998/1999 and was very satisfied with this
decision. Information on the installation are set out in Profile #117 of our boat TRUE LOVE (see photos 2, 3, & 4).
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The windlass is a LEWMAR CONCEPT 1 unit (not a Concept 2 as recorded in the profile). This is a vertical, low
profile unit with a gypsy that handles chain and rope.
I chose this windlass for a number of reasons including power, size, and relatively reasonable cost. Another factor
was the low profile at the foredeck. Apart from the nice appearance this produces, it's important to me for racing. We still
race a lot and have separate, racing headsails; these are deck sweepers and would get caught on a horizontal unit during
a tack.
We found the performance of the Concept 1 windlass to be top notch. It's extremely powerful, handling our 45# CQR
and 5/8 chain with ease. We anchored a lot during our eight-month voyage and we never stopped blessing the windlass.
Electric vs. manual is really performance vs. cost.
A manual windlass is a big plus over no windlass, but is slow and still a lot of work. With the electric unit we never
thought twice about moving or changing location if there was anything we didn't like about the spot we were in. Also, it
was a safety factor on those few occasions when we had to get the hook up quickly and/or when the wind turned around
on us pushing toward a lee shore.
Vertical vs. horizontal is probably a question of the kinds of anchor lines you'll be using and whether you plan to be
setting two anchors out (something we never did, though some people thinks it's a must in some of the islands). A vertical
unit like the Lewmar Concept 1 can really only handle one anchor at a time, because the rode is trapped in the gypsy.
Most horizontal units should be able to handle two or more. With usually a separate chain gypsy and rope drum, the rode
is freed up, but you also have the problem (and associated danger) of switching from one to the other when you get the
chain/rope splice (unless you have an all-chain line).
Again the low profile of our vertical unit was important to us for racing.
Unfortunately, these toys are costly. Including all taxes our costs were as follows:
 Windlass
- C$ 2,128
 Cables
- C$ 149
 Foredeck modification - C$ 775
Total - C$ 3,052
On top of this the new anchor chain (100 ft.) and rode cost C$ 523. That's a fair chunk of change, but for us it
was worth every nickel. Avoiding just one problem with your back would pay for it. And of course we're still getting use
out of it, even if not every day as during that voyage.
Hope this is some help. I'd be interested in hearing what you choose to do. Good luck with this!”
Then on 13 February new member Denis Salman NEW HORIZONS #197 asked:
“…I am outfitting the boat with all kinds of new everything. Amongst the things to do, is the purchase of a
windlass. Being in the research mode of this task I thought I might ask others for advice. As with everything of this nature,
there is always a learning curve and, essentially I would like to take a short cut to the right answers...
 Should I get an "all above deck model" or a "vertical model" with motor and gear box in chain closet or what?
 What fits best and what should be avoided?
 Would you be kind enough to direct me to the right someone that would be interested in sharing their knowledge with
me…”
ED: We suggested that Denis look at the Index in the Package of Profiles (when he gets them) for finding possible
solutions & photos in a number of our members’ Profiles that would answer his questions, and afterwards, if he still has
any unanswered questions, he get back to us.
Members also responded.
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Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 in a 16 February e-mail again spoke highly of his TRUE LOVE’s LEWMAR
CONCEPT 1 windlass:
“DENIS, I have a vertical electric windlass. It's a LEWMAR CONCEPT 1. This is a very powerful unit which
comes at what I believe to be a very cost-effective price. When properly installed, its low-profile leaves the foredeck free
and uncluttered. Installation of this, or any other windlass, takes care and some ingenuity.
I developed a sound way of installing the CONCEPT 1 unit in the chain locker. You really need to see the details
and photos in the profile of our Aloha 34, TRUE LOVE (Profile #117) to get a clear picture of how this installation was
done. Good luck with your selection.”

Brad & Cathie Gates HEART’S CONTENT IV #118 by 10 April e-mail commented:
“…Just as a point of Interest, we have found out some very interesting info to us about the size of the Main sail
for an Aloha 34.
We were purchasing a Main sail and were under the understanding from Several Sail makers and used sail folks
that the size of main for the Aloha 34 was approximately 32 X 11.8, in purchasing a used main in great condition, we
have come to learn that the size of the Main on our particular Aloha is 37.75 X 12, apparently there are two sizes the first
is a Perf rating .
In laying the two out flat, we noticed this problem and are glad that no alterations had been made, and the sail
loft was kind enough to exchange for a proper sized used Main.
I may be off the dimensions a little but it was definitely a large difference. We also conferred with another Aloha
owner and their sail was the larger of the two. So if any one is planning to purchase a new Main, they may want to double
check their sizing against the original on their boat as opposed to going with the Sailmakers dimensions online. Cathie”
We asked U-K SAILS in Sidney, VI, BC about Cathie’s observations. They responded, that according to UK Sails
records, there are two different sets of rig dimensions for the Aloha 34. It would appear that they might have made a
STANDARD and a TALL rig.
 STANDARD RIG. I = 38.0'
J = 12.0'
P = 32.0'
E = 10.87'
 TALL RIG
I = 43.5'
J = 14.0'
P = 37.75'
E = 12.0'
In an 11 April e-mail we reported Cathie’s observations & UK Sails’ reply to the e-mail membership on
<Aloha34@Topica.com> suggesting that when replacing an ALOHA 34 mainsail, be guided accordingly and ensure you
know which rig your particular boat has.
We added that the coloured ALOHA 10.4 sales brochure produced by Ouyang Yachts/Aloha Yachts International,
circa 1982, indicates that boats at that time had what UK Sails refers to as "TALL RIG" sails. At that time most boats were
being built with the KENYON mast so we presume all those with KENYON masts take the "TALL RIG" mainsail.
We added that for the Owners' Manual, we would appreciate members with CINKEL, SCHAEFFER or other makes of
masts letting us know the size of their mainsails.
By 11 April e-mail, Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 reported:
“We have a SCHAEFFER mast on our 1979 vintage TRUE LOVE #117. It definitely has the tall rig
dimensions, viz.: I 43.5, J 14.0, P 37.75, E 12.0.
These are also the dimensions set out in the Aloha 34 brochures that we have in our files.
I have been aware that some of the Aloha 34 masts were smaller, something I've noticed on the few occasions
when TRUE LOVE" has been moored close to another Aloha 34. Still, I'm a bit inclined to doubt that the standard rig
could be that much smaller than ours. I particularly doubt the smaller J measurement (i.e. 12.0 vs 14.0). How could J be
any different as between the rigs?”
Cathie’s and Frank’s e-mails sparked a number of comments and a good discussion followed.
One member asked:
“Hi: Please a quick question. Is the "P" of 37.75 the height of the mast or the length of the luff on the mail sail.
When I measured the mast my rough height from the deck to mast-head was 40'. Does this sound right?”
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Frank replied: “The P measurement is the length of the mainsail luff (37.75 ft. for Tall Rig). The I measurement is
essentially the height of mast above deck level (43.5 ft. for Tall Rig). Your rough 40 ft. measurement would seem to
indicate the shorter (standard?) rig.”
Jim Mansley ASHRAM #148 added: “I need to know the length of the forestay. I have the tall rig and I am loath to climb
the mast at this time so I can properly measure it. I also have no separate forestay and I am told that the furling gear was
a "STERN" no longer made. I am in the process of replacing the roller furling and installing a new forestay”
Frank responded: “Jim: I forgot to also reply that the length of my headstay (Tall Rig) was measured at 43 ft. 3 inches
(distance between the centres of the masthead clevis pin and the stem head (deck) clevis pin. I obtained this measurement
when installing a HARKEN roller furler in 1987. However, I would advise you to take your own measurement due to the
fact that the mast head and deck fittings could be different between boats (not to mention the amount of mast rake
preferred).”
Stuart Meyer AIR LOOM #185 on 13 April wrote: “Upon reading the past few notes on sail dimensions it appears some
confusion might be creeping into the discussion. The book "Sail Power: The Complete Guide to Sails and Sail Handling"
by Wallace Ross contains the following sail dimension symbols and definitions:
 P Main sail luff
 E Main sail foot
 I Foretriangle height
 J Foretriangle base
The brochure for the 1983 (AIR LOOM's construction year) ALOHA 34 lists the values of these dimensions as: P
37.75, E 12.00, I 43.50, J 14.00.
Thus, the "P" dimension would more closely reflect any difference between a "tall rig" and the standard rig. A "loose"
measurement of the luff of our 18 year old main sail resulted in a dimension of a little over 36 and a half feet, about a
foot shorter than the original spec. It may be that the sail has shrunk in that dimension over the years, I know it is a lot
baggier. AIR LOOM came with the CINKEL mast.”
Frank responded: “Stuart Meyer's information is consistent with my understanding and observations on this issue. My
recollection is that the shorter (standard?) rig appears perhaps a foot or two shorter than our tall rig, affecting the P and
I dimensions accordingly.
I doubt, however that the other two dimensions would be different. I would be amazed if any Aloha 34’s were built
with a 12-foot J measurement (even though there are many other differences among our boats; probably no two are
exactly the same in all respects, including major gear installed).”
ED: We agreed with Frank. It seems most unlikely that the mast, for the two different rigs would be stepped two feet apart.
In checking Ted Brewer's 1973 rigging drawing, (one of Ted's available package of 9 ALOHA 34 drawings), it
shows Luff (P) at 37.75' and Foot (E) of 12'. There is a 14' marking between the forestay & the mast so I presume this is
"J".
Then by 21 April e-mail, Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 wrote:
“I have attached a file that contains a diagram of the rig dimensions (previously discussed) that also allows you
to enter your own dimensions to calculate sail area. If you don't have Excel and would like it sent
to you in 'text' format (no data input), with preset values for P, E, I, J dimensions, let me know….”

At our request, Stuart re-formatted his contribution in MSWord, as follows:
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0Sail Area Calculator
Rig dimensions
0I =

43.50 ft.

I = Height of headstay termination above the sheer line.

J=

14.00 ft.

P=

37.75 ft.

J = Distance between the headstay termination, at the deck, and the front of
the mast, at sheer line.
P = Distance between black bands, on the mast, or the maximum luff of the main.

E=

12.00 ft.

0Sail Area
Mainsail Only

E = Distance between the black bands, on the boom, or the maximum foot
length of the main.

226.50 sq. ft.

0P*E/2

100% Only

304.50 sq. ft.

I*J/2

135% Only

411.08 sq. ft.

1.35*I*J/2

150% Only

456.75 sq. ft.

1.5*I*J/2

Spinnaker Only

1096.20 sq. ft.

Mainsail + 100%

531.00 sq. ft.

Mainsail + 135%

637.58 sq. ft.

Mainsail + 150%

683.25 sq. ft.

Mainsail + Spinnaker

1322.70 sq. ft.

1.8*I*J

DIAGRAM OF RIG DIMENSIONS courtesy Stuart Spracklan, WINDY #151
It would appear that if we have an ALOHA 34 built with a SCHAEFFER, CINKEL or KENYON mast, we
have what UK-Sails refers to as a "Tall Rig mainsail", TALL RIG: I = 43.5' J = 14.0' P = 37.75' E = 12.0'.
To date we are not aware of any ALOHA 34’s with the so-called STANDARD RIG.

Bob (& Elizabeth) Linker, KAIROS #183 with a CINKEL mast on 5 November asked:
“I wonder what other Aloha 34's are "strung" like? I must induce forward mast bend in order to connect the
rigging turnbuckles. Then I usually tighten until the threads begin to appear in the turnbuckle slot (a safe amount of
threads caught). The boat has always been this tight and the rigging is all original as is the mast, etc. Also, we purchased
her from the original owner.
I have no problem with this scenario except for the fact that I believe it increases the tendency to pump in the
right breeze. I am curious as to how other owners set up their rigs.”
ED.:We do not have any recorded responses.
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New member Linda Toms DALINA #219 in a 17 May e-mail asked:
“...I would be interested in asking 34 owners which roller furling they have and if they are happy with it, as I am
in the market for the very same...”
We responded:
“In our Sea Vixen we installed the "HOOD-SEA FURL 32-50' " furling gear in 1991. It has performed very well
and has been "service-free" since. This replaced the lighter HOOD 24-34' furling gear that was inadequate and which
was destroyed during winter racing on the Canadian West Coast. See Profile #167.
We are told however that in a salt water environment, the 1991 HOOD SEA FURL 32-50' roller bearings at the
foot of the forestay should be flushed out with a quick blast of fresh water "on a regular basis". Needless to say, this we
do, but if still a requirement in the 2001 version, this could be a bind offshore where fresh water may be at a premium.”
Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 added:
“We have the same make as Migs on WINDY #151. We have had our boat for 2 seasons with no complaints.
However, I am always researching what might be a good replacement (sail makers, Practical Sailor, etc.). FURLEX and
ULTRA-FURL always seem to be high on the recommended list mainly because of the use of steel ball bearings that
don't flatten under load. They are also better at reefing: (See)
http://www.profurlusa.com/
http://www.seacraft.com/furlexpricing.htm (this site has info on both)”
Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 by 18 May e-mail wrote:
“I selected PROFURL for the following reasons:
1) I didn't like the look of the single line to both sides of the boat for HOOD furling.
2) I had HARKEN on my previous boat and liked it but 3 of the suppliers I contacted recommended PROFURL over
HARKEN if "going offshore"
3) No maintenance except an occasional freshwater wash for the bearings on PROFURL
4) On many of the other well known brands the foil seemed too light
5) Enchantment came with STREAM STAY 2 - I had nothing but trouble.
We like the PROFURL very much and it was trouble free on our trip to the Bahamas.
HINT: One boater had trouble furling and unfurling - very hard on his HARKEN. Reducing the halyard tension will
often fix that problem. It did in his case.”
George Johnson FAMOUS GROUSE #229 by 18 May e-mail added:
“…We had ULTRA FURL installed when the boat was built in 1986, with no problems whatsoever…”
Stuart Meyer AIR LOOM #185 also on 18 May wrote:
“One of the requirements laid down by my "admiral" prior to purchasing AIR LOOM was that the first thing we
needed to add to the boat was a furling system for the jib. She had been doing the foredeck work on our GRAMPIAN 26
(with a hanked on 150) and after seeing how much bigger the Aloha 150 was decided it might be better to handle that
chore from the cockpit. Of course, I agreed.
We invested in one of the HARKEN systems and have appreciated it greatly over the years. There is one part of
the design that I think is weak and they have improved that since 1983. On our unit, there are three machine screws that
secure the torque tube to the drum assembly. Unfortunately, these screws are threaded into a thin metal wall of the drum
with totally insufficient depth for any threads. Mine have all stripped out. However, I have put a couple of turns of
electrical tape over the heads of these screws to hold them in place and that seems to be sufficient to take what little load
they have to take.

I have used other systems from time to time on other boats and would select a HARKEN system again if ever the
time came for a replacement.
Just one more opinion for your consideration.”
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Heinz Hone NIPINKE #158 on 19 May added:
“On NIPINKE we have a HARKEN and while reefing in Mexico some of the machine screws fell out. The foil
got jammed and split. After the repair I set the screws in red Loc-Tite and had no more problems.
My choice now would be a PROFURL.”
On 22 May Linda wrote:
“PROFURL is at the top of my list but I didn't like to mention anything that might colour the replies. Now which
model...?”
Stuart responded by 23 May e-mail:
“Linda may want to try this web site to help in selecting a model http://www.profurlusa.com/classic/selector.htm
Also, some sail makers will assist in selecting furling gear for specific needs. HAARSTICK/BAY SAILS in
Hamilton, work with FURLEX and PROFURL at
Haarstick / Bay Sails, Keven Piper. 469 Bay Street, North, Hamilton, Ontario CANADA L8L 1N2,
Tel: 905-529-7245 E-mail: keven@haarstickbaysails.com”
ED: PROFURL also offer a Toll Free telephone number at 800-272-9511 for consultation. From viewing the
PROFURL web site, it appears that their Model EC4000 could be suitable for an ALOHA 34.

Nigel Tilley RESTLESS SOLE #222 in a 9 November e-mail asked:
“Hello all. I was wondering if anyone had the same or similar problems that I did with my Spreader “bars” this
year. Upon removing them I found a 1" split at the base of the port side bar where it butts up against the spar fitting.
I would ask also if anyone has had this problem, if they had any ideas about what they thought caused it and also
how they had the problem repaired. I am wondering if improper tension on the shrouds caused the damage or if I can
assume age and or a defect in the metal was the cause.”
Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 in a 10 November e-mail replied:
“Nigel, Is it possible that the spreader was not straight onto the bracket welded to the mast causing the bracket to put
pressure in an upward and downward direction at the base of the spreader?

ED.: We have had no further comments from members to this question, to date.

Kent Nielson WINDSPINNER #210 in a 30 May e-mail wrote:
“I am going to put new anchor chain and rode on WINDSPINNER and would like some suggestions on the best
amount of chain and rode to put on the Aloha 34 as we will be sailing in all weather
Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 replied:
“If your sailing is more or less a weekend activity with a week or two of holiday cruising, all with the occasional
night at anchor you can probably do well enough with 15 to 20 feet of heavy chain and 150 feet of nylon rode.
However, if you are contemplating extensive cruising with many nights at anchor, I would suggest a minimum of
50 feet of chain; preferably 100 feet with 150 feet of nylon rode. In this case the chain can be 5/16 inch.
If you are going to be anchoring a lot you may also want to consider a windlass. A good electric windlass is kind
of costly, but it makes anchoring almost a pleasure…”

Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 wrote:
“For our trip to the Bahamas we used a 33# Bruce with 65' of BBB chain as our primary anchor. Our secondary
was a Plow with 50' of BBB chain and our third [which we never used] was a Danforth with 30' of lighter chain
originally on the Bruce.
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I would recommend staying with the heavy chain but if you wish to go to lighter chain I would recommend
increasing the length to have the same weight overall.
We did not use all chain because of the effect on the trim of the Aloha as I have a 14" anchor platform on the
bow. The length of chain on the Bruce was chosen based on the "normal" depth we expected to be anchoring in to result
in a 5:1 scope with the chain off the deck. That way I didn't use a chain snubber and still kept my anchor circle to a
minimum. Hope that's useful.
PS: We never dragged with the Bruce alone even in 25 knots of wind and a 2.5 knot current.
Rick Klett FULL TILT #195 in a 4 June e-mail replied:
“Have a 35# CQR on FULL TILT #195 and have never had a problem. I have 45' of 5/16" chain and 300' of 5/8
twisted nylon rode. This has proved to be good for almost all situations…”

Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 in a 30 October e-mail asks:
“I was wondering if anyone has a solution/recommendation to the problem that I have with my (automatic)
RULE 2000 and float switch configuration in the narrow deep bilge of the Aloha34...
Everything works fine except that the amount of water remaining in the hose, from the bilge pump (at the bottom
of the bilge) to the through hull, is enough to bring the water level back up to re-activate the float switch. Whenever the
float switch shuts off the bilge pump, the water rushes back down the hose to top up the bilge enough to restart the whole
process over, again, and again...
I have though of putting in a one way valve in the bilge hose but have read several articles stating that this should
not be done because it restricts the flow of water and can get blocked up. One of the articles suggested that if one had to
install a check valve to do it as close to the through hull as possible.
This is not a big problem while I am at the boat as I can manually pump the remainder of the water to stop the recycling of the electric pump. I worry more when the boat is unattended!!”
This was another subject that elicited many comments.
Nigel & Michele RESTLESS SOLE #222 replied:
“I had the same problem when I purchased RESTLESS. I DID install a one way valve about 12" above the bilge
pump. This solved the problem perfectly as far as I was concerned and I now feel much more comfortable leaving the boat
unattended.
My bilge pump switch is a 3 way with on / off / auto settings. When the boat is unattended it goes to auto and
when I am on board I turn it off and cycle it myself as needed. It is necessary to make sure the hose from the pump to the
through hull is either drained or pumped full with anti freeze in the fall however.”
Rick West MARIAH #225 e-mailed:
“I had a similar problem and installed a one way valve...If your bilge is kept clean, you shouldn't have a
blockage problem.”
Dennis Clarke POLARIS A-28 offered:
“…I have the same problem on my Aloha 28, basically the same configuration boat. I solved it by installing a one
way check valve as close to the bilge pump as possible. It is also installed in a position that is easy to get at for cleaning
out purposes as yes it can get stuck open.
The check valve I have is designed to have an inside diameter the same as the hose that is used so there is no
restriction problem
Another method to solve the problem is to install the automatic switch at a higher level.”
Stuart then sent the following to Rick West:
“Thanks for the speedy response. My outlet hose is 1 1/8" I.D. (like the type used on sump pumps).
 Which end of the outlet hose did you install the valve?
 Was it any particular brand or model of valve (bronze vs. plastic, etc.)?
I like to think that my bilge is spotless but if water is taken on and gets to the point where some wayward paper towel
is made damp, it could be sucked into the outlet hose..”
Rick replied:
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“Stuart. The valve is just inside the transom and is plastic...It has been there for about six years and
unfortunately the name is worn off. I am sure any marine outlet would have what you need. Although I have never had a
blockage problem, I plan to reinstall it at the pump end so it is more accessible.”
And final e-mail (of seven) on 30 October on this subject was from Peter Boesener VIRGARIES #156::
“I have two check valves in my discharge line, the first valve is in the horizontal line just above the bilge. The
discharge line terminates in a Y fitting, installed in the propane locker drain hose.
At this point I installed a second check valve to prevent any back flow into the line.
I lifted my discharge line in a loop configuration about 12 inches above the Y fitting connection, resulting in
about 2 feet of gravity flow at the end of the line. It appears that this gravity discharge at the end creates sufficient suction
to pull most f the water out of the line, I have very little water sitting on top of the first check valve. I have used half inch
standard plumbing bronze valves.”
Ants Toi ALLIGATOR #216 on 6 November added:
“Had same problem. Installed one-way valve right at pump. Works like a dream. Also, no danger of water
siphoning back into bilge when healed due to many Aloha's having the bilge pump hose very low without an above water
line loop.
Leave bilge pump on battery all the time to clear rain water from bilge. No problem of running battery flat even
after 2-3 weeks. Pump just works for about 2-3 seconds and then stops till water builds up again…”
UNIVERSAL ENGINE: PENCIL ZINC
By 1 November e-mail, Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 asked:
“…I have a "spares" kit for my Universal 5424 (Model 30) that has a pencil zinc that is supposed to be installed
somewhere on the engine (cooling system). I did not receive a very comprehensive manual with the boat when we took
ownership, in the spring of ‘99 (really looking forward to the manual being put together by the association). So, I guess I
am asking the age old question "where to stick it" (be nice)! Stuart WINDY #151 (high and dry in Hamilton!)”
On 2 November Travis McGregor BALLEO #137 wrote:
“There should be a nut on the heat exchanger and that is where the zinc goes. I have not replaced mine yet but I
understand it to be very easy.
On 1 November David Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 replied:
“…The pencil zinc is installed (threaded) in a plug which removes from the Heat Exchanger. You can expect it to
(last) only last a few months in salt water and substantially longer in fresh.
Fact is, the exchanger is all copper and I've found over 18 years of ownership that because it’s well made, the
zinc there isn't really necessary. I gave up after consuming many "pencils" in our salt water environment. Good Luck.
"Clann D".
Commenting on David’s input, Chip Wolfe BELIZE #211 with a WESTERBEKE engine wrote:
“Just a couple of points to ponder.
Consider the zinc is in there for a reason. If the pencil zinc is being consumed in a few months, it is probably
doing just what it is there for...sacrificing itself to protect other more noble metals in the engine system. The heat
exchanger is not the only piece of equipment it is protecting. If there is seawater in the raw water line, there is an
electrical path through the hose to the raw water pump (which is bolted to the engine) to the sea. The heat exchanger is
also bolted to the engine creating a direct path there.
Pencil zincs are relatively inexpensive and can be purchased from most any marine supply store either as just the
zinc or as a zinc screwed into a brass (or bronze) plug. There are various sizes available so take the old

plug with you to preclude a second trip to the store. If you get a pencil that is too long (assuming you got the
right size plug), you can cut the pencil off to fit and remember to get a shorter one next time you need to buy
replacements.
Recommend keeping spares on board, check it on some reasonable schedule and replace it when it looks like it
needs to be replaced…”
On 2 November David responded, writing:
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“Hi Chip, Yes, I know all the electrical stuff but it ain't worth the agro as I once had a water blockage due to
uneven disintegration of the pencil zinc- no fun. easier to pull the Exchanger apart once in a while to check it out.
My engine had problems at 1200 hours, a factory fault. Upon it's dismantling absolutely no corrosion was
observed; 1200hrs =12years approx. Nothing is perfect -even Japanese. Thanks , Dave D.”
ED:
Although Chip’s words of wisdom make a lot of sense under normal circumstances, we have been advised that 1”
zincs on the shaft (perhaps two in salt water) are equally effective & do not create the problem David mentions. In marinas
and yacht clubs where electrolysis is of major concern, an additional zinc dangling over the boat’s quarter and wired (for
example) to a brush on the shaft (just forward of the stuffing box) is also effective.
As a consequence as David mentions, it appears to be the practice of many owners with UNIVERSAL engines not to
concern themselves with replacing the pencil zinc in the heat exchanger.

The questions of 2-bladed versus 3-bladed propellors for ALOHA 34’s has again arisen. Also, why is the shaft
offset slightly to port from the centre-line?
We had a lengthy discussion on propellor selection & arrangements at ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000
at Maple Bay, BC last July during the "Designer Seminar", with Ted Brewer leading most of the discussion. Ted said that
in the ALOHA 34 with its skeg, the primary reason the shaft/strut is off centre-line is to facilitate removing the shaft.
Ted added that the shaft is set to port to counter some of the "prop walk" effect of a right-handed propellor when
powering ahead. However, this definitely exaggerates the movement of the stern to port when the engine is shifted into
reverse.
If one is a racer (and has the extra dollars!), a folding or feathering propellor (see Nelson Kirsch’s comments
below) is considered to be superior. There can be disadvantages with a folding prop when one kicks the engine astern.
Also, "strut strain" is greater with a two bladed prop. On the Aloha 34 strut arrangement, this is an important consideration.
If one is purely a 'cruising sailor', then the fixed propellor is preferred by many. Nothing beats the bite one gets
from a fixed 3-bladed propellor, particularly in heavy weather. For cruisers heading off-shore, most experienced sailors
will recommend a fixed (3-bladed) propellor.
Most cruising ALOHA 34 owners with 24 hp UNIVERSAL and 27 hp WESTERBEKE engines have success with
both 15x12x3 and 15x11x3 propellors.
If you have questions as to what size propellor you should fit for your particular engine, recommend you go to the
MICHIGAN PROPELLOR website http://www.miwheel.com/MIWheel/propit/main.htm and complete their (free)
questionnaire, to obtain their recommendations.
Despite the above, some cruisers continue to swear that their 2-bladed propellors work well & are not only for the
racers.
Nelson Kirsch, KARMA A-27 <nmaloha@att.net> by 16 January e-mail wrote on the AOA’s SailNet:
“…My two cents on which prop is better, i.e. 2 or 3-blade, is that for powering a 3 blade will always provide
more punch especially in a heavy sea. However, as we all know, boats are a trade off, so for sailing, a two blade reduces
drag while the engine is not running. Hopefully a condition that exists most of the time, but doesn't.
There is also a significant difference between a folding prop and a feathering prop. When we replaced our two
bladed folding we noticed the strut was loose, and were told it was due at least in part to the prop

slamming open and closed. Our power in reverse was limited and we had lots of walk to port (A 27). Our
replacement was a two bladed Max Prop (feathering) and since there's no opening and closing we feel better about the
strut. Also since the Max Prop provides the same prop surface therefore force in reverse as in forward, our powering has
increased and the walk has been virtually eliminated. One can decide for themselves if eliminating walk is good or bad,
but on our ALOHA 27, it was very very good.”
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By 30 April e-mail Jamie & Chico McTavish HOLY SMOKES #127 ask for advice on kerosene (which they have now)
versus propane stoves.
Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151 responded with:
“…We have Natural Gas on WINDY #151. We have had the boat for two seasons and like the safety of NG.
However, due to poor availability and the hassle one has to go through to get expensive refills, I am converting WINDY
to propane, this summer. My wife, Annette, works with the hotel and restaurant industry and her first choice is NG
followed by propane.
The only place that I know of for NG refills, in southern Ontario, is at Enbridge in Mississagua, by appointment
only!
Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 added:
“…MIKRON has propane and it is great. You must have the bottle in a sealed locker that is vented overboard
and a quality solenoid shut off at the tank. A sniffer in the bilge is also a good idea given that propane is more dense than
air. Each spring I also check all the connections with soapy water to ensure no leaks. I have never found one in 19 years.
Another somewhat safer alternative is natural gas. Since it is less dense than air it does not require the
precautions of propane. The only downside to his solution is the fact that natural gas is not as readily available as
propane.”
ED: It seems that in this day & age, few boats still have kerosene stoves. Admittedly, there are still some owners around
who are prepared to put up with the inconvenience and smell of kerosene in the interests of safety (over natural gas and
propane).
As indicated, natural gas is safer than propane but it is difficult to find.
Propane is readily available. For most, a properly installed propane stove with an attendant good quality propane
sniffer or two, appears to be the modern system of choice.

Larry & Carole Jackson DREAM WEAVER #155 by 16 May e-mail ask:
“…I live in Point Edward, Ontario at the south end of Lake Huron.
Over the past season, I developed an odour in my water tanks (skunky smell). I have tried to correct the problem
using baking soda in one instance and then bleach. Nothing seems to work.
I winterized the hot water tanks and the water system with plumber's anti-freeze in the wintertime, but I don't think
that's what's causing the odour. I would appreciate any information from anyone who has had this problem. There
doesn't seem to be any mildew in the tanks.”
Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 replied:
“ Re: Water tanks, I put 3 to 4 drops of extract of vanilla in each tank with each fill up. This takes care of the
"plastic" odour that my tanks imparted to the water…”

This spring we received a telephone call from Steve Fagan COLUMBINE #165 asking about replacement of the head.
What parts that are still available for the original BRYDON BOY head are very expensive.
We replied, referring Steve to Item 12 in the Spring 1997 newsletter, and e-mailed him details i.e.:
"…BRYDON BOY appears to have been sold out to ITT/PAR. The replacement model is "ITT/PAR (JABSCO)
manual toilet standard bowl part # 29090-0000", somewhat similar, for C$129.00. Installation is fairly simple.”

Later by 7 May e-mail Steve reported:
“…I picked up a JABSCO Head, Model 29090-2000, this weekend and the installation went well. Two of the
four mounting holes aligned with the existing holes so I only had to drill two new holes for the lag bolts. The new base
covered the two old holes (that I caulked to keep the water out) so the installation looks great.

David Jenkins MARGARITAVILLE #159 by 1 April e-mail asked:
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“Can someone save me a hundred mile drive and tell me how much hose I need to order to replace all the hoses
in the head system?
Mike Leroux MIKRON #188 promptly replied:
“I purchased 7 feet to replace MIKRON's hose. This measurement was taken from the original hose.”

Bill McKeon TALLENUFF #198 in a 6 November e-mail wrote:
“…Sorry to bother you but my siblings and I have inherited a 1984/85 Aloha 34 from our father and we are
having a few problems that Dad would have happily fixed but we can no longer ( unfortunately ) get his help.
We therefore are looking for guidance and the experience of our fellow Aloha owners hence the following question(s).
Where the heck do we start? Sorry for the unpleasant question that follows.
1. Our steel holding tank has an elbow at the bottom that is corroded through and the contents are leaking into the
bilge. Does anyone know if this can be repaired/replaced or does the holding tank need to be replaced?
2. If we replace the holding tank can we remove it ourselves and get it replaced locally ( Toronto) ?
Any suggestions and our experiences with this issue would be most appreciated.
Also if anyone has web site addresses our information from previous newsletters that could help us research this issue
would welcome the feedback.
Thanks again for the help.”
Perry Basden FOGDUCKER A-28 #200 by 8 November e-mail responded:
“…Sorry to hear of your holding tank problem., and it's no bother. There are several options available
depending on several things. A lot depends on how long you and your family members intend to keep the boat, the
severity and location of the problem and how handy you are with tools.
 A short term fix would be to purchase some Fiberglas cloth and epoxy and repair the existing leak. Basically, what
you do is drain the tank (I assume this has already been done as the boat has probably been hauled for the winter),
thoroughly clean the area and prepare the surface for repair. Cut Fiberglas cloth into pieces which will cover the
leaking area with several layers of cloth. Once satisfied with the fit, remove the pieces, saturate them with epoxy and
reinstall them. Saturate the whole area with epoxy and let it cure. This should solve the leak problem, but the
corrosion will continue under the cloth. This "fix" would probably last several years without problem and would cost
about $50.00 - $75.00 to do. Fiberglas cloth can be picked up at Canadian Tire in the automotive body repair area.
Epoxy can be found at most marine chandlers. WEST is probably the most popular brand name.
 A long term fix would be to remove the tank and either replace it with a new steel one or a polyethylene one. Once
you remove your tank, a steel fabricating shop can make you a new one using the old one for a pattern. Plastic tanks
are available in Toronto from Holland Marine Products ( http://www.hollandmarine.com ) or other suppliers.
Raritan Engineering (http://raritaneng.com ) in the U. S. also has stock or custom tanks available. I would suggest
having two vent lines installed in whatever tank you go with. Most vessels have only one vent line which leads to
anaerobic bacteria (and odour) in the tanks. Two vent lines in the tank with two vents (one on each side of the hull )
will prevent this.
I assume your holding tank is in the V-berth area. It will be necessary to create a hole large enough to get the
tank through. On my A28 I have an access panel that is about 24" X 24", certainly not large enough to remove the
tank. I would suggest following the side of the hull and remove most of the horizontal area that the V-berth cushions
rest on. Leave about a 4" or 5" wide area where this horizontal surface attaches to the hull. This will be used later to
re-secure the removed panel. Use a router with a small diameter bit or sabre saw and cut the hole in the horizontal
area above the tank. Remove the tank.

Before reinstalling the new tank, cut pieces of 1/2" thick waterproof plywood about 5" wide and fit these pieces to
the underside of the area left along the hull, leaving half the area of the wood exposed. Be sure to saturate the wood
with epoxy before installing it to prevent moisture damage in the future. Glue the wood strips to the underside of the
opening using epoxy. The intent of this wood is to form a "shelf" that the removed panel can rest on. Once the epoxy
has cured to full strength, install the new tank and redo the plumbing as necessary. The panel can then be reinstalled.
It can be made permanent by spreading epoxy on the exposed wood surface and laying the panel into position. Fill
the kerf area from the original removal with epoxy thickened with filler additives. Once this has cured, you may want
to sand the area and refinish it with a marine paint, just to make it look nice.. Another alternative would be to affix
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the panel with stainless screws and garnish washers. If you have any future problems, the panel can be easily
removed for service.
If you have any questions or comments, be sure to ask... I'd be only too happy to help!”
Honourary member Morley Kipp (ex-owner CANUSA #146) on 9 November also responded:
“…I can't answer the part about the corroded elbow, as my tank was plastic, not steel.
However, I did have to get it replaced, as did one of the other Aloha owners. I got mine replaced by the Hamilton
Harbour Commission Marina (phone 1-800-263-2131, ask for Marina, ask for Tim or Al). They had one made locally,
using the old one for a model.
Another Aloha owner, Mike Leroux, had one built of stainless steel in Toronto. See following copy of his E-mail,
with contact info:
Quote:
‘I spoke with John Ballman, the person who fabricated my holding tank. He would be prepared to make another. I believe
it cost me $550 and the price would be similar. He did not keep my old tank (and I do not blame him) and so would need
your tank to use as a model.
I would suggest that you contact John Directly. His phone number is (416) 757-3001… Mike ‘
Unquote
As for removing and replacing it yourselves, the tank is presently secured with fibreglassed supports, and would
need to be re-secured upon installation. It is not something you want to come loose in rough going! I had HHC remove
and re-install it. I also suggest that you replace the waste hose from head to tank with a thick-wall waste-rated hose
rather than the originally equipped type of spiral wound hose. It is better for odour prevention…”
ED: We added:
“If you decide to replace your steel holding tank with polyethylene (plastic) tanks, the original supplier to
Ouyang Boatworks of the plastic holding (& water) tanks for many of our ALOHA's was SHIRLON Plastics of
Cambridge, Ontario, phone (519) 623-3180, who are still in business. We are told that SHIRLON still have the original
measurements in their records for both the ALOHA 34 holding & water tanks. Check their web site at:
http://www.shirlonplastics.com/SHframeCustom.html .
If you scroll through their web site you'll see a product photo of one of their holding tanks similar to that fitted in
many of the ALOHA 34's.
We still have our original plastic SHIRLON holding tank in SEA VIXEN #167. However, sailing on the
Canadian West Coast we normally (legally) by-pass it, using the holding tank only when we are sailing in confined
waters. The only things we have had to change in 18 years have been the hoses which we upgraded 5 years ago while we
were installing a macerator pump.
Would you let us know which route you decide upon & how you make out?

David Jenkins MARGARITAVILLE #159 by 28 November e-mail asked:
“Can anyone tell me what parts of the deck, cabin, and hull are cored laminate and what parts, if any, are not?
Also, what steps did the manufacturer take to prevent water penetration into the core from deck fittings and through
hulls?”
We responded:
“I believe both the deck & deck (coach) house on all ALOHA 34's are balsa cored, David. The hull is a very solid
"twenty lay-ups" of fibreglass.
Some members have had problems with water seepage into the balsa core through Dorade fittings. See problem
identification & suggested remedies in the Profiles & newsletters.
There is also a lengthy article in the Fall 2000 newsletter regarding water seepage in earlier boats through chain
plate fittings, and both preventative maintenance as well as suggested methods of fixing same.
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By 29 January e-mail Kent (& Juanita) Nielsen WINDSPINNER #210 asked:
“I am writing to know from anybody the best way to clean and re-varnish the floor on WINDSPINNER. The old
varnish is just about gone and the floor is stained.”
Bill & Lene Symes FIONA #207 responded:
“Perhaps ours wasn't so far gone, but it was also showing bare spots - I cleaned, sanded, then applied six coats
of INTERLUX SATIN FINISH. Two years later it still looks pretty good (those two years included six months of living
aboard with two standard poodles). Needs a maintenance recoat.
I've seen suggestions that walnut shell stripes, conforming to the pattern in the teak and holly strips, would make
for much more secure footing.”
Mike and Lynda Leroux MIKRON #188 added:
“…MIKRON has the same problem. I am going to try to use a gelled varnish remover to remove the remnants of
the 16 years of HYPO OIL and the like, and then sand.
I plan to use CETOL LIGHT for the finishing.
I would appreciate any comments/advice/experiences anyone may have regarding the pros and cons of using
paint and varnish remover.”
Murray and Christel Charlton (DUFOUR 35 owners after giving up on finding an ALOHA 34) e-mailed:
“I'm not keen on CETOL for floors. I notice a fair bit of wear on CETOL. My favourite is a good sanding (make
sure the veneer is thick enough) and coating with multiple layers of POLYURETHANE. With multi layers and making
sure everyone has deck shoes the life of the URETHANE is a long one.”
Carla Kilpela and David Carr, MOMENTUM I #111 by 30 January e-mail wrote:
“We have been redoing all our teak in the complete interior, a two year project that will finish this spring prior to
launch. The old finishes were a combination of oil and varnishes.
1. To remove the oil we used MR. MUSCLE oven cleaner sponged off with fresh water (wear kitchen gloves) and to
remove the varnish we used strippers (polystripper or similar products depending on the price of the day) and
scrapers.
2. After stripping we used two part teak cleaner (by AURORA) to remove stains and to give a clean uniform finish (wear
kitchen gloves). This was required with the MR. MUSCLE since it turned the teak black. We did this on all the teak
because we wanted to brighten the interior. It takes sponges and fresh water to apply and rinse away. The result was
excellent.
3. This was followed by sanding because there was sometimes a roughness and the varnishing went better with sanding
the bare teak.
4. After preparing the teak we applied two costs of varnish, with the second thinned by about 20% paint thinner. This
was sanded smooth and then a third coat thinned and then sanded and then a final thinned coat.
5. Prior to the first coat we vacuumed the teak and wiped it with a damp cloth then between further sandings the teak
was wiped with a damp cloth and allowed to dry (keep vacuuming too).
6. Some of the teak was done in the basement and instead of thinning we put the varnish in a pot of water and brought it
to a boil with the lid loose then varnished while the can was in the pot of hot water. This would keep the varnish
thinner making it easier to apply. It was tricky because as the can emptied it wanted to float.
We used SATIN 60 varnish by INTERLUX. So far about 12 quarts with about 4 more to finish the job. We did have
to do some replacing of wood due to water damage which was minimal (about 1/2 a sheet of 1/4 teak
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plywood). To make some thicker pieces we glued cu-tout pieces together and piled the batteries on them to press them
together till the glue dried.
The result is a bright interior that is clean and uniform. If your floor is varnished and clean the stripper will clean the
teak and you could skip the teak cleaner provided the sanding cleans the wood up. The way to check what your finish will
look like is to wet the wood with a sponge and fresh water to view the grain. This will be similar to the varnished effect. Or
do a test area with varnish and if you want further cleaning then strip the test area off.
Always make sure the wood has dried before varnishing. Also varnish when there is no frost at night if you are doing
it in the spring.
We selected the varnish to avoid annual oiling and this was after looking at a friends boat with the same finish done a
few years previously.
Good luck and if you need clarification just ask.”
Rick Klett FULL TILT #195 by 31 January e-mail wrote:
“When I did my cabin sole I scraped the old finish with a draw scraper ; then sanded and applied 3 coats of
LAST & LAST POLYURATHANE GLOSS. The results were nothing short of super and has held up beautifully for over
5 years.
We are in a salt water environment and I was a bit concerned with salt + UV + sand etc. none of which has been
a problem.
This year I may just scuff it a little to give it some teeth and apply 1 fresh coat. Doesn't really need it but why not?
Good luck. Hope it turns out well…”
In replying to a question about his selection, Rick added:
“LAST & LAST is just a brand of POLYURATHANE. I think most polys are pretty much the same.”
The subject was raised again when Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117 by 30 May asked about finishes for the
interior woodwork.
Carla Kilpela and David Carr, MOMENTUM I #111 responded:
“Frank, We used INTERLUX SATIN FINISH 60 on the interior. I have a friend who finished their boat using
SIKENS SATIN FINISH and the results are similar.
We talked to the Charter business here in town and they did a test with several finishes in several boats including
these on their cabin soles and after a year the one that didn't wear was EPIPHANIES RUBBED EFFECT VARNISH.
We put this on the cabin sole after stripping the old finish off and using teak cleaner to brighten the wood and the
result was excellent, better than the INTERLUX. We are going to use this on the wear areas such as the companionway
stairs and grating in the head as a final coat over the INTERLUX that we put on…”

By 8 March e-mail, Kent & Juanita Nielson, WINDSPINNER #210 asked;
“I was just wondering if anyone has or had a problem of water or condensation pooling on the floor in the
forward vee berth and what steps were used too eliminate the problem. The bow of the boat seems to be slightly lower in
the water than the stern”.
David Carr & Carla Kilpela & Benjamin WINDSPINNER #111 replied:
“We did have pooling of water on the floor at the vee berth by the head door. The culprit was the (forward) hatch
above the location. It was barely leaking around the glass but it was enough to cause a small puddle on the floor.
The hatch was resealed and the problem went away.”

Keith Denham ALOHA-28 BLISS #135, Webmaster for the (other) Aloha Owners’ Association (AOA) has
kindly offered to post ALOHA 34’s “For Sale” or “Wanted” on their AOA website at http://www.alohaowners.com/ .
In a 12 June e-mail Keith invited ALOHA 34 Network members to participate:
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“By the way, you may have noticed that I recently sent round a note (on the AOA e-mail discussion group
“Sailnet”) drawing attention to a new "Sale & Wanted" space. Although we have said this is restricted to AOA members
(owners of boats listed in our owners databases) I would be happy to accept any ads from Aloha 34 owners.”
And later he added:
“Although in the advert submission form on the website we ask for their name and email address and they must
provide this so I can get in touch with them if I need to, no one needs to include this in the actual text of the advert. They
can simply include a contact telephone number like they would in a regular classified ad and that's all that will appear.
Owners of smaller Aloha’s are, potentially, a source of buyers for the 34 (I'd certainly like to make one my next
boat!).”
Keith can be contacted at e-mail <denhamk@home.com>.

WATER WITCH #173; (ZUY0D1730682), C$75,000. currently in Florida but may be trucked to Oakville, Ontario in the
future. Contact John Buckminster of Beacon Yacht Sales, Suite 102 A, 2902 South Sheridan Way, Oakville, Ontario,
L6J 7L6 Canada, Tel. 905-829-5967, Fax 905-829-4914, Cell 416-726-6217, E-mail <beacon@primus.ca> or
<john_buckminster@hotmail.com>. See details including photos at web site http://yachtworld.com/beacon . Write-up
indicates that WATER WITCH has “both a trans-Atlantic and a Caribbean run under her keel.”
Or contact Flagship Yachts, Inc., Bahia Mar Marina, 1901 Cypress Street, Pensacola, FL 32501, USA.
Tel (800) 277-7778, Fax (850) 432-3992, Email <bgfy@aol.com >
Website: http://www.yachtworld.com/flagshipyachts/

ALOHA 32 owner James Roberts (A32) on the AOA <aloha-list@sailnet.net> discussion group reports an ALOHA 34
'for sale' in Maryland. He writes:
“…in a local sailing magazine "Spin Sheet" there is a 1984 A34 (10.4) for sale. The asking price is US$47,500.
The phone #1-443-562-2221 (in Maryland) was given. It looked like an owner's listing…”

John & Ethel Schwartz, NEPENTHE #194, asking US$55,000. Contact John & Ethel at 577 Hull Avenue, San Jose,
California, 95125, telephone (408) 293-5614. (No e-mail currently.) See Profile #194 for details. John & Ethel have
provided a more complete inventory, which we can make available upon request.

Nil



Ken & Juanita NIELSON, WINDSPINNER #210, e-mail <kentjw@home.com>, 579 Larkin Avenue, Port
Coquitlam, B.C., Canada V3B 2H8 telephone: (604) 464-2111. In response to a 7 October ALOHA 34 “e-mail
general” in which we asked members if they knew of any ALOHA 34 on the market, Ken & Juanita replied:
“If you would like to put (our) WINDSPINNER for sale, the price is $75,000 firm.”



Travis McGregor, BALLEO #137, e-mail <tradediver@hotmail.com>, 4375 Ruth Crescent, North. Vancouver,
B.C. Canada V7K 2N1, telephone: (604) 313-8801 in a 2 April e-mail wrote: "Due to some personal matters that
have come up in my life I will have to sell BALLEO #137…”
Travis has done a lot of work on BALLEO since purchasing her a year ago. Subsequently Travis added:
"…She is an 1980 boat, in relatively good condition. I have put 2 new water tanks, new shaft and coupling, 1 new 12v
start battery 2000, 4 new 6v House battery 2000, Zodiac 310 New 2000, Merc 8hp New 2000, Nova
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Kool refrigeration unit in the ice box. I am asking C$79,000.00. …Boat is at RVYC Coal Harbour (Vancouver, BC).”
Travis added that BALLEO has some blisters in the hull below the waterline although they may not be obtrusive.
He has a survey report that he can make available.
ED, 10 June: We understand BALLEO is now listed with THUNDERBIRD YACHT SALES in North Vancouver,
BC. at C$72,500. See website http://www.thunderbirdmarine.com .

This time last year we had 14 different prospective buyers searching for ALOHA 34’s. With the continuing dearth of A34’s in good condition and in the right geographical locations, after months and sometimes years of searching, many have
now given up waiting.
What does a ‘disappointed’ prospective buyer purchase when he/she cannot find an ALOHA 34? The following
are some of the boats those on recent “Wanted” lists have turned to:
an ALOHA 28, a CS 36, a DUFOUR 35, a GULF 32, a SATURNA 33 and a TRUE NORTH 40.

Bill & Marilyn Squires at PO Box 48087, Bedford, Nova Scotia B4A 3Z2, FAX 902 835 5707 and E-mail at
<squir@ns.sympatico.ca>.
David Corkum of Halifax, Nova Scotia at telephone (902) 471-2807 and by e-mail at <corkum@chatsubo.com>.

Bruce Beyer, <bruce.beyer@soundproducts.ca> by 30 April e-mail writes:
“Migs, I live in Toronto and want to purchase a 34 in good condition… We have a 34 in our club - George
Johnston, Famous Grouse. Phone Toll free in Canada: 1-800-263-4996 ext24.”

David and Carol Ann Faith at Apt. 513, 1483 Lamey's Mill Rd, Vancouver, B. C. V6H 3Y7. telephone: (604) 733-4548
or by e-mail at <dfaith@uniserve.com>. David & Carol Ann have been in the market for an ALOHA 34 in good
condition for nearly two years. Members attending ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000 last year will remember
meeting them there.

In recent months we have received a number of unique “boat cards” made by members themselves on their
computers where they have incorporated photos of their wonderful ALOHA 34’s. Here are cards from Stuart & Annette
Spracklan WINDY #151 and Frank & Eve Collins TRUE LOVE #117. They look even better in colour.
Stuart wrote:
“I scanned a photo that another boater took. Then using PowerPoint, I cropped and added text, saved as JPG file
and insert into WORD. In WORD, I copy the image 9 more times to fill a page (10), print on card stock using an HP 1220
DESKJET printer; then cut on a cutting board. We keep a supply onboard to hand out.”
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The cover picture on our Spring 1997 newsletter was of the ALOHA 34 mould sitting in a field near the old
Canadian Yacht Builder’s/Tanzer Plant in Dorion, Quebec. See Photo #3 below. It was a poor quality photocopy of one of
three pictures taken by Frank Collins TRUE LOVE #117 at Easter, 1996. In the Spring 1996 newsletter Frank had
described his visit to the area & what he discovered, in some detail.
By 21 June e-mail, Frank adds to the sad tale: “Eve & I drove out to Dorion / Soulange yesterday evening to
meet some friends at Summerlea Golf Club. We passed the place where the Aloha 34 molds had gone to, and they are still
there sitting in a field beside a warehouse, not far from the road. It's been perhaps five years since I last saw them. We
didn't stop to check on their condition, but at least we know that they're still there.”
We have reprinted our original cover photo together with the other two photos copied from the slides that Frank
sent us in 1997. Frank indicated in his 1996 article that he thought the owner of all the relative Aloha 34 moulds could be
purchased for less than C$10,000. Anyone tempted???

PHOTO #1: The field where the Aloha 34 mould rests, alongside other moulds & partially finished hulls of other craft. Is that
the Aloha 34 “plug” sitting immediately to the right of the mould?

PHOTO #2: Aloha 34 mould, starboard side.

PHOTO #3: Aloha 34 mould, port side.
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RELIEVING THE WATCH
Further to my comment in ALOHA! Item #1 above, here is a copy of a 20 May e-mail I sent to members on our
Aloha34@Topica.com List:
“This is to inform you that Les (& Carol) Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214 has agreed to:
1. take over the completion of the ALOHA 34 Owners' Technical Manual and
2. eventually take over "managemental responsibilities" for the ALOHA 34 International Owners' Network.
With the tremendous support & input from the ALOHA 34 Network membership and with Diana's help, I have
thoroughly enjoyed "managing" our ALOHA 34 Network since we started back in the winter of 1994-95. However, during
the past 7 months I have unexpectedly 'inherited' additional volunteer work that has impacted on my ALOHA 34 Network
activities & set back my planned work on the ALOHA 34 Owners' Manual (see Item 11 in the Fall 2000 newsletter).
Additionally, it is time for some 'new blood'.
Awhile back when I heard that Les & Carol were returning home to Ontario from their voyage to the Bahamas,
knowing Les' talent I quickly asked him if he would help out as above. He responded that he would be prepared to help
‘in any way possible’. What is better than a volunteer?
Les has agreed to take on the ALOHA 34 Owners' Manual initially, picking up where our six volunteers & then
Morley Kipp (ex-CANUSA #146) left off, once he and Carol are settled after their recent exploits with
ENCHANTMENT in the Bahamas. See http://freepages.travel.rootsweb.com/~enchantment/ .
Once Les has completed his work on the Manual, perhaps later this year, it is proposed that we set a date for Les to
assume responsibility for ALOHA 34 Network "management".
We will keep you informed.
Diana joins in sending our heartfelt thanks to everyone who has contributed so much in making the ALOHA 34
International Network the useful association it is today.
Although I will be around for awhile yet, I would ask you to give Les the tremendous support you have given me these
last more than six years… Migs”
Diana & I are most appreciative to you the members for all your meaningful contributions and support. Working with
you and meeting some of you has been our privilege and the highlight of our “ALOHA 34 Network experience”. As we
have said on so many occasions, our efforts have truly has been a ‘labour of love’.
Again, we thank Les (& Carol) for taking on this task & with your support we hope that they too will similarly enjoy
it. Les has given us all a good report on his progress on the ALOHA 34 Owners’ Manual in Item 8 above. Our current
planning is that while Les is wrapping up the Manual, I would continue on, producing the Fall newsletter. All being well,
our turnover would take place around the end of the year.
And to answer the question from a number of members, yes, both Diana & I will continue to be fully occupied with
our other volunteer activities. But when there is a free moment,
where will we be???

in Victoria one does this year ‘round!

…and may you all have a fun-filled summer with
plenty of water under your keels, safely enjoying your
wonderful Aloha 34s.
Until the fall… Aloha!
Diana
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!!!!!!! ALOHA WINTER RENDEZVOUS 2002 !!!!!!!
Saturday, March 2nd 2002 in London, Ontario, Canada
See “Pull-Off” page for details & registration form at end of this newsletter!

Les Harrison’s Interpretation of SEA VIXEN Winter Sailing in Victoria, BC, Canada !
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By 25 November e-mail copied to members, a very clever Les Harrison sent us the above photo with the caption “We heard you
had a wee bit of snow out there in BC. Hope it didn't hamper your ‘all year round’ sailing. Watch out for the Bergy bits!”
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1. ALOHA!
Greetings! And welcome to my final newsletter. (See below.) But before proceeding further…
911

On 11 September we sent the following e-mail via our ALOHA 34 Topica E-mail Network:
11 September 2001
“To our US Members:
I know this is a sailboat network but with so many US members in our ALOHA 34 International Owners'
Network, those of us who are fortunate enough to be your northern neighbours would be remiss if we let this "*Day
of Infamy" pass in silence.
You are all very much in our hearts and in our thoughts at this time of tragedy.
Aloha!
Diana & Migs on behalf of all our Canadian members
*As, no doubt, President Roosevelt would quite rightly pronounce if he were here with us today.”
We had a number of thoughtful responses from both sides of the border (again, thank you!) that were also
circulated on our ALOHA 34 e-mail network.
This newsletter

Again, we thank members for their useful contributions that continue to make our newsletters an important
part of our ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network!
ALERT!

We have had a number of reports of sheared rudder shaft bolts resulting in “friction” steering. This is
potentially dangerous.
Members’ attention is invited to Item 17(5), RUDDER SHAFT - SHEARED BOLT on page 39 below.
Les’ & My "Turnover"

Earlier this year we reported that Les (& Carol) Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214 had agreed to take over
"management" of the ALOHA 34 International Owners' Network from Diana & me.
When Les agreed last summer to assume management of our Network, it was decided that he would "relieve"
me after he had completed the Owners’ Manual and I had produced a brief final newsletter in the fall. As it turned out,
a number of unforeseen events intervened. Les has been more successful in keeping his part of our agreement than I.
Among other things, after the appalling events of 11 September a change in my priorities side-tracked the Fall
newsletter for a few months. As a result, Les & I agreed that we would delay the turnover.
By late 2001 when I got back to working on the "Fall" newsletter, members input was delightfully much more
significant and the need for a larger newsletter became apparent. Thus Les & I delayed our turnover date to 7 January
2002, assuming my part of our agreement would be completed by then. Little did we know that fate would again
intervene.
One evening in mid December while I was working on the newsletter, an electrical power "surge" caused by a
wind storm barrelling into the West Coast from off the Pacific Ocean “crashed” my computer despite supposedly high
quality “electrical surge protection”. Fortunately, as is my standard practice, I had downloaded my work on the latest
newsletter to Diana’s (networked) computer the previous evening, so only one day’s work was lost. And now, at this
juncture, I believe I have recovered all that day’s work.
I was back up learning to use a new computer (partly courtesy of our household insurance company) in late
December.
Despite this set-back, Les & I agreed that Les would still relieve me on our agreed date of 7 January. However,
it was also agreed that I would try complete this "double issue" Fall & Winter newsletter by the end of January, to
include all input from members up to and including 6 January.
Barring the intervention, my aim then was to have the double issue Fall & Winter newsletter in your hands by
the end of January.
There have been further unforeseen delays. I won’t bore you with the details other than to mention that one
problem was caused by the new computer itself. The operating system for my new computer is Windows XP. “XP” is
very impressive & stable (unlike my earlier Windows ‘98) but it transpired that it did not like some of my old
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“software”. One problem related to electronically scanning and inserting the many fine pictures members have
contributed over the past 6 months. At one point when my electronically inserted photographs were floating all over
the newsletter, I was ready to go back to my original (unsatisfactory) system of photo-copying them, as in the earlier
newsletters. However, thanks to the help of a son visiting from the East and some excellent advice from a few of our
more knowledgeable members like Stuart Spracklan, Nigel Tilley & Les, we succeeded in ‘band-aiding’ a solution.
Respecting out "turnover", Les & I are indebted to Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151. Stuart, while on a
November visit to the West Coast, kindly made a special visit to Chez Turner in Victoria. Here Stuart collected 21 lbs.
(his measurement) of ALOHA 34 Network ‘paper’ files, computer disks, original photographs and the like, which he
then lugged East with him for Les in Kincardine Ontario.
This mail-out:

We plan to enclose the following with the mailing of this newsletter:
 Owners Register as of 6 January 2002 together with Alphabetical Register members’ names to convert to hull #.
 Members’ ‘Hometown’ Register as of 4 June, kindly prepared by Stuart Meyer #185 for distribution last year
but then removed when it was determined that our last newsletter mailing was ‘over-weight’ post office-wise.
 A final (for me) up-dated (including this newsletter) Index to the Package of Profiles & Newsletters. Members
have indicated just how useful they find this Index in leading them to individual items of interest scattered
throughout both the newsletters & the Profiles. However, there is some question as to whether this Index will be
required once Les has produced and distributed his initial version of our Owners’ Manual, a document that he
hopes to then up-date regularly.
 Profiles: #126: Gordon & Joanna Herrington, KHADINE II
#128: David & Alice Fisher, DALRIADA
#186: Ed Fulton, SHENANDOAH
#220: Ron Van Dyke, SANCTUM
Addendum 3 to #117: Frank & Eve Collins, TRUE LOVE
Addendum to #146: Rob & Kathy Laird, ex-KAROB,
Replacement #212: Murray & Sandy Cornish, NOCTURNE,
The Profiles included with this mail-out contain much recommended reading that, in interests of space, has not
been reprinted in this newsletter.
Aloha 34 Network Finances, Up-Date

Although by the time you receive this e-mail, Les Harrison will have taken over ‘management’ of the ALOHA
34 Network. Les suggested and I agreed that I would retain our ALOHA 34 “bank account” until this newsletter & its
enclosures had been ‘snail mailed’ to members.
For the record, at time of writing (7 February) we have:
 Received C$6,185.59 since we began as an association in 1995
 Spent
C$5,332.33 since 1995, and
 Have
C$ 853.26 currently in our bank account. This figure *does not include printing & mailing
this newsletter and enclosures,
 Have
C$ 197.80 in “receivables”.
* I expect that printing and mailing this double Fall & Winter newsletter with more enclosures and taking into account
the recent increases in Canadian postage rates, will cost about C$550.
In the past we have sojourned on, requesting "dues" from our members only when our balance went into the
‘red’ (about every two years). This worked well for me & kept the paperwork down.
However, with our increased membership, the purchase of a new web-site (www.aloha34.com) on the web
and the ongoing maintenance of the Owner's Manual, a more orderly "annual dues" arrangement is in order, so we all
know each year where we stand. Les & I have discussed this and it will be a topic of discussion at the London
Rendezvous.
Missing Members

We have lost contact with a few of our members. If anyone can provide information on the whereabouts of the
following, Les & I would appreciate it:
 Lee & Leah Blomberg, ITSUMO NATSU: We have not heard from Lee & Leah since July 2000. Our e-mails to
<blackfin50@yahoo.com> are being returned. Leah & Lee were living in Comox, BC.
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Garn Mennell CASA MARA #177: Similarly, we lost contact with Garn two years ago. Last report had Garn
travelling between Ontario and Florida where CASA MARA was berthed at Marinatown, North Fort Myers.
Sandy & Linda Francis, SANDERLIN #125: Our last address for Linda & Sandy is in Hamilton, Ontario but
we’ve had recent reports of their return to Vancouver. E-mails to <sanderlin@pocketmail.com> are unanswered.

2. WELCOME NEW MEMBERS!
We welcome the following new members!
1). Lynne & Brian Bishop, KAROB #146 of Goderich, Ontario, Canada; e-mail <lbishop@hurontel.on.ca>. Brian
& Lynne bought KAROB from Rob & Kathy Laird following Kathy & Rob's recent return to Ontario from the
Bahamas. (See Item XX below)
By 3 July e-mail Lynne writes: "...We have only had one sail to this point.(It was wonderful and we were really
pleased with the way the boat handled...) The weather has not been co-operating and the captain has been busy
making sure everything is ship-shape and familiarising himself with his new toy. We are not totally decided on a new
name as yet. Maybe we will make a final decision while we are on our maiden voyage in August in the north
channel..."
2). Bryan & Maureen Godfrey, CASTLE REEF #153 of Richmond, Ontario, Canada; e-mail
<castlereef@yahoo.com>. Maureen and Bryan have been sailing the Caribbean in CASTLE REEF for the past
three years. (See “The Voyage Of CASTLE REEF #153” by Maureen and Bryan Godfrey, Item 11(4) following.)
Maureen & Bryan were home for the summer but returned to Grenada in mid November. They wrote
“…we would be pleased to correspond with members but please don't send anything with large attachments as
we use Internet cafes and they tend to be expensive. …We will keep you posted about our travels.”
We thank Perry Basden of the Aloha Owners’ Association (and still looking for an ALOHA 34) for putting us
in touch with Bryan & Maureen.
3). Bob & Connie (& Jillian and Jonathan) Haig, INTERLUDE #169, of St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada,
previously owned by Doug & Norma Lee Stuart in Houghton, Michigan, USA. E-mail <rdhaig@cogeco.ca>.
Bob & Connie have bought Doug & Norma Lee's INTERLUDE #169 and moved her from Michigan to her
new home at Tobermory on Georgian Bay, Ontario. See MAILBAG below.
They report that they will be changing the name of #169 from INTERLUDE to OUT & ABOUT, the name of
their 1983 ALOHA 8.5 that is now for sale.
Later, Doug & Norma Lee Stuart wrote:
“After lengthy deliberation, we decided that because of advancing age and physical considerations, the time
had come to put reason ahead of emotion and search for a new owner for INTERLUDE. So, on Thursday, September
6th we sent emails to the prospective owners listed in the last newsletter, and within ten minutes, I had a phone call
from Bob Haig. He then arranged to drive to Toronto, fly to Sault Ste. Marie, rent a car and drive to Houghton on
Saturday. We spent several hours on INTERLUDE Sunday and by Tuesday the 11th he called to let us know that he
and Connie wanted the boat!
…we would be delighted if we could perhaps *remain on the email list so that we can continue following the
progress of the association and the various aspirations and experiences of the members…”
ED: *Of course being “paid up” members, Norma Lee & Connie will continue to receive the newsletters also.

4). Ed Fulton, SHENANDOAH #186 of Pickering, Ontario, Canada, e-mail <svshenandoah@yahoo.com>. By 30
August e-mail Ed wrote:
“…My pride and joy is SHENANDOAH formerly of Frenchman's Bay Yacht Club in Pickering, Ontario,
currently at the Bluffers Park Marina in Scarborough, Ont. Hull #l86 was purchased from CYC in l987. She has seen
some limited blue water having gone down to Florida and some of the Bahamas. (My last passage of the Gulf Stream
confirmed her seaworthiness)...”
5). Stan & Mary Miller SANDPIPER #191 of Fernandina Beach, Florida, USA, e-mail <MMille1201@aol.com>.
Mary & Stan in August e-mails wrote:
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"...We purchased the boat from the original owners in 1986. The original owners picked the boat up from the
factory and sailed it to its home port, Amelia Island..."
“…We found your web site in the Cruising World August issue…”.
Later (21 November) Mary & Stan, responding to an episode of ‘TRUE LOVE’s Endless Summer’ emailed to members by Frank & Eve Collins on our E-mail Network, e-mailed:
“We cruised for a wonderful year. We always dreamed about crossing the Atlantic, but learned so much about
ourselves that we knew the only ocean crossing would be by plane or cruise ship. I was a wonderful experience -- one
that I will always cherish. Happy sailing.”
6). David & Kathleen FitzGerald DRIFTER #192 of Shady Side, Maryland, USA, e-mail
<HONEYFITZ@compuserve.com>. Kathleen & David recently bought DRIFTER. In a 22 September e-mail they
wrote:
"...Yes, we are the new owners and we love the boat. We sailed across the Chesapeake Bay last weekend and
had a great time. The boat handled extremely well."
7). Gary & Jane Koebel DREAM CATCHER II #196 of Ingersoll, Ontario Canada, e-mail
<gary.koebel@omafra.gov.on.ca>. Jane & Gary by 9 July e-mail wrote:
"Finally, we are getting around to some "paperwork" on DREAM CATCHER II.
...We have been extremely busy whipping her into shape. We are docked beside Stuart and Annette Spracklan
(of Windy fame) and they are hard to keep up to when it comes to "spit and polish". We purchased DREAM
CATCHER II from Frank Renaud in May of this year...".
8). Ron VAN DYKE SANCTUM #220 of Bowen Island, British Columbia, Canada, e-mail
<svsanctum@hotmail.com>. Ron reports that he bought SANCTUM in 1986 and in 1989 sailed south
spending 10 years in the Bahamas area. SANCTUM is now berthed at Snug Cove, Bowen Island in BC.
We thank Jim & Lynne Mansley ASHRAM #148 for acquainting Ron with our ALOHA 34 Network.
9). Georges POULIN AGRIPPINA #228 of Hull, Quebec, Canada, e-mail <Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca>.
Georges in a December e-mail reports that he has just purchased AGRIPPINA, built in 1986. She is in beautiful
condition. She is currently berthed at Iroquois, Ontario but Georges says that he hopes to take her off-shore sometime,
after he retires in 2002.

3. ALOHA 34 NETWORK REGISTER: AMENDMENTS
As there have been numerous changes in the last 6 months, rather than list them here we have enclosed a
revised ALOHA 34 Register that includes them all (hopefully!).

4. E-MAIL ADDRESSES, NEW & CHANGES
Computer literate members will recognize that with the demise of Excite@home, many of our members’ email addresses have changed. For example, our <aloha34@home> address is now <aloha34@shaw.ca>.
Please check the latest members’ Register that, as mentioned above, is enclosed with this ‘mailing’. If your
listing is incorrect, please inform Les Harrison at <harrisol@bmts.com>.

5. INTERNET; WEB SITES & E-MAIL ADDRESSES OF INTEREST
ALOHA BURGEE; -FLAG LADY

Further to Item 11 in the Summer 2000 newsletter, our “Flag Lady”, Mrs. Ruth Reader now has e-mail and
can be contacted at < rreader@shaw.ca <rreader@shaw.ca>.
Prices and other details for ordering the ALOHA burgee (as in the Summer 2000 newsletter) remain the same.
UNIQUE IDEAS

Honourary member Brian King recommends the web site “http://www.yandina.com/hints.htm#Propane”
that includes “A Collection of Unique Ideas for improving Marine Reliability, Safety, Comfort, etc., & Do-It-Yourself
instructions, drawings, parts lists, where to buy”.
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TIDAL PREDICTIONS “ANYWHERE IN THE WORLD”

Here is a handy web site: http://www.nms.ukho.gov.uk/easytide.html
It is a free service of the British Government that allows for tidal calculations for one week in advance
anywhere is the world (except Victoria, BC!).
NEW ALOHA 34 WEB SITE!

As you know Marc Meyer, son of Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 initiated & maintained our
original web site at http://www.geocities.com/hi721/index.html . However, in recent years Marc has become too
busy to maintain it.
Les has developed a new web site for us that he plans to announce at our ALOHA WINTER
RENDEZVOUS 2002 in London, Ontario next month. Thus I am not allowed to mention it or its address here.
H o w e v e r, if we have any “Sherlock Holmes” in our readership, you may have already noted from reading
the above that in correspondence between Les & me, we have already let the new address slip out…

6. MAILBAG
1. Honourary member Brian King, ex PARAMOUR #121, by 23 July e-mail reported that he and Thery were
married in Port Stanley, Ontario on 20 July.
We congratulated them both on behalf of our ALOHA 34 Network members, wishing Brian an early recovery
from recently diagnosed serious medical problems, and wishing them both a long and happy life together.
Members will remember that PARAMOUR was caught on the Hudson River in September 1999 during
Hurricane Floyd and was wrecked. Brian now has a CAPE DORY 28 named ALAINA 1; and he still has hopes of
heading south with Thery one day.
2.

David & Alice Fisher DALRIADA #128 in their 29 October letter enclosing their draft Profile (Profile #128 is enclosed
with this mail-out) added:

1). WHY A WINDLASS?: Decision to install windlass was based on Year 2000 experiences. These included 2
situations where I found it difficult and, in one occasion, impossible to pull the rode in with 20-25 knot winds
and with the boat pitching and yawing. In another, I had an anchor dragging situation in the dark where I had
to lift and lay it four times before I got it to hold. I was very tired that night.
Decision was also based on studying all the options in the Owner’s Profiles. I opted for
the solution of Angela & Heinz Hone, NIPINKE in Profile #158.
2). ALOHA 34 PERFORMANCE: Boat performs well in heavy weather as attested to in Georgian Bay and in
crossing from Royal Island, Eleuthera to Lynard Cay, in The Abacos. In the latter, the weather changed 2 1/2 hours out. Motor-sailed for 10 hours in 25-knot (+/-) winds & 8ft. (+/-) seas, mostly under mainsail and
with the Autohelm operating OK. Crew seasick. The final run though the breakers in the cut to Lynard Cay
was exciting to say the least.
It was most interesting to read Frank & Eve Collin’s, #117, TRUE LOVE’S Endless Summer, Episodes #11
& #12 which covered the same ground as us but a year earlier. We also got to Spanish Wells and Dunmore
Town.
3). WHAT IS THE REAL DRAFT & TONNAGE OF AN ALOHA 34? Draft is stated to be 5’- 6”. After several
groundings in the thin water on the West Coast of Florida, even in the ICW, I measured the draft on haul out.
It was 5’ 10” without supplementary water, fuel, and food.
The plate on the inside of the cockpit/coaming states that the draft is 5’ 6” and that the displacement
is 7700Kgs ?????? I see much comment on this point. Did the Designer do his sums right or are the older
boats heavier?
ED: The “real draft” of our ALOHA 34’s has been the subject of much discussion.
At our ALOHA 34 Toronto 1998 Rendezvous, in responding to a question our Honourary Co-President Mao
Ouyang stated that as far as he can remember, all ALOHA 34’s were constructed the same, weight-wise, i.e., 13,600
lbs. Subsequent discussion between members has suggested that perhaps the increased draft of some of our boats has
more to do with the state of our fuel & fresh-water tanks and the amount of other gear that we are carrying onboard.
3. New members Bob & Connie (& Jillian and Jonathan) Haig, INTERLUDE #169 by 8 October e-mail
describe their trip from Michigan where they collected INTERLUDE from members Doug & Norma Lee
Stuart and “sailed home”:
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“…We just arrived home after a long, cold, and tiring sail. Left Portage Entry, Michigan at 0100 Oct 05,
arriving at Sault Saint Marie at 0930 on Oct 07. Cleared customs and continued to Detour where we spent the night
(and slept for 12 1/2 hours!) rather than continue into Lake Huron in 25-30 kts. Left Detour at 1230 Oct 08 and
arrived Tobermory at 0630 this a.m. It snowed and it blowed!. Quite an adventure, actually.
The problem of the rudder going only 20 degrees to port and 70 to starboard turned out to be significant ; i.e.
when trying to turn to port into the wind in the middle of the night with the genny backwinded. Believe it or not I got
into that mess because of instinctively acting as if I had a tiller instead of a wheel in my hand. *Doug checked the pin
before my arrival and said it was fine, so finding out what is wrong and correcting it will be a priority for the winter.
On the other hand, the boat performed marvellously despite me, and I'm thrilled with the stability and
handling. Can't wait for spring!…”
*ED: See “Rudder Shaft - Sheared Bolt” under “QUESTIONS & ANSWERS” on page 39 below.
Until the “quadrant” is removed, it is difficult to determine whether or not this bolt has sheared. Even WINDY’s
surveyor could not see it.
Later Connie & Bob wrote:
“We are berthing the boat in Tobermory, at the tip of the Bruce Peninsula between Lake Huron and Georgian
Bay…”, and they add:
“ALOHA 8.5 FOR SALE!

…We have put our 1983 Aloha 8.5 OUT & ABOUT on the market. The boat is located on Georgian Bay. The
broker is Ewan Campbell of Bay Harbour Yachts (705 526-2222) in Midland, Ontario.”
Bob says of his 8.5: "It is clean, in good shape with an epoxied bottom, auto tiller, 4 sails (main, 140% genoa,
lapper, drifter with chute), good ground tackle, CNG stove and hot water heater, and pressure hot and cold water.
Everything works."
If members know of anyone looking for a smaller ALOHA, they should contact the broker or Bob &
Connie at 905 682-3315.
4. Heinz & Angela Hone, NIPINKE #158 by 10 September e-mail wrote:
“Angie and I painted all the woodwork inside NIPINKE and repaired the cushions. Even got two coats of Cetol
on the eyebrows. Cleaned out the heat exchanger and build a new wet exhaust L-bow (See description under
“ENGINES” following. Soon we will be sailing again...”
5. David Jenkins MARGARITAVILLE #159 on 5 July e-mailed:
“I was sailing in Georgian Bay a couple of weeks ago and stopped into Thornbury Harbour for the night. To my
surprise, and delight, there were two Aloha 34's docked there, MARIAH and RAGTIME. Unfortunately we arrived
mid week, so the place was deserted. MARIAH I was told is available for charters from Spinaker Charters of
Thornbury Harbour.
I thought it might be a nice way for visiting Aloha owners to see Georgian Bay in a boat they're familiar with.”
ED: We agree, David. Member Rick West who is owner/manager of Spinaker Charters owns MARIAH #225. See
also Item 4 above
6. Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer AIR LOOM #185 by 9 September e-mail wrote about an ALOHA 10.2!
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“…I found the attached
(following) advertisement in the
October 1980 copy of Cruising
World. It makes one wonder where
the additional 0.2 meters (7.8 inches)
came from to make the 10.4 version.
The background looks somewhat
like the island of Tortola in the
British Virgin Islands.”
We replied: “Thanks Stuart.
Most interesting! This is the first time
I've heard of an ALOHA 10.2. My
guess is that someone in the Ouyang
front office 'blew it'. Note that this is
the "standard" version of A-34, with
some of the so-called "deluxe"
features of most A-34's built in the
1980's lacking, such as
 exterior teak on the cockpit
coamings and along the coach
house. (Some would say that this
would be an advantage
maintenance-wise!)
 “gates” in the lifelines, and
 transom vents.
Note also the main sheet
traveller location. It is interesting
that a number of 1981/82 built A-34's
including our SEA VIXEN #167
have deck discolouration where it
appears Ouyang Boatworks started
to fit the traveller forward but then
moved it back into the cockpit”.

7. OWNERS’ MANUAL; UP-DATE & ORDERING
Members will remember that our work started back in 1998 with our initial volunteers, Dave Duncan, Les
Harrison, Bill Hrycenko, Morley Kipp, Rick Klett and Stuart Meyer. Dave, Les, Bill, Morley, Rick & Stuart did
an outstanding job preparing individual parts of the manual based on the 1998 Index to the Package of Profiles.
Morley Kipp then volunteered to bring these individual parts together, both in content & prose, and up-date
content after 1998. Morley too did an excellent job, producing his initial draft last winter.
Last spring I was scheduled to insert photos, diagrams and other material, further up-date Morley’s draft and
complete the final draft. When other commitments delayed me, Les Harrison, fresh from the Bahamas with Carol in
ENCHANTMENT #214, came to the rescue! Les has been hard at it since mid summer and now reports that the
ALOHA 34 Owners’ Manual is just about ready for distribution to members.
Les is making the Owners’ Manual available in CD form (in colour where appropriate) and also printed (in
black and white).
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Les also eventually hopes to have the Manual available to members on a new “members’ only” ALOHA 34
web site that he is currently developing (see above) now that Stuart Meyer & son Marc are retiring from being our
diligent webmasters for the past nearly four years.
Les says the Manual on this web site would be linked to both the Profiles and our past newsletters and kept up
to date. Members with computer skills would be able to download these up-dates as they became available.
Les has written the following ‘notice’ for inclusion in this newsletter:
ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL; -ORDERING
“I have come to realize that the Owners' Manual will never be finished! Just as I add past material, new material
arrives. Then there's the backlog. In that view, we will take orders for the manual as follows:
 *CD $6.00 [includes postage and the occasional failure of CD’s during writing]
 Printed Manual $20.00 [includes postage - presently about 160 pages]
*The CD will also contain what is available and completed from the Profiles, linked to the Manual. It will be in
Microsoft Word plus a browser compatible or web version without the Profile links. All this in living colour and
interactive by topic.
The above prices are difficult to estimate not knowing how many printed copies will be requested. Some may wish
to order the CD and take it to your local "Business Depot" or such establishment to save the postage or to get a printed
colour version.
The Owners' Manual along with our new Web site will be introduced at the Winter 2002 Rendezvous in London,
Ontario in March so please let me know your preferences for the manual as soon as possible by contacting me at:
 E-mail: <harrisol@bmts.com>
 Snail Mail: 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ont., Canada N2Z 1X7
 Telephone: (519) 396-2324”
Well done, Les!!!"

8. BUYING & REFURBISHING AN OLDER ALOHA 34
1). Refurbishing HOLY SMOKES #127

In Item 9 (2) on page 11 of the Spring
2001 newsletter, Jamie & Chico
McTavish HOLY SMOKES #127
described how they took a rather “tired
looking” ALOHA 34 when they bought
her in December 2000 and re-conditioned
her.
By 26 November Chico &
Jamie e-mailed:
“Hi Migs, Well, holy smokes,
here she is!!!!!!!!What do you think? She
used to be green.”
ED: Well done Chico & Jamie!

JAMIE & CHICO MCTAVISH’S RECONDITIONED HOLY SMOKES #127
2).REFURBISHING QUEEN’S RANSOM #105

Martin Hayes & Lyndee Lu Cole bought QUEEN’S RANSOM #105 in August 2000. Since then, Lyndee
Lu & Marty have undertaken a massive refurbishing job themselves on our most senior ALOHA 34 registered.
By 5 November e-mail (with photos by snail mail) Lyndee Lu wrote:
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“Well here's part one of the
story.
< Picture #1

We found QUEEN'S RANSOM
sitting all forlorn on her cradle in a
marina in Georgian Bay. After Marty
convinced me that she really was sound,
we bought her and started getting her
ready to enter the water. She'd been on
her cradle for 2 1/2 years.
We had to temporarily patch the
keel and rudder, clean the carburettor,
installed new batteries and tried to
figure our how everything worked. This
doesn't include the massive hours I spent
cleaning her inside - boy , was I
surprised when the cabin ceiling turned
out white - I thought it was really brown.

The marina staff was excellent and extremely
concerned when we finally put her in the water
because they didn't think that she wouldn't float. To
our relief - she did.
Uncle Marty (my brother) and another friend
came to help us bring her thru the Trent Severn Canal
system to Barrie. We had a few anxious moments
when we grounded on the rocks before the first lock
(what a way to start the trip!), but when on the Marine
railway, the lock operators checked Marty's
temporary repairs and they were okay. We never did
take on any water.

< Picture #2

We then spent the next six weeks sailing and
racing QUEENIE on Lake Simcoe in-between fixing
electrical stuff, plumbing, steering, rigging, etc. The
block and tackle rigging on the coach roof (instead of
a traveller) is quite different than what were used to.
We knew there was a lot to learn about her and we
had a big job ahead of us.
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< Picture #3

Unfortunately, we were not able to get
inside storage, in fact, nobody really wanted us and
a boat that needed to be worked on, but finally
convinced a Marina in Holland Landing to take us.
We had her shipped there from Barrie and Marty
started building a wonderful tent around her that
would allow us to almost stand when working on the
topsides and be totally covered in to the ground.
Unfortunately, this blew down after 3 weeks work.
We had no idea that the spot she was in was
hurricane alley!
In this picture you can see the double tarp
that we were left with and the open bottom. One
exciting day, Marty jacked her up so we had about
6" underneath the keel to enable us to drill drainage
holes so she could dry out. I'm not normally hyper
but I must admit lifting 14,000 lbs. with 2 little jacks,
was scary. You can see our work van in the
foreground which is filled to the brim with a large
gas generator and all the tools, epoxies, sanders,
drills, masks, gloves, etc. needed.
We took the head home as well as most of
the stainless and all the rigging. Cupboards were
taken out so Marty could get at the chain plates.
Unfortunately we were stopped with the long hard
winter. There was so much snow that we couldn't get
near her. Once spring arrived, the work started
because we wanted her in the water in May.

< Picture #4

My job was to scrape
all the bottom coat off while
Marty worked inside taking
out the chain plates which
ended up having applesauce
knees instead of wood.
Two months later
when he finally let me inside
the boat, I almost cried - all
the cleaning I had done!! The
entire inside of the boat was
covered in white Fiberglas
dust!! EVERYWHERE!!.
Part of the bulkheads
had to be removed as well as
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parts of the liner. We will have more pictures of this next spring as Marty starts putting the new chain plates in.
Meanwhile - back at the bottom. Do you know how big Queenie's bottom is? When I first started scraping it, it
was too cold to use a paint stripper so I went at it with an 1-½ " razor blade scraper. As the weather improved and
heated up, I was finally able to use Star 10 paint remover. This worked pretty well except that you had to time it just
right - if left on too long, it would soften the gel coat and you'd end up scraping part of it off as well.

Finally, with some help from Marty, I finished. My steel-toed work boots (with shiny pink and silver laces they're MINE) came in real handy when it was pouring rain and I was standing in 3 to 4" of mud. The next step was to
gouge out all the 9,999 gel coat cracks - some went from the bottom of the keel up into the water line.
There were 3 large spots on the keel that we took the gel coat right down to the Fiberglas. These were filled
with 3M premium filler. Another learning experience. As fast as I could mix the golf ball sized goop, Marty filled. On
hot days, it was over 100°, the filler kicked off so fast that our neighbour (building his own 63' motor-yacht) told me to
cut down on the hardener. You can see from the picture, there are numerous shades from light blue to dark on the keel.
Well, I had to leave to work but Marty kept on working. Unfortunately, he cut down on the hardener too much and it
turned out that the filler never hardened. We ended up scraping all this out and re-doing it (on a slightly cooler day).
In-between this we cleaned out the large hole at the front of the keel (QUEENIE was bouncing on rocks in
Georgian Bay one day) which ran almost to the very back. We put in epoxy thickened with cabosil to smooth it out and
then applied about 8 layers of Fiberglas cloth. The voids were then filled with epoxy & microballoons and finally the
3M premium filler. In-between, there was a lot of hand sanding, but she came out as smooth as a baby's bottom - not
that the fish care! You can see the start of the burgundy colour of the microballoons at the bottom of the picture. Time
was running out and we decided to leave her here for the year.

< Picture #5

This shows the rudder
post going into the hull. After
investigating some deep gel
coat cracks, we discovered a
large void where the
Fiberglas had not attached to
itself during original
construction. Marty took all
the Fiberglas out, filled the
void with thickened epoxy and
then put on 6 overlapping
layers of Fiberglas cloth. He
used a piece of PVC tubing
around the rudder post to
protect it from being stuck. He
then filled the voids with
Premium filler and sanded
and sanded and sanded to get
the shape right.
His next book will be the Karma Sutra Book of Sanding Positions. This picture also shows filled gel coat
cracks - small with premium filler (blue), large with microballoons (red).
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< Picture #6

This is the fabulous job he did on the skeg
and rudder. You can see all the red at the bottom of
the skeg - well, when he started there was no bottom.
He added a 4" piece of wood to the bottom of the
skeg. Next, Fiberglas cloth and then fillers. The
bottom of the rudder was fixed as well. We took the
pintles off and found the bolt holes were larger than
should be, so they were drilled larger, filled with
cabosil thickened epoxy and then redrilled. In this
picture the bottom pintle is still off.
In the meantime, I'm still sanding the entire
bottom so we can put the Interprotect on. This was
basically finished Aug 21st - our friends in Barrie
could hear my yells of delight as I turned off the
circular sander.
The next exciting day was after painting the
bottom 6" of the keel with Interprotect, we lowered
her back down on the cradle. The wind had shifted
her slightly, but with some pushing and tugging, we
managed to get her pretty well centered. From here
we started at the back of Queenie and epoxied a 4"
strip of bi-axial Fiberglas tape along her seam from
stem to stern.
The last project was to fill the large voids we
found in the keel between the Fiberglas and the lead
shot. We called the Gougeon bothers - they've been a
great help - because we were worried that the
exothermic heat from the epoxy might damage the
keel. This was not started until the fall, so they didn't
see any problem. Marty had sounded out all the voids
and we drilled holes both top and bottom of each thru
one. As I mixed epoxy with cabosil and filled the
empty caulking-gun cartridges, Marty gunned it in
the bottom hole. When the epoxy came out the top, we
knew it was filled. The holes were then capped with pieces of dowling we had pre-cut to fit. In-between mixing, I kept
an eye on the other side of the keel to make sure we had no leaks. Luckily the voids did not go completely thru from
one side to another. There were too many of them to do in one day, but we are not concerned that the epoxy will
harden in sections. We just want a solid back to the Fiberglas in case the keel gets hit. While filling, we could feel the
heat spreading as the epoxy moved. It started to get fairly hot to touch, so Marty used a leaf blower to blow cool air on
the side of the keel. It took about 30 min. before the heat stopped being produced and when checked the next day - all
was fine. We still have to do the other side.
In the meantime - on really bad days, Marty has been sitting inside the garage, cleaning winches inside and
out, fixed the head, taken the metal chain plates to be inspected and straightened, put new plexiglass in the hatches
(they were removed too) and gone on shopping sprees for new rigging parts, electrical and plumbing stuff.
ED: What a great job! We now look forward to getting Part II and further pictures. Thanks Lyndee Lu and Marty!

9. OFF-SHORE COMMUNICATIONS & TRACKING
Sailmail Association

We thank David & Carol Ann Faith (prospective ALOHA 34 owners in Vancouver, BC) for informing us of
the following SailMail Association that will be of interest to members heading “off-shore”. An HF private coast
station in the Maritime Mobile Radio Service, operated by the SailMail Association, which is a non-profit association
of yacht owners, delivers e-mails.
Membership in SailMail Association is US $200/year) 30 Nov OFF-SHORE Communications.
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For further information, go to the Association web site at <http://www.sailmail.com> or contact the
SailMail Association, at;
telephone (650) 856 1638, or
snail mail: SailMail Association, 921 E. Charleston Road, Palo Alto, CA, 94303, USA

10. PREPARING TO HEAD OFF-SHORE
See listings in our Spring 2001 Newsletter. Changes that we are aware of are:

2001 to the Bahamas/Caribbean:


We understand from prospective ALOHA 34 owners David & Carol Ann Faith in Vancouver BC that Sandy &
Linda Francis SANDERLIN #125 have had a change of plans and may be returning to Vancouver from
Hamilton, Ontario, with SANDERLIN to follow by truck. See “LOST CONTACT” above.

2002 to the Bahamas/Caribbean:


Ed Fulton, SHENANDOAH #186 of Pickering, Ontario, Canada, in August e-mailed us that all being well, he
planned to depart the Great Lakes in SHENANDOAH at the end of October and head for the Bahamas &
Caribbean, via visits to a few members on route.
Then by 29 November snail-mail Ed wrote:
“…Had to postpone going south. (I injured my back.) Among other things, I couldn’t haul up an anchor.
Starting physiotherapy. Now plan on leaving next July. Need crew also! More later via e-mail.”
CREW WANTED!
 Non smoker,
 Experience helpful but not essential,
 Sense of humor a must!
Do you or anyone you know meet these qualifications? Are you interested in heading off-shore in SHENANDOAH?
Ed Fulton is hopeful and by 4 January, 2002 e-mail writes:
“…Feeling much better and starting a rehab routine that should have me in shape for a trip south later this summer.
Moving back on board SHENANDOAH in the next week or so.
That snow covered Aloha photo (BELLA LUNA, see elsewhere in this newsletter) looks all too familiar!
Yes, I am still looking for crew; Non smoker, experience helpful but not essential, sense of humour a must. Any
leads would be appreciated…”
Ed in Pickering, Ontario can be contacted at e-mail <svshenandoah@yahoo.com> or telephone (416) 892-5840.


Rick & Cathy Walker, ONCE AROUND #129 who had planned to head south from Ontario this coming
summer, by 5 January e-mail write:
“…we are having to put off indefinitely our dreamed of escape to the Caribbean. At least we still have the
summers and can still dream.”

11. CURRENTLY OFF-SHORE
Again, see our Spring 2001 Newsletter for listings and reports. Only up-dates since, are:
A. Long Term offshore, with whom we have had contact this past year:
 Ruth & Jim Rollo, WINDEKIND #154: Caribbean
 Milan & Adrian Ford, AMALTHEA #189: South Pacific
 June & Kearney Moyle, QUINTETTE #204: (Winters) Bahamas/Florida
B. Departed in 1999
 Gordon & Doreen Bridges, BONAVENTURE #215: (Winters) Bahamas/Florida
Gordon & Doreen by 15 Aug e-mail wrote:
“After two years of being homeless gypsies, Gordon & I have moved into our new home. Thanks to Ivan &
Martin the move went well & we are busy unpacking all our stuff from storage. The house was left very clean & we
already love being in Midland. (See latest Register enclosed, for address & telephone # in Midland, Ontario)
We shall have the Cellphone discontinued next week, but will keep up the Pocketmail. We plan to visit our
family in England from the third week of September for 3 to 4 weeks. This winter we hope to spend from December to
March on BONAVENTURE in the Bahamas”.


David & Alice Fisher, DALRIADA #128: Abacos, Eleuthera & Florida,
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By 29 October letter David wrote:
“Intent in 2001 was to cross to the West Coast via the Lake Okeechobee waterway but the water level was
lowered to below 5 ft. because of some environmental reason. Therefore had to take the long way round via Marathon.
A most interesting part of the trip was anchoring in the Little Shark River, then motoring 8 miles into the heart of the
Everglades…”
“…We will spend most of November in Port Charlotte, Florida getting the boat ready for sailing in January.
We will drive back to Toronto for Christmas & the New Year.
Our first objective in 2002 is to visit the Dry Tortugas, Key West & then head slowly back to Lake Ontario via
the East Coast in two hops, one in the spring & one in the fall. Between times we have to see the grand children which
have a much higher priority for my crew than a mere boat…”
C. Departed in 2000
1). Wayne McLellan & Patricia Creed SAND DOLLAR #120 by 6 November e-mail wrote:
“We are home in Thunder Bay for the winter and the boat is in Annapolis. We plan to resume cruising next
summer. Please note the new e-mail address above, effective now…”
ED: See enclosed Register for addresses & phone & Cell numbers.
2). Rob & Kathy Laird KAROB (EX CANUSA) #146 by 29 August e-mail wrote:
“Our journey in KAROB finally ended on June 18 when we sold her to Brian & Lynne Bishop of Goderich
Ontario. She is a great boat and we are sure they will continue the “Voyage of KAROB” over the years to come.
We want to thank everyone, especially the ALOHA network…, for their support and encouragement during our
voyage and hope that you too can have a voyage like ours in the future. We are off on a new voyage now but will be
sticking to the land for the most part (maybe).
We have just returned from a one month trip out to B.C. and who knows what our next adventure will be.
Goodbye and good sailing. Rob & Kathy Laird “Missing KAROB”.
ED: Kathy & Rob’s most interesting VOYAGE OF KAROB story is enclosed with this newsletter mailing as
Addendum #146
3). Bob Medd TLC #150 ENCOUNTER WITH MEXICAN “PIRATES”.
Members will remember that Bob Medd TLC #150 left Sidney, VI, BC Canada on 1 September 2000 'singlehanding' much of the way to California, Mexico and “points south". Our last report of his progress dated 14 December
e-mailed from Punta de Mita on the Mexican mainland was included in our Spring 2001 newsletter. We had no contact
with TLC since.
When Bob's web site was discontinued, we started becoming concerned.
On Sunday 12 August we finally sent e-mails to some of Bob’s friends in Sidney, voicing our concerns. We
wrote:
“…We have not heard of Bob for quite awhile, and members are concerned. How is he doing?”
At 08:50 on Monday 13 August Bob's friends Ron (& Diane) Blackwell in Sidney, BC replied:
“Hi Migs and Diana, I saw Bob very early this summer when he came home for a visit. Plans were made for
me to join him later in Mexico to bring the boat over to Las Paz from the mainland.
As soon as he arrived back in Mexico early this summer he emailed me indicating what arrangements I should
make. That was the last I heard from him. That was on May 14.
Other people here have not heard from him either and are starting to get concerned also…
I have every confidence in Bob and I do not suspect any problems so I have kept calm about his lack of
contact. However, others are not so confident…
You will note that the Web Site for Bob no longer exists. This is because MSN deleted thousands of Web Site
that had no activity in a 90-day period. A lot of work down the drain.
I will keep you posted as I am now getting concerned. There is a chance that he is home for the season and is
in Calgary but as he has a daughter here also it seems we should have heard something. Please let me know if you
hear anything and I will likewise call you. Many thanks… Ron Blackwell.”

Then late on Monday 15 August Ron Blackwell e-mailed us again:
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“URGENT! Update on Bob from TLC
The information is not good. It appears that sometime between the last Friday and Monday (today), Bob was
kidnapped, taken to an *island in Mexico and severely cut up and left for dead. He was found (today) Monday.
I know this is sketchy information but never the less, this calls for some kind of response. Please excuse me if I
am a little out of sorts, the information has just come to me.
Bob, I am told, is in hospital. He was luckily found on the *Island and taken to hospital. He will be flown back
to Calgary for facial reconstruction I understand.
TLC is missing.
I want to know all that I can. If you have friends, members, anyone with some pull, please pull out all the
stops. If you have friends or members in Mexico, please advise of this disaster and to watch for TLC.
I will do everything in my power to get as much info. as possible.
Migs Please telephone me.”
*Later information corrected “island” to read “beach”. Also we were told that Bob does not carry any offshore insurance on his boat (“just too costly”).
By now most members will have heard Bob’s story via the media. We also tried to keep members on our
Topica e-mail list informed.
This is what we now know:
On or about Sunday 12 August, member Bob Medd was single-handing in TLC #150 in Mexican waters in the
vicinity of Santa Rosalia on the east coast of the Baja Peninsula. Then, as is fairly common practice in Mexican waters
we are told, a "panga" (described by Heinz Hone as a Fiberglas, open fishing boat, usually 25 feet or so long) with two
men onboard came alongside Bob's boat and asked for water. Bob went below to get them water, but when one of them
jumped on board & followed him, Bob asked him to leave. Apparently Bob was then struck on the head with a rock,
beaten, his throat was badly “sliced” and he was left for dead.
Bob says that after some hours he regained consciousness when he felt TLC scraping on rocks. He managed to
climb out of TLC & made his way (75 feet?) to shore carrying among other things some water, a blanket & a flare gun.
He says he then went in and out of consciousness over the next day or so.. Eventually some Mexicans walking the
beach found him & took him to the closest Mexican Hospital where he was treated.
His son-in-law just happened to be in Southern California. He promptly rented a car, drove to Mexico and
brought Bob to a hospital in San Diego. There his badly infected cuts were treated. After a few days, he was flown to
Calgary where he has a daughter, for face surgery. Subsequently he returned to Victoria where he also has a daughter.
Subsequently Global News and then some other media reported that Mexico was questioning Bob Medd's
story. According to Mexican authorities, Bob first indicated to them in the Mexican hospital that he had run TLC into
the rocks and a wire had cut his neck. They said that later, when talking with the Mexican Police, he changed his story
to one of a “pirate” attack. The Mexico spokesperson went on to say that Mexico had no record of pirates or such
occurrences in the past.
Global did add that Mexico may be trying to protect their tourism reputation. An announcer on another TV
station also quite rightly suggested that Mexican authorities had everything to gain by changing Bob's story from one
of a "pirate attack" to the accident theory.
Of course, Bob denied this Mexican twist. I believe Bob.
Bob has lost everything. He lost not only his boat but also about $10,000 in cash that he apparently was
carrying onboard as he prepared to depart Mexico to the South Pacific.
Cheryl Brown, a local Victoria, BC friend of Bob's, set up a trust fund through Coast Capital Savings to help
Bob get back on his feet. We ‘broadcast details on the ALOHA 34 Topica e-mail network. Unfortunately by now the
fund web site for Bob no longer exists. However, Cheryl can be contacted at 250-474-7625.
We have not seen Bob since his return; nor have we spoken with him other than on one radio show (see
below). Our e-mails to him at <rgmedd@hotmail.com> have gone unanswered. However, that is understandable,
after all Bob has been through.
We have spoken to some of Bob’s friends. They say this ordeal has taken a lot out of him and he is a changed
person.
And what of TLC?
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When on 15 August we became aware of Bob’s tragic incident, we felt that it was possible that TLC might
fall into the wrong hands and be used for some smuggling & drug trafficking operations. Thus we provided the USCG
with ALOHA 34 details that included a picture of a sister ship to TLC.
Then on 20 August I called in & spoke with Bob when he was being interviewed on a Vancouver CKNW
Radio talk show. In answer to my questions, Bob said he saw TLC sink. “Only the mast remained, -sticking out of the
water. TLC broke up on the rocks.”
But did TLC sink?
Global TV showed a photo of a sailboat beached and lying on its side that they said was TLC. It was a very
quick glimpse but from what I could see, Global’s sailboat did not look to me like Bob’s TLC.
Nothing further has been heard of TLC.
4). THE VOYAGE OF CASTLE REEF #153 by Maureen and Bryan Godfrey

The following is copied from the September 2001 Nepean Sailing Club newsletter "Telltale", with the kind
permission of our new members Maureen and Bryan Godfrey, CASTLE REEF #153.
Maureen & Bryan have indicated that would be glad to respond to any members who would like to contact
them. They returned to Grenada in mid November ( but Maureen says "we take our computer and check e-mail often".
Their e-mail address is castlereef@yahoo.com .
“It has been 3 years since we cast off aboard Castle Reef, our Aloha 10.4, to begin our voyage to the
Caribbean. We had bought our boat the June of 1997, just after Bryan retired and after doing a few changes and some
longer sails including a few nights we were ready to head south.
We left Collins Bay, Kingston Sept.15th 1998 and crossed Lake Ontario to Oswego and entered the canals
there. We put our mast up in the north of the Hudson and then we went down the Hudson and through New York city, a
fantastic sail, out into the Atlantic around New Jersey and then up the Delaware and into the Chesapeake before
entering the Intercoastal Waterway at Norfolk, Virginia.
The trip down the waterway was very good. By now we were into mostly good weather and spent a lot of times
as tourists visiting towns such as Beaufort, Charleston, Savannah and Fort Lauderdale. We spent Christmas and New
Year in Biscayne Bay just south of Miami. Our son, Colin, came from Toronto to visit.
Mid January we crossed the Gulf Stream to the Bahamas. Then it was on to the Turks and Caicos, Dominican
Republic, Puerto Rico, Virgin Islands and down the Eastern Caribbean chain to Trinidad where we arrived July 4th
1999. We only sailed, so our log tells us, about 1 day out of three, so we saw lots and certainly took our time.
After a 10-week visit home to Ottawa we headed back to Trinidad in early Oct. 1999 and spent that winter
cruising the East Caribbean again. This time we hauled the boat out in Grenada in late April and spent the whole
summer at home.
We arrived back in Grenada, where we had left Castle Reef, on the 7th November 2000 and after about 3
weeks and some hard work we launched. We stayed in Grenada over Christmas as our younger son Neil was coming
for a visit. He arrived Dec 24th and we spent Christmas with some Brit friends aboard a boat called Mr. Bean. They
are on a round the world trip
We left Grenada on Dec 26th and headed up to the Grenadines. Our first stop was Carriacou. Neil had just
completed his dive certification before leaving Vancouver so he and Bryan did a couple of dives here.
From there we went up to Bequia for New Year. Bryan and Neil did some more diving and then on Jan 3rd
we took Neil to St Vincent for a tour before he caught a flight home. We stayed in Bequia for a couple of weeks and
then headed up to St Lucia and then on to Martinique where we spent 3 weeks enjoying the wines, hams and cheeses.
Oh, and Bryan also enjoyed the wide choice of rums available.
From Martinique we day hopped to Dominica then Guadeloupe and then on to Antigua. Here we anchored in
English Harbour by Nelson's Dockyard. This is full of history and very interesting.
After a week there we moved up the west coast of Antigua and anchored in Deep Bay. At this time an old
school friend of Maureen's, whom she had not seen since 1965 ,arrived on holiday so when we met up with them the
women had a lot of catching up to do.
After 3 weeks in Antigua it was time to head south as we had our friend Dave Wessel from the sailing club
arriving in St Lucia in the last week in February. We met Dave at the airport complete with a cooler with rum and
Coke just to make him feel like he really was on holiday. We spent a few days in St Lucia before heading back to
Bequia where we had rented a villa for the month of March.
Our first visitor to the house was Bryan's sister Bertha. Maureen and Bertha spent a few days at the house
while Bryan and Dave went sailing and diving in the Tobago Cays. Dave completed his open water diver certification
in Bequia. Our older son Colin and his wife Chris arrived Thursday March 8th so Maureen had everyone there for her
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birthday on the 9th. Dave left on the 11th and our friends Karen and Jeff Milne arrived on the 16th. That weekend
Colin and Chris and also Bertha left.
After a few days of diving and Jeff doing some cycling we headed down to the Tobago Cays to enjoy the
beautiful green/blue sea there. One night while in a pizza place in Bequia who should walk in but Nepean sailing club
friends Mike and Wendy Farrell who were on a Windjammer cruise.
Come April and all the visitors gone and life getting back to our usual slow pace the next thing was the Bequia
Easter Regatta. This includes local fishing boats , keelboats and cruising boats. It was a very lively and colourful
weekend.
Now it was getting towards the end of the month and time to pull up anchor and leave our friends on shore in
Bequia and head south to Grenada to haul out on the south coast. We tidied up the boat quite quickly and then spent 3
nights in a small quiet hotel on a palm fringed beach .A perfect ending to a perfect season.
So here we are again back in Ottawa for the summer, with a side trip to Europe in Sept /Oct then back to
Grenada early Nov. with the plan to spend more time this year in Martinique, Dominica and Guadeloupe.
If anyone is interested in technical stuff on the boat and gear improvements, things that work/don't work for us or any
details of trips south, contact us, we are at e-mail <castlereef@yahoo.com>.”
5).Les & Carol Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214
Les & Carol Harrison
ENCHANTMENT #214
who returned from the
Bahamas last year still
have their fascinating
"Tales of Enchantment"
web site up and running
at:
http://freepages.travel.ro
otsweb.com/~enchantme
nt/index.html
Be sure also to click
on each of their web site
pages, i.e.,
 Getting Started
 What's An Aloha?
 Modifications
 The Adventure
 The Journal
< Note “Dinghy Tow
ENCHANTMENT #214 Motor-sailing, Staniel Cay, Exumas, 2000

12. OFF SHORE, GENERAL
Charts: Electronic charts to Bahamas, - For sale

Les & Carol Harrison are offering a good deal to any member about to head offshore. Les writes:
“Since we do not plan on returning to the Bahamas with ENCHANTMENT I am prepared to sell my electronic charts
from New York to the Bahamas. They are as follows:
 Chart Kit Region 3; New York to Nantucket
 Chart Kit Region 4; Chesapeake & Delaware Bays
 Maptech Region 6; Norfolk, VA to Florida
 Maptech Region 7; Florida E. Coast & The Keys
 Softchart Region 104; Bahamas & Bermuda
The new US chart CDs are US$195. (~C$312.) for each region. I will sell for C$190 each. The new Bahamas
chart CD is US$249.95 (~C$400.) and I will sell for C$220.
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This is nearly a 50% savings for original CD's and all rights. Anyone is interested please drop me a line. I
prefer to sell them all as a package.”
Contact Les at 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ont., Canada N2Z 1X7, phone (519) 396-2324 or e-mail
<harrisol@bmts.com>.

 Chartering an ALOHA 34
Further to Item 15 (2) on page 19 of the Spring 2001 newsletter, member Rick West MARIAH #225 reports
that he now has a toll free telephone number for his Spinaker Charters in Georgian Bay, Ontario, namely:
1-800-679-1112.

13. MODIFICATIONS
1). Stuart (Marcia) Meyer AIR LOOM #185
by 12 September report:

“…while visiting Nigel Tilley and
Michele Ruttan, I took some photos of their
RESTLESS SOLE #222 above and below decks. I
have posted these in an album called RESTLESS
SOLE on a site called Webshots which you can
visit at:
http://community.webshots.com/album/20129815
LiTMfOxdaC “.
< RESTLESS SOLE NAVIGATION STATION:
Note the cane wicker locker doors above
the quarter berth where earlier boats had solid
locker doors.

RESTLESS SOLE #222 Interior

< RESTLESS SOLE #222 GALLEY AREA
Note the overhead “athwartships
strengthening member (beam)”. This was a
modification added to later ALOHA 34’s at the
factory to reduce the sound of creaking in a
quartering sea.
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< RESTLESS SOLE #222
MAIN CABIN LOOKING FORWARD
Note the curved overhead “athwartships strengthening member ” and folding door to the left, leading into the
forward cabin.
The curved strengthening member was also a modification added to later ALOHA 34’s at the factory to reduce
the sound of creaking in a quartering sea.
The folding door was used instead of the hanging locker door in earlier ALOHA 34’s, to provide more privacy
in the forward cabin.

2). INSTALLATION OF A SIMPSON LAWRENCE SPIRIT 1000 VERTICAL WINDLASS/CAPSTAN

Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 on 18 July wrote:
“… our next project (is), the installation of a SIMPSON LAWRENCE SPIRIT 1000 vertical windlass/with
capstan. We have not settled on its location, but splitting the anchor well lid & affixing it to the forward (bow) portion
of the (reinforced/fixed in placed ) lid seems the most logical arrangement. This will require rearranging the lid hinges
as well as some glass work, but will still allow access to the anchor well.
We are still not sure of the alignment the windlass & anchor roller; is it critical on a vertical windlass?
We would welcome suggestions from other members.”
We passed this question to members on our Topica e-mail List. Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117
promptly replied:
“…Sounds like your plan for installation of the anchor windlass is similar to the way I installed mine on our
TRUE LOVE. (See pictures in profile #117). This is certainly a very neat arrangement, and it works well.
Yes, the alignment with the anchor roller is critical. I had to remove my old (port side) roller, and replaced it
with one that goes out the starboard side to line up with the starboard edge of the windlass gypsy. It also needed to
extend a few inches farther out from the stem to allow enough space for the length of the anchor shank.
Good luck with your project.”
Bill responded: “You are right regarding the position of the anchor roller . There appears to be plenty of room
on the starboard side. We are currently carrying a medium size Bruce as our primary anchor &
1. we are curious as to which roller you installed. SIMPSON LAWRENCE sells a pivoting roller, but I am
not sure it will work with the Bruce.
2. Also, how did you affix the front half of the well hatch cover to deck & how did you reinforce it?”
Frank replied: “…Briefly, the anchor roller I installed came from KINGSTON ANCHORS (Kingston Ont.).
It had just the correct dimensions in respect of length and was sufficiently sturdy to do the job.
The structural work for the front half of the anchor locker cover/deck was challenging. I employed a local
shipwright to cut and prepare a one inch thick piece of marine plywood which goes under almost all of the V-shaped
bit of foredeck, almost up to the stem. This was treated with epoxy, and has the front piece of the anchor locker cover
integrally affixed to it in a structurally sound fashion. All of this was fitted into the very front of the foredeck and
bolted to it with four 3/8" stainless bolts. For added strength, the four bolts securing each of the forward mooring line
cleats also pass through, and secure all of this.
The LEWMAR CONCEPT ONE electric windlass is located on, and bolted to this new piece of foredeck,
about in the center of the forward part of the locker cover. This part of the installation was particularly tricky, given
the weight of the windlass and the place where the main drive machinery had to go under this decking. But we got the
job done, and it is strong.
I appreciate that my description of this may not be entirely clear. If you can find the photos of the windlass I
sent to you, it may be possible to make some sense of this.
The heavy duty wiring and location of the solenoid and breaker boxes were additional challenges, although I
was able to do this part by myself. I used one 0 gauge welding cable for the power supply to handle up to 100 amp
loads, big babies, but still very flexible to accommodate snaking through various lockers from the battery
compartments up to the windlass.
Altogether, a lot of work and expense, but so nice to have if you're anchoring a lot as we have been one some
of our voyages.”
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Following up on the above, on 16 December Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 e-mailed us:
“…Attached you will find a *number of pictures
of BELLA LUNA`s windlass installation.
As one can see the windlass is mounted thru the
anchorwell hatch, which was reinforced with 2 pieces of
1/2 inch Starboard that are affixed to the bowpulpet
stanchion backing plates. This arrangement transfers the
loading stress to the deck and not the hatch cover. You
will note that the hatch cover has been split for access. In
the future I may divide the anchorwell so that we can
utilize a second anchor.

Immediately aft of the anchorwell is mounted the
deck plug for detachable controller( West Marine Hand
Held Remote #289399).
The primary wiring is 2 AWG from the starter
battery to the circuit breaker , which is mounted aft of the nav. station on the starboard side(see frame1489.JPG).
From that point 4AWG wire is run inside the starboard compartments to the solenoid , which is mounted on the
starboard side of the forward storage compartment that is located above the foot of the vberth. The wiring from the
windlass was then run aft to the solenoid and the controller wiring run to the deck plug.
As for the anchor roller it is a Windline Model URM-4 , which as you can see is attached to on the starboard
side. The was required because of the alignment of the windlass. As the picture reflects I am now utilizing a plow in
lieu of the Bruce.
The chain stopper is a Windline model P20352, which is also reinforced under the deck with 2 pieces of 1/2
Starboard. We are using 35 ft. of 5/16 chain & 200ft. of 9/16 3 strand rope. Let me know if you have any questions…”
ED: Bill & Bettie sent us 6 photos illustrating their neat windlass & anchor locker arrangements. Unfortunately, due to
some of those "technical problems” noted above in Item 1, I was unable to satisfactorily insert more than two photos
here. Thus, I will pass them to Les & perhaps he will make them available to members one way or another later.
3). RESTLESS SOLE #222 BOWSPRIT/ANCHORING ARRANGEMENTS; ANYONE ELSE INTERESTED?

On page 8 of the Spring 2001 newsletter, Nigel Tilley RESTLESS SOLE #222 wrote about having a “true”
bowsprit made for RESTLESS.
“…It is being constructed from stainless steel by B & M Manufacturing of Mitchell, Ontario..”. Nigel asked if
any other members might be interested.
A number of members expressed interest & Nigel has been keeping us abreast of developments.
In a 16 June e-mail Nigel wrote: “The Bowsprit is going on the boat this week. I have taken some photos… I think it
looks great but I'll let you be the judge later.”

#5. Bowsprit, Under view

PHOTO #3

PHOTO #1

PHOTO #2

#1. Bowsprit, -Front view
#2. Bowsprit, -Side view

PHOTO #4

#3. Bowsprit, Port side fitting

PHOTO #5

#4. Bowsprit, Top view
Nigel’s bowsprit modification with RESTLESS SOLE #222 sparked a lot of interesting e-mail discussion
between members.
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Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer AIR LOOM #185 in a 13 July e-mail reported that he was happy with his present
arrangements for anchoring in the Great Lakes area:
“I was just thinking (no comment) that most of the descriptions of anchoring hardware I can remember being
provided from within the Network has come from those who are prepared(ing) to go to the Bahamas. If I were to do
that, I also would like to have much heavier tackle than I now need for the more protected anchorages we are
fortunate to have around the Great Lakes…
We carry
 a 25 lb. CQR on 17' of chain and 200 feet of 5/8" nylon in the existing bow roller,
 a smaller Danforth with 6' of chain and 150 feet of 1/2" nylon in the starboard lazerette and
 a FX-16 Fortress anchor on 20' of chain and 200' of 1/2" nylon in the port lazerette.
We use the CQR as our primary anchor and set out either of the other two, or both, if we hear or decide that
the wind is going to get nasty. These two anchors are quite easy to take out and position from an inflatable - an
advantage of using a lightweight anchor on nylon rather than chain.
Also, we have always been fortunate to be able to anchor in somewhat protected areas (behind breakwalls in
marinas, within treed areas on rivers or coves when in the Channel) and do not have to consider changes in current
direction.”
And on 14 July Stuart added:
“As a follow-up on my description of the ground tackle we carry on AIR LOOM, I would like to add an
additional comment. We do enjoy the challenge of properly setting the anchor where we want it and having confidence
in it's holding. To add to the latter, after the anchor has been set, the engine shut off and the boat cleaned up, I usually
take a hand held compass to the bow and take a bearing on two forward landmarks, one off each side of the boat.
About every half hour for the next hour or so, I repeat the sightings. If there is no change, I am satisfied we are
holding and we consider ourselves "at anchor". If there is a change we reset the anchor and repeat the process.
I have read many articles on anchoring and this method gives us the peace of mind to enable us to sleep well
at night, albeit with one ear tuned to any changes in wind, water or boat sounds.
ED: We like Stuart’s description of setting his anchor but usually try to get 3 bearings, each about 120 degrees apart.
4). BOARDING STEP

<“Easy Step” DREAM WEAVER #155
With the mail-out of the last newsletter, we included amended
Profile #155 for Larry (& Carole) Jackson’s DREAM WEAVER.
Photo #4 in their Profile copied here, shows their “Easy Step".
Larry (& Carole) Jackson have offered to pass "all dimensions"
of DREAM WEAVER'S "Easy Step" to any member interested.
Alternatively, Larry in Point Edward, Ontario is prepared to
construct (in White Ash, Oak or Teak) & ship his "Easy Step" to
anyone interested.
Any interested member should contact Larry at telephone (519)
383-6175 or e-mail <ljackson@tct.net> for dimensions, OR for cost &
other details if you are less inclined to tackle construction yourself and
would like Larry to build an
"Easy Step" for you!
We have ordered an “Easy Step” for our SEA VIXEN.
Larry is making up six “Easy Step’s” to take to take to the
Winter Rendezvous in London Ontario.
Cost is $37 each, unfinished, $40 finished plus taxes &
shipping, or if anyone is interested in a teak step, the cost will be $33
extra.

5). HOT WATER HEATER; REPLACING RINNAI WITH SEAWARD

Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 in July reported that they had replaced their original RINNAI hot
water heater with 6 gallon Seaward electric with engine coolant heat exchanger.
They wrote:
“…To answer your question as to why did we replace the "Rinnai "unit?
First, we found it very inconvenient to install the vent pipe every time we used the unit (we did not want to leave the
vent in place when we were under sail.)
Secondly the unit was difficult to ignite & we found it nearly impossible to control the temperature when using the
shower.
The Seaward unit works like a dream. The W-27 will produce scalding hot water within 15 minutes of starting
the engine. Equally efficient is the electric side of the unit .
We mounted the unit in the port lazerette on the bulkhead just below the battery charger (which we raised
about 8 inches.). Next to the battery charger & above the water heater we mounted the compressor for Adler/Barbour
unit. This arrangement still provides good access to the engine & excellent air circulation around the compressor.
The Seaward hot water heater is their model S700 (6 gallon/s.s. exterior).Approximate cost=$300.00US from
West Marine…”
6). FREEDOM 2000 INVERTER, INSTALLATION

Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 on 18 July reported:
“Recent additions to BELLA LUNA include a FREEDOM 2000 INVERTER…”
“…The FREEDOM 2000 is mounted on a platform above the starboard quarter berth, which keeps it out of
weather & with relatively short cable runs to the batteries. This unit works very well with small ac appliances, but it
will not operate a 16,000 BTU air conditioner ( yes, I did try it)”.
7). VACUUM GUAGE INSTALLATION

Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 on 18 July reported:
“Our latest addition (this week) is a vacuum gauge installed between the RACOR filter & the engine. Its
purpose is to monitor clogging of the RACOR (when the vacuum begins to rise it is time to replace the filter element.)
We have been fortunate in not ever having experience contamination problems associated with fuel. However, this
summer several of our friends have not been so lucky.(maybe it is because we use a biocide additive every time we fuel
& they do not)…
…As for the fuel filter vacuum gauge I elected to mount it in the cockpit next to the Westerbeke panel. With the
existing filter it registered approx. 5inHg. With a new filter 5inHg, which would indicate the existing filter was
probably OK. Only time will tell…”
8). BOOM, MAIN: HOW MUCH TO CUT OFF?

David & Alice Fisher DALRIADA #128 in Profile #128 enclosed with this newsletter, wrote:
“A Bimini with closure piece to dodger was installed. Supplied by GENCO. I cut 9in. off boom to maximize size of
the Bimini; should have gone for 12 in.”
ED.: For the record, a number of our members after they had chopped less than 12” off the main boom, have suggested
that they should have gone for cutting off a full ‘foot’.
9). RUBBING STRAKE

Perry Basden drew our attention to the Beacon Yacht Sales web site. http://www.yachtworld.com/beacon/,
from which this photo of WATER WITCH #173 in
Florida was copied. See “Boats for Sale” following.
According to the write-up, WATER WITCH has
both the Mediterranean & the Caribbean under her keel.
Note the teak rubbing strake fitted along the
side of the hull. We wonder why? Could the fitting of
rubbing strakes be an attempt to reduce “main cabin
creak” in a quartering sea?
As reported earlier, “creaking” is normal in many
boats with a large main cabin the size of our ALOHA
34’s. We are told that structurally there is no concern.
However, see photos of the modifications made to later
ALOHA 34’s like RESTLESS SOLE #185 on pages 21
&22 above.
WATER WITCH; Note Rubbing Strake
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14. ENGINES & TRANSMISSIONS
UNIVERSAL/KUBOTA ENGINE
DEALERS

David Jenkins, MARGARITAVILLE # 159 by 3 November e-mail asked:
“Does anyone know of a Kubota dealer in the Toronto area that has heard of the KUBOTA Model DH1101,
A.K.A. Universal 5424. I've been to a large Kubota dealer that referred me to an aftermarket dealer. Neither had
heard of the DH1101. It's been suggested that this may be a U.S. model.
ED: We responded:
“David: According to the KUBOTA Parts & Workshop manuals circa 1983, given to me by David Duncan
#168, our UNIVERSAL Model #5424 may also be listed as D1101 & also DH1101-B. These manuals were produced
by the KUBOTA Service Engineering Department, KUBOTA Limited, Osaka, Japan.
If you go to http://www.dieselnet.com/kubota/ on the Internet, you'll find some information. This web site lists
the following offices & dealers that may be helpful:
"Kubota Canada Engine Division
Kubota Canada Ltd., Engine Division
5900 14th Avenue, Markham, Ontario, Canada L3S 4K4
Tel: 905.294.7477, Fax: 905.294.6651
For information on industrial engines and power products contact Brad Oliver, e-mail <boliver@kubota.ca>.
BC:

Delta Distribution Centre:
7979 82nd Street, Delta, B.C., Canada V4G 1L7
Tel. 604.940.6061, Fax 604.940.6067

Quebec: Drummondville Distribution Centre:
5705 Place Kubota, Grantham Ouest, Quebec, Canada J2B 6V4
Tel. 819.478.7151, Fax 819.478.7836
Visit our web site at www.kubota.ca for information about engines, as well as tractors and other Kubota products.
List of Canadian Distributors for Kubota Engines."
This site lists the prime contacts in both the USA & Canada. In your Toronto area contact:
M-K Power Products Ltd., 5641 McAdam Rd., Mississauga, ON L4Z 1N9
Telephone: 905.890.5323, Fax: 905.890.6660. Contact: Byron Kellar.
Suggest you might query either the <boliver@kubota.ca> e-mail address, or telephone Byron Kellar in
Mississauga at telephone: 905-890-5323.
Would you let us know how you make out?”
Later, David (& Jennifer) Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 wrote:
“…The DH1101 was not sold here but is an Industrial/tractor engine (as we know) which was sold in Japan
and thus to UNIVERSAL Engine folks to marinize and pop into our boats.
All the info I ever needed was given to me by John Baxter at Kubota in Toronto Head Office; a sterling guy,
most knowledgeable, approachable and nothing was ever too much trouble.”

FRONT MAIN SEAL REPLACEMENT AND DRIVE PULLEY REPLACEMENT

In the Summer 2000 newsletter (Item 16), Ron Foster DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152 claimed not to be
'mechanically inclined' when he described in detail how he "rebuilt" his UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) engine. Do we
believe him? By 2 August e-mail, Ron (& Sylvia) Foster wrote:
“…Thought you might like to pass on this latest repair to the group.
Upon hearing a jingling sound from the engine while motoring, I discovered that the alternator/water pump
drive pulley was loose. The large nut and retaining washer had backed off 1/2" and had come against the Sea Frost
refrigeration drive pulley that I had mounted on the crank shaft in front of the alternator drive pulley. The keyway in
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the pulley was widened and therefore a replacement pulley was necessary. Since I had been having some oil leak
from the front main oil seal, and also the "O" ring, I decided to replace those at the same time as the new pulley.
Using the parts manual, I saw that I need to replace not only the oil seal but the collar that it rides on and the
"O" ring that seals the collar to the shaft. These parts cost approximately CDN $168.00 from a Kubota dealer ,the
pulley being about $109.00
To anyone experiencing an oil leak from the front seal, it is a simple procedure to replace the oil seal, collar
and "O" ring. The seal pries out easily with a large screw-driver, the collar pulls off the shaft, and the "O" ring is
easily pulled off then. My old "O" ring had become brittle and cracked.
I would suggest when re-installing the drive-pulley, that lock-tight be used on the threads to prevent the
problem that I encountered.”

COUPLER REPLACEMENT;SHAFT REPLACEMENT;CUTLASS REPLACEMENT

Ron Van Dyke, SANCTUM #220 on 9 August wrote:
“…I own an Aloha 34, SANCTUM. I am not currently a member of "the club" but would definitely consider it.
I could use a little help & advice.
My coupler (connects prop shaft to gear box) packed it in. I have a WESTERBEKE 27. My old coupler was a
Morse "flexible type" coupler which no longer seems to be available. For some reason my mechanic is a little hesitant
about putting in the more current rigid type of coupler. Because of the shorter then average distance between the
gearbox & the stuffing box in ALOHA’s, he's worried about alignment/vibration problems.
Is this a problem with ALOHA’s? I checked out CALIESTE, another 34 at Snug Cove. He has the rigid type &
says it's fine. Any comments, advice for me. My boat is currently on the hard dying to get back in the water”.
Ron & Sylvia Foster, DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152 by 10 August e-mail replied:
“…We replaced our flexible coupling with a rigid one in 1988 and have cruised south to Bahamas (for 10
years) and to this day have had no trouble with the coupling.
Several months after the installation of the coupling, our propellor shaft broke. This was due to the fact that
the original flexible coupling had been drilled in two places for the set screws that held the flexible coupling in place
on the propellor shaft. After installing the rigid coupling, these two drilled holes, approximately 3/16" deep, fractured
and eventually the shaft broke.
We replaced the shaft and have had no further trouble with it.
We have only replaced the cutlass bearing on the strut once (before heading south in '89).
Before going south we did do some epoxy reinforcing where it comes through the hull and it is still solid
today.”
Also on 10 August Dieter (& Lora) Teuschler, ELEUTHERA #147 contributed:
“…I just replaced the shaft, cutlass bearing and coupling this spring on my Aloha. The type I installed is of the
rigid kind. I have noticed no problems whatsoever this far.
I figured as the flexcoupling was just a big lump of rust it would do just fine…”
Later the same day Ron Van Dyke replied:
“THANKS!! for the impressive turn around.
I have had the new rigid coupler installed with the addition of a "drive-saver", a gizmo attached between the
gear box & the coupler designed to add a forgiving element should there be any misalignment. Anyways, it's done now
& I can launch my boat 1st thing tomorrow (Saturday) morning. Wish me luck... I'll let you know how it all works out
when I get her in the water.
Migs, how do I join, how much & where do I send it?…”

LOW OIL PRESSURE WARNING LAMP PROBLEM

In a 15 September e-mail, Ron & Sylvia Foster, DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152 reported having a problem that
resulted in their low oil pressure warning light coming on.


On our Topica List we asked:
Is there really an internal problem with their engine, or is this a warning light problem?
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Has anyone had a similar experience?

David Duncan CLAN DONNACHADH #168 in a 17 September e-mail replied:
“Initially one would think that the pressure switch may be at fault and that is easy to check, providing it is the
original BUT is the engine idling lower than before (the book calls for 600 rpm but to me thats too low -I like 9001000)?
Has the oil grade been changed, should use at least 15/40 Diesel quality? Does the light come on only after a
hard push with the engine?
Presumably theres no s/c to ground (unlikely but just possible if the wiring harness has been shifted around) of
the switch wiring when idling( lots more vibration)--all the easy and simple things should be checked first then get
hold of a Pressure Gauge and check oil to these specs:
 600 rpm 14.2 lb./sq.in and at rated engine speed (i.e. above idle to max rpm) 42.7 to 56.9 lb./Sq.
Note the factory allowable limit of 35.6 at the low end while "normal" running with a new oil filter; this is to allow
for wear on extended use engines.
Cheap way to test switch-- remove and buy one with similar threads and similar rating(oil light comes 'on' as
stamped on the switch housing, may be in Metric Bars); given the tolerance in switches made, probably light comes on
at 10-12 lbs., just below the idle speed oil pressure reading.
There's also the Oil Pressure Relief assembly which may have its ball off the"seat" because of a piece of dirt.
Yes, there was a problem with early KUBOTA’s camshaft end plugs which, when oil pressure was lost totally as in
filters falling off! did not allow pressure to rebuild to the original spec. even though bearings etc in good shape.
I do believe I wrote up a spiel on that very thing as I was the first to experience the problem(some engines though
having the similar "potential" for low pressure, may never get to that point -lucky!). The only good news we had in our
case of continuous Low oil pressure was the fact that all the bearings were in excellent shape when the engine was
dismantled because of our policy "Oil is the cheapest tool you have in your Toolbox" i.e. changed frequently. But, on
rebuild we put in all new bearings and seals; to do otherwise would be folly…”
In an 8 November e-mail responding to David e-mail, Ron wrote:
“Hello David, Thank you for the information that you sent regarding my oil pressure problem.
Over the years, I have always used the best quality oil and changed it and the filter according to the
manufacturer’s recommendations, so I felt that wear wasn't necessarily a factor in the oil pressure light coming on.
The first thing that I did was check the pressure control valve and the pressure safety valve which turned out to
be in working order.
I decided that just replacing the sensor wouldn't give me very much information as the oil light came on
sporadically, so I decided to install a mechanical pressure gauge which I purchased at a local auto parts store. I was
able to install the gauge in the instrument panel as I had removed the amp meter years ago, and installed a better
quality one in the main cabin so that I could monitor the charge easier while we were in anchorages down south.
I decided that it would be better to have the oil light and a gauge so I purchased a tee to install where the
original sensor was located. Unfortunately, I ran into a problem with thread size. It turns out that the Kubota engine
sensor uses British standard pipe thread and the after-market tee that I wanted to install was American standard. I
could not obtain an adapter to go from British standard to American standard. Since the thread on the old sensor was
fairly long, I was able to cut a section off and with some re-working of one end of the thread, I was able to install one
end of the British standard pipe thread into one of the female openings in the tee. I was then able to screw the tee with
the original threads from the sensor on it, into the block.
Next, I used a short piece of plastic tubing, which came with the instrument, installed it in the tee and ran it
24" to a bulkhead and used a coupling and about 10 ' of 1/8" copper tubing to the instrument. I then purchased a
North American oil pressure sensor which was comparable to the original sensor but had North American pipe
threads which fit the tee. I attached the original oil light wire, with a little bit of re-working, to the sensor.
I started the engine and found that the oil pressure was exactly according to specs. I believe that the original
problem was a corroded connection between the oil light wire and the sensor.
There is a great comfort in knowing at all times exactly what the oil pressure is in the engine especially with
such a small investment in parts.
Thanks again for all of your information.’
EXHAUST ELBOW/“MANIFOLD” REPLACEMENT
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In the Spring 1997 newsletter, Item 15 (4) on page 16 we described how we welded the cast iron exhaust elbow“manifold” in SEA VIXEN #167. Three years later we replaced it with a Simpson-Maxwell Part #1.000 155-1059,
~C$85.00, identical to the original, that David Duncan #168 obtained for us in Vancouver.
Gordon (& Doreen) Bridges, BONAVENTURE #215
built an exhaust elbow out of stainless steel in 1999, that
continues to perform well. See Addendum #1 to Profile
#215 for his description & diagram.
Now by 15 October e-mail Heinz (& Angela)
Hone, NIPINKE #158 reports:
“…I repaired the wet exhaust (elbow) on
Nipinke with the help of David (Duncan). Here is a
photo that illustrates what I did:
# 1...from the manifold
# 2...nipple 3" to 4" long
# 3...adapter to
# 4...1.5" L-bow with 5/8" nipple,4" long tig welded
# 5...adapter to
# 6...wire reinforced hose, connector.”
And later Heinz added: “…The material was bought at the local plumbing shop and is black iron (mild steel) pipe and
cast iron for the L-bow. Tig welding done with mild steel.”.

WESTERBEKE 21 & 27 ENGINES
STALLING: -REMOVING FUEL LINE CHECK-VALVE
STARTING: -ADDITIVES

Linda Toms DALINA #219 in an 11October e-mail wrote:
“DALINA has a Westerbeke 27 which generally runs very well with the exception of a couple of odd
problems: - In order to prevent stalling when the transmission is engaged the idle speed must be set at approximately
1,100 RPM. However, with the idle speed this high the transmission engages with quite a 'clunk', which can't be very
good for it. So how do I achieve a lower idle without stalling in gear?
- A less annoying aspect of the engine's performance is the inconsistency when starting. After sitting unused
for several days one might expect a little hesitancy, but typically the engine starts easily and quickly. The odd thing is
that during vacations and weekend cruises when the engine is used each day it seems to be harder to start. If anything
you would expect these conditions to be reversed.
Any ideas?”
Max & Pam Richardson CUTTY SARK #181 by 12 October e-mail replied:
“Linda: I had the idle problems when we first owned the Cutty Sark #181 with a W21. A neighbor with a pair
of 300 hp recommended using a fungiside and a fuel stabilizer. The stabilizer absorbed the water and the fungiside
prevented algae from growing in the fuel tank. The previous owner had turned the idle adjust up to 1200 rpms and the
transmission thunked badly when shifted into gear. I tried to lower the idle the engine was very erratic. I do not buy
fuel at the fuel dock because it is $o.10 $o.12 per gallon more than at the gas station. I add the additives into the 5gallon jugs before I fill them. It gets well mixed that way. If carrying 5 gallons of fuel is a problem then you could
invest in an inexpensive hand truck…”
Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 on 23 October replied:
“Linda: Just a couple of thoughts
- does you Westerbeke have a check valve between the fuel tank and the engine? If so, remove it and see if it is
partially blocked. ENCHANTMENT had a check valve and I finally found it was the problem. We could not advance
the rpms over 1500 without stalling. I talked with a diesel mechanic and he said "get it out of there, they're nothing but
trouble." The check valve is only beneficial in a situation where the tank is lower than the engine and you do not have
an electric "lift pump".
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-The second comment has to do with bio-additives for the fuel. If you exceed the recommended dose and the fuel
contains significant water you can form a gel at the water-fuel interface that goops up everything. We often think
"more is better" but that's not the case with many bio-additives.”
In the end Linda reported that there is no “check valve” between the fuel tank & the engine, and dirty fuel could well
have been the problem.
“…The Racor was really messy, so that all got cleaned out, and we also replaced the small filter just before
the injector system.
We thought that the fuel conditioner was a good idea, but the tank had already been topped up by that time.”

15. ENGINEROOM BLOOPERS!!!
FUEL FILTERS; WHEN DID YOU LAST CHANGE YOURS?:

In SEA VIXEN #167 as ‘preventative maintenance’ we finally had Charles, our mechanic check our
UNIVERSAL engine professionally last year. As a simple sailor who knows little about mechanical matters I believe
in the old saying that "if it is not broken, do not fix it".
When running the engine Charles thought the electric fuel pump was labouring & pumping “a little fast” and
decided to check our fuel filters. He took the first filter (nearest to the fuel tank) apart, that in SEA VIXEN is a CAV
filter. There he discovered that I had not changed the CAV’s internal filter in 18 years!
I did not charge Charles anything for taking the nearly plugged old filter as "demonstration unit" for a diesel
course he gives.
TRANSMISSION (HURTH HBW 10/ZF-MARINE HBW-100) -WESTERBEKE & UNIVERSAL ENGINES

Denis Salman NEW HORIZONS #197 by 29 July e-mail wrote:
“Is there any information anywhere with respect to the above. I drained the oil from my transmission. The old
oil sure looks like motor oil not the ATF A or Dextron 3 transmission oil as specified on the transmission itself. I
expect the old oil doesn't look or smell like transmission fluid because it has out lived its life.... The transmission
doesn't seem to take much oil... I can go by the dip-stick but I am curious to know if there is a number somewhere that
actually specifies the amount of oil needed...”
We replied:
“Your Hurth Transmission on the Westerbeke (& Universal) engines is the HBW 10. It should take about
400cc (of Dexron II or III) at an oil change where you open the drain plug & drain the fluid out, as I gather you have
done. The transmission holds 600cc but ~200cc of old fluid remains in the transmission after draining. As you know,
your engine & transmission is on a ~15 degree angle and thus draining does not remove all the fluid.
When refilling, it is important NOT to go above the indent near the bottom of the dipstick. The measurement is
taken just be inserting the dipstick into the hole. Do NOT screw it in when measuring.
With our minimal engine use, I drain Sea Vixen's transmission fluid every 3 to 5 years. To date it has always
maintained its 'as new' rich red colour. I cannot explain the colour/smell of 'motor oil' of your old fluid. Perhaps it has
been in use for MANY years! If yours is motor oil, you've been fortunate and I would try to carefully suck the
remaining ~200cc out of the transmission with a pump through the filler and/or drain hole as much as possible before
adding new fluid, so as not to mix the two. Alternatively, you might change the fluid again after an hour or so of
running to 'dilute' the quantity of old fluid remaining.
I have a very basic 9-page Hurth transmission manual published by Westerbeke that I can copy & mail to you,
if you would like. Let me know…”
Denis replied:
“Migs. …I would really like to have a copy of the 9-page manual for my transmission. It certainly would be a
great step forward from the nothing I have now.
…I have come to the conclusion 'believe it or not', that my transmission oil has never been changed. I asked
the previous owner, who in fact was the first owner of the boat as to what he had done with respect to the transmission.
He didn't know that the boat had a transmission and this in a sort of round about way answered the question.
Therefore the transmission oil that looks like motor oil is actually very old transmission oil. I will do exactly as you
suggested i.e.. flush the remnants of the old with repeated changes with new oil.”

16. MAINTENANCE
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1). WINTER BOAT FRAMES & COVERS; MAINTAINING AN ALOHA 34 IN WINTER

Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 sent us a photo by 12 December e-mail illustrating just how they
“maintain” AIR LOOM in winter. Slick!

2). REFRIGERATION: ADLER BARBOUR COLD MACHINE

David & Alice Fisher DALRIADA report in their
Profile #128 included with the mailout of this newsletter that
“,,,our “Cold Machine” died in The Abacos. Diagnosis was that the compressor was kaput. Installed a new
compressor on return to Florida but system still did not function.
A minute leak in the piping was eventually found resulting in slow loss of gas & pressure. I was reintroduced
to Boyle’s Law during this exercise.
Moral: DO NOT try to repair old refrigeration systems as the labour costs to twice investigate the problem, test for
leaks and recharging were as high as a new system.
ED: Other Network members recounting like experiences have also made similar suggestions. Many reported
problems eventually have been traced to piping leaks; so perhaps test for leaks first. If a leak is not your problem, then
perhaps a new refrigeration system may be in order, as suggested here.
3). CHAIN PLATE COVERS; MORE SUBSTANTIAL REPLACEMENTS
4). CHAIN PLATE REPAIR; A NEW APPROACH
Members contemplating the repair of their chainplate fittings will find the following approach 'through the deck, top down' of
interest.
Denis Salman NEW HORIZONS #197 by 29 July e-mail wrote:
“…With respect to chain plates, I anticipated that there could be a problem because the six hole covers seemed to me to be a sure
formula for troubles.... so I had new s.s covers made that are larger than the previous ones and more substantial being made of 1/8
" 304 Ss. These were laser cut and the laser did the rectangular slot in the centre. Each chain plate cover is unique and as such,
fine adjustments must be done by hand and file.
Now on with the story... No sooner did I get these things made when the alert notices started to pour into my computer from our
(ALOHA 34 Network) association. Then... certain to find a mess... I did my exploration drill holes from the deck down adjacent
the chain plates... and as you may have guessed my worst suspicions were realized... four of the six were rotted to powder and
mush.
I made a decision to proceed with a medical fix in a somewhat different way... I will regress to explain the logic behind my
solution.
From a structural point of view the wood that the chain plates are connected to does not really do very much but cause problems.
For the most part the load on the chain plates is transferred to the hull and deck via the fibreglass shrouds. The wood is only
important because the fibreglass shroud is put over the bolts and thus the wood must transfer the load from the bolts to the shroud.
The bolts should have gone through the chain plates from the outside of the fibreglass shroud thereby leaving the wood to act as a
spacer only and nothing else... and with this realization at construction time someone could have made slight changes to allow the
wood to be left out altogether as there is little point in having it, if it doesn't really do anything meaningful?... but now, as things
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are, as the wood goes, so goes everything, as essentially the bolts end up dangling in mid air... or should I say mid rot... so with
this unhappy circumstance the bolts cannot do anything because the wood is their only means of transferring the load to the
shroud and from the shroud to the hull...
So why did I state all this?... Well to make a long story short I looked at my fibreglass shrouds and concluded that they were in
good shape,- no cracks no nothing, and this in spite of the fact that they had done their work faithfully for many years. It was not
their fault that the whole system was about to fail. To put it simply... it was the wood that let us all down.....
So I decided that the wood had to go and the shrouds could stay. If you remove the wood from the top down you could use the
shrouds as a sort of cup to accept the epoxy glass that would replace the wood....
So the question is how do you remove the rot and wood from the top down without destroying the deck?
Well the larger S.s chain plate covers provided the answer. The new covers are approximately 1/2 inch larger on all sides as
compared to the originals... It is possible with special tools to remove virtually all the wood from a 1/2" opening adjacent chain
plates. It should be noted that the wood is on only one side of each chain plate so you will work primarily from this side. It should
also be noted that the water that led to the rot in the chain plate wood will most likely have also rotted the wood core of the deck
adjacent the chain plates... so by going from the top down this problem is solved as well....
The wood removed from the chain plates was enough to 1/2 fill a large shop vac and this would 1/2 fill a big garbage bag. I will
eventually send you a photograph of the evidence....
I did this operation on four chain plates. The two good ones I left in tact for the most part, I did however remove some good wood
to a depth of about 3 inches to install a solid glass epoxy plug for insurance.
With the job done and the new chain plate covers in place there is not a shred of evidence to suggest that anything had ever
happened under the covers. The goings on under covers is always best left to the imagination...
I should point out that this operation took about fifteen days from start to finish.
The new chain plate covers are essentially cosmetic as everything beneath them is solid glass epoxy. They fit to such a degree of
accuracy that there was no wiggle or waggle and hence sealant alone was all that was needed to securely hold them in place. No
screws are necessary.....
For your information the wood blocks that the chain plates were bolted to consists of two pieces plywood connected together by
wood screws. I left some wood in place at the bottom of each chain plate as it was rot free and served a purpose of keeping the S.s
chain plate in place when the epoxy glass was poured. The bolts that originally secured the chain plates to the wood were left
dangling in a non-horizontal orientation and the epoxy glass was poured around them.
5). MAST “RATTLE”

Any member struggling with a 'rattle' in their mast will find the following unique method of solving the
problem of rattling lines within the mast, of interest.
This was reported by Keith Denham (Aloha 28 #135 - BLISS) on our ‘sister’ Aloha Owner’s Association's
aloha-list@sailnet.net , the equivalent of our Topica@home.com e-mail Discussion E-mail List. Keith at
<denhamk@home.com> is web master for the AOA.
I see no reason why this would not work just as well also on an ALOHA 34 with its 'sole-stepped mast',
although you might want to similarly stuff some of Keith's foam 'tubes' down as well as up
By 19 July e-mail Keith wrote:
“Subject: [aloha-list] Mast Rattle No More
...Some of you may recall me asking for suggestions to cure rattling of an unsecured VHF co-ax cable running
up the inside of the mast on my Aloha 28. Several helpful suggestions were received and the one I was intending to
follow was putting 3 wire ties on to the wire with their "tails" still attached, every 4 feet or so to hold the wire away
from the sides. Like the other suggestions (e.g. conduit) this was expected to require dropping the mast.
During a recent few days (partly sleepless) vacation on the boat I became desperate to find a solution that
could be applied now, and didn't involve taking the mast down. Even better things happen when people actually get
together! During the Pacific Summer Sail-In (see details on the Photo Gallery on the AOA web site
www.alohaowners.com) several of us discussed the problem whilst sitting on the boat. I had decided that removing the
fitting where the main halyard enters the mast would probably allow me access to the wire even with the mast up, and
depending on how it entered the top of the mast I was considering going up there to attach string to let the wire down
and haul it back up.
Much better was Dennis Clarke's suggestion that with the access plate removed I might be able to cover the
wire with lengths of plumbing insulation (the foam type for half inch pipe) and push a number of these up the mast
without ever leaving the safety of the deck.
I tried this last weekend and found I could get to the wire and with care I could pull enough of it out of the
hole to put the insulation round it and feed it back through the hole. Lubricating the inside of the insulation with WD40
to make it slide easily, wrapping a length of electrical tape round the top and bottom of each section to ensure it didn't
come off the wire, and using each additional section to force the others higher up the wire I got four and a half 3 foot
sections in there before things came to a halt.
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Bearing in mind that the access hole is three feet up the mast, this means the top of the first section is just
about at cross tree/navigation light height and I think the reason no more would go up is that the wire for the nav light
runs up conduit up the back of the mast and then crosses to the front, making a barrier to more insulation. The very
good news is that even though I would have liked to get more in there, this has proved sufficient to stop the rattle in
any normal mooring movement - even swaying the boat very vigorously from side to side causes only a quiet tapping
from the top third that is uninsulated, but this is a complete contrast to the loud "clang" that the full length used to
cause with almost any movement before now…”
6). RAW WATER (SALTWATER) INTAKE THROUGH-HULL FITTING; REPLACEMENT

David & Jennifer Duncan CLANN DONNCHADH #168 in Vancouver BC by 21 August e-mail wrote:
“On a recent haul-out our usual inspection of the through-hull fittings took place on 19-year OLD CLANN
DONNCHADH. With the exception of the engine water intake all other fittings were in excellent shape.
There are electrical theory reasons for bonding each through-hull fitting to the next as expounded in various
books on Boat Electrics. We should state at this point that in our practical world there are as many reasons not to
connect/bond. We, after delivery (1982) of our new Aloha 34 (UNIVERSAL Model 2524 diesel) decided -no bonding.
Close examination of the raw/seawater intake revealed a host of "asylum seeking" mussels and barnacles
within the external-to-hull strainer basket of the fitting. One of the strainer bars had disappeared and another was soft,
flexible and had that delightful rosy pink colour which inevitably says all is not well, and means work!
To date we had never seen any growth within the strainer. Any restriction in flow at this point in the saltwaterpump supply may mean overheating of the engine under load and of course, eventual non-supply of cooling water to
the heat exchanger.
Exchange of the fitting was mandatory. A search of suppliers in the Vancouver area produced nothing exactly
similar to the original 3/4-inch fitting and in the end, an almost similar one with a slightly larger "basket" was found
(we paid $39). It had a basket which had an additional two screw hole mounts at the after end (not to be used on Aloha
34 installs). More importantly the new size was fair with the hull when embedded in compound.
To remove the old fitting in its location to port of the engine beds and close to the icebox requires a dextrous
arm. Fortunately one of our early "mods" had been to remove the tilt-out garbage container replacing it with a door
which allows quick access to the opening and closing of the very through-hull/seacock we now worked on.
TOOLS: To make the job easy you should have
 a pair of large Vice-grips,
 a DREMEL tool with reinforced cutting blades,
 a flashlight,
 a medium screwdriver,
 an adjustable to 1 & 3/4" wrench,
 a hammer and drift,
 damp cloth,
 some acetone (or similar) and a mask and
 safety glasses to keep dust out of your nose and eyes.
Haul the boat! Get some a/c power. Have your new fitting (3/4-inch size) and a new tube of LIFECAULK or
similar.
To start with,
1. remove the flex hose from the fitting .
2. On the outside clean away as much as possible of the original compound which seals the fitting.
3. Unscrew the seacock (the bit with the handle that shuts off the water; (every time you leave the boat, right?) from
the through-hull.
4. Because Aloha had partially glassed over the internal fastening nut of the fitting there was no way to remove the
nut in a normal fashion--with the wrench- so it has to be cut off; anyhow, its easier that way!
5. The DREMEL tool is now used to cut into the retaining nut in several spots (don't worry if you cut into the fitting,
-its scrap).
6. Use the screwdriver blade to pry the now cut parts of the nut away from the stem of the fitting.
7. Now the fitting is clear to push out through the hull except that --it won't! Due to the application of sealing
compound when installed at the builder you will be unable to just push it through. This sealing compound bond
has to be broken and the easiest way to do this is to again take the DREMEL and cut about half of the brass pipe
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which protrudes into the interior of the hull. Leave yourself enough to grasp the remaining pipe with the vice
grips and twist the pipe (and entire fitting) back and forth and right around until the bond is broken.
Caution - Do not mis-shape the pipe or it will not go through the hull.
8. When the bond is broken and there's free movement of the old fitting through-hull, carefully using a hammer and
drift will force the now free pipe/fitting down through the hull. It helps to have an assistant on the outside
grasping and gently prying the scrap fitting downwards.
Now the task is to prepare the way for the new fitting.
9. Clean the fitting of any grease or machine oils (use acetone or similar) as your bond has to be good for another 20
years.
10. Scrape away as much of the old compound from outside and inside and offer up the newly purchased fitting;
11. Check it out for fairness on the hull and pencil mark where it will sit so that your new LIFECAULK application
on the outside will match. Remove the new fitting.
12. Smear caulk around the inside edges of the hole to prevent water access to the fibreglass layers.
13. Apply the caulk to the pencilled area on the hull and around the fitting base.
14. Have your assistant push the fitting through the hull and you on inside now install the new nut over the new pipe
end.
Important note - Assistant advises that fitting is fair with the hull and holds in position while the nut is threaded just to
the final firming up.
15. Now you must put on the seacock; thread it onto the new fitting and screw it down to the original positioning of the
handle(convenient operation).
Note: Because the caulk is very flexible for the first hour or so it, is not advisable to try to work the new installation in
any way, hence the seacock must be aligned at this stage.
16. Now and finally, the assistant outside really earns keep by holding the basket end in position using the large vicegrips on the edges of the basket. Inside the hull, the new nut on the new fitting is turned firmly, but not necessarily
over tightly, to prevent stressing of the entire fitting.
Caution-Don't move the fitting!
As will have been observed on the removal procedure, the caulking is so strong that the fitting could well be
held in with that alone but we need the pressure of the nut to bring it all together mechanically.
Finished the major work!
17. Smooth the caulking over the top of the big plywood "washer" inside the hull which is where all this took place.
Why? The caulk will prevent the damaged plywood's raw face from absorbing water or dampness.
18. Smooth the caulk outside the hull around the fitting and-inside the basket using a suitable tool. Why? - Makes for
nice water-flow.
19. Oh yes, the damp cloth! That’s to clean up the area after cutting with the Dremel tool as no dust or particles
should be around when applying the LIFECAULK.
Perhaps the most heartening observation noted doing this work on CLANN D was that corrosion is confined
to the basket only. The actual bronze pipe and bronze bulk of the old fitting were "as new" so there would never have
been any danger of total failure.
Why only corrosion on the basket? Reaction with cuprous oxide-based antifouling paint on the slender basket
bars is why.”
7). WINCHES

We thank members for helping us compile a file on “Winches”. Members requiring schematics, cleaning
instructions or other information on BARLOW & BARIENT winches should now contact Les Harrison.

17. QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
1). REFRIGERATION, NOVA KOOL; RUNNING TIMES?

By 15 July e-mail Murray & Sandy Cornish NOCTURNE #212 questioned owners who had retro-fitted NOVA
KOOL refrigeration units in their “ice boxes” on the running times of their units. He wrote:
“…Our NOVA KOOL refrigeration unit (R-12 compressor), which we assume was installed at the factory. is a
real glutton for 12 volts, eating its way through our battery banks in very short order. The local NOVA KOOL
technician says it's operating just fine, and we've beefed up the insulation as well as the seal on the lid.
Does anyone else have this unit, and what is your experience with 12-volt consumption?
Murray subsequently added:
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“…We are using two 12V banks of the 6V "golf cart" batteries… If we run our NOVA KOOL refrigeration
24hrs daily, we need almost daily top-ups. This is accomplished quickly with the 130A alternator and the three-stage
Heart regulator, but it's a pain…”
Les Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 responded:
“We had a Nova Kool on ENCHANTMENT until a couple of years ago. When it failed I switched to EZ-Kold
and measured about a 30% savings in electrical power. It also cycled on and off much less frequently than the Nova
Kool. The EZ-Kold is a holding plate design so you can manage when the compressor runs through the thermostat. I
always crank it up full when motoring to save as much cooling as possible in the cold plate. This type allowed us to
increase our freezer compartment size as well.
We have the EZ-Kold with water and air cooling. I don't find the water cooling too effective given the energy
required by the pump, but would suggest a fresh air supply to the compressor if your unit is located in the port locker
as mine is. This would reduce the electrical demand required to offset the heating from the engine.
The EZ-Kold behaved well in the Bahamas last winter but of course the electrical demand was up due to the
ambient heat. My 3, 12v Energizer batteries (360 amp-hr) backed by solar managed the demand well, with occasional
engine time if I talked too much on the HAM.”
ED: We replied to Murray:
"Ice-boxes" were standard equipment from the builder, Murray.
In the late 1970's & in the 1980's, Nova Kool refrigeration conversion units (& the similar Adler Barbour in
the USA) were very popular & had a good rating. Specs. call for minimum of 2" & preferably 4" of polyurethane
insulation for Great Lakes & US & Canadian East & West Coast operation, with 6" desirable in the Tropics.
Check the Index to the Package of Profiles under "Refrigeration" & you will see that a good number of Aloha
34's have fitted Nova Kool refrigeration in their icebox.
Comment by one member in Item 10 of the Summer 2000 newsletter suggested that their Nova Kool "was
almost useless" in the Florida/Tropics area. However, you will note under Item 14B(1) of the recent Spring 2001
newsletter that they later corrected themselves saying: "We found the Nova Kool refrigerator was overcharged at
some previous time. Now that it has been corrected, we have refrigeration that we can rely on.".
Could your Nova Kool be overcharged, Murray?
We have the Nova Kool Model LT200-RT4 in SEA VIXEN #167, built in Burnaby, BC (telephone (604) 4378594) and have been well satisfied with its trouble free operation since. (See Item 6 in the Spring 1995 newsletter.)
We run our Nova Kool year-round, not only for year-round use but also to work the batteries.
Further to our Spring 1995 newsletter report, we now have 2 banks of two 6-volt Trojan 125 batteries in
series. (We found the 6-volt batteries in series worked better and lasted much longer than the now discontinued second
bank of 12-volt batteries in parallel, mentioned in the newsletter.)
We use these two banks of two 6-volt Trojan 125 batteries in series for both 'household' & 'starting'. Sailing
the West Coast Canadian Gulf Islands & US San Juan Islands/Puget Sound during Spring, Summer & early Fall, we
can count on at least 6 days use (Nova Kool, anchor light & minimal cabin lighting) without any recharging, and
before recharging is a consideration. (We do not have an electric windlass.)
(When at anchor) our method of operation is to (nearly) flatten one bank of batteries, and then shift to the
second bank and start counting the days. Having a separate 5th (starting) battery would undoubtedly be prudent.
However, for our type of use in the Islands/Puget Sound, this arrangement works.”
Questions & answers followed:
1). Murray: Do you run the unit 24hrs during those six days?
Migs: Yes.
2) Murray: What setting do you use on the "cool" dial?
Migs: #4, -enough to freeze ice cubes (very important) in about 6(?) hours.
3) Murray: Have you blocked off the drain hole in the bottom of the box?
Migs: No
4) Murray: Have you ever timed the on/off cycles?
Migs: Yes. During December & January it may cut in once an hour for about 8 minutes of running max. With
a hot engine room or mid summer, afternoon at anchor with a strong sun on the port (refrigerator) side of SEA VIXEN
(worst case scenario), it cuts in about every 20 minutes and runs for about 10 minutes.
Apart from insulating inside the lid and the 'piping' between the compressor & the 'ice box', we have not added
any insulation to what was factory installed by Ouyang Boatworks in late 1981.
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Later Murray reported: “Regarding the NovaKool, in the end we determined that the compressor needed to be
replaced - it was drawing too much current when it was trying to start and sometimes was not able to kick in at all.
Since then it's been quite trouble-free, but we still don't get the 10 minutes on, 20 minutes off cycling efficiency
that you do - more like ten on and ten off at about the level 4 setting.”
ED: In a later exchange of e-mails, Murray wondered if placement of the compressor might account for the difference
in our running times. In SEA VIXEN our compressor is located in a cool location, in the locker under the galley sink,
to port, down low & adjacent to the cold side (hull) of the boat where there is also good air circulation.
Murray reported that in NOCTURNE “…the compressor is in the outside, upper, forward corner of the port
lazerette. It's great for access, but I wonder if it affects its performance. You would think that having the compressor
away from the engine area could be a factor, at least while the engine is running.”
2). ICEBOX MEASUREMENTS

Bob (& Connie) Haig, OUT & ABOUT #169 by 5 January e-mail asked:
“Does anyone know the capacity (or even better the dimensions) of the icebox to help me in my decisions
regarding refrigeration units? I can’t get to the boat until spring.”
We replied that in SEA VIXEN #167, the internal ice box measurements are:
 Athwartships: 28 inches
 Fore & aft: 24 inches
 Deep: 23 inches.
Later Murray (& Sandy) Cornish, NOCTURNE #212 reported slightly different measurements:
“…The icebox on NOCTURNE #212 measures as follows:
 28" long X 22" wide X 22' deep –
 this is approximately 8 cubic feet.
3). REFRIGERATION CONVERSION, -ADVICE WANTED

Following up on Bob & Connie’s request, Mike & Lynda Leroux, MIKRON #188 by 6 January e-mail asked
st

“We will be moving into the 21 century and installing refrigeration on Mikron this spring. Any advice would be
much appreciated.”

On 6 January Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117 responded:
“We installed electric refrigeration about six years ago, after having owned our Aloha 34 for 17 years. I spent
quite a bit of time and effort augmenting the insulation and this has proved very worthwhile. Keeping the heat out is
extremely important. It seems that these boats came with different degrees of insulation, but all had the big ice box. I
added insulation both inside and outside the box, particularly on the wall adjacent the engine where I now have a total
of about 10 inches.
I would also recommend a unit with a cold plate. The cold plate acts as a big "cold reservoir". This enables
you to "store a lot of cold" when you have an ample supply of electricity (e.g. when you have shore power) so that
you're not draining your batteries as much when sailing.
Another helpful feature is a water cooling option. This greatly improves the heat transfer effectiveness on a hot
day. We also use it when we are motoring.
We have the compressor unit located just aft of the engine in a space that isn't useful for anything else, but gets
warm with the engine running. The water cooling overcomes this.
The unit we installed is assembled by Easy Kool in Picton Ontario. It's worked well for us. I believe virtually
all of the units on the market use compressor machinery made by Danfoss (Danish, I think).
You'll find lots of other information in the yacht profiles. Good luck with your installation…”
Mike replied to Frank, also on 6 January:
“Frank: Thanks for the input. I have been considering the water cooled option, especially since we are
planning to take MIKRON south.
I take it that the unit is in the engine compartment. Does that present any difficulty when you try to get in there
to change the oil filter or the transmission fluid? I am somewhat larger (20 lbs) and a touch less agile than when I got
MIKRON in 1982; as a result, I take up more space than I would like to admit when I get into there to do the
maintenance work.”
And Frank immediately (on 6 January) replied to Mike:
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“Mike: It's not a problem on our boat. We have the Volvo MD11C engine with the 110S saildrive. The
compressor is mounted right behind the saildrive, down low just in front of the fuel tank. In this location it's not in the
way of anything. The filters and everything else are well forward of the compressor.”
Bill & Bettie Sirine BELLA LUNA #209 on 6 January wrote:
“…We installed the large Adler/ Barbour evaporator unit in BELLA LUNA #209 last year with the
compressor mounted in the port cockpit locker left of the battery charger. The only insulation we added was around
the drawers next to the engine compartment, works fine even with the 100 degree Chesapeake summers.
Suggest caution in placing the compressor too close to the engine, since ours depends only on air cooling. The
water cooled compressor units though more expensive, are more efficient. This unit was given to us & originally was
mated with a cold plate.
If you folks or any other Aloha Network member would like it or the original propane hot water heater they
now reside in my attic. All I ask is that you pay for the shipping. The cold plate will probably need to be recharged
and configured to the compressor by Adler/Barbour.”
Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151 on 6 January e-mailed:
“We have an E-Z Kold holding plate unit (as mentioned by Frank) and know others who have the same and
are very satisfied with it's operation down south. We have the water cooling option and find that in our cool waters, in
the north, that the refrigeration cools down much quicker than with just air.
E-Z Kold is located in Bloomfield (near Picton, ON). I had to replace a thermostat and a cooling fan which
were shipped to me with no cost and no questions asked...
The model recommended to us was EK-12CPAW (1999). I know that they have improved since that time.
They usually have a booth at the Toronto Boat show (they also deal in solar panels, insulation and high capacity
batteries). Web site is <www.e-zkold.com>. Phone number is (613) 393-1122.”
4). DORADE VENTS, REPLACEMENT PARTS

Further to ‘discussion’ under item 16 Modifications 4). DORADE VENTS, REPAIR on page 19 of the
Spring 2001 newsletter, we have another question on locating replacement parts.
By 2 November e-mail Stuart & Marcia Meyer AIR LOOM
#185 wrote:
“Hello Everyone, To those of you who are familiar with the
process, AIR LOOM has been winterized, covered and put away for the
winter. It is that bleak time of year again when our sailing prospects are
nil for too many months.
However, while going through the myriad tasks associated with
"winterizing", I removed the interior vents in the dorade system to clean
the dirt off the screening in preparation for next season. Since these
were built flat and the overhead where they are screwed in is curved,
over the years they have become rather cracked. This year I even had a
piece of the plastic fall out - I glued it back in place.
I was wondering if anyone could provide me with a replacement
source for this item. In the event my description has not been as clear as I hoped it was, I have attached a photo of the
vent.”
Carla Kilpela & David Carr MOMENTUM I #111 immediately responded:
“Try Holland Marine (in Toronto). I bought the vent from them since one washed overboard and it came with
a new ring. They have parts for these. Web site is <www.hollandmarine.com>.”
ED: We replied, noting we had a similar problem in SEA VIXEN #167. See Item 19 (8) in the Fall 2000 newsletter.
As mentioned there, our original dorades were made by MA-TEC in California. According to our local
chandlery TROTAC Marine in Victoria BC, they were either taken over by someone else or they went out of business
some years ago. In any event, TROTAC tried but were unable to locate matching replacements. I did try various
"used" marine equipment stores & did find a pair like our originals, but they were asking too much and were not in
particularly good condition.
Eventually replacement dorades & deck fittings came via TROTAC Marine from “Sea Dog Line” in Everett,
Washington, USA, web site www.sea-dog.com . Sea Dog lists them as “SNAP IN LOW PROFILE VENT – 3”,
Part number 727130”.
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Installing the replacements meant caulking the old holes and re-drilling new holes. The new fittings did
cover the old holes.
In retrospect I would not recommend these particular Sea Dog replacements. They are smaller in profile, cheap
(and nasty!) at about C$60 for the pair. If I were doing it again, I'd spend a little more & install a better looking set.
Finally in 12 & 13 November e-mails, Stuart wrote:
“…Yesterday, I gave up on hopes of any availability of the original dorade trim ring replacements so I
purchased a couple of teak trim rings. I am going to apply teak oil liberally this winter and hope that they will come
close to matching the well oiled battens that cross the overhead. I'll let you know how they come out.”
“…In case I didn't mention it, in response to the suggestion from Carla Kilpela & David Carr, I contacted
Holland Marine in Toronto and sent them a picture of the original trim ring. They said that it looked like an old Nicro
ring but they could not provide me with one like it. I even had a way to get it without driving to Toronto if they did
have one: Perry Basden offered the services of his daughter who is going to school over there to pick it up for me.
Very nice!!”
ED, AGAIN: Our experience here had a happy ending. Sometime after Mike (& Doreen) Pettigrew, TATOOSH
#223 read the Fall 2000 newsletter, he contacted us & then sent us as a gift, his “old” Dorades & fittings that he had
replaced in TATOOSH earlier. Compared to my originals, they are in beautiful shape! Thus my ‘work list’ now
includes removing our ‘cheap replacements’ and fitting Mike’s gift. Thank you Mike (& Doreen)!
5). RUDDER SHAFT - SHEARED BOLT

Stuart (& Annette) Spracklan WINDY #151 in a 24 July e-mail wrote:
“I am wondering if anyone else has had the following problem. This year I noticed that my ship's wheel and
quadrant must be turned ¼ turn to port to maintain a straight track. The stop on the quadrant lines up with the rudder
shaft but if I turn the ships wheel to starboard to line up the quadrant stop with the fore and aft line of the boat, she
turns to starboard. This means is that I have less turning capability to port.
I believe that there is a bolt through the quadrant and the rudder shaft so I figure that the quadrant could not
be twisted on the shaft. The only other thing that I can imagine is that the rudder shaft has turned inside the rudder, yet
the rudder does not appear to be loose and responds to the helm with no sloppiness. Has anyone experienced anything
similar? Any suggestions as to what the problem could be?”
Chip Wolfe BELIZE #211 responded:
“Stuart, about 5 years ago or so I noticed a similar problem. I too observed a bolt through the rudder shaft
and thought all was well as the bolt looked fine. As it turned out, the bolt had in fact sheared on both sides of the
rudder shaft and the quadrant was holding the remains of both ends of the bolt. The quadrant had indeed rotated on
the rudder post. Without this bolt in tact and completely through the shaft, the only driving force on the rudder post is
the clamping of the quadrant halves onto the rudder shaft. A friction connection here is not satisfactory and can
readily create a rotated situation of the quadrant on the shaft.
Recommend disassembly of the quadrant to check this bolt. I wrote about this after I had discovered the
problem in order to alert other Aloha 34 owners of this potential problem, but that was some time ago. Hope this is all
you find wrong. It is easily corrected, but should be checked from time to time.
I suspect the shearing of this bolt could be caused by a rapid rudder motion and a sudden slamming against
the stop (obviously attributable to a previous owner or a guest at the helm)…”
ED: See BELIZE’s 1995 Profile #211 on how to replace this sheared bolt, where Chip reported:
"...In removing the rudder, the steering radial first had to be removed from the rudder shaft. It was discovered
that the bolt that goes through the steering radial and rudder shaft had been completely sheared off and the radial had
rotated about 20 degrees on the rudder shaft. Steering was by friction force only. This is a potentially dangerous
condition. We never really lost steerage, but we had never really been trying to negotiate heavy seas.
I recommend all Aloha 34 owners (and anyone with wheel steering) inspect the radial to rudder shaft
connection for any sign of misalignment.
Better yet, consider removing this through bolt if your installation is so configured, at least annually and
inspect or replace the bolt as necessary. Inspection of our sheared through bolt revealed that the bolt was 3/8 - 16 x 4
inches long carbon steel cap bolt. The steering radial is 4 inches in diameter at this point, thus the bolt had merely been
inserted in the hole as no threads were extending through the hole for the fastening of nut. The bolt was replaced with a
3/8-16 x 5 inch stainless steel capbolt and nut with S.s washers at the bolt head and nut.
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Edsen installations recommend a keyway be cut in the rudder shaft, however this recommendation was not
followed by Aloha Yachts International. Perhaps the through bolt was used to ensure the proper height of the radial
and to prevent it from slipping down on the shaft, who knows? Check yours!"
As Chip wrote initially in 1995, it is recommended that members inspect the radial to rudder shaft
connection for any sign of misalignment.
If necessary, it appears that with care, the original bolt can be removed and replaced with a 5 inch bolt as
described by Chip above, with the boat in the water.”
Following up on the above, Stuart Spracklan recently sent us the following, with pictures illustrating his work:
“…I went down to the boat
on Saturday to work on a few
projects, one of which was to
remove the steering quadrant, to
try to figure out why the steering
had shifted... In November I had a
surveyor come out and check it. He
was totally puzzled and said that
the rudder and everything was
solid. He suggested I take the
quadrant off to see if anything was
amiss there. Anyway, I took
everything apart and took three
pictures (starting with #1) as I
removed
1) upper support and bearing,
2) cables and quadrant
3) exposed shaft (with rudder post packing housing exposed).

The reason for the steering
problem is due to the bolt hole through
the rudder shaft being larger then the
bolt and bolt hole in the quadrant. Since
the bolt (lower one in pic #3) could be
moved laterally by quite a bit, this would
allow the quadrant to shift on the rudderpost. The quadrant, even though clamped tight, must
have somehow shifted to starboard causing the steering
to be off by 1/4 turn (amazing how geometry works to
magnify a small error into a larger one).

Final analysis is that the bolt hole through the
rudder shaft was never in a 100% fore/aft position so
someone drilled it out to allow for this corrective twist!
I now have the steering back to the way it was when we
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bought the boat. Not exactly perfect but at least I know what the problem is and how to do another temporary fix if I
have to. When I have the bottom done on the boat, I will have the rudder pulled and set up properly.
I did check the packing since I had the quadrant off (See Spring 2001 newsletter), and found it to be in great
shape from last year’s repacking…”
6). DINGHY DAVITS, LOOKING FOR ADVICE

Murray & Sandy Cornish, NOCTURNE #212 in a 5 November e-mail asked for information/advice on fitting stern
dinghy davits.
“…Our tender is a small Zodiac inflatable; at the dock, it lives on the foredeck, and we tow it when underway.
Lifting it onto the deck, even with a halyard, is a bear, and we've never been wild about towing. We think we are
willing to put up with the necessary aesthetic compromise, provided we can find a lightweight, practical davit system.”
On 6 November Mike (& Lynda) Leroux, MIKRON #188 e-mailed:
“Ron and Sylvia Foster own a company called Davron that produces a product named "Dinghy Tow" that is
very slick. Ron and Sylvia are part of the Aloha network..”
Nigel Tilley & Michele Ruttan, RESTLESS SOLE #222 wrote:
“I have davits on Restless (#222) Initially I hated the darn things and was ready to remove them for another
system. (possibly Dinghy Tow) I have since come to terms with them and as long as certain precautions are taken are
now considered a useful addition to the boat. If I didn't want to spend my money on new instruments, bowsprit, wind
generator, solar panels, new canvas.......etc. etc. ...I would still consider replacing them with a new dingy tow.
I should say that my davits are custom made and were constructed (in my opinion) too short and aren't able to
lift the dingy high enough from the water. In a large following sea there is a danger of a large wave slamming the
dingy hard up into the davits and skewing the stern around.
Let me know if there is any other info I can supply. I may even be able to dig up a picture if needed.”
ED: We wrote:
“Ron & Sylvia Foster, DIFFERENT DRUMMER #152 are ALOHA 34 Network members Murray, but when I last
checked with Nigel, they were not reading our <Aloha34@Topica.com>. They can be reached at
<ron.foster3@sympatico.ca> which is an address that they use essentially for business.
For more details and commentary on their (generally well recommended) "Dinghy-Tow" System, you might
like to check the references under "Dinghy-Tow" in the INDEX to our ALOHA 34 Package of Profiles & newsletters.”
On 8 November Murray responded to Nigel:
“Nigel: Thanks very much for your reply. How close is your dinghy's bottom to the water when it is in the
davits? In your opinion, how much clearance should there be?
If we do fit davits, we will probably have them custom made, as any ready-made units are worth a fortune
(C$1000 and up). A local s/s fabricator is quoting C$600-$700 for a custom designed s/s unit.
What features or considerations would you suggest?
We also plan to look into the "Dingy Tow" system from Ron & Sylvia Foster's company…”
David Carr and Carla Kilpela, MOMENTUM I
#111 then wrote:
“We put Atkins and Hoyle davits on and
after some getting use to and adding a brace
across the end, they have been quite successful.
The dinghy is very high and there are few
problems. The boat sails faster and we have been
in very rough conditions without problem. The
trick is not to over canvas and get the boat
pitching which strains on the dinghy. We find it is
secure and the engine stays on and we don't
worry about theft since the dinghy is in the air at
the dock. We also found that we don't need to
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carry the dinghy at the top and we can see out the back in the position shown.
I have tried attaching a picture. Hope you get it. I can supply information on how they were mounted. Another
source is stainless steel outfitters in Barrie that supplies davits. Try www.atkinshoyle.com &
www.stainlessoutfitters.com.
On 7 November Rick & Cathy Walker, ONCE AROUND #129 added:
“We have Atkins and Hoyle davits as well. It is important to make sure the dinghy is mounted high to avoid
stern waves and securely attached to avoid swinging. We upgraded from an inflatable (air floor) 9' zodiac to a 10' RIB
zodiac this year with no problems`. It works well on the davits and we keep the motor on (15 hp) and feel quite secure.
I added a section to raise the davits since the original owner installed them too low but now all is fine.
We sail on Georgian Bay and use the dinghy a LOT. Our dock neighbour lost his towed dinghy in late Sept in
rough seas. He never did get it back. Any questions please let me know.”
And in replying to Rick, Murray wrote:
“Thanks very much Rick - the info helps a lot. Two questions
 how far from the surface of the water is the bottom of your dinghy, and
 does the dinghy impede vision aft in the full up position?”
Rick replied:
“Murray. As far as height above water in feet I'm not sure. Unfortunately we're on the hard now for the
winter. Suffice to say, when sitting at the helm I have to duck my head a little to see under the dinghy. To put it in
perspective, the dinghy duck is far easier than craning to see around the jenny. That means the dinghy bottom is well
above the level of the coaming. When standing at the helm I can see over the dinghy. I do know that I have to move my
stern light as it is obscured when the dinghy is mounted.
Our stern light is attached to the pushpit. I only realized it was obscured near the end of the season and
haven't moved it yet.”
Les (& Carol) Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 wrote:
“Murray & Sandy: I spent significant time researching how I would carry my 9' Avon inflatable to the
Bahamas and back without hassle. I chose the "Dingy-Tow" instead of davits for several reasons:
1) there's less weight at the ends of the boat
2) doesn't impede access via the ladder
3) one can enter the dingy underway in emergencies, providing a not so graceful method of reboarding [but
then the method by which one entered the water was probably less than graceful too!]
The disadvantages include:
1) I had to modify my ladder to miss the motor on the dingy when attached to the dingy-tow - cost C$50
2) Davits provide a possible mount for solar panels - I put mine on the Bimini.
We only removed the motor from the dingy when we crossed the Gulf Stream. We had no problem in 4000
miles. I still highly recommend the Dinghy Tow System.
ED: See ENCHANTMENT photo on page 20 above, with the “Dinghy Tow System”.
In replying to Les, Murray wrote:
“Thank you for your most helpful reply. One of our objectives is to make it easier to get the dinghy completely
clear of the water when NOCTURNE sits alongside for longer periods of time (which, at the moment means between
weekend and summer getaways). Rigging a block and tackle on a halyard in order to hoist the dinghy gunnel-high is a
possible solution, but it would then have to be securely lashed to prevent it "flying" during our frequent winter
windstorms. The obvious solution to that, lashing it on deck, takes us back to our current practice.
We'll definitely check out the "Dinghy Tow" System.”
Les replied:
“Murray: The Dinghy-Tow has a block at the plate of the split backstay for just that purpose. You can attach
to the tow ring in the bow of your dinghy and raise it up against the backstay when you're not at the boat. I don't use
this much but it works to keep the dingy out of the water; the ducks from roosting on the dingy; water from collecting
in the bow of the dingy; etc. Have fun with your research.”
7). MAST/RIG TUNING

Bob (& Connie) Haig, OUT & ABOUT #169 in an 9 November e-mail wrote:
“I'm a new Aloha 34 owner and new to the Network. The boat is put to bed for the winter, but I'm already
thinking spring! Is there a standard way to tune the mast, or does anyone have suggestions?”
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Les Harrison, ENCHANTMENT #214 immediately replied:
“Bob, Welcome as a new member. As you may have heard we are working on an Owners Manual for the
Aloha 34. Below is what the manual contains on the subject:
“TUNING THE RIG

PROBLEM: The rigging must be balanced to hold the mast in position.
REMEDY: Tune the rigging as follows:
1. Step the mast and attach all standing rigging.
2. The masthead is centred laterally first. Tie off the main halyard to reach the top of the toerail and adjust upper
shroud turnbuckles until the mast is centred athwart ships.
3. Set up fore-aft alignment. Most masts are vertical; however, some are raked aft. A weight hung from the main
halyard will show alignment. Don't forget to allow for "hook" or "bend" if you have any [not likely on our
ALOHA’s]. Sighting from shore is likely adequate here.
4. Install the wedges at the partners. A little dish detergent helps.
5. Sight up the mast and draw straight with the lower shrouds. Holding the main halyard taut against the main sail
track as a check.
6. Check that the mast is still centred [see #2]
7. Pull, at the same time, both forward lowers; aft lowers; uppers to see if tension is about equal. [long arms help]
8. Go sailing in a moderate wind - 10 to 15 knots - and take up undue slack on lowers taking up both sides an equal
number of turns. Remember, there will be a little slack on the leeward side. Don't overdo this step.
9. Verify the mast is centred [Step #2] and the ship sails equally on both tacks.”
Mike (& Lynda) Leroux, MIKRON #188 also responded, noting:
“Hi Bob, I use the following technique on MIKRON (#188).
I attach a fish scale to one of the jib halyards so that when attached to the toe rail on one side it has a reading
somewhere in the middle of the scale and note that reading. I then attach the same halyard and scale to the identical
toe rail hole on the other side and take the reading. It the reading is less I tighten the upper on the opposite side. I keep
going back and forth until I get the same reading on the scale for both sides. The mast is now straight. Then, I use a
shroud tension gave and adjust both sides to about a reading of 45 on my gauge.
The lower shrouds are then adjusted so that the mast is straight in both the fore and aft plane as well as side
the side. I determine this by eyeballing up the forward edge of the mast (my eye, the range light and the top of the mast
should be in line) and up the groove on either side of the leading edge of the mast (this tells me if there is any bow in
the mast fore and aft). I keep the forward lowers slightly tighter than the aft lowers.
The whole process takes about 20 minutes.
After this static tuning comes the dynamic tuning. I go out for a sail in 10 to 15 knots of wind and eye up the
mast (as above) on each tack. If there is any sag in the mast I make adjustments as required (by making adjustments on
the leeward shrouds, of course). Usually three or four tacks back and forth see the job done. I will periodically check
the rig during the season as well and make adjustments as necessary.
Hope this is clearer than the water in Hamilton harbour.
I am with you on the anticipation. Each morning I get up is one day closer to launch.
There are only two seasons, sailing and getting ready for sailing.”
8). TRAVELLER: REPOSITIONING FROM COCKPIT TO TOP OF COACH HOUSE

By 5 September e-mail, then prospective ALOHA 34 purchasers Bob & Connie Haig, asked:
“…I note that this boat has the traveler moved forward to the coach top. Do your members have any
experience with this arrangement; particularly if it causes undue stress which the coach top is not designed to
withstand?”
A number of members responded positively. Kent & Juanita Nielsen WINDSPINNER #210 on 5 September replied:
“Hello Bob. The traveler arrangement on the coach top has been on my Aloha since I bought her years ago
and as long as it has back plates it is very solid and we find a much preferred system than the placement in the cockpit
and it shows know signs of stress.”
9). DECKHEAD LINER; CLEANING

In Profile #207, Bill & Lene Symes FIONA #207 commented on the continuing problems in keeping the
deckhead liner in the main (& forward) cabins clean.
Maxwell & Pamela Richardson CUTTY SARK #181 in a 27 November e-mail wrote:
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“One person asked about cleaning the yellowing interior white gelcoat. I have tried cleaning compounds
that I believe are strong and solvents that should have cleaned or dissolved oils, dirt and most anything with no
success. Has anyone found a way other than rubbing compounds?”
Chip Wolfe BELIZE #211 by 27 November e-mail wrote:
“I am currently in the process of cleaning my cabin liner and am having good results with lacquer thinner,
elbow grease, soft rags and perseverance. A respirator is recommended. I find that using small pieces of cloth (about
3-4 inches square) working a small area at a time and discarding the cloth when it begins to look dirty seems to be
working well. What I have finished so far (about 60% of the main cabin) is looking really nice.
I tried acetone, but it didn't do the job that the lacquer thinner is doing.
I'm almost certain someone will suggest an easy, sure-fire solution after I get finished tomorrow. Oh well,
there will probably be a next time…”
By 27 November e-mails Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer AIR LOOM #185 wrote:
“From what I have learned about the gel coat on AIR LOOM (both inside and out) the yellowing cannot be
"cleaned" up. It apparently is a characteristic of the gel coat mix that was used when these boats were built.”
“…We recently had an owie! repaired on the starboard side of the hull where a 1-inch threaded rod at a gas
dock left a mark about 10-inches long and 1/4-inch deep. The repair person had much to say about this since whenever
he sanded any of the gel coat the resulting edges turned brownish yellow. Other small areas around the boat which he
"shot" with gel coat for minor touchups could also not be sanded smooth without this happening. He said that he had
seen this only a couple of times in all of the years he has been doing boat repairs. I think I will live with it. The
alternatives are to either paint or have the entire boat re-gel coated.”
Lyndee Lu Cole (& Martin Hayes) QUEEN’S RANSOM #105 on 28 November wrote:
“Migs, when we bought Queenie, she was filthy inside and I found Fantastic with Bleach (blue-label bottle)
and a toothbrush got the job done better than anything else. You don't need a respirator but do need good ventilation.
Our liner is now light beige but was originally BLACK!”
Chip Wolfe BELIZE #211 responded:
“Martin (& Lyndee Lu), I tried plain old vanilla Fantastik earlier, but it didn't seem to do a thing. I don't have
the Fantastik with bleach and didn't want to spend time looking for it so I poured some Fantastik into a plastic
container and added garden variety chlorine bleach.
This worked pretty well and has cleaned up most of the ceiling. Thanks for the suggestion. I have covered a
large area in a short period of time today. I think the bleach is the main operative ingredient, but the Fantastik does
seem to assist.
I do have some areas which still don't succumb to anything but lacquer thinner though. These are mainly
around the teak work and appears to be from errant teak oil accumulated over time (I can't imagine how that might
have happened…).
Again, thanks for your suggestion prior to my completion of the job.”

Frank (& Eve) Collins TRUE LOVE #117 reported
“We've used Products like Scrub & Shine that incorporate a bit of abrasive with some bleach and
other cleaning compounds to good effect on TRUE LOVE'S headliner. It is still white after 22 years.”
David (& Jennifer) Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 on 30 November added:
“We have used "Kleenglo", a local BC product available at some hardwares and possibly the big guys, as a
satisfactory cleaner for many years now; its good on the hull prior to polishing (too) --which I haven't done for 3 or 4
years now!”
10). HATCHES (SKYPORTS): REPAIR & REPLACEMENT

Maxwell & Pamela Richardson CUTTY SARK #181 in their 27 November e-mail also asked:
“…I have also observed that my skyports have taken on a sparkle in the lenses indicating that the plastic is
ageing and becoming brittle. I do not step on these and instruct my guests not to either. I believe they may shatter and
the person may fall through. Does anyone have any ideas on this or what kind of plastic it is so I can replace it?”
ED: We replied:
“Suggest you contact the original ALOHA 34 suppliers of these "skyports/hatches", Atkins & Hoyle in
Toronto, Ontario, Toll free phone is now 1-877-415-5167. Their web site is at <http://www.atkinshoyle.com/>.
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See also page 7 of the Fall 1996 newsletter, Item 10 (3) for "instructions" for replacing "glass"/repairing
leaks to the acrylic Atkins & Hoyle skyports/hatches, where the Atkins & Hoyle people in Toronto were very helpful.
Owners may wish to correct their listing for Atkins & Hoyle toll free telephone number on page 6 "List of Original (1982)
Suppliers" in the "Forward" to their Package of Profiles.”
11). PROPELLOR SHAFT, LENGTH?

By 6 January e-mail, Larry (& Carole) Jackson, DREAM WEAVER #155 asked:
“I am planning to re-install the original three-blade prop in preparation for our trip South in 2003 (now
delayed one year). I'd like to make the new shaft before I pull the boat out of the water next Fall.
Does anyone know the overall length of the shaft for a UNIVERSAL Atomic diesel?
I plan to make the shaft 6 to 12 inches longer and cut the final length when I remove the current shaft, so
dimension does not have to be exact. I am getting the shaft and prop balanced and removing the extra length will not
affect the balance for final installation.”
Subsequently Les reported that he had been in touch with Larry, both on Topica e-mail and by phone.
“I told him my shaft [if memory serves as it is on the boat as a spare] was 1" by 44" more or less. He is having
one made so he can leave the keyway and taper on the coupling end until spring.
I also told him that I measured [in the winter] from the end of the shaft to approximately the location of the
transmission from the outside”.

18. MOULDS FOR OUR ALOHA 34 AT DORION, QUEBEC; UP-DATE
Further to Item 23 on page 53 of the Spring 2001 newsletter, we have now made contact with the current
owner of the ALOHA moulds. On 11 September (!) we received an e-mail from a Mr. Claude Gendreau in
Sherbrooke, Quebec at telephone 819-565-8422 and e-mail <dr.claude@qc.aira.com>. Mr Gendreau reported:
“…I have several production boat molds for sale. I have attached a list…
Any reasonable offer will be accepted. Thanks Claude Gendreau.”.
His attachment lists a dozen or so moulds including moulds for the ALOHA 34 (and the 28, “31” and 32).

19. ALOHA’S FOR SALE OR WANTED; POSTING ON THE AOA WEBSITE
Keith Denham (Aloha 28 #135 BLISS) who is webmaster for the (other) Aloha Owners’ Association’s (AOA) web
site at www.alohaowners.com has offered to post ALOHA 34’s “For Sale” on the AOA web site.
Contact: Keith at <alohaoa@shaw.ca>.

20. ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
(See also “ALOHA 8.5 FOR SALE”, Item 6 on page 9 above)
1). FLORIDA

WATER WITCH #173; (ZUY0D1730682): WATER WITCH is berthed in New Orleans, Louisiana, for a asking price
of US$ 52,000. The contact there is owner John Adams 504-421-2789 (cell) and 504-248-9485, Fax 504-482-9485.
E-mail <brewhuauga@msn.com>. See additional details in the Spring 2001 newsletter under “Boats for Sail”.
See photos at Beacon Yacht Sales’ web site http://yachtworld.com/beacon.
Also see photo of WATER WITCH under MODIFICATIONS, “RUBBING STRAKE” above.
2). US EAST COAST

ALOHA 32 owner James Roberts (A32) on the AOA <aloha-list@sailnet.net> discussion group reported last spring
of an ALOHA 34 'for sale' in Maryland. He wrote:
“…in a local sailing magazine "Spin Sheet" there is a 1984 A34 (10.4) for sale. The asking price is US$47,500. The
phone #1-443-562-2221 (in Maryland) was given. It looked like an owner's listing…”
3). US WEST COAST

John & Ethel Schwartz, NEPENTHE #194, asking US$55,000. Contact John & Ethel at 577 Hull Avenue, San
Jose, California, 95125, telephone (408) 293-5614. (No e-mail currently.) See Profile #194 for details. John & Ethel
have provided a more complete inventory, which we can make available upon request.
4). CANADIAN WEST COAST





Ken & Juanita NIELSON, WINDSPINNER #210, e-mail <kentjw@home.com>, 579 Larkin Avenue, Port
Coquitlam, B.C., Canada V3B 2H8 telephone: (604) 464-2111. In response to a 7 October 2000 ALOHA 34 “email general” in which we asked members if they knew of any ALOHA 34 on the market, Ken & Juanita replied:
“If you would like to put (our) WINDSPINNER for sale, the price is $75,000 firm.”
Travis McGregor, BALLEO #137, e-mail <tradediver@hotmail.com>, 4375 Ruth Crescent, North. Vancouver,
B.C. Canada V7K 2N1, telephone: (604) 313-8801.
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ED, 10 June 2001: We understand BALLEO is now listed with THUNDERBIRD YACHT SALES in North
Vancouver, BC. at C$72,500. See web site http://www.thunderbirdmarine.com .

21. ALOHA 34’S WANTED


Perry & Gloria Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario N9G 1W2. Phone (519) 972-5949. E-mail:
<basden@sympatico.ca>.



Bruce Beyer, Toronto, Ontario. Phone Toll free in Canada 1-800-263-4996 ext24. E-mail:
<bruce.beyer@soundproducts.ca>.



Janice Bushell, 389 N. Taylor Mills Drive, Richmond Hill, Ontario L4C 2V1. Phone (bus) 905-625-0300; cell
416-316-3906. E-mail: <sailorgirl45@hotmail.com>



David & Carol Ann Faith, Apt 513, 1483 Lamey’s Mill Rd., Vancouver, BC V6H 3Y7. Phone: (604) 7334548. E-mail: <dfaith@uniserve.com>.



Craig Taylor: One Oak Drive, Leetsdale, PA 15066. Phone is 412 741-3754. E-mail: <CNSpsych@aol.com>.

25. “RELIEVING THE WATCH”; -MAHALO!
<Photo of SEA VIXEN departing Maple Bay, ALOHA Pacific R/V 2000
taken by Norm Saxton & Peggy Began. (Steve Woodall was “driving”!
On Monday 7 January Diana & I "stood down" and Les (&
Carol) Harrison ENCHANTMENT #214 took over the helm of the
ALOHA 34 International Owners' Network. We wish Les & Carol well.
From my knowledge of Les via our correspondence over past years, he
will do very well and bring new life into our Association.
Diana and I would like to thank the members for their support and
contributions which have built our Association that started with a 1994
letter to the Editors of "Practical Sailor", "GAM" and "Cruising
World" to today’s more than 90 active members.
We would also ask you to bear with us as we would like to share
some of our thoughts & memories as we reflect back over the past 7 years,
as well as give you a status report of where our ALOHA 34 Network is
today.
It is always dangerous to name names, particularly when so many
of you played such leading roles in making our Association successful.
However, as we ruminate, we would be re-miss if we did not mention at
least some of you who were particularly outstanding in your efforts to help
steer our course along the way, much of it through uncharted waters.
How We Started
First of all, it was on the docks in Vancouver BC in the late 1980’s where conversations with David (&
Jennifer) Duncan CLAN DONNCHADH #168 and the late Hugh (& Lee) Harper (former owner of ASHRAM
#148) that launched the 1994 idea of contacting other members with ALOHA 10.4's (as they were called in those days)
to exchange information on our wonderful ALOHA’s.
Association Name
Then we can thank Rick (& Judy) Klett FULL TILT #195 for our name. At the beginning Rick suggested
that "we will be a ‘network’ exchanging thoughts & ideas and so, until someone else suggests a name with a more
nautical bent, why not call ourselves the ALOHA 10.4 Owners' Network"?
This we did, and apart from conversion of the measurement from metric to "English(!)" and adding
"International" to better reflect our membership, the name stuck.
ALOHA 34 Web Site
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We thank Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer AIR LOOM #185 who, with son Marc as our Webmaster got our fine
web site up and running in 1997 at http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Pressbox/2470/ at a time when the idea of
web sites was still relatively novel.
Subsequently the pressures of business caught up with Marc and he had to withdraw his services. However,
Marc & Stuart have maintained the site "as is" for the past while until a new webmaster is up to speed.
Les has some exciting ideas here that he will be sharing with you.
Rendezvous’
We would also thank those who devoted so much of their time in organizing our successful ALOHA Rendezvous',
each described in past newsletters (see under "Rendezvous" in the Index to the Package of Profiles).
 Our initial rendezvous was on an Easter Monday in April 1998 at the Fish House Restaurant in downtown
Toronto, organized so well by Terry & Catherine Fagan SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE #165. They organized
this with the timing to co-incide with our Toronto stop-over during a “trans-Canada” train trip on VIA Rail.
For Diana & me, this was our first opportunity to meet many of our members. Of course a highlight of the
evening was also the arrival of our Honourary Co-President and ALOHA 34 builder Mao Ouyang, his
brief talk and then the fascinating question & answer period that followed.
 The next rendezvous, again organized by Terry & Catherine, was "The Assemby of ALOHA's" Lake Ontario
Rendezvous on 18-19 June 1999 at Ashbridge's Bay Yacht Club in Toronto, Ontario. Although we were
unable to attend, Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry ROOM TO DANCE #171 kindly sent us a video of what
appeared to be a very cheerful affair, which we value.
 Then Dennis Clarke POLARIS (an ALOHA 28) of the (other) Aloha Owners' Association and I initiated
"ALOHA Rendezvous Pacific 2000" at Maple Bay Marina on Vancouver Island, BC. from 7 to 9 July 2000.
Then I injured my back so Dennis took sole charge and produced a super rendezvous. A highlight here was the
attendance of our Honourary President, ALOHA 34 co-designer Ted (& Betty) Brewer who spoke about
his ALOHA designs and then responded so knowledgeably to both specific and general design questions.
And finally there is the forthcoming "ALOHA Winter Rendezvous 2002" scheduled for Saturday 2 March at
Saffron's (Fanshawe College) in London, Ontario being organized by Annette & Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151.
See details following.
If you have not already done so, contact Stuart & Annette now to register!
Owners’ Manual
It seems we have been working on the ALOHA 34 Owners' Manual for ages, and we have.
First of all back in the fall of 1998 Morley Kipp, David Duncan, Stuart Meyer, Bill Hrycenko, Les
Harrison & later Chip Wolfe volunteered to write our initial drafts. These consisted of dividing up our 1998 Index to
the Package of Profiles and newsletters into 6 fairly equal portions, one for each volunteer, and writing & re-writing
the contents to a suggested standard format. Our volunteers did a super job and, with some ‘re-writing’ by Morley &
Bill, this step was completed by the beginning of 2000.
Morley then volunteered to take the 6 drafts and combine them into our first draft of the complete manual. He
did a great job, completing it in late 2000.
My task was then to insert the multitude of photos & diagrams into their proper slots in the draft manual.
Despite additional memory, this task was proving to be a long process with my somewhat limited 1998 computer &
programmes. Also other activities impacted on my time.
When Les & Carol Harrison returned their “Voyage of Enchantment” from the Bahamas last year, Les
agreed to accept the task of completing the Manual, once he got settled back home. He did so starting late last summer.
Les has some good news for members as you will have noted above!
ALOHA 34 E-mail Network
In 1996 we started our ALOHA 34 e-mail network, originally with about 15 members. This turned out to be a
big step forward allowing us to quickly ask questions & disseminate information between participating members.
Then last year Nigel Tilley (& Michele Ruttan) RESTLESS SOLE #222 initiated our "members only"
<aloha34@topica.com>e-mail List. This speeded up the e-mail exchange process and has worked well in keeping
those participating (now about 70 members) informed.
Tragedies
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As members will well remember, not all has been smooth sailing for our ALOHA 34 Network. Apart from 11
September 2001, two tragedies particularly saddened us all:
 In September 1999, Brian & Marie King PARAMOUR #121 on route to the Bahamas & the Caribbean from
the Great Lakes, encountered Hurricane Floyd while at anchor in the (tidal) portion of the Hudson River, and
PARAMOUR was wrecked. This trip had been a lifelong dream for them both, after Brian’s retirement from
the Newmarket, Ontario fire department. See the Spring & Summer 2000 newsletters for details.
 In August 2001, single-handing member Bob Medd TLC #150 out of Sidney, BC while underway in Mexican
waters was boarded by "pirates" who slit his throat, left him for dead & apparently TLC was subsequently
wrecked. Bob is now back home but his offshore dreams are now, at the least for the present, delayed. See
more details above.
Newsletters
Production and distribution of our 18 newsletters over the past 7 years has been a task that we have enjoyed,
particularly in that it has brought us closer to many of our members. As we have said many times before, our
newsletters are only as interesting as the input of our members. You made them interesting & the work of producing
them worthwhile.
In Closing
Will Diana & I miss our past
responsibilities with the ALOHA 34 International
Owners’ Network. Yes, of course we will.
However, we are not going away, we are still
sailing SEA VIXEN & we hope to keep in touch
with members.
To Les (& Carol) we offer our very best
wishes and hope that you have as much enjoyment
working with our members as we have had.
And to the membership we say, thank you
for giving us this opportunity,
and thank you for allowing us to get to
know you as fellow ALOHA 34 owners.
Fair winds & following seas, and
MAHALO!
Diana & Migs
PS: At 0001 on Monday 7 January 2002, the
"watch was relieved". We welcome Les (& Carol)
to the helm.
SEA VIXEN #167 TO SEA, VICTORIA, B.C
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ALOHA WINTER RENDEZVOUS 2002
Bahamas and Beyond

WHEN:
Saturday, March 2nd 2002, 1400hrs until 2300hrs (dress casual)
WHERE:
Saffron’s at Fanshawe College, 1460 Oxford St. East, London, Ontario
COST:
$30.00 per person (to cover cost of dinner & facilities)

Activities:










Meet and mingle with latitude adjustments. (cash bar)
Pick up your technical manual, which will be available on CD or paper.
Aloha burgee and decal will be on display.
Q & A session.
Electronic charting presentation. (Les Harrison)
Discussion group featuring live-aboard tips. (Carol Harrison)
Buffet dinner: salad bar, chicken or fish (with a tropical twist), desserts, coffee &
tea.
After dinner slide presentation on sailing the Leeward Islands.
Bring photos of boats and owners for addition to your profiles.

To facilitate arrangements, please register as soon as possible!
Please telephone or e-mail to confirm your attendance and forward cheques to address below.
This will help in organizing the activities, bar arrangements and food service.
Let us know if you have a particular boat related hobby, craft or tip to share. This could be
anything from mechanical to live-aboard projects, space savers to back savers, rope work to rope
art… above or below deck. Table(s) will be available to display photo albums/scrap books of your
boat and crew.
Useful Links: (for those with Internet access)
http://www.city.london.on.ca/Mapphoto/tourism.htm
http://www.city.london.on.ca/Tourism/accomm_hotel.htm#EAST
http://www.fanshawec.on.ca/Info_For_Visitors/Info_Visitors.htm
Questions / Registration contact:
Annette & Stuart Spracklan (Windy #151)
299 Blackacres Blvd.
London, ON N6G 2T9
519-657-4803
windy@sympatico.ca
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Fanshawe College Campus Map (Saffron’s)
North

Parking
Oxford St. East

Parking

0To exit #
189 on the
401
Accommodation
- five minutes from

Entrance to Saffron’s

Accommodation - twenty minutes from Fanshawe College on
Wellington Rd. (401 exit #186)

Fanshawe College.

Comfort Inn – Journey’s End, 1156 Wellington Rd.
(519) 685-9300 or 1-800-228-5150 ($79.00 - $83.00)
Days Inn, 1100 Wellington Road South
(519) 681-1240 or 1-800-DAYS-INN (from $70.00)
Four Points Sheraton, 1150 Wellington Rd. South
(519) 681-0600 or 1-800-325-3535 ($109.00)
Ramada Inn, 817 Exeter Road
(519) 681-4900 or 1-800-303-3733 ($89.00 - $139.00)
Travelodge – London South, 800 Exeter Road
(519)681-1200 or 1-800-578-7878 ($82.00)

Airport Inn & Suites
2230 Dundas Street East, London, ON
(519) 457-1200 or 1-877-464-1200
Minimum Single Rate: $77.00
Minimum Double Rate: $86.00
103 Rooms
Located 3 km from Fanshawe College
CAA / Senior Rates available
0Full Hot Complimentary Breakfast
0Free Morning Newspaper
0

“We would like to thank Annette and Stuart for volunteering to host this Winter Rendezvous in London Ontario.
Please help them out by promptly filling in the application and sending in your cheque to the address provided."
At last count, Stuart & Annette report more than 30 members are registered.
Les Harrison & Migs Turner

Boat Name:
Technical Manual
Crew Names:

Registration - Cut Here

CD:

Paper:
Preferred Entrée
Fish
Chicken

$30/person

Total: $
1. Boat name.
2. Select CD or Paper format, for your copy of the Technical Manual (one copy per boat).
3. Crew name & select one Entrée per person.
4. Make cheque payable to:
Annette & Stuart Spracklan
5. Complete and return with cheque to: Annette & Stuart at their London address (see previous page)
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ALOHA!
Greetings to all. Welcome to my first attempt at a newsletter for our network. I trust you weathered the winter [a term
well known to those in eastern Canada!] well.
This first newsletter will be brief since Migs did a thorough job of catching us all up on the information available up to
January of this year. Our thanks to those members and associates contributing to this issue. You may notice a slight
change in structure of the newsletter. I’ve gathered much of the information under general headings consistent with the
Owner’s Manual. I hope this will help keep information together for us and make any future updates to the manual less
work.
The Aloha Network Membership lists have been transferred to a database. This will help me keep track of things like
owner names, addresses, email and phone numbers as well as help with mailings and labels. Any time data is input there
will invariably be some errors – especially with my typing! Please help us keep the records accurate by reporting any
changes or errors you see. As you probably noticed when you opened the envelope, the database will allow me to give
each member a status report like the insert included with this newsletter. The database will also relieve Stuart Meyer
[#185] of the task of maintaining the “Hometown” Register. Our thanks, Stuart!
Our founder and previous “skipper”, Migs, did a wonderful turnover and included in that were a number of suggestions
and reminders. One such reminder was to tell me I had not submitted, for publication in the newsletter, a copy of
Enchantment’s cruise to the Bahamas. It is include with this newsletter. Sorry for the delay.
On behalf of all attendees and members who couldn’t make it, our thanks to Annette and Stuart Spracklan plus a few
other member helpers for the wonderful winter rendezvous in London, Ontario. Great job! I believe there were 52 sailors
and friends in attendance. It was particularly nice to see some members from south of the border [even if one of them
confided that she really came to Ontario to visit the “Roots” store!] It was great to see all the displays and the meal was
superb! [see feature item later in newsletter] Would you like to see another winter rendezvous? Please complete AND
RETURN the survey form later in the newsletter.
Twenty-three members have ordered printed copies of the “Owner’s Manual” to date and 27 members ordered the manual
on CD. Ten of these members ordered both. To ensure the quality of the manual is improved and the information is both
current and useful, I would appreciate feedback, corrections and submissions where appropriate. If members would like
the format changed, for example loose leaf like our newsletters, please also let me know. There are still some copies
available.
As some of you know, we cruise on Enchantment for much of the summer. I will attempt to pick up my email during that
time but, because we spend most our time at anchor in our favourite coves and bays in the North Channel, email access
will be infrequent during July and August. Please continue to send information for future newsletters during that time and
I’ll pick them up for inclusion.

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members since January:
John and Vickie Adams, Water Witch, Hull # 173
John wrote:
“Hi Migs Turner
I would like to get information on how to become a member of the network. I have owned a
1982 aloha 34 for 8 years. Her original name was Okkumut from Canada. Thank you for your
time.
John Adams S/V Water Witch”
Subsequently on January 21, 2002
“The original owner had the boat rigged for single handing. Had sailed her to the
Mediterranean and back. We believe that he was there for two years. Since acquiring the
Water Witch, I have lived aboard for 5 years and two of those were spent in the Caribbean.
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The rub streak was there when she was purchased in 1994. As for the reason, we are not aware of any structural reasons.
We'll be getting back to you regarding the Caribbean trip. John and Vickie S/V Water Witch”
And on Sun 10/02/02
“Thought you might like to see the specs on the Water Witch. Notice that a stay sail was added by the first owner. She
sails great with it. In heavy weather she balances well with a reef main and stay sail up. We had a very comfortable sail
across the Mona Passage with this sail set up.
Ed: thanks Vickie and John for full specs; see attached Profile # 173. John and Vickie can be reached by email at
brewhuauga@msn.com

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Laurie & Linda BURT report “I am now on the web.”; l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
Joe & Denise SINCLAIR: email address changed to dsinclair@cogeco.ca
Ken & Juanita NIELSON: wrong email address at kentjw@home.com; replacing “home” with “shaw” and “rogers”
failed too?? HELP!
Carole and Larry Jackson: Hello everyone: Our new e-mail address is: ljackson@rivernet.net effective immediately.
Please amend your address book.
Brian and Thery King; (ex. Paramour): brianthery@pocketmail.com

INTERNET SITES
Aloha 34 Web Site
Well, the new Aloha 34 Web Site has been running for 3 months and we’ve had about 550 “hits”. There were some
initial growing pains, like we were exceeding our capacity for members to access the site. As of the beginning of May
there are no more annoying “banner ads” and our capacity is much greater.
For members that have not dropped by the web address is www.aloha34.com
As preferred by the members, there is a “password gate” protecting any personal information like email addresses and
owner names. To access this section there are 2 UserIDs and corresponding Passwords. You can use either one.

User ID

Password

ownersnet

brewer
[hope you don’t mind Ted]
2spreaders

aloha34net

Use which ever is easier to remember but they must be used as a pair – ie. you cannot use the Password “brewer” with the
UserID of “aloha34net”.
There are services that may be of specific interest to members:
 Members Forum – an area where you can pose a question or pass on information. When you enter something
members can reply and all members will be able to view the “thread” by seeing responses tied to the original
item. This will be invaluable to new members looking for “getting started info.” and old guys like me with short
memories. This could also help to keep the number of emails you receive from “Topica” to a minimum.
 Classified Ads – here members can post advertisements for boats and/or equipment, both for sale and wanted,
for all users to see. You don’t need to worry about removing them as they time out automatically in 90 days. If
your posting is sold you may wish to drop me an email and I will delete the item so you don’t get more calls. I
will probably move this service outside the password protection so your items/boats for sale get broader
coverage on the Internet but want to be able to limit the input to members if possible.
 Favorite Sites – you can add your favorite links or your own web page links for members to visit.
 Survey – there is an electronic survey regarding the 2003 rendezvous
 Boats for Sale – outside the password gate, if you request it, to maximize the exposure of your ad.
Some of these services have not seen much activity as yet. I would encourage members to use them and get familiar with
the site. You can’t hurt anything and if you want to send a test item just label it as such and I can clean things up.
Copyright © 2002 Aloha Owners’ Network
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For clarity all items in the newsletter that occurred in the Members Forum Discussions will be identified with an
appropriate [or inappropriate] icon. For example
!
In addition, the following are some of the listed favourite web sites of members listed on www.Aloha34.com
Favourite Sailing Sites of Aloha34 Members
Post your favourite sailing related sites here; include you own web pages.
Good Old Boat Magazine Web Site http://www.goodoldboat.com/
Celebrating older-model sailboats - They emphasize pride of ownership.
Practical Sailor http://204.220.138.252/tools/features.html
Many items of interest to boaters. Submitted by Stuart & Annette Spracklin.
New England Ropes Splicing Guide http://www.neropes.com/splice/
Full diagrams for splicing 3-Strand, 12-Strand and Double Braid.
Nautical Know How - Safe Boating http://www.boatsafe.com/nauticalknowhow/safetips.htm
Many boating safety tips - from fuel to water safety.
Gam on Yachting Classifieds http://www.gamonyachting.com/01/classifieds/boats_01.htm
The boats for sale section of the "GAM on Yachting" magazine.

MAILBAG
Relieving the Watch
From: Frank & Eve Collins, True Love, #117; January 07, 2002
Subject: A Final Word!
MIGS & DIANA,
I cannot let this moment pass without saluting you for your outstanding effort on our collective behalf as the steward and
kingpin of the Aloha 34 International Network. I appreciate, of course, that my remarks will be somewhat redundant to
those you have already received, and may yet receive.
The Aloha 34 Network is truly an outstanding achievement. Whatever the original vision might have been, the present
reality is remarkable. We all benefit from a shared wealth of intelligence about our yachts that we could not have hoped
to find in any other fashion. Our yachts are, accordingly, better maintained and more functional. And, what fun it has
been to enjoy the camaraderie of the Aloha 34 gang, if largely (as in our case) by her Majesty's mails and e-mail.
Finally, I am certain that the market for our boats has improved markedly because of the Network and the information
channels it connects with. This undoubtedly has significantly improved the resale value of an Aloha 34; indeed it's now
not easy to find one to buy.
I have been continually impressed by the quality and comprehensiveness of your reporting work, clearly evidenced in
even your final "relieving the watch" report. The newsletters are a gold mine of information and news dear to our hearts.
The well organized approach you have used in marshalling all this material, and the people who have helped in its
preparation is also very commendable.
We all much appreciate the great effort you have made, and the fine results achieved. We hope you will now enjoy
whatever new challenges you take up, and wish you every success in them.
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We would also like to take this opportunity to thank Les and Carol Harrison for taking up the stewardship of the Network.
This is much appreciated.
Best wishes for fair winds and steady seas in the years to come.
Frank & Eve (True Love #117)
From: Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214; 10 Jan 2002
Subject: At the Helm
Migs & Diana,
I cannot improve on the wonderful job Frank did, describing all our feelings and gratitude. Although I'm a relatively new
member, I have enjoyed and appreciated all your work Migs, especially your attention to the details that make the
organization such a success while still being great fun. Your sense of humour was always there, even if you have been
a bit sensitive about B.C. weather lately!
To all the members I would like to point out that while Migs welcomed me to the "helm", all members of the Aloha 34
Owners' Network "crew" are invited to take a turn at the wheel that will steer us on the course that Migs plotted. It was,
and is still, the right course. I do not have the editorial experience that Migs displayed but I'm sure I will get the help I
need. I'm counting on it.
The development of the Aloha 34 organization is an achievement that required a dream initially, untold and probably
underestimated hours of work, a dedication to quality, and a love for sailing. You instilled a love for the Aloha 34 in new
members and fanned the interest across the network and beyond.
We let the jib fly in salute, Migs and Diana and include our thanks for showing us the way. We will be in touch skipper.
Les & Carol
Enchantment
Reply Migs Turner, Sea Vixen, #167; 21 Jan 2002
Diana & I wish to thank the ALOHA 34 Network members who contacted us over the past couple of weeks, expressing
their words of kindness. We very much appreciate what you have said.
However, as we have said before and also in our recent individual responses, it is you the members that have made our
Network what it is today. It is for us to thank you.
And what Frank writes below regarding the re-sale value of our ALOHA 34's being enhanced because of our ability to
support each other, is certainly valid.
We are indeed fortunate that Les Harrison with all his experience and talents is now 'managing' our ALOHA 34 Network.
With your continuing support, we look forward to many future years of friendly useful ALOHA 34 "networking".
Aloha!
Diana & Migs
PS: Gotta go. Diana says I have to cut the lawn before I go sailing tomorrow. (and after 53 years, I still do what I am
told).
PPS: And yes, the Fall-Winter newsletter "double issue" IS coming. After a 'crashed' computer, Christmas & then a
family visit from the East, I am now hard it; -when I'm not sailing or being otherwise tasked (not necessarily in that
order).
From: Steven & Maureen Woodall, Terrific, #176; 22 Jan 2002
Hi Migs & Diana,
I am sorry it has taken me so long to say thanks again.
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Thanks for being the coordinator for the ALOHA 10.4 group. You have certainly done a great job and got a fine group of
people together. Thanks again for all the work you and Diana have done for the benefit of all of us.
Just remember if you are traveling to the San Francisco Bay Area, we have a house and boat you can help us enjoy.
Smooth sailing,
Steve and Maureen on Terrific #176
New Email Address
From: Brian and Thery King; (ex. Paramour) May 31, 2002
Hi Gang,
We have a NEW email address......... brianthery@pocketmail.com
We will have this address for the upcoming adventure. It is effective now, but we'll keep our sympatico for another week
maybe.
Request........... for the new pocketmail address please do NOT send any forwards - jokes - graphics etc....just a note on
what is new in your lives. (Just a page or so) We don't want to stand at a pay phone for a long time downloading jokes
etc. Pocketmail will not accept graphics of any sort.
This will be especially important in the Bahamas as we will have to buy phone cards for our long distance charges for
calling back home.
Thanks for your consideration.
Our friend Kevin is working on our web site so everyone can keep in the loop. We'll notify everyone once we have that
web site address.
We are still targetting the first part of July for take off.
Brian and Thery
[Ed: Please note that “Pocketmail” cannot handle anything but plain text email. Turn off “HTML” before sending and do
not include the original message.]

TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]
ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT

Sea Kindly Boat
From Bill Symes, FIONA, #207; January 21, 2002
A tidbit I have been sitting on - We entered FIONA in this fall's Harvest Moon Regatta, a longshore 150 mile race from
Galveston to Port Aransas in the Gulf of Mexico. This was my first race of any sort as skipper, and the first ocean race for
all of my crew. FIONA brought us in 2nd in class, 12 seconds behind the lead boat (out of 21 hrs CT) and 38th in a fleet
of 230. We had a great time, and the crew was unanimous in wanting to repeat the experience. Another piece of evidence
to support our owner's group's generally shared opinion - this is a fast, seakindly boat.
CABIN
[no submissions]
DECK SYSTEMS

Emergency tiller length?
From Wolfgang Rohn, Baurua, #132; 13 Mar 2002
I don't know the length off hand, but I tried it out and found out that the tiller didn't fit right in the rudder post. So I had to
do some fixing and now it fits quickly and snug into the post and it also clears the wheel even in the full down position.
When you quickly need it in an emergency it's too late to find out it doesn't fit. Brian and Marie's loss of Paramour made
Copyright © 2002 Aloha Owners’ Network
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me think very quickly about this as one of the things that went wrong was the tiller jamming against the wheel and Brian
had to furiously hacksaw it of in the rough weather. Hope you never have to do this.
Aloha
Wolfgang Rohn on Baurua
ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS

Queens Ransom help!!!
From: Martin Hayes and Lyndee Lu Cole; QUEENS RANSOM, #105; April 05, 2002
Help!!!!! Queenie's restoration is moving along, but we're stuck with the 12 volt system. We've a new 120 volt system
including all outlets and lights (pictures and story in progress) finished except the panel hook-up. Now the problems
start. We have 3 batteries (2 house & dedicated starter), 1 charger, 1 battery isolator with 4 diodes and heat sink, and an
amp meter with switching for 3 batteries. How do we connect all these so the batteries are charged individually? Marty
understands wiring diagrams but I get lost easily. Lyndee Lu. Martin.P.Hayes.
Reply: From: "Les"; Enchantment, #214, 7 Apr 2002
Martin/Lyndee Lu,
When we were upgrading Enchantment, in preparation for our trip to the Bahamas, we used the following approach. We
had 3 "house batteries" in parallel that were charged from the alternator, the solar panels or the 110v shore power charger.
The "ship's battery" [which we never use] gets it's charge or topup through the battery switch - ie. we set the battery
switch to "All" or "Both" and allow a current flow from the "house" to the "ship's" battery.
The 110v system went through a master breaker and powered the hot water tank, the battery charger and the 110v plugs.
The battery charger was direct and controlled by its regulator but the other 2 went through breakers after the master
switch.
Hope this was helpful. If you need it I can retrieve my circuit drawing from Enchantment and forward to you. Nothing
too fancy. The only complicating issue is, I have an inverter on the shore power charger that allows me to put 110v from
the house batteries to the wall plugs when necessary.
Les
Enchantment
From: Rick & Cathy Walker; Once Around, #129; 7 Apr 2002
Hi Marty & Lyndee Lu
My suggestion is: the system must be designed from the bottom up. i.e. layout the basic circuitry of the 2 battery banks
with switches. Then add the charging system. Then add the isolator/combiner according to the schematics. Then add the
amp meter. etc
Are your components new? If so, they should have schematics for installation. If not then maybe the manufacturer has
schematics on their website. BlueSea has some stuff on their site www.bluesea.com. www.Xantrex.com (for Heart &
Statpower/Prosine) is good for inverters and www.trojanbattery.com is pretty good for batteries.
I suspect you'll want to connect the 2 house batteries in parallel and still get 12 volts but double the amperes. Keep them
separate from the starter battery (other than through the isolator/combiner). You'll then have only 2 battery banks to deal
with, "house" and "starter".
I also used the WestMarine catalogue (some good advice sidebars) as well as a couple of books on 12 volt systems. Good
digital volt meter is handy to allow you to check before connections are made.
One of the best 12 volt system devices I bought was the E-meter or link-10
http://www.xantrex.com/Products/Inst_Acc/link10/link10.html. It keeps tabs on the house bank for me full time. I always
know how much is power has been used and how much is left.
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I'm by no means an expert but I rebuilt my system (new 12 & 120 V system, batteries, 12 & 120 V distribution panels,
inverter, charge system, emeter etc) and it works fine.
Anything I can do to help let me know. We're actually not really that far apart anyway are we? I'm in Barrie and isn't
Queen's Ransom in Bradford or somewhere near there?
Rick & Cathy Walker
Barrie, Ontario
Canada
S/Y Once Around

Navigation lights
By Bob Haig 05/12/02 08:29:17 AM
Putting the stick up for the first time this spring I find that I have both a masthead tricolour "international" light and deck
level nav lights. Is this common?. I suppose the masthead tricolour would not affect night vision as much. Any other
advantage or reason for this redundancy (besides the inherent safety of reducndancy!)?
Reply By Les Harrison 05/12/02 01:25:14 PM:
My approach is to use the deck lights when I anticipate close up hazards like powerboats, when approaching a harbour at
night; otherwise, a tri-light improves longrange visibility, I believe.
Reply By Stuart & Annette Spracklan 05/13/02 08:28:11 PM
On Windy, we use the deck level lights when under power (like a powerboat). Also have to have the range light turned on
to give you the required 360 white while under power.
Under sail we use the tri-light at the masthead. Main reason for this is due to using only one light bulb in the tri-light (vs
three on deck) to save on power consumption from the batteries. When sailing in a busy harbor (like Hamilton) at night,
we will use only the bow lights and the stern light instead of the tri-light... mainly because many power boaters don't
understand sailboat light configurations!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ENGINE ROOM

Kabuta Engine Valves
From Norm Saxton, Kwinsam, #144, March14, 2002
Hi Les,
I received the disc [Ed. The Manual on CD] and find it quite informative.
I can add to the maintenance file with some info. on grinding valves on the Kabuta.engine.
It seems the clearance allowed when grinding the seats is very critical, anyone having this done should inform the shop to
obtain the specs from Kabuta. In my case ,I have an engine that is dificult to start and generates a lot of white smoke
[unburnt fuel] for about 2 minutes plus a loss of 100 revs off the top. This is after I had the exhaust valves replaced and all
valves reseated, unfortunately too deep.
I'm now in the process of trying to find a source for a head and manifold gasket without having to buy a complete kit. The
last one cost me$ 320.00 .I've located a machine shop that will replace the valve seats [Kabuta doesn't have them, so
it's from a jobber market.]Their estimate to replace the seats is approx.$ 140.00 This is cheaper than the Kabuta shop. If I
can find the gaskets I'll let you know how it turns out. I'm sending this as a caution to anyone who might want to have
this done.
Thanks again.
Norm Saxton Kwinsam #144

SureDrain
By Stuart & Annette Spracklan 05/17/02
I see that Fram has a new product out that replaces the oil drain plug in the oil pan, called SureDrain. I would like to
install one on my Universal 5424 and wondered if anyone knows the size of the nut, thread count and if it is metric or
not?[Confused]
Reply By Stuart & Annette Spracklan 05/24/02
Copyright © 2002 Aloha Owners’ Network
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For anyone that is interested, the size of the drain plug is 12M X 1.5threads (Thanks to Pete Anthony of Anthony-Keats
Marine in Wheatly)

Westerbeke Oil Filters
By Ants Toi
Hi LesMy Aloha has the Westerbeke engine.
The OEM oil filters are over $20.
I have been using Fram PH3593's which are inexpensive and seem to do the job just fine.
They have a new replacement out, the PH3593A which is supposed to replace the former one but these seem smaller.
Has anyone any experience with the PH3593A's and can help me out?
Other suggestions for oil filters for Westerbeke?
Thanks
Ants Toi
Alligator.
Reply By Les Harrison 05/21/02
I have used that filter for a while. I was told by the supplier that it accommodated a greater volume and was
recommended. I have had no problems. Maybe others on the email circuit may have some experience.
I have also used Fram PH2856 according to what was written in the parts manual by the previous owner.
Reply By Les Harrison 05/25/02
Further to the oil filter question, I checked and found I also used WIX 51064 as an alternative.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
HULL STRUCTURES

Prop Size
From Byron (Chip) WOLFE, BELIZE, #211; March 12, 2002
Les,
Since "Enchantment" (214) and "Belize" (211) appear to have been built identical (or very close to identical), and since
you and Carol have made a rather significant voyage including a considerable time under power, I am interested in
Enchantment's prop size and the performance you experience(d) with it. Also, would be interested with your cruise fuel
consumption per hour.
I have a 15x12, 2-bladed (originally 15x10 until I had it repitched). I have never been real impressed with it. For
instance, normal cruise at 2600 rpm yields only about 4.5-5 knots under normal circumstances, and pushing against a 35
knot wind I'm looking at 2 knots max. The W-27 is not laboring, but the prop is probably not capable of any more due
to the limited blade area. I'm also driving 2 alternators (the original 50 Amp internally regulated one for the
starting batteries and a Balmar 100 Amp dual output externally regulated alternator for the 3 house batteries) so I don't
want to go too far with the prop as to overload the engine. I would like to see it reach 3000 rpm at full load (boat in
motion) if possible.
I plan to haul out in a month or so and will to procure a 3 bladed prop ready to go on when I have it out. I have looked at
Enchantment's profile and notice you repitched your 3 blade, but you didn't mention diameter or pitch numbers, hence my
inquiry as to size and performance and any thoughts you might have. The Michigan Wheel computer calculates a prop
size of 14x9 3-blade, but my experience is that these calculations are ballpark at best and trial & error is needed from
there. I would prefer to make a smart buy and only have to do it once.
I also plan to fabricate a "pull anything propeller puller" (Ref: Summer 99 Newsletter, pages 29-30). Two questions: 1.
What is the approximate dimension between centers of the holes for the (threaded) rod holes in order to provide clearance
for the strut? 2. Are these holes not centered on the same CL as the 1" hole cut for the shaft? The sketch shows them
lower on the plate and I can't see a reason for an offset.
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Appreciate any wisdom based on your experiences.
Chart - a type of map
that tells you exactly
where you are aground.

Best regards,
Chip
Reply: March 12, 2002
Chip,

I believe my prop was a 15X11, 3 blade and I cranked it up to 15X13. This allowed me to cruise at 6+ knots at 2700
rpm. I believe I get 10 nm per Canadian gallon - up from 8.5. If I back down to 5.5 knots I easily get 12+ nm/gal. I used
0.75 gal/hr in my calculations assuming 6 knots. I know that doesn't work out exactly but it was good for cruising range
on fuel capacity. You may recall I also added an 18 gal US tank on the starboard side.
I have a 100 amp alternator which I estimate to demand about 2.5 hp of my Westerbeke 27 output. Of course that's when
the demand is on it, so I tried not to get caught needing all my power when the batteries were low. Not a problem.
The prop puller is on the boat so I cannot give you the spacing of the two holes for the threaded rod but I do know they
are NOT offset. I would guess that the strut would be about 3" in diameter at the bearing.
Hope that helps.
Les
Enchantment

Skeg split
From: Linda Toms, DALINA, #219; 12 Mar 2002
We thought this might be of interest to other Aloha owners.
The skeg on DALINA is split vertically along the aft edge, and I am happy to report that the new CD version of the Aloha
Manual has proved useful already. In DALINA's case the split has occurred from the bottom and extends approximately
3/4 of the way up. The suggested fix described on the CD is exactly what we are planning and we will through bolt the
halves together in probably 4 or 5 places rather than just at the bottom.
We originally drilled holes in the bottom of the skeg to permit draining, but it became obvious that it's only possible to
assess the problem properly with the rudder removed. Now that the crack has been ground out it should dry completely.
A couple of other observations may be of use to other owners:


When the rudder was removed we noticed that one of the bolts through the lower pintel was corroded,
presumably from the time the boat spent in salt water. The hole that the corroded bolt was removed from seemed
slightly larger than the others, and we suspect that water originally got into the skeg via this hole.



It's probably worth while removing the pintels to check for corrosion on the bolts and replace the bedding
compound to ensure that they remain water tight. With the bolts out they can be removed quite easily since each
one is in 2 halves. (It's a good idea to remove them one at a time and support the rudder during the process!)

Roll on summer!!
Linda Toms
DALINA
MISCELLANEOUS

Lightning Protection
From: Brian and Thery King; March 31, 2002
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Interesting letter received from the liveaboard list on lightning.
Brian
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ATTACHED:
I am an architect who regularly specifies lightening protection systems on buildings. I am also a sailor who was aboard a
sailboat that was holed during a lightening strike last June while crewing for a friend aboard his racing sailboat on Lake
Erie. Please note that this boat was, based on my observations and those of a surveyor, bonded in accordance with FM
requirements for sailboats. The lightening strike that hit the boat was the only thunder or lightening to come from what
seemed like a benign rain shower. Initially, those of us in the cockpit thought that it was a near strike and that boat had
not been hit. Immediately after the flash and the boom and remarks of "holy #$%%", one of the cockpit crew yelled
below to check all the electronics and see if they were still functioning. The immediate response from below was, "we
have water down here". This is when we realized we'd been hit. So you know, less than 5 seconds had elapsed between
the strike and the indication by crew below that water was above the floor boards. At this point life jackets were put on,
bailing operations were begun and a single hand held radio (out of fixed radio's and hand helds) was found to be operable
on which distress calls were made. Approximately 2 minutes after the strike the engine was swamped and the crew that
was on deck moved to the bow of the boat as the stern was getting dangerously low. About this same time a boat came
into visual range out of the rain shower and less than 50 yards off the port quarter. As a result of all the yelling, arm
waving and buckets flying they immediately realized our situation and came to our rescue. Towing began between 2
minutes and forty seconds and 3 minutes. At this point the there was less than 6 inches of free board at the stern of the
boat. Fortunately, the boat that came to our assistance had the necessary horse power to pull us hard enough that the boat
actually raised up in the water due to water self bailing out the holes at the stern of the boat. Once the boat was lifted in
the travel lift several holes were noticed, the largest would have easily passed a bowling ball (The final count was 35
holes). The most predominant paths of travel for the lightening was down the port half of the split backstay and down the
forestay. In both cases the lightening appears to have entered the hull at the stay attachment points splitting the stem and
blowing a hole port stern quarter instead of traveling along the available conductor. Speculation as to why this happened
include 1) the conductors were of inadequate size for the current involved and 2) there was inadequate contact between
the keel and the water due to fairing epoxy, paint, etc. to allow this as an attractive path. Based on these experiences I
believe the following to be true:
1) The most knowledgeable experts do NOT have a clear understanding of the behavior of lightening, the amount current
that should be designed for or what is necessary for complete protection from it.
2) There are several different standards for specifying lightening protection. These standards disagree as to what's needed
for protection.
3) It does NOT matter if your electronics are connected to a ships antenna or ships power. They can still get fried.
4) You do "NOT" (I can not stress this enough) want lightening, if it strikes your craft, to leave the path of the conductors
and seek another path to exit the boat (see above).
5) Accepting the reality of #1 and #2 above and understanding the potential for damage, I want the best lightening
protection system I can figure out because I'm still determined to risk my life aboard boats, but I don't want to do it
needlessly.
One final comment. Many people have asked why we didn't look for the holes and stuff life jackets or some other
plugging material in them. The answer is simple. There was no time for that even if we had known where to look. There
was time for "holy #$%$", pass out the life jackets and bail like hell. That's all.
Chip Wilson
s/y 'Ajax'
Fort Myers Beach, FL
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reply: Migs Turner, Sea Vixen, #167; March 31, 2002
Thanks Brian. Interesting comments for this Easter Sunday.
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Most everyone has his/her own opinions as to how to best prepare oneself for a lightening strike. To me, comments by
your sailor/architect Chip Wilson make sense, except that crew members should have been wearing their life jackets
before their lightening strike.
As a "master mariner", it is my experience that lightening at sea can be dangerous whatever vessel you are in and
whatever precautions you have taken, i.e., bonding etc. in small boats. We chose not to have Sea Vixen, Aloha 34 #167
bonded when we bought her new in 1982. You Great Lakes' sailors have much more experience with lightening than
those of us who have to put up with year-round sailing on the West Coast. We might see lightening twice in a year.
However, our 'Sea Vixen routine' when lightening is in the area is to head for home or to an island anchorage & tuck
ourselves as close to shore as possible. If this is not possible and we are caught out at sea, crew members stay as far away
as possible from anything metal with most of the crew going below decks. Those on deck (2 max. if possible) change into
wet weather gear at the first sign of possible lightening, including sou'wester (rubber material preferably), rubber boots &
heavy rubber gloves. The helmsman repositions himself (or herself) off to the side away from behind the wheel (or tiller)
locating himself as far away as possible from the backstay. All crew members are instructed to pray like hell.
You may remember the unfortunate Commodore of RCYC in Toronto about 18 years ago who was killed by lightening
while sailing in Lake Ontario . He was at the helm of his boat positioned between his split backstay (similar to the split
backstay in an ALOHA 34). It was thought that when lightening struck the top of his mast, a heavy charge of electrical
energy travelled down the backstay, jumped across to his upper body where it passed on through him to the wheel and
then below and out the bottom. It is my opinion that no precautions or routines, particularly in a small boat, are
foolproof'. Thus "common sense" and having a thoughtful 'what to do if' action plan in advance, is prudent.
Migs
[Ed: On Enchantment, in addition to a bonded system, our plan is to hang heavy duty battery “automotive jumper cables”
overboard, one from each upper shroud – the most direct path. In addition we would don our rubber deck boots and stay
forward of the wheel.
A recent article in DIY states “A grounded mast significantly reduces the incidents of damage or injury from a lightning
strike, and there is no evidence that it increases the likelihood of being struck.” “For masts over 15m (50’) in height, the
zone of protection is defined by a circular arc with a radius of 30.5m (100’) …”]

Heaving to
From: Jim Mansley; ASHRAM #148; April 18, 2002
During the last week I was out on Ashram for a little "R and R" and while coming back across the Georgia Strait I needed
to go below. Being alone I hove the boat to. The difficulty I am having is heaving to and having the boat sit in the proper
position of "Close Reach to Close haul". Ashram wants to fall off and if I have the full genny out I fall all the way to a
Broad Reach and by reducing the Head sail, the best I can get her to do is sit on a beam reach. I have hardened the main
to try and drive her up, I have adjusted the position of the helm, I have eased the main out, and talked to her nicely but
she refuses to sit in the close reach position. Finally the only way I can get her to behave is to roll the head sail up
completely, ease the main a bit, and lock the helm to leeward. In this position she sat in about 15 to 20 knots (the winds
get stronger every time I tell the story) quite comfortably and slowly "S'ed" her way forward at about a knot to a knot and
a half. Now this will work in the lower wind ranges, but my concern is if I ever actually take her out into the Pacific
Ocean proper and need to heave to in a blow, will she sit there then? I would not like to sit on a beam reach in a real blow.
Does anyone have the secret to heaving to an Aloha and have her sit in the proper position?
Any and all comments welcome
Thanks
Jim Mansley ASHRAM #148
Reply: June and Kearny Moyle; Quintette III, #204; 22 Apr 2002
Jim
I may be belabouring the obvious, and you probably just glossed over this part of heaving-to, but just in case......
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The jib is reduced by partially furling it and it is back-winded, by sheeting it tightly to windward. I find that is easier to
do by coming about and instead of bringing it over to the leeward side, tighten it halfway through the turn on the
windward side. The main is sheeted as if on a close reach, and reefed. The wheel should be turned to windward
and tied down. Having said all that, I have never hove-to on my Aloha, but I have on my friend's Catalina, and it worked
beautifully; very little heel, with no forward movement. You now have me curious, and I will try it with the Aloha next
time I'm out on her.
I'd like to know if anyone else has tried this maneuver on our boats.
Kearney Moyle
Reply: Morley Kipp; (ex CANUSA); 22 Apr 2002
I have hove to in an Aloha 34 quite often, sometimes in quite high winds, with no difficulty. Come to a close-hauled
attitude, then simply put the helm down as if tacking, but don't release the jib sheet. When the vessel comes through the
wind, closehauled on the opposite tack with the jib now backwinded, meet it with the helm to hold that course until the
boat loses speed. Then turn the wheel to windward as if trying to tack back. It won't go back through the wind because it
won't have enough speed. It will simply sit and forereach, gently. You shouldn't really have to do a lot of sail
adjusting. It's a great way to take a lunch break (or to go forward in rough going without too many white knuckles).
Morley Kipp
Reply: Jim Mansley ASHRAM #148; 22 Apr 2002
Thanks Morley: You find that she will sit in the close haul position? Mine wants to fall off to a beam reach position, or
even to a broad reach position. She will sit there in these positions but I cannot seem to keep her head up with a
backwinded head sail. How much head sail do you keep out? and what do you do with the main?
Jim.
Reply: Morley Kipp; (ex CANUSA); 23 Apr 2002
In higher winds (20 knots or more apparent wind) I usually am running with the genoa furled to about working jib size or
perhaps a bit larger. The main is usually left close hauled and looks after itself in whatever mode (reefed or not) it was in
while sailing. The wheel must be turned fully to windward and locked there with the brake. Some vessels may fall off
the wind a bit and gain a bit of speed until the rudder bites and brings it up again toward the wind, kind of scalloping
through the water, but still mostly head to wind.
Morley Kipp
Reply: Jim Mansley ASHRAM #148;
THANKS MORLEY: Your boat is better behaved than mine. I appreciate your comments.
Jim.
Reply: Carla Kilpela and Dave Carr; MOMENTUM I, #111; 24 Apr 2002
We have hove to on the North channel and Georgian bay, The jib is a high cut about 130 and sometimes it helps to bring
the traveller above center on the windward side to give the boat a bit more push up. Done it in weather from 5 to 30+
knots.
Good luck, keep trying.
Dave and Carla.

New Dock Lines
From: "Stuart Spracklan; Windy #151; 29 Apr 2002
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I am looking at getting Samson, Pro Set Nylon (3-strand) line to replace my existing 3/4" nylon braid (came with the boat
& way too big). I am torn between 1/2" (@ $.95/ft) and 5/8" (@ $1.50/ft). As you can see there is quite a price
difference and wondered if the 5/8" is worth the extra cost. Samson Ropes catalogue suggest 1/2" for boats up to 35' (they
don't say how heavy the boats are). What size do other owners use?
Samson rope is sold at The Rigging Shoppe http://www.riggingshoppe.com/
http://www.samsonrope.com/stage/newindex.cfm
Stuart Spracklan
Reply: Ants Toi; Alligator, #216; 29 Apr 2002
Hi All1/2 is braided is nice while cruising.
But when I leave the boat for a while, I sleep much better with 5/8 knowing that if the weather should deteriorate, the
securing lines will be adequate for this heavy boat. I have braided 5/8 which stays soft and easily managable longer than
5/8" 3-strand, though the 3 strand has more elasticity.
For extended dockage, I feel 1/2 inch is too thin to allow for chaffing in extended periods of waves and winds.
Happy sailing (and mooring)
Ants Toi
Reply: Morley Kipp; 29 Apr 2002
Stuart
I agree with Ants, and for the same reasons. CANUSA came with 3/4 inch lines which indeed are too big. I changed
down to 5/8 inch and was quite satisfied. Given that the Aloha is a heavy boat, I think 1/2 inch is inadequate.
Regards
Morley Kipp

Appraisals
From: Jamie & Chico; Holysmokes, #127; 6 May 2002
Hey there everyone . Are you ready for our FAIR WINDS AND CALM SEAS? Bring it on!! LET'S GO SAILING !
I asked my insurance company if I could update the insurance value of our Aloha 34. He asked me what it was worth. I
said that I would like to insure it for at least $100,000. He said: Could I prove it's value? (without an appraisal). Is there
anyone out there willing to help me out on the value of their Aloha 34.
He said if I could get some comparisons of other Aloha 34's that he would be willing to work with me until I do get my
appraisal done this summer.
HELP!
Yours truly,
Chico
Reply: Gary Koebel; Dream Catcher II, #196; 06 May 2002
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Hi Jamie & Chico
Your boat will soon be in the water and a new season will soon begin.
You were asking about supportive information for increasing the insured value of your boat. Perhaps you could show
your agent some of the e-mails that currently appear on the Aloha website for concerning boats for sale. As an example recently one for $ 104,000 or perhaps the one for $95,000 by a partly not to distant from your location.
If you do raise the insured value, I would be interested in knowing how that works in the terms of money.
Take Care and happy sailing
Jane & Gary

Sling lift locations ---Aloha 10.4
From: Bill & Bettie Sirine 05/16/02
Good Afternoon All! We are about to haul Bella Luna to repaint the bottom. The last time this was attempted the marina
positioned the rear sling directly over the prop. shaft. Fortunately we stopped them before any damage occurred.
Subsequently they repositioned the slings and everything was fine. In the heat of the momemt I forgot to record the proper
location of the lift points on the toe rail. In order to not to repeat the same situation we would appeaciate any advice as to
where the proper lift points are located. Thanks in advance. Bill & Bettie Sirine
Reply By Les Harrison 05/18/02 02:04:48 PM:
Bill & Bettie : The slings on Enchantment go approximately at the forward opening ports and just in front of the winches
in the cockpit.
Les
Reply By Stuart & Annette Spracklan 05/20/02 08:01:15 PM
Bill & Bettie
Just back from the boat. Snowflakes were actually in the air while sailing in the bay today!!! Cold enough to freeze one's
"nauticles"...
Anyway, on Windy, the forward sling sticker is 48" forward of the centre of the most forward deck drain. The aft sling
lines up with the aft most deck drain. Hope this helps. Stuart
SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]
SAILS

Boom vangs:
By Bob Haig 05/22/02 08:53:03 PM
Out & About has no boom vang, and it seems from the pictures I can find that some 34's do and some don't. It has been
suggested that a vang is not really necessary because the boom is relatively short.
Can anyone with experience adding a boom vang comment?
Reply By Les Harrison 05/22/02 09:24:06 PM
Bob, I use a vang quite often on Enchantment. When on a broad reach I like to flatten the main to improve its drive. When
wing-on-wing I feel that it is essential for safety if anyone is moving about on deck. Added safety is also realized when
reefed in some circumstances. To windward, a vang can help control draft if you have an older sail like mine [then it's
attached to the base of the mast].
My vang is attached to an eye under the boom, about at the dorades by a "D" shackle and when in use, the outboard end
with the cam cleat is clipped to the toe rail. When not in use the clip is attached to a "D" at the base of the mast.
Hope this was helpful.
Reply By Bob Haig 05/22/02 10:15:40 PM:
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Les...Thanks. I agree with the advantages you mention, so I was surprised to find it missing! Is your attachment point at
the base of the mast on the deck or on the mast itself?
Reply By Les Harrison 05/22/02 11:32:39 PM:
On the mast.
Reply By Stuart & Annette Spracklan 05/24/02 10:22:35 PM
Windy's vang (kicker) is attached to a S.S. collar that is bonded to the deck around the mast partners. This gives a
better angle for the vang to work.
SUPERSTRUCTURE

Halyard/sheave diameter
From: Stuart Spracklan, Windy, #151; 13 Jan 2002
I would like to replace my halyards this year. I have two jib halyards and one main. A sail loft provided me with the
following information
"I would check out G&B Ropes at the boat show in TO. They always have a tiny booth there but the owners are sailors
and rope manufacturers, not just rope makers. For cruising, I would use 7/16" to 1/2" polyester if your cleats and sheaves
can take it. If they won't, discuss smaller diameter spectra core or wire to rope halyards. The spinnaker shouldn't be
bigger than 7/16". "
Question: What is the proper diameter halyard for our sheaves?
Reply: Frank Collins, True Love, #117; 13 Jan 2002
STUART,
The answer might depend upon the brand of mast installed, and the associated sheaves. Like so many other parts of the
Aloha 34, different masts were used at various times.
On True Love (#117) we have a Schaefer spar system which we very much like, but I've never seen it on any other Aloha
34. With this mast we use 1/2 inch halyards, except for the spinnaker halyard which is a 3/8 inch line. I favour the 1/2
inch halyards for main and headsails because they are stronger with less stretch, and more pleasant to handle,
Cheers, Frank

Roller Furling
From Stan and Mary Miller, SANDPIPER, #191; April 01, 2002
We need some assistance Does anyone still have the Stream-Stay roller furling system on their boat? If so, any experience in rebuilding the lower
unit would be very helpful. I have the instruction manual and assembly diagram, but Stream-Stay has gone out of
business. Any info on obtaining replacement parts would be helpful.
Aloha, Stan and Mary Miller
Reply: Chip Wolfe, Belize #211; 1 Apr 2002
Stan & Mary,
I have a Streamstay Furler (size #10) mounted on the mast as a mainsail furler. I have replaced the halyard swivel
bearings twice, but never had a problem with the lower bearing assembly. I found replacement upper bearings by reading
the numbers on the old bearings and doing a web search using Google as a search engine and simply entering the bearing
number (6008RS). After a little research I found an equivalent and was able to purchase them at an auto parts store.
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The last contact I had with Streamstay was several years ago. The original company had gone out of business, but was
bought out and kept alive by someone in NY under the name Stream-Stay Systems. The last known address was 11 Mill
Dam Road, Huntington NY 11743. Phone was (516) 351-1545.
The price list showed the terminal end bearing kit (lower bearings) was available at $315.00 (US) for the #10 size
(somewhat pricey indeed). Again, this was several years ago, so if they are still available (in business) I would suspect
they are even more expensive today.
If this company is now out of business, I would suggest that, if indeed, your lowers are bad, you might disassemble the
lower end per the manual and see if there is a number on the bearings. You might then try a web search for these
bearings. It isn't likely Stream-Stay was the only company to ever use these bearings, but at the prices listed one might be
led to believe so.
Another alternative is to take the bearings to a bearing supply house. They can probably provide an equivalent if they can
identify a number or can measure for a match.
Only other alternative is to replace the entire furling system with a new one from Shaeffer, Furlex, Harken.et al......any of
which will be costly and require you also install a wire headstay as the Stream-Stay you now have is a solid rod furler.
Hope this is some assistance. Good luck in your search and let me know how you make out. Also please advise if the
new company I mentioned above is in business or gone by the wayside.
Chip Wolfe
UTILITIES

Propane Lockers
From: Bob Haig; Out & About, # 169; April 14, 2002
I find that the hole leading from the propane locker for the line to the stove is about 2" in diameter, much larger than
needed. It was sealed with a sheet of rubber held in place with duct tape. The rubber has deteriorated.
Any suggestions on sealing this opening? I have thought of using that expanding foam insulation, but it is pretty messy.
Bob Haig
Reply: "Maxwell Richardson; Cutty Sark, #181; 16 Apr 2002
The problem with the 2inch hole can be fixed by getting a peace of sheet SS steel that will cover the hole with a l/2"
overlap all around. cut a hole in the ss for the through fitting and drill screw holes around the 1/2" overlap for #6 or #8
screws. Mount the through fitting through the SS, mount the SS and through fitting with the # 8 screws and plenty to
silicon or other bedding compound. If the wires are next to the propane hose I recommend a little sealer with the wires to
seal the little gap left by the wires next to the hose. Max Richardson. maxgrich, Cutty Sark 181.
Reply: Stuart Spracklan; Windy, #151; 15 Apr 2002
Propane locker RE:Hole in propane locker.
I have just completed my conversion form CNG to LPG and had to install the 20' LPG supply line from the regulator unit
in the propane locker to the back of the stove. Part of the install process was to drill a 1 3/4" - 2" hole in the side of the
locker to install what is called a plastic and rubber "Vapour Tight" (about $23). I routed my supply hose and solenoid
wires through the vapour tight and then tightened up the vapour tight which has a rubber gasket that closes of the gap
when the nut is tightened. To see what a vapour tight looks like visit the web site listed below.
If you can't get it from your local propane or boating store, you might try an R/V place or order from Marine Gas
Components, located in North Bay, ON. You can see all the propane parts and good installation reference diagrams at
their web site:
http://www.marinegas.com/products.htm
For product orders or inquiries contact Marine Gas Components Inc.:
Telephone: 705-472-3562
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Toll Free: 1-888-877-1693
Fax: 705-472-1481
Email: egrigg@efni.com
Marine Gas Components Inc.
17 Whippletree Drive
North Bay, ON
P1C 1B6
I ordered all of my conversion parts through Marine Gas to make sure that I complied with the legal requirements. The
owner was also very helpful when I had questions.
Stuart Spracklan
Windy
Reply: Migs Turner; Sea Vixen, #167; April 14, 2002
While working in the propane locker area, you might also check the "venting" hoses from both propane lockers. We
found in #167 that our hoses came too long from the builder, collected water & blocked the lines. Both had to be
shortened. See Profile #167, page 3, para 1 under Unexpected Problems...
Aloha!
Migs

Heads
From: Bob Haig 05/6/02
The original Braydon head is toast and I need to decide on a replacement. Any advice or experiences would be helpful.
Has anyone installed a larger toilet (i.e. will a slightly larger one fit O.K.?)
Reply By Les Harrison 05/6/02 08:44:24 PM:
Bob, I discarded my Brydon and when I went to replace it found it was no longer made. I bought the replacement and had
to fill 2 of the mounting holes. There are 2 sizes of toilets I'm told and I put in the "compact" to maximize the space for
standing and showering. I'm 6'2" and have had no problems with the compact size.
The information in the Owner's Manual is as follows:
”REPLACEMENT HEAD
PROBLEM: The Jabsco Model 59128-0000 toilet supplied as original equipment was discontinued by the manufacturer
in 1998. It is no longer available, nor are parts and components. It has been replaced by a new model, which works quite
well, but which is incompatible with the old one in terms of mounting holes, hose connection angles, etc. The significance
of this is that if, for example, the drain plug on the old model cracks, creating a leak, you cannot obtain a new base as
could have been done in prior years.
REMEDY: If the old unit cannot be repaired by means of glue or caulking, the only option is to buy a complete new
toilet, fill in the old mounting holes in the fibreglass, drill new ones and install.
Alternatively, Sea Vixen reported "…BRYDON BOY appears to have been sold out to ITT/PAR. The replacement model is
"ITT/PAR (JABSCO) manual toilet standard bowl part # 29090-0000", somewhat similar, for C$129.00. Installation is
fairly simple.” Two of the four mounting holes aligned with the existing holes so drill two new holes for the lag bolts. The
new base covers the two old holes which can be caulked to keep the water out.
Might as well replace the hoses while you’re at it as this is the greatest source of odours. Mike Leroux, MIKRON #188 it
takes 7 feet to replace the hose. This measurement was taken from the original hose.
(Source: Profile 146, 2. Newsletter Sp2001) “
Have a great summer!
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Reply By Bob Haig 05/12/02 08:07:22 AM:
Thanks. I have bought the Jabsco "compact" model to install when I get to the boat.
What did you use for mounting hardware? Were you able to access the underside to use locking nuts or did you need to
use something else?
Reply By Les Harrison 05/12/02 01:20:35 PM
I just used the lag bolts that were with the old head but 2 of them were moved to new holes. I drilled them for the shaft of
the bolt and not the thread diameter so they would bite. Another hint, I also like to bed the head on the floor with silicon
or some removable bedding like BoatLife so no "liquids" can go under the toilet.
Aren't heads just the most satisfying jobs on a boat??

|

Les Harrison
Enchantment
Aloha 34 Web Site - www.aloha34.com

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

Get a “Coleman tent light for use as a
cockpit light. Lights available at camping
supply stores like Canadian Tire. It has
magnets for easy attachment to dodgers. No
holes, no wires!!

[* Ace: Aloha Creative
Enhancements]
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ALOHA WINTER RENDEZVOUS 2002
The Aloha Winter Rendezvous 2002 was held Saturday, March 2nd during the afternoon and evening, at
Saffron’s, a restaurant located on the Fanshawe College Campus in London, Ontario. The facilities provided a very
comfortable and relaxed atmosphere.
The event was superbly organized by Stuart and Annette Spracklan, owners of the Aloha 34, “Windy”, with the
assistance of Les and Carol Harrison, Aloha 34 “Enchantment”. Guests received a warm welcome at the registration desk
which was manned by Michele Ruttan and Nigel Tilley of “Restless Sole” and also by Gary and Jane Koebel of yet
another Aloha 34, “Dream Catcher II”. Each guest received nametags and lei’s. Many of the people had met before
while others were familiar with each other only through e-mail exchanges over the years. It was nice to finally be able to
put faces with some of the names. Ample time was provided to allow everyone to get acquainted during the first few
hours of the event.
This was also a good time to browse the display tables that had been set along one side of the room. Since the
group consisted mainly of Aloha 34 owners, a majority of displays were made up of charts, logs, and photograph albums
of the many long voyages the owners had taken. Other displays consisted of custom parts made for modifications to the
vessels as well as photo journals of major repairs and refits of several boats.
At about 1600 Stuart Spracklan, who outlined the evening’s agenda, officially welcomed the group. After
introductions, the floor was turned over to Les Harrison who gave an excellent demonstration of the capabilities of digital
navigation using the Nobletech software that he recently used during his trip to the Caribbean.
Carol Harrison offered another perspective concerning long distance cruising. Her presentation was humours
and filled with anecdotal information on what every long distance cruiser should bring with them as absolute necessities
as well as those things best left behind. Carol walked to the front of the room wearing a Tilley hat and she was covered in
a heavy-duty green garbage bag (the worlds best disposal foul weather gear). She had a backpack which containing all the
necessities of cruising life slung over her shoulder. Her outfit was completed with a pair of ruby slippers. At the end of
her presentation, there weren’t too many dry eyes in the place… mostly because of the laughter that everyone shared…
but also due to the last two items she considers necessities…. A small photo album of family and grandchildren and her
ruby slippers… Carol’s final comment… ”There’s no place like home”.
Frank and Eve Collins of the Aloha 34 “True Love”, who made the trip to London, Ontario from Mount Royal,
Quebec, presented a slide show of their trip through Lake Champlain, the Hudson River to New York and then north, up
the U. S. east coast to Canada’s eastern provinces and through the St. Lawrence River to return home. The presentation
and photographs were excellent.
Dinner was served at about 2000 hours and was excellent in quality, preparation and presentation. Guests had a
very tasty puree of squash soup followed by jerk chicken salad. The main entrée was a choice of chicken breast stuffed
with spinach and sun dried tomatoes or oven baked mahi mahi. Both were served with grilled vegetables and gratin sweet
and white potatoes. All items had a very Caribbean flair. The meal was followed with coffee and a fantastic chocolatehazelnut pate served with grilled pineapple in a pool of chantilly cream.
A draw for two door prizes was held after dinner with the winner of the Aloha Owners burgee going to Geoff
Travers, Aloha 34 “Water Music”, who made the trip from Mississauga. Gloria Basden, from Windsor, Ontario, won the
second door prize, a cookbook, “Feasts Afloat”. Guests were invited to stay as long as they desired and the social
activities continued well into the wee hours.
Thank you to all who attended. You all helped make this event memorable. And also thanks to those who
traveled long distances to attend the event. Bettie & Bill Sirine made the treck from Hampton, Virginia, and as mentioned
above, Frank and Eve Collins from Mount Royal, Quebec. I’m sure there are others who also came similar distances.
Special congratulations to all who helped organize the event and to those who did such a fine job of providing
the entertainment. It was a fantastic afternoon and evening of camaraderie and friendship and will be an event to
remember for years to come.
Perry & Gloria Basden
Windsor, Ontario
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Aloha Winter Rendezvous
2002, held Saturday,
March 2nd during the
afternoon and evening, at
Saffron’s, a restaurant
located on the Fanshawe
College Campus in
London, Ontario

Registration and
Welcoming

Left to right: Larry
Jackson, Carole WillisJackson, A34 “Dream
Weaver” from Point
Edward, Ontario, Michele
Ruttan and Nigel Tilley,
A34 “Restless Sole” from
Goderich, Ontario.

Display table of gear and
modifications. From the
right, Bob Haig from St.
Catharines, “Out and
About”, Dave Carr &
Carla Kilpela from Gore
Bay, “Momentum I “ and
Gary Koebel, Ingersoll,
Ontario, “Dream Catcher
II”

Carol Harrison,
“Enchantment” offering
“Another Perspective

Frank & Eve Collins,
Aloha 34 “True Love” on
cruising the N-E coast
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And her bag of “Cruising
Necessities”

Les Harrison,
“Enchantment”, from
Kincardine, Ontario
presenting Nobletech
Navigation Software
demonstration.
[The shirt reads
“Nobody moves;
Noboby Gets Hurt”]

HEADLINE READS: Aloha 34 Rendezvous a Total Success!
What follows are a few testimonials received from members and friends that met at the London Rendezvous.
HI STUART, ANNETTE, LES & CAROL,
Eve and I would like to add our congratulations to all the others you've received from those who attended last weekend's
get-together. It certainly was successful on all fronts. Saffron's was an ideal place for the event, and the cost was
extremely modest for what we were treated to. We enjoyed meeting all the Aloha people - folks we had mostly never met
before, even after some 23 years of owning our True Love. The presentations were also interesting and informative. We
especially enjoyed Carol's part in the festivities; funny, but so true.
Again, thanks for all your efforts with this event. We know it takes a lot of work to organize something like this, and we
appreciate what you've done for us.
Cheers,
Frank & Eve
******
Thank you for the work and planning that went into the Rendezvous in London. The location and the dinner were
fabulous. It was well worth the drive and it reinforced our decision to purchase this boat and prepare it for the great
voyage. Ours is planned about 5 years from now. By then we should be able to leave for several years.
The albums to look for gave us many ideas and the information presented was of great value. Many thanks to all those
that participated in the work to make this a success. I hope that it will be repeated in the future.
Thanks again,
Dave and Carla
******
Hello all
I would just like to say that my wife Cathy and I had a wonderful time at the get-together.
Next time we'll have more pictures in our book. I especially liked talking to other Aloha owners about their improvements
and experiences. My only regret is that I didn't get to talk to all the owners. It was nice to see pictures of Aloha's in all
those harbours and imagine it was ours. I really liked putting faces to the names we have been conversing with over the
net.
Thanks to all who contributed to the gathering.
If somehow we could convince the organizers to do this again next year then I'll put in my order for 2 tickets right now.
Thanks again for all the hard work
Rick and Cathy Walker
S/Y Once Around
******
Dear Stuart and Annette,
Kearney and I want to thank you both so much for organizing such a wonderful Rendezvous. From the moment we
stepped in the door, we felt the welcome mat had been thrown our way. The ambiance was wonderful and everyone on
the welcoming Committee deserves a 10+++++. The maps, everybody's whereabouts by boat, the nametags, place cards,
the presentation space, the photo albums, and so much more that we know we're not mentioning could not have been
better. It certainly showed that so much work and commitment had gone into the entire event and what a great place to
hold it..
The dinner table arrangements looked superb and the idea that everyone could select their own spot to put down their
place cards was ingenious. Seldom have we been somewhere where the seating had not already been arranged. Not to
have that done beforehand so that people could sit where they wanted to, and with people they either knew or just met and
wanted to get to know better was just great. We also want to thank the rest of your crew who helped to make it all happen,
Nigel Tilley and Michele Ruttan, Gary and Jane Koebel, Les and Carol Harrison,
Eve and Frank Collins. Last but not least, the chef and his staff, great service, friendly, efficient and the most magnificent
presentation and delicious dinner that we have had in a long, long time.
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It was really nice to meet to you both and we hope that you are very proud of hosting such a successful get-together,
which was thoroughly enjoyed by all. We would like to let you know that Mimico Cruising Club is a great place to visit,
we have great docks and we would love to have
you visit us there if you get a chance.
(To Annette - from June….... Please forgive me for taking your stained step. You were so gracious to let me have it and I
want you to know that it will be in use next week and is almost like an answer to a prayer when the tide is up or down. So
thank you Annette, it is very much appreciated.)
We'll be in touch again, in the meantime take care of yourselves.
Best Regards,
June and Kearney
Quintette III

Anchor - a device
designed to bring
up mud samples
from the bottom at
inopportune times.

******
It is you who we should thank for all the work that went into organizing this fun event.
It was great meeting fellow Aloha owners, sharing information and experiences with our respective boats.
Thank you also for including the 28's. Most of us have returned home with 6 footitis!
David J. Angas
******
Stuart & Annette
You both did an amazing job of organizing. The meal was fantastic, and it was fun for us to see other Aloha boat owners.
This was our first rendezvous, and because of its success, we look forward to attending more.
Thanks again, for a wonderful afternoon and evening.
Ruth & Jim
"Windekind"
******
We had a great time and it was really nice to put some faces to email names.
Please do visit us at Mimico Cruising Club.
We have a good assortment of Alohas at our club. 27's, 28's, one 30, one 32 (ours) and two 34's. Irish and San Seair are
the two 34's. June & Kearney Moyle have their 34 (Quintette III) down in Fla., and drive a Sirius 22 up here.
We have great entertainment on Fridays (mostly the Mimico Jam) - and great dinners.
Pls come by.
Dave & Diann Webb
A32 Pengwyn
******
Stuart, and Annette, we had a wonderful time on Saturday and just wanted to let you know. We were also very impressed
with the location and the presentation of everything and thought we would write to the college and let them know. We
also wanted to let you know that you folks did a super job of everything and we truly had a great time. Look forward to
seeing you on the Lake.
Have a great Spring.
Brad & Cathie Gates
From: Brad Cathie Gates to Fanshawe College
Subject: WONDERFUL PRESENTATION AND FACILITY
Just a short note to let you know that on Saturday March 2, 2002, we attended an Aloha 34 Rendezvous at
Saffron's, the staff and their presentation was wonderful. The meal was presented extremely well and the meal
was wonderful, not knowing the college, we never expected such a wonderful treat. Please pass along to your
staff that everything was terrific and we had a wonderful time. Presentation is a large part of everything and
they did a fantastic job.
Brad & Cathie Gates
******
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Hi Nigel, Michele, Stuart, Annette,
Just a quick note to congratulate you on a wonderful rendezvous yesterday. I can just imagine all the preparation and
work involved to put on such a gathering.
Well done - our hats are off to you.
Brian and Thery
******
On behalf of all members and others that joined us, I would like to thank Annette and Stuart, Nigel and Michele, Frank
and Eve and my wife Carol for their direct contribution to the success of the winter get-together. I would also like to
thank those that helped out behind the scenes as well as those that brought pictures, books and pieces of their boats to for
all to see at the popular display areas.
A great time was had by all, I sure. I do know we were stuffed with the excellent dinner. Thanks Annette and Stuart for
taking on the big job of arranging the London Rendezvous and pulling it off with flair!
Stuart asked:
“We have had some people ask us about the possibility of having another winter rendezvous (Mar 2003). Perhaps the
next newsletter could have a survey to see how many people would like to repeat this event in London. If someone
wishes to organize it elsewhere, that would be fine too.”
RENDEZVOUS SURVEY
Some of us have been replying to the quick survey on the web site. Below are the results to date:

Aloha 34 Rendezvous Survey
Current Vote Statistics

Question 1: Would you like to have the
opportunity to attend another winter rendezvous?
1.) I would like another
rendezvous in London.
2.) I would like the rendezvous
to be in an different city for variety.
3.) I prefer summer boating
rendezvous only.
4.) I'm not into rendezvous.

votes

percent

4

57%

2

29%

1

14%

0

0%

1 2 3 4
Total Votes: 7

Question 2: Would you participate in a winter
rendezvous?
1.) I would probably attend.
2.) I would like to be the host.
3.) I would like to help in the
organization.
4.) I'm not interested.

votes
4
0

percent
57%
0%

3

43%

0

0%

1 2 3 4
Total Votes: 7

So please complete the following if you’d like to have a 2003 Rendezvous:
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I would be interested in attending a 2003 Winter Rendezvous. My preferences are as follows:
Location:
Repeat the London Rendezvous [2-9 PM]
Hold the Rendezvous in another city, for variety
Have it in a hotel for ease of accommodations
Content:
Presentations by members
Guest speaker [costs extra]
Travelogue or movie

Suggestion: ______________________________

Topics of interest:
Sailing/Boating How-To
Member’s adventures
Aloha 34 specific items

Recommended maximum cost per person _____________ [Cdn $]
The best time for a winter rendezvous is Jan
Feb
Mar .
I would be interested in hosting

/ assisting

I prefer summer boating Rendezvous

the 2003 Winter Rendezvous.

Additional Comments/Suggestions: ______________________________________________________________
___________________________________________________________________________________________
Name: _________________________________________ Hull # ____________
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
SANDPIPER For Sale
mmille@aol.com
"Sandpiper" is a 1983 Aloha. Asking $45,000. She is in good condition, ready to
go cruising with extras like central heat and air, windlass, auto-pilot (Edson),
Stereo am/fm radio/cassette player with four speakers, AC/DC TV-VCR, VHA
radio, Magna Barbecue Grill, Avon Dinghy. Located in Fernandina Beach, FL.
Complete refit done in 1999.
SANCTUM For Sale
svsanctum@hotmail.com
"Hi everyone,
I am reluctantly putting my Aloha 34, Sanctum, up for sale She's a 1986 vintage
and comes well equipped. So, if you know anyone, please have them email me or
call me at (604) 947-0900.
Many thanks,
Ron Van Dyke."
Dandeline II For Sale
dandeline@sympatico.ca
Aloha 34, 1980. Cream with burgundy stripes, Algrip freeboard, New bottom,
Four sails, Hood furling, Atomic 4 engine, Two anchors, Dodger and
bimini,Propane range, Microwave oven, Magna propane BBQ, Adler Barber frig,
Two fume detectors, Electric water heater,VHF, Loran C, Autohelm, AM/FM
radio and tape deck.
Located in Port Colborne Ontario. Documented in British registry of ships.
Answers to “Dandeline II” Phone 905 834 4162, or e-mail
dandeline@sympatico.ca, for more information.
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Debachery For Sale
midhonda@csolve.net
I received a call from Ken Lloyd,
owner of "Debachery" a 1979 Aloha
34 indicating he was putting her up
for sale. Debachery is a white hull
with blue stripe and transom, all
recently re done. The hull is blister
coated and antifouled with VC17.
She has the following:
- windlass
- dodger, bimini and full enclosure
- new furling
- interprobe depth sounder ["see
rocks"]
- new water pressure system
- SS holding tank
- davits with 10' Avon & 5hp
Yanmar
Listed in GAM and asking $104,000.
Please contact Ken at (705) 526-1344
or by email at midhonda@csolve.net
Les Harrison
Enchantment

ALOHA 34’S WANTED
From: Jack Verheyden; March 24, 2002
Thanks for the information, Les. First of all, anyone interested in selling can get hold of me in various ways. By phone at
home (613) 828-4847, work (613) 598-4615, home fax (613) 828-2325 and by cel. at (613) 769-3113...also by email at
verheyden5252@rogers.com.
From: Dave Young; 5/6/02
Hi; I am strongly considering buying an Aloha 34 and am wondering if there are any reviews in print talking about
strengths and weaknesses and with line drawings and anything else that relates to them. I hear horror stories about
blistering and balsa core problems. I also hear about people that are totally pleased with them. Any info that you could
steer me toward would be appreciated. Thanks.
Dave Young
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston, B.C., V0R 2V0
(250)-334-3409
From: Bob Davenport [bramhall@shaw.ca]; March 27, 2002
Hello all....
We are considering an Aloha 34 as our next (and last) boat. Our previous boat was a rather light 30 footer that was fun to
sail but did not really meet our cruising needs. We currently cruise the pacific north-west 5 weeks in the summer and
several weekends the rest of the year. We are retiring soon and are planning cruises around Vancouver Island and to
Alaska.
From: Paul Lanzarini [planzarini@look.ca]; 5/6/02
Hi I am in the market for a boat and have recently "discovered" the Aloha 34.
Thank you, Paul

CLOSING
Well I said this would be a short newsletter because Migs caught us up on all the news in February. I’m not sure 50 pages
including the appendices is “short”! This first newsletter has been an experience, hope I captured all the important stuff.
Members will have to keep passing to the editor general information, improvements to their boats, news about their
activities and updates on cruising activities in order to make this newsletter a success. I know I always looked forward to
receiving the latest edition and enjoyed hearing about all the wonderful things members and friends were accomplishing
on the “high-seas”.
As I mentioned in the opening remarks, we cruise on Enchantment for much of the summer. I will attempt to pick up my
email during that time but, because we spend most our time at anchor in our favourite coves and bays in the North
Channel, email access will be infrequent during July and August. Please continue to send information for future
newsletters during that time and I’ll pick them up for inclusion at the first opportunity.
For items requiring immediate attention please use the Topica mail listing and someone will be sure to help you out or
just give another member a call. I can also be reached in emergencies [if I’m near a cell] on my cell phone – (519) 8816878. Emergencies may include things such as you’re out of ice in the North Channel and heading Enchantment’s way!
Have a great summer.
Les & Carol
Enchantmemt
“You know your boat is shipshape when everything that can contribute to the ease of handling of your vessel and comfort
of the crew has been put in a place from which it cannot be retrieved in less than 30 minutes!”
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #173

John & Vickie Adams
PO Box 24705, New Orleans, LA, USA 70184
TELEPHONE: (504) 248-9485
FAX: (504)482-9843

E-MAIL brewhuauga@msn.com

Water Witch
REGISTRY: ZUYODO1730780682; DOC NUMBER: 997725
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 1994
IF USED PREVIOUS NAME: OKKUMUT
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: New Orleans, Louisiana Gulf of Mexico and Carribean
DRAFT: 5’6”

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21 HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
New Transmission, new water manifold and new starter,

EQUIPMENT ADDED







Refrigerator -.Adler/Barbour, PB110LV; installed six inches insulation around ice box, removed styrofoam
from ice box lid then installed two inches of urathane,
Wind Generator - Southwest Wind Power, Air marine, installed with supplied mounting hardware on the stern,
Solar Panal - Siemens, SP75, installed on the split back stay, which gives a clear veiw of the sky, the added
bonus of being out of the way,
Batteries - Trojan, four T105, which has enough amps to supply all our needs(two, live-a-board while on the
hook)
Plumbing - Manual foot pump fresh water system; Pur handheld survivor watermaker.
Navigation - Garmin GPS chart plotter (new 2001)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Hull - added four layers of epoxy barrier coat, since this addition in 1998 the boat was hauled in October 2001 there were
no problems with the hull.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Removed the Edson steering system and installed a tiller for a period of three years, then retuned her to the orginial Edson
system.NOTE: the Edson was rebuilt before the re-installation.
QUESTIONS
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #212
Revised: May, 2002

Murray & Sandy CORNISH
2022 Melville Drive, Sidney, BC V8L 2N1

Telephone: (250) 656-1661

Fax: (250) 656-2262

E-mail: mscornish@telus.net

NOCTURNE
REGISTRY:
Canadian Ship Registry #806732
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED BY CURRENT OWNERS: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Van Isle Marina, Sidney, BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: primarily Gulf and San Juan Islands

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. Full-batten mainsail re-cut as loose-footed and rigged with lazy jacks
2. Forespar Yachtrod solid boom vang
3. Twelve-volt system upgraded – four 6V golf cart batteries in two 12V banks, 130A alternator,
and Hart 3-stage “Smart” regulator
4. Lewmar Concept One Windlass
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS SINCE PURCHASE
1.
2.
3.

Loose strut, repaired – see Summer 1999 Newsletter, page 19
Void in lower leading edge of keel, repaired – see Spring 2001 Newsletter, page 27
MAINTENANCE OF INTEREST BY PREVIOUS OWNERS: Water through-deck fitting, repaired –
deterioration of balsa core discovered around one water through-hull, scraped back and re-sealed with epoxy
plus polyurethane sealer, fitting re-bedded in silicone

MODIFICATIONS/ADDITIONS OF NOTE SINCE PURCHASE
1.

Hinged doors fitted in main hatch to replace drop-in boards

COMMENTS
Nocturne is responsive, easily handled, strong, and sea-kindly. Accommodation is generous and comfortable. Thus far
she has proven to be a reliable, low maintenance cruiser. We researched and shopped extensively and could not find a
vessel that offered more in her size and price range.
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TALES OF ENCHANTMENT

The Adventure Begins
July 16, 2000
The blinds are drawn, the water drained, the garbage tagged for Tuesday’s pickup, the last minute instructions given, the
kisses shared, the tears shed, the glasses raised and we are finally “live-aboards”. The boat itself does not look much
different than it does for our usual summer cruise but I did notice that the stern was a tad low in the water. Dan, Nancy,
Larissa and Katelyn said goodbye after supper, after helping with the last minute details at home. I was very upset to see
them go but it will be only a few weeks till they join us in Baltimore. So many wonderful friends have come down or
written to wish us well. It isn’t easy to say goodbye. We snuggled down for the night under the beautiful quilt which
Heather has made for us with photographs of 34 years of memories stitched in a lovely nautical pattern and shaped to fit
the v-berth.
July 19, 2000
We waited two days for favourable weather to make the long haul down to Sarnia. A couple of trips back home for mail
(we were expecting the membership package for US Tow, the CAA for boats), the considered purchase of a waterproof
watch for me, and a takeout dinner from Pelican Pete’s kept us busy. We also discovered a wee plumbing problem that
resulted in HOT water coming out of the wonderful filtered water tap. Oops! Les fixed that in a hurry but the filter had
been contaminated with antifreeze so he put in the brand new spare - it leaked. Bummer. So now our nice cold water is
just from the tank until we can get another filter.
On Wednesday morning we slipped away at 5:30 am for the long trip down the dotted line in the middle of Lake Huron,
between Canada and the US. We were able to contact Herb and Dee and Carol and Larry Jackson (Aloha owners we had
met at the Ashbridges rendezvous) by phone and they agreed to meet us at S.Y.C. We took on diesel then paid for a slip
and had just finished supper when our guests arrived. What a grand time we had. Carol and Larry are readying their boat
for “the trip” in 2002 so we had much to discuss. Herb and Dee arrived with their grandkids and Dee’s parents. How
wonderful it was that they would squeeze a visit in to their very busy lives on such short notice. We made plans to keep
in touch and to arrange a visit in the Bahamas after we get there.
All this time Les and I are noticing stinky diesel smell--- real bad. So before we could sleep Les dug down through 10
large packages of toilet paper (thanks Mom and Dad), lumber for our mast support, paper towel, anti-chafe gear, the solar
panels and the potatoes to find we indeed had a leak from somewhere in our new auxiliary tank. He cleaned it up as best
he could but the smell was still nauseating. We crashed knowing that further investigation would be necessary in the
morning. Well morning came early. At 2 am there was a loud banging on our bow pulpit. Some SYC boat had returned
from the Mac race and not informed the club and WE WERE IN THEIR SLIP. THEY had to get back to Detroit and WE
had to move now! What a bunch of jerks. They woke up the harbour manager and dragged him down to assign us
another slip. He was very apologetic and agreed to our request for a full refund. Not a good night after a really great day.
July 23, 2000
We have been aboard now for a week and are really making tracks. The trip down the St Cair River was a real adventure.
The current under the Bluewater Bridge was just as strong as I remember from 30 years ago. We were getting the hang of
it when the engine started making funny grating sounds. Les dove down to the engine and diagnosed a broken water
pump. We idled back and crept in close to the Canadian shoreline where we dropped the hook in 35ft of water with a 3
knot current. Good practice. Les disconnected the offending bit and replaced it with a new pump that he had had the
forethought to order months ago as the original one had a bit of a wiggle to the shaft. Sounds simple, but of course the
nipple was a bit bigger and the wire reinforced hose hated to give a mm. The gasket goop took an hour to dry so the time
was well spent cleaning the offending diesel remains and tightening the fitting that had leaked. All in all we spent 5 hours
enjoying the river. I helped by praying and making lunch and praying and chatting to Heather on the phone so I would
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remain calm and praying. Anyway between the two of us we got the job done and finished the river, crossed Lake St
Clair and took a berth at Windsor Yacht Club at 7:30.
We did not set the alarm clock for Friday morning!!!
After a civilized breakfast of coffee and muffins with
Pam’s wonderful raspberry jam we headed out on the
Detroit River. Wow what an experience. The
Ambassador Bridge is very high, the Windsor Casino
is very impressive, the freighters are very big and the
charting requires constant attention. We tied up early
at Duffy”s in Amherstburg on John M’s
recommendation. What a charming historical town.
It has the most beautiful public garden at the site of
old military installations of the British forces in the
late 1700’s. Duffy’s is a very popular restaurant and
bar and the docks quickly filled up with people (all
from Michigan) wanting perch dinners and beer,
some obviously just beer. There was an hour and a
half wait for a table. We instead, dined on butter
roasted chicken breast, new potatoes and frenched
beans with toasted almonds and a bottle of Pelee
Island wine (thanks Bill). I wore ear plugs for the
first time to drown out the revellers who returned to
their boats and headed out onto the river with 3
sheets to the wind, and they were all powerboats!
From Amherstburg we motored to Pelee Island only to find that all the docks had been reserved by a visiting club from
Cleveland. No problem. We tied up on the government wharf and spent a peaceful night – free. I got to go for my first
swim and christen my new bathing suit (thank you HH staff – no it’s not a bikini but my daughter says it looks elegant).
By Sunday night we were in Mentor Harbour, Ohio where Les and Peter and Carol brought Majorette 25 years ago
when delivering her to Kincardine from Port Dover. It is very, very impressive. Beautiful grounds, swimming pool,
designer clubhouse and shuttle boat service between docks. We went for a little walk after supper but did not feel too safe
doing it because we were aliens, in the country illegally. All attempts to reach US Customs were failures. We’ll try again
tomorrow in Ashtabula.
July 28
We arrived in Ashtabula on Monday by lunch time and thanks to some helpful yacht club guys we got a nice dock with
all amenities and were able to check in with US Customs and Immigration. We toured the town to find the post office and
mail off Andy’s birthday card. At least it will come from a foreign country, not like Heather’s which was mailed in
Sarnia. Diane would be very proud of us as we checked out the Goodwill in case there were any treasures to be had but
no luck. Hot showers before dinner were a treat. It was an earplug night. The coal
trains from southern Ohio bring coal to be shipped out of Ashtabula and they work
all night long. Otherwise it was a nice spot.
Tuesday was Heather’s birthday so we made a phone call from out in Lake Erie.
She had celebrated with the McRae’s on Sunday night and was going out for dinner
with Andy so I guess the occasion was duly noted. On route I did a serious laundry
in my kitchen sink---even double rinsed, Nancy! We looked like a Chinese laundry
with all the clothes hanging on the lifelines, but who was to see?
On Rae and Steve’s recommendation we charted our way into Erie State Park,
which has a beautiful anchorage. It is called Presque Isle and is so protected it’s
almost like being in Oak Bay. We heard from Jerry and Paula and they arrived at
Presque Isle on Wednesday. They both look well and fit and have enjoyed their
two year adventure on Sea Cycle. They bought cool t-shirts commemorating their
achievement. On Thursday I made my first loaf of boat bread using a recipe which
Les had downloaded off the web. I should have stuck with Karen’s recipe or
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Diane’s, because although this loaf turned out looking beautiful it had a very tough crust. It was made with no sugar and
no fat so I shoulda known. There’s no such thing as guilt free bread. In the afternoon Jerry, Paula and I and their friend
Judy off Sans Souci hired a taxi to go into Erie for supplies. It was a long expensive ride but shared four ways it wasn’t so
bad.
Bob, Judy, Jerry and Paula shared dinner on Enchantment and afterwards they taught me how to play “Mexican Train”
which will guarantee my social acceptance in cruising circles every where. It was fun.
Friday we did a few boat jobs, went to the dock for a pumpout and enjoyed swimming in the 72 degree water. I’m “living
in the moment” Aileen. So far so good. We were just settling down to a delicious curry dinner a la Jerry on Sea Cycle
when Jerry noticed he was moving backwards FAST. Some scrambling ensued as we, all four worked to haul anchor,
start diesel, secure the boarding ladder, fend off two dinghies and reset the anchor. The whole excitement really whetted
our appetites. What a clever host!
We started our Saturday with coffee and toast made with the failed bread. Then we went for a hike in the park with the
Sea Cycle crew. You have to stay on the paths as the area is infected with deer ticks which can cause Lyme disease. It
was a great walk. I have taken Celebrex for my painful left knee and got immediate relief. What a joy it is to walk all I
want with no agony. I should have done this months ago. Had a great chat with Heather, then Dan. All is well at home
and that is so important to me. Talked to Mom and she and Dad have decided not to drive to Buffalo but Donald and
Brian will meet us at Wardells to help with the mast. That is such a great bonus because extra hands are a Godsend when
it comes to 50foot masts.
Tuesday, August 1
We are tied up to the city dock in North Tonawanda. Les has gone to the local library to see if he can get his email like
Jerry did. So I am catching up on the “Tales”. We slipped out of Presque Isle at 6:30 on Sunday morning. We got up
earlier, 5---30, but the weather was so dreary, black and rainy, that we waited for sun-up, HA! For the first time since we
left home we broke out the rain gear and cut the price tags off our new souwesters. It was not an unpleasant ride,
motoring over a calm rain splattered lake.
The wind and thunderstorms did not roll in until we were safely tied up to the guest dock at Dunkirk Yacht Club. The
members are very friendly and shared their facilities and “donation draft” with us. It was dark and looming when we got
up at 6 so we drank our coffee, watched the sky for a while, consulted NOAA and then headed out toward the end of the
lake. We made good tracks with the help of the jib as the wind, though not strong, is not on the nose for the first time
since entering Erie. Then it was time for the little red stickies again as we followed the chart carefully. We passed a huge
barge pushed by a tug and a half dozen sculling teams practising in the Black Rock channel, which parallels the turbulent
Niagara River.
We aced our first locking, all by ourselves in the Black Rock Lock with fenders, boathooks and sturdy rubber gloves.
Thanks to all the good advice from our experienced friends we arrived at Wardell’s unscathed. It was so-o-o hot that we
dripped just standing still. A nice fellow came down for a chat. He said he always checked out a mast at Wardell’s.
Mark sails out of Youngtown and is a funeral director here in Tonawanda. He dreams of making “the big trip” when he
unloads his business. He very kindly drove us to a Nokia dealer so we could buy a 12 v charger for the phone as it seems
reluctant to accept 110 from the ship. And I NEED that phone. We loaded up on groceries at the Top market (thanks
Rae) and got back before the rain started. It did relieve some of the heat and we got a good night’s sleep under the mast
hoist.
Today we started early and worked hard until Donald, Brian and Rachel arrived to lend a hand or six. It was perfect
timing as the grunt work was just beginning. Dennis, the crane guy, knows his stuff and all 50ft came down slick as a
whistle. We tied down and motored over to the town dock as another boat was waiting for a lift---up this time. I wanted
D, B and R to stay for lunch but since it was only 10:30 they decided to push on to Parry Sound where they hope to do
some boating on Georgian Bay and do a few jobs at the cottage. We really appreciated their help. After lunch I did the
best Laundromat experience of my boating career. Anyone who knows me, knows how I feel about Laundromats----it’s a
swear word. The place was a short walk away with my trusty Lee Valley bundle buggy (alias “Megan’s chariot”). It was
not busy. The driers worked wonders with only 3 quarters. But it was as hot as blazes--- hey it’s a Laundromat.
If Les ever comes back from the library we will start our two-week journey down the Erie Canal tomorrow.

Tues.Aug. 8, 2000
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A week ago we started down the Erie Canal. It has been the kind of trip people in Europe pay
thousands of dollars to take on the canal tour boats. Mom and Dad would love this kind of
“sailing”. Along most of the way there are bike trails that go on forever. There are actually
more cyclers than boats. We have decided that this is where all the herons in the word come
from. They fly up around every bend or stand stalk still believing that we don’t see them.
There are ducks and geese, kingfishers and even a beautiful white swan. We pass by quaint
little boathouse cottages and gorgeous rambling estates, cornfields and golf courses. As I was
trying to prepare for our first big lock I accidentally dropped one of the fenders. Les had to
jockey like a madman in the narrow channel with a swift current flowing so I could retrieve it.
Les told me not to worry---it was the leaky one anyway. I think I was just nervous about our
lack of experience. But we remembered everyone’s good advice and we managed fine. The
only scary part was when my arms were too short to reach the grab cable in the second lock to
pull the mid-ship line through. The next section of canal is quite strange as the water we travelled was actually higher
than the surrounding land. It’s weird to see treetops and roofs passing by. In one spot the canal is enclosed in a long
trough which passes over a creek and valley below.
We stopped in Middleport because Rae said we could get a free shower at the public works shed…. and we did. We
gladly paid a $5 donation to the upkeep for the privilege of warm running water. Next stop was Spencerport after a day
of warm fleece jackets (thanks Dan) and rain gear. When the rain stopped we “did” the town. Got some junk at the
hardware store and some more junk at the liquor store and then went for a nice hike along the towpath to work up an
appetite. It poured again in the night as it has for days now. But we like it because it reduces the chances of local boys
living up to their reputations for making boaters’ lives miserable by untying their lines in the middle of the night. We
have experienced nothing but nice people and helpful lockmasters so far. Sometimes we don’t exactly enjoy the loud
music we have to listen to but that’s no different than any other place. And it never lasts long.
Fairport was the busiest place we’ve stopped. It is a touristy town with a fancy waterfront dock and a helpful, gregarious
dockmaster. It is also the only place where we’ve had to pay dockage for overnight. It was only $8 and the pumpout was
free so we’re good with that. On our reconnoitre stroll we found a great library with books for 50 cents and got me a cool
pair of red suede sneakers for $18. I wonder if Heather will hit me up for them when I get home? My good Reebocks
have developed a slit in the sole, which holds a lot of muddy water on rainy days and really mess up the deck. With our
$8 dock we got water so we gave Enchantment a good scrubbing and earned our cockpit supper of BBQ Cornish hens
with potatoes and carrots. Not too shabby! And we got to eat in front of all the strollers and ice cream munchers (just
like Port Elgin) as well as the silly people who paid mucho moula to dine in the fancy restaurant behind us.
On Saturday we had enough heat to make up for the rest of the days. It was a 6 lock day, and these ones did not have any
cables, just ropes hanging down which you grab with your Kirkland Lake industrial strength rubber gloves. The railroad
is our constant companion now. Today an engineer gave us a big wave and a long who-o-o-o-o. Fun! We have been
following Skipper Bob’s guide to the canal and have come to appreciate his “quiet rural setting” designation. That
usually means you can tie up near the lock out in the middle of nowhere. Before crossing Lake Oneida we stopped in
Brewerton and decided to take a layover day. There was a strong signal on the cell phone so we called Andy to wish him
a happy birthday. He had received his card from us and was impressed that it came from a foreign country. Brewerton
offered an opportunity to shop, do email at the library, do laundry, get the bargain lunch at Burger King and send a CD
off to Dan to put stuff on our web page. Not a bad day’s work for a couple of retired folk.
Sat.,Aug. 12
Crossing Lake Oneida, which was supposed to be the ultimate test for our mast supports turned out to be a piece of cake.
We crossed on a Tuesday morning – no yahoos around that early; there was a brisk following wind to hurry us along; we
were accompanied on our trip by a big tug called “Urger”- very reassuring; it was overcast so Rae’s warning about
visibility in the morning sun did not apply; Letitia’s chart book was excellent and has been our bible for the rest of the
canal. We chose another “quiet rural setting” and stopped early, as the next available spot was another town dock. I took
advantage of the hot, sunny afternoon to put a coat of Deks Ole on the woodwork. Then I noticed some of the local kids
swimming in the canal. It did look a lot cleaner than elsewhere and this is the highest point in the water system. All the
water flows down from here in both directions. So I lowered my body into the water at the stern of the boat just to soak
some of the heat out of me. It was surprisingly cool after the warm water of Erie, the last time I swam. I really miss that.
Next day we were “lucky” enough to land in Little Falls in time for Canal Days. Except for being tied up right at the site
of all the action it was an ok experience. We partook of the chicken BBQ, listened to the local oldies band and watched
the best fireworks display I’ve seen in years. It was awesome! But it was the first night I felt any need for something to
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cover our windows. In a pinch I cut out little port sized blinds from the plastic pliable cutting board which Diane had
given me. I hope she’s not hurt. But we really appreciated her gift, just not in the way she intended. We’ve made
arrangements with Dan to send a parcel to Hop-o-Nose Marina where we will pick it up midweek. I look forward to
letters and pictures from home.
Thursday we pressed on to Amsterdam and had the greatest of luck. We went for our usual
walkabout (just like the royals) and we came to Don’s Automotive and Repair. It was a pretty run
down looking district but there were people around the shop so I convinced Les to inquire about
our reluctant oil filter. Don loaned us a wrench and thank God it did the trick. So now our trusty
diesel has a clean filter. We returned the wrench and went walking further because Les just had
to get a photo of this Volkswagon perched on top of a 150 foot brick chimney. So on our way
back who’s parked at Don’s but the local tools-r-us truck. I was nervy enough to ask, and bless
him, he sold us our own filter wrench. Now we will never encounter THAT problem again.
After supper we went to the “movies”. Les played some of the disk Dan gave us before leaving
home. I’m doling it out sparingly. I really enjoyed reliving some of the wonderful times we’ve
had with our family. This morning we decided on a vacation day. No jobs. Just relax. It was
pouring rain when we pulled in here yesterday and stormed all night and most of today. We had
such a peaceful sleep and a lazy day. I had a long chat with Heather. It’s getting closer to the 20 th
when my billing date is and I have to watch my “time left”. The Hudson River is only three miles
away, five locks, and then we’re into the big water. The Erie Canal has been a most pleasant
experience.

Monday, August 21
Well our dear old ship is now officially a salty. I’m writing this entry in Manasquan Inlet, which is one third of the way
down the Jersey coast. We had a terrific run down the Atlantic Ocean. It could have been a run up Lake Huron if we
only looked to the east and not at the miles of beaches and wall-to-wall buildings. A week ago we finished the last five
locks of the Erie Canal. They are really beautiful as you look around at the mountainous scenery while you drop in 35
foot increments down closer to sea level.
After the heavy rains for two days previous the lockmaster warned us to be careful in the Hudson river as much debris
and swift currents were reported. The Federal Lock on the Hudson just north of Troy was a bugger. Les brought
Enchantment in behind the lock wall to get out of the current rushing downstream to the huge falls, but the lock didn’t
open as swiftly as the lockmaster said it would and we were being swept along too fast. Les had to try and turn us around
to buy time. It was a tense few minutes but he managed to save the day.
We found the Troy Town dock and Marina and paid to tie up for the night. It took me all afternoon to do laundry even
though I only had three loads because the ONE drier was pretty inefficient. Rae’s favourite restaurant was not open on a
Sunday so we settled for one recommended by the dock boy and were not at all disappointed in our FIRST DINNER
OUT (not counting the chicken BBQ at Canal Days). It was very convenient to use the phone card there, so we had our
first try at that –and it worked as advertised. Les had a nice chat with Peter K. and tried to reach Owens’s but no luck
again. The rain returned sporadically and we delayed our Monday morning departure until it let up about 10 a.m. and
headed off down the Hudson with all the other junk being swept along.
“Brucie” finally got his feet wet again when we anchored for the night about 10 miles north of Catskill where we planned
to have the mast lifted. It was our first “tidal experience”. We set the anchor facing into the wind and then could not
back down to set it properly because the current was so strong against the wind. When we were finally satisfied with our
“hook” we had to get used to turning 180 degrees with out getting alarmed. In the morning I had fun testing the deck
wash on real mud. Worked like a charm. Wish I’d had one years ago. Makes a messy job quite tolerable.
We got to Hop-o-Nose (don’t ask) Marina early enough to visit the post office and mail off our last disk, the library to try
unsuccessfully to do email, and the grocery store to re-provision. We ate lunch in a little joint on the main street. Shared
a chicken salad wrap and had such a great time listening to the staff kibitz that we hardly said a word to each other. They
had to be a displaced New York Jewish family and could they talk. It was like listening to “the Nanny” multiplied 6
times. The anticipated care package from home was waiting for us at the marina and I spent a wonderful hour reading
and rereading the letters from Nancy and Larissa and Heather. The photos were so appreciated and I made myself wait to
watch the videos another day when I could really savour them. The Hop-o-Nosers were quite the taciturn bunch but boy
could they handle a 50ft mast like a broomstick.
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We were on our way by noon and went up the Esopus River to a peaceful anchorage past all the marinas and houses. Rae
and Steve’s advice has been invaluable. As Les said, if you had to discover everything on your own, you would waste a
lot of time. The next day Enchantment got all her good stuff repositioned. Headsail, solarpanels, cotterpins etc. etc. etc.
and we moved on to Rondout Creek. It was a 4 mile trek up the river but well worth it. We had barely got the anchor
down when the local ducks moved in teaching their youngsters how to beg effectively. I called Heather to wish her and
Andy a happy anniversary. She was planning to paint the baby’s room so we had fun discussing that. I am glad to have a
little insight into the preparations for this precious bundle. I surely do miss being more involved as I was for Larissa’s
and Katelyn’s births.
Friday we moved on to a very exposed anchorage below Pollepel Island. Reaching it safely involved very careful
charting and a constant eye on the depth sounder. The computerized charts really do their stuff in situations like that.
The pictures we took from this spot are awesome. The island itself contains the ruins of several medieval style castles
and arches. They look like the set for a Disney movie, the kind that is designed to make you shiver. According to Tim
Sterling, who grew up nearby, the structures were built by a wealthy munitions manufacturer, early in the century, as an
amusement for his wife. When she died he lost interest in the island and instead used it a storage spot for his products.
Consequently the island was off limits. It still is, but only because the unfinished structures are in such disrepair that they
are dangerous. Behind the anchorage loomed Breakneck Point, so steep and high that the ubiquitous trains have to tunnel
through it. And across the Hudson was Storm King Mountain with a roadway clinging precariously to the side and
winding up at such a steep angle it would make you dizzy. Again we watched fascinated as the tide went out and more
ruins exposed themselves in what was innocent looking water just a few hours before. I find it very disconcerting not to
be able to discern anything in the water. Two feet looks the same as two hundred! Dan phoned that night and I was able
to ask Larissa about the summersaults that I saw her doing on the video. It was funny to think that in another four weeks
she will be riding on the very same traintracks that were only a couple hundred yards from our boat. The Amtrac whizzed
by every few minutes until late at night. It’s true, Heather. After a while you don’t notice them!
Saturday we motored down a history lesson on the Hudson. I really was wishing for a book to give me more information
than I can remember from my history classes.
When we were about to enter Haverstraw Bay we called Shillelagh on the
VHF on the odd chance that that the Stirlings had received our phone
message on their answering machine and would be around. Well, what a
wonderful surprise to get an answer right back. Tim, Debi, Deirdre and her
friend Tina sailed out into the bay to escort us into a slip they had reserved for
us for the night. Sterlings have an Aloha just like Enchantment and it was
such fun to compare. Their marina is like a country club with a swimming
pool, showers, ship’s store, BBQ area, restaurant; I was impressed. And
naturally I tried everything. We had such a wonderful time with these lovely
folks and they were so helpful. Tim ran me to the store so I am provisioned
for at least two weeks. We shared a cockpit supper and didn’t get to bed till
quite late. It was hard to get up the next morning and head out. The Shillelagh crew, except wee Deid, got up to bid us
farewell, even the cat.
New York City beckoned. I now wish there was a way to avoid it. Not one of the better “moments” Aileen! Surrounded
by cruise ships, ferry boats, jet skis, freighters, scarabs, sailboats, sightseeing boats, tugboats
and barges and everybody going fast as they can. Poor Enchantment could not believe the
indignity of being tossed around like a bathtub toy. Thank goodness for Skipper Bob’s good
advice. We found a quiet anchorage behind Liberty State Park. I was so happy to drop the
hook and look over the trees at the head and arm of the Statue of Liberty. While we were
passing in front of her I took a couple of pictures but was too traumatized to actually look at
her for long.
This morning I took a much better look when we passed her at 6:30 a.m. She looked much
more dignified without all that rabble around her base. Les studied the tide tables and we
made a perfect run through “The Narrows” and then down the JOISEY coast to Manasquan
Inlet. When we went for a walk on the boardwalk we had an ice cream cone and then took in
the permanent CNE atmosphere of the coast here. Strangely enough the beach here is a
fenced off area and you have to pay $5 to go on it. How lucky we are in Kincardine! We’re going out for a seafood
dinner as it is part of the deal for taking a dock here. Good deal.
Sept. 6, 2000
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We are finally “on holiday” in the Chesapeake. No alarm clocks in
the morning and no agenda except what we choose. The hot,
steamy weather has given way to a cooler, sunny high pressure air
mass from, you guessed it, Canada. For three days now it hasn’t
rained. Nice for working on jobs and for sleeping.
Our second jaunt down the Atlantic brought us to Atlantic City
where we dropped a hook outside the big Harrah’s casino. It was
the first place where we found the current uncomfortable. The
anchor rode kept tangling around the keel and leaving us broadside
to the wind and the ocean swells. The next morning’s weather
report was for strong SW winds so we would not be heading down
to Cape May. I was very uneasy with our situation and so Les had
no problem taking Enchantment to a dock where we could ride out
the weather. Pulling the anchor was a challenge as Les had to hold
the boat in position while I cranked the windlass and sprayed the
gunk off with the pressure washer. So far all as usual. Then I get to
the chain and it is literally covered with tiny thumbnail-sized clams.
They were not dislodged by the spray so I had to try and pick them
off by hand. The ones I didn’t get crunched through the gypsy.
Ugh!
At the dock we filled our fuel tanks and water tanks then tied up snug as bugs to big solid looking piers. With the five
foot tide in this area I got to look at those pilings a lot. Some of the time it was not possible for me to climb off without
help. There were barnacles on the posts and little crabs nibbling at the scuzzy scum below the water. We spent a couple
of days in Atlantic City, but not gambling, Mom. Les fixed the exterior cockpit speaker so it is no longer sporting that
good old silver coloured “bandage”. I finally got to put the varnish coat on the woodwork. Then I found a hose on an
unused dock and spent considerable time rinsing Fantastic out of my collection of spare rags. You see, despite Jerry’s
warnings I had stowed a big refill container of Fantastic in a bilge locker. It was well padded with carpet scraps and my
rag collection. NOT!! A small hole was punctured in it and dumped several cups of the stuff at the top end of the bilge.
We now have the cleanest bilge but all my rags were stuffed in a garbage bag to keep the smell under control---- you can
only take so much intense Fantastic.
We walked the mile and a half down to the boardwalk and along to Casino Row. What a contrast between the glitter and
glitz of those huge buildings and the run-down neglected houses and weed filled empty lots we passed to get there. You
sure would not feel comfortable walking those neighbourhoods at night. There were shuttle buses for getting between
casinos but I’m sure they chose their routes carefully. We could see the blustery Atlantic from the boardwalk and were
very thankful to be snug at Kammerman’s Marina. But on Friday, August 25 things had settled down again and we had a
comfortable motor sail down to Cape May. So we were one day behind where La Vie Dansante was last year.
The anchorage in front of the Cape May Coast Guard station was very civilized. No one crowded too close even though it
was quite full. But the most amazing thing was the sport fishing boats, hundreds and hundreds of them. Non-stop wake!
The State Police came out in two little boats and started pulling boats over for something and the effect of those blue
flashing lights was miraculous. All of a sudden everyone was obeying the NO WAKE posting. We have a funny
love/hate thing with the authority figures here in the States. We are not doing anything illegal that we are aware of and
we have tried our honest best to comply with all the rules and regulations. But other cruisers have told us horror stories of
running afoul of the law. We did not get a warm fuzzy feeling when we were trying to arrange our cruising permit last
June and two authority guys in the same office did not agree on what the requirements were. In the morning we were the
first boat out of the anchorage to cross through the Cape May Canal.
The canal even at 6:30 was full of hopefuls with rods and bait boxes and high powered engines, fortunately all headed in
the same direction and controlled by the speed limit in the narrow waterway. Les had consulted the tide tables to figure
out our advantage going up the Delaware Bay, but on such a long run you can’t have it both ways! By the time we got to
the Cohansey River we were making less than 4 knots over the ground although Enchantment was putting out her usual
6½.
The river was such a wonderful change from Cape May. We came in at low tide and it was like anchoring in a tall wheat
field. Fiddler crabs were scuttling along the muddy edges of the river and they would run like mad for their holes
whenever a gull or heron swooped by. By late evening the water was 6 feet deeper and we could see over the marsh
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grasses along the snaking course of the river to the marina and docks further upstream. In such a marshy area an early
night is imperative to avoid the bugs. Besides 6 am comes fast.
CRAB POTS, CRAB POTS, CRAB POTS, I knew there was a reason I don’t care for crab. It is impossible to find your
way through the pot floats as they are laid out like land mines. When we got out into the Delaware again on Sunday
morning we stuck to the shipping channel all the way up to the C & D Canal. It’s the only way to avoid pot floats. The
canal was quite a pleasant run and we did not encounter any big commercial ships. Chesapeake City, which is two thirds
of the way along, was a pleasant stop. We found Colin off Lady Margaret, who we’d met in Troy, anchored there. So we
went out for supper with him and ate crab ----just to get even. The thunderstorm hit while we were eating so we had fun
dinghying back with the big umbrella. Les practised “bahamaing” and caught lots of rain water for our sunshower and
our jerry jug and for cleaning the rotting Atlantic City clam bits from our anchor locker. We rested in Chesapeake City
for another day and found a very convenient library to do the email and catch up with everyone’s letters. So neat to hear
from all the people we care about. I started the WD40 routine now that we are in salt water. All the stainless gets a good
wipe down every week. The head gets muratic acid. We can learn from other peoples’ experience. No need to have our
own “incidents”.
“The Chesapeake”
Finally on Tuesday we officially reached “The Chesapeake”, our first goal. For over a year we’ve been saying, “We
plan to spend a month enjoying the Chesapeake.” We started in the north east corner of the bay at a little community
called-------North East!! We braved a blustery, gray day, the ubiquitous crab pots and skinny water to get there and the
relaxed setting was worth it. We were the only cruising boat around although there are big marinas a mile or so south. In
the morning we took an umbrella and went exploring in the dink. The creek ran out before we got anywhere so we
returned to the little municipal office in the nearby park and they were very helpful. Got a taxi to a big grocery store and,
wow, discovered West Marine next door. So we got essentials like a dinghy anchor and rode [the old one never did show
up] and a new lifejacket for Larissa and some cheap lifejackets to leave in the dink and some non essentials like runners
for me and reefwalkers for Les and sailing magazines for both of us. We spent the afternoon at a Laundromat and had to
delay our exploring because of the threatening rain. Nobody risks dry, clean laundry in the rain. Did I mention that
we’ve seen a lot of rain???? We enjoyed a great supper of BBQ ribs and fresh salad thanks to our big shop. This was the
first time we’d actually had to haul stuff by dink so we were very proud of our day’s effort.
Thursday morning it was raining again so a good opportunity to do a thorough housecleaning with Murphy’s Oil Soap.
There were a couple of nooks and crannies where a dusting of mildew had appeared. Not surprising in this hot, wet
environment. Les worked on the web page and I added more Velcro to the dodger edges so the wind will not be able to
blow the rain into our “porch”. It cleared in the afternoon. We left our umbrella behind and did Main Street. It is mostly
shoppes full of charming, irresistible junque. We did find an absolutely perfect gift for Heather’s baby shower. Small
enough for Nancy to take home with her, too. I’m trying to participate in all the anticipation, even from far away. We
used the phone card to talk to Diane in the North Channel. They really miss us up there. We will make up for it when we
spend time together this winter. We’ll remind ourselves how much we missed each other when Al brushes his teeth in the
kitchen sink and Les objects to Diane and I enjoying a tropical sunrise. Also talked to Dan and their planned arrival is for
the 16th.
Friday, September 1st we moved south to Still Pond and thought we had found a North Channel anchorage, until Saturday
morning when the other 75 boats arrived. I guess it really is like the north---The Benjamins. The Cruising Guide (thanks
to Mom and Dad’s anniversary gift) warned that Still Pond was very popular so I guess we could have figured it out. But
everyone was very civilized (read “nobody anchored too close or played loud music”) and we stayed until the holiday
Monday when NOAA made noises about strong NW going to NE winds.
We chose a hurricane hole called Worton Creek for our next destination and braved crabpots and wakes to motor into
the unknown again. It wasn’t a far journey and as we were trying to navigate into the creek Les noticed another sailboat
trying to flag us down. They needed a tow into the marina and had not been able to reach anyone on the VHF. No
problem. While underway and making contact with the marina Les notices that this boat hails from Baltimore and I say
“We’ll have to pick your brains about good places to go around Baltimore” and proceed to tell them about my wonderful
upcoming visit with our children. Well, bless their hearts, Joe gives us their names, phone number and says “call us, you
can have our dock in Baltimore for as long as you need it.” So tonight we called and sure enough it’s all set. We have a
place to take Enchantment and meet the kids with a grocery store nearby. I am so excited I’m bubbling. People are so
wonderful! We called Dan to give him the good news and got to hear Larissa say “me, boat”. Only ten more days. We
also called Joan because we felt bad about missing all her calls. We’d find them on the answering service. We’ve not
been in good reception areas for days now and so it was fun to say hi. She is getting lots of help trying to keep up with
our webpage but she gets frustrated when she can’t do it herself. I think she’s terrific to tackle the internet mostly on her
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own. I love what this machine can do for me but I need my “systems” guy to make it work. IT HASN’T RAINED FOR
4 DAYS………SHSHSHSH
Things I Have Learned So Far














Don’t buy broccoli, it stinks up the fridge no matter how fresh it is
Fresh clean water is invaluable, especially when you don’t have it
Expensive, leather sandals really do smell like a cow
Crab pot buoys look like seagulls, and visa versa
Crab pot floats don’t always………….float
A good suntan covers boat bites
Everything you need on a boat is always under six other things
Two people can get along very nicely in 34 feet of space
Rain is good for suppressing noisy outdoor bars in the evening
It is impossible to keep nice fingernails if you actually do work on a boat, toenails are easier
Two paper-towels can clean all the floors if you skip the bathroom
Electronic charting software is worth the money
Rafts of 5 or 6 boats hanging on one anchor make me nervous

October 2, 2000
It’s hard to believe a month can go by so fast. I had been looking forward to September for so long. September was my
talisman. The kids were coming in September. And now they’re gone. I get misty eyes just thinking about it. But let me
tell you how wonderful it was while it lasted. On Sept.8 th, we moved down the eastern shore of the Chesapeake to Swan
Creek which is at Rock Hall, famous as the home of Island Packet Yachts.
We were greeted in the anchorage by ……two lovely swans! The creek is picturesque with marsh, duck blinds and
copses of trees dotting the shore. We dinked a long way up till the shallows forced us back. You can never tell how deep
the water is until you clunk the outboard prop. It is very opaque and brown. We did, unfortunately, find lots of jellyfish,
which precluded swimming. It would have been a welcome relief as we had very hot days. The mosquitoes made us feel
right at home and drove us in at dusk. At least these ones had the decency to buzz giving us a chance to swat them before
they got their pound of flesh. Les tried his hand at crabbin’ but I think it’s a lot like gambling. You watch everybody
else’s style. You figure out one that you think will work. And then you keep trying and trying convinced that the next
time will be your lucky strike. Fortunately we had frozen provisions.
Sunday was the first “sched” with Rae and Steve. We could hear Steve loud and clear but they could not hear us. So
after a while Les called them on the cell phone and they had a good old chin wag about how they will try again next week
and what channels to try etc.
Monday we had the most glorious sail across the Bay to the Magothy River and followed Joe’s advice to a peaceful
anchorage way up behind Gibson Island. This is only one river south of the Patapsco where Baltimore is and the kids
would arrive. The evenings were so peaceful and bug free (thanks to a pic coil) with a full moon, that we were reminded
of a similar night in Hopetown, Bahama nearly six years ago. It was hard to go inside it was so beautiful in the cockpit.
Wednesday we moved on to Bodkin Creek on the Patapsco River to make sure that we are really close to Baltimore. I
called Huron Heights to say hi and see how the school year is going without me. Bill said I was missed but everything
goes on just the same. I wish I could share some of this peaceful experience with those harried teachers. Bodkin Creek is
lined with private homes but we found a nook for our hook. After careful scouting we found NO JELLY FISH so treated
ourselves to a dip in the water to cool off. After supper we were listening to CBC when we noticed a 24 foot motor
cruiser being towed through the water by a guy in the water wearing a lifejacket. The lady on board was paddling at the
back. Les went with the dink to see if he could help. They wanted to get back to their dock which was quite a long way
off. Poor little “The Last” with an 8 horse motor could hardly move this cruiser and it was getting dark. So Les offered
to get them to the marina, which we could see in the distance. When he got back I gave him a hero’s welcome and had
the anchor light and deck lights on to guide him home.
October 6,
We moved on to Baltimore, to our borrowed dock at Anchorage Marina, which is in the Canton area of Baltimore. The
facilities for provisioning were excellent. I even got a club membership at the Safeway and saved at least $40 over the
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time we were there. It was hard to resist the urge to buy, buy, buy with the store so close. We had to make two trips the
first time!
I did all the laundry right there at the marina and Les scrubbed Enchantment with fresh water. She looked so fine for our
special company, but the poor souls arrived, exhausted, in the middle of the night and probably didn’t even notice.
Remembering Heather’s adventure at age three on, or should I say off, the bow of Majorette, we spiderwebbed the
lifelines with 100feet of cord. Then we “McGuyvered” a snug cot on the settee for Larissa and Katelyn, using back
cushions and the long boat hook. I can still picture Larissa lying there in her underwear, refusing pyjamas despite the
cool temperatures. Katie had the other end with a bolster in between. But both girls spent quite a bit of the night
snuggled down with their parents. It probably took Nancy days to reinforce their normal routines when they got home,
but I do so appreciate the monumental effort it took to travel that distance with two wee kids. My Dad and Mom were
gems and helped out at the Toronto end of the journey.
The weather during Dan and Nancy’s visit ran the full cycle from hot and sunny to cold and rainy but we enjoyed every
minute. We took the water taxi to the Inner Harbour and browsed the shops. We spent a day at the Aquarium. And while
Dan arranged return tickets the rest of us took Larissa to Port Discovery which is a hands on experience for kids. Then D
and N took us out for a fab dinner at Phillip’s, the seafood place. It was buffet, and did we ever enjoy. Larissa got the
hang of banging that crab mallet, too.
On one day we just enjoyed the warmth and sun at the dock with a little wading pool complete with awning which
Grandma shared with Larissa. Fortunately Grandad missed that with his camera. Riss was fascinated with the jelly fish
and after watching them she started lifting her arms slowly and humping her shoulders as she tiptoed slowly along and
when I enquired what she was doing she told me “jellyfish dance”. What a cutie! I could hardly stand it when Friday
night came and I knew it was our last night together. We all got up in the middle of the night, what wonderful kids to
tolerate such disturbance, and met the taxi out in front of the marina. I was so choked up I couldn’t talk.
Saturday evening Les and I went to a cruisers’ potluck at the marina and met lots of people who have lived on boats for
years. It was a fun evening full of jokes and skits, just what I needed to distract me. I left the party to call home and
check on the safe arrival and when I got back Les was telling a joke! What a cruiser! We slept for a few hours and then
got up to meet Heather and Andy. Heather figures her train passed Dan’s train at about three o’clock just north of New
York. Heather was smart enough to check the internet before they left to get the weather forecast for the Baltimore area.
She threw in extra warm stuff.
On Monday we called a cab to go down town. The water taxis weren’t running the wind and rain were so awful. Well
the taxis didn’t seem to run either! I phoned twice and was assured twice that the cab would be right there. Ha!!
Eventually we hoofed it to the city bus and got to the Inner Harbour that way. The rain was so torrential that the mall
buildings were leaking and garbage cans were strategically place to catch the dribbles. Even the bus on the way home
leaked like a sieve. Several people stopped us to compliment our attractive jackets (Canadian Tire raingear). Back at the
boat we plugged in the heater and whipped up a roast beef dinner, complete with gravy, in the pressure cooker. Sounds
good huh? Wrong. It was so cold outside that all that steam caused major condensation in the boat. We had to but
towels under the main hatches to soak up the drips. But we had a fine candlelight dinner enhanced by two perfect red
roses which Les bought for Heather and me when he went to pick up the frozen meat from the Safeway.
Tuesday was our big adventure to Washington. The logistics were something but we made it like pros with the help of
the friendly and humourous attendant at the Metro. I had no idea that the Smithsonian involved so much real estate. We
followed Andy to the Space and Aeronautical building and were wowed by everything from old gliders to Mars Landers.
On the trip home we got separated from Andy on the commuter train and Les and Heather made such fun of me for
getting over anxious, but that is my middle name. Back in Baltimore we sprung for a cab back to Canton, after all
Heather is 7 months pregnant and SHE was very tired. H and A treated for supper at a super little Italian place across
from the marina and we made a last hit at the Safeway and the showers before our trip, by boat this time, to Annapolis.
We could never thank Joe and Sharon enough for the convenience of that dock while we were in Baltimore. With the
weather we had it would have been miserable on an anchor, but instead it was a wonderful family adventure with all the
pictures to prove it.
The days in Annapolis were lovely and the nights were so cool Les ran the engine to pump a little heat into the cabin just
before bedtime. We were on a mooring in front of the town and did not like to use our fireplace and make smoke in such
a confined space. The three days there went very fast. We got souvenir shirts and a nice journal for Heather’s baby
shower so I could write in it since I will miss the party.
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We asked about transportation back to Baltimore for H and A’s return trip, got the schedule, confirmed the schedule by
phone, checked out the bus stop location as directed and then NEARLY MISSED THE ONLY BUS BECAUSE THE
DRIVER WAS RUNNING LATE AND DECIDED TO SKIP OUR STOP. Over-anxious me made an absolute fool of
myself running across the park waving madly at the bus. Good job I’m in such great shape after all this sailing! Heather
says the rest of the passengers on the bus could not have been more helpful. They gave them good advice about where to
switch for Penn Station and where to check their luggage and kill the five hour layover in Baltimore. After the kids got
on that bus I just fell apart and cried for hours. Such a wooss.
We had to be off our mooring by Sunday morning because of the boat show preparations so we braved the fog and the
sailing school dinghies, which were thick as mosquitoes, and headed for St Michael’s across the bay. We met literally
hundreds of boats going the other way so took a chance at finding a place to anchor right in St. Michael’s. Dropped the
hook in a perfect spot north of the Maritime Museum right in front of a most
beautiful country inn. We were admiring the view and the swans when I felt the
funny sensation of keel touching bottom. Just kissing it really. We had scouted
the area and found nothing under 7 feet and sure enough our sounding line
showed 7 feet on the port side of the boat and 5 feet on the starboard side. So we
moved 25 feet forward and had no more bumps. We’ll never know what was
under our keel. I really do appreciate the windlass and the washdown pump.
Makes a re-anchoring a non-event.
We DID St. Michael’s, the grocery store, the Laundromat, the library for email
and the Crab Claw for dinner. And on Tuesday when we left we cast the two
lovely red roses into the bay in honour of Pierre.
October 9, 2000
From St. Michael’s we traversed Knapps Narrows, a manmade channel from the Eastern River to the Choptank River
that has a drawbridge that required us to signal with our airhorn. I got to do the honours. This is real bayman country.
The crabbing season is over and now the oystering has begun. What a tough way to make a buck. One or two fellas stand
at the side of the work boats with two long heavy poles with rake like ends and they pump them up and down while
slowly squeezing them together along the bottom of the bay. Then they lift the whole business with the help of a ginpole
and dump the oysters into the boat and do it again and again. What muscles!
We followed our little red boat on the chart into Dunn Cove and marvelled at another
lovely spot. A few homes scattered around the shore but otherwise only duckblinds
and Canada Geese. This is the land of Michener’s novel. We had lots of hot water in
the sunshower so both enjoyed a long bath. During supper Les decided to “gamble”
again and sacrificed some of our chicken breast to crabbin’. Well if he didn’t get
lucky, this time. He was beside himself with glee and after a short wrestle was able to
slaughter the creatures in a vat of boiling water and have them for dessert. He
declared them “much sweeter” than anything he had paid for in the restaurants. If you
want to see the degree of satisfaction in the hunt see the accompanying photo.
Solomon’s Island is one of THE SPOTS on the Chesapeake and was convenient for
our next day’s travel. We anchored in a sheltered spot and I cooled off with a dip. When I say dip that’s just what I mean
because I never trust the water enough to swim. Jellyfish have no brain and no intent to sting. They just are there and I’m
afraid to find out how allergic I am to their venom when mosquitoes leave big welts on my skin.
After supper we went ashore in search of an ice cream cone but only “watering holes” are open after 6pm. We sauntered
along the board walk reading little historical notes about the Pautuxent River. This is country which has been settled for
over 300 years. The shore of the Chesapeake is high and cliffed, such a contrast to the marshy country through which we
have been travelling for so long.
We left Solomon’s on Thursday morning in a light fog that, contrary to normal, worsened as we motored out into the bay.
The whole morning was spent with both of us on high alert, peering into the gloom and straining our ears for sounds
above our own. A tug with loomed out of the mist and gave us a wave. Les made a security call to a boat we knew was
behind us somewhere, though we couldn’t see him, to keep heads up for the tug. We must be getting closer to the sea
again as we saw pelicans and a green sea turtle on our journey.
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We pulled in to the Great Wicomico River, which is east of Richmond, Virginia early in the afternoon. It was a snaking
trail between the sand bars up to a sheltered spot in Mill Creek. We felt quite at home here as it looks like a Muskoka
lake. There was even a touch of colour in the foliage.
Friday had strong south wind predicted so we went exploring instead. Beachcombing was perfect on a deserted spit of
land where it has been declared a Nature Preserve. We watched fiddler crabs washing in waves as they swarmed across
the sand as we approached. Les told me how his Dad used to make him stand very still to wait for the crabs on the
Nigerian beaches to creep out of their holes. Apparently they feel the vibration of anything moving on the ground. It was
fun to try and trick them.
On Saturday fall arrived in the Chesapeake with cold strong north winds that have kept us hunkered down for three days.
We quickly used up the meagre supply of firewood that we brought with us and had to resort to foraging along the shore
for more. It feels just like a Thanksgiving weekend at the cottage. When we woke this morning it was 40 degrees in the
cabin. But Les braved the cold and soon had it up to 65 [note how Americanized our terminology has become]. We
enjoyed “turkey” dinner two days in a row, because the Cornish game hens come two to a package down here. Nobody
objected.
We have met people on two other boats in the anchorage and shared visits with them during our “confinement”. You
learn so much stuff from others when you are the novice. Les got a good copy on Steve this weekend. He said there was
snow falling in Kincardine and today while talking to Dan he said there was snow falling in Newmarket as well. So far
we haven’t seen any here in Virginny, but it is cold enough. At supper we raised a toast to the fireplace!
October 14, 2000
By the Tuesday after Thanksgiving we finally got a window to move on. The weather was to be sunny with 15k
westerlies and two foot seas. Sounded like a romp. So off we went. It turned out to be one of those days when you could
make a sailing commercial. We had SW 20 to 25 with gusts to 32. Under double reef and the working jib Enchantment
touched 8.6 knots and spent the whole trip over 7 with spray coming over the dodger sometimes and her side decks awash
with the runoff. We christened our SOSpenders as every trip out of the cockpit required extra care. It was still very cold
and we wore several layers of fuzzies and full foul weather gear. Toques and mitts were the order of the day but we were
encouraged by the reports of a warming trend to come.
Anchored at Deltaville we shared our cockpit with friends from three other boats and shared our day’s stories. Next day
we took Enchantment to a dock for refuelling and a good freshwater rinse, her and us. Then we hitched a ride to the
grocery store to load up for a while since it was so convenient.
Thursday we had another rollicking day on the bay however the wind was only 15k on our stern so we added diesel push
to get to Hampton where we were to meet the crew of “Bella Luna” another Aloha. We left at dawn and found the bay
dotted with boats, 90% of them headed south. I don’t think we’re ahead of the crowd any more. Twice a little yellow
finch landed on our deck and hitched a ride for a mile or so. It was very neat. The day got warmer and we were able to
shed layers and we reached Hampton Roads just in time to be accompanied by a huge Canadian Naval vessel heading into
Norfolk. The sailors cheered and waved when they noticed our flag. See, I knew it was a good idea to get a big one. On
Bill’s advice we took a dock in Hampton, a charming city across from Norfolk. Bill and Bettie took us out for dinner at
a super Italian place and then back to their charming home to see “Bella Luna” and do a load of laundry. Boating wives
always know what is really appreciated. It had been a long time since I had done laundry that didn’t involve a pocket
weighted down with quarters and “comfy” kitchen chairs. “Bella Luna “ is the tidiest boat I have ever seen and Bill
showed us all the modifications he has made, including an air-conditioning unit built into the hanging locker. Very
impressive! We would have liked to explore Hampton further but after being held up for so long the week before we
thought we’d better make good use of the excellent weather to get into the ICW. So despite our late night of socializing
we set the alarm and headed off just after 7am for the Dismal Swamp Canal.
Passing Norfolk was a gawker! So many warships lining both sides of the Elizabeth River. We had to take lots of
pictures for Andy. He and Heather had originally planned to join us for this part of the trip but had changed to Baltimore
and Annapolis as Heather’s tummy grew faster than anticipated. We noticed the flags at half mast and it wasn’t until we
docked at the North Carolina information station in the canal that we found out that the sabotaged U.S. warship was out
of Norfolk. Such a terrible tragedy for the community.
By 10 o’clock we had found the sign telling us to turn right for the Dismal Swamp Canal and so start the next phase of
our journey.
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The Intracoastal Waterway [ICW]
November 1, 2000
Section 1 of this journal was completed week by week as we travelled down
the Erie Barge Canal and the Chesapeake Bay but part 2, The ICW, has
received little attention as we try to make tracks in good weather during
hurricane season. The good weather, thank God, has been constant. It
hasn’t rained since Baltimore. But the days on the ICW are becoming one
long blur. I have to refer to the calendar or my journal to remember where
we were a week or even two days ago.
Most days the routine is the same; rise before dawn, turn on the weather
channel, start the coffee, visit the head, dress in as many layers as the day
demands, take in the anchor light, wipe the heavy dew from the cockpit area,
fire up the diesel, start up the computer navigation software, flip on the washdown pump, go forward and get ready to
haul anchor. Usually by this time there is a hint of light in the sky; just enough for us to see whatever little cozy spot
we’ve tucked ourselves into the night before. We’ve got a pretty good system worked out with hand signals and we work
like a well oiled machine---until the unexpected happens. I really wish I had one more arm, one for the winch handle, one
for the washdown pump and one more to handle the rode as it comes down the hawse pipe. If it piles up in one spot it
interferes with the smooth running of the gypsy. The whole process from “out-of-bed” to “on-our-way” usually takes
about 45 minutes, then we have our coffee. Breakfast comes later at a more civilized time like 8 o’clock or later.
Of course there are some highlights since we started the 1000 miles down the ICW on FRIDAY THE THIRTEENTH of
October. The Dismal Swamp was a wonderful trip, boats in a row like a parade, and broken midway with a stop at the
North Carolina Visitors Centre, which serves both the highway and the waterway. The dock there is very small and 13
boats spent the night rafted 4 and 5 across which just about closed off the channel. But NOBODY moves in the dark in
the Dismal so it didn’t matter. Of course in the morning the inside boats wanted an early start so everyone got an early
start. No problem. Les got himself a new sweatshirt with the D.S. logo and I went back and bought him a matching hat.
He looks just like Donald Sutherland did in the original MASH. Cool! I always did admire Donald Sutherland. The
canal is edged by vertical cedar posts side by side like a stockade and over two centuries these have broken off at water
level leaving stumpy bits with lovely growth on some. They resemble rows of exotic offerings in flowerpots at a garden
nursery. The colour of the water is unbelievable---like root beer foaming up at the bow.
Elizabeth City lived up to its reputation for hospitality. Although instead of the traditional roses all the ladies got cotton
bolls, which I thought was very appropriate for North Carolina. I still have my boll stuck jauntily in my Tilley. I doubt a
rose would have lasted as long! A nice lady in a store even took
Les with his propane tanks to a fill station when the in-town one wasn’t available on the weekend. After the traditional
wine and cheese with the Rose Buddies we got back to the boat and got a wonderful voice message from Larissa. “Hello
Grandma, hello Grandad. I love you. I miss you.” She does know how to make my day!
Mile Hammock Bay offered an exciting view of American military messing about. Spooner Creek was close to a Sears
where we got a new pair of jeans for Les, 2 inches smaller than his old ones. ( So there’s the “ribs” part Cairne!)
Wrightsville Beach afforded us a wonderful stroll along the Atlantic. McClellanville and Crescent River were where
we really got lucky and bought fresh shrimp right from the boat. $12 got us
enough for three big feeds. And boy, were they good! I need to be told when to
stop when it comes to shrimp. Must have something to do with my upbringing.
At Thunderbolt, Georgia we stopped at the big Palmer Johnson boat works where
they build yachts for kings and millionaires and rent docks to travelling retirees.
We stayed for two nights, and not for the free box of donuts delivered every
morning, but for the internet access. Danny and Les spent hours setting up a
wonderful surprise for me. On Sunday afternoon I got to attend Heather’s baby
shower through the wonders of technology. The cameras and computers meant
that I could see and hear all the fun and they could see and hear me. The next best thing to being there and I was totally
enthralled.

Thursday, November 9, 2000
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We have arrived in the land of perpetual summer, pelicans and pink, pink, pink (always accented with turquoise).
Cumberland Island, just before the Florida border, has got to be one of my favourite stops. A national nature preserve,
it has been protected from development into a community of ostentatious megahomes. You can visit the park for the day or reserve a camping spot and spend up
to 5 days. Nothing is provided except cold running water and washrooms and
everything you bring in must be taken back out. The huge trees draped with moss
and the many varieties of palm make a walk across the island just magic. We did
see some of the resident wild horses but not the armadillos or the crocodiles. After
a 20 minute hike we arrived at the ocean with our backpack lunch and spent the
rest of the afternoon beaching. I collected two big bags of shells to decorate my
Christmas tree. Walking in the surf is one of the most relaxing things. We were
surprised at the huge number of dead horseshoe crabs that were rotting on the
shore. The park ranger was not able to enlighten us about this phenomena except to suggest that the creatures migrate and
it was part of their life cycle.
In St. Augustine we did the tourist thing taking in the Spanish architecture and the old fortress. We walked the back
streets and took pictures of the spookiest old cemetery dating back to the 16 th century. Many of the old buildings are built
of hard blocks of compacted crushed shell which were cut from the reefs. Tiny alleyways and arched porticos make a
picture everyway you turn. There were street entertainers in the “old town” section. Some were costumed actors posing
still as statues while people were unaware, until they sat down to pose with the “statue”. Others were musicians and
artists. Docking for fuel in St. Augustine was quite a challenge with the current. The dock hand pulled when he shouldn’t
and Les had to struggle to hold the boat off the wall. Then when we were being pulled forward along the dock the strong
current forced the bow in and we clunked our sprit on the cement piling. Cement is SO unforgiving. So we have a little
weld to repair. Nothing structural, but still annoying. Our only other booboo is a scratch from a nail on a dock in
Oriental. We’ve really been lucky.
Coming down the Indian River we had our first taste of anchoring “just off the channel”. You sure do feel exposed sitting
a half mile from land with only the shelter of a bridge abutment. At the NASA Causeway bridge we watched the best
dolphin show! A pod of the playful creatures entertained us for an hour. Dolphins are like waves. The photos just never
capture the true experience.
Today we are in the famous Vero Beach. It is very pretty and a cozy spot to spend a couple of windy days. For an $8
mooring we can avail ourselves of all the sights via the free bus service. Our next stop is Stuart where we will meet Al
and Diane. I talked to Heather last night and her baby is co-operating and staying on schedule. The doctor said that any
time now would be safe but I hope it waits two weeks so Les and I have our ducks in a row for our flight home.
Wednesday, January 3, 2001
So much has happened since I last updated this journal. “Keeping the slack ahead of us” we arrived in Stuart a week
before our scheduled rendezvous with the Kenney’s. Stuart was a busy mooring field, maybe because it was free while
the new facilities were being built. Some facilities were within walking distance but serious shopping required a car. I
enjoyed the “small town” shops of the old historic area for browsing, but not so much as a loaf of bread was available
there. Fortunately there was a travel agency and I was able to make arrangements to fly out of Ft. Lauderdale on Nov.
29th. We made friends with the crew on “Beans” and they were a great help with good suggestions and four wheels.
Anne really knew her way around Stuart as this was her fifth time provisioning there. We had a full plate of weather.
Sometimes we were using our shower to cool down and sometimes we were wishing for more wood for the fireplace.
The stuff we had gathered in Mill Creek turned out to be the source of little ants despite the liberal use of Raid, so we had
to dump it . Al and Diane arrived on the 21 st and we had a great old reunion. We shopped and walked and made
provisioning lists after consulting everyone else’s lists.
Ron and Ruth Hawkes were living in a beautiful KOA campground in Okachobee and we were so pleased to see familiar
faces. We visited back and forth quite a bit and really enjoyed the pool and hot tub at their place. Ron needed a boat fix
after being separated from his beloved Hawk’s Nest III for so many months.
On the 29th Al drove us to Ft.Lauderdale in their “new” car. It was quite a unique experience after so many months of
walking. I was as excited as a kid on Christmas morning to be going home. Arriving in Toronto was a temperature
shock. Danny met us at the airport and drove us straight to Paris where our kids had gathered to spend
time with us and to welcome the new baby in the McRae house. Well, he took his jolly sweet time and
gave his Mommy and Daddy a few anxious hours but he was worth the wait. Harrison McPherson
McRae was born on the cold snowy morning of December 4 th. My brother Bobby says his name
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sounds like a law firm. His great grandpa, Ian McPherson McRae, says it sounds like a prime minister. I think he is just
the “Sweetest Little Fellow” and I loved singing that song to him. Katelyn’s song was “K-K-K-Katie” and Larissa’s was
“Morningtown Train” just like her Daddy’s. Harrison”s delayed arrival left us with very little time to spend with our
parents and no time to travel. And of course Ontario had to make us feel at home with liberal dumpings of snow. Dan
and Nancy, Heather and Andy made our visit the best Christmas present they could have given us.
We returned to Florida on Dec. 13th. After a few days in Stuart repairing the engine seawater pump and provisioning the
boat we finally were on the move again. Just a few miles down to Peck Lake where we enjoyed a long hike along the
Atlantic shore beach. The next morning was North Channel foggy but after some deliberation we cautiously headed out
with Diane on the bow as our eyes. The wind built and the fog lifted and by late afternoon we dropped a hook in 35 knot
winds in a sheltered little spot called Pelican Harbour. It wasn’t much bigger than the Kincardine basin and surrounded
by lovely homes and low rise apartments all decorated for Christmas. I had a hard time getting in the mood for the
holiday. But Diane helped me decorate our cute little tree with decorated shells from Cumberland Island and Al rescued
it whenever wake jerks rolled us unmercifully in the narrow ICW.
The less I write about Christmas the better as I will probably cry AGAIN. We spent the time at the Ft.Lauderdale City
Marina up the New River. On the positive side we met the Francones of Calypso Poet whose journals we have enjoyed
for so long. Anne was a real pet and squired us around the town. We decorated the cockpit with icicle lights and hung
our stockings and shared thoughtful gifts with Al and Di and they all tolerated my crying jags. ‘Nough said.
After a week of cold rainy weather the Kenney’s decided they would rather get on with the rest of their winter plans and
headed by bus back to their car, which they had left with Ron and Ruth. They are going to camp in the Keys. We moved
on to Miami where we sit waiting for a window. I won’t jinx it by mentioning that something looks promising but we
have our fingers crossed. Meanwhile we are enjoying frigid temperatures and the hot showers at the Miami Yacht Club.
The Bahamas
Friday, January 19, 2001
Sunday, January 7th was our BIG DAY !
We finally stopped being on a delivery trip
and started the real thing. Up at three
a.m., under way by 4 and into the Gulf
Stream before dawn. We were supposed
to have a perfect window, but left over
swells were encouraged by very light
north breezes so we motor sailed over 4
foot seas until we reached the banks. Our
SOSpenders got a full day workout and we
found them no trouble to wear--- as long
as we remembered to unhook the tethers
before trying to move very far. We
reached Dan by phone just before we got
out of range to let the family know we
were underway and then wonder of
wonders, we picked up a strong signal going across the top of Bimini. So I called Mom so everyone would feel relieved
that we were now in shallow water and if the worst happened we could just stand on the top of the mast until we were
rescued. As we headed across the banks the wind, naturally switched to the predicted SW so we were into it for another 8
hours. Although it would have been a perfect close reach we kept the engine on to assist the full sails so we could keep
up to the experienced trawlers with whom we were travelling. After listening to the 4 o’clock weather we, along with
Lady Margaret, decided to alter course for the Berrys in order to have a snug spot for the next front rather than Nassau.
At 9 p.m. we dropped our hooks miles from nowhere “on the banks”. Although exhausted, we were totally enthralled
with the full moon reflected on the sandy bottom in 20 feet of water. We could see every ripple and blade of grass. It
was truly enchanting.
Next day we cleared customs in Great Harbour Cay Marina, a totally non event as the boat was so far down at the dock
at low tide that the customs official declined to climb aboard and settled for Les’s long legs bringing the paper work to
him. So for $100 we can stay in the Bahamas for 120 days! We explored Great Harbour for two days, snorkelling in the
shallow water in the lee of the island, learning from Pat and Colin how to “conch” from FIND to EAT. We were trying to
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hamburgers and fries (in paradise). My walk to the post office on Tuesday was special because in both directions local
ladies stopped and offered me a ride. I was grateful because it was rather a long hike along gravely unnamed roads, with
side roads going off to who knows where. I talked to some little kids (well “at” is a more appropriate word because they
were too shy to reply) and their moms at the walk-in clinic cum post office. I investigated the three stores which were
small rooms in peoples homes, but found no fresh produce despite the signs on the doors. The Happy People store was no
bigger than our boat and stuffed with things from ice cream to fishing tackle. Rather like a Haliburton lake tuck shop.
Wednesday Les and I walked to the ocean side to wander the surf beaches. Stopped for coffee at a windblown beach club
and used their very acceptable “facilities”. We watched a plane take off from the airstrip. $55 will get you a ride to
Nassau. The most amazing thing is the golf club. I don’t play golf but I couldn’t see how anyone could hit a true shot on
such rough terrain. I guess that’s the challenge. There was a huge impressive wreck of a building. It must have cost
millions to build and would be right at home on a course in South Carolina, but fire and the passage of time has reduced it
to a ghost.
By Thursday the wind had modified some and we headed around the top of the island to run down the outside to Little
Harbour Cay on our way to Nassau. We had a great sail out in deep water without worrying about reefs until we headed
into the anchorage. We poked ourselves in to an out-of-the-wind spot and got hung up briefly on a sand bar. I was proud
that I didn’t panic. We had a great sleep and the run to Nassau was so lovely I spent a lot of the time sitting on the
foredeck watching the flying fish.
Nassau anchorage was crowded so we took a dock, after refuelling, at the Nassau Harbour Club. It was very nice there
and convenient to the grocery store but a long haul to the town. Maybe that was good because despite Nassau’s bad
reputation we had a very comfortable time. The wake was dispersed by bigger boats outside of us and the security was
through the hotel and the neighbourhood quite toney. It was well worth the money - $1 / ft plus $6 mandatory for water
(we got a good scrub down). Our cell phone works like a charm although it doesn’t ring and we have to check our
messages and then get back to whoever. The hoops you have to go through to solve the problem would eat up all our
time because you sit on “hold” for ages. The phone card works after you have listened to enough cruisers on the VHF
and learned the tricks of the system. Apparently you can’t get a straight answer from Batelco cause they want you to buy
one of their cards and that just adds to the expense. Anyway, we worked it out and the cell is cheaper, but you have to be
within range of a tower, and that is not often in the Exumas. In Nassau we outfitted ourselves in the dive shop with more
weights and a new lobster spear to replace Al’s which is lying on the bottom outside Great Harbour Cay. (Sorry Al, hope
you like the new one).
We took the long walk to the straw market near where all the cruise ships come in. What a zoo that was! I am too
intimidated by goods for sale with no prices on them, and by people hassling me to buy stuff when I’m just looking thank
you. There really wasn’t anything that tempted me enough to overcome my Canadian reserve. I would have, and should
have, gone to the famous Bahamian Rum Cake Factory but I’m so pleased with my new reduced shape that I hate to give
in to temptation. Maybe on the way home.
Our first stop south of Nassau was Allen’s Cay and after two night’s there I was ready to catch the first flight home. The
water was gorgeous, the beaches pristine, the Iguanas fascinating, the wind gentle, but the damn tide would switch in the
middle of the night and cause the boat to rock so violently for 3 to 4 hours that sleep was impossible. I had to lay the
portraits of the grandchildren down just like for an ocean passage! Now I know why sleep deprivation is such an
effective torture. I was basket case. Poor Les feels so guilty when I get like this. He tries to comfort me and never loses
his temper. Thank God. We moved on to Norman’s Cay and joined up with Lady Margaret again on the bank side of
the island. Pat invited us to dinner so we were free to relax and be lazy for the afternoon. The beach was postcard perfect
and we tried out the new weight belts which make snorkelling much easier since my flippers are actually in the water
instead of flapping in the air. Al and Diane’s wetsuits are such a bonus. We could not enjoy the water as much without
them because it gets cold after a while. The water temp is about 75 degrees.
On Wednesday, January 17 we reached Pipe Creek, and it is just as lovely as Rae
and Steve said. We are going on island time here for a few days. On the HAM
we were able to reach Steve and he was so pleased to hear we had made it. He
gave us permission to open our going away gift which had a DO NOT OPEN
instruction when they gave it to us last July. So Wednesday night we lay back
after supper and listened to Eileen Quinn’s “no significant features”. It is a CD
that only a cruiser can appreciate. And I want you two (R&S) to know I had tears
in my ears during the second track. Yesterday we played so hard we exhausted
ourselves. Spent 4 hours on the reefs diving and conching and then Les spent an
hour and a half cleaning conch while I made brownies (by far the preferable job)
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so we could entertain Pat and Colin for supper. Les served garlic conch in cockle shells for an appetiser ---tres chique!
Today we are doing boat jobs. Updating my journal is mine. Les is checking systems, adding this, tightening that. His
electric pump hooked to the sunshower is perfection. We have real showers without wasting too much water wrestling
with the shutoff valves. Now if only my phone would work here this would be perfect. What a beautiful place to spend
January. P.S. I’m in a bathing suit!!!!!!
Thursday, February 1, 2001
Our stay in Pipe Creek lasted for ten days. More than even we had anticipated because we sat out two cold fronts which
brought strong NW winds. It took us a while to feel confident that the big plough (thanks, Al and Diane) would hold in
25 to 30 for days. Before the worst storm hit with thunder and lightening there was an almost eerie calm. It poured rain
for hours and we collected buckets of water to refill our tanks. Unfortunately they were NEW buckets and gave the water
a distinct plastic taste. But we run what we drink through an inline filter so that takes care of it. There was enough water
in the dinghy alone to do a double lifeline laundry when the sun came out the next day…..and of course the wind blew to
help with the drying. Sleeping is difficult under these conditions so I learned to go with the double whammy--- Gravol
and earplugs.
When it dropped to 20 knots and more northerly we moved south a few miles to Big Major Spot, near Staniel Cay. I was
really looking forward to this metropolis because it had stores and a laundry and a cell tower and maybe even a dinner
out. Staniel Cay is famous for its Thunderball Grotto where the movie of the same name was filmed. I expected too
much. The stores were just cardboard boxes of produce piled on the floor of what looked like dilapidated garages. Some
stuff was on wooden shelves but it was more of the same stuff that I have piled in my lockers---canned this and dried that.
The laundry was leave your stuff with some local lady who would return it when it was washed and dried. (Thank
goodness for that rain!) And the cell tower had blown down in November and wasn’t working. Ahh---Bahama. The
local grocery merchant directed me to “da green house wid da hole in” as the place to mail my postcards to my
grandchildren. The only writing on the whole building, the size of a garden shed, said “no dogs inside”. With childlike
faith I dropped my cards through the hole. Wonder what will happen next? The really great thing was that out on a dock
near a huge mega yacht Les picked up a signal on my cell phone and I was able to reach my Mom in Toronto. We were
probably pirating from the big guy. Heather and Nancy were at Mom’s with the little ones so I had a wonderful chat. It
had been a long time and I really needed a kid fix.
It was scratchy but music to my ears.
At Big Majors there are two huge resident hogs
that mooch off the boaters. They come a running
at the sound of a dinghy motor and swim right out
into the deep water but they have such poor
eyesight (guess nobody throws carrots) that they
couldn’t see the stale bread I offered. While
gunking around we stopped to chat with Kelzie’s
School, a lovely looking motor sailor, fresh from
the boat show. Marnie and Rick were old cruising
buddies of Pendragon. What a small and friendly
world.
As the north-easters continued 15 to 20 we made
the decision, with Lady Margaret to travel down
the west side of Great Exuma Island, definitely
“the route less travelled”. It was to keep out of the
forecasted winds, but of course the winds don’t
like to be told what to do. But we had an experienced guide and as much information as is available (read NOT MUCH).
I still can’t talk about what a stressful 3 days we had until we finally got safely to Georgetown.
On Tuesday,January 30th we made the 5 hour run down past Little Exuma, across the Tropic of Cancer (TWICE!) and
through Hog Cay Cut which, thank God, was placid. Then down wind in 25 to 30 to Elizabeth Harbour and Red Shanks.
Finally a harbour I can relate to. Even in the wind there are only small whitecaps and the boat does not feel like a
washing machine. At night it calms down. I can see land on all sides. I feel safe.
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It is a long, wet dinghy ride to the Georgetown but they do have real stores and a real Laundromat and MY CELL
PHONE WORKS GREAT. We will stay here to enjoy the company of Les’s brother Lloyd and our good neighbours, Jim
and Ardele and old friends from Sarnia, Herb and Dee Cox.
When Lloyd asked what we needed that he could bring down for us our honest answer was “nothing”. I guess that says
something!!!
Tuesday, March 6, 2001
We have become official, lifetime members of the Redshanks Yacht and Tennis Club and our anchors are firmly planted
in the soft white sand. It was never our intention to spend so long in Georgetown but flexibility is a prerequisite for the
sailing life. Les’s brother Lloyd joined us for a week early in February and he got a taste of Exuma weather 2001. The
sunny quiet day of his arrival gave way to blustery rain and strong wind. I took this inopportune time to contract
Montezuma’s Revenge. We never did figure out the source of my affliction but it kept me boat bound for a few days.
Later in the week, bolstered by Immodium, we managed to hike the islands, explore the reefs and comb the straw market
for souvenirs for Lloyd’s family. Our dinghy rides with three aboard were always an adventure. A wonderful care
package arrived with Lloyd and I spent a lot of my sicky time pouring over the pictures and listening to the tape. Lloyd
did get in some diving on coral reefs, spotting a manta and a moray eel, before he left including.
One day the wind slacked off to 15 and we decided to try and explore some of the other anchorages in Elizabeth harbour.
But first we landed on a deserted beach to give Les a haircut so we wouldn’t look like a country cousin. Exploring that
beach we discovered the most touching gravesite for someone’s beloved pet. Made me think of Sally Island up in the
North Channel. Touring Sand Dollar, Volleyball and Hamburger Beaches made us appreciate Redshanks. 400 boats in 3
miles of space is a compressed sight (site). Coming home was “right into it” and the bouncing ride left me with a sore
back for a couple of days. Saturday afternoon we took in a little local culture and attended the Art and Craft show at
“Peace and Plenty”, Georgetown’s answer to the Hilton. There were charming paintings by high school students and
intricate work with straw and shells. I really appreciated the “Margarita” by the pool with friends.
We had a beautiful day snorkelling on the reefs out near Moriah Cay. It was so calm that day we could hardly believe it.
Our dinghy can go like stink on flat water and take us way out on Exuma Sound. Going under the water with a mask and
snorkel is like opening a treasure box. So many colourful fish and coral. A giant aquarium full of unbelievable “doogle
doogles” (that’s what Larissa called fish when she was a baby---but not now). We had packed a lunch and discovered an
almost hidden cove in which to enjoy it. Couldn’t dawdle though or the tide would have trapped us there. The very next
day Georgetown was cancelled due to high winds. The morning cruiser’s net called off all events scheduled for that day.
We were supposed to be volunteers at the t-shirt stand, selling this year’s Regatta T-shirts but only the big mega dinks
were moving around. So instead Les did what he hopes will be his last oil and filter change for this trip and I made bread,
although finding a calm, warm spot for the rising was a challenge. It really is a shame in this beautiful spot to have to
close the forehatch and wear earplugs to drown out the howling of the wind at night in order to sleep.
Jim and Ardele arrived on the 23rd of February bringing another welcome package from home, including a picture of our
driveway with 6 feet of snow shovelled from the carport roof! There were Christmas cards and letters and more photos
and cd’s from the kids. We were totally charmed by the picture of wee Harrison, 2 months old, at the Robbie Burns
dinner dressed in his own little kilt, complete with sporin, kneesocks and brogues. The first two days of the Brooks’ visit
had typically frisky winds so we hiked and found sheltered places to swim. Then they did a very smart thing and rented a
17 ft. runabout with a big outboard engine. The next three days we were just snorkelling fools. Thank God the weather
finally decided to show us what all the cruisers rave about. We all got tanned and waterlogged. The reefs were fun to
explore even though we didn’t see any “bugs”. Carried the sling, though, just in case. Jim did bag himself a nice big
conch so he will be able to “blow his own horn” instead of buying one at the straw market.
Today we are sitting out day two of a cold front with gale force winds. It is quite snug here in Redshanks although the
waves are 2 feet with breakers. We have reset the plow to help take the pressure off the Bruce alone. Yesterday’s
entertainment was listening to all the incidents of dragging anchors all over Georgetown. Luckily the 35 plus happened in
daylight. According to Herb, the weather guru, this should all settle down by Friday. We have one more front expected
tonight!
After much discussion and vacillation Les and I have agreed to take Enchantment home this spring. We’ll sail north up
the Exumas and cross back over to Florida where we will look for a place to haul and arrange for a transport truck. So
our adventure will only be one season instead of two. But we will have lived on this boat for ten months and, for me,
that’s enough. Maybe if the weather had been more benign I would be looking forward to another season, but it’s been
too, too windy. We have certainly made the best of all the good days, but we’ve had to endure too many confined to the
boat because of wind. The marina where we had arranged to store our boat is not able to accommodate us as the water
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level has fallen too low and the locks on the Okeechobee Canal are being closed. So we will have to try and make other
arrangements when we reach the States. The Adventure continues!
The Return Trip
June, 2001
It hardly seems that three months have past since my last entry. I will try to catch up on the “Tales” in chronological
order. Thank goodness I was more faithful about writing my paper journal than updating the website. We pulled out of
Redshanks on March 9th when a window of opportunity opened unexpectedly. As we exited that morning after waving
goodbye to lots of wonderful friends and floating neighbours I had tears in my eyes. It felt so good to have the pointy end
headed north - and not just because we were swinging to another front. Enchantment was sporting a new Canadian flag in
honour of the occasion. I had mended and patched the first one till it was missing quite a bit of its red stripe. If anyone
noticed the unusual proportions we just commented that it was Canada minus Quebec!
It was a 2 hour trip to Conch Cay cut and officially out of Elizabeth Harbour in a comfortable SW 15 breeze then up the
Exuma Sound to Rudder Cay Cut where we had a favourable slack to cross back to the banks. Repeated attempts to get
“between the Darbys” were foiled by sand bars which smoothed the antifouling off our keel. We spent the next night in a
snug enclosed harbour at the invitation of a local landowner who said some “weather” was expected. We shared the
space with Lady Margaret and Crux and had a wonderful meal of Pat’s conch chowder. Next morning we followed a
shark out of the anchorage and followed a hairpin course to Staniel Cay. It was one of the nicest days on the water so far,
warm, light breeze, a foredeck day just like in the brochures.
We got to Staniel in time for a low slack tide and an opportune time to dive on Thunderball Grotto. It was so worth it.
Lots of boaters come to see the schools of fearless fish which
swim around as if you are one of them. The coral is
particularly gorgeous, purple and teal. I really wish the
underwater of Lake Huron was as pretty. After the dive we
met Rob and Kathy from Karob, another Aloha, doing their
first trip just like us. A real treat was the trip to Club
Thunderball for a special dinner out. Dress up then climb into
a dinghy for a ten minute boat ride trying to stay dry and then
climb up a 20ft. ladder to the dock. I should not have worn a
skirt! But we had such a good time. There were lovely paths
to a beach and gorgeous flowers planted around the deck of
the club. We had sundowners on the high deck overlooking
the whole harbour and marvelled at the force of the current
swirling below. Dinner was graciously served by a charming
waitress and was a touch of civility I greatly appreciated
Next day we parted company with Lady Margaret as Pat and Colin wanted to head further north and we planned a few
days at the Exumas Land and Sea Park. We would miss them as they had been so helpful to us novices and such good
company. On the way to the park we stopped at Pipe Creek again not only because we liked it there but because you have
to make a reservation for a mooring at the park. We had some beautiful weather for swimming and exploring. Les has
accumulated a vast collection of shells and sea stuff which he hopes to display in a glass topped table which he will build
when we are snowbound next winter. At Pipe Creek we got to “babysit” a dozen frozen lobster tails when Jim and
Denise had refrigeration problems on Crux. They shared some of the bounty with us as delicious coconut lobster horse
dovers and a fab fish dinner on their beautiful Island Packet. It took a few days to get a spot in Warderick Wells [WW],
also known as “the park”. Wind was up a bit and more fronts predicted so people were moving cautiously but by
Saturday, March 17 the Paddy’s Day green we were looking at was the famous Land and Sea Park where Rae and Steve
and Al and Ann spent so much time volunteering their services to improve the facility. We got holed up there for six days
and is it ever a good place to sit out cold fronts. None of the nauseating rock and roll when the current switched that we
had experienced other places. The twisting sand banks within the anchorage protected us quite well. It was worth the $15
per day to be comfortable.
At WW we had our only really scary experience when we misjudged the tide switch and got caught while snorkelling.
Trying to swim against the current was impossible for us and we could not get back to our dinghy. Fortunately Denise
heard me yelling and she and Jim came to our rescue. It sure feels panic plus when you are in the grip of a strong current.
Les and I both suffered from sore necks from the effort for a long time afterward and I didn’t mind sitting on the boat
quietly reading for the next few days. Les had to hike BooBoo Hill by himself! The cold fronts brought heavy rain of
which Les collected 15 gallons to supplement our water supply- he got quite proficient at it, even in the middle of the
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night! One day I did something I’ve never done before-----I read a whole novel. It was windy and rainy and nothing
better offered itself so I just read all day.
After a week we moved on to Norman’s Cay where we found Calypso Poet and
Beans. This time we anchored inside the harbour with 30 or 40 other boats. It seems
the north bound cruisers are meeting the south bound cruisers at this popular spot. It is
also just a day out of Nassau so a good weekend destination. We would have loved to
stay and visit but the weather was holding so we only spent one night and after making
arrangements to meet up with Mike and Anne in the States we headed for Nassau.
By late afternoon on Saturday the 25th of March we reached the Nassau Harbour Club,
same place we stayed on our way south. It is an excellent spot away from the noisy
bustle of downtown and yet close to good shopping. On Sunday, a quiet day in Bahamas, we walked to Paradise Island to
see the sights at the beautiful Atlantis Casino. After you cross the huge bridge to the island it is like another world--- a
Disney world compared to the rest of Nassau. I called it Lala Land. Groomed lawns, pruned trees, lovely gardens, neat
modern stores, paved streets with curbs, everything to make the tourist feel at home. Inside the casino was the most
beautiful aquarium which curved around the walls of the dining room. I could have watched the manta rays and sharks
and schools of colourful fish for hours. It was rather like our snorkelling experiences but with a lot more fish crowded
into one area.. We did manage to saunter into the “for guests only” area but it wasn’t easy! They have polite uniformed
guards asking to see your pass at every turn. If Paradise Island is all those people see of Nassau they sure get a distorted
picture. But we enjoyed a high priced lunch and picked up souvenirs for the grandbabes and walked back to the N.H.C.
in time for a swim in the pool and a shower before dinner. In March the pool is a lot more comfortable than in January.
We had resigned ourselves to a few days in Nassau as Herb had nothing good to say for northbound boats but on Tuesday
the 7 am forecast was too good to pass up so we quickly paid our bill, got a few groceries and headed for Chub Cay. It
was a good sail with some power assist and we listened very carefully to NOAA when we could hear it. We decided to
take a dock at the private Chub Cay Club because the anchorage, though free, looked rolly even in light air. The beach at
Chub is idyllic. Three miles of white sand for shelling and strolling. The homes on the island were few and far between
and mostly empty though lovely to look at and the swimming pool was gorgeous. We spent a week enjoying ourselves as
we waited for a window to cross back to the States. Les had decided we would take the 24 hour run all the way to Lake
Worth and take advantage of the Gulf Stream to carry us northward. Tuesday, April 30 th we had a 5:30 wake up bell to
head out at first light--- that’s before the crack of dawn. Lots of cruisers were in the same boat ( figuratively) and
everyone consults and discusses ad nauseam. The wind was E SE 15 to 20. It doesn’t get much better than that. So we
were off with a full main often doing 8 ½ with the push of the Stream. In the wee small hours of Wednesday morning we
struggled to identify the unfamiliar entrance to Lake Worth Inlet. Neither one of us slept although we did lie down on
our off watches. Adrenalin was too powerful. It was a glorious crossing under a full moon and a good breeze and took
21 ¾ hours. After a few hours sleep we took care of the customs and immigration stuff. And after all our worrying the
only hassle was the long walk to the official office! Back at the boat who did we find but Anne and Mike on Beans.
They had taken the same window as us but had come all the way from Nassau. We got to share fresh durado Mike caught
on the crossing. I brought home made cookies.
Our next stop was Manatee Pocket where I expected to be hemmed in and bothered by boat traffic but it was the most
pleasant surprise. We overstayed our welcome by 24 hours but no one asked us to move on. It was so lovely there I can
see why they have an anchoring limit. A and M introduced us to Woolcott who lives aboard at Manatee Pocket. We
enjoyed visits and shared dinners and borrowed Woolcott’s car to make our arrangements to haul Enchantment and fly
home. Beans headed for Indiantown where their 4 foot draft could still get in through the low, low water and we moved
north to Harbourtown Marina at Fort Pierce. It was a very professional facility and we took a dock for two nights and
started to strip the boat. The dinghy, solar panels, anchors, bimini, dodger, main, jib all were stowed before we went into
the travel-lift. After haulout we were not allowed to stay aboard but Mike had graciously loaned us his Mom’s car so
after a sweaty day packing the mast and washing the bottom we were able to refresh ourselves in a motel. Back early
next day we worked like dogs in the 90+ degree heat to make Enchantment safe for her long journey by truck, back to
Kincardine. She looked pretty good for a boat that had travelled three thousand miles and we were very satisfied with her
performance.
On Good Friday we drove to Lake Wales where Mike and Anne have their “trailer”. It’s really the cutest cottage whose
former life as a mobile should not even be mentioned. It is a totally charming spot and we were so grateful for all the
help and the very special friendship. M and A drove us to Orlando Saturday morning. We caught a plane, then rented a
car and surprised our family by showing up at Heather and Andy’s house in time for supper with Mom and Dad, Dan and
Nancy, Larissa and Katelyn and wee Harrison. What a lot of hugging there was!!
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So now that we’ve been home for a few months I can reflect on the whole adventure. I’m very glad we did it but I don’t
want to do it again. I’ve discovered about myself that I am not cut out for long times away from my family. I very much
enjoyed the travelling and the routines of being on the move. I did not enjoy living in the Bahamas as the windy weather
controlled so much of our lives. Les has been very understanding of my limitations even though he would have liked to
do at least another winter in the south. We have been so busy since we came home that Les remarks that I haven’t yet
learned to retire. I’m creating a scrap book of memories with some of the 1400 photos we’ve taken on our trip and I’m
sure we’ll enjoy reliving the best of times.
In July we head to The North Channel to spend the summer as we have for the last 20 years, sailing the “second best
cruising grounds in the world”.
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ALOHA!

Seasons Greetings and a Merry Christmas to you and your loved ones .
I trust you all had as enjoyable a summer sailing season as we did and, for those in warmer climes, continued fair winds.
Speaking of fair winds, a group of Aloha owners went beyond the call of duty last month and found their way, at no cost
to the Network, to the British Virgin Islands with the intentions of scouting out a site for a future Aloha 34 Rendezvous. I
hope members all appreciate the efforts of these dedicated Aloha owners! A summary of their findings appears later in
this newsletter.
This newsletter will contain the first of what I hope will be a recurring segment. I would like to regularly feature one
member boat with a write-up and pictures. Georges Poulin of Agrippina (Hull #228) has agreed to be the first
contributor. The intention is to provide owners with an opportunity to give a more personal account of sailing their
Alohas. While Profiles provide valuable data to all members, I for one would like to hear of experiences and see pictures
of members enjoying their pride and joy. Would you like your Aloha featured next? Start now for the Spring/Summer
Newsletter and don’t forget the pictures. Drop me a note to let me know of your intentions.
Just a reminder, there are 14 individuals that have not paid their 2002 dues. These “contributions” allow us to continue
the member services such as printing and mailing of newsletters, production of the owner’s manual and maintenance of
our web site. The web site has been very successful in ensuring members’ boats for sale get good Internet coverage. If
you’ve overlooked sending in your 2002 dues maybe you could save postage and include them with the 2003 dues for
February. It’s just $25 a year!
The Owner’s Manual, printed version, is sold out. I will take orders for the future but will not likely have enough for
some time, to warrant a reprint. When we have enough new information, we will produce a second edition. The Manual
on CD is of course still available for $5.
Members expressed interest in another rendezvous so Stuart Spracklan of Windy volunteered - again!! Thanks Stuart.
Don’t forget to let Stuart know if you plan to attend the 2003 In-Water Rendezvous at the Mimico Yacht Club [see
information included later in this newsletter]. It should be great fun – unfortunately we will not be able to attend as we
have a wedding in Nova Scotia at that time.
Les & Carol
Enchantment - 214

It is on a sad note that we report the passing of 2 Aloha 34 sailors:



William Ward passed away on April 19th, 2002. William sailed Coral Rose in the Redwood California area.
John Farrell - Bill Hrycenko wrote: “We were saddened to learn, this week, of the passing of John Farrell.
John died on November 28, and will be sadly missed by wife Stephannie and son Cameron. As they and other
family mourn their loss, various local community and boating fraternities will also miss him. John sailed
Northern Spirit out of Hamilton Harbour.”

Our condolences to the families.
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Perry & Gloria BASDEN, ALOHALANI, Hull # 233
[previously Northern Spirit]
On June 2, 2002 Perry wrote:
LES:
I'll mail you a cheque for membership in the group as soon as I have a few spare
moments. I think you said $25.00, didn't you? I'll also send you an updated Owners
Profile once I have the registration done. Just some minor corrections and stuff like
that to be done. I'm also considering having the boat Federally registered and a
name change as well. One "Northern Spirit" is enough! [see attached Profile]
John Aldous, CORAL ROSE, Hull # 202
[see attached Profile]
On September 8, 2002 John wrote:
“Hi Les,
Membership dues are on the way to you, also fee for a manual.
Thanks for deblister info, I will probably contact you for info on that later on, or closer to the time when I plan on hauling
her out of the water to take care of the problem.
thanks, John Aldous.”
And on October 3rd:
Hi Les and Carol,
I just received the Aloha manual and newsletter, thanks, it looks like some interesting reading.
Yes I would like to contact the other Aloha owners in California, is there a membership listing on the net? if not I would
appreciate it if you could send me a copy.
thanks,John.
In reply John received:
John,
There is a mailing list on the web site. Below is a summary:
Aloha Hometown Report
CORAL ROSE ALDUS
CUTTY SARK RICHARDSON
KAIROS
SANFORD
NEPENTHE
SCHWARTZ
TERRIFIC
WOODALL SG

johnaldous@msn.com
maxgrichardson@hotmail.com
jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
Woodall@aol.com

Redwood City
Pinole
Orinda
San Jose
Union City

Hope that's helpful. Enjoy your search.
Les & Carol Harrison
David Riddell & Teresa Morris, PRIORITY, Hull # 178
[see the attached Profile]
On October 25, 2002 David [who prefers “Archie”] wrote
“Hi My wife Teresa and I are proud owners of a 1983 Aloha called Priority and we are looking forward to exchanging
ideas and comments with other owners...would you please let me know how to join the Aloha 34 Association.
Hull # ZUYOD1780183
No: 803152
Thanks
David "Archie" Riddell”
Rick Burling and Kathy Ball, PURDY'S PRIDE, Hull # 113
[see attached Profile]
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On November 11, 2002 Rick wrote:
Hi Les and Carol
As a new owner of an Aloha 34, I would like to join the Aloha 34 International Owners Network. Please let me know
how to make payment, and the price of the CD.
The boat is basically stock without any modifications and it is a clean one owner boat.
The previous owners were, Lloyd and Mary Purdy, who bought the boat new in 1978. I plan to change the name in the
future but I haven't picked out a new one yet.
Thanks
Rick Burling
P.S. If you would like some pics, I can send some in the spring after launch.
Dave YOUNG, SANCTUM, Hull # 220
June 2, 2002 Dave wrote:
Les
I was just firing up this machine to send a note to you to say that Sanctum lives in Comox now. Had a nice wind to get
here on and already we like this boat. I had the insurance guy in today and he found a basically solid boat. The engine has
3000 hours on it and the main is bagged and then there is a bunch of little stuff to fix which I have started on at least
enough to get a summer in. The rest I can happily work on in time to come. Ron was sorry to see her go.
I would like to join your association, having seen some of the newsletters, and I definitely would like to have a copy of
the manual that you have compiled.
This whole process gets me up about 5AM making lists and plans.
Dave
Jack & Elaine ARCHER, CLAUDETTE, Hull # 217
[see attached Profile]

Clew - an indication from
the skipper as to what he
might do next.

On September 6, 2002 Jack wrote:
Hello Les.
Received the questionnaire and have completed it and mailed a paper copy of this attachment with my cheque of $25.00
for the membership. Let me know if the information you require is all there.
Thanks, Jack Archer.

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
David CARR & Carla KILPELA, MOMENTUM I, Hull # 111
295 Chelmsford Drive, Aurora, Ohio, USA, 44202; (330) 995 9552; twocarrs@alltel.net
David &Alice FISHER, DALRIADA, Hull # 128 is still in Florida, Ft Meyers at last report. Regards, Dave & Alice
Milt & Rosemary PAHL, DIALOHA, Hull # 136; new postal code: Canada, T3Z 3N3
Brian & Lynne BISHOP, TWILIGHT ZONE, Hull # 146; previously “KAROB”; bishop@hurontel.on.ca
Gary and Jane Koebel, Dream Catcher II, Hull # 196; dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca

INTERNET SITES
NEW FAVOURITE SITES
Engine Oil Filter Study
www.scuderiaciriani.com/rx7/oil_filter_study/
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A comparison in construction between twenty different oil filters that can be a bit of an "eye-opener". Includes; AC
Delco, Fram, NAPA, Purolator,Quaker State, Wix...

Universal Engine Information
www.bc.sympatico.ca/Atomic_4_Eng_Service/index.htm
This site has a lot of very good technical information, Q & A, & tips for Universal engine owners. It includes a detailed
description of what oil filter fits which model and how to check for metric vs SAE

MAILBAG
From: Perry & Gloria Basden, ALOHALANI - #233,Tuesday, June 11, 2002
Subject: A new boat in the fleet!
Hi, All.
Just thought we'd drop everyone a line and let them know that we have completed the purchase and delivery of our new
toy. Gloria and I purchased "Northern Spirit" from J. Barrie & Lindy Smith. We took delivery at Victoria Harbour,
Ontario last Monday, June 3, 2002 which also happened to be our 35th wedding anniversary. The boat was sailed back
to Windsor, Ontario beginning on June 4th and arrived safely in Windsor on June 7th.
Best regards
Perry & Gloria
*****
From: Joan Wagner; CORAL ROSE - #202, Tuesday, June 11, 2002
Subject: Aloha 34 for sale
Dear Les:
I am marketing an Aloha 34 - 1984 vintage. Is it possible to post an advertisement on the Aloha network? Hopefully
there is an attached picture to this email.
Sincerely,
Joan Wagner,
FOR SALE:
Ted Brewer designed ALOHA 34. This beautiful, fully equipped cruiser is
in excellent condition and ready for your family to enjoy. 6”3” headroom,
sleeps 6, teak interior, well vented (w/3 skylight hatches and 10 opening
ports). Forward facing navigation station, 60 gal. water, 26 gal. fuel and 32
gal. holding tank, propane stove, oven, and heater, refrigerator, HC pressure
water in galley and head (w/shower). Berthed at Seaport Harbor, Redwood
City. $44,500 408-268-2920.
From: Joan Wagner
Sent: Wednesday, June 12, 2002
Subject: Re: Aloha 34 for sale
Hi Les:
William Ward passed away on April 19th and as his wife, I now own the boat. Unfortunately, I cannot keep her.
I am attaching a picture if you did not receive it.
Thank you very much for your help.
Joan Wagner
From: Joan Wagner
Sent: July 23, 2002
To: Les
Thank you so much for posting the information re: Coral Rose on the web site. The boat sold on 7/20/02.
The new owner is: John Aldous
Joan Wagner
From: Joan Wagner
Sent: August 18, 2002
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Les;
My husband passed away in April, 2002. I could not possibly keep up with the maintenance of the Coral Rose on my own
and sailing with out Bill was not an option for me.
The actual decision to purchase the boat was made after a two hour demonstration sail. I personally feel that The Aloha
34 sails sweetly and sold herself.
Bill and I had 12 wonderful years sailing on the "Coral Rose" on the San Francisco bay Wishing you and other Aloha
owners well,
Joan Wagner-Ward
Reply From:Les
Sent: August 18, 2002
Joan,
All the best in your future plans. If we can be of further help please let me know.
Les
Enchantment
*****
From: Adrian Ford, Amalthea, Hull #189
Sent: June 11, 2002
Les, We did read about the change of watch in the Newsletter though only recently. Our mail arrives infrequently as we
usually don't stay in one place long enough for mail to catch up with us. Our family is getting on in years and we need to
be close by to take care of them and therefore, we have decided to put Amalthea on the market so that we may go home.
We do have her listed here in Australia and also in Latitude 38, a San Francisco magazine. Another listing in the member
section on your web site as well as the internet could only help with exposure and we would appreciate your efforts to
assist us. We will continue our association with the Newsletter until Amalthea is sold and our address has not changed.
Reply From:Les
Sent: September 16th
Milan & Adrian,
Congratulations on the sale of AMALTHEA. I trust all went well for you.
I wonder if you would do your past acquaintances in the Aloha 34 Network a big favour? Would you consider writing a
journal or story about your sailing adventures preceding the sale of AMALTHEA? I'm sure all would be eager to read
about your adventures and any recommendations or suggestions you may have for other Aloha 34 owners.
I plan to publish the next newsletter before Christmas.
Would you kindly let me know your decision?
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
From: Adrian Ford
Sent: September 26, 2002
Thanks for the note: I have been planning to write something about our adventures with Amalthea. Currently, we have
purchased a power boat (UGH) Albin 36 and are preparing it for the trip from San Francisco to our new home in Channel
Isl Harbor near Oxnard. When we are settled, will begin the task.
Milan and Adrian Ford
M/V Integrity
Reply From: Les
Sent: September 26, 2002
Milan and Adrian,
No "UGH" with an Albin 36!! Had a look at a couple on the internet - NICE TRAWLER! I'm sure you will enjoy your
new home on the water.
Thanks for agreeing to the task. We will look forward with anticipation.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*****
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From Wayne McLellan, SAND DOLLAR, Hull # 120, Sun June 16, 2002
Hi Les
Our boat is still in Annapolis, waiting for our return. We took the winter off and returned to Thunder Bay, where we spent
the winter and I did 4 months of consulting work. We plan to head south again this fall - maybe to Cuba.
I just returned from a wonderful 6 week trip on a Standfast 56, a very nice cutter rigged 56 ft. sailboat similar to a Swan,
in appearance. A friend of my son lives on it and was returning it from the Caribbean for the summer months. We sailed it
from Tortolla, BVI, to Bermuda, Newport, New York, up the Hudson and Erie Canal, and down Lake Ontario to Toronto.
We had some great sailing at 7 to 11 knots, and managed to stay out of really heavy weather most of the time. It was a
beautiful boat, but the cost of running it certainly demands a bigger budget than I have. We crossed the Gulf Stream 2
days out of Bermuda in 30 knots of wind, fortunately blowing with the stream and not against it - triple reef and staysail
and moving along at 9 knots.
Hello to Carol for us.
Regards
Wayne McLellan
Reply From Les Harrison, June 17, 2002
Wayne & Pat,
Good to hear from you. Guess we know how boaters get the 2-footitis; sailing on Swan-like 56 footers! Sounds great.
We will be chartering this November in BVI on 2 40 footers with 3 other Aloha owner/couples. Hope the hurricanes are
done by then.
Good to hear from you.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*****
From: Carla Kilpela and Dave Carr, Momentum I - # 111, Tue, 9 Jul 2002
Subject: Sailing Lake Erie
After my 3 year transfer from Barrie and years of sailing from the bottom of Georgian Bay, I accepted a transfer from
Manitoulin to Cleveland Ohio. (As you can tell work is taking priority over Sailing). So some time by the end of August
Carla and I will be leaving the beauty of the North Channel and moving to the Lake Erie Pond. The only experience we
have on Lake Erie is a 40 footer that I moved from Cleveland to Parry Sound for someone 10 years ago.
We are looking for some advice on Marinas in the Cleveland area and some suggestions for cruising to on Lake Erie. I've
spent one night at the Bass Islands as part of moving the 40 footer but other that that we don't know much about Lake
Erie. We would welcome any input and you can e mail us directly instead of the whole group at twocars@amtelecom.net.
We are still deciding whether to winter the boat here or move to a new home this fall. It depends on finding a new slip
down south. At least this puts us closer to the ultimate cruise.
We will give a new address when we have one.
Thanks,
Carla, Dave & Benjamin

[Thanks to Raeside and Hairy Dog Productions Inc.]
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FEATURED ALOHA
AGRIPPINA, Hull # 228; Georges POULIN
I acquired Agrippina November 26, 2001. I had been
madly in love for years with the Aloha 34 ever since I
had seen a picture of one in a sailing magazine. In July
of 2000, I was on another boat in Confederation Basin, in
Kingston, Ont., when I saw this beautiful Aloha 34,
named Fire Star pull in. I jumped on the dock and went
to see the skipper to ask if could tour her. He (Dave
Talbot) gladly accepted. I could not believe my eyes. I
had never seen a boat so well finished and so roomy.
That was it! I was in love head over heels and wanted to
get an Aloha 34. In August, I ran an ad in Boat for Sale
magazine...and waited, waited, waited for almost forever.
No one replied until one day, someone called to tell me,
although he did not own one, he thought he knew where
there was one. Was it for sale? He could not tell. This
particular boat was docked at Trident Yacht Club, in Bateaux Channel, in the Thousand Islands. I managed to find out
who the owners were (Helmut and Inge Schmidt) and where they lived (Ottawa). I phoned them to find out that
Agrippina was not for sale. In July of 2001, again vacationing in the Thousand Islands, I learned through a friend of mine
(having a boat at Trident) that Agrippina was for sale. I did not
waste any time, sailed into TYC, went to the boat, told the skipper
I had heard the boat was up for sale and requested permission to
visit her. I was in a state of shock when he replied that No!
Agrippina was not for sale. On the other hand, he was quite
willing to show her to me. I touched the bow and said to myself:
“One day, you will be mine”. She was in exceptional condition
and the owners had the reputation of maintaining her meticulously.
I had Helmut promise me that, should they decide to sell her, they
would call me first and told him I was a serious buyer. We shook
hands, I got back on the other boat and forgot about it. A few
weeks later, he left a message on my answering machine saying
that they were quitting sailing, that Agrippina was officially up for
sale and to call him if I was still interested. So I did! That is how
I acquired Agrippina.
What’s in the name? Here’s a bit of history.
Agrippina the Younger was one of three daughters of Germanicus and Agrippina the Elder. She was thirty-four years old
when the Roman emperor Claudius married her in A. D. 49. Agrippina, being an ambitious and intelligent woman
married to an emperor considered a weakling and somewhat of a dunce by those around him, naturally took the reins of
power into her own hands. During the last five years of Claudius' reign, she grew more and more powerful. At the time of
their marriage, Agrippina had a teenage son named Nero. When Nero ascended the throne, he was only seventeen and
could not legally rule in his own name. Agrippina acted as his regent and was a powerful influence.
[Editor: the full history of Agrippina was provided however space was limited.]
I am the fourth owner, I don’t know who the first two were. She was known before as "Sea Witch".
The Schmidts purchased her in Bath through Windjammer Sails. They renamed her and registered her with the Blue
Book prior to spending a year in the Bahamas in 1997-1998. Helmut built the cockpit grate, the louvered doors and the
folding shelves. The “connectors” between the “fore” and “aft” cockpit seats were also built by Helmut Schmidt.
The vessel "Agrippina" has a shoal draft keel. I installed cockpit speakers that you can see in the picture (those two white
round things at the back). This is about the best location to have them without interfering with the compass. The hot water
heater is mounted on the port side of the stern pulpit. I installed the on demand propane water heater system pumping and
filtering lake water. The water tanks can be kept empty, thus rendering the boat lighter. I can switch from lake water to
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water from the tanks at any time. Having an unlimited hot water supply is a very nice option. Drinking water comes out
of containers.
Further to installing the “on demand propane
hot water heater”, I hooked a 12- foot hose
with a shower head coming out to the center
cockpit seat to either shower or wash the aft
section of the boat. On top of that, I added
another extension with a shower head coming
out from the head/shower area that can be used
to either shower on deck or simply wash the
deck or coach roof. As you can see, my
priorities are more comfort oriented than racing
oriented.
I built the cockpit table and drink holder. I
designed and built the three stern seats (out of
cutting board material). That way, one can sit
much higher with less limited visibility.
Next summer, if the stock markets recover, I
plan to have the dodger and bimini replaced
and having a full enclosure added. I saw a very well done job done by Hurricane Canvas of Toronto on “Room To
Dance”. Maybe I’ll sail to Toronto. I will be retired within 12-15 months, and it is not excluded that I take her down
South for some time.
The engine is a Westerbeke 27. It runs extremely well, does not burn any oil. I had
some preventative maintenance done on the heat exchanger last September. Both
end gaskets were changed and all components checked for signs of corrosion. No
corrosion.
The anchor well was
modified and reinforced in
order to attach a baby stay
that would convert the
sloop version into a
Bermudan cutter.
I installed a 2200 gallons per hour bilge pump to replace the
original 800 hundred gallons per hour pump. The boat may
sink just the same, but at least, I’ll have more time to prepare to
abandon her, should that eventuality ever arise.

I sail Agrippina out of Gananoque Municipal Marina to the Thousand Islands, the Forty Acre Patch or Lake Ontario. This
past summer was my very first sailing experience with an Aloha 34 and she exceeded all my expectations. I sailed her
singlehandedly on one tack to Waupoos Island heeling between at 20, 25 and sometimes 30 degrees. That was an
unbelievable experience. Would you believe I bought a boat by just looking at it and never even getting off the dock?
My rationale was that if a boat is beautiful all around inside and outside, it must sail well. By George, I was right!
[Editor: There were many more pictures that we could fit in the newsletter. Members interested in any of the many
modifications on Agrippina may contact me and I will send them out.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Name: Bill Symes, FIONA - #207, Sat 10/26/02
Finally, an item for the next newsletter. For the second year, we entered Fiona (#207) in the Harvest Moon Regatta, an
offshore (cat. 3) race down the Texas coast from Galveston to Port Aransas (near Corpus Christi), approx. 150 miles. Last
year we finished 2nd in class, 12 s behind the class winner and 38th in a fleet of 230. This year, we won our class - not
only on corrected time, but with class line honors. We were allegedly the slowest boat in the class - there were two
Catalina 34's, a Hunter 34, and a Beneteau 32 amongst the dozen boats in the this class, and we had by far the highest
PHRF rating. We arrived in Port A almost an hour ahead of the class scratch boat, which was 2nd. On corrected time we
were 27th in a fleet of 250, consisting mostly of considerably larger boats. The secret: most of the course was sailed
reaching in 20-25 kts and 6 - 8 foot seas, conditions which the other, lighter boats in our class found inconvenient but
which our Aloha 34 thoroughly enjoyed (not so for all of the crew - near the finish, three of five were down with mal de
mer). It was a marvelous experience for an old cruiser skippering his second race ever.
Regards, and m'aloha
Bill Symes - FIONA #207
[Editor: Congratulations Bill!!]
Berth - a little addition
CABIN
to the crew.

CANE, CLEANING
Name: Morgan Earl, Room to Dance - #171, 08/22/02
What's the best way to renew the look of the cane on the saloon cupboards?
Reply From Les Harrison, 09/12/02
Morgan,
On Enchantment we use Murphy's Soap Oil. It does a good job of cleaning without leaving the cane dried out.
Les

DECK SYSTEMS
LIFELINES
From: Migs Turner, Sea Vixen - #167, Sat, 06 Jul 2002
Greetings!
LIFELINE REPLACEMENT
Has anyone replaced their ALOHA 34 lifelines recently?
If so:
1. How difficult was it? (& did you change them yourself or bring in a professional?)
2. What size replacement lifelines did you use?
3. Would you pass on any hints and suggestions, based on your experience? ...and if you were doing it again, what would
you do differently?
Sea Vixen #167 has her original lifelines that are now more than 20 years old. Although they still seem sound, there are a
few checks in the plastic (?) covering and some rust staining. Thus, as a matter of prudence, I am planning to replace
them. I plan to go up one size of 'wire', at least for the top lifeline, as suggested by a member earlier.
"COMFORT LINES"
Also, does anyone have experience with "comfort lines", i.e., the 'foam' & nylon sheeted covering one puts over the top
lifelines in the cockpit area to lean against when sitting on or propped against the cockpit coaming? My latest set have
worn out.
After some use, the lifeline seems to cut through the foam with the result that the line is almost as cutting on one's body as
it would be without 'comfort lines'.
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Has anyone got any suggestions for a more satisfactory arrangement?
I would welcome words of wisdom on both these subjects.
...And yes I know that professional sailors are taught to never lean/rely on your lifelines. But in a heeling sailboat such
advice is quite impractical!
Aloha!
Migs
From: Perry Basden, Northern Spirit - #233, Sat, 6 Jul 2002
Hi, Migs.
I've seen a nice Abbot 33 with 1 1/2" wide straps in place of the lifelines around the side of the cockpit. The webbing was
made with sewn in "D-Rings at each end and fastened with quick release latches. I'll send a few photos to your home email so I don't tie up the system
Best regards
Perry Basden
A34 #233 "Northern Spirit"
From: Frank Collins, True Love - #117, Sun, 7 Jul 2002
HI MIGS,
We replaced our lifelines on True Love last year. The old ones were the originals - 22 years old at that time and were
somewhat yellowed and cracked.
We replaced the upper lines with the largest diameter material that would pass through the holes in the stanchions (about
3/8 inch, I believe). The lowers we left at the original size.
I can't find the invoice for this, but I seem to remember the whole job costing something like $300.
I think the "comfort lifelines" would be a matter of individual taste. Personally, I don't think they would improve the
appearance or line of the yacht. In any event I don't know how much use they would get for leaning on. On a boat like a
Kirby 25 or J-24 they are ideal for this purpose, but the Aloha 34 cockpit isn't designed in just this way.
Trust all's well with you and Diana.
Cheers, Frank
From: Robert Linker, Kairos - #183, Mon, 8 Jul 2002
Dear Migs,
I replaced the lifelines on Kairos #183 last season. I added a gate on the port side with an additional stanchion from "Tops
in Quality and also the less expensive supports. I used 3/16" bare wire that I had left over from a railing job. I did have to
acquire some additional fittings. I also own a hand swager left over from the job so it was rather inexpensive. Looks great
though the winter shrinkwrapping does bend some of the stanchions slightly.
Bob Linker
From: Lyndee Lu, Queen's Ransom - #105, Tue, 09 Jul 2002
Dear Migs, haven't written lately because we are too busy on Queen's Ransom.
Yesterday we finished rebedding all the deck fittings and the toerail. We had some cracks and pieces missing from under
the station bases that were leaking quite a bit. If anyone is considering redoing lifelines, would suggest rebedding
stanchion bases 1st. Part II of the story is coming along and will have lots of pictures with it. At this point, we've decided
to keep Queenie on her cradle until next summer, when we move to Sarnia. Hopefully she will be completely finished
inside and out by then.
Lyndee Lu
From: Bill Symes, FIONA – 207, Sat, 13 Jul 2002
I replaced our lifelines a couple of years ago - just bought sufficient 3/16 and 1/8 plastic covered wire and hand-swage
terminals of appropriate types and a crimping tool, I believe from the Johnson Co. Total job time was maybe 15-20 hours,
much of that spent re-doing mistakes. The new lines are still spiffy-looking a couple years later. I think I would do it
again, although the cost was not that much lower than the cost of having a rigger do it.
Haven't experimented with the foam covers.
Bill Symes

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
[no submissions]
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ENGINE ROOM
RAW WATER PUMP REBUILD
Name: Bill & Bettie Sirine, Bella Luna - #209, 11/4/02
Has anyone installed a raw water pump rebuild kit on the W27 Westerbeke engine. The kit consists of a new shaft,
bearings, seals, screws & faceplate. My question is, what is the proper assembly sequence? The bearings must be pressed
onto the shaft & there appears to be a plastic spacer that may need to go between the two bearings, but I am not sure. The
problem that I am having is that the old pump was leaking internally & the salt water damaged the shaft & bearings, so
that when I attempted to remove them they disintegrated. Any help would be greatly appreciated. Bill & Bettie Sirine

STEERING
By Murray Cornish, "Nocturne", May 22, 2002
As a result of notations in the excellent Owners' Manual (great job Morley, Migs, David, Stuart, Bill, Chip, and Les!) we
have been checking a number of the "usual suspects" - including the steering system.
A question for everyone: how many turns of the wheel from zero rudder to full lock port and starboard? I'm assuming all
the boats came with the Edson system. Correct?
Thanks folks.
Murray Cornish
"Nocturne"
P.S. If you don't have a copy of the Aloha 34 Owners' Manual as yet, get one! It's a very worthwhile and interesting
resource.
Reply by Bob Haig, Out & About, Thu, 23 May 2002
We now have about 1 1/4 turns each way. When purchased, this was wildly asymmetrical with only 1/2 turn to port and 1
1/4 to starboard. The resultant rudder deflection was 70 degrees to starboard and 20 degrees to port, which made turning
to port a challenge.
I assumed a broken bolt and subsequent slippage at the rudderpost, but the marina doing the work said this was not the
case. Rather, the quadrant had not been installed in a centered position with the result that the rudder stop was in the
wrong position. They removed it and manufactured a new one. All is well as far as I can tell. Hope this helps.
Bob Haig
Out & About
Reply by Mike and Lynda Leroux, Mikron - #188, Thu, 23 May 2002
Mikron has 1.25 turns in each direction from centre helm. Hope this helps.
Mike and Lynda Leroux
Reply by Tim Stirling, Shillelagh #221 Fri, 24 May 2002
Murray,
Shillelagh has 1 1/4 turn both port and starboard.
Tim Stirling
Shillelagh #221
Reply by Bill Hrycenko, Genie #203, Fri, 24 May 2002
Another voice: Genie also has approx. 1-1/4 turns each way (Edson), but taken in total side to side, it looks more like
about 2-7/16.
Bill Hrycenko, Genie #203
Reply by Murray Cornish, Sat, 25 May 2002
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My sincere thanks to everyone for their most helpful replies regarding my steering query.
Kindest regards,
Murray

WESTERBEKE, HEAD GASKET
From: Jack Archer, Claudette - #217, 06/15/02
I would like to know if any member knows of a source to obtain a cylinder head gasket for Westerbeke W27 other than
Westerbeke who charge $300.00 for this item.[:-?]

ENGINE OVERHEATING
From: Bob Haig, Out & About - #169, 07/21/02
I hope no one gets to read this because you're all out sailing!
However, Out & About is an '82 with the Universal 24. The tach is broken so I do not know what the engine RPM's are,
but it consistently overheats when approaching full throttle. When I had the 28 with the Universal 16 I could run at full
throttle all day with no overheating.
I have gone over the entire cooling system; replaced intake hose, replaced impeller, checked everything for obstructions,
had the heat exchanger removed and descaled. The mechanic tried removing the thermostat. It still ran up to 200 degrees
yesterday.
I am now considering having a larger heat exchanger installed. I can find nothing on this in the owner’s manual. Is this
overheating common? Any thoughts or suggestions?
Bob Haig
Name: Stuart Spracklan, Windy - #151, 07/31/02
Bob
The Universal 24 has maximum revs of 2800 (I know that your tack is not functioning). I usually cruise at 2000 rpm,
which gives me about 5.5 knots. The engine should run between 180 & 195F. I find that running my Universal, flat out,
will bring the temp higher than I like. What size prop and pitch? Mine is 15" 12pitch, 3 blade.
From: Bob Haig, Out & About - #169, 08/17/02
My prop is 15" 13 pitch 3 blade.

HULL STRUCTURES
CORED DECKS, THE LOVE & CARE OF
Making holes in decks is no different than drilling a hole in the roof of your house. It will leak! You may not get wet this
week or next but, get wet you will.
The water intrusion comes about as the result of the attachment of hardware to cored decks, anything from canvass
fasteners to a windlass; winches to solar panels. Failing to properly bed, or in other cases re-bed the fasteners for
hardware, to prevent water leakage, will result in core damage of balsa and foam filled decks. In other cases, hardware
has been is removed and fastener holes left wide open, or the owner smeared some putty over the hole. In all cases, major
damage to the boats can occur to the tune of thousands of dollars if left unattended. In one example given, a 50 foot sport
fisherman was effectively destroyed, damaged beyond repair; the fore deck, house sides, bridge deck and aft cockpit deck
were all rotted out as a result of the owner making holes throughout its cored structures to attach fasteners for deck
cushions and hardware.

Cores
Decks are most often cored with plywood or end grain balsa. Occasionally foam or a plastic core system is used . The
majority, if not all, of the Aloha 34’s have decks with a balsa core. Cored decks are used to reduce weight without
sacrificing strength.
The results of allowing water to reach the balsa cores are widely known but many people think that closed cell foam cores
are impervious to water. They are not. Water does not directly affect most foam but water does react with the plastic
resins and bonding agents used to adhere the foams to the laminate skins; styrene leaches out of the fibreglass and will
soften or dissolve the foam. Once water gets into the core, this chemical reaction then goes to work on the core, softening
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it to the point where the deck gets spongy and the foam separates from the fibreglass. The core turns to mush, just like
rotted balsa core. Delamination occurs.
When the fibreglass skin separates from the
core the strength of the overall boat
structure suffers dramatically. The
deck/cabin top is an integral part of the
vessels overall strength. The deck is under
tension when the vessel rides over the crest
of a wave, the bow and stern are partially
unsupported. In the trough of a sea, the
deck is under compression. The ends of the
hull may be deeply immersed, with
tremendous buoyancy lifting the vessel,
while the middle is partly unsupported.
These reversing loads can be tremendous.
Keel stepped masts and chain plates add a
whole new set of load factors. The hull and
deck assemblies are like a shoe box with it's
top firmly secured to the sides (the deck to hull joint). You will realize how important a structurally sound deck is to the
overall structure when you remove the shoebox top (deck) and see how readily the sides (hull) will flex in and out!
When it comes to water leakage, it seems that many people do not understand what is called “capillary action”, the
ability of water to pass through micro-fine spaces between two objects - between a screw and the deck, between window
frame and cabin side, between the core and the fibreglass. The fact is, very small fissures and openings can transmit very
large amounts of water because capillary action functions like a pump. This results in more than just a leak; capillary
action generates a flow of water greater than the gravity effect, accelerating the leak. The path of the water is not
restricted by gravity either. The water can flow up hill!!
Once the deck or cabin core decomposition becomes severe you'll know it: Things get a bit spongy. Mild decomposition
may not be so evident. It may be detected by tapping the deck with a nylon mallet or the handle of a screwdriver, listening
for tonal differences. If there’s air under there, it sounds hollow but if there’s water it will sound like a dull “thud”. It can
also be detected by pulling bolts and screws and inspecting the holes, or you can also test drill through the deck to take a
look, in the worst cases. A rusting “stainless” fastener is often a warning sign of water ingress as stainless will rust in the
absence of oxygen.

Preventing Damage
Obviously the easiest way to prevent the core damage is to keep the moisture out. The Golden Rule of Prevention: “All
exposed edges of the core material must be sealed with resin to prevent the ingress of moisture”. It is common to
find exposed core material at the cut outs for mast, dorade vents, hatches, port lights, chain plates and anchor winch
chain/hawse pipes among others. Any areas where the fibreglass skin has been penetrated by fasteners and
screws should also be sealed. This can be accomplished by drilling oversized holes, filling the hole with a
thickened resin mixture and then re-drilling an appropriate size hole. Alternatively, for fasteners that do
not penetrate both the outer and inner layers of fibreglass, a bent nail can be used to undercut the fiberglass
skin in the core area and the hole injected with epoxy. After hardening and re-drilling the fastener can be
installed.
All deck hardware, port lights, hatches and fittings, whose fasteners penetrate the fibreglass skin, should be well bedded
and then rebedded with an appropriate bedding compound about every 5 years or so. The use of polyurethane compounds
such as 3M's 5200 has adhesive properties that make hardware extremely hard to remove for re-bedding. They will all
need to be re-bedded eventually. The polysulfides, or traditional bedding compounds are ideal. Silicone should be
avoided where the fiberglass skin has been broken. It can dry with channels that can produce capillary action.
A special mention about screws is warranted. If a piece of hardware is under load, then something is always pulling at the
fastener, attempting to loosen it. Screws into fibreglass have notoriously little holding power. You could use some
bedding compound under the fasteners, but with the constant movement the risks are high that water will find its way into
the core. The solution is to through bolt all stress loaded hardware. That includes everything from antenna mounts to hand
railings. Remember the “Golden Rule of Prevention” too, if the screw penetrates to the core material.
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Areas subject to high loads, such as under winches, stanchions, cleats and chocks, should have the core material removed
and the area filled with solid epoxy. This prevents the crushing of the core material, another cause of delamination. This
should not be considered a substitute for solid backing plates.

Repairing Damage
Essentially the damage repair options depend on two things: the skill of the one doing the repairs and the extent of the
damage. The options include:
1. Removing Deck Skin and Replacing Core
2. Removing the Inner Skin and Replacing Core
3. Treating Core Without Removing Fibreglass Skin
The first two options are beyond the skills of most boat owners. They are applicable to areas of extensive damage. The
third approach is well within the skills of many owners and may represent the most cost effective way of repairing minor
damage and preventing further delaminations. The steps are as follows:
1.
2.

3.

4.

Sound the suspect area to establish the area where water has penetrated the core material. Drill
but do not penetrate the lower fibreglass skin.
Allow the area to dry thoroughly; normally this requires several months. Drying is the key as
epoxy will not displace water. Drying may be accelerated by adding acetone or by the use of
heat. Acetone is very flammable. Do not apply heat while there is still the smell of acetone. Do
not use excessive heat or damage to the fibreglass will result.
Inject epoxy resin to the core and allow it to penetrate and cure 24 hours. Inject epoxy resin
mixed with a slow catalyst, to prevent an exothermic reaction, into closely spaced holes drilled
at about 3 inch intervals using a large syringe with the needle removed. The use of epoxy resins
is recommended over other resins because of the superior adhesive properties of epoxy in rebonding to the fibreglass. There are specialized epoxy products that improve absorption into the
core material. Place wax paper over the area and place a weight on the area to improve bonding
between the layers.
Wash down the area with soap and water and rinse well to remove the amine blush of the epoxy.
Dry and fill the holes with gel coat and cover with silicone paper until cured.

Gougeon Brothers, the makers of West system Epoxy, publish an excellent guide - "Guide to Fibreglass Boat Repair".

OSMOSIS & BLISTERING
By Bill Fleming, Valkyrie, Aloha 32, Tuesday, October 15, 2002
Greetings Everyone.
I need help and advice regarding blisters. I have added images and information on my web site and hope some of you will
link to the page and take a look at my problem. I took the images about 5:00 PM today (10-15-02) about three hours after
being hauled. The main page is listed below and you will find the link to "HELP - Osmosis Problems" under my project
heading. http://wfleming.com/valkyrie.htm
I could really use some advice.
Thanks,
Bill Fleming, Valkyrie, Aloha 32, Wilson, New York
Reply by Migs Turner, Tue, 15 Oct 2002
Suggest you might find some of the articles at http://www.yachtsurvey.com/blisters.htm of interest, Bill, particularly
http://www.yachtsurvey.com/BuyingBlisterBoat.htm
http://www.yachtsurvey.com/BlisterRepairFail.htm
Good luck!
Migs
Reply by Les Harrison, Wed, 16 Oct 2002
Bill [Fleming],
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I purchased Enchantment about 7 years ago and found that, while it had been epoxied, it had blisters - the coat applied
was not the required thickness. I removed the majority of the problem areas with a special grinder that is designed for
paint stripping [available for rent from "Noah's" in Toronto @ $75 a day I think] and sanded the hull, then applied
Interprotect 1000 & 2000. Total cost was about $1500. The estimate for a epoxy job at the yard was $6,800 to $10,500.
Three years later and a trip to the Bahamas and not a pimple - touch wood!
You can rent a "peeler" which is even more precise than the stripper-grinder I used, for something over $1000.
It appears from the pictures you have on the web that the hull may have been previously coated since the blisters all seem
to be of uniform depth and have a smooth coating under the blister. Can't tell for sure with these photos but you need to
be sure if you are repairing [Option #1] as opposed to option #2 below.
Looking at your pictures you can proceed in several ways:
1) If you do not plan to peel or grind off the offending layer(s) you can mark each blister with a marking pen then break
each open and wash the hull very well with soap and water. This will remove the "amine" that you smell. It will not be
removed by an acetone wipe-down. The reason for marking with a marker is the blisters will retract when they dry [while
you're popping others] and you'll miss many. Next spring fill each blister with an epoxy based filler; sand the hull fair and
clean of all antifouling; coat the hull with epoxy.
2) "Peel" the gel coat or grind it off. This also takes care of the antifouling. Wash with soap and water and rinse well! In
the spring or when totally dry, wipe down with Solvent Wash 202. Fair where necessary and seal with Interprotect 1000
or pure epoxy like "West". Follow the epoxy sealing coat with Interprotect 2000. You MUST do the Interprotect coats
within the prescribed times or the dreaded "amine blush" will form - eg. at 50-60 degrees recoat after 5 hours and within
20 hours. You must also "hot coat" with the antifouling before 9 hours at this temperature. Some surveyors don't agree
with hot coating but I figure Interlux knows best with their product.
3) Pop the blisters this fall and wash with soap and water; strip the hull of antifouling with something like "Pintoff"; fair
as in #1; coat with VC-Tar. I did this on my CS 27 and it was still fine 6 years later. Cost, about $200 a quart for coating.
The disadvantage is realized if you ever have to redo the job. A big mess to remove VC-Tar in preparation for recoating
if it doesn't do the job. Will not help your resale price.
4) Get the yard to do it.
I recommend #2 if you have the time - about 2 weeks - but you'll have to decide based on the extent of the problem and
the depth of the delamination in the blisters. It's not really too bad.
There is a lengthy article by a marine surveyor at the web link below. It is also quite pessimistic but worth a read for the
rest of the info in it:
http://www.yachtsurvey.com/BlisterFail2.htm
Sorry for the length. Hope this was helpful. Good luck.
Les
Enchantment

PORTHOLES
By Denis Salman, New Horizons #197; Monday, August 12, 2002
The portholes were leaking slightly and in setting out to fix the problem once and for
all, the stainless steel porthole trims came about. Originally the portholes were installed
with stainless sheet metal or wood type screws. The inside part or the port holes were
installed by putting these screws into the inside shell while the outside side of the
portholes ie. the plastic trims were installed by putting screws into the outside shell
according in a random pattern. Naturally all the screws leaked and spun around and
couldn't be tightened..... Looking at this manufacturing mess I bit the bullet and set out
to do it all right..... I took all portholes out.... ground out anything between the inside
and outside shells. I then filled the gap between the inside and outside shells with epoxy
glass. I standardised the gap at about a half inch and made the opening fit the portholes exactly.... Now with this new
arrangement the portholes could be held in place by bolts that go right through the canopy and effectively sandwich it in
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the process... The old plastic trims could not be reused as they would have ten to fifteen holes that had no purpose.... The
manufacturer of the portholes does sell the plastic trim separately but at a ridiculous price of forty dollars each. I wasn't
about to pay four hundred dollars for something that should cost ten dollars so I had stainless steel porthole trims made at
cost comparable to buying the plastic ones... I did at one point think of going with all new stainless steel portholes but
when I did the arithmetic I realised that this would have added four hundred pounds of weight to the canopy and the
boat... not to mention the cost..... The result of all this.... NOTHING LEAKS
By Migs Turner, Wed August 14, 2002
MANY thanks Denis!
Your stainless steel does look very nice! I completed my annual few days of maintenance at the end of July so slapped
another few coats of varnish over the teak strips as is, to 'last' for another year of sailing, and now have postponed making
any decision until next spring. I'll make enquiries here re s.s. but may get back to you re that phone number if I strike out.
Aloha!
Migs

MISCELLANEOUS
TEAK STRIP MAINTENANCE
From: Migs Turner, Sea Vixen - #167, July 14, 2002
Aloha!
Although the teak strips on each side of many of our ALOHA 34 'coach house' look nice, we find that maintaining them is
a 'pain in the neck'. "We'd rather be sailing!"
Does anyone have any suggestions how best to maintain the teak strip on each side of your 'coach house'?
We've described our ALOHA 34's as "wash & wear" boats. "Touch wood", apart from changing engine oil, remembering
to change the raw water pump impeller regularly and maintenance of the teak, Sea Vixen #167 has lived up to this
description (except when David Duncan #168 generously gave us a metric oil filter for my Universal engine a few years
back; see Profile #167 for results!).
Maintenance of the below decks teak has been fairly easy since we started following Les Harrison's suggested treatment
of washing the teak regularly with Murphy's Oil Soap and then using a good grade of teak oil.
The upper deck teak also stands up well with an annual treatment of a light sanding and 2 coats of West Marine Flagship"
Varnish in the spring & fall, EXCEPT for the teak strips on the coach house.
First of all, the teak strips themselves were bolted to the deck house with galvanized screws. For those who are not aware,
it rains occasionally in Victoria, BC. Over the years, these screws rusted out and now most of them have been replaced
with stainless steel screws.
Each time we have lifted a portion of the teak strips, we've tried to seal the raw inside (untreated) edge of the strip that
abuts the coach house. However, obviously water still gets into the teak in many areas and lifts the varnish.
Our good friend Bob Medd TLC #150 who suffered that sad experience a couple of years ago with Mexican pirates, had
the right idea. A few weeks prior to departing from the Canadian west coast on his 'trip of a lifetime', he turned up at
"Aloha Pacific Rendezvous 2000" with "TLC" sporting brand new teak strips attached to each side of her coach house. He
said they could be 'removed' for maintenance. Unfortunately at the time I was recuperating from a back injury & was not
interested in the details.
Did any attendee get details of TLC's arrangement? If so, would they kindly let us know?
Failing that,
 How do other members maintain these strips?
 Have any other members installed "removable" teak strips?
We'd like nothing better (within reason) than to be able to remove these teak strips, take them home and treat (varnish) all
sides of each strip and then return same to Sea Vixen.
Migs
From: Robert Linker, Kairos - #183, Mon, 15 Jul 2002
When we purchased "Kairos" in 1993, the teak eyebrows were loose, cracked and in poor shape. I removed all the teak
from the boat including the cockpit coaming boards and refinished all in the wood shop. They were also fastened with
steel screws.....what a crime! I plugged all of the old holes and fastened from the inside with stainless screws and trim
rings. The length of the screw is very important, but so it was the other way also. They are somewhat removable if you
don't mind dealing with rebedding them each time. For the aft grab rails, I would permanently plug the exterior rails and
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fasten from inside the cabin through the interior rails leaving them without plugs. They can always be tightened or
removed without dealing with teak plugs each time.
Bob Linker
From: Migs Turner, Sea Vixen - #167, Wed, 17 Jul 2002
Thanks Bob. You appear to have done a thorough job of it. Good for you.
The teak coaming boards each side of the cockpit in Sea Vixen were unsatisfactory (warped) when we bought her new in
1982, caused by an inferior batch of teak received by the builder I believe. If I remember correctly, other boats built about
the same time had similar problems.
Our Vancouver dealer under warranty, removed & replaced them with new 'boards' from Ouyang Yachts, hopefully with
stainless steel screws! They have been fine ever since.
TEAK HANDRAILS, Exterior
We (and probably some other owners) still have our original galvanized steel screws 'securing' all the 4 exterior grabrails
on the coach house. They seem secure but I wonder.
We should probably consider replacing them with stainless steel screws, in the manner you have followed.
TEAK COACH HOUSE STRIPS/EYEBROWS
Screwing them from the inside in this manner is a good idea. Do you remember how long your screws were? (If not, I can
do the measurement.)
Also how many did you use on each strip?
Also, further to my email to Ants just now, how did you seal the inside edge of each strip? Did you use any 'cement' or
caulking?
Migs
From: Ants Toi, Alligator - #216, Mon, 15 Jul 2002
Dear Aloha'ns.
I also find these teak strips a real pain in the back. I also had galvanized screws. Last year I had the strips removed and
reinstalled using stainless screws and did not put plugs to cover screw heads. This makes removal for painting easier (and
avoids Cetol marks all over the deck).
Also note that the front deck grab-rail can be unscrewed for servicing. The after grab-rail is connected thru to the inside
cabin coach roof grab-rail and harder to remove. I am thinking of removing them for service and buying a bag of plugs to
refill holes topside to avoid water in the holes. I was told that an easy way to remove the plugs is to screw a small screw
into them and keep turning till the screw hits the bottom and just lifts the plug out.
Sounds like a wine cork removal procedure.
Any other suggestions?
Happy sailing (and servicing)
Ants Toi (Alligator)
From: Migs Turner, Sea Vixen - #167, Wed, 17 Jul 2002
Thanks Ants. Noted.
Your idea of not using plugs when screwing the teak strips to the coach house (to assist in removal again) is a good one.
How did you 'seal' the inside edge of each strip that abuts the coach house, -with Cetol, other sealer or what?
It is the moisture from the inside edge that seems to infiltrate my teak strips and lifts my varnish.
I tried putting a very small bead of caulking along the top edge but it did not help much after a season or two. I was
reluctant to similarly 'bead' the bottom edge for concern of trapping moisture therein.
I have not addressed the 'grab rail' subject. Mine appear to remain firm. Perhaps others can.
Migs
From: Denis Salman, New Horizons #197, Tuesday, July 16, 2002
Hi Migs...
With respect to my boat I took the teak strips off just before they fell off and happily placed them where they looked at
home... In the garbage. I plugged all the holes in the canopy with epoxy and thickeners. This all done I set out to find
stainless oval... not half-round as this would weigh far too much. I finally found via the Internet, one of the two places in
the U.S. that make polished stainless steel oval. I went to the plant by car, a distance of two hours from Toronto as there
would be no practical way of shipping 16 ft. long stainless pieces to Canada. I purchased the pieces undrilled so as to be
able to place holes to suit my application. The original holes in the external cabin shell were filled with epoxy and
likewise the new holes were also filled with epoxy so that the new screws could be placed in solid epoxy whereby it
would be impossible for water to get in behind any one screw. The stainless steel strips look very nice and they will never
require any maintenance....
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I should add that a year ago the outside teak grab-rails met a similar fate as the teak strips ie. they went to the garbage. I
had stainless steel replacements made and they are also maintenance free and very attractive in appearance.
Migs I know I have your address somewhere but I don't know where that somewhere is. If you would like a photo I will
send you one as soon as I have one to send and as soon as I have somewhere to send it. You could if you like send an
electronic copy of the photo to anyone interested. I do not have the ability to do this.
Denis over and out...
[Editor: for photo see PORTHOLES]
From: Perry Basden, Northern Spirit - #233, Thu, 18 Jul 2002
Hello, All.
I replaced the teak eyebrows on my Aloha 28 several years ago. Unfortunately, they were too far gone to be salvageable.
Again, the problem was due to galvanized screws being used instead of stainless ones. I've got the same repair to do on
my A34 #233 but it looks like I'll be able to salvage the existing wood pieces. The original eyebrows on the 28 were
factory sealed with clear silicone applied to the back of the eyebrow.
I fabricated new eyebrows from teak stock and refastened with stainless hardware. Before installing the new ones, I
coated them on all surfaces with WEST epoxy. The eyebrows needed very little attention to maintain their bright
appearance. I used a spar varnish once a year and finished them in place. The WEST epoxy kept the back side of the
wood free from moisture.
Care must be taken with screw length when installing the wood trim. I found the inner cabin liner on the 28 was offset to
starboard about an inch. (The same is true on my 34!) On the port side, I could easily drill through the cabin top from the
outside and determine where the interior liner started, as the drill bit lunged forward and came to rest against the inner
liner. This was not the case on the starboard side as the two parts were touching each other. From the looks of factory
original touch-up on the interior liner, the original installer managed to drill clean through which made a repair necessary.
A plug cutter can be purchased at most wood working stores or home building centers. They are available in various
sizes and are easy to use with a standard hand held drill and are well worth the cost compared with purchased plugs. The
plugs made from the cutter are tapered which allows for a good fit in the drilled holes.
Plugs can me made removable by first coating the sides and bottom of the holes with varnish (or epoxy). Allow the
finish to dry thoroughly. The plug is then installed with white glue. The white glue provides enough holding power to
retain the plug. The varnish or epoxy stops the white glue from being absorbed into the teak eyebrow and becoming
permanently bonded.
The plug can be removed by drilling a hole in its center and use a wood screw as a "jack". A common wood screw is
installed in the hole until it bottoms against the screw the plug is covering. Continuing to turn the screw will break the
plug free and remove it from the hole. Unfortunately, the plugs are destroyed when being removed.
Good luck with your project.
Perry & Gloria Basden
A34 #233

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

Bottom Paint - what you get from
freshly painted cockpit seats.

SAILS
[no submissions]

SUPERSTRUCTURE
LAZYJACKS
Name: Morgan Earl, Room to Dance - #171, 09/11/02
We're about to install lazyjacks to handle our new North main, which is more than an armful and heavy! We're
considering a Barton kit. It costs $306 for a 2 jack version and $550 for a 3 jack kit. Any opinions? We've heard that 3 are
better on the Aloha.
Reply by Les Harrison, 09/12/02
Morgan,
We added lazyjacks before going south and didn't regret it. I bought a no name kit from a marine store for about $180.
You can make up your own for less if you have the time. Ours is has 2 jacks and does an adequate job.
We find the ability to bring the lines forward and hook them to the reefing hooks an advantage for a long sail - prevents
chafe. The drawing in the Owners' Manual is for a 3 jack system and gives the dimensions.
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MID -BOOM SHEETING
Name: Bill & Bettie Sirine, Bella Luna - #209, 10/15/02
We are considering retrofitting Bella Luna with mid -boom sheeting. The only previous
conversion that we aware of had a single anchor at mid cabin. We are intending to install a
full traveler with car & controls just forward of the dodger with track risers to clear the
hatchway. The track will be approx. 4' in length with the boom connection slightly aft of the
boom midpoint. Our question is has anyone previously considered such a installation & if so,
are there concerns regarding cabin top stability & strength, cabin backing plates, ease of
control ( without a cabin top winch), rope clutch position ,etc?
From: Perry Basden, Northern Spirit - #233, 10/23/02
Hi, Bill & Betty.
I saw this set-up on Stuart and Marcia Meyers A34 "Air Loom" a few years ago. If I'm not mistaken, I believe Stuart said
that it was factory installed. I am contemplating the same modification. I'll give them a phone call and try and find out if it
would be possible to get some photos of the installation as well as some idea of an equipment list. I know once the sailing
season is over, they usually travel in the land yacht, but perhaps they’re between seasons right now. I believe theirs was
Schaefer hardware.
Regards
Perry Basden
#233 Alohalani
Name: Bill & Bettie Sirine, Bella Luna - #209, Fri 10/18/02
With regard to the traveler it now appears that the cost to purchase the entire system from Gauhauer (risers w/ backing
plates, car, track, blocks (including 3 on the boom & 2 on the mast) double deck organizer, double rope clutch, 2 halyard
lift blocks--to carry the traveler control sheets under the dodger & 2 clam cleats--to secure the traveler sheets will be
approximately $860.00(U.S.) Not a bad price in my opinion. If we proceed I will be sure to document everything with
photos. Bill& Bettie
[Editor: see attached Profile #146 where Bill Bishop writes “After reading an article on the dangers of a in cockpit
traveller I moved it up on the deck.” Maybe Bill would send us a few details on the modification?]

UTILITIES
[no submissions]

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

Sea Gulls Keeping You Busy?
Repel seagulls with a few little tripping hazards for your feathered friends.
Also, keep the jib sheets to your furling head sail slack to prevent the roosting
of their smaller cousins.

[* Ace: Aloha Creative Enhancements]
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RENDEZVOUS - 2003

"Aloha Owners’ In-Water Rendezvous 2003"
5-6 July 2003, Mimico Cruising Club Toronto
Stuart & Annette Spracklan (A34 Windy) on behalf of our Aloha 34 Network
are working with Mimico Cruising Club to host in-water Aloha Owners
Rendezvous on the weekend of July 5 & 6th, 2003. The club is located just west
of Toronto (see http://web.idirect.com/~mcclub/ for more details of the club).
Arrangements are being made with a Sheraton Four Points (5 minutes away) for
a group rate for those who need to come by land. Other Aloha owners; Diann &
David Webb (A32 Pengwyn), June & Kearney Moyle (A34 Quintette) are also
participating in the arrangements on behalf of the Aloha Owners’ Association.
Mark this in your calendar and please let Stuart know if you plan to attend. You may reach him
by email at Windy@sympatico.ca, or call Stuart at (519) 657-4803 evenings or complete the
attached form* and mail it in to the address provided. Stay tuned for further details on the web
site or direct, by mail, if you indicate your interest.
* Please find the “attached form” at the end of the newsletter. Send it in to indicate your interest in attending and
to assist the planning.

ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
"Holy Smokes" hull # 127 is For Sale.

Holy Smokes

A 2001 Aloha with a birthdate of 1979, even has a new 38 hp Yanmar to
finish her off. She must be seen to be believed.
If you would like to move on up in size just give us a call for more
details at 519-271-4362 8-5 and 519-271-1629 after 5pm.
SHE'S A BEAUTY !!!!
Aloha,
chico & Jamie
Reluctantly for sale:

NEPENTHE

Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel.
The engine room is protected by an automatic halon system. All the
usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, Color TV, full instrument package,
windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy!
Asking $55,000 US.

WINDSPINNER
VIRGARIES
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Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email at jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
Windspinner is in good shape and for sale for $75,000. Phone 604-4642111 or email for info. knielsen4@shaw.ca
A 1981 original owner ALOHA 34, cream hull, burgundy stripe,
2 tone deck, Universal Diesel, Dodger Bimini, Swim Platform, Cockpit
Table, Autopilot, Radar, Davits, 10 ft. RIB
Zodiac c/w 15 Hp. Merc. OB. Propane Range and BBQ. Deck
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Wash Down 2 stations, Stream Stay reefing Genoa Furling, Etc.

DEBACHERY

Located near Midland
For more info call 905 792 1548
The owner of "Debachery" a 1979 Aloha 34 called and indicated he was
putting her up for sale. Debachery is a white hull with blue stripe and
transom, all recently re done. The hull is blister coated and antifouled
with VC17. She has the following:
- windlass
- dodger, bimini and full enclosure
- new furling
- interprobe depth sounder ["see the rocks"]
- new water pressure system
- SS holding tank
- davits with 10' Avon & 5hp Yanmar
Listed in GAM and asking $93,000.
Please contact Ken at (705) 526-1344 or by email at
midhonda@csolve.net
....reluctantly for sale.

MARIAH

Sandpiper

Dandeline II

Mariah is a 1986 Aloha 34 with self-furling, a Force 10 cabin furnace
and is powered by a Westerbeke 27 diesel. Please contact Rick at 1-888679-1112.
Title: ALOHA 34 FOR SALE
Description: "Sandpiper" is a 1983 Aloha. Asking $45,000. [US] She is
in good condition, ready to go cruising with extras like central heat and
air, windlass, auto-pilot (Edson), Stereo am/fm radio/cassette player
with four speakers, AC/DC TV-VCR, VHA radio, Magna Barbecue
Grill, Avon Dinghy. Located in Fernandina Beach,FL. Complete refit
done in 1999.
Contact: MMille1201@aol.com
For Sale
Aloha 34, 1980. Cream with burgundy stripes, Algrip freeboard, New
bottom, Four sails, Hood furling, Atomic 4 engine, Two anchors,
Dodger and bimini,
Propane range, Microwave oven, Magna propane BBQ, Adler Barber
frig, Two fume detectors, Electric water heater, VHF, Loran C,
Autohelm, AM/FM radio and tape deck.
Located in Port Colborne Ontario. Documented in British registry of
ships.
Phone 905 834 4162, or e-mail Dandeline II, for more information or
contact Niagara-on-the-Lake Yacht Sales.

CLOSING
I promised you more information on the excursion by some of the Aloha members mentioned in the opening remarks.
Jerry Selwyn & Paula Cartland [A28 sailors], Stuart & Annette Spracklan, Nigel Tilley & Michelle Ruttan and Carol & I
rented 2 boats for 9 days at the end of hurricane season [you get a better deal then] in the British Virgin Islands. We
thought it might be a nice spot for a future Aloha 34 rendezvous. It is!!! Check out these pictures:
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It’s been a busy year for all I’m sure. So, put up your feet this holiday season, get out your favorite reading material [after
our Newsletter of course] and relax. Let those visions of sugarplums be replace with visions of new winches, sails and
electronics dancing in your heads!
Carol and I would like to take this opportunity to wish each of you a Merry Christmas and the best year ever in 2003.
Good health and fair winds.
Les & Carol
Enchantmemt
“Sailing is not arriving at a destination but a manner of traveling.”

If you would like to attend the Mimico Aloha Rendezvous [entries for a BVI Rendezvous may appear in a future issue!]
please complete the following and mail to:
Stuart Spracklan, 299 Blackacres Blvd., London, Ontario, Canada N6G 2T9
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I plan to attend the 2003 Mimico Rendezvous for Aloha owners.
I will arrive with my Aloha; require a dock
I will arrive by car
I will need accommodations
Please send me further details.
Number of people in my group
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Prov/State:___________ Post Code:___________

ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #111
David CARR and Carla KILPELA,
295 Chelmsford Drive, Aurora, OH 44202
TELEPHONE: (330) 995-9552
FAX:

EMAIL: twocarrs@alltell.net

MOMENTUM I
SERIAL NUMBER:
REGISTRY: 807661
YEAR BUILT: Dec 1977 PURCHASED: Apr. 1999
LOCATION OF BERTH: Gore Bay, Ontario, probably moving to Lake Erie
AREA WHERE SAILED: North Channel and Lake Huron

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Volvo MODEL: MD11C
HORSEPOWER: 23 hp
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
N/A
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Engine was rebuilt in 2002. The original engine was removed and a used engine was installed that subsequently required
a rebuild. Boat was purchased with a fixed 3-blade propeller and this was changed to a bronze Volvo folding 2 blade.
Propeller is adequate for most situations except into strong headwinds where boat speed is lost. Also reverse is not as
good as with the 3-blade fixed propeller. However the reduction in drag is significant and the boat sails better in light
winds

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

8.

9.

NORCOLD Refrigerator Model SCOT-6406;
AEROGEN Wind driven generator
AUTOHELM 3000;
HARKEN rolling furling
FORCE 10 Cabin Heater (kerosene).
DAVITS Added Aikens and Hoyle davits to lift 10’ dingy and 10 hp motor. As sold the davits needed additional
bracing across the arms and this was done with stainless tubing. This eliminated the sway in the arms.
PROPANE The kerosene stove was removed and switched to propane. This included adding propane lockers in
the rear of the cockpit and covering the lockers with lids made from Starboard using a pattern from another
Aloha. Propane installation included a solenoid valve and propane sniffer. The second tank acts as a spare and is
also used for a barbeque.
BATTERY BANK: The batteries were changed to a common house bank using 4-6 volt golf cart batteries wired
to give 400 amp hrs of 12 volt. The starting battery was charged using an echo charger and the house bank is
monitored using a Link monitor that shows voltage, draw, amp hours used and time remaining at current draw.
This has worked extremely well without any problems with either the house bank or the starting battery.
Charging is done with a 60 amp alternator to the house bank. There is a common ground to all batteries and the
starting battery is wired direct to the starter and to the ignition key. The battery switch is used to energize the
house panel and add the house batteries to the starting battery if needed. (which has been never in 3 years).
110 V. This has been replaced with a modern system including reverse polarity indicator and GFI.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.

2.

BLISTERS: Hull blisters below water line requiring repairs prior to launching. Boat was sandblasted, sanded,
Sealed with epoxy resin, faired and then barrier coated with INTERLUX 2000/3000. Final coating is VC17. In
the North Channel this needs redoing every 2 years.
LEAKS: When we purchased the boat there were several holes drilled into the keel to let water out. The boat
leaked at several deck fittings every time it rained and the water would enter the bilge and drain through the keel.
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3.
4.

5.

Since it was necessary to launch the boat and the hull was dry, the bottom epoxy work was finished and the holes
were sealed and a drain screw was left in the keel. The screw was removed this winter; and again water drained
out of the keel. We discussed the problem with people who worked for Aloha when the boats were built and
with Canadian Yacht Charters in Gore Bay who indicated that this was a common problem if the boat had been
grounded.
INTERIOR: Entire interior has been refinished (cleaning, stripping, varnishing of teak).
DORADES We had the common soft-core problem in the dorade boxes. Drying the boat over the winter and
then cutting the tops open on the boxes, building dams in the boxes and glassing the insides to seal them,
repaired this. Plywood insets were used in the front halves to cover the vent into the boat and this was later cut
open after the glass had cured. The tops were covered using a 1” teak board.
CHAINPLATES One chainplate was leaking water inside the boat so this was ground away and the wet plywood
replaced and glassed in. This created an incredible amount of dust from grinding but it fixed the problem. The
rest seem fine.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
Boat has been completely refinished inside including repairing all systems, upholstering, painting lockers, wiring, new
lights, plumbing and sea cocks, sound system replaced with CD and stacker. Remaining is to upgrade the sails and replace
the canvas. This boat has been sailed in all kinds of weather and performs extremely well. With a double reef and a
working jib we sailed across the North Channel to Gore Bay in 40 knots plus of west wind with the wheel locked and the
boat sailed itself. We have no concerns in heavy weather provided the sail combination is reduced to suit the wind.
FUTURE PROJECTS

Total enclosure planned

Sail replacement, new main, jib and DRS in the next few years

Windlass

Hot water system

Change the engine from raw water cooled to self contained cooling system if the boat will be going into salt
water

HISTORY
Profile update November 17, 2002
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #146
Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street, Goderich, Ont., Canada N7A 2L5
TELEPHONE:
FAX:
EMAIL: bishop@hurontel.on.ca

TWILIGHT ZONE
SERIAL NUMBER:
REGISTRY:
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2001, from Cathy and Rob Laird
LOCATION OF BERTH: Goderich
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? N/A
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1 The engine has performed well touch wood with the exception of a starting problem and an incorrect engine alignment
(covered in unexpected maintenance)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
On vessel when purchased:
1. Refrigeration: Adler Barbour
2. CNG stove and as needed water
3. Hyde stream-stay furling
4. Lewmar st 44 winches
5. Spinnaker
6. Full pedestal mounted gps and instruments
7. Autohelm 3000
8. Bimini and dodger
9. 4 x 6 volt batteries for house 1 for starting and one spare plus smart reg and 130 amp alternator

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

The hull has been stripped, epoxied about 1994
The deck was re-algripped in 1998
The CNG had to go ( re: survey) the stove was switched to propane but the water heater was too expensive to
change over so away it went. The rear vented compartments in the cockpit were changed over to propane with a
gauge and remote shut down solenoid
Starter motor failure: died a slow frustrating death. Thought the initial problem was the battery, which I replaced
then battery cables then cleaned all the wires between the key and the starter each time the boat stared and ran
fine only to fail at a later date. One windy ugly day out on the lake the starter failed again and to my dismay
wouldn't restart. Having owned countless British sports cars I remembered that a gentle tapping on the
starter with a hammer sometime helps. It worked two weeks and $400 later the starter was rebuilt, reinstalled
and working. We have tried this on another boat in the marina again the starter started working again after
tapping (lightly).
I replaced the motor mounts and waited for the boat to go in the water to realign the engine as instructed.
Psychiatric help here is advisable though not mandatory. I spent 3 weeks moving the engine around with the
help of 3 friends and 3 hours of paid help (mechanical not psychiatric) to make sure I was headed in the right
direction. To make a long story short sans knuckle skin and curse words. We removed both pieces of angle iron
the engine sat on reversed the starboard side and shimmed each with 1/2 plywood giving us the surface to move
the engine over to starboard to lineup with the drive train perfectly. All the bolts holding the engine mounts
down had to redrilled and tapped once the engine was in line. On the upside my arms look like popeye's. After
finishing this task I phoned the two previous owners to find they both had ongoing transmission problems to the
point where rob finally purchased a new transmission. I suspect the alignment could have been the cause. This is
actually an easy thing to check every few years.
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6.

7.

The other changes I made were changing the hull stripe from faded blue to white. To remove all the arborite
from the galley counter and the vertical teak below the counter, exposing gelcoat, which I filled the scratches and
painted white. I put in a larger sink and new taps. Also reinsulating the icebox.
After reading an article on the dangers of an in cockpit traveller I moved it up on the deck.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Only the telescoping bimini (designed by GENCO), initially presented a challenge.

COMMENTS
See addendum of recommendations from the Survey. Most things have been completed.
The owners manual and aloha network in general is the envy of a lot of other sailors. I feel this acts like a security blanket
for all us this certainly makes our fleet unique.

QUESTIONS
Trying to find appropriate type of smoke/carbon monoxide/propane detectors. Some are too sensitive in limited space.

HISTORY
1.
2.

3.
4.

Previous owners: 1.Spike Nagel & 2. Mike Bonkoff
Original Profile: 16 May 1997; CANUSA; Owner Morley Kipp; Purchased 1987; Mr. Kipp writes: “I’m told
CANUSA was the 1981 boat show boat and was used by Spike Nagel (Ouyang Yacht’s 1980’s National Sales
Coordinator) for two years as a demo. Some members may have inspected or sailed in her.”; Sailed: Port Credit
Yacht Club
Prior Owner: Rob & Kathy Laird; KAROB; rear seal problems; voyage to Bahamas 2000.
Purchased 2001 from Cathy and Rob Laird
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ADDENDUM
#146 SURVEY RECOMMENDATIONS:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.

13.
14.
15.
16.

17.

18.
19.
20.
21.
22.
23.
24.
25.
26.

Re-bedding all deck fittings and stanchions with marine grade bedding compound will help extend the life of the
decks. Remove all fittings at layup, cover the vessel and re-bed in spring.
Replace lifelines.
Remove snug vinyl tubing from standing rigging, clean and inspect shrouds.
Remove encapsulation from chain plates and inspect plates and through bolts.
Tighten winch top plate.
Drilling a " hole 1" into the lower edge of We rudder and the skeg will allow water to drain at layup and help
prevent freeze damage.
Double clamps on stuffing boxes are preferred.
Recent legislation allows for fines of up to $1,000,000.00 for the discharge of petroleum products. The addition
of a drip pan would seem a wise investment.
As per ABYC "Exhaust Systems" Standard P-1, double clamps are required on all connections.
As per ABYC Diesel Fuel Systems" Standard H-33, spring loaded shut-off valves are prohibited.
As per ABYC "Diesel Fuel Systems" Standard H-33, fuel fill lines are to be double clamped and the vent/return
line must be replaced with USCG Type A, UL 1114 orSAEJ1527.
As per ABYC "Gasoline & Propane Detection Devices" Standard A-14, ABYC "LPG Systems" Standard A-1
and ABYC "Liquid & Solid Fuel" Standard A-07, The propane system must be fitted with pressure gauges at the
tanks, a shut off valve if a manifold joins both tanks and a remote solenoid shut-off valve operated from the
vicinity of the appliance. The CNG tanks and system should be removed from the vessel, as the installation
meets none of the current standards.
Double clamps on seacocks are preferred.
Canadian Coast Guard Collision Regulations require a vessel of this size and type to carry a sound-signaling
device.
Repair or replace light as required.
Direct discharge of black water in the Great Lakes is illegal and subject to a $10,000.00 fine. Coast Guard
requirements in this respect are vague and say only that overboard discharge systems "must be rendered
inoperable".
As per ABYC "Cathodic Protection" Standard E-2, requires that all underwater metallic components be bonded
to the anodes. ABYC "Lightning Protection Standard E-4, requires that all stays, shrouds and mast be bonded to
a ground plate or keel with #4awg cable.
As per ABYC "AC Electrical Systems" Standard E-18, all 120VAC cable to be of the stranded copper type.
As per ABYC "AC Electrical Systems" Standard E-18, G.F.C.I, outlets are required wherever there is likelihood
of splash. ie. galley, head or cockpit.
Re-wire the stem light to the "Navigation Light" breaker.
Correctly identify all breakers.
As per ABYC "Storage Batteries" Standard E-10, provide port battery. with vented cover.
As per ABYC "Storage Batteries" Standard E-10, batteries must not vent into accommodation spaces. The finger
hole in the battery hatch to be sealed and powered ventilation provided for this battery compartment.
The addition of a smoke, Carbon Monoxide and Propane fume detector would be a wise investment.
Canadian Coast Guard "Collision Regulations" require a vessel of this size and type to carry a radar reflector,
The surveyor recommends the installation of a 12VDC automatic bilge pump.
*The registered name of this vessel is " Karob 11" and she must be identified as such.
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #178
David Archie Riddell & Teresa Morris
2423 Beach Drive, Victoria, BC V8R 6K2
TELEPHONE: (250) 592-9360 FAX:

E-MAIL: david.riddell@gems5.gov.bc.ca

PRIORITY
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD1780183
REG/DOC NUMBER: 803152
HULL NUMBER: 178
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 2002
IF USED PREVIOUS NAME:
LOCATION OF BERTH: V48 Sidney North Saanich Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: Gulf Islands/San Juan Islands/Desolation Sound
DRAFT: 5' 6"

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21-60CID
HORSEPOWER: 21hp
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
So far, we have:

added a cooling system anti-siphon loop and a coolant expansion bottle

had to replace the port engine metal mounting bar and a the 2 port engine mounts due to rust damage

EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
My comments must be tempered by the fact that we have only had the boat for a month or so; however, we have noticed
the following issues that we will plan to address over the next few years:

we plan to take off all the bottom paint that has been building up over the past 20 years and fix the 6 or so
blisters that were noted during our pre-purchase survey; and

it appears that some of the top deck may have been damaged by some sort of cleaning compound that has
reacted with the gel coat. We will provide an update as we more fully explore our options

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Right now "Prority" is a fairly basic boat and over the next few years we plan to:

put in a headsail furling system;

find a replacement main sail;

install a windlass and upgraded anchor/chain;

replace/modify bilge and shower sump pumps;

install Espar heating;

install a refrigeration system;

install a stereo system
The Aloha 34 profiles and newsletters should help us identify our options for these projects

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Paul and Elizabeth Legallais (Victoria and Thetis Island); 1987-2002
This Profile: November 30, 2002
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #217
Jack & Elaine Archer
4163 Stonebridge Cres., Burlington, Ontario, CANADA L7M4N2
TELEPHONE: (905) 331-1225 FAX:
E-MAIL: jarcher5@cogeco.ca

CLAUDETTE
SERIAL NUMBER:
REG/DOC NUMBER: 50E115767
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 1985
IF USED PREVIOUS NAME:
LOCATION OF BERTH: West Harbour Marine, Hamilton, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED:
DRAFT:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Four core plugs on the head popped, have not experienced any other damage.

EQUIPMENT ADDED


Refrigerator -.Nova Kool, 17 years problem free

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
After 17 years of no bottom maintenance the hull had many blisters in 2002. I had the bottom soda blasted which opened
the blisters. I filled and refinished the bottom with Interlux 2000E. Time will tell if the process produced the desired
result.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
f)
g)
h)

Removed top lifeline and installed stainless steel rails as seen on Amel sail boats.
Modified air intake baffle to permit easy removal.
Installed extensions on reefing T-bar.
Moved position of drain plug on engine to allow for complete oil drainage.
Built up the base of the bilge to allow position of the pump to be at the lowest spot.
Shortened spreaders by four inches to permit boat to point higher.
Installed stainless steel mast pulpit.
Had new damper plate made for better fit on transmission input shaft.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Profile: Sept 5, 2002
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring & Summer 2003
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com; ALOHA 34 "Discussion" List: Aloha34@Topica.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
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HOWZIT
[Frequently used informally by the Hawaiian locals in place of "Aloha".]
Well for those of us that sail part-time [not by choice] winter has past and it’s about time! One of the advantages of
managing this august Network is that I frequently hear things like “had a wonderful sail New Years Day”; although, in the
middle of a snow storm I do feel a touch of envy!
We managed to escape some of the winter blahs by travelling to Florida and back. Last fall we bought a little [17 foot]
travel-trailer in an effort to extend our cruising time. I told Carol that the order of life was sailboat – trawler – trailer – coffin
and we were skipping the trawler!
We enjoyed our first trip, especially getting together again with Bill and Bettie Sirine
[Bella Luna, #209]. If you’re down that way, they know a great little spot for dinner!
The most important item on the horizon is the Summer Rendezvous at the Mimico Cruising Club in Toronto, July 5 th and 6th,
2003. If you plan to attend and haven’t already done so, please let Stuart Spracklan know of your intentions and the numbers
they can expect. See details later in the newsletter.
We have a real treat in this edition of the newsletter. Milan & Adrian Ford sent the first instalment of “Amalthea's Pacific
Travels”. You will recall that they were the previous owners of Amalthea, Hull #189, now owned by Gary & Linda
Brown. We look forward to the next instalment with anticipation!
There are still some members that have not paid their 2002 dues and only a couple of dozen have sent in the 2003 dues
payment. I would ask that you drop your cheques in the mail to bring your account up to date. I have enclosed a reminder of
your account status with your copy of the newsletter. My intention for these funds is to print an update of the “Owner’s
Manual” by next year. This will be a costly undertaking so we need to fill up the coffers.
Members that purchased the printed manual and/or the CD version will get the revision and I will print extras for members
that would like to buy a copy. I know there have been some requests for the printed manual, now sold out. In light of this
“plan”, I would really like to get some suggestions for changes to format, content, additions, deletions, anything. I hope to
include all current profiles so if you want to update yours, add pictures, or if you would like to get your profile in for the first
time please complete the profile form and send it in to me. Of course, for those that use the Internet, I would prefer an
electronic copy attached to an email.
In your mail you should find either:
1.

A copy of your Profile as per the records.

2.

A blank Profile document to be completed.

OR

If you are the lucky recipient of a blank Profile form, this means I do not have a Profile of your boat. Since the next revision
of the Owner’s Manual will contain all Profiles we have to the date of printing I would really appreciate if you would bring
them up to date. You may do one of 3 things:
1.
2.
3.

Mark up the copy you receive and mail it back
Update by typing
Get a copy of the blank or your original from me by email and make the changes and email back.

Of course I would prefer #3 but I realize not all have the computer for the job. Please include at least one photo for the
Profile if possible – ideally the owners and the boat.
I guess there’s a 4th option – do nothing – if you’d rather not have your boat included in the binder. We have been told that
the Owner’s Network adds considerably to the saleability of an Aloha 34. Just imagine how the prospective buyer [when it
comes time to sell] will appreciate you handing him or her a copy of the Profile of your vessel. It’s also useful for insurance
purposes.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214
3
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Gary & Linda Brown, AMALTHEA, Hull # 189
Dan Marion, THERAPY, Hull # 191 [formerly “Sandpiper”]
Bryan & Maureen Godfrey, CASTLE REEF, Hull # 153

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
See full register at the end of the newsletter. Please help keep our records accurate by reporting any errors or omissions.

MAILBAG
From: Wayne McLellan & Patricia Creed
[wmcl@tbaytel.net]; April 20, 2003
Subject: Sand Dollar 1 - an Aloha 34
Hi
We are from Thunder Bay, but the boat is currently in Annapolis. We are returning to it in June of this year to start bringing it
home. The timing seems good to arrive in the Toronto area for the July 5-6 gathering. Please count us in.
We left Thunder Bay in August/00 and went down the river system to Florida and wintered in the Bahamas. We went up the
inter-coastal waterway in the fall of '01 and spent the summer in the Chesapeake area. Originally, we were going to stay out
two years, but due to a number of reasons, we have left the boat in Annapolis till now.
Please let me know if there is any additional information required. If for any reason, we were not able to make it in time for
the rendezvous, we would e-mail you well in advance.
Regards
Wayne McLellan & Patricia Creed
*******
Editor: Someone had some complaints about our Ontario winter and the effect it would have on “brass monkeys”. Stuart
explains for the benefit of all.

From: Stuart Spracklan
[windy@sympatico.ca]; April 20, 2003
Subject: Brass Monkey....
In the heyday of sailing ships, all war ships and many freighters carried iron cannons. Those cannons fired round iron cannon
balls. It was necessary to keep a good supply near the cannon. But how to prevent them from rolling about the deck?
The best storage method devised was a square based pyramid with one ball on top, resting on four, resting on nine, which
rested on sixteen. Thus, a supply of 30 cannon balls could be stacked in a small area right next to the cannon.
There was only one problem -- how to prevent the bottom layer from sliding or rolling from under the others. The solution
was a metal plate called a "Monkey" with 16 round indentations. But if this plate were made of iron, the iron balls would
quickly rust to it. The solution to the rusting problem was to make "Monkeys" of brass. Few landlubbers realize that brass
contracts much more and faster than iron when chilled. Consequently, when the temperature dropped too far, the brass
indentations would shrink so much that the iron cannon balls would come right off the monkey.
Thus, it was quite literally, "Cold enough to freeze the balls off a brass monkey!"
(And all this time, you thought that was an improper expression, didn't you?)
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*******

From: Dave Young
[Abalone@telus.net]; April 2, 2003
Subject: Dues?
Hi Les;
If dues are due refresh my memory of your address and I'll send for a couple of years.
I have been working all winter on Sanctum #220 so now I have a new main and 135% genny, updated electrical system, a
new Yanmar 3GM30F almost hooked up and a lot of other stuff that wasn't working going again. The winter just melted
away. I want this boat together for this year.
Someone in one of the newsletters said that he figured that these boats were a wash and wear deal. That makes my hair curl.
Cheers
Dave
*******

From: Georges Poulin
Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca; Tue, 25 Feb 2003
Subject: Looking for a DRS
I am looking for a used asymetrical DRS ,possibly with a snuffer and sheets, for my Aloha 34. It should be in good condition
and fairly priced. I would be interested to hear from anyone having one for sale or knowing where I could get one. Also
looking for a dual or single action self tailing winch to be mounted on the coach roof so that I could hoist
the mainsail from the cockpit.
Thank you in advance and Aloha to all of you!
Georges Poulin
Agrippina, Hull # 228
*******

Latitude: the number of
degrees off course
allowed to a guest

From: Adrian Ford
[svamalthea@hotmail.com]; February 12, 2003
Subject: RE: Article
Hi Les: Sorry to be so slow, but work on "Integrity" takes most of my time. Adrian's father was hospitalized for a brief while
(he's better now) and between hospital visits, was able to do some writing. Since then, we have moved "Integrity" to Oxnard
in the Channel Islands Harbor. Work continues with the great weather and the last few days have seen heavy rain, so back to
writing. The article is long (8 pages) so you may have to do some editing (OK).I plan to write another to cover the Cook
Islands to New Zealand and on to Australia. The exciting parts (rough weather) of the voyage are yet to come in the next
installment.
Milan and Adrian, formerly S/V Amalthea, now M/V Integrity
*******

From: Gary Brown
[jukeman@bigpondd.com]; February 9, 2003
Subject: Re: Aloha Owners' Network
Hi Les
Hopefully by now you will have received a cheque from my brother Robert (a Canadian) to cover our membership (minimum
bank fee for international money order from Australia is $25.00). We don't need the profiles or past news letters as we
inherited them from the Fords up to Spring Summer 2002.
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We are currently counting down (13 weeks) until our departure for a six month cruise up the Queensland coast a return
journey of approximately 1500km. "Amelthea" is ready but it is still cyclone season in the tropics.
I will attach the completed questionnaire.
Thanks for the nudge.
Gary & Linda Brown
[Editor: I have asked Gary and Linda to fill us in on their big trip]
*******

From: Stuart Spracklan
[windy@sympatico.ca]; February 5, 2003
Subject: Rendezvous
Les
You guys are taking a beating up there with the snow!!! Oh well, the days are getting noticeably longer...
The web site is looking good. I like your new tags under the icons. I tried to promote the site in my rendezvous e-mail. Hope
it got a few more people to check it out.
Things are looking good for the rendezvous. I have had a very encouraging response to the informal e-mail that I sent out
and have had two newsletter responses (by snail mail). Looks like we could have at least 12 - A34s attending.
This Spring, I will be crewing for a friend of mine returning from the Bahamas. He asked if I could crew from Annapolis
back to Lake Ontario aboard his Alberg 29. He has been in the Bahamas for two winters and left his boat on the hard (in
Florida) last summer. Guess that will be my cruise for 2003.
Hope you are both well
Stuart
******

From: Stuart Spracklan
[windy@sympatico.ca]; Saturday, January 25, 2003
To: aloha34@topica.com
Subject: [Aloha34] In water rendezvous 2003 - Update
In November, I sent out the following e-mail to the Aloha 34 group...
"Aloha owners, Diann & David Webb and June & Kearney Moyle, at Mimico Cruising Club have agreed to host an "in
water" rendezvous the weekend of July 5 & 6, 2003. The club is located just west of Toronto, in Etobicoke..."
This is an update following a meeting with Diann, David, & June, on Saturday January 18th:
We have come up with a general plan for the weekend and now are waiting on some costing before broadcasting the event
and asking for commitments. We have the full backing of the Mimico Cruising Club to hold this event on July 5th & 6th.
The cost of the event will be based on cost recovery and all attempts are being made to keep it as low as possible. What we
want to emphasized most is to allow enough free time for people to visit with each other & their boats.
Some of the things presently being worked on (to be included in the cost per person):
 Arranging for volunteers from the Mimico Cruising Club (docking, registration, BBQ)
 Grab bag for each captain
 Logo for the event (graphic artist working on this) for T-shirts & hats
 Free dockage for two nights
 Reduced rates (10 rooms presently set aside) for those staying at the Four Seasons, 5 minutes east of the club
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Fully laid out BBQ on the Saturday evening (no pot luck, no dishes to wash!).
Optional visit to a local sail loft
Crazy Olympics...

An invitation would be extended to Mao for the Saturday afternoon (if he wants to visit boats) and for the BBQ.
Mimico Cruising Club has a beautiful club house with chandlery (Fogh) and a beautiful water front park & natural area, a
short walk away. The Four Seasons hotel is maybe 5 minutes east of the club by car and there is plenty of parking at the
club. Access to Gardner, 427, QEW is about 5 minutes.
If you have any suggestions or comments please e-mail them to me. I would especially like to hear what you would consider
a reasonable cost for the weekend. We are attempting to keep the cost as low as possible through the use of volunteers and
marine industry donations.
Don't forget to visit our newly formatted web site http://www.aloha34.com and click on the third icon down "Coming
Events", to link to the Mimico Cruising Club web site. While you are visiting your Aloha34 web site, why not check out
some of the issues being discussed in the "Member Services"
(Username: ownersnet Password: brewer) - Discussion Forum.
How many days until launch?
Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151
Reply: Perry Basden basden@sympatico.ca; Fri, 31 Jan 2003
Subject: Re: [Aloha34] In water rendezvous 2003 - Update
Hi, Dave and Carla.
I'm planning on bringing my A34 from Windsor, Ontario to Mimico for the event. Plans are still in a state of flux but so far,
I've got Dennis Clarke (A28 Polaris) from Victoria, B. C. and Jerry Angus (A28 Orange Float) from Windsor, Ontario as an
expected crew members. I've also asked another A28 owner from Michigan if he would like to make the trip with us.
Jerry and I are planning on taking the boat to Port Colbourne where we will meet with Dennis for the trip through the
Welland Canal and on to Mimico. I'm also expecting to pick up a line handler or two for the trip through the canal,
depending on who's available as crew.
Travelling in a flotilla or in company would be a great idea. Anyone else interested?
On your way to Cleveland, be sure to visit my home club, LaSalle Mariner's Yacht Club, a couple of miles below the
Ambassador Bridge, on the Canadian side. It's nothing fancy, but I can assure you that you'll get a warm welcome.
Regards
Perry Basden
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Reply: Dave and Carla; Thursday, January 30, 2003
Subject: RE: [Aloha34] In water rendezvous 2003 - Update
Okay, we have been thinking about this and how to attend it. We are looking to move our boat to Lake Erie and considering
doing it early enough to be able to sail to Mimico. Are there others planning on sailing through Lake Erie and to Mimico and
back? Can a group be formed for this?
We'd be interested in joining some others if this could be arranged.
Dave and Carla
Momentum
*******
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From: Maureen Godfrey
[castlereef@yahoo.com]; January 3, 2003
Dear Les,
Many thanks for getting the CD to us before we leave. We head out very early Sunday to Barbados then on to Grenada.
Hope we don't have too much cleaning up to do. We know we have to replace the galley hatch (which we managed to get
from West Marine) and we will probably give the bottom a light sand and one coat of anti-fouling. Although it did look
pretty good when we hauled.
Thanks again and we will keep you posted as to where we are.
Regards Bryan and Maureen Godfrey
Castle Reef, #153
Reply: Les Harrison; January 4, 2003
Glad you got the material in time. Don't know if you'll get this before you set out. If so, all the best and fair winds in 2003!
And yes we'd like to hear from you occasionally.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*******

From: Frank Collins
[fcollins@videotron.ca]; January 2, 2003
Subject: ALOHA 34 FLAGSHIP
HI LES,
I've just completed my in-depth reading of the Fall & Winter 2002 newsletter. It
continues the tradition of high quality, interesting and useful material; very well
done!
Attached are a couple of photos taken last July during our annual sailpast at the
Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club (of which I am Commodore). Is this the first
time an Aloha 34 has been a flagship?
The ship's company on board True Love is my family (left to right Mark, Sophie,
Scott, Eve & Frank).
Best wishes for continued success in the New Year.
Cheers,
Frank
True Love, #117

[Editor: Just for interest any Aloha 34 owners aware of previous situations where an Aloha 34 has been the flagship?
Maybe Migs can help us out. NOTE: see the Featured Aloha for more]
*******

From: Beverly and Roger Deline
[dandeline@sympatico.ca]; December 20, 2002
Subject: Aloha 34 association
Les, Dandeline II has been sold to new owners from Windsor, Ont. I will recommend they contact you and join the Aloha 34
association. We have found the association a very interesting forum to learn from the experiences of others with the same
boat.
Best wishes to the association.
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Roger and Bev Deline
Dandeline II, #140
*******

From: Wendy Sinclair
Saturday, December 14, 2002
Subject: Need info Aloha34
Les, My name is Vic Sinclair, I live in Port Elgin and have a Tanzer 26 named Aries. On my annual trip to the North
Channel this year I met a couple on an Aloha 34 in Mary Anne Cove and they invited me and my wife aboard their boat. I
am toying with the idea of doing what you did and cruise the Caribbean when I retire next year. (I read all your logs at
least 3 times) Obviously a Tanzer 26 is too small to cruise so I am looking for a larger boat and I was particularly impressed
with my first look at an Aloha 34, although it is not the only boat that I would consider with CS34 and CS36 being other
possibilities. I am currently scanning the internet to see what is available and have made several enquiries but as it is difficult
to travel any great distance at this time of year I think I may be a bit too early to make serious enquiries
unless the boat is fairly close.
The reason for this letter is to request the E mail address of the people I met this summer. If you do not want to give me their
mail address perhaps you could forward my request and E mail address to them and ask if they would contact me. They are
not interested in selling their boat but they have made many modifications to their boat that I like and I would like to stay in
touch with them in the event that I do buy an Aloha 34 as I would want to incorporate some of their mods on any boat that I
buy.
I only have first names.
Ron and Silvia; boat 'Different Drummer' Tan coloured Aloha34
Thanks,

Vic Sinclair
*******

From: Lyndee Lu and Marty
The work on Queenie continues and it is going into the third year. This winter we have been doing all the cupboards, doors
and other woodwork in the house as we only have storage for her. Part II of our saga will be printed out at some time in the
future complete with pictures. At this point we have dug out and filled over 700 holes on the deck – mostly to get rid of the
wet balsa core, but others because of re-bedding every piece of stainless.
We have not sold the Tanzer 26, so I guess we will be racing her for another year. We did win the Lake Simcoe Grand
Chanpionship again last year for the 4th time out of the last 5 years.
Love getting the issues of the Aloha Network and read them page to page.
Lyndee Lu and Marty
[Editor: congratulations on the Championship win and we’re all looking forward to the Queenie story in a future issue]
*******

From: Denis Woodske
March 2, 2003
Subject: Balleo
Hello
My name is Denis Woodske. In August of 2002 I purchased an Aloha 34. It has been outfitted for offshore sailing. I do not as
yet know much of the history of the boat other than it has been sailed to Mexico in the late 80's or early 90's. The designer
Robert Perry lives on an island near by, I hope to meet him in two weeks at a local boating event. There are some questions I
would like to ask. I live on board while I rebuild some of the systems and plan for sailing over the horizon. I think it would be
interesting to talk to other owners to exchange ideas, so how do I become a member of your group?
Thanks for your time
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Denis
Reply: Les
Hello Denis,
I can vouch for the capabilities of the Aloha 34. In 2000 my wife and I sailed to the Bahamas and back in this very
comfortable cruiser.
We'd love to have you join our organization.
The Aloha 34 International Owners' Network has about 90 members all of which are Aloha 34 owners. We publish a
newspaper about 2 times a year and have a website at the address below. The member's service area on the website is
password protected to prevent or reduce the amount of "spam" received by our members. We have developed an owner's
manual in both printed [sold out for now] and CD format. Our dues, to cover printing and postage for the newsletter
primarily, are $25 Cdn. or $20 US but the Manual or past documents are extra.
Below is a questionnaire that helps me to develop a "profile" on each Aloha 34. Would you mind filling in the information?
If you need more information drop me a line. By the way, the Aloha 34 was designed by Brewer and Wallstrom.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*******

Companionway – a double berth

From: John Savin
March 2, 2003[tjmary@sympatico.ca]
Les and Carrol, thank you for responding to my request.I would appreciate any info. that you could send me, especially for
rig #2.It would also be great if you had any pictures. The rig aft of the chain locker I feel would the best approach. Our boats
name is VALDA 111,hope to here from you soon.
John
[Editor: We sent John the information from the Owner’s Manual and asked for information on VALDA 111]
*******

From: Nigel Tilley
April 29, 2003
"Just a quick personal update. I got a new job! This morning I got a call from the Detective Sergeant at the Windsor Casino
asking if I wanted a detective position with the AGCO. (Alcohol and Gaming Commission of Ontario) I
accepted. Now I've got to figure out the logistics of living in Goderich and working in Windsor. (Three hour drive) Transfer
date is August 4th.
I've already written to Perry Basden (another Aloha 34 owner living in Windsor) asking him for information on marinas in
the Windsor area. We will probably complete our three week cruise to the North Channel that we had planned for the last
week of July and first two weeks of August. We will then think about taking the boat to Windsor for me to live on while the
weather is warm enough. Who knows maybe there is a place to bubble the boat down there so that I could live on it year
round. I plan to work each set of shifts (3 or 4 days) then come back home to Goderich.
Wish us luck and if you ever find yourselves in the Windsor Casino look me up.
Nigel
S/V Restless Sole"
[Editor: Watch-out Windsor!! You too Perry!! ]
*******

From: Carole/Larry Jackson
[ljackson@rivernet.net]; May 3, 2003
Subject: Re: Stuff
Hello, Les:
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Plans for the trip are going well. I've completed all my woodworking projects for inside the boat over the winter months. I
finished my new drive shaft. I had the shaft, impeller and coupling balanced as one unit and it is now ready for installation
along with a new cutlass bearing. I'm going to start some major bottom repairs next week. I've had the bottom blasted with
dry ice and high-pressure air. It seemed to do a good job and removed all the VC17 bottom paint without destroying the
epoxy finish underneath. I'm modifying my boarding ladder at the stern and extending it an extra 13 inches to provide an
extra rung so it goes deeper into the water. We'll probably put the boat in the water between the end of May and the middle
of June (no big hurry).
I've decided to go with paper charts because they've been recommended as backup to CDs anyway. I'd appreciate it if you
would compile a list of the charts you used and the waterway and cruising guides which you found to be the most helpful.
Thanks and hope things are going well for you.
Aloha,
Larry & Carole
Reply: Les
Hi Larry & Carole,
I don't have a list of the charts needed as I borrowed them all from friends. A good resource for charts and planning can be
found at Nautical Mind in Toronto.
http://www.nauticalmind.com/charts/eastcoastusa.htm
I used electronic charts all the way but had chart books and guide to back up the computer system. For much of the water
way and canal we used both. Make sure you get a recent copy of "Skipper Bob" for the waterway. You're welcome to my
2000 copy but I recommend you get a new version. The site is at:
http://skipperbob.home.att.net/publications.htm
When's the projected departure?
Deadrise: getting up to
check the anchor at 0300

Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*******

From: John Aldous
[johnaldous@msn.com]; May 3, 2003
Hi Les,
How are you keeping? I haven't been in touch lately, I have just been sailing Coral Rose as often as possible, I have clocked
up about 480 nautical mile in the San Francisco bay since I purchased her in July 2002. What a pleasure she is to handle even
in the flukey winds we get in the bay at times, I got caught out in some 40- 45mph gusts a few weeks ago while single
handing, if I had managed to get a reef in before the winds picked up I would have had a more comfortable ride, but non the
less she still handled well.
I am about to purchase an auto pilot to make single handing in such conditions a little easier and was wondering if any of the
members have found any particular auto pilots that suit Aloha 10.4 more than others. I am considering a Simrad Wheelpilot
30 or a Raymarine ST4000 Plus MK11, Have any members had any experience with either of these? Also I am going to
purchase Radar as we do get quite a lot of fog in the bay during the summer months, I have been told JRC Radar is very
reliable and also an economical purchase, any pro's or con's on that would also be appreciated.
As well as sailing a lot I have also been working on Coral Rose, When I purchased her she did not have a black water holding
tank, there was a bladder under the vee berth, the first time I had to use it was the last, it leaked into the bilge and I'm sure
you can imagine the wonderful aroma I had to endure for the rest of that 3 day weekend, I purchased a 35 gal Holding tank
from a company in New England and installed it under the vee berth secured it in place with a can of expanding foam and 4
small blocks wedged from the tank top to the under side of the vee berth, it didn't move when I was getting thrown around in
those high winds a few weeks ago, that foam is good stuff.
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I look forward to hearing from you soon, happy sailing John Aldous
Reply: Les
Hi John,
I have the earlier version of the ST4000. It took me to the Bahamas and back without a hitch. I loved the wind instrument
integration to the autopilot and it often can steer better then the skipper! One advantage of the ST4000 is it is built to handle
a larger vessel than the Aloha 34 and therefore is not straining. Any of the autopilot problems we became aware of were with
autopilots that were lower powered than they should be for either the weight of the boat or were on a boat had a heavy helm.
Regarding radar, I'm afraid I don't have one. I believe you bought a copy of our Owner's Manual. Half a dozen or more
members are listed with radar, representing 5 different systems. You may wish to get in touch with some of them.
I suggest you put your questions to either the Web Site "Forum" or to the email net on "Tropica" where you can reach over
half of our members. If you need help accessing either let me know.
Good to hear from you again and I'm happy to hear you are enjoying Coral Rose.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment
*******

From: Bill McKeon
May 12, 2003
Good day,
I was looking through the Aloha 34 website for some information. We had "joined" a group some time ago run by Migs
Turner in B.C. Is this the same or a related group? I would like to join this group if possible.
My siblings and I inherited # 198 named Tallenuf when my Dad passed in 1998.
While not frequently used we still try to get out as often as possible. We are now faced with trying to maintain the boat
between busy schedules and kids activities and reference materials and tips in the members section might be very helpful.
Could you please e mail me the details on the membership.
Thanks in advance,
Bill
Bill McKeon
Oakville, Ontario
[Editor: Of course we welcomed Bill and family should they wish to join us]
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FEATURED ALOHA

TRUE LOVE, #117
History
We’ve owned our True Love for 24 years, which I guess is about as
long as anyone has owned an Aloha 34. She’s kept at the Royal St.
Lawrence Yacht Club in Montreal of which we are longstanding
members and where Frank has been Commodore for the last two years.
Before True Love we had a Lightning class boat for 15 years which we
much enjoyed and actively campaigned. But by 1979 with our kids
coming along we felt the need for something a bit bigger. We
surprised ourselves by going from a 700 lb. boat to a 14,000 lb. yacht
in one big step. At that time Aloha Yachts International had a Quebec
dealer ― Valleé ― who was a member of our club, which made the
purchase easier. That was many years ago.
How We Sail
We use True Love extensively for both racing and cruising. We like to put at least 1,000 nautical miles on the
boat each year to consider we’ve had our money’s worth, and we now have well over 30,000 miles under her keel.
We generally race True Love twice a week at the club level, with plenty of easy pleasure sailing as well. Each
year we take a cruise, usually up the St. Lawrence to the Thousand Islands and Lake Ontario, or down the river to
Quebec City, the Charlevoix and Saguenay. We’ve also taken two long voyages ― a three month cruise down to
New York and all around the north-east seaboard returning through the Gulf and the St. Lawrence ― and an eight
month cruise to spend the winter in the Bahamas. Our Aloha 34 has handled all of this in fine fashion.
Main Features
True Love has a bright red hull with the tall rig and deep fin keel. Instead of the usual six
side ports it has two large windows in the salon with two of the opening ports, which makes
for a very bright interior. The quarter berth is made extra wide by foregoing the usual
adjacent lockers. The engine is the original (once rebuilt) Volvo MD 11C with the 110S sail
drive and a bronze folding prop. Seven years ago we had the hull professionally refinished
in Awlgip as the original red was fading. This attractive, new finish continues to be
excellent.
Special Features ― Racing
We have inboard genoa sheeting tracks to enhance pointing ability, together with over-size
primary winches (Barient #28 self-tailing ― about equivalent to Lewmar #45’s). There are
four Lewmar two-speed #40’s (two secondaries for spinnaker sheets and two deck-mounted
halyard winches), as well as a Lewmar two-speed #30 for the spinnaker halyard and pole, and
Cunningham tension. We have an adjustable backstay tensioner to fine tune the headstay.
Apart from two spinnakers True Love has five different headsails, two of which are just for
racing, including a Mylar #1. The main is full-battened with slab reefing facilitated by line
stoppers and a Barient #8 winch mounted on the boom.
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Special Features ― Cruising
True Love has the usual cruising gear such as a dodger and big, strong bimini (with quick
on/off sun shade panels), a Garmin GPS, Autohelm 3000 and Harken roller furling (this with a
split drum for fast removal when we want it off for racing). Creature comforts include electric
refrigeration (Easy Kool, with a big cold plate) and an Espar thermostat-controlled diesel
heater. We also have a powerful Lewmar electric anchor windlass (Concept 1) with 100 feet of
5/16 chain plus 200 feet of rope rode. This makes anchoring so much more
pleasant. For night navigation and fog we have radar (Furano model 821)
with the display mounted in the nav station, but easily movable into the
cockpit when it’s needed using long cables installed.
The electrical system driving all of this consists of three large Surrette deep cycle batteries
supplied by a high-output alternator with smart charger control, as well as a 40-amp threestage shore power charger. We also have a big wind generator (Fourwinds II with 5-ft.
diameter prop, voltage regulator and controls). This is only on the boat for long voyages.
Future Plans
We’ve had a great deal of pleasure and satisfaction from our True Love, and hope to be sailing her for many years
to come. If all goes well we might like to take one or two more long voyages, perhaps back down to the islands
and/or up to the North Channel in Lake Huron. We’ll see. Meanwhile, we’re grateful for all the fun and
excitement our Aloha 34 has given us during these 24 years.

FRANK & EVE COLLINS
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Aloha Drawings
From: Les Harrison, harrisol@bmts.com; Friday, January 10, 2003
To: "Ted Brewer" <brewer@island.net>
Ted,
I was thinking that the Aloha 34 Owners' Network should really have a set of drawings on file for the Aloha 34. I didn't see it
listed on your web site. Would you please advise me what the cost would be for the drawings? What are we talking about in
size and bulk for storage? I don't have a sense for the difference in drawings and plans.
Thanks for your help.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment, #214
Reply: Brewer Yacht Design [brewer@island.net]; January 11, 2003
Les
Aloha 34 prints are $80 US, or $120 Cdn plus $9.40 GST. These are the actual plans the boat was built from and include a
number of large sheets, at least 2' x 3'. They fold into a thick 11 x 13 package though. The prints include Hull lines,
Arrangement plan and profile, Joiner sections, Deck layout, Sail plan, Construction plan(s), Chainplate installation, and
miscellaneous detail drawings.
For Aloha club records, let's call it $65 US or $100 Cdn incl GST.
Fair Winds
Ted
[Editor: Members needing information that may be available on the drawings may request the details – Example:
chainplates, rudder assembly, etc.]

New Aloha Owner
From: Dave Young [Abalone@telus.net]; December 8, 2002
Subject: Sanctum
Hi Les;
I have spent a bunch of time working on Sanctum since I got it and I must say that I'm not impressed with the whole notion of
production boats and how they are put together. I also realize that not too many of us would have boats if you insisted on a no
compromise situation. So I will work on this one until I am happy to take it to the wilder parts of the B.C. coast.
I have no problem with the design and sailing properties and coming from a Cascade 29 I thought that this one being tall and
fat wouldn't be able to get out of it's own way. Not true. Another major consideration; my wife likes it.
Vessel - Sanctum serial ZUY OD2201586 O.N.807929 Hull no. 220 completed 1986 purchased May 2002 from Ron
VanDyke. Sanctum was named Lady Rowan until about 5 years ago. We will not probably sail beyond B.C. and Alaska; we
went by age 20 some time ago.
Engine - original Westerbeke 27. This engine has 3000 hours on it and has had a new heat exchanger; all hoses changed
recently. Also added is a new shaft, stuffing box, and drive saver. I have replaced the timed out s.s. waterlock muffler with a
fibreglass one which seems good. I will go over the whole engine carefully this winter as to wiring and fittings. I did have the
pressure/temp. alarm go off at one time for no apparent reason. Engine does leak a lot of oil (.5Lper12 hours)
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Equipment - quite well equipped with Harken Mk II roller furling, Espar diesel heat, Autohelm 4000, Norcold fridge unit in
the icebox,pressure water using a belt-driven par pump (needs work), Paloma hot water, Vetus (big) windlass, Lowrnace
sounder X65, Marintek GPS, VHF, and AM/FM/CD player.
Maintenance - I was dismayed to find that all sealing and bedding of equipment is done with silicone. All four deck fillers
move when caps tightened. Water got into the core material in two of them causing it to rot. This being a later boat , some of
the earlier problems have been addressed such as chainplates now being bolted to the outside of the gussets rather than being
glassed over.
There are lots of small blisters that I will not do anything about unless they appear to grow. My expert feels that they may
have stabalized. Over time I will rebed everything attached to the boat starting with the ports and I will search out all the steel
screws that have failed and will fail. I have replaced the main and need to repair the two headsails.
Modifications - I have replaced the Brydon boy head which was plumbed directly overside with a Sealand head which is
really just a Porta-potty with plumbing to pump overside or through the deck and gives us an endurance of 3 or 4 days. The
original holding tank has always been plumbed as a fresh water tank which I like.
The windlass is mounted behind and slightly to port of the existing anchor locker with the deck button switch to port of that. I
wasn't able to operate the windlass and stow the chain by myself so I made a hinged arm that pokes through the toe rail and
lies across the deck button then hinges forward to starboard of the windlass to a place that I can kneel on the end of it to
operate the switch and have two hands free to stow line and 110 feet of chain.
Project of the moment is the upgrade of the minimal electrical system which the previous owner got started on. Right now
there is more battery capacity than there is charging capability. Fortunately, I was looking for a project when I found this
one but the boat seems worth the effort.
Dave Young
[Editor: Dave’s comments appear here in context; however, the data on Sanctum, #220, is repeated in the Profile.]

CABIN
[no submissions]

DECK SYSTEMS
Dorades
From: S/V Restless Sole [restless@hurontel.on.ca]; Tuesday, January 21, 2003
Les
Do you have any idea where I can buy a new pair of the rectangular Dorade Vents for the 34. The idiot that covered the boat
this year didn't support the plastic well enough and the downward pressure after a rain squashed down and split one of the
vents :-(
They don't seem to be a standard size. The deck openings are either 3" or 4" in the HMP catalogue (They are also round
openings and look cheap) and mine appear to be 3 1/2 inches.
Thanks
Nigel
Reply: January 22, 2003 -0500
Nigel,
I've checked both our owner's manual and the original owner's manual – no references. Maybe the best idea is to put out the
word on the web page "forum" to see if anyone has a contact. Sorry.
Good to see you again.
Les & Carol Harrison, Enchantment, #214

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
[no submissions]
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ENGINE ROOM
Oil Filters
From: David S. Fisher [david.fisher2@sympatico.ca]; 28-Dec-2002
HI FOLKS,
In late February,2002 after a pleasant overnighter from Everglades City, Fla. to the Dry Tortugas last February we anchored
beside the old Fort Jefferson. After 2 days it was time to charge the batteries.( I 've no wind gen or solar panels). In 5 minutes
there was a squeak. squeak from the VOLVO MD 11 engine. Sounded like the bearings had gone.
With zero facilities here we had to head for Key West. A storm front came through and 12 sailboats shared the anchorage for
the next 2- days with 20 plus fishing vessels. The wind abated to 20 knots +/- and 6 ft seas. Another front was forecast.
Fortunately the wind direction was from the north. 4 boats left for Key West and one volunteered to be a buddy boat as he
had done the run several times before. We had a riotous broad reach all day and covered the 70 miles in just over 12 hours.
Floated around outside Key West until Tow-Boat U.S. located us and towed us to a boat yard that had a travel lift.
Next morning I found the local Volvo specialist who instantly identified the problem when I started the engine. 'FRAM
FILTER was the culprit ', he said. He explained that the genuine Volvo filter has a check valve that retains the oil in the
engine block. The Fram filter does not so the oil runs to the sump. So each time one starts the engine the bearings are
momentarily dry. Over time wear develops until it siezes. He considered me to be lucky given that the boat is now 23 years
old. Of the three bearings the one closest to the oil source was not scored the middle one had some scoring and the third was
severely scored. He gave me a fixed price of $4000 US to take the engine out of the boat completely overhaul the engine and
provide a replacement mainshaft. Of course there was another $1000 of extras plus towing charges plus haul-out and
boatyard fees.
One extra was interesting; He claimed that the factory installed Aqualift in the exhaust system was under - sized and was
causing back pressure on the engine. I could not disagree with him as the hose connecting the Aqualift to the engine had been
flared up to fit onto the engine manifold. He virtually ordered me to change it or he would not guarantee his work.
I had used Fram filters because the previous Owner had used them; they are about a third of the cost of the genuine Volvo
filter which I will use in future.
Maybe its time for a wind generator or solar panels.
Boat goes back in the water in Fort Myers, Florida, in January. We plan to be at Rendevous 2003 at Mimico C.C.
Seasons Greetings,
Dave Fisher; " Dalriada" - #128.
Reply: Ants Toi [a.toi@utoronto.ca]; Sunday, December 29, 2002
Hi Dave –
Happy Holidays!
What a frustrating way to find out about filter details and problems. Hope that was the end of problems and the beginning of
clear sailing.
Can you provide more detail about your Aqualift – what was the diameter of the piping and what size has now been installed?
Does any Aloha34 member know if Westerbeke has similar issues with oil filters or exhaust?
Merry Christmas to you all and hope your sailing season starts early next year.
Ants Toi (Alligator, #216)
Reply: "Carla Kilpela and Dave Carr" twocarrs@alltel.net; Mon, 30 Dec 2002
I went through the same thing with filters. I once bought a fram filter that the catalogue said was the equivalent and then
learned that the Fram lacked a check valve. I actually had a problem where the oil drained out of the filter and the pump did
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not pick it up. I had to loosen the filter to bleed the air out of it to get the oil pressure back. I now use a Donaldson filter that
has a check valve in it. Our company runs about a billion $ worth of Caterpillar equipment and Caterpillar has accepted that
the Donaldson is as good as their filter and they will honour the warranty, so I have some faith in them. If you look in the
filter hole you can see the check valve.
Volvo requires this in their MD engines since the oil pump is higher than the oil level in the sump. If the oil drains back the
pump can have air in it and it may not pump oil. The check valve prevents this and keeps oil in the oil pump, so when the
engine starts, oil is pumped right away. It is important to check that the oil pressure returns after an oil change, and if
it does not do this right away then you may have to loosen the filter to allow the pump to bleed the air out of it. Filters with
check valves cost more. I can easily get the donaldson which is why I have used them. If I couldn't get them, I would buy the
Volvo.
Dave.

Raw Water Pump Rebuild
From: Bill Sirine [wfs@exis.net ]; 11/4/02
Has anyone installed a raw water pump rebuild kit on the W27 Westerbeke engine. The kit consist of a new shaft, bearings ,
seals ,screws & face plate. My question is , what is the proper assembly sequence? The bearings must be pressed onto the
shaft & there appears to be a plastic spacer that may need to go between the two bearings,but I am not sure. The problem that
I am having is that the old pump was leaking internally & the salt water damaged the shaft & bearings, so that when I
attempted to remove them they disintegrated. Any help would be greatly appreciated.
Bill & Bettie Sirine
Bella Luna, #209
[Editor: Can anyone help Bill out. With Enchantment we had to change the whole pump because they no longer made parts
for the one on our Westerbeke.]

Shaft and Coupling
From: Nigel Tilley, S/V Restless Sole [restless@hurontel.on.ca]; Sun 20/04/2003
Les
Ready for launch? One more days work and we should be.
Nige
Les wrote:
Not ready yet but then we don't launch till May 10th. My shaft is out right now so we'd sink! I'm getting the shaft and
coupling trued up.
Les
From: S/V Restless Sole; April 21, 2003
Hummm....That sounds like a good idea. I need to have my cutlass bearing replaced and I think that the shaft should be realigned as well. Is someone doing that for you?
Nige
Les wrote:
I picked up my shaft and coupling. Nice job. He made a new shaft and bushing for the coupling. All trued up! Shaft,
bushing and labour - $260. He used 304 stainless. You may want to ensure you get 316 if you plan to stay in saltwater for
many years. That would increase the cost somewhat - providing you need another shaft. I carried a spare which, it turns out
was bent!
I asked him if he'd be interested in doing yours. He indicated not right now but fall or next spring would be OK.
Reply: Nigel
Great...Thanks Les.
Did you remove your shaft and coupling and take everything to him or did he come and remove it. I assume you did .....so
next time I see you, either at Enchantment or at Restless, maybe you could give me a little lesson on removing the thing. I
inspected my cutlass bearing this spring at Brian Bishops urging and it looks like it needs replacing as well. He seems to
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think my shaft needs to be aligned as well. (Not sure about this...it has run 1600 hours since 1986 and still seems fine) Maybe
I will have everything done all at once when I have the shaft out.
Thanks again.
Nigel
Les wrote:
I did the whole works before heading south: cutlass, stuffing box and shaft. I took the old one as my spare.
If yours is the same as my setup you just pull the prop, undo the coupling set screws, remove the zinc if present and slide it
out. If the stuffing box is too tight then it would have to be loosened. I gave him the prop, shaft and coupling.
As far as making the decision on the cutlass bearing, if it will wiggle, say about 1/16", you should put in on the list.
Anyway we can have a look this fall if you like. I have a puller that may help.
Les
Reply: Nigel
Thanks muchly....appreciate the help. You make it sound so simple!!! I would think my setup is exactly the same as yours.
Nigel
[NOTE: the coupling was not true to the shaft, in fact the coupling bushing had worn so the shaft could move when I
loosened the set screws. This was the reason I was unable to properly align the drive train on Enchantment last season.]

Shaft Replacement
From: Carole/Larry Jackson <ljackson@rivernet.net>; Monday, January 06, 2003
With the installation of a new three-blade prop (to replace my Gori two-blade folding prop), I decided to renew the shaft at
the same time, because I found that my shaft was cracked half way through.
I made the new shaft from 316SS at 43 1/8" long to fit my Universal Atomic 5424 engine and flex coupling assembly. When
I removed the shaft I found that the coupling set screws holding the coupling to the shaft were drilled 180 degrees apart. I
assume this was done on the original installation. In the business I was in, it was a rule the set screws should always be 90
degrees apart when used in conjunction with a keyed shaft. I found that the countersink into the shaft for the set screws was
drilled much too deep. One side was .250 deep with the opposite side .265 deep. Taking these two depths and subtracting
from 1.000 shaft diameter, it only leaves .485 diameter in the centre. I don't think a 1/2" diameter shaft is a good design
feature. I had to leave the set screw holes 180 degrees apart in the new shaft because I didn't want to renew the coupling
hub. My solution was to install two dog point set screws that are drilled .100 into the shaft from each side, leaving a shaft
which is .800 diameter. I also used set screws that are long enough to allow a jam nut to be locked down on to the coupling
hub. If anyone has the same arrangement, I would suggest you slide the shaft back and dye check for cracks in the shaft.
I also discovered that I couldn't slide the shaft back far enough to clear the coupling because the sacrificial anode on the shaft
was not far enough above the strut to let the shaft go back. I repositioned the anode so the shaft will clear the coupling but
will not go inside the stuffing box. Should work now even if you have to do this with the boat in the water.
If anyone has any questions, don't hesitate to call (519-383-6175) or email.
Aloha,
Larry Jackson
(Dream Weaver #155)
Reply: Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]; January 26, 2003
Good advice here Larry, thanks!
In Sea Vixen #167 we still have our original shaft but I sometimes wonder when docking and going into a hard reverse
(necessary at our location), whether one day I'll see the propellor & shaft disappear astern. Like you I have zinc (2 in
fact) fitted on the shaft so until they are completely 'wasted', they should stop the shaft from disappearing completely.
Hope all is well there. Is this a new email address for you?
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All is well here but as you can see, I'm way behind in responding to emails. As I wrote to Bill & Jeannette Hrycenko a few
moments ago, I should be sailing today (sunny & now 14 C here in Victoria) but Diana says
 the grass needs cutting.
 the roses (still blooming from last summer) need some trimming,
 the rhododendrons & pansies in bloom need some dead-heading,
 Diana wants some fresh daffodils in the garden cut for use in the house, and the real 'ringer',
 storm force winds are expected later this afternoon.
My usual crew of 6 & I had our weekly sail last weekend (looking for some of Les Harrison's "bergy bits"), until the winds
died around 3 PM so we had to anchor in the Chatham Islands (about 30 minutes motoring from home) and open the bar...
Wish we could join you all at the Mimico rendezvous in July. However, we'll have to find a way for our 4-legged unmarried
daughter (a golden retriever) to travel. She hates riding in the car.
Aloha to you and Carole,
Migs
Migs & Diana Turner
"Sea Vixen" A-34 #167

Transmission and Fuel Pump
From: Ron & Sylvia Foster, Different Drummer # 152, April 4, 2003
In the summer of 2002 as we were heading out of Midland Bay on our cruise, our transmission packed it in for the second
time in four years. The first time, it was the thrust washers that wore out and it seemed that it was either the thrust washers
again or the clutch plates. We managed to get back to the dock and I removed the transmission. We got in touch with Charles
at E & C Marine in Toronto and he said he would give us a "loaner" so that we could continue on our trip. We switched
transmissions and I installed the loaner. Although it seemed identical to my original transmission, but slightly smaller, it
turned out that the output shaft was 10 mm higher than my original. I decided that adjusting the motor mounts would be too
difficult as they were the original ones and worn, so I removed the transmission again, hoping that mine could be repaired in
a reasonable length of time. After a week, realizing that the summer would be over before I had mine repaired, I put the
loaner back in and adjusted the motor mounts. It turned out that the ratio was different on the loaner which meant I lost 1
knot at cruising speed. We headed to the North Channel for the summer and had a great time. On the return trip, we anchored
near Parry Sound to wait for favourable winds to sail back to Midland. Winds held in the south so we decided to motor back
on the inside route .A few hours south of Parry Sound , the engine died completely. We managed to get the hook down and I
started to check things out. It seemed as if the engine was not getting any fuel. I traced the problem back to the electric fuel
pump eliminating any problems with the tank and filters. The fuel pump was still clicking over but very slowly. I tried to
remove the fuel pump to disassemble it and found that the heads of the bolts had been covered over with plywood in the
quarter berth. I did notice that there seemed to be a cap on the lower end of the fuel pump and felt that nothing would be lost
by taking it off. After removing the cap, I did a little probing and found there was a circular filter completely blocked with a
thick, black , glue-like substance. Fortunately, I had some electronic contact cleaner on board, which, when sprayed on the
fine mesh nylon filter, cleaned it up like new in seconds. I reinstalled the filter, bled the system, and have had no further
problems with it.
I didn't realize there was a filter in the fuel pump as I had not seen any literature on it. I am assuming that the black coating
on the filter was from fuel obtained in the Bahamas which was not nearly as pure as the fuel here in Canada.
After arriving back in Midland, I traded transmissions and it turned out that my thrust washers had gone for the second time
and Charles suggested it was most likely worn out motor mounts. I purchased four motor mounts at $80.00 each, same as the
original, and lined up the transmission. I had been experiencing considerable vibration from the engine which the new motor
mounts corrected. When we had the transmission replaced four years earlier in Miami, motor mounts had not been suggested.
Ron Foster
Different Drummer # 152
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HULL STRUCTURES
Ports
From: Kent Nielsen [knielsen4@shaw.ca]; January 2, 2003
Boat Name: Windspinner, #210
I have two small leaks from my window frames and would like to know how to take the windows apart so I can reseal them
and not do any damage to the fibreglass
Reply: Les Harrison
I have repaired all the opening ports on Enchantment. I started with one when we had a leak and based on what I found I did
them all.
I removed all the screws from the outside plastic trim and the inside port frame. I inserted a thin blade under both to break
the caulking seal. After cleaning off all caulking, I epoxied [with thickener] the outer fibreglass deckhouse to the inside
fibreglass liner to ensure no water could enter. I then rebedded the port and outer trim in place taking care to ensure all screw
holes were well bedded too. I did not use 3M 5200 in case I needed to remove but rather used 3M 4200. Do not use Silicone
as it can dry with small channels that will wick water.
No more leaks!
Good luck.
Reply: Kent Nielsen
Thank you Les for the info.

Swim Platform
From: Ron & Sylvia Foster, Different Drummer # 152 , March 13, 2003 8:04 PM
We always found that boarding the Aloha 34 via the
swim ladder was not an easy procedure, so last year I
decided to experiment a little bit and installed a swim
platform. I didn't want to give up Dinghy-Tow so I
used our curved pole model and mounted the swim
platform within the area that was available inside the
curved portion of the poles.
The swim platform is made of 1" maple mounted on
a U-shaped square tube stainless steel support. There
are four 1 " X 1" stainless steel brackets. The
stainless steel platform support mounts on two of
these brackets approximately 16 inches from the
water, and two diagonal supports fastened to the
outer edge of the swim platform run to the other two
brackets that mount just above the waterline.
I cut off the existing stern ladder and modified the lower portion by using 90* elbows to hold two short pieces of tubing that
mount to pivot points centrally located on the swim platform. This allows the ladder to pivot down and hang vertically in the
water or pivot up until it nestles in against the stern .I mounted one single step between the deck and the swim platform as the
distance was too great. I then cut out the lower solid piece of tubing that ran between the two vertical support stantions on the
pushpit, leaving this area between the stantion open, and making access to the cockpit very easy.
Removing the tube meant that I would need to support the stantions with diagonal struts running from just under the top rail
to a bracket mounted approximately 4" forward of the base of the stantion.This produced a very rigid pushpit. I left the solid
pivoting upper tubular connector as it was originally so that it could be hooked up to close in the top rail. I did add a short
piece of lifeline with a turnbuckle and a pelican hook where the lower rail existed. This was not added to increase stability
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but to close the opening at the centre rail .The ladder can be pivoted up with a line attached to the bottom of the ladder.
Dinghy-Tow did not need to be modified to install the swim platform.
I wish that I had done this 20 years ago. It makes getting on and off a pleasure. It is a place to put items such as flippers or
goggles before you come out of the water, however not quite wide enough to sit on , mainly because of the angle of the
transom . I am intending to add four inches to the stern end of the Dinghy-Tow poles , which in turn will allow me to add
four inches to the swim platform. This then should be wide enough to sit on. I am also going to replace the wooden platform
with a shaped 1" thick solid plastic because the wood is too hard to maintain.
I will take more pictures of the swim platform and the pushpit this summer and send them along.

MISCELLANEOUS
Cloudy Windows
From: David "Archie" Riddell [david.riddell@gems5.gov.bc.ca]; May 2, 2003
Boat Name: Priority
Hi folks. I was wondering if anyone had success "de-cloudifying" the windows on an Aloha. I was thinking that there might
be a product/technique in the market that can help eliminate the cloudy effect likely brought about by UV damage. If feel
that it is worth a repair effort before breaking down and buying a set of 10 new windows...
Thanks
Reply: Les Harrison [harrisol@bmts.com]; May 2, 2003
Boat Name: Enchantment
I bought, on recommendation of a fibreglass worker, a product called "Formula Five Clean 'N Glaze". It's for cleaning and
deglazing fibreglass and works well. Being a high risk-taker
I tried it on my ports. Great, now I could see out. It didn't
completely remove the scratching but worth the effort. They are still good this spring and I will be giving them another
treatment.
I'm sure any such quality glazing product would improve the situation, I just lucked out.
Reply: Bob Haig [rdhaig@cogeco.ca]
Boat Name: Out & About
Further to Les's response, I just finished this job using a two stage 3M product. I think they were called Clear Plastic
Restorer and Clear Plastic Polish. These are applied using a buffer on an electric drill. Worked like a charm. The
improvement after using the "restorer" was dramatic. I'm not actually sure the second part was needed (I only did it on two of
the ports and couldn't really tell the difference.
Reply: Stuart Meyer [hi721@yahoo.com]
I apologize for being so late in responding to this note. However, I have had a mite of difficulty in establishing a
communication link between my computer and the site. Thankfully, Les has now made it happen.
In 1996, I decided the ports on AIR LOOM were getting too difficult to see through so I purchased one new port from
Beckson (US$28.00). I used it as a replacement for the most deteriorated one on the boat. I brought that one home and
polished it with toothpaste. However, that left the surface with many horizontal scratches. Some improvement but not yet
acceptable.
I discussed how to get rid of these scratches with a chemical engineer who had spent a number of years in the plastics
industry. He suggested I talk to the people at the local plastics company. I took the port to them and they pointed me to a
product called NOVUS #2. This is a “fine scratch remover” marketed by NOVUS INC., MINNEAPOLIS, MINNESOTA
55438. The bottle says you can call toll free 800-548-6872 for the nearest distributor. This has done a great job of removing
these scratches and returning a smooth shiny finish to the port. It is not necessary to remove the port to use this product:
merely open it all the way and start cleaning from inside the boat. I use the NOVUS #2 every year just to keep them in good
shape. They also have a #3 which is used for heavy scratches.
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Stuart

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
Main Reefing
From: June and Kearny Moyle jkmoyle@primus.ca; Fri, 20 Dec 2002
Does anyone have the same problem as I do when reefing the main? When I lower the sail to the reefing points (particularly
the 2nd reef) there is so much sail folded up at the mast end that the tack does not reach the "horns" on the boom and cannot
hook over them. Does anyone have a different arrangement that works?
Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Kearney Moyle
Quintette III # 204
Reply: M Cameron; 12/20/02
June and Kearney Moyle,
Although I am an Aloha 30 owner, I had the same problem with reefing the main. I attached one end of a handy billy on deck
near the mast and the other end to the grommet of the sail with a tack hook. I set this gear up before leaving harbour. The
mast grommet used depended on how many reefs I anticipated needing. As I lower the main I take up on the handy billy,
both actions being done from the safety of the cockpit. Then I haul in on the leach reef line and if it is safe to do so, I put a
reef point in mid boom. I don't use the reef hook on the boom.
This works for me and does not require going on deck when things get nasty, except for a quick trip up to put in the reef
point.
Merry Christmas, and smooth sailing (without a reef) !
Merv Cameron
Reply: Kearney Moyle ; 12/21/02
Dear Merv
I appreciate your comment on reefing the main. However, could you tell me what a handy billy is? Thanks!
All the best for the holidays
Kearney Moyle

Reply: M Cameron
Dear Kearney,
You know, I wondered about putting in a "ps" to explain that term and decided not to. A handy billy is a small block and
tackle that is used for odd jobs not requiring permanent running rigging. I guess that is something that Migs Turner did not
pass on to your association from his navy days! I don't know the origin of the term, but has been around the Royal Navy,
hence the Commonwealth navies for a long time.
Regards, Merv
Reply: Kearney Moyle
Thanks Merv
I still learn something every day, even at my age.
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Merry Christmas
Kearney
Reply: Stuart Meyer
Hi
On AIR LOOM we use a sail track stop to retain the sail slides in the mast track. When we reef the main, the stop is removed
to allow the bottom portion of the sail to drop out of the track. Thus, we have access to even our second reef point.
Stuart Meyer
AIR LOOM #185
Reply: June and Kearny Moyle [jkmoyle@primus.ca]; 23-Dec-2002
Thanks Stuart
This seems to be the same solution that Jim Manley has, and I am going to try it (next month in Florida).
Merry Christmas
Kearney
Reply: Ants Toi
Season's Greetings everyone!
We also have a sail track stop consisting of a flat stainless strip about 4-5" long and wide enough to fit into the mast track.
Thought all the Aloha's had this setup. The lower end is riveted to the mast inside the groove at the bottom end of the sail
slide insertion point. The upper end is totally inside the mast groove and springs backward to block sail slides from falling
out of the insertion opening when the sail is lowered. There is no mechanical insert to be removed or lost.
When we need to reef, we just push the strip forward and allow as many sail slides to come out of the groove as are needed to
allow easy access of the reefing cringle to the horn. This allows some sail to hang freely below the boom. For a single reef
the sail just hangs, for double reef, we have holes in the sail that allow sail ties to be tied around the sail and boom AFTER
the reef is firmly tied in place. (remember of course to undo the sail ties before releasing the reef or rehoisting or the sail gets
torn really quickly).
To throw out the reef, FIRST undo the sail ties, undo mainsheet, pull up on topping lift, undo reefing outhaul, lower halyard
enough to unhook from the horns, then reinsert sail slides into the mast, then hoist away and finally release the topping lift.
Interestingly, I have rarely needed to reef the main. It is quite small and even in a very strong blow I can carry it without
being overpowered. It has been more important to reef the genoa early or even furl it completely. I do have a very small jib
(almost a storm jib) and have used it once in 10 years to go to windward in winds over 30 - 35 knots. Had one reef in the
main and did not feel overpowered. For me roller furling on the genoa has been the most important control. Mine has 'luff
ropes' which allow preservation of shape even when partly furled. This works moderately well for preserving shape when
partly furled. The more useful aspect of it is that it provides bulk for furling and a bigger 'headstay' for the sail to wrap
around. In very high winds, with the standard headstay, the sail may wrap so tightly that you cannot get enough turns to furl it
completely even with a very long furling line and extra turns on the furling drum. With the extra bulk at the luff, this problem
has gone away.
Good luck! Hope all your winds are gentle and in the right direction so you don't have to hassle with reefing.
Ants Toi
Alligator.
Reply: June and Kearny Moyle jkmoyle@primus.ca; Tue, 24 Dec 2002
Thanks Ants
This is the same system that I have and it seems like an easy solution. I seldom reef the main, this is why this problem has
not come up before. I'm going to try this, but I'm also considering Richard Klett's idea of earrings: it may be easier to reef
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with them, but I'll have to make them. With your system (Stuart & Jim's also) there is nothing to buy! ( nothing cheap about
me).
Thanks again & Merry Christmas
Dues:
Due in February each year.
Amount: $25 Cdn.

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Mid -Boom Sheeting

[you thought this might be another
box with a saying ☺]

[continuing from last Newsletter]
From: Stuart Meyer; hi721@yahoo.com; May 21, 2003
Boat Name: AIR LOOM
Bill & Bettie

By now you have probably completed your conversion to mid-boom sheeting on BELLE LUNA. If not, I would be happy to
send you photos of the “factory” installation on AIR LOOM. When we originally placed our order, we specified mid-boom
sheeting because we did not want the traveler located in the cockpit. The traveler was installed on the coach roof at the
factory and it was left up to the dealer to route the sheet. He elected a setup similar to that on a Catalina 36. One end of the
sheet is secured to the port side of the coach roof, then passed through a block at about mid-boom, thence to a block on the
traveler, aft to a block on the boom, back to a block on the traveler, then to another block at mid-boom, to a block on the
starboard side coach roof opposite the port side attachment and then back to a winch. Since the deck mould incorporates a
well on the bridge deck for the traveler, a solid piece of teak 1-1/2x3-1/2x48-¾ was provided to fill this void. We have
greatly enjoyed the freedom of not having to work around the main sheet.
It may be that the original build did not allow for the loads produced by a traveler in that location. Last year, we had a
squeaking noise from the galley area when we were sailing under a good wind. It turned out to be caused by movement
between the post and the bulkhead at the inboard forward corner of the galley where the post is attached. Upon further
examination, I found that the post is fastened to the bulkhead by only two screws. One of these was very loose and the other
was not too secure. I have since installed two strips of brass (which sandwich the bulkhead and post) and through bolted
them. I now have no more movement between the two parts. Again, if you would like I can provide photos of this fix.
I hope this is of some help.
Reply: Bill & Bettie Sirine; wfs@exis.net
Thanks Stuart: As of this date we have not installed the traveler ( to busy with lesser upgrades) your pictures would be great
& you can e-mail them to: wfs@exis.net Thanks again! Bill & Bettie

UTILITIES
CNG Information
From: Ron & Sylvia Foster [ron.foster3@sympatico.ca]; April 4, 2003
Here is some information for obtaining CNG in the Toronto area.
To have your old tanks pressurizedRohen Fire Equipment, 80 Dynamic Drive, Unit 27, Toronto
attn Dave Shaw
Phone: (416) 798 1550
[This is near Hwy 48 and Finch Ave]
To get CNG tanks filled in the same area2671 Markham Road, Phone: (416) 754 2658
Also available from Enbridge Gas near Mavis Road, Mississauga. Call one day ahead for Enbridge.
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Sealing Propane Locker
From: Bob Haig [rdhaig@cogeco.ca ]; 01/5/03 08
Boat Name: Out & About
The hole in the propane locker where the line enters the boat is not sealed. The hole is close to 2" in diameter, which seems to
large for the commercially available seals. Any suggestions would be appreciated.
Reply: Stuart Spracklan [windy@sympatico.ca ]; 01/15/03
Boat Name: Windy #151
I ordered an item that is called "Vapour Tight" from Marine Gas Components Inc. located in North Bay. Phone number
(705)472-3562 It works very well and meets the regulations!
Check out the web site for products:
http://www.marinegas.com/
An alternative would be to use some sort of putty...

Quote from Chris Rock
"You know the world is going crazy when the best
rapper is a white guy, the best golfer is a black
guy, the tallest guy in the NBA is Chinese, the
Swiss hold the America's Cup, France is accusing
the U.S. of arrogance, Germany doesn't want to go
to war, and the three most powerful men in
America are named 'Bush', 'Dick', and 'Colon'.
Need I say more?"
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“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

Portlight Blinds
Cut translucent plastic to the shape of the plexi-glass portlight to form the blind.
Attach a velcro button to both the plexi-glass and both ends of the blind. Put the blind
in place when made necessary by prying eyes! Want to sleep in, in the V-Berth? Just
make a Sunbrella blind with velcro buttons.

[alternatively, for plastic, you can use “Ticky-Tack” putty]
[* Ace: Aloha Creative Enhancements]

ARTICLES FOR SALE
From: Brian Bishop [bishop@hurontel.on.ca]; April 28, 2003 9:35 PM
I have two items for sale:
1- 15 x 10 rh 1 Gori folding prop $300
1 set of aluminum frame work for a winter cover- frame work only -$200
thx Brian # 146
From: Carole/Larry Jackson [ljackson@rivernet.net]
Drive in style - 42" Stainless steel Edson wheel - $300 Cdn.
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE

Windekind
For Sale - Aloha 34 (1981)
Proven Ocean Cruiser, on custom metal cradle at Port Credit Marina. 5
sails including DRS in sock. Propane stove & oven, barbecue and cabin
heater. 42 HP Pathfinder (VW) Engine. Cutter Rig. Enclosed cockpit.
New interior cushions and foam. Asking $70,000. Phone 905-823-2049

Room To Dance

Holy Smokes

"Holy Smokes", Hull # 127 is For Sale.
A 2001 Aloha with a birthdate of 1979, even has a new 38 hp Yanmar to
finish her off. She must be seen to be believed.
If you would like to move on up in size just give us a call for more
details at 519-271-4362 8-5 and 519-271-1629 after 5pm.
SHE'S A BEAUTY !!!!
Aloha,
chico & Jamie

NEPENTHE

Reluctantly for sale:
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel.
The engine room is protected by an automatic halon system. All the
usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, Color TV, full instrument package,
windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy!
Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz1@mindspring.com

WINDSPINNER

Windspinner is in good shape and for sale for $75,000. Phone 604-4642111 or email for info. knielsen4@shaw.ca

VIRGARIES

A 1981 original owner ALOHA 34, cream hull, burgundy stripe,
2 tone deck, Universal Diesel, Dodger Bimini, Swim Platform, Cockpit
Table, Autopilot, Radar, Davits, 10 ft. RIB
Zodiac c/w 15 Hp. Merc. OB. Propane Range and BBQ. Deck
Wash Down 2 stations, Stream Stay reefing Genoa Furling, Etc.
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Located near Midland; For more info call 905 792 1548

DEBACHERY

The owner of "Debachery" a 1979 Aloha 34 called and indicated he was
putting her up for sale. Debachery is a white hull with blue stripe and
transom, all recently re done. The hull is blister coated and antifouled
with VC17. She has the following:
- windlass
- dodger, bimini and full enclosure
- new furling
- interprobe depth sounder ["see the rocks"]
- new water pressure system
- SS holding tank
- davits with 10' Avon & 5hp Yanmar
Listed in GAM and asking $93,000.
Please contact Ken at (705) 526-1344 or by email at
midhonda@csolve.net
....reluctantly for sale.

MARIAH

Must Sell Mariah... . NEW BOAT HAS ARRIVED. Furling, bimini,
propane furnace, DRS (3 colour) Furling Genoa (3 colour) Full
battoned main, storm jib. b.b.q. Teak wheel, new cabin cushions,
Shallow draft keel....(4'6")
Asking $89,000. Call Rick 1-888-679-1112.

Sandpiper
Dandeline II
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ALOHA OWNERS RENDEZVOUS 2003
When:

July 5 & 6th, 2003 - Planned activities are to be held July 5th.

Where:

Mimico Cruising Club, 200 Humber Bay Park Road West, Toronto Ontario M8V 3X7
Lat/Long: 43°36.6 N/79°29.0 W ; 416-252-7737 x 24

Includes:

2 nights free dockage – great docks with deep water & 20 or 30 amp service
(Friday & Saturday or Saturday & Sunday nights)
Lunch and Dinner Provided – nothing to cook or wash up on Saturday
Live Saturday evening entertainment – see below
Special event burgee for Skipper/boat
Distinctive Rendezvous t-shirt for everyone
LOTS of great prizes
Representative from Ouyang will be present

SPECIAL DRAW & PRIZES FROM MOUNT GAY RUM
**It is Mount Gay’s 300th Anniversary and they would like us to join in their celebration
by allowing us the opportunity to win a signed John Mecray “Westward Leading Britannia With All Sails Set – 1925” framed
print. The winner of the print will then become eligible to
win a five day trip for two to Barbados**
BBQ Lunch
Gourmet hot dog or hamburger
Salad
Veggies & dip
Lots of fixings
Soft drinks/bottled water
Cookies

Activities:

Catered Dinner
Choice of hip of beef or BBQ chicken
Mini roast red & white potatoes
Fresh vegetable medley
Fresh green salad & pasta salad
Bread service
Chocolate mousse for dessert
Soft drinks, bottled water, tea/ coffee

Meet & mingle with latitude adjustments
Snoop out other’s boats
Afternoon activities – Cool fun, but we’re not telling for now
**Live Saturday evening entertainment – Mr. Meredith Cutting. Meredith is a
member of the Whitby Yacht Club and is very ‘in tune’ with us sailing types.
He is well known for his Gordon Lightfoot style of music. He does virtually
everything – adult contemporary, folk, rock, country, etc., etc., and he even takes
requests. Listening or dancing – or both!!

For those of you who are coming by land, we have a negotiated a group discount rate at the nearby Four Points Sheraton –
Toronto Lakeshore Hotel. Make your reservations directly with the hotel by calling 416-766-4392 or 1-800-463-9929. Be
sure to mention the Aloha Group. You can get further information on the hotel at www.fourpointstoronto.com. You
cannot book your room on-line. They have a shuttle bus between the hotel and MCC (free) and they offer free parking.
Please forwrd the registration form along with a cheque payable to ‘ALOHA RENDEZVOUS’ to the address on bottom of
registration form. Registrations must be received by June 6th, 2003. This will assist in organizing the activities and food
arrangements.
Regarding docking: Please call the duty officer on VHF 68 about 1 mile out. We will have docks pre-assigned for you and
make sure you mention you are with the Aloha Group. Our docks vary from 25 to 48 feet.
Facilities: Please check MCC’s website at www.mimicocruisingclub.com for complete information on our facilities. If you
plan on arriving on Friday, we have a licensed dining room for dinner and breakfast is also available on both weekend
mornings.
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REGISTRATION FORM
Mimico Cruising Club
200 Humber Bay Park Road West
Toronto ON M8V 3X7
43°36.6 N/ 79°29.0 W

Aloha Owners’ Rendezvous
July 5 & 6, 2003

REGISTRATION FORM
Registrant/Skipper:
Last Name:
First Name:
Address:
City:
Province:
Postal Code:
Home Phone:
Business Phone:
Email Address: (for contact purposes only)
Crew Names – please specify the age of any children

Boat Details:
Boat Name:
Hull Number:
Expected Arrival Date:

Length:
Home Port:
Approximate Time:

Preferences:
Dinner Entrée:
# of Roast Beef ______
# of Chicken ______
T-Shirt Sizes: Please specify the number of each size
XXL ______
XL ______

L ______

Registration Fees:
Number
Registration
Skipper and Boat
$75.00
Other Adults
$50.00
Children (12 & under)
$25.00
*children under 5 - free
Total Registration Amount
Please have registrations in no later than June 6 th, 2003

Total
$75.00
$
$

Please make your cheque payable to “Aloha Rendezvous” and forward with this form to:
Aloha Rendezvous
c/o Mimico Cruising Club
200 Humber Bay Park Road West
Toronto ON M8V 3X7
More information is available at WWW.ALOHAOWNERS.COM, WWW.ALOHA34.COM
or WWW.MIMICOCRUISINGCLUB.COM Contact Diann Webb at pengwyn@rogers.com or call 416-5030191 if you have any questions or concerns.
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CLOSING
Well this brings to a close another edition of the Aloha 34 Newsletter. I’m always amazed at how big it grows. I often start
out wondering if there’s enough new information to make it worthwhile putting a newsletter together. My thanks to those
members that submitted information. Their contributions provide us both pleasure in reading and a great source of
information about our favorite sailboat. What is this leading up to??? Well….. we would all like to hear from some of the
other owners of Aloha 34s too, especially those that are not on the Internet. What have you done to make your Aloha, yours?
Did you get any new sailing toys recently? What problems have you experienced and how did you resolve them? And what
about that summer vacation trip? Drop me a line and get your name in print. Don’t you sailors that have been contributing
think this lets you off the hook now!! Keep the great information and scuttlebutt coming.
On the same vein, I need a volunteer for the fall newsletter for the “Featured Aloha”. Now you’ve seen 2 of these articles so
there’s no reason to be shy. A couple of pages and some pictures of your favorite sailboat is all that’s required.
More on the revision of the Owner’s Manual. I would like to produce a revision to the Owner’s Manual as a 3-ring binder
with all the Profiles on record at the back. I know some would prefer that format and some like the original approach. Please
let me know if you have any strong opinions on the matter before we go to press.
I have 82 Profiles on record and that equals about 230 pages. As I mentioned earlier, you should have received a copy of
your Profile on record or a blank Profile form. Before we go to all the work and expense of publishing the next Owner’s
Manual, it would be nice to have them all up to date. If you include your boat’s technical data, equipment list and a photo it
will serve you well in the future. If you would prefer an electronic version of your profile for modification, drop me an email
and I’ll be more than happy to send it to you – saves us both work!
One of the most often missing bits of information is the serial number – that’s the number on the starboard side of the
transom and shows the hull number as well as the manufacture date for the boat.
Carol and I are expecting in July – our fourth grandchild that is! So, we will be delaying our sailing excursion until after the
great event. We expect to leave for the North Channel by about July 20th and return about August 24th at which time we will
cast off in the “land-yacht” [the small travel-trailer] for New Brunswick and Nova Scotia for September. Next summer
[2004] we hope to visit the West – look out Migs! I only mention this in case you are trying to get in contact with us. In case
of urgent matters you can reach us by cell phone at (519) 881-6878 when we’re in range of a cell service; otherwise, you can
keep the information flowing through the web site Forum, email or snail-mail.
Fair winds this summer. “HOWZIT” [Somehow that’s just not the same as “Aloha”]
Les & Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #153
Bryan & Maureen GODFREY
Box 717, Richmond, Ontario, Canada, K0A 2Z0
TELEPHONE:(613) 838-2370 FAX
same E-MAIL castlereef@yahoo.com

CASTLE REEF
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY001530581
REGISTRY: 800735
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: June 1997
LOCATION OF BERTH: At home, Collins Bay Marina, Kingston, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Previously Lake Ontario. Now cruising Eastern Caribbean. Sailed from Kingston to Trinidad in
"98-"99

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: UNIVERSAL MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
1.

Transmission/ gearbox failed Dec '98 in Miami- was rebuilt Jan '99

2. Improved RACOR diesel filter was added Nov '98.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1.
2.
3.

ALTERNATOR: Belt driven alternator by SPAR CREEK manual alternator control. The original Motorola
alternator failed Dec 2001, replaced by 75amp BALMAR and Balmar ARS-II multistage regulator.
REFRIGERATOR: 12v. D.C. refrigerator. We divided the area in half and added more insulatation.It is now more
efficient.
HEATER: FORCE 10 pressure kerosene bulkhead heater (excellent)

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Mast step was slowly getting "soft" due to moisture in the underlying plywood. Was rebuilt in Sept '97

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.
2.

STORAGE CABINETS: Above sink and navigation table.
SHELF: Collapsible shelf next to sink for drying dishes.

The following are modifications made by us in May '98.
1. Inner forestay added, foredeck attachment reinforced by fibreglass and wood beam under foredeck, bonded to deck
and hull.
2. Schaefer furling on forestay.
3. SSB antenna on backstay (using STALOK connections)
4. Bimini frane and canvas fitting to dodger.
5. Hull below waterline epoxy sealed
Modifications OCT '99
1. Replaced shrouds, using 916 wire and STALOK connections.
2. Filler boards and cushions fitted across cockpit for occasional bed across cockpit

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
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HISTORY
Previous Owners: Paul F. & Valerie DONAHUE, ORLEANS, Ont., Canada; Trident Yacht Club, Ontario;
Purchased 1992 from original owners Mr. and Mrs. Timlin
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #189
Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154 Moffat Beach, Queensland, Australia 4551
TELEPHONE (617) 549-17619 FAX (617) 549-26888 E-MAIL jukeman@bigpond.com

AMALTHEA
SERIAL NUMBER: ????189
REGISTRY:
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2002.USED
LOCATION OF BERTH: Home Port – Mooloolaba Queensland Australia
AREA WHERE SAILED: Queensland Coast

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL:
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original, still running beautifully after 5000 hrs

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
All of the additional equipment was fitted by the Fords prior to the sale of the boat.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.
10.
11.
12.
13.
14.

Watermaker : Pure 80II
Charger/Invertor: Heart Interface Freedom 10
4 Deep cycle 6V batteries 1 12V start battery.
Ham Radio
2Xfuel Bladders one under steering quadrant 1 under quarter berth both pump into the main tank.
150 Amp Alternator on main motor with smart regulator.
2X Autohelm 3000
Force 10, 3 burner gas stove with grill and oven.
Furno GPS 30
Garmen GPs 48
Honda Gen Set, mounted above aft cockpit seat allowing the batteries to be charged through the Inverter/Charger.
Life raft.
Raythorn 16 NM Radar.
5X Siemans solar panels charging through a regulator and mounted on top of the davits.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Water tanks appear to have moved aft and are approximately 10 cm aft of the forward stops.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Only the telescoping bimini (designed by GENCO), initially presented a challenge.

COMMENTS
See addendum of recommendations from the Survey. Most things have been completed.
The owners manual and aloha network in general is the envy of a lot of other sailors. I feel this acts like a security blanket for
all us this certainly makes our fleet unique.

QUESTIONS
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Trying to find appropriate type of smoke/carbon monoxide/propane detectors. Some are too sensitive in limited space.

HISTORY
Previous Owners: Milan & Adrian Ford; Boat Name: AMALTHEA
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #191
Dan MARION
4376 Reeves Rd, New Port Richey, FL 34652
TELEPHONE (727) 848-7003 FAX
E-MAIL dmarion652@aol.com

THERAPY
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD1910583
REGISTRY: FL 6999 CK
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 12/14/2002
LOCATION OF BERTH: Docked at my home
AREA WHERE SAILED: sail in Tampa Bay, Gulf Coast of Florida

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W21 HORSEPOWER: 22
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Grunert Refrigeration, Simpson-Lawrance 6000 windlass, Mermaid Air Conditioning, CNG in galley, Xantrex Statpower 40
Battery Charger

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
Just purchased. Only mishap so far is dining table fell straight down, due to plywood splitting at screws where hinges attach
to bottom of bulkhead cabinet. (Is this a common problem??) Plan to use aluminum mending plates hidden on bottom of
cabinet to re-attach.
Have completely replaced stuffing box and prop shaft. Re-pitched propeller from factory 16x11.8 to 16x13.8. Have aligned
engine and replaced rear motor mounts.
Replaced original plow anchor with Manson plow.
Have replaced masthead VHF antenna. Have replaced sub-par original RG 8x VHF coax cable with hi-grade RG 213 cable.
Ran all the way in a single piece from top of mast, through bilge, and up to nav station. This proved to be lots of fun.
Have replaced masthead, bow, and stern navigation lights. Aqua Signal still makes duplicates of 1983 originals.
Have replaced all major electronics, including new fixed-mount GPS, VHF. New Statpower 40 battery charger.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
The boat has a plethora of electrical devices -- isolators, regulators, switches, meters, combiners, etc. -- which I haven't
figured out what they do or whether they're still doing what they do.
Projects coming up include:

Fixing leaking decks at life line stanchions.

Emptying and removing fuel tank, to thoroughly clean it out and make operative sender. Replacing fuel lines,
primary, and secondary filters.

Servicing heat exchanger and replace coolant hoses as necessary.

Replacing original, thoroughly rusted 6 gal water heater with an 8 gal Isotemp heater.

Replacing interior upholstery.

Replacing all (flooded) batteries with Lifeline AGM's.

COMMENTS
I expect to be in poverty for quite some time.
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QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Previous Owners: Stan and Mary Miller of Fernandina Beach, FL.; Vessel Name: Sandpiper
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #220
Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd., Royston, B.C. V0R 2V0
TELEPHONE (250)-334-3409 FAX
E-MAIL abalone@telus.net

SANCTUM
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY OD2201586
REGISTRY: O.N.807929
YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: May, 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: B.C. and Alaska

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
MODEL: W27 HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
This engine has 3000 hours on it and has had a new heat exchanger;all hoses changed recently. Added is a new shaft,stuffing
box, and drive saver. Replaced the s.s. waterlock muffler with a fibreglass one which seems good. I did have the
pressure/temp. alarm go off at one time for no apparent reason. Engine does leak a lot of oil (.5Lper12 hours)

EQUIPMENT ADDED









Harken Mk II roller furling,
Espar diesel heat,
Autohelm 4000,
Norcold fridge unit in the icebox,
pressure water using a belt-driven par pump (needs work),
Paloma hot water,
Vetus (big) windlass,
Lowrnace sounder X65, Marintek GPS, VHF, and AM/FM/CD player.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
I was dismayed to find that all sealing and bedding of equipment is done with silicone. All four deck fillers move when caps
tightened. Water got into the core material in two of them causing it to rot. This being a later boat , some of the earlier
problems have been addressed such as chainplates now being bolted to the outside of the gussets rather than being glassed
over.
There are lots of small blisters that I will not do anything about unless they appear to grow. My expert feels that they may
have stabalized. Over time I will rebed everything attached to the boat starting with the ports and I will search out all the steel
screws that have failed and will fail. I have replaced the main and need to repair the two headsails.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
I have replaced the Brydon boy head which was plumbed directly overside with a Sealand head which is really just a Portapotty with plumbing to pump overside or through the deck and gives us an endurance of 3 or 4 days. The original holding
tank has always been plumbed as a fresh water tank which I like.
The windlass is mounted behind and slightly to port of the existing anchor locker with the deck button switch to port of that. I
wasn't able to operate the windlass and stow the chain by myself so I made a hinged arm that pokes through the toe rail and
lies across the deck button then hinges forward to starboard of the windlass to a place that I can kneel on the end of it to
operate the switch and have two hands free to stow line and 110 feet of chain.
Project of the moment is the upgrade of the minimal electrical system which the previous owner got started on. Right now
there is more battery capacity than there is charging capability.

COMMENTS
Fortunately, I was looking for a project when I found this one but the boat seems worth the effort.
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QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Purchased May 2002 from Ron VanDyke. Sanctum was named Lady Rowan until about 5 years ago.
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Amalthea's Pacific Travels
Aloha 34 Hull No. 189
Milan & Adrian Ford
3600 S. Harbor Blvd #411
Oxnard, CA 93035
(805) 890-6475
svamalthea@hotmail.com

Our travels aboard Amalthea since December 1997, had taken us from San Diego to Mexico. We went into the Sea of Cortez
as far north as the Bahia de Los Angeles and as far south as Zihuatanejo and Ixtapa. In February 2000, we were in Puerto
Vallarta making final preparations and provisioning for our jump across the big pond to the Marquesas. On March 15 th, we
departed for a nearby anchorage with some close friends to complete our final preparations and on the 17 th we were on our
way making good 23 nm by noon. We had a moderate breeze of about 10 to15 kts and were on a beam reach averaging just
over 4 kts for the first several days. We saw lights at night and during the day some freighters while we were close to land.
The tow generator was launched on the second day for a few extra amps to keep the batteries topped off. We had established
an informal net on SSB with about 30 other vessels that we had met with and were also headed for the Marquesas. A time
and frequency was set and weather information and chitchat was passed among the vessels that were in radio contact. The
Pacific Seafarers Net (an amateur radio net) a more formal and structured net was also utilized each day to report our weather
and position, which in turn was posted on the Internet. During the day, watch keeping was informal and was passed to
whoever was on deck. After 1800 local time, the formal watches started, three hours each, until 0600. Someone was always
making a sweep of the horizon every 15 minutes. On the 20th, Isla Socorro was sighted and a course change was made to pass
south of the Island. We still came too close to the Island and lost our wind and had to power out of the wind shadow. The
next day, we observed a Mexican Navy vessel crossing our bow headed NE. There were several days with overcast and light
breezes and the engine was run for additional speed and to help the five solar panels keep the batteries topped off. Some days,
it was calm enough to start the gasoline generator to charge the batteries and to help the water maker also. We had enough
water for showers most days and also did laundry while underway. We were able to send and receive Email using Winlink,
an amateur radio Email system. This worked for most of the passage until the modem quit. One day, a small rip was
discovered in our 16-year-old mainsail and it was dropped for repairs. Adrian was the expert seamstress and a patch applied
that lasted for the rest of the trip on to Australia. We also noted that the main halyard is showing some sign of wear and the
sail was carried flatter to reduce slating. On April 1st, we sighted another freighter crossing our bow in an easterly direction.
April 2nd brought our first rainsquall at 0200 with 25 kt winds that lasted until 0600. That morning, there were squalls all
about us and we were just below 5° N latitude into the convergence zone. The tow generator was brought on board and there
was barnacle growth on the line that was slowly removed. One night we saw a glow on the horizon to the west but there was
no radar target. The next day, another ship was seen crossing our stern maintaining a position far to the east of us.
While in the convergence zone, our daily observations included many squalls. We had heard stories of others being able to
sail around the squalls using radar to plot their course, but the squalls that we saw were too big and fast moving to avoid and
we just reefed down and went below. One evening at dusk, we observed a light on a pole and came quite close. Our
conclusion was that it probably was a marker from a long liner. Later, we had a more significant squall with a true wind
speed of 35 kts. We were up to 8 kts until reefs were taken and course changes made for comfort. Just before 1800 on the 5 th,
we crossed the equator at 128° W longitude. A generous dollop of rum was poured over the side for King Neptune and we
asked asked for continued fair winds and following seas. Pink Floyds “Dark Side of the Moon,” was played as we drank a
chilled bottle of California wine toasting the moment. Once again, as the sun set, we were able to see the “green flash,” it was
a perfect setting for such an occasion. April 8th brought us another big squall with winds to 36 kts and boat speeds to 8 kts.
This squall as did most others of significance, started after dark at and lasted until just before dawn.
A rain catcher was made in Mexico to catch rain off the main sail and boom. After this last squall, it was installed but there
has been no rain since to test it out. On April 10th, the autopilot belt broke, the most significant failure for this trip. We are not
avid helmsmen, and the belt was soon replaced. Two days from landfall on April 13 th we saw our first frigate bird since
leaving Mexican waters. We also had a large pod of dolphins with us for a short while and some of them were jumping.
Adrian fixed a special birthday dinner of filet mignon in a mustard cream sauce and pineapple upside-down cake. At
daybreak on April 14th Hiva Oa was in sight. The Island is a lush green with steep rising cliffs, awesome and beautiful. As we
entered Taahuku Baie, we were disappointed to see crowded conditions and a significant surge. Our travels had taken us
2833 nm over 28 days averaging just over 100 nm a day. The engine was run a total of 80 hours and we consumed 96 liters
(about 25 gallons) of diesel fuel.
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We circled the anchorage several times and finally picked a spot. The bow anchor went down without a problem and as we
were setting up the dinghy, we gave some help to others trying to bring up a lost anchor. They in turn helped us set our stern
anchor. Another cruiser that recently arrived came by to tell us of the requirements for customs and immigration for this new
land. They also brought us a fresh baguette. The anchorage was miserable with a 3 to 4 ft swell and offices were closed the
next day for checking into the Country. We had a visit from old friends in San Diego; they also had sailed from Mexico but
without a transmitter. They had been listening to our progress on the nets and arrived the day after we did. The next day, we
went to town and the bank to get a cash advance on our Visa card and then on to the Post Office for a phone card, visa stamps
and post cards. Across the street was the Gendarmerie and we had our passports stamped and checked in. We returned to the
bank just after 1330 to find a large crowd. It wasn’t until after 1600 that we were able to pay for our bonds. These were taken
back to the Gendarmerie where we were given our 90-day visa. We stopped at a store for a propane regulator, our propane
bottles cannot be filled here and we will need to use the local propane/butane bottles. With spare parts on board, the local
bottle (much larger) was plumbed into Amalthea’s gas system and worked quite well. We bonded with several other cruisers
visiting restaurants and shopping at the several grocery stores. It was a great help that some were fluent in French as we
weren’t. However, some of the officials and shopkeepers did speak English. Without transportation, we would start walking
to town (a couple of miles) and before we got very far, the locals would stop and pick us up and take us to our destination.
This way we were able to find the gravesites of local legends, Paul Gaugin and Jaques Brel in a hillside cemetery.
This anchorage was left on the 20th for a 10-mile trip to Tahuata Hana Moe Noe along with some other boats. On the hillside,
we saw wild horses and goats. We were visited in the anchorage by two men in an outrigger canoe and later went to shore.
David, a 14 year old who is caretaker of the land, met us. He showed us around his small farm and we were given bananas,
limes and oranges. Coconuts were opened for us to taste the water and meat of the fruit. Later, David took some of the other
skippers spear fishing. On the 22nd, we moved on to Hana Tefau on the same Island, about 5 nm away. Several of us took out
dinghies without motors (big mistake) to the nearby village. It was much farther than expected and the landing was rough
with surf and the shore was rocky. We found some wood carvers and they showed us their wares and some were purchased.
The royal road built on the orders of Queen Vaekehu II in the 19 th century was seen amongst the many platforms or meaes,
old religious structures. Again, we were given papaya, grapefruit, limes, and coconuts. Our launching back into the surf was a
disaster. We crashed through some waves and then were dumped out of the boat. My glasses and hat were lost and later
recovered. Some men from the village gave us help through the surf and we bailed the dinghy most of the ways back to the
anchorage.
Our departure for Fatu Hiva, Baie de Vierges on the 24nd was at 0530 in light rain. Once beyond the lee of the Island, the seas
were rough and the main sail was about to be raised when the halyard went free and wrapped itself around the backstay. In
the process, Adrian was hit by the boom. The main was finally raised with a double reef and we continued motor sailing. We
were able to lay our course within about 10° and hoped that there would be a favorable shift in the wind. The seas gradually
settled down but the wind continued from the SE. We had taken water over the bow and into the chain locker which found its
way into the forepeak bunk. In addition, the hatch over the forepeak had been left open for ventalation. Usually, with the
dingy on deck over the hatch, this was a workable solution, but not this time adding to the salt water mess. The sheets were
stripped and water made to wash the salty sheets. Hanging them out to dry underway was an adventure. We were finally
secured in the anchorage just after 1700 and luckely we were invited to another boat for dinner. The next day, we went to
shore to meet the Chief and then on to two brother’s homes to trade for some carvings and tapa, paintings of Polynesian life
on very thin wood.
An overnight passage was planned for our return trip on the 26 th to Hiva Oa and we weighed anchor around 1700. Outside,
we found more wind than expected and the jib was furled to slow us down. The sail was very comfortable on a broad reach
with following seas and we were secured by 0800 the next morning. Our next passage was to Hanamenu Baie also on Hiva,
Oa about 16 miles away. We were secured around noon on the 30th in a beautiful bay surrounded by steep cliffs. Some copra
cutters in a launch stopped and in their conversation, invited our friends from San Diego and us to dinner on shore at 1800.
Adrian made some cupcakes and guacomole to take with us. We were met on shore by about nine men (no women) and
scores of dogs. The men had been drinking wine, some more than others, but all in good spirits. Kiki, one of our hosts, spoke
some English and no French. Marquesan was his primary language. Kiki was just able to stand and kept announcing, “my
name is Kiki, whats yours?” Our dinner was rice and beef in a salty broth that was quite good. The four of us ate first while
the others encouraged us to take more. After we had finished, the men ate. They enjoyed the cupcakes and guacomole which
they piled on to the rice and beef dish. The dogs were always underfoot but well behaved, never begging for food. It was
ironic that our camera would not flash in the dark that evening, but has operated flawlessly ever since.
We made another overnight passage to Ua Pou about 70 nm away. We departed around 1700 on May 2 nd. Again there was
more wind than expected and we hove to to make our arrival in daylight. We were secured around 0830 behind a breakwater
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in shallow water. The next day we were ashore to find the Gendarmarie to check in and then a grocery store and bank. We
planned an elegant dinner at the Restaurant-Pension Pukee and went up the steep hill to make reservations. The setting was
extraordinary with lush green gardens and a veranda that overlooked the Bay. The tables appeared to be hand carved and
there were several pieces of local art. We were the only patrons and were served by one of the owners, the other was the
cook. We had a meal of lobster, fresh tuna with rice and a salad and were later served ice cream and a sweet fruit cake. The
Restaurant’s pet dog escorted us down the hill in the pitch blackness. One day, the freighter from Papeete arrived with some
tourists and goods for the residents. An elaborate dance was done for the benefit of the tourists by the young adults from the
local school and we were able to watch from the sidelines.
Our final Island in the Marquesas was Nuku Hiva, about 25 nm away. We had difficulty getting away with the main halyard
being lost twice. Our passage was a comfortable reach sometimes making over 6.5 kts and we were secured on the 10 th after
1430. Onshore the Gendarmarie was sought out as well as the bank and grocery store. The next day the Tiki Veaine was
found, a place that has been restored with many large stone carvings. On the 13 th, we went around the corner to Baie Taioa
comonly known as Daniel’s Bay. Daniel and his wife have lived on this Bay for many years and have kept a log of cruisers
that have visited him. Beyond his home, a very large waterfall is located, a popular destination for cruisers. We went to shore
after 1100 and met Daniel and his wife and he pointed out the trail. We had heard that the hike was several hours and it
wasn’t noon yet, so off we went. With lots of insect repellant, we walked to the west around the peninsula to the village of
L’Anse Hakaui where Daniel’s brother lives. Our first surprise, was the small river that needed to be crossed. Pants were
rolled up, shoes removed and we waded into the knee deep water across the slippery stones. We continued on an ancient road
with many maes, polynesian platforms that once housed a home or temple. Our second surprise was crossing the river again
and this time, shoes were left on. It was about this time that we learned that this was to be a five hour round trip and we had
brought only a liter of water and no food for the four of us. We continued along the ancient roads with trail markers to show
the way. Twice, we lost the markers and the last time almost gave up and returned. A little scouting around finally found the
trail. We saw a beautiful waterfall across the valley and wondered if that was our destination, but it wasn’t and at times we
questioned if we were on the right trail. We came upon another river crossing and further on there was the last crossing and
then we were in a canyon with vertical walls that reached to the sky. We finally reached the waterfall of which only a small
part could be seen due to the narrowness of the canyon. It is reported to be the second highest at around 2,000 ft. Adrian went
briefly into the very cold water while I watched. It was after 1400 and we started our return trip which was quicker than the
trip up as we now knew the trail. Back at the beach at Daniel’s house, he had filled our dingies with fruit. He offered us come
coconuts and I declined. He looked hurt and I relented and said only one but again the look and he told me, “better two,
remember Bligh and Christian, one for you and one for Adrian.”
We departed Daniel’s Bay on the 17th in rain at 0900 and needed the wash down pump to get the mud off the chain. Our
destination was the Atol of Makemo in the Tuomotos. During the four day passage, the seas were relatively flat and
comfortable with partly cloudy skies. On the day before landfall, we saw a waterspout. It didn’t seem to have much power,
but we were gratefull to be some distance away. On the 21 st as daylight came, the Atol was in sight and in time, we could see
the entrance to the pass as well as the village of Pouheva. Over the VHF radio, we received local knowledge from cruisers in
the lagoon which provided the necessary information for transiting the pass. Our passage through this pass was exciting and
at one point were making only 1.5 kts against the current. We were secured in 35 ft of clear water over coral after 0930 and
made good 499 nm for the passage.
On shore, we found the Gendarmerie to have our passports stamped and then walked about the Village to the lighthouse,
grocery store and most important, the bakery for baguetts. The next day, we found Gerald who was busy engraving a whales
tooth from a whale that had washed up on shore. He had pearls for trade and we expressed an interest. Gerald had engraved
several pearls and they were offered along with many other pearls in various shades from white to black. We traded CDs, a
lot of interest in Bob Marley, and jewelery. A few other items were thrown in such as a magnifying glass. Gerald wasn’t
interested in money, not much to buy from a trading ship that visits perhaps once a month. We departed the Village on the
25th to cross the lagoon to the South East Motu about 8 miles away. Adrian climbed the ratlines to look for the many coral
heads that lie just below the surface. We found that with the sun behind us, it wasn’t necessary to climb high to see these
coral heads and by standing on the deck, they could easily be seen. We anchored in 13 ft over sand and coral and went
exploring on shore. The next day, we walked the reef to the next motu and along the way found the whale that had washed
ashore. Under the shallow surface, the reef was littered with sea cucumbers, a delicacy in some Oriental cultures. As we
returned in the ankle deep water, several 3 ft sharks passed by our feet at very high speed, startling! The next anchorage was
Ohava to the west in the lagoon and we arrived there on the 28 th. Most of the time there was spent making minor repairs. The
salt environment had its toll on some of the electronics and cleaning of contacts became a regular chore.
June 2nd found us exiting the lagoon via Passe Taputirira on the western side of Makemo. It was a wild ride and Adrian
thought ahead and closed all the ports and hatches before we started. In the roughest part, we took water over the bow which
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washed down the decks about 12 inches deep. Outside, the swells were about 8 ft and soon subsided with winds of 10 to 15
kts. Our passage of 108 nm to Kauehi was overnight and we arrived at the pass around noon of the 3 rd. With the sun
overhead, it was difficult to see the coral heads, but the charts indicated none. We were the only Yacht in the anchorage and
we followed the supply ship to a place to drop the anchor off Tearavero Village. The next day, three other yachts arrived to
bolster the cruising community. We went ashore to explore and found a small cemetary and wandered about amazed at the
many graves of young children. We walked the length of town and stopped where the young pearl oysters were being
harvested, a very labor intensive process. Some of the workers spoke limited English and described the process. On the 8 th,
we learned that another yacht had lost their transmission and was about to enter the pass at Kauehi. Dinghies were gathered
and we met at the pass and acted as tug boats to aid the stricken vessel into the lagoon. We were rewarded for our efforts with
cold beer.
Our departure from the Tuomotos for the Societies and Tahiti was around noon on the 9 th after we became disentangled from
the coral. The passage was with very light breezes and a lot of motoring. The lights of Tahiti were in sight by 0130 and a
cruise ship was sighted entering the passage to Papeete. After daylight, we followed into the pass. Port Control was called to
gain permission for entry with another call to be made for permission to pass under the approach path of the airport. The
anchor was down in over 50 ft of water by 0730 off Maeva Beach. After we were settled, friends came by to tell us that it
was a holiday and we wouldn’t be able to fulfill the check in procedures. The next day we went to town in “le truck”, the
local bus. It was nothing more that a covered truck with benches, but cheap transportation. We cleared through Immigration,
Customs and finally the Port Captain. The next day, we went to the High Commision to file our application for our 90 day
visa extension which had to be submitted 30 days before our existing visa had expired. We would wait over 30 days for this
extension to be granted but found it hard to get any sympathy. Who would care that we were stuck in Tahiti waiting for a
visa!
Our mailing service was advised to forward our mail to Papeete, but somewhere along the way, it became lost. To this day
our mail has not been recovered, one of the hazzards of cruising. We were able to get our propane bottles filled in Papeete
and we reconverted our plumbing back to the original propane bottles.There was a large shopping center within walking
distance of Maeva Beach which made our stay convenient.The open air market downtown was a thing of beauty with many
fruits and vegetables, crafts and most anything a person could want. Getting laundry done was too expensive, so we did it by
hand on deck. The watermakere was used at first until we found a water tap on shore., but it still was a chore. Adrian took a
flight to Oakland to attend her Son’s wedding. The flight was reasonable, $500 US return. One of our favorate places to eat
out was at the waterfront where each evening, trucks would set up and serve inexpensive meals much like the food courts
found at shopping malls.Often there would be free concerts afterwards. Snorkeling on the nearby reef had many beautiful fish
and colorful coral in very clear water. During the Bastille Day celebrations, we went to the Cultural Center for the dance and
chant presentations performed by the many peoples of French Polynesia. These presentations go on for many days an we
were able to see a few. There was also an Artesian’s Fair where we saw many dancers, shells and baskets as well as wood
carvings. The agriculture fair was like our county fair with produce, plants and animals displayed.
We had continuing unpleasant incidents with our insurance that were to continue throughout our entire voyage. Our agent
was located in Florida and with the many time zones between, it was difficult to talk to a human voice. Phone calls were
always made from a pay phone on shore usually while still dark. When a real voice contact was made, the person either
didn’t have the authority to make a decision or didn’t have the answer. Faxes were frequently unanswered and renewing our
annual coverage was an experience from some comic opera.
Several trips were made to nearby Moorea about a 22 nm trip. Cooks Bay and Baie ‘d Oponohu were the anchorages used.
There we found a museum/art gallery and saw some paintings and old dugout canoes. At the Bali Hai Hotel, we saw the
Polynesian dances, outstanding and informative. One afternoon, a group of people from Tahiti/Moorea gathered on shore for
what appeared to be a wedding. There were speaches, blowing of the conch and music that went on into the evening. With
another cruiser, a car was rented and drove around the Island stopping for lunch at a floating restruant and at several other
attractions.
Our visa extension was finally granted and with authorization for duty free fuel, we departed again for Moorea. In the
anchorage, we waited for favorable weather and on July 31 st we were on our way for Huahine. After a great trip with an
average speed of 5.5 kts, we arrived on the 1st of August in Baie Fare. Our anchorage was just off the channel where many
island freighters passed close by and found ourselves reanchoring away from the traffic. On shore, we found the Gendarmerie
and checked in and then located the grocery stores. Bicycles were rented and we took a tour around a part of the Island. We
stopped at the Maraes near lake Fauna Nui where a guide was there to give us some history of the site and told us what life
was like in the past. Back on the road, we saw the ancient stone fish traps that are still in use. When we returned, the bicycle
shop was closed and we had ice cream while we waited for the shop keeper to return.
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The lagoon was explored in our passage to Baie ‘d Avea. Here we first experienced Cardinal Markers and almost ran aground
as we passed on the wrong side. Once anchored, the books were brought out and Cardinal Markers were investigated. These
Markers are used extensively in the South Pacific. Our anchorage was completely circled by a coral reef and we took the
dinghy over the coral around Point Tiva to the Mare Anine Ruins. This was once the principal place of worship for all
Huahine Iti. The Gods Hire and Oro were most revered and many human sacrifices were made here.
Huahine was departed for the Island of Raiatea on the 10th of August. This was a short 30 nautical mile trip and as we were
searching for an anchorage, a call was received from another cruiser advising us of the local free marina. We turned around
and were soon secured in the Port of Uturoa. The Gendarmerie was found and we checked into Raiatea. The next day we left
for Tahaa, Baie Hurepiti which is a large well protected bay. With other cruisers, we went for a walk to the lookout north of
Mt Taira. The uphill walk was not too demanding as passed papaya, banana, and vanilla farms. At the lookout, we were
joined by cruisers from New Zealand who gave encouraging reports of their country and our excitement grew for our
pending trip. We returned to Raiatea the next day to Baie Carenage and anchored off the boatyard. In a few days, we returned
again to Tahaa, Baie Haamene another beautiful anchorage. We also visited Village Patio, Islot Moteua, and Baie Tapuamu
while on Tahaa.
Our passage to Bora Bora was a short downwind voyage of 28 nautical miles. Passe Teavanui was easily negotiated and we
anchored in 75 ft of water in Baie Povai off Bloody Mary’s Restaurant. The anchorage was uncomfortable as we were
exposed to the elements and the next day we departed for Point Teaurufau. Once there the protection was great and we had to
take the dinghy across the lagoon to check in at the Gendarmerie. There we found the internet café and a grocery store for
provisions. Our check into French Polynesia required that a bond be posted roughly equivalent to an airline ticket home. This
we did in Hiva Oa using a credit card to make the transaction in Francs. In Bora Bora, we retreived our bond and were lucky
enough to get it in New Zealand Dollar travelers checks. The banks were unable to make the refund back to our credit card
accounts. We used up the last of our Francs getting our provisions for our upcoming voyage. Bora Bora was as pictured in the
“Tales of the South Pacific” with majestic mountains and crystal clear lagoons. We departed Bora Bora for the Cook Islands
on the 23rd of August.

This ends the first installment with more excitement to follow as we travel on to more South Pacific Islands, New Zealand
and Australia.
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Therapy

Aloha Member

Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna Aloha Member
c/o 3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
L5L 3C7
(905) 828-0021 quigleys@pathcom.com
SYLANDO
Hull # 115

Wayne MCLELLAN & Patricia CREED Aloha Member
RR 7, Site 8, Box 3
Thunder Bay
Ontario
P7C 5V5
(807) 964-1196 patandwayne@pocketmail.com
SAND DOLLAR
Hull # 120

Jamie & Chico MCTAVISH
R.R#5 , Line 36-4364
Stratford
Ontario
(519) 271-4362 HolySmokes@aol.com
HOLY SMOKES

Aloha Member

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM

Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Etobicoke
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 mjkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III

Aloha Member

Alphabetical Register,

N5A 6S6
Hull #

127

M9R 1G9
Hull #

204

Hull #

183

34652
Hull #

191

Aloha Member
48309
Hull #

185

Ken & Juanita NIELSON
Aloha Member
2579 Larkin Avenue
Port Coquitlam
British Columbia
V3B 2H8
(604) 464-2111 knielsen4@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Hull # 210
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Milt & Rosemary PAHL
27 Artist View Pointe
Calgary
Alberta
(403) 208-4870,
DIALOHA

Aloha Member
T3Z 3N3
Hull #

136

Wilma PERRY & Morgan EARL
77 Herbert Ave.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 698-4042
ROOM TO DANCE

Aloha Member
M4L 3P8
Hull #

171

Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
Aloha Member
3071 Dolphin Dr.
Nanoose Bay
British Columbia
V6P 9J3
(250) 468-9895
TATOOSH
Hull # 223

Georges POULIN
Aloha Member
18, rue Cartier
Hull
Quebec
J8Z 1N7
(819) 772-1604 Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
AGRIPPINA
Hull # 228

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
Aloha Member
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
94564-273
(510) 724-1371 maxgrichardson@hotmail.com
CUTTY SARK
Hull # 181

David RIDDELL & Teresa MORRIS
Aloha Member
2423 Beach Drive
Victoria
British Columbia
V8R 6K2
(250) 592-9360 david.riddell@gems5.gov.bc.ca
PRIORITY
Hull # 178

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
(905) 853-5401 wjrohn@sympatico.ca
BAURUA

Jim & Ruth ROLLO
2150 Bromsgrove Rd., Apt 207
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 278-3938
WINDEKIND

Aloha Member

Denis SALMAN
Aloha Member
P.O. Box 612, Don Mills Postal Stn
Toronto
Ontario
M3C 2T6
(416) 266-2409 mdenisintoronto@rogers.com
NEW HORIZONS
Hull # 197

Don SALT
R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II

Aloha Member

Norman SAXTON & Peggy BEGON
Aloha Member
8080 Southwind Drive
Lantzville
British Columbia
V0R 2H0
(250) 390-2088 saxbe@island.net
KWINSAM
Hull # 144

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
Aloha Member
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull # 194

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
Aloha Member
597 Preble Street
South Portland
Maine
04106
(207) 799-7893 jerry.senger@spectrummg.com
MARGHERITA
Hull # 227

Joe & Denise SINCLAIR
17 Creighton Drive
Dundas
Ontario
(905) 628-6547 dsinclair@cogeco.ca
AFTER FIVE

Aloha Member

Bill & Bettie SIRINE
63 Chowning Drive
Hampton
Virginia
(757) 851-0361 wfs@exis.net
BELLA LUNA

Annette & Stuart SPRACKLAN
299 Blackacres Blvd.
London
Ontario
(519) 657-4803 Windy@sympatico.ca
WINDY

Aloha Member

Alphabetical Register,

Aloha Member
L3Y 4V9
Hull #

132

Aloha Member
23664
Hull #

209
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154

K0C 1X0
Hull #

112

L9H 3P6
Hull #

163

N6G 2T9
Hull #

151
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Ed & Donna STEVENSON
Aloha Member
R.R.#4
Warkworth
Ontario
K0K 3K0
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III
Hull # 134

Tim & Debi STIRLING
6 Hemlock Lane
Thiells
New York
(845) 786-6069 Tstiraloha85@aol.com
SHILLELAGH

Aloha Member

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
(905) 880-4685 HankSurette@aol.com
EMOTIONAL RESCUE

Aloha Member

Bill & Lene SYMES
7807 Chinon Circle
Houston
Texas
(713) 729 9164
Lsymes@aol.com
FIONA

Aloha Member

David & Beverley TALBOT
90 Regent Avenue
Hamilton
Ontario
(905) 383-9266 dtalbot@netrover.com
FIRESTAR

Aloha Member

L7E 5R8
Hull #

234

10984
Hull #

221

77071
Hull #

207

226

Dieter & Lora TEUSCHLER
Aloha Member
754 DeFrane Court
Ladysmith
British Columbia
V9G 1P1
(250) 245 7120
dieterteu@home.com
ELEUTHERA IV
Hull # 147

Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
Aloha Member
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
N7A 2K8
(519) 524-5127 restless@hurontel.on.ca
RESTLESS SOLE
Hull # 222

Ian & Wendy TOCHER
Aloha Member
8863 Ursus Crescent
Surrey
British Columbia
V3V 6L3
(604) 596-5061 wendian@pacificcoast.net
NERISSA
Hull # 199

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR

Aloha Member

Linda TOMS
Aloha Member
#704, 86 Gloucester Street
Toronto
Ontario
M4Y 2S2
(416) 922 9151
Linda_Toms@aimfunds.ca
DALINA
Hull # 219

Geoff & Kate TRAVERS
1 Port Street East, Suite 197
Mississauga
Ontario
(416) 723-5593
WATER MUSIC

Aloha Member

L9B 1B4
Hull #

M4W
Hull #

216

L5G 4N1
Hull #

230

Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Aloha Member
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British Columbia
V8S 4X2
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN
Hull # 167

Rick & Cathy WALKER
Aloha Member
21 Irwin Drive
Barrie
Ontario
L4N 7A6
(705) 722-8725 Rick.Walker@Leewardnet.com
ONCE AROUND
Hull # 129

Lloyd & Mary WEIDERICK
54 Greta Street
Oshawa
Ontario
(905) 725-7402
ENCORE

Aloha Member

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 5542
Fort Walton Beach
Florida
(850) 243-1946 chipwolfe@bsc.net
BELIZE

Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
(510) 471-7806 SGWoodall@aol.com
TERRIFIC

Aloha Member

Alphabetical Register,

Aloha Member
32549-554
Hull #

211
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Dave YOUNG
Aloha Member
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British Columbia
V0R 2V0
(250) 334-3409 abalone@telus.net
SANCTUM
Hull # 220

Ted BREWER
PO Box 48
Gabriola Island
(250) 247-7318
HONORARY

Brian KING
Honorary
c/o 18 Gardenvale Cr.
London
Ontario
N6J 4B9
(519) 471-7218 brianthery@sympatico.ca
PARAMOUR
Hull # 121

Morley & Dorothy KIPP
3632 Chiplow Rd.
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 625-0529 mekipp@sympatico.ca

Bob MEDD
#1, 1440 Hillside Drive
Victoria
(250) 380-8156
TLC

Mao OUYANG
Ste. #210, 4125 Lawrence Ave., E.
Scarborough
Ontario
(416) 281-4167 lkx10@home.com
HONORARY
CO-PRESIDENT

Honorary
British Columbia

V8T 2B7
Hull #

150

Honorary
British Columbia
brewer@island.net

V0R 1X0
Hull #
Honorary
L4X 2P9
Hull #
Honorary
M1E 2S2
Hull #

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions, corrections or changes to
Les Harrison at 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ont., N2Z 1X7 or by email to harrisol@bmts.com
2) The Hull # and builder completion date are included in the serial number imbedded in the gelcoat on the transom.
3) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Les Harrison at the address above.

Alphabetical Register,
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Hull# Cross-Reference

102 Unknown
Wolfe & Jan BERG

105 QUEENS RANSOM
Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu

109 LADY MARISA
Al & Sue COMERY

COLE
111 MOMENTUM I
David CARR & Carla KILPELA

112 SALT SPRAY II
Don SALT

113 PURDY'S PRIDE
Rick BURLING and Kathy BALL

114 ENCORE
Lloyd & Mary WEIDERICK

115 SYLANDO
Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme &
Donna QUIGLEY

117 TRUE LOVE
Frank & Eve COLLINS

118 HEART’S CONTENT IV
Brad & Cathie GATES

120 SAND DOLLAR
Wayne MCLELLAN & Patricia

125 SANDERLIN
Sandy & Linda FRANCIS

CREED
126 KHADINE II
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON

127 HOLY SMOKES
Jamie & Chico MCTAVISH

128 DALRIADA
David &Alice FISHER

129 ONCE AROUND
Rick & Cathy WALKER

131 Unknown
Adventure Yachts

132 BAURUA
Wolfgang & Judy ROHN

134 CORKY III
Ed & Donna STEVENSON

136 DIALOHA
Milt & Rosemary PAHL

137 BALLEO
Travis MCGREGOR & Catherine

SHANKEL
138 SNOWGOOSE
Laurie & Linda BURT

140 DANDELINE II
Myles Zalisko

144 KWINSAM
Norman SAXTON & Peggy
BEGON

146 TWILIGHT ZONE
Brian & Lynne BISHOP

147 ELEUTHERA IV
Dieter & Lora TEUSCHLER

148 ASHRAM
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY

149 MOONFLEET
Johnathon MARTIN

151 WINDY
Annette & Stuart SPRACKLAN

152 DIFFERENT DRUMMER
Ron & Sylvia FOSTER

153 CASTLE REEF
Bryan & Maureen GODFREY

154 WINDEKIND
Jim & Ruth ROLLO

155 DREAM WEAVER
Larry & Carole JACKSON

156 VIRGARIES
Peter and Monika BOESENER

157 NORTHERN SPIRIT
Stephannie FARRELL

158 NIPINKE
Heinz & Angela HONE

159 MARGARITAVILLE
David JENKINS

160 ALI BABA
George & Trish KIRKWOOD

162 COLUMBINE
Steven & Joanne FAGAN

163 AFTER FIVE
Joe & Denise SINCLAIR

164 RAGTIME

165 SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
Catherine & Terry FAGAN

167 SEA VIXEN
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER

168 CLAN DONNCHADH
David & Jennifer DUNCAN

169 OUT AND ABOUT
Robert & Connie HAIG
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171 ROOM TO DANCE
Wilma PERRY & Morgan EARL

173 WATER WITCH
John & Vickie ADAMS

174 MARY MAX
Gary & Andrea CARLSEN

176 TERRIFIC
Steven & Maureen WOODALL

177 CASA MARA
Garn MENNELL

178 PRIORITY
David RIDDELL & Teresa

181 CUTTY SARK
Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON

183 KAIROS
Robert & Elizabeth LINKER

185 AIR LOOM
Stuart & Marcia MEYER

186 SHENANDOAH
Ed FULTON

187 MYSTERION III
Fred H. COLEN

188 MIKRON
Mike & Lynda LEROUX

189 AMALTHEA
Gary & Linda Brown

190 MOONSHADOW

191 Therapy
Dan MARION

192 DRIFTER
David & Kathleen FITZGERALD

194 NEPENTHE
John & Ethel SCHWARTZ

195 FULL TILT
Rick & Judy KLETT

196 DREAM CATCHER II
Gary and Jane KOEBEL

197 NEW HORIZONS
Denis SALMAN

199 NERISSA
Ian & Wendy TOCHER

202 CORAL ROSE
John ALDOUS

203 GENIE
Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO

204 QUINTETTE III
Kearney H. & June MOYLE

205 WHAT IF
Joe & Lina GIAQUINTO

206 DELTA WAVE

207 FIONA
Bill & Lene SYMES

209 BELLA LUNA
Bill & Bettie SIRINE

210 WINDSPINNER
Ken & Juanita NIELSON

211 BELIZE
Byron (Chip) WOLFE

212 NOCTURNE
Murray & Sandy CORNISH

213 KAIROS
John SANFORD

214 ENCHANTMENT
Les & Carol HARRISON

215 BONAVENTURE
Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES

216 ALLIGATOR
Ants & Inga TOI

217 CLAUDETTE
Jack & Elaine ARCHER

219 DALINA
Linda TOMS

220 SANCTUM
Dave YOUNG

221 SHILLELAGH
Tim & Debi STIRLING

222 RESTLESS SOLE
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN

223 TATOOSH
Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW

224 CALIESTE
David BRANDER-SMITH

225 MARIAH
Rick WEST, Spinaker Sailing
Charters Inc.

226 FIRESTAR
David & Beverley TALBOT

227 MARGHERITA
Jerry & Nancy SENGER

228 AGRIPPINA
Georges POULIN

229 FAMOUS GROUSE
George JOHNSON & Veronica

230 WATER MUSIC
Geoff & Kate TRAVERS

JAMES
232 FIRST LIGHT
Canadian Yacht Charters
ITSUMO NATSU
Lee & Leah BLOMBERG

233 ALOHALANI
Perry & Gloria BASDEN
DEBACHERY
Ken LLOYD
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234 EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hank & Sheila SURETTE
PRIMAVERA
Steve & Audrey LLOYD

COVER
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ALOHA
“Enchantment” is safely wrapped up for another year, and what a busy year it has been!
Our new grandson, Alec, arrived in a timely fashion and receive his due attention. He got in his first sail at about 4 weeks of
age and a reminder of what he slept through on a second excursion on Enchantment in the fall.
Next we joined the festivities at the 2003 Aloha Rendezvous at Mimico Yacht Club, just east of Toronto. We couldn’t afford
the 2 weeks of sailing time to get there and back so we took our “Aloha 34 Land Cruiser”; the travel-trailer we acquired last
fall. Diann of the Aloha 32 Pengwyn reported there were 102 people with 49 boats in attendance. See photos from the
web-site and Perry Basden’s write-up elsewhere in the newsletter. Our thanks to Diann and her team for the fun and great
food had by all. Enchantment’s crew even won a prize – the only Aloha with wheels!
This summer won't go down in our log as a great summer for weather but it certainly will be remembered for the bugs.
Apparently the wet spring and summer was to the bugs liking, more than the boaters. The bugs certainly seemed to
appreciate the boaters though! We planned a month in the North Channel but left before the time was up. We did enjoy
meeting up with Nigel and Michel [Restless Sole] at Heywood Island for a couple of get-togethers.
After our return to Kincardine we setup our “backup bilge pump” and moved into the travel-trailer for a 4-week trip to the
East Coast and back. We had arranged for a visit with Brian and Maureen Godfrey, Castlereef, on our way back. Since
there was a hurricane expected that might hit the Great Lakes area we were a bit early and missed meeting Maureen, as she
was still travelling. Brian let us park our travel-trailer in his second driveway for a couple of days while we explored Ottawa.
We did some great meals together and had a look at their photo record of their trip south. It brought back many memories.
Brian has promised to put together a summary, not a chronology, of islands visited while cruising in the south. We’re
looking forward to reading of their experiences and gleaning from their wealth of knowledge.
Our grand-daughters told us a couple of months ago, they are expecting a new baby in April 2004. That will make five
grandkids! Great news, and we are still amazed at the consideration of our kids. They continue to make sure new additions
to their families don’t interfere too significantly with our travel and sailing plans!
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214

NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
John & Donna Walsh, ONCE AROUND, Hull # 129
Pauline & Peter IVERSEN, ROOM TO DANCE, Hull # 171

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Larry & Carole JACKSON, DREAM WEAVER, departed for points south
Bill & Lene SYMES, FIONA, Hull # 207, new email: LSymes@earthlink.net
Linda TOMS, DALINA, Hull # 219, new email: linda.toms@aimtrimark.com
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN, RESTLESS SOLE, Hull # 222, new email: restlessole@sympatico.ca
Stuart SPRACKLAN, WINDY, Hull # 151, 410 Trio Lane, Qualicum Beach, BC Canada V9K 1L9
TELEPHONE: (250) 752-2397, email: spracklan@canada.com
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MAILBAG
From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Monday, August 26, 2002
To: Migs Turner
Subject: A Meyer Update
Hi Migs and Diana
Marcia and I have just returned from a four week cruise aboard AIR LOOM up into the North Channel area of Ontario. It
was quite delightful after a couple of days of thunderstorms passed through.
The first one hit us when we were about halfway between Presque Isle, Michigan and the Mississaugi Straits into the North
Channel. The Coast Guard from Sault St. Marie broadcast a severe thunderstorm warning for the area we were sailing in.
We saw it behind us, dropped all sail, put on our yellows, life jackets and life harnesses and battened down the boat. The
Coast Guard had said that there would be 40-50 knot winds in the storm and we believe them. We had the engine running at
a slow speed in the event we needed some control and when the high gusts hit us we found we were going 7.9 under bare
poles. The wind was so strong that it caused a fog to form just above the water surface as it blew the rain drop splatters.
Really interesting!!! We were really very fortunate in that it was blowing from behind us and we had some 14 miles to go
until we came to any land mass.
The second storm came through the next night when we were at anchor. We were awakened by the sound of hail hitting the
boat - another first for us. That weather stuck around all the next day and gave Marcia and I a chance to go even up on our
cribbage games. About mid afternoon, we heard an airplane overhead and when we looked out we saw a float plane landing
in the bay we were in. He taxied up to shore, two guys got out with long ropes and tied the plane to a couple of trees. An
hour or so later, when the winds went down, he cast off and took off again.
The rest of the time the weather was just gorgeous. We dropped in to Gore Bay hoping to meet David Carr and Carla Kilpela
(MOMENTUM I) only to find out that he has been transferred to a job in Ohio and they were not around. We were told by
his dock neighbor that he intends to leave his boat in Gore Bay for the winter but will then have to make up his mind as to
what to do with her. Maybe we will have another Aloha 34 in the vicinity.
One other item from Gore Bay, Canadian Yacht Charters still has one Aloha 34 in their rental fleet. We did not see it so I do
not know what the hull number is.
Going backwards through the summer, Marcia and I spent the last week in June and the first week in July canoeing in
Quetico Provincial Park just north of Minnesota. Probably due to the strange spring weather, we were inundated by flys.
Fortunately, they did not bite but there could be fifty or so on your leg at any time. And as the old story goes, there never
was a constipated fly. Still, it was fun.
I finished my work on the interior dorade trim and will attach a photo to this note. I think it
goes quite nicely with the rest of the teak trim in the cabin. It turns out that the diameter of
the mounting screws on the teak piece I bought is just a shade larger than the diameter of the
cutout so the mounting screws are right on the edge of the hole. The screws that I used were
the stainless ones that were on the old trim. This looks out of place so I am going to change
to round headed brass screws to match the rest of the fasteners down there.
We thought it was about time to touch base with you two and update you on our activities.
We hope all is going well for both of you and that you are getting in some quality sailing time.
Regards,
Marcia and Stuart
[Editor: I couldn’t recall or find a printing of Stuart & Marcia’s update in earlier newsletters. Too good to miss! My
apologies.]
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From: "Heinz & Angela Hone
Date: Wed, 4 Jun 2003
Subject: NIPINKE
Dear Les
I received the Newsletter and as always it was very interesting and informative.
We have sold and the new owner has taken possession of "NIPINKE" as of June first. He will also join the Aloha network at
a later date. I am sending you a cheque for $ 25 to cover expenses etc.
Please take us off the mailing list since Angela and I hope to do a lot of traveling where our trusted boat could not take us,like
mountains, across Canada etc.
In closing we would like to wish fair winds to every one and keep up the good work.

From: Migs Turner
Date: Wed, 04 Jun 2003
Subject: Aloha 34 Spring & Summer 2003 Newsletter
Many thanks for another great newsletter and enclosures, Les, just received by snail mail. What a lot of work for you, but
most appreciated by us all I'm sure! And well done to your contributors!
All most interesting. In fact I'm blaming you for still being in my pyjamas & dressing gown at this time of the morning...
Diana & I send our best wishes to all of you who are attending the 5 & 6 July "Aloha In-Water Rendezvous" at the Mimico
Cruising Club. Just sorry the voyage in Sea Vixen between Victoria BC & the Great Lakes to join you all is still a bit too
long.
I like your idea on your newsletter page 32 of producing a revised Owners' Manual, including Profiles at the back.
Re your question re "binding", your current plastic binder is very easy to use, but I agree with you that the 3-ring binder
approach makes more sense when it comes to adding subsequent amendments & additions.
We note your request for members to up-date their "Profiles". Thanks for including a copy of our old Profile #167. We will
re-write it as per your request. How about photos? Should photos still be black & white? What is the limiting size of email
attachment that you can receive via your current server?
Also, for planning purposes, when would you like members' revised Profiles?
It is now 10:20 and Diana is cracking the whip so I'd better go and get dressed.
Again, many thanks and best wishes for the new grand child.
Aloha!
Migs

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, July 05, 2003
Subject: Looking for an ALOHA 34 on the Canadian West Coast.
Bill & Cathy Guistini in Victoria BC Canada, Tel.: 250-598-2690, Email billdig@shaw.ca , are looking for an ALOHA 34 in
good condition. If anyone has or knows of such an ALOHA 34 for sale, preferably on the Canadian West Coast,
would he/she kindly contact them?
Thanks!
Migs
Reply: Bill & Cathy
To: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, August 05, 2003
Hi Mig!
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Well it looks like I've got a boat. I had the survey done on "Windspinner" today and with the exception of lots of little things
I think we will be able to negotiate a deal. Needless to say I'm quite pleased about things. So with any luck I will be the
proud owner of an 1984 Aloha 34.
I wanted to thank you again for taking a personal interest in my search for a boat and for giving me the opportunity to sail
yours. I think that solidified my resolve to find the right boat. My plan is to conclude business by the end of the week and
hopefully sail the boat back to the club so I can do a few things to it. I'll then sail it back to Vancouver where I will keep the
boat until at least March. The purchase of the boat included moorage until March 31, 2004. "Bonus"
Thanks,
Bill D.

From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 21, 2003
To: Michele Ruttan & Nigel Tilley; Stuart & Annette Spracklan; Les Harrison; Perry & Gloria Basden
Subject: Aloha 34 Price Range?
Does anyone have contacts with the Sailquest people? Re their "Used Sailboat Market in Central Canada", someone should
contact them and correct their pricing for Aloha 34s.
See http://sailquest.com/market/models/aloha34.htm .
Migs
Reply: Les Harrison
Mon 21/07/2003
Thanks for the note and keeping an eye on issues Migs. I contacted SailQuest in May. The message and reply was as
follows:
--------------------------------------------------------Les wrote - Sat 04/05/2002 9:00 PM:
I find your site very useful; however, I would suggest that, based on latest deals, the Aloha 34 is listed too low. We have been
seeing sales closer to $75,000-85,000 Canadian. We'd appreciate you revising the listing when you get the time.
[I'm the Manager of the Aloha34 Owners' Network]
Les Harrison
Enchantment
Aloha 34 Web Site - http:www.aloha34.com
SailQuest Reply - Sun 05/05/2002:
As you are probably aware, prices of been inching up for many models on the used market. When I get the time, I'm thinking
of revising the price ranges for all the models shown. However, my experience demonstrates that there often a number of
false price trends (or prices that do not sustain themselves on the used market for a significant periods of time). As a result, I
usually wait a while before making major revisions. It should also be noted that the prices given are my web site are for the
lower end of the market.
The history of the pricing for the Aloha 34 is very interesting and typical what has been happening on the used market. In the
late 1980s these boats would often come on the market in low $60,000s (I remember because my brother was thinking an
buying Aloha 34 at the time.) Like most other models, the price dropped throughout the 1990s. By 1996 to 1998, it was more
than possible to find a Aloha 34 listing for $45,000. Prices have since gone back up. I know that there are Aloha 34s listed in
price range you mentioned. However, I do not think these prices are indication of the overall trend for next couple of years
(especially for the mid to lower end of the market). And finally, there's a gap between the asking and selling prices of boat.
This gap was as high as 30% when the used market as at its lowest in the mid to late 1990s. It then shrank to almost zero
when demand caught to the supply around the year 2000. However, the gap has been growing again now that sellers are
attempting maximize their asking prices in response to new market conditions (and are increasingly overly optimistic with
their asking prices).
Nevertheless, I will probably revise the most of then prices upwards on my website when I get a chance to study the likely
prices trend for next couple of years.
Michael McGoldrick
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
e-mail: mcsail@magma.ca
webmaster: http://sailquest.com
--------------------------------------------------------6
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On the same day I informed him that my data was based on selling prices - to no avail.
I would appreciate you contacting Mr McGoldrick and, WITHOUT QUOTING OR SENDING THE ABOVE, reinforce our
concern. His intention to "study the likely prices trend for the NEXT COUPLE OF YEARS" did not leave me with any hope
of his reconsidering my request.
Thanks for any help and let me know of any responses.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214

Reply: Migs Turner
Sent: July 22, 2003
Thanks Les. Good for you! Here is my attempt to rectify the matter!
Aloha1
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
To: mcgoldrick@sailquest.com
Sent: Monday, July 21, 2003 10:21 PM
Subject: ALOHA 34 Pricing
1386 Oliver Street,
Victoria, BC
Canada V8S 4X2
20 July 2003
Dear Mr McGoldrick
Well done on your excellent, most informative website http://sailquest.com/market/index.htm !
However, with respect, may I suggest that your pricing for Aloha 34's on your site
http://sailquest.com/market/models/aloha34.htm is much too low.
Granted over the past few years there have been sales in the $60,000 range but these were for Aloha 34's in poor
condition.
As the "manager" of the ALOHA 34 Owners' Association and Editor of the Aloha 34 newsletter from 1995 until 2001, I
have been keeping track of Aloha 34 sales in North America for many years.
Five years ago in Ontario, Aloha 34's in good condition were selling for upwards of $70,000 depending on equipment
fitted. Over the past 2 years, prices have ranged from $80,000 to $95,000, and in one case, $103,000 (immaculate & fitted for
off-shore).
Would you kindly consider amending your website accordingly?
Regretfully, the price range quoted in your website gives prospective purchasers the wrong impression and, needless to say,
creates some unhappiness among our Association members when it comes time for them to sell their Aloha 34's.
Many thanks for your consideration,
Sincerely,
Migs

From: Migs Turner
Fri 25/07/2003
To: Les Harrison
Subject: ALOHA 34 Pricing
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The following email correspondence with Mr. Michael McGoldrick, the manager of the website
http://sailquest.com/market/index.htm is passed to members for information. This URL is intended to depict the "Used
Sailboat Market in Central Canada".
Both Les Harrison & I (and possibly others?) contacted Mr. McGoldrick re his original very low and unrealistic website
pricing of our Aloha 34s. Full marks to Mr. McGoldrick for adjusting his prices, as a result. It should be noted however,
that his current price range is definitely at "the low end of the spectrum", as he suggests.
Aloha!
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
To: Michael McGoldrick
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2003 9:16 AM
Subject: Re: ALOHA 34 Pricing
Thanks Michael McGoldrick.
Your prompt reply and upward adjustment to the Aloha 34 "price range" on your informative website
http://sailquest.com/market/index.htm is appreciated.
Aloha!
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: "Michael McGoldrick" <mcsail@magma.ca>
To: "Migs Turner" <manddturner@shaw.ca>
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2003 6:06 AM
Subject: Re: ALOHA 34 Pricing
Hello Migs Turner,
Thank for your e-mail about the Aloha 34 price. It is true that the price of the Aloha 34 has increased dramatically in recent
years, and that it seems to be holding.
I have adjusted the price range given on my web site (again). I should point out that this range is for "the low end of the
spectrum". I should also indicate that I have been following the price of the Aloha 34 (in central Canada) since the mid
1980's, when my brother was thinking buying one (he ended up purchasing a CS). At the time (before the big meltdown in
the used market of the 1990s), Aloha 34s were often listed in the $60,000 to $65,000 range. During the 1990s, the price for
the Aloha dropped as low as $45,000 (and it was fairly easy to find one at this price). I inspected one that was in good
condition which was selling for $42,000 (in hindsight, I should have purchased it).
One last point. I strongly suspect that Aloha 34s with higher prices are selling for much less that the initial asking price. I
don't know this for sure, but it is my experience that this is usually the case with boats whose value has increased
significantly over a relatively short period of time.
Michael McGoldrick
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada
From: Mary Miller
Date: Sat, 26 Jul 2003
Subject: Re: ALOHA 34 Pricing
Greetings from Florida!
I sure wish we would have been able to sell our Aloha 34 in Canada. After being on the market and asking $45,000 US
dollars for over six months, she finally sold for $35,000. Sandpiper was in very good condition and fully equipped, even had
central heat and air. The market for used boats is very poor in the
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States and the cost of keeping Sandpiper on the market would have meant a minimum of $5,000 per year, just for dockage
and insurance.
I sure miss her - she was a great boat and our home while we cruised for a year.
Smooth sailing to all our Aloha friends!
Mary Miller

From: Martin Hayes
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 2003
Subject: Queens Ransom
Hi Les and everyone. Had problems trying to contact Chico and Jamie through e-mail and realized that Marty’s e-mail is
wrong as well. You can contact him at mpehayes@hotmail.com or me at lyndeelucole@hotmail.com. We are getting
some racing done on other people’s boats because we sold Chetwynd but, Marty is having a great time ordering all the large
items - bronze ports, refrigeration, electrical panels, hatches, lighting, etc. We finally have 4 of the 6 new wood knees
fibreglassed in place (our biggest worry which wasn’t as difficult as we feared). Once this is finished, the bulkheads can be
put back in and the cupboards and we are away to the races. We are definitely on the upswing now.
If anyone one has time, could you please send us the measurements of your upper cupboards on either side of the companion
way in the galley and nav station. We have none and are going to build our own. Are you happy with the size - larger or
smaller - do they interfere with food prep or getting into the lower cupboards behind the galley? We realize most are out
sailing but would appreciate all answers that we can get.
Thanks Lyndee Lu
Reply: Migs Turner
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 2003
Thanks Marty & Lyndee Lu. Les & Carol are off sailing for much of this month.
Your continuing refurbishment of Queen's Ransom sounds awesome (to quote a grandchild!).
Re your
"...If anyone one has time, could you please send us the measurements of your upper cupboards on either side of the
companion way in the galley and nav station. We have none and are going the build our own..."
In Sea Vixen #167 we only have "upper cupboards" on the right side as we stand in the galley area facing aft. On the left is a
'hand grab' only, to assist when climbing up and down to and from the main cabin. Incidentally, under this cupboard we
fitted a teak "spice rack" that Diana finds very useful.
"...Are you happy with the size - larger or smaller - do they interfere with food prep or getting into the lower cupboards
behind the galley?..."
Yes, we are happy with the size of the cupboard on the right side, but would not want it any larger. There is some
interference reaching down under and also into the refrigerator but it is worth the trouble.
Do you have photos of the standard interior of the later ALOHA 34's? I don't readily at hand but they should be available.
"...We realize most are out sailing but would appreciate all answers that we can get..."
We were out on the BC long weekend but are now back alongside for a few days. I'll hope to get the measurements for you
by the end of the week.
Aloha!
Migs
From: "Martin Hayes"
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 2003
Dear Migs and Diana, thanks for the info and are looking forward to getting the measurements. As a prototype boat, we only
have grab rails on either side. At the Aloha Rendezvous 3 weeks ago, we saw numerous cupboards but forgot to take a tape
9
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measure with us. There will be another story soon as we have 4 of 6 knees in and the pictures to show the work. Spent the
first day of my holidays shopping for more fibreglass, resin and marine plywood.
It’s nice to have someone to share the excitement with.
Lyndee Lu

From: Stuart Spraklin
Thu 02/10/2003
All
I sure hope that Windy is on the island in May... least that is what I am aiming for. I have asked the trucking company to
hold Windy in their yard until there is a full load, to help keep the cost down. Once the boat arrives, I plan to get some work
done on the bottom (ready for salt and no annual haul out) and have the mast/boom repainted at Lynnwood in North
Vancouver before launch. I certainly hope that everyone will get a chance to come to the island for a visit and go for a sail (or
two)!
A "BVI" rendezvous would be fun. I would get to see Carol's great photo album of the trip. The 9th. was chosen only
because it is the anniversary date of the start of our BVI trip last year. If another date is better... I will be finished work on
October 24th! My plan is to drive west around the 15th of Nov but that depends on weather window for the mountains.
Stuart

From: John Walsh
Sent: September 28, 2003
Subject: Joining the Aloha 34 Owners Association
I would like to join the aloha 34 Owners Association, I have purchased an aloha 34, from a previous member of the aloha
association, the boat is a 79 Aloha, Once Around.
Please send me more details on what is required.
Thanks
John & Donna Walsh
Whitby Yacht Club
Reply: Les
Sent: Sunday, September 28, 2003
To: John Walsh
Subject: RE: Joining the Aloha 34 Owners Association
John & Donna,
Congratulations and we would certainly welcome you to the Aloha 34 Network.
May I fill you in on a few of the details:
1) The dues, to cover routine costs such as newsletters and postage plus maintenance of the web site, are $25 Cdn a year. By
joining at this time your dues are applied to 2004 as well.
2) You may wish to purchase the Owner's Manual in printed format for $15 or on CD for $5. The CD contains many of
previous newsletters without photos, for the old ones, and most boat profiles. Unfortunately the printed format is sold out
right now but I expect to print the next revision in 2004.
3) You will get access to the web site with additional services such as the member's forum as well as our member email list.
I've attached the existing profile for "Once Around". Please feel free to edit it and I will turn it into your boat profile. We'd
be happy to see photos of your boat and the owners for inclusions. Please let me know your intentions. I still have copies of
the last 3 newsletters which, if you decide to join us, I can send to you. If you wish to join us you may send your cheque for
$25 CDN to:
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Les Harrison
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine, Ontario
N2Z 1X7
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Les & Carol Harrison
Enchantment, #214

From: Les Harrison
Sent: Sunday, November 09, 2003
Subject: Mariah
Congratulations, Rick, I understand Mariah is sold. By the way, did she go with Enchantment's cushions?
Les Harrison
Reply: Rick West
Sent: November 11, 2003
Hi Les...Yes she did go with Enchantments cushions and that certainly helped the sale close. I let her go with everything
included including personal clocks, latterns barometers , pots pans flares etc. etc.
Regards Rick
From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, November 11, 2003
Thanks Rick. All the best in what ever is next.
Les
Reply: Rick West
Fri 14/11/2003
Brought 41 Morgan O/I back from ST. Martin...business bad down there thanks to Bin Laden...Am refitting her.
Regards Rick
[Editor: The new owners of Mariah are Richard & Ann Varney of Penetanguishene]

From: "Elizabeth Linker"
Date: Mon, 10 Nov 2003
Subject: Change of ownership
Dear members,
It is with much regret that I inform all of you that we have sold our boat (#183, Kairos). With a one year old son,( our first),
a dog and a parrot, the beloved 34 has become too small. The sale took place in August and a replacement has already been
acquired. We wish you all smooth sailing. The new owner is Mr. Barry Fries. He is aware of the club and may or may not
choose to get involved. I will always hail an Aloha 34 when I see one.
Regards, Bob & Elizabeth Linker

From: John E. Sanford
Sent: December 1, 2003 9:30 PM
Subject: Aloha 34
12/1/03
Les, many thanks for your e-mail. I will be sending you a check for $25 US for the annual membership and the CD with
back newsletters. I still have my original owners manual.
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I see that your boat is #214. Mine is #213. That's as close as it gets.
Where is Kincardine in Ontario? In August 2002, I chartered a boat out of Gore Bay and cruised the North Channel of Lake
Huron. It was such a delight to be in fresh water. Having grown up in Detroit, learned to sail in Northern Michigan and
sailed through the Great Lakes 25 years ago, I was very pleased to return to such beautiful waters.
I live in Tiburon, just across the Bay from San Francisco. We can see the towers of the Golden Gate Bridge from our kitchen
window. The Pacific Ocean outside the Gate is pretty unforgiving.
My wife thinks I am crazy but I am considering sailing my Aloha 34 "Kairos" (after shipping it by truck) from Newport, RI
next June 15 to Kinsale, Ireland. I figure that is about a 25 day trip at about 5 knots. With any break in the weather, I could
do better than that. Are you aware of any Aloha 34s that have made such a passage?
I've just replaced my batteries with AGMs and I am in the process of replacing my original Hood roller furling with Schaeffer
roller furling. My rigger is trying to talk me into an arrangement to lead all the reefing lines and main halyard to the cockpit
so that I can reef the main without leaving the cockpit. I am strongly considering that as well as adding a windlass and allchain rode. Any thoughts from members on windlass arrangements?
I am a little concerned about the strength of the hull. I have noticed a bit of flexing in the bow section when I have been
offshore in heavy seas. Has anyone else commented on this?
All the best to you for a most happy holiday season.
John E. Sanford
60 Pine Terrace
Tiburon, CA 94920
415-435-2139

Reply: Les
Sent December 2, 2003
John,
Welcome aboard the Aloha Network! I will cut a CD for you. The CD contains our "Owners' Manual". This is a
compilation of all the information gathered from members of the Network over the years about how they solved problems
and improvements made to their boats. As a printed version, it's over 180 pages of info. It also contains some passed
newsletters and all available owners' boat profiles. Attached is the blank questionnaire from which I create your profile.
Please complete the information by filling in the blanks and emailing it back to me.
Kincardine is in Ontario about 3 days sailing from Gore Bay. We have spent over 25 years cruising the North Channel.
I'm not aware of any Aloha 34's making the trip you are planning; however, we have a few that have spent some time offshore. You may enjoy reading about some of these adventures in past newletters. Our own adventures were more tame than
your plans. We sailed from Ontario to the Bahamas in 2000. You can still visit our web page related to the trip by going to
"Related Links" and selecting "Enchantment" from the Aloha 34 Web Site at www.aloha34.com.
On Enchantment, I reinforced the back bulk-head in the anchor locker and tied it more securely to the deck but nothing else.
I added a single speed windlass in front of the anchor locker and a sampson post behind the locker. It has a "D" which
provides the fore-deck connection for our jacklines for safety harnesses. From there the jacklines run aft to outboard of the
main winches outside the cockpit. There are a number of other approaches to the addition of a windlass that others have
used.
You may not be aware but we have another Kairos in the group; Hull #183 in New York.
Looking forward to hearing from you on your plans and getting trip reports which I can pass on to members.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
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FEATURED ALOHA
Windy #151
The Beginning
My wife and I had never owned a boat prior to Windy. We had taken sailing lessons, chartered, and sailed with
friends over a period of ten years. From that experience, we developed a list of desirable features for a sailboat in
the 34 to 38 foot range. I maintained that the boat we purchased would be the first and hopefully only boat that
we would buy… no “footitis”!
In December 98 I saw a 1981 Aloha 34 for sale in GAM. It was located in Bronte at the western end of Lake
Ontario. Even though it did not meet all of the
criteria on our “desirable features” list, she
looked like a nice boat. We were pretty well
sold on the first visit… After two more visits,
on very cold windy January days, Aloha #151
became ours.
Sporting a freshly awlgripped white hull, with
only the small recessed line and two boot
stripes in dark blue, her registered name of
“Charlie II” was no longer visible. We now
had the option of renaming our new boat. We
knew of the “superstitions” in renaming a boat
but we wanted a name that was short and had
some connection to sailing! One day, we
were discussing how windy it had been every
time we had gone to look at the boat.
“Windy”, that would be a good name, but
surely the name would already be in the registry. We were amazed and delighted when we received approval to
use “Windy” as a registered boat name… the only one in Canada! “Charlie II”, hull #151, was re-launched as
“Windy” in May of 1999. “Windy” attended her first in-water Aloha Rendezvous at Ashbridges Bay Yacht Club
in June of 1999…
There is a little more to this story and why this Aloha ended up being repainted in Bronte… For those of you who
were not part of the association in the fall of 1998, you might not know that hull #151 was damaged during haul
out in Port Credit. The Aloha known as “Charlie II” suffered damage to her hull when the crane that was lifting
her toppled over setting the boat down on its keel and rolling over onto her starboard side. The fibreglass hull
sustained a large crack. When the boat was lifted, the hull popped back out leaving what looked like a BIG
scratch! This is a testament to the strength of the Alohas. A surveyor, yacht broker and a marine storeowner got
together and bought the boat, repaired, repainted, refitted and then advertised her in GAM. The interior was
totally undamaged. The only way that you would know that any repair work was done is by the fresh paint on the
inside of the starboard hull. Sadly, the boom of the crane crushed two J-boats as it toppled over.
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Since May 1999
“Windy’s” homeport has been Hamilton Harbour West,
located at the western most end of Lake Ontario.
Hamilton has a fabulous bay for sheltered sailing, when
Lake Ontario is less comfortable (for the crew). As long
as you keep looking toward the north, you will not
notice the two huge waterfront steel mills. We have
cruised the north shores of Lake Ontario from Niagara to
Kingston.

“Windy” has experienced Lake Ontario in 30 to 40 knot
winds, with steep eight-foot waves, under single reefed main
and 100% jib, on several occasions. The boat handles rough
weather far better than the crew and we have never felt
unsafe in Windy’s well protected cockpit. There is a 140%
on board but have not used it since 1999. With good sail
trim & 15 degree heel, Windy can keep up to and pass boats
of similar size (usually over-canvassed). All of the sails are
original (1981)
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Main Features
 All white hull with thin blue stripe and two blue stripes at the water line
 Hood Seafurl, Fully battened main with lazy jacks, Back stay adjuster
 Stainless U collar on deck at the base of the mast to accommodate multiple turning blocks for all lines
leading aft.
 Manual Simpson Lawrence windlass, 35lb CQR, Fortress FX-16
 Three blade 15 x 12 prop (replaced two blade Gori)
 Below deck Navtec autohelm directly connected to the rudderpost.
 Full enclosure, Westcoast folding teak cockpit table
 SuperStore 6 gallon 110v/engine hot water heater, pressure water
 EZ-Kold water/air cooled holding plate refrigeration
 Flip-up table beside the sink
 Panasonic AM/FM/CD player
 Rule 2000 bilge pump connected to “bilge buddy” water sensor and three-way switch
 Groco seawater strainer on the engine intake
 Complete propane system (2002) when I converted from CNG
(All but the first five have been since purchase in 1999)
Problems / Changes
On the whole, the boat has been great. The Universal 5424
dripped oil from the flywheel housing from the day of purchase.
In 2000, we experienced problems shifting from reverse into
forward gear (very unnerving in tight quarters!). That winter, I
removed the Hurth transmission and had it rebuilt by Anthony
Keats (Wheatley, Ontario), pulled the flywheel and replaced the
rear oil seal. Damper plate was also replaced. To date no more oil
drips and shifting has been fine. I have written up the procedure
along with pictures and tool list.
Windy was originally configured for CNG, when we bought her.
It was a good safe system but became more difficult & expensive
to have the tanks refilled. In the winter of 2001/2002, I replaced the CNG with a full propane system including
the replacement of the orifices on the three-burner Seaward stove and oven. T-connector was also installed at the
propane tank, which allows quick connection to the BBQ on the stern rail.
Future Upgrades / Plans:
 Replace all of the original MOOR instruments with Raymarine ST60 series, Speed, Depth & Wind.
 Add ST4000+MKII autohelm.
After five seasons on Lake Ontario, 2004 will see Windy at a new home port… Schooner Cove (Fairwinds),
located near Nanoose, on Vancouver Island.

FFor Windy’s trip to BC:
“Nothing goes to windward like
a Mack truck”
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ALOHA 2003 RENDEZVOUS
MIMICO CRUISING CLUB
The Aloha 2003 Rendezvous was a fantastic
success thanks to the effort of lead organizer
Diann Webb. (A32 Pengwyn) and her staff
of volunteers, made up of members of the
Mimico Cruising Club and other Aloha
owners. The Club, located about 10 miles
west of downtown Toronto on Humber Bay,
graciously allowed us free access to all of
their excellent facilities for the weekend
event. The Rendezvous was very well
attended with many Aloha yachts of various
sizes open for viewing, after careful
preparation by their proud owners.

The event was off to an excellent start with a
welcoming get together on Friday afternoon
for early arrivals and with the opening of
registration for boat owners and their guests.
Each registrant received a bag chock full of
pamphlets, lots of goodies, boating
information, an event burgee and a specially
designed event t-shirt for everyone attending.
Friday evening, the drinks were still flowing
thanks to Mount Gay Rum who helped
sponsored the event. One of the highlights of the evening was watching drinks being prepared in a gasolinepowered blender… a sight to be seen… and heard. The evening provided many of us with the opportunity to
meet, in person, the many people whom we had only met via e-mail over the past years.
Saturday morning provided time for late registrants to sign in and also to mix and mingle, look over other boats
and meet the owners as well as get lots of good ideas from others who have "been there, done that". Later in the
morning the organizers handed out a sheet of items for a Treasure Hunt and a questionnaire that was to be scored
based on the number of correct answers to some very difficult questions.
A tasty Bar-B-Q luncheon buffet was prepared and served
by the Mimico Cruising Club volunteers. The results of
the questionnaire and Treasure Hunt were tabulated with
lots of prizes awarded to the winners. Many other prizes
were awarded for just about every category you can
imagine… and probably a few you couldn't. The rest of
the afternoon provided the opportunity for more mingling
and a few impromptu happy hours aboard the boats.
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Saturday evening featured a catered dinner of Chicken or
Prime Rib served under the covered outdoor patio. The
food was fantastic and very well prepared, again with the
assistance of the volunteers. More rounds of door prizes
were awarded, all donated by various companies and
organizations. Prizes consisted of everything from
backpacks to key chains, shirts, hats, jackets, safety kits,
umbrellas, canvas tote bags, a sextant and many, many
more items. After dinner we moved from the outdoor
patio into the beautiful upstairs lounge area of the Club.
Entertainment was provided by folk singer, Merideth
Cutting, who's guitar playing and singing featured a wide variety of tunes to suit every taste. The big Grand Prize
draw for a John Mecray limited edition print of Americas Cup boats, also donated by Mount Gay Rum, was held
and won by Gary and Holly Gunsher (A32 Windependent) who traveled all the way from Punta Gorda, Florida
for the event. Gary and Holly's names will also be entered in a draw for a holiday to Barbados to be held at a later
date.
On Sunday morning it was time for some of us to say our goodbyes after coffee and donuts served on the patio. It
was also an excellent opportunity for one last group photo before people started to make their way back home.
Many folks would be sailing back to their home port before evening. It was a fantastic weekend of meeting old
friends and making new ones. The time we shared and memories of the event will linger for many years. It was
wonderful to meet all the people and share information and have fun with them all.
A special thank you to Diann Webb and all of the volunteers who put forth such a great effort to make the event
such a success. Diann and her team did a fantastic job of organizing a very fine event. Also, our thanks to the
Mimico Cruising Club for their hospitality and the use of their excellent facilities.
Perry Basden
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
CABIN
[no submissions]

DECK SYSTEMS
Boom Vang and Winchers
From: Rick Burling; Monday, June 09, 2003
Hi All
I need some info as to where to mount a boom vang on my A34, the original owner never had one installed at the factory. I
would also like any advice anyone has on running my halyards, etc. back to the cockpit. Anyone have experience with the
rubber tops for winches that make them self-tailing, I think they are called winchers.
Thanks
Reply: "Chip Wolfe; Mon, 9 Jun 2003
Rick, David, et.al.
If your Aloha 34 has the Isomat NG-51 mast, here is a good place to find hardware to accommodate a vang. Consider the
mast collars (and blocks) available for this spar if you are interested in running your halyards to the cockpit.
http://www.rigrite.com/Spars/Isomat_Spars/Isomat_Masts/NG51_mast.html
Hardware for the boom (assuming you have the NB-26) may be found at:
http://www.rigrite.com/Spars/Isomat_Spars/Isomat_Booms/NB26_boom.html
Hope this helps in your search.
I have used the rubber winchers racing on a friend's Sabre 30 and they seemed to work, but I would secure the sheets on a
cleat if not tending them.
Chip
Reply: Frank Collins; Mon, 09 Jun 2003
RICK,
To the best of my knowledge many Aloha 34's came without a boom vang, something every sailboat should have, especially
if you plan to race the boat as we do ours.
We solved the problem in perhaps an unusual fashion. To understand what we did you will need to refer you our "profile"
(#117) in which I try to explain how we installed a mast collar and associated deck restraining blocks. Please locate the
diagram titled "True Love's Mast Collar".
We created a purchase for the boom vang by wrapping a 1/2 inch line three times around the mast and underneath the oak
compression (restraining) blocks shown in the diagram. These are also passed through a sturdy 2 inch stainless steel ring
which provides the actual purchase for the boom vang mechanism to attach to. I find the lines wear through after about ten
years of use, but they are easy and inexpensive to replace.
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As I said at the outset, this approach is a bit unusual, as True Love may be the only Aloha 34 with as mast collar and
restraining blocks. However, if the concept of using the mast appeals to you, possibly you can devise some other mechanism
of this sort to accomplish what you want.
Frank
(True Love - #117)
Reply: Les; Tue, 10 Jun 2003
Hi Rick,
I will get you some pictures of my boom-vang installation tomorrow - if it doesn't rain again!
I used the "winchers" on my CS27 and they worked just fine for cruising. They were not acceptable for racing as they were
too slow to operate in a tack. In very heavy airs they can slip so we often backed them up in such conditions with a cleat.
Les Harrison
Enchantment

Vang to Boom Fitting

Vang as Flattener

Vang as Preventer

Reply: Carla and Dave; Thu, 12 Jun 2003
We have a boom vang on ours that we also use as a preventer when going downwind. The vang is attached on the boom to a
bail. The other end is on an eye that has 4 bolts drilled through the coach roof at the mast. There is a teak block inside the
boat that acts as a backer to the block. The vang clips at both ends and has enough sheet to clip it to the rail as a preventer
when going downwind. When booming all the way out we sometimes have to loosen it a bit as it is not right at the mast base
but is a couple of inches away from it. The best location is straight down from the gooseneck near the deck. It can also be
used as a block and tackle system for Man overboard. Friends of ours use a power vang and they don't have a topping lift and
they seem to like that. Something else to consider.
I used the winchers on my 29 ft boat as it did not have self tailing winches and actually never had to use cleats even though
there were cleats near the winches. I used the cleats when leaving the boat during the week to keep the roller furler tight.
David & Carla
Momentum I
Reply: Ed Fulton; Fri, 13 Jun 2003
Rick. I have used the "winchers" for some time. Picked them up in Ft. Lauderdale during a cruise from
95 to 99. They worked fine in light air. At l5/20 sheets should be cleated as well. I soloed most of
the time. They have lasted several years and I don't have to feed them! And they are a hell of a lot
cheaper than self-tailing winches. Ed. (#l86)
Reply: Bill Symes; Mon, 16 Jun 2003
An addendum to Chip's message: a number of Aloha 34's, including FIONA (207), have Cinkel spars. Cinkel went out of
business years ago, but it turns out that the NG 51 section is close enough that much Isomat hardware can be used on our
Cinkel masts. I learned this from Rig-Rite, after finding a spinnaker mast car on their web page which looked like the one I
had just broken - and appeared to be the only thing on the market remotely resembling our old car! Rig-Rite shipped an
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Isomat mast car, offering to take it back without restocking fee if it didn't fit - but it did, and we are back in the whisker pole
business.
These cars run on a 3.5in track integral with the leading edge of the mast. None of the mass market marine retailers carry
cars for such tracks. Rig-Rite carries a number of different fittings (toggle, ring, etc.) on a suitable car, which appears very
well-made. It will be necessary to install hardware for line control, but I wanted that anyway.
Re vangs: I have ordered a Garhauer rigid vang, to replace the standard vang which was probably delivered with the boat.
Our vang is arranged exactly as David Carr describes theirs, and has worked well - but I want the added control of the rigid
vang, or so I think. Will report on the result.
Bill Symes

Main Hatch
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2003
Subject: Question: Replacing the "runners" under the main hatch cover
Has anyone replaced the two white nylon(?) "runners" that the main hatch cover glides on when one slides the main hatch
cover open and closed? If so, would you have the dimensions of the runners, the type of plastic material and were there any
difficulties in doing so? Also, where did you get your replacement runners, -from a plastic manufacturer?
Our runners have developed cross-wise cracks at some of the screw holes and we would like to replace them.
Procedure would seem to be fairly simple, namely
1) Unscrew and carefully remove the weather hatch cover on top of the coach house.
2) Lift off the hatch cover and
3) Unscrew the old runners and find replacements!
Words of wisdom would be appreciated
Aloha!
Migs
Reply: Les Harrison
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2003
Migs,
We have the same problem but haven't done anything about it as yet. I was going to explore "Starboard" or "King
Starboard", a plastic that can be handled like wood. You can read about it at
http://www.kingstarboard.com/main.php?link=starboard.htm
I have not found a source for smaller amounts than the half sheets but I admit I haven't done much research as yet. Maybe
there are less expensive ways to go. Let me know if you find something.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
Reply: Stuart Meyer
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 2003
Hi Migs
The plastic "runners" on AIR LOOM cracked and broke as you have described some five or six years after delivery. I
removed them, just as you outlined, and had a pair of stainless strips fabricated as replacements. These have worked well
ever since. A word of caution: the strips are not interchangeable from side to side - each one has different hole spacings for
the screws.
Hope this helps in some way. Please give our best to Diana.
Stuart
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AIR LOOM
Reply: Morley Kipp
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 2003
Migs
I also had to replace the runners on CANUSA a while back, and most plastic firms can supply them in the length required.
As did Mike, I used nylon. However, I didn't take the weather hatch cover off. I only replaced the "visible" portion of the
runners, and it worked out quite well.
Regards
Morley Kipp
Reply: Robert Linker
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 2003
Migs, I just finished the runner replacement job. I purchased the white nylon rectangular bar from McMaster-Carr Supply
(their catalog is impossible to get but their phone is 732-329-3200 in Dayton, New Jersey. The 6/6 nylon is relatively cheap
but only available in 4 ft. lengths. I spliced the back ends but the transition must be smooth. Spacing port to starboard is
important or the hatch will bind. The nylon has natural lubricating properties and can be worked with a small wood plane for
smooth edges and tight spots. I drilled new holes in different locations to avoid an alignment problem.
Aloha,
Bob Linker
Reply: David Riddell,
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 2003
Hi folks. "Priority" here in Victoria.
I just bought some "Starboard" from Industrial Plastics here in town and had them cut it to width. I haven't had a chance to
do the actual replacement; however, I think that it shouldn't be too tough of a job. Must remember to countersink the screws!
Migs, I may even have some left over that may be enough for your job - I'll check when I get home this evening...
David "Archie" Riddell
Reply: D. Jenkins
Date: Fri, 11 Jul 2003
Migs, I replaced my runners last year with the white nylon. I went to a van and truck customizing place that also replaces car
windshields, and boat windows. They had numerous 4x8 sheets in various thickness' and cut me two runners 8' long for
$20.00. Sorry, I can't remember the width.
Aloha,
Dave (Margaritaville #59)
Reply: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Sunday, July 13, 2003
Migs,
I replaced my hatch runners about 2 or 3 years ago. Mine were very white, slick and brittle where they had been exposed to
the Florida sun. They had cracked across and separated at several of the screw holes. I thought the material was King
Starboard, but after removing the weather cover I found that it was not. The material under the weather cover was still
pliable and more milky to translucent in color. The "uncooked" material looked like the plastic used in many plastic (nylon,
poly or whatever) cutting boards.
As chance would have it, I stumbled across some fellows building a large fish cleaning table (same cutting board type
material) at one of the local boat yards/marinas in the area and was able to obtain a left over scrap piece 3/8" x 3" x 6' from
which I ripped two 1" wide strips. I filled the old screw holes with epoxy filler and drilled new holes as close to the old hole
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pattern as I could. I used a block plane to cut a bevel on the top side edges and had to plane a bit on the outer sides when I
fitted the companion way hatch as it tended to bind slightly in a couple of places. They have worked just fine and are holding
up well. I had considered King Starboard, but I couldn't pass up the price (zero, zilch, nada) of this fix. Maybe next time I'll
spring for the Starboard.
The runners are 3/8" thick, 1" wide and somewhat short of 5' long (memory's going and I don't feel like lifting the weather
cover to measure). There is a "stop block" (same material) screwed atop each of the runners near the forward end to limit the
hatch opening travel. I recommend removing the weather cover to complete the runner replacement job. It allows for full
length runner replacement, adjustment of open and shut limiters, and allows for the cleaning out of the coach roof under this
cover. I found that the piece of teak which attaches to the forward end of the Lexan hatch had come loose at three of the
screw holes in the Lexan (probably from closing the hatch a bit too aggressively). The Lexan had actually broken (sheared
out) at the screws. This piece of teak, among other functions, acts as the stop for the hatch at the closed position and needs to
be firmly attached to the Lexan. New holes and screws finished up the repair. The need for proper bedding of the weather
cover screws goes without saying.
I know you will do a fine job on your repair.
Very best regards,
Chip
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, July 13, 2003
Thank you Chip and others who have responded to my question of replacing the 'nylon' runners under the main hatch cover.
The helpful responses certainly underline the value of having our aloha34@topica.com List that Nigel Tilley organized a few
years back.
I have now measured my present hatch cover runners with the following results:
Length: 60 inches
Width: 01 inch
Thickness 1/4 inch.
For sturdiness I prefer the 3/8 inch thickness that you mention Chip, and plan to go that route if possible, also noting the other
advice that you and other members have offered..
Again, many thanks & aloha!
Migs
From: Migs Turner
Date: Tue, 05 Aug 2003
Replacing the "runners" under the main hatch; Progress Report
Following up on my 13 July email (copied below), we have now obtained the 2 strips of "King Starboard" (also known as
"UHMW" material) locally here in Victoria BC from Industrial Plastics in the size noted, and we are about to install same.
As mentioned, we took Chip Wolfe's suggestion (also copied below) & went to 3/8" thickness to increase strength, instead of
the 1/4" originals that are now badly cracked. This extra thickness in the runners requires some adjustments to the hatch, etc.,
as Chip mentions.
More later.
Aloha!
Migs
Reply: Martin Hayes
Date: Wed, 06 Aug 2003
Hi Migs, I guess this is another difference with Queenie - we have 3/8 " brass/bronze strips as runners and they are in perfect
condition (one of the few Perfect items). The only problem is the squeal when opening. We found if we sprayed and wiped
silicon on them, they stopped making that horrible noise.
Lyndee Lu
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Battery location
Bob Haig; Out & About; Jun 19, 2003
Has anyone relocated the batteries, and if so are there any suggestions? I am considering moving them to the long locker
under the quarter berth (for convenience) and would appreciate any comments.
Les Harrison; Enchantment; Jun 19th, 2003
Bob, my batteries are in the rod locker under the quarter berth. I have 3 #27s and 1 #24. The #24 is the ship's battery. Tight fit
but it gives me 345 amp-hours for the house bank. I put 2 buss bars on the fore-aft bulkhead in the locker for the + and connections to equipment. The regulators for the alternator and the solar panels are attached to the bulkhead in the quarter
berth on the engine side above the locker.
Fortunately I didn't have to move the batteries as they came in this location.
Bill Symes FIONA; Jun 21st 2003
We have our 4 6v golf cart batteries in the "fishing rod locker" also. It is not quite deep enough for the replacements I bought
over the last year (Trojan 105's, widely available) so I will rebuild the lid sometime soon. otherwise it is fine.

Wiring Color Codes
[Engine & Accessory Wiring Color Code for Marine Applications]
Yellow /w Red Stripe
Brown /w Yellow Stripe
Dark Grey
Brown
Orange
Purple
Dark Blue
Light Blue
Tan
Pink
Green /w Stripe
Blue w/w Stripe
Red
Yellow or Black (Yellow Prefered)

Starting Circuit (Switch to Solenoid)
Bilge Blowers (Switch to Blower)
Nav. Lights & Tachometer (Switch to Lights & Sender to
Tach’)
Alternator & Pumps (Alt’ to Regulator and Switch to Pumps)
Accessory Feed (Ammeter to Alternator and Panel to
Accessory Switch)
Ignition & Instrument Feed (Ign. Switch to Coil & Instruments
and Panel to Inst.)
Cabin and Instrument Lights (Switch to Lights)
Oil Pressure (Sender to Gauge)
Water Temperature (Sender to Gauge)
Fuel Gauge (Sender to Gauge)
Tilt & Trim (Down &/or IN)
Tilt & Trim (Up &/or Out)
Positive Feed
DC Negative (Ground)

ENGINE ROOM
Fuel Treatment
From: Bill & Cathy
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2003
Subject: Fuel Treatments
Hi Les!
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Have you heard of a product called Algae-X? Apparently, it is useful in reducing the impacts faced by sailors as a result of
low run times. It is suppose to deal with the problem of fuel breakdown that causes clogged filters, corroded injectors, pumps
and tanks, incomplete combustion, carbon build-up, smoke, and loss of power, which ultimately leads to engine failure.
In any event, I might have a closer look at their product. Their website is www.algae-x.net I am told that the cost of installing
this into the fuel system is around $250.
Bill D.
From: "Les"
Date: Sat, 23 Aug 2003
Hi Bill,
I missed this item when I got back from north channel sailing.
I use an algecyde almost every time I fill my tanks. I don't recall the name but it comes in a small bottle which you squeeze
and fill a chamber with the proper amount. Dump it in the tanks and let the diesel flow. A lot less than $250 and I haven't
had any problems. I also add a conditioner in the fall to the full diesel tanks before winter layup. Make sure you add it while
you still will be running the engine to get it flowing through the supply lines. Both products were recommended by E&C
Marine in Toronto.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
Fri, 26 Sep 2003
Les Harrison wrote:
Well we're preparing for lift out a week Saturday. While doing so I topped up the fuel tanks and added the biocyde as usual.
The product I couldn't recall the name of is "BIOBOR" - the same one mentioned by Migs earlier. It comes in a small bottle
that you squeeze; which puts 1 or 1/2 oz in a separate compartment that you dump in to the tank before completing the
fueling process. A little goes a long way. Simple and seems to be effective.
Les
Enchantment, #214
[Editor: Note the BIOBOR is said to be a “biocide” and the other product is an “algaecide”. E&C Marine explained the first
is long term and the second primarily for the heat of summer or down south.]

Westerbeke Diesel
From: "Bill & Cathy"
Sent: Tuesday, August 19, 2003
Subject: RE: Westerbeke diesel 1984
Thanks Denis!
I have just purchased the boat and am trying to become familiar with the diesel. I am interested in information pertaining to
the care and feeding of the Westerbeke, any maintenance suggestions and where to get the shop manual. At this point the
engine appears to be running well, the only problem at this time is a small water leak coming from the heat exchanger casket.
Sometime in the near future I would like to replace the oil and heat exchanger caskets. As well, I was pondering the idea of
somehow flushing the cooling system. Have you done this?
Bill D.
From: Denis
Date: Thu, 21 Aug 2003
Bill & Cathy...
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I have an operator's manual for the Westerbeke 13, 21, 27, 33 hp engines. It is a small booklet containing 27 pages.
Westerbeke publication 32363.... It doesn't say very much about changing oil other than to use a multi-viscosity diesel oil
10w-30.... Change the oil when it is warm. It doesn't give any info on an appropriate interval between changes. I am sure it is
not any different than any other marine diesel. I would do it once a season but that is based on a season here which could be
one week. I too would be interested in knowing what others use as a rule of thumb when using hours as the criteria....
Denis
From: "Les"
Date: Fri, 22 Aug 2003
Subject: RE: Westerbeke Oil Changes
Bill, Cathy, Denis,
The advice I received when researching oil changes and the care of my Westerbeke for the way south to the Bahamas was
every 100 hours running. We followed this fairly close. The mechanic further suggested for summer sailing that once a
season, IN THE FALL, was sufficient. The fall is recommended so the engine does not sit with "acidic" oil in the crankcase
over the winter. He also recommended a filter change every time with hard running or every other [under normal condition],
but a minimum of once a season, on other cases. These are the recommendations we got for the Westerbeke 27 if that's
helpful.
Les Harrison

HULL STRUCTURES
Rudders
From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 10, 2003
Subject: Protecting black rudders from the sun at haul-out time.
For Information
Earlier we mentioned Les, that a study on the west coast suggested that black anti-fouling paint stands up almost twice as
long as blue, green and other lighter coloured anti-fouling paints.
As somewhat superstitious mariners, we don't like black on our boat. However, when it comes to dollars and cents (sense?),
we switched to black anti-fouling a few years ago. Result, -yes, we agree. In our seawater conditions, black anti-fouling does
last much longer than the green & the earlier blue anti-fouling that we used.
However, there is one drawback to boats like ours that have 'encapsulated type' rudders. When painted black and out of the
water in direct sunlight, the heat build-up within the rudder in immense and they can
'explode'. This happened a few years back at our yacht club here to a boat with a similarly constructed rudder. Thus, on the
recommendation of others the attached is the treatment we now apply to Sea Vixen when she is hauled out.
Diana found an old sheet and some clothes pegs, and voila! Works well.
Aloha!
Migs
Reply: Les
Date: Thu, 10 Jul 2003
Migs,
We switched to the Interlux black bottom paint after pox treating Enchantment and it performed well on our trip south.
Haven't considered draping the rudder. Are you sure you're not hiding some go fast rudder
modifications from your fellow Aloha owners?
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
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Ports
From: Ian Tocher
Date: Sun 28/09/2003
To:
Bob Haig
Subject: Aloha Ports
Hi there Bob.
Just a quick "thank-you" for your great tip on renovating the misty ports on our Aloha 34. I had replaced one of the ports a
year or so ago which really drew attention to sad state of the others. Cleaning compounds never solved the problem (although
it was almost possible to see out of the upper half of some of them).
Then I read your solution in the newsletter, of using the 3M Clear Plastic Restorer. I still cannot believe how easy to apply
and effective this stuff was. I defy anyone to tell me which of the ten ports is the "new one". In one hour, a ten year problem
was solved. Thanks once again both to you and the Network for enabling us to gain more satisfaction from our Alohas.
All the best.
Ian Tocher - Nerissa #199.

MISCELLANEOUS
Renaming Your Aloha
A few Aloha 34’s sold recently; some even renamed. There is an old, nautical superstition that bad luck will haunt the sailor
so bold and foolish as to change a vessel's name once the original name has been confirmed. This does not mean that mean a
sailor, searching the used-boat market, has to forsake the ship of his dreams simply because she is saddled with a bad handle.
It’s generally accepted, you can name your boat after whatever you please; however, based on the research done on the denaming/re-naming ceremonies, I would not recommend Aloha owners’ name it after a passing fancy or an occasional whim.
The boating gods are said to be displeased if a boat's name is changed without proper ceremony. There appears to be a
number of “appropriate” ceremonies. The following are but a few:
1.

2.
3.

First time out with the new name on the boat, luff up into the wind and drift to a complete stop, then allow the boat
to sail backwards. This represents "backing over" the old name. Sailing backwards is hard - requires a good breeze,
some waves usually help, and a fair amount of skill. But the gods and goddesses that are concerned with these
matters are not easy to impress so do it for at least a few boat-lengths. Under no circumstance should this be done
under power.
You will have bad luck with the new name until you have run aground three times. Intentional groundings – are
questionable so rely on your experience.
The first requirement is to remove the old name from everything onboard. Take the old logbook ashore. Check for
books and charts with the old name inscribed. Sand away the old name from the transom, topsides and dinghy.
Painting over is not sufficient as the old name still exists. Remove and replace a name carved into wood or, at the
very minimum, fill with putty and paint over. Be ruthless.
Concoct a ceremony, to be performed. Keep it short and simple. The elements of the ceremony are twofold: a
supplication and a libation. Address directly “Aeolus” god of the wind and “Neptune”, god of the sea, and any
others you want, and ask them to strike from their records the old name of the boat, mentioning the name. Then
pray their indulgence in extending their goodwill and protection to the vessel with her new name, which will be
revealed in a separate future naming ceremony. Do not mention the new name.
Without further words, pour a generous libation of champagne, the best you can afford, over the bows. You may
drink some yourself and offer some to your guests, if any, but don't be cheap with the gods' portion or you'll regret
it. And unless you're absolutely bent on self-destruction don't use a cheap substitute for the real champagne.
Remember the champagne represents the blood sacrifice of the ancients. It saves you from having to slaughter your
favourite virgin, so don't be stingy on the price and quantity.
Immediately thereafter, or some time later, you may conduct a normal naming ceremony as if she were a brand new
vessel. Since blood sacrifices are no longer tolerated, you will need another fresh bottle of champagne.
[Note: The Mystic Seaport confirms the above from their archives. “To rechristen your boat you must first remove
all vestiges of the original name from the boat. All painted, stamped, printed, engraved, or decaled names must be
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4.

removed inside and outside. All references to the boat's original name, ship's log, etc. (except for official paperwork
concerning ownership), must also be removed. Then and only then can you rechristen her with her new name. “]
Newfoundland fishermen have an interesting ceremony. The night before the rechristening, they sneak aboard and
pour a cheap alcoholic potion (such as rum or wine) on the bow and decks of the boat. This is to wash away the old
"luck". The next day she is christened with fine, expensive champagne, bring on the new luck!

Remember, the Titanic originally had another name. Good Luck!

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
Sails
From Bill D.; Windspinner; Oct 12, 2003
I was in surfing sailnet and entered the information to get a sail quote. When I typed in the boat it came up Aloha 34 and
Aloha 10.4. For the jib and genoa the measurements were different. The 10.4 had more sail area hence cost more. Were these
boats rigged differently?
Reply: Stuart Spracklan: Windy; Nov 2nd, 2003
I believe that there are two sizes of rig for the Aloha 34/10.4 I am not 100% sure but I don't believe that rig size is related to
the 34/10.4
Sizing on the web is a good way to get an estimate and help you to budget but one should always measure the rig before
signing on the dotted line. The sail maker that I spoke to in Hamilton, ON, said that he would not even make a sail for me
unless he came to the boat and did the measuring himself. He also said that it was not recommended to use the old sail for
making measurements.
Stuart

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Jib furling
From: Laurie Burt; Snowgoose; Jul 22, 03 - 3:40 PM
Am seriously considering installing a jib furler--Furlex? Profurl? and am wondering what I can expect in terms of reduced
performance? Also, feedback on particular brands welcome.
Thanks
Laurie
Reply: Les Harrison; Enchantment, #214; Aug 18th, 2003

We had Harken on our CS27 and it was fine. When we decided to replace the Stream Stay II on Enchantment I checked out
Harken, Furlex, Profurl and Hood. Suppliers always asked if we were going off shore and if so recommended Profurl. At the
time it was only about $300 more than others so we went with it. It's been great.
Hope this helps. Good luck.
Les

Mast Step BIG (?) problem
From: Rick Walker
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Sent: Tuesday, June 03, 2003
Hi
I have a mast step problem. Our boat is hull 129 Once Around and we're in Barrie and the boat is in Midland. I checked the
owners manual and it does not describe anything as major as this seems.
I've noticed the mast has been sinking a little over the last couple of years. Every year there has been a little less room to seal
at the partners. A few days ago I removed the mast step plate and the rotten wood core from the step. I even had to pull out
the damaged fibreglass seating for the rotten wood core. It looks like I'm down to concrete (?). Yes concrete.
I've pulled out all the loose material (gravel?) and now I need to refill the hole, replace the fibreglass over the keel area,
recreate the mast step support, replace the step and then the mast.
Help and or suggestions really, really welcome!
Thanks
Rick Walker
Reply: Migs Turner
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 2003
Peter & Monika Boesener (Virgaries #156) describe in Profile #156 how they fixed this problem, with 3 illustrative pictures,
Rick.
Also page 106 of the Aloha 34 Owners' Manual includes the following:
STEP DETERIORATION, MAST
[see DRAINING MAST]
PROBLEM: The mast step may become spongy, or may rot through exposure to water.
REMEDY: Replace the rotted mast step with a new wooden step. (Alternatively, a solid fibreglass lay-up could be used
with metal cap.)
SUGGESTED ACTION:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Mark the location, fore and aft, and horizontal, of the mast base plate on the surface of the hull.
Remove rotted wood, chiselling if necessary, to reach black bedding material.
Clean and roughen surface of bedding for good adhesion of epoxy.
Use a 1-inch thick piece of white oak for the replacement wood. Coat both sides with epoxy. One owner used a 1
1/2" thick block, and, to redirect possible rainwater,cut a small groove in the block at the drain hole.
5. Place oak on bedding material, press out air and excess epoxy, and allow to cure.
6. Position mast base plate using hull markings from step 1.
7. Drill pilot holes. Drive in screws through wood and just into hull as originally installed.
(Source: 1. Profile 156, 199; 2. Newsletter Sp98/13)
I've never heard of a concrete used here before!!!
Aloha!
Migs
Reply: Frank Collins
Date: Tue, 03 Jun 2003
RICK,
This seems surprising from my experience.
Our boat (True Love - #117) has Schaefer spars and a matching alloy mast foot casting. This seems to be sitting directly on
the fibreglass sole, somewhere above the keel. I'm not aware of any possibility that any of this could sink, but you never
know. Of course, the mast foot is subject to very high compression loads in a breeze.
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None of this is going to be of any help to you, but I thought I'd pass along what I know.
Good luck with this.
Frank

Mid -Boom Sheeting
From: Stuart Meyer; Air Loom;
Wed 12/11/2003
Les
Some time ago you asked if I would put together a description of the mid-boom sheeting that we have on AIR LOOM, [Hull
#185] for a Newsletter. Here it is.
When we ordered our Aloha 10.4 in 1983, we had the factory install a mid-boom sheeting system in order to provide more
unimpeded room in the cockpit. As it turned out, this involved only the provision of a traveler located forward of the
companionway. The actual routing of the sheet and installation of blocks was left up to Ed Gresick, our dealer in Windsor.
Ed and I looked over several boats in the area and settled on a system similar to one we found on a Catalina 36.
One end of the main sheet is secured to a pad eye on the port side of the boat. The sheet is then led to a block on the boom
ahead of the traveler. From there it goes to one side of a double block on the traveler, to a block on the boom aft the traveler,
back to the other side of the double block on the traveler, forward to a block on the boom forward of the traveler, then to a
block on the starboard side of the boat and aft to the winch. Attached are three pictures showing this layout.
The slot on the bridge deck where the standard traveler is normally installed was filled with a solid piece of teak, which for
some reason is not secured in the slot. Pictures of
this board both in and out of the slot along with a
picture of the backup plates for the traveler that are
located on the cabin overhead are provided below.
Last year, I noticed the vertical overhead support
post located at the front inside corner of the galley
would move up and down when we were under sail
in a good wind-wave condition. This post was
originally held to the bulkhead with two screws.
One of these was very loose and the other not too
tight. To stop this movement, I made up two pieces
of brass and bolted them together sandwiching both
the post and the bulkhead between. There has been
no movement of the post during this past year’s
sailing.

Main Sheet Forward View
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Starboard Side

Port Side

Traveller Filler Board
Traveller Filler in Place

Backing Plate

Galley Side

Saloon Side

Saloon Side with Cushion
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UTILITIES
Shower Sump
Archie Riddell ; Priority; Nov 16, 2003
Hi folks.
"Priority" does not have any system in place to get rid of the water that collects in the shower sump area. I was thinking of
merely installing a hose to connect the sump to the bilge and letting the bilge pump remove the water after a shower.
Is there a reason that this approach may not work, or can you suggest another more effective/efficient way to get rid of
shower water?
Thanks
Email: david.riddell@gems5@gov.bc.ca
Les Harrison; Enchantment, Dec 8th, 2003
I wouldn't recommend draining the shower sump into the bilge. Just like the icebox, it will add scum and odors to the bilge.
Enchantment came with a bilge pump in the shower sump that pumps directly overboard [above the waterline]. The control
switch in the heads is waterproofed and has a manual or auto selection.
Good luck with your decision and please let us know your solution.
Les

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

Portlight Blinds
More on portlight blinds: [unfortunately, in a “senior moment” I’ve forgotten on
which Aloha 34 I saw these simple blinds. I do remember it was at the Mimico Aloha
Rendezvous!] They were just a fabric with elastic in the perimeter. Great solution!

[* Ace: Aloha Creative Enhancements]
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE

Windekind

Holy Smokes

For Sale - Aloha 34 (1981)
Proven Ocean Cruiser, on custom metal cradle at Port Credit Marina. 5 sails
including DRS in sock. Propane stove & oven, barbecue and cabin heater. 42
HP Pathfinder (VW) Engine. Cutter Rig. Enclosed cockpit. New interior
cushions and foam. Asking $70,000. Phone 905-823-2049

"Holy Smokes", Hull # 127 is For Sale.
A 2001 Aloha with a birthdate of 1979, even has a new 38 hp Yanmar to finish
her off. She must be seen to be believed.
If you would like to move on up in size just give us a call for more details at
519-271-4362 8-5 and 519-271-1629 after 5pm.
SHE'S A BEAUTY !!!!
Aloha,
chico & Jamie

NEPENTHE

Reluctantly for sale:
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The
engine room is protected by an automatic halon system. All the usual extras:
autopilot, Loran, VHF, Color TV, full instrument package, windlass,
refrigeration, cockpit table. The main cabin comes complete with wood
burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz1@mindspring.com

VIRGARIES

A 1981 original owner ALOHA 34, cream hull, burgundy stripe,
2 tone deck, Universal Diesel, Dodger Bimini, Swim Platform, Cockpit Table,
Autopilot, Radar, Davits, 10 ft. RIB Zodiac c/w 15 Hp. Merc. OB. Propane
Range and BBQ. Deck Wash Down 2 stations, Stream Stay reefing Genoa
Furling, Etc. Located near Midland; For more info call 905 792 1548

DEBACHERY

The owner of "Debachery" a 1979 Aloha 34 called and indicated he was putting
her up for sale. Debachery is a white hull with blue stripe and transom, all
recently re done. The hull is blister coated and antifouled with VC17. She has
the following:
windlass
dodger, bimini and full enclosure
new furling
interprobe depth sounder
new water pressure system
SS holding tank
davits
Please contact Ken at (705) 526-1344 or by email at midhonda@csolve.net

ARTICLES FOR SALE
From: Brian Bishop [bishop@hurontel.on.ca]; April 28, 2003 9:35 PM
I have two items for sale:
1- 15 x 10 rh 1 Gori folding prop $300
1 set of aluminum frame work for a winter cover- frame work only -$200
thx Brian # 146
From: Carole/Larry Jackson [ljackson@rivernet.net]
Drive in style - 42" Stainless steel Edson wheel - $300 Cdn.
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CLOSING
Well, the end of another edition of the newsletter and, for those of us less fortunate, the end of a sailing season too.
Our apologies for being away so much of the time whether in the “land yacht” or the “sailing yacht”
but since our
retirement plans centered on seeing North America, that’s not likely to change much in the near future. In fact. we are
planning to visit Western Canada starting at the end of May 2004 and traveling for about 6 weeks. [“west” includes a lot of
territory from an Ontario perspective]. Any Aloha 34 owner on our route that offers a sail should be serious about having
company for a day or two! We don’t require much as we bring our own bunks and bedding. I know we’ve really enjoyed
dropping in on Bill and Bette [Bella Luna] last spring and Brian [Castlereef] in September of this year - and they even told
us we were welcome back!
When Stuart, Nigel and Michelle were here in November, we speculated on what a great time it would be for a rendezvous in
BC next June – even just an owners’ get-together would be fun. Maybe one of our BC members would consider hosting?
Carol and I wish you all the best in the Christmas season and may 2004 be even better than you remember past years.
Les & Carol
Enchantment

[Merry Christmas, Happy New Year]
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #151
Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane, Qualicum Beach, BC Canada V9K 1L9
TELEPHONE: (250) 752-2397
E-MAIL: spracklan@canada.com

WINDY
SERIAL NO.: ZU001510381
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 800628
DRAFT: 5ft 6in YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: February1999
LOCATION OF BERTH: “Fairwinds” Schooner Cove Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: Strait of Georgia
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

UNIVERSAL

MODEL: #5424

HORSEPOWER: 24

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Oil drip from engine rear oil seal. Replaced the rear oil seal winter 2000/01 after I removed the transmission.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. FRESH WATER, PRESSURE: FLOWJET 4405-143
2. HOT WATER HEATING: Heat Transfer 6 gallon SUPERSTOR (engine/110v)
3. BATTERY CHARGER: GUEST CHARGE-PRO #2815 (15 amp, 3 stage, 2 bank)
4. REFRIGERATION: EZKOLD EK-12CPAW (12v on house bank permanently)
5. GROCO sea-water strainer
6. NAUTECH autohelm 2000 that connects directly to an arm attached to the rudder post.
7. WINDLASS: SIMPSON - LAWRENCE ANCHORMAN vertical manual windlass
8. BILGE PUMP: RULE 2000 with Bilge Buddy water sensor and 3-position switch.
9. PROPELLOR: Replaced GORI 2 blade with fixed 3 blade 15 X 12RH
10. Bimini followed by full enclosure.
11. Full propane system with control panel and sniffer (converted from GNG)
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE
Summer 2000 – problems shifting from reverse to forward. Removed transmission and had it rebuilt winter of 2000/01.
Replaced the damper plate and main rear engine oil seal at the same time.
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. Flip up counter beside the sink [see photos below]
2. S.S. U collar at the base of the mast for turning blocks and lines led aft.
3. S.S. brackets bolted to the toe rail to guide the Jib sheets to the winches at an angle that does not rub on the wood
coaming cap.
4. Adding shore power connection in the anchor locker (work in progress)
COMMENTS
Fifth season and no complaints. She sails well and handles heavy seas with ease. We have had Windy out in 6 to 8 foot seas
in 30 – 35 knots of wind with single reef in the main and 100% jib and the boat handled very well. The helm was still light to
the touch and not tiring at all. Anyone who comes aboard is amazed at the space in the cockpit and especially below deck.
People also admire the amount of teak below deck.
I plan to have the bottom redone, waterline raised and the rudder/skeg inspected following haul out in fall of 2003.
QUESTIONS
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HISTORY
Previous Owner: Walter Golec (first owner)
Previous name: CHARLIE II
Original Profile: 28 May 1999; Updated October 2003
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #207
Bill & Lene SYMES
7807 Chinon Circle, Houston, Texas, 77071
TELEPHONE: (713) 729 9164
FAX: (713) 285 5318

EMAIL: Lsymes@earthlink.net

FIONA
SERIAL NO.: ZUY0D207E484
REG. or DOC NUMBER: CF1622HR
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 1998
LOCATION OF BERTH: Kemah, Texas
AREA WHERE SAILED: Texas coastal waters
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE

MODEL:W-27

HORSEPOWER: 29 hp

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
OVERHAUL:-Complete overhaul in February 1995 including shaft and coupling.-Problem was incorrect diagnosis of faulty
high pressure fuel pump.
-Original problem noticed three years earlier and attempts to correct the problem included rebuilding the injectors four or five
times, changing injectors from cylinder to cylinder, having the high pressure pump checked, valve job, compression check
and disassembly to check rings.
-Engine hours when problem first noticed: 2126; engine hours when overhauled: 3010; engine hours now: 3258.
-Other problems include:
1. MANIFOLD: replaced exhaust elbow twice, rusting out;
2. MUFFLER: The original stainless steel muffler rusted out and was replaced with a fibreglass muffler.
3. PUMP, RAW WATER: rebuilt sea water pump twice, leaking water, then installed new sea water pump and this pump
has had the seals replaced;
4. PUMP, FRESH WATER: fresh water pump was replaced, leaking;
5. TRANSMISSION; rebuilt the transmission, problem from when new (the dealer didn't take care of it);
6. HEAT EXCHANGER: heat exchanger replaced, internal leak;
7. EXHAUST MANIFOLD/FWRESEVOIR: and replaced exhaust manifold/fresh water reservoir, leaking.
8. ENGINE COUPLING: Another problem was the engine coupling. From new, there seemed to be a very slight vibration
at the stuffing box and it seemed that the packing gland leaked too much. I finally bought a dial indicator and found the
coupling off by .010 in. When the manufacturer was informed, the answer was "Yea. sometimes they are a little off". I
was told to purchase a new one. When I hired someone to remove the coupling, they bent the shaft. When the new
coupling was installed, so was the new shaft.
9. OPERATION: Another thing; when in Mexico, you use the engine a lot. It seemed that when the engine had run for 2024 hours steady, I had a problem with the engine shutting down. It got to be quite a problem. The engine was hard to
start and would die often. After changing filters, bleeding the system and tightening the fittings until I almost broke
them, I found the hose barb on the fuel tank was a check valve and had become partially restricted. After running the
engine a long time, the re-circulated fuel would get warm, warm enough to cause the debris to expand and shut off the
fuel supply. After cleaning it a few times, the check valve was replaced with a clear hose barb.
5 September 1999: Ran superbly all year, roughly 100 hours total. During routine maintenance in June 1999, discovered
that due to misalignment of filler cap sleeve, coolant reservoir did not communicate with heat exchanger. Re-drilled hole
in sleeve.
21 June 2003: The engine has been mostly reliable for the last five years. We also experienced fuel line blockage,
naturally more than 100 miles from home waters. The elbow at the top of the tank could be larger diameter – it gets
blocked rather easily by stuff that the primary filter would catch. However I had the tank removed and cleaned – on our
boat, it just fits through the port cockpit locker hatch. Since then no major problems.
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. DECK-HEAD LINING, INTERIOR; DISCOLOURATION: -from white to beige, -sporadic and it grows –I call it my
fungus. Nothing stops it or removes it. Has not affected flecking on ceiling of cabin.
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2.

3.

4.

5 September 1999: Puzzled over the headliner discoloration noted by Thomas's all year. Intend to attempt a remedy with
paint.
21 June 2003: final diagnosis: either through improper formulation of the gel-coat or through improper curing, the head
liner had spots of amine blush. I have polished this off. There is some print-through of the roving under the gel-coat, as I
had to remove a substantial thickness, but it is not particularly noticeable. As far as I can tell from reading other profiles,
this was a peculiarity of our boat.
BLISTERS: There are some blisters on the hull. Not many and it does not seem to get any worse. When I haul the boat, I
look at the blisters, sand them and paint them.
5 September 1999:Boat is currently undergoing blister repair. -In interim since Thomas's profile, number had increased
to 5-10 per sq. ft (more on starboard side for some reason).
21 June 2003: Spot repair in 1999 was not completely successful. On hauling in 2002 found several dozen more. None of
these were deep; spot-treated them as well.
HAND RAILS: 5 Septemberl999: The only really "exciting" problem occurred when I realized during a central bay 30
knot romp that the port handrail near the mast was essentially waving in the breeze. On investigation, discovered the
amazing fact that the handrail had been installed with #10 2.25 in wood screws, only one (of six) was intact, the others
being corroded to pieces (starboard handrail was in similar shape). I extracted remaining bits of #10 screws, drilled out
holes in rails and deckhouse roof oversize and poured epoxy plugs, drilled for #14 wood screws and re-bedded. As
through-bolted handrails are an article of faith, this should be temporary.
GENERAL: 5 September 1999: Various "old boat" stuff like deteriorating fasteners, some gel-coat cracking here and
there.
21 June 2003: the caulking under the coaming boards has long since “gone south”, which is letting in moisture and
corroding out the fasteners. The boards need to come off, home to the garage for refinishing, then be reinstalled. In 2000
I re-bedded half of the portlights, and the others will probably have to be done soon. The hatches have a lot of crazing
and I begin to question their integrity, though no leaks have occurred even with a lot of water coming on board offshore.

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1. REFRIGERATION: I installed a NORCOLD refrigeration unit when the boat was in the San Francisco area to be able to
keep food on the boat during the week. This was NOT adequate for Mexico. The ice chest was insulated on the inside,
reducing the area to about 4.5 cubic feet. I then installed, along with the NORCOLD (it is 110/12 volt), an ADLER
BARBOUR COLD MACHINE. To run the refrigeration, the original battery set up was replaced with four 6-volt golf
cart batteries. They total over 200 amp hours and will run everything, at anchor, for two days before needing recharging.
In Mexico, where the temperature is usually above 90 degrees and the water temperature can get over 85 degrees, the
unit runs much more than it did in San Francisco, but this system seems to work fine. [Added 21 June 2003: I would buy
an Adler-Barbour if I had to re-refrigerate – it is quite reliable and effective, even in the Texas summer heat.]
2. BATTERY CHARGING: While in Mexico, instead of running the engine to charge the batteries, I purchased a 5 HP
gasoline engine and a 70 amp alternator and rigged it up to charge through the fast electronic charging system. After
some trial and error adjustments, it works OK.
3. PROPELLER: The boat originally had a 15 x 11 (x 3?) propeller. The engine would not reach the design RPM so I
changed down to a 15 x 9 inch propeller.
4. 21 June 2003: since purchasing the boat I have replaced all of the golf cart batteries (with new golf cart batteries) - I
very much like the performance. This is a very high-capacity, economical battery system, especially with the smart
regulator that Thomas installed. I have installed a Speed-Seal cover on the engine raw water pump, which works just as
well as advertised, also a Spar-Tite mast wedge system (also very functional) and lazy jacks. We managed to break the
whisker pole mast car while racing. Rig-Rite suggested an Isomat car as a likely compatible replacement, and that
worked. I’ve just ordered a rigid vang from Garhauer.
COMMENTS
ON CRUISING AN ALOHA 10.4
1. CRUISING ADEQUACY: Very comfortable for 2 people. Storage very adequate. Extremely forgiving in all types of
weather including HURRICANE LESTER.
2. GENERATOR/DIESEL CAPACITY: More diesel capacity and built in generator would be my only suggestions for
change. We carried 4 or 5 five gallon containers of fuel on deck while in Mexico.
3. LIVING ONBOARD AN ALOHA 10.4: 5 September, 1999: We were living aboard, working, and sailing whenever
possible, which is not the same as "cruising" in my book (I like cruising a whole lot better, and we did have a couple of
weeks to do some). For us & our two standard poodles, FIONA was a great home for a year. Lene found the galley
cumbersome, & we've thought quite a bit about modifications that might make it more enjoyable.
4. WHY CHOOSE AN ALOHA 34? 5 September 1999: The boat is a delight to sail, as no doubt most readers of these
profiles are already aware, and that was factor # 1 in our minds..21 June 2003: It’s not only a delight, it has legs. While
we don’t do so well in round-the-bouys racing, offshore this boat is quite competitive. We won our class in the 2002
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5.

Harvest Moon regatta (150 miles down the Texas coast) rather decisively, after a 2nd in 2001. In 25 kts gusting to 30 and
6-8 ft seas the ride was wet and bumpy but fast. Modifications which would make the boat handier offshore would be a
fixed table (to divide up the saloon and provide handholds and support) and a wet locker (haven’t figured out where that
would go – the original plans show one, but that’s not how the boat was built), plus a variety of minor fixes which I am
slowly getting through. I am beginning to think that this boat has voyaging possibilities.
DOGS ONBOARD: 5 September 1999: We chose this boat over other possibilities partly because the dogs could
negotiate the companionway easily, from sole to quarter berth to step to cockpit. They seemed quite happy, and even
learned to "tack" (i.e. to recognize that the alternative to moving to leeward was to fall on your noggin on the cockpit
floor at the next lurch!). [Added 21 June 2003: the dogs are now really too old for sailing, but we are still game. They do
like curling up on the settees when we come down to hang out for a weekend.]

EQUIPMENT ADDED
You name it, we probably have it.
Note: See attached two-page inventory added by Gil after his return to Santa Clara.
Note, 21 June 2003: some of the equipment has changed – the old GPS did not make the Y2K rollover and got replaced with
a couple of handhelds, we have a Celestaire sextant rather than a Davis, and the Thomas’s must have kept the CQR for their
new trawler. However it’s mostly right, with replacements and additions as noted elsewhere in this profile.
LECTRA SAN: 5 September 1999: We installed a Lectra-San. The 200-amp golf cart battery bank which Gil installed to
refrigerate in Mexico, was quite adequate for this purpose. [See MSD, Winter 2000 Newsletter]
QUESTIONS
Re maintenance - discolouration of deck-head lining in cabin noted above, has anyone any suggestions as to how to clean it
and stop it from spreading? If so, please tell Mary and us all. [Added 21 June 2003 – this problem has been solved, see
above.]
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Gil & Mary THOMAS, SANTA CLARA, CA; Mr. & Mrs. Thomas had a 5 year cruise of Mexican waters
in “DIONYSUS” [previous name]
Last Up-date 21 June 2003; Up-date (Symes) 5 September, 1999; Up-date (Thomas) 28 August, 1995; Original: (Thomas)
June 1995
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ATTACHMENT
EQUIPMENT ADDED TO 'DIONYSUS'
SAFETY EQUIPMENT
3 FIRE EXTINGUISHERS, 5 A, 10 BC
1 HALON 1301 FIRE EXTINGUISHER, FIXED, ENGINE COMPARTMENT
5 LIFE JACKETS, ONE ATTACHED UNDER LID OF PORT COCKPIT LOCKER
1 EMERGENCY LIFE RAFT, SURVIVAL FOUR MAN
1 MAN OVERBOARD POLE WITH HORSESHOE ATTACHED, WITH LIGHT
1 LIFE SLING
1 EPIRB, CLASS B
1 KILGORE FLARE KIT WITH FLARES, FLARE GUN AND HAND HELD FLARES
1 RADAR SIGNAL REFLECTOR
2 HAND BILGE PUMPS, 1 SMALL, 1 LARGE
4 SAFETY HARNESS
2 STROBE LIGHTS, FOR ATTACHING TO LIFE JACKETS
GROUND TACKLE
1 35# CQR ANCHOR
1 15 KG BRUCE ANCHOR WITH 100 FT. 5/16 IN. CHAIN AND 200 FT.
5/8 IN. NYLON RODE
1 DANFORTH DEEPSET 2500 ANCHOR WITH 20 FT. 3/8 IN. CHAIN AND
200 FT. OF 1/2 IN. NYLON RODE
1 VIKING 2000 ANCHOR WITH 10 FT. 3/8 IN. CHAIN AND 100 FT.
5/8 IN. NYLON RODE
1 FORTRESS #37 ANCHOR
1 SPARE 200 FT. 5/8 IN. RODE
1 MAXWELL ELECTRIC ANCHOR WINDLASS
NAVIGATION / ELECTRONIC EQUIPMENT
1 SIGNET KNOTMETER
1 SIGNET DEPTHSOUNDER
1 STATPOWER INVERTER
1 STANDARD HORIZON VHF RADIO
1 ICOM 725 HAM RADIO
1 FURUNO RADAR, 16 MILE
1 INTERPHASE STAR PILOT GPS
1 LO KADA RADAR DETECTOR
1 DAVIS SEXTANT
1 REALISTIC RADIO CASSETTE STEREO
2 AUTOHELM AUTO PILOT
1 ASTROFIX NAVIGATION COMPUTER
1 TOSHIBA 1500 C LAP TOP COMPUTER
1 CANON BUBBLE JET PRINTER
1 YAESU FT 411 HAND HELD TRANSCEIVER
2 HAND HELD COMPASS
1 EMERGENCY VHF ANTENNA
1 HAND HELD RDF
ENGINE EQUIPMENT
1 QUAD CYCLE BATTERY CHARGING SYSTEM
1 95 AMPERE ALTERNATOR
MANY MANY SPARE PARTS INCLUDING A COMPLETE GASKET SET, EXTRA FUEL FILTERS, OIL FILTERS,
OIL, ZINCS, NOZZLE TIPS, SEA WATER PUMP IMPELLERS AND GASKETS, PLUS SPARES FOR OTHER BOAT
RELATED ITEMS.
OTHER EQUIPMENT
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1 POWERSURVIVOR - 80 WATER MAKER, M0# MROD-80-LM-2
1 ADLER BARBOUR REFRIGERATION SYSTEM, 12 VOLT
1 NORCOLD REFRIGERATION SYSTEM, 12/110 VOLT
1 CLOCK
1 BAROMETER
3 FLUORESCENT LIGHTS, ONE IN HEAD AREA
1 SMALL PROPANE BARBECUE
1 ACHILLES INFLATABLE DINGHY, 10 FT.
1 TOHATSU OUTBOARD ENGINE, 8 HP
1 HENSON BOOM BRAKE
1 SPINNAKER POLE, TELESCOPING
1 ROLLER FURLING SYSTEM, JIB
1 DODGER, ST STEEL AND CANVASS
1 BIMINI, ST STEEL AND CANVASS
2 SMALL FANS, IN FOREPEAK, 12 VOLT
VARIOUS 12 VOLT PLUGS FOR FANS, IN SALON AREA WHEN CRUISING, WE CARRY A HONDA EM350
GENERATOR AND A HOME-MADE 70 AMP GENERATOR SET
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #210
Bill & Cathy DiGuistini
2690 Cadboro Bay Road, Victoria, BC V8R 5J5
TELEPHONE: (250) 598-2690
e-mail; billdig@shaw.ca

WINDSPINNER
SERIAL NO.: ZUYD210F0484
REG. or DOC NUMBER: ON #807637
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT: 1984
PURCHASED: 2003
LOCATION OF BERTH; Lynnwood Marina
AREA WHERE SAILED: West Coast
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W27
HORSEPOWER: 27
From what I can tell this is the original power plant. It appears to be in good shape with the exception of a leaky heat
exchanger casket.
PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Poor access to areas that require regular maintenance.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
New Standard Horizon GPS chart plotter
New Standard Horizon VHF
New full batten main sail
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
For the most part the boat survey went well. The following recommendations were made by the surveyor:
A*1- Ensure about all the safety item equipment as required by the Canada Shipping cat Act [lifejackets, flares, etc. – noted
in the report] is on-board when the vessel is next under way. (Done)
A*2- It is recommend that all the running / navigation lights be fully tested and operational before any night navigation is
conducted. (Done)
B*1- The diesel hose running to the heater is loose under the front end of the engine – secure with wire ties. (Done)
B*2- Port/starboard running light base on pulpit loose – remount. (Done)
B*3- The aft two (2) engine mounts may have to be replaced very heavily corroded. (Checked OK)
B*4- Replace the seals on the heat exchanger end caps.
B*5- Monitor engine exhaust system for any leaks – signs that in the past the exhaust system was not complete and evidence
of fumes left on port locker interior.
B*6- - replace all of the hose clamps on the stuffing box – they are rusted /while the vessel is out of the water inspect the
condition of the stuffing box string and reinforced hose cover as they may be worn out – just replace greased string. In the
vicinity there are signs of leaking stuffing box. (Done)
B*7- Both batteries require a rubber cap on the positive terminals and they need to be secured down.
B*8- The ‘male’ fitting for the shore power cord in the cockpit has some burn marks on them which indicates over heating of
the connections. This fitting must be replaced with a new one. Also, check the condition of the other attachment for condition
and replace if necessary.
B*9- The pressure water system was powered up and operated in the head and galley. There is only cold-water operation.
When the taps were left off the F/W pump cycled about every 40 seconds or so which very possibly indicates some sort of
leak in the plumbing system.
B*10- In the head when the cold water tap was operated the ‘hot’ tap leaked water – further investigate.
B*11- When the steering quadrant was inspected the mounting bracket for the unit was very heavily rusted. It is recommend
that the steel bracket be wire brushed and closely inspected with a mirror for condition. This bracket should be painted with
an antirust agent – or replaced if in poor condition.
B*12- Replace rusted wire cleats that secure steering cable to itself – all were quite rusted.
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B*13- It was noted that where the reinforced hose penetrates the properly vented vapour proof propane box, that this aperture
is too large and should be sealed up.
B*14- wire up SS shackles on anchor system. (replaced with proper shackle)
B*15- the head outlet ball valve is frozen open – this must be freed up to be able to open and close at all times.
B*16- the a) engine intake b) head out c) head sink out have plastic (PVC) nipples on them (they are subject to fracturing).
These have to be replaced with an appropriately sized bronze fitting – within 4 months.
B*17- all below waterline through hull connections must be double hose clamped.
B*18- A wooden peg for the mast collar was found at the base of the mat – further investigate.
C*1- Vessel’s topsides could use a cut polish. (Done)
C*2- Although the deck sounded fine in all areas with the hammer the moisture meter did pick up two areas of elevated
moisture in the vicinity of the two shroud plates. It is recommended that the shroud plate deck plates be resealed with an
elastomeric sealant rubber compound. (Done)
C*3- The anchor locker area of the foredeck has been custom adjusted since original./ There is a Simpson Lawrence manual
windlass in place with a custom aluminum base with SS bolts and brass hinges. Some sort of alternative method of securing
the anchor windlass in the future without such a combination of metals.
C*4- Re varnish/oil handrails and other wood trim on vessel. (Done)
C*5- Both propane locker covers have balsa core rotted out. Consider refilling and finishing off with recover.
C*6- Sliding teak hatch cover has broken handle. (Repaired)
C*7- One of the directional blades on the Windex is broken.
C*8 - If the buyer plans to visit certain anchorages in Canada and U.S. waters it would be advisable to consider connecting
up the holding tank system in order to satisfy local black water discharge regulations.
C*9- although not a requirement - it is strongly recommended, that the vessel have installed a proper marinized carbon
monoxide detection system due to the fact that it has a diesel heating/propane cooking and water heating system on-board.
C*10- It is recommended that a second anchor and chain and rode purchased for safety, although this is not a requirement.
(Done)
C*11- the anchor is bent.
C*12- the mast was dirty with green slime ad should be cleaned off.
C*13- Reportedly the jib cannot be dropped. The shive may be frozen or something is jammed aloft. It is recommend that the
jib be dropped and the sacrificial cloth be repaired. And the shive be freed up – it is important that the jib must be droppable
at anytime.
Overall Comments:
Overall the boat is in fair to good condition. I am hoping to have it in “Bristol” condition within the next year. Most of the
problems relate to regular maintenance items that will be dealt with over time. Unless of course I win the lotto in which case I
will speed up the process.
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owner: Ken & Juanita NIELSEN, Port Coquitlam, BC, Purchased 1998
Original Profile: 30 June 1998; Updated December 2003
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #220
Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd., Royston, B.C. V0R 2V0
TELEPHONE (250)-334-3409 FAX
E-MAIL abalone@telus.net

SANCTUM
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY OD2201586
REGISTRY: O.N.807929
YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: May, 2002
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED: B.C. and Alaska
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Yanmar
MODEL: GM30F
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
The Westerbeke 27 has been replaced with a Yanmar 3GM30F also 27 HP [in 2003]. The work required on the Westerbeke
to do a complete rebuild would have come to almost half the cost of the new one and you would still have a 17 year old
engine. The new one is slightly smaller in size and the filters and adjustments are much more accessible. I am hoping for
maintenance only for the time that I have left to sail.
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
 Harken Mk II roller furling,
 Espar diesel heat,
 Autohelm 4000,
 Norcold fridge unit in the icebox,
 pressure water using a belt-driven par pump (needs work),
 Paloma hot water,
 Vetus (big) windlass,
 Lowrnace sounder X65, Marintek GPS, VHF, and AM/FM/CD player.
 battery charger - Xantrex True Charge 20+
 battery combiner - The idea was to charge the biggest bank of batteries from the single output alternator and have
the combiner look after the smaller one, problem is that with this engine I can't seem to start it from the smaller
battery and have the alternator output go to the house battery so for the time being I have everything off the house
battery with the other as the standby. I have read of someone who has done that in the name of simplicity while
living aboard for the last six years.
 Link 10 meter - this does a number of things and is a great diagnostic tool in finding bad circuits. It found that the
motor on the Par pump for the fresh water system was drawing too much current so I put in a Sure Flo pump in its
place for under $100. When I find a motor for the Par I will use it as a wash-down pump.
 80 amp alternator - before the engine went in I had the distributor put it on to replace the stock 55 amp alternator.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
I was dismayed to find that all sealing and bedding of equipment is done with silicone. All four deck fillers move when caps
tightened. Water got into the core material in two of them causing it to rot. This being a later boat , some of the earlier
problems have been addressed such as chainplates now being bolted to the outside of the gussets rather than being glassed
over.
There are lots of small blisters that I will not do anything about unless they appear to grow. My expert feels that they may
have stabalized. Over time I will rebed everything attached to the boat starting with the ports and I will search out all the steel
screws that have failed and will fail. I have replaced the main and need to repair the two headsails.
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UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS

I have replaced the Brydon boy head which was plumbed directly overside with a Sealand head which is really just
a Porta-potty with plumbing to pump overside or through the deck and gives us an endurance of 3 or 4 days. The
original holding tank has always been plumbed as a fresh water tank which I like.

The windlass is mounted behind and slightly to port of the existing anchor locker with the deck button switch to
port of that. I wasn't able to operate the windlass and stow the chain by myself so I made a hinged arm that pokes
through the toe rail and lies across the deck button then hinges forward to starboard of the windlass to a place that
I can kneel on the end of it to operate the switch and have two hands free to stow line and 110 feet of chain.

Project of the moment is the upgrade of the minimal electrical system which the previous owner got started on.
Right now there is more battery capacity than there is charging capability.

I have a thing about paper charts. There is nowhere to keep them flat so I made a drawer from 1/4" plywood
tacked together and glassed on the inside 26"X36" to fit tight under the overhead of the quarter berth. There are
two cross beams 1"x1-1/4 that drop into sockets with 1''x1" aluminum angle as guides for the drawer. The angle is
fastened with flat-head bolts through the beams with wing nuts. As there is little clearance above the drawer can't
jump out so no other fasteners are needed. The whole thing can be knocked down in 30 seconds if you need the
bunk. (charts are folded once)
COMMENTS
Fortunately, I was looking for a project when I found this one but the boat seems worth the effort.
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
Purchased May 2002 from Ron VanDyke. Sanctum was named Lady Rowan until about 5 years ago.
Profile Update: December 2003
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #227
Jerry & Nancy SENGER
597 Preble Street, South Portland, MAINE 04106 USA
TELEPHONE: (207) 799-7893
FAX: (207) 883-1584

MARGHERITA
SERIAL NO.:
REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG 695391
DRAFT: 4’ 9” YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: 1990
LOCATION OF BERTH: Centerboard Yacht Club, South Portland, Maine
AREA WHERE SAILED: Coast Of Maine (Hope to do the ICW in 2006)
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE MODEL: 35D HORSEPOWER: 35
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE? In
the fall of 2001 when I winterized the engine, I cross-threaded the new oil filter. In the spring of 2002, when I started the
engine, all the oil leaked out and the engine froze up. Luckily for us, you can insure yourself against stupidity and our
insurance company paid for a new engine.
PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
At the end of the 1993 season, the stuffing box started leaking quite badly. It was “frozen” on the shaft and over the winter,
my mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the stuffing box with one of the dripless sleaves. No
problems since.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
We added an Autohelm 4000ST in 1993 and have succeeded in hooking it up to our Micrologic Sportsman GPS so that the
autopilot will steer to a GPS waypoint.
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
In 1994, I removed all the old bottom paint and put on two coats of the Micron 2000 barrier coat. There weren’t any blisters,
but I did it to be on the safe side. I used the PeelAway glop to take off the old paint. I paid $200 for a 5 gallon bucket and it
worked okay, but the worst of it was I found the same stuff in a Sherwin-Williams store later that summer for $85 except it
didn’t have an anchor on the label.
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
“Margherita” (Named after my dear departed mother-in-law who left Nancy enough money to buy the boat).
In the summer of 2000 during one of our Wednesday night races, a port tack boat hit us on the port side just aft of the gate.
She deflected out of the cockpit, but did break the lifelines and bent the stern pulpit beyond repair. The hull had a 4” by 12”
area just below the toe rail that was crushed. Not only did we get the hull repaired and new life lines and stern pulpit (found
the original manufacturer on the internet), but got the entire hull Awl Gripped. Did I mention that the boat owner’s insurance
agent was at the helm?
QUESTION
Our boat did not come with a spinnaker or spinnaker gear. If there are any members who have a chute or related gear that
they are no longer using and would like to sell it, please contact me. I have a pole which I bought at our club’s auction for
$35. Our mast was made by Cinkel.
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
ex “SPONTANEOUS”
Original Profile: 25 March, 1995; Updated December 2003
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #228
Georges Poulin
18 Rue de Chaliers, Gatineau, Quebec, J8Z 1N7
TELEPHONE: (819) 772-1604
FAX:
E-MAIL: Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca

AGRIPPINA
SERIAL NO.: ……..228
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 819276
DRAFT: 4’ 6” YEAR BUILT: 1986
PURCHASED: 2001
LOCATION OF BERTH: Iroquois, Ontario
AREA WHERE SAILED: Thousand Islands
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W-27
HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE
CHANGE? N/A
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Rigged as a Bermudian Cutter Anchor well was modified and
reinforced to attach stay.

The vessel "Agrippina" has a shoal draft keel. I installed cockpit speakers that
you can see in the picture (those two white round things at the back). This is
about the best location to have them without interfering with the compass. The
hot water heater is mounted on the port side of the stern pulpit. I installed the on
demand propane water heater system pumping and filtering lake water. The
water tanks can be kept empty, thus rendering the boat lighter. I can switch
from lake water to water from the tanks at any time. Having an unlimited hot
water supply is a very nice option. Drinking water comes out of containers.
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COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Helmut and Inge Schmidt
Original Profile: December 2003
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Sailing South - A Tale Of Two Jacksons
Fri 27/06/2003

Sailing South Plans
Hi, Les:
Plans are progressing for the big trip. Our expected departure date (not carved in stone!) is August 11th. I
will very likely be contacting you in the coming weeks as questions pop up (on a daily basis!). A friend of
ours provided us with electronic charts and I’m in the process of connecting the GPS to the laptop. They
don’t make a specific cable from my Furuno GPS to the laptop. They suggested that I go to Radio Shack,
buy the parts and follow the instructions in the GPS operators’ manual. This isn’t as easy as it sounds. I’ll
have to go to a computer store for further assistance.
Stay tuned.
Larry & Carole
Dream Weaver
Date: Friday, June 27, 2003 11:42 PM
From: Les
To:
Carole/Larry Jackson
Good to hear from you and that the plans are on track. We are also expecting another grandchild in about
2 weeks. I guess sailing will have to wait. The pending birth of a baby somehow takes priority over sailing!!
I DON’T UNDERSTAND IT!! :-)
Re the GPS/Computer link, if I remember correctly my Furuno has a built-in diagram under one of the menu
items. Let me know if you have any troubles. An alternative would be the little GPS I got for the car for
travel. It is Model HI-203E which is the USB model. It was $165 Cdn and is about 2” X 1.5” X .75”.
There’s also a serial version.
What charting software are you using?
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214

Sat 28/06/2003

Re: Sailing South Plans
Hi, Les:
Thanks for the quick reply. Grandchildren do have a way of changing your thinking on everything, don’t
they?
I emailed Furuno’s technical support division and they emailed the same electrical wiring diagram as I have
in my operator’s manual. I don’t understand anything about electrical wiring and the two computer places I
took it to won’t even touch it! I purchased a DB9 pin serial connector specified for the hook up to my GPS.
My problem is I don’t know how to connect the GPS end with the remaining blue, yellow and green wires
from my power cord to my GPS.
A friend gave us 6 CDs of “Captain Voyager” software which cover from New York to the Bahamas. We’re
still playing with them and trying to figure out exactly how to use them. The fellow that gave me the CDs
has gone to the North Channel for two months, so I can’t ask him for some advice.
I hope everything starts to come together soon - it’s almost time to panic!
Aloha,
Larry
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Mon 07/07/2003

Re: Sailing South Plans
Hi, Les:
Just to let you know I got the GPS and the laptop hooked up. I went to three computer stores and got
absolutely no help at all. I finally figured it out myself. It works great! We need to play around with it a
little bit more.
We don’t know anything about setting up a website, so we’ll use regular emails to keep you updated.
Did you do anything specific to your engine to compensate for the salt water? Did you add any additional
sacrificial anodes to the drive shaft? I understand there are some inside the exchanger unit on my boat,
but reading some of the newsletters, it didn’t sound like people paid too much attention to replacing those
anodes.
Larry
Date: June 30, 2003 10:31 PM
From: Les
To:
Carole/Larry Jackson
If I can help let me know.
We had thought of coming down to see you off but we probably will be somewhere in the North Channel. I
case we’re not in touch before you leave, have you set up a communications line? Can I get some updates to
send to members of the Network? Will you have a web page?
Full of questions, eh?
Les Harrison

Mon 11/08/2003

Bon Voyage!
Hello everyone:
Well we’re about to set sail for Florida. In case you don’t have our cell phone number, it is (519) 464-6175 a local call for all who live in the Sarnia area.
Take care,
Aloha
Carole & Larry

Thu 04/09/2003

Sailing South - A tale of two Jacksons
Hello, everyone:
Well we set sail on August 11th headed for Florida and what a trip it’s been so far. About four days out we
had some engine problems which plagued us for about another four days. Captain Larry, Mr. Fixit, was able
to resolve the problem - finally.
We headed down the St. Clair River to Lake St. Clair, the Detroit River and across Lake Erie where we
entered the Erie Barge Canal (now named the New York State Canal). This is a 340 mile-trip through 32
locks to the Hudson River. We left our boat in Albany, New York - at the end of the canal- for a few days
while we came home to attend my nephew’s wedding and, of course, to see my two-month old granddaughter,
Giselle! We’ll leave on Sunday (Sept. 7 th) to head back to the boat and continue the trip down the Hudson
River, out into the Atlantic for a couple of days, to the Chesapeake Bay and on to Norfolk, Virginia where
the intracoastal waterway begins - destination, the Florida Keys!
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The weather has been great, the scenery incredible and we’ve met some very nice people along the way.
We plan to return to Sarnia in late October for another wedding and again in December for a couple of
weeks at Christmas time.
Stay tuned for more updates.
Captain Larry and First Mate Carole

Sat 13/09/2003

A ‘Sail’ of Two Jacksons - Part 2
Well here we are at an internet cafe in the middle of downtown New York
City. What a fabulous place it is! It’s Saturday afternoon, Sept. 13 th and
we arrived yesterday and anchored off the end of 79th Street opposite Central
Park (cost- $25/night - where can you stay in New York for that price!!).
We just visited Times Square, Rockefeller Center, the Empire State Building and are heading for the site
of the World Trade Center.
It was a pretty rocky trip along the Hudson River yesterday with high winds and tides. The weather isn’t
looking too well for the next few days, so we may have to hang around New York City until Wednesday of
next week.
Our next destination is a three-day venture out in the Atlantic Ocean along the New Jersey coast to
Delaware Bay and then on to Chesapeake Bay. (We are keeping an eye on the hurricane situation.)
Stay tuned for further updates.
Captain Larry
First Mate Carole

Sept. 15, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson - Odyssey Update
Hi folks,
I’m Paul Jackson, Larry’s brother for those who don’t know me. I was talking to Larry tonight. He calls me
about once a week to keep me posted. We decided that it might be better if I sent some updates to you
instead of and in addition to any that Carole might send. It’s proving inconvenient to find internet hook-ups
sometimes, especially when you are cheap like Larry and like to anchor out saving the dockage fees. I can
say that ‘cause I’m his brother.
I will send the messages as frequently as I can.
The call tonight was to assure me that they were safe from the hurricane, a “3” now on the hurricane scale.
It is supposed to hit land about northern North Carolina. Larry and Carole have moved inland about 30 miles
farther up the Hudson River. They were docked at the end of 79 th Street opposite Central Park for the
past few days enjoying visiting New York which they love except for the subways. They are both fine.
They will stay at Tarrytown New York until at least Friday then make plans for the 3 days of open ocean
they need to get to Chesapeake Bay and from there it is mostly inland waterways. The storm dictates their
progress.
More problems though. The batteries aren’t working well and Larry doesn’t know whether he will have to
order new ones from Canada or not. The bilge problem is they can’t get rid of their “sh__” because the
marinas along ocean shore have locations to pump them out. They just pump the crap into the ocean! Larry
doesn’t like that but... it may have to be that way! He also had problems with the propane gas tanks which
he just bought new. It seems the USA has a different valve than Canada and he can’t get them filled.
Solution - new valve stems installed or replace the new tanks with new tanks. Despite all that they are in
good spirits and L. says he will spend the next few ‘waiting’ days trying to solve the problems.
If you wish further information don’t hesitate to call me or if you want a message to get to them it’s ok to
call me and use my weekly conversations to pass information along to them.
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Their telephone number directly to them is a local call at no charge to you. 464-6175 (dial it exactly this
way)
Paul Jackson
542-3528

September 20, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi folks,
Talked to Larry and Carole on Friday, September 19. Larry, Carole and Dream Weaver are fine. Much ado
about nothing for them during the hurricane just like here in Sarnia. Their plan was to move to the Statue
of Liberty, Staten Island, region on Saturday, today, then check out the conditions on the ocean before
moving on down the coast.
They will have to wait for the waves to subside before they sail perhaps leaving Sunday or Monday.
They will try to make Atlantic City and Delaware Bay on two or three days of travel with perhaps a long day
or two of 10-12 hours each. The remainder of the trip is most inland waterways after the sojourn into the
ocean. They had to replace both propane tanks because of the difference in valve stems in the USA and
they had to purchase new batteries since there were problems with the existing ones. The trip is costing
more than expected with the storm and mechanical problems but both of them are in great spirits and the
adventure is just that - an adventure.
Will keep you posted.

Sept. 26, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi folks,
Just talked to Larry. They are both doing well and lately have had great weather. They are just entering
the damage area of the hurricane. Larry says there are two sail boats 200 yards from where they are
docked that had been sunk in the storm with only the very top of the masts showing above the water. They
expect to see more damage as they go further south. They said many stores aren’t open yet because of
water damage. They are in Annapolis Maryland right now and will be there until at least Monday. They will
move further south when they are sure there are no more hurricanes. I guess they have some open ocean
coming up again and are operating on the cautious side.
They can’t be suffering too much - they “came ashore” and purchased a case of wine to “replenish the
supplies” as the skipper says.
The tides are quite something and rather unique for Larry in sailing the boat. He says the tide can make a
difference of 3-4 knots in speed. Yesterday they were going 8 knots then the tide changed and they were
reduced to four knots.
Their problems seem to be behind them now - thank goodness.
If you are following the route on a road map like those big ones you can buy at Wal-mart, the Inland
Waterway is marked with a dotted line and they will be following that route - at least since they left New
York and New Jersey.
I am headed to Mont Tremblant tomorrow for a week. My weather won’t be as nice as theirs! So I will try
to get an update to you next Sunday, October 5.
Paul

October 8, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi folks,
First, if you are receiving these updates and don’t wish them any longer just let me know and I will remove
you from the list. No problem.
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Today, Monday, they are in Hampton Virginia at the mouth of Chesapeake Bay. They are provisioning for the
6th leg of the journey beginning Wednesday going through the Intercoastal Waterway. I found the route on
a Rand McNally Road Atlas in blue dashed lines.
The alternator problems were solved by “buying their way out of it”. Turned out the batteries L. bought
were not the problem - it was the alternator and/or regulator. They kept the old batteries and hooked
them up together so now they have 4 batteries and enough power to do anything they want to.
They have some good sails lately. Daytime is about 70 degrees and nights are very cold in the high 30’s.
They use the gas stove to heat up the boat. One thing they don’t seem to have is a heater!!!! It would
probably break anyway!
They are having a great time “between disasters” but their spirits are high. They are going to the Radisson
Hotel tonight to watch the football game and get some free munchies at half time - pretending to be
staying at the hotel no doubt. Can’t keep Larry away from free munchies and football. Hope he doesn’t fall
asleep like he usually does.
They have seen some damage from Isabel on their travels.
They are still anchoring out whenever possible and taking showers in their portable shower stall while they
are sitting on deck. Doesn’t that sound romantic! Or ridiculous! Or uncomfortable! Or unnecessary! or ....
well think of them the next time you are in the shower.
Both of them are keeping diaries. Carole’s is well done, factual and useful. Larry’s is full of spelling
mistakes, fantasies, and humour. Like Larry says, “We are both keeping a diary but they aren’t alike in any
way.” Surprised?
They are off on Wednesday, Oct. 10 through the GREAT DISMAL SWAMP in Virginia. They heard it was
beautiful with trees overhanging the canal, a couple of locks, and great hospitality. This also is on the road
map.
They will be returning home briefly Oct. 22 or 23 for a wedding.
Paul

Oct. 15,2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi again,
Larry called last night. Good news - no problems!!! Maybe that’s all you wanted to hear!
Both of them are doing just fine. Weather has been good and in the 70’s during the day. They are
experiencing some rain just like us at the end of the Thanksgiving weekend. I guess they were sailing under
a bridge on Monday and some fisherman seeing the Canadian flag on the boat shouted, “Happy
Thanksgiving”.
They are currently in Wilmington, N.C. staying over for a few days. The docking is between a spit of land
protecting them from the ocean and the city itself. They are still anchoring out most of the time. They are
docked alongside a shopping mall called Beaufort Landing.
Larry says a school or porpoises followed their boat for quite some time the other day which was exciting.
It’s funny - Larry never liked schools much before!
The intention is to leave here and be in Myrtle Beach , S.C. by Friday of this week. They hope to do some
golfing and will leave the boat there when they return to Sarnia for a wedding.
Larry says they don’t get much in the way of news and almost never a newspaper. He says it makes “great
bonding” with each other. I didn’t hear Carole’s version of this bonding.
I guess Carole ran the boat aground when leaving an anchorage while Larry was pulling in the anchor. It
seems that at some points in the channel they are following the red and green signals in the water are
reversed in terms of whether you stay to the left or right of them. They grounded in 3 ft. 7 inches of
water. They did manage to unstick themselves with no damage. Larry did say that running into the bottom
happens frequently even with good charts and a depth gauge.
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Their telephone hook-up works well most of the time but they still run in to “dead” patches sometimes for
several days or hours at a time.
Until next time Paul

Mon 03/11/2003

The Jackson’s Sailing Odyssey Continues
Hello everyone:
We’re actually at an internet access in Beaufort, South Carolina (pronounced Bew-fort - not to be confused
with Beaufort, North Carolina (pronounced Beau-fort!!)
We arrived back at the boat - after our visit to Sarnia - last Tuesday (Oct.
28th) after a gruelling 15-hour drive through driving rain most of the day.
Wednesday was a day to regroup and prepare for the next leg of our journey. The weather has been
beautiful with lots of sun and temps in the mid to high 70s (F) and no rain.
On Thursday, October 30 we left Myrtle Beach headed for Georgetown, SC (a
beautiful old city with waterfront shops and restaurants and old historic
homes). We then continued on to Charleston, a place we have been to by car
more than once. We stayed there for two days and I could have stayed
longer. It is named after King Charles II (originally called Charles Town)
and was established in 1760. Fort Sumter is across the harbour. There is a
fabulous downtown district and we even found the flea market we visited the
last time we were there. No jewellery was purchased this trip,
unfortunately :(
On Sunday, November 2nd we pulled anchor and headed to Beaufort - a two-day trip for us. We arrived
around 11:00 a.m. today and have just had a nice lunch at a riverfront restaurant and are about to check out
the shops and sights in this historic city.
I hope you’re getting updates on our journeys from Larry’s brother, Paul, when we aren’t able to access the
internet. If not, please email him and ask to be included.
We’re headed to Hilton Head tomorrow to meet up with Dave Woods and play some golf. Our plan is to be
in Fort Lauderdale, Fla. by November 16th or 17th and stay there for a week or so while we wait for Nicole,
Roger and little Giselle when they arrive during the American Thanksgiving holiday week.
That’s the update for now. Stay tuned as we continue our adventure to the sunny south!
Aloha,
Carole (& Captain Larry)

November 7, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson - Odyssey Update
Hi again,
When Larry and Carole were home for the wedding Larry took out 45 minutes from his busy schedule and
paid us a visit. Carole was home doing the laundry. Both of them were anxious to get away from the busy
life in Sarnia ( can you believe that - Sarnia is too hectic for them!) and return to the relative calm of the
boat.
Larry was saying that the salt water is making for a great deal of extra work. Things are rusting. He has to
clean the boat with fresh water whenever he can. He also said everything on the boat get covered in that
salty film you have on your body after swimming in the ocean. The dirty water in the inland waterway is also
making the hull of the boat filthy. If you know Larry at all he can’t stand being dirty or messy or yuckie.
Sticky little kids used to scare him when he was growing up. Even Scott and Dean were trained to “stay
away” when they were dirty. This dirty boat must be a real problem for him.
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He was also saying that the enclosure on the boat has been fabulous. They see other boaters in rainy or
windy or cold weather and they are suffering but not these two bugs in a rug!
I got a call tonight - Friday, November 7. They are in Savannah Georgia. It’s absolutely beautiful there with
old 1700 type mansions and stone streets. The tide is quite high. When the tide was out they couldn’t see
any of the city because they were so low in the water. By the time the tide had risen- over 7 feet - the city
came in to view gradually. That must be quite an experience. When they leave tomorrow he expects to go
with the tide which will make their speed about 8 knots as opposed to the 3.9 knots going against the tide.
The temperature when he called about 7:00 p.m. was in the middle 70’s. They have had temps in the 80’s
most of the last few days. It was too hot and humid - almost - to play golf but they managed somehow. I
think he heard we were about to get snow tomorrow and wanted to rub it in a little. Oh well, at least we
aren’t covered in salt!!! Well, not until they put it on the roads.
They spent a few days at Hilton Head with Dave Woods golfing. There was a dock nearby so they left the
boat and “drylanded” it for a few days.
They hope to be in Florida by next Monday travelling along the coastal waterway through Georgia. One day
they were in dense fog and couldn’t see anything. Humongous fishing boats with fish nets were trolling the
waterways. The GPS didn’t work. I guess it sometimes happens for a few minutes at a time. They knew
there were other sail boats in the area so Larry used the radio and got in touch with a boat that had radar.
He doesn’t have it. That boat helped steer all the other boats clear of the fishing boats until the fog
lifted. They were really in a fog and not one created by returning to Sarnia!
Larry says the locals are wearing sweaters like it was cold. Everything is relative I guess.
They hope to be in Miami for the American Thanksgiving the end of November. They are flying back for
Christmas on December 17 returning to Florida January 6 or 7.
The last sound I heard on the phone was Larry’s imbecilic laugh saying, “Enjoy the snow!”
So long for now.
Paul

November 17, 2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi folks,
Lots has been happening since the last email. Got a call on Tuesday, November 11. John McKenzie, Carole’s
former husband had passed away. Carole was returning home to be with Nicole and Jay and attend the
funeral. At this writing she is still home but returning to meet with Larry on Thursday, November 20.
Back to the odyssey which it surely has become. Last call on the 11th they were at Jeckell Island Georgia.
Had encountered some of the same winds we had here in the storm with the waves hitting 16 feet high.
Quite an adventure. No cookies lost though. Carole is becoming quite a sailor. There were going to head to
St. Augustine next. Larry will do the trip alone for a few days. He can’t stop sailing because of
commitments to meet people in mid to late November. I warned him of some his past adventures on Lake
Huron and reminded him to put on the safety vest and life line when pulling up the anchor. He could
probably use it so he wouldn’t fall off the stern of the boat when he fell asleep too!!! Larry did say he
stocked up with Canadian beer when he was home last time so he has that to keep him company. I’ve been on
sailing trips with Larry. Food isn’t the first thing he thinks about taking but he dearly loves to eat.
He wanted to average 45-50 miles per day for the about 5 days over the next week. Weather is getting
warmer all the time. On one of the days the wind was strong so he was “motor sailing” getting up to 70 miles
one day when 45 miles would have been great. They were long lonely days on the water. The tides they have
encountered have been as high as 9 feet near Savannah Georgia.
The call today, November 17 brings this news. He is docked at Pompano Beach Florida at a hotel-marina
complex. He is witting site of 6 sports bars so... The houses along the waterway cost in the millions of
dollars with pools, and docks and huge houses. There are 150 foot boats docked in front of the homes. He
should feel like a fish out of water among them. Speaking of fish, he had several dolphins following him. He
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got his video camera and they jumped for him just like they know what he wanted. He has also seen manta
rays. The water is emerald green now and not black like earlier. He hopes to clean up the boat as he stays
where he is until Carole returns on Thursday then departs on Saturday or Sunday.
He travelled with a German couple for a couple of days which made navigating by himself much easier as he
followed them. He was going golfing Tuesday and Thursday.
He wanted some details about the Grey Cup game. Seems he couldn’t find a bar showing it. It’s NFL and
NBA only. Not even golf is shown.
Listen to this!!!!
“I’ll be glad to get her (Carole) back. She is not only my wife and navigator but my best friend.” The boy is
suffering from sun stroke I think. I’ve never heard him talk like that. They are truly a good match and they
would have to be on an adventure like this one.
Well, that’s as much as I can remember and my notes remind me of so enjoy yourselves until next time.
Paul

December 5,2003
Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update
Hi again folks,
It's been a while because Larry and Carole have just been enjoying the fine weather and "hanging out" in
Florida. Carole arrived back to meet Larry safe and sound. The two of them spent American Thanksgiving
week with Nic, Roger and the precious one! This was in the Fort Lauderdale area of Florida.
Got the most recent call last night. They are at Lake Worth which is really West Palm Beach and will have
left for Stewart where they will begin the crossing of Florida through Lake Okeechobee or whatever it is
called.
Evidently there are many bridges to navigate some taking as long as 45 minutes wait time to have them
lifted so they can sail through. One stretch of water has 19 bridges over a 44 mile stretch. Some bridges
are "one request". Larry can barely make it under some bridges with the mast up. The trip across Florida
will take 3 days weather permitting. If there are strong winds they will have to wait as the Lake is very
shallow.
Last Friday they survived a dangerous situation. I won't even have to embellish this story. It's exciting
enough. I hope I do it justice. They were about 1/8 of a mile from a bridge going too fast so L. put it in
neutral but the shifting cable broke so he was stuck in forward and couldn't use reverse at all. They had to
keep turning in circles and the current was pushing them around. Larry recognized the problem and knew he
would have to shift the gears manually from below deck but at first this was hard to get to with all the
stuff that was stored below. He knew they would have to dock to fix it and he did have a spare part. It
certainly pays to "know your boat" and be "mechanically inclined". They radioed a marina in downtown Fort
Lauderdale and got a berth. The trip there was nerve racking since they knew they would have problems
docking the boat with being able to put it in reverse easily. The current was also a big factor in steering
the boat. As they approached the docking area Carole had to go to the bow and Larry had to steer and stay
astern to manually shift into reverse to try to dock the boat. Carole tried to get a line on to the shore and
in doing that leaned too far falling overboard. Larry was unable to do anything because he had to put it in
reverse to avoid hitting Carole and running in to the dock. He realized a few seconds later that Carole was
not in the water but clinging to the side of the boat by one hand and was dangling between the boat and the
dock. Some on-shore workers grabbed Carole's other hand and Larry eventually was able to get the boat
somewhat stopped with the current pushing them. Larry got Carole's other arm and managed to get her
either on shore or on board without her going completely under the water. The tide was out so "she didn't
even get her hair wet". This would be important for some of you readers. Carole is fine!!!! She is ok except
for some bruises on her body and swollen fingers where she was grabbing the line on the boat. Serious
injury was avoided and she is laughing somewhat painfully at the present time. She is claiming Larry "pushed
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her overboard" if anyone is willing to listen to that story. The two of them are certainly making this trip
more of an adventure than they had planned! Larry got the problem fixed in short order once he was able to
dock and clear things out of the way.
On the plus side they said the docking downtown Ft. L. was excellent with good restaurants, lots of traffic,
big homes and a Jazz festival going on.
They are experiencing "Freaky Fridays" since every major problem they have had has been on a Friday. But
the good thing has always been they have docked in a great place and lucked out with great spots to spend
the weekend. The good, the bad and the ugly!
So... this Friday say a prayer for them. They may need it.
Weather remains hot and "sweaty" through all these repairs as well. Larry said he had to dock one night
after dark using his LAN system and little else in a narrow canal. He did it ... but it wasn't a Friday.
That's it for now. Write to you soon. Carole is fine. Not to worry.
Paul
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ALOHA
Well, the wrap was off “Enchantment” in March this year. I know that’s early for us but we couldn’t wait any longer. As of
May 15th Enchantment’s in the water and floating for another season.
This spring we were required to get one of those expensive things demanded by insurance companies for boats of the Aloha
34 vintage – a survey. The last time we got one was in 1999, before we head south. In our area a survey costs about $400
plus mileage. The last survey was a frustration. The surveyor insisted on including the “recommendations to the owner” and
the insurance company wanted us to even fill the small pinholes found in the gelcoat on the topsides even though they had no
bearing on the safety and soundness of “Enchantment”. We shouldn’t complain too much – “Enchantment” was found to
be in excellent condition [read no major costs]. We’ve asked for an update as opposed to a full survey. We’ll see what the
insurance company thinks.
Our sailing cruising will be delayed until we return from British Columbia. I substituted the word because we will get some
sailing in on the West Coast, I’m sure. Carol’s cousin, in Vancouver, has offered to take us down to the San Juan Islands for
a look around. From what I read in the Cruising World, referenced on the front page of this newsletter, we’re in for a treat.
We’re looking forward to meeting a few of our Aloha 34 Network members from the West for the first time and seeing Stuart
Spracklan, “Windy” again, after his move to the West Coast. Migs Turner, “Sea Vixen” and the previous manager of the
Aloha 34 Network, has suggested the possibility of a mini-cruise to the Gulf Islands for the same time as we are in B.C.
Thanks Migs! Members wishing to attend can let Migs or Stuart know. Looking forward to a great time at the Royal
Victoria Yacht Club [RVYC] too.
A few members have address cheques for dues to “Aloha 34 Network”. We are not a large enough organization to incur the
costs of our own bank account [besides I get “no fees service because of my grey hair] so I cash the cheques as Les Harrison.
Please address them as such and put the purpose of the payment elsewhere on the cheque. It will simplify my dealings with
the bank. Speaking of dues we have 12 unpaid for 2003 and 2/3 of the members have not yet sent in the $25 Cdn for 2004.
While we don’t have a shortage right now, it’s only fair that we all carry our weight. Surplus will go toward the updated
Owners’ Manual [that I offered for 2004 but it’s not looking too likely as of this writing]
Just to give you an idea of the major costs for the year 2003:
Expense
Postage
Printing
Supplies
Internet
Total

$
661
1042
702
235
$2640

I’ve moved the “Aloha 34’s For Sale” to an attachment rather than a part of the newsletter. It’s on one page [this time] so
you can post it at the harbour where you keep your Aloha and help out members looking to sell their boats or other items.
Thanks to all, for your continuing support - just slip a little idea, photo or note for the newsletter in with your cheque and
save on postage.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Richard & Ann DESANTO, MAHALO, Hull #221 [previously SHILLELAGH]
68 Voorhis Pl., Ringwood, NJ 07456, (973) 962-7066; RDSANTO@netscape.net
Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI, WINDSPINNER, Hull #210
#1405 1001 Pacific St., Vancouver, BC, V6E 4P2, billdig@shaw.ca
John SANFORD, KAIROS, Hull #213
60 Pine Terrace, Tiburon, California, 94920, JESanford7@aol.com
David M. Anidjar-Romain & Colleen McConnell, Paxis 1, #158
2059 Saltair Place, Victoria, BC, V8N 4S4, sparcon@telus.net

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Stuart SPRACKLAN, WINDY, Hull # 151, sv-windy@telus.net
Larry & Carole JACKSON, DREAM WEAVER, have returned to Sarnia

MAILBAG
Sent: March 15, 2004
From: Migs Turner
Subject: ALOHA 34 "Rendezvous" 2004: Victoria, BC Canada - 25-27 June 2004
Aloha!
ALOHA 34 International Owners' Network Coordinator/President(?) Les and Carol Harrison (Enchantment #214),
of Kincardine, Ontario are planning a visit to "God's Country" in June cruising in their "Aloha land (ugh!) cruiser".
To concurrently welcome Les & Carol and also to informally get ALOHA 34 Network members together with or
without your fabulous ALOHA 34's, we are proposing an informal rendezvous of ALOHA 34 owners (and possibly other
Aloha's that would like to join us) on the West Coast.
When: Friday 25 June to Sunday 27 June 2004
Where: Starting at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club (RVYC) located in Cadboro Bay, Victoria, British Columbia, at the
invitation of the RVYC Commodore & Executive Committee.
Because a good number of RVYC members are scheduled to be off cruising to the Queen Charlotte Islands, we expect to
have a sufficient number of empty berths available at RVYC for members wishing to come by boat.
Migs

Editor: After a heroic effort by Migs to bring together this gathering he writes:
From: Migs Turner
Sent: May 15, 2004
To: Aloha34Topica
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This is further to my 15 March email proposing "an informal rendezvous of ALOHA 34 owners (and possibly other Aloha's
that would like to join us)..." in Victoria on the weekend of 25-27 June.
Regretfully, we have encountered some difficulties in bringing our proposal for an informal gathering in Victoria 25-27 June
to fruition and thus we have decided to cancel it.
I again thank those who have already registered & offered support. You are being contacted separately.
Perhaps we can start arrangements earlier and organize a proper rendezvous in early July(?) 2005





at a time which does not interfere with the end of the school year,
at a location that is not quite so far distant on a weekend for those who berth their wonderful ALOHA 34's on the
Mainland or up Island
invite our good friends with other sized ALOHA's to participate with us
and give Mao Ouyang sufficient advance warning so that he can arrange his busy schedule to join us.

As a substitute during Les And Carol Harrison's visit to the West Coast next month, Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151 & I are
organizing a sail into the Gulf Islands with Les & Carol over the same weekend.
Our plan is that on Saturday 26 June we anchor or berth somewhere like Montague Harbour or Bedwell Harbour, where
others might like to join us for an informal "pot-luck".
If you are interested, let Stuart or me know and we will look forward to including you in our plans.
Any inconvenience in our change of plans is regretted.
Aloha!
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: May 15, 2004
To: Migs Turner
Cc: Aloha34Topica
Migs,
Thanks for the great effort in trying for a get-together for when we arrived in BC. We recognize that the timing of our arrival
in late-June was maybe not the best for many of the owner's in your area.
As I mentioned, we will be happy just getting together and having a "gam" so we'll leave the where entirely to you and others
on the coast. Montague Harbour looks very lovely from the website you sent. If a mini-cruise doesn't work for you, not
to worry, we're quite happy with pot-luck and a glass of wine. Even a starlight cruise around Victoria Harbour would be
great - as long as we miss your rock! :-)
Thanks again. See you and Stuart in June.
Les & Carol
Enchantment
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Sent: January 26, 2004
From: Windy
Subject: Small Craft Warning!
Not only do I have to deal with tides and currents out here… but they also have a different interpretation for small craft
warnings!!! See attached.

[Editor: our thanks to Raeside, Hairy Dog Productions, Inc. and Windy for the chuckle]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: January 24, 2004
From: Windy
To: Migs & Diana Turner; Enchantment
Subject:
Migs & Les
June 25-27 should work for me too. I am really trying to push G-Yachts to get the work done so that I can sail Windy over to
Schooner Cove no later than May 15th. Since Lynnwood does will not allow me to sleep aboard the boat (once she is
launched) I will rig her as fast as I can in order to get over to Schooner Cove where I can take care of all the details (lots) and
do a thorough cleaning/organizing.
Windy arrived all in one piece. Andrews Trucking may be more expensive but they sure are good at what they do. Boat was
very dirty. Top sides were covered in typical road spray dirt. The deck had smudges of soot which I assume was from truck
exhaust. I managed to get most of the smudges off using Spray-9 (yes it was sunny and I was down to T-shirt). Below deck,
nothing had moved other than the roll of paper towels had unrolled and ended up in a heap on the counter. Since most of my
belongings were stored aboard, everything was pretty well wedged into position anyway. Truck driver also told me that he
had never seen a mast prepared so well for transport.
G-Yachts will be doing bottom work and repainting my mast & boom. There are a few quarter sized blisters and in some
areas, clusters of dime sized blisters, on the bottom. The bottom will be stripped and then water blasted (instead of sand).
Anyway, there is a drying process that must be followed before filling, faring, barrier and bottom paint are done.
I have attached a few pictures of Windy arriving at Lynnwood early on Monday morning (19th). The day started out “damp”
but sun by noon. The bridge in the background is Hwy #1 (Second Narrows). It was a busy day and had to dash with a
6
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station wagon full of “stuff” to catch the 1700 ferry back to the island so I did not have any time to look around for
“Windspinner”. Next time…
BTW – I still check my Spracklan@Canada.com e-mail but not as frequently as my new sv-windy@telus.com. I will have to
login and change my e-mail address on the Topica list!! Now, where did I pack the instructions to do that?
Bye for now… Stuart

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2004
From: Windy
To: Enchantment ; Migs & Diana Turner
Subject: Windy Update
FYI
Windy arrives at Lynnwood Marina in North Vancouver today (Sunday 18th)! She will be unloaded first thing Monday
morning so I will be catching the first ferry out of Departure Bay at 0630 in the morning.
I spoke with the truck driver on Friday afternoon as he was crossing into Alberta (at Loydminster). He said that he takes the
northern route (vs Banff) because the roads are better. Seemed kind of strange that as I was talking to him, Windy was just
over his shoulder. He also had a small Alberg on the trailer, to be delivered to Thunderbird Marina closer to Horseshoe Bay.
This helped to reduce the cost a little (can use the savings toward other boat equipment instead).
Lynnwood Marina is right under the Second Narrows Bridge (Trans Canada #1) on the north side of Burrard Inlet. Andrews
and Lynnwood were both recommended to me by Sandy of Sanderlin.
Since I only brought a trunk load of “stuff” when I drove my Honda over in November, the rest of my “stuff” is loaded on the
boat. I hope to bring most of it back with me to Qualicum Beach tomorrow afternoon. One of the things that I need to do
when I get on board is to re-install the dorads to get some ventilation going inside. As Les will know, everything had to be
sealed up for the trip and has been (I hope) since the end of October. Not so worried about the cold dry air of Ontario but
now have to think about the more moist air here! I don’t want mildew to get a foothold if I can help it.
Stuart
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
To: Enchantment; Windy
Cc: Bill & Cathy Diguistini
Subject: Re: Windy Update
Thanks Stuart. Good to hear from you.
Bill & Cathy Diguistini who bought Windspinner A-34 #210 last summer, keep her at Lynnwood Marina. They live
in Victoria (telephone 250-598-2690 & copied on this email) but Bill works in Vancouver during the week where he
& Cathy are refurbishing her during his free time. I'm sure Bill would be glad to lend a hand, if you should need one
over there, & perhaps keep an eye on Windy for you when you are back in Qualicum.
Lynnwood Marina is on the edge of Lynn Valley, one of the wettest areas on the west coast. Dampness will be a
problem. Diana & I know as we lived on the edge of Lynn Valley in North Vancouver from 1977 to 1988.
I would recommend you get yourself shore power and install a small ceramic heater and possibly a separate small
fan as well to keep the air stirred up. We even do this in Victoria, not only to have a warm boat for winter sailing but
also to keep the air moving.
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I have a small fan on the forward cabin boot locker, and a ceramic heater (set to about 45 degrees F) on the deck
between the hanging locker & the aft door to the heads, both facing aft.
Both the forward door to the heads and the hanging locker door have long brass hooks on them that keep the doors
open about 2" and allow some circulation of air through both the heads & hanging locker too.

In winter I close the dorades. Rather, I open up the engineroom and allow the "warmish" air to circulate
throughout the boat and out the transom ventilators.
I'd also lift the floorboards in the main cabin (base of mast and abeam of the chart table), open your enclosed lockers
a bit and stack your cushions.
To respond to your question about an R/V, I am still hoping that we can produce some sort of an Aloha gathering
late in June to meet the dates for both Les & Carol's visit to the West Coast, and Windy's availability. More soon I
hope.
Good luck tomorrow!
Migs
Sent: March 1, 2004
From: Bill & Cathy
To: Migs Turner; Enchantment; Windy
Subject: RE: Windy Update
Hi Migs!

Finally got organized in Vancouver. I bought a condo downtown I couldn't take the commute any longer.
I haven't seen Windy as yet. I can be reached at 604 694-1405 Stuart is welcome to give me a call and I
would be happy to look in on his boat. Today was the day to change the fuel filter, what a job opened
Pandora's box.... I thought I was short but I'm definitely not short enough I'm feeling somewhat like a
pretzel. Hope to hear from you soon. Stuart don't hesitate to call.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: February 12, 2004
From: Windy
To: Les
Subject: Aloha Members Map...
Les
I stuck a new pin in the map for Windy on the west coast (Getting crowded out here too). How do I remove the old pin from
SW Ontario (trying to make more room for you!) or do you have to do that. If there is a method of editing or deleting one’s
own map information it is not very obvious and would appreciate some guidance.
I have been checking the Kincardine web cam on a regular basis.
[Editor’s Note: we have added 2 web cameras in the Kincardine Lighthouse which can be viewed from www.kyc.ca]
I know that you mentioned the lens was set for maximum zoom. Is there any way to adjust the aperture on the lens to take
some of the fuzziness out? When summer arrives, I want to be able to see which brand of beer you are drinking.
I will be going over to check the work being done on Windy, next week. G-Yachts suggest that a foam sleeve be placed up
the inside of the mast that would cover the aluminum instead of my suggestion of 1.5” plastic wire conduit. This would
eliminate the internal wiring & halyard slapping when the boat rocks at night. The reason they suggest this is to keep weight
down. I can’t imagine that 1.5” plastic conduit would add that much weight and I kind of like the idea of the wiring
separated from the halyards (which don’t make that much internal slap noise). I suspect that the foam is more expensive than
the PVC conduit. Do you have any comments? I would be happy to hear them.
Stuart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Windy
Sent: February 7, 2004
Subject: RE: Kincardine Harbour and Lake Huron
Les
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The Kincardine Web Site at www.kyc.ca has a link to the new web cams in the Lighthouse tower. You can view WSW and
NW from the 2 cameras located just below the light. My thanks to Don Matheson for all his help in getting these cameras
operational. I'm sure we will have to make some adjustments over time. The cameras are set at maximum zoom. Don't
forget you need to click "refresh" to get picture updates.
[Stuart says] Now we will be able to keep an eye on youJ!! I just took a peak and the weather sure does look chilly
down at the water…
Out-of-towners will be able to see the harbour and lake conditions, people managing the facilities will be able to check
the ice-eaters and all users will be able to see the sunsets. Enjoy and pass on the word about our web site.
[Stuart says] I will be checking for those fabulous Lake Huron sunsets. I just have to try to remember to do it three
hours before our sunset out here.
Less than 6 weeks until spring now! I was over to visit “Windy” this week (removed the rest of my stuff) and work is
progressing. The hull has been sanded for raising the waterline (bottom wide boot stripe totally removed and replace
with epoxy & black bottom paint). A new wide dark blue boot stripe is to be added above the existing narrow one (see
attached doctored photo). The boat was to be brought inside to start work on the bottom, on Thursday. Mast &
boom have been stripped and have first primer coat. While the mast is stripped, I am going to replace the 12v wiring,
replace the VHF coax with RG8U, and run the new wind instrument cable. There is no wire conduit inside the mast
(hence noise when boat rocked) and I am thinking of running 1.5” plastic wire conduit from the hardware store.
Since the mast is not painted yet, I was thinking of having the conduit riveted to the mast in about four places.
Comments…
I also have some staining around the port cap shroud chainplate knee so G-Yachts are going to look into that. I
thought that I had sealed up the area on deck around the chainplate but I guess not. G-Yachts have an idea that will
leave the actual chainplate visible (for inspection) from inside the forward cabinet…
A lot of work to be done…
Stuart
[Editor’s Note: Stuart has offered to do a write-up on the work on Windy for us all to read]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: January 17, 2004 1:16 PM
From: Paul Jackson
To: Les Harrison
Subject: Larry and Carole Jackson Odyssey Update Jan. 17, 2004
Hello again,
It's been a while but then Larry and Carole have been home and my "job" of communicating with you took a holiday.
The two of them did find some time for Terri and I over the holiday. It was for brunch the day before they wanted me to drive
them to Detroit to return to the sunny south.
It was probably just a coincidence. We are brothers so he wouldn't just ignore me over the holidays.
The general news is that they have decided to sell their boat after this great adventure and concentrate on golf. Carole says
she thinks she can catch up to Larry if she only devotes more time to her game. I agree.
Their boat is for sale and if they are very lucky will sell it in Florida but if not they have decided to have it shipped back
rather than sail it back. They can spend more time in Florida this way and they felt that the return trip wouldn't be a
glamorous and exciting as the trip to Florida. Maybe Carole doesn't want to revisit some of her most memorable spots again!
The specific news is that they returned to Florida on Jan. 7 staying in the Sarasota Fort Meyers area for a few days until the
end of the month. They had a paid-up berth there so Scottie Jackson would want to get the most of that. They are now headed
to the Keys for about a month. As of last Wednesday they were leaving along the coast to Naples, Marco Island, Shark
River... expecting to be in the keys by Sunday (tomorrow).
Larry was going to make sure they were docked somewhere to watch football on Sunday. Bars have TV's don't they?
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Weather has been good and not extremely hot. Day temps in low 70's nights in high 30's and 40's. This should change for the
good as they approach the Keys at least that's what they hope.
That's it for now. Next report mid week next week as Terri and I are headed to Las Vegas this coming weekend from Friday
to Monday. A mini-vacation since Terri decided to come out or retirement for half time teaching. She just can't get it out of
her system. I had no problem!!! If any of you know some interesting "side trips" out of Las Vegas by car we'd appreciate
letting us know. We can't spend all our time on the Strip.
Thanks for your kind comments about this commentary. Much appreciated.
Until next week.
Paul
From: Windy
Sent: April 14, 2004 1:37 PM
To: 'Les'
Subject: RE: Newsletter
Les
I called over to North Van, yesterday, and G-Yachts said that they would like to
keep Windy in the shop until the end of April so as not to rush the job. This
actually works better for me with relatives here for the next two weeks and then
cruising with Migs. If Windy were ready, they would put her back in the yard and
she would sit there for $22.50 per day!!! This actually matches my original mental
schedule of having Windy over to the island by mid May. Aside from re-rigging,
the only thing I want to spend time on over in North Van is rewiring the mast and
re-installing the halyards that I removed for washing. Right now the mast and
boom are both stripped and are to be repainted once Windy is out of the shop. I
have attached a picture of Windy in the shop.
As you know, I am planning to take Windy down to the Rendezvous from
Schooner Cove (2 day trip each way, depending on the weather). I am not sure
how it would all work out time-wise for you but you are both welcome to come
along.
Well, I had better go before everyone wonders where I am.
Stuart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: "Robert Beswick
To: <aloha-list@sailnet.net>
Sent: Sunday, April 11, 2004
Subject: Aloha Info
I am thinking about purchasing an Aloha 34 in the near future. I would like to know if there are any problem areas that you
people on this list know about, and what to look for.
A broker said the Aloha 34 was a good boat but they didn't use the same engine in each boat and that some were underpowered.
Could I get some feed back from you people on the List.
Thank you in advance for your help.
Yours sincerely
Bob Beswick
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Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: April 11, 2004
To: aloha-list@sailnet.net
Cc: Les Harrison; bobbe2@xcelco.on.ca
Subject: Re: Aloha Info
Sorry Robert. I tried sending you our Fall 2000 newsletter as an attachment but it was too big for SailNet and it
'bounced'. Here is a cut and paste version of the part that may answer your questions. Prices are up a bit since 2000.
Aloha!
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Extract starting on page 41 of the Fall 2000 A-34 newsletter
20. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S)
(1) WHAT IS AN ALOHA 34 WORTH?
This is a frequently asked question. If you were buying a new ALOHA 34 from Pacific Quest in Vancouver
in 1984, the asking price according to their brochure was C$120,000. Today, our answer is anywhere from
a low of~C$40,000. to ~C$85,000. depending on condition, location & equipment fitted.
According to our records, reasonably equipped ALOHA 34’s in good condition have recently been selling
in the C$75,000. to C$79,900. range. Some buyers prepared to fix a few deficiencies have got bargains in
the mid to high C$60,000’s. Some (usually “abandoned”) boats requiring major work & refurbishing have
sold in the C$45,000. area.
West Coast boats used to be about C$5000. more than those in the Great Lakes area due to transportation
costs, but recently, with the general shortage of ALOHA 34’s in good condition, prices all across North
America have levelled off.
(2) WHAT SHOULD MY SURVEYOR LOOK FOR WHEN I AM PURCHASING AN ALOHA 34?
This is another frequently asked question. My response is usually something like the following. “Some
things to look for in no particular order include:
1. STRUT, LOOSE/WEEPING: Some of the first 90 or so ALOHA 34's built have had to rebuild
the fibreglass strut/mound arrangement inside the hull. With the WESTERBEKE engine, this can
usually be done with the fuel tank in place. With the UNIVERSAL engine, it entails removing the
fuel tank to access the "mound". Cost can be C$2000.
2. KEEL, LEAKING: Some boats built this way (clam shell fashion where the keel in part of the
hull) can have leaky keels. No big deal, and some members in the east where their boats are lifted
each winter actually install a 'plug' to drain the water in the fall (remembering to re-install it in the
spring!)
3. BALSA CORE MOISTURE: Moisture in the balsa core around the two dorade vents. A few
earlier boats had this problem. Requires scooping/cutting out the damaged area between deckhead
and deck around the Dorades and inserting epoxy or the like.
4. RUDDER PINTLE (HINGE) DETERIORATION: Ouyang Boatworks got a bad batch of
stainless steel pintles and replaced most under warranty. We believe the critical period was 1981
& 82
5. GELCOAT STRESS CRACKS: Cosmetic stress cracks port & starboard corners of the coach
house where the cabin trunk meets the foredeck.
6. ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: Check ensure that the electrical grounding to engine secure. The
original grounding on the UNIVERSAL engine is under the starboard side of the engine. We have
had one reasonably minor fire reported from a loose connection. One normally gets lots of
warning of a loose connection when electric instruments start working intermittently.
7. BLISTERS/OSMOSIS. The ALOHA 34 stands up better than most in this regard. Minor
blistering can be repaired individually. A full below-the-waterline hull WEST EPOXY System
type repair job could cost ~C$8000.
8. RAW WATER PUMP LEAKING: A majority of ALOHA 34’s have the OBERDORFER salt
water pump fitted. Over time the pump can leak and corrode down the front of engine.
OBERDORFER pumps need overhauling every 6-8 years.
9. IMPELLOR REPLACEMENT, RAW WATER PUMP: Neoprene or rubber impellor for the
OBERDORFER salt water pump requires regular replacement, or blades can break & plug the
system. We replace ours regularly about every 500 hours.
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10. FUEL TANK DIRTY? After ~20 years of both good and bad fuel, one’s fuel tank could be
grungy and need a good clean out. We recommend that owners install a clean out ‘port’ at the top
of their fuel tanks, large enough to get ones hand/arm inside to flush & clean the tank.
11. RUDDER CRACKS: We have had a small number of cases of the rudder developing cracks in
the skin. Not a big job to grind & fibreglass repairs.
12. CHAIN PLATES LEAKING: After 20 years, the deck seal can leak if the cement has not been
renewed, causing deterioration of the securing arrangements below deck. Your surveyor will
undoubtedly tap each fibreglassed below deck fitting for soundness & look for brown water stains.
Does anyone have comments or other suggestions?
The above sounds bad but I am painting a 'worst scenario'. The ALOHA 34 is a super boat and pretty well
trouble free. Owners would rather be sailing than maintaining & thus we refer to her as being a "wash and
wear" boat.
None of the above should be serious to defer your purchase but no doubt your surveyor will make
recommendations in this regard. As you may be aware, a seller will often take such deficiencies into
account and, at worst, deduct half of the cost of repairs from the purchase price…”

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Bill Hrycenko
Sent: April 20, 2004
Subject: Change of Address
Hi All
My mountaincable mail account - billhrycenko@mountaincable.net - has been deluged with Spam, so I'm setting up a
replacement for it.
The replacement address is bhrycenko@mountaincable.net (Do you suppose taking the "ill" out will cure it?)
My hotmail address remains unchanged, as billhrycenko@hotmail.com . I use this for most general mail, but I use the
mountaincable address for large files or to give to people whom I don't have in my contact list. I check them both, so use
either one.
Thanks, Bill
From: Les
Sent: April 23, 2004
To: Bill Hrycenko
Subject: RE: Change of Address
Thanks Bill.
Based on you note, I will not change the web site or my email address for general usage.
We wish you no "ill". 
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Windy
Sent: May 2, 2004
To: 'Les'
Subject: Land Yacht...
Les & Carol
I guess you will be leaving on your journey soon! I came back on Wednesday evening from my six day cruise with Migs and
his crew. Had a really good time, weather was superb and I learned a lot about the tides and currents. We sailed from RVYC
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on Cadboro Bay up the Gulf Islands then over to Vancouver, back to the islands and back down to Cadboro Bay (near
Victoria). Sailing the islands reminded me of the North Channel except on a much bigger scale and with currents that make
Little Current look insignificant. I have attached a couple of pictures from the trip. I was the totally techie guy with digital
camera, cell phone and hand held GPS. I think I have Migs interested in looking into getting a hand held as he found it quite
interesting and useful with the currents.
When you come to Qualicum to visit, you are welcome to stay in your trailer in the other laneway (under the cedar trees) and
use it as your base to explore the area. I must warn you that there are new houses being built right beside us and they start
hammering at 0800. If you are looking for a bit more solitude there are many trailer parks in the area but I think the nicest
one is at Little Qualicum River Provincial Park, 17km out of town. Rathtrevor Beach Park, south end of Parksville, is nice
too and is on the water. If you decide that you want to drive to the west coast and leave your trailer, for a day or two, you
may also leave it in the laneway.
Migs & Diana said to say “Hi” and they are looking forward to your visit to the Victoria area. The “Rendezvous” looks like
it may be a bit smaller than normal because RVYC, on Cadboro Bay, is not as central as Maple Bay which was unavailable
for the time you were visiting.
Windy is still in the shop but scheduled to be moved out into the yard on the 6 th. I am hoping that I will have her over to the
island by the 19th. I wasn’t going to put in a through hull and seacock for head waste but Migs said I would regret it if I
didn’t. He said that regardless of the regulations, there are few marinas with pump out facilities and could find myself in a
bit of a bind if I don’t allow for direct discharge.
I guess that is it for now. I see boats in the water in Kincardine, via the web cam… where is the zoom in button so I can
check you guys out?
Stuart

Haro Strait - Sea Vixen at her best

The crew – Werner, Tony, Bill, Stuart, Migs

Reply From: Les
Sent: May 3, 2004
To: Windy
Subject: RE: Land Yacht...
Thanks for the pictures, Stuart. The crew looks hardy!
We put a "Y" valve on the outlet of the head tank and the macerator pump on one side of the "Y" and the deck pump
out on the other. The outlet of the macerator went to a new 1" [I think, what ever they called for on the pump]
thruhull. Worked very well for us and allowed us to hold until the opportune timing for a pump out. You can see
the installation in my profile, for the location of the pump and valve. You may remember, I cut out the area forward
of the head tank and installed a shelf for the macerator and washdown.
See you soon.
Les
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FEATURED ALOHA
The Story of SEA VIXEN, ALOHA 34 #167: 1982 – 2004
The Beginning
She sat elegantly on her cradle in the middle of BC Place, situated among a dozen or
so other good sized sailboats. But we were very happy with Sea Vixen, our 3-year
old SUN 27 sailboat, and so our interests turned us elsewhere as Diana & I began
our tour of the Vancouver Boat Show, that February morning in 1982. Later in the
day when our explorations brought us to the “big boat” area on the main floor, we
went onboard the popular CS-36, -wishfully our next boat but some years hence.
Then we spotted her centred in the North Star Yachts’ display where a banner
proclaimed “These Times Are Aloha Times” and described her as an Aloha 10.4, We
were impressed with what we could see standing by her side. We were even more
impressed when we climbed onboard. She appeared to offer everything we wanted
in the CS-36 but additionally she had more headroom below decks, and as my very
practical Diana pointed out, she had much more storage space.
Asking price was C$81,900. Extras including Hood furling gear, a 150% Genoa,
self-tailing winches, boomvang, life line gates, anchor package with a 27 lb plough,
“coloured non-skid” on deck and a bigger (3-burner) propane stove brought the final
price to C$88,959. We told the salesman that we had a SUN 27 to trade in; we’d
want a blue dodger for “winter” sailing, gave him our phone number & tried to
forget about her. A few months later, the salesman called to say that a dodger had been installed and they had a buyer for our
SUN 27 so could offer us a good price. On 17 Aug we bought her, ALOHA 34 hull #167, subject to the usual survey. Price
was now C$88,610 less “discount” and trade in for our SUN 27 plus taxes = $42,000.
Bob Baird, a Coast Guard friend of mine who ran Ship Safety in Victoria took a day’s ‘leave’ & flew over to Granville Island
(Vancouver) where, dressed in spotless white coveralls, he did a thorough survey from stem to gudgeons. His final comment,
“She’s a fine stout boat. Buy her.” There were a few items under warranty to be attended to. North Star Sales agreed and we
bought her. We wanted to sail our new boat so it was agreed that the warranty work could be deferred until next year.
Concurrently while we were acquiring our ALOHA 10.4 (or ‘ALOHA 34’ as we will now call her for the benefit of our US
friends), we met David & Jennifer Duncan who were in the process of buying “Clan Donnchadh”, A-34 Hull 168. David & I
compared survey notes, which was helpful as David’s surveyor Ian Hopkinson, had additionally uncovered a weakness in the
strut arrangement of Hull #168 as well as inferior rudder gudgeons.
An early task was a visit to Vancouver Ship Registry with the new owner of our SUN 27 to transfer the “Sea Vixen” name to
ALOHA 34 Hull 167.
Why Sea Vixen? Well, Diana is my “Land Vixen”.

Visiting Ouyang Boat Works to Learn More About Sea Vixen
To glean more knowledge of our ALOHA 34 Diana & I made three visits to “Aloha Yachts International Inc., a Division of
Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.” located at 1638 Charles Street in Whitby Ontario (on Lake Ontario, about 30 miles east of
Toronto). On our visits in 1982 and 1983 we found production in full swing to meet the demand in both Canada & the US
for ALOHA 27’s, 28’s, 30’s, 32’s and 34’s.
The Company was very much the affair of the Ouyang family, a family that originated in Taiwan via India. Mr. Ouyang
senior (or “Uncle Ti” as he was known to the workers) brought the family to Canada in the 1960’s under a church
sponsorship. He was President of Ouyang Boat Works but preferred to employ his master woodworking skills on the
production floor. After Mao’s older brother died, Mao Ouyang [“Uncle Ti’s” second son] became Vice President running the
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day to day operations with input from his Dad. Younger brother Stan Ouyang was treasurer & plant manager, and other
members of the family were involved in various stages of the operation.
Tiny President Ti Ouyang did much of the Aloha finishing work in the cabin. When we first met him in the fall of 1982, he
was curled up in the bowels of a deck-less Aloha 34, fitting cabinetry in the main cabin. His size was a distinct advantage
getting into nooks and crannies. (I am sure we can blame him for the original location of those two batteries abaft the fuel
tank!)
These pictures, taken during our October 1982 visit, speak for themselves.

The entrance of the Boat Works
with some ALOHA 32’s & 34’s
awaiting transport in the
parking lot in the background.

One side of the Boat Works
with a newly completed A-34
rolling out of the plant.

Inside the Plant showing the A34 moulds.
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Two A-34’s and an A-32 being
fitted out.

Ouyang Yachts’ founder and
President Ti Ouyang, fitting
teak (his specialty) inside an
ALOHA 34. I wonder who has
this boat now.

Vice President Mao Ouyang
and Diana standing beside the
upper deck and cockpit section
about to be fitted to an A-34.

To keep up with the demand for Alohas of all sizes and later, the planned production of an ALOHA 42, the Ouyang family
expanded their plant in the 1982-83 timeframe. When later the recession of the 1980’s reached Ontario, they entered into
what appeared to be an acrimonious partnership with Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) of Toronto. This joint arrangement
eventually succumbed to the recession. About 1985, the Ouyang family left the business. The last Aloha’s were built around
1988 and eventually CYC moved most if not all the Aloha moulds (including the mould for the Aloha 34) to their plant in
Dorion, Quebec. To our knowledge, no Aloha 34’s were ever built in Quebec.
On our last visit to Whitby in 1989, in an empty building which had been their Boat Works, Diana & I talked with younger
son Stan Ouyang. Stan said they were hoping to re-establish themselves one day. But they never did.
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Right from the beginning Aloha 34 sloops had a good reputation as being soundly built to a good Brewer/Walstrom design.
When we first toured the Ouyang plant, Mao Ouyang was understandably very proud of the Aloha 34 & particularly the
manner in which the hull was laid up “clam-shell” fashion. He stressed the “20 layers of hand laid fibreglass at the waterline”
as the hull, including the full keel, lay open readily accessible to his fibreglass professionals before the two sides were
brought together.

Warranty & Other Work on Sea Vixen
After enjoying our new Sea Vixen for more than a year, she went in for her warranty work in October 1983. By this time,
Pacific Quest Yacht Sales had taken over the ALOHA dealership in Vancouver. Both the late David Ball, owner/manager of
Pacific Quest Yacht Sales and Ouyang Boat Works were most accommodating in attending to our warranty list. Items of
consequence included:
 Opening up the hull and checking the security of the strut. All was well.
 Replacing the cracked teak coamings on each side of the cockpit.
 Repairing stress cracks in the gel coat at the forward corners of the deckhouse at deck level. Apparently this was a
common failure.
 Replacing the mild steel rudder gudgeons. We were told that Ouyang Boat Works had received a batch of poor
quality mild steel gudgeons in the 1981-82 period that electrolytically deteriorated in salt water. After 18 months,
ours were well pitted.
 Shortening the length of hose from each cockpit propane locker to the transom so that there was no lower “loop” to
collect water and thus stop any leaking propane gas from draining out from the lockers. Ouyang Boatworks later put
out an “alert” to earlier built A-34’s advising owners to similarly shorten these hoses.
 Double bolting the toe rails to the hull. Sea Vixen originally came with every second toe rail bolt missing.
 Grounding the fuel tank.
 Replacing the pitted chrome exhaust cowlings on the transom with stainless steel cowlings.
 Changing the regular 110 volt electrical fixture in the heads to a water proof fixture.
Additionally, we took advantage of this docking to raise the boot topping 2 inches, and touch up a damaged keel. See
following!

Adding Additional Equipment
In her early days, we added/installed the following additional equipment:
 Datamarine (Corinthian) knot meter, depth sounder and wind instrument.
 Nautilus 25 12 VDC 2 bank battery charger.
 Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon: ELB 502.
 Additionally we installed an Espar D3L 11,000 BTU diesel furnace for “winter” sailing, with heat ducts in each
cabin & the heads. This works very well but if we were doing it again, we’d put two ducts in the main cabin and
none in the heads.
 Batteries: Initially Sea Vixen came with one bank of two 12 volt batteries in parallel. We installed a second bank of
two 6 volt batteries in series in the “fish rod” locker under the quarter berth. When we found that our 6 volt batteries
lasted longer, we converted our 12 volt bank to 6 volt batteries & moved them from that awkward location abaft the
fuel tank to the wash deck locker on the starboard side of cockpit. With one or other bank of batteries alternating
each week and on continuous “trickle charge” running our Nova Kool refrigerator year round, we find these
batteries last about 8 years.
 Fuel pump: The Universal (Kubota) engine has a fine reputation. However, when we purchased Sea Vixen, I
thought that the “Achilles heel” in the set-up was the FACET electric fuel pump. If it stopped working, we’d be
“dead in the water”. Accordingly, we invested in another FACET fuel pump to carry onboard as a spare “just in
case”. Touch wood, it has yet to be used.
 Sails: We bought a “Genneker” in 1985(?) but only use it a couple of times a year. Our original Genoa, now 130,
suffices under most conditions. Occasionally we downsize to use the “storm jib” that was part of Sea Vixen’s
original inventory. Since returning to Victoria in 1988, we’ve had good service from UK Sails in Sidney who have
re-built our original Genoa & Main many times. On their recommendation, we now have converted to full battens &
a loose-footed Main, which we are delighted with.
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Dodger/Bimini with side curtains: For winter sailing we had the dodger installed. Later we added the bimini to
provide shade when alongside on warm days. Our bimini has side curtains that provide warmth on cool days and
protection from both bugs and the elements when sleeping in the cockpit.
Anchor: On two occasions despite ample of rode, we dragged anchor in shale. After the second incident, we
replaced the original plough anchor that came with the boat with a 35 lb Bruce anchor. We have not dragged since.
The original plough anchor has been kept for use as a “storm anchor” if ever needed.
Macerator Pump: In 1997 we also installed an ITT Macerator pump to pump out our holding tank under the
forward vee berth.

Maintenance
The ALOHA 34 has been referred to as a “wash & wear” boat as maintenance is so minimal and owners would rather be
sailing. We agree.













Refrigeration: The NOVA KOOL LT200-RT4 refrigeration that I installed in the original ice box in 1983 runs
continuously and under Canadian west coast conditions has performed well. In 1987 we replaced a failed electrical
control unit.
Leaking Cabin Hatch: The hatch over the table in the main cabin started leaking between the “glass” & metal
frame. We contacted the manufacturer Atkins Hoyle in Toronto who provided us with a re-caulking kit that worked
well.
Propeller pitch. Original propeller was 15” (diameter) x 14” (pitch) x 3 (blades). We found that the engine lugged
(could not reach maximum engine revolutions of 2800). Sidney Propeller re-pitched to it to 15 x 11.21 which
rectified the problem. Later electrolysis probably brought on by then faulty wiring at the RVYC docks at Cadboro
Bay “wasted” this original propeller to the point that, after addressing the cause we installed a new Michigan
15x12x3 propeller, obtained also from Sidney Propeller.
Fresh water pump. We burned out our original pump pumping an empty tank. We were motoring and did not hear
the pump struggling to recharge the system. We replaced it with a PAR-MAX Water Pressure Pump #IT30600-0012
obtained from Trotac Marine in Victoria. Although this pump is guaranteed not to burn out, we now make it
standard practice to turn off the pump switch at the switch board whenever we are underway.
Head: In 1997 we replaced the Brydon Boy head and all associated hose with an ITT/PAR head and proper
sanitation hose.
Navigation Light: On 1 June 1995 while departing our berth in Lake Union, Seattle, we rammed into the concrete
wall of an adjoining restaurant (!) smashing our forward navigation light. Again David Duncan came to our help,
acquiring a replacement AQUA SIGNAL 3542-302 Bi-colour Replacement stock #19769 from Nikka Industries in
Vancouver.
Bottom Paint: Recent studies indicate that black bottom paint lasts much longer that lighter coloured anti-fouling
paints. We’ve used blue, green and black Self Polishing bottom paint. Although black is not our first choice
appearance-wise, certainly black does last the longest in the west coast conditions to which Sea Vixen has been
exposed. :
The PALOMA Constant Flow water heater fitted in the heads that was original equipment has continued to be a
trouble-free joy, providing immediate hot water on demand.

The Engine
The UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) Model 5424 has worked very well for 22 years and about 2000 hours of operation. Naturally,
we prefer to sail!
 The Obendorfer raw water pump has been ‘rebuilt’ twice during this period. As we do not have a high temperature
alarm on the engine, we make it a practice to change the impellor on the raw water pump every 600 hours.
 To prevent algae growth in the diesel fuel, we add 2 teaspoons of BIOBOR J.F. to a tank.
 In 1993 we replaced the exhaust elbow (Onan Part #155-1050), obtained for us by Dave Duncan.
 In 1994 we replaced the original stainless steel muffler with ULTRALIFT Water Lift muffler Series #291 (with side
inlet 1-7/8”, top outlet 1-1/2”) Model 291-8862, again supplied to us by David.
 To make it easier to change the engine oil, we have fitted a rubber hose that is long enough to run from the sump
plug (where there is a positive turn off) to the bilge where we drain the old oil into empty 4 litre milk containers.
 After the fuel filter bracket on the starboard side of the engine cracked a second time, we relocated this fuel filter to
the engine-room bulkhead directly opposite.
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Sailing Sea Vixen
Over the past 22 years, Sea Vixen has turned out to be everything we could have
hoped for and more. As we all know, ALOHA 34’s are most comfortable, sail well in
light airs and in heavy weather they are good sea boats. Unfortunately Diana read the
“instructions” from the factory that came with Sea Vixen. When the wind picked up
and Sea Vixen heeled over, Diana reminds me that the instructions say “Sail your
Aloha as upright as possible. Healing slightly (up to 15 degrees off centre) is the most
efficient for sailing. With a greater angle of heel, the boat will not track through the
water with maximum efficiency.” In fact, I have to agree. When well heeled over,
spilling air from the Main sail to bring her back up does indeed increase speed.
In the past we have enjoyed good sailing in both the Maritimes and the Great Lakes.
However, the year ‘round sailing that we have experienced here on the Canadian west
coast has turned out to be truly fabulous. Apart from lifting Sea Vixen for a couple of
days or so each year to change zincs, check through-hulls and pressure wash and
paint or touch-up the anti-fouling bottom paint, Sea Vixen is in the ocean year round.
Initially we berthed Sea Vixen at False Creek Marina in downtown Vancouver. When
construction for Expo ’86 resulted in FCM closing down, we joined & moved to
Burrard Yacht Club in North Vancouver, on the north side of Vancouver Harbour, -a
fun Club with mainly power boat membership. Apart from a few weeks holiday each
summer when Diana & I enjoyed sailing in the Gulf Islands and to Victoria, most of
our sailing was day sailing and on weekends to Howe Sound where we made good
use of Centre Bay Yacht Station on Gambier Island.
Additionally for 13 years, three other men & I used to team up for 8 or 9 days each year during “Spring Break” (one was a
high school principal) sailing off to various destinations from Desolation Sound in the north to Puget Sound in the south.
In 1988 Diana & I returned to Victoria berthing Sea Vixen at Oak Bay Marina initially and then at the Royal Victoria Yacht
Club facilities in Cadboro Bay. Many Victorians keep their boats in the Sidney area, 20 miles to the north of Victoria, closer
to the Gulf Islands which are gorgeous for cruising. We however chose Victoria for berthage where summer winds here are
usually better for sailing.
In Victoria, much of our sailing became “day-sailing” as
Diana was initially preoccupied caring for elderly parents.
Also Diana’s interest in sailing diminished as she became
involved in more volunteer work; (see “Knitting for the
Royal Jubilee Hospital while at Sea Vixen’s helm”). As a
consequence I have gathered up a crew of ~10 men, from
which I can usually get five or six to day or afternoon sail
on short notice year ‘round. This crew is also a big help with
the maintenance! Standard routine in Sea Vixen is that
when “day sailing”, we take 15 minute turns in rotation on
the wheel, with the crew member awaiting his turn at the
wheel acting as both the Lookout and Navigator. This works
well and gives each crew member (including me) an
opportunity to relax when not on watch. (On longer trips,
we make it 30 minutes both on the wheel and as
Lookout/Navigator.)
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Crossing to Vancouver

Sea Vixen at her best
Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151 joined four of our crew
last month (April ’04) for an enjoyable 6 day sail into
the Gulf Islands, across Georgia Strait to Vancouver and
back. One day with the forecast calling for ‘gales’, we
hanked on the storm jib and gave both Sea Vixen and
crew a fun workout. Otherwise we were blessed with
mainly sunshine and winds ranging from moderate to
light. [photos by Stuart]

The crew are back - Werner Tony Bill Stuart Migs

Highlights and Lowlights
Highlights have been many. As I’m sure we all know, just sailing an ALOHA 34 is exhilarating.
Of course, one highlight was the formation of our Aloha 34 Owners’ Network. Initially our Aloha 34 Network was an
informal organization of two, David Duncan Clanndonach #168 B.C., and me Sea Vixen #167, located in Vancouver, BC,
ably supported by our respective spouses, Jennifer and Diana. David and I had been exchanging information and ideas since
purchasing our Aloha 34’s in 1982, as mentioned earlier. In our travels we also had contacts with other happy Aloha 34
owners.
There had been some interest in developing an informal registry to exchange information on a wider scale but other activities
for both Dave & me always seemed to take priority. Eventually the catalyst occurred in 1994 when Dave and also Heinz &
Angela Hone, Nipinke #158 suffered “threading” problems with the aluminium oil filter fitting on their UNIVERSAL
“Medalist” (Kubota) model 5424 engine. Their threading problems later turned out to be their use of metric Kubota oil filters
on the Imperial threaded assembly. (After a few hours, the filters disengaged, flooding the engine room and bilge with
engine oil.) Their experiences provided the impetus during the winter of 1994-95 to form our Aloha 34 owners group. By
now Diana & I had retired to Victoria, BC and had more time. The rest is history, with a very capable Les (& Carol)
Harrison Enchantment #214 taking over management of the A-34 Network from me in early 2002.
And meeting and chatting with other ALOHA 34 owners always makes for entertainment.
 The 1998 Easter Monday Rendezvous at the Fish House Restaurant in Toronto organized by Terry &
Catherine Fagan, Spirit of Adventure #165 was our first A-34 Owners’ Network R/V. More than 30
members mingled and enjoyed ourselves, with Mao Ouyang joining us and regaling us with stories about
his family, the Ouyang Boat Works and our wonderful Aloha’s.
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Aloha Pacific Rendezvous 2000 where 25 boats (23 Aloha’s, of which 11 were A-34’s) and more than 70
members and friends including A-34 designer Ted (& Betty) Brewer met at Maple Bay Marina on
Vancouver Island, organized almost entirely by Dennis Clarke of the Aloha Owners Association (after I
injured my back and had to retire from co-organizing the event).
Regretfully we missed the other successful rendezvous’ held later in Ontario.
Other highlights have included the visits to Victoria by members of our A-34 Network, some with whom we have been
corresponding for many years but never met. We usually try to arrange sails in Sea Vixen for such important visitors.
And it has become important for us to sail
between Christmas and New Years, regardless of
the weather, just so we can tell our families and
friends living in the East about it. Les produced a
photo of this.
If there were any “lowlights”, perhaps it was in
1983 & again in 1988. Twice on ‘minus tides’, I
struck the same rock charted at over 6 feet at the
entrance to Victoria’s Oak Bay Marina! In each
case damage to Sea Vixen’s keel was minimal.
There was more damage to my pride as a
‘Master Mariner’, especially when then Coast
Guard’s Victoria District Superintendent of Aids
& Waterways the late Bill Exley suggested he officially change the name of this hazard from Robson to Turner Reef.
Another lowlight was the case of the crew member who had to be wheeled
ashore in a wheel barrow. We were on a leisurely sailing trip to Vancouver
and back. On our final night out, we decided, rather than anchor in one of
the many lovely secluded anchorages in the Gulf Islands, we’d go alongside
Maple Bay Yacht Club, an “RVYC reciprocal Club” that offers fine
facilities. As we came alongside the MBYC visitors dock, this crew
member, a retired doctor friend wearing the wrong glasses (bifocals instead
of regular glasses) misjudged his step when stepping onto the dock with the
stern line, rolled over and severed an Achilles tendon. In much pain, we got
him back into the cockpit. We contacted his family and arranged for his
daughter to drive up from Victoria to take him back to Victoria for medical
attention. In the meantime, we followed his instructions for treatment, -ice
packs first and then rum and coke. Winnie took nearly two hours to arrive.
When she did finally appear, a wheel barrow was the most suitable way to
transport the patient ashore.)
And then there was the “mutiny”. Much of my life has been spent at sea but I’ve never had a mutiny in any of my ships.
Then Georges Poulin, Agrippina A-34 #228 visited Victoria last January and we gathered up some crew members to take him
for an afternoon sail. The forecast was for 15 to 20 knot winds rising to storm force in the evening. As the crew prepared Sea
Vixen, I gave Georges a quick safety check of Sea Vixen. (Standard routine for guests, as all boats are unique.) Then I turned
to Georges and asked him to take the boat away from the dock and “to sea”, again standard routine to get first time guests
initially comfortable in Sea Vixen. With a freshening wind, Georges said “no Migs”. Then behind him in the cockpit, another
crew member said that in this wind, he wouldn’t want to take Sea Vixen away either. In fact, he thought the winds were too
strong to go out at all.
Other crew members joined us in the cockpit and I could see that they too were about to side with Georges & Bill,
so I suggested that we go below, turn on the furnace, open the bar and perhaps conditions would improve. Well, they didn’t.
With seven of us settled around the table in the main cabin, Georges pulled out a flask of Cognac and Sea Vixen never did
leave the dock…
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
CABIN
[no submissions]

DECK SYSTEMS
Dinghy-Tow Installation
Sent: January 2, 2004
From: Chip Wolfe
To: Les Harrison
Les,
I treated myself to a Dinghy-Tow for Christmas and thought I'd pick your brain for any installation advice before I commence
to drill holes in Belize's transom. I asked David Foster (Davron Marine Products)) if there were any specific installation
instructions regarding the Aloha 34, which I knew his father had used to develop the system. He emailed back to me that his
father, Ron, had suggested I contact you. I knew you installed one on Enchantment and had towed your dinghy to the
Bahamas and back with it, but tried to get info from David or Ron first. Anyway, If you have any words of wisdom for me
before I drill, I will be eternally grateful.
Specifically, I have the following questions:
1. Did you reinforce the transom or simply drill the eight holes and install the eight bolts with backing plates?
2. How did you handle the bow lifting line block? I am contemplating drilling a hole in the stainless steel backstay splitter
and using a shackle to accommodate the bow lifting block.
3. Did you have to make any modifications to Enchantment (i.e. boarding ladder, ensign mast location, etc) or did it
work OK as is?
4. Did you run into any surprises?
5. How far below the top of the transom did you mount the transom plates (top of transom to top of transom plate) and do
you recommend an up or down location from your installation point?
6. I will be towing a 10' 2" BoatUS (Avon) RIB with 8 hp Yamaha. (Eventually will replace with Achilles 9' RIB, I
think) I will be able to locate the Dinghy transom mounts 24 inches center-to-center and should be able to use the same 24
inch center-to-center on Belize's transom. Is there any reason to fudge this one way or the other on the mother ship?
7. Any recommendations (lessons learned) on what you would do different?
Hope you had a wonderful holiday season and wishing you the best in the new year.
By the way, I know a negative number on my dues means I'm still in good standing, but I don't think that will cover this
year's contribution. Would a check be in order now, or should I wait for the next notice?
Best regards,
Chip, Belize #211
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Sent: January 2, 2004
From: Les
Hi Chip,
I guess Santa must have overlooked the details, bringing you a Dinghy-tow! :)
Here's my attempt to answer your questions:
1. Did you reinforce the transom or simply drill the eight holes and install the eight bolts with backing plates?
I just used the backing plates provided and bedded the plates and bolts well with 3M 5200. This is one of the few
areas I used 5200 as it is almost impossible to get a piece of hardware off.
2. How did you handle the bow lifting line block? I am contemplating drilling a hole in the stainless steel backstay
splitter and using a shackle to accommodate the bow lifting block.
I passed about a 3/8" dacron line through the fittings joining the lower part of the backstay triangle and attached the
block in the centre. I have not had occasion to use this feature much but the line does provide a light hoist or safety
line when lifting heavy objects over the stern.
3. Did you have to make any modifications to Enchantment (i.e. boarding ladder, ensign mast
location, etc) or did it work OK as is?
I modified the swim ladder because it would not raise or lower with the outboard on the
inflatable dinghy. I can go get a photo sometime if necessary; but essentially, I cut the ladder
uprights and had a double joint added [see attached drawing]. It folds double like a "Z". Above
the new joints there are sleeves of stainless tubing about 6" long that drop down to lock the joints
when the ladder is down. Each sleeve has a small ring on it and a line attached with which I
release the lock before raising the ladder with the original line.
I expect you were told about the additional life-line to reduce the motion of the stern-rail. I
attached it to the "D" for the upper lifeline and to the "D" at the stanchion base just forward of
the pushpit and included a turnbuckle at this point. This made a significant difference.
4. Did you run into any surprises?
None. The only interference was my BBQ on the stern rail. I had to mount the lifting tackle on the one side under
the BBQ so it can be a little awkward when time to release.
5. How far below the top of the transom did you mount the transom plates (top of transom to top of transom plate)
and do you recommend an up or down location from your installation point?
As far as I recall, I just followed the instructions but if necessary I can go down and get you a measurement. I
installed in the water and had no problems but I did take precautions to avoid the loss of parts when working from
the dinghy.
6. I will be towing a 10' 2" BoatUS (Avon) RIB with 8 hp Yamaha. (Eventually will replace with Achilles 9' RIB, I
think) I will be able to locate the Dinghy transom mounts 24 inches center-to-center and should be able to use the
same 24 inch center-to-center on Belize's transom. Is there any reason to fudge this one way or the other on the
mother ship?
I have an Avon 8.3 with an 8hp Yamaha so your setup should be fine. In weather with significant quartering seas I
have a "trucker's hitch" which I tie between the to "D's" to which the lateral control lines are attached. This holds
everything solid. If I'm heading up Lake Huron [11 hr trip] or when we crossed the Gulf Stream we took the
outboard on to the stern rail and attached the above extra line.
7. Any recommendations (lessons learned) on what you would do different?
We call it "the dock" when people come calling. With the dinghy down in the water, we suggest they just tie to the
dock and walk up the ladder holding to the handrails [the lifting tackle]. It's always a laugh for us as people try to
do everything but; they don't seem to trust the rig. The other thing is it can make a great swim platform if you put
your bashboard across the stainless poles.
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The only other thing that comes to mind is - watch your turns. The dingy becomes an extension of the boat length
and leaving a tight spot can prove tricky.
Les Harrison
Sent: January 2, 2004
From: Chip Wolfe
Thanks Les,
You are always a fountain of useful information.
The Dinghy-Tow installation instructions were a bit vague in some areas, but the installation appears pretty much
straight forward. I agree with respect to the 5200. It's great stuff unless you have to ever disassemble, then it
becomes the adhesive from hell. Glad to hear you didn't add glass to the transom. I was hoping that would be the
case as I wasn't looking forward working glass in that area. Nuts and bolts will be enough to test my ever
decreasing agility.
Very interesting mod to the swim ladder. I
wouldn't mind a photo some time at your
convenience. Your design?
The additional stern rail supports were
mentioned as possibly being needed. You have
confirmed the need. Thanks.
Good idea using a trucker's hitch to snug the
poles together. Reducing or eliminating
any unnecessary motions (slop) is a good thing.
Re the BBQ, I'll just move mine a bit if it looks
like it will be in the way.
I look forward to amusing myself watching
visitors board via "the dock".
Thanks again for the information. Maybe I can
get a couple of nice days during the next week
or so, so I can get this installed. Nice days
occur here in the winter time about the third and
fourth days after the passage of a cold front and
before the next one gets here. Having highs in
the low 70's now, nights 35-40 F. Fronts drop
temperatures to highs of 35-50 with stiff
winds...wind chill goes to the bone. Rain
precedes the fronts, so I'll just watch for a good
weather window. Winter is short here...that's a
good thing, too.
Chip
Sent: January 8, 2004 8:21 PM
From: Les
Chip,
I went down to have a look if a picture of the ladder was possible. I'd have to undo the tarp and it's c-o-l-d out there;
-15ºC wind chill! I'll try to remember when it warms up and I go down for a quick winter check. Good luck with
the install.
[Editor: see promised photo above – better late than never!]
Les
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Battery Isolator
From: Martin Hayes
Sent: April 25, 2004
To: harrisol@bmts.com
Dear Les, We need help!!!!!!!!!!!!! Does anyone have the schematics for wiring a battery isolator? Specifically, a diagram of
how the damn thing works. Ours is probably a home built one with 4 diodes, a heat sink and 5 wires but no clue as to which
wire goes where. We need it to hook up the voltage regulator, to step up the alternator output to compensate for voltage loss
from the other diodes to the batteries. We are running a starter battery and 2 house batteries.
Secondly, how do you do the wiring to charge a windlass battery in the bow?
We will be asking more questions later about hooking up lap tops but the basics have to come first (or that's what Marty tells
me!)
We have finished all the woodwork and cupboards in the boat and will try to find some way of getting the power point
presentations on line. We think she is about 80% done and are definately moving to Sarnia in Aug.
Hope there's an electrical genuius out there to assist us - Thanks Lyndee Lu
Reply From: "Les"
To: Lyndee Lu
Date: Sun, 25 Apr 2004
Lyndee Lu,
Sorry for the delay but your email got caught up in my spam filter – no offense! :-) I will post your question to the
web site and see if any of the members have any input.
For what it's worth, I bought a new battery isolator and then decided not to install it as it consumed too much power
just being there. Enchantment has been operating this way now for over 4 years. The other thing I learned is you
must ensure the isolator exceeds the maximum charging output of your alternator or you could cause a fire. When I
upsized my alternator I never thought of the size of the isolator that came with Enchantment. Everything was fine
when running the engine around home but when we were cruising and the batteries' voltage dropped, the alternator
kicked in to high gear and the isolator began to smoke and the epoxy melted. Our alternator had reached its peak
charging rating and exceeded the isolator's rating [although not marked on the isolator]. Anyway I decided we were
better off without.
The only setup I've seen for a battery at the bow was done with welding cable running from the bow battery to a
battery switch back at the electrical panel; much like the starter-house battery switch setup. For my macerator pump
[a lower draw than a windlass I'm sure but still significant] I ran the power to the bow from the electrical panel
through it's own heavy duty switch. I took the deck wash off this circuit too.
On the voltage losses, my Alpha regulator has a set screws that allows several adjustments but without the isolator
there are no diodes to cause the voltage drop. I have 1 starter battery and 3 batteries in the house bank.
Hope there's something helpful in the above somewhat longwinded answer.
Good luck and watch the web site for responses. We are really hoping to see an update on the 80% done part as well
as your future plans.
Les
From: Lyndee Lu
Sent: April 26, 2004
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To: harrisol@bmts.com
Les - Thanks - this is a start. Lyndee Lu
[Editor: If anyone can help Lyndee Lu out please get in touch through email or the web site.]

ENGINE ROOM
[no submissions]

HULL STRUCTURES
Portlights
Bill DiGuistini, May 3, 2004
I need to replace one of the portlights on Windspinner, would any members know where I might purchase a replacement or
parts???? Thanks
Les Harrison, May 7th, 2004
Bill, Enchantment's ports are "Beckson". Our Owner's Manual suggests that the ports are still available from:
Beckson Manufacturing
165 Holland Ave. Bridgeport, Connecticut
Telephone (203) 333-1412
Why are you replacing them? They're quite expensive.
In the last newsletter several of us talked about "de-cloudyifying" them with some success. I can send you that info if you
need it.

MISCELLANEOUS
Aloha Web Site
A few members have had trouble accessing the new web site design. In fact, even the designer had problems [that would be
me]. Through some experimentation it appears to be resolved if you uncheck the “Internet Connection Firewall” in the
“Internet Options” menu item. It may also speed up your access to declare the Aloha 34 Web Site a “Trusted Site”.
The apparent reason for the hang-ups is the Microsoft “Internet Connection Firewall” doesn’t like Java Scripts which are use
in many web sites to make them more interesting. Maybe that’s because Microsoft doesn’t own “Java” …. yet!
The FAQ [frequently asked questions] has been moved to outside the password gate in order to give non-members accessing
our site the information contained in the FAQ. If you have additional information for general consumption, particularly if it
enhances the world’s view of the benefits of owning an Aloha 34 please send it in to the editor of the web site [that would be
the same guy that sends out this newsletter ]

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
New Sails
From: Dave and Carla
To: aloha34@topica.com
Sent: Monday, December 22, 2003
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It's time to replace the sails on the boat. We have been to North Sails and ordered a new main and jib. The main is easy, we
know what we want there. But there are so many choices for the jib!
We were thinking of a 130% jib which is probably close to what we have. We are going to get it with rope sewn into the luff
so when it rolls up it will take the belly out of it and keep the draft somewhat in the right place. We were planning to keep the
clew above the lifelines so that it would act more like a cruising sail. This is similar to what we have. our sailing is generally
cruising and the windier it is the more interesting the sail.
Our question is, what is everyone else using and how do you like it? We are
looking for enough sail so when the wind is light we can still move, but when it
starts to blow we don't want to be overpowered right away.
I know it's almost Christmas, but then, what better present than new sails. We
need to decide fairly soon and we would sure appreciate your comments on this.
Thanks,
Dave and Carla
Date: Mon, 22 Dec 2003
From: S/V Restless Sole
Hello you two!!
Good question. We will have to replace our headsail before heading south in 2008 as well so we'll be watching the responses
to this one.
We now have an old 130% that we have used 3 out of the 4 years we have sailed the boat. (That's the one we will need to
replace) The other year we used our new (well it looks new!) 100%. I think having the both of them gives us a few
alternatives when we decide what type of cruise we are going on and how conservative we want to be. I think the 130 is a
good choice if you have just the one sail especially if it will still hold its shape when partially furled.
While I'm at it:
A Merry Christmas and a Happy New year to all members. Maybe Migs and the rest of you westerners will think of the rest
of us when you are out on your annual Christmas Day sail!!!
Nigel
From: Migs Turner
Sent: December 23, 2003
Greetings Dave & Carla!
On the Victoria-Vancouver-Seattle area of the West Coast where with our year-round sailing we contend with
everything from light airs to strong gusty winds, we find our 1982 original 130% jib (genoa?) in Sea Vixen #167
ideal for us.
When the winds pick up, for "brisk sailing" to reduce our heeling over we usually ease the main sail spilling out
some of the wind, and continue sailing with our genoa. (You may remember that the instructions that originally
came from the ALOHA 34 builder say that the "best sailing" maximum degree of heel for the ALOHA 34 is about
15 degrees, -and we agree.)
By about 20 knots of wind we have usually single or double reefed the main sail.
Over 20 knots of wind, we are again "spilling" wind from the double reefed main. Eventually we may have to
furl-in some of the genoa (we have furling gear) but we prefer not doing this as after awhile it can stretch the sail
cloth.
We find the 130% genoa is just the right size for this sort of sailing. Rarely do we down-size to our small "stormjib" which also came with the boat originally.
Re your comment:
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"...We were planning to keep the clew above the lifelines so that it would act more like a cruising sail..."
have you considered lowering the forward (pulpit) ends of the top lifelines (from the forward stanchions on each
side) down to the height (level) of the lower lifeline, so that the genoa does not rub so much on the top lifeline?
You will note from past newsletters that a number of members have done this.
I saw this arrangement for the first time I believe, when Heinz (& Angela) Hone in Nipinke #158 stopped in
Victoria here on route home to Vancouver when completing their ~5000 mile Pacific voyage. Because the top
lifelines are about 6" short lengthwise, Heinz used very sturdy cord doubled back & forth to make up the difference.
Aloha!
Migs
[Editor’s Comment: The “sturdy cord” used at one end of the lifelines to connect to the pulpit has the added advantage of
providing a break in the “loop” – in the electrical sense - formed by the lifelines. This is often necessary to minimize
VHF/HAM radio interference from on board electrical systems.]
[Editor’s Comment: On “Enchantment” we have a 110 and a 140, both came with the boat and are roller-furling. When we
set out for the Bahamas we put the 110 on and never felt the need to change. A very comfortable sail for the Trade Winds;
however, if we had a 120 we would have been better set at times]

SUPERSTRUCTURE
[no submissions]

UTILITIES
[no submissions]

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

“Aloha Ace” is requesting “Aloha Creative
Enhancements” from members the Aloha 34
Network.
Just a picture or drawing and a few words to let other
members benefit from your great idea. It doesn’t
need to be fancy or complex – just an idea that
improved life on your Aloha for you.

[* Ace = Aloha Creative Enhancements]

A sailor enters a bar. After sitting at a stool at the bar, he orders a
drink. Minutes later a woman comes in and seats herself a couple of
stools away. She leans over and whispers “For $50, I’ll do anything
you ask if you can ask in 3 words or less.”
The sailor: “You say, for $50 you’ll do anything I ask providing I ask
in 3 words or less?”
Woman: “Yes.”
Sailor: “Paint my boat.”
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CLOSING
We’re certainly looking forward to meeting some of our western members. It appears that the timing will prevent many from
attending, school and all, so Migs has suggested taking us on a get-together at sea!! We’ve had a few of these in the North
Channel, nothing fancy, just fun. We’ll leave that up to the hosts. [wonder if I should get a bit more insurance? ]
Enchantment’s survey was conducted April 22, 2004. When he left, I asked John [the surveyor] if there were any major
problems I should know about. He said “no”, which left me wondering if he had spent the past 3 hours trying to find one!
He found the fix we did on the shroud chainplates as “well done” so that was a relief. You may remember, we removed one
face on each of the 3 knees that were questionable [drillings contained moisture], saturated the wood with epoxy after it had
dried and re-fibreglassed the area. Of course we also re-bedded the deck plates for all the chainplates to ensure we kept the
water out too.
The traffic on the email service Topica has dropped off and so has the information being exchanged on the Member Forum
on the Web Site. As we all know, the newsletter is a summary or compilation of the incoming information. To keep
things rolling and informative we need to keep the information flowing. I realize many of you have resolved most of your
problems and therefore may not have many questions to ask any more; but, you then have a wealth of information to pass on
to others. There are members doing major refits on their Alohas as well as members that have added nifty ideas to improve
life on their boat. Pass them on! Don’t forget it has been estimated that the Network, with its exchange of information and
associated support for owners, adds about $5000 to the value of an Aloha 34. So, look at our participation as an investment.
Well, the trip from Kincardine to Victoria is all plotted out on the computer and the camping research complete. The little
GPS that connects to the laptop computer and goes on the roof of the van is ready to make sure we find our way and help
relieve the stress on the navigator. We’ll be gone for about 6 weeks but will check our email where possible.
After our return, we’ll head for the North Channel for a month of cruising. If you’re up that way in August give us a shout on
VHF 16.

ALOHA
Les & Carol
Enchantment
PS: Don’t forget to post the “Aloha 34’s For Sale” at your harbour. Good advertising for the Network and the Alohas.
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http://www.aloha34.com

ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
"Dream Weaver" is a 1981 Aloha 34 sailing vessel, cream with navy
stripe. She has four sails (two main sails - one with "Lazy Jacks"), a Harken
furling system, self-tailing winches, customized bow roller, anchor wash down
pump, shore power hook-up (bow and stern), 24 hp Universal Atomic diesel
engine, 110 amp alternator with smart regulator (new in Oct. 2003), two
anchors (CQR with 110' of 3/8" chain and 100' of rope, Force 10 with 15' of
3/8" chain, 250' of rope), Simpson-Lawrence windlass, dodger, bimini and full
cockpit enclosure including screens, 30" teak steering wheel, 24" x 24" folding
teak cockpit table, teak helmsman seat, customized teak seating, teak shroud
covers, Auto-Helm, GPS, stereo, AM/FM radio, cassette player, VHF radio,
VHF handheld, Dickerson Sea-B-Que barbecue, 2-burner propane stove with
oven, Adler-Barber refrigeration, microwave oven, Achilles 10' dinghy with 6
hp Mercury engine, water heater (110V), fume detector, AC master panel,
depth meter.
Asking Price: $78,900. Contact: Larry Jackson (519) 383-6175 or (519) 4646175

"Lady Marisa" - 1977, Aloha 34, fully equipped with all the comforts of
home; propane stove with oven, hot and cold pressure water, refrigeration,
microwave, diesel furnace, tv with mast-top antennae, Force 10 propane BBQ,
furling head sail, Gennaker, full enclosure with screens and windows, Mariner
instrumentation, Autohelm 4000, Volvo diesel and storage cradle. Shows pride
of ownership. Currently in Bowmanville. Asking 72,900 Contact Sue at 905655-3683.

“Nocturne” 1985 (hull #212) Aloha 34 in outstanding condition, extremely
well equipped, registered vessel, Westerbeke W-27 diesel, full-batten main,
lazy jacks, solid vang, furling headsail, self-tailing winches, Lewmar Concept
One windlass with remote control, new battery banks, high-output alternator,
Hart Interface “smart” charging, GPS, auto-helm, furnace, new three-burner s/s
Force 10 propane stove w/oven, microwave, refrigeration, hot water, shower,
stereo, full cockpit enclosure. Sidney, BC $79,900 tel: 250-656-1661
mscornish@telus.net

TWILIGHT ZONE - [1981]
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras
and in very good condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca
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Windekind

Holy Smokes

For Sale - Aloha 34 (1981)
Proven Ocean Cruiser, on custom metal cradle at Port Credit Marina. 5 sails
including DRS in sock. Propane stove & oven, barbecue and cabin heater. 42
HP Pathfinder (VW) Engine. Cutter Rig. Enclosed cockpit. New interior
cushions and foam. Asking $70,000. Phone 905-823-2049

"Holy Smokes", Hull # 127 is For Sale.
A 2001 Aloha with a birthdate of 1979, even has a new 38 hp Yanmar to finish
her off. She must be seen to be believed.
If you would like to move on up in size just give us a call for more details at
519-271-4362 8-5 and 519-271-1629 after 5pm.
SHE'S A BEAUTY !!!!
Aloha,
chico & Jamie

NEPENTHE

Reluctantly for sale:
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The
engine room is protected by an automatic halon system. All the usual extras:
autopilot, Loran, VHF, Color TV, full instrument package, windlass,
refrigeration, cockpit table. The main cabin comes complete with wood
burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz1@mindspring.com

VIRGARIES

A 1981 original owner ALOHA 34, cream hull, burgundy stripe,
2 tone deck, Universal Diesel, Dodger Bimini, Swim Platform, Cockpit Table,
Autopilot, Radar, Davits, 10 ft. RIB Zodiac c/w 15 Hp. Merc. OB. Propane
Range and BBQ. Deck Wash Down 2 stations, Stream Stay reefing Genoa
Furling, Etc. Located near Midland; For more info call 905 792 1548

DEBACHERY

The owner of "Debachery" a 1979 Aloha 34 called and indicated he was putting
her up for sale. Debachery is a white hull with blue stripe and transom, all
recently re done. The hull is blister coated and antifouled with VC17. She has
the following:
windlass
dodger, bimini and full enclosure
new furling
interprobe depth sounder
new water pressure system
SS holding tank
davits
Please contact Ken at (705) 526-1344 or by email at midhonda@csolve.net

ARTICLES FOR SALE
From: Brian Bishop [bishop@hurontel.on.ca]; April 28, 2003 9:35 PM
I have two items for sale:
1- 15 x 10 rh 1 Gori folding prop $300
1 set of aluminum frame work for a winter cover- frame work only -$200
thx Brian # 146
From: Carole/Larry Jackson [ljackson@rivernet.net]
Drive in style - 42" Stainless steel Edson wheel - $300 Cdn.
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #221
Richard & Ann DeSANTO
68 Voorhis Pl., Ringwood, NJ 07456
TELEPHONE: (973) 962-7066 FAX:

E-MAIL: RDSANTO@netscape.net

MALHALO
REGISTRY: ZUY0D221F585
DOC NUMBER: NJ0218GT
DRAFT: 5’6”
YEAR BUILT: 1985
PURCHASED: 2003
LOCATION OF BERTH: Haverstraw NY
AREA WHERE SAILED: Hudson River
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Westerbeke
Original Engine

MODEL: W27

HORSEPOWER: 27

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Low oil pressure.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Davits for dinghy
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
LIGHTENING: Struck by lightening while on the hard; -no structural damage. Lost Depth Sounder, AM/FM Radio & Knot
meter [previous owner]
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
PAINT, HULL: Painted navy blue in 1996 <AWL GRIP?) [previous owner]
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
Ann & I love the boat.
HISTORY
Previous Owner: Tim & Debi STIRLING, Thiells, NY; Previously Named: SHILLELAGH; Purchased 2000
Original Profile: Original Profile: 15 May 2000; Revised: January 5, 2004
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #147
Dieter & Lora Teuschler
7432 Clarke Crescent, Lantzville B.C. Canada. VOR 2HO
TELEPHONE: (250) 390-5311 FAX: (250) 754-0008 E-MAIl; dietermail@,shaw.ca
ELEUTHERA IV
SERIAL NO.: ZUY001490281
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 800609
DRAFT: Deep keel
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2000
LOCATION OF BERTH; Stones Marina, Nanaimo BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, Sunshine Coast
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Universal (Kubota)
Original Engine

MODEL: #5424 HORSEPOWER: 27

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
Engine seems to have been maintained well and has good compression. It has no problems and is very
reliable. Parallel wired an alarm to the oil pressure light, just in case, for an immediate warning.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. ALTERNATOR: Replaced original 60 Amp with "Leece Neville" 110 amp, welded new brackets.
2. MACERATOR:
3. HOT WATER TANK
4. BINNACLE COMPASS: Digital
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. SMELL: When we got the boat it had a really bad smell from the holding tank and hoses. I replaced the hoses, the
head and treated the tank inside and out with ammonia. I also ran for a few weeks an Ozonator that I build, in the
locker under the v-berth. This took care of it.
2. DRIVESHAFT: I replaced the shaft, cutlass bearing and changed to a Campbell sailor three-bladeprop, needs repitching.
3. MASTSTEP: Replaced the board.
4. MAST: The paint on the mast started peeling and some electrolysis took place. I removed mast stripped all
hardware and paint. Finished mast and boom with fine sandpaper, reinstalled all hardware using "Tefgel "as
galvanic isolator. Also replaced wiring and lights and added a fourth halyard as backup.
5. WATER HEATER: Started leaking (see below for installation)
6. STORAGE BINS IN COCKPIT: The port and starboard bins above the lockers had cracked so I made a mould
and made new ones out of fibreglass, turned out great.
7. COMPANION WAY BOARDS: They had deteriorated beyond repair, as did the shower grid. I made new ones.
8. DORADE VENTS: Dug out the old plywood dams that where leaking and replaced with acrylic dams.
9. FORESAIL: Somebody had the sail rolled the wrong way and caused some UV damage to the unprotected side of
the luff. I bought new UV protecting fabric and just about wore out our sewing machine attaching it to the
deteriorating side. Turned out really well though.
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
1.
2.

HOT WATER TANK: Installed a new hot water tank in the cabinet under the galley sink as tar outboard as
possible. Wanted more space in aft cockpit locker and wanted the tank to be close to the same level as the engine.
WATER PUMP: Moved the pump also under the sink in galley. I had to suspend pump on a platform attached
with rubber cords to the inside of the cabinet due to resonance. Water lines are much shorter now.
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3.
4.

5.
6.

7.
8.

BOOM: I raised the boom by reattaching the gooseneck two inches higher on the mast. 1 now have more then 6
feet headroom in cockpit.
STARBOARD COCKPIT LOCKER: I wanted a locker to store the gas tank for the dingy and other containers
with flammable content. I glassed over the inside opening over the quarter berth and installed a vent to a new
through hull.
BRIGHT WORK: Removed all exterior teak, refinished it with "Honey Teak" and modified the points of
attachment so it all can now be removed intact.
MAINSAIL SHEETING: Attached two blocks at mid boom, added anchor points on coachtop starboard and port
and now run two lines to control the mainsail. The lines are lead aft along the outside of the cockpit so that I can
control them from behind the wheel. The forward area of the cockpit is now clear of lines and I especially like this
arrangement for downwind sailing; I do however reattach the original configuration when we are in a heavy blow,
as I see the original set up being superior in strength.
DODGER: Because of the now higher boom we designed a new dodger that is higher and enables me to stand
upright and be protected in inclement weather.
VENT IN HEAD: Installed a solar powered fan in coach roof. Much better now with moisture build-up in winter

COMMENTS
Thanks to the Aloha network I have been conscious of areas with potential problems beyond what I would have looked for. I
checked many things on the boat, found most of it was fine and replaced or repaired as necessary. Thanks to everybody that
put the time in to write about their observations and repairs. I also found the modifications made, inspiring and worth
duplicating.
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 9 August 2000; Revised April 2004
.
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Amalthea's Pacific Travels [Part 2]
Aloha 34 Hull No. 189
Milan & Adrian Ford
3600 S. Harbor Blvd #411
Oxnard, CA 93035
(805) 890-6475
svamalthea@hotmail.com
We departed Bora Bora for the Cook Islands on the 23rd
of August. Our voyage started with a sail down wind for a
while with the jib poled out for a great start. The wind
soon shifted to the ENE at 10 kts and we were on a beam
reach. On the next morning’s net, we were alerted to a 50
ft tree partially submerged and located on our path to
Rarotonga. The winds became light and later died, we
never did see the tree. Squalls were on the horizon and
soon we were into heavy rain. That night, the wind was
up and down and at 0600, we were in a squall that later
turned out to be a front with gusts to 28 kts. We expected
this squall to end shortly, but on the morning net, we were
told that we could expect the winds to continue and
increase to a sustained 25 kts. We sailed for a short while
with a single reef in the main and the jib and were making
over 6 kts. The main was furled completely and we sailed
throughout the remainder of the storm on jib alone. The
seas increased to 2 meters and we had water over the
house finding some leaks. We closed the companionway
and went below checking the horizon occasionally. A few
crackers were our dinner for the evening. The weather
continued cloudy all day with frequent rainsqualls. The
next morning dawned and the conditions were miserable.
As the day wore on, the winds began to moderate as did
the seas and our ride became more comfortable. The
conditions remained moderate until about 1730 when the
winds increased to 20 to 25 kts and we were thrown
about. A dinner was prepared and soon returned to the
refrigerator untouched. After 1800, we experienced a
knock down or something close to it. The cockpit was
filled with water and objects were thrown from the galley.
A wind gust of 36 kts was recorded at 1843. At daybreak,
the wind backed more to the east and moderated with
occasional gusts to 25 kts. In the cockpit, we saw that our
weather curtains had been torn and were now flying with
few restraints, no more protection from the errant wave or
spray.

That morning, the seas were down to 3 meters and we had
fresh coffee for the first time in several days and sat in the
cockpit with our breakfast of cold cereal. The ride had
become much more comfortable. We continued to sail
with the jib only attempting to slow down as our arrival
time was estimated between 0400 and 0500 tomorrow.
We were off the entrance to Avatiu, Rarotonga around
0500 on the 28th of August and the engine was started
running slowly, staying just off. As it became light, we
moved in closer and made contact with the cruisers there.
We started to make the entrance when the engine died.
The sail was raised and the primary fuel filter was
changed. As this didn’t solve the problem, the check
valve at the fuel tank was removed and cleaned. The
engine ran for a short while then died again. We agreed to
a tow from the Ports Authority and sailed back to the
harbor and were assisted in tying up to the wharf.
Agriculture made a visit and they sprayed down below.
The harbormaster was next for a very easy check in. We
were told that we needed to move to make room for a
freighter that was arriving the next day. As our engine
was unreliable, a deal was brokered with three other boats
to move and then we could be walked down the wharf.
We took advantage of hot showers and then a walk to
town for a well-deserved dinner out.
The next morning, the bowl for the fuel filter was cleaned,
it was very dirty and the fuel was cloudy. We were
unaware of our fuel problem at that time and the fuel
pump was run to pass the fuel through the filter for its
cleaning action. What we believe was happening was that
the water was settling out of the fuel to the bottom of the
tank and the fuel in the filter was clearing. The engine
then ran for over an hour and we thought all was back to
normal.
We spent the next few days exploring the town of Avatiu
finding almost everything needed. There was a theater in
town and after our rough sea experience, went to see “The
Perfect Storm”. The ice cream afterwards settled our
nerves. A trip to the Police Department and a driving test
on a rented motor scooter gave us a driver’s license with a
motorcycle endorsement. With several other cruisers on
their rented motorcycles, we cruised around the Island
taking as many back roads as possible. We stopped for
lunch and again for ice cream and later at the Yacht Club
for beer. One evening at a local disco, we saw a
performance of Polynesian dancing and later a fire dance

What we later learned was that the weather curtains
provided a dam for the heavy seas that washed down the
decks. The captured water needed a place to go and
besides tearing the curtains from the stanchions, the water
was forced into the fuel and water tank vents
contaminating the contents. The solution that was applied
much later and was a small section of 1-inch hose that
was fitted around the vent and removed only when tank
venting was required.
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by a man and a small boy. The fire dance was one of the
best seen.

children met us. The passage to shore was very narrow
and winding and we were told not to attempt this on our
own. We were given a tour of the Village and taken to the
Yacht Club where we met others who live on the Atoll.
Later, we returned to Bob’s home for tea (dinner) and
then taken back to Amalthea. Again, the next morning,
Bob and Andrew arrived to take us to shore. At Bobs
house we had a lunch of lobster, fish, rice, taro and
cabbage. We walked to the schoolhouse that had been
destroyed by those that were fearful that their children
would be better educated then them. The last morning, we
had two of Bob’s daughters Taia and Golddeen on board
Amalthea for a pancake breakfast. They explored the boat
climbing the ratlines and swimming alongside.

Our mooring at the wharf was cushioned by several black
truck and tractor tires which left huge black marks on the
hull. It took considerable effort to clean this mess and
when completed, I went to the Harbor Master with a gift
of a new Amalthea T-shirt and apologized for leaving
white marks on his black tires. He was gracious in his
acceptance of the shirt.
Our departure from Rarotonga on the 11th of September
was after taking on duty free fuel and liquor. We had
moved from the wharf and were now med tied to a wall
with a bow anchor. Our quarters were tight and we had
help from shore to release lines as we made ready to get
underway. All didn’t work out as planned and we had an
anchor line wrapped around our prop shaft. One of the
cruisers from a nearby boat dove and freed the line. He
also guided us to make sure that we pulled up no other
anchor lines. We were soon clear, with a double reef in
the main, the jib unfurled and the engine shut down. With
our course laid for Palmerston Atoll we were on a beam
reach with 20 to 25 kts of wind from the east and
relatively comfortable making over 6 kts.

We departed Palmerston Atoll on the 16th of September
with an initial destination of Beverage Reef. The main
and jib were raised and we were making 4.5 kts with calm
seas and 10 to 12 kts from the SE. By 0100 the next
morning, our speed had picked up to the high 5’s and low
6’s and later as the wind increased, the jib was partially
furled and we slowed to about 5 kts. During the early
morning watch, a freighter passed us going in the opposite
direction, the first seen in a long time. While on her
watch, Adrian wrapped herself in a blanket in the cockpit
to keep warm. A large wave struck and rolled Amalthea
and Adrian fell into the traveler car bruising her face
badly. After dinner, the wind increased and the jib was
rolled up to slow us down to about 4.5 kts. We were
approaching Beverage Reef and wanted to delay our
arrival to daylight hours. The next morning, the wind
continued to increase and with the full main only, we
were making over 5.5 kts with seas of 2 meters on our
port stern quarter making the ride relatively comfortable.
Soon the main had a double reef and later we practiced
heaving to. The jib was back winded, partially unfurled,
the helm hard over with the double reefed main and we
were still making almost 2kts. The ride, though rolly, was
comfortable. After three hours, as the winds moderated,
we resumed our course. During the midnight watch, the
winds increased to over 20 kts and at 0220, we were
within 15 nm of Beverage Reef. We hove to waiting for
daylight and to assess the situation. Contact was made
with the Yachties anchored there and a decision was made
to proceed on to the island of Nuie. Though close to the
Reef, we could not see the masts of those vessels
anchored there and rough seas made a visual of the pass
difficult. A weather report from the vessel Sojourner
inside the Reef predicted winds moderating within 8
hours.

The contemporary history of Palmerston Atoll starts with
William Marsters who had three wives and they settled on
Palmerston Atoll. They farmed the coconut trees for copra
and one year after a devastating cyclone, the trees were all
destroyed. With no copra, the trading schooners no longer
called at the Atoll. After a while, they ran out of supplies
and were destitute when a large yacht stopped at the
Atoll. The yacht unloaded most of its provisions and the
Islanders reciprocated by bringing the yacht owners and
crew into their homes as family. Now as each yacht
arrives at the Atoll usually with gifts of needed supplies,
an islander meets the yacht to help them anchor and then
they are included with the Islander as a part of their
family.
Our passage to Palmerston Atoll was a great three-day
sail. As we approached the Atoll, the engine was started
and there was no cooling water coming out of the exhaust.
The raw water pump cover was removed and the impeller
inspected to find no problem. A replacement gasket was
installed and all put back together. The engine was started
and all was normal for a short while and then the engine
died. The bowl for the fuel filter was drained and cleaned
several times, it was very dirty and the fuel was cloudy.
We were just beginning to figure out our fuel problem,
that water was being introduced through the vents. After a
while, the engine began to run for longer periods of time.
As we approached Palmerston Atoll anchorage, Bob and
Andrew Marsters met us in their launch. They helped us
to anchor and they came aboard for beers and to receive
our gifts of supplies. The next morning, Bob and Andrew
picked us up and took us to shore where Bob’s three

Clocks were adjusted to conform with Nuie time, -11
UTC and later the jib was unfurled as the winds
moderated as predicted. At 1330, the winds were less that
8 kts and the engine was started. At 2345, the engine died
and the fuel filter was changed. Just after midnight, the
engine died again and the sail locker was emptied to clean
the check valve. At 0900 on the 20th we had radar contact
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with the Island and soon after, had a visual through the
rain. About 1230, the engine died and the check valve was
cleaned again. The Nuie Yacht Club was called on the
VHF and we were informed that all moorings in Alofi
Bay were occupied and that we would need to anchor (in
over 100 ft). Simon on Native Dancer came over in his
dinghy and with a dive mask, pointed out sandy patches
where we could drop our anchor. We were soon secure,
but too close to Astor, a beautiful wooden 60 ft schooner
and we moved. Once secured, the check valve was
cleaned again as a precaution and the sail locker loaded.
We took much needed showers and had cocktails in the
cockpit followed by a hot meal.

closed the hatches. Morning found Adrian with the
sewing machine repairing the weather curtains while the
engine was run to support the water maker as the rain
continued. A mooring became available and we raised the
anchor and moved.
We slipped our mooring at 0730 under sail on the 24th of
September along with another cruiser, Lorcha with a
destination of Vavau, Tonga. The seas were calm with a 5
kt breeze from the east. By evening, we were averaging 5
kts which made our landfall in the dark. We planned to
reef later to slow us for a daylight arrival, but the wind
diminished. At 1100 the next day, the wind was less than
10 kts and the water maker was started. The quality from
the water maker has degraded, but is still acceptable.
After lunch, the engine was started as the wind was less
than 5 kts from the east. The midnight watch reported
four radar contacts within a 12 mile radius and we later
determined that one was Lorcha that left with us and the
other three were squalls. At 0530, radar indicated landfall
at 3 nm and our course was over the north of Vavau and
then the west of Neiafu and through a narrow channel to
Neiafu.

The next morning, after our chores were done, we went to
shore. Alofi Bay and the entire Island has deep water
surrounding it with no beach landings. Instead, there is a
huge concrete wharf. One takes their dinghy to this wharf,
steps off onto a landing (judging the swells deftly) and
then using the crane provided, lifts the dinghy onto the
wharf. With some practice, we were no longer providing
comic relief to onlookers. We proceeded to check into this
Country. Our first stop was Customs, but we stumbled
into the Police station by mistake and the officer
observing the bruise on Adrian’s face from her fall into
the traveler inquired quite concerned, “ are you OK”
looking sternly at me! Once he was satisfied, we were
directed to the Customs office then to Immigration where
we finished our check in.

We tied up to the Commercial wharf and were met by
Paula and Vlad of Tethys who gave us the required local
currency needed to complete the check in process. This
has been a custom of cruisers to provide the required local
currency to the next arriving vessel as the check in
process cannot be completed without the monies and the
Captain is not allowed to leave the vessel to go to a bank
until after check in has been completed. We were also met
by Agriculture and Customs to complete their formalities
on board Amalthea. Agriculture was very efficient and
completed his work in short order. Customs wanted a rum
and coke (our mistake to acquiesce) and also borrowed
several videos which we later had trouble retrieving.
When released, we moved off to an anchorage west of
town. When secured, the dinghy was inflated and we were
off to town to the Police Station and Immigration to have
our passport stamped for a one month visa. Back on
board, we were joined by Harry and Jane of Cormorant
and we made plans for the upcoming Ham radio
examination.

A fish and chips restaurant down the road was given a
great review and as we walked there, we were given a lift
by the DHL driver. On this small Island, everybody is
known and we were definitely recognized as tourist
Yachties. After our lunch, a visit was made to the local
internet café where the service was free and we picked up
our Email. The next stop was for ice cream then the
grocery store where all the necessities were found. Our
dinghy trip to shore had been without the outboard motor
as the lock had frozen from rust. Rowing on the return trip
against a light wind, loaded with groceries and 15 gallons
of water was difficult. The lock was cut off and the return
trip to shore with laundry was much easier. On shore, we
inquired at a local shop for directions to the laundry and
the lady behind the counter, left her store and escorted us
the block to the laundry. Friendly and helpful is an
understatement for the residents of this Island. That
evening, we joined other cruisers at the Yacht Club
(Gabe’s Restaurant) for a buffet dinner.

The first task of the next day was to inspect the fuel check
valve, not very dirty, and then to clean the Racor filter
bowl, also not very dirty. Other minor repairs were made
and the clocks updated to bring us current with local time.
We had lunch with some cruisers and then explored the
town of Neiafu to see what was available. We were back
in town at 1800 to meet with four other cruisers and then
were off to the Sunset Hill for a pizza dinner. After
dinner, Adrian bought a war club carved by a local artist.
The dinghy ride back to Amalthea was very wet.
We moved our anchorage across the bay where the fetch
was less and the breeze lighter. The depth was greater
than 75 ft and we had to take a mooring and gained

The Raycor fuel filter was addressed the next morning.
Dirt was found and water was suspected, however, little
was seen. The fuel pump was used hoping to cycle some
fuel through the filter, but again nothing was seen. The
engine filters were changed and fittings checked for leaks
then the engine was run successfully for a period of time.
We went to shore for final provisions and to check out in
the next few days. At 2300, we woke to heavy rain and
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permission from the supposed owner. Later the real owner
came by (The Moorings) and permission was granted for
a fee. The Moorings has a large fleet of charter boats here
and we went to their office to get a copy of the chart for
the local waters, but they had none. They did loan us a
copy from which we made a copy that turned out poorly.
Later we were able to buy an original chart from a cruiser
leaving the area. After dinner, we planned to watch a
video, but the VCR ate the tape. The next day, we found a
repair shop for the VCR and it was returned in working
order for a very reasonable charge. While waiting for the
VCR, we went shopping at the public market for fruits
and vegetables.

and it was cleaned again. The next morning found us
anchored off a lee shore with gusts of 30 kts. Another
Yacht, Mustang was anchored in front of us and we had to
wait for them to weigh their anchor before we could get
under way. Our anchor was caught in the coral and the
bow was pitching violently causing the windless to
backspin. There was some miscommunications between
the bow and the wheel (I must have been shouting into the
wind) and we were actually working against each other.
The anchor was finally raised and we motored across the
bay to Vaka ‘eitu and anchored in calm water. Once
settled, we walked the beach and snorkeled the nearby
coral reef.

October 2nd found us with the crew of Cormorant at the
Catholic Church’s Kava hall where we planned to hold
the Ham radio examination. We found the facilities met
our requirements and we then proceeded to town for the
Bounty Bar where an Email service was provided. The
service was extremely slow and expensive, so we read our
messages and made no replies. On the 4th, we were back
at the Kava hall and with the crew of Cormorant and
administered the Ham radio examination to several
cruisers. The following morning, we were off to
Immigration and the Port Captain to check out for Port
Maurelle, about 7 nm away and were underway by 1400.
We were told of Swallow’s Cave (Anaperepeka) about
three miles from our anchorage. There we went inside by
dinghy and saw the magnificent colors and clarity of the
water. Adrian went swimming and with an underwater
camera and took pictures. The cave was filled with
swallows as might be expected. We soon departed for
Hunga and after we rounded the east end of the Island, the
engine died again and the filter was changed, it was dirty.
Soon we were into a peaceful lagoon and securely
anchored.

One of the chores performed monthly, was to clean the
bottom. We had an electric Hooka (compressor) with
adequate hose and regulator to allow us to do the bottom
maintenance easily. The Hooka was run off our Honda
gasoline generator. We used Scotch Brand scouring pads
for the bottom and a putty knife to scrape the prop and
shaft. We also used this opportunity to change zincs as
required. In this anchorage, with calm and clear water, the
chore was done.
We were on our way on the evening of the 17th from the
Vavau Group to the Ha’api Group of Tonga. Before
departing, the fuel filter had been checked, water cleared
and the engine run for a while. After we had passed out of
the Vavau Group, we were not able to lay our course, we
had too much westing by 10 to 15 degrees. By midnight,
the winds had shifted and we were able to lay our course.
The entrance to Lifukai Island was negotiated and we
proceeded to the town of Pangai where we anchored off
the town wharf. On shore, we went looking for the Port
Captain, but his office was closed. We made an inquiry
about laundry and learned that their washing machine was
broken. The next day, our customs document was turned
in to the Port Captain and we were told to return the next
day for our clearance to Tongatapu. We inquired as to the
availability of Email and were told that none was
available there. On board Amalthea, about 1/3 cup of
water was drained from the fuel filter bowl.

A “Pig Out” was planned for the next day at Club Hunga
where several suckling pigs were roasted for the Cruisers
anchored in the Lagoon. We all brought a side dish and as
we waited to be served, were amused by the several
piglets running free where we were to be served. The
following day, we went to the vessel Celandine to watch
the cruiser’s coed water basketball game. This was a cross
between water polo and basketball with the basket being a
bucket. Several buckets were destroyed before the games
ended.

We were ashore around 0930 to pick up our customs
papers and back on board Amalthea, we made ready to
get underway for Uoleva, about 5 miles away. We passed
several coral reefs that were easily visible and well
marked and were soon anchored in 27 ft of water. We
were joined by Jeff and Steve (brothers) of the vessel Al’i
Nui for cocktails and later dinner. We watched the wind
back to the west which limited our protection to that
provided by the reef. The wind remained below 10 kts
and though concerned, we were not alarmed. Later that
night, the wind piped up and we were uncomfortable with
the pitching of the boat. Our Davis Weather Station wind
meter quit during the night and in the morning, we found
it moved out of position in a way where it wouldn’t
measure the wind velocity. How it got in that position is

The 13th of October found us underway for Matamaka,
about 10 miles away. We motored south around Vaka
‘eitu and Foelifuka. The engine died along the way and
the check valve was cleaned and then the engine died
again. The filter bowl was emptied, there was water and
then we were able to proceed. We had planned to anchor
at Vaka ‘eitu behind Kulo, but the anchorage was
unprotected from the prevailing wind. We threaded our
way through the coral to Matamaka and anchored there.
Once secured, the filter bowl was found to contain water,
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an unsolved mystery. The wind continued to build to
almost 30 kts and we were pitching violently with short 4
ft seas that were breaking. We feared that we would not
be able to negotiate the pass and felt that we had to stick it
out. We watched Al’i Nui replace their broken anchor
snubber and then their dingy was punctured by their wind
vane, but they got it on board minus the floor boards. We
got a favorable weather report from Russell Radio (New
Zealand) that the wind was expected to back to the SW
and to moderate, which it did. The next morning, we took
Al’i Nui to shore in our dinghy to look for their floor
boards. These were found and as we were walking away,
someone came out of the bush and picked up other pieces
of plywood that had floated ashore. We felt lucky that the
floorboards were recovered before this scavenger arrived.
We were underway for Nomuka Island by 0700 the next
morning with Al’i Nui following. As we approached a
pass through a coral reef, the engine died. The fuel filter
was checked with some dirt found, and the bowl drained
with no significant water found. The check valve was also
cleaned and wasn’t too dirty. The engine was started and
continued to run for the rest of the trip. We anchored
alongside the vessel Tethys in very calm waters off
Nomuka Island and agreed to remain an extra day. We
were taken ashore by Vlad and Paula of Tethys and
followed a trail hoping to cross the Island to the other
shore, but the trail ended. We returned to the beach to

explore a wrecked Tongan fishing vessel that had been
washed ashore. We returned to Amalthea to change the
fuel filter prior to our next leg of the journey.
Coffee was made at 0400 the next morning but we had to
wait until 0530 for daylight to get underway for
Tongatapu Nuku’alofa. The wind was about 13 to 15 kts
and the full main was set and the jib unfurled. We
followed Tethys out the channel. The conditions were
very good and we were making over 7 kts with a
favorable current and relatively calm seas. We ran into a
rain squall with some wind that was more southerly and
we fell off. As the squall passed, we were able to regain
our course. We made a course change to follow Tethys as
they had the entrance markers in sight that we couldn’t
locate. As we entered the channel, the engine was started,
the wind had us on a close haul and was moderating. The
engine started acting up, but continued to run until we
turned into the anchorage area, then it died. It restarted
with some difficulty and resisted a load, but with some
coaxing, resumed operation. We were soon med tied to a
wall inside the anchorage and went to town for pizza with
Vlad and Paula.
This ends the second installment with still more
excitement to follow as we travel on through Tonga, New
Zealand, Fiji, Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Australia.
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ALOHA
In the Great Lakes at least, sailing has come to an end for another season. We always try to have Enchantment wrapped in
her canvas before Halloween. It seems to be effective in keeping the goblins out on that night. Nevertheless, we do make a
few tours by the boats to keep the witches at bay. Our local HAM Radio Club keeps up patrols until after 10PM and I
eavesdrop on my handheld 2 Metre radio. This year is was boring; nothing happening; just the way it should be!
Well, we survived our trip to B.C. and back in our little travel-trailer. It was great to finally meet Migs and Diana after all
these years of exchanging ideas and photos; it was great to see Stuart’s [Windy] new home and hear about his trip; it was
great to meet David & Jennifer [Clan Donnchadh] - the gift was perfect for rainy days that followed on the trip, thank you; it
was great to meet David & Nancy [Sanctum]. It was great….!! Our thanks to everyone.

When we returned we had a couple of weeks turnaround before casting off on Enchantment to head to our favourite cruising
grounds – The North Channel. Apart from a fun week of sun in the North Channel with a couple of grandkids, we wouldn’t
have thanked you for the weather. Normally we leave 2 “weather days” for layover if the weather is not the best for heading
down the large bodies of water but this August we were delayed for 10 days!! - southwest gales; right on the nose. The large
ferry reported 30+ knots and waves of 15 feet on one of the nice days! Now some may say an Aloha could handle it; but
would this skipper? The ship’s cat certainly wouldn’t!
As you may have realized, I’ve included a statement [according to my records] of your account status with respect to the
dues. Some are paid up, some are not; some have paid ahead, some are behind. To be fair to all, I’d like to get everyone upto-date. Thanks.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Robert BESWICK, VIRGARIES, Hull # 156
Box 682, Wyoming, ON, N0N 1T0, (519) 845-0217, bobbe2@xcelco.on.ca
David & Marilyn BOURNE, HOLY SMOKES, Hull #127
828 Norway St., Sarnia, Ontario N7V 2L6, Tel…….., airbourne@sympatico.ca
Bill McKeon, TALLENUF, Hull #198
255 Sunray Road Oakville, Ontario, L6L 3R7, (905) 847-1883, bmckeon@sympatico.ca
Leigh Hunt WILKS, NOCTURNE, Hull #212
1015 Ironwork Passage, Vancouver, BC, V6H 3R4, leigh@pacificcoast.net

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
David & Jennifer DUNCAN, CLAN DONNCHADH, Hull #168
11250 Elderberry Way, North Saanich, V8L5J6, BC, TEL/Fax: 250 656 2414, davidduncan@telus.net
Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE, QUEENS RANSOM, Hull #105
1699 Lakeshore Road, Sarnia, Ont. N7X 1B8 (519)542-5426, lyndeelu@sympatico.ca
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON, KHADINE II, Hull #126
2416 Idiens Way, Courtnay, BC, V9N 9J3, (250) 334-2450, herringj@telusplanet.net
Byron (Chip) WOLFE, Belize, Hull #211, P.O. Box 904, Niceville, FL 32588-0904
Wolfgang & Judy Rohn, Baurua, Hull 132 new email at wjrohn@sympatico.ca and wolfgang.rohn@tesma.com
Dave YOUNG, SANCTUM, Hull #220; new email at waterstar@shaw.ca

MAILBAG
Subject: Queenie
Sent: May 13, 2004
From: Lyndee Cole
Dear Les - I'm finally taking the time to see the network and don't have a password. Between a crazy job, putting the house
for sale for our move to Sarnia and working every day on Queenie, Marty and I are way behind on lots of stuff. Thanks Lyndee L
Date: 2004/05/13
Reply From: "Les"
Lyndee Lu,
To access the Members section of the web site use the following:
UserID:
ownersnet
Password: brewer
Don't forget to update my records as you make these moves so I can make sure you get your newsletter and can keep
in touch. Would you be able to put together a brief write-up of your plans? The members and I would love to know
when and where you will be as you embark on the venture. Will you be maintaining a web site or journal like we
did or like Dream Weaver did? I can help out if you are stuck.
Les

Sent: May 14, 2004
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Reply From: Lyndee Lu
Dear Les,
Managed to get the lap top with all the power point presentations online (3 hours with the sympatico
technician)!!!!!! Tried to send a PP presentation on the chain plates was too big for Hot Mail. Then found I could
send just the pictures thru HP so I sent them to you. Then I thought I would try my sympatico account, which I never
use, and guess what - I found your letter. Keep this address and I'll use it for the Aloha stuff. The hot mail address
gets too much junk. Is there a way I can get the power point presentations onto the Aloha network or do you know
how I can set up a web page with the PP presentations as we have pictures of everything we have done over the last
3.5 years. As you look at the pictures you will see Queenie is much different than the newer Aloha's as she was the
first and an experiment. I feel as if I'm really bugging you with sailing season here but you always sound really
interested and I'm finally ready to send info. Reply as you can. Lyndee Lu
Sent: Saturday, May 15, 2004
Reply From: Les
Lyndee Lu,
I got the pictures you uploaded to HP Instant Share. Fantastic! I also received the photo of Queens Ransom. How
big is the Power Point presentation?
I have a couple of suggestions you could try for the Power Point. I don't use Power Point but if you get it through I
can install it and access it. With some email services you can change the settings or options and allow larger
attachments. I believe with Power Point [I use to use it at work] you can "export" in a Word format. That would
be the best for me. Another alternative would be to "ZIP" the file which should reduce the size.
If nothing else works you could go to a free web page service like "Bravenet.com" and set up a free web page and
upload but they also have limits too.
Les
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2004
Reply From: Les
Lyndee Lu,
What is your status these days? Where are you and Queenie?
I was wondering if you have had the time to put pen to paper [figuratively of course] to provide a write-up to go
with your great pictures on your repairs and improvements to Queenie.
Les
Sent: Saturday, September 11, 2004
Reply From: Lyndee Lu
Hi Les - well, we have just had another survey done before moving to Sarnia @ Oct. 1st. Tried to set up web site for
Queenie's restoration but computer died. The mover is booked for Sept 26th.
Won't have much time to work on Queenie although the only major stuff left is painting and then putting all the tack
and stainless on. Once we're settled in Sarnia and have jobs, I'll try to get a web site set up.
Last weekend we took a load of boat stuff down to Sarnia and were sailing Sat. on a 40' C&C CQR and Sun. on my
brother's (another Marty) 46' 1935 30 square meter. 1st time Marty's been on the water this year. While coming
back to the Sarnia Yacht Club we saw these 2 beautiful 40' Valiants anchored in the bay. I wanted to go over and get
a look but Marty and Marty refused to let me go. Low and behold, the next day on the way home, we took a detour
into Bayfield to look for "Holy Smokes" and found out that one of these Valiants "LEO" was Jamie and Chico's
new boat. They have Holy Smokes at their garage for sale. I'm not sure if you know anyone looking for a perfect
Aloha, but when we saw her last year, she looked as if she had just come out of the show room.
Sorry to make this letter so long but just thought we'd let you know what was happening. Our e-mail shouldn't
change when we move, so keep in touch. The power point presentations are growing and the surveyor was stunned
to see the amount of work that we had done. That will probably be the 1st and easiest thing to send you. Hope you
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have had a great season so far. By the way, our new address will be 1699 Lakeshore Road, Sarnia, Ont. N7X 1B8
(519)542-5426. My brother lives there in the summer and then we'll be there in the winter. You can start sending
any Aloha info there starting now. (This is the house I was born and raised in) Talk soon! Lyndee Lu
Editor: Below are a couple of the photos Lyndee Lu and Marty sent. I will include the whole set with the pending writeup
on the refurbishing of Queenie. We’ll all be looking forward to it Lyndee Lu!

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Aloha 34
Sent: May 22, 2004
From: Jon Klapper
To: harrisol@bmts.com
Hello,
I've just found your site. I have an Aloha 34 listed with our brokerage for sale here in Baltimore, Md.. Its in excellent
condition with an extensive inventory of cruising gear. The owner would like it to go to someone who will appreciate the
boat. Its currently listed for $48,500US. Please let me know if you can inform your list of its availability. I'm not sure of your
guidelines concerning brokers but would appreciate your informing your members. The initial listing will be on
Yachtworld.com by Monday, May 24.
Thanks
Jon Klapper
Potomac Yacht Sales
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Nocturne is sold
Date: Sat, 5 Jun 2004
From: Murray Cornish
Hello everyone,
We wanted to let you know that "Nocturne" (#212) has been sold as we are taking a break from boat ownership.
She went very quickly, and at the time that the sale closed, we had two back-up offers in place and over a dozen interested
parties awaiting confirmation that she had indeed been sold. We continue to receive enquiries on a daily basis. This is good
news for those of you who might be thinking of selling. A well-found Aloha 34 would seem to be in demand and an excellent
investment.
We have encouraged the new owner to join the Owners Association. We will miss our Aloha and the Association - all the
best and fair winds.
Murray & Sandra Cornish
Date: Sat, 05 Jun 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
Thank you Murray & Sandy but sorry to see that you are leaving us.
In Les' absence (Les & Carol are currently driving across Canada as per Les' 25 May email, to pay us a visit on the
Canadian West Coast) and on behalf of all our members, thank you for your many worthwhile contributions to our
ALOHA 34 International Owners' Network over the past four years that are evident in our Network newsletters.
6
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If you would like to mention to the new owners of Nocturne #212 that we are planning a few activities with other
ALOHA 34 owners during the weekend of 25-27 June when Les & Carol are here (such as an informal get together
& dinner at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club on the Friday evening and a gathering of some A-34's in the Gulf Islands
on the Saturday) we would be glad to include them.
With our best wishes to you both,
Migs; "Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Boat on Cover
Date: Mon, 7 Jun 2004
From: "June and Kearney Moyle"
Les
I don't know the name of the boat on the cover of cruising world, but I think that we could illuminate our own members,
because we would have known before this.
I suspect that it is "PRIORITY" out of Thetis Island, B.C. as reported by Bob Medd in June 2000. Although I can't read the
name on the picture, it seems to fall within the size of the name "priority". The photographer is Neil Rabinowitz, and he is
probably a crew member of the boat, since there is no dinghy shown in the photograph.
I wonder if there is a Neil Rabinowitz in the Thetis Island phone book.
Just an educated guess
Kearney
"Quintette III"
Date: Tue, 08 Jun 2004
Reply From: "Nigel Tilley"
Subject: Re: [Aloha34] Boat on Cover
Kearney
If you ever need a job.......there's a few openings in my line of business where you would excel!! :-)
Nigel Tilley Det. Const. OPP/AGCO
Date: Wed, 9 Jun 2004
Reply From: "Riddell, David SRM:EX"
Hi folks. We now own Priority and look forward to having a good gander at the photo to see if it is ours. I will get
back to you with the results of our sleuthing efforts!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: Monday, June 14, 2004
From: Jon Haig

Subject: for the gallery
Les:
If you still want photos for the picture gallery, this is Out & About on
Georgian Bay last weekend.
Bob Haig
[The Editor: Thanks Jon. Will definitely put this great photo on the web
site. Any pictures from members related to Aloha 34’s or activities are
welcomed]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: thanks
Sent: Sunday, July 04, 2004
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From: Dave Young
To: Migs Turner
Migs; Just a note to say thanks for looking after us while in Victoria. I think that I understand the effort that you have gone to
to put together the association and that it depends on the membership being interested enough to contribute to keep it going.
I'm pretty sure that Johnathon Martin's hull no. is 149. If that is wrong I'll correct it.
On the way home in Captain Pass we happened on a race between a Catalina 38, a Hunter 40 and a something else 42 and
sailed faster than the lot of them. I'm always amazed at how fast this big fat thing will go.
Thanks again, Dave Young.
Sent: Sunday, July 04, 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
Thanks David. We thoroughly enjoyed meeting and chatting with you and Nancy, and I was certainly impressed
with Sanctum's appearance. You have done a fabulous job and she looks much better than new! Well done on your
"race"! Yes, these boats do sail well under most conditions.
Hope we'll see you down this way again, David (& Nancy)!
Best wishes,
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: To BC and Back
Date: Tue, 13 Jul 2004
From: "Les & Carol"
Hi to the Group,
We made our sojourn to British Columbia and back safely. Beautiful country this Canada!
Our thanks to Migs, Stuart letting us camp out in their driveways and to David and Jennifer for the beautiful gift. It was
great to meet a number of our western Aloha 34 owners and Network members. I will try to get some of the photos on the
website before we go sailing up north, next week.
We had a romping sail on Sea Vixen as we headed out to the start of the Vic-Maui race, then off to a quiet anchorage for
lunch and even a mini-broach while the Skipper himself was "below".
Our thanks again. Fair winds.
Les & Carol, Enchantment, #214
Date: Wed, 14 Jul 2004
Reply From: S/V Restless Sole
Welcome home Les & Carol!
All quiet on the Eastern Front! (In fact I'm not sure we have had any messages on here since you left!)
You haven't missed very much nice sailing weather either. Hopefully that will all change now that you are back and
presumably heading to the North Channel. We won't see you up there this year as we will be using all our holidays
for a charter in Grenada in December.
All the best. Hopefully we'll see you sometime before winter sets in again :-(
Nigel & Michele

Date: Wed, 21 Jul 2004
From: Nigel Tilley
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Just a quick note to all members to check out our "Fearless Leaders" trip to BC's slideshow on the aloha34.com
website. There are some very nice pictures not to mention a look at a very nice Aloha 34 named "Sea Vixen" :-)
(She looks very nice indeed Migs!)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Gone Sailing
Date: Fri, 23 Jul 2004
From: "Les"
Hi to Network Members,
Well, we move on to Enchantment this afternoon, a couple of days late but as they say "better late than never". The winds
are on the nose for heading to the North Channel today but are supposed to lighten. We may get away tomorrow at 0600h.
It's an 11 hour trip to Tobermory so we don't like to push into headwinds and bounce the cat all the way!
We hope to get in 3 weeks or more in the North Channel, with our daughter and family joining us for an extra long August
weekend. The 2 grandsons are into beach and dinghy rides; should be fun.
As Nigel noted, I've put a few pictures on the web site of our visit to B.C. to see Stuart and Migs and others. We had great
fun and really appreciated the western hospitality shown to us on our trip.

Migs – Great Host!

Aboard Sea Vixen

On Sanctum

“God’s Country”

For those with promises of articles for the newsletter, don't forget we need them in the early fall. Carol suggested a new
section on "my favorite anchorage" [or harbour] in hopes that some of the "first mates" will write in "so it won't be just all
technical stuff!" Of course we will not exclude any skippers that want to share a favorite stop too. A photo or 2 would add
greatly to the write-up.
Fair winds to you all. Will be in touch some time in late August.
Les & Carol Harrison, Enchantment, #214
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Virgaries, Hull 156
Sent: Saturday, July 24, 2004
From: Peter Boesener
Hello Migs
It is with great sadness, that I have to tell you that we have sold our Aloha 34. The new owner is a good guy, think that he
will join the Association. I will help him in the fall for the haul out and in the spring during launch. This kind of ends a
segment of our life. I belief that the Aloha kept me alive during my working years. Had to get away on weekends and
holidays, nefon, no pager no news paper, no radio broadcast. Our kids grew up on the boat, inspiring my son to join a trip on
a 41 ft. Choi Lee to Europe and back for a year. Anyway good memories !
Migs, I remain wishing you and all the members of the Association and all the volunteers who have assembled and published
the Owners Manual, Newsletters, arranged Meetings etc. all the best, fair winds and great sailing on OUR wonderful
ALOHAS.
Peter Boesener
Sent: Sunday, July 25, 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
9
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Thanks Peter (& Monika). Sorry to hear that you have sold Virgaries. I have thoroughly enjoyed our
correspondence over the years. You contributed so much to the A-34 Network in my day, with your descriptive
writing, thoroughly professional diagrams and your photo "explanations"! Your photos of your mast step
replacement particularly have travelled near & far, not only to our A-34 Network members but also to others,
including members on the other (smaller) Aloha Assn who had problems.
I have copied Les & Nigel on your email as they both will be interested in your email too. Diana joins in sending
our best wishes, and hopefully we will see you out this way one day!
Migs
Sent: Monday, August 23, 2004
From: Migs Turner
To: Robert Beswick
Thanks Bob and aloha!
Congratulations on your purchase of Virgaries #156. From all accounts, she is a good boat, well cared for by her former
owners Peter & Monika Boesner.
You will see a number of Peter's contributions (pictures & descriptions of modifications made to Virgaries by Peter) in the
A-34 Owner's Manual when you receive your copy.
Les Harrison, Enchantment A-34 #214 at harrisol@bmts.com copied on this email now runs the A-34 Network. By this
email, I ask Les to contact you with details on joining our A-34 International Owners' Network.
However, Les & Carol are currently cruising Georgian Bay and the North Channel and are not expected home until later this
month. (You might keep an eye open for Enchantment in your cruising!)
In the meantime, I will forward by separate email following, a copy of Les' excellent Summer 2004 newsletter, fyi.
Nigel Tilley Restless Sole #222 at restlessole@sympatico.ca manages our Email List.
Nigel: Would you kindly add Bob at bobbe2@xcelco.on.ca to your A-34 Topica List?
Nigel's Topica Email List essentially works the same as SailNet, Bob, except that attachments are accepted on Topica. Do not
hesitate to ask A-34 related questions of the membership once Nigel has you logged on to Topica.
Good luck in your ownership. Let me know if I can be of any further help.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Dream Weaver is Sold!
Sent: Thursday, August 26, 2004
From: The Jackson's
Hi, Les:
I was checking the Aloha 34 website to see how to remove Dream Weaver from the "For Sale" section as we have just sold
her. I believe this is something you must do.
We've had a lot of interest in her and a fellow from Cambridge who spotted her on the website has purchased her.
So, with mixed emotions we bid farewell to boating to concentrate on our golf games.
Would you please remove Dream Weaver from the boats for sale section, Thanks and happy sailing!
Larry and Carole Jackson
Sent: Monday, August 30, 2004
Reply From: Les
Larry and Carole,
Congratulations on the sale. Now that we're back I will get the ad removed from the web site.
Glad to hear that the web site was of assistance in your sale. Also I'm happy you could achieve your dream of
sailing south before you gave everything up for golf !! :-)
Les
Sent: Monday, September 06, 2004
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From: The Jackson's
Hello Les:
Sorry to take so long to reply. My son arrived home for a visit from Calgary and we've been busy doing lots of
activities with he and his girlfriend.
The fellow who bought her [Dream Weaver] is very interested in the website and will, no doubt, be in touch. I've
given him copies of the newsletters, etc. He is from Cambridge but will dock her in Lion's Head/Wiarton area. He
asked Larry to help him sail her to her new home, but Larry felt that was a bit much and said he'd sail with him to
Goderich where I picked him up last Monday (Aug. 30). A friend of his joined him there and they carried on. The
new owner is Robert Bakker and his is going to rename Dream Weaver after his wife, Audrey, but the Dutch
version of her name (can't quite remember what it is).
So, we bid farewell to our Aloha 34 and wish you continued success with the newsletter and good sailing.
Larry & Carole
Sent: Monday, September 06, 2004
From: Les
Larry & Carole,
Thanks for the info. We'll look for Robert's contact.
Guess you're happy you made the trip down south last year, there could be a lot of damage to the intra-coastal this
year!
We have booked 2 weeks at Key Largo with our little trailer for March, as we never sailed to the Keys when we
went to the Bahamas. Hope it will be fun.
Sorry to see you leave our organization but wish you all the best in your golfing.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Is Summer Over?
Date: Mon, 30 Aug 2004
From: "Les"
Hello Aloha Network Members,
Well we're back from our month in the North Channel. We had a good 2 weeks from the last week of July to the end of the
first week of August but that was about it. The rest of the month was windy and wet. We were holed up in a normally quiet
anchorage known as "Heywood Island" for 4 days. One night we felt it prudent to put out the second anchor! From there we
headed down to Tobermory in preparation for the 11 hour hike down Lake Huron. On the way down to Tobermory we were
in less than 10 knots while our friends in their trawler only 15 miles ahead, were experiencing 25 knots. We were soon into it
and our trusty, 16 year old sea cat was seasick.
In Tobermory, we were held up for a further week with 2 to 3 metre waves and strong winds from the south on Lake Huron.
Not nice conditions for heading down the lake for 11 hours with these headwinds. One evening the large Georgian Bay ferry
reported 32 knots and 12 to 15 foot waves. Normally we allow just 2 weather days for heading down Lake Huron.
A number of members have been asking about their dues account. I will be including a statement in the Fall Newsletter in
November so all can catch up on their payments. In the meantime I will answer individual inquiries as I get through the
many emails collected in our absences. Sorry for any delays but summer is too short!
There have been a few turnovers of Aloha 34's and I will get the "For Sale" section of the website updated but for your
information Dream Weaver, # 155, Nocturne, #212 and Virgaries, #156 have been sold and Dream Catcher II, #196 is for
sale. At least for some, the web site has been helpful in achieving the sale.
Looking forward to getting some excellent articles from members for the Fall Newsletter, and don't forget the new column "My Favourite Anchorage". Let's hear from some of the ladies that may not feel comfortable writing a technical submission.
Pictures would be very welcome. We also need a "Featured Aloha" from one of you!
Les
11
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Date: Tue, 31 Aug 2004
Reply From: "June and Kearney Moyle"
Hi Les,
Glad that you are both back safe and sound from your sailing adventures but we agree, this was certainly not the
ideal summer. Thanks for the updates and we thoroughly enjoyed the last newsletter. We are going to send it our
dues now and as always, we look forward to the Fall Newsletter (but not the weather). Thanks for everything.
warmest regards,
June and Kearney
Quintette III
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Sent: Tuesday, August 31, 2004
From: Perry Basden
Hi, Les.
Welcome back to the southern part of the province. Glor and I had a
great 17 day trip to the North Channel along with Jerry and Beverly
Angus (A28 Orange Float) as crew. We also got holed up at Heywood
Island for a couple of days. I guess if you have to hunker down
somewhere, Heywood Island is about as good a spot as any.
Here's a photo of Alohalani about 10 miles north of Goderich taken on
our return trip. Your not the only one who found the weather uncooperative.
I think I still owe you for our 2004 dues. Please let me know and I'll pay
them along with next years in advance as a penalty for being so tardy.
Regards
Perry & Gloria Basden
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Access to Member Services
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004
From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Dear Les,
I am delighted to be a member of the Aloha 34 Owner's Association. Murray very kindly gave me the owner's manual and
his collection of the association's newsletters. I don't think I have the May issue and would be pleased to receive a copy.
Since taking possession of Nocturne, I have had some work done on the boat and will send you a detailed list this autumn. I
am a live aboard and would welcome hearing from others living aboard with reference to the problems of insulation, heat etc.
I gather I can ask those questions via the members website (?).
Nocturne is moored at Spruce Harbour Marina which is located in False Creek, Vancouver. We are a live aboard co-op,
which is owned and operated by the 54 live aboard members. My phone number is 604-732-0696; I do not have a fax.
If you have any further questions, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Many thanks,
Leigh
ps. The rains have come! You picked the time for your sailing holiday well.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Windy
Sent: Friday, September 10, 2004
From: Les
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Hi Stuart,
Hope all went well with Windy. Haven't heard the outcome. We thought of you as we crossed back on the ferry when we
saw a sailboat heading towards the island.
Just thought I send you an early reminder of the article you offered to scribe for the fall newsletter on the repair to Windy. I
know it can take some time so I thought I'd give you lots of warning. :-)
Les
Sent: Saturday, September 11, 2004
Reply From: Windy
Les & Carol
I know that you had a busy summer and I have had visitors here all
summer from July 6th until today (September 11th) when my stepdaughter heads back to Toronto. My sister and brother-in-law will be
out for two weeks at the beginning of November so will have a bit of
free time for a while.
With visitors here, I have spent more time sailing than getting Windy
put fully back together again… I rewired the mast while it was down
and now I have to rewire from the mast to the D/C panel. The
Autohelm has to be installed followed by the ST60 depth, speed and
wind instruments. The times that I have gone out single handed I
found it rather tricky setting and furling sails in heavier wind and
waves, without someone (or thing) at the helm!! I am hoping that I
can get those tasks completed soon so that I will be able to manage single handed trip down to Victoria before the
end of October.
The only complaint I have about the job that was done was the
mess that they left below and some stains that I had to clean off
the deck and cockpit. The over all job was 1.5 months longer
than what was expected and I sailed out of Vancouver at 0600
on June 30th arriving at Schooner Cove at 1400 after a good sail
to cover the 45M. I have attached a picture of that day. Then, I
had to head out for Calgary on July 4th to pick up a friend from
the airport!
I do believe that the boat does respond better to the helm with
the 1.5” added to the trailing edge of the rudder. The only thing
that did not get done before launch was change the packing in
the stuffing box. I changed it a couple of years ago but it drips a
bit more than I like; not so bad with fresh water (and annual haul
out) but not so keen on the salty stuff. Until I get a chance to get
down there and try to snug it up a bit, I have been flushing the
area with fresh water until the bilge pump comes on. I noticed
that the stuffing drips even when the boat is standing. I try to
rinse the hull off after each sail and the whole boat for sure if
any spray comes aboard. Other than that all is fine. We had a
beautiful summer for sailing.
I know that I have to do an article for the newsletter. It is on my
long “to-do” list. [The Editor: maybe the picture on the right
shows the first item on the “to-do list” – a few zzzz in the cockpit
]
Sounds like Ontario did not have the best summer but at least you did not end up like Grenada! Poor Nigel is really
upset as they have planned and paid for a charter with Horizon out of Grenada in December I suggested he ask
Horizon to move their charter to Antigua as it is good sailing there.
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Balleo (A34) in Schooner Cove is going to join the association as soon as Dennis (the live aboard owner) & I get
together for a chat…
I hope you and Carol are well.
Stuart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: News of Castle Reef
Sent: Tuesday, September 14, 2004
From: Bryan Godfrey
To: Les Harrison
Hi folks
Thanks for your concern. Last Thursday the news was bad, a friend had flown over Grenada Marine and from his description
of the area where we had left our boat we thought she had been destroyed. Yesterday however we got news that she is upright
on the stands and the mast is up. At this time we do not know if there is any damage from flying objects or internal water
damage. We are off to Vancouver on Friday but will keep you posted.
Regards Bryan
Reply From: Les
Sent: September 14, 2004
Bryan,
That is good news! We saw the news footage
of a marina in Grenada with all the boats lying
on their sides in what looked like a spiral
configuration. The Aloha is usually a good
tight boat so I'm sure Castle Reef will not
have let you down.
Thanks for letting us know and please keep us
updated when time permits.
Have a great trip.
Les & Carol
[The Editor: heard November 30, 2004 that Bryan had been down to Grenada to check on Castle Reef. She lost her windgenerator and some fenders but faired well with bow to the winds. It appears that St. Pauli also survived but no details on
any damage.]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Contact from Web Site
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2004
From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Hello there!
We are the new owners of "Casa Mara" ---hull #177 ---a 1982 model. We purchased her through Bay Harbour Yachts in
Midland and we'll be moving her over to Hindson's Marine in Penetanguishene.
She needs some restoration work and a lot of TLC but we're loving her already. We'll forward photos in the spring after she's
come out of the boatworks "salon".
We have been sailing on Georgian Bay for the last two seasons on our 1981 Aloha 8.2 "Aurora"--she is very close to being
sold and we're sure her new owners will love her as much as we have.
It's an Aloha "lovefest"!
Cheryl & David Rogalsky
Creemore, Ontario
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Sent: Friday, September 24, 2004
Reply From: Les
Hi Cheryl & David,
Congratulations on acquiring one of the best cruising sailboats available but then we are a bit prejudiced!
We would welcome you if you'd like to join the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association.
It's open to owners of Aloha 34s. The dues, to cover routine costs such as newsletters and postage plus maintenance
of the web site, are $25 Cdn a year. You will also have access to the members section of the web site with
additional services such as the member's forum as well as our member email list.
We produce a spring and fall newsletter if there's enough content to warrant it and we maintain owner profiles of all
member boats. We have an owners' manual, which is a compilation of information from past newsletters and
owners' profiles. At present, the printed version is sold out but it is still available on CD.
You may join by sending a cheque for $25 payable to:
Les Harrison
368 Nelson Street
Kincardine, Ontario
N2Z 1X7
Looking forward to having you aboard. Being an optimist, I have attached what I have on "Casa Mara" for a profile.
As you can there are a few gaps so we would appreciate you updating it for us.
Thanks.
Les Harrison
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004
To: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Hi Again Cheryl & David,
I'm finalizing the Fall Newsletter to members of the Aloha 34 Network and was wondering if you have decided to
join us? The info re joining is copied below should you wish to join us and receive the newsletter. We look forward
to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2004
From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Hello Les
Sorry that we haven't responded to your email regarding Aloha 34 membership....it has been a whirlwind of activity
since purchasing Casa Mara. She will be getting some extensive work done over the winter and it has taken some
time to prepare her for this. Also, we are in the process of selling our Aloha 8.2 "Aurora". We thought that this
wouldn't be happening until the spring but there is still purchasing activity out there so we have been busy showing
the boat----haven't even had time to organize a broker!
So yes...we are very interested in joining the group. I simply haven't managed to write a cheque and mail it yet. I
will do this tomorrow and we would be very happy to be put on your mailing list right away.
As for the profile, are you interested in having us update it now or after we have gotten to know the boat a bit better?
Thanks for contacting us!
Cheryl & Dave
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Hurricane Jeanne et al?
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2004
From: Migs Turner
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How have our ALOHA 34 friends in Florida and elsewhere, in the paths of Hurricane Jeanne & it damaging predecessors,
made out?
Our thoughts & prayers have been with you.
Aloha!
Diana & Migs
Date: Mon, 27 Sep 2004
Reply From: "Perry Basden"
Hello, Migs...et al.
I have heard that Manfred and Barb Albrecht's Aloha 34, St. Pauli, in the Caribbean for the last 5 years managed
to escape with only minor damage. Barb and Manfred have one of the earliest known Aloha 34's. It is believed to
be an early prototype as it does not have a HIN on the transom or nameplate. The builders certificate lists it as hull
#7 (not 107) while the sail number is 5
They left their boat in Granada when they returned to Canada over a year ago. Manfred had back surgery and was
unable to return for another season of sailing this past winter. Apparently, the boat escaped with only minor damage
as it was stored on land at a relatively high altitude. Other boats at the marina did not fare so well with over half
being damaged to the point of no repair by the storm surge when Hurricane Ivan passed through the area.
I certainly hope that everyone else in the Aloha group faired as well. Best regards
Perry & Gloria, A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
Thanks for the update, Perry.
Re the Albrecht's St. Pauli II, glad to hear that she survived.
My records show her as having been built in 1976. Thus she would be a production A-34, probably what was later
called #107. According to Mao Ouyang, only 3 A-34 prototypes were built and, to his knowledge only one
survived which he thinks (as of a couple of years ago) is still sailing in the Whitby Ontario area. As for sail
numbers, Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha International had a habit of mixing up sails. We received Sea Vixen #167 with
#168's genoa.
Has anyone information on how Chip Wolfe Belize #211 in Fort Walton, Florida has made out hurricane-wise? I
have been trying to contact Chip separately without success.
Aloha!
Migs
Date: Tue, 28 Sep 2004
Reply From: "June and Kearney Moyle"
Hi all
Our boat, "Quintette III" has been in St. Petersburg during all the hurricanes. "Charley" missed us by about 75
miles but caused no damage. "Francis" came ashore on the east coast and caused considerable flooding across the
state, including St. Petersburg, but again caused no damage to the boats in our marina. "Ivan" was destined to go up
the west coast, but instead went further offshore and missed us again. The latest (and hopefully the last) "Jeanne"
came ashore on the east coast and just missed us as it stormed inland. However, by the time it arrived on the west
coast the winds has diminished to about 60 mph. We of course have no problem with flooding, but our big concern
would be the surge caused by the heavy winds.
We will have to keep our eyes on the storms the rest of the season, but up till now we've been extremely lucky.
Aloha
June and Kearney Moyle
Date: Thu, 30 Sep 2004
Reply From: "Chip Wolfe"
Hi All,
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Belize and I survived hurricane Ivan without a scratch. I
left the marina Monday before the storm and traveled about
25 miles east to a stretch of the Gulf Intercoastal Waterway
which connects Choctawhatchee Bay with West Bay. This
body of water is affectionately called "the ditch" or "the
grand canyon". It is about 18 NM long, about 400 feet wide
and about 12-14 feet deep with high walls on both sides.
The Destin fishing fleet hides there as well as a good
number of megayachts. The ditch lies generally east-west
with bends every couple of miles. There is not enough fetch
for the east winds to make much wave action and the
holding is great in the sand bottom. I anchored bow to the
east with a 30 lb Danforth and a 35 lb CQR set off the bow.
I set a single Fortress FX 37 off the stern and slightly to the
south. Ivan hit (made landfall) Wednesday night at about 2:00 am. When the winds shifted from the east to the
south, I was broadside to the wind, but the high banks forced the winds over the top and mainly affected the mast,
but did put a strain on the south set anchors. Anyway, the winds howled and I collected over 9 inches of rain in a
bucket over night. Never moved from my anchored position except up about 5 feet in elevation due to the surge
tide. At about 4:00 am I was satisfied the anchors were holding and I set the anchor watch on the GPS and got some
shuteye.
Stayed put the next day and let the winds diminish. Left for home on Friday. When I entered Boggy Bayou headed
for the marina I saw many of the boats which had anchored there now up on the ground. I had elected to run to the
ditch rather than lie in the bayou as I had determined staying there would be a crap shoot. I was right.
Our marina sustained some damage, but we have it back in order already and had power and water back on by
Monday. My phone line took a hit and I just finished running 500 feet of phone line and that is back in order, so I
am answering emails.
Two other sailboats (a C&C 34 and a Hallberg Rassey 37)
from this marina made the same decision I did and we all did
just fine.
After we got back, Paul (C&C 34 owner) and I dinghied
around the bayou and photographed all the boats so we could
help other owners find theirs.
For those interested in seeing photos of the effects of Ivan on
this area (or interested in seeing where I slip Belize), I invite
you to visit our marina web site at
http://www.nicevilleyc.org/ .
This is not really a Yacht Club, but is Alan's Little Marina on the Bayou. Paul is a computer geek and set up the
"NicevilleYC" site. The web site does not belong to the marina, it is Paul's contribution to the marina and our fellow
boaters. He even installed a web cam which survived Ivan, but had to be reset as it was listing at about 45 degrees
when we returned.
Thanks to all for your concern. All is well.
My very best regards,
Chip

Sent: Thursday, September 30, 2004
ReplyFrom: Migs Turner
To: Chip Wolfe
Thanks & well done, Chip. Good thinking. That's a good photo of Belize, bare pole et al, anchored in "The Ditch".
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Which one is you in the 2 cockpit photos?
Migs
Sent: Friday, October 01, 2004
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Migs,
I always go bare poles during tropical storms and hurricanes.
I strip everything I can from the top side (hopefully before the
rains begin) to minimize windage. Sails and canvass were
below. As you can see in the "ditch" photo I did have my RIB
on my Dinghy Tow. The dinghy rode just fine throughout the
storm. There was a bit of water (9+ inches) in the bow of it,
but that just helps keep it down when it blows.
I hope you enjoyed our marina web site and the pictures. RE
the two cockpit photos, I'm the white haired one without a hat, the other is Paul. We were chatting aboard his C&C
34 after we had set all our anchors. If you went to the "photo album" you would see two photos of someone atop a
mast. That too is me...about a week before Ivan I was installing a new Windex on Emerald Dynasty (Paul's C&C).
I also shot all the airal photos Paul posted on that page.
Some of our boaters had wind instruments on their vessels and turned them on for the storm to record peak winds.
The consensus is that the cups on the anemometers depart at 115-118 mph. I estimate the winds we saw in the ditch
during the peak of the storm were around 90 mph steady with gusts well over 100. The rain was horizontal.
I still have the same email address, but Paul also set me up with a user name on nicevilleyc.org (he set up a wireless
LAN). That address is capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org. Both the LAN and my land line are now back in commission.
Les, please note that my mailing address is changed to:
P.O. Box 904
Niceville, FL 32588-0904
I believe I may be in arrears and will send a check ASAP. Sure don't want to be in bad standing.
Best regards,
Chip
Date: Fri, 1 Oct 2004
Reply From: "Les"
Subject: Hurricane Updates on Alohas
Great to hear that there was not serious damage or loss suffered by Aloha's in the south. Thanks for the great
pictures Chip.
I also had a report from Bryan and Maureen of "Castle Reef" on September 14th. [see above]
Les
[The Editor: for those in the internet make sure you drop by Chip’s marina courtesy of their web cam. Neat!]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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Subject: Moving on.......
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2004
From: Rick West
Hello Migs....Just a note to tell you that I miss 'Mariah' very much. Brittany 1 (41 Morgan) is a great boat but not the
personality Mariah was...I will be loading Brittany on a truck early spring as we are moving to Vancouver Island and will be
living on a float home with Brittany tied up alongside us.
It is with regret that I would ask you to delete my name from the Aloha list but would hope that you keep my name and look
me up if you get to Duncan and surrounding area.
Best regards, Rick West
Sent: Monday, September 27, 2004 12:04 PM
Reply From: Migs Turner, "Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
Thanks Rick. Look forward to meeting you when you are out here. Do give us a call when you come to Victoria.
For Nigel: Would you kindly delete Rick from your Topica list, Nigel?
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Aloha From Holy Smokes!!
Date: Mon, 4 Oct 2004
From: "Chico & Jamie"
Aloha to all! It's with fond feelings that Jamie & I say good-bye to all our Aloha friends in the Asssociation. Holy Smokes
has been sold to a lovely couple in Sarnia, Dave & Marilyn Bourne, whom I am quite certain will take good care of her. We
only say farewell to you as members of the association, but will be looking for you on the horizon. Jamie & I bought a
Valiant 40, and HER name is 'LEO'. If you see us out there, don't be afraid to give us a drive by so we can say "hi". It's been
our pleasure to have been associated with the "Aloha" and to have met so many of her fine sailors. A special "THANK YOU"
to you Les, Carol & Nigel for your continued support/humor & great efforts of keeping the Association alive in our hearts
with all the INTERESTING reading material you gave us on a regular basis through the almighty computer. We have truly
enjoyed our time sailing the Aloha 34. She has taught us well, how to harness the wind (and believe me, we have harnessed a
LOT of wind with H.S.)to become part of her great sailing experience! I seem to be at a loss for words here so, we close
with, 'FAIR WINDS AND CALM SEA'S to you all.
chico/jamie mctavish s/v Aloha 34 "HOLY SMOKES"
Date: Tue, 5 Oct 2004
Reply From: "Les"
Sorry to see you go, Chico & Jamie, but happy you will still be on the water in Leo, the Valiant 40.
Thanks for your contributions to the Network and we certainly will be looking for you on the water. I'm sure you
reminded Dave and Marilyn about the Network. Did you pass on any of the past newsletters or the manual to
them? All the best for the future!
Aloha!
Les
Date: Tue, 5 Oct 2004
Reply From: "Chico & Jamie"
Hi Les, Dave & Marilyn's e-mail add: is airbourne@sympatico.ca and I did tell them about the network. I said that
someone would get in touch with them. And NO, we did not pass on our manual. To tell you the truth, I never
thought of it. Perhaps if we do see them in the future, in Sarnia, we can pass it on what we have. Thanks for
everything Les and hopefully we will see you & Carol in the North channel. Chico
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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FEATURED ANCHORAGE

Henry Bay - a place for all seasons
Henry Bay lies at the top of Denman Island
inside Longbeak Point in the Strait of
Georgia near the Comox Valley. There is a
5 mile stretch of open water toward Comox
which lies to the northwest, so except for the
occasional strong NW wind the bay is
relatively sheltered from other winds. The
holding is good in 4 - 10 fathoms on a fairly
wide shelf. In B.C. a lot of the water is very
deep right up to the shore line or at best has
a narrow shelf on which to hang an anchor.
The upland area around the bay is privately
held but the point itself which is about 1/4
mile long, although private is accessible to
the public with rules as to fires and
camping. On a 3/4 tide or lower there is a
land connection to the Sandy Island Marine Park which as an old friend said, is our own South Seas Island four
miles from home. This park consists of a treed island that takes about 45 minutes to walk around and is known
locally as Tree Island and several smaller dune type islands called the Sandy Islets which have a scrub growth on
them including a lot of asparagus gone wild.
In Henry Bay there are oyster leases that are closed to the boater but as the water is quite warm in summer the
oysters have propagated and the spat has spread to lots of the other beaches and are easily available along with
several types of clams.
There are all manner of birds living in the area and many passing through. Eagles and Great Blue Herons live in the
trees and many types of seabirds winter here. The sound of a flight Scoters and Golden Eye taking off is stirring. I
have seen 16 Common Loons at time in a group on the surface. All sorts of shore birds abound although you would
have to be one to know what sort they are.
In the Comox Valley and outlying areas there are about 75,000 people, about 1000 boats in marinas and countless
others on trailers and yet at times I have been the only boat in the whole park and bay. In summer on a busy
weekend there can be 20 - 25 boats spread out along the shoreline with no sense of crowding. When my wife and I
are setting off on a longer trip it seems that by the time we get it together to leave, the day has pretty much gone so
we have the first night at Henry Bay and when returning from that trip will spend the last night there, being reluctant
to go home. It is much easier to arrive at home early in the day to make the transition back to people and traffic.
On a late January day one year I went over to get a few oysters and
as the tide was best at 10 PM, I went out onto the beach under the
light of a full moon without even needing a flashlight to see the way.
In the morning I broke the light ice up with the skiff to go for a walk
on the beach and then later sat in the cockpit reading a book in the
sun.
There are fewer anchorages on the west side of the Strait of Georgia
than on the other so that people transiting to Desolation Sound and
points north go up the east side but those choosing the west side find
a good stop-over at Henry Bay.
Submitted by David Young, Sanctum #220
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Aloha Burgee
Date: July 28, 2004
From: Bob Haig, Out & About
Is the Aloha Burgee still available? Mine is looking pretty tired.
Sent: November 27, 2004
Reply From: Les Harrison, Enchantment
I just checked, the Aloha Burgees are still available from:
Ruth Reader
140 Campbell Rd.
Duncan, BC V9l 3G8
Phone 250-746-5831; Fax 250-746-0605
18x27 inches C$32 (recommended for the 34 (10.4)
If you want the order form go to: http://www.alohaowners.com/pages/merchandise/burgee.htm

CABIN
[no submissions]

DECK SYSTEMS
Dorade Cowls
Date: Aug 27, 04
From: Bill DiGuistini
I have been considering what to do about my cowls which are looking weathered. I would like to replace them any ideas?
Date: Sep 5th, 2004
Reply From: Restless Sole
Hi Bill
Last year I removed my cowls which were pretty rough and slightly damaged from an incompetent marine store
putting on a winter cover. I used an epoxy filler to repair the damage and a two part epoxy spray paint to refinish
both the inside (Aloha blue) and outside (Brilliant white). I used two coats. They ended up looking brand new and I
was quite pleased. I did this after pricing replacement cowls (Prohibitive for the ones I wanted) and also wishing to
maintain the look of the original cowls (rectangular openings) which I couldn't find anywhere. Good luck with
yours.
Nigel

Replacement Hatches
Sent: Jun 28, 04
From: Bill Sirine, Bella Luna
As many of you know Atkins & Hoyle wants a fortune to install replacement the lexan in the hatches. Has anyone replaced
these hatches with other makes , such as Bomar, Lewmar or Taylor ? If so, what are the model numbers ? As a last resort I
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can probably replace the lexan myself, but based on the experiences of others it is not a enjoyable undertaking . Any
assistance is appreciated. Thanks: Bill & Bettie Sirine
Sent: Sep 13th, 2004
Reply From: Peter Iversen, Room to Dance
I replaced both of the "glass" in my two large hatches last winter. It cost me $55.00 each for the tinted plexiglass
from a wholesaler in Toronto that I found in the yellow pages. Removing and resealing was quite easy. Lexan would
be many times more expensive and not necessary unless you need bullet protection.

Preventer
Sent: Wednesday, September 01, 2004
From: Dave Young, Sanctum #220
I didn't take a series of pictures of the process and am looking for the head on shot of the finished job. Weather fell apart here
about 10 days ago. [reference to “Engine Change for Sanctum”]
I had a couple of gear failures on the way home in 25 gusting 40 following wind. The stand-up fiddle block and its link to the
cabin top of one of the two tackles on the centre main parted and the u-bolt that connects the boom vang to the cabin top
broke. The second tackle and the boom preventer held everything in place. I have put in a bigger u-bolt, will get better fiddle
blocks and will put in a beefier preventer system as this one was just a trial. My offshore friends have big preventers. The
vang was probably my fault for having it set up too tightly. You keep on learning.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Battery Isolator Switch
Sent: June 6, 2004
From: Bob Haig, Out & About
Subject: Not an electrical wizard
Here's what happens. With the battery isolator switch off, there is no problem. With the isolator switch to either battery 1 or
2, that battery slowly drains regardless of whether there is anything turned on. This takes overnight so that the low battery
alarm in the propane sniffer wakes us bright eyed and bushytailed at about 5. The only two loads [which are connected
directly] are the propane sniffer and a bilge pump. Any suggestions on how to find this?
[The Editor: Can any member able to help Bob out? My only thought was to take the following steps, assuming no leaks are
occurring to the two loads:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Fully charge the battery over night
Disconnect from all loads [charge or discharge] and allow the battery to rest at least 1 hour
Check each cell individually with a battery hydrometer to see if one is weak
Retest after 24 hours

A weak cell can discharge a battery overnight. I think the propane sniffer is also a good suspect!]

ENGINE ROOM
Engine change for Sanctum, #220
In Comox there are 4 Aloha 34s and of those, 3 now have Yanmar 3GM30F engines. These engines have 3 cylinders
developing 27 HP @3600 rpm. In #220's case it replaced a 27hp Westerbeke.
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Reason for the change
When I bought the boat in 2002 the Westerbeke had about 3000 hours put on it over 17 years, the 17 years being the
important thing. At sometime in the past it had not been cared for. The insulation around the engine was oil soaked and the
whole area was smoked up.
I took the engine out to see about a rebuild and found that the oil pan was rusted through at the flange for about 4 inches near
the raw water pump so I guess that the Olendorfer pump had leaked for some time. The engine mounts and a lot of other
fittings were badly rusted away. The main and rod bearings were worn down but not out. All in all I figured that a rebuild
would cost about half the amount of a new engine and I would still have a 17 year old engine.
On a personal note I figure that I have 8-10 years of fairly vigorous sailing left in me and I don't want to have to do engine
repairs in prime time. Also, cruising on the B.C. coast is such that if you are going to go anywhere you have to be prepared to
move 35- 50 miles a day and keep the speed up to 3-5 knots unless you are simply sailing for the sake of sailng ( nothing
wrong with that ). I find that the engine runs for at least 50% of the time.
The engine
I chose Yanmar because there are lots of them around, they are a factory package and if you have questions there are people
to answer them. They have a good reputation around here. On the practical side, the 3GM is physically a little smaller than
the Westerbeke and the palacement of pumps and filters and service points make it easier to work on.
It runs quietly and is smooth with not much for critical speeds to avoid.
The job
The main consideration was of course the footprint. In this boat the engine bed was a fibreglass foam-filled fabrication with
each side being about 4 inches thick with a 1/4 inch aluminum plate moulded into the top and then drilled and tapped to take
the cap screws holding the flexible mounts in place.
Problem: The beds were 3 inches too high so I cut them off with a grinder on the three accessible sides and a dremel tool on
the side next to the bulkhead ( lots of dusty work ). Next was to level off the open beds and mould in a new, this time, 3/8
inch steel plate. The top of the foam was levelled with a putty and the bottom of the plate had some small divots drilled into it
to keep it located correctly until the fillets, mat and roving were put on. After the gel coat was on there was no way for water
to get next to the steel.
I had made the beds 1/2 inch lower than necessary to lower the level of anxiety so I shimmed with four blocks of purple heart
to bring the engine back up to the middle of the adjustment in the mounts. At the same time I found that the original bed
plane was not parallel with the shaft line but that was easily taken up in the mount adjustment.
Another concern was the steepness of the angle that the engine sits at. By the book the engine should sit at 8 degrees with an
absolute maximum of 19 degrees. In this application it looked like it would be 16 degrees but because the bed was angled too
much to start with the outcome was a 14 degree angle.
Associated jobs
While the engine was out I threw out all wiring, hoses, filters and insulation then cleaned and painted the space. I went back
with a new fibreglass water lift muffler and a Racor FG500 fuel filter. The shaft was now too short so that was replaced and a
new Campbell Sailer 15X9 three blade propeller replaced the Michigan Sailer which was showing signs of electrolysis.I
changed the basic wiring system to that which West Marine describes in their West Advisor as their first choice and added an
E-meter which is worth it's weight in gold. For shore side charging there now is an Xantrex Tru-Charge 20+ which is enough
for the two Trojan T-105s and the Trojan Group 27. Before the engine came, the distributor replaced the 55 amp alternator
with an 80 amp unit which is still driven by one belt and fits in the space.
This is now two years later with a little over 400 hours on this engine. I have been running it at 24-2500 rpm and get 6.1 or 2
knots with a fuel consumption of 1.9 litres per hour. It will get up to hull speed of 7 and a bit but then creates a big wave. If I
was content with 5 knots then a fast idle of 16 or 1700 would do it.
Dave Young August 28, 2004.
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Transmission Trouble
Sent: Sep 6, 04 - 9:30 PM
From: Peter Iversen, Room to Dance
We had just returned from a two week trip though the Thousand Islands and pulled into our home slip and found no reverse.
Fortuantly several friendly dockhands brought our boat to a stop without leaving any gellcoat on the dock. I checked the shift
linkage and everything seems fine.
I am now faced with the prospect of pulling the transmission which means the boat will be out of service for the balance of
the season.
Does anyone have any experience in rebuilding the Hurth transmission and can recommend a source for parts in Ontario or a
mechanic that has experience in these things. Can this be done with the boat in the water?? I suspect that a complete rebuild
is prudent due to the difficulty in removing the transmission.
Sent: Sep 6th, 2004
Reply From: Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214
Peter,
I had transmission troubles in about 1998, just as I was about to leave for 3 weeks in the North Channel. I had taken
a course on the Westerbeke at E & C Marine in Toronto. I called Charles [the "C" in E & C] and told him of my
plight. He offered the transmission from the course. I installed it [not much of a job] and we were off.
On our return we discussed the pros and cons of a rebuild vs a "rebuilt" - the rebuilt was a little more but came with
a warranty. You can contact them at (416) 363-7770 or by email at ec_marine@msn.com.
If you'd like more info on getting the transmission out let me know. It's just a spline gear with about 8 bolts. I did it
all in the water. Undo the bolts, linkage and coupling; slide the transmission back and have someone help lifting it
out the port cockpit locker. Of course it will depend on your systems. Good luck. Les

HULL STRUCTURES
[The Editor: Stuart, sent in a detailed write-up with photos, as promised, of repairs to the rudder and skeg of “Windy”.
Due to space he has agreed to have it run for the Spring Newsletter. Thanks Stuart]

MISCELLANEOUS
Living aboard an Aloha 34
Sent: September 1, 2004
From: Leigh Hunt Wilks, Nocturne, Hull #212
I have recently purchased Nocturne, hull 212, and am living aboard her in Vancouver. I would welcome any comments and
suggestions with reference to issues of condensation, insulation, heating, and other challenges of living aboard in a cold
climate.
Reply From: Les Harrison, Enchantment, Hull #214
Leigh,
Recently, Migs [Sea Vixen] offered some suggestions to Stuart [Windy], both of the Vancouver Island area. While
they don't deal directly with "living aboard" they may be somewhat helpful. You can contact Migs [the founder of
our network] at aloha34@shaw.ca and he also has access to this Forum. The following is what he wrote:
" I would recommend you get yourself shore power and install a small ceramic heater and possibly a separate small
fan as well to keep the air stirred up. We even do this in Victoria, not only to have a warm boat for winter sailing but
also to keep the air moving.
I have a small fan on the forward cabin boot locker, and a ceramic heater (set to about 45 degrees F) on the deck
between the hanging locker & the aft door to the heads, both facing aft.
Both the forward door to the heads and the hanging locker door have long brass hooks on them that keep the doors
open about 2" and allow some circulation of air through both the heads & hanging locker too.
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In winter I close the dorades. Rather, I open up the engineroom and allow the "warmish" air to circulate throughout
the boat and out the transom ventilators.
I'd also lift the floorboards in the main cabin (base of mast and abeam of the chart table), open your enclosed lockers
a bit and stack your cushions."
Good luck. Les
Sent: September 15, 2004
Reply From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Dear Les,
Thanks for the information. I've lived aboard for many years but it's always good to learn new ways of keeping the
dampness at bay. I'm already feeling very much at home aboard Nocturne, especially as the rains have begun to fall.
Thanks again. Leigh

Racing an Aloha 34
Date: Mon, 19 Apr 2004
From: Frank Collins
HI ALOHA 34 SAILORS,
We've been racing our Aloha 34 True Love ever since we bought her 25 years ago. I wonder if many (or any) others are
being raced. It's certainly a cruising boat, but does have a good turn of speed and reasonable pointing ability with good sails
and properly equipped.
I would be interested in hearing from anyone who is racing his/her boat. I'd also like to know what handicap is being applied,
particularly if it is a PHRF handicap.
Any takers? Cheers, Frank
[The Editor:
Frank,
The PHRF rating for the Aloha 34 in Lake Ontario is 147; however, the N. California measurement and rating is as follows:
Aloha 10.4

I=43.5

J=14

P=37.8

E=12

Disp=13600 LWL=28.67

Draft=5.5 Rating=156

The PHRF in Galveston Bay, Southeast Texas is 162 or 190 without spinnaker. New England and Western Long Island for
both the Aloha 10.4 and the 34 designations use 162 as well. The salt water must be thicker on the East Coast! What PHRF
rating are you racing with at your club?]

Teak Cleaner
Sent: Monday, August 02, 2004
From: Bill & Cathy
Has anyone have any good ideas for cleaning and removing black water stains
from teak?? It seems to me that someone had suggested using a water bleach
mix???
Date: Mon, 02 Aug 2004
Reply From: Frank Collins
HI BILL & CATHY,
Some years ago I used a product called "Action Teak Cleaner" made by Hallcraft Products (1140 Boundary Road,
Vancouver). This is a powerful, two part agent which actually seems to dissolve a bit of the wood in its cleaning
action. It gets the job done, but is highly corrosive, and you probably wouldn't want to be using it repeatedly. But it
might be fine to remove a few black marks.
Cheers, Frank
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Date: Mon, 2 Aug 2004
Reply From: "Carla and Dave"
We used a 2 part teak cleaner from Aurora Products that did a good job on all our exterior and interior. I have tried a
couple of others but found this to be the best. It worked well when the teak was washed with lots of water first, then
part 1 scrubbed in with the brush provided, then part 2. I used a sponge to apply part 2 and make sure it got good
coverage, and rinsed it with lots of fresh water.
Dave
[The Editor: Oxalic Acid it a major component of some teak cleaners. It is less harsh that some of the commercial products
and much less expensive. It may be worth a try. It can usually be acquired at a hardware store]

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
Placement of jib sheet blocks
Sent: September 24, 2004
From: Bill Diguistini, Windspinner
The other day I was out in a good blow and had one reef in the main and the jib partially furled. Although the boat sail well I
couldn't help feel that something wasn't quite right. The wind was blowing about 15 to 20 with a 3 to 5 foot chop. The jib is
aging and is a 140 the main in new and is full batten. The boat is a 10.4 which I believe is the high aspect rig. It seemed to me
that the blocks were too far forward. Any suggestions on block placement in these conditions?
Sent: November 4, 2004
Reply From:LesHarrison
Re: Placement of jib sheet blocks
I noticed no one had offered any suggestions to your question on jib block settings.
When I was racing we used a general rule. We placed the jib blocks so the sheet angle at the clew if extended in an
imaginary line was 90 degrees to the luff. This is just a rough set.
Ideally you would have at least 3 telltales or ticklers on the luff of the jib. With a correct block setting, all ticklers
will "break" at the same time - either to the luff or the stall. By "break" I mean the windward or leeward tickler will
flutter. In heavy air, moving the block aft will allow some air to spill from the top of the jib, thereby easing the
helm. My 2 Cents
Les

Reefing a "Loose-footed" Mainsail
Sent: Saturday, November 06, 2004
From: Migs Turner
Last Saturday five of us were sailing off Victoria in Force 5 winds gusting to Force 6 with two reefs in our "loose-footed"
mainsail and with our "storm jib" (or "Lapper" as Ouyang Boatworks has printed on its sail bag) replacing our regular 130%
genoa.
No, there were no mutinies in the crew Georges, and also, there were no "bergy bits" about Les. (See "Sea Vixen article" in
Les' ALOHA 34 Summer 2004 newsletter.) However, gusting winds did put a 10" long horizontal tear in the mainsail at the
aftermost reef point.
In that we did not want to curtail our brisk sail by returning to port, we eased all the reef points and continued sailing. There
was no further ripping of the mainsail. In fact, with our loose-footed mainsail reefed by reef line only, there appeared to be
little use for even tying the reef points, other than to loosely contain the reefed sail from blowing about.
Has anyone experience with this?
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Sorry! Winds were 18 to 20 knots gusting to 25 knots.
For the Beaufort Wind Scale, see http://www.psych.su.oz.au/vbb/woronora/maritime/beaufort.html
or, for a 'jazzier' version see http://www.stormfax.com/beaufort.htm
Migs
PS: Sea Vixen behaved beautifully as ALOHA 34 owners would expect. With the two reefs and the small storm jib we rarely
heeled more than 10 to 15 degrees (15 degrees being the maximum recommended by Ted Brewer, as members will
remember). The first drink on opening the bar after we returned back alongside went to the crew member who attained the
fastest speed at his turn on the wheel, at 8.4 knots.
Date: Sat, 06 Nov 2004
Reply From: Cathy Diguistini
Hi Mig! I read something similar and the author indicated that the tear came as a result of the reef not being tied
tight enough. I was talking to North Sails the other day concerning reefing my main using a slab system and he
indicated as long as the luff and the leech were reefed tight there was no need to tie the other points.
On another note I am in Victoria Sunday Nov. 7th and will drop down to Sea Vixen in the morning hopefully we
will see you there.
Date: Sun, 7 Nov 2004
Reply From: "Windy"
A few years ago I tore my fixed footed main (I have slugs along the boom) by tying the three reef lines (what I call
"tidying lines") too tightly to the boom. When the aft reef control line stretched a bit, under a heavy gust, the load
was shifted onto the aft of the three reef lines causing a vertical tear. When I took my sail in to have it repaired I
was told that this was a common occurrence (which is probably why he can afford to drive a nicer car than me!).
With the sail repaired, and the aft reef line & cringle removed, the sail maker said "NEVER use those reef lines as
all they do is "tidy" up the bottom of the sail. If it is blowing that hard, nobody is going to be worried about how
your sail looks". I am not sure if we are talking about the same thing but still another story of torn main sail during
reefing.
Stuart, Windy #151, Schooner Cove, BC
Date: Sun, 07 Nov 2004
Reply From: Migs Turner
Thanks Bill & Stuart. Yes, I think from now on, easing up on the reef points is the answer. Migs

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Dissimilar Metals
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004
From: Frank Collins
Subject: Anti-spalling material
HI SAILORS,
I'm looking for something that prevents the fusing together of stainless steel and aluminium when these two dissimilar metals
come into contact (e.g. when you screw a stainless bolt into an aluminium mast). I think this is called anti-spalling grease,
but I'm not sure of this. Can anyone tell me the proper name for what I'm after and the sort of place I might be able to buy
it? Thanks, Frank
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004
Reply From: "Lyndee Lu"
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Frank, it's not called anti-spalling. You can use a thread locking compound but we can't remember the name. I'm
going to look under electrolysis articles from Good Old Boat - the magazine everyone with an old boat should get. If
I find anything, I'll mail you. Lyndee Lu
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004
Reply From: "Lyndee Lu"
Go to Sailnet.com - on opening page in the very right bottom corner, open "articles". On search put in "dissimilar
metals" Click on article "Choice of Aluminum Rails" and part way through article it talks about putting stainless
screws into aluminum. Hope this helps. Lyndee Lu
Date: Tue, 27 Jul 2004
Reply From: Bill & Cathy
Hi Frank you might want to try a product called "never seize," your best bet is to get it at your local auto parts
supplier. This will reduce the problem of the bolts becoming welded to the mast. As well, you might look at bonding
the mast to a zinc on the side of the hull. On "Windspinner" we have bonded the mast to a sink on the starboard side
and I believe this helps reduce the problems with all the different metals that are part of the mast system. Hope this
helps.
Date: Wed, 28 Jul 2004
Reply From: "Perry Basden"
Hello, Frank.
There is a company that used to be know as "Fel-Pro" that has now been purchased by the "Loctite" organization
which is owned by the "Henkels" group. They manufacture and sell several types of anti-seize compounds. I have
used both the copper and the aluminum based industrial product (for turnbuckles and other fasteners) without a
problem.
They also have a marine specific product which is similar to the industrial product but the grease base is different
and helps prevent washout in both fresh and salt water. The standard anti-seize is available at Canadian Tire as well
as industrial bearing and supply houses. It's not expensive. The marine type may have to be ordered from a bearing
supply company as it is not as common, at least in our area anyway. The Loctite Marine Anti-Seize part number is
34395 for an 8 oz. bottle and 34026 for a 16 oz. bottle.
You may want to check the Loctite web site for further information. The anti-seize index can be found at
http://www.loctite.com/int_henkel/loctite_us/index.cfm?&pageid=130&layout=1
Hope this helps solve your problem.
Regards, Perry Basden, A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Date: Wed, 28 Jul 2004
From: Frank Collins
Thanks for your help with this . Your information, plus some other I've received from the Aloha 34 gang will surely
give me the answer I'm looking for.
Cheers, Frank
[The Editor: A portion of the Data Sheet for the product Perry recommended is copied below.
PRODUCT DESCRIPTION
LOCTITE® Marine Grade Anti-Seize Lubricant features a
formulation that protects assemblies exposed to direct or
indirect fresh or salt water and high humidity conditions.

TYPICAL APPLICATIONS
· Bolts, screws, studs, pipe joints, nuts, shafts, bushings,
splines, chains, and cables in marine applications
· Dressing for water pump gaskets and flanges

An alternative is Bostik Never-Seez “Marine Grade prevents rust, galling, and galvanic corrosion in salt water, salt air, and highmoisture environments. It's a proven combination of copper flakes, graphite, and aluminum paste suspended in a grease specially
formulated for marine applications. This product was developed from years of experience working with marine engineers to provide
superior parts protection in applications exposed to salt water. Marine Grade is the best choice for protection above and below the
waterline.”

Loctite is an excellent never-seize product as is Never-Seez. Loctite Marine is not recommended for copper based fasteners.
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Stay Lengths
Date: Fri, 28 May 2004
From: Perry Basden
Hi, everyone.
Does anyone know the length of the inner stays for the Aloha 34? I was stepping the mast and noted that the lowers are all
different dimensions. I have one stay at 22' 1/2", one at 22', one at 21' 11", and one at 21' 8". I don't know why there would
be such a variation. I was expecting that perhaps if there was a difference, there would be at least two pairs of similar sizes.
The outer stays are exactly the same length and so they will not present a problem. I intend to do some measuring tomorrow
and see if the chainplate placements are in the same location port and starboard.
Any comments would be appreciated.
Regards, Perry & Gloria Basden, A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Date: Fri, 28 May 2004
From: Migs Turner
Subject: Aloha 34 Stay Lengths
I do not know the exact lengths of our inner stays Perry & Gloria, but if I understand you correctly, the two shorter
stays should be the ones leading aft as you probably want your mast to "cant" slightly aft. Certainly in Sea Vixen
#167, because our mast has a very slight "bend" aft, the 2 inner stays coming aft are slightly shorter than the 2 going
forward.
I assume you have bottle screws in each stay for fine tuning. Thus, further to the above, the differences in the
measurements that you mention should not make any difference.
Good luck!
Migs

UTILITIES
[no submissions]

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

To
minimize
corrosion
when
attaching a stainless item to an
aluminium spar, cut out a gasket to
match the footprint of the item using
an old car or bicycle tire inner-tube.
The rubber will separate the two
items. Then coat the fasteners with
never-seize compound.
Alternatively, although less effective,
varnish or paint the base of the
stainless item.

[* Ace = Aloha Creative Enhancements]
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CLOSING
We’ve reached a major milestone, official seniors we,
Qualified for discounts and cheques mailed out monthly.
Little wisps of grey hair and wrinkles unforgiving
Only spurred us on to seek the joy that’s found in living.
Our basement got a facelift to add accommodations
For the Easter Bunny basket held NEW BABE
congratulations!
So five wee precious grandkids did grace the photo wall
Of our cozy travel trailer as we made the “western haul”.
Cross prairies wide and mountains high until we reached sea
We collected priceless memories meeting friends and family.
Vancouver Island beaches and sailing the Pacific,
The Rockies and the rolling plains, each vista was terrific!
By mid-July the photo wall had moved onto “Enchantment”.
Six weeks in the North Channel for a slower paced
contentment.
We gathered all the crew to take our photo for this year.
With thankfulness we wish you joy now Christmas time is
here.
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
Dream Catcher II: 1984 Aloha 34, Belleville, Ontario
This boat has 10 opening ports, three hatches and loads of storage. The cabin is beautifully
done with teak and is in excellent condition. This boat lends itself well to cruising, both short
and long distances.

Features:

















27 hp Westerbeke, completely overhauled in 2002, (enclosed water cooling system).
Full enclosure, including matching sail cover and hatch covers in Captain’s Navy.
New cockpit cushions in 2004.
New 40 amp battery charger. Starting and deep cycle batteries (4).
130 amp alternator, 800 watt inverter
Hull repainted with Imron, white with navy trim, in 2002.
Electric windlass, with estimated 200 feet of 5/16 chain and 35 lb CQR anchor.
Four self-tailing winches
Dingy davits
Radar and Loran, depth finder, knot meter
Autohelm 4000
Furling with 135 genoa, and full batten main.
Nova Cool refrigeration, with separate freezer compartment (works excellent).
Propane stove and oven, new burners – dual propane tanks in lockers
Winter canvass cover and frame (new in 2002).
Folding steel cradle with six pads.

This boat has been well maintained and shows very well. $82,500.00 CDN. Call Gary at (613) 771-0442 or email at
dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca.

"Lady Marisa"

- 1977, Aloha 34, fully equipped with all the comforts of home;
propane stove with oven, hot and cold pressure water, refrigeration, microwave, diesel
furnace, tv with mast-top antennae, Force 10 propane BBQ, furling head sail, Gennaker,
full enclosure with screens and windows, Mariner instrumentation, Autohelm 4000,
Volvo diesel and storage cradle. Shows pride of ownership. Currently in Bowmanville.
Asking 72,900 Contact Sue at 905-655-3683.
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TWILIGHT ZONE - [1981]
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca

WINDEKIND [1981]
Proven Ocean Cruiser, on custom metal cradle at Port Credit Marina. Five sails including DRS
in sock. Propane stove & oven, BBQ and cabin heater. 42 hp Pathfinder [VW] engine. Cutter
rig. Enclosed cockpit. New interior cushions and foam. Asking $70,000. Phone (905) 6629703.

Nepenthe
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

ARTICLES FOR SALE
From: Brian Bishop [bishop@hurontel.on.ca]; April 28, 2003 9:35 PM
I have two items for sale:
1- 15 x 10 rh 1 Gori folding prop $300
1 set of aluminum frame work for a winter cover- frame work only -$200
thx Brian # 146
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”

PROFILE # 198
DATE COMPLETED: May 6, 2004
Bill, Dave, Steve, and Cathy McKeon
255 Sunray Road Oakville, Ontario L6L 3R7
TELEPHONE ( 905 ) 847-1883 FAX (
)

E-MAIL; bmckeon@sympatico.ca

TALLENUF
SERIAL NO.
198J485
REG. or DOC NUMBER
HULL NUMBER 192
YEAR BUILT 1985
YEAR PURCHASED 1985
LOCATION OF BERTH : Etobicoke Yacht Club
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Lake Ontario – Toronto Area
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeake MODEL 27
HORSEPOWER 27
Original engine yes/no. When did you change & why?
Yes
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Impeller, changing the oil filters
EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
None
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
(such as hull “blisters”, keel leakage, rigging problems, delamination or equipment failures & remedies)
Leaking holding tank
Leaking Fuel tank
Hot water heating broken
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
None
OTHER INFORMATION THAT MAY INTEREST OTHER OWNERS
AUXILIARY EQUIPMENT LIST (such as bilge pumps, fresh water pump, etc.)
QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
HISTORY: [previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Boat was inherited by 4 siblings from Charles McKeon the original owner, who would have love participating in this
network.
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Amalthea's Pacific Travels [Part 3]
Milan & Adrian Ford
Aloha 34 Hull No. 189
3600 S. Harbor Blvd #411, Oxnard, CA 93035, (805) 890-6475
svamalthea@hotmail.com
Our last installment left us on Wednesday October 25 th
2000, med tied in the yacht basin at Tongatapu, Nuku
‘Alofa having just arrived from Nomuka, another island
in Tonga. The check in process was quite involved and
took all day as we waited in one line after another only to
be told that we were in the wrong line or that the fees paid
were the wrong amount. During our check in process, all
offices closed for a period of time for a parade of children
marching in military style. We were told that the King of
Tonga had passed by in one of the cars as part of the
parade. After we were checked into the Country, we took
a taxi to town for dinner at a Chinese restaurant where the
hot and sour soup was too spicy hot for our taste, but the
rest of the meal was great. The next morning we were off
for the New Zealand High Commissioner’s office to start
the process for a visa to visit their country. We also found
an internet café and were able to pick up our most recent
messages and communicate with home.
We met a very friendly and helpful taxi driver, Sonny and
he was able to get our propane tank filled and washing
done. Sonny could usually be found each morning at the
yacht basin ready to take us into town or run errands for
the Yachties there. We made arrangements with Sonny
for an Island tour with Jeff and Steve of Al’i Nui for later
that week. He also told us of the Telecommunication’s
Office where long distance calls could be made. There we
were able to call our bank in the States to move some
money around.
I had some concerns about the engine’s fuel pump and
suspected that it was becoming weak. An electric
automotive fuel pump was purchased and installed in line
as a boost pump and worked very well. Later a rigid hose
was inserted through the fuel gauge port into the bottom
of the fuel tank and with this boost pump, we were able to
extract water that had accumulated at the bottom of the
tank.
Sonny had encouraged us to attend the local church and
on Sunday we arrived late, a mix-up on time, after the
service had already started. The singing was beautiful, but
it was difficult to understand all that was said due to the
local accent and the poor acoustics. The experience still
was very worthwhile.
On Monday, Sonny picked us up along with Jeff and
Steve of Ali’Nui and started our Island tour. On our way
out of the Harbor, we stopped to see a reproduction of a
large sailing catamaran made in the traditional Tongan
method, very impressive. We next saw the Royal Palace,
over 100 years old. It was a gorgeous Victorian building
with a lot of gingerbread. We also saw the Royal Tombs,

a large park like area that was fenced off. Our next stop
was the Tongan National Center which served as a
cultural center and museum. There were many old
photographs, recent carvings and tapa (paintings on
pressed bark). Adrian and I made reservations for the
traditional Tongan Feast there on Tuesday evening. A
stop was made at one of the archaeological sites, a
monumental pyramid structure that was an ancient burial
site for Royalty. We also saw the Kairvia Royal estate
used as the Royal Summer residence. A stop was made at
Captain Cook’s landing site and were told of his good
fortune that the Tongans didn’t carry out their plan to
overtake him and have he and his men for dinner. We also
explored the cave at Havelulikue where Jeff and Steve
swam in the fresh water pool. At the Tongan Wildlife
Center Bird Park we saw exotic birds and plant life. We
stopped at the Natural Land Bridge, an impressive sight
with waves crashing on the rocks below. Sonny, Jeff and
Steve climbed to the bottom but we were satisfied to
watch from above. At the Mapu’a Vaca Blowholes, we
stopped to take a lot of pictures as the waves crashed and
blew water through the fissures in the rocks. We
continued our tour to the northwest point of Tongatapu to
a resort that had just opened on the beach. The view was
magnificent with waves crashing on the offshore reefs.
Our lunch there was enhanced by the very cold beer. On
our return trip, we stopped at the Flying Fox Sanctuary.
There were many bats (flying foxes) hanging from the
trees. At dusk, they all migrated to find trees with fruit
which was their food. Back in town, we picked up
Sonny’s Daughters at school. We were late as Sonny was
supposed to pick them up at 1530 and it was about 1700.
We were fortunate to be able to meet some of his family.
Late, the next afternoon, we were picked up and taken to
the Tongan National Center. We talked for a long time
with the lady that had sold us our tickets for the Feast.
She told us of some of the contemporary Tongan customs,
especially their respect for the Sabbath. They have laws
that prohibit stores from opening on Sunday, don’t
approve of Sunday swimming or singing or even listening
to the radio. We were encouraged to also respect their
Sabbath which included similar activities and also not
running our generator. While we were talking, a string
band played and sang and we were served beer. We
participated in the kava ceremony which was explained to
us in detail as it went along. We then had a buffet dinner
with many Tongan foods including roasted suckling pig,
chicken, lui pulu (corned beef marinated in coconut with
taro leaves), fish, taro, tropical fruits and vegetables.
When the dinner was finished, a dance program was
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presented to us with the lady who sold us the tickets being
the lead dancer and master of ceremonies.
The next several days were spent exploring the town and
discussing with the other Yachties, weather projections
for our upcoming passage to New Zealand. Each day, we
all received weather faxes from Australia, New Zealand
and Hawaii which were the topic of discussion and varied
interpretations. Some had subscribed to different weather
routing services and the results of these were compared,
some with conflicting opinions. The passage was
expected to take longer than any accurate weather forecast
could project, thus the big guessing game, would there be
favorable weather for the entire passage. While we waited
for this favorable weather window, we received our visa
for New Zealand and cleaned the bottom. We were also
able to get duty free diesel and other provisions. Adrian
joined some other ladies from the fleet for a “girls’ day
out” in town and Sonny arrived one afternoon with a lea
of flowers as a going away present for Adrian.
On November 9th, Vlad and Paula of Tethys joined us for
Adrian’s birthday dinner at the Love Boat Restaurant. We
had a very nice meal in a relaxed atmosphere with a
beautiful view and great food.
After much discussion and poring over weather reports,
we decided to depart for North Minerva Reef on Sunday
November 12th. This Reef lies on the way to New Zealand
and offers a good place to wait out bad weather if
encountered. By 1100, we were motoring out of the
anchorage that had a very muddy bottom. We departed
Tongatapu through the west pass under power and outside
just before 1200 we set sail. The wind was from the south
and peaked at 16 kts apparent. We headed west to clear
the reefs and seamount and then after 1800 started
heading more southwest. The wind slowly backed and by
2100 we were able to lay our course.
The next afternoon as I was reading in the cockpit, we
bumped a whale. Apparently it had been sleeping on the
surface, I heard a splash and then we bumped as we
passed along side. He turned to face us for a while and
then disappeared. Adrian went for the camera, but it was
too late. We looked about and there were two more
whales off our starboard quarter.
Tuesday, found us 86 nm from Minerva Reef. We had run
the engine for about 18 hours due to the light winds and in
the morning the winds picked up and had backed to the
southeast and we are now once again were able to lay our
course for the Reef.
With favorable weather reports, we decided not to stop at
Minerva Reef and continue on to Opua, New Zealand.
Then we received a weather report from the vessel
Sojourner, forecasting significant southwest winds below
20°S latitude with another low pressure system moving to
the North Island of New Zealand that weekend. Sojourner
had in the past provided very reliable weather reports and
we decided to trust them and return to North Minerva

Reef. There we anchored in 41 ft of calm water and we
listened to commercial weather forecasts obtained by
other vessels nearby and there was conflicting
information. The consensus was if we could make Opua
by Tuesday, the forecast seemed to be favorable.
However, we probably could not make Opua until late
Tuesday, Wednesday or possibly later.
North Minerva Reef is a low lying reef being exposed
only at low tide. It is visible because of the breaking seas
as they meet the fringe of the reef. The passage into the
Reef is visible by the absence of breaking seas. Inside
there is relatively good protection. We were anticipating
an easy afternoon and evening and were relaxing in the
cockpit with a cup of tea when we saw that many of the
others had departed and we would be without access to
the commercial forecasts from the others. The anchor was
raised and once out of the pass, the sails were set and after
a while we were able to make our course for Opua with
some room to spare. Later the wind clocked a bit and we
hardened up the sails and around 2300, we had to fall off
about 10° from our course line.
By noon, Thursday we had made 105 nm with 737 nm to
go to Opua. We were experiencing an adverse current of
about 0.8 kts but were still making good time. The
weather reports were not certain about the last southern
portion of the passage. There was some hope for northerly
winds, but we were planning for southwesterly winds.
Friday noon found us 623 nm to go to Opua and the
adverse current had slacked off to about 0.5 kts. We made
good 113 nm for the day. During the Seafarers net, we
attempted to receive some slow scan TV of the Navy
Model weather prediction but were unsuccessful. We had
heard that there was a cold front at 40°S latitude moving
NE at 25 kts and was expected to be at 32°S by noon
tomorrow and there were winds associated with this front.
We were at 26°S and the engine was started to get us
moving, our winds were very light.
Saturday noon had us 541 nm to go to Opua and the
adverse current was still against us. The weather report
has indicated continued light winds for today and
tomorrow clocking to the south. We have run the engine
for a total of seven hours during the past day and made
only 91 nm. Our average speed was only 3.6 kts. Adrian
made bread and coffeecake for tomorrow’s breakfast. The
water maker was having problems and has taken a long
time running to get usable drinking water. We had
decided that the several sources of weather information
are confusing and in the future we would rely only on one
forecaster, Des of Russell Radio to provide us with his
weather forecasts.
We had a fresh breeze of 16 to 19 kts from the SSE and
were making just under 6kts with 473 nm to go to Opua
on Sunday noon. We seem to be out of the adverse
current, however, we were over 65 nm off our planned
course. The wind soon moderated and with an adequate
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fuel supply, we decided to motor sail directly for Opua.
Russell Radio has noted that we were in a high pressure
area and that we should expect light winds tomorrow.
Battery bank 1 is not accepting a charge properly and we
plan to set it offline soon.
The next morning found us motoring making only 3.5 kts
plowing into sea and wind, very frustrating. The forecast
called for light southerlies and tonight moderate NW, 10
to 15 kts which might come around to the NE. Tomorrow;
they are expected to back to the NW and then moderate.
There were indications that battery bank 2 was
overcharging. We were 379 nm from Opua.
Tuesday morning, we had an over flight by a New
Zealand Orion patrol plane. They made a definite course
change to fly over us. The quarter berth was emptied to
get at the batteries and with a volt meter they were
checked and found to be performing quite well (12.95vdc
at rest). My battery instrumentation had experienced some
salt air corrosion, thus the erroneous readings. It was
getting colder as we went south. Our gentle breeze of 10
kts has backed to the NE and then at dusk to the north.
The weather report has forecast 20 kts from the NNW
tonight. For tomorrow, the wind was forecast to increase
to 25 kts. We had 257 nm to go to Opua.
It started raining Wednesday morning early and it
continues off and on all day. The forecast calls for SE
winds, 10 to 15 kts following this trough that is producing
the rain and clouds. Adrian has made some cookies
hoping to use up some of the food that will be taken away
by the inspectors at Opua. The water maker seems to be
working better. We have 113 nm to go to Opua.
After 0200, Thursday morning, the wind came up out of
the south with gusts to 23 kts and light rain and we were
making about 3 kts. At 0700, the wind reduced to a
moderate breeze and we were making over 4 kts through
the wind chop. As we got closer to land, the seas
continued to moderate and we were making 5 kts. There
was an over flight by a twin engine propjet which we later
learned was a Customs plane inspecting us. We entered
the Bay of Islands through a very well marked channel to
the town of Opua and there took a mooring ball as
instructed by Customs. We were soon cleared to proceed
to the Customs dock where the clearance was easy and
friendly; the Ministry for Forestry (MAF) took anything
that contained meat, not canned, and some grains.
A VHF call was made to the marina and we moved to a
slip, took showers and Paula and Vlad of Tethys as well
as Tom and Nancy of Equinox joined us for sundowners.
At 1800, we went to the Opua Cruising Club where they
put on their annual Thanksgiving dinner for the arriving
Yachties. Later there was music from a one man band, it
was a wonderful evening. During the day, the weather
was warm, but when the sun went down, it became rather
cool.

The next day, we walked to the nearby town of Paihia, about a
2½ hour walk along the shore line. There we did some
shopping, visited the ATM, had lunch and returned by taxi
with our groceries to the marina. Adrian dug out some warm
clothing that had gotten wet under the forward bunk and it was
included in our laundry the next day. The batteries were a
sorry mess with much corrosion and lack of water and were
soon corrected. One day, we took the ferry across the bay to
the town of Russell. There we visited the museum and the
maritime park and finally the historic Anglican Church. We
had lunch and later coffee and made phone calls back home.
The ferry was taken back to Paihia where we had to have
some ice cream.
Charts and cruising guides were purchased for the area
and just before we left, we made a visit to see Des of
Russell Radio. His home sits on a hill and he has many
antennae strewn about to accommodate the several
frequencies on which he broadcasts. He is strictly a
volunteer and provides a valuable service of weather
forecasting to voyagers in the South Pacific. Twice a day,
he can be called upon and with a position report and local
weather conditions; he provides an individual weather
forecast for your area. We left a donation to Russell Radio
to help support future equipment acquisitions and
maintenance.
We departed Friday from Opua to Waewaetorea in the
Bay of Islands and anchored there that afternoon. The
next morning, we were off down the coast for
Whansamumu Harbor and arrived there about noon. This
Harbor is the site of an old whaling station and is totally
enclosed. Sunday, we were off for Tukukaka, another
totally enclosed harbor with a Marina. There we took a
slip with Equinox and remained for several days. We
hiked to the Kukutauwhao reserve and then to the
lighthouse that looks out to sea. Wednesday, we departed
for Urquharts Bay where we met Equinox again. Tom and
Nancy joined us for sundowners and dinner. The next
morning, we were off up the River to Whangarei where
we had made reservations to spend the season at the Ray
Roberts’ Riverside Marina. We also had made an
agreement with Christian and Sybill of Subeki to jointly
purchase a car. Christian and Sybill were off to Germany,
so we had exclusive use of the car. Later, when we went
back to the States, the car would be theirs.
Our time in Whangarei was spent getting used to the New
Zealand way. Driving on the left side of the road was an
experience that made driving for me uncomfortable. It
was a good day of driving if no one honked at me for my
transgressions. The temperature conversion to Celsius
was easy as was the metric system for weights and
measures. The language though the same, was still
different especially the idioms and sometimes the accent
became quite thick. Tipping was done only if the service
was extraordinary and was usually not expected. Our car
required a Warranty of Fitness (WOF), a sticker that was
to be applied to the windscreen after we had passed a
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thorough inspection. Our TV did not have the right format
and we had to purchase another. Electricity is 220 volts
and 50 Hz, so we bought a small 220 volt battery charger
and worked off our 12 volt batteries. Our inverter
produced 110 volt 60 Hz power to run our small
appliances.
On Sunday, December 15, we left with Tom and Nancy of
Equinox for a land trip to Tauranga for a Yachtie
Christmas party and potluck. We headed south passing
through Auckland and stopped at Waihi, and saw the very
large open pit gold mine and old pump house. The next
morning we stopped for our first real Kiwi breakfast
called the “Full Monty” consisting of coffee, eggs,
sausage, bacon, potatoes, tomatoes and toast. We
continued our travels south to Tauranga where we stayed
at guest accommodations provided by the Tauranga
Bridge Marina. We joined the other Yachties for the
Christmas party and were served turkey, pork, beef plus
many potluck dishes. There were presents under the tree
for the children of the Yachties distributed by Santa and
we sang Christmas carols. The next day, we were off for
Rotorua to the Maori Arts and Crafts Gallery and the
Thermal Park. There we visited the Gallery and Carving
School for Maoris and then went on to the Thermal Park
stopping to view the many geysers and hot springs. On
our return trip to Whangarei, we also stopped at
Whitianea to look into the large bay and marina there as a
possible later destination.
A few days before Christmas, the Marina hosted a dinner
and potluck and that gave us a chance to meet some of our
other neighbors. We were able to fit a small turkey in the
oven for our Christmas day dinner and were joined by
Tom and Nancy of Equinox. On New Year’s Eve, The
boat was decorated with balloons and we were joined by
Vlad and Paula of Tethys and Tom and Nancy of
Equinox. Adrian fixed a ham and baked beans and after
dinner, we played several games of UNO to keep
ourselves awake until midnight.
The town of Whangarei was just a 45 minute walk away
from the Marina along the River’s edge. Every
convenience could be found there including a large
department store. There were many paths and parks
nearby and we took long walks most mornings, weather
permitting.
Tom and Nancy of Equinox joined us for another land trip
in our car. We had been told of the famous public
bathrooms at Kawakawa and traveled there. To us the
Bathrooms seemed a bit gaudy, decorated with what
looked like discarded but colorful pottery, wine bottles
and ornate metal parts and structures. The roof was
covered with sod; it was something that had to be seen.
We drove on to Opua where we were joined by Vlad and
Paula of Tethys who had their boat there. In two cars, we
drove on to Kerikeri and explored the Old Stone Store and
Missionary House. This was reported to be one of the first
European settlements in New Zealand. We continued on

to the Cottle Hill Winery owned by an American Yachtie
who had temporarily swallowed the anchor. We tasted
their wines and had a lunch of cheese, bread and fruits in
a beautiful outdoor setting. We then checked into the
Pagoda Holiday Park and barbecued steaks for dinner.
The next morning, we hiked across the stream and explored
the Maori Pa, once a fortified hill where the Maori defended
themselves against warring neighbors. We drove on to
Pakaraka, Kaikoke and then Opononi where we had a picnic
lunch. There we were situated on the Hokianga Harbor with
a beautiful view of the water, currents and great sand dunes.
We passed though Omapere and at South Head, we walked
about the bush with another view of Hokianga Harbor. In
the Waipoua Forest, we saw the Tane Mohuta (Giant Kauri)
and then drove to the visitor’s center where we checked in
to our cabins. The Kauri tree is much larger than our Pacific
Coast Sequoia Redwood, an awesome sight. Our cabins had
no head and the gents had to walk across the road for the
facilities while the ladies walked next door. The next
morning, we were off on the trail to see some more very
large Kauri Trees.
Wednesday, January 10th, we were off for Baylys Beach
Holiday Park and checked into our more modern cabins.
Once situated, we drove on to Dargaville had lunch and then
went shopping. The next morning, we woke to heavy rain
and packed the cars. We drove back through Dargaville
along the Wairora River and on to Malakoke to the Kauri
Museum. There they had products made from the Kauri tree,
a full scale steam log mill, kauri gum exhibits, pioneer stuff,
pictures and exhibits from the past. This took several hours
to fully explore. Afterwards, we drove back to the Marina
and unloaded in the rain.
We purchased tickets for the Alegria Cirque Du Soleil in
Auckland and on Wednesday January 31st we were on our
way with several other yachties. We drove to Warkworth
and had brunch and then on to Auckland to visit the
America’s Cup Village and then off to see Cirque Du Soleil
where we met more Yachties. We all got together
afterwards for a Chinese dinner in town.
Saturday February 3rd, we were up early to meet the 0730
bus to take us to the airport to catch our flight back to
California. Our flight had a stopover in Fiji and we were
able to spend the afternoon at a resort as a tourist as we
waited for our connecting flight.
This ends the third installment with more travels to follow
as we return to New Zealand with guests and then travel on
to Fiji, Vanuatu, New Caledonia and Australia.
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Log Of Sand Dollar
BAHAMAS TRIP IN 2000
The following is an extract from our log as we traveled from Thunder Bay on Lake Superior, down the Great Lakes, and then
the Tennessee-Tombigbee waterway system to Florida. It’s main purpose is for those sailors who might be interested in doing
the “Great Circle Route”. It gives one an idea of possible anchorage locations, and a sense of the time required to cover the
route.
Lake Superior
Aug 9, 2000 - Thunder Bay to Isle Royale, Washington Harbour -9 am –3:30 pm
Aug 10 - Isle Royale to Houghton -9am to 6pm
Aug 11 - Houghton to Big Bay - 11:30 – 8:30 pm
Aug 12 - Big Bay to Grand Marie - 6:30-7:30 pm
Aug 13 - Layday
Aug 14 - Gr. Marie to Whitefish Bay - 9:30 am to 5:30pm
Aug 15 - Layday due to weather
Aug 16 - Whitefish to SS Marie - 10:30 to 5Pm
Aug 17 - Layday
SS Marie to Chicago
Aug 18 – SSM to Drummond Isle
7:15 – 1:30pm – cleared customs –don’t let them put you on the outer side of the dock. Insist on tieing up inside unless it is
absolutlely calm. We had an unpleasant episode here trying to get off the wall when the wind picked up.
Anchored at Harbour Point about 1 hour from Drummond.
Aug 19 – Drummond to St Ignace - 7:30 – 4 pm
Marina at night.
We only stopped for ½ hour at Mackinac Isle as we went past. We didn’t go ashore.
Aug 20 – St Ignace to Charlevoix - 8-5:30pm
Managed to get a private mooring ball – it is a difficult place to anchor.
Charlevoix is fun. Worth a visit.
Aug 21Charlevoix to Leland - 11:30 – 6pm
Nice town. Used a marina.
Aug 22 – Leland to Frankfurt – 40k – 10am to 5:30pm
Anchored in the lake near the town. Strolled the town.
Aug 23 – Frankfurt to Ludington – 42 k – 12:30 to 8:30pm
Heavy fog in morning.
Used the municipal marina. Good harbour.
Aug 24 – Ludington to Grand Haven – 55k – 9:30 – 7:30pm.
Tied up downtown on long wall – watched the water ski show and the dancing fountains. Good town.
Aug 25 – Gr. Haven to Benton Harbour –57k-7:15am to 6pm.
Anchored inside the bascule bridge
Aug 26 – Benton Harbour to New Buffalo – 6:30am to 2:30pm
We were trying for Chicago but storm warnings diverted us to new Buffalo. A severe front went thru on short warning.
Stayed at a marina. No place to anchor – very crowded
Aug 27 – New Buffalo to Chicago- 38k – 8am to 2:30pm
.Mooring ball at the Chicago Monroe Harbour – it is the municipal run marina.
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About 1500 boats on moorings exclusively - $17.50 per day and the water taxi is $3/person /trip. It is a well located and
affordable. Can walk to downtown Chicago.
Aug 28-Sept 4 – Side trip to Hamilton – son was married.
Sept. 4/00 – From Hamilton back to the boat in Chicago
After Sean and Kim’s wedding was over, we drove the rental car back to London and caught the Amtrac train back to
Chicago. Arrived at MONROE Harbour @ 7:30PM. We got on the Harbour taxi boat to go out to the mooring (the Harbour
is City-run and has over 1500 boats in it, all on moorings).
No boat – Sand Dollar was not on its mooring!
We discovered Sand Dollar had chafed the mooring lines
and “rafted” about 12 slips down wind to Shenendoa, a
very nice 45 ft wooden sailboat. The temporary holding
apparatus for the Danforth anchor at our bow had
allowed the fluke of the anchor to snag the mooring line
of Shenendoa as our boat drifted backwards by it. It was a
miracle.
Sand Dollar could not have broken free more than an hour
previously as the taxi drivers would have noticed.
We got the boat back on its original mooring and spent
the night at the boat driver’s house. Quite an adventure as
it all happened in the dark, the wind was blowing and
there was about a two foot chop inside the breakwall.
Wind had been blowing 20 knots all week, and two other
boats broke free the same night.
I was very proud of myself in getting on the boat from the
taxi boat, disentangling the anchor from the other boat’s
mooring line, and motoring the boat over to the mooring ball and positioning it on the first attempt so that the other boat
driver could secure the new mooring lines to the ball. Little did I know that in the ten minutes I took to run the engine to do
this. I had forgotten to open the sea cock for the engine water pump! I wasn’t to really notice the effect of this till two years
later when the engine seemed to lose strength and I had to have it hauled and rebored! But that’s another story. There was no
noticeable effect at the time although a cold chill ran down my spine when I discovered it the next morning.
Damage to both boats was minimal. Thankfully I hadn’t dropped the mast before we left for the week. What a disaster that
would have been as Sand Dollar drifted thru a fleet of moored boats with its mast as a battering ram!
Sep 5/00 – A slip at the Chicago Yacht club
Bryan Couture arrived at the marina at 4:30 PM.
We had moved off the mooring to a slip – lot more comfortable – no rock and rolling at the mooring. Much scurrying around
to arrange for mast dropping. The Yacht club adjacent to the Marina won’t do it anymore due to liability ins. costs.
Finally discovered a 35 Cat “Big Dog” had ordered a crane to dismount its mast on the 6 th and we were able to tag onto this
operation and greatly reduce the overall cost..
Crowley’s Marine charged $200 and were good people.
Sep 6/00 – At the slip in Chicago
Dropped the mast and prepared the boat for the journey down the waterway.
Bryan helped me change the impeller on the engine.
Chicago to the Mississippi
The waterway and river charts use a mileage designation. Below I refer to places either by their name or the mileage on the
charts.
Sep 7/00 Chicago to Lockport - 36k- 7:30am to 5pm
Hot and windy
Went thru the lock to enter the Chicago Sanitary Canal. – a 1.5 ft drop – we handled it with ease. As the sign at the entry
door insisted, we put our life jackets on, and nearly stood at attention inside the lock waiting for something to happen. The
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doors opened automatically, and I couldn’t raise anyone on the VHF, so we didn’t know what to expect. Bryan and Pat
looked at me a little strangely, wondering if the life jackets I insisted we all put on were really necessary. There were several
signs posted to wear life jackets – I just pretended I knew what the situation called for, and casually allowed them to take
them off once we were thru the lock gate.
We traveled thru the heart of downtown Chicago, under
fifteen or so bridges – very dramatic. One of the high
lights on the trip.
Note – the Chicago Sanitary and Shipping Canal is the
storm drain for a large portion of Chicago- if there is
heavy rain it fills up quickly and the current increases –
something to keep in mind. Several weeks later we heard
of two sailboats that went down the channel after a major
rainstorm and the strong currents caused problems when
they were passing an upcoming barge and towboat.
Arrived at the Lockport lock at 2:45pm, and had to wait
till 4pm to go thru with 12 other trawlers. Our first
experience with locks of this nature – a 40 ft. drop, lots of
turbulence, a crowded lock and us with our mast
projecting out either end. Bryan struggled at the stern at
times due to the turbulence moving us around but we
made it down with no ill effects. Later we learned how to
play the ropes thru the cleats and the winch and use a little
mechanical advantage.
I had heard there was an anchorage at the base of the lock and the lockhands
confirmed it. We spent our night there, very secure. Lots of bird sounds, and
at 3am a barge was parked across the exit. I was alarmed until I was told it
was only a temporary mooring for a raft of barges being moved upstream. It
was gone when we woke up next morning.
Note – tie up at the entrance portion of the lock – the lock ejects a stream of
water out of a 6 inch dia. opening further back.
Sep 8/00 Lockport to Marseil – 6:45am to 3pm – Illinois River
In a convoy of 6 trawlers – they all move faster but we pulled in last at each
lock and kept up with them by not having to wait for the locks to open. Went
thru Brandon and Dresden locks by 11am. Passed two towboats pushing a raft of barges – the drawl of the captain on the
towboat “John Beesucker” was fierce – hard to understand.
At 3pm we were looking for diesel as it was scarce and finding a place with
enough depth to tie up was also adding to the problem. Pulled into a very
small dock at Snug Harbour. Went into the bar looking for information on
where to find some diesel and a young fellow gave me the keys to his pickup
– great – we got 5 gal. of diesel and went to the supermarket as well.
4pm- 7:15pm – Snug Harbour to Ottawa
We tied up at the city wall at the Fox River entrance – good overnight
location. Bryan and I hitch-hiked into town and bought 2 more cans of diesel.
Sep 9 – Ottawa to Henry 6:30am – 3:15pm
Waited two hours with 2 trawlers to follow a towboat with 7 barges thru the
Starved Rock Lock. Got thru at 10am and motored on to Henry, a town with
some diesel.
Tied up for the night in a section of an old lock. We had a shower and took on some water. Great location until at least 100
geese settled about 50 feet away and had a honking convention – noisiest geese I’ve ever heard.
Sep 10 – Henry to Ham’s Harbour – 7:00am to 10:15am
We stopped here because the word was that we could step the mast. The marina had good depth, and water, diesel, and good
protection. We tied up next to an old paddle wheeler that was being restored. We washed the boat down, had a tour of the
paddle wheel from “Cap’n Bill”, a character.
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Sep 11 – Layday at Ham’s Harbour
I had to visit the hospital to find out that I had Bronchitis, and that was the
cause of the heavy perspiring at night, and general sluggishness.
Sep 12 - Layday at Ham’s Harbour
We visited a small circus that was setting up a mile away
We had to keep after the marina owner to schedule the mast stepping. He was
difficult to pin down.
Bryan left at 3pm, just as we were stepping the mast. He had his own
adventure trying to fly out of Peoria, a few miles away, to connect with his
flight out of St. Louis.
We had a bit of a time stepping the mast but got it done safely.
We visited with the people we had met during our stay and prepared the boat
to leave the next morning.
Sep 13 – Ham;s Harbour (mile 179) to Havana (mile 120) – 59 miles – 9:45 to
7:30 pm
Waited 1.5 hrs for the Peoria lock. Tried the Duck Island anchorage but it was
too shallow so we moved on. Tied to a rather rickety dock for the night.
Severe front went thru – we spent the early morning hours in an all-night IGA
store watching the electrical storm. It was one of the most intense electrical
storms I have ever seen, and I figured I would rather watch it from land, than
on the boat.
Sep 14 – Layday in Havana
Propane, diesel, provisions, rested up after restless night. The clerk at the
Havana municipal office loaned us her car – really nice of her.
Sep 15 – Havana (mile 120) to Florence (mile 55) – 65 miles – 9:45 am to 6:30 pm
We talked to a tugboat company and they gave us permission to raft on to one of their barges for the night – really nowhere
else to go except the barges. My note is “I called the Tom Edwards on channel 19”.
Sep 16 – Florence (55) to Alton on the Mississippi. – 55 miles – 8am to 5:30pm
Delayed 2 hours due to fog. Hit the Mississippi at 3pm and went to the Alton Marina – full facilities – very nice
The Mississippi and the Ohio Rivers
Sep 17 - Alton (mile 202) to Hoppies Marina (mile 158) – 44 miles – 9:30 -4pm.
Hoppies is a legend in their own mind but they have diesel and a place to tie up. Current was 3-4 knots in the Mississippi. We
rolled a bit from passing barge wakes in the river.
Sep 18- Hoppies (mile 158) to Kaskaskia Lock(mile 118.8) – 40 miles – 10:30am-3:30 pm
Tied up at the lower outfall of the lock – good anchorage.
Sep 19 – Kaskaskia Lock(119) to Little River Diversion Channel(48.8) – 70 miles-6:45am to 2:30pm. Strong wind on the
nose so we didn’t try to make it to Cairo (where the Ohio meets the Mississippi). The river channel was good – anchored with
four other boats
Sep 20 – Little River to Cairo area – Mile 0 – 50 miles –7:30 am to 12 pm
Anchored in Angelo Towhead in 6-10 ft of water. Nowhere else to go – a little uptight in case they decide to drop the river
level overnight but it was not a problem. Stay close to the Towhead bank. Keep an ear out for any proposed change in water
depth.
Sep 21 – Angelo Towhead to Paduca – 6:30am to 6:30pm
Going up the Ohio R. against a 1.5 k current. Making 4.5k over the ground. Lost 1.5 hrs at lock 52 waiting for barges.
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This section of the river is used to make up the barge fleets. Amazing number of towboats whipping barges back and forth.
Their skill in maneuvering the unwieldy barges (33’x110’) is impressive. The biggest barge train we passed on the Mississppi
was 35 in number. It was being pushed by a towboat about 125’ in length. The barges were 5 wide by 7 deep.
Tied up at the Executive Inn – no signage but we found it – massive steel work to accommodate major changes in river
height. This is the world centre of quilting!!!!!!
Sep 22 – Layday –Went to the Wal-Mart, etc.
The Ten-Tom System to Mobile on the Gulf
Sep 23 – Paduca to mile 48 – 8:30am to 6pm –
Anchored in 6 ft. of water – relatively exposed but only choice.
Waited 1.5 hrs at the Kentucky lock.
Sep 24 Mile 48 to mile 96(Pebble Isle Marina) – 48 miles –
8:30am to 3:30 pm
Good marina – has a courtesy car and all services.
Sep 25 – Layday at marina
Played with engine fuel filters – very dirty and sludgy.
Sep 26 – Mile 96 to mile 148.5 – 9am to 6pm
Anchored in a 20 ft deep channel – good spot. Waited 1.5 hrs at
railway lift bridge. Fog in the morning and it was cooler at night
than usual – went down to 54 degrees F.
Sep 27 – mile 148.5 to 192.5 – Pickwick Marina – 9am to
1:30pm
Had to wait for fog to burn off. Sunny – 60 F at night.
Marina is good.
Sep 29 – Mile 450 (PickwickMarina) to mile 394(Midway Marina) – 56 miles
8am to 6pm – went thru 3 locks – no commercial traffic on this section – Midway has 6 ft going in – the restaurant is only
average-not recommended.
Sep 30 – mile 394 to mile 358.2 – 36 miles –8am to 2:30pm
Went thru 3 locks and are finally in gator country although none have been seen.
Tied up to dock just upstream of Aberdeen Lock at Bluff. Good place.
Oct 1 – Mile 358.2 to 307-Marina Cove – 51 miles-6:45am to 4:30pm.
Two locks – waited 1 hr at one lock. Anchored in Marina Cove – good spot.
Oct 2 – Layday – Shopped in Alice Town – a poor farm community in Alabama – cotton country. Very hot – 90 F. and
humid. Vivid feeling for what it must be like to pick cotton under the hot, dry, dusty , sun.
Oct 3 – Mile 307 to 270 – 37 miles – 11am to 5pm.
Good anchorage. 6 ft going in to anchor in 10 ft.
Oct 4 – Mile 270 to 224 (Demopolis) – 46 miles – 7am to 2:30pm
Anchored in arm of Tombigbee in 10-12 ft. Good spot. Very hot and oppressive.
Oct 5 – mile 224 to 216- 8 miles to Demopolis – 8am to 10am – hot and morning fog.
We moored off the yacht basin – 40 cents per ft. versus 75 cents/ft for docking. Suggest mooring as there are red ants that
parade on to the boat from the dock. We were warned about snakes under the dock – be wary when and how you tie up! A
tugboat fueled up ahead of us at the fuel dock – took 16,000 gallons – but they were only US gallons!
Oct 6 – Layday
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Oct 7 – Mile 217 to 167.5= 49 miles 7am to 3:30 pm.
Anchored in Tuckabain Creek – the mast was touching the tree tops but it was fine.
Oct 8 – Mile 167.5 to 123.2=44 miles – 8am to 3pm
Good anchorage in Okatupa Creek.
Oct 9 Mile 123.2 to 54 = 69 miles - 6:30 to 7pm
Cooler now – much appreciated. Water level is at a severe low downstream of the Coffeeville Lock. This is where I started
to notice problems with charging levels and the indicator lights on my regulator – eventually rebuilt the alternator and
regulator in Pensacola.
Anchorage was very shallow – only 6 ft.
Oct 10 – Mile 54 to the Gulf of Mexico – Fairhope, Alabama. 6:30am to
5:30 pm.
After months on the river systems, it seemed like we turned a corner and
suddenly were in a different world.
There were pelicans, shrimp boats, flocks of birds everywhere as we
entered Mobile Bay. We stayed at the Eastern Shore Marina on the East
shore of Mobile Bay – 70 miles –
Washrooms were dirty.
Our first exposure to crab pots – the bay looked like a minefield. Really had
to pick your way between them.
Oct 11 – Layday
A mechanic checked the alternator and said it was OK – he was wrong.
Supper at Domingo’s – good Italian place.
The Gulf Intercoastal Waterway
Oct 12 – Fairhope to Ingram Bay – mile 164 on the Intercoastal Waterway.
12 noon to 6pm. Saw our first dolphins
Oct 13 – Mile 164 to 175 – Pensacola, the Southwind Marina – 7am to 10am. Saw dolphins. Perdido Bay is well developed.
The marina is not good – no showers and rolly from chop. Had another mechanic check the electrical – said the regulator was
shot, the alternator was ok – wrong. Rented a car at great expense and took the regulator to an alternator shop. They said it
was fine – bring the alternator in.
Oct 14 –19 Laydays in Pensacola - Moved a few miles downtown to the Palofax Pier – nice marina facility within walking
distance of things.
We toured the air museum – well worth seeing. One of the best in the US>
Spent a few days getting the alternator rebuilt and installing it.
We visited friends in Alabama, a few miles away.
Oct. 20 – Pensacola to Destin – 50 miles.
We scraped the VHF antennae going under the bridge – tight fir.
Anchored in the harbour. Destin is a busy place – we dinghied in and ate at a restaurant.
Oct.21 – Destin to Panama City Marina – 60 miles.
We left Destin in a traffic jam with sport fishermen heading out for a tournament. Saw some dolphins as we motored into
Panama City.
Oct. 22 – Panama City to Appalachicola – 60 miles
Stayed at the Deep Water Marina
Oct. 23-26 – Laydays in Appalachicola
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We waited for a weather window to do the Gulf crossing to the Tarpon springs area, roughly a 150 mile hop. The wind was
on the nose at 15-20k and the waves were 5-7 feet. The Gulf is shallow and kicks up into a nasty little chop.
Appalachicola was interesting and we used the marina bikes to cycle around.
I installed a Delta anchor and bow roller.
Oct. 27 – Departed 8 AM for St. Petersburg. – 175 miles. The weather was so good we continued on from Tarpon Springs to
St. Petersburg.
Oct. 28- Arrived at 2 PM.
We motorsailed with the genoa out. Good weather and wave conditions. Lots of crab pots and boat activity.
We anchored in St. Petersburg in a subdivision. They must be used to boats passing through. Nobody bothered us as we
caught up on our sleep.
Oct. 29 St. Petersburg to Venice – 62 miles.
We literally sailed through some subdivisions as we made our way down the Intercoastal. Passed under 11 bridges and
anchored in another urban area in Venice. Had to bump along a bit till we could squeeze into a tight spot using bow and stern
anchors.
Oct. 30 Venice to Cape Coral – 60 miles
Passed under 6 bridges and spent the night at anchor. Water was a bit shallow – touched bottom about 6 times as we moved
along.
This is mile zero of the Gulf Intercoastal Waterway and Mile 147 of the Okeechobee Waterway heading east.
Oct. 31 Mile 147 to 105
Anchored at the Labelle bridge. The water is down in the system. Lake Okeechobee is only 7.5 ft. deep at this time. Went
through two locks and tied up bow and stern again at the bridge.
Nov. 1 Labelle to Clewiston (mile 105 to 65) – 38 miles.
Another two locks taking us up 8 ft. to the level of Lake Okeechobee.
The terrain changes to a forest of dead trees, full of bird and fish life.
Fertile cane fields, levy construction
We saw three alligators, including one when we were in the dinghy.
We tended to keep a sharp eye on them. They made us nervous.
Nov. 2 Clewiston to Indian Town
We crossed Lake Okeechobee and met our friends from Thunder Bay
in Indian Town.
Before we departed, we had estimated arriving in Indian Town on Nov.
1, so we were only a day late.
We laid over for 11 days before leaving for Miami and the Bahamas.

Air Boats & Dead Trees, Lake Okeechobee
End of log
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“Intensely Interested”
by Dave Johnson
“Did you hear that Wayne?”
“I don’t know but according to my estimates we should still
have 15 to 20 minutes before it hits us”, but as I looked at
the dark gray mass moving towards us I realized that there
was no way to judge just how far away it was. There were
no reference points to gauge speed or distance. But I could
make out a whitish line where I thought the horizon might
be.
A few spatters of rain hit the deck. “This may be it, do you
think that its time to get below” I asked.

“No.”
“Maybe you want to come down below and listen, I’ll take
the helm.”
Wayne and I were enroute to the North Channel on Lake
Huron from Albany, NY on his sailboat, an Aloha 34 named
Sand Dollar. We had settled into a routine of spelling each
other off on the helm as motoring up the Erie Canal is really
boring except at the locks when it is just a lot of tense work
keeping the boat off of the walls.

“Well, maybe not yet, lets wait a bit.”
“OK” I said.

We were on our third day on Lake Erie and the weather had
been flat, little wind and virtually no waves. I had been
down below trying to have a nap when I heard the Coast
Guards’ “extreme weather advisory”. A storm front was
moving eastward across Ohio at about 50 mph and it was
expected to hit Toledo in an hour. We were about 50 miles
east of Toledo which meant that we could expect the front to
hit us in about two hours. We were too far from anywhere to
duck into a harbour before the front hit.

Wayne peered at the approaching wall, “Do you think that
this is it?” he asked.
“No,”
We were like Butch Cassidy and the Sundance Kid asking
each other “Who are those guys?”, neither one of us wanted
to say that it was time to go down below.

The advisory cautioned that in fronts like this winds have
been noted to reach speeds of 80 mph in “thunderstorm
activity”. I found that the most chilling part of the advisory
was the way the radio operator placed the accent on the
second syllable of the word, the word now was
thunDURstorm.

It began to rain a bit harder and the wind started to pick up.
We looked at each other and went down below without a
word.
There are a number of recommendations for weathering out
a storm in a sail boat. One is to set a storm sail, a tiny sail
that is lashed to the mast and boom, lash the rudder down,
go below and pray. Another is to set a tri-sail on the
forestay, lash the rudder down, go below and pray. Another
is to set the tri-sail, stream warps from the stern, sail down
wind and pray. Another is to set a sea anchor off the bow,
lash the tiller down, go below and pray. We didn’t have a
storm sail, a tri-sail or a sea anchor but at least we were
going down below. We forgot to pray. What we did do was
to leave the motor running and the autopilot set so that at
least we were headed for our next expected port, Kelleys’
Island.

Wayne came up and said, “We had better get the boat ready
for it, we are kind of stuck out here.”
We started at the bow and worked our way back to the stern
tying down things far more securely than before, we had
been a little lax through the canal and there were a few items
that needed tidying up. We wrapped a jib sheet around the
mainsail, took down the Bimini and went down below to
stow all the loose pots, pans, books, toolboxes and all the
miscellany securely.
When we had finished securing of the boat we did one more
check, found one loose line, tied it off and then we both
went below. We donned life vests and had a drink of water.
We had the boat and ourselves as well prepared as we could.

The rain started pounding on the deck with an incredible
noise and then the wind hit. It was if we had hit a rock, it
was such a shock. We started to roll back and forth but not
alarmingly so. Wayne was watching his hand held GPS unit
and it said that we were being spun around like a top. In
retrospect I suspect that we were more or less dead in the
water and the rapid and fine sampling rate of the GPS gave a
false sense motion and direction. If the wind was pushing us
backwards in the water the GPS would tell us that our
heading was 180 degrees from where the bow was pointed.
Similarly large side to side motions of the boat as we were

I pointed to a wall of gray clouds some miles distant and
said “I guess that’s it, I wonder how far away it is?”
“Yes, I guess so, let’s get the companionway boards ready.”
A few minutes later Wayne asked “How far away do you
think it is?”
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rocked about would indicate rapidly changing directions and
that we were being spun about.

Well, I thought to myself, that does make sense in an insane
sort of way. I came up into the cockpit and together we set
out about half of the roller-furling jib. The boat settled right
down and the boat started to punch through the waves. We
were now taking a lot of water over the bow, it was really
exhilarating and we could even hold our original point of
sail. After about two hours our destination, Kelleys’ Island
came into view. An hour later saw us tied up to the fuel dock
and we were again down below. This time we were grinning
at each other and sipping on a couple of beers.

I was too curious about the state of the water to sit blind in
the cabin so opened one of the port holes and peeked out.
The water was smooth and oily looking, almost flat and it
had an almost florescent gray colour. The light was so weird,
the water and the clouds were the same dark gray colour.
And it looked so oddly serene out there, the roar of the wind
said that it wasn’t serene.
After some 10 minutes the intensely strong wind started to
ease and Wayne went topsides to steer manually. It was
obvious that the autopilot was overwhelmed. And as the
wind eased the sea started to build. Short, choppy waves of
two to three feet developed fairly quickly, the smooth and
oily texture of the water was gone and the tops of the waves
were being sheared off by the wind.

“There is nothing so satisfying as getting to port after the
end of a tough day,” Wayne said.
I asked him if he had been scared at any time.
“No,” he cautiously replied, “but I was intensely interested.”

“Look at the spindrift!” I shouted. By now I was standing in
the companionway, nicely sheltered by the dodger, I didn’t
want to miss the show.

“Where on the scale of “scared witless to bored silly” does
that fit?” I asked.
“About three percentage points below witless, want another
beer?”

“No, that’s spume” Wayne shouted back.
There are places to quibble about semantics but this wasn’t
one of them. I was right however: according to the Concise
Oxford Dictionary spume is foam on the water; spindrift is
“spray blown across the surface of the sea”.

“Yes!”

August/04, Crewing on Sand Dollar, an Aloha 34, owned by
Wayne McLellan, Thunder Bay, Ontario.
Sand dollar was being delivered back to its home port, from
Delaware Bay, after a trip to the Bahamas via the Great
circle route.
A boat anchored at a marina at Kelley’s Island had a reading
of 58 knots as the front went through. They were about 10
miles from our position.

Another next ten minutes or so passed and the winds eased
further, to perhaps 30 knots. It was apparent that the worst of
the wind was over, however the seas had now built to 6’ or
so. We were now motoring into a very heavy, choppy sea
and every once in a while we would get stopped dead by an
exceptionally heavy sea.
“Lets’ set out a bit of the jib,” Wayne shouted, “that will
give us better control.”
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
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Aloha Members
AFTER FIVE

# 163

AGRIPPINA

# 228

AIR LOOM

# 185

Joe & Denise SINCLAIR
Dundas
Ontario

Georges POULIN
Gatineau
Quebec

ALI BABA

# 160
George & Trish KIRKWOOD
Comox
British Columbia

ALLIGATOR
Ants & Inga TOI
Toronto
Ontario

Perry & Gloria BASDEN
Windsor
Ontario

AMALTHEA

ASHRAM

# 148
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
Delta
British Columbia

BAURUA

BELLA LUNA

BONAVENTURE

# 189

Gary & Linda BROWN
Moffat Beach
Queensland

BELIZE

# 211

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
Fort Walton
Florida
Beach

CASTLE REEF

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
Rochester Hills
Michigan
# 216

# 209

ALOHALANI

# 132

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
Newmarket
Ontario
# 215

Bill & Bettie SIRINE
Hampton
Virginia

Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
Midland
Ontario

CLAN DONNCHADH

# 168
David & Jennifer DUNCAN
North Saanich
British Columbia

CLAUDETTE

Bryan & Maureen GODFREY
Richmond
Ontario

COLUMBINE

# 162
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
Amherst
New Hampshire

CORAL ROSE

CORKY III

CUTTY SARK

# 181
Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
Pinole
California

DALINA

DIALOHA

# 153

# 233

John ALDOUS
Redwood City
Linda TOMS
Toronto

# 202

# 217

Jack & Elaine ARCHER
Burlington
Ontario
# 134

Ed & Donna STEVENSON
Warkworth
Ontario

California
# 219

DALRIADA

# 128

David & Alice FISHER
Thornbury
Ontario

Ontario

DIFFERENT DRUMMER # 152

DREAM CATCHER II

Milt & Rosemary PAHL
Calgary
Alberta

Ron & Sylvia FOSTER
Midland
Ontario

Gary and Jane KOEBEL
Belleville
Ontario

ELEUTHERA IV

# 147
Dieter & Lora TEUSCHLER
Lantzville
British Columbia

EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Bolton
Ontario

Les & Carol HARRISON
Kincardine
Ontario

ENCORE

FAMOUS GROUSE

# 229
George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
Toronto
Ontario

FIONA

FULL TILT

GENIE

# 136

# 114

Lloyd & Mary WEIDERICK
Oshawa
Ontario

FIRESTAR

# 226

David & Beverley TALBOT
Hamilton
Ontario

HEART’S CONTENT IV

# 234

# 195

Rick & Judy KLETT
New Rochelle
New York
# 118

HOLY SMOKES

ENCHANTMENT

# 214

# 207

Bill & Lene SYMES
Houston
Texas
# 203

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
Hamilton
Ontario
# 127

KAIROS

# 213

Brad & Cathie GATES
Ajax
Ontario

David & Marilyn Bourne
Sarnia
Ontario

John SANFORD
Tiburon
California

KHADINE II

KWINSAM

LADY MARISA

# 126
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
Courtnay
British Columbia

# 144
Norman SAXTON & Peggy BEGON
Lantzville
British Columbia
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# 109

Al & Sue COMERY
Whitby
Ontario
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# 196
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MAHALO

# 221

Richard & Ann DESANTO
Ringwood
New Jersey

MARY MAX

# 174

MIKRON

MARGHERITA

# 227

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
South Portland
Maine
# 188

MOMENTUM I

Mike & Lynda LEROUX
Scarborough
Ontario

# 111
David CARR & Carla KILPELA
Aurora
Ohio

# 194

NERISSA

# 199
Ian & Wendy TOCHER
Surrey
British Columbia

NOCTURNE

# 157

ONCE AROUND

OUT AND ABOUT

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
San Jose
California

NORTHERN SPIRIT

# 159

David JENKINS
Toronto
Ontario

Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
Kingston
Washington

NEPENTHE

MARGARITAVILLE

# 129

# 212
Leigh Hunt Wilks
Vancouver
British Columbia

Stephannie FARRELL
Ancaster
Ontario

John & Donna WALSH
Whitby
Ontario

Robert & Connie HAIG
St. Catharines
Ontario

PAXIS 1

# 158
David M. Anidjar-Romain & Colleen
McConnell
Victoria
British Columbia

PRIORITY

# 178
David RIDDELL & Teresa MORRIS
Victoria
British Columbia

PURDY'S PRIDE

QUEENS RANSOM

# 105
Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
Sarnia
Ontario

QUINTETTE III

# 204

RESTLESS SOLE

ROOM TO DANCE

SALT SPRAY II

# 112

SANCTUM

# 171

Kearney H. & June MOYLE
Etobicoke
Ontario

# 169

# 113
Rick BURLING and Kathy BALL
Newmarket
Ontario
# 222
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
Goderich
Ontario

Don SALT
Morrisburg

SAND DOLLAR

# 120
Wayne MCLELLAN & Patricia CREED
Thunder Bay
Ontario

SEA VIXEN

# 167
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Victoria
British Columbia

SHENANDOAH

SNOWGOOSE

# 138
Laurie & Linda BURT
Carmanville
Newfoundland

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE # 165

SYLANDO

Catherine & Terry FAGAN
Toronto
Ontario

# 115
Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna
QUIGLEY
Mississauga
Ontario

TALLENUF

TATOOSH

# 223
Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
Nanoose Bay
British Columbia

TERRIFIC

TRUE LOVE

TWILIGHT ZONE

Bill McKeon
Oakville

# 198
Ontario

Therapy

# 191

Dan MARION
New Port Richey Florida

VIRGARIES

Dave YOUNG
Royston

# 220

Pauline & Peter Iversen
Waterdown
Ontario

Ontario

# 117

Frank & Eve COLLINS
Town of Mount Quebec
Royal
# 156

WATER WITCH

Robert BESWICK
Wyoming
Ontario

John & Vickie ADAMS
Ethel
Louisiana

WINDSPINNER

WINDY

# 210
Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
Vancouver
British Columbia

# 186

Ontario

# 176

Steven & Maureen WOODALL
Union City
California
# 146

Brian & Lynne BISHOP
Goderich
Ontario
# 173

WINDEKIND

# 154

Jim & Ruth ROLLO
Stoney Creek
Ontario
# 151

Stuart SPRACKLAN
Qualicum Beach BC
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Ed FULTON
Pickering

British Columbia
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Not Registered
BALLEO

# 137
Travis MCGREGOR & Catherine
SHANKEL
Vancouver
British Columbia

CASA MARA
Cheryl & David Rogalsky
Creemore
Ontario

# 177

DEBACHERY

DELTA WAVE

# 206

Ken LLOYD
Midland

#

Myles Zalisko
Windsor

Unknown

#
Lee & Leah BLOMBERG
Comox
British Columbia

KAIROS

MOONFLEET

MOONSHADOW

# 149

# 183

Mr. Barry Fries

Johnathon MARTIN
Unknown

#
Steve & Audrey LLOYD
Nanaimo
British Columbia

RAGTIME

Unknown

Unknown

# 102

Wolfe & Jan BERG
Campbell River, V.I., B.C.

Thornbury

FIRST LIGHT

# 232
Ontario

MARIAH

# 225

Richard & Ann VARNEY
Penetanguishene Ontario
# 190

New York

PRIMAVERA

# 140

Ontario

Martin Stewart
Gore Bay

Ontario

ITSUMO NATSU

DANDELINE II

MYSTERION III
Fred H. COLEN
Hillsboro
Portland

# 164
Ontario

# 187

Oregon

SANDERLIN

# 125

Sandy & Linda FRANCIS
Hamilton
Ontario
# 131

Adventure Yachts
Annapolis
Maryland

WHAT IF

# 205

Joe & Lina GIAQUINTO
Mississaugua
Ontario

Hull# Cross-Reference
105

ITSUMO NATSU
QUEENS RANSOM

109

PRIMAVERA
LADY MARISA

111

DEBACHERY
MOMENTUM I

102
112

Unknown
SALT SPRAY II

113
118

PURDY'S PRIDE
HEART’S CONTENT IV

114
120

ENCORE
SAND DOLLAR

115
125

SYLANDO
SANDERLIN

117
126

TRUE LOVE
KHADINE II

127
132

HOLY SMOKES
BAURUA

128
134

DALRIADA
CORKY III

129
136

ONCE AROUND
DIALOHA

131
137

Unknown
BALLEO

138
147

SNOWGOOSE
ELEUTHERA IV

140
148

DANDELINE II
ASHRAM

144
149

KWINSAM
MOONFLEET

146
151

TWILIGHT ZONE
WINDY

152

DIFFERENT DRUMMER

153

CASTLE REEF

154

WINDEKIND

156

VIRGARIES

157

NORTHERN SPIRIT

158

PAXIS 1

159

MARGARITAVILLE

160

ALI BABA

162
167

COLUMBINE
SEA VIXEN

163
168

AFTER FIVE
CLAN DONNCHADH

164
169

RAGTIME
OUT AND ABOUT

165
171

SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
ROOM TO DANCE

173
178

WATER WITCH
PRIORITY

174
181

MARY MAX
CUTTY SARK

176
183

TERRIFIC
KAIROS

177
185

CASA MARA
AIR LOOM

186

SHENANDOAH

187

MYSTERION III

188

MIKRON

189

AMALTHEA

190

MOONSHADOW

191

Therapy

194

NEPENTHE

195

FULL TILT

196
203

DREAM CATCHER II
GENIE

198
204

TALLENUF
QUINTETTE III

199
205

NERISSA
WHAT IF

202
206

CORAL ROSE
DELTA WAVE

207
212

FIONA
NOCTURNE

209
213

BELLA LUNA
KAIROS

210
214

WINDSPINNER
ENCHANTMENT

211
215

BELIZE
BONAVENTURE

216
221

ALLIGATOR
MAHALO

217
222

CLAUDETTE
RESTLESS SOLE

219
223

DALINA
TATOOSH

220
225

SANCTUM
MARIAH

226

FIRESTAR

227

MARGHERITA

228

AGRIPPINA

229

FAMOUS GROUSE

232

FIRST LIGHT

233

ALOHALANI

234

EMOTIONAL RESCUE
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ALOHA
Well, it’s a beautiful SPRING day here in south-western Ontario. We’ve even had SUMMER and WINTER all in the same
month this year! Maybe Mother Nature is just practicing to ensure she gets it right for the coming summer. Here’s hoping,
as we’re planning on spending most of July and the beginning of August in the North Channel this summer.
There’s lots of good reading in the Spring Newsletter; WINDY’s bottom, oh yeah and rudder too, AMALTHEA’s mast step
from down under, Boat Registration – your tax $$$ at work and a feature on wind that might blow your socks off!
Unfortunately we’ll all have to wait for the next instalment of the round-the-world cruise from the previous owner of
AMALTHEA as they are outfitting their trawler for an excursion south themselves. No one volunteered to do the “Featured
Aloha” segment this newsletter. Come on now, there must be good reasons you enjoy sailing your Aloha 34! Tell us about
it.
We spent 2 weeks in the Florida Keys in our little travel-trailer commonly referred to as “the land-yacht”.
. The Keys are
certainly is a boaters haven. On our way by the Tampa area I dug out my VHF and, on a long shot, gave Quintette III a call.
No luck, unfortunately – guess Kearney must have been out for a sail.
ENCHANTMENT got a new VHF this spring as we had trouble getting out last year – something wrong with the
“modulator” I’m told. If you’re up in the North Channel in July/August give us a shout and help test out our “rig”
We’re looking forward to meeting up with Nigel and Michele on RESTLESS SOLE and any others in the
neighbourhood.
The magazine “Good Old Boat” is trying to boost their subscription volume and made the following offer:
--------------------------------------“Would your group like to offer subscriptions [for members who aren’t already a current or past subscriber with Good Old
Baot] to Good Old Boat (at our normal rate of $39.95) of which your association gets $5? The association identification
number for your group is 1455. All your members need to do is subscribe online http://www.goodoldboat.com/sub-online.html, by phone (763-420-8923), through an email (Mark@goodoldboat.com), or a letter (Good Old Boat Magazine,
7340 Niagara Lane North, Maple Grove, MN 55311-2655) and mention that they're subscribing through our offer to your
organization.”
--------------------------------------If you’d like to sign up as a new subscriber remember to quote the identification number for the Aloha 34 Network – 1455.
I’ve enjoyed their articles and reviews; the designer of the Aloha 34 is a regular contributor.
Here’s to a great summer season and remember;
“Forget the adage about learning from your own mistakes. It’s safer and more entertaining to learn from the mistakes of
others!”
Fair winds.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214
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NEW MEMBERS
We welcome the following new members:
Cheryl & David Rogalsky, CASA MARA, Hull #177
241 Mill Street, Creemore, ON, L0M 1G0, 705 466-2283, cdrogalsky@georgian.net

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Bill & Bettie SIRINE, BELLA LUNA, Hull # 209
3558 Shore Drive, Unit 702 Va. Beach, Va. 23455, Tel. 1-757-464-2691, wfs@exis.net
Norman SAXTON & Peggy BEGON, KWINSAM, Hull # 144
6376 McRobb Ave., Nanaimo, B.C. V9V 1A4, saxbe@island.net
Linda TOMS, DALINA, Hull #219
64 Twyford Rd., Toronto, Ontario, M9A 1W4, linda.toms@rogers.com
George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES, Famous Grouse #229
Email: grjohnson@gumpert.com

MAILBAG
Subject: Contact from Web Site
From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2004
Hello there!
We are the new owners of "Casa Mara" ---hull #177 ---a 1982 model. We purchased her through Bay Harbour Yachts in
Midland and we'll be moving her over to Hindson's Marine in Penetanguishene.
She needs some restoration work and a lot of TLC but we're loving her already. We'll forward photos in the spring after she's
come out of the boatworks "salon".
We have been sailing on Georgian Bay for the last two seasons on our 1981 Aloha 8.2 "Aurora"--she is very close to being
sold and we're sure her new owners will love her as much as we have.
It's an Aloha "lovefest"!
Cheryl & David Rogalsky
Creemore, Ontario
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, September 24, 2004
Hi Cheryl & David,
Congratulations on acquiring one of the best cruising sailboats available but then we are a bit prejudiced!
We would welcome you if you'd like to join the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association.
It's open to owners of Aloha 34s. The dues, to cover routine costs such as newsletters and postage plus maintenance
of the web site, are $25 Cdn a year. You will also have access to the members section of the web site with
additional services such as the member's forum as well as our member email list.
We produce a spring and fall newsletter if there's enough content to warrant it and we maintain owner profiles of all
member boats. We have an owners' manual, which is a compilation of information from past newsletters and
owners' profiles. At present, the printed version is sold out but it is still available on CD.
You may join by sending a cheque for $25 payable to:
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Les Harrison
368 Nelson Street
Kincardine, Ontario
N2Z 1X7
Looking forward to having you aboard. Being an optimist, I have attached what I have on "Casa Mara" for a
profile. As you can there are a few gaps so we would appreciate you updating it for us.
Thanks.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, November 30, 2004
Subject: Aloha 34 Network
Hi Again Cheryl & David,
I'm finalizing the Fall Newsletter to members of the Aloha 34 Network and was wondering if you have decided to
join us? The info re joining is copied below should you wish to join us and receive the newsletter. We look forward
to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Thursday, December 02, 2004
Hello Les
Sorry that we haven't responded to your email regarding Aloha 34 membership....it has been a whirlwind of activity
since purchasing Casa Mara. She will be getting some extensive work done over the winter and it has taken some
time to prepare her for this. Also, we are in the process of selling our Aloha 8.2 "Aurora". We thought that this
wouldn't be happening until the spring but there is still purchasing activity out there so we have been busy showing
the boat----haven't even had time to organize a broker!
So yes...we are very interested in joining the group. I simply haven't managed to write a cheque and mail it yet. I
will do this tomorrow and we would be very happy to be put on your mailing list right away.
As for the profile, are you interested in having us update it now or after we have gotten to know the boat a bit better?
Thanks for contacting us!
Cheryl & Dave
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, December 03, 2004
Cheryl & Dave
Good to hear from you again. Good to hear you are having some success in the sale of "Aurora".
As far as the profile goes, we don't have much info on "Casa Mara" other than what I sent you. Feel free to update
now if you like and then you can add to the info after you get to know her better. What ever suits your available
time. Maybe this winter you might put pen to paper in time for the Spring Newsletter. That would be great.
I would be pleased to sent the newsletter, I don't think I have your compete mailing address; just Creemore, Ontario.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Monday, December 06, 2004
Les
We're looking forward to the newsletter! Our complete mailing address is
Cheryl & David Rogalsky
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241 Mill Street
Creemore, Ontario
L0M 1G0
705 466-2283
Thanks for the follow-up and we will put together some profile info over the winter and add to it as the refit
progresses.
Cheryl
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Editor: As you may recall we saved Stuart Spracklan’s write-up on the rudder and skeg repairs from last fall till now. The
following emails were exchanged and the excellent article with pictures occurs later in the newsletter]

Subject: Windy's Spring Tune-up...
From: Windy
Sent: Friday, October 29, 2004
Hi Les
It was raining today so I “tackled the text”. You may want to proof read it first in case there are any areas that are not clear.
It is always easy for the writer to understand what they have written… I did not want to make it too long and bore people
with verbage
BTW… After talking to Transport Canada on the phone (Don Powers in Toronto) followed by a “diplomatic” letter in
September, one month later I received the new registration papers for Windy with MY address changed!!! I managed to
accomplish more than the two lawyers put together…
I looked up Sanderlin in the registry and I see that they still have their old Vancouver as the address. I never heard any more
about Sandy and Linda after they supposedly headed south from Hamilton so I don’t know where they are. They would be
sailing around with expired registration papers and not know it.
I think that the three year registration renewal is a total waste of tax payer’s money and a stupid idea. When I spoke with
Don Powers he told me that they no longer send out applications for renewal because they got very few back. Now, they
automatically mail out new registration papers, to the address on record, every three years. If you do not receive the new one
about a month before the expiry date then it is up to you to contact them. If you don’t, they will do a search for all
households in your region that have the same last name and send a letter to every one of them asking if they are the owner of
the vessel in question. Government…!!! I am almost embarrassed to tell people that I used to work for the government.
[Editor: more info on registering and licensing follows under “Miscellaneous]
I guess the bit about Bill & Jeannie on the last e-mail was where I was going to tell
you that we had a great visit and beautiful sail on Wednesday, October 13 th when
they drove up to visit from Victoria for the day.
Hey check the attached to see what I was doing on Wednesday [photo on left]… I
know it is dated October 20 but it seems that every Wednesday has been sunny
with 10 – 20 knot breezes so I have been taking advantage!
Stuart

Reply From: Les
Sent: October 29, 2004
Stuart,
It's sure great that you retired and now have some time to bring us up to date on all the work on Windy - or maybe
it's because it rains occasionally in B.C.? ;-)
Thanks for the great write-up and supporting photos. Who took your portrait at the helm? I've heard some rumours.
Also, thanks for the bit of info on the registration process. I'll include something there too.
Got some submissions from several others - could be a fat newsletter.
Les
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Reply From: Windy
Sent: Saturday, October 30, 2004
Les
Retirement does not seem to have freed up any more time… I am just busy doing different things!
You have heard rumors??? I set my new digital camera on the companion way and used the timer. Actually Auto
Helm was doing the steering at the time (I guess you can call it trick photography).
Had two days of great sailing this week (Wednesday and Thursday) in NW winds of 10 to 20 knots. I actually
covered 17 miles in 3.5 hours on Wednesday and Windy was dancing along at hull speed (7.2) for quite some time
on a nice beam reach. I am lucky where I sail from as there are many small islands to sail around and make things
interesting. 3.5 miles I can get to an island anchorage for lunch (which I did on Thursday). Don’t let all these guys
out here fool you into thinking that we don’t have to prepare for winter too! Many of them cover their boats for the
winter (perhaps they head south). Dampness and mildew is a concern and many items are removed from the boat.
Ventilation is very important and I run a small electric fan/heater set on low which seems to be working for me so
far. I will see how it goes as I am down to the boat several times each week.
I am also crewing aboard a Martin 242 in the Sunday club races. They race until December 5th and start again in
January because the winds are most reliable in the winter. I am told that the worst boating weather is in December.
I put a deposit on a new 9ft Zodiac YL275 R (rigid bottom) since there was one 2004 left that was put on sale to
clear for the 2005s. I have never had a dinghy before as I did not need one on Lake Ontario. I have been told by
several people around the marina that I “just have to have a dinghy out here” and rigid bottoms are very common
(probably because of all the rocks!). I was thinking of buying a used outboard and wondered if you have any
recommendations or comments.
I finally got all the new Raymarine ST60 (wind, speed, depth) and the ST4000+ MkII auto helm installed,
operational and calibrated (though the auto helm tends to over compensate when I use it for tacking, which I need to
adjust). Sure is nice to have reliable instruments and especially auto helm for setting/lowering the main and
preparing to enter the marina in wind and waves.
If the newsletter is too fat, you can save my stuff until spring.
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, October 30, 2004
Re the outboard, I'm very partial to the 8Hp Yamaha. It's been pretty much trouble free since the mid-90's. It
weighs the same as the 6hp [about 65lbs if my memory serves me] and is much quieter than the Mercury or others.
The Nissan is less expensive but very difficult to service. I've been asked several times if it's a 4 stroke. That's
really the only other thing to keep in mind. Sooner or later they will start to restrict 2 strokes for pollution issues.
The 4 strokes are still quite a bit more expensive.
Good luck.
Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Sunday, December 19, 2004
Subject: Forgot to tell you…
Les
In the [Aloha] Vessel Registry Report section of the newsletter, (top of page 51)… Balleo is now owned by Denis
Woodske of Qualicum Beach. I have spoken with him a few times during the summer and gave him your e-mail
address as he was interested in joining the association. Obviously he has not been in touch. Anyway, he is the
owner at this point in time. I don’t know his exact address because he has a P.O. Box number!
Stuart
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Aloha Owners & Hurricanes
From: Gordon & Doreen Bridges
Sent: Tuesday, December 14, 2004
Hi Les & Migs.
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I saw in the fall newsletter you were asking about Alohas down south. Bonaventure is in Indiantown ,inland from Stuart
Florida. She took direct hits from "Francis" and "Jeanne" or was it "Ivan"? I cannot remember which. The first knocked 6
boats over and the second 20 boats. As I always take the mast off, we only lost a tarp and suffered water damage. We have
not been down yet but get regular reports from a couple who check boats, report back, clean and repair as required. We plan
to be there by the New Year.
Just as a re-cap, we left Midland Ontario in 1999, spent the winter of 2000 on the west coast of Florida, 2001 and 2002 in the
Bahamas, 2003 in Florida again as we only had 2 months that year. Last year we returned to the Bahamas, experiencing a
very windy winter with lots of fierce sails and rolly anchorages. I did spend 6 days in Nassau hospital, but that's another
story. We plan to cross to the Bahamas in January as this might be our last winter. Between hurricanes, Homeland Security
and health insurance, coming back to the bay is looking better all the time. We are on Pocketmail which gives us limited
Email service and no access to the net, so we do rely on the news letters. Fair winds and smooth sailing.
Gordon & Doreen Bridges.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2004
Gordon & Doreen,
Thanks for the update and to know the damage was minimal. If you haven't received it yet your newsletter is in the
mail.
Maybe you could do a bit of a write-up for inclusion in a later newsletter. The members would love to hear of your
experiences. Have a great season in the Bahamas. Fair winds and tides.
Les & Carol Harrison, Enchantment
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Update on Bella Luna
From: Bill Sirine
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2004
Hi Les & Carol: Well we have done it! Sold the house in Hampton & will be moving into a condo back in Va. Beach next
week. This is temporary with the plan to be in our new house in Tampa by the end of May. We plan to move Bella Luna
down there via the ICW sometime around the first of June, but before hurricane season. The attached pictures were recently
taken when we hauled her after 3 years. The bottom paint & the shaft zinc were still almost like new. We applied 2 coats of
Micron 66 & waxed the hull then put her in a marina at Little Creek to await the late spring departure south. We have a
number of slips available to us in Tampa Bay, but hopefully we can get here into St. Petersburg Municipal marina next fall
(18 month waiting list) since they have the best rates. Take care & have a Merry Christmas & a Happy New Year. Bill &
Bettie (P S the dues for 2004/2005 are in the mail) Oh! Our new temporary address is 3558 Shore Drive, Unit 702 Va. Beach,
Va. 23455. The email address (wfs@exis.net should not change.

Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, December 17, 2004
Bill & Bettie,
Congratulations!! And I'd guess you must have retired? Bella Luna sure does look well cared for and ready for the
trip down the ICW next year. All the best in all the changes for you. I see you didn't move far from the water
though.
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We'll be down Florida way in the first 2 weeks of March to get warmed up too.
Les & Carol
From: Les
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005
Bill,
Thanks for the cheque [that's how we spell it up here  ]. Unfortunately I sent your newsletter before getting the
change of address. Here's hoping you get it forwarded to your new address. If you don't receive it in due time let
me know. All the best in 2005 with all your changes.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Bill Sirine
Sent: Monday, January 03, 2005
Hi Les & Carol: We received it before we left. If you’re not doing anything exciting in May/June you can take Bella
Luna to Tampa Bay. Keep in touch. Bill & Bettie (our new Telephone number is --- 1-757-464-2691)
[Editor: I may have taken up Bills offer, above, except I had to get this newsletter out!! 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Need to sell our boat
From: David FitzGerald
Sent: Tuesday, January 18, 2005
Dear Sir/Madam:
Unfortunately, we have to sell our boat - 1984 Aloha 34. My wife and I had triplet sons on May 3, 2004 and we will not be
able to use the boat and cannot afford to keep it. Please let me know how I would go about advertising it and how you charge
for an ad. The boat is in the water in Galesville MD and we are planning to have it hauled and the bottom painted as soon as
the marina has room to take it out of the water.
Thank you for your help and any information you can supply.
David & Kathleen FitzGerald
1646 Cedar Lane
Shady Side, MD 20764
(410) 867-8910 (even)
(202) 293-0500 (day)
Reply From: Les
Sent: 1/19/2005 7:50 PM
To: David FitzGerald
David,
Sorry to hear that you will not be able to keep your Aloha 34. It certainly is the boat to accommodate triplets in
comfort.
My records show that you own DRIFTER, Hull #192 but are no longer a member of the Aloha 34 Network. The
For Sale section of our website is supported by dues from the members. I would be happy to post an ad like the ones
on our site for you but, to be fair to the members, would ask that you send in the normal $20 US to become a
member. We have had quite a bit of success in selling members' Alohas. To give you an idea of what members are
posting on the For Sale section click on this link to the Aloha34 Site. A photo is a real plus.
One surveyor estimated that an Association like ours may be worth up to an additional $5000 on the sale of an
Aloha 34. The support and the fact that we have documented much of what owners have done to maintain and
repair their Alohas in an Owners' Manual on CD can be reassuring to a new owner.
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Should you wish to join please send a cheque made out to:
Les Harrison
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine, Ontario
Canada, N2Z 1X7
What ever you should decide, the best of luck to you and Kathleen and the triplets.
Les Harrison
Reply From: David FitzGerald
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2005
Les,
Thank you for the note. I'll send a check to you and I'll put together some language for an add along with a photo.
The boat is not in perfect condition but it has been maintained by qualified technicians over the 3 plus years we've
owned her. When it was surveyed in August 2001 there were very few minor problems and was appraised at
50,000. I'll send you our information and check asap.
Thank you for your help and well wishes.
David FitzGerald
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Quintette III’s Accident
From: June and Kearney Moyle
Sent: Wednesday, January 19, 2005
Hi Les,
Kearney is still in Florida and I just returned home. We had wonderful warm weather and it was great. We only did a little
sailing as we were having some canvas work done and had to stick around for the canvas man to measure, sew and fit our
new dodger. However, we did have a great time and enjoyed our wee time on the water.
We look forward to receiving the CD Manual at your convenience. It truly is a 'bible' of helpful information and we are very
grateful to everyone who worked at its compilation.
I am going to attach the 'report' on the mishap with this e-mail. If you have any difficulty opening it just get back to me and
I'll resend it in another format.
Be sure to give Quintette a VHF call if you are in the area and have a visit. Thanks so much for everything and have a great
trip to Florida.
warm regards,
June
And now for the NEWS regarding our ACCIDENT.
In February 2004, two friends of ours asked if I could take them, and an older friend of theirs out for a day sail on Tampa
Bay. Their friend is in his 80’s and a former sailor, so I readily agreed to take them all out for a few hours.
The day started out with a little intermittent fog and there was an international race on the Bay, something that is quite
common. During the foggy conditions and proximity to the race I offered the helm to the older gentleman and my male
friend, while the rest of us kept a sharp lookout .for other boats and obstacles. There were absolutely no problems and
visibility was not impaired.
During the afternoon the fog had lifted and the racers were back in port, and we decided to head back ourselves in clear
sunny conditions. I then asked my female friend (who is an experienced sailor) if she would be interested in taking the helm
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on the way back, and she eagerly agreed. I looked around and found that we were virtually alone on Tampa Bay so I took
this opportunity to relax against the bulkhead looking aft and enjoying a brisk cruise and the good conversation.
A little while later we came to an abrupt stop with a resounding crunch. I realized that we could not have hit another boat,
but considered that we had hit an underwater obstacle. When I got up and looked forward, to my amazement and chagrin, we
had crashed headlong into a wooden range marker designed for the ocean-going ships to navigate through the Bay. To
understand how improbable this is, these range markers are about 30 feet wide and 60-70 feet high and designed to be seen
from miles away.
As I went forward to the bow, I came to the realization that there was major damage. The pulpit had taken the direct hit and
folded into a tangled mess and snapped the forestay off just above the lower furling gear. In addition, the two forward
stanchions (one on either side) had been bent beyond repair and a square foot of the genoa tack had been ripped off from the
rest of the sail. I did not know it at the time but there was a deep gouge in the hull on the starboard side.
We limped back to port under power with the sail and parts of the forestay with the aluminum furling extrusions (looking
more like spaghetti than boat parts) dangling in the water. When we arrived, our friends in the marina immediately jumped
on board and began extracting the crippled sail from the bent furling extrusions and generally tidying up as well as we could,
with no help from my sailing companions. I can’t say enough about these neighbours in the marina. They did not hesitate to
come to our assistance when I needed help. I believe that my female friend was still in shock from the experience, and I
know that I was.
When I phoned June back in Toronto, she immediately took the next flight to St. Petersburg to help arrange for the repairs as
it was apparent in my voice that I was very upset. Her capacity for organization was greatly appreciated and quite frankly,
required, since I was a mess.
As a postscript to all of this, I can now say that everything has been repaired. However it required 4 different workmen to
accomplish it and a lot of running around to find the best people in each field, (again with no help from my sailing
companions, who drove home a few days after the accident). The final repair was completed just last month in November
when the new pulpit was installed and the lifelines with new turnbuckles were attached to the pulpit. Oh yes we needed a
new nav light on the bow of the pulpit. Dealing with the insurance company was easier than I anticipated. They did not send
an adjuster out to the boat, and accepted our written estimates that we submitted to them. And guess what? our insurance
premium did not go up as a result of the accident.
I cannot say enough about the sturdiness of the Aloha. There was no structural damage to the hull (although the pulpit
probably acted as a bumper and took the brunt of the force). However, the deck where the pulpit is bolted on sustained
absolutely no damage; not even a crack. On lesser boats the pulpit might have been ripped right out of the deck.
Quintette is back in business!
We are heading back down to St. Petersburg right after Christmas and hope to do some cruising down the coast during the
winter.
Finally, I noticed that Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky on their new boat “Casa Mara” will be in Hindson’s Marina in Penetang in
the Spring. Our son has a Catalina 22 there and we visit many times during the summer. Look out Cheryl and Dave, you’re
going to have visitors.
Kearney Moyle
Quintette III #204
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Crew Needed
From: Ed Fulton, “Shenandoah”
Sent: January 31, 2005
Les,
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Sorry for the delay in responding to your reminder. I, like Shenandoah, have been layed up for a while. Curiously as spring
launch appears on the horizon my well being also improves!
My hole for late this yearis to make a return trip south via the ICW to Florida, the Bahamas and ?? I need a
crew/companion. Do you advertise through the newsletter for crew?
I’m looking for non-smoker with or without sailing experience, with a sense of humour and socialability. This winter has
convinced me it’s time to get going again. Any help you can provide is greatly appreciated.
Regards
Ed Fulton
[Editor: Fair winds Ed, and let us know how it’s going. Any suggestion for Ed can be addressed to him directly at:
Ed Fulton
1210 Radom St., #705
Pickering, ON, L1W 2Z3
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Amalthea
From: Gary & Linda Brown
Sent: Tuesday, February 08, 2005
Hi Les
We are planning a trip to Canada in summer 06 and would love to attend an Aloha function if there are any now in the
planning stages.
What follows is a description of our mast step repair, quite different from the repair done on "Vigaries".
Regards
Gary & Linda Brown
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, February 11, 2005
Thanks for the write-up I will include in the spring newsletter. Could you send the photo again as it did not arrive
with the article.
Anything you'd like to write-up on your trip up the coast, I'm sure the members would appreciate it.
There's nothing in the works for 06 as yet but then we don't always plan that far ahead. Maybe this will spur
someone into making some arrangements. We certainly would like to meet you then.
Les Harrison

[Editor:

Do we have a volunteer or 2 to arrange an Aloha function in honour of our “down under members?
Read Amalthea’s mast repair under “Superstructure” section]

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Access to Member Services
From: Wolfgang.Rohn
Sent: Sunday, February 06, 2005
Hello Les,
We have changed internet providers and the emails from the Aloha net don´t get to me anymore. Can you correct that from
your end ? Also can you send me the user name and password for the member site at the aloha34 site ? It used to be owner
and Brewer but maybe it changed ?
I have 2 email addresses, one for home and one for work: wolfgang.rohn@tesma.com and wjrohn@sympatico.ca
Would be great if I can start dreaming of the Georgean Bay summer again.
Regards
Wolfgang and Judy Rohn
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, February 07, 2005
Hi Wolfgang and Judy,
The access to the members section is as it was [all small letters]:
UserID:
Password:

ownersnet
brewer

By cc of this email I'm asking Nigel to make the necessary changes to the email listing in Topica. Sometime in the
near future I will make the changes to the website email address for you.
We too are looking forward to a summer in the North. If you are up in the north channel give us a call and we'll gettogether.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Improper Advertising
From: Restless
Sent: March 1, 2005
Les.
Do you know who's boat they might be talking about here? I have written to both Swans Marina and
Yachworld asking them to remove the picture (Clearly Restless Sole) but I would like to advise the
owner of the boat as well.
Thanks
Nigel
Reply From: "Windy"
Sent: Tue, 1 Mar 2005
Yikes... it even has you guys on board. It looks like someone is waving to whoever is taking the picture as you
travel up the channel to the lake!
I have never heard of the boat "Encore". It looks like when you were heading out for a cruise because of the fuel
cans on deck... I have seen the use of pictures of other boats done before but there has always been a disclaimer
like "sister ship"... and I assume with the owners permission. Actually a 1978 boat would not look like yours.
Stuart
Reply From: S/V Restless Sole
Sent: Tuesday, March 01, 2005
I wrote a terse email to Swans and they wrote right back and apologized profusely. They said they would remove the
ad right away. They advised that the owner had supplied them with the picture!! There is no "Encore" on our list so I
have no idea which boat they are talking about either. That is a July 2002 picture of us leaving for a 24 hour sail to
the North Channel. Michele is on deck and you can see me waving from the cockpit. I feel better as Swans feel bad
and say they would never do
that knowingly. I even offered to supply them with a less "personal" picture of an Aloha 34 if they required one.
Nigel
Reply From: Les
Nigel,
Sorry I haven't been of much help on this issues! We're off again in our land-yacht and are currently moored in Key
Largo. It was 74 today and Carol went for a swim in the salt-water for the first time on this trip.
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I think you should have threatened to sue Swans and maybe you could have added a bit to the kitty for retirement
and the BVI's!
Enjoy your trip.
Les
Reply From: S/V Restless Sole
Sent: Saturday, March 05, 2005 7:50 PM
Sounds like you guys are having a good time. Do you miss being on the boat or should I think about one of those
there Land Yacht thingys too?
The laws pertaining to stealing anything off the internet are very vague otherwise I might have taken your
suggestion 
Enjoy the rest of your holiday. You aren't missing much up here!!
Nigel
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Joining the Network
From: henrietta hilberath
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005
Hello again I think. I sent an e-mail from my work office on Tuesday 4-5-05 about becoming a member of the owners
association, but I'm not sure you received it. Anyway I'll try again. My name is John Klovski and have owned an Aloha 34
since 1997(hull#166) I purchased it from the original owner (Cal Ward) after he was unable to use it any longer. The
original name was "Babeica", and I renamed it "Fire Escape". It unfortunately sat unused and neglected for almost nine
years prior to my wife (Henrietta) and I becoming the owners. It needed a lot of (and still does) work , but as a testament to
the quality of construction it was still seaworthy. we currently have a slip at the Waters Edge Marina on Grosse Isle
Michigan, and sail on the waters of western Lake Erie. Please contact us at Hilberat@Juno.com
Sincerely
John & Henrietta Klovski
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005
John & Henrietta,
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we are a bit prejudiced! It's good to
hear from you as I don't have any information on Hull #166. We like to try and track all Aloha 34's if we can.
Sorry John, but I never received your previous email, but we would welcome you if you'd like to join the Aloha 34
Network. Let me explain about the association………….
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
From: Les
Sent: Sunday, May 15, 2005
John & Henrietta,
Just thought I'd touch base with you again. Have you decided to join us and take advantage of the resources
available from other Aloha 34 owners? I am preparing our Spring Newsletter and would be happy to send you one
if you'd like to join us. In fact, I believe I still have a copy of the Fall Newsletter too.
Would like to hear from you either way.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Searching the Ontario Market
From: Mary & Ian
Sent: Monday, March 21, 2005
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Hi ..I am searching the Ontario market for a used Aloha 34. It would assist me greatly if I could email some of the members
in Ontario and ask their opinions on these boats such as hull strength, air clearance for the ICW, engine dependability, leaks
etc. Would it be possible to join the group to do so or is a boat required?
Ian Willmott, Beaumaris, Muskoka
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, March 27, 2005
Ian,
Sorry for the delay but we've been travelling for a month.
On the Aloha 34 web site we have a listing of boats for sale, most with email address, but as you can understand
with spam and all, I try to protect the member's addresses. Members must be Aloha 34 Owners - sorry.
Hull Strength: one Aloha 34 was dropped while being lifted by a crane and is sailing today after some repairs
ICW Clearance: we sailed ours from Lake Huron to the Bahamas in 2000 and only had to lower the mast for the
Erie Barge Canal.
Engine: Enchantment has a Westerbeake 27 and has been very dependable; however, there were a number of
different engines used
Leaks: none
A number of members have been down south and several have withstood recent hurricanes [2 on the hard and 1
anchored]
We enjoy the Aloha 34, find it a pleasure to sail, forgiving and a spacious home when underway. We lived aboard
for 10 months in 2000. I would be happy to try and answer any other questions you have or you could contact the
owners selling.
Thanks for your interest. Let me know your decision.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Mary & Ian
Sent: Monday, March 28, 2005
Hi Les, That sort of answers the basics. We are in the market for a larger boat one that would go south. I have been
researching Ontario 32's all winter and the members have advised me of all that could go wrong. I haven't been able
to pick up much info on the Alohas apart from chartering on in the north channel 20 year ago but then that was a 32
an earlier model with the non-traditional interior. Anyhow thanks for your input. I'll keep watching the website.
Ian Willmott
[Editor: If a member with an Aloha 34 for sale would like to contact Mary and Ian their email address is:
iwillmot@muskoka.com ]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Launch Day
From: Windy
Sent: Monday, May 09, 2005
Les
Launch day… what is thatJ??? Actually, I kind of miss all the excitement of launch day. It almost felt like having a new
boat each year. I must say that there is more maintenance with the boat in the water all-year-around, especially salt water.
The teak also requires more attention compared to before when Windy was covered for 5 months of the year. BUT, there are
advantages… I just came back from a four day “cruise”. I volunteered Windy to be the “mothership” for the Martin 24 (that I
crew on) in the Thetis Island regatta, this past weekend. It was my first trip sailing Windy alone down through the islands
which all went well. We came 4th in our division which consisted of Martin 24’s. The race was 16.5M around the island
with very shifty and gusty winds due to all the other islands around deflecting the wind or funneling it through a channel!
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BTW - On my way down to Thetis, I stayed over night at Nanaimo
Yacht club and was chatting with the owners of Kwinsam #144.
They are in the process of selling her to Davey Crocket (not sure of
the spelling) original owner of “TLC” which he sold to Bob Medd
a few years ago. Davey came aboard Windy for a quick visit after
he had done the sea trial on Kwinsam and told me that he will be
the new owner. I gave Davey my e-mail address and phone
number.
Good luck with the launch. “Hi” to Carol…
Stuart

Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 10, 2005
Well if you really miss launch check out www.kyc.ca at 8AM on Saturday - that would be 5AM!! for you. We hope
to be afloat by about 10AM.
Congratulations on success in racing, guess the Martin 24 would leave us in the dust!
Thanks for the info on Kwinsam and the great photo. I will touch base with them.
Les
From: Peg & Norm
Sent: Monday, May 16, 2005
Hi Les
This is to let you know that after 19 years of good times and sailing, we have sold Kwinsam (Hull #144). It has
been real pleasure and asset to have belonged to the Aloha group and take advantage of all the information thats
been available. Our thanks to all ,and wishing you the best of sailing.
Best Wishes Norm and Peggy
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 17, 2005
Norm & Peggy,
Congratulations on the successful sale of Kwinsam. I'm sure she will be appreciated and well looked after by the
new owners. We would appreciate you telling the new owners about the Aloha group and suggest they get in touch
with me.
What are your plans after Kwinsam? What ever they are all the best.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Subject: Holy Smokes Renamed
From: Marilyn Bourne
Sent: Friday, May 13, 2005
Hey Les
Just a short note to let you know Dave & I renamed our Aloha 34 to Ripple.
Marilyn Bourne
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FEATURED ANCHORAGE
My Favourite Anchorage
by Carol Harrison, Enchantment.
When I think “boat” many memories
crowd my mind from the tranquility of
early morning coffee in a misty Georgia
saltmarsh to the stress of picking a six
foot path through uncharted coral reefs at
Jewfish Cut. Over thirty five years of
sailing has its highs and lows. But for all
time favourite anchorages it’s no contest –
Oak Bay in the North Channel of Lake
Huron. “Oak Bay” to my ear sounds as
comfortable as “home”. It really isn’t just
one spot but a five kilometre long stretch
of water with many bays and nitches to
accommodate dozens of boats in relative
seclusion.

Our children, Dan and Heather, have grown up
spending summers aboard and looked genuinely
confused and disbelieving when we suggested one year
that they might like to try something different for a
vacation. They have shared cookies and our “indoor
plumbing” with three native kids who were camping
with their family on the shore. They spent one cool
moisty morning launching giant soap bubbles off the
foredeck to watch them drift and bounce across the
water.
Loons raise their families in the safety of Oak Bay and
the haunting howl of a wolf is a special treat. We’ve
seen fox kits playing on the rocks oblivious to our
presence and a chubby black bear’s late afternoon
routine has given the name “Cocktail Bear Bay” to that
particular spot. One July morning was made extra
special by dear friends Barb and Barry singing “Happy
Birthday” a cappella to Heather as we sailed out of Oak
Bay.
The village of Spanish on the Trans Canada Highway is only a two hour trip from the anchorage so over the years we have
picked up guests there and ferried them out to Oak Bay. My Mom and Dad still talk about the fun they had and the fish
dinner fresh caught by Danny and Les. And the blueberries, oh the blueberries! Enough for pancakes and muffins and freshon-cereal and taking home in little plastic tubs to savour long after vacation. Both our prospective daughter in law and son in
law passed the “live-aboard test” when Dan and Heather brought them on the long car trip around Georgian Bay to Spanish
for the Oak Bay experience.
We have enjoyed this anchorage with crowds of boaters gathering to chat on the rocky shore and totally alone in early
September. The protected waters and good holding provide peaceful nights even in stormy weather, a reward for the careful
navigation necessary. Swimming here is as good as it gets. I’m often in four or five times a day and even Les has wetted his
bathing suit on a hot summer afternoon.
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The sun rises over Mount McBean
and sets in a photographic blaze
behind Hotham Island. And if you
wait out the ubiquitous dusk to
dark mosquitoes the night sky is an
astronomer’s dream, sometimes
enhanced by the mystical Aurora
Borealis.
Oak Bay lacks only one thing – a
shallow swimming beach for our
little grandchildren. But they are
learning to swim and are
comfortable in their lifejackets so
one of these summers we’ll
introduce them to our favourite
anchorage instead of the other
“beachy” spots in the North
Channel. They’ll hike and swim and dinghy and pick blueberries just like their Mom and Dad and Grandma and Grandad
have done for years. And someday, hopefully many years from now, they’ll return to pay their respects to my final resting
place for my ashes are to be scattered in Oak Bay where I feel so at home and my heart is always at peace.

OHM’S LAW
Ever wonder whether current is calculated by voltage over resistance or maybe it was voltage squared divided by
resistance. And just what is Ohm’s Law anyway? Well, it’s the relationship between voltage, current and resistance
in any circuit especially your ship’s electrical systems! Or stated another way, one ohm is the resistance through
which one volt will maintain a current of one ampere. Georg Simon Ohm, a Bavarian physicist, determined the
mathematical law of electric currents [1825-1827], now known as “Ohm's Law”. Although not part of the original
theory, in later years, the Power factor was also attributed to Ohm.

As an example of use of the above circle; any of the 3 combinations in the lower left quarter will calculate resistance, seen in
the centre circle; R=E/I, R= W/I2 or E2/W where R is Resistance, W equals Power, I is current and E is the symbol for
Voltage.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Aloha Specifications
From: Georges Poulin
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2005 10:08 AM
Migs: Select "ALOHA" as yacht manufacturer and you will get the specs for the different models. Hope this works.
Georges
[Editor: The data from http://www.baconsails.com/database/boatspec.php contained in email from Georges Poulin regarding
discrepancies in specs for Aloha 34/10.4 is displayed below]

Aloha 10.4 designed by Brewer/Wallstrom
I
43.50

ISP
43.50

J
14.00

SPL
14.00

P
37.75

E
12.00

Py
0.00

Ey
0.00

Draft
5.50

C/B
0.00

Prop
EXP

Beam
11.17

Disp
13600

LWL
28.75

UP S/D
14.9

DW S/D
32.5

Check mains in stock
Check Jibs in stock
D/L
255

Year

Aloha 10.4 SD designed by Brewer/Wallstrom
I
43.50

ISP
43.50

J
14.00

SPL
14.00

P
37.75

E
12.00

Py
0.00

Ey
0.00

Draft
4.75

C/B
0.00

Prop
EXP

Beam
11.17

Disp
14200

LWL
28.75

UP S/D
14.5

DW S/D
31.6

Check mains in stock
Check Jibs in stock
D/L
267

Year

Aloha 34 designed by E. Brewer
I
38.00

ISP
38.00

J
12.00

SPL
12.00

P
32.00

E
10.87

Py

Ey

Draft
5.50

C/B

Prop
EXP

Beam
11.14

Disp
11700

LWL
28.61

UP S/D
12.5

DW S/D
27.1

Check mains in stock
Check Jibs in stock
D/L
223

Year
1981

Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, April 13, 2005
Further to our telecon, Georges (Agrippina #228) and the website copied below that you were questioning, the
ALOHA 10.4 would be the original Canadian nomenclature for our ALOHA 34's. I'm not familiar with the
abbreviation ALOHA 10.4 SD but suggest the SD could stand for "shallow draft".
As mentioned Ted Brewer & Robert Walstrom were the ALOHA34 designers, as shown on the top two entries. I
don't know what they mean in the third ALOHA 34 listing at the bottom showing Ted Brewer only & with different
specs. Perhaps other members can figure this out.
Migs
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Thursday, April 14, 2005
Migs
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It looks as if your interpretation of "SD" may be correct since DRAFT is one of the differences between the two
entries. Another interesting entry is the difference in DISPL between the two: the "deep" draft displ is 13600 while
the "shallow" draft is listed at 14200. Maybe that is what has caused some earlier stated confusion re the actual
displacement of the ALOHA's.
Stu
Reply From: Keith Denham
Sent: Saturday, April 16, 2005
This difference in displacement would be consistent with what manufacturers like Catalina and Hunter do now on
their "shoal draft" versions. To try to recoup some of the lost stability factor caused by the ballast being at a smaller
distance from the centre of gravity, the shallow keels have more ballast, usually concentrated in a bulb at the bottom
rather than a simple fin.
Keith Denham
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, April 17, 2005
Thanks Stuart & Keith.
Now can anyone explain the different specs. for the last (third) ALOHA 34 listing on Georges' website, copied in his
email below?
...and why is only Ted Brewer and not co-designer Robert Walstrom shown on this listing? An oversight?
Migs

Aloha Stability
From: from David
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2005
Hello Migs and Diana.
....I take time out to ask a boating question which you may be able to answer:
Re aloha 34 stability: do you know the "angle of vanishing stability" for our boats?
Said angle is expressed as a %age and a value of 155% would be considered very good with a 'knockdown' allowing the mast
to horizontal the water with recovery of a few seconds...
Best regards David and Jennifer.
Migs Turner wrote:
Here is a good question from David (& Jennifer) Duncan, Clan Donnchadh #168 regarding the "stability" of the ALOHA 34.
We know it is good but can any of our more technically oriented members answer Dave's question?
Migs
Peter Boesener wrote:
Hello
I had a knock down with VIRGARIES taking her from lake ontario to the georgian bay. It occured in the detroit river.
The boom touched the water and water poured into the cockpit. The Aloha turned into the wind and upright. Sailing the
North Channel under genoa my wife at the helm ( I was sleeping ) we had a knock down, The Genoa got wet, the boat
simply turned and uprighted.
Peter Boesener
From: S/V Restless Sole
Sent: Sunday, March 13, 2005
Using the formula on the following [web]page and plugging in the A-34 numbers:
http://www.sailingusa.info/cal__avs.htm
I came up with the following. Not sure if it is what you are looking for David
=================================================================
The screening stability value of the boat is: 11.06; Angle of Vanishing Stability is 488.75
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CABIN
Replacing cracked & leaking ports?
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Tuesday, January 11, 2005
Happy New Years all !
I purchased Peter Boesner's. Virgaries, last year and so I am new to the list.
I was wondering if anybody had to replace any of their ports? I have a couple, that are cracked, and one leaks.
Could I get some help?
Bob Beswick----Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005 12:56 AM
Welcome to the A-34 Owners' Network, Bob!
Did Peter turn over his copy of the A-34 Owners Manual on paper and/or CD as well as past Aloha 34 Network newsletters
to you? There are some good explanations there how to repair and also where to obtain replacement ports for Alohas. If you
do not have these, suggest contacting our Network President/Manager/Editor(?) Les Harrison at harrisol@bmts.com , copied
on this email and Les can arrange to get the Owners' Manual to you.
Good luck!
Migs
Reply From: Les Harrison
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005
Bob,
There are several postings on Aloha 34 ports in the Members section of the web site. It makes interesting reading.
The Manual has the lists following on the supplier:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Ports:
Replacement ports are available from the original supplier:
Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave. Bridgeport, CT, 06605. Phone (203) 333-1412.
Before ordering, check to see if your boat has tinted or clear ports. Both were used.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hope this helps you in your quest.
The Owners' Manual is currently only available on CD as the printed copies are sold out. Hope to get to a reprint sometime
soon.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Migs Turner
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2005
Following up on Les' comments Bob, the following is written on this subject starting on page 36 in our Winter 1999-2000
Aloha 34 Network Newsletter:
__________________________________________________________________________________________
PORTS; REPLACEMENT PORTS & PARTS
To our knowledge, ATKINS HOYLE did not supply any opening ports to OUYANG BOATWORKS.
Thanks to correspondence with a number of members, we believe most Aloha opening ports were the 5 x 12's (Part #512)
supplied by BECKSON MANUFACTURING / BECKSON MARINE, INC. at web site
"http://www.beckson.com/index.shtml" and still in business at the address listed in the list of original suppliers in the
Package of Profiles. The following is 'downloaded from the BECKSON web site:
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Opening Port Dimensions Chart (in inches)
Port
Size(***)

Screen OD

Inside Frame(hole
Outside Frame
cut)

Lens OD

310

2-15/16 x 10-1/4

3-1/2 x 10-3/8

5-1/2 x 12-3/8

3-7/8 x 11

512

5-1/4 x 12-1/2

5-1/2 x 12-1/2

7-3/4 x 14-5/8

5-3/4 x 13

414

4-3/16 x 14-7/16

4-1/2 x 14-1/2

6-3/4 x 16-3/4

4-3/4 x 14-7/8

714

7-5/16 x 14-7/16

7-1/2 x 14-3/8

9-3/4 x 16-3/4

7-7/8 x 15-1/8

410

4-3/16 x 10-7/16

4-1/2 x 10-1/2

6-3/4 x 12-3/4

4-3/4 x 10-7/8

8RD

8-15/16 (round)

8-1/2 (round)

10-3/4 (round)

8-1/2 (round)

Replacement parts can be ordered or any Beckson Opening Port. We name the replacement parts by the port size. Use the
chart above to determine your port size. (Use port size in place of ***)
To order Gaskets order part number GK-*** .
To order Screens order part number SCR-***.
To order Lens order part number LNZ-*** and specify color. Lens colors are
Clear, Smoked (green tint) and in some sizes Bronze (brown tint). If the
production date of your boat is pre 1982 contact us for assistance.
To order Trim Rings for Self Drain ports order part number PTR-*** and specify
color. To order Trim Rings for Rain Drain ports order part number PTRD-*** and specify color. Trim Rings are available in
White, Black, Beige and Silver.
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Cam Latches and Knobs for Beckson Opening ports are available with or without stainless hardware. Packed in pairs.
Color
White
Black
Silver

Cams
PRK-W
PRK-B
n/a

Cams with hardware
PRKAW
PRKAB
n/a

Knobs
PRT-W
PRT-B
PRT-S

Knobs with hardware
PRTAW
PRTAB
PRTAS

Notes:
Cams can be ordered to replace knobs. Replacement instructions come with the cams.
Frames can be special ordered. The spigots can be cut or extended to the proper depth. Contact us for assistance.
Ouyang Boatworks used both clear and smoked ports in our ALOHA's. If matching, remember to specify clear or smoked
when ordering. Replacement lens are currently listed as follows:
Part
LNZ-512C
LNZ-512CD
LNZ-512S
LNZ-512SD

# Description
LENS ONLY 5x12' CLEAR
LENS ONLY 5x12' CLEAR 'PRE
LENS ONLY 5X12' SMOKE
LENS ONLY 5x12' SMOKE 'PRE

List Price in US$
US$29.00
US$29.00
US$29.00
US$29.00

IMPORTANT NOTE: When ordering, specify which year your ALOHA was built. Ports 'pre' 1982 have slight differences.
_______________________________________________________________________________________
By 10 December e-mail Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko #203 wrote regarding delivery in Canada: ".I ordered an LNZ-512S
Smoked 5 X 12" lens from BECKSON at US$29.00 plus $7.57 shipping and handling, paying by VISA. They shipped within
a week by UPS, and I paid the courier $33.45 for GST and PST on the lens ($3.00 + $3.43), as well as Brokerage and PST
($25.25 + $1.77). The VISA bill came through converted to Cdn $54.88. Total cost Cdn $88.33.
It might be worth trying to find some other method of taking delivery, or possibly getting a chandler to include your order
with his, ordering through him, or grouping members' orders?"
ED.: For Canadian members, I note that HOLLAND MARINE PRODUCTS of Toronto Ontario in their HMP "Sailors
Buying Guide & Parts List 2000-2001 Catalogue list for example on page 507, the complete 5"x12" Rain Drain ports in white
(& black) with 2" spigot for C$119.99 each. They say: "We do of course stock parts for BECKSON ports. Please let us know
what you require!" HMP is at 3008 Dundas Street West, Toronto, Ontario, Canada, M6P 1Z3, Telephone (416) 762-3821,
Fax: (416) 762-4458, E-mail: orderdesk@hollandmarine.com.
The complete 537 page HML catalogue can be viewed through their website: www.hollandmarine.com. Index starts on page
8.
Suggest you confirm that the port sizes in Virgaries matches the Beckson #512 as follows, Bob. Most were #512s.
Size: 512

Spigot Dimension
Hole cut size
5-1/2" x 12-1/2"
14.0 x 31.8 cm
Lens OD:
5-11/16" x 13"

Outside Frame
Overall Dimension
7-3/4" x 14-5/8"
19.7 x 37.1 cm
Screen OD:
5-3/16" x 12-7/16"

The following is their current website, Bob: http://www.beckson.com/ports.html
Good luck!
Migs

Reply From: Dave Jenkins
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Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005

Hi Bob, I just received 10 new ports from www.newfoundmetals.com
They are a very good quality port made of plastic, stainless steel and glass. They're called
Tri-Matrix ports and are heavy duty compared to the originals. The 5x12 will fit the Alohas
and they were on sale for only $89.00.
Aloha,
Dave, Margaritaville #159
Reply From: "John Walsh"
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2005
bob
I have a leaking port window on ONCE AROUND. I do intend to replace both forward this
spring. I am going to get the measurements and price new at the boat show.I will be looking for opening windows as well as
information on installing them.I think instillation is easy but probably time consuming.
john Walsh
Reply From: "Bob Beswick"
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2005
Dave.
I just got off the phone with Newfoundmetals. They were going to work on a quote with and without screens, shipped to Port
Huron, Michigan. I read the lady your letter, and told here they should send you a gift certificate if I buy them. Who knows.
You might get a voucher or something for your next purchase. Let me know when you get the ports, and what you think.
The lady said she just sent them out to you, so it won't be long.
Thanks.
Aloha
Bob, Virgaries
Reply From: Lyndee Lu
Date: Thu, 13 Jan 2005
Hi, just thought I would let you know that we put 6 Newfoundmetal's bronze ports in Queenie last year and they are beautiful.
They were shipped to our house in Newmarket and we had no problems. Good company to deal with. Our original ports
(1975)were made by a company in the States - HP something that has gone under - and the only ports we could find to match
were from VETUS. We got the catologue at the TO Boat show. Good luck! Lyndee Lu
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Thursday, January 20, 2005 7:29 PM
Does anybody have Bomar ports on their boat?
I was ordering replacement lenses for the, Beckson ports, uwhich I thought
were on my boat. The guy from Beckson, told me, after I told him my ports
had 3 screw knobs at the bottom, that they were Bomar/Gray ports, because
his only had 2 screw knobs.
Any help would be great.
Bob Beswick, Virgaries 156
Reply From: Migs Turner
Date: Thu, 20 Jan 2005
I for one haven't heard of any A-34s with BOMAR/GRAY ports, Bob. Do they look like any at
http://www.pompanette.com/pompweb.nsf/731d6514ff5a8481852567be000745b2/0b6a37db4eafbf05852567c40083
7f28?OpenDocument ?
Migs
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Reply From: Frank Collins
Date: Sat, 22 Jan 2005
HI BOB,
I believe our boat True Love (#117) may have the same opening ports as yours. They have the three screw knobs at the
bottom. The dimensions of the frames are 14 5/8" X 7 5/8".
They were manufactured by Gray Enterprises of Tampa , Florida. I replaced one of them in 1983 (price $58.76 U.S. at that
time). However, I am under the impression that Gray is now out of business, or perhaps merged into some other company.
I'll be interested to learn if you find a replacement part.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: "Bob Beswick"
Date: Sat, 22 Jan 2005
Howareyoudooin Frank?
I talked to the guy from Beckson, and he told me they were Bomar/Gray which is part of Pompinette, out of NH. their
address is: Pompanette@Pompanette.com.
Hope this helps.
Bob

DECK SYSTEMS
Bedding Deck Fittings
From: Lene Symes
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2005
Les,
Two items that might be general interest: [Editor: the second one on Racing an Aloha appears under Miscellaneous]
Having let the smoke jack sit screwed in to the cabintop fitting for too many months, I couldn't remove it nondestructively in
situ so I removed the mounting screws and lifted the fitting off the teak base. Imagine my surprise when what should I see but
raw, open balsa core. No attempt at all made to protect it. I haven't removed the similar fitting for the propane water heater
over the head, but I'd bet a nickel that was just cut through the deck with a hole saw and left in its raw state, too. Of course
the seal around the teak base had gone south a long time ago, and the teak itself has deteriorated, with cracks at the screw
locations. Result: wet core. Doesn't seem to have affected the surrounding deck so far, still sounds live when hit with a
screwdriver - with a 20 year old boat, you have to be grateful for such accidents.
I seem to remember reading that the core under the dorade vents was exposed in some boats - someone seems to have applied
epoxy paint under mine, maybe the previous (and only other) owner, Gil Thomas. However I don't remember reading about
this issue, core exposed around stove or water heater vents, in the newsletter or profiles.
So now I will dig out core until it looks dry, fill with epoxy, and fabricate a new teak base. Then probably the same routine
with the water heater vent.
Fair winds,
Bill Symes

Cockpit table
From: Leigh, Nocturne
Sent: April 28, 2005
I recently purchased Nocturne (hull 212). In the cockpit there is a small table suitable for a tea pot and cups etc. However, I'd
like a larger table at which four adults could sit and eat a meal. Does anyone in the Aloha 34 family have such a table and
would they be willing to share photos and construction details? Any suggestions would be appreciated. Thanks! Leigh
Reply From: Les
Sent: April 28, 2005
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Hi Leigh, I have 2 cockpit tables; a constructed one we call "the picnic table" and one we bought from Westcoast
Teak. You can view the bought one at "http://www.westcoastteak.com/productdtl.cfm?prodID=acc2&catID=0"
The built one uses 2 deck plates for cockpit chairs with a light steel tube between. The top is home made of wood.
Mine is not adjustable and stows upright in the large port locker as a barrier to the engine room. One example of
such a product can be seen at
"http://www.iboats.com/products/7/20440_garelick_adjustable_table_pedestals.html" I’ll send you an email
with the pictures from the above in case you can't get them. Good luck. If you need more let me know. Les
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, April 28, 2005
Leigh,
I posted a reply to your request on the Web Site Forum regarding cockpit table designs. Here's some photos from
the web. When we went south, we purchased a premade table because we wanted the ease of raising and lowering
and no legs down. Cost, about $450 from Westcoast Teak.

The other one we call "the picnic table" uses a support like the one below only
mine is not adjustable. On the top of the pedestal is a wooden table [make it as
large as you like and can store]. We keep it in the port locker as a divider to keep
things from falling into the engine compartment. Cost, about $100 but it depends
on the quality and features of the pedestal from a variety of marine suppliers.
Hope this helps and the pictures come through. Let me know if there's a problem.
Les Harrison

Winches
From: Windy
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005
Les
I normally remove my winch drums each year to check them out. Last year, after Windy was delivered to Vancouver via
transport in January, I had so many other things to take care of that I did not take the time to do the annual check… In
February 2005 I decided that I had better take a peak while the mainsail was in for servicing. The pictures probably speak for
themselves (same primary; before and after). I ended up completely removing both primaries from the coamings and took
them home to totally strip them down. I think that the salt spray from the trip on the trailer across Canada in January of 2004
was a contributing factor in causing the mess as I have never seen them like this before.
While I was removing & replacing the winches, I had several people come by to see what I was up to and I was surprised that
many (most) had never taken the drums off their winches to at least inspect them. I now find it interesting to spin winches on
other boats, whenever I get the chance, and it is amazing how stiff many of them are.
Anyway, it might be a good reminder for members to check their winches, in case they have forgotten. Clean winches take
less effort to use too. BTW… the picture is of one of my Barient 27 2-speed units. I also stripped and cleaned my two
smaller Barient 21 2-speed. I do have the maintenance & service documentation for these winches if anyone is interested.
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Dirty Winch

Clean Winch

I hope you and Carol are well. I check the Kincardine webcam regularly and see that the ice and snow is all gone.
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: April 8, 2005
Stuart,
Thanks for the excellent photos of the before and after on your winches. I can certainly see the salt effects and
found much the same on our return from the Bahamas - but with a little more dirt. I'm sure you will definitely go to
windward now!
The winch I had the most of an impact on was the reefing winch on the mast. It really took a beating from the sea.
Are the service manuals the ones on the Aloha Owners web site? Are they scanned or actual Word documents?
Thanks again.
Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Friday, April 08, 2005
Les
My two halyard winches are located on my coach roof as all lines are lead aft, aboard Windy. I stripped the mast of
EVERYTHING before it left Hamilton as it was re-painted in Vancouver.
The Barient documentation is the original paper documents that came with the boat.
Stuart

A New Windlass for Sanctum
Sanctum #220 got a new windlass this winter. After looking around I settled on a Lofrans Tigres 1200 watt 12 Volt unit
which is said to be the flagship of the line. The Canadian dealer is in Vancouver but I ordered it from a dealer in England at a
considerable saving and it was delivered in six days.
The previous windlass was a Vetus 1000watt unit. It had been on the boat since near the beginning and I think it was an
Alexander ll model. Water had been getting past the hold down studs ( these were threaded into the base casting, were
stainless and had become part of the aluminum casting over the years ). My original idea was to simply lift the windlass,
repair the deck core under and remount. I also had noticed that the deck flexed when the unit was working so I had planned to
increase the size of the mounting pad and backing plate but to do so I would have to replace the studs with longer ones. I
found a man who thought he could get the old studs out but before I started that I thought that I had better have the motor
checked out which turned out to be coming to the end of its life with a broken magnet and evidence of moisture over years of
use.
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I selected the Lofrans because it is of
polished aluminum, not plastic covered
( water eventually gets under and lifts it
). Stainless or bronze is nice but cost is
a factor. The Lofrans is bolted down
with bolts on the outside of the base
that are insulated from the aluminum
with nylon inserts. The chain is
powered up and down and also can be
released via the cone clutch. If power is
lost there is a manual option in a single
action ratchet; slow but it will work.
The wiring in the boat was #2 welding wire. For that distance from the battery Lofrans wants 2/0 wire but the previous
windlass although not quite as big did work well. So far this windlass works well and I can find no heat building up in the
wire connections or motor given that it only runs for 2 or 3 minutes at a time.
From the photo you will notice that the windlass is set back from the hatch so that the chain does not fall into the locker but I
have a method of operating the unit by myself and stowing the chain by hand quite easily as it rolls in. I did have to remove
the chain stripper to be able to do this. The alternative would have been to rebuild the whole forward part of the boat as is
shown in the manual. Maybe later.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
[no submissions]

ENGINE ROOM
Prop
From: Denis
Sent: Wednesday, May 11, 2005
Hi Migs... I seem to recall that you gave me some information on my transmission in the past.. Perhaps you have the same
engine... Westerbeke 27 Hp and if so, you may have the same prop... My boat is in the water at this time and therefore I am
forced to recall from memory the details of the prop I have. I am not having much luck. Maybe you can help me again. It is a
fixed three bladed bronze prop, and I believe it is made by Michigan Wheel... Do you happen to know the specifications of
the prop that came with this engine?... In particular I am looking for the diameter, pitch, and shaft size... such as 14 RH12
1"... Thank you in advance for any help that you can provide... Denis
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, May 12, 2005
Greetings Denis. Good to hear from you. Sea Vixen #167 currently has a RH 15 x 12 x 3 bladed bronze prop fitted
to a 1" diameter shaft, i.e.,
15" diameter prop
12 pitch
3 bladed
from Michigan Propeller.
My engine is the 24 HP Universal (Kubota) but I think the prop is the same for both. Perhaps you could confirm this
Les, as you have a Westerbeke. Both have the 1" shaft.
My original 1982 prop had a 13+ pitch and the engine 'lugged'. I eventually had it re-pitched (heated & bent) to 11
1/2 pitch (which is what the experts told me I needed) and got extra revs. & an extra 1/2 knot speed-wise. I lost my
original prop 5 years ago to electrolysis when we had electrical power problems on our yacht club docks.
I now cannot tell the difference engine-wise/speed-wise between the 11 1/2 & the 12 pitched props.
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In haste. Just back from storing & preparing Sea Vixen for a short (4 day) sail into the Gulf Islands with some of my
"men's crew", starting tomorrow morning.
Best wishes,
Migs
[Editor: We had 2” added to the pitch but for the life of me I cannot recall the original dimension – Enchantment’s in the
water now so I guess that will have to wait till Fall]

HULL STRUCTURES
Skeg Construction
From: David Hall
Date: Fri, 8 Apr 2005
List members,
We are looking for information about the construction of the skeg on the Aloha 34. If any one out there either has the
drawings, or has seen the drawings, we would be pleased to learn more from you.
'Dalina' suffered a split in the aft edge of the skeg three years ago which we repaired. However, she now has a problem with
a split along the forward edge. Clearly, the interior of the skeg did not dry out completely when we opened up the aft edge,
and a couple of Winter freezes have now caused additional damage.
We are really hesitant to open up the skeg from the side without understanding the way it was constructed in the first place.
Thanks in advance for any and all assistance.
David Hall, Linda Toms, 'Dalina' #219
Reply From: D.A.Salt
Date: Sat, 9 Apr 2005
The hull was built in two pieces. At least in l977 when I got the boat. When all was ready, they either joined it and
laid in the lead or laid in the lead and then joined them up. MY hull, 112, developed the same cracks, as if the two
sides were splitting apart. I sanded along the split, laid fibreglass over the two sides, a sort of 1 foot overlay over the
front and the bottom of the keel. I then did the usual coating and gel coating and let her go. That had to be 15 years
ago and the overlay is still holding. One spring I made sure the bilge was dry and poured a bunch of cement into the
bilge. I did this because it was difficult to clean it properly every fall. So far no damage or splits showing. Five
years ago I had osmosis. I rented a commercial sand blaster and went at the hull. It took 13 bags of sand and a lot
of elbow grease. Several coats of gel coating, filling and sanding, applied as directed, brought it back to excellent.
There were no splits showing. There is a good article in cruising world this month of fixing spider cracks.
Don Salt, Salt Spray II
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, April 10, 2005
Greetings Linda & David
I believe the original designer's plans (9) for the Aloha 34 are still available from Ted (& Betty) Brewer at
brewer@island.net for about C$125. Or you could try Bob Wallstrom, Delta Marine Group Inc., The Partridge
Bldg., Water St., P.O. Box 414, Blue Hill, Maine, USA, 04614
Ted's Plan #2 includes the drawing of the A-34 skeg and shows it as a heavy duty formed fibre glass part of the hull
with the open 'cavity' simply filled with what Ted calls "foam fill".
As Don Salt Salt Spray II in his email yesterday reports, Ouyang Boatworks built our A-34's in two halves laid out
on the floor of their plant in Whitby Ontario. It was done this way so that their fibreglass specialists could readily
add each layer of fibre glass to the hull (up to 20 layers, if you've seen a "plug"). They then brought the two halves
together "clam shell" fashion. It was quite spectacular to see but produced the sound hull that we have in our A-34's
today. The only disadvantage was that in later years in a few boats, some of the "sealing" of the two halves around
the edges of the keel & the skeg would open & leak water into the bilge or into the skeg. With boats laid up in the
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cold winters of the East, this problem was more prevalent as any water remaining or later getting into the keel or
skeg could freeze & expand, splitting the seam(s).
In Sea Vixen #167, our first leak was observed 2 years ago when, on out annual summer (3 day) haul-out, we
noticed some moisture half way up the trailing edge of the keel after the rest of the hull had dried following power
washing. I had not pumped out the bilge before our "lift". (It does rain occasionally in Victoria & rainwater comes
down the mast into the bilge.) A less than two inch long barely visible crack along the trailing edge appeared to be
the culprit. We





pumped out the bilge,
scraped & cleaned out the area, opening the crack just enough to allow enough fibre glass into the area for
sufficient bonding,
let the area dry for 24 hours with the "floor boards" in the main cabin lifted and main cabin ports open, to
assist in air circulation,
and fibreglassed the area.

You may have noted from earlier newsletters and email correspondence that some members who lift their boats in
winter actually install a "plug" near the bottom of their keel which, when their boat is lifted in the fall, they remove
so that any rainwater that subsequently comes down the mast into the bilge during lay-up drains out. (Only problem
with this is that you've got to remember to put the plug back at launch time...)
If you asked about this plug idea on our A-34 Email Net, I'm sure some of our members who have done this could
explain what they have done.
Suggest with your skeg, drilling some holes into the skeg now, including the bottom to let the water drain out,
grinding & cleaning out "deficient areas" and then let it all dry until just before your launch time when you would
fibreglass it, should work.
Good luck!
Aloha!
Migs
[Editor: Included is
a scanned image of
the skeg and rudder
from the drawings the
Aloha Network
purchased from Ted
Brewer. I hope the
information is of
assistance. If you
need the details you
may purchase the full
set of drawings from
Brewer Yacht Design
or contact Ted at
www.tedbrewer.com
This spring, on
Enchantment, we
opened the front edge
of the skeg where
there was a 5” split, at
the level of the lower pintle. We found what appeared to be resin saturated plywood. We also routed out the area around the
gudgeon and found plywood too. Also note, there is no “heal bearing” on Enchantment – see Windy’s pictures under
“Spring Tune-up”. Clearly all Aloha skegs and rudders were not created equal!]
Reply From: Ted Brewer
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2005
Migs
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Thanks for copying me with your message. I haven't heard of too many problems with the two part hulls and it is
pretty much the standard in the industry. I do think the outfit that took over from Ouyang were a bit sloppy though
as I heard of a problem with one of their 34s.
The one absolute cure is to glass the fin, and skeg, outside over the seam, feathering the extra glass to avoid any
unfair spots. Of course, you still have to keep water from getting into the fin in the first place, especially in the cold
northeast.
Cheers, Ted
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2005
Many thanks Ted. Members will be interested in your 'words of wisdom'.
Aloha!
Migs
From: David Hall
Sent: Monday, April 11, 2005
Migs,
Thank you so much for the information you sent us. We certainly know a lot more about the problem now than we
did a couple of weeks ago. We have ground out the split, which extends the entire length of the leading edge except
for a short section of about 6 inches opposite the lower gudgeon. Last Fall I drilled two holes vertically up into the
skeg from the bottom although and there is no evidence of remaining moisture. We will now proceed to fill the split
and then apply a cover of glass mat to strengthen to whole area. Time (another Toronto Winter) will tell if it really
is dry.
Regards,
David & Linda, "Dalina" #219

Strut Rebuild
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005
Greetings Les
Further to subject article that appeared in our Spring 2001 Aloha 34 Network newsletter, starting on page 35, I've had
recent queries from a couple of our members asking how the "Sikaflex 291" (note correct spelling) repair of the strut
fairing to our Sea Vixen #167 was holding up. Our answer was, "very well". When we lifted Sea Vixen last year for her 3
day 'annual docking', the fairing continued to be sound.
In one case, the member querying us had done what we did but when he lifted his boat a few months later, some of the
Sicaflex 291 had peeled off. It turned out that he had put his boat back in the water one day after fairing his strut with
Sikaflex 291. That did not give the Sikaflex enough time to dry and set. The Sikaflex tube says "Allow minimum of one
week full cure prior to total water immersion situations".
In our case we too waited less than a week. However, I remember that at the time, the weather conditions were dry & ideal,
so we got away with it. You might wish to mention this in your next newsletter. For those who may not remember, here
following is the original article in 2001.
Aloha!
Migs
___________________________________________________________________________________
STRUT REBUILD 1984, REPAIR 2000; SEA VIXEN #167 [Reprint from 2001 reformatted a little]
In July 1984 the strut of SEA VIXEN #167 was re-built in Vancouver, BC under warranty on direction of Ouyang
Boatworks, see Profile #167, following discovery of corrosion & weaknesses in the strut of hull #168, also rebuilt under
warranty.
During our ‘annual’ docking in April 2000, after scraping 18 years of bottom paint off the bottom of SEA VIXEN #167, we
discovered a hairline crack in the hull circling the area where the strut enters the hull. See photo #5. The strut itself was
sound. No sideways movement of the shaft and strut was evident.
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As reported in Profile #167, “When new in 1982, hull #168 was surveyed for David & Jennifer Duncan prior to purchase.
Their surveyor felt there was a weakness and possible rusting of mild steel (rather than stainless steel) used in securing the
bronze strut inside the hull. The hull #168 strut securing arrangement inside the hull was rebuilt under warranty.
The builder OUYANG felt that we might have the same problem and in July 1984 had their dealer also under warranty rebuild ours also. This was an awkward job requiring removal of fuel tank. See photos #1, 2, 3, & 4 above.
We took no specific action last April in regard to this discovery & following bottom priming (Vinylester) and painting (black
Pettit ACP 50 anti-fouling) SEA VIXEN was returned to the water.
After asking several knowledgeable people, we hauled SEA VIXEN again in July and
1. Ground the affected area down to the fibreglass (photo #5).
2. Cleaned the area with ‘thinners’ & let it dry.
3. Applied SICAFLEX 291 caulking, initially in a ‘bead’ over the hairline crack & then gradually we built it up and
‘faired’ the area with more SICA FLEX 291. See photos #6, 7, & 8.
We let the SICAFLEX 291 dry for 48 hours, then painted the area & returned SEA VIXEN to the water. See photo #9.
In April this year we again hauled SEA VIXEN for her annual maintenance. Additionally we had a qualified marine surveyor
thoroughly survey SEA VIXEN as a matter of prudence as she is now 19 years old. At our request he specifically checked the
strut. The SICAFLEX 291 caulking was sound & he was quite satisfied with this repair.

Photo #1:1984–Original Strut Failure
Showing Corrosion At Hull Joint

Photo #2: 1984-Strut Failure Close-Up

Photo #3: 1984-Reconstructed
Interior Fiberglas “Mound” After
Removal Of Fuel Tank

Photo #4: 1984-rebuilt exterior step 1.
Once set, step 2 entailed an additional
layer of fibreglass laid around the hull
strut joint area.

Photo #5: 2000– Hairline Crack Ground
Out

Photo #6: 2000– Initial Bead with
Sicaflex 291

Photo #7: 2000– Build up of Sicaflex
291

Photo #8 : 2000– Sicaflex 291 Drying
For “Fairing”

Photo #9: 2000– Faired & Painted
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Windy’s Spring Tune-up
February to June 2004
I have owned Windy (#151 built in 1981) since the winter of 1999 and sailed Lake Ontario for five years. Each fall during
haul out, I noticed small blisters on the bottom which would disappear over winter. In the spring I would always get a small
crack (along the hull seam) on the lower leading edge of the skeg which I cleaned out and refilled (the crack was due to the
water freezing inside the skeg over winter).
When I decided that I would move to Vancouver Island, in November 2003, I contacted Lynnwood Marina located in North
Vancouver as suggested by Sandy Francis of “Sanderlin” to have Windy delivered there to re-rig, launch then sail over to
Vancouver Island. Sandy also mentioned that Lynnwood had good facilities for all kinds of boat work and it would be less
expensive than trucking all the way to Vancouver Island. (It didn’t seem to make much sense using a ferry to take a sailboat
across the water!)
On January 15, 2004 Windy was delivered to Lynnwood Marina by Andrews Trucking after her long journey from Hamilton
Ontario. The trucking cost was $8,000 but would have been $9,300 if Windy had been delivered to Vancouver Island.
I was use to launching around mid May, in Ontario, so I figured that I could tolerate four months for getting Windy ready for
her new life on the west coast. Knowing that Windy would no longer be sitting on the hard for seven months of the year and
the VC17 had to be replaced with something better suited to the salt water environment, G-Yachts, located at Lynnwood
Marina, was contracted to perform the following work:
- Strip the bottom, and apply Interprotect 2000 epoxy where necessary
- Raise the waterline two inches
- Apply three coats of antifouling using Micron Extra
- Strip & paint the mast and boom (all the halyards and hardware had been removed for transport)
- Check the port side cap shroud chain plate knee
- Remove the old anchor roller and replace with the new double roller
- Fill the old instrument holes and re-drill smaller ones for the Raymarine ST60s
- Rework the through-hulls for the depth and speed transducers (the ST60s are smaller)
In February, the boat was moved into the shop, the bottom stripped, and the rudder removed. I had never seen the bottom
with anything other then VC17 on it. Once it had been stripped, we could see that the bottom had been epoxied before
(which was good). Other than a few blisters (mostly at the waterline) and a few spots with higher moisture reading than GYachts were comfortable with, they said that the she was a good solid boat. However, there were moisture issues with the
skeg (no surprise). The Aloha hull is built in two halves and joined together via seam from stem to stern. The seam down
the aft edge of the skeg had small cracks and the area around where the gudgeons bolt through the skeg were also suspect.
The seam along the aft edge of the skeg was ground out to expose the plywood and the areas around the gudgeons were
ground down to solid fiberglass. Windy was left in the shop to dry out using heat lamps and fans on the skeg and ground out
blisters. G-Yachts were not happy with the moisture readings until mid May when they started work redoing the hull seam
(from stem to stern) with glass mat and epoxy. They also added about two inches to the trailing edge of the keel (to improve
pointing), filled and faired the hull, using Interprotect 3000. G-Yachts also recommended adding almost two inches to the
trailing edge of the rudder to increase surface area and improve steering response. After three months of sailing, I do find
that Windy points a bit higher and is more responsive to the helm. She also seems to back up a lot better!
Actual work performed by G-Yachts:
- The bottom was stripped and any blisters were ground out and allowed to dry for three months (in doors). The skeg
was opened up and dried out using heat lamps and fans.
- The seam was epoxied from stem to stern below the waterline and approximately 2” added to the trailing edge of the
keel
- Water line was raised 2” and the lower boot stripe repainted with blue awlgrip
- The bottom was filled and faired
- The areas on the skeg that hold the gudgeons in place were re-constructed
- The Skeg was strengthened along the leading edge
- The rudder had about 2” added to the trailing edge then totally refinished & sealed
- A bushing made and installed to center the rudder vertically and move the load from the gudgeons up to the frame
that supports the steering quadrant
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-

A new through hull, diverter valve and waste pump installed to allow for discharge of the holding tank at sea or
marina pump-out
Six coats of Interprotect 3000 followed by six coats of Interprotect 2000 then three coats of Interlux Micron Extra
bottom paint (two blue over one green)
Old anchor roller removed and the new double anchor roller installed on a reinforced base.
Port cap shroud chain plate knee replaced and designed to have the chain plate attached to the outside of the knee
rather than embedded.
Holes for the old instruments filled and re-cut (smaller) ready for me to install the new Raymarine wind, speed,
depth ST60s and Autohelm ST4000+ Mk II
Mast and boom were stripped and primed followed by several coats of white awlgrip paint
Total cost including yard fees, travel lift, hydraulic trailer rental, mast stepping, taxes… $15,000

Unless you remove your rudder you will not be able to see any cracks in the hull seam on the aft edge of the skeg which is
why I have included pictures of that part of the work done on Windy.
If anyone has questions about Andrews Trucking or any other aspect of the work listed above, I would be more than happy to
e-mail my comments and copies of any pictures I have.
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MISCELLANEOUS
Aloha 34 Beaufort Wind Scale
Original devised by British Rear-Admiral, Sir Francis Beaufort in 1805 based on observations of the effects of the wind
Beaufort
#
(force)
0

Wind Speed
knots

mph

under
1

under
1

Wave
height
(feet)

Description

Effects observed on the sea

Effects observed on Alohas

Calm
Sea is like a mirror

-

Aloha 34’s motoring
1

1-3

1-3

0.25

2

4-6

4-7

0.5 - 1

Light air

Ripples with appearance of
scales; no foam crests

Aloha 34’s still motor-sailing if
they’re cruising.

Light
breeze
Small wavelets; crests of
glassy appearance, not
breaking
Aloha 34’s under full sail &
maybe spinnaker.

3

7 - 10

8 - 12

2-3

Gentle
breeze
Large wavelets; crests begin
to break; scattered whitecaps
Aloha 34’s under full sail

4

11-16

13-18

3½ - 5

Moderate
breeze
Small waves, becoming
longer; numerous whitecaps
Aloha 34’s under full sail

5

17-21

19-24

6-8

Fresh
breeze
Moderate waves, taking
longer form; many
whitecaps; some spray
Aloha 34’s may have single reef
and working jib
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6

22-27

25-31

9½-13

Strong
breeze

7

28-33

32-38

13½19

Near gale

Larger waves forming;
whitecaps everywhere; more
spray

Aloha 34’s may have double
reef & working jib

Sea heaps up; white foam from
breaking waves begins to be
blown in streaks
Aloha 34’s fully reefed with
“storm” jib.
8

9

34-40

41-47

39-46

47-54

18-25

23-32

Gale

Moderately high waves of
greater length; edges of crests
begin to break into spindrift;
foam is blown in well-marked
streaks

Aloha 34’s should be home!

Strong gale
High waves; sea begins to roll;
dense streaks of foam; spray
may begin to reduce visibility
Aloha 34’s, if out, could be
under bare poles

10

48-55

55-63

29-41

Storm
Very high waves with
overhanging crests; sea takes
white appearance as foam is
blown in very dense streaks;
rolling is heavy and visibility is
reduced
Anchored for the worst!

11

56-63

64-72

37-52

Violent
storm

Exceptionally high waves; sea
covered with white foam
patches; visibility further
reduced

12

64
and
over

73 and
over

45 and
over

Hurricane

Air filled with foam; sea
completely white with driving
spray; visibility greatly
reduced
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 All canvas removed
 All sails removed
 Anchored to allow for surge
& wind shifts
 Double all lines
 Anti-chafe
 Or vessel on shore

Boat Registration
In Canada, you have the choice of licensing your boat (most common) in the province in which the boat resides or
registering your boat with Transport Canada. Legally and cost-wise, they are very different. Vessel licensing or registration
in Canada is somewhat similar to the U.S. dual system of state registration or federal documentation..
In Canada, “all recreational vessels under 15 gross tons and powered by an engine 10 horsepower (7.5 kilowatts) or more
must be licensed or registered, regardless of where they operate in Canada. The process is free of charge for licensing through
Canada Border Services Agency (CBSA) (formerly known as Customs Canada).”
Registration is a procedure for documentation of ownership or title. Licensing is a procedure which identifies a vessel as
having paid sales tax in a province or territory and does not necessarily imply ownership or title. As you can see, there may
be an advantage to registration, if travelling abroad in your boat.
Some of the Rules related to a new Registration [from Transport Canada’s web site]:


Approval of a name for your vessel must be obtained from the Ministry of Transport through the Registrar of
Shipping at the intended Port of Registry. This must be a name which is not in use by any other registered vessel in
Canada. For this reason, it is recommended that you submit two or three alternatives.
 A title for the register, conveying title free and clear of encumbrances, must be supplied in the form of a Builder's
Certificate. The certificate must show that the vessel was built for you and must be signed by the builder of the hull.
If you built the hull, you will sign the certificate. If you or the builder built this vessel for yourself and for any other
member of your family, and you wish to register this vessel in joint ownership, the Builder's Certificate should
indicate this.
 To have the vessel measured for tonnage, arrangements must be made through a government appointed surveyor for
tonnage measurement. Contact a Ship Registry office for a name and number. (Contact information is listed at the
front of this document.) [Editor: "register tonnage" is a measure of volume e.g. one metric ton is equal to one
metric meter -- the measurement is really designed for cargo ships]
 After the measurement of the vessel, a Certificate of Survey is raised by the Surveyor. After approval, the certificate
is forwarded to the Registrar of Shipping at the intended Port of Registry. A Ship's Carving and Marking Note is a
document which instructs you in the proper method of marking the vessel as to name, Port of Registry, official
number and register tonnage.
 Signing of an Applications for Registry and a Declaration of Ownership. The Declaration of Ownership is a sworn
statement which must be taken before a Notary Public, Commissioner of Oaths or Registrar of Shipping. This
establishes your right as a Canadian Citizen, British Subject or a Commonwealth Corporation to ownership of a
Canadian registered vessel.
 Pay the registration fee - for vessels up to fifty gross tonnes is $114.00 which is payable to the Receiver General for
Canada through the Port of Registry.
This completes the registration process. The Certificate of Registry, commonly called the "Blue Book" is then issued.
For a change in ownership it is just a matter of completing the forms and proving ownership; and of course paying the fee.
Transport Canada recently advised boaters [some not all] by letter of the following:
“Recent amendments to the Ship Registration provisions of the Canada Shipping Act require that Certificates of Registry
must be renewed periodically. In this regard, enclosed is a new Certificate of Registry for your vessel. Your current
Certificate is no longer valid, but may be kept for historical purposes.
Please note that your new Certificate now has an expiry date which is shown at the bottom. This new Certificate is not valid
for operation of the vessel until the vessel is marked in accordance with the Canada Shipping Act, Section 27(l). Please refer
to the Marking Requirements explained on the back of the enclosed Certificate of Registry.
The office responsible for your Port of Registry must be notified within 30 days of any change to the information shown on
the Certificate of Registry. Failure to do so will render your Certificate of Registry invalid. The civil penalty for operation of
a vessel with an invalid document is a fine of not more than $10,000.00 per offence.
Not less than 30 days preceding expiration, a Notice of Renewal will be mailed to the owner or the authorized representative,
at the address of record. If there are no changes, you only need to sign and return the notice. A new Certificate of Registry
will then be issued and mailed to you. Contact our office not later than two weeks prior to the expiration date, if you have not
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received the Notice of Renewal. If your address changes at any time or the vessel is altered, you must notify the narest [as
written] Registrar of Ships. The responsibility for renewal is up to you, the vessel owner, with or without notice.”
By going to the Internet at: http://www.tc.gc.ca/ShipRegistry/menu.asp?lang=e you can check on a registration and it’s
expiry date [see below]. A lot of the registrations expire in 2007.
Under “advanced search page”, if you put an “*” in Vessel Name and select “pleasure” under Vessel Category you can
browse all 23,196 names registered [make sure you uncheck “exclude closed ships”]
The web page looks like this:

Welcome to the Transport Canada Vessel Registration Query System.
You can search for a ship's official number or by name, or use the advanced search page which permits searching on a wider
variety of attributes.
You may also purchase The List of Ships, volume 1 and 2 from the Government of Canada Publications web site.
For more information regarding the List of Ships publication and how to search it on Canada Publication site, please go to
the List of Ships page.
Official Number (numeric):
Ship Name:
Search

Racing An Aloha
From: Frank Collins
Sent: Sunday, December 26, 2004
HI LES,
Thanks for the most recent edition of your newsletter. As always, it's most interesting and informative.
Thanks, too, for the PHRF data you found and reported on page 25. In answer to your question, our True Love has a PHRF
rating of 150 which translates to a time on time handicap factor of 1.038 (spinnaker ratings).
Meanwhile, best wishes for the holiday season and for good health and fortune in the New Year.
Cheers, Frank ( #117 - True Love )
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, January 01, 2005
Hope you had a happy new years celebration last night, Frank! But maybe you're like us - staying up to watch the
ball drop in Times Square gets a little ho-hum.
All the best for 2005.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Lene Symes
Sent: Monday, March 07, 2005 3:52 PM
Frank Collins asked if other Aloha 34s were being raced. We are basically cruisers, but I have entered Fiona in a
few races. The PHRF rating for Galveston Bay, quoted in the last newsletter, is due to us. We haven't had much luck
around the bouys – perhaps because of equipment (we still sheet to the toerail, so don't point so high) but probably
more because of lack of expertise. However it's fun, and fortunately there's a Cal 40 we always beat.
We've done quite well in the Harvest Moon Regatta, an offshore race from Galveston to Corpus Christi. In our first
HMR in 2001 we were 2nd in class. In 2002 we came in first in class. Fiona was the "slow" boat (highest rated) in
the class, but we beat the class scratch boat on straight time by over an hour, and were 27th on corrected time in a
fleet of 250.
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Unfortunately, business got in the way in 2003, and last year one of my crew got so seasick that I felt obliged to
withdraw and seek sheltered water less than 50 miles from the finish.
Fair winds,
Bill Symes

SAFETY ALERTS
[Editor: Not a safety item but an alert none the less]

Selling Scam

Beware of this scam when selling your boat.
Posted: Mon May 17, 2004 12:06 pm on cruisenews.net
“In trying to sell my current boat, I came across this scam:
A supposed broker or similar agency contacts you about your boat and says they have a very motivated buyer who wants to
purchase the boat immediately. They are willing to pay with a certified banker's check. A banker's check of course is one of
the most secure checks you can get. Sounds good. They may even furnish you with a number and address.
The catch is that they want to write you a check which includes the price of the boat and something else such as
transportation cost which they want you to pay directly to the shipping company. They say you can wait until you receive
their banker's check first. It doesn't sound too bad, a banker's check is usually a very safe form of payment, paying the
transport company is small change and not to big a hassle compared to selling your boat and it's difficult for somebody to
sneak off with your boat without you knowing about it.
I've talked to a friend of mine in the insurance company and he has confirmed this sort of scam. Both the broker and
transportation company (or what ever the other company is) are dummy companies complete with a voicemail or even real
phone. The checks are fake, but before these clear or bounce you have paid the second dummy company out of pocket and
that's your loss, along with the time effort and any other related expenses you've had.
It's easy to tell this scam, because the second you refuse to pay for anything out of pocket or insist on waiting until the check
clears, they will disappear.
Beware.......”
[Editor: The same scam was reported on the news but the individual was selling her car. She lost over $13,000 paid for the
shipping of her $8500 car overseas. Her bank had let her know the cheque cleared. She had waited 10 days. They said the
cheque was an altered cheque and a fraud. Finding a fraudulent cheque can take as much as 60 days.]

SAILS
[no submissions]

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Spartite
From: Out & About
Sent: Thu 05/05/2005
Has anyone used Spartite in place of mast wedges and boot - and if so how did it work?
[Editor: Can anyone help Bob & Connie? I’ve seen it used on another 36’ sailboat. The owner was happy with it although
warned me “it is imperative that you follow the instructions carefully”. He also indicated that there was enough for 2 boats in
the kit depending on the fit.]
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Boom Outhaul Repair
Last year the outhaul for the loose-footed mainsail refused to budge. It wouldn’t loosen or tighten. A quick fix for the
summer involved adding an extension with a couple of “D” shackles and living with the limitation for the summer.
To repair Enchantment’s boom, a “Cinkel”, meant removing the end and determining what
was the problem. First the 3 pairs of rivets had to be drilled out. The fourth pair, 2 rivets in
the sail track itself, do not hold on the end-fitting but rather a block inside the boom. The
end-fitting was stubborn. After soaking the joint with penetrating oil for a day and a well
placed chisel and hammer, the end was removed.
The double block with becket, providing purchase for the outhaul, was the problem [see
right photo]. The outhaul had jumped off one of the sheaves and jammed between the
sheave and the plate.
While this drawing is not an
exact depiction of the
outhaul setup for
Enchantment it is a good
representation. The left
block is attached to the
upper part of the boom at
the gooseneck end by a
padeye and the right pair of blocks are unattached, “floating” and provide the purchase
for the outhaul.
To re-assemble the end-fitting there are several choices; rivets, self-taping screws,
machine screws. I chose to cut treads into the end-fitting with a tap and use machine
screws – easy to remove next time.
A few more photos:

The block and padeye at gooseneck end
of boom

The end-fitting and troublesome block
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The extracted block and end-fitting

Mast Step Amalthea
In preparation for our second cruise north along Australia's Queensland coast we had a list of jobs to ready Amalthea for the
voyage. On the list was the mast step. We suspected that the step had rotted and were about to effect a repair along the lines
of the job described in the Aloha 34 Newsletter by Peter Boesener of "Virgaries".
We had the mast craned out, a straight forward job except for 2 of the bottle screws that had frozen and had to be split for
removal. Next a bit of drilling and chiseling to remove the fiberglass encapsulated mast step. It consisted of 2 layers of 3/4"
soggy soft ply and definitely in need of renewing. A piece of West Australian Jarrah (hardwood with similar properties to
teak but 1/4 the price) had been purchased for the job. While cleaning up the bed a crack became evident running across the
bed approximately 3" from the aft end of the bed. Exploring the area by tapping with a small hammer gave us a fright as all
the area forward of the crack sounded hollow and sloped down slightly. The next test was with a drill, when the bit had gone
though about 1/4" in of glass it fell through to the chuck, as if it was hollow…... I was not a happy sailor! Further
investigation revealed that the aft three inches of the bed was sitting on the lead keel but the forward 10" or so was supported
by 1/4" of glass over foam filler. Now here is the amazing thing - Amalthea is 20 years old and we are the second owners.
Milan & Adrian Ford of San Francisco purchased the boat new in 1984 and sailed her up and down the west coast of the US
& Mexico and then spent about 4 years sailing across the Pacific, documented in Milan's "Amalthea's Pacific Travels" in the
"Aloah 34 Newsletter". Linda and I purchased Amalthea from Milan & Adrian in Australia and had done 2-3 thousand NM
before the mast step repair, Amalthea has been a busy boat and has seen some rough weather and seas in the Pacific, and yet
the mast had remained standing all those years teetering on the forward edge of the keel and a bit of foam filler. Good
Karma?
After a lot of deliberations and hair pulling we decided to call in a shipwright to prepare the bed.

As evidenced by the photo he did an excellent job. After the woodwork was completed and reinforced with fiberglass the
remaining cavities were filled and glassed over. The bed was then complete and we were able to get on with the job that we
had started.
The question now is: Was Amalthea hull #189 the only Aloha 34 to have been built this way or are there other boats out
there with the same serious defect? Is the lead suppose to continue forward to the main bulkhead?
We look forward to hearing from any other members who have had similar experiences.
Gary & Linda Brown "Amalthea"
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Stripped threads, Mainmast "Flange"
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, January 10, 2005
Aloha! Hope everyone is starting the New Year off in fine fashion.
Don't laugh but we've had snow in God's Country and we actually had to cancel our weekly sailing last week. Tough!
We
live in the Oak Bay part of Victoria BC Canada where we are surrounded on 3 sides by the Pacific Ocean (which tends to
moderate our temperatures) and thus we got less than an inch of snow, most of which melted the next day. A mile inland
snow was a foot or more deep with traffic snarls and power lines down (and Oak Bay Municipality doesn't have any snow
ploughs in its inventory!).
Anyway, now that I have you all feeling so very sorry for us, I have a question for members relating to the stainless steel
fitting or "flange" on Sea Vixen's Kenyon mast that one has to unscrew to remove the mainsail from the mast.
When hoisting the mainsail a couple of weeks ago, the plastic "clips" that run up the length of the mast inside the grooved
channel to hold the mainsail to the mast, started popping out of the channeling. On closer inspection we determined that the
stainless steel "flange" that one secures near the bottom of the mast just above the main boom fitting, had come loose,
allowing some of the mainsail clips to spring clear of the channeling when the mainsail was being raised and thus some of the
sail popped free of the mast.
We lowered the sail and reinserted the mainsail "clips" into the channeling but when we went to secure the holding "flange,
discovered that the screw that secures the flange to the aluminium mast had stripped its threads.
The solution would appear to be that we should get a larger screw and re-thread the screw hole in the mast. Has anyone had
to do this? And if so, what tools did you use & how did you do it? Has anyone a different solution?
I phoned David Duncan #168, a font of knowledge in such things, and he said that this happened to him many years ago.
Rather than re-threading the hole in the mast as contemplated above, he said that after all the plastic mainsail clips had been
inserted into the mast channeling, he slipped a steel "washer" (into which a screw with a 'butterfly head' had been inserted)
into the channeling where the flange had been, and tightened it to block the clips from sliding out. David says that this has
worked well ever since. To remove the mainsail, he just removes the washer.
Has anyone any other suggestions?
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2005
HI MIGS,
I have a Schaefer 300 mast and boom, so my situation might be just a bit different from yours.
I simply drilled a small hole at the base of my mainsail luff track and tapped it to receive a machine screw. After
inserting the sail slugs up into the track I install the machine screw with the head projecting out about a quarter inch.
This holds the sail slugs in the track and is easy to remove when I need to strip off the main.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: "S/V Restless Sole"
Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2005
I re-threaded mine Migs after losing the knurled bolt and having to find and fit another one. The re-thread was easy
and the new bolt has been around the world twice on a Tahiti Ketch that is now sadly on the hard and rotting away
in Goderich. Good omen I hope :-)
Nigel & Michele
P.S. It is going to be plus 12 degrees here on Wednesday! If the boat wasn't all covered up on her cradle we would
go for a sail too!!
Reply From: "John Walsh"
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Date: Mon, 10 Jan 2005 14:54:29 -0500
that washer idea is top-notch.
I have had the same problem this past season and will take a closer look at it this spring.
rethreading is also an easy solution.
John Walsh: [ONCE AROUND] Whitby yacht club
Reply From: Migs Turner
Date: Tue, 11 Jan 2005
Thank you John, Nigel & Michel, David and Frank for your helpful responses.
Frank: when you say in the following that "...I simply drilled a small hole at the base of my mainsail luff track and
tapped it to receive a machine screw..." would you kindly explain how you "tapped" your mast? I'm strictly a simple
sailor when it comes to such things.
Many thanks!
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Date: Tue, 11 Jan 2005
HI MIGS,
When I referred to "tapping" I meant cutting threads in the hole I drilled in the mast to receive the machine screw
(bolt).
If you have not performed such an operation before, you will need to purchase a tap to cut threads to match exactly
the size and type of machine screw that you want to install. You'll also need to acquire a tool which holds the
subject tap and enables you to rotate it so that it can cut the threads. These are not expensive tools, and should be
available at any good sized hardware supplier.
I hope this explanation is sufficiently clear. If not, or if you need a broader explanation, please let me know.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: Migs Turner
Date: Tue, 11 Jan 2005
Thank you again, Frank. No, I haven't "tapped" before but I will now pay a visit to our local hardware store & get
the necessary implements, as you suggest.
I have another few days to get on with this. We've just scrubbed our sailing again this week because of our
continuing cold unseasonal wx..
Aloha!
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2005
MIGS,
I think you'll find this simple solution works.
When you are buying the tools, you'll need to have with you the machine screw you want to use (even perhaps one
or two alternatives) to size the tap. When buying the tap, you need to make sure you have the correct size drill bit to
go with it (it's a little smaller than the tap). The supplier should be able to advise on this.
Frank
Reply From: Les
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Sent: Wednesday, January 12, 2005
Migs,
Sorry to hear about the Ontario type weather out there but it too will pass!
I purchased a " Sail Track Stop" to resolve my mailsail problem. It costs about $8.
There are several different styles depending on your sailtrack and they look like
this. The only thing is keeping it safe when you have to reef.
Another approach.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Migs Turner
Date: Wed, 12 Jan 2005
Thanks for your latest email on this subject, Les.
Yes, we'll gladly ship our current wx. back to you, Les. In fact, I looked at your 'marina' website expecting to see
Enchantment in the water and you sailing, but no luck. Pity. Why aren't you out taking advantage of your present
warm 'west coast' wx.?
Speaking with Dave Duncan Clan Donnchadh #168 a couple of days ago and he still has nearly a foot of snow on
the high ground of tsunami free North Saanich just north of us here. We are currently snow free in Oak Bay but the
forecast calls for a final blast of winter & snow before the weekend and then we are expected to return to our more
normal balmy wx. on Monday.
We'll think of you when we are out sailing next week...
This is an excellent suggestion, Les, thank you, ...and I don't have to try and be a clever engineer like Frank.
Can one pick these "Sail track stops" up at any chandlery?
Aloha!
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, January 13, 2005
The Online Chandlery at http://www.thechandleryonline.com/dept.asp?dept_id=1807 has them. I got mine in
Toronto at Genco I think. I'm sure they'd have them in "God's Country"! ;-) Good luck
Les

UTILITIES
[no submissions]

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* suggestion

Carry an
emergency VHF
antenna. They
come packed in a
12'' weatherresistant, plastic
tube which can
stow away in an easy to reach location
for instant emergency capability if your
main antenna becomes broken or
disabled.

[* Ace = Aloha Creative Enhancements]
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CLOSING
From the submissions to this newsletter, it looks like many members are really “spiffing” up their Alohas. I know we are
trying to catch up on some of the things we’ve let slide.
Last summer the rear bearing on our alternator let go, so I had the alternator rebuilt. This spring, when I reinstalled it, I found
it wouldn’t charge! I checked everything from the alternator to the batteries….not a thing out of place and all connections
were good. What could be the problem? I checked the multi-pin plug/union for the electrical connections to the ignition
panel. All was well. So, at a loss as to the problem, I began to browse and noticed a wire hanging loose down under the
starter. On further checking, it belonged to a spot exiting from the cable covers behind the alternator. Reconnected and all
was well. Turns out it was the wire from the ignition switch to the alternator. It had been connected, along with another
wire, to a single connector – no longer. Now it has one of its own and will be easier to check in the future.
I’m having a little trouble getting some members to send in their dues. It’s only fair that we all contribute to the Network
equally. There are 36 paid up for 2005 out of about 78 members. Some of the others have not contributed coming up on 3
years. I will be sending out statements again in the Fall but would appreciate not having to chase members for $25.
On the other hand I’d like to thank those who have been diligent in this, it sure makes life less stressful.
While you’re out cruising this summer, take some notes and a picture or 2 to contribute to “My Favourite Anchorage” for
the Fall Newsletter. Maybe I’ll get several and be able to fill that spot for the next few newsletters. We also need a volunteer
for “Featured Aloha”. Neither of these need to be technical in nature, in fact we’d prefer some first mates [or admirals]
contribute their points of view as well.
Well, we’re really looking forward to a month or more in the North Channel and are hoping we’ll bump into some of you
[not literally of course].
Fair winds
Les & Carol, Enchantment

Tip: On a loose foot mainsail, reefing pennants lines or point ties should be tied around the bottom of the sail and above the
boom. Tying them around the boom may cause the sail to rip in high winds – no give or stretch.
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http://www.aloha34.com

ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
"Priority"
A sturdy, comfortable, reasonably fast cruising sailing yacht - very beamy with a long waterline and very generous
accommodations. Recent improvements include a new Harken III furling system, a new 150% head sail, engine upgrades,
removal of built-up hard bottom paint and application of Micron CSC, a new Bruce-type anchor with 60 feet of chain, new
automatic bilge pump and new stereo system. http://members.shaw.ca/archie.riddell/aloha.htm

"Encore"
Aloha 34 (1978) Fully Loaded – excellent condition, one owner. Full set of sails, including spinnaker and furling. Autohelm, dodger, bimini, full cockpit enclosure – screen & plastic. Inflatable dinghy with 15 hp Mercury and davits. Lying at
Whitby Y.C. $70,000 Phone: (905) 725-7402.

"Dream Catcher II"
1984 Aloha 34, Belleville, Ontario
This boat has 10 opening ports, three hatches and loads of storage. The cabin is beautifully
done with teak and is in excellent condition. This boat lends itself well to cruising, both short
and long distances.
Features:

















27 hp Westerbeke, completely overhauled in 2002, (enclosed water cooling system).
Full enclosure, including matching sail cover and hatch covers in Captain’s Navy.
New cockpit cushions in 2004.
New 40 amp battery charger. Starting and deep cycle batteries (4).
130 amp alternator, 800 watt inverter
Hull repainted with Imron, white with navy trim, in 2002.
Electric windlass, with estimated 200 feet of 5/16 chain and 35 lb CQR anchor.
Four self-tailing winches
Dingy davits
Radar and Loran, depth finder, knot meter
Autohelm 4000
Furling with 135 genoa, and full batten main.
Nova Cool refrigeration, with separate freezer compartment (works excellent).
Propane stove and oven, new burners – dual propane tanks in lockers
Winter canvass cover and frame (new in 2002).
Folding steel cradle with six pads.

This boat has been well maintained and shows very well. $82,500.00 CDN. Call Gary at (613) 771-0442 or email at
dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca.
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"Lady Marisa"
1977, Aloha 34, fully equipped with all the comforts of home; propane stove with oven,
hot and cold pressure water, refrigeration, microwave, diesel furnace, tv with mast-top
antennae, Force 10 propane BBQ, furling head sail, Gennaker, full enclosure with screens
and windows, Mariner instrumentation, Autohelm 4000, Volvo diesel and storage cradle.
Shows pride of ownership. Currently in Bowmanville. Asking 72,900 Contact Sue at
905-655-3683.

“Nocturne”
1985 Aloha 34 (hull #212) in outstanding condition, extremely well equipped, registered vessel, Westerbeke W-27 diesel,
full-batten main, lazy jacks, solid vang, furling headsail, self-tailing winches, Lewmar Concept One windlass with remote
control, new battery banks, high-output alternator, Hart Interface “smart” charging, GPS, auto-helm, furnace, new threeburner s/s Force 10 propane stove w/oven, microwave, refrigeration, hot water, shower, stereo, full cockpit enclosure. Sidney,
BC $79,900 tel: 250-656-1661. mscornish@telus.net

“Twilight Zone“
1981, 24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very
good condition. $79,900. For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email
biship@hurontel.on.ca

"Windekind"
ALOHA 34, 1981- Hull #157
Comes with 10 opening ports, propane stove & oven, propane barbecue & Force 10 cabin
heater. 5 sails, including DRS in sock. 8 winches including 4 self-tailing. Digital depth sounder
& knotmeter Shore power cord, 3 PFD's, life ring, 2 fire extinguishers. CQR and Bruce anchor,
both with chain & rode. Lofrans windlass. Teak & holly cabin sole. 6'4" headroom. Dual
propane tanks in own locker. 42 HP diesel engine. The following items renewed or replaced in
last 5 years: head, cockpit cushions & covers, interior cushions & covers, all halyards, genoa
sheets, dodger, bimini & cockpit closure, VHF, all batteries. Custom metal cradle. Stored in
Port Credit marina. Good boat, good price. Phone 905-662-9703 or email

“Nepenthe”
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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Sea Vixen Sails with
Russian Tall Ship,
June 2005
[see newspaper reprint on page 24]
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ALOHA
The years keep rolling by! Enchantment is again wrapped up for the winter; we’ve had our first snow; Christmas is just
around the corner. Oh well there’s always the boat show! It was mentioned by Stuart Meyers of Air Loom that March 1995
was the date of the first Aloha 34 Network newsletter – 10 years ago this past spring. For the nostalgia and courtesy of
Migs Turner, Sea Vixen, I have added a reprint of the whole newsletter at the end of this edition. Thanks Stuart and Migs.
There’s one thing that reminds one of the passing years. Death. Not to be too dark, but we lost my father as well as a good
sailing buddy. Neither was a surprise, due to on going illnesses, but it does remind one the years are passing and there’s still
things we all want to do. Thank you for your patience this year.
Otherwise, we had a great summer on Enchantment. We had family up as usual.

The impromptu rendezvous with Nigel & Michele on Restless Sole
and Stuart & Marcia of Air Loom at Heywood Is. was great fun!

We waved to Out And About in passing. Bob & Connie were
headed west while we were heading into Little Current.

In Little Current we met Robert
& Audrey of Dream Weaver
IV, for the first time.

We chatted again with David and Carla of
Momentum I in Kincardine. Good to see
them again since they left Gore Bay.

The weather was hot and the water was a cool relief. A great summer!
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There are a couple items of business for the Network:




We have had to change our email forum or list from Topica to Yahoo Groups. This is explained at some length
later in the newsletter – see “NEW EMAIL GROUP!!”. I would urge all members with email to join. The
information flow through email has dropped off drastically in the last while and information flow is the life-blood of
the Network.
Some members are getting behind in their dues; a few by a couple of years. I have included a statement of your
account with this newsletter so you will know where you stand.

My thanks to Bob Beswick, Aly Ada Too, Hull #156, Gary Brown, Amalthea, Hull # 189 and Stuart Spracklan, Windy,
Hull #151 for their contributions as well as for all the emails from many members, passing on information to others.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214

NEW MEMBERS
Michael Castner, Dolphins Breath, Hull #119
16211 Waterville Rd., Jacksonville, Fl 32226-1561, blackisle@comcast.net
Walter & Janet Miklas, Eleuthera IV, Hull #147
4328 Portland St., Burnaby BC, V5J 2N4, (604) 451- 7869, capricorn_iv@yahoo.com
Jim & Lorna Sharp, Lady Marisa, Hull #109
P.O. Box 1633, Brighton, ON, K0K 1H0, (613) 475-6032, jsharpca@reach.net

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
John Aldous, 1242 Wasatch Dr., Mountain View, CA 94040, johnaldous@msn.com
Bob & Lynda Beswick, new email address bbez@teksavvy.com
Bill & Bette Sirine, 2713 Buckhorn Preserve Blvd. Valrico, Florida 33594, 813-662-7573, wfs@exis.net
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MAILBAG
Subject: New address for the Sirine's
From: Bill Sirine
Sent: Tuesday, May 24, 2005
To: Les
Good morning Les & Carol: Just a quick note to let you know that we have relocated to the Tampa Bay area of Florida. Our
new address is----- 2713 Buckhorn Preserve Blvd. Valrico, Florida 33594. The email address remains the same
wfs@exis.net; however the phone is now 1-813-662-7573. Bella Luna will remain at a marina in Norfolk until around
November before we move her south (after hurricane season). Take care Bill & Bettie
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Aloha 34, #213, Kairos
From: John Sanford
Sent: Wednesday, June 08, 2005
To: Les
Les, thanks for sending me the latest newsletter. It reminded me that I haven't told you that I sold my Aloha 34, #213,
Kairos, on May 12. The new owner, is Ed Paul and I will forward to him all the information that you have sent.
After more than twenty years, it was hard to say goodbye to Kairos. She had been an important part of my life but sadly, for
the past couple of years I have not used her enough to justify the expense.
John Sanford
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, June 14, 2005
John,
It was a pleasure to have you aboard the Aloha 34 Network and we have appreciated your participation.
I'm sure Kairos is in good hands and hope Ed will join us shortly.
All the best in future endeavours. Drop us a line from time to time.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Topica
From: "Nigel Tilley"
Date: Wed, 15 Jun 2005
There seems to be a problem with Topica and the Email List at present. I am working at solving the problem and will advise.
Thanks ... Nigel Restless Sole
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Aloha 34 Information
From: John Colpitts
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2005
To: Les
Hi.
I live in Halifax, Nova Scotia, and my wife and I are planning a 1-year sabbatical to the Caribbean in 2007. We are looking
at moderate displacement cruising boats in the 33-35' range (on a limited budget), and the Aloha 34 caught our eye. (others of
interest are the Pearson 34, Sabre 34, Cal 35 and Endeavour 35) The Alohas seem to be excellent quality, and capable
ocean-going boats,. Unfortunately there are no "boat reviews" (that I can find) which discuss the good and not-so-good points
of the boat,. Prior to purchasing our J/30 10 years ago, we contacted the J/30 owners association and they were very frank
and forthcoming with their likes and dislikes and a list of common problem areas to look out for when purchasing the boat. I
am hoping that the Aloha owners would be as willing to share information on their boats, or would be able to point me ot a
source for (somewhat) objective assessment of the boat.
Thanks in advance for your valuable assistance,
John Colpitts, Halifax
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, June 22, 2005
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John,
Much of the information you are looking for is > contained on our web site at: > www.aloha34.com
I manage the Aloha 34 Owners Network and created the above web site for members and prospective owners. We
have an owners' manual written from the experiences of owners and for their support, as well as a newsletter in
which owners help owners to resolve any issues. Should you decide on the Aloha 34 you may wish to avail yourself
of this wealth of information by joining us.
Quite a few of the members of our association have made the trip to the Bahamas, the Caribbean and beyond. One
sailed much of the way around the world and now resided in New Zealand.
We sailed from Lake Huron, in Ontario, to the Bahamas in 2000. We lived aboard for 10 months and covered over
4000 miles. The problems were few and we were very comfortable. Among the problems we experienced were the
following:
a.
replaced the fresh water pump on the second day; it started ejecting bearings!
b.
broken engine mount and subsequent engine realignment
c.
leak in the raw water cooling pump; replaced to minimize saltwater in engine compartment
The above were all repaired by us from our spares. For a list of our preparations and a full journal of our trip please
go to:
http://www.aloha34.com/Enchantment/index.html on the Aloha 34 Site.
Other experiences can be found there as well as in the "Features Alohas" segment.
Members' problems read much like any other well built sailboat including; boat pox on some, water in the
encapsulated keel on a few others, leaking chainplates leading to the need to replace or rebuild, split in the skeg
requiring resealing. These issues have occurred in only a few of our members' boats. I have had to reseal the
chainplate covers and epoxy the knees holding the chainplates. I also coated the hull with Interprotect 2000 for
osmosis before heading south. Two members [as I recall] have had to rebuild the mast step in the bilge.
The Alohas were powered by a variety of engines including Westerbeke, Volvo, Universal, etc. The best is really a
matter of opinion. Mine has a Westerbeke 27hp and has proved very reliable. I did modify the supplied prop to
increase the pitch by 2".
As you will see on our web site, we have posted a number of member boats for sale. Feel free to contact them for
further information.
If I can be of further help drop me a note.
Les Harrison
From: John Colpitts
Sent: Thursday, June 23, 2005
Thanks very much for your response, Les. I had browsed your web site prior to sending the email, however my
struggle is that I am still unable to find much in the way of an objective assessment of the Aloha 34 (unlike most of
the other boats we are investigating). I appreciate you sharing your experiences and those of some other owners.
Regards, John
Reply From: John Colpitts
Sent: Sunday, August 14, 2005
Hi, we are looking into buying a cruising boat, and the Alohas is on our list, along with 2-3 other similarboats
(primarily Pearson and Sabre 34's). But I have a couple of questions.
Is the mast stepped on the deck or keel?
I am confused about rig dimensions and sail area for the Aloha. Are there 2 different rigs? I have seen the I, J, P, and
E stated as 18, 12, 32, 10.9 in one place and 43.5, 14, 37.8 and 12 in another. If I use the dimensions posted on your
web site, I get sail are for a 100% jib as approx 304 sq ft, but your web site says a working jib is 219 sq ft. This
makes a serious difference in sail area and performance, and relative performance is (so far) about the only negative
thing we have found with the Aloha. Can you help me understand the difference in sail area?
Thanks!
John Colpitts, Halifax
Reply From: Les
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Sent: Sunday, August 14, 2005
John,
The easy question first - the mast is keel stepped. My mast measures about 48.5' from the water without the
instrumentation at the top.
Our "Owner's Manual" [about 130 pages of info gathered from owner experiences] states:
~~~~~
"According to UK Sails records, there are 2 different sets of rig dimensions for the Aloha 34. It would appear that
they might have made a STANDARD and a TALL fig.
STANDARD RIG
I=38.0' J=12.0' P=32.0' E=10.87'
TALL RIG
I=43.5’ J=14.0' P=37.75' E=12.0'
NOTE: To date we are not aware of any Aloha 34's with the so-called STANDARD RIG."
~~~~~
There are however 2 different drafts - 5'6" and about 5'. It is self evident that the first will have somewhat better
windward abilities.
Most of us find the Aloha 34 quite an able performer in light airs and certainly friendly to the crew in heavy
weather.
All the best in your quest for the ideal cruising boat. We would invite you to join our Aloha 34 Network should you
choose the Aloha.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Sea Vixen & the Tall Ships 13 June 05
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2005
To: Stuart Spracklan; Les Harrison
You might find this of interest, Stuart & Les. Just sorry you were not with us. It was a most spectacular day sailing amongst
all the Tall Ships.
Today's front page of the Victoria Times-Colonist newspaper has a good picture of our boat "Sea Vixen" & crew (9) front
and centre (the white boat with the blue stripe, going from right to left) as we pass across the stern of the Russian tall ship
"Pallada" yesterday. At the time we had just furled our genoa (forward sail) after a good sail in preparation for heading into
Victoria Harbour.
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2005
Thanks guys! Great stuff for the fall newsletter. Migs, you'll make the front page again! Would you like me to add
an extra mast?
I copied the photo from the newspaper web site too in case it was better quality. I've asked the Colonist for an
original copy and the approval to reprint.
It's 30.0 in the shade today and may hit 34 tomorrow they say. Quite humid; good reason for doing nothing except
we have unexpected visitors arriving this evening. Maybe we'll just have to go sailing!
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2005
Thanks Les. Enjoy your weather. We are somewhat cooler but looking forward to a good sail tomorrow with my
regular men's crew.
The "Tall Ships" are all quite spectacular, but this Russian one is the biggest and most spectacular. They are visiting
Victoria for the weekend.
I'd be interested if you hear back from the Times-Colonist. If you do get an original copy, I'd appreciate a copy if
you would sent it to me.
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, July 26, 2005
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Hope the trip is going well.
I now have a sharper original photo, copied from an 8 x 12" print I got from the Times-Colonist.
Let me know when you are home & I'll send a copy, if you want.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Topica Problems
From: Restless Sole
Sent: Friday, June 24, 2005
To: Les
Hi Les
(Unless you are in the North Channel already.)
Anyway, if you are still in Kincardine there is a little problem with Topica that I think we should deal with. At present I
cannot log in to the administrator page. This means I can't add anyone or remove anyone. I wouldn't worry but I have been
trying to contact Topica for help for a month without any response. They don't seem to be interested in the slightest in
helping resolve the problem. I'm not sure if it's because we are a "free" account and there is nothing in it for them, or, if they
have gone belly up.
I think it may be time to start looking at another way for members to communicate. Both Yahoo and Google have free
"Groups" that allow for online posting and reading as well as the option to receive all posts as emails as well as emailing
posts. I think that to belong to Google you need a Google account but as far as I can see this isn't the case with Yahoo.
Any ideas or suggestions?
I believe Topica is still functioning as usual if you post to it. If we never wanted to add anyone or take anyone off it then
there wouldn't be any need to do anything!
Nigel ...... Counting the days to N.C.D (North Channel Departure) ... = 26 !
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Priority has been sold!
From: Riddell, David
Sent: Tuesday, June 28, 2005
To: Les
Hi there. Just a note of thanks for helping me to sell "Priority". She is now sold and in the hands of new owners, who I
advised of the Aloha 34 network. When you get a moment, would you please remove the classified ad?
Thanks David "Archie" Riddell
Reply From: Les
Sent: June 29, 2005
Thanks for letting me know David. I will try to get to it this evening.
Did you get in contact with the buyer from our Network? Any info would be appreciated.
All the best in your future endeavours.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Riddell, David
Sent: Wednesday, June 29, 2005
She ended up selling through a Vela Yacht Sales in Oak Bay - not sure if any interest was generated through the
Network. Apparently, once she got to the dock at the brokers, there was quite a bit of interest in her.
Teresa and I hope to buy a 1/2 - 1/3 interest in another Aloha next year. Let me know if you know of any Victoriabased Aloha that might be interested in partnerships.
Thanks for all your support. Archie
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: [Aloha34] name change
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2005
I have changed the name on my boat from Virgaries to Aly Ada Too
Bob Beswick, A34
Reply From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2005
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Yes there is. I own a Ranger 29 with the name of Aly Ada which is named after my Daughter Alyson and my son
Adam. So the new boat should be #2 but Lynda, my wife didn't want Roman Numerals or two, hence Too.
And that's my storey and I'm sticking to it.
Bob, Aly Ada Too
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Aloha Network Association
From: W/J Miklas
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2005
To: Les
Last year we became the proud owners of Eleuthera IV and we would like to join your association.
Please reply. (My previous email at the beginning of the month, did not receive any reply. Should I be writing to a different
email address ?)
Thanks,
Janet Miklas
PS Finally we are having fabulous weather for sailing here in B.C. and the last couple of weeks filled with sunshine and
moderate winds.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, July 28, 2005
Janet
Sorry for the delay but we're sailing in the North Channel [Great Lakes, Ontario] until mid-August.
I'm sitting in a bar with limited email time. When we get back I'll send you all the particulars. We'd love to have
you aboard the Aloha 34 Network and congrats on acquiring a wonderful boat.
Les Harrison
Reply From: W/J Miklas
Sent: Tuesday, September 06, 2005
We are also back from cruising in Desolation Sound BC, so maybe we can see about joining your network now.
Thanks Walter & Janet
Reply From: W/J Miklas
Sent: Monday, September 19, 2005
Hello Les:
Attached please find the updated profile for hull #147 Eleuthera IV. I have mailed a cheque for $30 to cover the
cost of joining your association as well as a CD of the owners manual.
Please mail to W & J Miklas, 4328 Portland St, Burnaby BC V5J2N4
Thanks Walter
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: "Heywood Island Rendezvous"
From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2005
To: Les Harrison
If all goes well, tomorrow morning the US Post Office should receive and pass on its way to you a CD containing the updated
Profile for AIR LOOM. This fulfills the promise I made to you at Heywood Island and if it does not get to you, let me know
and I will try sending it again.
I hope your journey back home went as well as ours.
And just in case the other forty odd pictures did not turn out, here are a couple that I took up there.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, August 28, 2005
Great pictures of the "Heywood Island Rendezvous" as we called it. It was great to finally meet you and Marcia
and have a look at Air Loom. Attached is a quick photo I grabbed when I first came calling at the anchorage - you
were out exploring.
Looking forward to getting the CD and the profile update.
We had a great trip back, spending a few quiet days in Cove Island Harbour first.
Les
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Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: Tuesday, August 30, 2005
To: Michele Ruttan; Stuart Spracklan; Robin Wilson; Les
Here is a couple of pics taken by Stuart and Marcia of the Aloha association Heywood Island chapter :-)
Reply From: "Stuart Meyer"
Sent: Tue, 30 Aug 2005
Marcia and I certainly enjoyed meeting up with you two at Heywood. I was going to get on the radio once we were
anchored there and see if I could raise you somewhere in the Channel but to find you already there was, happily,
totally unexpected. And then to talk to you on the radio a few days later as we were north of Heywood heading for
Little Current, signing off and looking up to find that you were just passing us was really a coincidence! We do
hope your trip back to Goderich went smoothly.
It was also nice meeting Les and Carol at the "rendezvous" in Heywood. Several times when we stopped in
Kincardine we had hoped to get together with them but our timing was never quite right.
Our last night in the Channel was spent at anchor in Meldrum Bay. While there we watched four people in two
dinghies with a spinnaker pole between the dinghies motoring in to shore. We just could not figure out what they
were doing. A couple of nights later they stopped at the harbor at Harrisville where we met them on the dock and
they told us what had been going on. One of the guys was snorkelling around the anchorage at Meldrum Bay
checking the bottom for anchors. He found one but it was deeper than he could go without his scuba gear which he
went back to the boat and put on. When he finally got to the bottom he found that it was an old fisherman anchor
weighing some 200 pounds. After much difficulty, he managed to move it over to his boat where they put a block
on the end of the boom and lifted it to the surface. That's where the spinnaker pole and dinghies came into play.
They fastened it to the pole and dragged it to shore that way. They then donated it to the museum there. So now
whenever we stop in Meldrum Bay we will have to check the museum to see that it is being well taken care of.
I am attaching a couple of pictures I took of/on RESTLESS SOLE in Heywood. Again, it was great to meet you up
there and we are hoping we can do it again in future years.
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2005
Thank you for the great picture of AIR LOOM. It is so typical of her at anchor: the way she swings regardless of
what the other boats around her are doing. A strong willed young lady???
If it would fit, it would look nice at the beginning of the Profile, which I hope you soon will have.
If I can give you a hand in your Aloha efforts in any way please let me know.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, August 31, 2005
I will add the photo to your profile, Stuart and thanks for the offer of help. I will keep that in mind for sure.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Hurricane and Water Witch, #173
From: Les
Sent: Thursday, September 01, 2005
To: John Adams
John,
Can you tell me how things are with you? I noticed that Ethel, my last address for you and Vickie, is less than 120 miles
from Slidell were there has been so much destruction. I seem to recall you mentioned moving "Water Witch" from the New
Orleans area. Did "Water Witch" come through it all in good shape?
Any news would be appreciated when you find the time. Trust this email finds you well.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Vickie Howland
Sent: Monday, September 05, 2005
Thank you for your kind concern. The Water Witch is berthed in Ft. Lauderdale. She is doing well and far from
Katrina's devastation. She is still for sale and you can contact John at his additional email
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Captjohnww@hotmail.com I'm sure he will be happy to fill you in on her latest ventures. He will be excited to
know that you have emailed your concern.
Thanks, Vickie
Reply From: John Adams
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2005
Hi Les
I would like to advertise W.W. in Canada. I 've made a few improvements in the last few years. I've also decided to
reduce the price at four week intervals in till sold. I will start looking for a permanent position on a Yacht in coming
months and would rather not have the responsibility of boat ownership during that time.
Thanks for your time and thoughts on this subject.
John Adams
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2005
We'd be happy to put an ad on the website at http://www.aloha34.com/forsale.html. You can check out what other
members have used and send me the data. A photo is a real plus. Maybe instead of any info on reductions, just put
in the current price and add "or best offer" or something to that effect. Members have had quite good luck in selling
from the site.
Let me know what you decide, John.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Boat Ad
From: Ron and Sylvia
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2005
To: Les
Hello Les.
We have attached the our Boat Ad for Different Drummer. Would you put it on the Aloha 34 website and also include it in
the next Newsletter?
Thanks, Ron and Sylvia Foster
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, September 20, 2005
Ron & Sylvia,
Sorry to hear that you have decided to part with "Different Drummer". Your ad looks good and I will get it on the
web site in the near future. It will of course also appear in the December newsletter.
All the best. Les
Reply From: Ron and Sylvia
Sent: Wednesday, September 21, 2005
Hi Les,
Thanks for helping us.
We watched Different Drummer being built in Ouyang's boatworks in Whitby in 1980/81 .We have had 24 years
of good sailing, starting out in Lake Ontario for 4 years, then in Georgian Bay for 4 years before sailing her down to
the Bahamas where we sailed for the next 10 years, keeping her on the hard in Florida during the summers, and
sailing Bahamas for the winters. In 1999 we had Different Drummer trucked from Indiantown Marina in Florida to
Midland Bay Sailing Club, where she is today. Lots of good times and memories and it was almost like having our
much loved pet "put down" when the "For Sale" sign went up.
We have started golfing. Ron is into building and flying model airplanes and I am into quilting and watercolour
painting so we have lots of things going on here. Will they take the place of sailing? We don't know.
Thanks again
Sylvia Foster
Reply From: Ron and Sylvia
Sent: Friday, September 23, 2005
Les,
I just checked the website and the ad looks great. Thanks so much for your help.
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I will keep in touch if we have a buyer.
Sylvia
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Time warp
From: Windy
Sent: Monday, October 03, 2005
To: 'Les Harrison'
Les
The Kincardine harbour cam seems to be in a time warp and stuck on October 1 st!! How are things in the Harrison
household?

Racing season has started here (I am crewing on the same Martin 242) and things are quieter in the anchorages. I took Windy
down to Maple Bay Regatta as the “Mother ship” to the M242 in September. I have attached a couple of pictures… One of
me getting the spinnaker pole ready for rounding the windward mark, the other is Windy at anchor (Telegraph Harbour) with
the M242 tied along side on our way down to Maple Bay. The third picture is Windy at anchor on my most recent trip over
to Jedediah Island Marine Park (notice the boarding step on “Windy”, which I use all the time. “Puff” the dinghy in the
foreground). Sailing the islands reminds me a lot of the North Channel for scenery (and rocks) and many wonderful
anchorages.
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2005
Hi Stuart,
Hadn't heard from you for a while and we were wondering, just the other day, what you were up to. Great pictures
but I have 1 question - how come you're the only one working in the "Maple Bay Racing" picture? Everyone else in
the background seem to be just sitting around.
Everything's fine back east. We've been out of the loop for a week or so as my father died at the end of Sept. He
had essentially left this world a couple of years ago - he had Alzheimer's.
We're done with sailing for the year. We lift each year, the weekend before Thanksgiving - just to put everyone in
the mood! It was especially hard this year as it was 25 and sunny, but we had some good last sails the week before.
When I get around to some free time I'll put some of the pictures of the race in 20-25 knots on the kyc.ca website.
Won't be for several weeks. We also have to try and get the web cams up and running again; can't seem to figure
out what the recurring problem is that is making them so unreliable.
Met Nigel and Stuart [Air Loom] in the North Channel for a mini-rendezvous; good times. Saw the lovely boarding
steps up close on Restless. Very nice!
Thanks for the pictures.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Kairos For Sale, #180
From: Ellen Fries
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2005
To: Les
Hello - I'm an Aloha 34 owner and am interested in listing my boat for sale on your site. Will I need to become a member to
do so?
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Thanks for your help - Regards, Ellen Fries
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, October 07, 2005
Ellen,
Thanks for getting in touch. No it may not be necessary to join - if I may explain how it works in this volunteer
network.
Our membership fee to cover the management of the website and a newsletter publication is $25 CDN or $20 US
per year. With this you get access to the members only section of the website and a twice yearly newsletter. You
can also purchase the Owner's Manual on CD for $5. It has been estimated by a marine surveyor that the data and
network support can add as much as $5000 to the selling price. Of course we like his sentiments but have not
undertaken a study to verify this! As a member your boat for sale information is sent out in the next newsletter about the beginning of December.
Alternatively, in exchange for some information on the Aloha 34 you own, I would be happy to place an ad on our
website for you for a short time.
Required Information for Our Records
Vessel Name:
Vessel Serial Number:
[upper left of transom]
Previous Owner:
[if known]
Location of Vessel:
Engine Make and Horsepower:
Additional Information:
For suggestions for the advertisement on the website you may wish view what some members have done at
http://www.aloha34.com/forsale.html and then send me an email with your ad. A photo or a few can really help in
the sale as well.
We would appreciate some info on which Aloha 34, what ever your decision.
All the best, and if we can help we'd be happy to do so.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Ellen Fries
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2005
Hello Les We will be glad to become members. The information that you requested:
Required Information for Our Records
Vessel Name:
Kairos
Vessel Serial Number:
ZUYOD1800183
Previous Owner:
Robert Linker
Location of Vessel:
East Hampton, New York
Engine Make and Horsepower:
Westerbeke 27HP
Additional Information:
1983
Where shall I send payment to join?
I will send you an advertisement for the December newsletter, and will also want to place an ad online.
Thanks for your help - Ellen Fries
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, October 12, 2005
Ellen,
Thanks for the information. Good to follow the track for "Kairos".
We would welcome you if you'd like to join the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association.
……….
Being an optimist, I've attached the version of the Profile for Kairos we have on file. At your leisure I'd appreciate
an update. If it's possible to have it by the end of November I will include it in the newsletter too.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Access to Member Services
From: Darcee Bidgood
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2005
To: Les
Hello,
I recently purchased an Aloha 34 in July 2005. I would like to know what is involved to join this association.
Residing in Victoria, B.C., I would like to add a diesel heater and an anchor windlass. For this reason, I'd appreciate knowing
if other owners have pictures of their installations.
Sincerely, Nick Bidgood n.bidgood@shaw.ca
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, October 26, 2005
Nick,
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! We
would welcome you to the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association.
………….
I still have a copy of the last couple of newsletters, I think. Which Aloha 34 did you buy. I may have a member
profile as well for you.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Lady Marisa
From: Jim & Lorna Sharp
Sent: Oct 26, 2005
To: Les [snail mail]
Dear Les: Enclosed is our cheque for $30.00 covering membership in the Aloha 34 Network and CD version of owners'
manual. Sue provided newsletters up to spring and summer 2003. If any newsletters after that date are available, please send.
It is evident from our review of profiles and newsletters that this information will be invaluable to us. Thank you for Profile
No. 109. It will be useful. Lady Marisa will spend the winter at Nye Boats where repairs and modifications will be done. We
will update the profile after this work is completed. We are looking forward to spring 2006 launch and our first sail on an
Aloha 34! Thanks for your assistance in this new adventure. Sincerely,
Jim & Lorna Sharp
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Bad news again
From: Brian King
Sent: Thursday, October 27, 2005
Went to the marina this morning and found our boat had been damaged
during hurricane Wilma.
A larger boat fell on us and knocked us over. Our mast is broken,
rigging is shot, bow pulpit bent. No holes from the support pads but
one pad has buckled in the side a bit. Unsafe to get inside the boat
right now to see if there is any water damage
or any other damage on deck. Have to wait till boat is put upright
again and reblocked. $800. - $1,500.
our expense. Had to take a mortgage on Thery to get that done.
Don't know when the crane is coming or when our boat will be upright again. Our boat is insured for $60,000. but there is
less damage than that. We have a $1,200. deductable we have to pay, but have no idea when the insurance company would
have the boat repaired. Probably not this winter.
Don't know either what costs we'll have while the boat is stored on land waiting for repair. Maybe insurance covers some of
that or maybe the boat that fell on us will have his insurance look after our repair cause he was at fault.
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We were hoping for a total loss if the hurricane hit us. We didn't want a fixer upper because of the cost out of pocket and the
time it would take to fix it.
Our options are as we see it now....come home and tell Susan we need our
place back; stay with Bill and Bettie until they kick us out; stay on Bill and
Bettie's Aloha 34 [Bella Luna] in a marina when they get it down here
from Norfolk Virginia;
Will call insurance man tomorrow and see what's up. Tempting to walk
away from it right now. Don't know if the boat beside us from Boca Raton
Florida has insurance or if he will cover our loss. In the pictures you can
see our boat "Alaina 1" is tipped over but not touching the boat beside us.
Hope they don't do any damage to that boat when they put us back upright.
Keep ya posted.
Brian and Thery
[Editor’s Note: For the benefit of new members, Brian King owned “Paramour”, an Aloha 34, tragically wrecked in the
Hudson River, on route to the Caribbean during Hurricane Floyd. We wish Brian and Thery a speedy resolution.]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Aloha 10.4 For Sale
From: Scott Cameron
Sent: Friday, November 04, 2005
To: Les
I am the original and present owner of a 1982 Aloha 10.4 presently located in Annapolis ,Md. My situation has reached a
point where I must sell her. I thought your website might be a sensable place to list her. Please let me know if this is possible
and how to proceed if it is. I can be reached by email at scottand ivy@landplot.com or by phone at 941.907.6070
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, November 06, 2005
Hi Scott,
The Aloha 34 Network would be pleased to carry an ad for an Aloha 34. What boat are we talking about? What is
the Hull #? Please fill me in on your particulars and enclose an ad, preferably with a photo as it very much improves
your chances of success.
From my records, it doesn't appear that you have joined the Network in the past. If you'd like to join the network of
owners our dues are $20US or $25CDN. That will get you the newsletter and a number of knowledgeable owners
that may be able to help out. I can send you the details.
Please let me know either way and I certainly would like some info on you Aloha for my records.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Aloha 34 Dues
From: Maureen Godfrey
Sent: Sunday, November 06, 2005
To: Les Harrison
Hi Les and Carol
Hope all is well in Kincardine. We are off south again in a couple of weeks. Hope we don't find to much work that needs to
be done on Castlereef.
To day I am sending off a cheque for $25.00 for our dues I think that is all that we are due you, however if it is more let me
know ASAP and I will send more.
Hope you have a good winter. Kindest regards Bryan and Maureen
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, November 06, 2005 9:02 PM
Hi Bryan & Maureen,
It was very good to see you both last month and to finally meet you Maureen. I trust you will find Castlereef in fine
form and soon be in the water.
You are paid up for 2005 so I will apply your cheque to your 2006 dues. Thanks for your support and fair winds.
Les
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Subject: Dues
From: John Aldous
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2005
To: Les Harrison
Hi Les and Carol,
I don't recall sending membership dues to you this year or last, I have been to Europe for 8 months and just returned to the
U.S. at the end of August. could you check to see if I owe one or two years dues.
John Aldous. Coral Rose #202
I have been doing a lot of work and adding a lot of accessories to Coral Rose, (too numerous to mention in this writing) with
the intention of going down the west coast of California and beyond and eventually finish up in Europe in a few years.
I decided to take early retirement, at 62 and enjoy life.
thanks. John Aldous.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, November 10, 2005
John,
Congratulations on taking early retirement. You'll love it! In fact, if it turns out like ours, you'll wonder how you
ever had time for work.
We certainly would look forward to updates on the outfitting Coral Rose for your trip and of course hearing how
you are doing while underway. Any tentative departure date?
Maybe we could forget 2004/5 due to your absence and in exchange for a write-ups on the above topics??? How's
that sound to you? Dues for 2006 are due in February.
Les Harrison
Reply From: John Aldous
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2005
Les.
what you are offering is more than fair. I'll split the difference with you
so I will send you a check for $40.00 US for the years 2005/2006, OK.
and I will at a later date update you with the outfitting of 'Coral Rose' I
also plan to set up a web site (BLOG)to record my travels so all will have
access to it. As for departure date, its been postponed twice now, next
scheduled departure date is planned for the spring time 2006 as soon as
the winter storms have stopped, well early May at the latest.
thanks John Aldous
I will also send a few pictures of Coral Rose.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Coral Rose, Open Day on the Bay
San Francisco, 2004

Subject: Membership
From: M. Castner
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2005
To: Les
Hi, What do I need to do to sign up? Mike
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2005
Mike,
Thanks for your interest in the Aloha 34 Network. The first requirement of membership is you need to be the owner
of an Aloha 34. Could you please fill me in on your boat:
 name,
 serial number [top starboard corner of the transom]
 where the boat is located
As far as the Network, I will be happy to send you the information when I hear back from you.
Thanks again for your interest. Looking forward to hearing from you again.
Les Harrison
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Reply From: M. Castner
Sent: Friday, November 11, 2005
Hi Les, My name is Michael Castner, her name is Dolphins Breath ( formerly Opus II ). Serial # ZUY001190878.
Located in Black Hammock Island, Fl. (Near Jacksonville, Fl.)
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, November 12, 2005
Hi Mike,
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! We
would welcome you to the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association.
…………….
Normally I would send a new member the Profile on record for their Aloha but in the case of Dolphins Breath (
formerly Opus II ) I don't have any information. Looking forward to you filling in this blank.
………….
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Ocean Navigator, Nov/Dec 2005
[thanks to Bill & Lene Symes, FIONA, #207]
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2005
Les,
I thought that the owner's group would like to know that an A34 is mentioned in Ocean Navigator's issue 150, Nov/Dec 05, p.
41, in an article by the Mehaffys on crossing the Gulf of Panama. The boat's name is Ishi - she does not appear on the
association list, far as I can tell. The brief mention presents the A34 in a rather positive light.
Hope all goes well with you.
Bill and Lene Symes, Fiona #207
[Editor: the following is the excerpt from Ocean Navigator]
“Gary and Terry, on their Aloha 34, “Ishi”, arrived in Balboa a few days ago after sailing directly here from Golfito, Costa
Rica. They reported having sailed all but about 15 hours of the 4 ½ day passage to the Perlas. More interesting was their
ability to tack fairly handily all the way up into the Balboa area, with winds primarily from the northeast as they sailed along
the east side of the gulf. And they avoided entirely the traumas of rounding the “Worst Point”

Breaking News from the West
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005
To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Paradise?
Thought I would make your day (Eastern folks)!
We get some too, but it will all be melted by
noon… It was +1 this morning so the snow is very
wet and heavy. I guess I will surf the Internet
while I wait for it to melt (can’t find the snow
shovel anyway)
WC Stuart
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NEW EMAIL DISCUSSION GROUP!!
[Talking technical!]
Topica email forum is still circulating emails that are sent to it; but, Nigel cannot access the screens where he can manage the
email forum – ie. add or remove and change addresses. The archive of old messages can still be viewed.
We explored going to a purchased service from Topica but the use has dropped off rather dramatically in the last few years
and members with whom we consulted didn’t believe the cost was warranted.
So, the new email forum or email discussion group, “aloha34net” will be hosted on Yahoo Groups at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/
It provides similar functions to those we had in Topica plus some additional ones. It’s all free.
Security:

The email forum is private and only accessible to members of the Aloha 34 Network
that wish to participate. You can join and un-join at any time.

Spam:

Yahoo Groups has a spam filter built-in and you can select “Secure” mode when you
login. As an added precaution you can choose a name to use in the group other than
your real name and, if you’re really concerned about security, just create a Yahoo
email address instead of your real email address and have everything sent there. The
disadvantage of this approach is your emails from the Aloha 34 group will not arrive
in your regular email.

Attachments: Topica never provided for attachments. Yahoo does to a limited extent. They are
sent to your email address but they are not stored in the Group mail box at Yahoo,
the sender needs to upload them to either the “photos” or “files” sections where they
become accessible to members if the sender wants them stored for future viewers.
Identity:

If you are going to bury your identity by following some of the ideas in “Spam”
above then I would really appreciate if you would fill in the “Real Name” in your
Yahoo Profile using your boat name . This identifier does not release your real
name but other members will still know who is writing but they won’t if you use
something like “Yahoo123” or “JustBoatin”. It would be convenient for the
moderator if all members did the same rather than leave “Real Name” blank and
added the “Location” – Home Town would be helpful .

Web Service: If you choose not to subscribe to the web services, you will not be able to access
attachments and the photos and files other members may upload. Some of the web
services, like chat room and calendar, I have not turned on as I don’t expect much
interest. I recommend everyone subscribe.
You should get an invitation in your email box if you have an email address in my Aloha 34 Network Directory. Just follow
the instructions in the email.
If you DID NOT GET AN EMAIL INVITATION by the time you receive your newsletter, it’s probably due to my
oversight, but it’s not a problem. The instructions below are for subscribing to this new list if you do not have an invitation
email:
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"Subscribe" to the aloha34net Yahoo Group one of the following [both levels of service are free]:
1.

Email Only [not the preferred option]
In this simpler form, you can sign-up to receive by email a copy of all "posts" to the forum, and to be able reply to
these. Just send a blank email from your usual email account to aloha34net-subscribe@yahoogroups.com. I do
not recommend this approach as many features are not available.

2.

Email & Web Service [Recommended]
To sign up for this service, go to http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/ on the Internet and click on "Join
This Group". You will need either to use any existing Yahoo ID you may have, or obtain one (also free) by
following the various screens.

OR

Note that if you are obtaining a new Yahoo ID you need not sign-up for a Yahoo email address (simply un-check the box
next to "Create my free Yahoo! email address") and then you can have the aloha34net emails sent to your existing email
address by entering this in the "Alternate email" field a bit further down the form. In either case, you will receive one or
more email(s) containing instructions that you must follow for subscription to the group to be completed. Once sign-up is
complete, the email address for new "posts" to the “aloha34net” is aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
This process is easier done than said, but if you have problems email me at harrisol@bmts.com. If you were successful in
joining the group and have questions click on the “Database” link at the right of the screen and review the Frequently Asked
Questions [FAQ] database. Also, at the top right of most screens is a more detailed Yahoo Help link.
To make the transfer from Topica to aloha34net as smooth as possible, we are asking that everyone to sign up to the
new list as soon as possible and to start using it immediately.
My thanks to Stuart Meyer, Stuart Spracklan, Nigel Tilley and Migs Turner for enduring the many emails while I tested the
new email group in Yahoo before subjecting all the members to learning the ropes.

Thanks “Windy” for the submission
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FEATURED ALOHA

ALY ADA TOO
In July of 2004, we purchased hull No. 156,
Virgaries, from Peter Boesener. She was in good
mechanical shape, but need some cleaning and
sprucing up.
It started off with me trying to clean off a spot from
the headliner near the deflector for an oil lamp.
This grew into a total cleaning of the headliner in
the main cabin from said lamp. boy was it sooty.
After that we decided that the cushions needed
replacing. But after getting them home, and further
investigation, we decided to try and clean them
first. Less money and easier than replacement. The
cushions were in pretty good shape, except for the
bottom cushion, for the quarter berth. This was
were Peter & Monika's dog slept, and there was a
leak last winter. So they were cleaned and Scotchguarded for $225.00. All but the quarter berth look
good. I think that we will just take this cushion out and use this area for storage. When I need a cushion, while using the
nav. station, I'll just get it from on of the other seats.
Lynda recovered all the throw cushions, using three different fabrics, and I
must say they look pretty good.
We had a 3 inch foam pad on top of the V-berth cushions, that did not
completely cover the cushions. So from past experience we replaced the
foam pad, with 1 1/2 inches of Memory foam. This gave us more room in
the V-berth, not so thick, and it is very comfortable. Anything thicker and
you might feel like you were in a straight jacket.
While cleaning and waxing the hull, I decided to get someone, in the
Midland area, to change the name on the boat, for us. We changed it to Aly
Ada Too. It was supposed to be Aly Ada too, but the sign guy made a
mistake, or he didn't think it would look right, so we got Too.
How we came up with name is that we have a boat in Sarnia, named Aly Ada, which is named after our two children, Alyson
and Adam, plus another organization, without which, these boats, for me, would only have been a pipe dream. We liked this
name and my wife didn't want it to be II, 2, to, or two. Thus Aly Ada too, which changed to Aly Ada Too.
I didn't do much to appease the water gods. But I did say a prayer, to my Higher Power, which I choose to call God, to
protect Aly Ada Too, and all her passengers.
On the electrical side of things, I added a “gfi” receptacle, to protect all three receptacles. The two in the main cabin, and one
in the head. This was suggested on another boat, by the surveyor. Also the battery charger was hard wired to the house
batteries so that I don't have to dig out all the stuff in the lazerette, and climb down and hook it up.
While rigging the sails this spring, I stepped on my radar screen mounting bracket. It was made out of plastic, and it couldn't
take the weight, and broke. This was replaced with one made out of stainless steel. Now I can kick it and break a toe, but it
won't break.
When radar bracket came off for repairs, there was no epoxy barrier, around the screw holes, in the core to stop moisture
invasion, into the core, when, the bedding material breaks down. With this discovery, I decided to take all deck hardware off
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and clean out the core around the screw holes. Then fill with epoxy, re-drill, and replace the deck hardware. Then if it they
leak, it should go into the cabin, we should see it and then fix it. Instead of leaking into the core, turning it into mush, getting
springy decks, and a big repair bill.

Right now I have all the hand rails off the boat, to be
refinished, with all the holes taped with duct tape. Will
take the tape off, and grind out the holes, when we put
the cover on the boat, so that the core will dry over the
winter. In the spring fit-out, will back fill these
enlarged holes with epoxy, then re-drill them. After
that replace all deck hardware.
I'm doing the same thing for the propane lockers,
around the exposed edges. then paint them with a
mould resistant product for showers and damp areas.
Not sure of the name but it has worked in our bathroom
shower, for at least 2 years now.

This is were we are with Aly Ada Too, at the present. We may have some more changes, but it takes a lot of thinking, or
procrastination, on my part before the projects get going, unless it is an emergency.
Bob Beswick, Aly Ada Too, Hull #156

Beausoleil Island, July 2004
First overnight anchorage with new boat
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FAVOURITE ANCHORAGE
Ballenas Islands Anchorage
Location: In the Strait of Georgia, 5M east of Parksville, British Columbia, Canada, L 49° 20.5´N Lo 124° 09´W

Parksville

Ballenas
Islands

Vancouver

These islands were named by the Spanish in 1791 as Isla de las Ballenas or “Islands of the Whales” though whales are rarely
seen in the area now. The isolated windswept islands provide spectacular views of the Strait of Georgia and are home to
many birds. The most notable include; Herons, Osprey, Eagles & Ravens. Seals also use these islands to raise their young
and often pop up close to the boat as if to say “what the heck are you doing here”!
A light station is located at the northern tip of North Ballenas. The original light station was built in the center of the island
in 1906, later moved to the present location and is now fully automated. The two islands are separated by a narrow channel
that can be navigated at high water with caution. South Ballenas is still the property of DND but allow boaters to anchor and
explore on shore. There is a suggestion that the islands be made into a natural preserve.

Ballenas light station on the northern tip of the north island as
viewed approaching the anchorage from the east.

The main anchorage is located between the two islands and the approach is from the north east in plenty of deep water with
no hazards. The prevailing winds in the Strait of Georgia are NW in summer and SE in the winter so you can always find a
sheltered spot to drop the hook in the bay. Generally, boaters anchor in thirty feet of water off the pebble beach located on
the north side of South Ballenas. Schooner Cove Yacht Club has two moorings in the bay, for members, but I prefer to
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anchor as the holding is great and the anchor always comes up clean. Spring tides can see a tide range of twelve feet.
Approaching Ballenas Islands from the southeast, you must remember to check the status of Whiskey Golf torpedo test range
(call Winchelsea control on channel 10 or listen to the weather channel). The area is well marked on the charts but if you do
venture too far into the test area, when it is active, you are being watched and you will be contacted on the VHF. If you do
not reply on your VHF, you will get a visit from a patrol boat and/or a helicopter… I have read that acoustic torpedoes home
in on the engine noise which is another good reason for sailing! The torpedoes are not armed but would make a heck of a ole
in the boat!!

South Ballenas with the pebble beach to the left in the
distance. Taken from the north island.

Once you are sure the anchor is set, you can sit back and enjoy the sound of the birds mixed with the waves lapping against
the beach… or take the dinghy ashore to explore the islands. South island has a flat grassy area several hundred feet up from
the beach. Kayakers sometimes camp there overnight as the islands are a good place to explore by kayak. There are rough
trails on the islands that lead to higher elevations to take in the views. In the evenings during the summer you often see the
cruise ships passing by on their way up to Alaska. Later in the season you can enjoy the Aurora Borealis while sipping on a
mug of hot chocolate…
Stuart Spracklan

“Windy” #151, Home Port: C21 - Schooner Cove Marina
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[submitted by Nigel Tilley, Restless Sole]
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VICTORIA EMBRACES TALL SHIPS

Victoria embraces tall ships
To the delight of thousands, Parade of Sail lifts curtain on city's Tall
Ships Festival

Sandra Mcculloch
Times Colonist
June 24, 2005
Tall ships from around the world sailed serenely into the chaos of Victoria's
Inner Harbour Thursday afternoon.
Float planes trying to keep to schedules picked spots to take off and land as
the harbour's bug-like passenger ferries scooted back and forth around
kayakers, pleasure craft and -- of course -- the MV Coho arriving on its
regularly scheduled sailing.
Into all this commotion sailed the Pacific Swift, Victoria's own square
topsail rigged schooner for the Sail and Life Training Society. She was the
first vessel to arrive in the harbour as part of the city's Tall Ships Festival
2005.
The parade of ships concluded with the biggest arriving on the evening high
tide -- the full-rigged Pallada from Russia and Cuauhtemoc of Mexico.
Up to 30 tall ships are taking part in the festival, which ends Sunday.
It allows ticket-holders to board and view these elegant reminders of
a time when wind alone set the schedule.
Editor’s Note: Notice the Aloha 34 in the centre of the picture just
off the stern of Pallada, it’s one of our own – Sea Vixen, Hull #167.
Well done Migs and crew!
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CREDIT: Ray Smith, Times Colonist
Sailboats buzzing around Pallada
look like children's toys as the
massive Russian ship makes its way
toward the Inner Harbour for the
start of the Victoria Tall Ships
Festival on Thursday afternoon.

TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Aloha Specifications
From: from David
To: Migs and Diana
Sent: Friday, May 06, 2005
Hello Migs and Diana. Hope alls well.
Further on the "weight thing" for A34.10.4
From Brewer's book "Cruising Designs":
" The Aloha 34 is the 2nd in a line of fast, fin-keel cruising yachts developed for Ouyang Boat Works, Ltd.
Although no particular attention was paid to the IOR rule when we designed her, we expect she will do well under the
enthusiastic owner as she has many of the trademarks of the IOR boats."
From the "Specs." in the book, p.74:
LOA 33'2"
LWL 28'8"
Beam 11'2"
DRAFT 5'6"
Displ 11,700lbs
Ballast(lead) 4,500lbs
Sail Area 531 sq.ft.
Prismatic Coeff. .494
A "sales brochure" I have shows the "Aloha 34" at 13,600lbs Disp. and the ballast at 4,700lbs. And, the Beam changes to 11'
2.75". All the above info for anyone as its from published sources. Can't find any published data on the Shoal Draft model
though I seem to remember some somewhere.
Regards David.
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, May 26, 2005
Thanks David. Yes, Ouyang appeared to make some modifications of its own early in production.
Migs
[Editor’s Note: The documentation for Enchantment, a shoal draft, shows 13,600 lbs displacement and has a measured [by
me] draft of 4’11”; but the waterline was raised 2”. The book “Sailing Craft in Canada” [Copyright 1977] lists the shoal
draft at 4’6” but still only states a single displacement at 11,700 lbs and ballast at 4600 lbs. By the way the list price back
then was $36,590!]

CABIN
Counter-top
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Monday, July 11, 2005
I have a butcher block LOOK countertop, that is de-laminating around the ice box, and other spots. Has anybody on this list
had this problem, and what did you do to replaced the countertop.?
I was thinking of putting 3/8 in harwood flooring down as the countertop.
Any advice, help, or suggestions would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks in advance.
Bob Beswick, Aly Ada Too A34 previously Virgaries
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2005
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To my knowledge yours is a first, Bob. Perhaps A-34 Network Coordinator & our newsletter editor Les Harrison
will have some later information on this when he & Carol return next month from their current sailing trip to the
North Channel area in Enchantment.
3/8 inch hardwood flooring as a replacement would look attractive. My concern would be how well would it stand
up to dampness & water spillage, always likely in that area?
When installing a "fold-up" extension "countertop" inboard from the galley sink area some years ago, we were able
to find a hard synthetic surface fairly similar to the original galley surfaces elsewhere.
Good luck! We'll all be interested in which route you go.
Migs
Reply From: lyndeelu
Sent: Tuesday, July 12, 2005
Hi Bob, Marty and I put down a teak strip counter top and then dyed epoxy a burgundy colour to fill in between the
strips. We then painted with Wood Mate. The counter is beautiful and the water just beads off. If you want more
info, just ask

DECK SYSTEMS
Replacing Lifelines
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2005
Greetings!
When heading out sailing last Saturday, a crew member grabbed the port upper lifeline to steady himself as he was going
forward ("always keep one hand to the boat" as the expression goes), only to have the lifeline break, -fortunately without him
going into the water.
These are Sea Vixen's original 1982 lifelines. For some time they have been on my list to replace but I have been
procrastinating.
I notice from reading earlier newsletters that some members have increased the size of their lifelines when replacing them.
Speaking with David Duncan A-34 #168, Dave also suggests getting straight stainless steel wire replacement lifelines, i.e.,
not covered. Has anyone gone this route, and if so, are you satisfied with them? Also, did you replace your original lifeline
fittings or re-use your originals?
Any other words of wisdom would also be appreciated.
We are removing all the lifelines later today (the sun has finally returned to Victoria) and have arranged to take them into a
local chandlery tomorrow for replacement in time for our sailing next Saturday. Thus early replies would be appreciated.
Migs
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2005
If anyone has any advice regarding the replacement of lifelines, I'd appreciate same.
In removing our old lifelines this afternoon, we noted that the lower lifeline slips through a plastic sleeve at each stanchion. If
the lifeline were any larger, it would not slip through. Thus if I decide to go to a larger diameter lifeline, it will only be for the
top lifelines.
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, November 14, 2005
Migs,
As far as the lifelines goes, the last time I did them was on my previous sailboat. The lifelines were tied to the bow
and stern pulpits - as is often prescribed, to break the electrical link around the deck and reduce electrical
interference. Since there were no turnbuckles it kept the cost down. I replaced them with the white clad stainless
wire - I liked the look.
Sorry I cannot be of more help.
Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2005
Migs
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When the time comes, I am thinking of replacing my lifelines with Spectra. I don’t trust wire that is covered with
plastic, though it does look nice. You can’t see what is going on inside… for the same reason I do not put any
covers on my shrouds. Stainless likes to have air around it.
Another option (but would take more time): Jack
Archer A34 “Claudette” (in Hamilton) replaced all of
his upper life lines with stainless tubing by capping all
the stanchions with the appropriate “T” and connections
to push/pulpit. It is very strong and looked very nice.
He did all of the work himself as the tubing only
needed to be cut to the correct lengths. The picture
below will give you a bit of an idea though it is not
Jack’s boat.
Go to this web site and check out “Project #4”
http://www.baileywick.org/projects.htm
If you click on each of the three photos, you will get a
nice view of the use of synthetic lines and how they
were attached to the stanchions.
Plus here is a quick “copy & paste” about using Spectra…
Life Line Connections
by Steve Dashew
The most costly and least reliable segment of your life lines is the terminating hardware. These are typically
stainless on stainless turnbuckles, and are subject to galling and cracking over time. A much better approach is now
possible with high-modulus line, like Spectra. Make up your life lines with nicro pressed end fittings, and then tie
these in place using multipe wraps of Spectra line. There is a second advantage to this system. If you ever have a
crew overboard, and need to get rid of the lifelines in a hurry, you can do so by cutting the lashings on one end.
Taking this approach a step further, when we replaced the life lines on BEOWULF this year we did so with Spectra
line. It is about the same cost as the stainless steel we’ve used in the past, a lot lighter, and not subject to corrosion
like stainless steel wire.

This article has elicited responses from some of our readers, which we've posted below:
(added 27 October 00)
I replaced my vinyl-covered life lines with Spectra of the same size (6mm) this season. After a season I can pass
along some comments which may be useful.
Apart from the weight-saving (50%), the material cost was exactly the same as the wire with a saving on fittings and
labour - that showed a 20% cost reduction, overall.
There is considerably more stretch and I've had to tighten the lines 3 times during the season - for this reason you
need to use a longer end-lashing.
Falling against the lines in a seaway is no longer the bruising experience it used to be - there is far greater
cushioning effect.
Contrary to my expectations there has been no chafing on the stanchions.
Theoretically the Spectra has a slightly higher breaking strain than the SS wire, but because of its greater give it
doesn't feel as robust. - Charles F. G. Reed
Our Reply:
Hi Charles - Thanks for the update. We've found the same. Also, we're replacing our lashings at the end about twice
a year, as they do show a little wear on the inner lashings. Regards - Steve
(added 27 October 00)
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We saw your article on the lifelines and don't understand where the Nico press fitting fits into the line (didn't see one
in the picture). It appears that you had a spliced eye in the end of the line. Could you send more specifics? Thank
you, Suzanne Chabon
Our Reply:
Hi Suzanne: We don't use any sort of a metal terminal with the Spectra. What we've done is had a splice put in at
one end of the line, and then when the line was pulled through the stanchions used a bowline at the other end. Both
the knot and splice are then lashed to the stainless terminals on the life line gates/push/pulpit with light Spectra line.
We are replacing the Spectra lashings every six months or so right now, but it doesn't seem to be getting much wear.
Hope this helps - Steve Dashew
Stuart “Windy” #151
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2005
Good morning, Les
I put my "lifeline question" out over the AOA email network and have received a number of good responses,
including the following from the current owners of Casa Mara, A-34 #177, copied below fyi.
Good luck with the next newsletter!
Migs
Attached From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2005
Hello Migs
As part of a serious "makeover" this season, we replaced the lifelines on Casa Mara--our 1982 Aloha 34. They
were the original lifelines and as Casa Mara had seen a fair bit of time sailing south in a saltwater environment,
they were in very rough shape. We had read the articles about replacing the vinyl covered lines with plain stainless
but when we checked into it, nobody around here is doing it. We are sailing in Georgian Bay and our boat is
covered for the winter. If we were planning on heading south, we might have persisted and gone with bare wire.
We have a few boats in our marina that have returned from some serious ocean cruising and a few of them do have
bare wire lifelines. I noticed a few larger cruising boats at the Toronto boat show with bare wire lines as well but
most were still the old vinyl covered standards.
It didn't occur to us to change the size of the upper line--sounds like a good idea though, if a heavier line will fit.
Holland Marine in Toronto did the work for us and reused almost every fitting. They said our fittings were good
quality and in very good shape. I don't remember the exact cost but I think it was in the $800 range. They used the
old lines for reference and the new ones fit perfectly.
In addition, we had to have some major deck work done...upon completion, every fitting, including the toe rails and
stanchions were resealed and bedded. The perimeter of our boat now feels safe and strong.
Good luck with this project!
Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky, "Casa Mara" A-34 #177
Reply From: Migs Turner
To: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Tuesday, November 15, 2005
Many thanks, Cheryl & Dave. Appreciated.
Yes, I think we've pretty well decided to go the covered lifeline route again. At the Royal Victoria YC where we
keep our Sea Vixen, we have a good number of "off-shore" sailors with about a 50-50 mix of covered & plain
lifelines. The covered add a little something!
I'll get back to you when we finalize things. A local chandler "Bosun's Locker" has one of their team coming down
to the boat to measure up & then we'll make our decisions. He talks about using most of the original fittings, except
for a "gate' fitting that is now on the bottom of the ocean!
Good for you on the "major work done". Casa Mara #177 is about 4 months younger than Sea Vixen. Did you buy
her from Garn Mennell? He gave us a very brief "profile" of Casa Mara in 1998.
Aloha! Migs
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Reply From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
To: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, November 16, 2005
Hi again Migs
Yes we bought Casa Mara from Garn. Your attachment was a good reminder that we need to get on with updating
Casa Mara's profile. We purchased her knowing that she needed a lot of professional work and TLC. We had a
long summer waiting for her to get out of the shop but the results are worth it. We'll forward a few photos when we
can.
Cheryl

Propane Lockers
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Wednesday, July 13, 2005
Last year when they surveyed Aly Ada Too aka Virgaries they found higher moisture readings around the lids of the propane
Lockers. On further investigation of the round hole cut out for the propane tank I found that the plywood under the the
fiberglass was just painted and not glassed over. I also don't think that this plywood was sandwiched with fiberglass. I will
check again when I go to Midland this weekend. The water has gotten into the wood and rotted it.
Has anybody had this problem with their propane lockers, and if so how did they fix them?
Thanks in advance.
Bob Beswick, Aly Ada Too
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, July 19, 2005
It can get grungy under the propane locker lids but I'm not aware of anyone experiencing your problem before, Bob.
This is a first.
I'm sure Les on his return would be interested if you'd write this up with perhaps a picture or two, for one of his
subsequent newsletters.
Aloha
Migs
Reply From: Les Harrison
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2005
Hi to All,
The problem has not been reported to the best of my memory, Bob.
On "Enchantment" the lockers were just painted as well. In 1999 I sealed the cracks temporarily with "Git Rot", a
very liquid version of epoxy and repainted as a temporary measure with the intentions of epoxying in the underside as yet not completed. It is my plan to sand down the area to remove the paint, saturate the lid and apply a layer of
glass with epoxy resin with the appropriate pigment.
Please let me know what you decide and, as Migs suggests, send in a write-up for benefit of others. Pictures would
be great.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2005
Bob
Have you had any further response to this inquiry? I found that I have a similar situation wherein the edges of the
hole were merely painted and not sealed. Thus, moisture has done some damage there.
Stuart Meyer, AIR LOOM
Reply From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Monday, September 12, 2005
Stuart.
I think, Les Harrison was the only one who replied, and said he had the same problem.
Bob, Aly Ada Too
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2005
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Thanks, Bob. Have you done anything to take care of it yet?
Stuart, AIR LOOM
Reply From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Tuesday, September 13, 2005
Stuart.
Nothing yet, BUT. I plan on taking all the wood out, a quarter inch from the edge, this fall after I get my new boat
cover. Then let it dry over the winter. In the spring I will mix up some epoxy, with the 404 filler and thicken it to
the consistency of peanut butter and spread it in filling the void. Then I think, the whole inside will get a coat or two
of that paint you use in your showers to stop mildew. At least that's the plan.
I also have to do something about the lids, were the screws hold the hinges on. I took them out last winter, and
when they got put back they stuck out. Just enough to rip my wife, the Admiral's, pants. So it cost me. Ha ha.
A handy tool for taking out core material is a roofing nail; filed flat on two sides, and the bend one side up a bit and
the other side down a bit. Just enough so they are offset. Put this is your drill and move it around the edge and it
cleans out a path.
I also use this tool after drilling holes in the deck, so your epoxy doesn't pop out.
Hope this helps you.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
[no submissions]

ENGINE ROOM
Heat Exchanger - Modular
From: Windy
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2005
Migs & Les
I saw the ad for a new type of heat exchanger on page 22 of October Pacific
Yachting…
http://www.rdent.net/index.html
If you go to this web site, click on “What’s New”. A short video clip will
load and explain the new design. It looks quite interesting as it is modular.
Maybe something to keep in mind if our exchangers give us trouble…
Stuart

Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, October 04, 2005
Thanks Stuart. The R&D's C-28 replacement heat exchanger looks promising. Do you know anything about the
company & where they are located?
Presumably when needed, if mentioned to ones local mechanic, he could get it for us.
Migs
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, October 05, 2005
I don’t know anything about the company other than it is American…
R&D Enterprises, Inc.
235 East Main Street, P.O. Box 5380, Northville, Michigan 48167, USA
Phone: 248.349.7077, Fax: 248.349.0021, Email: info@rdent.net
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Soot on Transoms
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, July 21, 2005
Some years ago we discussed the problem, particularly with the Universal #5424 (Kubota) engine, of depositing black soot
on the hull exterior abaft the engine through-hull exhaust and on the transom around the waterline.
One suggestion at the time was to fit about a 2 inch extension to the engine exhaust fitting where it passes out from the hull
so that the exhaust would clear the side of the boat.
Did any members follow up on this, and if so, has it worked? If so, would they kindly explain how they did so?
Our Sea Vixen #167 is scheduled to go up on the ways in mid August for her annual docking. If we decide to add such an
extension, this would be the time to do it.
In Sea Vixen, most of our sailing these days is "day sailing". Our practice is first to warm through the engine for about 10
minutes at the dock (in gear) and then after a brief departure (another 5 to 10 minutes) the engine is switched off for sailing.
On return to port, the engine usually gets another 5 to 10 minutes use and that is it.
Of 53 "days at sea" last year, only on about 10 occasions did our engine have a good long workout. These short periods of
engine use may be what is adding to our soot problem.
I have contemplated running the engine compartment "blower" when using the engine for these short periods to see if that
would help reduce soot deposits on the hull. Has anyone done this, or have members any other suggestions on cutting down
this annoying "sooty" problem?
It is not a serious problem. As members with the Universal #5424 engines well know, our Universal engines are super,
reliable & generally trouble-free. But I'd rather be sailing than scrubbing the "ship's sides" every month or so!
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, July 23, 2005
Re my 21 July email copied below, in a telephone call from David Duncan, Clan Donnchadh #168, Dave suggests
that some sooty deposit on the hull is normal with these engines, our short runs in & out of harbour are a
contributing factor and that I shouldn't be so lazy & should get out and clean the soot off the transom more
frequently.
Dave expressed some reluctance to adding an extension to the exhaust out the side of the hull. Not only is it another
"projection" but also it might mean water in the boat under some circumstances.
Thanks David! We're heading out for a sail in Sea Vixen this afternoon. I'll try using the blower...
Migs
Reply From: Les Harrison
Sent: Wednesday, August 10, 2005
Well, we've returned from our 5 weeks in the North Channel where we met up with "Restless Sole", "Air Loom"
and "Dream Weaver IV" and waved at "Out & About" [more in the Fall Newsletter].
From what I've gleaned there are three things that can be done to reduce the "soot on the transoms":
 Reduce the rpm a bit from the max. to minimize the production of the soot
 Provide increased air flow to the engine as most diesels tend to be somewhat air starved
 Add an extension to the exhaust [Enchantments is about 4"] to allow air to carry away the soot
On Enchantment we've used all 3 and still have some soot on the transom! We will admit that it has been
significantly reduced by #1 and #3. The blower mentioned by Migs can help with #2 depending on the
configuration. Oh yes there is a fourth, very effective way to reduce the deposits - sail! :-)
Hope everyone has had a great summer so far. It certainly has been hot here in Ontario.
Les

HULL STRUCTURES
[no submissions]
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MISCELLANEOUS
Mosquitoes
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Sunday, June 26, 2005
It's about that time folks - so thought I'd send out this reminder!!!!

OK, mosquitoes... prepare to be repelled!!!!!








Use Bounce Fabric Softener Sheets ... Best thing ever used in Louisiana ... just wipe on and go ..Great for Babies.
Bob, a fisherman, takes one vitamin B-1 tablet a day April through October . He said it works. He was right. Hasn't
had a mosquito bite in 33 years. Try it. Every one he has talked into trying it works on them. Vitamin B-1(100 mg.)
If you eat bananas, the mosquitoes like you, - something about the banana oil as your body processes it. Stop eating
bananas for the summer and the mosquitoes will be much less interested.
This is going to floor you, but one of the best insect repellents someone found (who is in the woods every day), is
Vick's Vaporub.
Plant marigolds around the yard, the flowers give off a smell that bugs do not like, so plant some in that garden also
to help ward off bugs without using insecticides.
"Tough guy" Marines who spend a great deal of time "camping out" say that the very best mosquito repellant you
can use is Avon Skin-So-Soft bath oil mixed about half and half with alcohol.
One of the best natural insect repellants that I've discovered is made from the clear real vanilla. This is the pure
Vanilla that is sold in Mexico. It works great for mosquitoes and ticks, don't know about other insects.

When all else fails--get a frog
Fight West Nile
pass this along to all your friends in skeeter land.

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
[no submissions]

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Spartite Mast System
From: Lene Symes
Sent: Tuesday, October 25, 2005
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Les,
Also, in reference to a question from someone last year, I've installed a Spartite mast wedge system on Fiona. I did this back
in 02 after getting tired of the endless creaking from the mast moving against the old wooden wedges in the partners. Problem
solved! Boat is much quieter. HOWEVER, I haven't had the mast pulled since - we'll see if I managed to avoid gluing
the mast to the boat when unstepping is again necessary in a few years to replace the rigging.
Another bit of info that should go with it: the A34 mast collar at the partners is JUST deep enough to meet Spartite's specs they require 2 in of bearing surface, and that's just exactly what we have. I found the directions straightforward and easy to
follow, though as I say we'll see how well I applied Vaseline in on the surfaces that are supposed to release.
Hope all goes well with you.
Bill and Lene Symes, Fiona #207

UTILITIES
[no submissions]

“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
Portable Boating Tri-Pod
Aloha Ace* suggestion

A very handy and portable camera mount or “tripod” can be made using a standard water
or pop bottle. Just drill through the bottle top and insert a nylon bolt on the inside of the
cap and nut on top. The nylon nut should of course be the size of the tripod threads on the
bottom of your camera [usually ¼”].
The one displayed above is made from a rubber stopper for air locks available from most
wine stores. The nut has been sunk into the rubber with a dremel to provide a better base.
It has the added advantage of being independent of the screw thread size of the bottle
being used as a support. Even works on a wine bottle without a screw cap!
If you have a heavy camera don’t drink too much of the wine. The exact configuration is
up to your imagination. And nylon will not set off a metal detector at the airport!!
[* Ace: Aloha Creative Enhancements]
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
"DIFFERENT DRUMMER"
1981 ALOHA 34 HULL#152
ON DECK: Folding mast steps New Dodger and Bimini .mast-to-stern awning . Swim
platform and walk-through stern rail ,Teak/SS wheel .SAILS- Mainsail,Jenny, working
Jib,storm Jib, Tri-radial spinnaker all lines and hardware. All lines led to cockpit. Mainsail
traveller moved to coach roof .
ANCHORS: 44 lb. BRUCE ,150’ 3/8” chain, 35 lb. CQR, 15’ chain and 200’ rode.
LOFRANS 1000 watt Tigress windless, enlarged chain locker.
DRIVE SYSTEM: UNIVERSAL 3 cylinder24 HP diesel engine,new head valves and
injectors ,rebuilt transmission, new motor mounts.new muffler, 3-blade fixed prop, folding
GORRIE prop, 120 amp alternator,1 starting battery, 3 house batteries. Heat exchanger hot water system,
REFRIGERATION: 12Volt ADLER BARBER & Sea Frost Holding Plate engine driven compressor.
ELECTRONICS: INTERPHASE forward-looking sonar, DATAMARINE wind speed and boat speed in cockpit cabinet,
ICOM single sideband radio,( model IC-M700)with tuner and backstay antenna, AUTOHELM 3000 , VHF radio with remote
head, FURUNO 16 mile radar, MAGELLAN GPS, ZENITH colour TV, new radio and CD player. 1200 watt HEART
inverter,
EXTRAS: Holding tank with Y-valve,macerator pump, 2 manual bilge pumps, 1 electric bilge pump, grounding plate on
hull. Built-in microwave, POWER SURVIVOR 12 volt watermaker, 3 burner gas stove with oven, NICHOLSON
woodburning stove, FORCE 10 propane barbeque, new foam cushions/covers. 9’CARIBE dinghy/9.9EVINRUDE,
outboard,DINGHY-TOW SYSTEM. Hull- 4 coats of barrier epoxy (2 at factory and 2 in 1989)4-man AVON life raft
Folding cradle.
PRICE: $89,000. Contact Ron Foster at ron.foster3@sympatico.ca (705) 528 0069
“DREAM CATCHER II”
1984 Aloha 34, Belleville, Ontario
This boat has 10 opening ports, three hatches and loads of storage. The cabin is beautifully
done with teak and is in excellent condition. This boat lends itself well to cruising, both short
and long distances.

Features:
 27 hp Westerbeke, completely overhauled in
2002, (enclosed water cooling system).
 Full enclosure, including matching sail cover and
hatch covers in Captain’s Navy.
 New cockpit cushions in 2004.
 New 40 amp battery charger. Starting and deep
cycle batteries (4).
 130 amp alternator, 800 watt inverter
 Hull repainted with Imron, white with navy trim,
in 2002.
 Electric windlass, with estimated 200 feet of
5/16 chain and 35 lb CQR anchor.
 Four self-tailing winches










Dingy davits
Radar and Loran, depth finder, knot meter
Autohelm 4000
Furling with 135 genoa, and full batten main.
Nova Cool refrigeration, with separate freezer
compartment (works excellent).
Propane stove and oven, new burners – dual
propane tanks in lockers
Winter canvass cover and frame (new in 2002).
Folding steel cradle with six pads.

This boat has been well maintained and shows very well. $82,500.00 CDN. Call Gary at (613) 771-0442 or email at
dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca.
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"ENCORE"
Aloha 34 (1978) Hull #114
Fully Loaded – excellent condition, one owner. Full set of sails, including spinnaker and furling. Auto-helm, dodger, bimini,
full cockpit enclosure – screen & plastic. Inflatable dinghy with 15 hp Mercury and davits. Lying at Whitby Y.C. $70,000
Phone: (905) 725-7402.
“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca

"WINDEKIND"
ALOHA 34, 1981- Hull #157
Comes with 10 opening ports, propane stove & oven, propane barbecue & Force 10 cabin
heater. 5 sails, including DRS in sock. 8 winches including 4 self-tailing. Digital depth sounder
& knotmeter Shore power cord, 3 PFD's, life ring, 2 fire extinguishers. CQR and Bruce anchor,
both with chain & rode. Lofrans windlass. Teak & holly cabin sole. 6'4" headroom. Dual
propane tanks in own locker. 42 HP diesel engine. The following items renewed or replaced in
last 5 years: head, cockpit cushions & covers, interior cushions & covers, all halyards, genoa
sheets, dodger, bimini & cockpit closure, VHF, all batteries. Custom metal cradle. Stored in
Port Credit marina. Good boat, good price. Phone 905-662-9703 or email
“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

ARTICLES FOR SALE
Dodger for sale
Dodger for Aloha 34 ft, Lexan windows, Window cover, side curtains.
7/8 Stainless hardware including side handles. Only two years old!!! Have Picture to e-mail
$450 Email Address: bajapoco-gen@yahoo.com
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CLOSING
In the mad rush of the season don’t forget, for those using the internet email, signup for the new email discussion group and
keep the information flowing. That’s gotta be almost as important as getting the final gift wrapped!
We hope this newsletter finds you all well and on Santa’s “good” list. Have the best Christmas ever.
I’ve been inspired this morning by the first wet fall of snow
To start our Christmas message in the hopes that it will grow
Into a worthy little ditty with which to greet you all
And wish you peace, the deepest kind, not jolly “Deck the Hall”.
This year has brought awareness of how precious life can be
Each following a wond’rous course, the span a mystery.
With so much good to celebrate a season won’t suffice,
A daily dose of gratefulness would certainly be nice.
Reflections and reminders of a twelve month space of time,
Some smiles, some tears, some belly laughs all captured in my mind.
I’m pausing just to ponder and thank God for friends we know,
For love and life and family – and even that darn snow!
by Carol Harrison

Les & Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #147
Walter & Janet Miklas
Address: 4328 Portland St., Burnaby BC, V5J2N4
TELEPHONE: (604) 451-7869
FAX:

E-MAIL: capricorn_iv@yahoo.com

ELEUTHERA IV
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY001490281
REGISTRY: 800609
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Mosquito Creek Marina North Vancouver BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, "Inside Passage" Desolation Sound

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Extreme fanbelt wear as large Alternator added by previous owner has double pulley, engine and waterpump only have one.
Will try heavyduty belt .

EQUIPMENT ADDED
GPS, Full cockpit enclosure, Drinking water filter,

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Pulley blocks that attach onto the aluminum toerail to lead the Jib sheets aft of the winches in order to get a better angle of
sheet to winch.
O/B motor hoist made of 1” stainless tubing, bent at 45deg 6” from top with 4/1 block.

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Dieter & Lorn Teuschler; Ladysmith. BC.; Purchased 2000
Original Profile: 9 August 2000
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #185

Stuart & Marcia Meyer
673 Lynndale Court, ROCHESTER,
Michigan, 48309 USA
TELEPHONE: (248) 375-0078
FAX:
E-MAIL: hi721@yahoo.com

AIR LOOM
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1850683 REG. or DOC NUMBER: USCG Cleveland,
Ohio
DRAFT: 4 ½ feet
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 1983
LOCATION OF BERTH: Clinton River at the north-west part of Lake St. Clair
north of Detroit, MI.
AREA WHERE SAILED:
Lake St. Clair. When we take off on our vacation cruises, we have sailed to Lake
Erie, Lake Michigan and Lake Huron. Our favourite area is the North Channel of
Georgian Bay.

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: WESTERBEKE
MODEL W21
HORSEPOWER: 21hp.
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
This is the original engine which has almost 2900 hours on it.

PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES, ENGINE
1. FUEL LINE: On one trip the metal fuel line attached to the electric fuel pump ruptured due to vibration; one end of this
line was attached solidly to the engine and the other to the rubber mounted fuel pump. The Westerbeke replacement fuel line
is a great improvement; it is rubber and will withstand the flexing that the metal line could not.
2. EXHAUST ELBOW: Another part of this engine which I have had to replace is the exhaust system elbow where the
cooling water is injected into the engine exhaust. The impact of the exhaust gases on the elbow eroded the metal and a hole
developed.
3. HOT WATER HEATER “FLOWCONTROLLER” FAILURE: In 1997, on
our way home from a weekend cruise, the engine overheated due to a loss of
coolant. Thinking the hoses were tired and worn out, I replaced them – no
joy, there was still a coolant leak. I finally traced the leak to an aluminum
extension on the rear of the exhaust manifold which allows hot engine coolant
to circulate through the hot water heater thus providing Marcia with tempered
water with which to do the dishes. This extension, which Westerbeke calls a
“flowcontroller”, had developed an almost unseeable pin hole in one of the
walls. It was ‘Magnafluxed’ to make sure it was a hole and then it was
welded to close it. Unfortunately, the “flowcontroller’ is not shown in the
Westerbeke Parts List that I have so it was great fun trying to determine what
I was dealing with. The arrow in the photo points to the portion of the casting
that contains the flowcontroller.
4. ENGINE REAR CRANKSHAFT SEAL: In 1999, with about 2350 hours on the engine, I noticed a slight oil leak at the
rear of the engine. There is a neoprene seal in this rear case through which the crankshaft passes. This seal is kept in contact
with the shaft by means of a coil spring behind the lip of the seal. Upon disassembly, it was found that the force produced by
this spring was sufficient to wear a groove in the surface of the shaft. A new seal was installed and located on an undisturbed
portion of the shaft. At the same time, the seal on the transmission where the shifting shaft exits the transmission case (which
also was leaking slightly) was replaced.
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5. OIL CHANGES/FILTER MAINTENANCE: I change the oil about every 50 hours and the oil filter every 100 hours. The
fuel filters get changed each year before leaving for our multi-week summer cruise; the transmission fluid is changed at the
same time. I used the Westerbeke replacement oil filter for several years. Then I noticed they had been downsized. My
feeling is that the oil filter on this engine can’t be too big, especially when there is such a relatively small volume of oil in the
engine sump. I am now using a Fram 3593 which is the same physical size and mounting thread as the earlier Westerbeke
units; I can only assume the innards are comparable also.
6. ALTERNATOR: The alternator is original and the drive belt has been replaced one time.
7. WATER PUMP: The fresh water cooling pump began to leak as we were starting on a cruise. The replacement pump did
not look like the original so I opted to buy the rebuild kit. Replacing the seals required the use of a good sized arbor press –
fortunately, a friend of mine works in a machine shop.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
1. FURLING GEAR, HARKEN - Marcia informed me that even though she had been doing the foredeck work on our 26
foot Grampian, the size of the 150 on this boat was just too much. The HARKEN system has worked quite well.
Unfortunately the jib was not cut to take full advantage of the furler and has a tendency to be baggy when partially furled.
Sailmakers seem to be able to do a much better job of this today than they did when we purchased AIR LOOM.
2. REFRIGERATION
I installed an Adler Barbour Coldmachine (Model DCM-12 {SFV-1}) in June of 1984 in the cockpit port side lazarette. The
hot water heater was installed against the bulkhead in this area and I built a platform just above it on which to mount the
compressor. I also put a heavy wire cage around it for protection.
We selected this location to minimize the compressor
noise in the main cabin. We do not leave it turned on
when we are not on the boat and have been very
happy with the way it has performed. The system
was recharged in July 1991. Ouyang did provide
adequate insulation on the sides and back of the ice
box. However, when the drawer unit was installed to
the left of the box, this insulation was skived out to
make room for the drawers. The end result was that
only a thin layer of insulation existed between the hot
engine compartment and the box. I added rigid
insulation in this area when I installed the
refrigeration unit. I also had to add insulation to the
ice box lid and the inside of the top of the box. All of
this has allowed us to return from three/four week
cruises with frozen food still frozen in the bottom of
the freezing unit (we usually end up taking a bit more
food than we eat).
3. INSTRUMENTATION:
 In 1983, a DATAMARINE S-200DL depth-sounder and S-100KL knotmeter were installed. These were replaced in
the spring of 2005 with NAVMAN water depth, boat speed and wind speed instrumentation. A battery monitor is
next on my list.
 AUTOHELM 4000 which replaced the 3000 unit my son brought me from England and helped install in July 1984.
The 3000 has worked these years with no problems: we made the change primarily for the convenience of having
more ready access to this capability.
 MICROLOGIC ML-7500 loran installed in 1985. I have been very happy with the support I have received from
these people. A few years after I bought the unit, I had some difficulty with it. When I contacted the service
department, I was told to send the unit to them. While they had it to correct the problem they also updated the
software. I have made a few boo-boos while using the unit and received, over the phone, very helpful suggestions
from them to correct my mistakes.
 GARMIN 75 GPS. This unit was originally installed in the nav station and thus was unusable in the cockpit. It does
operate on batteries but they only last about four hours – totally insufficient for those ten hour days we seem to find
ourselves doing when cruising. I purchased a 12 volt cable and changed the cigarette lighter type plug to match the
waterproof 12 volt outlet in the cockpit. This has made the unit quite useful and I am considering installing a
dedicated mounting for it in the cockpit. I like the redundancy of having both Loran and GPS.
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4. LIGHTING
The original lighting in the main cabin left something to be desired.
We did not like eating at the table and not being able to see what we
were eating. To improve this, I mounted two AQUA SIGNAL
Halogen Minispots to a teak board and mounted the board to the
overhead above the table. These lamps have rotating heads so the
light can be directed where it can best be used. In the photo below,
the teak rings around the dorade vents can also be seen. These
replaced the plastic rings which cracked and broke.
I think more light is also needed above the sink in the galley and am
considering a similar installation there.
We have put a 110 volt outlet on
each side of the V-berth near the
bulkhead. This allows the use of
good reading lights when we are on shore power.
I also have installed a 12 volt light inside the hanging locker tapping into the power for the
light above the starboard side sofa.
5. VENTILATION - The flat VETUS vent in the head has been replaced with a NICRO Day & Night Solar Vent. I’m sure
this moves more air more consistently than the VETUS did, but I’m a little disappointed with its overall performance. The
battery does have to be replaced every few years.
6. MAINSHEET TRAVELER
When we placed our order for AIR LOOM, one of the items we opted
for was the installation of the main sheet traveler on the coach roof
rather than in the forward part of cockpit. We realized that this would
probably affect proper trimming of the main sail but we thought that
the added room in the cockpit would be worth it. The result is shown
in the photo.
The deck mold for the Aloha10.4
provided a recessed slot in the
cockpit for the traveler and since we
had no traveler in that location, the
factory provided a “2 x 4” piece of
teak to fill the slot as shown below.

7. POST ATTACHMENT
One year, while moving through some rather substantial waves on Lake Huron, I noticed a squeaking noise coming from the
galley area. Upon investigating, I found that the base of the post at the front inboard corner of the galley was moving with
respect to the half bulkhead it was attached to. When we got to port, I found out that the post was fastened to that bulkhead
by two wood screws – one of which was stripped out and loose in it’s hole. To repair this, I sandwiched the post and
bulkhead between two brass plates and through bolted the plates together. On the galley side I inlaid the plate into the post
base so it would not protrude. See photos below.
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8. HEAD AREA
The original head room in the head left me bumping my head on the overhead. I gained about three quarters of an inch of
clearance by cutting down the teak floor grate and inserting it into the shower sump so that it was flush with the head sole.
At the same time I installed a fresh water overboard foot pump for the sink. This has become a most useful addition in our
water conservation effort when we are cruising around the Great Lakes.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
1. BLISTERS - During the second or third year after purchasing the boat, I noticed a strip of blisters right at the waterline on
the port side near the stern of the boat. I kept an eye on them over the years and they did not appear to be increasing. About
five years ago, when I had the boat pulled to clean and repaint the bottom, I found many small blisters all over the bottom.
These were all about the size of a little finger nail. The following winter I had the gel coat on the bottom and rudder peeled
and five coats of Interlux 2000 applied. This was of some disappointment to me since we had paid Ouyang to put two coats
of epoxy on the bottom when the boat was built - this was the “best method of blister prevention” known at the time. If it
was done, it doesn’t seem to have been effective. It would be interesting to know if the Wolfe’s boat, hull #211, also had
epoxy applied by Ouyang since their description of their condition seems identical to ours, with one exception: moisture
meter tests of our hull resulted in only minimal movement of the meter’s needle; our hull was very dry. I was very glad to
see this since we leave our boat in the water year ‘round. I haul it every two to three years and apply several coats of Interlux
Micron bottom paint. This treatment seems to be holding up quite well.
2. BLACK SPREADER - We have black spreaders which became heavily oxidized and caused black streaks down the white
mast. One winter I bought a can of PETIT gloss black EASYPOXY, a single component polyurethane paint. I sanded all of
the original black paint off the spreaders with 400 wet-o-dry paper, applied two coats of #6455 metal primer and two coats of
the EASYPOXY. They look great! There have been no black streaks since.
3. FUEL TANK, -VOLUME - The advertising brochures in use at the time we purchased the boat contained the information
that the fuel tank held 27 gallons (US). After using the boat for a while, it seemed we were filling the tank too frequently. I
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squeezed “down under” one day and measured the outside dimensions of the tank. In reality, it holds only 20 gallons (US), a
handy bit of knowledge if one finds themselves in the position of having to stretch the tank capacity sometime.
4. BATTERY, LOCATION - AIR LOOM was delivered with two 105 amp batteries located in the “fish pole” locker under
the quarter berth next to the engine bulkhead. I have added one more aft these, with two for house use and the other one for
starting the engine.
5. LIGHTNING - In September 1995, following our second summer with the boat, she was hit by lightning. This turned out
to be a very interesting experience. I am now convinced that lightning energy will go anyplace it wants to go regardless of
where one might think it should go or provide paths for it. AIR LOOM was tied normally in her well. When I arrived at the
boat the day after a severe storm in the area, I noted a dark spot on the port side near the bow of the boat. I thought it was a
leaf that had been blown onto the hull during the storm. I then looked up to check the radio antenna, only to see that half of it
was not there. Upon boarding and checking inside, I realized what had happened: all of the electronics were inoperative.
When the boat was hauled and examined, we found that the mark that I thought was a leaf was instead burned fiberglass and
gelcoat. The electrical charge had apparently jumped from the knotmeter and depth-sounder transducers mounted in the
small v-shaped area under the v-berth to one of the brass screws holding a teak trim strip on the port side of the v-berth. It
then went from the pointed tip of this screw through the hull. That was the only hull damage. The rudder was split open on
both the leading and trailing edges.
6. VENTILATION, Hanging Locker - The door on the hanging locker really should be louvered to provide some ventilation
in that storage area. “Yellows” and sea boots must be thoroughly dry before putting them away in there since there is such
little opportunity for air movement. I have now copied what Migs Turner did about this situation on SEA VIXEN and have
installed a hook on the inner side of the hanging locker and an eye on the door to hold it slightly open.

COMMENTS
DELIVERY, WHEN NEW: We purchased (Air Loom) through Ed Gresick in Windsor, Ontario in 1983. We placed our
order in February, took delivery on a Wednesday night in July and left on a three week cruise to the North Channel in Lake
Huron two days later. We had absolutely no “break-in” problems at all. It is interesting to listen to friends who have
purchased other brands of new boats tell of the problems they have had with their boats.
BRASS FITTINGS: - I, and many others I’m sure, appreciate the effort of Migs Turner in convincing Spike Nagel to change
the main cabin locker door hinges and handles to brass. AIR LOOM came with that visually improved change. Thank you,
Migs!
LOCKER DOORS, Main Cabin; The caning in about half of the caned locker doors in the main cabin, port and starboard
sides, are turning a grayish color. It is interesting that in no case is the canning on the mating door being similarly affected. I
was wondering if anyone else might have seen this and/or what might be done to bring the color back to the original.
PORT LIGHTS, CLOUDY: - Over the years, a large portion of the outside surface of the tinted plastic ports have become
finely etched. After consulting with a fine plastics engineer (my son-in-law), I have been using a product called NOVUS No.
2 Fine Scratch Remover. This does a good job (when used with a fair amount of elbow grease) on the general haze but once
in a while I find I need their No. 3 Heavy Scratch Remover followed by the No. 2. The company, Novus Inc., is in
Minnesota and have an 800 telephone number to be used to obtain local distributors: 800-548-6872

HISTORY
Up-dated 28 August 2005; Original Profile: 31 January 1996
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AMALTHEA DOWN UNDER
Some world sailors describe the east coast of Queensland as some of
the best cruising grounds in the world, others say the east coast is the
most challenging sailing they have ever done. The truth probably lies
somewhere in between, or perhaps both remarks can apply to the
same area and both be true, suffice to say that it is an interesting part
of the world.
We like to think of it as paradise with “buts” e.g. the swimming great
but watch for the sharks, poisonous jellyfish, stone fish, and most
impressively crocodiles. The bush walking is great but watch for the
snakes (Australia is home to the most venomous snakes in the world), poisonous spiders, dingoes and if beach
walking on the mainland in Far North Queensland crocodiles. The sailing is great but watch for the cyclones. To
put all this into perspective if any one is killed, or injured by any of the above, it will be widely reported on the
national news, it is a rare event, where as, a fatal road accident - and there are hundreds, is lucky to make the local
rag.
Amalthea with whale

Linda spent the last dozen or so years of her career as an assistant to
the anesthesiologist in operating theatres. A while back she was
working in theatre with a very pregnant nurse. The conversation soon
turned to the pregnancy and as they were in the business, the subject of
pain relief for upcoming birth became the topic and the question was
posed “What do you plan to use for your delivery?” “Nothing” replied
the nurse, “I am having a natural birth.” The rest of those present
looked at one another with a bit of eye rolling. This was not lost on the
mother to be, who said, “I will not be needing any pain relief. Two
years ago, I stood on a Stonefish and the pain was like nothing any of
Linda
you can imagine, if someone had given me a knife I would have cut off
my own leg. If I can survive that, I can survive anything”. A few months later Linda came across the new mother
and asked about the birth, the baby, and the pain control. “I told you” she said, “I wouldn’t need any help…. I
once stood on a stone fish”.
We very briefly met a yacht in Moolooaba and then heard a story about that yacht some time later. The term
”yacht” in Australia refers to any sailboat larger than a dingy. The story goes they were somewhere in the far
north anchored up and relaxing when a terrible commotion started up behind the yacht. They looked over the stern
to see there dingy, an inflatable, being torn to shreds by a crocodile. The crock, a young male, had apparently
taken a shine to the dingy and when the dingy wouldn’t co-operate, proceeded to teach it a lesson. The insurance
claim form was filled in and submitted, and by return mail arrived a cheque, no questions asked.

Lizard Island
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There are a community of cruisers that leave the southern cities
around about May and head north with the SE trades behind them,
sail into the tropics and spend the winter months in warmer
climes. Then when temps start to climb around October northerly
winds usually help them back south, the northerlies are a lot less
reliable than the trades, so when they blow sailors tend to make as
many miles as possible. Amalthea crewed by Linda and myself
Gary, have been part of that very loose society, now heading into
our third season. Last year we sailed from Mooloolaba to Lizard
Island off Cooktown and returned to Laguna Quays travelling a
distance of 1814 nm. At the end of the season a decision was taken
to leave Amalthea at Laguna Quays a small marina,
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approximately 500nm north of our homeport of Mooloolaba, and adjacent to the Whitsunday Islands. We spent
the summer traveling the SE portion of Australia and the South Island of New Zealand by car, and returned to
Amalthea for the winter sailing season.
14th May 05
As I write we are anchored up at Shaw Is. in the Whitsunday group, our first night at anchor this season, it is early
morning and the sea is glassy, sky cloudless and the temp 24 C the anchorage empty but for a Canadian yacht that
arrived after us yesterday afternoon. As I am an ex-pat Canadian I have just raised a large Canadian flag to see
what the reaction is.
It is not our first time anchoring at Shaw Island we anchored in the same bay last year, but last year we had a wee
problem. We all have trouble anchoring from time to time and the greatest difficulty is communication between
the helmsman and the anchor-person. Linda and I gave this problem some thought and decided on a system where
I would whistle and then point in the direction that I wanted to go, I being the anchor-person. A few weeks prior
we had met up with some other yachties one of whom was a very attractive blond girl with lots of nice attributes.
Back to the anchoring…….first run under the new system. Into the bay we come and as we got closer I happened
to notice the aforementioned girl reclining on the deck of her yacht in a fluro pink bikini. I pointed and whistled,
Amalthea immediately wheeled to starboard. That is when I made my mistake, was I a smarter person I could
probably have issued a few more directions and had us going in the desired direction. I didn’t, I wheeled and
shouted at the helmsperson “Where are you going”. We still have difficulty with communication when anchoring.
After consultation with the crew a decision has been made to remain here for the day. A great start to the 2005
season. Glassy seas are not the norm for this part of the world as the south easterlies usually blow at 15 – 20 - 25
knots and sometimes much harder.
An hour after razing the Maple Leaf we have had a call on the vhf from the Canadian yacht Aeolus XC and have
been over for a chat, such is cruising life. They are on the route taken by most circumnavigators. After the “Milk
run” across the Pacific they travel up the east coast of Australia across to Darwin and then hop across to Indonesia
and on to Thailand and the rest of Asia.

Amalthea & Gary

As previously documented in the Aloha Newsletter, Amalthea is a well
travelled boat and with her previous owners Milan & Adrian Ford was
sailed from San Francisco to Mexico, across the Pacific to New Zealand up
through the Pacific Islands and across Queensland. We couldn’t have
bought a better boat from better people. Amalthea is fully equipped with
everything needed for world cruising and backups and spare parts for
almost everything. When we took her over there was food in the lockers,
beer in the fridge and booze in the booze locker. Several months later a
parcel turned up from the US it was filled with more spare parts that had
mistakenly been taken home by the Fords.

On our first season we were often hailed by other vessels, that were keen to catch up with Milan and Adrian again
and most disappointed to find someone new on board.
Leaving Moolooaba, our homeport, and heading north the first anchorage is 60nm away with the Wide Bay bar
crossing to look forward to prior to entering sheltered water. In 1997 I was on a yacht in Mooloolaba and
worrying about my first crossing the next morning, when I overheard a South African sailor say to someone,
”Isn’t that Wide Bay bar something, in all the years I have been sailing I have never been so scared.” ….another
nights sleep down the drain. The bar is frightening and we always treat it with a lot of respect, but if you wait for
the right conditions it can be crossed with a minimum of panic. It is a sand bar about 2 miles across and runs for
miles parallel to the beach and guards the entrance to the sheltered waters of the Great Sandy Straights. The swells
breaking on the bar have had the breadth of the Pacific to build and the depth of the bar at its shallowest and at 0
tide is 3.8 meters so breaking waves are a genuine worry. The channel of “deep” water is 100-200 meters wide
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and waves break constantly either side of it. An astute friend of ours was crossing last year and was picked up by
a larger than normal wave, felt his boat begin to surf and threw his gearbox into reverse and was able to slow
enough for the wave to pass under him.
Once over the bar you make a 90-degree turn to port and travel for a mile or so in the gutter between the sand bar
and the beach, it is locally known as the mad mile. The seas are confused and uncomfortable and the currents
strong, but there are leads to follow and if you stay on course it is quite safe.
Once inside the Great Sandy Straits you are in a lovely sheltered stretch of water protected by Fraser Island and
Inskip Point. Days if not weeks can be spent exploring these waters. The water in the straights are very shallow,
despite this a lot of pleasure can be had in a keel boat as the channels are all well marked and if a mistake is made
the bottom is very forgiving. The worst that can happen is an opportunity to clean off one side of your hull under
the water line as you wait for the tide to refloat you. Three years ago we were anchored up very close to Fraser
Island, sitting in the cockpit enjoying the ambience when there was a commotion on the catamaran ahead of us,
the guy on board was shouting and waving his arms, leapt into his dingy and in his fluster was unable to start the
motor, he was still waving his arms and pointing to the beach. Looking over to the beach we were able to
understand his frustration. He had set a number of crab pots (traps) close to the beach, the tide was on the ebb, and
the dingoes were at work. The dingoes had waited until the water had dropped enough so that they could swim out
and grab the floats, which now had enough slack line to allow them to swim back into shallow enough water so
that they could get a grip on the bottom and hall the pots out. They were then able to get into the pots and eat the
bait or crabs, whichever happened to be in the pots at the time.
17th May 05
We set off this morning after a perfect night at anchor in a bay on Thomas Island. Our planned route was to take
us 20 miles the first part of the trip between some very picturesque islands.
The forecast was light and variable so decided to tow the dingy instead of raising it on the davits, there are a
hundred plus charter (bare) boats in this area and they all tow their dingys. As I made this decision I thought to
myself every time we have towed the dingy we have regretted it, but it was the perfect day and not far to go.
Forty minutes after leaving we noticed a small but powerful looking cloud a couple miles off of our starboard
side. I have had the good fortune to live in places with a view of the ocean for the last 25 years and have in that
time seen water spouts on 3 occasions. This cloud off our beam had 3 of them all touching the water at once then
they became 4and then 5. We watched this cloud for 30 min and the entire time it never had less than 2 spouts in
the water. Not a good omen we thought, and it wasn’t, 30 min later we were hit by a line squall. We had seen the
squall coming so had doused the sails but the dingy was still on its painter, the wind came in from astern at 30
knots then 40 peaking at 45 then back to 30-35 and holding. It blew for two and a half hours, the seas built up and
there was the dingy like a demented dog on a lead, surfing down the waves, passing on us on one side then the
other and each time being violently pulled up by its lead, then ramming the mother ship and jerking its lead so
hard, I thought it would pull out the stem fitting. Slow learners some of us.
18th May 05
After yesterday’s excitement, we have had a quiet night at anchor. It is early morning and the crew is asleep, I
know that because there are not too gentle slumber noises coming from the pointy end. Whitehaven Beach is our
resting place; it is a magnificent 3-mile beach composed of very fine white sand against a green backdrop of
eucalypts, pandanus palms and Norfolk pines. The crew expressed a desire to stay put today, before retiring, and
the skipper has no objection. The forecast is great, light and variable, and the weatherman assures us that upper
level trough that caused yesterdays trouble has moved off. Whitehaven is world famous, at least world famous in
Australia and maybe Japan. The Japanese doing a 7-day Discover all Australia has to offer tour sometimes call in
here. They fly to the beach in a floatplane, the pilot jumps out and sets up a little sun tent with a table and 2 chairs
in it and then serves Champaign and nibbles. He then goes back to the plane and reads a book, 40 min later they
come out of the tent, have a look around and hop back in the plane…. been there done that.
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22nd May 05
Airlie Beach is the Australian backpackers heaven and they flock here in there thousands to sail, swim, snorkel
and dive. We are anchored just off the Marina, not a particularly pretty anchorage as we are taking advantage of
the break wall, but convenient, as we can dingy into the marina. From there it is a very pleasant 15 min walk to
town.
In the early 70s a cyclone hit the Whitsunday area, it was a small but very intense system. The winds stripped the
leaves off the trees and people had trouble moving their boats as there was so much leaf litter in the water that it
choked the cooling water intakes. The part of the story that intrigues me the most, is an incident that was reported
at the resort on Hayman Island after the storm. It involves Cockatoos which are a largish parrot that are native to
Australia. They are quite strong birds with formidable beak and claws and capable of hanging on. Apparently
after the storm, a few of these birds were seen walking around the resort naked, the wind had stripped their
feathers right off.
Last night we said our good-byes to Malcolm and Jackie the Canadians off Aeolus XC, we have spent a few very
enjoyable hours in their company over the last few days and wish them well in their circumnavigation.
All in all it has been a very satisfactory start to the 2005 season.
Gary Brown, SV Amalthea

Linda & Gary
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1. INTRODUCTION
Aloha! Thank you for your recent letters expressing interest in participating in our ALOHA 10.4 registry for the exchange of
helpful information. ...And welcome to this, our first newsletter of the “Aloha Owners’ Registry and Information
Exchange." Rick Klett suggests we are a “Network” so lets call it that until someone suggests a name with a more nautical
bent.
We thank PRACTICAL SAILOR for printing our solicitation last month. We returned last week from a month in Hawaii to
be welcomed by five letters and two messages on our telephone answering machine from owners, -a pleasant surprise as my
letter to P.S. was written a year ago! We were particularly impressed with the calibre of the responses! Thank you!
Up until now we have been an informal organization of two, David Duncan (hull #168) in Vancouver, B.C., and me (hull
#167), ably supported by our respective spouses, Jennifer and Diana. David and I have been exchanging information and
ideas since purchasing Alohas in 1982.
In our travels we have also had contacts with other happy Aloha 10.4 owners. There has been interest in developing an
informal registry to exchange information on a wider scale but our other activities always seemed to take priority. Eventually
the catalyst occurred when Dave suffered a “threading” problem with the aluminium oil filter fitting on his UNIVERSAL
“Medalist” (Kubota) mod.5424 engine. While motoring, the filter fell off and his bilge filled with oil. Fortunately, an alarm
which he had installed warned him of the problem. In his case, damage was minimal apart from the messy clean-up. Getting
things back in order was another story though. We have since learned of another boat with the same engine encountering the
same problem on an “around -the-world” cruise. Their experience cost the owners more than Cdn$6,000. and a two month
delay. Lesson learned: thread your oil filter very carefully when changing filters!
Since the above and the positive response to the “Practical Sailor” insert, we have decided to go ahead with our “Aloha
Owners’ Registry and Information Exchange”.
2. ABOUT THE ALOHA 10.4
Our knowledge of “Aloha Yachts International Inc., a Division of Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.” is sketchy and based on three
visits to their plant at 1638 Charles Street, Whitby Ontario (about 30 miles east of Toronto on Lake Ontario). In 1982 and
again in 1983 production was in full swing. In 1989 in an empty building which had been their boat works, I talked with Stan
Ouyang who said they were hoping to re-establish themselves. Let us know if you have better information.
“Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.”, started to build boats in the late 1960’s. They were very much a family affair (originating in
Taiwan) with “Uncle Ti” Ouyang as President, Mao Ouyang as VP, younger brother Stan Ouyang as treasurer & plant
manager and other members of the family at various stages of the operation. Tiny President Uncle Ti also was a master
craftsman who did much of the 10.4 finishing work in the cabin. His size was a distinct advantage getting into nooks and
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crannies. (I am sure we can blame him for the location of the batteries abaft the fuel tank!) They built various designs with
their better known boats being the Aloha 27’, 28’ the 10.4m and latterly the 32’.
We believe that about 250 of the very popular Aloha 10.4 sloops were built. About 100 of these were built for charter
operations in the Caribbean. To keep up with the demand for Aloha’s and later, the planned production of a 40’ boat, the
Ouyang family expanded their plant in the early 1980’s. When the recession arrived in Ontario a year or so later, they entered
into what appeared to be an acrimonious partnership with Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) of Toronto. The joint
arrangements eventually succumbed to the recession about 1985 after, among other things, CYC moved the Aloha 32 molds
to another plant (in Quebec).
Right from the beginning Aloha 10.4 sloops had a good reputation as being soundly built to a good Brewer/Walstrom design.
When we toured the Ouyang plant in Whitby in 1982, Mao Ouyang was understandably proud of the way the hull was laid up
(example: “20 layers of hand laid fibreglass at the waterline” as the hull, including the full keel, lay open before the two sides
were brought together, “clam-shell” fashion).
Aloha 10.4’s were built as ocean going vessels. We would like to hear if any have been “around the world”. As charter boats
in the Caribbean they were especially popular. In 1993 we saw a 10.4 converted to cutter rig, at sunset, gliding under sail
through the anchorage in Martinique. Beautiful! Does anyone have any knowledge of 10.4 conversions to cutter rig?
10.4’s have a good reputation as “seaboats”. The earlier boats including hull numbers 167 & 168, with their large open main
cabins, have a tendency to twist (and creak!) in a heavy quartering sea. We are not aware of any problems caused by this.
However, Aloha Yachts modified later models (about #180? onwards) by stiffening the main cabin with heavier athwartships
framing. Otherwise, we believe the design remained basically the same throughout production. A few were built without any
teak on deck.
If you have any additional knowledge or have had any experiences of interest, let us know.
3. ALOHA 10.4 OWNERS’ MANUAL
Original owners were provided with a 32 page loose-leaf Aloha Yachts’ owners' manual. It contains information about
warranty, addresses of suppliers of equipment fitted, addresses of engine manufacturers and a 16 page “guide to care and
operation of your Aloha Yacht”. The latter includes basic information including how to prepare your boat for spring (written
for those poor souls who can’t sail year ‘round), how to step a mast, how to sail, how to “tie up your boat at dock”, cleaning
and maintenance tips and preparing for winter haul out.
The list of equipment suppliers (about 10 pages) could be of interest to those who do not have the manual, although I imagine
many suppliers are no longer in business. The remainder is fairly basic. If anyone would like a copy we can get them copied
at our local Oak Bay village “copy centre” at 10 cents (Cdn) per page. Let us know if you would like the entire 35 pages or
just the 10 page list of suppliers, etc. and we will oblige.
4. ENGINES
A variety of engines were fitted in Alohas including BMWs, Volvo diesel saildrives, OMC saildrives Universals and
Westerbekes.
Universal Engines: Dave and my experience is with the above mentioned UNIVERSAL “Medalist” (marinized Kubota) 24
hp model 5424 which we have found to be quite satisfactory.
I had a soot problem initially and could not make the advertised 2800 rpm. It turned out my engine was “lugging” at 2200
rpm. When my originally supplied 15”x14 three bladed propeller was repitched to 15”x12 as per the specs., my problem was
solved.
For other owners who have Alohas powered by the Universal engine, note that WESTERBEKE bought out Universal about
three years ago. For service information, contact Joseph A. Joyce, Service Manager, WESTERBEKE Corporation, Avon
Industrial Park, MA 02322 USA, tel:(508) 559-9392. Mr. Joyce has been most helpful. In fact, on our return from Hawaii I
also had a 7 Feb. letter from him identifying the oil fitting “nipple” which Dave had difficulties replacing as Universal Part
#298860).
He also said that he was about to issue a service bulletin on the problem. He reports “...your Universal model #5424 went out
of production in 1983 and was redesignated the M30 using a similar engine block. The M30 production stopped in 1987. The
M25XP took the place of the M30 in the Universal line. This was a different block entirely”.
He also reports that oil filter fittings on the later Universals (model M30) were changed to steel.
Let us know about your engine and perhaps later we can do a write-up on that make and model.
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Freshwater sailor Brian King (see below) says: “I have a Volvo saildrive now and I hear that when they go south, they never
come back”. He plans to replace his Volvo saildrive engine before undertaking an ocean going trip, possibly changing to a
Yanmar. He would welcome suggestions or comments from salt water sailors. What is your recommendation? Do we have
any owners with Volvo saildrive experience? Over the years Yanmar generally has had a good reputation but I’m not aware
of any fitted in Aloha’s.
5. OWNERS’ QUESTIONS & COMMENTS
Hugh Harper had a problem with “crazing” of some of his cabin ports. Dave Duncan researched this one and found that
replacement ports are still available through the original supplier, Beckson Marine, Inc., 165 Holland Ave., Bridgeport, CT
06605, (203) 333-1412. Dave says that before ordering, check to see if your boat has tinted or clear ports. Aloha Yachts used
both.
Hugh Harper would also like information on spar paint, coating on cleats & fairleads, onboard pumping of holding tank,
renovation of galley cupboards, hot water heater location, access to area abaft the fuel tank, shower sump drain & engine
access (Hugh has made a small opening into the engine compartment from the quarter berth to tighten the electrical
connections on the starting motor). To Hugh’s list I would add organization of the lazarette & also the glory hole under the
chart table.
Chip & Rosie Wolfe report that they purchased their 1985 Aloha in 1994 and that they were lifting her last month, among
other things, “to do a complete gelstrip and epoxy bottom job”. They would like the factory specs. on rigging length and
tuning procedures. Chip says: “Anything and everything would be useful”. Does anyone have information on the rigging of
1985 built boats?
Brian King keeps their 1979 Aloha “Paramour” at Victoria Harbour in Georgian Bay, Ontario. He expects to retire in the
next 2-5 years and would like to sail via Trinidad where his wife was born, to Sidney British Columbia (on the Canadian west
coast). He will be preparing his boat in the meantime and “would love to talk to Aloha owners who have taken extended
ocean trips or coastal cruising on either coast”. See above his question regarding an engine replacement.
Steven Young says they’ve owned hull #176, the first Aloha 10.4 in the San Francisco Bay area, since 1982. They’ve sailed
8000 miles around the bay and Delta and offshore as far as Santa Barbara. He’s retiring on 1 August 1995 and is preparing to
go cruising in Mexico this fall. His questions are:
1.“I have added insulation around the ice box to give me 5” on all sides, top and bottom. What types of refrigeration have
been installed & where have they been installed on the 10.4?”
2.”I plan to install a water maker, probably a Pur Power survivor 35. ...Has anyone installed a water maker? If so, what type
& where?”
3. “...Any information on installing any cruising gear such as solar panels?”
His modifications include installing a HAM radio with an Outbacker Marine antenna (6’ whip) which has worked fine if
anyone is interested. He also removed the doors to the storage area behind the settees and enlarged the openings. “I added
shelves and larger doors which makes the area more accessible and doubled the storage area.” (How about some photos of
your handiwork, Steve?)
Rick Klett says he has found information on the Aloha 10.4 quite scarce since they bought their 1984 (?) built Aloha “FULL
TILT” a year ago. “We are only the second owners... She was formerly “ANOUSH” and was owned by John Tarzy who
passed away about a year ago. She competed in two Marion to Bermuda races & has 10 years of day sailing, club racing and
family cruising in her past. ...We have put about 1200nm under her keel. She is well used and well loved and in very nice
condition. It is a mystery to me why such a nicely designed and comfortable boat was not a much bigger seller...”
He reports: “Just yesterday I spoke to Ted Brewer on the phone and discussed with him water leaking into the keel and how
the chain plates are fastened to the hull. He told me that leaks into the keel are fairly common because of the way the two
halves of the hull were bonded together. As far as the chain plates are concerned he said there is no way to tell if the builder
followed the plans to the “T” short of ripping through a lot of glass to expose the substructure and metal work. ...He told me
that full line drawings and building plans are available for $60 US.”. Write to: Ted Brewer, Box 187, Lyman, Washington
98563 USA, tel: (206) 826-1140.
(I’ve not heard of any Aloha having chain plate problems. Let us know if you have.)
NOTE: Suggest those with comments and/or answers to any of the above contact the originator directly, perhaps letting us
have a copy when your response is of interest to all.
6. OWNERS’ MODIFICATIONS
Refrigeration: Many owners have converted their ice box to refrigeration. We surprised ourselves by following the “simple”
instructions and successfully installing a *NOVA KOOL model LT200-F refrigerator ourselves in 1984.
We enlarged the door under the galley sink and located the compressor unit on a small shelf which we built abutting the hull,
portside. We fed the tubing amidships through the engine room and up into the ice box where we located the freezer plates.
Some owners locate the compressor in the lazarette to cut down on cabin noise. Our lazarette was chock-a-block and anyway,
the slight intermittent humming of a cycling compressor does not interfere with our sleep.
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We run our refrigerator year-‘round to work the batteries, which we have on a trickle charge when on shore power. Some
have increased the insulation of the ice box chest. This would probably be a good idea in the tropics. On the Canadian west
coast, the original 4” of insulation is adequate.
Under sail and at anchor, our two battery banks (two 6 volt in series located in the quarterberth “fish” locker and two 12 volt
in parallel abaft the fuel tank) last five to six days (depending on use of cabin and navigational lights) and still have enough
oomph to start the engine without any charging. This trouble-free installation has been ideal for us, cruising among the
islands off the west coast of Canada and in Puget Sound in Washington State. It would probably not be suitable for long
distance offshore cruising i.e. Steven Young’s requirement above, because of the battery drain, without lots of help from
solar panels or perhaps a gas battery charger.
*NOVA KOOL Manufacturing, 5950 Imperial St., Burnaby, B.C. Canada Tel: (604) 437-8594
7. QUESTIONNAIRE
Enclosed is a questionnaire which we ask you to complete. If I receive sufficient responses by mid April, I will undertake to
put a composite package together for mailing to respondents by 31 May.
8. CONCLUSION
Thank you for your contributions to our first newsletter. I would hope that we can continue with this informal owners’
newsletter on a regular basis. You have sent in a lot of useful information and some interesting questions. Hopefully we can
all come up with some good answers. I regret that space did not allow for inclusion of all your comments. We will hope for
more next time.
At this juncture I am not suggesting any subscription fees or the like. However, if downstream growing numbers of
“members” result in our costs becoming onerous, we may ask for donations of a few dollars to cover the costs of printing and
postage, etc.
Letters as a result of the P.S. insert are still arriving. If you encounter other Aloha 10.4 owners, invite them to register with us
to exchange experiences.
Diana & I hope you have a successful safe summer of sailing. MAHALO!
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ALOHA
Hope everyone faired well over the “winter” and that your Aloha faired well too.
This winter, we were reminded of just how fragile we all are when Carol fell while ice skating, fracturing her right arm just
below the shoulder. It was a painful break and she is still trying to get the movement and strength back in that arm. No
polishing Enchantment for her, this year.
I don’t think we’ll make it to the North Channel this summer. We will be celebrating our 40 th Anniversary by taking a cruise
up the west coast to Alaska in mid-July. Gotta see those bergie bits Migs keeps talking about. Migs has kindly invited us to
drop by for a visit and a stay at “Chez Turner”. Looking forward to catching up on the news out west with Migs and Diana
[Sea Vixen] and hopefully Stuart [Windy] can drop down. Maybe others will be around then too.
About 10 years ago I acquired an 8 ft. Kevlar dinghy hull [25 pounds] with the intentions of making it into a lightweight
sailing dinghy. Well, now the grandkids are getting to the age that they might enjoy a little sailing freedom so I started fixing
the gel coat, which was a mess [that’s why it was a “good deal”], building the centre-board trunk, the ribs and floor-boards,
etc. Next, the fairing and then some fairing followed of course by more fairing to be followed by some paint. I was given 2
Lug sailing rigs from which I hope I can make 1 to fit the dinghy. Doesn’t sound like much when you say it; but, without
drawings or much experience everything takes twice as long. Still hoping to have it for the kids for this summer. Sounds
like Granddad could be getting wet!
Our thanks to Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko, of Genie for their kind offer
of Toronto Boat Show tickets and a visit over dinner. We had a
great time. You can follow all the Boat Show exchanges in the
mailbag. And my thanks to Nigel and Stuart for their reporting on
the events; later in the newsletter.
A certain cell phone company offered me a free phone and $100 of
air time just to get rid of our “bag phone”. We had kept it for the
extended range it offered in the North Channel. Well the little new
cell phone is easy to wear so I’ve added our cell number to the cover
page if anyone needs to reach us. It’s not always on but certainly
more frequently than the bag phone was in the past.
It will seem strange not wandering the North Channel this summer;
but, we’ll have a great time day-sailing out of Kincardine and I’ll
even be able to do my Commodore responsibilities for the Canada
Day Sail-Past. Hope there’s not too many water balloons!! May
have to press our anchor/deck wash into defensive service.
Anyone cruising by sail or car up what Ontario calls “The West Coast” please drop in at Kincardine for a visit.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214
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MAILBAG
There were many Christmas and New Years wishes on our email group site at aloha34net@yahoogroups.com. If you’d like
to be able to see them next year and be able to send them to the group I’m afraid you’ll just have to join that group. Here’s
one of the more notable postings from Stuart Meyer. Thanks Stuart!
A
man
finds it
difficult
to tell why
he likes sailing.
Like all great and
genuine loves, this is
a solemn and private
affair. It’s like a reticent
man describing in public why
he loves his wife. To begin
with, there is, in sailing, a poetry,
a purity, an affinity with the
elements. The wind does whistle in the
rigging and the boat does creak at anchor
and, with sails filling, your boat does lift up
and surge and go forth in holy communion
between boat and wind, between man and universe.
You see what I mean? Grown men don’t speak aloud of
such things. How does one man tell another man that
for him sailing becomes an antidote to the vulgarity of the
world, to cynicism, smallness, greed, faithlessness, to
driving ambition - his own as well as others. Would any
non-sailor believe it? Would he believe that a man can leave the
dock feeling debased and return two hours later in his sailboat feeling
exalted? There is no way of telling him why you feel the way you do
thrashing homeward in a heavy sea, with wind and water in your face, and
your precious boat bending in the fury and the tiller crying to you to hold me
strong and straight and true. And you bring her home and lower the sails and
suddenly there is silence and peace and both are very real and abiding.
And
that feeling you have then of being so worthwhile, of having achieved something
that transcends all ambition and personal gain, that deep satisfaction that you have
brought her in and she has brought you in. She is shaped like a woman, delicate lines,
her grace, her touch of mischievousness but with that bedrock of reason called a keel.
But this is the poetry and the passion of the thing and they are not easily talked about.
We sailors are not evangelical
about our deepest joy. We don’t
care whether you take it up. We
do not need the reassurance of
numbers. It is sufficient unto us!
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From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005
Subject: "Casa Mara" Profile Update
Hello Les
It has taken a while but we've finally managed to update our profile for Casa Mara. Because she went through a pretty
"extreme make-over" we didn't get as much time to sail her and get to know her as we had hoped. We'll undoubtedly have
more info to add down the road.
We don't own a digital camera yet -- it's on our Christmas wish list, along with new deep cycle batteries. In any case, we do
have photographs (not digital) of all of the work that was done on the boat it they can be of any use. The photos that I'm
attaching were taken by Dave's parents on "launch day". Our teak eyebrows were re-installed a week or so later.
We have been enjoying the past issues of the newsletter and the profiles that Garn Mennell had collected and do appreciate
all of the effort you are putting into the current ones. I will be forwarding a cheque to cover next year's membership--hope
I'm not too late!
We'll stay in touch. Happy holidays.
Cheryl & Dave Rogalsky
"Casa Mara" A-34 #177
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, November 29, 2005
Cheryl & Dave,
Thanks for the wonderful update of Casa Mara's profile. The pictures are great too - beautiful lettering on the
transom.
I have just gone to press for the Fall Newsletter so we missed getting it in that edition. I will save it for the Spring
Newsletter. I would be very happy to get a few key photos that display some of the items referred to in your profile
update. I will scan them in and then return the photos to you if you wouldn't mind my borrowing them. It really
adds to the impact of a profile [check out Air Looms when you get your newsletter to see what I mean.
As far as membership goes, you are paid up for 2005 and 2006 is not due until February so you're definitely not too
late.
Thanks again for the update. Congratulations on completing the "extreme make-over"!
Les
PS: Maybe we'll see you in the North Channel next summer?
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Maureen Godfrey
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2005
Hi Folks
Just a quick note to let you know we are safely back in Grenada. The boat was very very dirty but we are gradually getting
things done. We hope to be in the water at the end of next week.
Weather hot and humid
Regards Maureen and Bryan
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Elaine & Jack
Sent: Sunday, December 11, 2005
Subject: Aloha for sale.
Hello Les
Here is the advertisement that Jack has put together. I hope you can open the attachment, the problem of Mac to Windows
may be an issue. Let me know how you manage with opening it. I thought the least complicated way to send it would be
PDF . In the spring when we have photos, I will send them on at that time.
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If you could put the ad up on the web site as well as in the newsletter, it would be most appreciated.
Thanks,
Jack & Elaine Archer. Hull 217
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, December 11, 2005
Thanks, got the email this time. No problem with opening the pdf. I'll try and get it on the web site in the next
couple of days.
Our Aloha, Enchantment is #214. They sound very much alike down to the solid fuel fireplace. Sure would be
nice to have one of those drifters at times though. Not that the Aloha has any trouble in light air.
Thanks again and good luck.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Windy
Sent: Sunday, December 25, 2005
To: 'Restless Sole'
Subject: Aloha 34 #102
Merry Christmas
I scanned the attached article from Pacific Yachting January 2006…
Stuart Windy #151
[Editor’s Note: article can be found under “Featured Aloha”]
Reply From: Les
Sent: December 29, 2005
Thanks Stuart, good content for the Spring Newsletter. Why don't you send it to the Yahoo Group - just because it's
soooo quiet.
Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2005
To: 'Les'
I did copy it to the Yahoo photo album. I will send out an e-mail letting everyone know that it I there and where to
find it…
Finally getting some snow up in the mountains. It has been a very warm Christmas. We don’t have long until
spring (about mid February).
Stuart
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2005
Subject: Aloha 34 #102 Theresa II
I was finally able to get into Transport Canada Registry (it was down over Christmas and Boxing Day) and look up
Theresa II:
http://www.tc.gc.ca/ShipRegistry/detail.asp?lang=e&ShipID=819533&category=all
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2005
Thanks again Stuart. I hadn't thought of checking the Registry.
Les

From: "Windy #151"
Sent: Thursday, December 29, 2005
Subject: [aloha34net] Theresa II - Hull #102
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A short article (with picture) of the second Aloha 34 built was in January 2006 Pacific Yachting magazine. The owners of
Theresa II have taken her down to the South Pacific and are now back cruising BC waters. According to the Transport
Canada Ship Registry, these folks are based in Campbell River which is located about 1/2 way up the eastern side of
Vancouver Island.
Anyone interested in reading the article must "Sign In" to the "Aloha34net" where you will find it under "Photos" in the
"Aloha 34s" folder. You will need to scroll to the top of the second page of pictures where it is the first (and only one on the
second page). To make it readable, double click on the image. To make it even LARGER, there is an option just above the
article (AFTER you have double clicked the first time).
While you are in the Photo section, perhaps add a photo of your own boat with a brief description... There are some GREAT
photos already posted
Remember, to access the NEW "Aloha34net" you must first become a member (Les Harrison included instructions in the Fall
Newsletter on how to become a member of the NEW Yahoo! group). The following is the URL to sign in (if you are already
registered) or sign up (if you are not).
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/
Stuart Spracklan Windy #151 Schooner Cove, Nanoose, BC
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Restless Sole
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2005
Nice post Stuart. Thanks for that! It's great to read about an A-34 that is as travelled and has as much history as
Theresa II. Kind of makes you want to get going SOMEWHERE!!
Happy New Year to all members. Michele & I will be spending a quiet evening at home reading the new Good Old
Boat, Lats and Atts and dreaming about 2009 when we will be in the Caribbean for Christmas and new Year.
Hopefully this year we will at least be able to stay awake until midnight .... sigh. :-[
Oh well, at least we'll get to celebrate before Stuart and Migs !!
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2005
Happy New Year! Don't forget the rum to go with the mags! And of course you could drag out the old BVI
pictures.
Les & Carol
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, January 07, 2006
Thanks Stuart.
I was in communication with the Berg's about 4 years ago when they were heading south to invite them to join our
A-34 Network. They declined. Now that they are back, they might have some interest, particularly if you asked
them to provide a write-up of their travels for your A-34 newsletter, Les.
Migs
Reply From: "Les"
Sent: Saturday, January 07, 2006
I don't have a contact address for the Berg's. The address in the boat registry is from the 70's probably before they
went south and they do not show up in Canada411. Good idea though. Any other ideas on locating?
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, January 07, 2006
If I remember correctly, the Bergs in Theresa II - Hull #102 originated somewhere up your way, Stuart, possibly
Campbell River as per the Registry info you provided.
Would you have a Campbell River phone book?
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Migs
PS Glad to hear that you've paid your server.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Carla and Dave
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2006
Subject: RE: [aloha34net] Christmas Wishes
So who's going to the Toronto boat show - is it worth a get together for a beer??? Swap some stories? Lie about how bad the
weather was crossing Georgian Bay or going down Lake Huron?
We will be there on January 21.
Les, Carol, Nigel, Michele, would sure like to see you there.
Dave and Carla
Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: Tuesday, January 03, 2006
Darn :-(
The Restless Soles will be at the boat show on the 18th only. We would love to have met up with you guys though.
(Although we should really have started saving a little earlier for the Alcohol we would have consumed! O:-) Any
chance of coming early? Sorry but I am working the weekend of the 21st. :'(
N&M
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Bill Hrycenko
Sent: Wednesday, January 04, 2006 4:36 PM
Subject: Re: [aloha34net] Christmas Wishes

Double darn from here as well. Can't make the 21st either, but thanks for the initiative, Dave and Carla.
I'll probably be going mid-week-ish.
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Les
Sent: January 11, 2006
Well the dates are set for Carol to sit with her friend after cataract surgery, so it looks like we can squeeze in the
Boat Show! We plan to be there on Monday, January 16th. If anyone is around drop us a line and we can meet for
lunch or something. I was going to suggest meeting at the display for the sailboat to replace the Aloha but I don't
know where that is!
Les
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Windy
Sent: Wednesday, January 11, 2006
I figured that we West Coast guys need to put in out two cents…
I won’t be able to meet you guys at the Toronto Boat Show this year. I am heading down to the Seattle Boat Show
on January 12 & 13!! We need to go for two days because they also have a large selection of boats in their outdoor
floating section…
http://www.seattleboatshow.com/
Stuart Windy #151
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Les
Sent: Friday, January 13, 2006
We understand the "large...outdoor floating section" is new this year. It appears the water has getting deeper over
the last 25 days!!
[Editor’s Note: if you remember it rained for 25+ days straight in BC – don’t you just hate it when someone has to
explain their joke! ]
Kidding aside, have a great time in Seattle, Stuart.
Les
Reply From: Bill Hrycenko
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Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2006
Hi Les and Carol.
I don't know whether you already have tickets, but I have a couple extra admission tickets to the boat show and a
couple extra free dinner tickets for Henry's Famous Fish House at the boat show. I won them in an on-line draw at
the boat show site and I'd be happy to share them with you.
It seems like we're the only members we know about going on the 16th, so let me know if you're interested, and we
can meet prior to admission at noon on that day when I pick up the tickets.
Bill.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2006
Well Bill, if there's anything us retired folks appreciate, it's a deal.
We'd love to meet you, how about we spring for lunch at least. Let us know when and where.
Just in case, our cell phone number is (519) 881-6878. If we're not on line ignore what it says and leave a message.
We don't use it a lot but do when we travel.
Les
[Editor’s Note: you can find Nigel’s and Stuart’s Boat Show Reports later in the Newsletter]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: John Casson
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
Good Day.
I have recently purchased Encore, an Aloha 34 which was being sailed out of Whitby, Ontario. I plan on Launching her in
Pickering this spring and sailing her to St. John’s NL where I live.
I would like to join your Owners Group.
Best Regards
John Casson, 709-682-0319, 6 Sherwood Drive, St. John’s, NL, A1E 2X4
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2006
Hi John,
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! We
would welcome you to the Aloha 34 Network. Let me explain about the association……
………
Attached is the Profile on record for Encore. We would appreciate your update as we keep an owners' roster for
our members. You may be interested in knowing we have another Aloha 34 member in Carmanville, NL.

……….
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
Reply From: John Casson
Sent: Saturday, February 11, 2006
Les.
I have been thinking of getting your ‘users manual’. Does it include some sailing tips?
John.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, February 12, 2006
John,
Re: Sailing Tips - No, not really. It defines a problem and offers solution summaries submitted by members. Below
are a couple of examples of what you could expect from the Manual [available only on CD as the printed version is
sold out]. The information was gathered, from newsletters and member profiles, a few years ago.
What were you referring to when you said "sailing tips"? Maybe members can help out here.
Les
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
BATTERY CHARGING
PROBLEM: Keeping the battery bank healthy and charged.
REMEDY: If the size and/or number of batteries are to be increased, it follows that the charging capabilities must
be increased proportionately, if depleted batteries are to be charged in a reasonable length of time. This requires
two (or perhaps three) areas of expansion: engine alternator, shore power charger, and perhaps an ancillary
charging method such as solar cells or a wind charger.
With an external source such as solar cells or a wind charger, the problem exists as to how best to get the wiring
inside without compromising weather tightness. One successful method is to use waterproof trolling-motor
electrical connectors. This is practical because these devices operate at comparatively low amperages. They should
not be used to carry high amperages.
Alternators in the vicinity of 100-ampere capacity have been used to drive expanded battery banks, with apparent
satisfaction.
Since shore power usually is used in a trickle charge, or float charge situation, high capacity usually isn’t such a
consideration. However, with large battery banks, it may be desirable to ensure the shore power charger has a
minimum capacity of 25 amperes or more if recharging time is limited.
Bearing in mind that more batteries are destroyed by over charging than by any other cause, one must always
ensure that the float voltage of a shore power charger is not higher than the battery manufacturer recommends. A
regulated charger should be used for such purposes, not an automotive type battery charger, which usually lacks the
necessary fine regulation. A digital volt meter should be used to check the charging voltage as it is more accurate
than an analogue meter (one that has a needle)
and can read down to tenths of volts, a desirable feature.
REMEDY: Some owners have installed charging systems as follows:
To charge three 27-series 110 ampere-hour batteries, one owner has installed:
an AMPAIR 100 wind charger, run through its own regulator, and providing 0.5 to 3.5 ampere charge; and a 100amp alternator with a 3-step smart regulator and battery isolator
Another owner is charging two 6-volt Trojans, two Surrette 108s, one Surrette 124, and one Interstate cranking
battery with: a 150 ampere alternator through a 3-step regulator and 3-bank isolator; a 51-watt Kyocera solar
panel and M8 controller
Three SURRETTE deep-cycle batteries are being charged with: an AMPTECH 120/108-ampere unit controlled by
an AMPLE NEXT STEP regulator. At the same time the owner up-graded a lot of the heavy DC wiring with #2
AWG cable; a FOURWINDS II wind generator, a heavy-duty unit with a five-foot propeller, made in the USA by
EVERFAIR.
An AEROGEN WIND GENERATOR is described as a nice compact unit, which has been described as very quiet. It
is used to trickle charge a Surrette battery that is dedicated to running the refrigerator.
Yet another owner has a 3 stage “smart” Alpha regulator made by Cruising Equipment for its 120 amp alternator
plus 2 Solarex solar panels regulated by a ProStar12 regulator delivering up to 7 amp. These keep the 3X120 amphr house batteries charged. By switching to “All” the ships battery is charged from the house bank.
(Source: 1. Profiles 148, 163, 167, 176, 183, 195, 196, 207, 211, 214; 2. Newsletters F98/13)
SAFETY HARNESS PAD EYES
PROBLEM: Requirement for anchor points to which to clip a safety harness.
REMEDY: One owner reports having installed two pad eyes in the cockpit.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
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Drill holes for mounting the pads, twice the required bolt diameter.
Fill the holes with epoxy to make a solid base. Allow it to harden.
Drill the holes for the mounting bolts, and complete the installation. (The epoxy base prevents any water that may
make it under the pad from entering the core).
Alternatively, drill the holes the diameter of the bolts. Place a nail bent like an “L” in a variable speed drill and
undercut the deck about 1”. Fill with thickened epoxy and redrill. This approach should be used to preserve the
original deck appearance if it will not be covered by the hardware.
Note: all pad eyes to which safety harnesses will be attached should have metal backing plates
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 214; 2. BH)
~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Les
Sent: Thursday, January 12, 2006
To: piversen@sympatico.ca
Subject: Your Trip
Hi Peter & Pauline,
Thanks for the cheque for the dues and for your continued support of the Network.
Just thought I'd let you know I have had a request from the new owner of "Encore" to join. He wrote:
…………….
"I have recently purchased Encore, an Aloha 34 which was being sailed out of Whitby, Ontario. I plan on Launching her in
Pickering this spring and sailing her to St. John’s NL where I live."
…………….
Shall I let him know of your intent and email address or shall we wait until he signs up and you can contact him. Sometimes
just knowing someone who's out there can be reassuring and I'm sure he has local knowledge of the area. Don't forget we
also have "Snowgoose" in Newfoundland too.
Please keep us updated and maybe you'd like to give the members a write-up for the newsletter of your upgrades and of
course your trip. I'm sure a number have mused about those waters. I'd appreciate either and both!
Les Harrison
Reply From: Peter Iversen
Sent: Sunday, February 05, 2006
Hello Les:
I would certainly like to get in contact with the new owner of Encore to compare notes.
I am busy doing upgrades/repairs on Room to Dance to get her ready for our planed June 1 exit from 50 points.
Once I set sail I should have lots of time to post a log and report details of the work I have done.
Thanks for your help.
Peter
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, February 05, 2006
Peter, by cc I've let John & Patricia Casson of "Encore" know of your interest. I'd appreciate a cc on any info you 2
think may be of interest to other members.
John, I hope you don't mind my attempting to connect you and Peter, 2 members with a common interest. Peter is
planning a trip to the East coast on "Room to Dance", an Aloha 34, leaving in June. You may want to compare
notes.
Les Harrison
Reply From: John Casson
Sent: Saturday, February 11, 2006
Thanks very much Les.
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Peter – we plan on launching May at Swan’s in Pickering. After some shake downs to work out the wrinkles we
will head to Kingston to spend a week around the islands the first week of July. After that up the St. Lawrence and
out to Cap de La Madeline Islands, across to Port au Basque and then along the south coast of Newfoundland and
around the Avalon Peninsula to Conception Bay. Should take 2 -3 weeks so we will be making the crossing late
July.
Struggling with the need for Radar (St. Lawrence & Gulf traffic) and a chart plotter. I have used paper all my life.
John Casson.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, January 16, 2006
Subject: [aloha34net] Sea Vixen's first sail of 2006
After 25 days of rain (off & on) in the Victoria, BC area, here attached is a photo of Sea Vixen heading out this afternoon for
her first sail of 2006, that we thought our eastern Aloha 34 Network members particularly might enjoy.
We had hoped to go sailing last Thursday but then encountered this tug (see second attachment) on the way to the boat so had
second thoughts. I think we made the right decision.

Aloha!
Migs
PS: No icebergs visible today, Les.

From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, January 26, 2006
Subject: Seattle Report
Les
I hear I was volunteered to do a report on the Seattle Boat Show for the spring newsletter…
I have attached a WORD document report. I hope it is not too long.
[Editor’s Note: Check out Stuart’s report later in the Newsletter]
The Kincardine Web cam shows me that you had a nice sunny day on Thursday which would make up for the rather ominous
looking day you had on Wednesday. If you ever want to check out some of our weather, here is a selection of web cams used
by wind surfers… http://www.locationpreview.com/viewcam.php?id=57. BTW, our yacht club is working on a web cam and
weather station installation at Schooner Cove. When it happens, I will send you the link.
Even though Windy is experiencing some down time, the racing continues at Schooner Cove YC.
[Editor’s Note: For the email info on Windy’s down time because of a water pump look under “Engine Room”]
Stuart
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, January 27, 2006
Stuart,
Really appreciate the Boat Show report - glad you were volunteered!! Lots of good info.
Also was glad to get the photos on the water pump woes. I know what that specific problem is like having gone
through it while on our way to the Bahamas with Enchantment. I went to installed the spare; but, as you may
remember, found they had given me the wrong on for my engine and the one on Enchantment was no longer made.
Had to do some modifications - which are in place to this day.
Thanks again. Looking forward to the follow-up photos. Hope you're back sailing shortly.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Dave.Hall
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2006
Subject: Contact from Web Site
I am looking at an Aloha 34 and would like to know if the hull contains any balsa coring and if so where is it located? Any
information you care to provide will be appreciated.
Thanks, Dave Hall.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, February 14, 2006
To the best of my knowledge no Aloha 34's had balsa in the hull. There is however balsa core in the decks. My
Aloha 34 is 1984 vintage and I know the hull is solid fibreglass.
Trust this is helpful to you.
Les Harrison
Manager, Aloha 34 Network.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Darcee Bidgood
Sent: Sunday, February 19, 2006
Subject: Hello from Kyan II
As a new member to the Aloha34 network, I just wanted to say hello to you folks as we're in the same area.
We purchased Priority from Archie Riddell in Victoria. The boat has since been renamed Kyan II.
Prior to this purchase, we owned a Gulf Island 29 ("Infinity") for 18 years. Ironically, Archie and I both unknowingly had our
boats moored at North Saanich Marina. We both gave up our moorage to list with Vela Yachts in Oak Bay marina. Since
then, I have been unable to obtain permanent moorage....so have been subleting in the Sidney area.
We are currently doing some upgrades, new dodger, cabin heater and upholstery.....and the regular maintenance activity that
goes with a recent purchase.
Nick & Darcee Bidgood, n.bidgood@shaw.ca, Kyan II, Yahoo name: lamsnavy
From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, February 20, 2006
Congratulations Nick & Darcee! Hope we'll meet you in the near future. We keep Sea Vixen A-34 #167 in berth R-2 at
RVYC Cadboro Bay. In fact I am just in the door from a day sail with my men's crew.
Let me know if we can be of any help.
Best wishes,
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Robert Bakker
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006
Subject: HELP !
Hi Les,
It was great meeting with you in Spider Bay in Little Current last July. I'm not sure if I'm paid up for my membership and
how much I have to send in. I have tried to access the members only website. I remember you mentioning "brewer" but it
didn't work for me. I like to lead all the lines aft to the cockpit on our Aloha, but am concerned about lifting the deck. Is there
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any information and pictures of what other owners have done and what are the problems to overcome. Is there a mast collar
that will fit the Aloha? I am very reluctant to grind down the flange at the mast opening. Any help is most welcome.
Thanks, Robert Bakker on Dream Weaver Four.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, March 05, 2006
Hi Robert,
As far as dues you were OK for 2005 with a $5 credit; so, you would owe $20 for 2006 instead of the usual $25.
The access to the web site is:
User ID
- ownersnet
Password
- brewer
Regarding having all lines leading aft to the cockpit, I checked the profiles and found that MARGARITAVILLE,
Hull # 159 has installed that feature so you may want to contact David Jenkins, aloha10.4@rogers.com. Didn't find
any further references; however, I'm sure others have lines run aft.
Frank Collins of TRUE LOVE, Hull #117 added a mast collar according to that profile. He can be reached at
fcollins@videotron.ca, I believe.
Maybe you should send an email out to the Yahoo Group and request some information on the subject. I noticed
you have not signed up. I sent you an invite and you could sign up for further help. It's quite straight forward. If
you'd rather not let me know and I will make the request for you.
Please make sure you send me the details of what you find and finally decide to do so we can help out other
members too.
Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Georges Poulin
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006
Subject: Membership
Hi Les:
How are you? I would like to find out if I am still a member in good standing. My last cheque was in the amount of $ 50.00
and dated Dec. 16, 2004. I would also like to run an ad looking for a used but in good condition DRS or asymmetrical
spinnaker for Agrippina. Where should I post this ad?
As I will be retiring next month, my new email address will be: sloopaloha@yahoo.ca
Thanks in advance for the requested info.
Georges Poulin
Agrippina, Hull # 228
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, March 07, 2006
Hi Georges,
Of course you are a "member in good standing"! Regarding dues, you are paid up for 2005 but $25 is owing for
2006 when you get the chance.
There are 3 ways to run an ad:
1.
2.
3.

Give me the details and I will place it on the web site although it's mostly boats. I would start a articles
wanted/for sale section if members wanted.
Go to http://www.aloha34.com/members/classifieds.html under Member Services and post an ad. Not sure
many use this any more.
Send an email to the members on Yahoo Groups at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/ giving the
particulars.

You can do one or all of the above at any time.
When does you new email address take effect? Should I wait until next month to make the changes?
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Les Harrison
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006
Dear Les,
I've been up to my ears this past year with family health issues and would like to bring my membership up to date. Would
you be so kind as to let me know what I owe and where I might send my dues. I continue to live aboard Nocturne, Hull
#212, and am delighted with her both as a home and as a sailing vessel.
Thanks very much.
Leigh
Reply From: Les
Sent: March 29, 2006
Hi Leigh,
Good to hear from you. I trust the newsletters are finding their way to you on Nocturne alright.
………….
I trust your family health issues are resolved and you can get some sailing in this year.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Sent: Wednesday, March 29, 2006
Dear Les,
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. And yes, I have been receiving the newsletters for which I am very
grateful. I will put a cheque in the mail today….
Do you know if there is a rendezvous planned this summer for the west coast fleet as I would be delighted to meet
up with other Aloha 34 owners to compare notes and boats. God and my mother's health willing, it is in my plans to
get some sailing in this year.
Thanks again,
Leigh
Reply From: Les
Sent: March 29, 2006
Leigh,
I've attached a map showing the approximate location of most of the BC Aloha 34's. The actual map pin is based on
the home of the owner and not the boat. The first part is the owner's name and that's followed by the boat name.
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I'm not aware of a rendezvous in BC this year; but, I'm sure anyone of them would be happy to hear from you. We
will be passing by your area on our way to board the Alaska cruise ship at Canada Place Pier on July 15th.
All the best.
Les
Reply From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Sent: Monday, April 03, 2006
Les,
Thanks so much for the information. And enjoy the cruise - the Inside Passage is quite quite lovely.
Do stop by for a cuppa if you have the time in July.
Leigh
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Maureen Godfrey
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006
Subject: Notes from the Caribbean
Hi Les , could please put the following in the next Aloha magazine.
Well another season is almost at an end and it has been a good one. We arrived back in Grenada in November and had a bit of
work to do on Castle Reef as she had been on the hard for 18 months. Most things were done quickly, a new Kiss wind gen.
was installed as its predecessor was blown away in hurricane Ivan. we were delayed there over Christmas waiting for a
part from Harken in the US. We launched early January and moved up to Carriacou in the Grenadines. We then
were hit with some very high winds from the NE so only got to Union Island where we were stuck for a week. It
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is a friendly little place so we did not mind. We then sailed to Bequia. Those who know us are aware this is our favorite spot.
This year however we only spent 3 weeks there. Bryan did quite a few dives while we were there. Next to St Vincent
anchoring in the bay where Pirates of the Caribbean was filmed. The sets are still there. Then on to St Lucia. All these sail
were done in about 20-25 knots. It has been windy this year.
We continued up the island chain, Martinique, Dominica, Guadeloupe,(where we anchored in the Marine park and had 4
turtles playing behind the boat)then to Nevis where we spent 3days. We then had a wild sail to Montserrat. We had hoped to
go for a tour of the Volcano but after the worst night of rolling we have ever had in an anchorage we left early for Stacia
Stacia was the hub of trade in the Caribbean in the 1700's but now only has a few tourists and an oil storage facility.From
Stacia we had a beautiful sail to St Maarten, where we still are and after I (Maureen) decided I did not want to do the sail
back to the US, we put the boat up for sale. We were lucky as the broker who sold us the boat in 1997 moved here a few
years ago and is our broker again. So anyone interested in a lovely Aloha 10.4 already in the Caribbean call
Reg Bates at 599-580-5809 or go to weathereyeyachts.com.
Regards
Bryan and Maureen Godfrey on Castle Reef
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, March 30, 2006
Really appreciate your contribution. Sorry to hear you have decided to sell Castle Reef.
I definitely will include the write-up in the Spring newsletter. If you'd also like to put an ad on the web site just send
me the particulars and a photo if possible. Alternatively, I could use the info on the site you provided a link to and
give them a link if they are OK with that approach. We have had quite good success with the sale of Alohas from the
web site in the past.
Please let me know.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

From: Carla and Dave
Sent: Friday, April 21, 2006
Hi Les & Carole,
We're moving back to Ontario! We've purchased a house in Barrie which closes 4-28-06. The movers load up on Monday
May 1 but haven't confirmed delivery of our "stuff" - sometime between May 3-5. Dave starts a new job on Monday May 8th
at Ainley in Barrie. Our new address is:
Carla Kilpela, David Carr, 16 Jackson St, Barrie, ON L4N 0L8, carrdgck@hotmail.com
Dave's work phone: 705-726-3371 Still waiting on home & cell phones.
We'll be sailing Momentum I up from Lake Erie to Lake Huron probably the last week of May going to King Bay Marina.
Hope to see you sometime this sailing season! carla.
Carla & Dave, Momentum I
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 09, 2006
Will get the new info out in the Spring Newsletter. Thanks.
Drop by Kincardine Yacht Club on your way to King Bay Marina if it works out for you. If we're here, we'd love to
see you again and maybe we could throw a few steaks on the BBQ. Let us know when you have a date. Lake
Huron sailing can still be chilly in May. Bundle up.
Les
Reply From: Carla Kilpela
Sent: Wednesday, May 10, 2006
It's been nice in Barrie this week - hopefully the weather stays warm, although we will have our "ski" clothes
coming up Lake Huron.
Thanks for the invite - we'll stop if weather & timing permits.
carla & dave 705 735 9865 Home phone
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
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From: Damacha Yachting
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
Dear Mr. I bought in june 2005 an Aloha 34 named "Gaillarde" who's Canadian pleasure craft license number is: 10 D
57406. As by documents I got, I would be the third owner. The first had been Mr Duranleau, from Montréal, who bought
the new boat in june 1976. He sold to Mr René Dufour by april 1992. The boat had not been transformed, is equiped with
his original engine ( Volvo MD 2B ), main sail, upholstery, hull original red paint, etc. I did not find any hull or serial
number on the boat nor on the documents. The boat is on his cradle at Marina Leclaire in Sorel-Tracy City (Qc) on the StLawrence shores. I striped the hull below water line and I am doing an Interprotec epoxy resin coating before launching. I
wish to join the Aloha 34 Network, and would be glad to participate .
Thank you very much.
Pierre Legault. 11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal ( Québec) Canada. H1C 1B5
514.648.9443 info@damacha.qc.ca
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2006
Pierre,
Thanks for your note and we are happy to hear of your interest in the Aloha 34 Network. We are of course
especially keen to learn of an Aloha that we don't have on record. Just for your information, the serial number is
usually on the transom, starboard side just below the toerail.
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! Let me
explain about the association……………….
………..
I still have a copy of the last couple of newsletters and I am about to print the Spring 2006 on Wednesday. It will
contain a full listing of all of the Network members.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison

NEW MEMBERS
Nick & Darcee Bidgood, KYAN II, Hull #178
29-4525 Wilkson Rd., Victoria, BC, V8Z 5C3, n.bidgood@shaw.ca
John & Patricia Casson, ENCORE, Hull # 114
6 Sherwood Drive, St. John’s, NL, A1E 2X4, jcasson@warp.nfld.net

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Carla Kilpela, David Carr, 16 Jackson St, Barrie, ON. L4N 0L8, Telephone: (705) 735-9865,
Email: carrdgck@hotmail.com [Editor Note: welcome back to the North!]
Georges Poulin, new email: sloopaloha@yahoo.ca [Editor Note: Congratulations on your retirement Georges]
Steve and Maureen Woodall, new email: smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
Bill & Cathy Diguistini, 2690 Cadboro Bay Rd., Victoria, BC, V8R 5J5, (250) 598-2690
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FEATURED ALOHA
Our thanks to Stuart Spracklan, Windy, for spotting this in the January 2006 Pacific Yachting magazine and passing it on to
us. Certainly Hull #102 is worth our “Featured Aloha” section.

Official Number
Year Built
Ship Name
Port of Registry
Registry Date
Owner Name
Address
Province
Country
Postal Code

0819533
1976
THERESA II
VICTORIA
1997 07 04
WOLFGANG & JANET VALERIE BERG
PO BOX 575 STN A
CAMPBELL RIVER, BC
BRITISH COLUMBIA
CANADA
V9W 5T9

[Editor’s Note: I could not find the Berg’s in any address directories on the Internet]
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FAVOURITE ANCHORAGE

Since no one submitted a write-up on a favourite anchorage, I concluded that the Boat Shows must qualify as a favourite!
The Following was Submitted by Nigel of Restless Sole
One more year! Last week we spent a day at the Toronto Boat Show again for
the 5th time in 6 years. Even though 99% of the things are the same it is still a
welcome adventure and much enjoyed interlude to a dreary winter. We
wandered around the show from noon until 6 pm and by then we were ready to
leave. Six years ago we went to the same show and spend two days there! How
we did that I don’t know. I guess we were still trying to decide on a boat and
what we wanted on it so everything was new and interesting.
We took in only one seminar and it was about “Doing The Loop”. Even though
it was aimed mostly at power boaters it was still interesting. Friends of ours did
it in their Hughes 41 (they’re still looping!) but their draft is only 4′6″ and even
they had to be careful at times. I’m afraid an Aloha would have a terrible time
with the depths. (At least the regular 5′6″ draft models)
Anyway, we’re home again after an awful drive back. Highway 8 was closed
because of blowing snow and we had to crawl around on back roads to get
home. Ah …. the joys of an Ontario winter. Roll on March 18th! (When we
will head for the Florida Keys for 10 days in the sun & rum :-)
The Following was Submitted by Stuart of Windy

January 6th to 14th, 2006

January 6th to 15th, 2006

These two boat shows have joined forces to become the largest boat show on the west coast. They are located in the heart of
Seattle with the indoor segment held at the Qwest Field Event Center (http://www.seattleboatshow.com/) and the other on
Lake Union (http://www.boatsafloatshow.com/), a few kilometers north. Parking is provided at both locations with a free
shuttle bus running between both shows.
After checking the Web sites to see what the shows had to offer, my friend Mark, and I decided that we would drive from
Vancouver Island to Seattle on the Thursday and return Friday night. Several of the 193 possible seminars tweaked our
interest on those days. After one ferry ride across to the mainland and 297km we arrived at Qwest Field Event Center around
3:00pm. Indoor parking was $9.00/day and the show was $10.00/day. The ticket agent suggested that we purchase a 3-day
flex pass for $18.00 since we planned to attend the following day.
Upon entering the show you receive an “official program” which is very easy to follow. We were also approached by staff
who asked if they could help us find what we might be looking for! I looked up the booths that we planned to visit and
circled them on the floor plan in the program. The show layout consisted of booths on two floors and a two story open area
at one end, where larger boats were displayed. We quickly realized that products were categorized and grouped together.
For example; all electronics were grouped on the concourse level. This made life very easy. To make life even easier, there
were information booths and staff stationed throughout the show to guide you! All floors had carpeted walkways which
made it a lot easier on the feet and legs.
We had pre-registered for an evening lecture by “BMW/Oracle America’s Cup Boat Building Team” at 6:00pm. Meanwhile
Mark & I visited all the booths that we had circled in the program and browsed our way toward the seminar area, which
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consisted of three separate stages to allow three seminars to run simultaneously. The final leg on the route to the seminar
area was a little tricky and involved elevators. However, there was staff posted along the way to guide you and even operate
the elevators, to make sure you reached your destination.
The evening lecture was very interesting with three members of the boat building team (all from New Zealand) using video
and slides to describe the process of building a boat in preparation for the 32nd America’s Cup race to be held off Valencia,
Spain starting June 23rd, 2007. The BMW/Oracle hulls are being constructed in Everett, WA and the team brought samples
of building material. It was quite amazing how a 2ft x 3ft section of hull (about 2.5in thick), made of carbon fiber skin over a
honeycomb core, can be so light weight. The complete BMW/Oracle team is about 150 strong working in several different
countries.
Day two: Following a good night sleep, we checked out of our hotel and headed to downtown Seattle and the waterfront.
The show did not officially open until 11:00am and our three hour lecture on “Mariners Guide to the 500Mb Weather Chart”
was to begin at 10:30. With time on our hands, Mark toured me around Seattle on our way to breakfast at the “Pike Place
Market”, overlooking the harbour , which is one of the Seattle attractions (also made famous by the movie “Sleepless in
Seattle”). If you want to “Experience the Market” take a quick tour on their Web site:
http://www.pikeplacemarket.org/frameset.asp?flash=true
With the continuous rain, Seattle is also known for in the winter, we were happy to once again pay the $9.00 indoor parking
fee and found a parking spot only steps away from the show entrance. The “advanced seminar” we had signed up for had a
fee attached. There were 10 advanced seminars (out of the total 193 seminars offered) that required an additional fee. All the
others were free. This particular course was about using 500Mb weather charts for predicting weather. 500Mb of pressure is
found around an altitude of 5640 meters. If you have ever heard reference to “upper air disturbance or upper air
trough/ridge” during a weather forecast, they are talking about the 500Mb charts. It was very interesting to see how
consistent the weather patterns are at the 500Mb level and how they relate to the surface weather. The instructor was very
good which has Mark and me considering a two day weather course presented by the same fellow in March…
http://www.opc.ncep.noaa.gov/shtml/P_HighSeas.shtml
Some of the other seminars we attended:
 Exploring the Virgin Islands
 Panama Canal; How to Transit Safely
 SSB Installation Basics
We did make a few small purchases:
- 3 rolls of Silicone Rescue Tape (red, green, white) which when stretched to double its length and wrapped, it is
self-bonding and makes a permanent seal. http://www.rescuetape.com/
- 6 Splicing Nuts – for making an eye/loop on 3 different sizes of braided line. http://www.splicingnut.com/
Though we did not have time to visit the floating show, I understand that there were around 50 sailboats on display including
models from: Bavaria, Beneteau, Catalina, C-Dory, Cheoy Lee, Hallberg Rassy, Hanse, Hinckley, Hunter, Island Packet, JBoats, Jeanneau, PDQ, Sabre, Tartan, Tayana, Wauquiez.
Maybe next year!!
Stuart Spracklan
Windy #151
Schooner Cove, BC
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
[no submissions]

CABIN
Seaward Hiller Range
From: Dave Young
Sent: Saturday, February 25, 2006
Hi Les;
Here are a couple of little things to make life a little easier on our boats. I am sending three pictures separately.
Days are getting longer, time to think seriously about getting ready.
Dave.
[Editor Note: Second suggestion is found under Utilities: “Washdown pump”]

This gimbaled 3 top burner with oven propane range
[Mod. 3122] has been in the boat for 20 years and the
valves in that time, have become very stiff to operate. In
order to service the valves they have to be dismantled,
cleaned and re-greased. This is a small job but to get at
them I could see no other way than to totally dismantle
the top of the range, which I did.
Before reassembling I greatly enlarged the holes that the
valve spindles pass through in the "Tray, Component", #8
in the parts list. Now to get to the valves I only have to
remove the two screws at the bottom of the "Trim,Control
Panel", #10 and the "Face Plate" #9, after of course
removing the knobs, which just pull off. It is not
necessary to service the oven control, which is best left
alone as I found out when I tried to reassemble it. I have had to recalibrate the oven control using an oven thermometer but it
works fine.

DECK SYSTEMS
Propane Locker
From: Dolphins Breath
Sent: Sunday, January 29, 2006
Hi all, I'm in the planning stage to install propane on Dolphins Breath. Could anyone provide details and maybe a photo of
their built in tank locker and the size of tank(s) fitted? I've seen some 34s with (I believe to be)factory installed lockers in the
port side aft cockpit seat area. My main concern is building a lid to access the locker that is large enough but will not look
like an add on. Thanks in advance, Mike
Reply From: Carla and Dave
Sent: Sunday, January 29, 2006
I built in my lockers after throwing the Kerosene stove overboard. ( I was in the cradle at the time, no splash, just a
crash)
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I bought an 11 # tank, then I used 1/2" plywood and made boxes for the tanks that I fiberglasses first inside and out,
then put in from underneath. I cut small holes through the back seats into the boxes to hold mount the boxes using
some bolts and 5200 to hold them up, then cut the holes big enough for the tanks. The box has to be big enough for
the tank and for the fittings. You need a solenoid valve and I installed a propane switch with a sniffer. I used
continuous copper tube that I flanged to the stove, with a rubber propane hose at each end for flexing. Then I put
drains overboard to the transom for gas and water.I painted the insides white.
For the covers, I used an Aloha that had the covers over the tank holes to make a template for lids and cut these out
of 1/2" Starboard. They look fine. You could make them out of glass and geldoat to match the originals but this is
more work. You need some stainless hinges for the lids.
The whole thing works great and having propane is nice. I bought the propane parts from West Marine and had them
shipped to Canada at the time.
If I did it again, I would look at building the box in pieces under the back and glassing it into place, to make it
bigger. The 11# tank works well but they are hard to find, and are not cheap.
Dave
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, January 31, 2006
Following up on Carla & Dave's comments, here are some photos that hopefully might be of further assistance in
helping you construct your propane locker(s), Mike.
I've looked through some of our photos and have scanned exterior shots of both the port & starboard propane lockers
showing the fairly thin, "tidy" fibreglass propane locker "lids". Each is hinged outwards from the centreline.
Also, to give you an idea how the lockers were originally moulded into the cockpit structure, here attached is a
photo of the A-34 upper deck/cockpit section taken at the factory in 1982. The 2 square "blocks" aft at each corner
are the propane lockers themselves.
Unfortunately I don't have a photo of the interior of the lockers, showing:
 the propane tank clamped securely to the side of locker,
 the manual valve with hose connections (1 for the stove & 1 for the propane hot water heater),
 the solenoid valve, switched on from the solenoid switch fitted to the aft bulkhead in the galley
 and the drain hole leading aft and downwards to the transom.
Suggest that the best way to see how the propane lockers are constructed would be to visit another Aloha 34.
No doubt you are familiar with the propane regulations. The original A-34 propane fittings require modification to
meet today's standard, for insurance purposes.
Good luck!
Migs
[Editor’s Note: I’ve substituted Mig’s excellent, later photos for the ones referenced above. Thanks Migs for the
extra efforts to help Mike visualize the locker layout. One other interesting note, I checked the Aloha 34 drawings
and Propane Lockers are not shown in the drawings.]
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Replacing Lifelines
[Editor’s Note: Last month there was considerable discussion on this topic, initiated by Migs of Sea Vixen. This is the
follow-up]
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, December 03, 2005
For the record further to our 16 November email, Paul of Bosun's Locker Chandlery installed our new PVC covered lifelines,
3/16" diameter for the uppers (one size sturdier than the originals), 1/8" (as per the originals) for the lowers, last Friday in
time for a brisk sail on Saturday.
We are delighted with the result and recommend Bosun's Locker telephone (250) 386-1308, to anyone who still has their
original ~20 year old lifelines and lives in the Victoria, BC area.
Final cost for manufacturing & installing the lifelines for our Aloha 34 was $277.50 plus taxes & included all necessary parts
including two new gate eyes. Paul says that this is Bosun's Lockers' "off season" price. Price for an A-34 would be about
$350 early in the New Year.
Migs, "Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2005
Migs
Did you replace ALL of your lifelines or just the side where the old ones broke?
Now that Bosun’s have the measurements for your boat, would they be able to make them up for other Aloha 34s
that have the same bow/stern rail & stanchion configuration? I am sure they would not drive up island to install
lifelines!
WC Stuart
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, December 02, 2005
As they were 23 years old with rusty spots, we replaced all lifelines, Stuart.
Paul when measuring Dave Duncan's A-34 #168 said that measurements were very close (within a 1/2 ") to ours.
Paul Betts can also be contacted at email bosun's@islandnet.com. Why not email & ask him?
Their website is www.thebosunslocker.com .
Let me know if I can help.
Good luck!
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, January 10, 2006
Thank you to those who responded to our initial request for information on replacing our lifelines, as per our
November email.
Here is an up-date, further to the correspondence included on pages 26 through 28 of Les' very informative Fall
2005 ALOHA 34 Network newsletter.
After considering the various options suggested by members & talking with others, we decided on installing
replacement PVC covered lifelines,
 3/16" diameter for the upper lifelines (one size sturdier than the originals), &
 1/8" (as per the originals) for the lowers (as the larger lines were too big go through the lower stanchion
fittings).
We were advised to stick with covered lifelines as plain stainless steel lifelines can fray at wear points.
We had the work done by rigging specialist Paul Betts of Bosun's Locker Chandlery here in Victoria, BC.
We removed the old lifelines, Paul visited Sea Vixen to take the A-34 measurements himself, made up the lifelines
including replacing a lost fitting that had gone over the side and then re-visited Sea Vixen to install the new lifelines.
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Bosun's Locker's final bill for manufacturing & installing the lifelines for our Aloha 34 was $277.50 + taxes =
$316.36 & included all necessary parts including two new gate eyes.
Paul says that this is Bosun's Lockers' "off season" price. Price for an A-34 would be about $400 in the Spring.
We are delighted with the result and have no hesitation in recommending Bosun's Locker to anyone who still has
their original ~20 year old lifelines. Paul says he can also handle mail orders.
Bosun's Locker can be reached at
 telephone (250) 386-1308.
 website http://www.thebosunslocker.com .
 email info@thebosunslocker.com .
Migs

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
Kubota Engine Pulleys
From: Eleuthera IV
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
Hi
I have a 3 cylinder Universal Atomic Diesel (Kubota) and someone installed a 100 amp Leece Neville alternator. This is
good but it keeps eating my fanbelt. The alternator has a double pulley but the engine crankshaft and waterpump only have
one. Does anyone got any ideas or previous experience with something similar??
Thanks Walter
Reply From: Carla and Dave
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
FYI - The west Marine Catalogue has good articles on things like alternators and propane installations. I always take
a read in this to check on what I am doing.
You could also check the Balmer website, but from what you say your alternator needs 2 belts to transfer the torque
to the alternator. I run into the same problems when increasing HP drive to pumps and gearboxes. I always have to
check the belt selection using belt selection books. If you are eating belts, you do not have the correct belt selection.
You may have to change pulleys to get the correct belts on. From Balmar you should have a 1/2" belt for 110 amp
alt. You need 1 hp for every 25 amps, so your belt has to transfer 4 hp. Pulley size also has an effect on this.
www.balmar.net
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
Walter
I also have a Universal 5424 (3 cylinder) and have found that Service Manager, Robert Hess at "Atomic Four
Engine Service" in Delta, BC is very helpful. He only deals in Universal and Westerbeke engines. You may want
to ask him about your dual belt pulley issue to see what he recommends...
http://www3.telus.net/Atomic_4_Eng_Service/ (lots of useful information for Universal),
Robert_hess@telus.net
Stuart Spracklan
Windy #151
Schooner Cove, BC
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
I agree with Dave/Carla's comments plus one other issue - alignment. When I put the 100 amp alternator on
Enchantment it was a little bigger than original. The belt wore badly until I put a spacer in to get a better alignment
between the engine and the alternator. It doesn't take much.
Les

ENGINE ROOM
Exhaust Extension
From: Bob Haig
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
Had anyone tried putting an extension on the engine exhaust to try to avoid the black smoke? Does this work?
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Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Frank Collins
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
Bob,
I've attached a six inch copper pipe to the exhaust port on my transom. This much reduces the problem.
Frank
(True Love - #117)
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
On Enchantment we also added an extension with considerable reduction in exhaust residue on the transom. We
used an available piece of head hose because it was white. A little Comet Cleaner keeps it that way. It went over
the stainless exhaust tube and therefore did not cause any increase in exhaust back pressure.
It's worth doing Bob.
Les
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Bob Haig
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
Thanks…I’m getting a bit tired of the scrubbing!
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Bob Haig
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
I had heard there was a danger of siphoning water into the engine. Is this a concern?
From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Frank Collins
Sent: Tuesday, May 02, 2006
I don't think this would result from extending the exhaust outlet.
Frank

Fuel Tank
From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Frank Collins
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006
HI SAILORS,
I went to the boatyard have a look at our True Love (#117) a few days ago and had an unpleasant surprise. The bilge was
full of diesel fuel!
To make a long story short I am virtually certain that the case of all of this was that the fuel tank had sprung a leak during the
winter. About half a tank of fuel had drained down into the bilge (the tank was full on haul-out).
I was able to siphon out the bilge, and also able to empty the fuel remaining in the tank by siphoning. With the boat on its
cradle this worked well. Still, not a pleasant operation in sub-zero temperatures. But this was surely the easy part of dealing
with my problem. Now I need to figure out how to deal with the clean-up and tank replacement.
I've had a look at our Owners' Manual and on pages 68 and 69 I've fond some useful information. In addition to this I'd
appreciate hearing from anyone who can help me with the following issues.
1. How to clean up the diesel? I've drained out the bilge, but there is still a film of diesel on a lot of interior hull surfaces, all
of this contributing to a pronounced diesel smell which I must get rid of. What is the best way of approaching this task? Are
there any clean-up and/or smell absorbing products that might help with this?
2. How do I remove the existing fuel tank? Is there enough room to get it up over the longitudinal retaining boards that it
abuts to, or do I have to cut some of this away? I gather it will just make it out of the sail bin opening - correct?
3. How do I get a replacement tank? Do we have any information on the original tank supplier and the tank part number, etc?
(I couldn't immediately find this in the Manual). I note that Chip Wolfe (#211) had a special tank made up in 1996 which
was a bit larger than the original. I wonder if there was much work in installing a tank of different size than the original.
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In case it makes any difference, my boat is 1979 vintage and is equipped with the Volvo MD11C engine with a sail drive.
I would much appreciate any advice or comments anyone has to offer on this fix-up challenge.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Les
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006
Hi Frank,
Sorry to hear you've had troubles with your fuel tank.
We had a small, compared to yours, diesel leak on our way down south. After pumping we used absorb sheets to get
the remainder of the liquid and then washed down with "Joy" detergent [very little water] followed by "Fantastic".
It did the job but Fantastic required good venting for a while to remove that smell.
I haven't replaced the main fuel tank but I did add a secondary tank. I got a plastic tank at West Marine. The make
a number of configurations. The one I added was called a saddle tank and is installed in the area behind the ignition
panel, aft of the quarter berth on the starboard side. At the time I took measurements and believed that our main
tank could be removed through the port locker. It's 20 gal US. I believe.
This may not suit your situation but I thought I'd send it on just in case.
Good Luck!
Les Harrison
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Frank Collins
Sent: Wednesday, March 22, 2006 8:32 PM
HI LES,
Thanks for your information and advice. Sounds good and should be very helpful.
Now to get at it!
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Carla and Dave
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2006
Frank, I took our fuel tank out this winter to clean it, It came out through the port locker believe it or not. It is a
TEMPO plastic tank sending fuel to our MD11C. It is not the original tank and has a manufacture date in the 90's.
They may have cut the old tank out.
The tank is located behind the engine and is an 18 gallon tank, model # 381939 and can be found at west marine or
boat us. The dimensions are 26"L x 15 3/4W x 11 1/2" H. It fits into a boxed area that is slightly larger than the
dimension of the tank. (1/4")
Other than wishing it was bigger, it works fine,
Something to think about.
Also there is an Orange cleaner (like the citrus) that seems to work pretty good, you may want to try that.
Dave.
Reply From: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com On Behalf Of Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2006
HI DAVE,
Thanks for your information on my problem. This may prove helpful.
Can you tell me the brand name of the "Orange cleaner" you mentioned?
Frank
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2006
Hi Frank,
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First the good news. In 1996
I had a leaking fuel tank and I
removed through the sail
locker. I contacted Skyline
Industries in Pleasant Grove,
Utah and submitted a drawing
to them for an estimate. They
returned a Skyline Industries
drawing # 49685-00 based on
my submittal. This tank is 23
US gallons and I have
attached the drawing. This
tank did fit through the sail
locker (just barely...be sure to
remove the locker and
hinges) and fit nicely on the
fuel tank shelf.
The bad news (maybe). I did
a search for Skyline
Industries in Pleasant Grove,
Utah to no avail.
Maybe good news. In my
search, I and came up with
this web site:

http://www.skylineindustries.com/index/index43.php
Clicking on "Fuel Tanks" under the "related searchs took me to
http://www.skylineindustries.com/index/index27.php?k=fuel+tank&left_category=0&Left_Category=&Right_Categ
ory=
Clicking on this link took me to http://www.coastline-tanks.com/
Coastline Tanks does manufacture custom tanks. They are located in Bellingham, WA and may be the Skyline
Industries outfit now relocated and renamed. I'm sure they can manufacture the tank and Skyline drawing number
49685-00 may even be on file with them.
If installation of this tank is uncertain on your Aloha, I would suggest reducing the height slightly. The price of the
tank in 1996 was $282.39 USD. For volume calculations, 1gal (US) = 0.1337 cubic feet or 1 gal (US) = 231 cubic
inches. Hope this is of some help if you are considering an aluminum tank.
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As to cleaning up the mess, I use oil absorbers until all fuel is soaked up and wiped down. Then I follow up with
Dawn dishwashing detergent and water to clean all remaining residue. I have no lingering diesel odor. I hope the
fuel did not get into your woodwork (cabin sole etc.) as this is difficult to remedy.
Good luck.
Chip
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, March 23, 2006
HI CHIP,
Thanks for your informative reply. I may try to contact your tank supplier after I remove the old unit. Sounds like
you were successful in replacing your tank with this larger one.
I've started the clean-up. So far, things are going well. Although a lot of diesel went into the bilge I don't think
much, if any, was in contact with wood; I sure hope not. We'll see how this goes as my work progresses.
I may want to call you for more advice after I get further along with the work.
Cheers, Frank

Fuel Tank Replacement
In mid-March (2006) I went to see how our boat True Love #117 had survived the winter. On opening up the cover I had an
unhappy surprise….a strong odour of diesel permeated the air. I soon discovered a lot of diesel in the bilge and quickly
concluded my fuel tank had developed a leak. The tank had been full on haul out and about half had drained into the bilge.
Disaster!
Job one was to get the diesel out, first from the tank to prevent further leakage, then the bilge. If you have to experience this
problem, it’s good to have in a boatyard. With True Love high on her cradle, I was easily able to siphon out all of the fuel
using an inexpensive plastic hose. The Yacht Club disposed of the contaminated fuel from the bilge for me. I spent some
time flushing out the bilge and hull interior with warm water laced with detergent, swabbing around through the bilge
opening. This seems to have removed 99% of the diesel odour: anything remaining is just vestigial.
Job two was removing the old tank, a real challenge. First I had to
take out my refrigeration compressor unit which I have mounted in
the space just ahead of the fuel tank: lots of wires and hoses to deal
with. Then I had to pry off the tank hoses which, after 27 years were
most reluctant to let go, but eventually they surrendered. The fuel
tank sits in a shallow box under the cockpit floor with little clearance
on the four sides. It took me some time to figure out how to tease the
thing out of its place, all of this working in the not-so comfortable
sail bin. When it eventually came out it would not fit through the sail
bin hatch opening; but by removing the fittings and sawing off about
half an inch of the fuel hose riser I just managed to get it out. (Had it
been a gas tank sawing would not have been an option.)

On examining the old tank I discovered a tiny rusted-out pin hole in
the forward port bottom corner. I wondered if this had been caused
by water condensing inside the tank. In any event, there was about
1/16” of black sludge on the bottom which has accumulated in the
tank over its 27 year life.
Now to get a new one! The old tank in True Love was manufactured
by Mirax Fuel Products – originally of St. Louis, Mo. but now
transformed into a smaller outfit located in Havasau City, Arizona
(928-680-5670). The markings on the old tank showed that it was
Model CH18, capacity 18 U.S. gallons/68 litres, 26 ¼” long x 16
1/8” wide x 11 ¾” high. Mirax said they could easily make me the
same tank today – cost $250 U.S. I went back and carefully
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measured the foundation box in the boat and concluded I could increase the width by ½” to 16 3/8”. Mirax said they could
make this modification at the same price. But there were a number of salutary differences. The new tank would be
aluminium, whereas the old one was aluminized steel. The side walls were indented in the old tank, but straight in the new.
Also the old tank had rounded edges; the new has right angle corners. All this meant for a better quality product with more
capacity.
I also checked with a welding shop making fuel tanks in Grad’mere Québec which could have made such a tank for $350
Cdn. But I chose Mirax simply because I thought I was surer of getting exactly what I wanted with the fittings in the correct
location, while the total costs would be about the same.
Mirax said the tank would be built in 7 to 10 days, but it actually took them three weeks. UPS took another week to deliver it
to Montreal.
Before installing the new tank I made a close inspection of the
box it sits in. It occurred to me that moisture could
accumulate in the bottom of this box and perhaps lead to
corrosion. There were three large holes provided in the centre,
but I drilled a few more smaller drain holes. I also glued in six
2” x 2” plywood “spacer feet” to make sure the tank would not
be sitting in any moisture.
Installing the new tank was more or less the reverse operation
as taking out the old one, but somewhat easier as I knew all of
the things that had to be moved back and re-secured. This took
me a whole morning. I then completely filled up the tank to
see how much it now held. I put in 80 litres, but I guess about
two litres were standing in the fuel hose (I do this to give fuel
pressure to vent out the air). So I think I now have a tank with
about 78 litres capacity, ten more (15%) more than the old
one, a worthwhile improvement. So far it’s working fine.
This is an eventuality I would not wish on anyone, but I have to wonder how often it might happen with boats as old as True
Love. The saving grace is just to know we now have what should be a totally reliable fuel tank. Eve and I are planning to
once again make the voyage to the Bahamas leaving in the fall. I shudder to think what we would have done if the problem
had come upon us deep in the Islands. Maybe someone is looking after us!
Frank Collins
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, May 14, 2006
Thanks Frank. All most interesting; well done! I have filed it but I hope I won't need it...
We did fully pump out & clean our fuel tank about 5 years ago, after getting a bad batch of diesel. There was some
'crud' in the bottom at that time and possibly some water (I think from a time when I forgot to replace the fuel cap
after refuelling by portable containers mid winter, & it rained overnight).
Good luck in your Bahamas' preparations. We hope you'll take more pictures & write it all up for us again!
Just heading out for an afternoon sail. Summer has arrived!
Aloha!
Migs

HULL STRUCTURES
Chainplate Knees
From: Dolphins Breath
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2005
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Hi everyone, Happy new year to all from Dolphin's Breath. I'm in the process of rehabing a 1978 A34 we have owned for
one year. Rewiring, plumbing, new ports and leak chasing to start with. This winters project (if you could call it winter- here
in Florida!)consists of rebuilding the shroud chainplate knees, including removing the 12" strip of 1/4" balsa core the knees
were tabbed to. The balsa core only had one layer of ~16 ounce roving/mat bonded to the inside surface which the knees
were then tabbed to. Two of the knees were water damaged which then soaked into the core they were attached to through
the minimal glass work over the core. Eventually something was going to give so... A stitch in time type of thing. Anyway,
Everyone have a prosperous new year and good sailing.
Mike
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2005
Happy New Year Mike and all Members.
Just a couple of comments Mike:
 On Enchantment the chainplate knees were plywood and not balsa so I just saturated them with epoxy as
re-glassed as they were in reasonable shape.
 On further examination of the issue, it has been suggested that you not encapsulate the chainplate stainless
inside the fibreglass as stainless doesn't like to live in a moist, oxygen restricted area.
 Don't forget to take lots of pictures so you can do a write-up and share the info learned with us all. I
promise to remind you for a contribution for a future newsletter!
Fair winds and calm anchorages to all.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Dolphins Breath
Sent: Friday, December 30, 2005
Hi Les, I guess I need to clarify a little. The knees are two pieces of 3/4" plywood screwed together and polyester
puttied to the hull. Ouyang attached the chainplate to the knee with 5 bolts then glassed 3 or 4 layers of mat and
woven roving around the whole assembly to the hull (not a good idea). The hull where the knees are glassed in is
cored with a layer of 1/4" balsa that extends from the hull/deck joint down 12" and extends maybe two feet fore and
aft of the three knees. This was apparently done to stiffen the hull where the shroud loading was located.
Unfortunately, on my hull, Ouyang only covered this core material with one layer of mat and roving to which the
knees were then glassed (This is all hidden behind the FRP liner and the teak plywood backs of the lockers and
shelves). The resin content of this inner layer was thin in places so water that leaked into the knees was finding its
way into the balsa core thru this single layer of FRP behind the knees and starting to delaminate the knee from the
hull. So, what started out as an exercise to free the embedded stainless chainplates from their FRP prison in order to
inspect them for crevice corrosion (which is why chainplates should be exposed and removable) developed into
more extensive work than anticipated. I'm now removing everything to the laminate under the core and plan to add
several layers of biaxial knitmat with epoxy to replace the removed balsa core then epoxy in new knees and install
the chainplates on the outside of the knees as they should have been done. My Aolha may may not be typical of
others as she is one of the 12100#(5500kg) displacement models so construction details may vary, I don't know how
the 1500# of displacement was saved in my model as compared to the 13600# that seems to be standard. Anyway,
That's my story and I'm sticking to it.
Aloha, Mike

MISCELLANEOUS
The Art Of "Goosing"
Making a 360° turn in tight quarters with a single screw boat can appear to be an art but in fact it’s the result of a little
practice in “goosing”.
The first secret to tight-quarter manoeuvring is not to “drive” the boat around but to learn how to "back and fill" to rotate the
boat. This technique consists of stopping completely and putting the helm all the way over and leaving it there throughout
the turn. Then shift into forward and give the engine a quick "goose". You have to hit it quite hard, so the first time you
practice this, try it where you have some manoeuvring room but where you're close enough to objects to see the effect of
what you're doing. As soon as you've "goosed” her forward, throttle back, then immediately shift into reverse and "goose” her
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again -- hard enough to stop all forward motion. You will see that the forward goose has rotated the boat as much as 30
degrees and the reverse goose killed her way again so she's barely moved forward. Repeat the process over and over until
you've rotated the boat the desired amount. Using this technique, you can do 360-degree turns in EITHER direction in less
than two lengths of your boat -- and, after a couple of tries, it will be less than 1½ lengths. You can reduce the forward travel
by increasing the time in reverse.
Of course, because of stern walk in reverse, you'll find this works better in one direction than the other. For example,
Enchantment backs to port, so rotating the boat to starboard is much easier because both parts of the manoeuvre (forward &
reverse) are assisted in turning by the stern walk. When you turn her to port the reverse goose tends to slow the turn;
although, it can be done in both directions, even in a breeze. Start by practicing the easy way and then work on being able to
do it the hard way - against the stern walk. Leave the helm alone during the manoeuvre - it's only effective when you have
way on anyway.
When you’ve made your 360° turn in tight quarters successfully, remember not to grin too broadly to the applause!

Staying Connected On The Water
I was pleasantly surprised in the summer of 2005 to find several computer wireless “hot-spots” while cruising the North
Channel, on the Great Lakes. “What’s the big deal?” you may ask. Well there are quite a few benefits for the boater
regardless of the sailing area. Here are some:
 Receive and send emails to stay in touch with friends and family
and business [if you must]
 Search the Internet for information you may need
 Access to The Weather Network for your sailing area including
weather radar
 Access to Notice to Mariners
 Access to water levels and tides
 Access to the output from marine buoys including wave heights,
temperature, pressure, etc.
 Stock quotes as well as the ability to trade
 Send photos for printing and receive them at the local drop point
like grocery or department store
The methods for staying connected include:
1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

Modem: inexpensive (most computers have built-in modems) but you’ll also need a phone cord to connect
to a phone jack and an Internet service provider (ISP). Modem Internet access has a low data transfer rate
usually 28K or 56K and is inconvenient unless you have telephone service at your location. [Note: Carry
your phone cord for modem Internet access when WiFi service is not available].
Data Service: internet connection via your cell phone requires a laptop or portable computer and a data
card that slides into the computer ($50 - $100 plus monthly service charges and your cell phone service
chargers. Can become very expensive especially if you download attachments or web information.
Satellite Internet: allows you to connect from almost anywhere and requires a separate satellite dish,
hardware, and installation costing several thousand dollars, and monthly service fees of approximately
$100/month [maybe for your next boat!]
Cell Phones: you can do text messaging and even browse the web. You can have the Weather Network
forecasts and stock quotes sent to your phone for about $0.15 a message plus your cell time in some cases.
Limited to transfer of small amounts of data. [Make sure you’ve got your glasses!]
Laptop Computer with WiFi: Fast transfer of data; just like being on line at home [al most]. WiFi
wireless Internet access technology with a laptop or notebook computer provides the fastest inexpensive [if
you already have a computer] connection to the Internet. WiFi has become the most popular method for
people traveling because of the ease of use and high data transfer rates, inexpensive equipment, and low
costs. WiFi hot spots are available at an increasing number of marinas and “internet cafes”.
And of course HAM – but that’s another subject

What Does a Boater Need for WiFI?
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WiFi technology requires a wireless network adapter [the antenna] in your computer along with the related adapter software.
An adapter can be built-in by the manufacturer, or you can purchase a removable network adapter (PCI card or USB adapter)
and software for approximately $50. The optimum for the boater is the USB adapter because it can be place in the optimum
location to receive the signal and can triple your range. The WiFi adapter automatically detects all “Hot Spot” servers within
range that can connect you to the Internet. To use WiFi service at a hot spot, select and connect to the hot spot server. There
are 3 type of “opportunities” for connecting at a “hot-spot”:
1. Open hot-spots: Often a home computer on a wireless router will not activate restriction or passwords. You are not
costing these owners any additional expense if you use their Internet link so raise your glass to these people and be
polite – don’t do huge downloads like music. This is my favourite option as I don’t require frequent, reliable access.
2. Encrypted hot-spots: Unless you have a password forget trying
3. Pay-For-Service: You will need to establish an account. Costs vary from a few $$$ per day to $ per minute. No
harm in signing up if you need the service, just be sure you know the costs. If you sign up with one provider it may
not be the same one next time. Keep track of the account access and passwords.
At the point that you are connected you can go directly to the Internet via your Web browser.
Security: When you use WiFi access, you are on a public network and your data transmissions can be intercepted. You
should utilize your virus, spy ware, ad blocker, firewall, and network security software features. It is not recommended that
you use WiFi on a public network to access bank accounts, brokerage accounts, or other sites where sensitive information,
such as account IDs, passwords, PIN numbers, Social Security numbers, etc., are being transmitted. The only exception
would be when the data transmitted is encrypted.
If you have a laptop computer, I would recommend that you consider using WiFi access. Try it at home before heading out.
Great for a rainy day. You can even access “tvokids.com” and let your grandkids play their favourite games!

SAFETY ALERTS
[no submissions]

SAILS
Furling Gear
From: Eleuthera IV
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
Hi
Does anyone have any preference of furling gear. I currently have a Hood Furler installed in 1987 (continuous loop) and am
looking to replace it with...Harken, Profurl???
Thanks Walter
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
Hi Walter,
Several have heard the story of my process. I asked 3 suppliers of Profurl, Harken and Furlex - 2 also had Hood which they would recommend. The response was always the same; they're all very good "but if you're going
offshore and $ is not an issue then get Profurl. The difference was about $300 I think so I took Profurl. No
problems on our trip to the Bahamas.
Hope that added some info to your research.
Les
PS: I had Harken on the CS 27 before and it did fine too. If you over tightened the halyard the furling could bind
but that's an easy fix.
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, February 16, 2006
HI WALTER,
I have a Harken furler with a split drum so that I can quickly remove it when using my racing sails (perhaps a
feature of limited interest to most Aloha 34 owners).
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In any event, this furler has done a good job for me for at least 15 years, including some long sea voyages.
Cheers, Frank

SUPERSTRUCTURE
[no submissions]

UTILITIES
Washdown pump
We have lots of smelly mud on the bottom out here in B.C. I have spent as much as a half hour dipping buckets of salt water
and throwing it on the chain as it comes up. I have to stop hauling every four feet or so to do this which is tiresome.
I bought a SurFlo Pro-Blaster 12 volt pump to solve this problem. It
came with a concertina 1/2" hose of about 15 feet with nozzle. As well I
bought a water strainer for the intake side and sufficient hose for the job.
The pump is screwed to a piece of plywood which in turn is bolted with 2
- 1/4" bolts with wing nuts, to the forward side of the bulkhead under the
V berth. The wing nuts are in the locker under the bunk on the starboard
side. I thought that this would be an easier way to take the pump out, if
necessary, rather than standing on your head trying to unscrew four
screws on the pump itself. Power comes from a spare breaker on the
board via 2 - #10 wires run through the bilge; a run of about 25 feet.
Intake water comes from an unused 3/4" ball valve (that used to supply
the marine head) to the
strainer and then to the
pump. The hose from the
output side simply goes
over the tank and up into
the chain locker and ends
with a simple hose fitting.
I leave the deck hose
attached all the time and
just toss it out of the way
on deck when using the
windlass.
To operate, simply turn on the breaker and since the pump is a demand
type, nothing happens until you go forward and pull the trigger on the nozzle; that means there isn't a hose lashing about on
deck spraying water on everything before you get there.
I have read that this type of pump will only last a season or two with salt water left in it so if it is not to be used for a time I
disconnect the two hoses at the pump and run it briefly to purge it. The hose fittings are a screw type, not the clamp type so it
is very easy to do this although you do have to lift the hatch under the bunk mattress.
Dave Young, Sanctum #220
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“ALOHA ACE” SUGGESTION
SS Wire and Pliers – don't leave home without them.

Aloha Ace* suggestion

A couple of the most important components in an
Aloha Owner’s "In-Case-of-Emergency" bag and
tool box should be a roll of stainless steel wire and a
pair of pliers.
Why? Together, they're a 21st-century replacement
for the old wire coat hanger we all used to carry [and
still do]. If you ever need to hold two things
together, tie something up and out of the way, or
temporarily replace a latch or clamp, these items will
be invaluable. If you've ever spent time around the
aircraft industry or the racing circuit, you'll find these
in every mechanic's toolbox. Their primary use is for
safety-tying critical nuts and bolts so they don't come
loose during stressful/vibrating situations. By
strategically running the wire through the sides of adjoining nuts/bolts, unplanned
loosening will be gone forever. The wire comes in various sizes (commonly ranging
from .020 to .051). Although .040 is a good compromise, a couple of sizes never
hurts. It just needs to be flexible enough to work in most situations, yet strong enough
to hold many things together. Get the good stuff. Sometimes you can even find it in
craft supply stores.
Pliers come in a variety of sizes and although not a necessity they're invaluable when
tying something securely in place. By twisting the wire ends together, you can gently
tighten the wire's grip, while assuring that the tie will not unravel and avoid the
inevitable puncture of your fingers.

Oh yes, don’t forget it’s primary purpose of the wire on your Aloha – to unclog the
BBQ propane jet! Or the jets on your stove.
[* Ace: Aloha Creative Enhancements]

screen, windlass, BBQ, O/B motor, and cockpit spray
cloths. Price for full set: $350

ARTICLES FOR SALE
Dodger for sale
Dodger for Aloha 34 ft, Lexan windows, Window cover,
side curtains.
7/8 Stainless hardware including side handles. Colour
Tan Only two years old!!! Have Picture to e-mail
$450 Email Address: bajapoco-gen@yahoo.com

In addition: Bryden marine head complete in working
order: $20; stainless cylindrical water tank 12.5" diameter
x 22" high (12 USG) with stainless pipe fittings: $50;
Jabsco fresh water pump, model 44010-2000 for parts,
free, plus stainless steel arch to fit Aloha 34, free.
David and Colleen, PAXIS I, (250) 477-7777,
romc@telus.net

Hood Furler
Hood # 810 continuous loop furler (apparently can be
converted to single line) complete with all hardware
including 41\'6\" headstay. $425 obo. e-mail jandwma@yahoo.com

ARTICLES WANTED
Hello. Well I have bought my Aloha 34 and have found a
spinnaker and wisker poles but no spinnacker pole. Does
anybody know where I might find a used pole? Also, does
anybody happen to have the design dimensions for an
Aloha 34 Spinnacker Pole - if I end up having to get one
fabricated? Thanks very much. John Casson 709-6820319

Aloha Equipment For Sale
A full set of blue boat canvas for an Aloha 34 for sale.
The pieces are in excellent to very good condition and
includes: covers for main, 2 hatches, 4 grab rails,
binnacle, 4 winches, companionway, engine panel, radar
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
“ALI BABA”
ALI BABA is For Sale - 1981 Aloha 34, #160, In above average condition.
Hard dodger with glass windows and wipers, full cockpit canvas with screens, cockpit cushions,
Main sail, 2 Genoas and spinnaker, 2 anchors ( 50’chain and 250’ rode on each), windlass,
Yanmar 30, auto pilot, Loran, GPS Plotter, depth sounder, communication radio, smart charger.
Teak interior. 3 burner propane stove with oven, forced air heat, 12V/110V inverter, sound
system, TV/VCR, vacuum, holding tank, ice box, fridge, Paloma water heater. And lots of
spare parts. 9’RIB, 5HP Honda 4 stroke on davits.
Hauled out and bottom painted (Micron). Ready to cruise.

First $75,000.
George – (250) 339-1934. (Comox, BC)
“KELSEA”
1983 Aloha 10.4 She is in excellent condition, repowered with a new 35 HP Westerbeke in
2004. Sails: Main, 150% Genoa 90% Jib, Cruising Spinaker. $35,000 Contact Scott
Cameron either by email at scottandivy@landplot.com or by phone at (941) 907-6070.
“CASTLE REEF”
Aloha 34, Hull # 153 Located at St Maarten Caribbean. Contact Bryan and Maureen
Godfrey, Box 717, Richmond On. K0A 2Z0 Phone 613-838-2370, e-mail
castlereef@yahoo.com
Asking price$60,000 US. See brokers website at
http://www.yachtworld.com/weathereyeyachts/index.html and go to Boats For Sale.

“CLAUDETTE”
1985 Aloha 10.4, Hull # 217
Launched May 1985, Original Owners; $79,750
SAILS: Full batten main, 135 Genoa, 100 jib, 1.5 oz drifter/reacher. Furling genoa with dedicated winch, lazy jacks,
backstay adjuster.
ENGINE: "Westerbeke W27", four cylinder diesel, gross HP 30, three blade 15" propeller.
INSTRUMENTS: 4000 Autohelm, NAV5 instrument pod (consisting of wind speed & direction, depth with alarm, boat
speed, with cockpit remote repeater. Loran C navigator, Furuno Radar, VHF Radio.
CANVAS: Dodger, Bimini, Full cockpit enclosure, wheel cover & sail cover.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT: Stainless steel mast pulpit, stainless steel upper life line, man overboard pole, Bruce anchor with
chain & rode, 4 self-tailing winches, 2 fire extinguishers, dock lines, teak wheel with steel spokes. Steel cradel, 50 ft. power
cord, 6 fenders, emergency tiller, stainless steel swim ladder.
COMFORT OPTIONS: Folding chart table, brass oil lantern, Nova Kool refrigeration. Three burner propane stove with
oven, pressurized cold & hot water heated by engine or shore power. Solid fuel burning fireplace, teak folding cockpit table,
AM/FM radio with cockpit speakers. 10 AC outlets in cabin.
LOCATED: Harbour West Marina, Hamilton, ON. Owner: Jack Archer, (905) 331-1225, email: jarcher411@excite.com
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“AFTER FIVE “
Aloha 34, Hull # 163 Universal Atomic Model 30-3 Cyl. Diesel 24 hp Pedestal compass;
Mariner Nav 5; Fully battened Main and Quicksilver foresail plus lapper sail. Furling; dodger
and cockpit enclosure; four self-tailing winches; autohelm 4000; Nova Cool refrigeration; CNG
stove and oven. Teak and holly sole; teak interior; cabin heating system; sleeps 6; head with hot
water heater. Force 10 BBQ. Dinghy with 8 h.p. motor included. Must be seen. $72,800.
Moored in Hamilton, Ontario. For more information, call D. Sinclair 905-628-6547 or email
dsinclair@cogeco.ca

"DIFFERENT DRUMMER"
1981 ALOHA 34 HULL#152
ON DECK: Folding mast steps New Dodger and Bimini .mast-to-stern awning . Swim platform
and walk-through stern rail ,Teak/SS wheel .SAILS- Mainsail,Jenny, working Jib,storm Jib, Triradial spinnaker all lines and hardware. All lines led to cockpit. Mainsail traveller moved to
coach roof .
ANCHORS: 44 lb. BRUCE ,150’ 3/8” chain, 35 lb. CQR, 15’ chain and 200’ rode. LOFRANS
1000 watt Tigress windless, enlarged chain locker.
DRIVE SYSTEM: UNIVERSAL 3 cylinder24 HP diesel engine,new head valves and injectors
,rebuilt transmission, new motor mounts.new muffler, 3-blade fixed prop, folding GORRIE
prop, 120 amp alternator,1 starting battery, 3 house batteries. Heat exchanger hot water system,
REFRIGERATION: 12Volt ADLER BARBER & Sea Frost Holding Plate engine driven compressor.
ELECTRONICS: INTERPHASE forward-looking sonar, DATAMARINE wind speed and boat speed in cockpit cabinet,
ICOM single sideband radio,( model IC-M700)with tuner and backstay antenna, AUTOHELM 3000 , VHF radio with remote
head, FURUNO 16 mile radar, MAGELLAN GPS, ZENITH colour TV, new radio and CD player. 1200 watt HEART
inverter,
EXTRAS: Holding tank with Y-valve,macerator pump, 2 manual bilge pumps, 1 electric bilge pump, grounding plate on
hull. Built-in microwave, POWER SURVIVOR 12 volt watermaker, 3 burner gas stove with oven, NICHOLSON
woodburning stove, FORCE 10 propane barbeque, new foam cushions/covers. 9’CARIBE dinghy/9.9EVINRUDE,
outboard,DINGHY-TOW SYSTEM. Hull- 4 coats of barrier epoxy (2 at factory and 2 in 1989)4-man AVON life raft
Folding cradle.
PRICE: $89,000. Contact Ron Foster at ron.foster3@sympatico.ca (705) 528 0069
“DREAM CATCHER II”
1984 Aloha 34, Belleville, Ontario
This boat has 10 opening ports, three hatches and loads of storage. The cabin is beautifully
done with teak and is in excellent condition. This boat lends itself well to cruising, both short
and long distances.

Features:
 27 hp Westerbeke, completely overhauled in
2002, (enclosed water cooling system).
 Full enclosure, including matching sail cover and
hatch covers in Captain’s Navy.
 New cockpit cushions in 2004.
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New 40 amp battery charger. Starting and deep
cycle batteries (4).
130 amp alternator, 800 watt inverter
Hull repainted with Imron, white with navy trim,
in 2002.










Electric windlass, with estimated 200 feet of
5/16 chain and 35 lb CQR anchor.
Four self-tailing winches
Dingy davits
Radar and Loran, depth finder, knot meter
Autohelm 4000
Furling with 135 genoa, and full batten main.





Nova Cool refrigeration, with separate freezer
compartment (works excellent).
Propane stove and oven, new burners – dual
propane tanks in lockers
Winter canvass cover and frame (new in 2002).
Folding steel cradle with six pads.

This boat has been well maintained and shows very well. $82,500.00 CDN. Call Gary at (613) 771-0442 or email at
dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca.

"ENCORE"
Aloha 34 (1978) Hull #114
Fully Loaded – excellent condition, one owner. Full set of sails, including spinnaker and furling. Auto-helm, dodger, bimini,
full cockpit enclosure – screen & plastic. Inflatable dinghy with 15 hp Mercury and davits. Lying at Whitby Y.C. $70,000
Phone: (905) 725-7402.
“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca

"WINDEKIND"
ALOHA 34, 1981- Hull #157
Comes with 10 opening ports, propane stove & oven, propane barbecue & Force 10 cabin
heater. 5 sails, including DRS in sock. 8 winches including 4 self-tailing. Digital depth sounder
& knotmeter Shore power cord, 3 PFD's, life ring, 2 fire extinguishers. CQR and Bruce anchor,
both with chain & rode. Lofrans windlass. Teak & holly cabin sole. 6'4" headroom. Dual
propane tanks in own locker. 42 HP diesel engine. The following items renewed or replaced in
last 5 years: head, cockpit cushions & covers, interior cushions & covers, all halyards, genoa
sheets, dodger, bimini & cockpit closure, VHF, all batteries. Custom metal cradle. Stored in
Port Credit marina. Good boat, good price. Phone 905-662-9703 or email
“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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CLOSING
The forecast for launch day was windy and 40% chance of rain. They were wrong
again – calm and overcast - not a bad day for a launch.
The Club hires a crane and lifts all the stored boats on one of two days, either an
early or regular lift date. Enchantment’s lift went without a hitch.
The last boat to lift on our pier was Canace I, the boat of a member that recently
passed away from cancer. All the members pitched in and readied Canace for
transport.

The End of an Era
Over the years we have lost a few of our Aloha members and pause to think of them when occasions arise that remind us of
them. Just such an occasion happened this week at the memorial placement of a bench at the Lighthouse overlooking
Kincardine harbour
Not many of you would have met John. He was a long-standing and founding member of the Kincardine Yacht Club. He
sailed on many types of craft, from gaff-rigged yawls to Bermudan sloops, but his love was steamships. Friends that sailed
with him on various ships often found themselves asking “where’s John?” to which they would almost always be told
“probably in the boiler-room”. Over the years, John developed a second passion – lighthouses. He worked tirelessly,
keeping the Kincardine Lighthouse shipshape and in the public eye.
John’s latest sailboat was Canace I and, while it hasn’t sail off into the sunset, it is moving on to the area John loved,
Georgian Bay and the North Channel and will be seeing many more sunsets in the years to come.
John might have said to us:
Farewell, friends! The sails are set,
the wind is east, the moorings fret.
Shadows long before me lie,
beneath the ever-bending sky,
but islands lie behind the Sun
that I shall raise ere all is done;
lands there are to west of West,
where night is quiet and sleep is rest.
J.R.R. Tolkien
To John and other fondly remembered sailing friends we say “Farewell”.
Les & Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #177
David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
Address: 241 Mill Street, Creemore, ON, Canada L0M 1G0
Telephone: (705) 466-2283
FAX: 705-466-2283

Email: cdrogalsky@georgian.net

CASA MARA
SERIAL NUMBER:
REGISTRY: Cdn. O.N. 802921
PORT: Sault Ste. Marie
YEAR BUILT: 1982
PURCHASED: 2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Hindson Marine, Penetanguishene, ON, Canada
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgian Bay, ON

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE WESTERBEKE
MODEL: W21
HORSEPOWER: 21
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
The original is still plugging away with over 4100 hrs on it. After sitting in the yard for over two years, it started up like a
charm when we launched the boat. The only thing we’ve done to it so far, other than a routine service at time of purchase
was to replace the thermostat. (The temperature gauge still reads at the high end.) An engine oil analysis was done at
purchase and all of the readings were within normal ranges. We will keep our fingers crossed but we are saving our pennies
for a possible rebuild/re-power down the road. Currently, we are working on prop shaft/stuffing box maintenance including
possible replacement.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Only WESTERBEKE impellers seem to work in the water pump. (Garn’s comment)

EQUIPMENT ADDED
New/Upgraded:
Standard Horizon CP175C Chart Plotter
Standard Horizon Matrix VHF radio with RAM mic
Raymarine ST60 Wind, Depth, Speed Instruments
Nicro Day/Night Solar vent (head)
Jabsco Head (manual)
Main sheet system with 6:1 purchase
New Sunbrella sailcover and UV protection added to jib and 150% genoa (captain’s navy)
Custom Canvas Winter Cover and aluminium framing from Quinte Canvas (Kingston, ON)
Dickenson Sea-B-Q
Walker Bay RID sailing dinghy with sail kit (hard dinghy & sail kit acquired with previous boat but newly outfitted with
inflatable tube for improved stability—durable and light weight)
Folding teak cockpit table – HMP designed product—very nice—yet to be installed
Existing:
Autohelm 3000 auto-pilot
Simpson Lawrence Sea Tiger manual windlass -- a.k.a “Brutus”
Adler Barber refrigeration
Force 10 Cozy Cabin Heater
Stern Davits
Stream Stay Roller Furling
Keel: 4’6” Shoal Draft Version
Hot & cold pressure water
Force 10 3 burner propane stove with oven

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS



6 rotted chain plate knees
at least 10 square feet of wet rotted deck core (including areas at dorade vents, companionway sliding hatch and lazarette
lids)
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gelcoat fatigue hidden by a painted deck
unsalvageable teak combing trim and exterior cabin “eyebrow” trim
leaking hatches, leaking ports, leaking chain plates, leaking keel
under water section of the hull did not have blisters but it did have 5 different barrier coats – all adhering poorly in
different areas—our hull looked like the surface of the moon.
Severely deteriorated lifelines –not unexpected since this boat spent a number of years in a Florida/Caribean climate

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS





We removed the liquor cabinet storage shelf with cut outs in the starboard cupboard above the settee and left it as a large
open space. It is ideal for storing binders, large reference books, cruising materials and charts. Currently the deep locker
under the navigation table is being used for dry food storage. There is ample storage in other areas for our “bar
supplies”.
Stern ladder modification—our ladder was in bad shape and we had lovely graphic designed for the stern which would
be completely blocked by the ladder. We had a double fold ladder—(similar to the one on the Island Packet ads) built
and installed. The stern rail was modified by welding in a new stainless bar where the original ladder used to mount.
We removed the clamshell vents from the transom and had the holes glassed in to give the transom a cleaner appearance.
The blower vents were re-routed to the deck area just behind the stern cockpit combings and small, low profile PVC
cowl vents were added. They can be rotated toward the cockpit to prevent water from entering in the event of a
following sea.

Major Repairs
 We purchased Casa Mara knowing about all of her faults with the exception of the gelcoat fatigue on the deck.
 Restoration work was professionally completed by O’Rourke Boat Works in Penetanguishene … in total Casa Mara was
in the shop for approximately 4 months.
Hull

The hull was sandblasted (with little impact on its “moon cater” surface). It was then sanded down to original gelcoat—(after
about 7-8 days of sanding and tons of sanding discs!)---no blisters found. The waterline had previously been raised covering
the original boot stripe. We left the raised waterline but repainted using the original striping pattern. This improved the
aesthetic appearance of the hull. The keel was drilled and allowed to drain. A void in the bilge interior where water was
allowed to seep into the bilge was repaired. Interprotect 2000 barrier coat was applied, followed by VC17 anti-fouling.
Deck, Structural & Topsides
 Reconstruction of chain plate knees—solid glass with plates attached outside the knees rather than embedded (as in
original). This required complete dismantling of interior cabinetry in the salon and partial dismantling in the head and
hanging locker.
 Removal of wet and rotted deck core.
 Deck was re-cored, the entire deck had suffered gelcoat fatigue and these cracked and crazed areas were sanded, filled,
faired. This required the removal of all deck fittings as well as the toe rails.
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Dorade boxes were rebuilt and now are sealed inside and drain properly. The original boxes were never properly
epoxied so the plywood core rotted and water entered the cabin roof areas below. Over time, the damage migrated. The
new dorade boxes are now accented with removable teak tops. New solid cast bronze oval cowl vents were installed.
Note: A core sample was taken at the mast step (after reading about problems in other Alohas) and found to be solid and
well constructed
Some tabbing on the starboard side near the aft quarter berth required repair and it was discovered that some of the
fibreglass in that area was completely soft and had never cured properly. This area was re-glassed
We decided to not replace the teak trim on the cockpit combings and had the surface covered in gelcoat non-skid.
Because of the expense involved in replacing teak, I (Cheryl) was given the choice of either combings or eyebrows…I
chose the eyebrows…I love that classic accent on the cabin and it will be my job to keep it looking good.
All of the old instruments that were mounted in the companionway bulkheads were removed and the holes glassed in.
New instruments are to be mounted at the helm using a NavPod mounting system on our Edson pedestal.
A protective barrier was installed between the engine compartment and the ice box insulation. The surveyor had noted
that the spray foam insulation around the icebox was being damaged from the heat in the engine compartment and
indicated that this was a safety issue so a plywood barrier was installed. A heat reflective barrier was added.
Lazarette lids were repaired, repainted and re-gelcoated. The edges of the lockers had rotted. They were dug out and
epoxied. We noticed this problem on other 34s. The hinges for the propane lockers need to be replaced but we have
been unable to find suitable replacements so far.
Port frames were removed and painted as well as the windlass and Edson pedestal
Topsides and all non-traffic areas of the deck were painted using Imron. All non-skid areas were re-gelcoated.
All three hatches were removed and sent out to a local auto-glass shop for re-glazing and refurbishing. Approx. $380 –
they look like new and don’t leak.
All of the deck fittings and ports were re-sealed and bedded during installation.
Teak handrails, companionway trim, hatch boards etc were sanded and coated with Cetol Marine.
New teak “eyebrows” were installed along the cabin sides. It was a painful decision to allow new holes to be drilled into
our pristine cabin surface! The result is worth it.
New lifelines installed (most of the fittings reused)
New graphics and cove striping installed.
Some running rigging has been replaced, standing rigging will be more thoroughly inspected in the spring.
The Stream Stay furling looked primitive but we replaced the swivel bearings and the system performed flawlessly for us
this fall. The cost of replacement parts from the US supplier is expensive. Local sources proved more economical even
when allowing for more frequent replacement (ie: halyard swivel bearings, etc.)
We replaced lots of pumps: the deck wash down pump, galley and head foot pumps and galley hand pump

Ongoing Issues
 Refrigeration needs attention—we need to add insulation and test coolant/pressure
 Batteries, charging system and wiring need upgrading
 Standing rigging to be evaluated in the spring
 Interior teak needs some attention—minor repairs and oiling
 Would like to update galley countertop and faucets
 Opening port gaskets and screens need to be replaced

COMMENTS
You are probably wondering –What were they thinking!!!!!
Why did they buy this boat knowing the kind of shape it was in?
Answer: Well it was there!
We already had an Aloha 8.2 and it was a great boat. We knew that the 34s were highly regarded and would probably be one
of our top choices when the time came to go bigger.
We kept walking by this very forlorn Aloha 34 at a marina yard not far from our own. “Casa Mara” had been sitting there
for at least 2 years before we noticed that the asking price had dropped considerably. We decided to take a look and saw her
potential. We had a survey completed as well as several estimates and opinions on the repair work required. We are pretty
handy at many things but knew that the scope of this project required professionals. We had looked at other A-34s --mostly
just out of curiosity and those at the lower price ranges were in need of even more serious attention (in our opinion). Even
those in the upper price ranges needed some work.! The final purchase price reflected its condition.
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We were fortunate to have a great boat repair/restoration shop right at our own marina. We were able to motor Casa Mara
over from the brokerage to our slip in a little over an hour. We saved money on the search and delivery—we spent it on the
repair.
We knew we had a “project boat” and we had a budget. We have now completed all of the structural and cosmetic work.
Including our new instruments, we have spent a bit less than we would have for a similar vintage A-34 in average condition
(according to current listings). The difference is that we now have a boat that is very beautiful and almost like new…and we
know exactly what was done to her and how.
Work started on our boat in late spring and we launched her on August 31. There were definitely a few “hiccups” along the
way. Yes, we lost most of this season but it was worth it.
Now that we have spent September and October sailing Casa Mara in Georgian Bay, we are delighted with her.
She is much faster than we anticipated. Blustery days are a real treat! We feel safe in big wind and big waves and we are
looking forward to our first Georgian Bay crossing to the North Channel next summer. In light air we have been playing
with our DRS –in all, we really have no complaints. The shoal draft is a nice feature for a boat in this area. Georgian Bay is
full of rocks and the shoal draft allows us into a little wider range of anchorages.
Down below, our interior can use a little “sprucing up” but for the most part, it is lovely. What a nice change to be able to
have room to stretch out and entertain. Over Thanksgiving weekend, we sailed out to one of our favourite bays and dropped
the hook. We cooked a turkey in our galley, entertained friends and served up a Thanksgiving dinner for six! We felt we had
a lot to celebrate!
ADVICE TO OTHERS
Maintain your boats!!!! The general consensus from everyone who worked on our boat was that is truly a well built boat
but its condition was due to a serious lack of maintenance.

QUESTIONS
We’re considering replacing the stuffing box with a dripless system. Any advice out there?

HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Tom PARRY; Garn MENNELL, Barrie, ON.
Original Profile: 25 March 1998; Updated: 16 November 2005
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #184
Scott Cameron
TELEPHONE: (941) 907-6070

FAX:

EMAIL: scottandivy@landplot.com

KELSEA
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1840783
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
SHOAL KEEL; 4.7
YEAR BUILT: 1983 PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH:
Annapolis,MD
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

Westerbeke

MODEL: 35 HP HORSEPOWER: 35

IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
repowered with a new 35 HP Westerbeke in 2004.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Main, 150% Genoa, 90% Jib, Cruising Spinnaker

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
Listed For Sale in Annapolis; $35,000 US. Not a member boat

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: 9 May 2006 [by L. Harrison]
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Alphabetical Register - Members
John & Vickie ADAMS
8016 W.Lakeshore Dr.
Ethel
Louisiana
(504) 248-9485 captjohnww@msn.com
WATER WITCH

70730
Hull #

173

John ALDOUS
1242 Wasatch Dr.
Mountain View
California
(650) 364-2752 johnaldous@msn.com
CORAL ROSE

David M. ANIDJAR-ROMAIN & Colleen MCCONNELL
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria
British Columbia
V8N 4S4
(250) 472-6116 sparcon@telus.net
PAXIS 1
Hull # 158

Jack & Elaine ARCHER
4163 Stonebridge Cr.
Burlington
Ontario
(905) 331-1225 gea@primus.ca
CLAUDETTE

Robert and Audrey BAKKER
1104 Shellard Side Rd.
Cambridge
Ontario
(519) 623-1945
DREAM WEAVER

Perry & Gloria BASDEN
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor
Ontario
(519) 972-5949 basden@sympatico.ca
ALOHALANI

Robert BESWICK
536 London St, Box 682
Wyoming
Ontario
(519) 845-0217 bbez@teksavvy.com
ALY ADA TOO
Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-9732 bishop@hurontel.on.ca
TWILIGHT ZONE
Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland
Ontario
(705) 527 7060
BONAVENTURE
Rick BURLING and Kathy BALL
36 Wimbleton Crt.
Newmarket
Ontario
(905) 853-0823 rickburling@aol.com
PURDY'S PRIDE
Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.
Kingston
Washington
(360) 297-7686 Gcarlsen2@cs.com
MARY MAX

Alphabetical Register,

N1R 5S2
Hull #

155

N0N 1T0
Hull #

156

N7A 2L5
Hull #

146

L4R 5E1
Hull #

215

L3Y 5X9
Hull #

113

Hull #

202

L7M 4N2
Hull #

217

N9G 1W2
Hull #

233

Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkson Rd.
Victoria
British Columbia
V8Z 5C3
(250) 881-7730 n.bidgood@shaw.ca
KYAN II
Hull # 178
David & Marilyn BOURNE
828 Norway Street
Sarnia
Ontario
airbourne@sympatico.ca
RIPPLE
Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154
Moffat Beach
Queensland
(617) 54917619 jukeman@bigpond.com
AMALTHEA
Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264,
Carmanville
Newfoundland
(709) 534-2545 l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
SNOWGOOSE

N7V 2L6
Hull #

127

4551
Hull #

189

A0G 1N0
Hull #

138

David CARR & Carla KILPELA
98346
Hull #

174

16 Jackson St,.
Barrie
Ontario
(705) 735-9865 carrdgck@hotmail.com
MOMENTUM I

May 12, 2006
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Alphabetical Register - Members
John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive
St. John’s
NL
709-682-0319
jcasson@warp.nfld.net
ENCORE
Frank & Eve COLLINS
344 Portland Avenue
Town of Mount Royal
Quebec
(514) 738-4907 fcollins@videotron.ca
TRUE LOVE

A1E 2X4
Hull #

114

H3R 1V5
Hull #

117

Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Rd.
Jacksonville
Florida
blackisle@comcast.net
DOLPHINS BREATH
Richard & Ann DESANTO
68 Voorhis PL.
Ringwood
New Jersey
(973) 962-7066 rdsanto@netscape.net
MAHALO

32226
Hull #

119

07456
Hull #

221

Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
2690 Cadboro Bay Rd.
Victoria
British Columbia
V8R 5J5
(250) 598-2690 billdig@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Hull # 210

David & Jennifer DUNCAN
11250 Elderberry Way
North Saanich
British Columbia
V8L 5J6
(250) 656-2414 davidduncan@telus.net
CLAN DONNCHADH
Hull # 168

Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 465-0905 tjfagan@ican.net
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

165

David & Alice FISHER
122 Huron St.
Thornbury
Ontario
N0H 2P0
(519) 599 6905
david.fisher2@sympatico.ca
DALRIADA
Hull # 128

Ron & Sylvia FOSTER
949 Dominion Ave.
Midland
Ontario
L4R 4W2
(705) 528 0069
ron.foster3@sympatico.ca
DIFFERENT DRUMMER
Hull # 152

Ed FULTON
l2l0 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering
Ontario
L1W 2Z3
(416) 892-5840 svshenandoah@yahoo.com
SHENANDOAH
Hull # 186

Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent
Ajax
Ontario
(905) 427-0834 Gates0834@rogers.com
HEART’S CONTENT IV

Bryan & Maureen GODFREY
10 Lulworth Ct., Box 717
Richmond
Ontario
(613) 838-2370 castlereef@yahoo.com
CASTLE REEF

Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave
St. Catharines
Ontario
(905) 682-3315 rdhaig@cogeco.com
OUT AND ABOUT

M4 L 3X7
Hull #

L1S 3X4
Hull #

118

L2T 3J9
Hull #

169

Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay
British Columbia
V9N 9J3
(250) 334-2450 herringj@telusplanet.net
KHADINE II
Hull # 126

Alphabetical Register,

Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia
Ontario
(519)542-5426
mpehayes@hotmail.com
QUEENS RANSOM

Hull #

153

N7X 1B8
Hull #

105

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton
Ontario
L9C 5L2
(905) 383-7624 billhrycenko@hotmail.com
GENIE
Hull # 203

May 12, 2006
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Alphabetical Register - Members
Leigh Hunt WILKS
1015 Ironwork Passage
Vancouver
British Columbia
V6H 3R4
(604) 732-0696 leigh@pacificcoast.net
NOCTURNE
Hull # 212

Pauline & Peter IVERSEN
21 Pamela Street
Waterdown
Ontario
(905) 689-2851 piversen@sympatico.ca
ROOM TO DANCE

David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 493-7470 aloha10.4@rogers.com
MARGARITAVILLE

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Suite 604
Etobicoke
Ontario
M8V 2Z6
(416) 252-3435 grjohnson@gumpert.com
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull # 229

M2H 1N3
Hull #

159

L0R 2H3
Hull #

171

George & Trish KIRKWOOD
65 Jane Place
Comox
British Columbia
V9M 3N4
(250) 339-1934
ALI BABA
Hull # 160

Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue
New Rochelle
New York
(914) 632-3674 CAPT104@ATT.net
FULL TILT

Gary and Jane KOEBEL
33 Queen Street
Belleville
Ontario
K8N 1T3
(613) 771-0442 dreamcatcher2@sympatico.ca
DREAM CATCHER II
Hull # 196

Mike & Lynda LEROUX
Unit #19, 3409 St. Clair Avenue East
Scarborough
Ontario
M1L 1W3
(416) 269-2798 m.leroux2@sympatico.ca
MIKRON
Hull # 188

Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres.
Delta
British Columbia
V4E 1R7
(604) 591-9631 jmansley@axion.net
ASHRAM
Hull # 148

Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
L5L 3C7
(905) 828-0021 quigleys@pathcom.com
SYLANDO
Hull # 115

Bill MCKEON
255 Sunray Road
Oakville
Ontario
(905) 847-1883 bmckeon@sympatico.ca
TALLENUF

Wayne MCLELLAN & Patricia CREED
RR 7, Station F, Site 8, Box 32
Thunder Bay
Ontario
(807) 964-1196 wmcl@tbaytel.net
SAND DOLLAR

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM
Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Etobicoke
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 jkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III

Alphabetical Register,

L6L 3R7
Hull #

198

48309
Hull #

185

M9R 1G9
Hull #

204

Hull #

195

P7C 5V5
Hull #

120

Walter & Janet MIKLAS
4328 Portland St
Burnaby
British Columbia
V5J 2N4
(604) 451- 7869 capricorn_iv@yahoo.com
ELEUTHERA IV
Hull # 147
Milt & Rosemary PAHL
27 Artist View Pointe
Calgary
Alberta
(403) 208-4870, miltpahl@shaw.ca
DIALOHA

May 12, 2006
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Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
3071 Dolphin Dr.
Nanoose Bay
British Columbia
V9P 9J3
(250) 468-9895
TATOOSH
Hull # 223

Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau
Quebec
(819) 772-1604
sloopaloha@yahoo.ca
AGRIPPINA

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
94564-273
(510) 724-1371 maxgrichardson@hotmail.com
CUTTY SARK
Hull # 181

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
241 Mill Street
Creemore
Ontario
L0M 1G0
705 466-2283
cdrogalsky@georgian.net
CASA MARA
Hull # 177

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
(905) 853-5401 wjrohn@sympatico.ca
BAURUA

Jim & Ruth ROLLO
43 Spartan Ave.
Stoney Creek
Ontario
L8E 3X4
(905) 662-9703 WINDEKIND99@AOL.COM
WINDEKIND
Hull # 154

Don SALT
R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II

L3Y 4V9
Hull #

132

K0C 1X0
Hull #

112

Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton
Ontario
(613) 475-6032 jsharpca@reach.net
LADY MARISA

Bill & Bettie SIRINE
2713 Buckhorn Preserve Blvd.
Valrico
Florida
1-813-662-7573 wfs@exis.net
BELLA LUNA

Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane
Qualicum Beach
BC
(250) 752-2397 sv-windy@telus.net
WINDY

Hull #

209

Ed & Donna STEVENSON
R.R.#4
Warkworth
Ontario
K0K 3K0
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III
Hull # 134

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
(905) 880-4685 HankSurette@aol.com
EMOTIONAL RESCUE

Bill & Lene SYMES
7807 Chinon Circle
Houston
Texas
(713) 729 9164
LSymes@earthlink.net
FIONA

Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-5127 restlessole@gmail.com
RESTLESS SOLE

Alphabetical Register,

77071
Hull #

207

May 12, 2006
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Hull #

228

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull # 194

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
597 Preble Street
South Portland
Maine
04106
(207) 799-7893 jerry.senger@spectrummg.com
MARGHERITA
Hull # 227

33594

J8Z 1N7

K0K 1H0
Hull #

109

V9K 1L9
Hull #

151

L7E 5T1
Hull #

234

N7A 2K8
Hull #

222
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Alphabetical Register - Members
Ian & Wendy TOCHER
8863 Ursus Crescent
Surrey
British Columbia
V3V 6L3
(604) 596-5061 wendian@pacificcoast.net
NERISSA
Hull # 199

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR

Linda TOMS
64 Twyford Road
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 922 9151
linda.toms@rogers.com
DALINA

Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British Columbia
V8S 4X2
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN
Hull # 167

John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street
Whitby
Ontario
john0246@sympatico.ca
ONCE AROUND

M9A 1W4
Hull #

219

L1N 5E5
Hull #

129

Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
94587
(510) 471-7806 smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
TERRIFIC
Hull # 176

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904
Niceville
Florida
(850) 243-1946? chipwolfe@bsc.net
BELIZE

M4W
Hull #

216

32588-090
Hull #

211

Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British Columbia
V0R 2V0
(250) 334-3409 waterstar@shaw.ca
SANCTUM
Hull # 220

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions or corrections to

Les Harrison at 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ont., N2Z 1X7 or by email to harrisol@bmts.com
2) The Hull # and builder completion date are included in the serial number imbedded in the gelcoat on the transom.
3) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Les Harrison at the address above.

Alphabetical Register,
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Aloha Hometown Cross Reference
Australia
Queensland
Moffat Beach

Canada
BROWN

AMALTHEA

PAHL

DIALOHA

MIKLAS
KIRKWOOD
HERRINGTON
MANSLEY
PETTIGREW
DUNCAN
SPRACKLAN
YOUNG
TOCHER
HUNT WILKS
DiGUISTINI
BIDGOOD
ANIDJAR-ROMAIN
TURNER

ELEUTHERA IV
ALI BABA
KHADINE II
ASHRAM
TATOOSH
CLAN DONNCHADH
WINDY
SANCTUM
NERISSA
NOCTURNE
WINDSPINNER
KYAN II
PAXIS 1
SEA VIXEN

BURT
CASSON

SNOWGOOSE
ENCORE

GATES
CARR
KOEBEL
SURETTE
SHARP
ARCHER
BAKKER
ROGALSKY
MOYLE
JOHNSON
BISHOP
TILLEY
HRYCENKO
HARRISON
BRIDGES
FOSTER
MARTIN
SALT
ROHN
BURLING
MCKEON

HEART’S CONTENT IV
MOMENTUM I
DREAM CATCHER II
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
LADY MARISA
CLAUDETTE
DREAM WEAVER
CASA MARA
QUINTETTE III
FAMOUS GROUSE
TWILIGHT ZONE
RESTLESS SOLE
GENIE
ENCHANTMENT
BONAVENTURE
DIFFERENT DRUMMER
SYLANDO
SALT SPRAY II
BAURUA
PURDY'S PRIDE
TALLENUF

Canada
Alberta
Calgary
British Columbia
Burnaby
Comox
Courtnay
Delta
Nanoose Bay
North Saanich
Qualicum Beach
Royston
Surrey
Vancouver
Victoria

Newfoundland
Carmanville
St. John’s
Ontario
Ajax
Barrie
Belleville
Bolton
Brighton
Burlington
Cambridge
Creemore
Etobicoke
Goderich
Hamilton
Kincardine
Midland
Mississauga
Morrisburg
Newmarket
Oakville
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Ontario
Pickering
Richmond
Sarnia
Scarborough
St. Catharines
Stoney Creek
Thornbury
Thunder Bay
Toronto

Warkworth
Waterdown
Whitby
Windsor
Wyoming
Quebec
Gatineau
Town of Mount

FULTON
GODFREY
HAYES
BOURNE
LEROUX
HAIG
ROLLO
FISHER
MCLELLAN
TOMS
JENKINS
FAGAN
TOI
STEVENSON
IVERSEN
WALSH
BASDEN
BESWICK

SHENANDOAH
CASTLE REEF
QUEENS RANSOM
RIPPLE
MIKRON
OUT AND ABOUT
WINDEKIND
DALRIADA
SAND DOLLAR
DALINA
MARGARITAVILLE
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
ALLIGATOR
CORKY III
ROOM TO DANCE
ONCE AROUND
ALOHALANI
ALY ADA TOO

POULIN
COLLINS

AGRIPPINA
TRUE LOVE

ALDUS
RICHARDSON
SCHWARTZ
WOODALL

CORAL ROSE
CUTTY SARK
NEPENTHE
TERRIFIC

CASTNER
WOLFE
SIRINE

DOLPHINS BREATH
BELIZE
BELLA LUNA

ADAMS

WATER WITCH

SENGER

MARGHERITA

MEYER

AIR LOOM

DESANTO

MAHALO

KLETT

FULL TILT

SYMES

FIONA

CARLSEN

MARY MAX

USA
California
Mountain View
Pinole
San Jose
Union City
Florida
Jacksonville
Niceville
Valrico
Louisiana
Ethel
Maine
South Portland
Michigan
Rochester Hills
New Jersey
Ringwood
New York
New Rochelle
Texas
Houston
Washington
Kingston
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2006
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324; Cell: (519) 881-6878
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

“Military Cutbacks”

Coast Guard Armed Training Vessel
Photos submitted by Bob Beswick, ALY ADA TOO

"There are good ships, and there are wood ships, the ships that sail the sea.
But the best ships are friendships, and may they always be."
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ALOHA
Well, as predicted, we didn’t make it to the North Channel this past summer. We have a practice of staying at a new,
previously unvisited anchorage every summer – good thing we visited 2 new anchorages summer of 2005! We did miss
seeing friends from the North Channel [“Friends of the North Channel” - a good book title or fraternity name maybe? ]
We had time to attend to some chores and responsibilities:

The Commodore duties for Canada Day. We
managed to stay dry [no water balloons], must have
been the perceived threat of the anchor washdown
hose hanging visible on deck!
We returned the salutes from the boats with the
blowing of a conch horn.

Almost did a permanent mod to Enchantment.
The blue tape used while varnishing the bright
work looked so good and matched the dodger
perfectly. It got many queries and comments!

Our trip to BC and Alaska was great. Migs and Diana out did themselves; “Chez Turner” was cozy and the food and
company was top drawer. The sail on “Sea Vixen” was without wind but not without incident; there were 2 memorable ones:

coming upon a pod of Orca [“killer”] whales
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Migs getting stopped by the harbour patrol in
Victoria [took a little shortcut outside a buoy, by
about a boat length] when heading to the fuel dock.
They were polite but a bit picky.
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The tour guides, Migs and Diana, took us to see the highlights and gave the scuttlebutt on many of the homes and
developments at Oak Bay including:

A visit to the Oak Bay harbour to see the seals

A lovely dinner at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club
with Aloha and sailing friends

Then it was off on the cruise ship to Alaska. Spectacular!

Cruise ship Racing in the narrows – we won!!

Certainly a celebration of 40 years together

Following that, it was back to chores at home – I think we’ll go cruising next summer!
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214

The best alarm clock is sunshine
through the forward hatch.
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NEW MEMBERS
Michael Howard, SHIBUMI, Hull #184
251 Wanless Ave., Toronto, Ontario, M4N 1W5, Telephone: (416)-792-1824, Email: mlhoward52@hotmail.com
Charles N. Johnson, RAGNAR, Hull # 179
1154 Indian Shadows Dr., Ten Mile, TN. 37880; Telephone:
Email: CJoh4441@aol.com

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Walter & Janet MIKLAS, new email jandwm-a@yahoo.com
Wayne McLellan, 202-38 N. Rockwood Ave., Thunder Bay, ON, P7A 6A1, Home: 807-346-0914
George Johnson, Famous Grouse #229, new email: grjphnson42@hotmail.com [Post printing note: “jrjohnson”]
Chip Wolfe, Telephone: (850) 897-0824. Cell: (850) 830-8123
Denise Sinclair, "After Five", new email: denise.sinclair@freedom55financial.com

MAILBAG
From: Damacha Yachting
Sent: Monday, May 15, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
Dear Mr. I bought in june 2005 an Aloha 34 named "Gaillarde" who's Canadian pleasure craft license number is: 10 D
57406. As by documents I got, I would be the third owner. The first had been Mr Duranleau, from Montréal, who bought
the new boat in june 1976. He sold to Mr René Dufour by april 1992. The boat had not been transformed, is equipped with
his original engine ( Volvo MD 2B ), main sail, upholstery, hull original red paint, etc. I did not find any hull or serial
number on the boat nor on the documents. The boat is on his cradle at Marina Leclaire in Sorel-Tracy City (Qc) on the StLawrence shores. I striped the hull below water line and I am doing an Interprotec epoxy resin coating before launching. I
wish to join the Aloha 34 Network, and would be glad to participate .
Thank you very much.
Pierre Legault
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, May 18, 2006 2:18 PM
Pierre,
Thanks for your note and we are happy to hear of your interest in the Aloha 34 Network. We are of course
especially keen to learn of an Aloha that we don't have on record.
………
I still have a copy of the last couple of newsletters and I am about to print the Spring 2006 on Wednesday. It will
contain a full listing of all of the Network members.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison

From: Richard & Ann Varney
Sent: Thursday, June 08, 2006
Subject: Joining
Hi
I am an Aloha 34 owner in the georgian bay and would like to register with the Aloha owners. What do you want from me to
join? Richard
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, June 09, 2006
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! Let me
explain about the association.
………………..
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Looking forward to having you aboard. By the way, what is the name and serial number of your Aloha? I try to
keep a listing of all Aloha 34s.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006
Richard,
I don't recall hearing from you further regarding your query about joining the Aloha 34 Network. Do you have
some further questions?
I am preparing the Fall 2006 Newsletter to go to print and and would include you as a new member in our listing if I
received your membership in the next couple of weeks.
Would you mind letting me know either way what your decision is so I'll not be pestering you.
Also, for my records, could you let me know the serial number of Mariah [top corner of the transom on starboard
side]. Looking forward to hearing from you. Les Harrison

From: Zalisko
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
Three years ago, we purchased "Dandeline" from Roger Deline in Port Colbourne, Ontario.
After renaming her "Knockabout" we sailed her back to LaSalle, Ontario near our home.
We are having lots of fun fixing her up and would like to hear about other owner's ideas for improvements or tweeks!
Hope to hear from you soon.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006
Myles & Debbie,
Good to hear from you. Roger mentioned you had purchased "Dandeline".
As you probably are aware, we have an Aloha 34 Network and the access to the "Member Services" on the web site
is restricted to the members. We would welcome you to the network and I'm sure you would find the "tweeks"
you're looking for from other members.
………………..
Les
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006
Myles & Debbie,
I don't believe I heard from you further on the request for information on joining the Aloha 34 Network. I am
preparing the Fall Newsletter for printing and could include you as a new member if I received your "contribution"
to the association in the next couple of weeks.
Would you let me know either way so I don't pester you any further?
Hope you had a great summer. Looking forward to hearing from you.
Les Harrison

From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006
Subject: Updated Phone Number
Hi Les,
Another great job on the newsletter.
I noticed a ? after my phone number on the members register. Good catch.
My phone is (850) 897-0824. Cell is (850) 830-8123.
Please update my listing on the register. Thanks.
By the way, the first tropical storm of the season (Alberto) missed me by about 150 miles. Hope this is a good omen for what
is to come the rest of the season.
Hope you have a wonderful sailing season again this year.
Very best regards, Chip, sv Belize #211
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From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, June 22, 2006
Subject: ALOHA 34 -"Mini Rendezvous" 13 - 14 July Victoria BC
Aloha!
This is particularly addressed to those in the Canadian and US (Puget Sound) areas of the North American West Coast to
advise that Les and Carol Harrison (Enchantment #214) plan to be in Victoria, British Columbia PM Thursday 13 July
through AM Saturday 15 July on route to joining a 15 July Alaskan Cruise out of Vancouver in celebration of their 40th
wedding anniversary!
As you know, Les is the gallant leader of our ALOHA 34 Network and, inter alia, churns out those excellent newsletters full
of A-34 information that we all look forward to receiving each winter & summer and which we all enjoy so much.
To welcome Les & Carol back to Victoria we are planning an informal dinner at the Royal Victoria Yacht Club, 3475 Ripon
Road on Thursday 13 July starting at about 6 PM where ALOHA owners are invited to join us for a relaxed, fun, Aloha
oriented evening!
Friday's programme is currently "open" to suggestions. We could have a A-34 "discussion forum", go sailing or both.
And if any of you would like to sail into RVYC Cadboro Bay in your wonderful ALOHA 34's to join us, that would be even
more fun! Give us good notice & we will hope to arrange alongside berthage at RVYC for you.
Early responses would be appreciated.
Migs
Reply From: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2006
Dear Migs,
Thanks so much for the invitation to the Victoria Aloha 34 get together. Unfortunately, it's too much of a distance
for Nocturne to manage from Vancouver within that time frame. I will think of the Aloha crews commiserating
over glasses of wine and send warm congratulations to Les and Carol on the occasion of the fortieth wedding
anniversary.
Cheers, Leigh Wilks of Nocturne
Reply From: Migs
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2006
Thanks Leigh. Sorry we won't see you but fully understood. Hope you have a great summer of sailing in Nocturne
& our paths cross at a later date. Aloha!
Migs
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, July 05, 2006
Migs
Sorry to have been so late responding. I have been very busy with work and helping get “Tripp Tease” ready for
the Vic Maui race…… Unfortunately, that means I will not be able to make it down to the Aloha get-together and
visit with Les and Carol! Why is it everything happens at the same time???
July 20th I fly out to Maui with July 24th scheduled as cast off for the 180 mile run to Kauai. The captain would like
to spend a few days there before we head north then east back to Comox. Last time I checked, Tripp Tease (Div
#2) was in second place. [Editor: be sure to read Stuarts great write-up at the end of the newsletter]
I hope the get-together with Les and Carol goes well and that they have a great cruise up to Alaska.
I hope you are both well.
Stuart
Reply From: Migs
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2006
Noted Stuart, thanks. You certainly keep busy.
Sorry we won't see you but certainly understand. If your plans should change, we will always squeeze you in, both
for dinner on Thursday & sailing on Friday.
No doubt you'll have a fun time Hawaii et al!
Migs
Editor: Many thanks from Carol and me, Migs and Diana, for the efforts and a wonderful dinner at RVYC. It was great to
see you again and those that could make it to the get-together. [see photos in the opening remarks]
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From: Carla & David
Sent: Thursday, July 06, 2006
Subject: new email & address
Hi Les & Carol,
We've settled back in Barrie - still things to do of course, but the boat's in Georgian Bay. We're at King Bay - a beautiful
spot. I've checked the email on the Aloha website and it's still our old Ohio address - do you change that? please!
Are you sailing up north this summer? let us know maybe we can connect.
For our email address you can use david.carr@sympatico.ca.
Thanks so much!
David Carr & Carla Kilpela
Momentum I
Editor: I’ve been lax in keeping the web site email address listing updated as I’m of the opinion that it doesn’t get much use
and it’s a bit of a chore. I’m planning on deleting this listing unless a hear from a few members that it is indeed useful. If
that’s the case I certainly don’t mind keeping it updated. Please drop me an email or snail mail note if you’d like it
continued. Addresses are on the front page of this newsletter.

From: Steve Fagan
Sent: Friday, July 07, 2006
Subject: Steve & Joanne Fagan - #162 Columbine
Hello,
We would like to get back in the owners association for the coming year. We have been out of the sailing community for the
past few years due to many factors but we have kept our boat and are back in the water at Cape Cod this year.
I would like to update our info on the map, etc but do not recall how to access the various info.
Warm Regards,
Steve & Joanne Fagan
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, July 09, 2006
Steve & Joanne,
We would welcome you back to the Aloha 34 Network.
From: Les
Sent: Saturday, November 18, 2006
Subject: RE: #162 Columbine
Steve & Joanne Fagan,
Haven't heard back from you regarding you inquiry about rejoining the Aloha 34 Network.
Would you mind letting me know your intentions so I won't keep pestering you about it!
Les
From: Steve Fagan
Sent: Saturday, November 18, 2006
Les,
We will be joining and you folks are never pestering us! I will be sending you a $20.00 check shortly.
Steve Fagan

From: Mr. Mike
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006
Subject: Aloha 34 - New Owner
Hi, I have just purchased a 1983 Aloha 34' located in Annapolis, subject to a SURVEY. Can you give me any advice as to
what the surveyor should look for, what are the common issues with this boat at this age?. I am purchasing from the original
owner and much of the equipment is original. The purchase price is good enough that I am prepared to update. My main
concerns are MOISTURE and POWER. The engine was replaced in 2004. I know the deck is cored. Has this been an issue in
many boats? Are the topsides also cored?
Mike Howard
Reply From: Mr. Mike
Sent: Wednesday, July 12, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
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Hi,
I am a new Aloha 34' owner, 1983 Ser. #ZUYOD1840783. My ownership is subject to SURVEY and I am open to
any guidance you can give as to common ailments to look for. Current name KELSEY owned exclusively by Scott
Cameron since new. She is currently in Annapolis. I discovered the boat on this website. It is the uncommon shoal
draft version which suits my Georgian Bay addiction. Unless bad luck will plague me forever, I will rename her
SHIBUMI. Please join me to the owners association and feed me any info you can to prepare me for the survey. I
can deal with anything except deck and hull MOISTURE.
Thanks. Michael Howard
Reply From: Les
Date: Thu, 13 Jul 2006
Mike,
Congratulations! We think you have acquired the best cruising boat - but we might be a bit biased.
Unfortunately, I'm in BC right now visiting other Aloha 34 owners and friends. I will be back home around July
24th and can send you information at that time.
The owner of Kelsey was not a member and our information on the boat is quite limited, so a survey is your best bet.
The Aloha has a balsa cored deck and a solid fibreglass hull. A few members have done some work on the knees for
the shrouds and some have found it wise to strengthen the propane locker lids; but, generally the Aloha is a well
constructed sailboat plenty of storage and ample accommodations.
We have the shoal draft Aloha 34 and found it great in the North Channel and Georgian Bay. I will be in touch on
our return.
All the best, Les Harrison
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Friday, July 14, 2006
Thanks Les,
I'll pay special attention to the deck moisture. Thanks for the input and I'll look forward to hearing from you on your
return. Mike
Reply From: "Les"
Date: Fri, 4 Aug 2006
Sorry for the delay Michael, a lot of catching up on chores to do when we got home.
Did you complete the purchase of KELSEY after the survey and still wish to join the association? We have
published a number of renaming procedures that will avoid the bad luck said to befall an owner that renames a
vessel.
Let me explain about the association…….
Les
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Monday, August 07, 2006
Hi Les,
I just opened an email from the surveyor and the boat passed so I will be completing the sale within the month and
will forward you the necessary funds to join. I'll also complete the background info on the boat. I think I'll start with
my new name so as not to confuse anyone. Mike
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Saturday, September 16, 2006
Hi Les,
Did you get my membership fee? I haven't heard back from you. I mailed it some time ago. I would like a password
to get into the member section of the website. I have many repairs to do and would like to ask some questions of the
experienced.
First, I need a new muffler. I removed the leaky one. I'm not sure if it is the original or not. It is a metal lift type. The
in and out diameters are different. Is there a place to go for this??
Mike
Reply From: "Les"
Date: Sat, 16 Sep 2006
Hi Michael, I received your letter this week. Welcome to the Aloha 34 Network.
Access to the Member Services is as follows:
UserID:
ownersnet
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2006
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Password:
brewer
The owners manual has the following information on the muffler:
"Replacements have been made using fibreglass units. One such replacement was the Model 291-8850 from
ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., at 1720 Topside Rd, Louisville, TN, 3777, Phone (615) 984-5306 It
appears to be an improvement over the original in that it is quieter. When ordering, specify hose fitting sizes."
Enchantment still has the original muffler although there is some rust starting to show at the welds.
You may want to sign up for our Yahoo Group at aloha34net@yahoogroups.com. This email group seems to be
the preferred method for exchanging information [rather than the forum in Member Services] I did try to encourage
member to use the forum but the email group is certainly convenient. When you send a question out to the group 29
Aloha 34 owners receive your query and can respond if they have something to contribute.
I have sent you the invitation to join or you can go the above link and click on the join button.
I the near future I will send you the past couple of newsletters as soon as I burn a new CD of the manual for you.
Welcome to the Aloha 34 Network.
Les
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Sunday, September 17, 2006
Thanks Les,
I'm feeling more informed already.
Mike

From: Trish & George Kirkwood
Sent: Thursday, July 27, 2006
Dear Les,
Just wanted to let you know that "Ali Baba" has been sold. It would be appreciated if you would take it off the Web page. I
am sure you will be interested to know that a number of inquiries came from there and many others who looked at the boat I
know hurried home to see what else they could find out about the Aloha 34 Network.
When the new owners take over I will give them your address and I will also let you know their name and address.
We are going to miss "Ali Baba" but the time is right for us to sell and the boat to have younger skippers.
Thank you for all your help.
Reply From: Trish & George Kirkwood
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006
Hi Les,
The new owners took possession of "Ali Baba" to-day. We have told them about the Aloha Network and I am sure
they will be interested in joining. Their names are Michael Roach and Moira Henderson, …………
They have another boat in the same marina and first saw the big sign George had hung on the bow with all the
details and then I know checked the web page. Thanks for all your help in the advertising. It was obvious from the
calls and inspections of the boat that a lot of people know about the Aloha's and their good reputation of a sturdy
seaworthy boat.
I hope you had a good sailing summer.
We are sad this evening but the time was right.
Trish
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, September 03, 2006
Congratulations to you both and thanks for the very complete report on your sale. Some time this fall I will remove
"Ali Baba" from the web site. [Note: “SOLD” is place on web site immediately]
I will give the new owners a bit of time to contact us but if I don't hear from them I will get in touch with them
through email.
All the best in you next adventures and it was a pleasure to have you aboard for so many years. If we can ever be of
further help or you just happen to have some info on the Alohas you'd like to share please drop us a line.
Les
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From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, August 07, 2006
To: *Friends
Subject: Fw: Snowbirds over Oak Bay 6 August 2006
Our thanks to Coast Guard friends Reg & Margaret Gunn for sending along their daughter Susan's spectacular pictures of the
Snowbirds adding zest to Oak Bay's Centennial celebrations yesterday.
Just too bad that Susan did not include the sound, Reg!!!

Migs

From: Lyndee Lu
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006
Subject: Queen's Ransom
Hi Les. We didn,t stop in Kincardine on our way back but we did try you on the VHF. Thanks to you for driving us around.
We had several similar lapses like getting into Spanish & finding out we were a day early,Sat.we thought it was Sunday! You
just lose track of time! Anyway when we get time I'll copy & send you a DVD of the restoration. We met a previous owner of
QR & found out HE made most of the custom woodwork not Ouyangs! .So I'll have to do some editing Cheers for now,
Marty & Lyndee Lu. Queen's Ransom.
From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006
Marty & Lyndee Lu,
Good to hear you made it back safely and hope the summer in the north channel was fun. One can certainly loose
track of time up there - other than 9:30 PM; mosquito time!!
We'll be looking forward to the DVD on the restoration. Les
From: Les
Sent: Sunday, October 01, 2006
Marty & Lyndee Lu,
I received your DVD of the restoration of Queen's Ransom. Thanks very much - very informative.
In your note you offered to "a featured article" for the Aloha 34 Newsletter. There's way too much info for me to
attempt to edit it into an article on the restoration so we would very much appreciate a feature article on Queen's
Ransom. You can either have it for us by late November for inclusion in the Fall Newsletter or, if you're rather have
a little more time, I can alternatively include it in the Spring 2007 Newsletter so you could work at it over the
Christmas and January winter period. Let me know you decision. Either is great with me and thanks again for the
offer. Based on the photos and info on the DVD I know the members will be looking forward to reading about your
work. Les
[Editor: We can all look forward to reading a “Featured Aloha” on Queen's Ransom in the Spring Newsletter.]

From: Frank Collins
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2006
Subject: CASTING OFF - NO MORE EMAIL
HI FRIENDS,
As most of you know, we are about to depart for a long voyage on our True Love which will take us to the Bahamas for the
winter. We expect to be gone until June 2007.
There will be a young couple, friends of ours, staying at our house, but our email facility will be shut down. So please do not
send us any email until you hear from us next year.
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Best wishes for Christmas, etc.
Cheers,
Frank & Eve
Farewell, friends! The sails are set,
The wind is east, the moorings fret.
Shadows long before me lie,
Beneath the ever-bending sky,
but islands lie behind the Sun
that I shall raise ere all is done;
lands there are to west of West,
where night is quiet and sleep is rest.
J.R.R. Tolkien
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, September 27, 2006
Bon voyage, Eve & Frank! May you have a great trip!
Will you be able to up-date us on your travels as you did last time?
Also, let's hope you'll write-up your entire trip when you return, for the benefit of members following in your stead!
With our very best wishes to you both & to True Love!
Diana & Migs

From: Keith Denham
Sent: Tuesday, October 03, 2006
Subject: 2006 AOA Photo Competition
Especially as the 2005 Competition/2006 Calendar was such a success, I am sorry to say that this year I haven't received
sufficient entries featuring enough different boats to make this practical.
Many thanks for submitting an entry, but I am afraid the 2006 Photo Competition and 2007 AOA Calendar are cancelled.
Keith Denham
Aloha Owners Association

From: Alexander Francis
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006
Subject: Access to Member Services
I wonder if you might be able to give me some current information about the Aloha 34 network. I am the owner of
Sanderlin, a 1980 Aloha 34, (hull# 125) I have had her since new. I believe I once had some correspondence with your
group some years ago when it was run by a Mr. Turner on the west coast, or am I mistaken, is this a different owners
association. My wife and I sailed Sanderlin for some twenty years on the west coast, but we are presently in Lake Ontario
after 3 years in the south. We will be returning to Vancouver next fall. Any information you can give me with regard to your
"network" would be appreciated.
Regards: Sandy Francis.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006
Sandy,
I'd be happy to explain about the association. First, yes this is the same organization as you are aware of under the
hand of Migs Turner. Migs retired from the helm a couple of years ago and asked me to take on the responsibilities
for a while. My previous info had you living in Hamilton, is this still the case?
The association is open to owners of Aloha 34s…………….
Attached is what I have on record as a profile for "Sanderlin". We would appreciate an update if you'd like to
submit one at your convenience.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
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From: David
Sent: Saturday, October 14, 2006
Subject: Turkey Mariner
Hi Migs and Diana. we're back into the routine of things again after a nice Italian Holiday. We saw lots, did lots, met old
friends and enjoyed Italian hospitality at its best.
Whilst moving the boat to Cadboro Bay Alasdair had this visitor as the fog drifted around the boat; the bird stayed and sicked
up on the dodger, after about an hour rested up it flew away.
No doubt now, Alohas are preferred by discriminating Turkeys! Best Regards David and Jennifer.

Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006
Subject: Re: from David-re turkey mariner
Thanks David. Good pictures!
Just in from sailing with my men's crew. A steady 10 to 15 knots in bright sunshine.
We went into Haro Strait and around Chatham & Discovery Islands. First drink back alongside went to a Coast
Guard friend who got 7.3 knots.
Any Saturday you'd like to join us David (& Les!) you'd be most welcome!
Migs
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006
You might find these pictures taken recently by Dave & Jennifer Duncan's son while 'sailing' from Sidney to
Cadboro Bay interesting, Les!
I agree with Dave's comment re discriminating turkey vultures!
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, October 20, 2006
Thanks Migs and David. I love it!!
David, where's the picture of the dodger?
Les
Reply From: from David
Sent: Saturday, October 21, 2006
Sorry Les, Alasdair took the photos with his cell phone and didn't do one of the dodger; he was on his own at the
time.
Turkey vultures are poor flyers--they rely greatly on thermals to get from here to California in their migration. Its
even difficult for them to cross Strait of Juan de Fuca at this time of year if it turns cool, which it has.
I conclude this bird, a young one by its grey neck (when mature they are reddish purple and honed for furrowing in
carrion), hasn't found the necessary "lift' from warm air . Hopefully it will make its way South and meet up with its
kin.
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A few days ago we had a family of 5 resting in a tall tree up our street (see pics). Spectacular with their wide
wingspan spread . The photos I took are with digicamera and through a binocular lens (digital zoom isn't of great use
as it starts to magnify the pixels with loss of resolution).

All the best to you both -and don't forget to oil the snow-shovel!
Regards David and Jennifer.

Editor: I’m sure David is relieved to know that
vultures don’t only congregate in the vicinity of
carrion!!
On the right is a look at today’s weather [Nov. 26th,
2006] in Victoria – a snow storm?. But as Stuart
once said “wait until noon and I won’t have to
shovel.”
We Easterners don’t get this opportunity too often
though they did rename this shore of Lake Huron as
Ontario’s “West Coast”.

From: Casson, John (St. Johns)
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2006
Subject: Encore Update
Hello Les.
We had a great sail out to Newfoundland in our Aloha this summer - Completed the run from Kingston to St. John's in 14
days. Learned more about Volvo Sail Drives than I ever wanted to know!
Encore is on the hard at RNYC, St. John's.
John Casson, Encore
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, November 15, 2006
Hi John, glad to hear your trip was successful. Got any digital photos you'd like to send in for the newsletter? Did
you travel/meet up with the other Aloha travelling your way?
Thanks for the update.
Les
Reply From: Casson, John (St. Johns)
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2006
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Hello Les.
Attached is a shot of Encore in the 1000 Islands, off Clayton NY. Unfortunately I was delayed 2 weeks at the start
so I was not able to connect with the other Aloha. The sailing in Newfoundland is extraordinary!
Hope to catch up with them, but I have lost their email - can you forward it to me again when you get a chance?
Patricia, my wife is a freelance writer and is doing a piece on the trip
for Ontario Sailor Magazine. Not sure if/when this might be published,
but it should be interesting reading.
Looking forward to your newsletter.
Best Regards John Casson
From: Les
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2006
John,
Do you think Patricia would mind giving the Aloha Network a taste of
what "Ontario Sailor" can expect. Our newsletter get no circulation
other than to our members. I know they would love to read of your
adventures. We'd really appreciate it, that were possible.
The other boat was "Room To Dance" and the Aloha member is Peter Iversen [piversen@sympatico.ca]. I haven't
heard if they made the trip.
Thanks again and hope to hear from you.
Les

From: tRADEWINDS
Sent: November 14, 2006
To: alohaoa@alohaowners.com
Subject: Aloha 34 Query
To Whom it may Concern:
How does one obtain 'Evidence of Build' for a Aloha 34' in order to document with the Coast Guard?
Respectfully,
D H Van Spall
From: Les
To: Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Sent: Tuesday, November 14, 2006
Hi Migs,
I'm not quite sure what more I can add than what is contained in the regulations on the internet. Any suggestions
from your past experience would be appreciated and I'll include them in the response.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, November 16, 2006
Greetings Les
I presume the original 'Builder's Certificate' from Ouyang Boatworks is not available from the original owner or has
been lost.
If his Aloha 34 has ever been registered in Canada, he might look in the DOT Ship's Registry where the builder
details will be listed. I'm not sure about the US.
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006
Hi Migs,
Thanks for the response on the documentation question.
How are you and Diana fairing? Hope you were not included in those that were without power, at least not for long.
I wondered when I didn't get a response to the email. But then you could have just been away.
We thought it would be difficult to "boil water" in the advisory without power. Maybe Sea Vixen would be your
haven, eh?
Thanks again.
Les
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Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, November 17, 2006
Thanks Les. All is under control here & we've actually had sunshine for 2 days, after a very wet & stormy 2 weeks.
Touch wood, our power & water here in Victoria are OK, but I agree, how can one boil water in Vancouver without
power!!!
We expect more rain tomorrow so I've just cancelled our regular Saturday sail with my men's crew. That's the 3rd
cancellation in a row.
Victoria has had more rain so far this November than any Nov on record. We've had over 8 inches of rain in our rain
gauge in the last 10 days.
Yes, Sea Vixen is stocked for being our haven come storm or earthquake.
Sorry I was late getting back to you on my last. Our Winnipeg family has been visiting & so I have not been keeping
up to date on my email.
Hope all is well with you both, Migs

From: Jennifer Duncan
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2006
Hi Les and Carol . If this is of use for the newsletter feel free.
Gotta rush, saving Jennfers exotic plants in greenhouse and doing a bit of icebreaking. Time to emigrate!
All the best to you and yours and thanks for the Aloha news.
D/J "ClannD".
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, November 28, 2006
David & Jennifer,
That's a great story and just in time.
Sorry to hear about your weather but as you might guess there may be a slight reference and maybe a photo in the
upcoming newsletter. We Easterners couldn't pass up the opportunity - with all past references to "bergy bits"!
Thanks for the submission. Hope you are both well in spite of the weather.
Les
[Editor: See the Clan D story titled “Smoke Signals” under “Engine Room”]

Some Guiding Principles to Life:















Accept that some days you're the pigeon, and some days you're the statue.
Always keep your words soft and sweet, just in case you have to eat them.
Always read stuff that will make you look good if you die in the middle of it.
Drive carefully. It's not only cars that can be recalled by their maker.
If you can't be kind, at least have the decency to be vague.
It may be that your sole purpose in life is simply to serve as a warning to others.
Never buy a car you can't push.
Never put both feet in your mouth at the same time, because then you won't have a leg to stand on.
Since it's the early worm that gets eaten by the bird, sleep late.
The second mouse gets the cheese.
When everything's coming your way, you're in the wrong lane.
Birthdays are good for you. The more you have, the longer you live.
Some mistakes are too much fun to only make once.
A truly happy person is one who can enjoy the scenery on a detour.
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DESIGNER SPOTLIGHT
[CY; DECEMBER 20, 2005 reprint]

Ted Brewer's Canadian Home Brews
By Paul Howard

As an adventuresome youth Ted Brewer loved to wander the shores of Burlington Bay dreaming about boats. Born in
Hamilton, Ontario, Brewer eventually worked in the Stelco steel mills that loom over the southern banks of Hamilton
harbour. After his job at the mill, Brewer joined the Canadian Armed Forces but his fascination with boats grew as he rose to
the rank of Lieutenant. So during his training at Petawawa, Brewer studied boat design by correspondence at the Westlawn
School.
While he sought to make a living outside the sailing community in the Forces, Brewer remained obsessed by what separates a
good boat from a poor design. Brewer's finally landed a job in the boat business as an assistant to George Cuthbertson at the
Canadian Northern Company. Cuthbertson, as many CY readers know, went on to become one of the partners of C&C
Yachts. While working at Canadian Northern Brewer sold and raced on 8 Metres. At the time Cuthbertson designed
Innisfree, a break-through Eight that lit the career of the first C in C&C on fire. Although Brewer worked in the office, "I
only looked over the shoulders of the design team, much as I hoped to be a part of it," to stay sharp on the drafting board,
Brewer built and sailed various small dinghies of his own design.
Brewer's break came when he heard that Bill Luders, a respected designer from Long Island Sound, was looking for a junior
draftsman. So, in 1960 Brewer packed his pencils and headed to the Sound soon after graduating from the Westlawn School
of Yacht Design. His first design for Luders was a passenger ferry, something he knew little about and, Brewer admits, had
little interest in. But Brewer rose to the occasion, unafraid to ask questions until his boat was complete.
Next came the boats he wanted to work on. The early 1960's were an era when 5.5 meter sailboats were an Olympic class and
this fleet was hot. As Luders was an important designer in the class, Brewer helped to draft and tweak over fifty 5.5 designs.
Later on, he worked on the conversion of the 12 meter yacht Weatherly, a defender in the 1962 America's Cup. For the 1964
Cup Brewer drafted and supervised the construction of American Eagle. Following his work on these two Twelves, Brewer
went on to design other celebrated racers including, Sea Wand, an ultra-light displacement boat (ULDB) and most recently
Wild Thing, an aluminium 60-footer built for the 1994 BOC single-handed round the world race.
In spite of this solid racing background, Brewer is best known for his rugged, moderate- to heavy-displacement cruising
designs. During the 1970's the "Brewer bite" became Brewer's design signature. Featuring a notch cut out of the bottom of a
long keel, the bite produced an underwater hybrid that crossed a full keel and attatched rudder with a fin keel and skeg
rudder. "It was a design trend of the time," explained Brewer during our recent telephone conversation. "People told me they
wanted a long-keel for ocean passages but I wanted to design boats with a fin keel and a separate skeg-supported rudder.
Fortunately my bite, as is now called, was a compromise that won favour with the cruising fraternity."
Many of Brewer's designs are now Canadian classics and no brokerage list is complete without some of the following Brewer
designs built here in Canada: the Aloha 8.5/28 and 10.4/34, the Atlantic 45 and Pilot house 50, the Cabot 36, Douglas and
Classic 31/32, Goderich 35, Hullmaster 27, Hullmaster 31, Murray 33, Whitby 42 and the Whitby 55. In total over 950
Brewer boats have popped out of moulds at production boatyards across in Canada. This impressive line-up puts Brewer in
the company of other successful design heavyweights like Cuthbertson, Bruce Kirby, Johan Tanzer and Tony Casto.
One of Brewer's earliest cruising designs was the Douglas 31/32 which was later renamed the Classic 31/32 when built at a
different boat yard. To convert the 31 into a 32 Brewer gave the transom a different sheer. The Classic is the benchmark
design for many of the decade's robust, traditional cruisers that are characterized by long keels, generous overhangs and
narrow beam. Many of the 31/32's have made ocean crossings, including that of my friend, Harold Garrett. From Hamilton,
Garrett took his Douglas to Portugal via the Azores without incident.
The keel of the Douglas/Classic was eventually changed from a full keel to the revolutionary bite design. In its new
underwater configuration the boat was repackaged as the Hullmaster 31. In all its different versions, over 60 of the
Douglas/Classic/Hullmaster designs were built here in Canada.
The Aloha 34, known also as the 10.4 in metric, is an entirely different design from the Douglas series and features a fin keel
and skeg-supported rudder. Above the waterline the Aloha is one hundred percent Brewer with a traditional deck house,
straight sheerline and a high bow. The swept-back keel of the Aloha 34 seems to refers back to Brewer's early apprenticeship
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with George Cuthbertson. The aft edge of the keel comes to a point that is very similar to certain early C&C designs. The
Aloha's skeg-supported rudder, on the other hand, contrasts sharply from C&C's spade rudders. Today Brewer's Aloha is a
coveted boat especially for cruising in the heavier winds of Georgian Bay and the upper Great Lakes. Many cruisers are also
lured by the 34's large cockpit, comfortable interior and expansive storage areas. Many of these boats have made the trek to
the Bahamas and Caribbean, where blustery northerlies will give other light-displacement boats a thrashing.
In the mid-seventies Brewer's style evolved and his designs began to widen as he carried the beam of his hulls well aft. With
more hull volume the interior accommodation in Brewer's 1970's boats also grew. Further, the cross sectional profiles of
Brewer's hull sections showed a trend toward less deadrise with higher topsides. The Cabot 36 and Goderich 35 are two
popular sistership designs that illustrate the evolution of Brewer's work on the drafting table. The Cabot 36, with a fiberglass
hull and deck, was built by a Nova Scotian company asssisted financially by the provincial government. These boats are real
gems—strongly built and beautifully finished. On the waves, this Cape Breton classic sails with the comfortable motion that
only a Brewer design can give. David Kerr of Dundas, Ontario is the owner of the best Cabot specimen I have seen. Thalia is
berthed at the Royal Hamilton Yacht Club and has cruised extensively on the Great Lakes and the Gulf of the St. Lawrence.
On board Lorcha my family and I accompanied Thalia in a two boat flotila to Newfoundland in 1983. Thalia's sparkling
blue hull still sports the emblem of the Royal Mail from the time when she carried stamps and messages to the provinces we
visited along our way. Unfortunately the N.S. government pulled the plug on Cabot following hull number 50.Forty B's were
built from round-bilge steel construction by Huromic Metals in Goderich, Ontario during the 1970's. Some 35's were finished
by owners while others were completed professionally. In my opinion they are amongst the ten best boats to consider when
choosing a steel-hulled long-distance cruiser. Manfred Kanter from Kanter Yachts in St. Thomas, Ontario, built 25 Atlantic
45's. Brewer's rugged pilot house design won the confidence of blue-water cruisers because of its heavy displacement, ketchrig, fin keel and skeg supported rudder.
At the moment there are no Brewer designs in production in Canada. None except the Murray 33 which can be built to order
from chine steel on a hillside overlooking the Murray Canal, the waterway leading from Presqu'ile Bay to the sheltered
waters of the Bay of Quinte. The Murray 33 is very different from the Goderich 35 and has a narrow transom and more
overhang than the Huromic-built boat. Brewer's most successful Canadian-built design is unquestionably the Whitby 42. Kurt
Hansen of Whitby Boat Works built around 350 of these solid centre cockpit ketches between 1972 and 1988. The same
design was also manufactured in Fort Meyers, Florida, as either the Whitby 42,Brewer 42 or the Brewer 12.8. Later Brewer
designed a 44-foot version of the 42 based on the same hull with some variations to the transom and keel shape. In all, about
700 of these boats have been built. Kurt Hansen also built the Whitby 55 after he felt his Cuthbertson-designed Whitby 45 no
longer suited his sailing style. Only four 55's were built but Hansen still sails his own boat and completed a trans-Atlantic to
Portugal last summer.
Several of Brewer's designs are in now production in other parts of the world, but none in Canada. Today his unconventional
Nimble series of flat-bottomed centerboarders are still selling well for Nimble Boats in Florida. Brewer has penned over 245
designs and his latest project is a 38-foot twin-keel steel motor-sailer, able to sail or motor at 9 to 10 knots. Currently, the
plans for a 65-footer with twin bilge keels and rudders are taking shape on Brewer's drafting board to be built for an Ontario
client. Now in his early 60's Brewer is now a U.S. citizen living near Seattle, Washington. As a hobby, he and his wife tramp
over the local countryside to take landscape photographs which they sell as prints and postcards at craft fairs and flea
markets. "I don't get back to Canada very often," said Brewer, "but my mother still lives in Stoney Creek, Ontario and we
always keep in touch."

American Eagle is most famous for her extraordinary history as an
ocean racer under the command of Ted Turner. From 1969 to 1974,
the brilliant red Eagle ruled the offshore waters, winning the first
World Ocean Racing Championship and setting records in the
distinguished S.O.R.C., Fastnet and Sydney-Hobart Races. Ted
Turner won the coveted "Yachtsman of the Year" award twice while
owner/skipper of American Eagle.
[Editor: internet references show the American Eagle is available
for private charter in Newport, RI ]
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
[no submissions]

CABIN
V-Berth Length
From: Rachel Smith
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2006
We are contemplating the purchase of an Aloha 34. The captain is 6'4" therefore the v-berth must be able to accomodate him.
Any help would be appreciated. Thank You, Rachel and Jack
Reply From: "Les"
Date: Mon, 11 Sep 2006
Rachel and Jack,
I'm 6'2" and have no trouble in the v-berth. I believe, from documentation, that Jack may find it a tight fit if he
sleeps perfectly straight as the v-berth is said to measure 6'4". I've not measured it.
Good luck. It's a great boat. Can you tell me which Aloha you are considering as I try to keep tabs on all Aloha 34's
for our association.
Hope you will join our association should you find the Aloha 34 meets your needs.
Les Harrison
From: Rachel Smith
Sent: Monday, September 11, 2006
Thanks Les, we appreciate your quick reply about the V-berth lenght.........There are several Alohas for sale and if
we become owners, we will definitely join the Association. The Niagara 35 MK I is also a possibility. We have
enjoyed the Association web site, lots of good information and photos. Thanks again, Rachel and Jack

DECK SYSTEMS
Dorade Vents –Refurbishing
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006
To: Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo)
Greetings!
Members may be interested on how "Werner", one of Sea Vixen's crew members, surprised the rest of the crew earlier this
month by restoring Sea Vixen's shabby looking dorades to "lustrous looking", like-new dorades again!
Exterior-wise, our dorades in Sea Vixen had got pretty blemished over the years from various 'knocks' as well as our west
coast sunshine here in Victoria :-).
Werner reports that he picked up a product called "NICRO-COAT", Product #N28630 -White, price about C$17 plus taxes,
designed for this type of surface, from our local WEST MARINE outlet, and followed the fairly simple instructions on the
container, namely:
 initially "clean" the exterior (white) surface with paint thinners,
 wash with a soapy detergent & rinse,
 let dry, and
 then apply the NICRO-COAT".
NICRO-COAT is produced by NICRO VENTILATION SYSTEMS, 2655 Napa Valley Corporate Drive, Napa, California
94558.
Aloha! Migs
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006
Hi Migs
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Your e-mail is certainly timely! AIR LOOM has been put under cover for the winter but I did remove the dorades
and brought them home for restoration.
A couple of years ago they were beginning to look a little shabby so I purchased some "plastic" paint and spruced
them up. They did look nice for a couple of months. Then they began to get somewhat "sticky". Each year they got
stickier. I think in another year I could probably use them for flypaper. Besides being sticky they also attracted dirt
that would not wash off.
Based on your e-mail, I stopped in the local West Marine to purchase a can of Nicro-Cote but they did not have it in
stock. When I got home I went to their web site and found it. The price has gone up to $19.99US (maybe that's due
to the devaluation of the dollar???). It also is considered a hazardous material so with the tax and an additional
charge for hazardous handling the total comes to about $30. It'll be worth the price if they come out as nice as you
have indicated.
Removing the old paint has been an exercise in sore muscles. I have been using mineral spirits which works but it
has to be applied and rubbed over and over again. I’m a little hesitant to use acetone because I don't know what the
reaction would be with the type of plastic used for the vents.
I'll let you know when they are lovely again. Say "hello" to Diana for us and Werner also. Tell Werner that if he
needs more practice on these vents to let me know - I know where there are a couple that really need refurbishing.
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, October 16, 2006
Thanks Stuart, but what is this "under cover" business? Surely not in Michigan!
Werner's dorade work is still standing up. They still look like new
Any travels planned in the near future?
Diana joins in sending our best wishes to you & Marcia, Migs
Reply From: Carla & David
Sent: Thursday, October 19, 2006
We did a different approach. We took off the plastic and bought Stainless from Mariners Hardware.
We got these in Annapolis at the boat show last year and got a deal. No more fading. It was hard to keep the plastic
looking good so this way we just have to use some spit and polish. They go really well with the portholes we got
from New Found Metals. I Know Nigel and Michele will be thinking about this one.

Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006
Carla & David,
Good to hear from you and thanks for the great pictures - I'll add them to the collection I'm making for the
December Newsletter. If you'd like to add any info for the submission that would be great.
In the photo of Momentum I, she looks to be sitting in the North Channel somewhere, was that from this summer?
In any case, hope you had a great one.
Les, Enchantment
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006
Thanks Carla & David. You've done quite a job on Momentum #111. Well done! But I miss seeing Benjamin on
deck. Hope he is still well. Migs
Reply From: Carla & David
Sent: Sunday, October 22, 2006
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To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Didn't make the North Channel. We got as far north as the Bad River. We just did not have the time to get up past
Killarney. Even so we managed to do over 1,000 miles this year. Coming from Lake Erie was a big part of this.
The picture is behind Windsor Island within Franklin Island. It's a tight little spot but is really nice and very well
protected. We found that just being back on the west side of Georgian Bay gave us more opportunity for finding
anchorages that we had time for. Next year we will make the trip to the North Channel again and with luck we will
raft to some other Aloha's.
We are put away and it's 6 months of planning for were to go next summer.
Maybe we can do a get together at the Toronto Boat show this year.
Dave and Carla

Painting topsides and deck
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Thursday, September 21, 2006
To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Subject: [aloha34net]
My 1983 34' still has original gelcoat and although servicable, is a little tired. Has anyone any experience with repainting
decks and topsides. If so is there a preferred paint (awlgrip vs. Imron), a ballpark price and most important, a quality paint
shop?
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Friday, September 22, 2006
HI MICHAEL,
We refinished the topsides of our True Love (#117) in Awlgrip about 12 years ago. We had the work done by a
professional boat refinishing outfit properly equipped with a special paint bay (temp., humidity, dust controlled) this very important.
The result has been excellent. The new finish was amazingly bright and shiny, and even after all these years it still
looks beautiful; no fading or chalking.
The price was a bit steep, around $ 6,500 at the time; probably more now. But it has been well worthwhile.
Cheers, Frank

Teflon Runners
From: Frank Collins
Sent: Friday, June 16, 2006
Subject: [aloha34net]
HI SAILORS,
I am trying to find out where I might be able to buy strips of Teflon for my companionway hatch.
Our boat (True Love - #117) came with brass runners on which the hatch cover slid back and forth. We found that these had
to be continually lubricated or the hatch would squeak when moved. This problem was cured by replacing the brass strips
with Teflon strips. These are one inch wide and about 1/8th inch thick. I don't remember where I obtained this material
years ago. Can anyone help me find this material?
Thanks, Frank
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, June 17, 2006
Greetings Frank
Here following is correspondence from 3 years ago that you might find interesting.
I followed Chip's advice & went for 3/8" thickness "King Starboard" material that I purchased at our local Industrial
Plastics & Paint Company outlet here in Victoria.
"King Starboard" comes in "sheets" so I had Industrial Plastics cut extra runners for other A-34 owners from the
material left over. Unfortunately, I've now given them all away so can't help you.
The new runners continue to work well. There are no signs of any cracking.
In doing the work, we used the old runners as a template & matched the screw holes, which worked well.
Lifting the weather hatch cover from the deck/coachhouse was tricky as it had been not only screwed down but also
"cemented" to the deck and thus had to been "lifted" gently with a sharp knife so as not to crack/break the cover.
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Going from the original 1/4" to Chip's 3/8" thickness created a little extra work. We needed new (longer) screws.
The hatch cover opening had to be (minimally) widened to give the extra clearance for the hatch to slide under
without scraping (an easy job). The teak 'joinery' aft at each side when the hatch is slid aft to the closed position also
needed a bit of "tweaking" to handle the extra thickness, -again, not a difficult job.
Would I increase from the original 1/4" to the 3/8" thickness again? I think so. Hopefully the extra
thickness/strength will survive better as the runners age.
Hope everyone is enjoying the summer sailing season.
After a good winter of sailing, we in Sea Vixen's crew (7 of us) had our annual "spring" work day yesterday,
primarily
lightly sanding & varnishing the upper deck teak, cleaning & polishing the upper hull, stainless steel/chrome fittings,
& fenders (which are permanently attached to the dock, -I need a lot!) checking, cleaning, flaking out, re-marking
the anchor rode on the dock, Murphy Soap & teak oiling below decks & inflating & dock-storing Avon dinghy for
summer use.
(We are scheduled to lift Sea Vixen in mid August for a couple of days for her annual bottom cleaning.)
What it is to have a keen & energetic crew! This afternoon we will head out and enjoy the fruits of our labours.
We enjoyed seeing Bill Hrycenko (Genie A-34 #203) when he was out this way last month and are looking forward
to a visit with Les & Carol Harrison (Enchantment A-34 #214, our gallant A-34 Network leader) next month.
If any others are out this way, do give us a call & we'll hope to see you & arrange a sail!
Aloha! Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, July 10, 2003
Has anyone replaced the two white nylon(?) "runners" that the main hatch cover glides on when one slides the main
hatch cover open and closed? If so, would you have the dimensions of the runners, the type of plastic material and
were there any difficulties in doing so? Also, where did you get your replacement runners, -from a plastic
manufacturer?
Our runners have developed cross-wise cracks at some of the screw holes and we would like to replace them.
Procedure would seem to be fairly simple, namely
1) Unscrew and carefully remove the weather hatch cover on top of the coach house.
2) Lift off the hatch cover and
3) Unscrew the old runners and find replacements!
Words of wisdom would be appreciated
Aloha! Migs
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Sunday, July 13, 2003
Migs,
I replaced my hatch runners about 2 or 3 years ago. Mine were very white, slick and brittle where they had been
exposed to the Florida sun. They had cracked across and separated at several of the screw holes. I thought the
material was King Starboard, but after removing the weather cover I found that it was not. The material under the
weather cover was still pliable and more milky to translucent in color. The "uncooked" material looked like the
plastic used in many plastic (nylon, poly or whatever) cutting boards.
As chance would have it, I stumbled across some fellows building a large fish cleaning table (same cutting board
type material) at one of the local boat yards/marinas in the area and was able to obtain a left over scrap piece 3/8" x
3" x 6' from which I ripped two 1" wide strips. I filled the old screw holes with epoxy filler and drilled new holes as
close to the old hole pattern as I could. I used a block plane to cut a bevel on the top side edges and had to plane a
bit on the outer sides when I fitted the companion way hatch as it tended to bind slightly in a couple of places. They
have worked just fine and are holding up well. I had considered King Starboard, but I couldn't pass up the price
(zero, zilch, nada) of this fix. Maybe next time I'll spring for the Starboard.
The runners are 3/8" thick, 1" wide and somewhat short of 5' long (memory's going and I don't feel like lifting the
weather cover to measure). There is a "stop block" (same material) screwed atop each of the runners near the
forward end to limit the hatch opening travel. I recommend removing the weather cover to complete the runner
replacement job. It allows for full length runner replacement, adjustment of open and shut limiters, and allows for
the cleaning out of the coach roof under this cover. I found that the piece of teak which attaches to the forward end
of the Lexan hatch had come loose at three of the screw holes in the Lexan (probably from closing the hatch a bit too
aggressively). The Lexan had actually broken (sheared out) at the screws. This piece of teak, among other
functions, acts as the stop for the hatch at the closed position and needs to be firmly attached to the Lexan. New
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holes and screws finished up the repair. The need for proper bedding of the weather cover screws goes without
saying. I know you will do a fine job on your repair.
Very best regards, Chip
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, July 13, 2003
Thank you Chip and others who have responded to my question of replacing the 'nylon' runners under the main
hatch cover. The helpful responses certainly underline the value of having our aloha34@topica.com List that Nigel
Tilley organized a few years back.
I have now measured my present hatch cover runners with the following results:
Length: 60 inches
Width: 01 inch
Thickness 1/4 inch.
For sturdiness I prefer the 3/8 inch thickness that you mention Chip, and plan to go that route if possible, also noting
the other advice that you and other members have offered..
Again, many thanks & aloha! Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: Saturday, June 17, 2006
When we redid Out and About we replaced the cracked runners with stainless steel which seems to work pretty
well. Had to file down the screw heads.

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
Muffler
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Saturday, September 23, 2006
Hi Les,
Thank you for the info for Ultra Marine (mfg fiberglass mufflers). Your contact info is out of date and the part # no longer
exists in their data bank. Fortunately, they are a custom shop and with a picture of my muffler (attached) and the hose and
cylinder dimensions, they quickly gave me a price, $51.60 U.S. plus freight, with a 3 week shipping date. Mine is being
shipped to my boat in Maryland but duty should not be an issue to Canada (NAFTA).
The new contact info is: ULTRA MARINE PRODUCTS, INC., 5714 U.S. HIGHWAY 411 S, MARYVILLE, TN,
37801-1050, Phone 865-856-9662, Fax 865-856-4288. Robin Thatcher, ultrarobin@nuvox.net was very helpful. This info up
to date as of September 21, 2006.
I believe my muffler to be the original but cannot verify that 100%. If it is, the dimensions maybe helpful for other members.
The cylinder is 6" high and 6" in diameter. It sits on a plate with screw holes in each of the 4 corners. The intake pipe on the
side measures 1 7/8 inches outside diameter. The exhaust pipe on top measures 1 1/2 inches outside diameter. The difference
in these two pipe sizes made it impossible for me to find an off-the-shelf replacement. I have asked Ultra Marine to assign a
part # to this confiquration and will advise you if they comply.
The second picture I attached of my muffler before extraction shows the brown water stains running from it to the bilge....a
dead givaway that your muffler is shot and at least some exhaust is being recirculated back into the bilge. Anyone that has
not had to replace their muffler yet should monitor this periodically.
Hope this helps. Michael L. Howard
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, September 25, 2006
Thanks Michael - yup, I recognize the muffler! Thanks too for the update on the address for the supplier. Good
luck on the replacement too.
I did find some exhaust residues in the engine compartment while on our trip to the Bahamas but it turned out to be
recycling back through the unused blower vents on the transom. Easily solved.
Les

Exhaust Elbow
From Peter Iversen
Sent Oct 9, 06 - 9:09 AM
At the end of this seson we had the water injection exhaust elbow burn thru. So far I have been unable to locate an exact
replacement. On our boat the original is made by Onan and connects to a 1-7/8" diam. exhaust hose. Does anyone know a
possible source? I have tried Bristal and EC Marine.
Email: piversen@sypatico.ca
Room to Dance
Les Harrison
Oct 9th, 2006 - 7:38 PM
Peter,
When I found a small hole in the elbow on Enchantment I contacted:
Anthony-Keats Marine Westerbeke
78 Talbot Street East
Wheatly, Ont. N0P 2P0
Canada
(519) 825-4631
As far as I can recall they shipped me the elbow. It may not be the least expensive solution but I had a Westerbeke
solution.
I do not recall who, but I think one of our members built his own elbow. It was featured several years ago. I can send
out a request on the email group if you'd like to see if we get any responses. Send me an email directly if you'd like
me to make the request for you or you can join the email group.'
Good luck.
Les

Sail Drive Parts
From: Casson, John (St. Johns)
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006
Good day all.
I have made it to Kingston and have lost my reverse gear in the sail drive.
DC marine is fixing it - they have all the parts except 1 - the cap on top of the drive (mine needs to be replaced as it is worn).
Turns out Volvo has discontinued production of the unit or parts and I am on my own. Do you know of anybody who might
have a lead on the part I need? The Sail Drive is an S-110.
Thanks for your help. John Casson, "Encore"
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Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Tuesday, June 27, 2006
JOHN,
Try calling Jacques Guite (Guite Mecanique Marine) here in Montreal: 514-637-0902. Jacques is a fine marine
diesel mechanic and specializes in Volvo engines. He has rebuilt and repaired my Volvo MD11C -110S and is
highly competent. He might just be able to help.
Frank (514-738-4907)

Smoke Signals
David & Jennifer DUNCAN; 2006 -the dry West Coast Summer!
This season, summer sailing season, we took a break enforced upon us by our aging Aloha’s engine. There wasn’t a lot of
wind anyway, says he and she.
Years and years have gone by with the reliability of our engine as that of longstanding friends. Age creeps up and
supposedly brings wisdom; as well it brings complacency!
Noticing a bit of black smoke now and then, we wrote it off to “old fuel”, perhaps over a year old in the tanks. Chatting with
others we heard, “oh yes! We do occasionally see black on the transom” or “we have a puff of blue now and then” or,
“sometimes we see what looks like steam”. Ah well, accustomed to the reliability of an engine into its third decade, never
failing, always starting, what’s to worry about! The months go by. And so, on a fine day the engine – ticking over at 1000
rpm as we motor-sailed – came to a stop. And a spot of overheating was seen on the temperature gauge just to tease. Ever so
slowly it slowed right down and died! Sails are handy indeed; we had to sail into the dock. Surely it must be fuel. Working
cylinder compression we measured on #1=80, #2=272, #3 was 306. Hmm!
Alas, after all our time together and familiarity had never bred contempt, the skippers had not read the smoke signals!
The overheating wasn’t helping diagnosis but after lifting the cylinder head and seeing the gasket in good order that left only
hoses and heat exchanger suspect. You might think that hoses would be blocked but they weren’t; in sympathy with things
mechanical we check hose quality often, believe it or not Universal and Kubota between them fitted the highest grade rubber
and ours were the original, no problem there.
Looking at #1 piston covered in thick carbon, the impression of the valves could be seen! That’s thick carbon then, and valve
marks should not be seen! #2 and #3 had generous carbon but as stated, sub-standard compression. What lies there then?
Injectors it is.
Cylinder head delivered to machine shop and their diagnosis – bad injectors and corroded valve seats. The latter would have
to be refaced with the valves. The injectors required replacement with new or refurbishing to new spec. Appropriately the
valves and seats were precision reground; there’s very little allowed on this machining (the compression can be lowered
dramatically in a Kubota) and going beyond spec can lead to poor starting later on. Injectors were re built for about $75 a
piece (new ones are $150). All had been found erratic in operation. The FI expert clued us in that all fuel actually contains
some moisture even though it has been filtered and thus while lying idle at the docks for extended periods of time common to
all boats over the years this moisture corrodes injector parts, the spring , the nozzle and precision spacers, the plunger and
needles too.
No matter your additives this will occur over time. And that’s what our engine has aplenty. My theory is valve seats suffer
corrosion due to inactivity and salt air coming up through an open exhaust valve from the seawater which lies heated for
days/or longer in the exhaust pipe and muffler when the engine stops.
We gently scraped out the piston-top carbon with “Rislone”, and letting Rislone seep down into the rings area overnight
several times gave piece of mind. Mechanical specifications were checked and found to be OK – bore wear, piston travel (no
bent con-rods, very lucky!) etc.
The overheating was dry-traced to the heat exchanger. Bits of impure zinc from pencil zincs had rolled around in the tubes to
liven the crew with the call “overheating” on rare occasions past. Easily cleaned out! Interestingly, we only used pencil
zincs 17 years ago and only for a couple of years due to that very problem. The unit is sound without them. Again good
quality units provided. Entire fuel system cleaned, injection pump checked; expensive but no wear, AOK.
Cylinder head returned to us and refitted. Motor oil changed – no “shiners”.
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Torque wrenched oiled bolts. For the cylinder head every gasket was renewed. The exhaust manifold casting is crude in our
opinion and use of a dremel-tool to grind rough edges and sharp corners improves gas flow is our recommendation for
efficiency.
If your feelings don’t lie mechanically, “black smoke” foretells problems and you’re advised to call your mechanic. $$$ can
be saved if you D.I.Y.
After 24 years with an old friend, keep an eye out for their health. No smoking in public places please!
A10.4 “Clann D”.

HULL STRUCTURES
Chainplate Knees
From: John Aldous
Sent: Saturday, October 28, 2006
Aloha Les
I have been trying to access the aloha owners site and cannot get on, it tells me its an invalid user name!!!!
I am trying to find if any owners have done away with the chain plate gussets/knees and installed the chain plates through the
hull?? as I have just discovered that I have rot inside them and need to replace them before I set off down the Coast of
California.
If the hull was reinforced and the chain plates installed in this manner they would be exposed so one could detect any sign of
corrosion/oxidization, as the present method makes it impossible with out drilling holes or cutting away sections of fiberglass
to visually inspect. if you could put this question to the members Les I would really appreciate it.
The reason I discovered this problem was that a friend of mine was sailing down the coast from Vancouver last week and got
dismasted 50 miles offshore from Coos Bay Oregon, he was on his way to Redwood City to Buddy boat with me down the
coast, his boat is a Cheoy Lee 36 ( not sure of the spelling) he got a ride to Redwood City after putting his boat on the hard in
Oregon to come with me as crew for a few months on the way south, he looked at the way my chain plates were concealed
and he said his were the same and one had broken about 1"1/2 below deck and it took the rig down and at 4;00am it was a
very unpleasant experience, as well as very expensive, he had to cut it all loose, mast, sails, roller furling, all of which were
only a couple of years old, he had just spent 2 years completely refurbishing the boat as I have pretty much done with 'Coral
Rose', and you can believe me I do not want the same experience.
Thanks in advance for any info that the members can share with me on this matter. Members can email me direct if they
wish.
PSS if any one knows of a 40' to 45' mast that’s for sale my friend Milos from Vancouver BC would very much appreciate it.
thanks Les,, John 'Coral Rose'
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, October 28, 2006
Good to hear from you John.
A number of Aloha owners have fixed the chainplate problems in a variety of ways.
On Enchantment I drilled each chainplate knee or gusset and if I found moisture I used a side-grinder to remove
one face of the knee. I drilled multiple holes and injected the knee with epoxy to saturate it and then reglassed it,
leaving the chainplate enclosed [they were in good condition]. Each knee now has a hole at the bottom so I can
monitor the problem. Of course I rebedded all the chainplate deck plates.
In another approach, reported in previous newsletters, the owner completely removed all the knees and glassed on
new ones then through-bolted the chainplates to the outside. This approach requires the removal and reinstallation
of the lockers in the area due to the placement of the chainplates. There's no doubt this is the more complete
restoration but I didn't relish rebuilding the cabinets as Marty and Lyndee Lu did on QUEEN’S RANSOM #105.
I have cc'd the email list so any other members that may wish to contribute further are welcomed to do so.
John, my records show that you have a copy of the Owners' Manual. The following are references from the manual
which also contains a couple of pictures. You might be interested in making up the temporary chainplate described
at the end before your departure.
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
CHAIN PLATES
PROBLEM: The condition of the chain plate mountings is not obvious since they are glassed over. Several
owners have noted water, in the form of a brown syrup, leaking into cabin storage locker areas at various chain plate
locations.
REMEDY: Leaking can be reduced or eliminated by proper sealing where the chain plates protrude through the
deck surface. Construction of the chain plate mounting can be seen on Aloha 34 drawings available through Mr.
Ted Brewer. Owners who have opened up the chain plate attachment area have reported the wood and glass to be
solid in spite of the water intrusion.
SUGGESTED ACTION: To seal the deck around the chain plates, remove the four screws securing the stainless
steel deck hardware at the chain plate and slide the plate up the chain plate. Apply a flexible, proper marine sealant
around the chain plate and to the deck plate hardware holes. Lower the deck plate and secure.
Be sure to check the condition of the chainplate gussets below for water absorption.
REPORTED EXPERIENCES:
Marty Hayes & Lyndee Lu Cole who are continuing to refurbish their QUEEN’S RANSOM #105, currently the
most senior ALOHA 34 in our Network, by 19 March e-mail write:
“We are renewing all the c/plate gussets on Queen's Ransom as they are all
full of water and the wood inside, from our drill samples, is completely
soaked.
Drawing #7 dated March 1974 is titled "Chain Plate Details" and shows 6
holes in each chain plate.
Also need to know can you encapsulate s/steel in epoxy? I seem to remember reading that s/s needs oxygen or it gets
corroded. If that is the case then will build offset gussets and mount the c/plates externally. Note: Ted Brewer
responds that “It does require oxygen to remain stainless but it also needs moisture to corrode and the epoxy will
seal that off...” “There’s no problem.”
John (& Stephannie) Farrell NORTHERN SPIRIT #157 by 19 March e-mail wrote:
“Marty, I also had my fibre glassed encased chain plate assemblies rot out as well. I had the repair done
professionally and they did not encase them but mounted the chain plates externally on the gusset with reinforced
blocks within the fibre glass encasement. This way if any water got through then it would harmlessly drain away on
the gusset surface.”
Then in a 26 April e-mail Marty wrote to Peter (& Monika) Boesener VIRGARIES #156:
“How did you make out with your chain plate drill samples?
I opened up the port aft gusset and found the 1 1/2" plywood knee waterlogged. One could never have dried out the
gusset to treat the inside with Rot-Fix or a similar product? So we removed all the C/plate gussets and ground out
the F/glass down to the inside of the hull.
All were in a sorry state ! Some were just very wet and partly rotted with the bolts loose & some just fell apart! The
only saving grace was the F/glass holding on to the bolts!
In hindsight make sure that you mask the area off to contain as much dust as you can and run a Shopvac while
grinding as the dust is unbelievable! We now know what the inside of an Aloha would look like in WHITE!! Good
luck and if you need any info. on how we did the repairs ask me.”
By 29 April e-mail Peter replied:
“Thank you for your inquiry re the chain plates. As Migs suggested, I first checked the caulking on deck and found
no major deterioration.
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Than I drilled 2 holes into the forward, center and aft gusset on the starboard site. 2 Holes, 1 mm Dia.. ea. into the
wood, inserted 2 copper wires and connected to my moisture meter. I found only minor moisture indication in each
gusset, a little more in the main stay gusset. So I will be replacing the sealant this spring and monitor the condition
using my moisture meter.
I also received a set of construction drawings from Ted Brewer, which helped.
I still have to do the port side, but I'll wait until after launching ( providing we have enough water ) !?”
(Source: 1. Profiles 117, 131, 183, 205; 2. Newsletters F97/14, F95/13, Sp2001)
TEMPORARY CHAINPLATE
PROBLEM: How to be prepared for problems arising from leaky chainplates or chainplate that fractures.
REMEDY: Have a temporary chainplate in your spares kit. Two pieces of
3/16” X 1 ½” stainless steel about 18” long are drilled
replicate [a chainplate that can be bolted to the toe-rail].
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
All the best John and let us know how you make out, including photos.
Les
Reply From: John Aldous
Sent: Thursday, November 02, 2006
Hi Les,
Thanks for the info, I have removed the fibreglass from the gusset (forward, Portside) behind the bank of drawers in
the head, the wood still seems very solid except around the bolt holes and the bottom of the gusset which is a bit
mushy, at first glance after removing the chain plate it looked in very good condition, I cleaned of all residue and
stains but at the deck plate location I couldn't get rid of a black mark, upon inspection with a jewellers eyeglass the
chain is eroded almost all the way around it, yet the rest of the plate is in excellent condition, needless to say I have
drilled holes and checked the other 5 chain plates and gussets, all are waterlogged and at the point of deck
penetration and below the small deck plate all seem to show corrosion/erosion, so with that said it looks like all
chain plates have to be replaced, if it wasn't for going off shore I wouldn't be so concerned. I'll keep you informed of
progress and which method of reinstallation I choose.
John. Coral Rose #202

On the hard a Svendsens Boatyard Oct. 2006,
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MISCELLANEOUS
SAFETY ALERTS
Never be afraid to do something new.
Remember, amateurs built the Ark;
professionals built the Titanic.
-- Anonymous

SAILS
SUPERSTRUCTURE
Mast Wedges

From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Wednesday, August 30, 2006
This year was the first time I took off my boot, if that is what you call it at the bottom of the mast, on the deck. My mast was
up against a bulk head on the forward side, but there was a gap at the back side. I could and did put in a 2 X 4 in that was
about 36" long. I really didn't thgink this was correct.
Could you tell me how to wedge the mast at the deck level. Or do you not do this.
Thanks for the help with my problem,
Bob Beswick, Aly Ada Too
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, August 31, 2006
Greetings Bob
Here attached is a diagram that one of our Aloha 34 owners'
submitted a few years back illustrating the method he/she used in
handling the mast as it passes through the coach house deck.
Sorry but I apparently neglected to list who the ingenious owner
was. Perhaps he/she on reading this can identify her/himself &
provide more info.
Having said that, in Sea Vixen we just have 1 inch (?) wide wooden
wedges between the mast & the coach house deck forward, aft & on
each side, with the forward wedge in our case being minimal. This
has worked for us since 1982.
There appears to be little if any mast movement in Sea Vixen.
Hope this helps. Migs
Reply From: David
Sent: Thursday, August 31, 2006
Hi Migs and Diana! Our mast is supported almost identically to yours--we have oak wedges! "Heart of Oak" and all
that good stuff.
The picture shows a somewhat more elaborate setup, nonetheless it would be a good one.
Ours is simple and easy to set, like yours...
Thanks for the info...David and Jennifer.
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006
HI SAILORS,
The diagram cited by Migs Turner came fro me, Frank Collins (True Love - #117).
However, this arrangement is part of a more extensive installation involving a metal mast collar which also restrains
the coach roof from rising under halyard tension loads, as these lines are lead to turning blocks on the deck in our
boat.
This all works well, but is probably overkill for most Aloha 34's.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Friday, September 01, 2006
Bob
I use wooden blocks (wedges work their way loose) in the partners of “Windy”; fore, aft and on each side.
However, it is recommended that hard rubber should be used on aluminum masts… The size of blocks used in each
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location around the partners will depend on the sideways straightness of the mast and how centered the mast is
amidships. To rig the mast properly the boom should also be removed.
Sideways straightness can be done using a halyard taken to the toe rail in the same location on each side of the boat.
Mast rake (forestay/backstay) and pre-bend (lower forward shrouds) also need to be done prior to inserting the
correct size blocks to hold the mast in place at the partners. Once you have set your mast set up, with one eye look
up the sail track on the mast. It should be a straight line to the masthead. Too much curve (or curves!) can also
cause difficulty raising and lowering the main due to resistance. If you can borrow a Loos 90 tension gauge (3/16” –
9/32”) it will help a lot in setting up, especially your shrouds.
http://www.loosnaples.com/Loos2/90s.htm
I highly recommend using the book “Illustrated Sail & Rig Tuning” by Ivar Dedekam by Fernhurst books. You can
order it from The Nautical Mind book store in Toronto on-line or by 1-800. Aside from great instructions on rig
tuning (getting the mast straight) this book is great for tuning your sails while under way with many diagrams and
very easy to follow instructions.
http://www.nauticalmind.com/customer/search.php?substring=Dedekam
Having seen sections of masts that have come to grief where too many holes were drilled (into the mast), I would
never drill holes in my mast to hold the blocks in place. I hope this helps. Cheers
Stuart Spracklan, “Windy” #151
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, September 04, 2006
Sorry for my late reply Bob and maybe you have all the data you need but attached is a sketch
of my mast wedges. The ones that came with Enchantment were just wedges without the
notch but occasionally fell through over the season. I had 6 plus a couple of spares made out
of oak.
There are 4 about 1/2" under the notch and 4 that are about 3/8" below the notch. The thicker
ones go on each side of the mast, fore and aft while the thinner ones go to port and starboard
of the mast.
Simple and inexpensive and worked well on our long trip to the Bahamas; still does today.
Hopes this helps in your research.
Les, Enchantment

Mast Setup
From: Cheryl and Dave Rogalsky
Sent: Tuesday, September 19, 2006
Hi Les,
Wondering if anyone has information or experience with mast set up (shroud, stay tensions, rake, etc.)? Our boat has 9/32"
upper shrouds and backstay and 3/16" lower shrouds. Forestay is Streamstay One furling. I would appreciate any
info/advice re: getting the best set up.
Please advise,
Dave and Cheryl Rogalsky
Casa Mara #177
From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, September 20, 2006
Cc: Aloha34net Yahoo
Hi Dave and Cheryl,
There is some information in the Aloha 34 Manual:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A. A tension gauge will typically include a guide showing the correct tension for each size of wire. [Note: we have
some info on wire sizes too]
B. Tune the rigging as follows:
1. Step the mast and attach all standing rigging.
2. The masthead is centred laterally first. Tie off the main halyard to reach the top of the toerail and adjust
upper shroud turnbuckles until the mast is centred athwart ships. [Note: do port & starboard several times
without changing the halyard setting to ensure it is centred]
3. Set up fore-aft alignment. Most masts are vertical; however, some are raked aft. A weight hung from the
main halyard will show alignment. Don’t forget to allow for “hook” or “bend” if you have any [not likely
on our Alohas]. Sighting from shore is likely adequate here.
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4. Install the wedges at the partners. A little dish detergent helps. [Note: I tend to do this after step #1 as the
wedges are sized to centre the mast at the deck]
5. Sight up the mast and draw straight with the lower shrouds. Holding the main halyard taut against the main
sail track as a check.
6. Check that the mast is still centred [see #2]
7. Pull, at the same time, both forward lowers; aft lowers; uppers to see if tension is about equal. [long arms
help]
8. Go sailing in a moderate wind – 10 to 15 knots – and take up undue slack on lowers taking up both sides an
equal number of turns. Remember, there should be a little slack on the leeward side. Don’t overdo this
step.
9. Verify the mast is centred [Step #2] and the ship sails equally on both tacks.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Mike (& Lynda) Leroux, MIKRON #188 responded to an earlier query on the subject as follows:
“I use the following technique on MIKRON (#188).
I attach a fish scale to one of the jib halyards so that when attached to the toe rail on one side it has a reading
somewhere in the middle of the scale and note that reading. I then attach the same halyard and scale to the identical
toe rail hole on the other side and take the reading. If the reading is less I tighten the upper on the opposite side. I
keep going back and forth until I get the same reading on the scale for both sides. The mast is now straight. Then, I
use a shroud tension gave and adjust both sides to about a reading of 45 on my gauge.
The lower shrouds are then adjusted so that the mast is straight in both the fore and aft plane as well as side the side.
I determine this by eyeballing up the forward edge of the mast (my eye, the range light and the top of the mast
should be in line) and up the groove on either side of the leading edge of the mast (this tells me if there is any bow in
the mast fore and aft). I keep the forward lowers slightly tighter than the aft lowers.
The whole process takes about 20 minutes.
After this static tuning comes the dynamic tuning. I go out for a sail in 10 to 15 knots of wind and eye up the mast
(as above) on each tack. If there is any sag in the mast I make adjustments as required (by making adjustments on
the leeward shrouds, of course). Usually three or four tacks back and forth see the job done. I will periodically check
the rig during the season as well and make adjustments as necessary."
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Hope this was what you were looking for, if not let us know. I will also post your request and my reply on the
Aloha 34 email net for other's info. and to see if others have any suggestions for you.
Les

UTILITIES
[no submissions]
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Aloha Ace* Suggestion

[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

Main Sail Track Lubrication

Cut a piece of plastic the width of the main sail sliders and the length of the space
between the top 2 sliders [at the headboard]. Round all edges and corners. Attach
lamp wick on all sides, preferably by sewing it on to the plastic. Coat the wick
with your favourite silicon lubricant, put it in place and raise the main. Re-spray
occasionally. This will not remove saltwater but will help to prevent salt encrusting
if the track was previously lubricated with silicon. Do not spray in vicinity of sails.

CLOSING
It always seems strange to be wishing you a Merry Christmas and writing it in November! I don’t get another opportunity
before Christmas except by email so here’s a poem I read somewhere that may do the trick.

May your stuffing be tasty
May your turkey plump,
May your potatoes and gravy
Have nary a lump.
May your yams be delicious
And your pies take the prize,
And may your Christmas dinner
Stay off your thighs!

Oh well, it’s the thought that counts, isn’t it. Have a wonderful Christmas and may 2007 be your best year yet!
Les & Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
“CLAUDETTE”
SAILS: Full batten main, 135 Genoa, 100 jib, 1.5 oz drifter/reacher. Furling
genoa with dedicated winch, lazy jacks, backstay adjuster.
ENGINE: “Westerbeke W27”, four cylinder diesel, gross HP 30, three blade
15” propeller.
INSTRUMENTS: 4000 Autohelm, NAV5 instrument pod (consisting of
wind speed & direction, depth, with alarm, boat speed with cockpit remote
repeater), Loran C navigator, Furuno Radar, VHF Radio.
CANVAS: Dodger, Bimini, Full cockpit enclosure, wheel cover and sail
cover.
SAFETY EQUIPMENT: Stainless steel mask pulpit, stainless steel upper
life line, man overboard pole, Bruce anchor with chain & rode, 4 self-tailing
winches, 2 fire extinguishers, dock lines, teak wheel the steel spokes. Steel
cradle, 50 ft. power cord, 6 fenders, emergency tiller, stainless steel swim ladder.
COMFORT OPTIONS: Folding chart table, brass oil lantern, Nova Kool refrigeration. Three burner propane stove with
oven, pressurized cold & hot water heated by engine or shore power. Solid fuel burning fireplace, teak folding cockpit table,
AM/FM radio with cockpit speakers. 10 AC outlets in cabin.
Offered for sale by the original and only owner. $78,500
Telephone (905) 331-1225 Email jarcher411@excite.com
"DIFFERENT DRUMMER"
1981 ALOHA 34 HULL#152
ON DECK: Folding mast steps New Dodger and Bimini .mast-to-stern awning . Swim platform
and walk-through stern rail ,Teak/SS wheel .SAILS- Mainsail,Jenny, working Jib,storm Jib, Triradial spinnaker all lines and hardware. All lines led to cockpit. Mainsail traveller moved to
coach roof .
ANCHORS: 44 lb. BRUCE ,150’ 3/8” chain, 35 lb. CQR, 15’ chain and 200’ rode. LOFRANS
1000 watt Tigress windless, enlarged chain locker.
DRIVE SYSTEM: UNIVERSAL 3 cylinder24 HP diesel engine,new head valves and injectors ,rebuilt transmission, new
motor mounts.new muffler, 3-blade fixed prop, folding GORRIE prop, 120 amp alternator,1 starting battery, 3 house
batteries. Heat exchanger hot water system,
REFRIGERATION: 12Volt ADLER BARBER & Sea Frost Holding Plate engine driven compressor.
ELECTRONICS: INTERPHASE forward-looking sonar, DATAMARINE wind speed and boat speed in cockpit cabinet,
ICOM single sideband radio,( model IC-M700)with tuner and backstay antenna, AUTOHELM 3000 , VHF radio with remote
head, FURUNO 16 mile radar, MAGELLAN GPS, ZENITH colour TV, new radio and CD player. 1200 watt HEART
inverter,
EXTRAS: Holding tank with Y-valve,macerator pump, 2 manual bilge pumps, 1 electric bilge pump, grounding plate on
hull. Built-in microwave, POWER SURVIVOR 12 volt watermaker, 3 burner gas stove with oven, NICHOLSON
woodburning stove, FORCE 10 propane barbeque, new foam cushions/covers. 9’CARIBE dinghy/9.9EVINRUDE,
outboard,DINGHY-TOW SYSTEM. Hull- 4 coats of barrier epoxy (2 at factory and 2 in 1989)4-man AVON life raft
Folding cradle.
PRICE: $75,000. Contact Ron Foster at ron.foster3@sympatico.ca (705) 528 0069
“AFTER FIVE “
Aloha 34, Hull # 163
Universal Atomic Model 30-3 Cyl. Diesel 24 hp Pedestal compass; Mariner Nav 5; Fully battened
Main and Quicksilver foresail plus lapper sail. Furling; dodger and cockpit enclosure; four self-tailing
winches; autohelm 4000; Nova Cool refrigeration; CNG stove and oven. Teak and holly sole; teak
interior; cabin heating system; sleeps 6; head with hot water heater. Force 10 BBQ.. Must be seen.
$63,000. Moored in Hamilton, Ontario. For more information, contact Clifts Marine by email
bill@cliftsmarine.com
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DREAM CATCHER II
1984 Aloha 34, Location: Belleville, Ontario
This boat has 10 opening ports, three hatches and loads of storage. The cabin has a teak interior.
27 hp Westerbeke, completely overhauled in 2002, (enclosed water cooling system).
Full enclosure, including matching sail cover and hatch covers in Captain’s Navy.
New cockpit cushions in 2004.
New 40 amp battery charger. Starting and deep cycle batteries (4).
130 amp alternator,
Hull repainted with Imron, white with navy trim, in 2002.
Electric windlass, with estimated 200 feet of 5/16 chain and 35 lb CQR
anchor.
Four self-tailing winches
Dingy davits
New (2006) Navman 6500 GPS/ depth and fish finder
New (2006) Horizon VHF with dual microphones and DSC
Autohelm 4000
Furling with 135 genoa, and full batten main.
Nova Cool refrigeration, with separate freezer compartment (works excellent).
Propane stove and oven, new burners – dual propane tanks in lockers
Winter canvass cover and frame (purchased in 2002).
Folding steel cradle with six pads.
Will split cost of survey on purchase
This boat has been well maintained with yearly updates.
ASKING $78,000.00 Will consider assisting with transportation costs within Canada. (613) 771-0442
“CASTLE REEF”
Aloha 34, Hull # 153 Located at St Maarten Caribbean. Contact Bryan and Maureen
Godfrey, Box 717, Richmond On. K0A 2Z0 Phone 613-838-2370,
e-mail castlereef@yahoo.com
Asking price$60,000 US. See brokers website at
http://www.yachtworld.com/weathereyeyachts/index.html and go to Boats For Sale.

“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca

"WINDEKIND"
ALOHA 34, 1981- Hull #157
Comes with 10 opening ports, propane stove & oven, propane barbecue & Force 10 cabin
heater. 5 sails, including DRS in sock. 8 winches including 4 self-tailing. Digital depth
sounder & knotmeter Shore power cord, 3 PFD's, life ring, 2 fire extinguishers. CQR and
Bruce anchor, both with chain & rode. Lofrans windlass. Teak & holly cabin sole. 6'4"
headroom. Dual propane tanks in own locker. 42 HP diesel engine. The following items
renewed or replaced in last 5 years: head, cockpit cushions & covers, interior cushions &
covers, all halyards, genoa sheets, dodger, bimini & cockpit closure, VHF, all batteries.
Custom metal cradle. Stored in Port Credit marina. Good boat, good price. Phone 905-6629703 or email WINDEKIND99@AOL.COM
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"ENCORE"
Aloha 34 (1978) Hull #114
Fully Loaded – excellent condition, one owner. Full set of sails, including spinnaker and furling. Auto-helm, dodger, bimini,
full cockpit enclosure – screen & plastic. Inflatable dinghy with 15 hp Mercury and davits. Lying at Whitby Y.C. $70,000
Phone: (905) 725-7402.
“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

ARTICLES FOR SALE/WANTED
Dodger for sale
Dodger for Aloha 34 ft, Lexan windows, Window cover, side
curtains. 7/8 Stainless hardware including side handles.
Colour Tan Only two years old!!! Have Picture to e-mail
$450 Email Address: bajapoco-gen@yahoo.com

water pump, model 44010-2000 for parts, free, plus stainless
steel arch to fit Aloha 34, free. David & Colleen, PAXIS I,
(250) 477-7777, romc@telus.net

Hood Furler
Hood # 810 continuous loop furler (apparently can be
converted to single line) complete with all hardware
including 41\'6\" headstay. $425 obo. e-mail jandwma@yahoo.com

Spinnaker Pole
Hello. Well I have bought my Aloha 34 and have found a
spinnaker and wisker poles but no spinnaker pole. Does
anybody know where I might find a used pole? Also, does
anybody happen to have the design dimensions for an Aloha
34 Spinnacker Pole - if I end up having to get one fabricated?
Thanks very much. John Casson 709-682-0319

Aloha Equipment For Sale
A full set of blue boat canvas for an Aloha 34 for sale. The
pieces are in excellent to very good condition and include:
covers for main, 2 hatches, 4 grab rails, binnacle, 4 winches,
companionway, engine panel, radar screen, windlass, BBQ,
O/B motor, and cockpit spray cloths. Price for full set: $350
In addition: Bryden marine head complete in working order:
$20; stainless cylindrical water tank 12.5" diameter x 22"
high (12 USG) with stainless pipe fittings: $50; Jabsco fresh
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Looking For DRS
I am looking for either a DRS or an asymmetrical spinnaker
for my Aloha 34, must be in good condition and come with
the snuffer and sheets etc.
Georges Poulin [Georges.Poulin@csps-efpc.gc.ca]
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #105
Marty Hayes & Lyndee Lu Cole
ADDRESS: 1699, Lakeshore Rd, Sarnia, ON, Can. N7X 1B8
TELEPHONE: (519) 542-5426
E-mail lyndeelu@sympatico.ca

QUEEN’S RANSOM
SERIAL NO: ZUY00105XX75
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 370409
TORONTO
DRAFT:
YEAR BUILT 1975
YEAR PURCHASED 2000
LOCATION OF BERTH: Sarnia Yacht Club, ON. Can.
AREA WHERE YOU SAIL: Lake Huron & North Channel

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE: Atomic 4 MODEL Mod # 5101 HORSEPOWER 30hp
Original engine yes. When did you change & why?
Engine started knocking on vacation in 2005. Broken crankshaft! Replaced short block
with an older model used one. Fitted cyl.head, oil pan &trans, starter, flywheel & cover,
water pump, alternator & distributor from original engine. Installed electric fuel pump &
PCV kit from Indigo Electronics + new prop. I had already replaced the cast iron exhaust
parts, added a raw water filter & new exhaust flexible hose. Will install electronic
ignition & high output alternator this winter.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Vital to know your dipstick full mark when the engine is installed at 15 degrees. It was
still on the full mark when the engine broke. There was only two litres of oil in the pan
when I stripped it down. Now I know the mark is actually the top of the U on the dipstick
FULL mark.

the old warrior with all my
latest parts. she purrs and
hopefully will last for
another 20 years

EQUIPMENT ADDED
(such as refrigerator, include make, model & recommendations )
Garmin 492 colour chart plotter
Ray marine ST1 wheel pilot
Cabin top mainsheet traveler system
Nav.light sub panel in c/pit
Tricolour LED masthead light/anchor light
Spartite mast wedge system
Bronze opening ports
Nova kool refrigeration
Force 10 3 burner w.oven/broiler
Force 10 propane conversion for cabin heater
Atkins & Hoyle hatch over vee berth
Nicro solar vent (head)
Johnson diaphragm bilge pump
Clarion 4 spkr. Cd / stereo
Sharp LCD TV
PlayStation 2
Altec Lansing powered spkr. system
Jazz 500w inverter
Indigo prop

•cleaned sink with 3M
Finesse-it & rotary buffer
•electric faucet for seawater
rinsing
•bar faucet set from Home
Depot with brass accents

Existing
SR Mariner instruments (rebuilt)
ProFurl B32M furler/reefing
Hot & cold pressure water w.heat exchanger
Uniden VHF
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2006
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Bombard AX3 inf. Dinghy
Top quality 5-inch foam upholstery
Force 10 BBQ
DRS with snuffer

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
We knew we had a lot of problems to fix when we purchased “Queenie” Over a
5 year period we restored the hull, repaired the keel, skeg & rudder, rebedded
/replaced all thru-hulls, applied 7 coats of Interprotect 2000E & 3 coats
A/fouling. Removed all deck hardware, did core repairs to decks around all
c/plates. Core repairs to cabin top, dorade vents, around comp/way & handrails.
Replaced toe rail bolts & rebedded. Repaired, sanded, primed & painted cabin
top & deck. Built traveler, installed deck hardware, built mast collar,
refurbished hatches & installed new hatch over vee-berth. Installed 6 bronze
ports. Removed, refurbished 2 fixed ports. Refinished all ext. wood & refitted.
Switched int. with ext. handrails. Repaired lazarette lids & painted cockpit.
Refurbished steering pedestal & compass. New fuel lines, hoses & vents.
Gutted the interior, replaced 6 chain plate knees. (all external c/plates) Custom
made new cabinetry, custom teak strip counter tops in galley & head. Replaced
all AC / DC wiring, panels, lights etc. Added courtesy lights in c/pit, salon &
vee-berth. Installed new refrigeration. Replaced all water/ head system hoses,
pumps etc. Cleaned, sanded, stained & refinished all int. wood surfaces. Created
bilge sump & sealed bilge to keel. Sealed shower pan & hooked up drain pump
Made 2 new inspection accesses in T&H floor. Redid mast step. Replaced mast
wiring to feed spreader & tri-light. Installed SparTite system. Running rigging
as necc. and probably more stuff that I can’t remember.




UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS


Still trying to find room for that bathtub.
Stiffening of salon cabin roof by main bulkhead
and in galley area. 5 gal reserve fuel tank.
2 deck plates in c/pit to access rudder tube &
c/pit drains. 2 built in ceramic heaters
(salon & vee berth) Large slide out garbage
container. 2nd insulated ice box (below s/b settee)

original chain plates bolted to
plywood knees then encased in
fiberglass
chain plate entry holes had not
been properly sealed – water
leaked in over years
1½ in. plywood knees inside were
rotten

QUESTIONS/COMMENTS
‘ QUEENIE ‘ was a labour of love. The two of us had a lot of fun restoring her & we have learnt an awful lot of stuff to
complete our ‘dream boat’ I was lucky to have the time to do the work and a wife that that lost her dining room & kitchen for
3 years! but kept smiling .Actual time was probably 3 ½ years of work. We had another boat to race & sail on so we goofed
off a lot to start with!
She’s stunning inside (our dock mates named her the Royal York) is everything we hoped she would be and we know every
inch of her. So what if she cost us a Queen’s ransom?
Advice
It’s an ongoing pain to keep the honey do list shorter than 3 pages but if you don’t maintain her she will need major surgery
in her golden years just when you should be sailing not fixing! Do it.
Questions
We would like to build a hard dodger /hard bimini top with removable full enclosure but it has to look right! Has anybody
out there done this? E-mail us please.

HISTORY
Previous owners:- Vic. Reynolds 1975-81. Colin Rae 1981-88.
Gord. Sharwood 1988-2000.
Original Profile: 13 September 2000; Updated: October 2006
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #147
Walter & Janet Miklas
ADDRESS:
TELEPHONE: (604) 451- 7869

FAX:

E-MAIL: eleuthera_iv@yahoo.com

ELEUTHERA IV
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUY001470381
REGISTRY: 800609
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Mosquito Creek Marina North Vancouver BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, "Inside Passage" Desolation
Sound

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Extreme fanbelt wear as large Alternator added by previous owner has double pulley, engine and waterpump only have one.
Better alignment and heavyduty belt has helped considerably.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Harken Furler, GPS, Full cockpit enclosure, Drinking water filter and tap, Lewmar Professional series 1000 windlass & 150’
G4 chain, cockpit DC and VHF speaker outlets, 700W inverter, adjustable differential thermostat for Fridge

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Traveller removed and dual sheets with blocks attached to deck in front of Dodger
Propane locker lids removed and circular sealing hatches installed
Starboard cockpit locker sealed to inside and vented overboard to accommodate Fuel can
Pulley blocks that attach onto the aluminum toerail to lead the Jib sheets aft of the winches in order to get a better angle of
sheet to winch.
O/B motor hoist made of 1” stainless tubing, bent at 45deg 6” from top with 4:1 block.
Windlass modification on ELEUTHERA IV [photos follow at the end]

COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Dieter & Lorn Teuschler; Ladysmith. BC.; Purchased 2000
Original Profile: 9 August 2000; Updated 7 Nov 2006
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Take off existing chain locker cover, remove all hardware.

Make an 3/8" aluminum plate that fits inside chain locker
and is wide enough to reach two pulpit bolts on either side.
Cut out for chain using windlass template and drill mounting
holes. Secure aluminum plate inside locker with two pulpit
bolts on either side.

Check position of windlass on chainlocker cover, using
template supplied, cut hole for chain, drill mounting hole and
cut cover in two.

Mount windlass on chain locker cover with the long studs
supplied, then drop unit in place and bolt the protruding studs
to aluminum plate .

Replace previously removed hardware back onto small part
of chain locker cover.

(rear bottom of aluminum plate can be reinforced with
aluminum I beam...port to starboard ...using mounting bolts
to secure)
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #184
Michael Howard
251 Wanless Ave., Toronto, Ontario, M4N 1W5
TELEPHONE: (416)-792-1824
FAX:

EMAIL: mlhoward52@hotmail.com

SHIBUMI
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1840783
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
SHOAL KEEL; 4.7’
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: July, 2006
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

Westerbeke

MODEL: 35 HP HORSEPOWER: 35

IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
repowered with a new 35 HP Westerbeke in 2004.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Main, 150% Genoa, 90% Jib, Cruising Spinnaker, furling, Halyards led to cockpit winches
12 volt water cooled refrigeration, propane instant hot water heater, 3 burner propane stove with oven
Autohelm self steering, Datamarine depth sounder and knotmeter,
Dodger and bimini (2002), Boom tent, Lazy Jacks

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Scott Cameron; Previous Name: KELSEA, Annapolis
Original Profile: 9 May 2006 [by L. Harrison]; Updated Nov. 2006
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #179
Charles N. Johnson
1154 Indian Shadows Dr., Ten Mile, TN. 37880;
Telephone:
Email: CJoh4441@aol.com

RAGNAR
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1790183
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 654987
SHOAL KEEL;
YEAR BUILT: 1983
PURCHASED: 1993
LOCATION OF BERTH: Watts Bar Lake part of the Tennessee river
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE

Westerbeke

MODEL: 35 HP HORSEPOWER: 35

IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?.

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner:
Original Profile: Nov. 2006 [by L. Harrison]
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #Unknown
Pierre Legault
11170, boul. Gouin Est, Montréal ( Québec) Canada. H1C 1B5
TELEPHONE: 514.648.9443
EMAIL: info@damacha.qc.ca

GAILLARDE
SERIAL NO.: unknown
REG. or DOC NUMBER: 10 D 57406
SHOAL KEEL;
YEAR BUILT: 1976?
PURCHASED: June 2005
LOCATION OF BERTH: Marina Leclaire in Sorel-Tracy City (Qc) on the St-Lawrence shores
AREA WHERE SAILED:

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE VOLVO
MODEL: MD 2B
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
EQUIPMENT ADDED
UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
“striped the hull below water line and I am doing an Interprotec epoxy resin coating”

UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
Contacted Network through web site May 2006; not a member [yet]

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: Mr Duranleau, from Montréal, new boat June 1976.
Previous Owner: Mr René Dufour, April 1992
Original Profile: Nov. 2006 [by L. Harrison]
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Yacht Delivery Adventure
By Stuart Spracklin

History of the Vic- Maui International Yacht Race
The following is from the official web site. http://www.vicmaui.org/
The first Vic-Maui race was sailed in 1965. The race was a dream of RVYC member Jim Innes who at that time was a
Captain for Canadian Pacific Airlines. Jim apparently talked incessantly about the idea of such a race originating in Victoria
and ending some 2308 nautical miles away in Maui.
He convinced three other skippers to start with him off Brotchie Ledge in 1965. With Jim in his Lapworth 36' "Long Gone",
there was Lol Killam of RVYC with the 45' sloop "Velaris", Ron Ramsay of the Royal Victoria Yacht Club with the 45'
ketch "Norena of White" and Boo Paskel from Seattle Yacht club with his 73' ketch "Tatoosh".
The race and the weather were typical for most of the races to follow. Westerlies in the Juan de Fuca Strait, left turn down the
coast to about the latitude of San Francisco followed by a right turn with the northeasterly trade winds filling spinnakers and
the downhill sun run to Maui. Three boats finished the race some 15 days later at Kahalui Harbour on the north coast of Maui
with the fourth "Tatoosh", having used the iron spinnaker greeting the three arrivals with Mai Tais. During their stay in Maui
they met up with the originators of what would become the Lahaina Yacht Club.
Upon returning to BC waters both Jim and Lol proceeded to convince the RVYC and the newly organized LYC to jointly
sponsor such a race and thusly the Vic-Maui International Yacht Race was born. The first official race was in 1968 with some
14 boats entered. Bill Killam's Porpoise III swept the fleet first to finish and first on corrected time. She took 17 days, 6
hours and 50 minutes.
The race, heralded as a FUN RACE has encouraged both the ardent racer and the cruiser racer. It has been held every even
year since 1968 with 2004 being our 19th race. The number of entrants has ranged from 14 to 37 boats with 24 registered in
2002.
Records have been broken many times since this first race of 1968. The current record holder is "Grand Illusion" skippered
by James McDowell of the LYC who completed the race in 9 days, 2 hours and 8 minutes in 2000 beating out the previous
record of 9 days, 19 hours and 36 minutes set by "Pyewacket" skippered by Roy Disney in 1996.
Jim Innes passed away on November 9, 2001 but the race goes on as part of his legacy. Plans for the 2006 edition are well
underway with expectations high for a great race.
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The Boat
Boat name: Tripp Tease
Sail number: 43607
Rig: Sloop
LOA (ft.): 40'
Draft (ft): 7.6
Beam (ft): 12'
Hull color: White

Hailing port: Comox, BC
Designer: Bill Tripp
Class or type: Tripp 40
Builder: Carroll Marine
Where built: Bristol, RI
Year launched: 1991

July 3, 2006 – The start of the Victoria to Maui race

The 18 Day Maui to Victoria Adventure
In February 2006 I was interviewed for a delivery crew position aboard the Tripp 40 “Tripp Tease” for the return trip,
following the Vic-Maui
yacht race, to her home
port Comox, BC.
The first leg of our
journey was to sail
185NM from Lahaina,
Maui west to Hanalei
Bay, Kauai which took
approximately 22 hours.
Two of the boat owners,
Frank & Harold, had
participated in the race
to Maui. Marni, Mike,
Morris and I made up
the rest of the delivery
crew. Frank was the
captain and organized
us into three watches
with Frank, Harold, and
me as watch captains
assigned one crew each.
My watch was 0800 to
1200 & 2000 to 2400
each day.
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We had a beautiful sail to Hanalei Bay, skimming along the southern shores of Molokai and Oahu, passing Honolulu at 10:30
in the evening. Stronger winds were experienced between the islands with the trade winds blowing at about 25kts from the
NE.
Beautiful Hanalei Bay is located on the north side of Kauai, is quite sheltered but provides very little in marine services
though the town is very close if you manage to make it ashore. All of our provisioning had been done prior to leaving
Lahaina, Maui, allowing for 20 days at sea.
At 1900 on Friday, July 28, the crew of Tripp Tease weighed anchor and pointed the bow north into the evening dusk.
Everyone was eager to complete the 2700NM journey in 16 days which would be one day less than it took for the Vic-Maui
race down!
There are two old sailing superstitions that we ignored… Never begin an ocean voyage on a Friday and women should not be
aboard. As we sailed into our first of many squalls I began to wonder if there was some truth behind “superstitions”. Tripp
Tease is a very wet boat with low freeboard, no dodger and no cockpit coamings. For the next five days the NE trade winds
had us on a close reach with constant spray off the windward bow and many “deck sweepers” (water coming down the decks
on both sides of the coach roof). The cockpit is open at the stern which allowed the “deck sweepers” to be disposed of
quickly, along with anything else that may not have been tied down. The weather was still very warm as was the water so
bathing suit and T-shirt was all the clothing needed. Inflatable PFD, harness and tether were mandatory at all times while on
deck. All chores took four times longer to complete due to the motion of the boat and trying to observe the rule “one hand
for the boat…”. It was mentioned several times that “washing dishes should be an Olympic sport”! I now have an idea of
what it might be like to go through a full wash cycle in a clothes washer.
For the first three days there were varying degrees of “wobbly tummy”, experienced by most of the crew, and normal full
meals were replaced with snacking. As people started to return to their normal tanned facial colouring, the captain suggested
that we have “happy hour” in the late afternoon on days when the weather would allow. Happy hour meant one alcoholic
drink of your choice along with snacks. During happy hour, we would also wager on what the distance run for the following
day might be. We averaged 154NM per day.
Each day melted into the next as the crew fell into the routine of their watches. As we worked our way northward, the water
turned to a darker blue, the nights became cooler (damper) and squalls became less frequent. The winds also became lighter
and had clocked around enough to fly various weights of spinnakers for four days. During the spinnaker run, we also crossed
40° north latitude. This was as good a reason as any to celebrate and Marni offered to bake a chocolate cake which was a big
hit. With the success of the cake, Marni then started baking two loaves of bread (from scratch) each day that the boat motion
was not too violent. In the middle of the ocean there are very few smells so the odor of baking bread was greatly appreciated
as was the final product.
The weather also changed north of 40°. A thin grey layer of sea cloud covered the sky most of the time with the occasional
glimpse of the sun or moon. The fleece under garments and foul weather gear began to appear and eventually remain the
fashion statement of the day. Day 11 was another wet grey day with heavier seas and winds. The boat was on port tack with
mainsail triple reefed and the headsail furled 50%. By the time my watch began at 2000, the wind was in the low 20’s and
dropping. During my watches, Morris and I would do shifts of one hour at the helm and one hour as lookout. My shift at the
helm started at 2300. The wind was now down to 17 knots and we discussed shaking out the reefs when the next watch came
on deck at 2400. The seas were still rolly but not as bad as we had already experienced. At 2330 the boat rolled to starboard
as did the mast but this time the mast kept going!! Not a sound, no warning and within seconds the mast lay across the
surface of the ocean 90° to starboard. The four crew members resting below deck had no idea that anything had happened
until Morris informed them. All hands were on deck within minutes to evaluate our situation. The mast was broken at the
partners and at the lower spreaders (of three). All running rigging was attached and all but the port lower shroud were also
attached. The mast was now beginning to sink putting even more strain on points of connection. Our concern then became
possible damage to the hull as the boat rolled in the swells with the mast eventually hanging vertically down the starboard
side of the boat. We worked at salvaging as much as we safely could as nobody had been hurt and we wanted to keep it that
way. Once we had salvaged the boom, vang, roller furling drum and as much of the lines as we could, we began cutting
away the areas of connection (halyards, shrouds, stays) starting with the connections under the least tension. The rod rigging
required the use of a hacksaw which was surprisingly effective. The port cap shroud and one of the halyards were under the
most strain and were the last to be cut to let the mast along with two sails, instrumentation, and SSB antennae drift to the
ocean floor, about four miles down.
The next task was to tidy up the deck and perform a double check around the whole boat to make sure no lines were trailing
in the water before we started the engine. One hour and a half had passed and we were back underway with salvaged gear
stowed below and the boom securely lashed to the side deck (Red/White LED headlamps were very useful). I was asked to
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continue at the helm until 0430 with Marni on deck to keep me awake while
the others went below to try to get some sleep in preparation for an early
morning jury rigging of the boom. It is much more difficult to steer in swells
when there are no sails to stabilize the boat. I found it very interesting that
nobody panicked as everyone went calmly about completing whatever task was
needed to get the situation back under control. Ask any of the crew if they
were at all scared, the response was “I never even thought about being scared”.
There was no reason to be scared; the boat was in tact, nobody was hurt, and
we had plenty of food and water.
Early on day 12, the boom was rigged as a mast and two of the smallest storm
sails were used as a jib and mainsail. In 15 knots of wind, we were able to do
3.5 knots over the bottom (GPS) and with engine assist we were able to
maintain 6.5 knots. The only problem was, we only had 100 liters of diesel
fuel and 800NM to go… The SSB radio antenna (backstay), now at the bottom
of the ocean, made it impossible to participate in the usual daily roll call with
several of the other yachts returning from Maui to Vancouver & Seattle. We
did have a satellite phone on board which became our main source of
communication and was used to contact the coast guard and one of the other
boats to let them know of our situation. The U.S. coast guard was very good.
They arranged to have the Greek freighter “Esperis-P”, en route from
Vancouver to Australia, meet up with us at approximately 2100hrs to provide
us with enough fuel to get us to Victoria.
Another safety item now came into play… an emergency VHF antenna with enough coax cable to plug into the main radio
with the stubby antennae stuck to the coach roof. This would be our only means of communicating with the freighter, once
it was close enough. The same day, we were pleasantly distracted by a pod of grey whales that were heading in the same
direction and swam with us for about six hours. Later in the afternoon the
US coast guard called on the satellite phone to say that the Greek freighter
was on its way and could meet up with us earlier than 2100. That was good
to hear as we were not looking forward to nestling up to the side of a 500
foot freighter in the dark! It was about 1600 hours when we first heard a
broken call on the VHF. It was the captain of the Esperis-P who was
heading to our last known position. Our captain asked for his course so that
we could watch the horizon in the right direction. We also updated
Esperis-P on our present position. It was not long before we saw the ship
on the horizon to the north east and adjust our course accordingly. Three
miles away, Esperis informed us that they had a visual on Tripp Tease but
not on radar (our reflector went overboard too) which proves that small
boats don’t show up very well on radar! The captain of Esperis began his
slow down and stop procedure approximately two miles from away and gave us instructions on how to approach his ship (on
the leeward side) and tie along side. I figure that the freighter was still drifting at four knots as we pulled along side. On the
ship’s port rail, with the captain, were several of the crew who threw us bow and stern lines. The ship’s crew had already
lowered two large rope fenders along side to which we looped two of our dock lines in a fashion similar to that used in a
canal locking situation to allow for the up and down movement of both vessels.
The captain of Esperis-P had filled 11 containers, each holding at least 20
liters of diesel. These were lowered down to Tripp Tease one at a time. We
emptied our three yellow diesel containers into the main fuel tank and sent
them up to the freighter to be filled. During this time the crew of Esperis-P
and Tripp Tease chatted back and forth. It was great for us to see and talk to
other people for a change and the event was probably a nice though unusual
change in routine for them. It had taken Esperis-P 1.5 days to reach our
location, from Vancouver, so they had a good laugh when we told them it
would take us a good six days to reach Victoria! When we asked how we
could pay for the 280 liters of fuel and the containers, the captain of Esperis
explained that it was “the way of the sea to come to the aid of another mariner
in distress and that no payment was necessary”. Our captain sent up a bottle
of scotch, a Tripp Tease jacket and shirt as a token of appreciation.
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After parting with the freighter, it did not take long before Esperis-P disappeared over the horizon on her way to Australia
with a load of sulphur. The crew of Tripp Tease now happily cleaned each of the containers and lashed as many as we could
to the deck behind the helm. Four of the containers had to be lashed below deck. I did some calculations and announced that
we had enough fuel to get to Victoria with possibly three containers and ½ tank of fuel remaining. After a few more
calculations I suggested that we should arrive in Victoria around noon on the sixth day (Tuesday, August 15)… which is
exactly what happened.
In Victoria we parted with Marni, Mike & Morris and continued on to an anchorage in Long Harbour, Saltspring Island, for
the night. After being on a constantly moving boat with the sound of water gurgling past the hull on one side of my quarter
berth and the engine running on the other side (for six days anyway), I found it difficult to get to sleep on a completely flat
bunk with total silence! Hey, even the water had stopped dripping on my head while I lay in my bunk thinking about those
old sailing superstitions...
Wednesday, August 16th, the three of us weighed anchor at 0500 for the final leg of the journey to Comox, stopping at
Schooner Cove to drop me off. Some of the most frequent questions asked:
Were you ever scared? “No”
Would you do it again? “Yes, but a dryer boat would be nice!”
What did I miss the most? “Fresh vegetables”
The U.S. coast guard was great. They called on the satellite phone every day to get an update on our position and make sure
we were okay. The captain and crew of Esperis-P were fabulous. My friend Mark Pearce back at home (after crewing
aboard Tripp Tease in the Vic-Maui race) did a very good job of keeping the families informed of our progress following the
dismasting. The delivery crew started out as strangers but soon became a team and still talking to each other after spending
18 days at sea in a 40 foot boat!
By the way, three cans of fuel were still lashed to the aft deck as Tripp Tease pulled away from the dock at Schooner Cove.
If you are wondering how Tripp Tease did in the Vic-Maui race… She placed 4th in her division and 5th overall.
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Life’s a Beach
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring Edition 2007
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324; Cell: (519) 881-6878
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

Migs suggested if we made comments that we should “...be prepared for their replies!”
[I think things are back to normal now.]
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ALOHA
Disney World called 2007 “The Year of a Million Dreams”. Our dream came true. For
several years we have planned to take our family; our 2 kids and their families, to Disney
World. All eleven of us! For a couple of months before, Carol and I were in training – walking
an rowing daily - to be able to power walk for 10 hours a day with 5 grandkids, the oldest one
is 8 years.
Well we survived, we may even have lost a little weight in the process. It was great! But how
do you answer a 3 year old when he asks if we can go again next week?
For our next project Carol is creating a scrapbook of the adventure and I’m making a video –
after all we did take over 4000 pictures in 8 days!!
This summer, we’ll be off to a much deserved rest on Enchantment - on the water. We’ll be
heading to the North Channel shortly after the July 1st long weekend and not return until midAugust. We hope to meet with Queen’s Ransom and any other Aloha owners that may be
floating by. Be warned, we may have two or three grandkid aboard at one time or other but not all eleven that made the trip to
Disney. We promise.
Looking forward to hearing from you. Call VHF 16 or (519) 881-6878 or just drop by and take your chances.
Les & Carol, Enchantment - #214

The best alarm clock is sunshine
through the forward hatch.

NEW MEMBERS
Michael Howard, SHIBUMI, Hull #184
251 Wanless Ave., Toronto, Ontario, M4N 1W5, Telephone: (416)-792-1824, Email: mlhoward52@hotmail.com
Charles N. Johnson, RAGNAR, Hull # 179
1154 Indian Shadows Dr., Ten Mile, TN. 37880; Telephone:
Email: CJoh4441@aol.com
Pierre Legault, GAILLARDE, Hull #???
11170 boul Gouin Est, Montreal, QC, H1C 1B5; Telephone: (514) 648-9443; Email: info@damacha.qc.ca

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Jerry and Nancy Senger, Margherita, 21 Teal Point, Scarborough, ME 04074, (207) 883-1619, opa@thesengers.net
George Johnson, Famous Grouse#229, email correction: grjohnson42@hotmail.com

Walter & Janet MIKLAS, new email jandwm-a@yahoo.com
Wayne McLellan, 202-38 N. Rockwood Ave., Thunder Bay, ON, P7A 6A1, Home: 807-346-0914
George Johnson, Famous Grouse #229, new email: grjphnson42@hotmail.com
Chip Wolfe, Telephone: (850) 897-0824. Cell: (850) 830-8123
Denise Sinclair, "After Five", new email: denise.sinclair@freedom55financial.com
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MAILBAG
From: Enchantment, #214
Sent: Sunday, December 24, 2006
To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Merry Christmas!
The "Fall" Newsletter is on it's way and we are now on our week for Christmas visiting; back to Kincardine for our own
family Christmas on December 28th.
Right now I'm sitting in the upstairs at Carol's parents house in Toronto with my wireless antenna in the window with a 4"
metal sieve behind it as a parabola to strengthen the signal! Slow but I can get my email messages [usually] - they don't have
the internet here. It does't cost the doner of the wireless a red cent so I don't feel too guilty!
Oh well, the main reason for the hookup was to wish you all a very Merry Christmas and the best year ever in 2007!
Carol & Les
Reply From: Restless Sole 222
Sent: Wednesday, December 27, 2006
Just got the Aloha 34 newsletter today Les. Great job and many thanks for the time you spend putting it together.
Retirement is 2 1/2 years away and then maybe I'll find some time to help out a bit more. (Well, after returning from
a year in the Caribbean :-)
All the best to you and Carol for 2007. I'm afraid we won't see you in the North Channel as we're using all our
holidays (and then some) helping our friends take their Trawler to Florida. Restless is staying on the hard and
hopefully I'll be able to get a few jobs done this year. We ARE hoping to get up to Kincardine for a meal of Fish &
Chips however so hopefully we'll see you then.
Nigel & Michele, Restless Sole #222
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, January 02, 2007
We agree with you, Nigel & Michelle. Another excellent A-34 Network newsletter. Well done Les!!!
Sorry to hear that you won't be sailing this year, Nigel, but even a "stink pot" to Florida should be fun.
We were delighted to hear last week from Gary & Linda Brown, AMALTHEA #189, currently visiting family in
Victoria here from their home in Australia.
We had hoped to get Linda & Gary out sailing last Saturday in Sea Vixen, but there was no wind (remarkable
considering the windy wx. we were having here earlier this winter). However, we have our fingers crossed for better
sailing wx. with Gary & Linda this coming Saturday.
Here is a 'fun' oldie that expresses Diana & my thoughts in remembering A-34 Network members at this time of the
year: http://www.icq.com/img/friendship/static/card_16961_rs.swf. Please turn up the sound.
Migs

[Editor: Well done Migs. In case you missed it, when you popped the balloons you got a lively animated New Years wish]

From: Marty & Lyndee Lu
Sent: Sunday, December 24, 2006
Subject: I saw 3 ships
Like the carol we could be sailing this Christmas Day! at least here in Sarnia. We hope you all have a wonderful holiday
season and look forward to seeing or hearing from you next year.We will be up in the North Channel the last week in July til
Labour Day. Have a super 2007 and fair sailing. Marty & Lyndee Lu. :Queen's Ransom:
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[Editor: Enchantment will be in the North Channel from early July until mid-August. Anyone else wanting to join up let
Queen’s Ransom or us know.]

From: Bill Sirine
Sent: Wednesday, December 27, 2006
Subject: Re: Bella Luna
Happy New Year Les & Carol! I just received the fall 2006 newsletter. Boy does news travel fast! As of this email the sale
of Bella Luna is still pending. The prospective buyer is (or was) very excited with the boat and even accompanied the
broker’s captain on a 3 hour trip to a yard that could haul her during the survey. The boat performed flawlessly. The
following morning the surveyor he hired spent 8 hours on the survey and hull inspection (5 small blisters). At the end of the
day he reports 3 major issues. The first is the tack on the Genoa needs to be repaired; the second is the auto pilot fluxgate
compass on the Ray Marine ST3000 was not functioning properly (it worked perfectly the last time we were out). However,
the third and somewhat concerning is the issue of moisture in the hull and in the chain plates. Although we never suspected
there was an issue with the chain plates, there is the possibility they could be saturated. Obviously many of these boats have
experienced some water problems with the chainplates and each owner has approached the repairs differently. If this becomes
a deal breaker I will probably need to have the repair done professionally. The surveyor also spent 2 of the 8 hours going over
the engine and decided that since there was not anything obviously wrong with it he decided to take an oil sample and send it
off to a lab, which may have the results back next week, So, at this time we are waiting to hear from the broker, who
represents both seller and buyer. We decided to sell Bella Luna mainly because of mobility problems with the both of us…..
Maybe it is time for the motor home or the trawler, we will see. If you have any additional words of wisdom on the
chainplates or if you can give me any idea on costs to have this done by a yard, please let know. Take care. Bill Sirine
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, December 28, 2006
Hi Bill,
Hope you had a great Christmas - we're on our 4th Christmas today with 5 GrandKids and their parents. The cat has
disappeared somewhere quiet!
You certainly had a thorough surveyor but good to hear things were about average. As far as the chainplates are
concerned, I don't recall any members having done by the yard. Maybe put a query out on our Yahoo email group.
I did mine myself, as you may remember, by taking off the face on the knee and letting it dry then saturating with
epoxy and reglassing the chainplate and knee. My surveyor agreed with the approach as valid. I know on Queenie
they redid the whole thing; some have moved the chainplate outside of the glassed knee. That's what I'll do if I ever
have to redo my work. In the meantime, if possible, open up the knees by drilling a hole in the bottom to let them
drain. It may save you yard costs.
My fluxgate compass is not very accurate as to the actual degrees but does an admiral job of steering. Have you
done the prescribed [on my 4000 anyway] SLOW 360 circle to reset the compass? Maybe that will bring it in line
with true/magnetic settings. Also make sure your hemisphere is set properly. I'm sure this was all done by you
originally but buyers may have pushed buttons they shouldn't have [or maybe the surveyor].
All the best with your decisions and your future excursions. If we can be of any help drop us a line.
Les

From: Jerry and Nancy Senger
Sent: Monday, January 01, 2007 9:24 AM
Subject: Change of address
Les,
I just received the fall newsletter which was forwarded by the post office and I realized I hadn't told you about our move.
(To save you some looking up time, we're Margherita, hull 227). Our new address is:
Jerry and Nancy Senger
21 Teal Point
Scarborough, ME 04074
(207) 883-1619
opa@thesengers.net
I'm semi-retired now working for a CPA firm during income tax season and taking care of our 12 year old dog. Nancy leaves
in a couple of weeks to finish the season at Maho Bay campground on St. John. Once the dog dies, I'll be joining her for
winters in the Caribbean and summers sailing the coast of Maine on Margherita. Sounds good to us.
I've lost track of my dues status. Please let me know if I owe.
Thanks,
Jerry
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, January 04, 2007
Jerry,
Thanks for the notice of the address change and I'm glad you at least got your newsletter. I will update the members
in the Spring Newsletter.
Your plan for retirement sounds great!
My records show you as having paid for 2005 & 2006 in December of 2005, so you're all set
till February 2007 when a contribution for this years costs would be due.
You have my sympathy with an old dog, we are nursing a 17 year old cat right now. Don't
know how much longer she will be with us.
Thanks again
Les

From: Stuart Meyer
To: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, January 08, 2007
Subject: Good Morning!
"A LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM OVER ALASKA WILL BEGIN MOVING SOUTHWARD ALONG THE BRITISH
COLUMBIA COAST ON TUESDAY...OVER THE PACIFIC NORTHWEST ON WEDNESDAY...AND THEN AND
INTO NORTHERN CALIFORNIA ON THURSDAY. THIS LOW PRESSURE SYSTEM WILL BRING VERY COLD
TEMPERATURES TO THE AREA FROM THURSDAY ON INTO THE WEEKEND."
The above is from the Weather Channel's forecast this morning. If it would be helpful to you in winterizing SEA VIXEN, I
would be more than happy to provide you with the benefit of my years of doing same to another really great Aloha.
We are leaving here on Wednesday for the southwest part of the country hoping that this cold system doesn't get that far.
Best to you both....
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, January 08, 2007
Thanks Stuart for the warning and the "offer of help"! We'd need it. Our wx. is strange this year, intermittently cold
& then normal, and at times very wet.
We were sailing on Saturday with Gary & Linda Brown, AMALTHEA #189 visiting from Australia with us.
They took some pictures so hope to have the evidence shortly.
All the best in your travels!
...and again, many thanks!
Migs

From: Hank Surette
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2007
Subject: Change of provider
Hi Les
I don't know if this is the right root or not, but some time ago I changed my provider for internet. which is now
(hank.surette@sympatico.ca) I have missed the on going inter-action by e-mail and would like to be reinstated. If I should
contact someone else could you let me know.
many thanks Hank
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, January 14, 2007
Hello Hank,
I don't see your name in the new Yahoo Email Group we set up in 2005 when the Topica folded for us.
If you joined the Yahoo Group at aloha34net@yahoogroups.com then all you need to do is edit your profile in that
group to input your new email address. If you haven't joined and would like to then at
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2007 6
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an invite - really the same thing.
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Should you decide to join please use a name that we can identify with - your surname OR boat name OR part of
your boat name. Also include in your profile the City so members can find you. It's all password protected so it's
quite safe from spam.
There hasn't been a great deal of traffic - maybe you can help change that; I'd appreciate a little more exchanges
there. All the past messages are there since we started as well as some photos that have been contributed; even a bit
of humour and some links.
Hoping

From: Les
Sent: Thursday, January 11, 2007
To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Subject: Winter
I trust all our Westerners in BC. are safe and sound and their Alohas are too! We finally got a few inches of snow last night
but without all the winds and damage some of BC and western provinces have experienced. Today it's melting again. I
expect we'll see the cold and snow from the Prairies by the weekend.
Thought I might try and cheer you up a bit with this photo I received today.

All the best under the circumstances.
Les & Carol
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, January 12, 2007
Thanks for your kind thoughts, Les. Really appreciated.
Last Saturday we had a delightful afternoon sail with Gary & Linda Brown who are currently visiting Victoria from
Australia where they live onboard & sail AMALTHEA, A-34 #189).
Yesterday we had about 3 inches of snow here in Oak Bay (more away from the ocean) & tonight temperature is
below zero.
See the attached which was the cartoon on the editorial page of the Victoria Times-Colonist newspaper today...
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Aloha! (Don't we wish!)
Migs

From: Michael Roach
Sent: Thursday, January 18, 2007
Hello Les,
As I know you`ve heard from George and Trish Kirkwood in the fall, Ali Baba has been sold and we (my partner Moira and
I) are her proud new owners. We`ve been reading some back issues of the Aloha 34 newsletter and are most eager to
subscribe. Please inform us of the cost, where to send it and any other relevant details. Our mailing address is:
643 Skyview Place, Comox, B.C. V9M 3R3
Regards and looking forward to your correspondence
Michael Roach
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, January 23, 2007
Michael & Moira,
Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising sailboats available; but, then we may be a bit prejudiced! Let me
explain about the association………
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, February 27, 2007
Michael,
Hope all is well with you this winter.
I wonder if you could let me know if you got the Owner's Manual from the Kirkwoods when you bought Ali Baba?
I'd like to keep my records up to date.
Thanks, Les
Reply From: Michael Roach
Sent: Wednesday, February 28, 2007
Hello Les
I`m not exactly sure I know of the document you`re referring to. George did include all manner of booklets and
manuals, not least of all numerous back issues of the network periodical, most of which I have perused in some
depth. However, the Owner`s Manual" isn`t ringing a bell with me. As I`m not presently at home and may not be for
a couple of weeks I can`t verify one way or the other at this time.
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The sun is starting to show and the juices are starting to flow. Hope you`re experiencing the same eager anticipation.
Mike
Reply From: Les
Not a problem Michael.
The "Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Owners' Manual" [the whole title on the front] with a picture of an
Aloha 34 behind a clear plastic cover is something we, the owners, compiled from past newsletters and profiles. The
same thing exists on CD.
We still have ice on the harbour as you can see by going to www.kyc.ca but my tarp is mostly clear of snow. Not
long now!!
Les
Reply From: Michael Roach
Sent: Friday, March 23, 2007
Greetings Les. I`m home again and indeed have located a copy of the Owners` Manual. Thanks for the heads-up.
Mike

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, February 03, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo)
Subject: 1. Aloha from Victoria! 2.Dodger Replacement? -3 Feb 07
Greetings from Victoria, BC, and thank you to those living in Central & Eastern Canada & in the North-East US for finally
giving us our weather back! December sailing here was punk thanks to all those storms & the unusually cold weather that
you sent us. We Victoria sailors have been suffering "withdrawal". However thankfully we've been making up for it these
last 3 weeks. Sea Vixen has been out sailing 5 times since mid January and no icebergs, Les!
We should be sailing today except it is raining & my men's crew & I in recent years have become fair weather sailors. (When
it rains in Victoria, Victorians blame Vancouver or Seattle for spoiling our wx.)

Here attached are a couple of pictures taken when we were sailing off Oak Bay last Saturday. We had more than 100 other
sailors out with us taking advantage of the better wx., including both "Mini 12's" & Lasers' regatta racing.
The first picture shows Mount Baker in the distance where (like Mount Washington, a 2 hours drive north from Victoria on
Vancouver Island,) the skiing continues to be fabulous.
The second picture in the distance shows a few of the other boats out with us as we were heading home to Royal Victoria
Yacht Club, Cadboro Bay, to open the bar.
With this email, I include a request to members living in the Victoria area. Can anyone recommend a good outfit to replace
our 12 year old dodger?
Aloha! Migs
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From: Marty & LyndeeLu
Sent: Friday, February 16, 2007
Hello everyone, just an update on what’s happening with us living on the big lake!
From last year. At Makinaw weekend in July we entertained John Nestling, Andy,
Frank & the rest of the crew from “ Innisfree”. On race day we took Bob Fortier’s wife
& child out on Queenie to watch the start. It was a beautiful day so we swam &
watched 100’s of race boats take off for Mackinaw Island. For our vacation we sailed
out of Sarnia Yacht Club to Kincardine where we met up with Les Harrison who is the
Aloha networks main man! Next stop was Tobermory then on to Killarney. They had
had a micro-burst storm a few weeks before and it did a lot of damage to their floating
docks & there was widespread damage to a lot of boats & property in the N.Channel
area. We next visited Snug Harbour & stayed there over the Aug. holiday weekend to
relax and get into cruising mode! We left there in big winds & motor-sailed to Little Current, where we met up with a bunch
of boats from SYC. L.Current is a misnomer ‘cos when we docked the 5 knot current spun Q.R. sideways between 2 finger
docks. Luckily only minor damage to the boat we hit!!! From L.C. we went up the Wabauno Ch. To Sturgeon Cove, then to
Oak Bay. O.B.to Spanish thru Little Detroit. There we met up with Bob, Alex & Amanda Savoie whom we’d met the year
before. Also in Spanish we met Colin & Lorrain Rae who were the 2nd owners of Queenie! Colin was the guy who did mot
of the custom teak cabinetry on the boat. THANKYOU. We had a great sail to Spragge home of the North Channel Yacht
Club. Cal Custus, Garn Menell & Marty sailed an Aloha 34 from Spragge to Penetanguishene in July 95 so it was cool for
him to revisit the N.C.Y.C. again. Then we visited Turnbull Isl, Gore Bay, Kagawong & the Bridal veil falls, Clapperton Hbr.
& to Croker Island were we spent Lyndee Lu’s birthday. It’s now an annual event! The winds didn’t blow as forecast so we
got blown out of our cozy anchorage & spent a restless night on the hook having coffee & canned stew instead of steak &
champagne! We made our way back to Sarnia via Snug Hbr., Big Tub, Port Elgin, & Bayfield. What a fantastic holiday we
had. Lyndee has been busy aver since doing visiting nursing/wound care for VHA. Marty has been helping out at SYC doing
dock repairs etc for credits towards slip fees, so he is RETIRED! We sailed as often as we could ’til QR came out at the end
of Oct. Then it was home to finish our new kitchen & other renos. Only Lyndee would spend 10 g’s to have a dishwasher!
Had an excellent family Christmas with 18 for dinner. NY eve at the SYC clubhouse and then the T.O. boat show where we
met Tom K. Tal W. Capt Ron G. & Bobby M. Spent 4 days in T.O. relaxing & shopping. Marty’s busy getting things ready
for the boat to do list before we head over to England in April from the 17-27th to see his Mum who’ll be 88 this year! Why
do we have to get old?----The Port Huron/Mackinaw race weekend is July21-24th so we invite one & all to come and visit us
! We have tons of room in the yard to pitch your tents or we could camp out at SYC. Let us know as it’s a great weekend
with sailboats from 25ft – 70ft. This summer we will be in the North Channel again from July 28th to Sept. 3rd. If any of you
are going to be up there this year let us know before we leave or check in on VHF channel 79 at 9.00 am for the Little
Current cruisers net which keeps track of all the boats in the North Channel as well as news weather and a relay to boats out
of range. Well better close now, lift-in is only 80 days away!
Marty & LyndeeLu “Queen’s Ransom”
Ph#s H 519-542-5426 LLcell 519-383-4926 MHcell 519-384-5350

From: Bob Long
Sent: Sunday, February 18, 2007
Hi, We just purchased "Dream Catcher 2" Aloha 34 sail # 196. Her new home will be at Collin Bay Marina, Kingston ON.
We are interested in becoming members of the Aloha 34 Network.
Thanks, Bob Long and Cheri Kemp-Long

From: Gary and Jane Koebel
Sent: Thursday, February 22, 2007
Subject: Aloha 34 For Sale - Dreamcatcher
Hi Les:
Would you please remove our ad for the sale of Dreamcatcher from the newsletter and website. We have sold the vessel
and it is expected to close in early May. Once it has closed we will forward details.and recommend to the new owners that
they join your association. Thanks for your assistance.
Gary and Jane Koebel
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, February 24, 2007
Gary and Jane,
Congratulations on the successful sale of Dreamcatcher. And yes I would appreciate getting the final details of the
sale because, as you probably know, I try to keep a sort of average sale price in case members need an idea for
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selling. Of course, the specifics of any individual sale is never released and held in confidence. I also try to keep a
handle on why members sold - "can't handle the boat any more", "different boat", "going to a trawler", etc. have
been some of the reasons. In addition, I would like any special conditions of the sale like "we threw in the dinghy to
make the sale". All these things are gathered at the time of sale because they are lost if the member leaves the
Network. If you need any more info let me know and I can explain further.
I will remove the ad on the Aloha site shortly.
All the best in your next adventures. If at any time we can be of further assistance feel free to drop us a line.
Les
[Editor: Two members updated their boat ads in the Fall and both boats are now sold. HINT.]

From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Monday, March 19, 2007
Subject: [aloha34net] Newsletters
So I found 5 of the historical newsletters from winter-2001 to winter - 2003 on the Aloha34.com website. These are really
excellent sources of information and will keep me up late reading tonight. Are there any others stored anywhere?
-NReply From "Les"
I just mailed the past 2 newsletters today along with the CD. On the CD you will find almost all the past newsletters
right up to the Fall 2006 edition.
You will also find - it should autostart if you haven't turned off the function - the Owners' Manual that we the
members assembled from past newsletters and owner profiles.
Happy reading.
Les
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2007
Wow. I finished reading two newsletters last night. An amazing resource. This is just really, really good stuff!
-NReply From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2007
Subject: Aloha-34 Manual
Les,
Got the manual. That'll be really helpful, thanks very much. To tell you the truth, I thought the $25 joining fee was
slightly on the bogus side of things, with the other associations that I've belonged to in the past being free (CL-16,
the very active Tanzer group, Ericson and other model Aloha's). But none of those had resources such as the manual
and fantastic newsletters. With the amount of work that you put into this, it's obviously something that you're doing
for the fun of it.
Btw, I found a guy out here who has very reasonable rates and is willing to work with me on the projects that I had
in mind, starting with the windlass. Hopefully I'll gain a little knowledge on these hardware installations and deck
modifications that are so mysterious to me, and maybe even be able to contribute something of my own (in another
decade or so) instead of just asking questions. The capabilities of the group in general, though, are quite astounding
to me.
-N-

From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007
Dear Abby,
I've never written to you before, but I really need your advice. I live on an Aloha-34 sailboat with my wife and love her
dearly – almost as much as I love my wife – but I have suspected for some time now that the wife has been cheating on me.
The usual signs......... phone rings but if I answer, the caller hangs up.
The wife has been going out with the girls a lot recently although when I ask their names she always says, "Just some friends
from work, you don't know them."
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I always try to stay awake to look out for her coming home, but I usually fall asleep. Anyway, I have never approached the
subject with the wife. I think deep down I just didn't want to know the truth, but last night she went out again and I decided to
really check on her.
Around midnight, I decided to hide in the port cockpit locker so I could get a good view of the whole street when she arrived
home from a night out with "the girls".
It was at that moment, crouching in the locker just beside the diesel engine, that I noticed the exhaust elbow appeared to have
a hairline crack right by the hose clamp. Is this something I can fix myself or should I take into the shop where I bought it
and have it replaced? [Editor: ]
Reply From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007
Subject: RE: Posting Jokes
Okay. Thanks.
Btw, for all the help you’ve been giving me, know that the beer is on me anytime you’re thirsty and in the area of
PCYC.
-NFrom: Les
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007
Not a problem Norm. The best PCYC I know is "Pipe Creek Yacht Club" in the Bahamas! Here's a photo of us there
in 2000. A good spot for that beer!
Les
From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Thursday, April 05, 2007
Les, good one. That one I won’t be getting to until 2008, maybe 2009, so you’ll have to settle for the one in Port
Credit for now!
-N-

From: Rob
To: Windy
Cc: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, April 07, 2007
Subject: Re: 1983 Hull #193
Have a hull # for another boat we are also interested in #193. Any info on this one?
Rob
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, April 07, 2007
Greetings Les
Rob & Kathy Laird of Karob #146 fame who sold Karob back in 2001, copied on this email, are now looking for
another A-34 in the Ontario area. They mention a 1987 built A-34 named "First Light", hull number n/k, reportedly
built in 1987.
I'm sure they would appreciate anything you can do to help them in their quest.
Do you know anything about First Light? She does not appear by that name in my records.
Also Rob & Kathy have an interest in A-34 hull number #193 built in 1983. Do you have such a hull number in your
records? There was no #193 registered with us in my day.
All I can tell Rob & Kathy about #193 is
•

she was built in the "heyday" of the Ouyang Plant production & should be a good boat, if reasonably well
taken care of in the meantime.

•

she would have most of the important modifications that were made to the A-34's as production proceeded
such as the strengthened athwartships stringers in the main cabin and the modified strut arrangement

•

her original engine would have been a Westerbeke W-27, an excellent 27 HP engine.

Some years ago we produced a list of items one should pay particular attention to when buying a used A-34. I can
dig out my list valid to 2002. However, has said list been amended since you took over running our Network in
January 2002, Les?
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I see that in 2000, the message I used to send out to prospective A-34 purchasers was something like the following:
"Re your forthcoming survey, some things to look for in no particular order, include:
1. Loose/weeping at strut.
About 10% of the first 90 ALOHA 34's built have had to rebuild the fibreglass strut/mound arrangement inside the
hull. With the UNIVERSAL engine, it entails removing the fuel tank to access the "mound". Cost can be C$2000.
2. Leaky keel
Some boats built this way (clam shell fashion where the keel in part of the hull) can have leaky keels. No big deal,
and some members in the east where their boats are lifted each winter actually install a 'plug' to drain the water in
the fall ( remembering to re-install it in the spring!)
3. Moisture in the balsa core around the two dorade vents. A few earlier boats had this problem. Requires
scooping/cutting out the damaged area between deckhead and deck around the dorades and inserting fibreglass or
the like.
4. Deterioration of rudder pintles (hinges). Ouyang Boatworks got a bad batch of stainless steel pintles and
replaced most under warranty. We believe the critical period was 1981 & 82 (so hull #193 should be OK).
5. Cosmetic stress cracks port & starboard corners of the coach house where the cabin trunk meets the foredeck
6. Electrical grounding to engine secure. The original grounding with the Universal (Kubota) engine is under the
starboard side of the engine. We have had one (minor) fire reported from a loose connection. One normally gets lots
of warning of a loose connection when electrics start working intermittently.
7. Osmosis. The ALOHA 34 stands up better than most in this regard, with only about 20% of owners experiencing
this problem. Minor blistering can be repaired individually. A full hull below-the-waterline WEST EPOXY System
repair job could cost ~C$5000
8. Leaking salt water OBERDORFER salt water pump (and resultant corrosion, front of engine). The pumps need
overhauling every 6-8 years.
9. Neoprene or rubber impellor for the OBERDORFER salt water pump requiring replacement. We replace ours
regularly about every 500 hours.
10. After 20 years of both good and bad fuel, your fuel tank could be grungy. In our Winter (2000) newsletter we are
recommending owners install a clean-out port at the top of their fuel tanks, large enough to get ones hand/arm
inside to flush & clean the tank.
11. We have had a couple of cases of the rudder developing cracks in the skin.
The above sounds bad but I am painting a 'worst scenario'. The ALOHA 34 is a super boat and pretty well trouble
free. Owners would rather be sailing than maintaining & thus we refer to her as being a "wash and wear" boat.
None of the above should be serious to defer your purchase but no doubt your surveyor will make recommendations
in this regard. As you no doubt know, a seller will often take such deficiencies into account and, at worst, deduct
half of the cost of repairs from the purchase price."
Since the above was compiled, some members had a problem with leaking chain-plate fittings. I see we sent out the
following email in the fall of 2000 to members on the A-34 Network:
NOTICE!!! Chain Plate Check Recommended
With our "poor North-Eastern friends" reaching that time of year when it is necessary to hoist their precious
ALOHA 34s out of the water for winter, it is again suggested that members take this time to check their chain plate
'through-deck' fittings before winter rains & ice possibly further enter & damage their below deck fittings. You will
remember that in our 'old style' 25 July & 19 August ALOHA 34 E-mail "generals", we reported on members'
failures and suggested that:
"...In that our ALOHA 34s are now ~20 years old, it is suggested that members may wish to check and re-caulk each
point where the chainplates pierce the hull with Sicaflex 291 or some other similar caulking. At the base of the back
stays, the through-deck chainplate fittings are visible and easily accessible for re-caulking. However, to view these
through-deck fittings where the port & starboard shrouds pass though the deck, it is necessary to unscrew (Philips
screw driver) & lift the stainless steel deck plates, a fairly straightforward procedure."
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We continue to receive/read further ALOHA 34 (and AOA) 'failure reports' with some members having to cut out
and replace below deck fittings. Our Fall newsletter devotes a section to this leaking deck problem & suggests a
'step-by-step' remedy, essentially taken from our draft Owners' Technical Manual, based on members' earlier input.
If any member has the misfortune to have to open up and repair his/her 'BELOW deck chain plate fitting(s)', we
would very much appreciate photographs, to confirm that what is found is similar to Ted Brewer's chain plate
drawings, or otherwise as one sceptical member has suggested. Checking the fittings below decks for discolouration
(rusty streaks) also turned out to be a good way to determine whether or not ones deck fittings were sound.”
If Rob & Kathy are interested, suggest a copy of the A-34 Owners' Manual would be helpful to them.
Happy Easter! Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, April 09, 2007
Stuart, Migs & Rob,
Sorry to one and all, but I have no records of Hull #193.
The following is the last I heard of "First Light":
From: Martin Stewart, July 6, 2004 3:28 PM
G'day,
My name is Martin Stewart, I have just purchased 'First Light' an Aloha 34 - took delivery on 30 June 2004.
He requested a copy of the original owners manual and I sent him a pdf copy along with an invite to join us. No
responses.
"First Light", Hull # 232 was previously owned by Canadian Yacht Charters in Gore Bay.
Sorry I can't be of more help.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2007
Thanks Les. Would you email me a copy of the owners' manual in pdf format?
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2007
Migs,
I've attached the original owners manual for the Alohas - not the one we produced - in pdf format.
I've added a few bookmarks to the document so if you open up bookmarks in the Adobe Reader you can move
gracefully through the document.
Hope all is well with you out there. We did get rid of all our snow for a few days but got some more just in time for
Easter.
Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2007
Migs & Les
No, I did not receive a copy and the email header does not indicate that one was attached. I know that in the past I
have had a “senior’s moment” mysteriously kicks in and I forget to do the attachment…J
Maybe Les was distracted by the pretty snow flakes!
Better go and mow the lawn (again).
Cheers, Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, April 10, 2007
To: Windy
Cc: Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
You're right about no attachment - don't know about all the other stuff!!
I cc'd Migs so he'd know I fessed up to the oversight.
Try the attached if you're interested. It's the old original manual.
Les
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From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Thursday, May 17, 2007
Subject: The Proper Yacht
Hi Les,
Seems like a long time no talk to. Not much activity in the group lately. Anyway, just some FYI on the status of another
Aloha-34:
I had dinner last night with a couple, Liam and Jackie Pigott, who had bought the 1982 Aloha-34 "The Proper Yacht" in St.
Petersburg, FL, from her original owners back in 1989. The original owners being Mr. and Mrs. Proper! Liam and Jackie
sailed “The Proper Yacht” extensively in the Caribbean - including a wild crossing to Cuba in 1992 - until they sold her to a
neighbor in 1999, shortly after buying a villa in Limbi, Haiti. Unfortunately, "The Proper Yacht" broke away from her
mooring in Limbi just a few months ago, ended up on the beach, was re-floated but sank shortly thereafter. Her mast is still
above water and I should be able to get a few pictures for you within the next few weeks.
-NormReply From: Les
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2007
Norm,
Thanks very much for the information!
Do you think you could get the serial number or at least the hull number of "The Proper Yacht" for the Network's
records? Are they planning on salvaging her?
Les
Reply From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Friday, May 18, 2007
Les, yes, I'm sure that I can get the hull number. I'll email them next week. As well, I'll be taking them out sailing in
a few weeks and will get some pics for you, too. There's one really amazing one of "The Proper Yacht" on the
beach, perfectly upright, just sitting there so nice and pretty, except that the keel and rudder were totally buried up to
the hull in the sand. If you didn't know, you'd have thought that it was a swing keel! The locals towed it out and they
think "most likely" the rudder shaft went and then down she went. I don't know if anyone will try to salvage her.
They tell me that this was one of 2 or 3 A34's that someone, I forgot the name they said, brought down to Florida in
the early 80's trying to create a market for them.
-N-
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FEATURED ALOHA
QUEEN’S RANSOM’S RESTORATION Part 1
It was a rainy day, so instead of sailing our Tanzer 26 on Lake Simcoe we went to
Penatanguishene to visit the historic Naval establishment. When we arrived I
counted 26 school buses in the parking lot! = too many kids, so we went looking at
boats. Now we had a 6 dream boat list consisting of :C&C Invader 36, Southern Cross 35, Cabot 36, Jason
35, Niagara 35 and the Aloha 34! At the then named
Wye Heritage Marina in Midland we found Queen’s
Ransom sitting among the weeds. We made inquiries,
looked at a recent survey, made a lowball offer and
ended up as owners of a very neglected Aloha 34 hull #
105! Basically there was damage to the keel, skeg &
rudder plus extensive gel coat crazing on the hull. Soggy decks around the chain-plates. Leaking
ports & hatches and the interior woodwork was a major disaster. On the plus side the interior
upholstery was very good, the engine had had the short block replaced & the Profurl had only been
used for 3 months! So we made temporary repairs, motored her to Barrie (where we sailed her for
six weeks), then had her trucked to a Bradford marina where summer & winter we did 90% of the
repairs with the boat tarped & sitting on the hard.
First we stripped the bottom and planned what to do with a rock bite in the keel that was allowing water in, the 4 inches that
was missing from the skeg & the rudder that was split and full of water. We raised the boat in its cradle and opened up these
areas allowing them to dry out for appx. 9 months. The rudder split was ground out and glass tape epoxied to all the edges,
the skeg took a shaped piece of white oak then layers of glass matt & rove to restore it’s structural strength. Meanwhile we
ground & filled gelcoat cracks and voids in the hull, sanding & fairing as we went.

micro balloons in epoxy filled in over
fiberglass on front of keel

skeg, rudder and keel all damaged
from bouncing off rocks in Georgian
Bay

ready to Interprotect the bottom

Next it was the decks turn. We stripped everything off the decks
except the toe-rails. These were re-caulked plus all new ss. machine
screws installed. We then took lots of moisture readings & marked
them right on the cabin top & decks! We ended up with a map of
where the areas of core delamination were. These were around the
chainplates, dorade boxes and a lot of fittings around the deck. About
400 1 inch holes were cut, the wet balsa core was wicked out with a
sharpened allen wrench then vacuumed and allowed to dry for 18
months. These were then filled with
thickened epoxy, multiple coats of
marine filler then sanded fair. All the
other holes were drilled oversize &
treated the same way.
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The underside repairs were done using glass mat & epoxy in layers, then filling &
sanding to fair everything. There was a huge void where the rudder stock goes up
into the bottom of the hull. It wasn’t too bad to repair but I’m now writing the
“Karma Sutra” of sanding positions! We also drilled into the voids in the keel and
injected epoxy & glassed over the inside bilge areas that were letting water into
the keel from the bilge. To monitor any future water in the keel we have fitted a
garboard plug in the bottom portside of it. The thru-hulls were either replaced or
rebedded and a grounding plate put on the hull. Then tri-axial glass tape was
epoxied over the hull joint from stem to stern. The entire bottom was then resanded & cleaned with prep cleaner and 7 coats of Interprotect 2002E were
applied followed up with 2 coats of F/glass Bottomkote xxx.
A new hatch was installed in the foredeck to brighten up &
ventilate the vee-berth, the two original hatches were
refurbished & six new bronze opening ports & two
refurbished fixed ports installed in the cabin sides. These
were obtained from NewFound Metals at a price that
compared to a quality plastic port! The openings had to be
modified as the bronze ports had rain drains and were thru
bolted.

Built a custom mid-deck traveller, replaced the mast collar with a beefier teak & epoxy casting to accommodate the future
Spartite installation & did a proper job on the dorade vents.

The entire deck / cabin-top was wet- sanded, cleaned, primed & painted using Decolay on the non-skid areas. Then it was
just caulking and re-fitting all the hardware etc. The top-sides were in pretty good shape so they were buffed & waxed only.
It all sounds very glib & straightforward when I write it down but of course there was a ton of time spent getting everything
right. She came out of the water in Oct. 2000 and was relaunched in May 2005 and the whole restoration was done as a whole
and not necessarily in the exact order as I have written it!
If you have any questions about any of the repairs in this first article you can contact us at lyndeelu@sympatico.ca. Next
article should be in the 2007 fall/winter newsletter. We also invite any members who are in the North Channel this summer
between Aug.1st-31st to call us up and get a mini rendezvous happening!
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Displacement
From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Wednesday, February 28, 2007
Hi all! Your newest member here, with my first in what will probably be a flood of newbie level questions for yall. This is a
trivial one to do with the various displacement/ballast figures that I’ve seen published for the Aloha-34.
The plaque on the bulkhead of my A34 indicates a displacement as 14.1K I have a 1985 shoal draft version while the most
prevalent number seems to be 13.6K. That’s the number that used to be in Carl Adlers great Sail Calculator database, but Mr.
Ted Brewer himself recently corrected the displacement to 11.2K, which puts us in the racer/cruiser category and is actually
very close to cruiser/racer. Here’s a link for those of you who aren’t familiar with Carls calculator:
http://www.image-ination.com/sailcalc.html
So, whats the scoop, what do yall know about the Aloha-34 displacement/ballast specifications, and why so many
discrepancies?
-Norm, s/v CoriakinReply From: Les
Sent: Thu Mar 01, 2007
As far as your question goes our Owners' Manual and the Web Site state the displacement as 13,600 pounds and the
ballast as 4,700 pounds. I believe the number on the plaque is a measure of volume - see Wikipedia
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Tonnage> :
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Tonnage measurements
Gross Register Tonnage represents the total internal volume of a vessel, with some exemptions for non-productive
spaces such as crew quarters; 1 gross register ton is equal to a volume of 100 cubic feet. This calculation is complex;
a hold can, for instance, be assessed for grain (accounting for all the air space in the hold) or for bales (exempting
the spaces between structural frames). GRT (gross registered tons) is now an obsolete term. Gross register tonnage
was replaced by gross tonnage in 1994, under the Tonnage Measurement convention of 1969.
Net Register Tonnage is the volume of cargo the vessel can carry; ie. the Gross Register Tonnage less the volume of
spaces that will not hold cargo (e.g. engine compartment, helm station, crew spaces, etc., again with differences
depending on which port or country is doing the calculations). It represents the volume of the ship available for
transporting freight or passengers. It was replaced by net tonnage in 1994, under the Tonnage Measurement
convention of 1969.
Gross Tonnage (GT) refers to the volume of all ship's enclosed spaces (from keel to funnel ) measured to the outside
of the hull framing. It is always larger than gross register tonnage, though by how much depends on the vessel
design. . It was a measurement of the enclosed spaces within a ship expressed in "tons" a unit which was actually
equivalent to 100 cubic feet.
Tonnage measurements are now governed by an IMO Convention (International Convention on Tonnage
Measurement of Ships, 1969 (London-Rules)), which applies to all ships built after July 1982. In accordance with
the Convention, the correct term to use now is GT, which is a function of the moulded volume of all enclosed spaces
of the ship.
It is calculated by using the formula GT = K * V, where V = total volume in m3 and K = a figure from 0.22 up to
0.32, depending on the ships size (calculated by K = 0.2 + 0.02log10V). GT is consequently a measure of the overall
size of the ship.
Net tonnage (NT) is based on a calculation of the volume of all cargo spaces of the ship. It indicates a vessels
earning space and is a function of the moulded volume of all cargo spaces of the ship.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Les
Editor: For those unfamiliar with Sail Calculator Pro, the “Carl Adlers great Sail Calculator” that Norm referred to I have
included the Aloha 34 specifications table. It included an evaluation of differences between Sail Calculator Pro 3.0 numbers
for the Aloha 34 [upper] and the Network’s stated Aloha 34 specifications [lower]. Primary difference is displacement.
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Capsize Ratio: A value less than 2 is considered to be relatively good; the boat should be relatively safe in bad conditions.
The higher the number, above 2, the more vulnerable the boat. This is just a rough figure of merit and controversial as to its
use.
Pounds per Inch Immersion: The weight required to sink the yacht one inch. If the boat is in fresh water multiply the result
by 0.975. If you know the beam at the waterline (BWL) multipy the result by BWL/Beam.
Sail Area to Displacement: The sail area is the total of the main sail and the area of the front triangle. I cannot be sure that
this datum was entered correctly for each listed boat. A racing boat typically has large sail area and low displacement. A
number less than 13 probably indicates that the boat is a motorsailer. High performance boats would be around 18 or higher.
Displacement to LWL: A medium value would be 200. 300 would be high (Heavy Cruising Boat) and 100 would be low
(Ultra Light Displacement-ULDB). Boats with low numbers are probably uncomfortable and difficult to sail.
LWL to Beam: A medium value would be 2.7. 3.0 would be high and 2.3 would be low
Motion Comfort: Range will be from 5 to 60+ with a Whitby 42 at the mid 30's. The higher the number the more comfort in
a sea. This figure of merit was developed by the Yacht designer Ted Brewer and is meant to compare the motion comfort of
boats of similar size and types.
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CABIN
DECK SYSTEMS
Anchor Rollers
From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Thursday, March 29, 2007
Hi all. Back to the anchor roller theme here. I've contacted a company, Stainless Outfitters in Barrie, who have a couple of
options for me and say that they have experience with and specs for the Aloha-34. An ss repacement stem/roller will be about
$950 and a mini-sprit version about $1090, both reasonable prices to me. Does anyone have any experience or knowledge of
their products? They say that if I take the mini-sprit version that I can leave my existing roller and stem in place, but I'm not
exactly sure how that would look or work out in terms of alignment. Thoughts and input would be greatly appreciated!
NormReply From: Les
Sent: Friday, March 30, 2007
Norm,
I bought my roller system from them before I went to the Bahamas in 2000. Without looking it up I think I paid
about $875 back then.
I had their model modified to extend a bit further [18" I believe] as I wanted both
anchor stocks off the deck to avoid interfering with the windlass and anchoring
procedures. As you can see from the photo I placed my windlass forward of the
anchor locker. I had them add a "dolphin striker" going from the underside of the
anchor platform to the stem bow, above the waterline. I removed the deck plate
and ground off the roller. I repainted the deck plate with flat black Tremclad paint
after priming the aluminium. It is still there today but could do with a touch-up.
Their workmanship was good and they went to Midland area to measure an Aloha to make mine. The only thing
they did "wrong" was to design the platform to attach just under the toe rail on the bumped out portion of the hull.
As it turns out you cannot work in the inside of the hull to attach the through bolts in this area. I bent the platform
arms in using a "Chinese windlass" [a chunk of rope and a stick to twist it tight] and mounted it slightly lower on the
hull with wooden wedge spacers to achieve the angles.
Good features:
 They have a great pin system for securing the anchors on the platform.
 Their rollers were mounted above the platform so the anchor stocks easily come up on the platform not
through [my request]
 If you need to place a second anchor with the dinghy you can take an anchor off the anchor platform easily
without paying out from there.
 Good place to stand when spotting for coral heads
Poor feature:
 The system to keep the rode on the roller was to light and tended to get bent although the always did what
they were designed to do.
 It made my Aloha longer than 34' in the point of view of a couple of marinas!! Good thing they didn't
know the original Alohas didn't have bow-sprits
As you probably know, generally you should not anchor with the rode going directly from the windlass, over the
roller and to the bottom. You can damage either/both the anchor platform and the windlass due to wave action. For
that reason I added a Sampson post on the foredeck, aft of the locker - the Aloha cleats are too small for heavy
rodes, for my liking.
Best of luck with your projects. Les

Dingy Davits
From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Wednesday, March 14, 2007
Anybody have any recommendations for me on dingy davits, what to look out for and what might work out best for the
Aloha-34?
Hopefully, this being the last in the way of NormSpam, or at least it's the last question that I had planned to ask, anyway.
Thanks all.
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-NormReply From: "Les"
Date: Fri, 16 Mar 2007
Norm,
First, your queries definitely are not spam!! In fact I've been trying to encourage members to make better and more
frequent use of the email list for resolving issues and passing on information.
You may benefit from getting the "Owners' Manual" that the members created. It's no longer in print but is
available on CD. We normally charge a nominal $5 for it but when I get the chance to send out your Fall Newsletter
I will throw in a copy if you like. It contains nearly 140 pages of info gathered over the years up to the date of
publication [2002 I believe].
From the Manual reprint below you will notice that at least 5 Aloha 34's reported having davits [each Profile
represents an Aloha]. I do recall that Nigel Tilley of Restless Sole has davits so he may be able to offer some help.
As you will notice, I use the "Dinghy-Tow" system.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
The manual has the following info:
DINGHY SYSTEMS
PROBLEM: Many vessels, even those on inland lakes, have dinghies or tenders. These may take various forms – inflatable,
hard bottom, even sailing dinghies. Some sailors seem to favour the hard dinghy, as it may be rowed with some ease. With
an inflatable, an outboard motor is almost a must, as it is almost impossible to row an inflatable for any distance (at least in a
desired direction). Other than this, the main problem relating to tenders is what to do with them while sailing long distances.
REMEDY: The answer takes several forms, ranging from deflating and stowing in a locker to hoisting on davits, to
inverting and storing on deck. (See also DINGHY TOW SYSTEM). In addition, a dinghy may be towed behind the
“mother ship”, but this carries some hazards and annoyances. Not the least of these is that if the wind and waves kick up, an
inflatable can become airborne behind the boat, and even flip over, tipping any loose contents into the sea. If an inflatable
must be towed, it has been found useful to leave the motor on it (tipped up out of the water) for the extra weight and stability.
Of course, towing a tender, especially an inflatable, creates drag, slowing the boat down by as much as a knot or more.
Finally, a towed dinghy on a following sea can become a battering ram, frequently surfing up to the stern of the boat and
nudging it from behind. If one must tow a dinghy under such conditions, it is good practice to lengthen the towline to the
point that the dinghy rides on the same side of its wave as the mother ship does, but two waves behind.
(Source: 1. Profile 152, 211, 223; 2. MEK)
DINGHY TOW SYSTEM
PROBLEM: Is there an alternative means of towing a dinghy other than dragging it on a painter?
REMEDY: A device called Dinghy Tow may provide a better idea. (See also TENDER).
REPORTED EXPERIENCES: Ron & Sylvia Foster (152) report:
Figure 1 - Dingy-Tow System
“DINGHY - TOW System: Stows our CARIBE 9’ dinghy (a Rigid Inflatable Boat - RIB) over
the stern; it is used for towing, marina storage & motor removal. For cruising, the Dinghy-Tow
lifts the stern of the dinghy out of the water, leaving only a small part of the bow in the water.
We have used it for nine years & never take the motor off while cruising. It can be deployed
from the cockpit, ready to use in less than a minute. The dinghy can be stowed with the motor on
at a marina, bow pointed up against back-stay.
Enchantment reports being pleased with the system on their trip to the Bahamas in 2000-2001
SUGGESTED ACTION: Contact DINGHY TOW at “1-888-DINGHYTOW” or on the
Internet at www.dinghy-tow.com or contact Ron & Sylvia Foster for more information.
(Source: 1. Profile 152; 2. Newsletter Sp98/9)
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2007
Hi Norm,
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I've just gone through a similar passage. My 34 came with an 8' pram which tows as well as any rigid dingy in the
world and many times better than an inflatable. I towed a similar configuration around Georgian Bay for 13 years
behind my last, much smaller, sailboat. Without incident. Also, rigid, rowable dingies are much less likely to get
stolen at a remote anchorage than those expensive, rigid hulled inflatables with a shiny new 9.9 on the stern.
Apparently, this should be a concern. If (when) I ever get to cross an ocean (Fiji is screaming at me) I will lash my
rigid pram to the foredeck and push off. Minimalism is the key for a long term cruising budget.
In the meantime, the Carribean and other waters closer to home are more realistic goals, and for that job, nothing
beats a motorized inflatable. I purchased a 10', rigid hulled Brig inflatable at the Toronto Boat Show this year. The
jury's still out on the engine but most likely something in the 4 stroke, 10 hp range. The lifestyle advantages for this
are overwhelming given how we like to cruise today.
The debate rages on in my mind as how best to secure this beast to the Aloha. Traditional towing is not an option. I
couldn't live with the performance loss associated with towing an inflatable. You'd be better off in a trawler.
Interestingly, the Canadian distributor who sold me my inflatable sails a Beneteau 51. He could attach anything to a
boat that size for carrying his tender and chooses to winch it onto the foredeck using a jib halyard. Just him and his
wife onboard by the way. One fends off while the other winches. Too much work for me on a daily basis. Save that
effort for long passages. I've narrowed my choices between a traditional davit system (approx. $1,000. for the
Kingston make at Holland Marine) and the Dingy-Tow system (approx. $1,400. when I last checked).
Dingy-tow is not recommended for rigid, rowing dingys without positive flotation as the bow of your tender remains
in the water. If you use a traditional rigid pram or if you want to switch back and forth between rigid and inflatable,
opt for a traditional davit type of carrying system. If you only deal with an inflatable, I think the Dingy-Tow system
is hands down better than davits.
A boat hanging from davits obstructs your rear view mirror. It also increases your LOA when paying for dockage. A
motorized inflatable can weigh 3-4 times more than a rigid pram and therefore must put increased strain on the
davits, and the stern of your Aloha, especially in a pounding sea. Dingy-Tow decreases or eliminates all these issues.
Also, (I think), Dingy-Tow is easier to hook up and lift the stern of your dingy out of the water so you will be more
likely to do so at night, reducing the probability of theft.
Still confused? Me too. Buy the way, I'm still a student of this process and welcome some real life feedback.
Michael L. Howard / SHIBUMI V
Reply From: "Les"
Date: Sat, 17 Mar 2007
Excellent write-up Michael!! There are 4 additional minor things to be said about the Dinghy-Tow:
1.. When you raise the bow out of the water you have easy access to the dinghy engine which facilitates moving it to
the stern rail. [we don't yet use this feature but may as age [mine] races on....
2.. When the dinghy is down in the water but still attached to the dinghy-tow we call it "the dock" - it makes a very
stable attachment for visiting dinghies and boarding divers/swimmers. Trailing an 8' floating line from the bow of an
8' dinghy in the dinghy-tow position may also help with a "man-overboard" incident.
3.. With a 8hp Yamaha outboard I can move a disabled Aloha 34 at 2 knots with the dinghy attached to the dinghytow and in the lowered position.
4.. You can remove the dinghy gas can from on deck. We added battens to the dinghy floor with tie downs to secure
the dinghy motor gas tank while towing.
We did find it necessary [for my peace of mind] to add a life-line connection from the "D" on each side of the stern
rail down to the deck at the first stanchion forward of the stern-pupit [often also called the pushpit]. It took the
movement out of the pushpit in a heavy sea.
All the best in your decisions Norm.
Les
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2007
Thanks Les,
I think your additional points have swung my decision in favour of the dingy-tow, unless someone can give me good
reason to reconsider. The auxillary engine feature could be invaluable but the key for me is the man overboard
backup. I do alot of single handed sailing.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2007
Hi Group
I have Aikens and Hoyle and they work great, They have been on the boat for 7 years and have been through some
petty rough weather. They are higher than others and the dingy has not been a problem. All boats we sail with add a
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brace across the end to stiffen them. Some boats run an extra guy from the top of the mast to the end of the davits to
help hold a heavy dingy up but we have not had an issue. The best setups use a clip system that glues on the dingy
and clips to the davit. Otherwise you need to tie cross ropes to stop if from swinging.
I can send more information if you would like on how we installed them. The boat is at Dutchmans if you would like
to see it. We will be starting to go up on weekends next month. I can take some pictures if you would like to see how
they look. It is one of the best things we added.
Regards, Dave.
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2007
I tried sending this with attachments as well to show the davits. The system we have works great and we have been
all over Lake Huron and Erie with it. We mounted the Solar Panel on the end of the davits and can rotate it to catch
the sun. The 85 W panel will push up to 7 amps in the summer, and it is busy keeping the batteries charged this
winter.
The trick with the davits is to get them high enough so the dingy is always clear of the water. The other advantage is
the dingy stays clean by being out of the water.
We are happy with the system and the dingy is in and out of the water in a minute or 2.

P.S. we added a solar panel to the Davits and this was an added benefit to having the davits.
Dave
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2007
Les, with Dinghy-Tow, is it any more difficult to reverse with the dinghy still trailing in the water? And is Michael
right in that the system is limited to inflatibles? Which is what I have now, but I've always like those Boatex's.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, March 18, 2007
Norm,
1) "Les, with Dinghy-Tow, is it any more difficult to reverse with the dinghy still trailing in the water?"
I'm not sure if I understand your question but if you mean when launching with the mainship at anchor the answer is
no. You climb down the swim platform and step into the dinghy over its transom; start the engine; pull the 2 pins
and depart. I should mention that I modified my swim latter to make it a double folding ladder in order to provide
clearances for raising the ladder while the dinghy is in place with the outboard raised. I can provide you a few notes
on the modification I have made at a local welding shop.
2) And is Michael right in that the system is limited to inflatibles?
Yes, sorta. I understand from the manufacturers that it is best with an inflatable but as long as the dinghy is raise
and the bow will not sink from the water that may get aboard it should be OK. One could put a flotation/bumper
collar around the bow if you really wanted a dinghy-tow and a hard dinghy. I'd suggest staying with an inflatable
but you could go hardbottom-inflatable; it wouldn't be a Boatex though.
Les
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From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Tuesday, March 20, 2007
Les, by "reverse" what I meant to ask was, do they create any trouble for you when backing out of a slip? I mean
when you're towing a dinghy, the dinghy creates drag on whatever side it's on or floats to. And I suppose they
extend the length of the boat for practical purposes. I had just about made up my mind about getting the Atkins
Hoyle davits, but after reading that you can leave the dinghy attached in even the roughest weather, which you
wouldn't do with traditional davits, now I'm not so sure. Plus I have these mast rails that the previous owner had
installed, which I was considering taking off because I wouldn't have been able to get an inflated dinghy on deck.
-NReply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2007
Norm,
Yes, with the dinghy attached to the dinghy-tow you have to be careful because your 34' Aloha is now over 40' and
the turning radius has changed. When you go forward and turn the dinghy swings the opposite way an may hit the
dock if you turn too sharply. In very tight quarters you may raise the dinghy up against the backstay but it will
impede your view directly astern.
In reverse however, there is not a problem as the dinghy is fixed and just an extension of the boat. You should be
aware when backing into a wake or waves that it can take on some water - easy does it.
In rough weather or when there is even a remote possibility of heavy weather overtaking me I put the outboard
engine on the stern rail. Better safe than sorry.
I don't believe you would need to take a dinghy out of its davits any sooner than removing it from the dingy-tow but
I've never had davits so maybe someone with experience could comment. Certainly in the face of extreme weather I
would move the dinghy to the deck [half deflated as to not interfere with deck work] while still safe to do so. If
unable, there is still the normal option of jettisoning the dinghy if it were to infringe on the mainship or crew's
safety.
I don't recall if I mentioned it but an additional reason for us choosing dinghy-tow over davits was weight at the
stern.
Good luck with your quest! Both options are viable solutions.
Les

Mast Boot
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2007
Thanks Migs,
Your pics [Editor: see Vang photos] reminded me that my mast boot has disintegrated. I have the same boot as in your
picture. Does anyone know where replacements can be had or recommendation for a substitute. I'm not going to drop the
mast to slide a new one on.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, March 26, 2007
In response to your email this morning Michael, Pete's Canvas in Victoria (who
rebuilt our dodger & replaced our "bimini" 6 years ago) produced our
replacement boot at the same time.
Price then was $80. including a visit to measure same (when they were working
on the bimini) and a special visit to install.
As you will note from our boom vang photo #3 just sent, Pete's used white
waterproof plastic material with a strip of Velcro buckled around the top & with
a zipper joining the boot aft. Works well..
Good luck! Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, March 27, 2007
Michael,
Two more ideas for a mast boot:
1) A section of inner-tube, cut to fit and attached with the ubiquitous gear clamps
2) "Soft moulded PVC Mast Boots are 'stepped' to fit a wide range of Mast Sections. Simply cut the Boot at the
smallest 'step' that will fit over the Mast Section, and at the smallest 'step' that will fit over the Deck Collar. All
'Universal' Mast Boots come with a special cement for use in installing on stepped Masts." I've been using one for
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years with a gear clamp top and bottom. Go to http://www.ssicustomplastics.com/mastboot.htm for a look at the
installation. They run about $30 CDN plus the clamps.

You might add these to your list of alternatives. All the best.
Les
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 28, 2007
Thanks Les,
That is exactly what I need. Do you know the diameter of our mast and deck flange?
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007 3:32 PM
Sorry for the delay Michael. I thought I might get down to Enchantment again - we took the tarp off last week. It
doesn't look like it anytime soon as we are away for Easter.
My estimate of the mast diameter would be about 10" but I really am just guessing. Maybe someone that sails all
the time may be able to help you out.
Les
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007
Just happen to have the measurements in my log. I built a mast collar that we will be trying to install this year by
grinding the fiberglass level and installing the stainless collar. I'll take pictures and I have a drawing to build the
collar. We have a spartite kit to use to hold the mast as I am tired of the wedges falling out. This will also stop any
more leaks.
The mast is 4 1/2 " wide and 8" from bow to stern. The raised part on the deck is 1" high by 6 3/4" wide by 11 1/2
bow to stern on the outside of the raised part.
Hope that helps. Dave.

Whisker Pole Storage
From: Bob Haig
Sent: Sunday, February 04, 2007
Hi all:
Can anyone tell me the preferred method of storing a whisker pole? I gather that the options are vertical on the front of the
mast, or hanging from stanchions.
Also, does anyone know the length of the foot of the original 150% genoa? I can’t get to mine until spring.
Thanks, Bob Haig, Out & About
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2007
Bob,
The only Aloha 34 Spinnaker flyer that I can think of is down south in the Bahamas and out of email reach - True
Love. In the Web Site photo gallery Agrippina appears to be carrying a pole in chocks on deck, a practice I had on
my last boat a CS 27. An extreme blowup of True Love on a close reach would seem to indicate she too is carrying
the pole in chocks on deck.
My guess would be that chocks on deck is likely the most common followed by in front of the mast. The stanchion
option would be last because of possible interference with lifeline function for safety - but that's just my guess.
Thought I'd throw this response in as you had not received any others.
Les
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Reply From: Casson, John (St. Johns)
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2007
Les / Bob.
Encore carries two telescoping poles on her life line
stanchions forward of the mast one end attached to the
aft pulpit vertical strut. It is a great place as it provides
a place to drop the sail on the rail without it going into
the water. They are always out of the way and off the
deck.
Here is a shot of the boat with the poles stored.
Hope this helps.
John Casson, Encore.
From: Bob Haig
Sent: Thursday, March 01, 2007
Les and John:
Thanks for the help. This is my project for this summer.
Bob

Windlass
From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2007
Hi all. Many toys to buy, the first being an electric windlass. Any advice for the most suitable model to buy for the A34 given
its construction would be greatly appreciated!
Norm, s/v Coriakin.
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: Sunday, March 04, 2007
We bought a Lewmar Concept 1 vertical windlass and are happy with the performance. Never had a problem.
We mounted it just aft of the anchor locker lid so that the chain falls into the locker. It needs some help because the
chain builds up on the back wall. If I was doing it again I’d do what everyone told me to do the first time - mount it
on a reinforced anchor locker lid so that the chain falls vertically.
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2007
Thanks Bob. In your installation, does the motor extend down into the anchor locker, or into that cabinent in the
vberth? And in terms of the reinforced lid, do you know where I could find out more information on that? I mean,
does that mean that the lid stays permanently shut? I'm clueless on these things! Thanks for the help.
Norm, s/v Coriakin
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2007
There's an excellent description of the whole installation including backing plates in a recent newsletter. I can't tell
you how to find it electronically but if worse comes to worse, I'll fax it to you.
Michael L. Howard / Shibumi V
From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, March 07, 2007
I'll save Michael the trouble of faxing the description of the installation. It was submitted by Chip of Sanctum
#220. It's contained in the Spring 2005 Newsletter.
Below that is the documentation in the Owners' Manual on anchor windlass installation.
I installed a manual windlass in front of the anchor locker as I was reluctant to reduce the size of the hatch in case I
needed to work in the locker. I also divided the locker to accommodate 2 anchor rodes.
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Editor: reprint from Spring 2005 Newsletter]
A New Windlass for Sanctum
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Sanctum #220 got a new windlass this winter. After looking around I settled on a Lofrans Tigres 1200 watt 12 Volt unit
which is said to be the flagship of the line. The Canadian dealer is in Vancouver but I ordered it from a dealer in England at a
considerable saving and it was delivered in six days.
The previous windlass was a Vetus 1000watt unit. It had been on the boat since near the beginning and I think it was an
Alexander ll model. Water had been getting past the hold down studs ( these were threaded into the base casting, were
stainless and had become part of the aluminum casting over the years ). My original idea was to simply lift the windlass,
repair the deck core under and remount. I also had noticed that the deck flexed when the unit was working so I had planned to
increase the size of the mounting pad and backing plate but to do so I would have to replace the studs with longer ones. I
found a man who thought he could get the old studs out but before I started that I thought that I had better have the motor
checked out which turned out to be coming to the end of its life with a broken magnet and evidence of moisture over years of
use.
I selected the Lofrans because it is of
polished aluminum, not plastic covered
( water eventually gets under and lifts it
). Stainless or bronze is nice but cost is
a factor. The Lofrans is bolted down
with bolts on the outside of the base
that are insulated from the aluminum
with nylon inserts. The chain is
powered up and down and also can be
released via the cone clutch. If power is
lost there is a manual option in a single
action ratchet; slow but it will work.
The wiring in the boat was #2 welding wire. For that distance from the battery Lofrans wants 2/0 wire but the previous
windlass although not quite as big did work well. So far this windlass works well and I can find no heat building up in the
wire connections or motor given that it only runs for 2 or 3 minutes at a time.
From the photo you will notice that the windlass is set back from the hatch so that the chain does not fall into the locker but I
have a method of operating the unit by myself and stowing the chain by hand quite easily as it rolls in. I did have to remove
the chain stripper to be able to do this. The alternative would have been to rebuild the whole forward part of the boat as is
shown in the manual. Maybe later.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
[Editor: the following is a reprint from the Aloha 34 Owners’ Manual produced by a number of the Network members]
ANCHOR WINDLASS
PROBLEM: Bringing in the anchor with its lengthy rode can be a strenuous chore. Some mechanical assistance is desired.
Electrical windlasses use a lot of power and usually require additional batteries, but ease the effort and back damage
associated with manual lifting.
Figure 2 - Windlass on Foredeck
REMEDY:
Several Alohas have fitted the foredeck with anchor windlasses, some manual, and some
electric. The following lists a few, with descriptions where available:
 Simpson manual windlass.
 Two-speed Simpson & Lawrence manual. (The two-speed is useful, as low gear is
sometimes required to break out a 45-lb CQR.)
 Lofrans Tigress. Mounted on deck just aft of the anchor locker, with the hawse pipe
leading forward into the locker
 “In the anchor locker we added a platform halfway up to separate two anchor lines,
and installed an additional deck fitting. We have an S&L Anchorman Power 700
windlass. It may be overkill, but it works great.”
 Simpson-Lawrence “Anchorman Low Profile” on top of a 1-1/2 inch teak pad, 3-1/2
inches behind the anchor locker. The windlass is backed by a ¼-inch aluminium plate, under the deck.
 “What If “ used an Anchorman 700 (“a little small for the boat”). The motor is in the blanket cupboard over the
vee-berth and it feeds the chain into the port side of the anchor well without much attention. It is powered by a gelcell mounted under the v-berth. A 100-ampere alternator and an Ample energy monitor were added to power it as
well as four 6-volt golf cart batteries.
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S/L manual windlass
Maxwell Electric Anchor Windlass.
NILSSEN electric capstan with foot operated deck switch. Vertical drum handles anchor line, chain and anchor
hauled up by hand.
“Enchantment” wrote “I looked for the most compact windlass and chose the SIMPSON-LAWRENCE single speed
manual. I found it would fit on a 1-inch pad forward of the anchor locker and the handle would still clear the roller
furling drum. The pad was epoxy coated, followed by spar varnish to protect the epoxy from UV light. I removed
the balsa core in both chain hole and boltholes back about ½-inch using a bent nail in a drill. These areas were
saturated with epoxy, then filled with thickened epoxy to eliminate water absorption and minimize compression by
the bolts. Both the pad and windlass were bedded before final installation. Don’t forget to back the bolts under the
deck.” I made a “L” ¼” stainless backing plate; bolted to deck and anchor locker bulkhead and included a “D” to tie
off the bitter ends.
“...I finally opted for a nice low Profile vertical unit - a LEWMAR CONCEPT 1, said to have enough guts for boats
up to 45 feet. It takes both chain and rope without having to switch drums and it all goes through one gypsy. I
mounted the windlass on top of the forward third of the anchor locker. (See ANCHOR LOCKER, above.) I opted
for a hand held up/down control rather than a foot switch, as this allows you to move around.

Frank on True Love writes:
Electric vs. manual is really performance vs. cost.
A manual windlass is a big plus over no windlass, but is slow and still a lot of work. With the electric unit we never thought
twice about moving or changing location if there was anything we didn't like about the spot we were in. Also, it was a safety
factor on those few occasions when we had to get the hook up quickly and/or when the wind turned around on us pushing
toward a lee shore.
Vertical vs. horizontal is probably a question of the kinds of anchor lines you'll be using and whether you plan to be setting
two anchors out (something we never did, though some people thinks it's a must in some of the islands). A vertical unit like
the Lewmar Concept 1 can really only handle one anchor at a time, because the rode is trapped in the gypsy. Most horizontal
units should be able to handle two or more. With usually a separate chain gypsy and rope drum, the rode is freed up, but you
also have the problem (and associated danger) of switching from one to the other when you get the chain/rope splice (unless
you have an all-chain line).
Again the low profile of our vertical unit was important to us for racing.
(Source: 1. Profiles 120,121P, 148, 152, 158, 171, 176P, 199, 205P, 214, 224; 2. Newsletters SP97/12, W97/15, F98/13,
Sp2001/19)
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Thursday, March 08, 2007
Wow, guys, the more I learn, the more I don't know! I guess that I'll have to backup again before I can go forwards.
So I know that I want an electric windlass. I also know that my goal is to go south within 2-years, so I'll want to be
able to handle two anchors. When we say that a vertical windlass can only handle one anchor, what does that mean
exactly? Does it mean that a horizontal windlass can release/raise two anchors at the same time and if so, is it that
much of a problem using a vertical windlass to deal with two anchors, one at a time? In other words, I guess my
first decision has to be vertical vs horizontal. Installation is like way above my head at this point so I'll have to tell a
pro how I want it installed, although I feel capable of at least doing the wiring myself. Thanks for the help
everyone!!!
Norm, s/v Coriakin
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2007
You might want to start with an introduction to windlasses article found on Page 596 of the 2006 West Marine
catalogue. Its easy to get to online. Google West Marine, 2006 Catalogue and the page.
I found this helpful when I was educating myself on the same subject.
Michael L. Howard / SHIBUMI V
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2007
Got it. Good one. Thanks. I'll educate myself a bit and post again. Thanks all.
http://ecatalog.westmarine.com/0598.asp
Norm, s/v Coriakin
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Fri 09/03/2007
Norman,
Another couple of references for windlass:
http://www.boatus.com/boattech/anchorwn.htm
http://www.ybw.com/lewmar/windlass.html
And here's Enchantment's bow:

ANCHOR PLATFORM: Added bow anchor platform;
18" extension; 2 anchors rollers to carry the Bruce and Plow anchors.
Hope that helps.
Les
Reply From: Norman Finlay
Sent: Friday, March 09, 2007
Thanks Les. I had found those two links and a few others. It's really basic stuff that I'm missing, though. From what
little I'm gleaning, it's like the hatch itself needs to be modified or something, so that the windlass sits over what
used to be the aft portion of the hatch? I mean, the windlass has to sit right directly over the anchor locker
somehow? And I'm still not understanding how a horizontal anchor "can handle two anchors", what that means
exactly. I'm not getting this at all, I guess. I think what I'll do is talk to a pro and get him to make a windlass
recommendation to me based on what he sees. And pay closer attention to what other people are doing as I'm
walking around the docks. My boat is up on the hard at Hamilton and there's two other Aloha-34's right beside it,
but they're both for sale as well so they probably won't be launching, otherwise maybe I could have taken a peek at
them.
Your windlass installation, on the other hand, I do understand, I think. It's sitting on the forward part of the deck,
which is above the anchor locker, and so the rode feeds directly down into it, is that it? But that wouldn't work with
an electic windlass I'm guessing because there isn't enough room, otherwise everyone would do it that way, right?
I read about your dual bow roller installation. That was going to be another question! I sure hope that there's a way
for me to (easily) store two anchors without having to think about installing something like that, because that is like
light years way above my head and surely I'll have to pay a pro a fortune for something half as good. Sure looks
pretty, though. I can see how it would extend the lines of the boat, too, making it that much more graceful. Gotta
find me someone cheap who can do stuff like that, and teach me in the process.
Anyway, thanks much for taking the time to help. It's certainly appreciated!!
-NFrom: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Monday, March 12, 2007
Hi all. So I educated myself a bit this weekend on the windlass question, which I would have done before posting
except that I never anticipated the decision being so complex! As I see it, the vertical windlass is more versatile but
locating the motor in what is already a relatively small anchor locker doesn't seem idea to me. But installation for
both vertical and horizontal windlasses seems to be complicated mainly because we want the rode to free fall into
the anchor locker for self tailing purposes so today's question is, how much of a pain is it really to allow the rode to
gather on deck and/or manually tail?
Here's a link to the most detailed installation instructions I could find. Not an A34 but the same issues:
http://www.geocities.com/earlylight160/Windlass3
Norm, s/v Coriakin
From: David Carr
Sent: Saturday, March 17, 2007
Hi Group,
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We put a windlass in and I located it so the motor is inside the v berth. The front of the windlass drops into the
anchor locker. We have to flake the chain as it drops in and I think that this would apply to most as the anchor locker
is not that deep. We carry 220' of 5/16 high test. Once we became use to the system it became rally easy to use. I had
to run battery cables from the 4 - 6 volt golf cart batteries I carry. The switches are into the lokets along the side of
the V berth. I bought the windlass on E bay and it was a new Lofrans Progress 1000 watt. I have some pictures of
the installation. We still need to put a proper bow roller on but that is another project. I have the gypsy capstan and
we use it to raise me up the mast. It was also used once to pull us of some sand when we were gunkholing a little too
far. I found out the depth sounder is about 2 feet off that day!
Attached are some pictures, the expensive part was the chain! We have several friends with this windlass and no one
has complained about it. This spring I plan to expand the anchor locker into the small storage area at the bow end of
the V berth. Also I had to raise it up by adding a shim of starboard under the windlass. This also made a level base
for the windlass and I contoured the bottom of the starboard to fit the deck.
Attached are some pictures if the installation. Let me know if you have more questions on this.

I had to take a small notch out of the hatch, and build up a small piece with 1/2" plywood glassed into place to move
the winch slightly over the anchor locker. I like this setup because the motor for the winch is inside the boat and will
not be affected by the elements. The only part that will see water is the actual winch itself. I have the full use of the
anchor locker hatch cover and I have to open it to flake the chain into it when I retrieve the anchor.
Dutchmans Cove is in Penatanguishene, I can take more pictures for you in the spring when I uncover the boat. If
your boat is in this part of the world, please come over and you can see what I have done.
The davits are Atkens and Hoyle http://www.atkinshoyle.com/index.html model 1800. I installed these myself, it
took one Saturday morning, and I had to make a couple of brackets to hold the davits off the stern. I looked through
my pictures and I don't have any good ones showing the details.
Let me know if you would like more information.
Regards, Dave

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
Slow Shifting into Reverse
From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: May 22, 2007
To: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
Hi All! "Aslan's Wind" has been in the water since late April and I've had few problems with her except for slow
shifting into forward after reversing out of my slip. What happens is that forward is very slow to engage, resulting in
me coming very close to hitting the boats in back of me during those few times when I've been brave enough to try
going out. Usually, I endup panicking, shifting quick back a forth several times as my stern comes within inches of
the Monitor Windvane hanging off the back of a Niagara-35.
I have the Westerbeke 27 coupled to a Hurth transmission, model "100" I think. Everything runs great once I get her
into forward and when out on the water, I don't have any problems, either. Also, I've tried practicing out in the basin
and it seems that no matter how fast I get her going in reverse, it just takes a second to rev down, shift into forward,
wait another half second for the "thunk" after shifting and everything is fine. The only time I have a problem is
when first leaving dock, when there are million dollar yachts a boat length and a half in back of me. It's quite the
problem because the only way I can geof my slip is to try to pivot the boat, using the port prop-walk in reverse
combined with thrusts of power in forward to kick the bow around into the wind, back and forth a couple of times.
There are no such problems shifting into reverse, however.
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Reply From: Milt Pahl
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2007
A few bits of advice:
Unless currents and wind conditions
preclude it keep your engine at idle for all such maneuvers which means things happen a lot slower and turns
potential crashes into potential bumps. You may try running your engine in gear at idle while still moored and trying
a few shifts forward and back to warm up things so you get a better response.
This will also give you a feel for the idle speed that will not result in the engine stalling, too slow, or a thunk or
delay ,too fast when first going in gear or shifting.
Our boat is slow to respond reversing off the dock so we sometimes use a little muscle power to get things
starteclose quarters. Hope this helps.Milt and Rosemary Pahl “Dialoha”
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 22, 2007
Norm & Cheryl,
When we first bought Enchantment we experienced the "slow shifting into reverse" phenomena. We put the
transmission in gear for a few minutes before making any demands on it. This was helpful. Just before we left for
the North Channel the transmission got tired of our shenanigans and quit shifting.
I phoned E&C Marine in Toronto and he loaned me his bench transmission used for training. On our return we took
our Hurth in for checking. On inspection Charles [the "C" in E&C] said he found heat damage to some of the parts.
He speculated that it had been run while low on fluid or possibly put in forward while sailing - though not likely the
cause of so much damage in my case. A rebuild of my transmission was almost as much as buying a rebuild and the
warrantee was better on the buy. It was an expensive but complete solution for us.
I suggest the following diagnostic approach:
1. Check the linkage to make sure the transmission it "clicking" firmly into forward and reverse.
2. Check the transmission fluid right after running by taking a couple of drops between your finger and
thumb. Rub them together and see if there is any grit. Look at it closely to see if there are any metallic
particles. The Hurth has a sacrificial disk called a thrust washer in its makeup and it could be worn
especially if the previous owner left it in forward when sailing. Smell the oil. If it has a burnt smell it is
likely that the clutch is burnt as a result of the thrust washer wear and the transmission will require a
rebuild.
3. Change the transmission fluid by running the engine in gear for a few minutes then draining the
transmission. Add new fluid, run and drain again. Re-fill only to the mark, measured by dipping without
screwing in the dipstick. I believe they all use Dextron III ATF but check your manual.
4. Monitor for improvement and if it slips in the near future I'm afraid you're likely in for the costly fix.
MER [Marine Engine and Repair Co.] writes in its FAQ's:
When I shift from neutral to forward there is a delay in engagement. Is there an adjustment I can make to
eliminate this lag?
Sorry there isn't an adjustment to fix this. The delayed engagement is typically caused by a worn thrust washer;
usually on the forward clutch pack. The transmission will have to be removed in order to replace the thrust
washer. If the transmission is allowed to run in this condition; you will eventually burn up the transmission.
Note, the Hurth manual states that the tranny would handle shifting from fwd to reverse at full revs if necessary in
an emergency. It also warns against sailing with the transmission in forward - it recommends reverse to prevent
damage. Actually, if you wish to lock the propeller then you must shift the transmission into the opposite direction
of travel; otherwise the transmission can be damaged. The same can apply to having the boat docked for lengthy
times in a continuous current, ie. a river. Sorry I don't have any better news, Norm.
Les
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Friday, May 25, 2007
Thanks guys. I contacted the previous owner, a wonderful guy whom I trust completely, and he says that it’s always
been this way. And he’s a guy who knew what he was doing (unlike me). He says that he changed the fluid last
year and that it doesn’t need to be changed now but if I decide to do so anyway just for the “fun” of it: do I drain the
oil with a vacuum pump through the dipstick?
[Editor: the Hurth transmission on Enchantment has a drain plug at the bottom – but maybe it was a modification]
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I did check the fluid as you said Les and I didn’t notice any grit or burnt smwll. Also, the transmission doesn’t
“slip’, runs just fine once in gear and actually never fails to shift into gear, either. And putting my hand to the
transmission after running for a few hours, it’s also not hot to the touch.

HULL STRUCTURES
Chainplate Knees Leaking
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, April 02, 2007
Norm, see inserted answers below
Les
-----Original Message----From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Saturday, March 31, 2007
Hi all. Running by my new-old boat today I noticed the dreaded brown stain running down the back of the locker
under the port-aft chainplate knee. I've read a lot about this problem in previous newsletters but I was hoping to get a
few things clarified.
1) I've read about drilling a hole to determine if there is a problem: where exactly do you drill the hole and how
big? My guess is horizontally, below decks into the knee? How far through?
I drilled up into the knee from below the knee to allow for optimum drainage. I checked the drill bit for
moisture in the wood on the bit too. I used about a 1/4" bit. I got water from 2 of the knees.
2) Rebedding the deck plates: I know that Bristol Marine uses 5200 for chainplate deckplates, but I don't think that
5200 adheres to stainless, so what are the deck plates made of? (Guessing aluminum here).
I do not use 5200 on Enchantment anymore because of the difficulty in removing the bedded object. I use
4200 or the equivalent in other products. Put the bedding down and lightly press the chainplate deck plates
into the bedding making sure it" oozes" [a nautical term] out the sides and through the screw holes. Put the
screws in and screw partially down. Go home for the day. Later tighten the screws down. This will prevent
starving the area under the deck plate of bedding. You can tape off the area around the deck plate with
masking tape to limit the clean-up. My deck plates are stainless.
3) I've read in the newsletters about various people here grinding off the fiberglass - how long does that generally
take for one knee?
I used a 4" mini-grinder plus a Dremel for small/tight areas and did the 2 knees in the afternoon including a
long shower to get the fibreglass out of my skin. Wear coveralls, hat, mask, goggles and gloves. Have a
good vacuum cleaner handy for the boat. Don't let Cheryl watch!
4) A moisture meter on the deck around this knee shows no problem. Is there a problem?
If you see a brown stain running from the knee there's a problem somewhere - better the knee than the deck!
Drilling will not cause any additional problems and hopefully will reassure you. I left the holes open as a
future indicator.
5) And last to Les - you said in one write-up how you saturated the knee with epoxy and then refiberglassed. Why
did you refiberglass instead of just leaving it open.
The short answer is - just to give the knees the same level of strength with respect to the hull. The ideal fix is
to make a knee and glass it to the hull and attach the chainplate to the outside of the new knee. Since I only
had 2 knees with issues and they had survived 20 years, I took the easy way out.

MISCELLANEOUS
SAFETY ALERTS
ICE
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Sunday, January 21, 2007
ICE... (In Case of Emergency)
Isn't it true that we all carry our mobile phones with hundreds of names/numbers stored in its memory but yet nobody, other
than ourselves, know which of these numbers belong to our near and dear ones?
Let us for a moment create a scenario wherein (God forbid):
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We are involved in an accident or had a heart attack and the people attending us get hold of our mobile phone but don't know
which number to call to inform our family members.
Yes, there are hundreds of numbers stored but which one is the contact person in case of an emergency?
For this reason, we must have one or more telephone numbers stored under the name ICE (In case of Emergency) in our
mobile phones.
Read below for more details......
Recently, the concept of "ICE" is catching up quickly. It is simple, an important method of contact during emergency
situations. As cell phones are carried by majority of the population, all you need to do is store the number of a contact
person or person who should be contacted at during emergency as "ICE" (meaning In Case of Emergency). The idea was
thought up by a paramedic who found that when they went to the scenes of accidents, there were always mobile phones with
patients, but they didn't know which number to call. He therefore thought that it would be a good idea if there was a
nationally recognized name for this purpose.
Following a disaster in London, the East Anglican Ambulance Service has launched a national "In case of Emergency (ICE)"
campaign. In an emergency situation, Emergency Service personnel and hospital staff would then be able to quickly contact
your next of kin, by simply dialing the number stored as "ICE". For more than one contact name simply enter ICE1, ICE2
and ICE3 etc.

SAILS
SUPERSTRUCTURE
Mast Partners
From: Bob Beswick
Sent: Sunday, February 04, 2007
Hi Les.
I just found my newsletter today , so I decided to finish reading it.
Great work!
I was on Marty and Lindee's boat last summer, and I wished I hadn't. It just drastically increased my wish list. They have
done a lot of work on their boat, and it makes mine look, for lack of better words, needing renovations.
One question I was going to ask about partners on, the thread about wedges or blocks for keeping the mast from moving
around where it comes through the cabin roof.
What are partners?
Thanks for all the work on the newsletter.
Bob, Aly Ada Too #156
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, February 05, 2007
We saw Marty and Lyndee Lu at the Boat Show. They were
looking at a trawler but I think it was just snooping, after all
the work they've done.
Here's a good description and diagram of a partner [just click
the link] http://www.aandc.org/research/mast_partners.html.
[Editor: see results below]
It's an older term, less commonly used today in the
fibreglass/carbon fibre era, but nevertheless still valid.
Thanks for the kind words and all the best with your list!
And, by the way, thanks for the spectacular aerial shots of
earth the other day!
Les
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Internet results:
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Mast partners
The mast partners are the ship's timbers fitted between deck beams around the opening in the deck where the mast passes
through - they are under the deck planking. When the mast is stepped, it is "wedged" in place at deck level, the wedges going
between the partners and the mast itself. This serves to stiffen the installation, so that the mast doesn't move around and start
damaging itself and the deck.
The wedges are made with a shoulder to prevent them dropping through. Not shown in this sketch (generic small coaster) is a
mast collar - a ring bolted down onto the deck to take a canvas mast-boot which serves to stop leaks.

Standing Rigging
From: Chip Wolfe
To: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2007
Happy New Year, Migs & Diana,
It’s always good to hear from you. Although we have yet to meet face-to-face, I consider you and Diana as family.
Glad to hear you survived the nasty wx and without any damage. Hope the wx cooperates this weekend for your maiden
voyage of 2007.
I’m always glad to provide information if it might help someone. I did not hear from Frank, but assume he arrived at some
solution regarding his fuel tank.
All is well here and I hope 2007 brings a repeat of last year’s no hurricanes or tropical storms here. I plan to replace all my
standing rigging this year, but won’t start on this until I get everything ready. I suspect the major issue will be getting the
masthead cover plate off. The two retaining screws have been in there for a long time. I’ve purchased all the hardware, but
need to get the wires cut and the stem ball fittings swaged. I’m using Hi-Mod mechanical fittings on all ends except the stem
ball ends. I’m also going up one size (to 9/32 in.) on the wire, as I believe the ¼ in. rigging is 304 SS and I am refitting with
316 SS. Hope to be able to do one wire at a time without un-stepping the mast.
I purchased the canvass from David & Colleen (PAXIS I) and was to get the SS arch as well, but they got busy and I have
heard no more about the arch. I told them I would be patient and still hope we can work something out there. Perhaps they
have just forgotten.
Regarding e-mail addresses, either will work just fine. I use the nicevilleyc.net address most of the time, but keep the bsc.net
address as a back-up which I can use via dial-up if the wireless net here goes down.
Wishing you fair weather for Saturday and all the best to you and Diana in the New Year.
Aloha, Chip
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, January 03, 2007
Thanks Chip. Good luck with the standing rigging replacement.
What factor(s) made you decide to replace it? I still have my original in Sea Vixen & she is a year or 2 older than
Belize.
When you get around to doing it, would you take some pictures & let us have a further description so I can learn
from what you do? I'm sure Les would also like to hear for the benefit of the membership.
Again, all the best, and hopefully no hurricanes for you again this year!
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, January 06, 2007
Subject: ALOHA 34: Rigging -Amalthea #189
Further to our rigging conversation earlier this week, Chip, I came across the following email from Milan & Adrian
Ford, the previous owners of AMALTHEA #189, written as they were Australia bound, that you might find
interesting.
The current Australian owners, Gary & Linda Brown are sailing with us here in Sea Vixen in sunny Victoria this
afternoon.
Aloha! Migs
----- Original Message ----Sent: Saturday, March 25, 2000
Subject: Greetings from Amalthea #189
We enjoyed our visit with Stuart & Marcia Meyer, AIR LOOM #185, showing them the changes made to
Amalthea. The rigging change was made just because "bigger is better", no extensive analysis was made. We went
up two wire sizes with
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all standing rigging the same size and used Mac Grip terminals. The thought there being that repairs could be made
without special equipment that night not be found in remote areas. Also it enabled us to carry extra wire that was
longer than the fore stay so that any one piece of the standing rigging could be replaced. It was very expensive,
about twice the cost with the mechanical fittings but future changes will need only new wire as the fittings are
supposed to be reusable. The change was made back in 1992 when the mast was taken down to install the radar, so
the records are not readily available while we are at sea. This is being written on my watch, 0000 to 0300 as we sail
downwind wing on wing on an overcast night. The winds have been light so far and our progress slow, now about
600nm out of Puerto Vallarta Mexico headed for the Marquesas. Milan and Adrian.

Vang
From: Norm and Cheryl
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2007
Hi All. Until reading the fall-2003 newsletter, I didn't even know that many boats don't have boom vangs! My last 3 boats
did, my A34 doesn't. Common sense say that the gentleman who owned her before I did is a far, far better and more
knowledgeable sailor than am I and so obviously I don't absolutely need one, but I'm curious anyway. How many of you out
there sail without one?
More than anything else, I would use my previous vangs as preventors in light winds, especially on those days with lights
winds and left over swells. Would it not be as simple as riveting a bail to the boom at the appropriate location?
As for using a vang to flatten the sail and/or to stop the boom from pumping, I read about the boats that have a hook through
bolted to the deck, but wouldn't riveting a bracket to the base of the mast work as well?
Last question, the newsletter refers to an "Isomat NG-51": how can you determine what make/model spar you have?
s/v Coriakin....changing to s/v Aslan's Wind.
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2007
Aloha Norm & Cheryl
Attached is a photo taken earlier this month which (just) shows our
boom vang arrangement that came with Sea Vixen #167 when we
bought her new in 1982.
You will note that:
 the vang is attached to the boom by a ss 'bracket'
that screws though the middle of the boom.
 the lower end of the vang is attached to the mast by
two ss 'strips' fitted around the base of the mast
(just visible) holding a ss 'eye fitting' (not visible).
The original clamp into the mast corroded & pulled
out two years ago. This arrangement works well.
If you are interested, let me know & I can get 'more descriptive'
photos of each fitting when we are sailing this weekend. Good luck!
Migs
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Thursday, March 22, 2007
Any boat can be sailed without a boom vang efficiently upwind but downwind it's akin to taking your foot off the
gas pedal while going uphill. Way too much power loss due to sail shape distortion.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, March 25, 2007
Here are the promised pictures (3) of our boom vang, Cheryl & Norm.
MAST FITTING
As mentioned the original 1982 Ouyang "factory built" boom vang screwed into the aft "slit" in our Kenyon mast
corroded (presumably from salt) & pulled away from the mast two years ago.
We looked at other boats at RVYC & Oak Bay Marina and the two stainless steel strips seemed popular & simple so
that is the route we took (using the original mast fitting including the two bolts "cemented" into the original holes to
make them watertight).
MAIN BOOM FITTING
The stainless steel bracket is shown in the boom vang position.
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When the boom vang is released at the mast and attached to the toe rail as a "preventer" when "running free", the ss
bracket swings down away from the boom.
Hope this helps! Migs

UTILITIES
Bilge Pump Minute Meter
Came across a useful idea somewhere recently – a bilge pump
minute meter. Thought some of you may find it handy.
Purchase a common 12-volt truck timer to clock engine
accumulated running time plus some wire and connectors. Install
by teeing off the power from the switch to the bilge pump, and
wire the ground correctly. Don't install it in series with the bilge
pump.
Les, Enchantment - #214
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Aloha Ace* Suggestion
What is it?
It could be your small contribution to saving
energy/emissions and therefore reducing green house
gases! and propane in the galley too!
It’s a metal sish kabob skewer [a fork of knife would
work too but then you would have guess] Just place it
under the lid covering the pot of boiling potatoes to
prevent boil-overs and it should reduce propane
consumption by an estimated 20%.
It allows us to reduce the setting on our electric stove
at home from as setting of 6-7 to less than 4 and
maintain the boil. Just make sure you don’t fill the pot
too full.
[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

It’s the simple things …..

CLOSING
If you were looking at the pictures from the web cams in the Kincardine Lighthouse [www.kyc.ca] you might have seen a
lone sailboat sailing under grey skies on Saturday. We had our first sail of the year on May 19. Had to scurry a bit to get the
sails on and rig tuned in time for the planned afternoon sail with visiting friends. It was a bit chilly but a nice 10-15 knot
breeze.
Here’s wishing you fair winds, quiet anchorages and great times with friends this season. Don’t forget, if you’re in the North
Channel this summer between early July and mid-August give Enchantment a call or drop by for a visit.
Time to sign off and get back to boat chores.
Les & Carol, Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’s FOR SALE
"DIFFERENT DRUMMER"
1981 ALOHA 34 HULL #152
ON DECK: Folding mast steps New Dodger and Bimini .mast-to-stern awning . Swim platform
and walk-through stern rail ,Teak/SS wheel .SAILS- Mainsail,Jenny, working Jib,storm Jib, Triradial spinnaker all lines and hardware. All lines led to cockpit. Mainsail traveller moved to
coach roof .
ANCHORS: 44 lb. BRUCE, 150’ 3/8” chain, 35 lb. CQR, 15’ chain and 200’ rode. LOFRANS
1000 watt Tigress windless, enlarged chain locker.
DRIVE SYSTEM: UNIVERSAL 3 cylinder24 HP diesel engine,new head valves and injectors ,rebuilt transmission, new
motor mounts.new muffler, 3-blade fixed prop, folding GORRIE prop, 120 amp alternator,1 starting battery, 3 house
batteries. Heat exchanger hot water system,
REFRIGERATION: 12Volt ADLER BARBER & Sea Frost Holding Plate engine driven compressor.
ELECTRONICS: INTERPHASE forward-looking sonar, DATAMARINE wind speed and boat speed in cockpit cabinet,
ICOM single sideband radio,( model IC-M700)with tuner and backstay antenna, AUTOHELM 3000 , VHF radio with remote
head, FURUNO 16 mile radar, MAGELLAN GPS, ZENITH colour TV, new radio and CD player. 1200 watt HEART
inverter,
EXTRAS: Holding tank with Y-valve,macerator pump, 2 manual bilge pumps, 1 electric bilge pump, grounding plate on
hull. Built-in microwave, POWER SURVIVOR 12 volt watermaker, 3 burner gas stove with oven, NICHOLSON
woodburning stove, FORCE 10 propane barbeque, new foam cushions/covers. 9’ CARIBE dinghy/9.9 EVINRUDE,
outboard, DINGHY-TOW SYSTEM. Hull- 4 coats of barrier epoxy (2 at factory and 2 in 1989) 4-man AVON life raft
Folding cradle.
PRICE: $75,000. Contact Ron Foster at ron.foster3@sympatico.ca (705) 528 0069

"AFTER FIVE"
Aloha 34, Hull # 163
Universal Atomic Model 30-3 Cyl. Diesel 24 hp Pedestal compass; Mariner Nav 5; Fully battened
Main and Quicksilver foresail plus lapper sail. Furling; dodger and cockpit enclosure; four self-tailing
winches; autohelm 4000; Nova Cool refrigeration; CNG stove and oven. Teak and holly sole; teak
interior; cabin heating system; sleeps 6; head with hot water heater. Force 10 BBQ. Dinghy with 8 h.p.
motor included. Must be seen. $63,000. Moored in Hamilton, Ontario. For more information contact
Clifts Marine by email bill@cliftsmarine.com

"CASTLE REEF”
Aloha 34, Hull # 153
Located at St Maarten Caribbean. Contact Bryan and Maureen Godfrey, Box 717,
Richmond On. K0A 2Z0 Phone 613-838-2370,
e-mail castlereef@yahoo.com
Asking price$60,000 US. See brokers website at
http://www.yachtworld.com/weathereyeyachts/index.html
and go to Boats For Sale.

“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $79,900.
For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca
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"WINDEKIND"
ALOHA 34, 1981- Hull #157
Comes with 10 opening ports, propane stove & oven, propane barbecue & Force 10 cabin
heater. 5 sails, including DRS in sock. 8 winches including 4 self-tailing. Digital depth
sounder & knotmeter Shore power cord, 3 PFD's, life ring, 2 fire extinguishers. CQR and
Bruce anchor, both with chain & rode. Lofrans windlass. Teak & holly cabin sole. 6'4"
headroom. Dual propane tanks in own locker. 42 HP diesel engine. The following items
renewed or replaced in last 5 years: head, cockpit cushions & covers, interior cushions &
covers, all halyards, genoa sheets, dodger, bimini & cockpit closure, VHF, all batteries.
Custom metal cradle. Boat is stored in Hamilton Harbour . Price $40,000 Cdn. Phone 905662-9703, or email windekind99@hotmail.com

“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

ARTICLES FOR SALE/WANTED
Dodger for sale
Dodger for Aloha 34 ft, Lexan windows, Window cover, side ARTICLES WANTED
curtains. 7/8 Stainless hardware including side handles.
Colour Tan Only two years old!!! Have Picture to e-mail
Spinnaker Pole
$450 Email Address: bajapoco-gen@yahoo.com
Hello. Well I have bought my Aloha 34 and have found a
spinnaker and wisker poles but no spinnaker pole. Does
anybody know where I might find a used pole? Also, does
Hood Furler
Hood # 810 continuous loop furler (apparently can be
anybody happen to have the design dimensions for an Aloha
converted to single line) complete with all hardware
34 Spinnacker Pole - if I end up having to get one fabricated?
including 41\'6\" headstay. $425 obo. e-mail jandwmThanks very much. John Casson 709-682-0319
a@yahoo.com
Looking For DRS
I am looking for either a DRS or an asymmetrical spinnaker
Aloha Equipment For Sale
Bryden marine head complete in working order: $20;
for my Aloha 34, must be in good condition and come with
stainless cylindrical water tank 12.5" diameter x 22" high (12 the snuffer and sheets etc.
USG) with stainless pipe fittings: $50; Jabsco fresh water
Georges Poulin [Georges.Poulin@csps-efpc.gc.ca]
pump, model 44010-2000 for parts, free, plus stainless steel
arch to fit Aloha 34, free. David & Colleen, PAXIS I, (250)
477-7777, romc@telus.net

Editor: Please let us know if you no longer require the above postings so they can be removed.
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2007
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324; Cell: (519) 881-6878
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

Picnic Island: The View Where Lyndee Lu and Marty Got Hitched!
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ALOHA
“Canadian Dollar Hits All Time High”. That was a recent headline in the news. Consumers began cross-border
shopping in droves to the extent that it interfered with our visit to the Annapolis Boat Show! The press started reporting on
the Canadian companies that were not matching US prices. Some magazines even allowed Canadians to pay the US prices
on the magazine covers.
Not to be out done the Aloha

34 Network announces a price drop for it’s Canadian members!

All memberships shall henceforth be the same - $20; due in February of each year. Yes, this may not actually reflect the
dollar differences so we will review again when the currency stabilizes. Oh the complexity of the world finances! By the
way it’s still a bargain to live in Australia/New Zealand.
Speaking of dues please take note of your enclosed invoice as 21 of our 72 members have outstanding dues for one or more
years. As an encouragement some you now can take advantage of the high Canadian dollar and save and there’s no change
for the others. Enough about money!
I trust you all had a great summer; we certainly did. While it took its time settling in, the warm summer was great for sailing
– nice breezes and not so hot waters for cooling off. We met up with a number of Aloha 34 owners in the North Channel or
on their way there
Les & Carol, Enchantment, Hull # 214

Bonaventure in Oak Bay

Casa Mara in Little Current

Out & About in Killarney

Queen’s Ransom in Kincardine
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Enchantment – don’t even ask where!
Ripple in the Killarney Channel

NEW MEMBERS
Cliff & Carol MacDONALD, WINDEKIND, Hull #154
3000 Stoney Creek Dr., Brights Grove, ON, Canada, N0N 1C0; Telephone: (519) 869-6923
Email: cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON, BELLA, Hull #192 [previously “Drifter”]
70 Ronald Road, Arlington, Maryland, USA, 02474
Email: ann@grammarsmith.com
Philip MEILIUNAS, MADISON, Hull #131
21 Ingleborough Dr., Whitby, ON, Canada, L1N8J9, Telephone: (905) 665-5995
Email: philip@greatgulfhomes.com

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Full Aloha Register attached.

MAILBAG
From: Denise Sinclair
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2007
Subject: for sale area
I have my boat listed for sale on your site..."After Five" Please reduce price to $55,000 and change the contact back to me
dsinclair@cogeco.ca (905-659-6766)
How are the Aloha's selling these days. I have had this for sale for a year but it was on the cradle and there was no action. I
have now put it back in the water and am doing clean up and odd repairs in an effort to sell.
Any comments on the market you can provide would be appreciated.
Reply From: Les
Sent: 31-May-07
Hi Denise,
We have had a couple of boat sell just lately, right after an ad update with price change. Maybe you're next? I
haven't seen "After Five" but the price seems more than fair.
The only comments I could make are to keep it "uncluttered" as they say in Real Estate. Some buyers may be
hesitant about the CNG because they don't understand about availability of the fuel. Know where it's available so
you can reassure them if asked.
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One of the strengths of the Aloha 34, visually, is the bright work. It's also the most work - hence the name!?
This is the time to sell and being in the water should certainly help.
Good luck.
Les
Reply From: Denise Sinclair
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2007 2:09 PM
Thanks Les.
I do have the address for the CNG tank refill. We are scrubbing, sanding and sailing!!
Hopefully, we will sell..if not we will keep sailing.
Thanks for your comments...much appreciated.
Denise
Reply From: Les
Sent: 3-Jul-07
Hi Denise,
Nigel mentioned in his email today that "After Five" arrived by truck in Goderich. I assume that means your were
successful in selling your Aloha?
On that assumption I have removed her from the For Sale listing on the website. If this is not the case please let me
know by tomorrow as I hope to move on to Enchantment in preparation for heading to the North Channel on
Thursday - weather permitting.
Les
Reply From: Denise Sinclair
Sent: Saturday, July 14, 2007
thanks Les..boy, the 'Aloha world is a small one!! I sold it to a nice young couple...thanks for removing it. We
have been away so just got around to email.
Greetings to all Aloha users...she gave us lots of great memories.
Aloha and good night

From: Ruth Rollo
Sent: Sunday, June 03, 2007
Subject: Sold Windekind
Hi Les,
Just a short note to let you know we sold Windekind.
Please remove our ad from the website.
She was a good old boat, lots of great memories over the last 14 years. Hopefully the new owners will have good adventures
on her also.
Thanks,
Ruth & Jimmy Rollo

From: Wayne VS
Sent: Monday, June 04, 2007
Subject: Pacific Yachting Review of Aloha 34
Dear Aloha 34 Network Webmaster,
The Aloha 34 is high on my short list of sailboats I'm considering here in the mid-Atlantic, I also looked at an Aloha 32 but it
was a bit too cramped for my purposes. I was wondering if you might have a copy of either review from Pacific Yachting
(Jan or June 1976) in electronic copy that you might share with me?
Thank you in advance for any help you can offer. I have enjoyed the resources of your website and if I do become an owner
will be anxious to become a member.
Sincerely, Steve Storck
Reply From: "Les"
Date: Mon, 11 Jun 2007
Steve,
Sorry, no I don't have a copy of that review. If you happen to acquire one we would really appreciate a copy!
All the best in your search for the perfect boat. Most of us Aloha 34 owners think we found it.
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We would certainly welcome you to the Aloha 34 Network should you decide Aloha 34 is the one for you.
Les Harrison
Reply From: steve storck
Sent: Tuesday, June 12, 2007
Les,
Thanks for the reply. I took a close look at the Aloha 34 here in Maryland:
http://yachtworld.com/core/listing/boatFullDetails.jsp?boat_id=1700707&ybw=&units=Feet&currency=USD&acce
ss=Public&listing_id=4344&url=
Deck and interior looked great but the hull had at least 1 large blister and a case of the "pox" (numerous small
bubbles) along the bootstripe. Are these common occurences on the Alohas?
Also the engine does not appear to be the original, too large, as the drawers to the right of the engine compartment
have been removed (fronts only). I was a bit confused as this is an '83 Westerbeke engine, 27hp not 24 as in specs.
Access to engine was poor and there was a fair amount of oil in the bilge. Any thoughts?
Thanks again for your input.
Steve Storck

From: Steve Storck
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007
Subject: potential aloha owner
Hi there:
I am currently looking at purchasing an Aloha 34 and would like to hear from past and present owners as to their experiences
and the boat's capabilities. It is advertised as being in "immaculate" condition, I had the deck metered for moisture and the
surveyor found them generally dry except for some "wetness" around the deck fittings of the bow pulpit and chain plates.
There was also a small area (8" x 8") of delamination just in front of the coach roof. As this was being done as an add – on to
a failed surveyor on another boat, he didn't undertake a full survey at the time.
My wife and I have plans to use it in the Bahamas. I would like to hear from others who have cruised the Bahamas and / or
lived abroad for any extended periods of time. I have December to March available to cruise each year. I would also like to
hear if there are any deficiencies that are common to the Aloha 34 or Aloha boat in general that I should be on the lookout
for. The boat in question is sailed in the Great Lakes and has made one trip south. It is very well equipped which is one of
the reasons it is gaining over others that I'm looking at.
Appreciate any info members of the group may wish to provide.
Wayne VS
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007
Subject: RE: potential aloha owner
Wayne
We have owned an Aloha 34 for over 10 years. We took it to the Bahamas in 2000, living aboard for 10 months. I
have the following comments and also areas members have suggested one might look for:
 for us it's the perfect boat for the Bahamas trip if you are adverse, as we are, to going too big; great for tall
skippers!
 seems to have almost unlimited storage area with many extra nooks
 ours is a shoal draft and we appreciated that more than once on the Intracoastal Waterway [ICW] and the
Bahamas; though not necessary
 several owners have made the trip south successfully and one even sailed from New Zealand and beyond
 a number of Alohas, including ours, have had leaking at the chainplate covers into the knees in the cabin
lockers. I fixed ours myself as have others. Not all have experienced the problem. Keep them well
caulked.
 The Aloha seems to have faired better than many but a few have had varying degrees of the pox; ours had
some and I did the epoxy coating and others have had it done in the yard
 one owner found an area of delamination around the chainplates; drilled many holes and saturated the area
with epoxy with success
 some owners of early Aloha 34s had to rebuild the strut which will likely require removing the fuel tank
 some early Alohas had leaking dorades that lead to delamination in that area; remedy was to cut off the top
to facilitate access for making the repair with epoxy and on put a removable teak cover
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cosmetic stress cracks port & starboard corners of the coach house where the cabin trunk meets the
foredeck; keep them sealed with crack sealer
As you can see some of the issues depend on the year of the boat and others on the level of preventative
maintenance.
As the previous manager of our Aloha 34 Network told a prospective buyer recently:
" The ALOHA 34 is a super boat and pretty well trouble free. Owners would rather be sailing than maintaining
& thus we refer to her as being a "wash and wear" boat. None of the above should be serious to defer your
purchase but no doubt your surveyor will make recommendations in this regard."
I agree!
Would you mind telling me the name and serial number of the Aloha you are looking at; I try to keep a record of all
Aloha 34s for the network.
All the best in your quest. Should you acquire an Aloha 34 we would invite you to join the network and take
advantage of the wealth of knowledge members pass on to each other through our newsletter and owners manual.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Steve Storck
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2007
Les,
Thank you for you comments on the engine and design of the Aloha “Drifter” that I am
looking at here in Maryland. I was down the other day taking another look at the hull
and got the ID number for your records, looks like:
ZUYOD1920884
I’ve included a photo of the number in case I got it wrong, difficult to see at there is
some paint on it. Also shot some images of the “blister” and waterline “pox”. I’ve
never had a boat with a blister so I’m not sure that is what I’m looking at or if it was
just a bubble under the gelcoat/paint as the fiberglass underneath is flat. Thought the
fact that you could see fiberglass roving was a bad sign.
Thanks for any comments on the blister of pox. Also how does the boat sail? Light wind, typical angles of heel,
single handing.
Cheers, hope you’re out sailing.
Steve
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2007
Steve,
drifter_pox.jpg: I'm not sure what I'm looking at here. If the dark grey is the
anti-fouling and the lighter is the waterline then my guess is that the waterline
was painted on [like mine] and the bubbles are under the paint. You'd need take
a small pen-knife and remove one to see it gelcoat is under or not. You may
also be able to tell if the waterline has been painted by the ridge the paint makes
at the edges.

drifter_blister.jpg : if this is in the antifouled part of the hull, based on the
checking or cracks to the right of the lighter area I would guess that what you
are looking as is an area where a chip of antifouling has flaked off. This
happens on Enchantment when there is a build-up of antifouling paint and the
crack lines would lead me to believe this is the case with Drifter. I just feather
the edges, making sure not to sand the gelcoat too much and re-antifoul.
You really need to pick out a blister and see if there is moisture under it. Get some of the moisture on your finger
and smell it and run it between you finger and thumb to see if it has a soapy feel. You will smell an amine or
ammonia like smell if it's true pox. As I mentioned, if it's local you can treat individually. If the roving is "stable"
as they say - not easily pried up - then it's surface blister and not likely any structural damage. When in doubt get a
survey done for your reassurance.
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Drifter has the full keel so she will be little better to windward than Enchantment [shoal draft of just under 5']. We
have a couple of owners that race their boats with success and with spinnakers. I like the ability to move in light airs
with the genoa but handle the 20 knots of wind we had on Saturday with the working jib and a full main. Angle of
heel is not uncomfortable unless you overpower her. I don't even have a heel indicator. If Carol doesn't like the
angle I just run the traveller down a notch or two. Some members have relocated the traveller to the cabin-top but
we don't mind it where Drifter's is located. We have only had the toerail in the water once I think, in a knockdown
in a squall. Easing the main quickly resolved that incident.
I can single-hand Enchantment, but as it appears to be with Drifter, our main halyard and reefing controls are at
the mast so it does take a little planning. With the autopilot it's fairly straightforward. Some members have lead the
main halyard and toping lift aft.
Thanks for the serial number. In case you are wondering the Hull # is 192 and Drifter was built in Aug 1984. Hate
to bother you again, but if you don't mind, I would appreciate the names of the present owners just for our records. I
try to keep track of all Alohas still on the water [so to speak].
Thanks again for the info and good luck with your quest.
Les
Reply From: steve storck
Sent: Monday, June 18, 2007
Les,
Thank you so much for your insights. Sorry I didn't give more background on the pics, but you got it right on
(painted boot stripe with bubbles and "blister" in antifouling on hull). Thanks also for the info on the hull#,
unfortunately I do not know the owner's just dealing with a broker at this point.
I'll let you know if I find anything else out about Drifter.
Cheers
Steve Storck

From: lyndeelu
Sent: Monday, June 11, 2007
Subject: wedding bells
Hello friends, just a quick update from Sarnia. Mackinaw weekend is not far off Fri.July 20th to Sun. July 22nd. S.Y.C.
has a great weekend lined up with camping at the club & stuff happening at the clubhouse. We’ll be BBQing Fri. for the
crew from “Innisfree” so phone us and come on down! North Channel vacation still scheduled from July 28th to Sept. 3rd
so we hope to see some of you up there ESPECIALLY as Lyndee & I will be getting married on Queenie in Snug Harbour
on Aug.19th!!!!! We haven’t worked out all the details yet as to time and how to get a J.P. to Snug but we’ll have a party at
SYC. in Sept. so all of you are invited to this as well. Stay tuned for more final dates & details. Regards from Marty &
Lyndee Lu. “ Queen’s Ransom.”
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, June 14, 2007
Lyndee and Marty,
Thanks for the invite for Mackinaw weekend but I hope we'll be on our way to the North Channel by Tuesday
following the July 1st weekend. As Commodore, I am obliged to stay around for the sail-past!
Congratulations and Best Wishes to you both on your wedding. The perfect place would be in the North Channel
and Snug Harbour ensures weather will not interfere. I expect we will be on our way back down the big lake by that
time to meet another commitment. You wouldn't consider moving your wedding ahead a weekend just for us would
you?!! :-)
Anyway, take lots of pictures and make sure you send in a report for the Fall Newsletter. It's not everyday we get to
celebrate a wedding of members of the Aloha Network.
Looking forward to meeting up with you in the North Channel to wish you all the best and hoist a glass in your
honour.
Les & Carol
Enchantment
From: Lyndee Cole
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2007
Subject: We're legal
Hello everyone. We are now legally man & wife! The wedding was perfect & as soon as we round up all the pics from all the
cameras that were there we'll send you our faves. Heres one by Roy Eaton (thanks royboy) The wedding party at S.Y.C. will
not be until the 27th of Oct 07 as the Sept. date was double booked!
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Marty & Lyndee Lu Hayes.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007
Marty & Lyndee Lu
Here's another picture for your collection. Congratulations!
It was great to have a visit with you on your way down the Lake.
Les
Reply Lyndee Cole
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2007
Sorry Les, have been really busy since we got back to Sarnia, work, wedding party & new grandson. I'm working on
QR's restoration part 2 but thought you would need some pics. for the newsletter.
Also was it :Windy: that had his rudder modified? If so do you have his e-mail address? Best Wishes,
Marty & Lyndee Lu.

Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007
Hi Lyndee Lu & Marty,
Thanks for the wedding pictures. They will definitely make the newsletter.
Yes, Windy had his rudder modified "The rudder had about 2” added to the trailing edge then totally refinished &
sealed".
Stuart also wrote:
"They also added about two inches to the trailing edge of the keel (to improve pointing), filled and faired the hull,
using Interprotect 3000. G-Yachts also recommended adding almost two inches to the trailing edge of the rudder to
increase surface area and improve steering response. After three months of sailing, I do find that Windy points a bit
higher and is more responsive to the helm. She also seems to back up a lot better!"
I'm sure Stuart would be happy to provide additional info for you. I've cc's Stuart for his information and the email
address for you. Make sure you both keep me in the loop if the info would benefit other members that may consider
the upgrade.
Thanks.
Les
PS: Marty, can I expect a "part 2" by the beginning of December? No pressure eh!

From: David Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007
Subject: Aloha 34
Hi,
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I just bought a sailboat and I am trying to identify her. After hours on the net, I believe I have a custom version of the Aloha
10.4. I have attached a picture. The boat has an Ontario provincial crest on each side between where the inset line detail
ends and the transom.
We just hauled the boat and there were two plates attached to the keel about 6 inches high by 1 inch thick by about 36 inches
long. I guess they were for added ballast. Does this ring a bell?
Unless you think I do not have an Aloha, I think I should join your group.
David Joseph
Reply From: Les
Sent: 6/19/07
David,
Sorry David but it's not an Aloha 10.4. I'm no expert on sailboats but my guess, based on the little insignia in front
of the stripe, would be a Hughes. You didn't indicate the length of the boat. Let me know what you find out.
Les Harrison
Manager, Aloha 34 Network
Reply From: David Joseph
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007
Definitely not a Hughes. Cabin top on Hughes 35 is not slanted at front.
What makes you think this is not an Aloha. If it is the windows, I suspect this has been a sail away kit and the
interior and windows were added later..
I will take a picture of the hull while it is on the hard and send it to you. Thanks for the help.
David Jose[h

From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Net
Subject: Going Sailing
Hi to all Aloha Network Members,
The email list has been very quiet of late. That may be good news - no problems or questions requiring other members'
inputs.
Just thought I'd let you know Enchantment and crew are planning on setting sail for the North Channel on or about July 4th. I
have the usual Commodore duties expected on Canada Day - BBQ Breakfast and the Sail-past, etc. Guess I'll have to make
sure the saluting boats can see my anchor washdown hose - helps keeps down the number of water balloons!
We will be gone until mid-August if it's a good summer. Of course we will be listening for any calls on the VHF or my cell
phone - 519-881-6878. We'd love to meet up for a gam and maybe a dram. We are looking forward to seeing Queen's
Ransom and maybe Casa Mara. Haven't heard if Air Loom is coming up but we know Restless Sole will not - too bad.
Fair winds and quiet anchorages to you all.
Carol & Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2007
Bon voyage, Les & Carol! We hope you have a great summer.
Here are a couple of Sea Vixen pictures:
A week ago we had a lone Orca fishing off Chatham Island keep us company.
Yesterday the wind dropped around 3 PM so, with some misgivings, my men's crew & I had to anchor & open the
bar...
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We are currently having our dodger & bimini replaced, and surprisingly, thoroughly enjoying sailing without same.
Mind you, come winter, we'll no doubt be glad to have both back.
Migs
Reply From: Restless Sole 222
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2007
We are sulking about our lack of a North Channel "fix" this year Les. Rest assured we will be imagining you and
Carol sitting in the cockpit of Enchantment with a "sundowner" in hand ...... sigh. We may actually be up there for a
weekend on a CS 36 called "Hawke" visiting friends sometime after July 20th. We'll "listen" for you :-)
We can only hope that it's worth it when we have double holidays next year when we will be assisting in talking a
boat from Goderich to Florida. I have to admit that at this point we aren't very happy. Oh well, not launching and
hauling out saves us about 2k that we can use for boat toys :-)
Nigel & Michele

From: Les
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Net
Subject: Aloha For Sale
Aloha Members,
I'm just collecting more information on an Aloha 34 that's coming up for sale. Thought I'd let you all know in case one of
you needs a project.
"Madison" has been on the hard for a while and was undergoing a refit by the owner. He cannot continue so he's hoping it
will go to someone that will appreciate her. The refit is about 1/2 done. He's asking $14,500 US. I know the hull has been
stripped, faired and painted. It has 4 sails and new rigging, I believe. That's about what I know for now. Oh yes, it has a
20hp Yanmar.
More to follow when I get the info and pictures and post it to the web site - possibly tomorrow.
Les

From: Holmes, Bryan
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2007
Subject: Access to Member Services
Good Afternoon,
I'm interested in becoming a member of your site for the purpose of selling an Aloha 34.
It's an amazing deal on a great boat and I think perhaps your members or visitors may be interested in looking at it.
Here are the details:
"Madison" 1979 Aloha 34 - $14500
"Madison" is dry docked right now and approximately 3/4 of the way through a complete refit; The picture i've enclosed is
about 6 days old. Other obligations are preventing her current owner (my brother in law) from completing the work.
A good deal of the tough work has been done, the entire hull has been stripped and grinded out, the freeboard has been epoxy
faired and painted, the topsides have all been redone and painted. All running and standing rigging is brand new, the mast has
been re-stepped and along with the spreaders, and the boom have been powder coated. The mast has all new wiring and
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comes with a new steaming light, foredeck light and a masthead light. All
of the interior cushions are brand new, stored off the boat, and have never
been used. All of the topside teak has been replaced with Ultrateak a
highly durable synthetic. The toe rails have been powder coated and
replaced, and all of the life lines are new. Both top hatches are new. The
110v system has been totally replaced with new wire, breakers, breaker
box, and three GFI outlets. Steering system has been completely refitted
from the rudder up. All thru-hulls and deck fittings are new, including the
water and fuel fills. Fuel tank is also new. The 20 hp Yanmar diesel was
running fine at haul out; it was slated to be replaced with a newer diesel
engine during this refit merely to extend the cruising range. The engine is
currently off the boat, it could use a sandblasting and painting but other
than that both the engine and transmission are fine.
At this price you might think we are selling a stripped out hull, not a chance, this boat comes with four sails, a main, jib,
storm jib, and 135% Genoa, all recently restiched. It also comes with a GPS, a dual station VHF, an EPIRB, two Anchors and
all ground tackle, life sling, life preservers, battery charger, saltwater wash down in cockpit, single side band antenna built
into the backstay, and so much more.
So what's left to do? The hull will need to be filled, faired and painted below the waterline, 10 Portholes will need to be
purchased along with the stern rail, which were stolen last winter. Life line and stanchions need to be installed, all stanchion
fittings are in place, and many are new. The Engine needs to be sandblasted, painted and installed.
Thanks in advance for your consideration,
Bryan Holmes
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, June 27, 2007
Hi Bryan,
Good to hear from you.
Normally, membership costs $25 CDN or $20 US for the Aloha 34 Network and one must be an owner. We have
collected a great deal of information on the boat, which we share with each other through a twice yearly newsletter
and our email list.
If your main interest in our organization is as stated then I would be willing to put "Madison" on our website in the
For Sale section without you having to join if you will provide me with the following pieces of information on
"Madison":
 the serial number, located on the starboard side of the transom - I try to keep a register of all the Aloha 34s
I can locate
 the location of the boat and maybe some history of the boat - anything your brother-in-law may know
would be helpful
 current and, if known, any previous owners' names
 and confirm for us that it is normal draft [5'6"] as it appears to be in the photo
 if you have any interior photos that would be great too
 reason for selling [no personal info required of course]
Please let me know if this is acceptable to you and your brother-in-law and I will get it on the website immediately
as well as notifying the members in case any know of buyers.
Thanks for getting in touch and providing a wealth of information on an Aloha that I do not have on record.
Les Harrison
Aloha 34 Network
Reply From: Holmes, Bryan
Sent: Thursday, June 28, 2007
Hi Les,
Thank you very much for your prompt response and generous offer.
"Madison" currently resides in Pasadena Md. And you are correct she is the normal draft [5'6"] model. My brotherin-law Billy (William J. Ranagan - current owner) and myself are heading over to the marina tonight, I'll get all the
information I can on the history of her and of course her hull number. While I'm there I'll also get some good photos
of the interior to send to you. I also have some exterior photos I can send if you'd like.
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Billy owns and operates a small construction company here in Maryland, the main reason he is selling the boat is
that his workload has increased tenfold over the past few months, and it's driving him crazy that he has no time to
finish the refit. His view is simply this, "It's a beautiful boat and it shouldn't be in dry dock for the next two years,
someone should be enjoying her."
Thank you again for your most generous offer, I'll be following up this e-mail either tonight or tomorrow with as
much information as I can find.
Bryan Holmes
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2007
Just thought I let you know that we expect to be gone sailing for several weeks by Thursday so if you would like to
have the ad on the website before I leave please send me the details. Sorry to rush you but the earliest I could get it
posted after we leave would be mid-August.
Thanks. Les
Reply From: Holmes, Bryan
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2007
No problem at all Les... I'll have the pictues and info over to you tonight. Sorry I didn't get a chance to send it over
the weekend, the weather here in Maryland was so nice I decided that I needed to spend a little time on the water.
Thanks again for your time and help.
Bryan
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, July 02, 2007
Bryan,
I know what you mean about the weather. We had a great weekend with 2 of our grandkids and parents.
As Commodore I had to take the salute, and the waterballoons, for our Canada Day sailpast - like your 4th of July.
Looking forward to seeing the photos when you get the chance. No panic.
Les
Reply From: Holmes, Bryan
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2007
Good Morning Les,
That sounds like a great time, tomorrow will be a big day on the water for us as you can imagine.
Billy purchased Madison from Bob Davis, a log home builder in Solomons island Maryland. And as I understand it
Bob got her from a gentleman in Wilmington Delaware, which was confirmed by Billy one day as he was fairing the
transom. At one point while he was sanding a ghost image of her previous port appeared which of course read
Wilmington De.
Her hull number is ZUY001310879
I've included quite a few pictures, and I have quite a few more, but I did not want to bog down your mailbox any
more then necessary. If you'd like to see any other photos, or need more information, please let me know. Feel free
to use my name and email address in the ad, you can also include my phone number which is 443-336-2002.
Once again thank you for all of your assistance Les,
Oh and enjoy your cruise!
Bryan
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, July 03, 2007
Bryan,
I have posted your write-up on Madison on the For Sale page of our website. Sometimes is takes a little time for
the upload to take. I'll make sure it's all there when I check in the morning. I only used the first picture you sent. I
felt that the interior pictures would not enhance the ad to your benefit.
Thanks again for all the great info on Madison. If it's not too much trouble, yes I would appreciate some of the
additional pictures you mentioned.
If I didn't have so many projects I could certainly be tempted - but don't tell my wife!!
For your information, the first reference I had for Hull #131 was that it was for sale by Adventure Yachts in
Annapolis.
All the best.
Les
PS: I'll be available on line until tomorrow then hopefully we'll be off to the North Channel Thursday, bright and
early so if you don't hear from me for some time that will be why.

From: aslanswind
Sent: Friday, June 29, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Net
Subject: Aloha 34 in Toronto Star: Homes Section!
Hi All. Get the Toronto Star tomorrow, June-30. The front page of the "Homes" section is all about my wife and me, living
aboard our Aloha-34, and it includes a great big color pic of "Aslan's Wind." Also on page H-10 you'll find the best interior
pic of (our) Aloha-34 that I've ever seen! (The pic on the lower right of the front page is what I lived on last year, Aloha-27)
[EDITOR: see copy under ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT; for those that didn’t have access to the Toronto Star]

From: Holmes, Bryan
Sent: Tuesday, September 04, 2007
Hi Les,
Hope you enjoyed your cruise.
Madison has been sold, the deal will be final on the 15th of this Month, and right afterwards she'll be heading back to
Whittby, Ontario. Interestingly enough, as I understand it, she'll be kept only a few miles from where she was built. That
should make an interesting start to the next chapter in the life of this boat.
Billy and I both wanted to take the opportunity to thank you for all of your help and of course wish you well.
All the best,
Bryan

From: Tim Hill
Sent: Sunday, July 08, 2007
Subject: Contact from Web Site
How do I go about getting an Aloha 34 listed for sale on your site?
Thanks lots!
- tim
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007
Hi Tim,
The site is for members to post Aloha 34's for sale.
However, if it is an Aloha 34 that I don't have in my database I will waive the membership fee in exchange for information
on the boat. You can send me the information at this address and include the following:…….
Alternatively, you may wish to write an ad for me to post. A photo improves your chances too.
If you are not a member the cost to join is $25 CDN or $20 US.
I will not be able to do too much as I am currently floating around in the North Channel; but I will post it in mid-August or if
I get a really good internet connection up here.
Thanks for your interest.
Les Harrison
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Reply From: Tim Hill
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2007
Hull 101 was hit two years ago by hurricane Wilma in the Cancun area.
Some of the stuff has been stripped off the boat. A donation to the local parks authority in finalizing - the intent being to sink
the boat to become a dive opportunity.
Sad times really...
Best wishes,
- tim

From: Philip Meiliunas
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2007
Subject: Access to Member Services
Hello
I am presently purchasing MADISON which was posted on your site and would be interested in becoming part of the
ALOHA 34 network.
Thanks
Philip Meiliunas
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, October 12, 2007
I'm sure all members participating in this email list will join me in welcoming Philip Meiliunas to the group. Philip
is the new owner of "Madison".
You may recall, we had Madison advertised on the web site for only $14,500, if I remember correctly. She was part
way through an extensive refit at that time.
I'm sure Philip is looking forward to picking your brains as he completes the refit. I understand he will be bringing
Madison back to Whitby, Ontario - the original home of Aloha 34's.
Good luck Philip and welcome aboard.
Les, Enchantment

From: Sandy
To: Migs
Sent: Tuesday, July 10, 2007
Subject: Association
I hope I have reached Mr. Migs Turner the owner of the Aloha 34 Sea Vixen. My name is Alex (Sandy) Francis. I have
never had the pleasure of meeting you Mr. Turner, but several years ago when we were in British Columbia I was in touch
with you regarding The Aloha 34 Owners Association. My wife Linda and I are the Owners of Sanderlin an Aloha 34 Hull#
125. We have been away sailing the waters of the sunny south aboard Sanderlin for the last three years and last fall came
back to Canada and are presently hauled up on the shores of Lake Ontario in the city of Hamilton. I have been trying with
little success to reach the Aloha owners Association since our return. I found their website and have written many inquiries
but have received no responses. I had heard that you had turned over the reigns of that organization some time ago and I
apologise for bothering you with this now, but I was wondering if you could let me know if the Association still exists or has
it like the old soldier simply faded away. Thankyou in advance for any information you might be able to supply.
Regards: Sandy Francis.
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007
Greetings Sandy (& Linda). Welcome back! Good to hear from you again!
The last I heard from you was when you moved to Hamilton, Ontario from Vancouver, and then in 2001 we heard
that you had departed in Sanderlin #125 for the Bahamas & the Caribbean.
To respond:
Les Harrison, Enchantment #214 in Kincardine Ontario at harrisol@bmts.com took over the running of our A-34
Network in January 2002. (Unfortunately!) he & Carol are currently off sailing the "North Channel" in Lake Huron
and probably won't be available again until later in August. No doubt our very diligent leader Les, copied on this
email, will be in touch with you on his return.
Les still runs his excellent A-34 website at http://www.aloha34.com/
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Nigel Tilley, Restless Sole #222 at restlessole@gmail.com is still looking after the email network which, a couple of
years ago was changed from "Topica" to Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo) <aloha34net@yahoogroups.com> . When you
are ready to get on the A-34 email net, would you contact Nigel and he can arrange same?
Hope your trip went well! We'll all be interested in hearing about it when you have time, -your travels & how
Sanderlin performed.
All is well with us. Thanks to my energetic men's crew, we manage to get out sailing in Sea Vixen at least most
weeks of the year.
We day-sailed across to Roche Harbour in the US San Juan Islands last Thursday & of course encountered the 4 July
crowd. What fun! What a sight! Probably a couple of thousand sail boats & 'stink pots', many in the multi-million
dollar range. We had to anchor off as no berths alongside were available, even for a couple of hours.
Here attached are some pretty well self-explanatory photos of our trip. Photo #0649 is taken from the middle of
Haro Strait & shows our sailing area. The low islands in the centre foreground are Discovery & Chatham Islands off
Oak Bay, the area where we sail in winter when its too rough in Haro (and Juan de Fuca) Straits. Victorians call
those things in the distance "our mountains" (but don't tell our US friends as they are in fact located in the State of
Washington across the Strait of Juan de Fuca from Victoria...).
Sea Vixen is dodgerless at the moment as we are having our old one replaced this week.
Diana joins in sending our best wishes to you both. We look forward to hearing from you again, Sandy (& Linda).
Migs

Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: Wednesday, July 11, 2007
Hi Migs!
Gosh, it's been a long time since we spoke as well! How time flies. We hope you and Diana are well.
Actually, it is Les who runs the Yahoo Group list as well as the web page and not I. I think he is the only one who
has the passwords as administrator so that will have to wait until his return as well.
Michele and I won't be heading north this year as we are saving our holidays for next year when we help friends take
their boat to Florida. It isn't feeling very good at this moment as all our friends are , like Les and Carol, heading to
the North Channel. Oh well. I have less that 2 years till retirement and then I should finally have time to spend with
Restless.
Hope you have a wonderful summer.
Nigel & Michele
Reply From: Les
Sent: Sunday, July 15, 2007
Hi Sandy,
I remember Sanderlin from past years with the Aloha Network.
Unfortunately, [or fortunately for me] I'm in the North Channel right now - afloat - so I don't have access to all my
records.
If you can wait until after mid-August or early September when we return home I can get you signed up.
The cost is $25 CDN or $20 US per year which gives you a twice a year newsletter [40-50 pages] and access to the
members section of the web site as well as our email list on Yahoo Groups.
Thanks for your interest and welcome back.
Les Harrison, "Enchantment"

From: RONFOSTER
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2007
Subject: Different Drummer
Hi Les ,
We are lowering the price of Different Drummer once again and can I ask you to change this in the ad on the Website? Also
can you remove the" Adler-Barber refrigeration " from the ad ?
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New price is $59,900.00 (a bargain for somebody!!)
Thanks again
Ron Foster
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, August 11, 2007
Hi Ron,
Carol and I just got back last night from our summer in the North Channel. Great time once the weather settled
down. Sorry I couldn't get your update on the web site until today but now it's there.
By the way, if you would consider selling it separately, what would you think the ICOM would be worth? Just a
passing thought!
We met Champagne III in Oak Bay and he was wondering what you were up to. We had a good chat. He's
considering changing to davits as he is finding the climb over the dinghy-tow to be getting more difficult with age.
Good luck.
Les
Reply From: RONFOSTER
Sent: Sunday, August 12, 2007
Hi Les ,
Thanks for your help. We have had one offer for Different Drummer through an agent but it was lower than we
would accept considering the 10% he charges.
Regarding the ICOM , we are leaving everything on the boat,"as is" . That ICOM set is great and even after all these
years , we are able to transmit and receive from amazing distances.
We were hiding out in Sawdust Bay near Parry Sound for most of our time --being lazy sailors. Unusual that Bruno
would admit to ANY aging process!! He impresses us with how he does jumping jacks every morning.
Thanks again
Ron

From: RONFOSTER
Sent: Wednesday, September 05, 2007
Hi Les,
We sold Different Drummer last weekend and we want to thank you for your work in advertising on the Aloha website and
in the newsletters .
We have left all the Aloha information on the boat so I would imagine you will hear from the new owners. They are just
thrilled with their purchase.
Thanks again
Ron and Sylvia Foster

From: Sandy Francis
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007
Good Morning, My name is Sandy Francis. My wife Linda and myself are the owners of an Aloha 34 called Sanderlin. She
is Hull #125 we purchased her as a new vessel in Vancouver in 1980. we trucked her east in 2001. and last fall we returned to
Ontario after approx 3years in warmer waters having taken her down the Intracoastal waterway in 2003. We would like to
make inquiries about membership in your organisation and to ask if this is the same Aloha club that was originally started on
the west coast by Migs Turner. Thankyou for your attention to this inquiry, we look forward to hearing from you.
REGARDS: Sandy Francis.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007
Hi Sandy,
As you may remember the Aloha Network is open to owners of Aloha 34s and yes, this is the same organization
started by Migs.
The dues, which cover ……………..
This late in the year, I will credit your dues towards the remainder of 2007 and also 2008. I still have a copy of
some of recent newsletters, should you decide you wish to join us. When I receive your letter I will email you the
access to the member services and the Yahoo email list.
Looking forward to having you aboard, sorry for the delay.
Les Harrison
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[Editor: If you have a phone number or snailmail address for Sandy and Linda I would appreciate receiving such. I have
responded to both email address provided without success]

From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2007
Subject: The Proper Yacht
Hi Les,
Remember that story I told you a couple of months ago about "The Proper Yacht", the Aloha-34 that sunk down in Haiti? If
you remember, this was apparently one of the Aloha-34's that was brought down to Florida for the charter business. Mr.
Liam Pigott bought this 1982 Aloha-34 from Mr. Proper, the original owner, in 1989 and sailed it extensively in the
Caribbean before selling it in 1999 to a neighbor in Haiti. The "Proper Yacht" broke her mooring earlier this year (or very
late last year), ended up on the beach and when towed out, broke the rudder post and sank.
Liam wasn't able to remember the hull or serial number. However, he did give me the attached pictures which I scanned in to
share with the group. Pictures # 4 and #2 are the really amazing ones to me. No, this is not an Aloha-34 with a retractable
keel! In these two pictures, amazingly enough the keel and rudder are completely intact, but buried into the sand! Liam has
dived on the wreck and saw no other damage so had they tried to dig out the rudder before re-floating her, very likely there
would have been no damage whatsoever!
Btw, I forget all of the stories that Liam told me, but the year after selling it he sailed it to some nearby Island, I forget which
one, where it was repowered with a Yanmar something. In other words, that baby has a brand new engine in it, too! Just one
other thing - Liam showed me a video of him and his friend sailing "The Proper Yacht" from Key West to Cuba in 1992. In
the video you can hear them talking, they were just out for a weekend sail, weren't planning on going anywhere special,
figured that there were about 70 miles from Cuba and said, "Hey, why don't we go there today?"
-N-
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, August 28, 2007
Norm and Cheryl,
Thanks for the information and the fantastic photos! Too bad we couldn't get the serial number so we could fill in
our listing of Alohas.
Please pass on our thanks to the intrepid sailors, Liam and his friend for the stories. If they would like to contribute
further to the history of "The Proper Yacht" we would be most appreciative and publish for all members to read.
Thanks again.
Les

From: Judy Snyder
Sent: Friday, August 24, 2007
Good Day
I'm in the process of looking for a sailboat in the near future. I've been researching the Aloha 34 but never seen one. They
look like a great boat! hat are the pros and cons? Are they tender when sailing? Any type of mechanical problems? What
degree of heal can she hold and still track well. Thank You Dave Snyder
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007
Hi Dave,
The owners of Aloha 34's love the boat!
There are 2 keel configurations. ine is a shoal draft so of course it does not go to windward as well as the standard
draft. Some members have successfully raced their Alohas.
You would be hard pressed to bury the rail on an Aloha although I've heard some stories. It is very stable and
forgiving.
You can read about its specifications on the web site and see what we have currently available for sale.
As far as problems, the Aloha 34 is relatively trouble free - as that's the way we like it! Mechanical problems are
more associated with the make of the power plant that was installed when built. I have a Westerbeke 27 hp and have
had few issues. I did replace the transmission but it seems to have been necessary as a result of neglect by the
previous owner.
Hope this was helpful. Should you decide on an Aloha 34 drop me a line and join our Owners' Network. We have a
fairly comprehensive exchange of ideas and solutions to any problems as a support to owners.
Les Harrison

From: Ann Houston
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007
HI,
My husband and I have just bought an Aloha 34 in Annapolis Maryland. She is a beauty! We'd like to find out more about
joining the Aloha 34 Network. One particular question we'd like to ask is whether anyone in the group can recommend a
marine surveyor in the Annapolis area - we are actively looking for someone, as we'll need to have the boat inspected and
have her sea trial by the third week in October. Any suggestions would be most appreciated. Thanks.
regards, Ann & Paul Martin
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Sep 27, 2007
Hi Ann & Paul,
A quick look on the internet has a listing of Maryland Surveyors at http://www.marinesurvey.org/md.html for
"Society Of Accredited Marine Surveyors". I cannot help you in your choice as we have no record of any experience
with them.
Would you mind telling me which Aloha 34 you have purchased. As the manager of the Aloha 34 Network, I try to
keep tabs on known Alohas. I would like the name and the serial number - top starboard side of the transom.
In any case, congratulations on purchasing the best cruising sailboat, but then we are a bit prejudiced. Let me
explain about the association…………………
This late in the year, I will credit your dues towards the remainder of 2007 and also 2008. I still have a copy of some
of recent newsletters, should you decide you wish to join us. When I receive your letter I will email you the access
to the member services and the Yahoo email list.
Looking forward to having you aboard.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Ann Houston
Sent: Thursday, September 27, 2007
Hi Les,
Thanks for your nice note! We will definitely be interested in joining, and will send along the check. As it turns out
we have found an Annapolis marine surveyor (recommended to us by a friend in the Boston area) and he will
hopefully inspect the boat next week. My husband has the purchase agreement which has the serial number and I'll
get that from him. Her current name is 'Drifter' but we are going to change it - sounds too much like 'adrift', and
such a nice blue water boat should have a better name. :-) We'll send that along as soon as we figure it out.
regards, Ann & Paul
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2007
Ann & Paul,
Welcome aboard. I received your check just last week - I guess post office up here is delayed by the lack of snow!
I wonder if you could confirm for me that you have purchased the "Drifter" that is Hull #192? If so, my records
have the previous owners as David & Kathleen FITZGERALD.
I will send out a couple of the last newsletters to get you started. Enjoy the reading beside a cozy fall fire.
All the best. Les
Reply From: Ann Houston
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2007Hi Les,
Thanks for the note! Yes, the boat is currently named 'Drifter' and you have the correct hull #. We are changing the
name to 'Bella' I believe the Fitzgeralds were the owners previous to the couple we purchased the boat from. The
most recent owners before us were Peter and Deanne Schiller. Bella is currently getting her repairs completed in
Annapolis, MD (she needed her chainplates repaired, and also a small nick in the bottom of the keel.) Happily, we
found a very qualified fiberglass shop there to do the work - came highly recommended by a number of sources,
including some serious racers. I know chainplates are a very big deal - what happened to Bella was that because the
chainplates were enclosed in fiberglass pods, no one apparently realized that water had seeped in over the years and
compromised the wood structures inside. The marine surveyor detected water in one and got permission from the
previous owner to drill a small hole into the pod, when it then became evident of the extent of the problem. It's a bit
costly to do the repairs, but the good news is that they can fix the problem and make the chainplates as good as new
- we'll not have those encapsulating pods put back, however, Paul says it's better to be able to visually inspect the
structures regularly, so one can get right on top of any water leakage issues, should they occur.
We'll fly down at the end of the month to do the winterizing, and have decided to keep her in Maryland over the
winter and sail up to Boston in the late spring. Bella will likely be on a mooring near Winthrop, MA. We are really
happy - a little frustrating to buy a boat at the end of the season, and have to wait until next year, but this is
definitely the boat for us! We looked at quite a few before we found the Aloha. We will be getting a new mainsail
for her, there is a brand new North Sail jib that came with the boat. I suppose you can tell by this long ramble that
we are excited to have this boat? :-)
We are looking forward to the newsletters - thank you so much!
kind regards, Ann (& Paul)
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2007
Thanks very much Ann for bringing me up to date on "Drifter" soon to be "Bella".
Here's your first exposure to the newsletter. This article may be appropriated given your plan to rename your Aloha
[a little humour?].
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
A few Aloha 34’s sold recently; some even renamed. There is an old, nautical superstition that bad luck will haunt
the sailor so bold and foolish as to change a vessel's name once the original name has been confirmed. This does not
mean that mean a sailor, searching the used-boat market, has to forsake the ship of his dreams simply because she is
saddled with a bad handle. It’s generally accepted, you can name your boat after whatever you please; however,
based on the research done on the de-naming/re-naming ceremonies, I would not recommend Aloha owners’ name it
after a passing fancy or an occasional whim.
The boating gods are said to be displeased if a boat's name is changed without proper ceremony. There appears to
be a number of “appropriate” ceremonies. The following are but a few:
1. First time out with the new name on the boat, luff up into the wind and drift to a complete stop, then allow the
boat to sail backwards. This represents "backing over" the old name. Sailing backwards is hard - requires a good
breeze, some waves usually help, and a fair amount of skill. But the gods and goddesses that are concerned with
these matters are not easy to impress so do it for at least a few boat-lengths. Under no circumstance should this be
done under power.
2. You will have bad luck with the new name until you have run aground three times. Intentional groundings – are
questionable so rely on your experience.
3. The first requirement is to remove the old name from everything onboard. Take the old logbook ashore. Check for
books and charts with the old name inscribed. Sand away the old name from the transom, topsides and dinghy.
Painting over is not sufficient as the old name still exists. Remove and replace a name carved into wood or, at the
very minimum, fill with putty and paint over. Be ruthless.
Concoct a ceremony, to be performed. Keep it short and simple. The elements of the ceremony are twofold: a
supplication and a libation. Address directly “Aeolus” god of the wind and “Neptune”, god of the sea, and any
others you want, and ask them to strike from their records the old name of the boat, mentioning the name. Then
pray their indulgence in extending their goodwill and protection to the vessel with her new name, which will be
revealed in a separate future naming ceremony. Do not mention the new name.
Without further words, pour a generous libation of champagne, the best you can afford, over the bows. You may
drink some yourself and offer some to your guests, if any, but don't be cheap with the gods' portion or you'll regret
it. And unless you're absolutely bent on self-destruction don't use a cheap substitute for the real champagne.
Remember the champagne represents the blood sacrifice of the ancients. It saves you from having to slaughter your
favourite virgin, so don't be stingy on the price and quantity.
Immediately thereafter, or some time later, you may conduct a normal naming ceremony as if she were a brand new
vessel. Since blood sacrifices are no longer tolerated, you will need another fresh bottle of champagne.
[Note: The Mystic Seaport confirms the above from their archives. “To rechristen your boat you must first remove
all vestiges of the original name from the boat. All painted, stamped, printed, engraved, or decaled names must be
removed inside and outside. All references to the boat's original name, ship's log, etc. (except for official paperwork
concerning ownership), must also be removed. Then and only then can you rechristen her with her new name. “]
4. Newfoundland fishermen have an interesting ceremony. The night before the rechristening, they sneak aboard
and pour a cheap alcoholic potion (such as rum or wine) on the bow and decks of the boat. This is to wash away the
old "luck". The next day she is christened with fine, expensive champagne, bring on the new luck!
Remember, the Titanic originally had another name. Good Luck!
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I'm sure you will enjoy your first sail on "Bella".
Les
PS: when you get the chance I would appreciate the serial number for the database. A picture would be nice too.
Sorry to be so demanding!
Reply From: Ann Houston
Sent: Monday, November 12, 2007
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Hi Les,
Wow, so glad you sent these along - we'll be certain to adhere to ceremonial protocols in the re-naming! I'll happily
send along a picture when we get one under sail, and I'll get you that serial number when I get if from Paul.
cheers, Ann

From: Jean-Baptiste ADRIEN
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2007
Dear webmaster
I would like to acquire an Aloha 34, this boat is in St Marteen (West indies) and his owner is canadian.
The french administration ask me a "conformity declaration". A european document.
I'm looking for a french owner or a européean owner who could have such a document.
best regards Jean-Baptiste ADRIEN
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, November 07, 2007
Cc: Brian & Maureen GODFREY
Subject: RE: Aloha 34
Thank you for getting in touch with us regarding the sailboat "Castle Reef", Aloha 34, Hull # 153.
I am not aware of an Aloha 34 owner from a European country or who may hold such a declaration. From my
research of the "conformity declaration" it appears to be "In order to export your products to Europe". You may be
able to fill in this self-declaration. They may be concerned primarily about radio equipment compliance.
I have cc'd the owner so they are aware of your needs.
As a sailor of the Aloha 34 I can highly recommend the sailboat to anyone. Should you acquire "Castle Reef" I
would invite you to join the Aloha 34 Network as a source of valuable information and members' experiences.
Please get in touch with me again at that time.
All the best. Les Harrison

From: Kwinsam
Sent: Wednesday, November 28, 2007
Subject: Access to Member Services
I would appreciate joining the association, I own Hull #141 Vessels name is Kwinsam. Its located in Victoria BC. I am the
owner D. J. Crockett email address is tlcnanaimo@shaw.ca. I would appreciate if you would get back to me
Cheers D J Crockett
Reply From: Les
To: Kwinsam
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2007
Mr. Crockett,
My records show Kwinsam as hull #144. Would you please confirm the hull # for me?
Let me explain about the association………….
Les Harrison
Reply From: Kwinsam
Sent: Thursday, November 29, 2007
Les
Thanks for getting back to me, yes you are correct its hull number 144, just a slip of my typing. I will send you a
cheque for the membership asap. I have owned Kwinsam for 3 years, its a beauty. I keep it in Victorial from Sept
to the end of April and then I move it to Nanaimo for the summer months. Just as an aside, I owned TLC for 10
years where I lived on it in Coal Harbour. I sold it to my son in law and he sold it to Stu Medd, where it met its end.
This is my 3 rd Aloha, I started with an 8.2 way back in the early 80's. They are a great boat. I am planning on
selling Kwinsam as I am moving up to a larger boat. I do want to join though so that I can advertise through the site,
hoping that will be okay with you.
Thanks again for your quick reply and will forward a cheque to you this week.
Cheers Dave Crockett
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FEATURED ALOHA
Queen’s Ransom Restoration – Part 2
In this 2nd part we will show what we did to upgrade the interior. All the removable
teak doors, drawers & trim pieces were taken home to be re-finished on the dining
room table!
The int. liner was removed in all c/plate areas & all 6 original c/plate knees. The
plywood inside these ranged from soaked to mush! The new knees were made of
white oak epoxied to the hull & offset to allow the c/plates to be on the outside of the
knees. They were then glassed to the hull with 11 layers of mat & rove, thru bolted
to the c/plates & plastic liners installed to finish the interior. The overhead/ liner was
coffee brown from years of smoke from oil lamps etc. so we repaired all the holes,
masked off the wood strips and applied a satin melamine paint using a mini roller to
all the interior f/glass.

Shelves and door frames
compete with Christmas dinner
– “it’s only been 3 years”

The main bulkheads had water damaged areas at the bottom of the mast box and by
both main chain plates. The vee-berth b/head was rotten at the bottom from water
damage from the head sink vanity. These areas were repaired with new teak plywood
sistered to the b/heads, which then became part of the main c/plate system and teak/epoxied plywood inserts to replace the
rotten parts at the mast & vee- berth areas .All the teak surfaces were cleaned using Iosso teak cleaner prior to staining &
finishing with Wood-Mate. P & SB cabinetry above the settees was rotten or badly water damaged so these were replaced &
we decoupaged charts in these areas to brighten them up.
The head cabinetry was completely replaced and a custom medicine cabinet made. The door
from the head to the vee-berth was cut & hinged to make access from bed to head easier! We
stiffened the inside of the hull using a connecting beam at the main b/heads & extra
compression posts & our over the galley shelf.
I built custom cabinets & shelves for either side of the companion way. New cabinetry for
the nav.station, electrical panels, plate rack etc .Made a new garbage slide out, ventilated
battery box, inverter cupboard from the old head cabinetry and finished the galley/head
counter tops with a teak/epoxy strip design with etched glass splash backs. We used brass
Side note: We met the 2nd
hinges, knobs & interior fittings to add ambience. At this point the new 120v & 12v
owner of “Queenie” in
wiring & new plumbing hoses were run thru the hull, a bilge sump was made & floor cut
Spanish Marina in Aug.06.
outs added. The cabin sole was stripped & finished after all the other interior work was
Mr. Colin Rae owned the
completed.
boat from 1980-1988 & made
numerous upgrades to the
A new propane system was installed with Force 10 stove/oven, cabin heater & bbq. All
inside woodwork by making
new electrical panels, main lighting, courtesy lights, 12v outlets, inverter, pumps &
caned doors to replace the
faucets were installed & hooked up. GFIC protected 120v outlets & inverter outlets
sliding Perspex ones, making
completed the new wiring system! The addition of a sub-panel behind the port c/pit door
the nav.station, & adding
controls our nav., inst, spreader lights & the engine blower so I don’t have to leave the
custom trim. He had the hull
helm to use them!
& mast painted, new pulpits
These upgrades have made the rich, traditional teak interior of “Queen’s Ransom” warm,
& stanchions installed then
cozy and inviting and, coupled with the more up to date systems, make being aboard her
enjoyed sailing her. We were
most enjoyable. Make plans to be in the North Channel next August and you can see her
under the impression that
for yourselves.
Ouyangs had made the
custom trim to sell the Aloha
If you have any questions about any of the repairs in this second article you can contact
34’s. (many thanks Colin)
us at lyndeelu@sympatico.ca . The final article should be in the 2008 spring/summer
newsletter.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Life On The Water
Home is where the Wind goes

Toronto Star’ Jun 30, 2007
Janice Bradbeer

Who needs terra firma? Couple loves life
aboard 34-foot sailboat, even in shrinkwrapped winter
Their ceiling is high – sky-high, says
Cheryl Hughes, gesturing beyond the
enclosure cover of their Aloha 34 sailboat
to the blue skies above.
"And our backyard is the lake," says her
husband, Norman Finlay, grinning and
pointing past the yacht's stern.
About a year ago, the couple traded their
2,000-square-foot, three-bedroom house in
the Meadowvale area of Mississauga for
life aboard a floating home. They gave
away most of their furniture and
possessions to their daughter to use in her
apartment and sold or donated other items
to charity.

RICHARD LAUTENS/TORONTO STAR

For Canada Day, Norman Finlay and his wife, Cheryl Hughes, plan to sail to
Hamilton Harbour from Port Credit in their year-round floating home, an
Aloha 34 sailboat.

The couple's livable space now translates
to about one-third of their sailing yacht's
394-square-foot area. Throw in the reality
of no private shower, no bathtub or washer/dryer – with winters spent under a plastic shrink wrap secured with duct tape for
warmth – and landlubbers might wonder what compels anyone to live aboard. Hughes and Finlay insist they have never
regretted their decision. They love their boat and life on the water, whether it's cruising Lake Ontario or watching the sun rise
over Mississauga's Port Credit Yacht Club (PCYC), just east of Cawthra Rd.
Tomorrow, they plan to celebrate Canada Day with other PCYC members by cruising to Hamilton. On previous Canada Days
they've sailed to Ontario Place and the Toronto Islands to watch the fireworks, twice from land and once from the water, says
Hughes, 49.
Their boat is part of a community of about 25 that have people living aboard at the PCYC; there are another 40 such vessels
at the nearby Port Credit Harbour Marina and 30 at Toronto's Marina Quay West, says Finlay.
These "live-aboards" represent a cross-section of sailing enthusiasts: Hughes and Finlay have met retirees, a police officer
and a film producer who have opted for life on the water.
"We're on vacation all the time," comments Finlay, 50, who works in corporate IT for a Mississauga company. "You just get
within a mile of the lake and your stress level goes down."
The couple first hoisted sail five years ago after vacationing in Jamaica. They took out a small dinghy and after a two-minute
lesson, "we never looked back," says Hughes. After returning to Canada, they both took the Canadian Yachting Association's
White Sail 1 course (and have since taken additional courses) and then bought a CL 16 (a 16-foot dinghy).
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After a year, they moved up to a 22-foot yacht – a Tansa 22 – then an
Aloha 27 and their current Aloha 34, which they bought second-hand this
April for $60,000. They plan to eventually add $30,000 worth of
cruising-oriented modifications, including solar panels, a wind generator
and upgraded electronics, says Hughes.
The boat is sloop rigged with a main sail and a foresail, a keel-stepped
mast and has a 27-hp diesel engine. The couple christened it Aslan's
Wind, from the pages of C.S. Lewis's The Lion, the Witch and the
Wardrobe. Finlay had been a particular fan of the Narnia tales while
growing up and Hughes says she liked the way Aslan's Wind sounded.
"So it was a compromise," she says, laughing. "We must have a good
relationship, because we don't mind living this close at all," she adds.
What brought them to this lifestyle change was a growing realization that
their enthusiasm for sailing meant loosening their emotional tie to
conventional home ownership. "The more time you spend on your
boat...it seems that you're just going home to mow your grass," Finlay
says.
Before becoming live-aboards (as opposed to ``dirt dwellers,'' the term the
couple uses for those who are terra firma-bound), Hughes and Finlay tried
to squeeze in as much time as possible on the water. Now that they live
on the lake without a standard home to maintain, they have adopted a
more carefree attitude toward sailing, usually cruising only on weekends,
he says. Some imagine that an on-board lifestyle modelled after the TV
series Miami Vice "would be fun," says Finlay. "But the first time they
have to leave their boat in -30C weather to use the shower in the marina is
when people start thinking about renting an apartment instead."

All aboard for a green lifestyle
Living on a boat is a very environmentally
friendly lifestyle, says live-aboard Cheryl
Hughes.
All boats on the Great Lakes, if they have a
head (toilet), must have it pumped to holding
tanks that are then pumped to a shore-side
pump-out station. "The penalties for direct
overboard discharge are very high and
severe," says Hughes.
In winter, the couple use either a mobile
pump-out service or shore facilities more
often, she says.
Most live-aboards have some sort of
alternative energy source, such as solar
panels and wind generators, she says. The
majority of the systems run off 12-volt
batteries.
Many who live aboard do so completely off
the grid.
Those also using shore power are limited to
less than 60 amps in winter and probably use
fewer than 10 amps the rest of the year,
Hughes says.

To prepare for winter, they shrink-wrap their boat in plastic fastened with
duct tape. Since the sailboat is a small space with a significant volume
below the waterline, it heats up quickly, she says. "In the wintertime, we love sitting underneath the bubble of shrink wrap.
As soon as the sun comes up you don't need any heat. In fact we have to open a door because it can get from 90 to 100
degrees (32C to 38C) in the boat," says Finlay, adding that with the exception of days when the temperature plummets, the
two sit around in T-shirts.
Another popular misconception floating around is that living aboard is an easy way to save cash. But Hughes explains that
with the money they pay out as live-aboards to the PCYC ($6,500 yearly, which includes slip rental, hydro, electrical and
annual club fees, plus a requirement to spend $60 monthly in the club restaurant, in addition to a one-time club initiation fee
of $2,500), they could rent a one or two-bedroom apartment in Mississauga with "exotic luxuries" such as a private bathroom
and more than 30 amps of power, she says.
But they would miss life on the water.
"We actually feel that this is a three-bedroom apartment," Finlay says of their living space – the cockpit, the downstairs with
its galley equipped with sink, three-burner stove and oven, a fridge, microwave and a seating area that can be converted to
extra beds; the head with shower next to the V-berth at the bow, which serves as the couple's bedroom. Besides, they lived in
just a few rooms in their Mississauga home, they say.
"About 90 per cent of the time we were in the family room sitting and watching TV and then we'd sleep in the same bed.
Why do you feel that you need 50 yards on each side of your bed in order to feel comfortable?" Finlay asks, his leg tucked
under him, pausing to smile at the sky.
The sailing yacht has enough storage space for six months of provisions, he says, with additional room for some ``luxuries'':
room to sleep six, a computer that doubles as a TV, a cellphone (Finlay carries a BlackBerry), a 15 centimetre by 75
centimetre wood-burning fireplace on the wall, which is vented to a chimney that goes out through the deck, while a metal
barbecue mounted to the stern's port side is fuelled by a portable propane tank.
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Hughes says extra heat is supplied by a single electric heater at half power, with an electric blanket and a second heater for
cold snaps. Although the boat is equipped with a fan, it's unnecessary in the summer, since it's much cooler on the lake, even
on scorching days, she says.
To replenish their fresh water tanks, they use a hose in the summer and jerry cans in the winter. (Boats such as theirs aren't
equipped to hook directly into city water lines.) "We're not the most diligent of live-aboards about conserving water, but
even so, we only need to fill up our 60-gallon capacity tanks about once a month," says Hughes, adding that the couple uses
even less when at anchor.
Hughes and Finlay wintered in the Port Credit Harbour Marina in their Aloha 27 but sailed to the PCYC in May after buying
their Aloha 34. They were attracted to the club's splashy amenities, including a heated outdoor pool. They also use the wellequipped showers and laundry, as they did at the Port Credit Harbour Marina. As well, the PCYC is adjacent to the
Mississauga Sailing Club, where Hughes, who retired from customer service a year ago, is volunteer social director.
(Although the MSC is a dinghy club, she says the couple maintains their membership for its facilities and friendly members.)
Hughes also voluntarily plans PCYC's monthly excursions on Lake Ontario.
"When you are in a house, sometimes you don't even know your neighbours. We maybe knew one neighbour when we lived
there," says Finlay of the last five years spent as dirt dwellers. At the PCYC the two have met about 40 of the boat owners.
In the winter all live-aboard vessels are clustered close to the clubhouse, which encourages social interaction, Hughes says.
More adventures lie ahead. In three years, Hughes and Finlay plan to leave the safe harbour for the high seas – they want to
cruise down the Intracoastal Waterway to Florida, then on to the Bahamas and possibly Cuba and other Caribbean ports of
call. Such a lifestyle can be surprisingly economical. "The average cruiser can live quite well on $25,000 a year," says
Finlay.
They want to make this a permanent move, returning the first few summers to visit with friends and family (their 24-year-old
daughter, Shauna Finlay, doesn't share their enthusiasm for sailing, they say). Of course, they'll have to consider several
factors, including finding employment once the money runs out. But for now they're happy living aboard while they plan a
two-week sailing trip this summer, possibly around the Thousand Islands in the St. Lawrence River.
"We'll go wherever the wind takes us," he says.

CABIN
DECK SYSTEMS
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
Engine Replacement
From: Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
HELLO ALOHA SAILORS,
I need advice and help on replacing my Volvo MD11C diesel engine. It is the original, 29 year old engine installed in our
boat True Love and has the 110S saildrive with it. It has served us well for all these years, but the time has come to replace
it.
We are recently returned from a voyage to the Bahamas. We have not yet had an opportunity to report on this, but can tell
you it was a great adventure, most enjoyable – our second Bahamas voyage. But we began experiencing an engine problem
on the return journey. We had a repair made in Great Bridge (near Norfolk) Virginia, but this has not satisfactorily solved
out problem. We are informed that our engine is essentially obsolete now, and have concluded it is time to replace it.
However, it seems difficult to find a suitable replacement, as the saildrive is significant complication in the process. My ideas
so far are as follows.
1. I would like to keep the saildrive if possible. It works well, and to remove it and install a conventional shaft would
be a big job.
2. My first preference would be to install a Yanmar engine, but so far I have not been able to determine that a Yanmar
can be fitted to the Volvo saildrive.
3. A new Volvo engine is a possibility, but I am told the new Volvos don’t mate with the old saildrives, so we would
need a new Volvo saildrive.
4. Vetus diesel engines (as advertised in Canadian Yachting) purport to be compatible with old Volvo engine mounts.
The local distributor says he can supply an adaptor to mate this engine with the Volvo saildrive. The Vetus engine
is in fact a Mitsubishi engine, perhaps modified in some way by Vetus for marine use. As this engine may not be
common in North America I am concerned re parts, service, etc. but it may be a solution to my dilemma.
I would appreciate receiving any information or advice on this matter, particularly from anyone who has made a Volvo
MD11C engine replacement.
Thanks for your help.
Frank, (True Love #117)
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: August-18-07
Hi Frank,,
I can let you know my story,
I rebuilt the MD11C but in retrospect I would have done a different route, Back in 2,000 I priced putting in a shaft
drive and it was about a $20,000 touch. This had to do with engine plus bed plus shaft plus the work to do it all. So I
chose to buy a used engine that was suppose to be good ($,000). It was not and I had to have that rebuilt ($7,500).
So now I have old engine technology with some new parts in it.
You can still get most of the parts except for the bigger castings like the heads and the cylinder casings. There is one
dealer that can give you a rebuilt engine that will be good. It is Eastern Marine, Paul Gales - 416 465 1668
www.eastmar.ca . He can be a bit tough to reach, but he rebuilds these engines to a good condition. He rebuilt mine.
You will not get new heads or cylinder castings, only reconditioned ones.
Lately I have been buying my parts from the states at www.marinepartsexpress.com . They are way less than
getting them in Canada. You just have to pay customs unless you can pick them up from a buddy in the states.
For options for a new engine, which is what I would do next time. I looked at Volvo and thier parts (like filters) are
expensive. I will not get one of these. I also looked at Yanmar, good engine but I was told by the yanmar dealer I
talked to in Annapolis that the saildrive was light for the engine and they did better with a shaft drive. When in
Annapolis I talked to Beta Marine, they can sell you a replacement engine (Kubota) that will fit the MD11C
mounting and has the adapter to bolt to the saildrive. If you want the whole thing, you can get the engine, saildrive
and bed as a unit. You would need to cut the old bed out and glass in the new one. This is what I would do when I
replace my engine, as the saildrive is 30 years old now too.
The engine replacement I would chose is the BD1005 28 hp engine with a 100 amp alternator. the price quoted for
engine, bed and saildrive at the boat show was 9,341 USD in 2005. List was $10,990. it came with a 2 year 2,000
warrenty. If you just got the engine with the adaptors it was $8,736 list and $7,425 boat show price. Kinda worth
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going to the boat show? The person that runs the company is great to talk to and not pushy.
www.betamarinenc.com . They are in the Lats and Atts magazines. I have talked to him at a few shows and this
will be the way I go when it is time.
So you have 3 choices, Call Eastern Marine, adapt and engine to the sail drive, or go all new. After messing with my
old chunk of iron, I would go all new, as I plan to keep the boat fo awhile.
Let me know if you have any other questions.
Dave
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
DAVE,
Thank you for this extensive and informative reply to my questions. It will surely be helpful in resolving my
problem.
I have many things to consider in getting this done, and will certainly inform you and the Aloha group when I come
to a decision and get the replacement finished.
Cheers, Frank
Editor: Looking forward to your a report on your Bahamas trip, Frank.

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
Aloha!
To a "third party" without first hand Volvo MD11C Saildrive knowledge (other than our brief discussion in Sea
Vixen last week, Frank & Eve when you were here visiting Victoria) that's appears to be an excellent reply of yours
to Frank's question, Dave, and certainly points out the value of us all being a part of this A-34 Network. Well done!
We'll all be interested in eventually hearing your decision, Frank.
Migs
From: Frank Collins
Sent: Saturday, October 27, 2007
HI ALOHA SAILORS,
A quick update on our engine replacement.
After spending a lot of time on evaluating the alternatives, I have decided on replacing our old Volvo MD11C with a new
Volvo engine. This will be the Volvo D1-30 diesel, together with a new 130S sail drive. The existing 110S sail drive is not
compatible with the new engine (not to mention the fact that it is - like the engine - also nearly 30 years old). This new gear
is scheduled to be installed around mid-November.
The new engine has three cylinders, glow plugs, and delivers 27.3 HP at the shaft. It comes with a 115 amp alternator. It
weighs about 200 pounds less than the 23 HP engine it will replace, and is supposed to be significantly more environmentally
friendly.
An important factor in deciding on the new Volvo was the fact that I will not have to remove and replace the engine bed. The
old bed will have to be modified a bit, but the Volvo mechanic says this will not be a big deal.
The new engine will cost $10,900; installation another $1,000 (all plus taxes). The total cost of the Yanmar engine (with
spec's very similar to the Volvo) would have been at least $5,000 more.
We'll see how this all works out. Our True Love was hauled out for the winter a few days ago and is waiting on her cradle
for the engine work to be done.
Regards, Frank Collins
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Tuesday, November 06, 2007
Hi Frank,
I'd be interested in any more you have on this including a few pictures.
Let me know how it goes.
Thanks, Dave
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Editor: I’m sure many of the members would also like to hear more and see a couple of pictures. Engine replacement
doesn’t happen every day!

Fuel Line - Westerbeke
From: Gordon & Doreen Bridges
Sent: Friday, September 14, 2007
Hi Les.
This summer I had an engine fuel line fracture on the Westerbeke W 27.It is a short steel line that runs from the electric fuel
pump to the first engine filter.the filter is bolted solid to the engine block where as the fuel pump is mounted on rubber. hence
they can move independently of each other which is not compatible with a rigid pipe. The replacement part obtained from
Anthony Keats For $60 is now a flexible line.I suggest Westerbeke owners should check to see if they have the steel pipes.
A very good diagram can be found from the site for Marine Diesel Direct. The old part #30072 has been replaced with new
part# 34741.
Gordon Bridges # 215.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, September 22, 2007
Thanks for the heads-up Gordon. I will include your suggestion in the Fall Newsletter along with the diagram. I'll
have to have a look at mine.
Thanks again. Les

Mixing Elbow
From: aslanswind
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2007
Hey all. Quiet group lately. Are we all out sailing? Anyway, this local mechanic dude was doing some work for me, saw that
I had some contraption in lieu of a mixing elbow, and wants me to buy/install one asap. What say you all? He says about
$300, and it looks like something that even I could install myself, right?
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Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2007
Norm
Could you post a picture of the (mixing elbow) contraption that you presently have installed?
Stuart
Reply From: Milt Pahl
Sent: Thursday, July 12, 2007
A mixing elbow is normally engaged after the sun is over the yardarm. The price varies. I know a fellow that had a
mixing elbow quit working and it cost him half of his assets even before he replaced it!!
Reply From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Friday, July 13, 2007
Now that's funny. Took me about a minute to figure out what you were saying!
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2007
Norm
The picture did indeed attach.
When you described the "contraption" on the rear of your engine my first thought was
that it might be the flowcontroller which is used to divert some of the heated cooling
water through the hot water heater via the two hoses on the starboard side of the
engine. (See attached picture of the rear of my Westerbeke.) But what you have does
indeed expand on the use of the mixing elbow.
I would think you could easily replace your "contraption" with a Westerbeke mixing
elbow AFTER you determine that the top hose is not needed. Why is it there; what
system is it a part of? Maybe it is a useful system and you want to leave it there or
possibly find another outlet for it if it is some kind of waste water.
Curious????
Stuart, AIR LOOM
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Tuesday, July 17, 2007
Norm,
The hose on the top of your “contraption” is your raw water discharge hose that injects your heat exchanger’s
cooling (sea) water into the exhaust at the mixing elbow creating a wet exhaust, which keeps the exhaust hose from
burning up and helps muffle the exhaust noise. It appears that the hose at the top of your “contraption” is attached to
a bronze nipple (looks like the original Westerbeke injection nipple), which is plumbed into an adapter. Save this
bronze nipple as it is an odd size, is expensive and you will need it to plumb into a proper Westerbeke elbow.
According to Hansen Marine (http://www.hansenmarine.com/Westerbeke%20Marine%20Diesel%20Engines.pdf )
the W-27 Westerbeke 45 degree exhaust elbow part number is 37402 and the 90 degree elbow is 37401. The last
time I ordered one from a Westerbeke distributor they sent me a 33067 (which is a 90 degree elbow). At any rate, I
doubt the elbow comes with the nipple. Mine didn’t.
I would definitely change out the “contraption as it injects the cooling water above the level of the exhaust manifold
flange and I doubt there is a gate internal to the Tee fitting. You don’t want water to ever be able to enter the
exhaust manifold. The chances that this could happen with the “contraption” are probably remote, but why take a
chance?
Best to ya, Chip, Belize
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: Wednesday, July 18, 2007
Norm,
One more thing,
I just went on the Westerbeke Corp web site
(http://www.westerbeke.com/parts/parts.cfm
http://www.westerbeke.com/parts/parts.cfm)
and they currently list thefollowing service parts for the W-27:
036259 Water Inj. Exhaust Elbow 45
023329 Water Inj. Exhaust Elbow 90
There seems to be a never-ending part number change game taking place.
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Good luck. Chip
From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2007
Thanks very much! I'm off sailing for the next two weeks but will look into this again when I get back.
Btw, I was at Lakeshore Yacht Club a couple of weeks ago. A couple a few docks over recognized the Aloha-34.
Word spread around the club that an Aloha-34 was at the club and before we left, we had about 10 people lined up
asking if they could come aboard and look around. It's fun having a boat with the reputation of the
Aloha-34
Editor: We replaced the one on Enchantment when a slight crack was noticed. If you have a good pipewrench it’s a DIY job. The object in question looks something like picture on the right depending on
whether you install a 90 or a 45 water injection elbow.

Oil Filter Change
From: aslanswind
Sent: Tuesday, August 07, 2007
Hey Guys, any tricks for getting at the oil filter on the Westerbeke 27?
-NReply From: Dr. A. Toi
Sent: Monday, August 13, 2007
I loosen the plastic air box on top port side of engine by removing the wing nuts holding it in place– this usually
provides sufficient visibility.
Or if you need, once the air box is loosened, you can use pliers/vice grips to remove the two metal pegs. This allows
complete removal of the airbox and all obstruction to oil filter access. The pegs are threaded and undo easily just
like any bolt. They may even have flat spots on the side to allow use of a wrench.
There are various devices in car shops which help to grip the filter for removal and replacement. I have a pliers-like
gripping tool that works well.
Remember to put absorbent material below the filter – it spills a lot of oil.
Hope this helps.
Cheers, Ants Toi - Alligator
Reply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
Norm,
I used much the same procedure as Ants Toi but I put a garbage bag around the filter as I removed it to catch most
[not all] the oil from the filter.
After a couple of years of scraped elbows and blackened arms I decided to cut a rectangular opening hatch
accessible from the quarterberth. I still remove the air box as described but have better access to work through the
hatch. It also makes checking the oil easier as I'm not double jointed.
Again, I can send more info if you are interested. Hope this helps.
Les
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2007
Les,
We take the air box off to get at the filter however we've considered cutting an access panel from the quarter berth.
It would be very helpful to have the exact location and dimensions you decided on.
Regards, David Hall & Linda Toms, DALINA (# 219)
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
Hi Linda & David,
Good to hear from you.
Attached are 2 photos with some measurements added that may be helpful. As you can see from the open hatch, I
still remove the air box but I find the whole process much easier. Mind you I still manage to spill a few drips of the
black stuff [oil]. The dipstick is more accessible too.
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The location in my case was dictated by what was on the other side of the bulkhead. I could not move the hatch
further aft because of some of the wiring and fuel lines, I believe.
Good luck with your approach and be sure to let us know how it all goes.
Les

Reply From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: Monday, August 20, 2007
I won't bother taking pics of mine because Jack (the guy I bought the boat from) cut an opening of just about the
exact same size and location, and it looks like for the same reasons. It for sure helps when removing the air filter,
which in turn definitely makes it easier to get at the oil filter.

Propeller size
From: Eleuthera_IV
To: Aloha 34 Email Net
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
Hi
Eleuthera_IV Hull#147
I have a universal Diesel 5424 24HP(KUBOTA)that is upposed to have a 2600 RPM MAX but under full power I can barely
get 2000RPM.(under no load it would go higher!) The boat will do about 6+ knots in relatively calm water. Does anyone
know what size the prop should be as I suspect it has been changed before I bought the boat.
Thanks. Walt
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
Aloha Walt!
Sea Vixen's (Michigan) propellor with the Universal Diesel 5424 24HP (KUBOTA) engine was 15x13x3 originally
and we lugged & had lots of black exhaust smoke. We barely made 6.5 knots flat out.
On professional advice we had it re-pitched to 15x12x3. With a clean hull at 2800 revs. on a calm day we could
make hull speed, namely 7.2 knots. We still get some soot on the hull and perhaps should have had it re-pitched to
15x11x3 although Sidney Propellor who did the re-pitching was reluctant to re-pitch any further for fear of cracking
a blade.
We now have 2400 hours on our 25 year old engine, and although it continues to work well, I'd be surprised if we
can now make much more that 6.8 or so knots at 2800 revs. At our cruising speed (2200 revs) we now make only
about 6.2 knots. (Methinks we are all getting old!)
You might find the following extract from the 2002 A-34 Owners' Manual of interest, Walt.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

ALOHA 34 OWNERS' Manual
PITCH, PROPELLER
The correct pitch for the propeller seems to be the subject of some uncertainty, and this is to be expected as it is the
result of many variables. The choice of pitch will depend on the engine horsepower, the hull form, the diameter of
the prop, and the type of motoring to be expected. Too low a pitch will allow the engine to over speed, and provide
inadequate drive. Too high a pitch will overload and therefore overheat the engine, especially when powering into a
head wind. The pitch will also depend on the type of prop – three-blade, two-blade, folding, etc. A three-blade prop
is the most efficient (up to 50% efficiency) but also gives the most drag when sailing. It can reduce speed by as
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much as one knot. The ideal solution (and, of course, the most expensive) is to use a variable pitch prop, which can
adjust to suit the circumstances and exerts little or no drag when not in use. It should also be noted that correct prop
size and pitch also depends on the engine output shaft speed and the amount of reduction introduced.
PROBLEM: Engine “lugging” and exhausting soot. (Engine: Universal 24 hp)
REMEDY: Re-pitched the propeller from its original 15x14 (diameter x pitch) to 15x12 (as specified). Problem
solved.
PROBLEM: Engine would not reach the design RPM. (Engine: Universal 24 hp)
REMEDY: Changed from a 15x11 prop to a 15x9.
PROBLEM: Engine would exceed the design RPM. Suspected due to propeller with too low a pitch. (Engine:
Westerbeke 27 hp)
REMEDY: Changed pitch from original (two-blade) 15x10 to 15x12. Results not reported.
The owner of hull #214 reported that the prop pitch was increased by two inches, but the original dimensions were
not provided.
(Source: 1. Profile 144, 167, 207, 211, 214)
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
SELECTION, PROPELLER
PROBLEM: Selecting the propeller with the best characteristics to match the engine and hull.
REMEDY:
After re-powering with a Yanmar 27 hp diesel, the engine works fine so far and is a good match for the 14-inch
Max-prop I installed last year.
An owner with a Volvo Saildrive replaced his folding prop with a 2 bladed fixed prop.
An owner with a Westerbeke W27 is using a newly faired 15x13x3 prop.
We had a lengthy discussion on propellor selection & arrangements at ALOHA PACIFIC RENDEZVOUS 2000 at
Maple Bay, BC last July during the "Designer Seminar", with Ted Brewer leading most of the discussion. Ted said
that in the ALOHA 34 with its skeg, the primary reason the shaft/strut is off centre-line is to facilitate removing the
shaft. Ted added that the shaft is set to port to counter some of the "prop walk" effect of a right-handed propellor
when powering ahead. However, this definitely exaggerates the movement of the stern to port when the engine is
shifted into reverse.
If one is a racer (and has the extra dollars!), a folding or feathering is considered to be superior. There can be
disadvantages with a folding prop when one kicks the engine astern. Also, "strut strain" is greater with a two bladed
prop. On the Aloha 34 strut arrangement, this is an important consideration.
If one is purely a 'cruising sailor', then the fixed propellor is preferred by many. Nothing beats the bite one gets from
a fixed 3-bladed propellor, particularly in heavy weather. For cruisers heading off-shore, most experienced sailors
will recommend a fixed (3-bladed) propellor.
Most cruising ALOHA 34 owners with 24 hp UNIVERSAL and 27 hp WESTERBEKE engines have success with
both 15x12x3 and 15x11x3 propellors.
If you have questions as to what size propellor you should fit for your particular engine, recommend you go to the
MICHIGAN PROPELLOR website http://www.miwheel.com/MIWheel/propit/main.htm and complete
their (free) questionnaire, to obtain their recommendations.
(Source: 1. Profile 120, 121, 223, 2. Newsletter Sp2001)
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2007
Walt:
I have the same engine and the same problem. I could only make about 2200 rpm max, it lugged, and belched black
smoke. I repitched the propeller from 15x13 to 15x11. This helped but not enough so I eventually bought a new
prop that was 15x10. Apparently you can only repitch it so far. The results are very good. Still black some but the
engine runs very well now. It does reach 2600 rpm. I started by going to a bunch of propeller sizing websites which
all recommended the same thing.
Good luck. Bob
Reply From: Windy
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Sent: Sunday, August 19, 2007
Another good website on propellers for sailboats (Vancouver) with sizing and pricing:
http://www.westbynorth.com/CampbellSailer/
I have seen several sailboats in boatyards with this type of propeller and they are rated quite highly…
My three blade 15 x 12 works fine but has rather large face to the blades and causes a fair amount of drag when
sailing (great under power but we are supposed to be sailing!). When it comes time to replace my present prop, I
will be switching to the low drag Campbell Sailor.
Stuart, “Windy” #151
Reply From: Eleuthera_IV
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2007
Thanks everyone for the input on the propeller size. I am currently cruising up in Desolation Sound BC and will
check out all replies in detail asap. Walt
PS any other input is certainly welcome
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2007
I would like to 2nd Walt's thanks. As a new 34 owner, all this stuff goes into my Shibumi.V file to reference down
the road.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2007
On behalf of Georges, thank you David & Linda for this very comprehensive reply, and thank you Les & Stuart for
your earlier comments on this subject, -all most helpful I'm sure.
Georges appears to be having difficulties getting connected on our A-34 Email Network and so related emails are
being passed on to him separately.
Regarding your comment, David:
"...We're not completely sure about the internal structure of the skeg..."
according to designer Ted Brewer's drawing #2, the skeg shows as "foam fill'.
Incidentally, for those members who do not already have the very useful designer set of 9 Aloha 34 structural
drawings, I believe complete sets are still available from Ted Brewer himself at brewer@island.net.
1999 price of these "prints" as Ted calls them was Cdn $110. plus taxes or US$85 (plus $5 extra if you wish them in
a rolled tube).
...and specify to Ted if you have a "shoal keel" & he will include a drawing for that version too.
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Friday, September 21, 2007
Thanks David & Linda for your excellent description of the skeg repairs on Dalina. I'm sure all members will
appreciate the write-up.
For all interested in this issue I have attached the skeg structure from the drawings to show the internal structure.
When I repaired the lower edge of the skeg and reinforced the bottom edge of the skeg and rudder prior to heading
south I did not run into any foam. My exploratory drillings found some wood and some voids; otherwise I found
what appeared to be balsa-core. I did not drill any areas above the middle of the skeg or rudder.
Les, Enchantment
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From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007
In a telephone call this evening from Georges Poulin, Gatineau, Quebec, Agrippina #228, Georges sends a BIG
thank you to all those who very kindly provided assistance in helping him work on his leaky skeg. (He hopes to be
up & running on the A-34 Email Network himself next month after he returns from Europe.)
Georges reports that this weekend he has drilled & indeed cut away some of his skeg & found
 some soggy plywood (not all foam as per Ted Brewer's drawing that Les circulated)
 plus a material that he has been unable to identify to date (balsa core???)
 plus some foam & fibreglass. (Much of the lower portion of his skeg seems to be solid fibreglass.)
In any event, he has taken pictures & plans to distribute same to us later next month.
Les in his 21 September email also mentions both "wood" & "balsa core".
I wonder if the skeg construction of the later Aloha 34's (built at the Ouyang Plant after CYC became sole
owner/operator) were constructed differently from Ted Brewer's "all foam" drawings???
Migs

Slow Shifting into Reverse (cont.)
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, May 27, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Net
I suggest that you have had useful responses from both Milt & Rosemary and from Les to your 22 May email, Norm &
Cheryl. Les' email makes some particularly good points.
When we bought Sea Vixen #167 with the Universal Model #5424 (Kubota DH1101) engine back in 1982, we were advised
by a knowledgeable friend (who was responsible for maintaining the engines of the smaller Cdn Coast Guard vessels on the
Cdn west coast) to warm our engine, etc., "in gear" for a minimum of 5 minutes before initially leaving the dock. This we
have since regularly done, and, touch wood, with over 2300 hours currently on our engine, have not had any engine or
transmission problems. During winter sailing, we sometimes extend the warm-up period a few minutes. Our friend told us
that diesels like to warm up "working", i.e., in gear. If one warms diesels up at "idle", the engines can "coke" up.
In our berth, after checking the lines, we warm up in the ahead position, shifting to neutral briefly when our "wake" interferes
with another boat manoeuvring in the immediate area.
And when sailing, we follow the Hurth handbook instructions & sail with the transmission in "reverse". (We have a fixed 3bladed propeller.)
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As mentioned in earlier A-34 newsletters, one very important factor in maintaining our Hurth HBW10 transmissions (which
were the original transmissions in a few of the early non Sail-drive A-34's & pretty well all the Universal & Westerbeke
engines A-34's from hull #144 onwards) is NOT to overfill the Hurth transmission. Too much transmission fluid & the Hurth
HBW10 can do strange things.
The following taken from the A-34 Network Fall & Winter newsletter 2001-2 may be of interest, Norm & Cheryl:
~~~~
TRANSMISSION (HURTH HBW 10/ZF-MARINE HBW-100) -WESTERBEKE & UNIVERSAL ENGINES
Denis Salman NEW HORIZONS #197 by 29 July e-mail wrote:
“Is there any information anywhere with respect to the above. I drained the oil from my transmission. The old oil sure looks
like motor oil not the ATF A or Dextron 3 transmission oil as specified on the transmission itself. I expect the old oil doesn't
look or smell like transmission fluid because it has out lived its life.... The transmission doesn't seem to take much oil... I can
go by the dip-stick but I am curious to know if there is a number somewhere that actually specifies the amount of oil
needed...”
We replied:
“Your Hurth Transmission on the Westerbeke (& Universal) engines is the HBW 10. It should take about 400cc (of Dexron II
or III) at an oil change where you open the drain plug & drain the fluid out, as I gather you have done. The transmission
holds 600cc but ~200cc of old fluid remains in the transmission after draining. As you know, your engine & transmission is
on a ~15 degree angle and thus draining does not remove all the fluid.
When refilling, it is important NOT to go above the indent near the bottom of the dipstick. The measurement is taken just be
inserting the dipstick into the hole. Do NOT screw it in when measuring.
With our minimal engine use, I drain Sea Vixen's transmission fluid every 3 to 5 years. To date it has always maintained its
'as new' rich red colour. I cannot explain the colour/smell of 'motor oil' of your old fluid. Perhaps it has been in use for
MANY years! If yours is motor oil, you've been fortunate and I would try to carefully suck the remaining ~200cc out of the
transmission with a pump through the filler and/or drain hole as much as possible before adding new fluid, so as not to mix
the two. Alternatively, you might change the fluid again after an hour or so of running to 'dilute' the quantity of old fluid
remaining.
~~~~
Good luck!
Migs, "Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
Reply From: aslanswind
Sent: Monday, May 28, 2007
As always, great feedback everyone and thanks VERY much for all your help. Much appreciated.
I think for now we'll just try warming it up for 5-minutes in gear and shift back and forth a bit before going out,
which seems to me as a good thing to do, anyway.
Any of you in the PCYC area, btw, there's always a cold beer waiting in the cooler for any visiting Aloha-34 owner.
Reply From: aslanswind
Sent: Tuesday, June 19, 2007
Small update...with a cold engine it takes a full 5 seconds for forward gear to engage, but if I warm it up in gear for a
few minutes, it only takes a second, maybe less. Thanks again everyone!

HULL STRUCTURES
Gudgeons
From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2007
Migs
I have not emailed Les or the group yet. Windy has been hauled after three
years in the water for cleaning and new anti-fouling. The bottom is fine and in
good shape BUT the rudder to skeg gudgeons are really eaten up. It was a total
shock to see that! I have attached a picture.
There is no way the boat is going back in the water like that. Do you know
where replacements can be acquired? The boat yard did not have any
suggestions other than maybe I should have put zincs on them… I can’t
remember if other people have had troubles, they seemed to be fine in the fresh
water.
What a year this has been. 
Cheers, Stuart
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Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: August 15, 2007
Sorry to see this, Stuart. Ouyang got a bad batch of poor quality stainless steel gudgeons stretching through to about
hull #180. I didn't think they went back as far as your hull #151 but from your picture, obviously they did.
Because of electrolysis, most in salt water were replaced early under warranty by Ouyang. (The gudgeons were OK
in fresh water.)
I kept my original poor quality ss gudgeons as spares for Sea Vixen in case they were ever needed, but you are
welcome to them. They were exposed to salt water for about 6 months in 1982 until Ouyang replaced them, & have
minimal electrolysis deterioration. In your salt water, they could last you for 2 or 3 years anyway until such time as
you can locate permanent replacements.
Suggest asking Les & the Network re permanent replacements.
In haste, Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
Confirming our telecon just now, Stuart, Werner & June Stanieski who are heading for the 3 PM ferry to Powell
River tomorrow via lunch in Comox, offered to drop my original gudgeons off at your place (about 11 AM???)
tomorrow & as agreed, will now do so.
Attached are a couple of photos I've just taken of our original gudgeons that they will now be bringing. After 6
months(?) exposure to salt water, there is some corrosion. However, they should be good for up to a couple of years
if necessary, or until you line up good quality stainless steel replacements for Windy.
I'm not aware of any of our members getting replacements but, as there have been a number of A-34 hull numbered
between about #151 and about #180 that have switched from fresh to salt water subsequent to our warranty
exchanges, others must also have had Windy's problem.
Are you back from the North Channel yet Les, & if so, welcome home! ...and are you aware?
One day others will be having the same problem so if we can locate a replacement source, that would be good.
Your idea of making "templates" from Sea Vixen's originals is a good one, Stuart. And, as mentioned, you are
welcome to use these on Windy as temporary replacements for as long as you want but if you do manage to source
out proper high quality ss replacements and don't need these, I'd like them back as "spares" for Sea Vixen again, in
due course.
Good luck! I'll be interested in what you finally do.
Migs

Reply From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2007
Thanks Migs… Lucky me 
I might take you up on your offer since time is an issue right now. I will check with Les and get back to you. The
ones on my boat now were in the salt water for only 3 years.
If they cannot be supplied by some manufacturer then I could use your old ones to make a template before installing
and look into having some custom made.
Cheers, Stuart
Reply From: Windy
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Sent: Wednesday, August 15, 2007
Les
I was down at “Windy” today and everything looks fine with the hull EXCEPT the gudgeons on the skeg have
corroded very badly. Migs said that there were some bad ones installed by Ouyang (poor stainless) but he did not
think that they went back as far as my hull #151… Migs said that his were replaced under warranty due to bad
stainless. Apparently they are fine in fresh water but go bad in the salt environment.
Do you know where I can acquire replacements or will I have to have them custom made??? I cannot put the boat
back into the water with them in this condition (they looked fine when the bottom was epoxied in 2004).
Cheers, Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: August 15, 2007
Stuart,
There's nothing in our Owner's Manual other than the recommendation to use silicon bronze [pg 84]; no suppliers
are listed.
I checked on the Internet and have 2 suggestions for you:
1.
2.

1. Contact Holland Marine Products - they have hardware for C&C and CS
boats so may have rudder hardware that's not in the catalogue
2. Reliance Marine in England has heavier gudgeons than I could find listed in
Canada. Most listed here are only up to 1/2 inch pin.

If you like you could send out a request via our email network to see if anyone has
replaced rudder hardware in the past.
Keep me informed of your approach and the outcome so I can let the rest of the
Network know.
All the best. Les
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
Les
Thanks for the information.
I sent an email to Migs earlier this afternoon and he responded that he had a spare set that I could use! They were
taken off Sea Vixen six months after they purchased the boat because a surveyor saw the beginnings of corrosion.
Ouyang admitted that there was a batch of bad stainless gudgeons and replaced the ones on Sea Vixen under
warranty. Guess mine were part of the bad batch which apparently are fine in fresh water.
What I would like to do is use the ones from Migs as a template to have a fabricator make some replacements for
me. Perhaps bronze ones might be the way to go for us saltys though I don’t think Migs has had any trouble with
the replacements. I am now putting out feelers for metal fabricators.
I might give Holland Marine a call to see but I am not holding my breath as I am thinking that they were custom
made by Ouyang.
I will keep you posted…
Cheers, Stuart
Reply From: Windy
To: Aloha 34 Email Net
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
I had “Windy” hauled out for the first time, since she moved from fresh water to salt water, to have the bottom
cleaned and new anti-fouling. All the under water surfaces are fine EXCEPT the gudgeons (holding the rudder to
the skeg). It seems that poor quality stainless steel was used for the gudgeons on a series of Alohas and mine
appears to be one of them (hull #151 to around #180). “Windy” had been in fresh water from 1981 until 2004 and
the poor quality stainless is not an issue in fresh water.
Migs Turner had the gudgeons on “Sea Vixen” replaced six months after purchasing the boat. That was done under
new boat warranty and has had no issues with those gudgeons for 24 years in salt water. Migs kept the old ones
(which showed signs of corrosion after six months in the salt water) and has kindly offered them to me to use. My
preferred plan would be to use his “spare” gudgeons as templates to have new ones made and return his.
Has anyone else experienced this problem and I was wondering if anyone knows where replacement units might be
purchased or manufactured. I will be checking out metal fabricators in the Nanaimo area.
I have attached a picture of the damage caused by the salt water over a period of three years. [Editor: see above]
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Cheers
Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007
Les
……………..
As for my gudgeons… “Windy” is back in her home slip waiting for the new ones to be fabricated. I am going to
Nanaimo today to check on their status. The company promised that they would provide a copy of the drawing and
the dimensions for future reference, which I will make available for the newsletter.
I had “Windy” out for a two hour sail on Tuesday as I finally had time (I turned down a driving job) and the weather
was gorgeous. The wind was 12 – 16 knots which was just about right for the Aloha 34.
How was your most recent holiday?
Cheers, Stuart
[Editor: Looks like Stuart may have a new career. If he gets new gudgeons fabricated he could get several spares and
offer for sale to members! ]

Cloudy Port Lights
From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Saturday, September 08, 2007
Hello Les
The reports I have heard from people who were fortunate enough to be able to cruise the North Channel this year indicate that
their time up there was both enjoyable and exciting. I hope yours was the same. We are hoping to be able to make it next
year.
In the Fall 1996 “Aloha 10.4 Owners’ Network Newsletter”, I described the effort I had gone through to clean up the
foggy/cloudy port lights on AIR LOOM. I would like to update that information.
I have replaced Marcia’s toothpaste with another Novus product: NOVUS 3 Heavy Scratch Remover. Using this as a first
treatment followed by the NOVUS 2 Fine Scratch Remover and finished off with Meguiars’ Mirror Glaze 17 Clear Plastic
Cleaner has resulted in very improved vision through these port lights with much less elbow grease required. The attached
pictures attempt to show the difference in one of my port lights before and after this treatment.
Marcia and I sailed down to Belle River to spend the three day Labor Day weekend. On our way home, after about an hour
of sailing nicely, the wind died. We started the engine and when I moved the transmission shift lever on the steering pedestal
into forward gear the lever just flopped. It seems the shift cable had broken. I climbed down below and manually moved the
lever on the transmission into forward and we motored home. When I replaced the cable I discovered two things. One, I
found out what the nut on the rear surface of the Edson steering post is there for (it holds a clamp for the transmission and
throttle shift cables). Two, since the throttle lever is spring loaded so that it will close if the cable breaks or becomes
disconnected, a cable clamp is located on the throttle cable; it’s purpose is to squeeze the sheath to increase friction in the
system so that the throttle will not “creep” due to engine vibration.
Breakdowns are learning experiences – it’s just nice when they take place in a location that does not cause too much
inconvenience.
Stuart, AIR LOOM
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007
Stuart,
We had a very windy and wet week in early July - 2 anchors down in Oak Bay due to gales and crowding.
Following that, we had a great summer in the North Channel - very warm but still not too many bugs. Carol did find
that the water never did get very warm though - didn't seem to bother me as mine came preheated by the great heatexchanger on Enchantment!!
Thanks for the update and additional info on the shifter. Great photos! This summer, one of the boats [44'] in
Kincardine had the shifter break while in reverse in the slipway. Lucky for all, he hit a post and not a boat. My
throttle slowly creeps to a lower rev so I have added a small shock cord to keep it in place.
We met a number of Alohas up there this year. It was great. Look forward to seeing you next summer.
Les

Skeg
From: Georges Poulin
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To: Aoha34 Email Network
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007
...Last spring, I noticed that the skeg of my boat had suffered some damage over the winter caused by water infiltration. I
saw two small cracks near the rudder pintles. Subsequent to a closer examination, I discovered one long vertical crack in the
middle of the aft part of the skeg starting from the top. The boat was hauled out last weekend and I noticed that some water
was seeping out through a crack at the front of the skeg starting about 10 centimetres behind the strut and extending
backwards for about 45 centimetres.
As this is an urgent problem that has to be addressed over the next few weeks, how can it be fixed? How do I drop the
rudder? Any advice will be greatly appreciated.
Regards, Georges, Agrippina, Hull #228
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Tuesday, September 11, 2007
Georges
Migs forwarded your email about your leaking skeg… My skeg had water in it and it repaired in 2004 (“Windy”
#151). It took several months of drying (after grinding out the cracks down to the core, then using heaters) before
the actual repair could begin.
To remove the rudder, the bottom of the rudder has to be a good foot or more above the ground for lowering (or be
able to dig a bit of a trench in the dirt to lower it). You will need support under the rudder, enough to take the load
off the bearing near the top of the steering quadrant. The quadrant and support brackets all have to come off for
easier access. Not a difficult job but takes time. When all the hardware is removed from inside the boat (exposing
the rudders shaft), then remove the gudgeons (brackets that hold the rudder to the skeg). When you remove the
support from under the rudder, it should drop down so you may need a helping hand.
I have photos of the cracks, repairs and of the quadrant, rudder post that I can send you, if you like. Most of them
are labeled so are self explanatory…
An issue that I have right now is that since “Windy” has been in salt water the gudgeons have been 50% eaten away
and I am waiting for new ones to be fabricated. Some poor stainless was used (which was okay for fresh water)
from hull #151 to #180 or there about… Yours should be okay on hull #228
Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151, Qualicum Beach, BC
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, September 12, 2007
Many thanks Stuart. If you could email us the pictures, I would appreciate it too. I don't have a problem now but it's
always good to be prepared.
I'm sure the A-34 Network would very much appreciate seeing your words of wisdom too, if you'd sent your email
out on the Net. Also, I'm sure Les would like same for his next newsletter.
I gather you have not received your new gudgeons yet.
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: September 12, 2007
Georges, I cannot offer much in the way of details for removing the rudder but I can offer a few repair hints for the
use of epoxy:
1. It is imperative that the rudder or skeg be thoroughly dried internally, preferably over the winter, before epoxy
repairs. I drilled a couple of holes in the bottom of the skeg and rudder and allowed to drain. Then I applied heat in
the form of a infrared lamp [like those used to heat chicken coops] to further drive out any moisture. Be careful not
to overheat the fibreglass. You can verify the dryness by taping clear plastic over the holes/crack and if there's
moisture condensed it needs more time.
2. Rout out the crack and use epoxy, not polyester, with a "laminating filler" not a "fairing filler". It goes without
saying, I'm sure, that one should not use "Bondo" type products.
3. Tape off the area to be epoxied, to help with fairing the final results.
4. If more than one layer of epoxy repair is to be used, apply the second layer within 7 hours [to be sure] of the
original. If it is longer, allow to fully cure and wash with SOAP and water then rinse well. This will remove the
amine blush - a waxy coating given off by cured epoxy.
5. Wash the area with SOAP and water before grinding to fair as grinding alone will not remove the amine blush.
Leaving the tape on for grinding can help.
6. Wash, dry, antifoul.
7. Stand back and admire your handy-work!
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It would be my suggestion that you take this opportunity to inspect the pintles and gudgeons. Stuart of Windy just
found corrosion here. He may be able to better advise you on the rudder removal as well. Other members must
have done rudder/skeg repairs so we would ask for your suggestions for Georges too.
Good luck. Let the Network know what you did and, if possible, add a couple of pictures for everyone's benefit.
Les
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: Thursday, September 13, 2007
We have had this problem with Dalina and posted some brief notes about our repairs a while ago. We actually did
the repair twice which just confirmed that the first exercise wasn't extensive enough. Hopefully the following will
be helpful...
The problem...
We originally noticed the problem at haulout as a vertical crack in the trailing edge of the skeg between the two
rudder mounting pintles. At that time I tried to effect a repair with the rudder in place, but the following year the
situation got worse. The crack advanced both above the upper pintel and below the lower pintle, so it was obviously
time to remove the rudder and get serious about the fix.
The rudder was removed and the crack ground out as deep as possible. After leaving the whole thing to dry out over
the winter, we injected epoxy to fill the crack, re-installed the rudder and went sailing.
The following winter it was worse again, this time the crack re-appeared along a small portion of the trailing edge of
the skeg accompanied by a new crack along the leading edge - not the whole length, but a good portion of it.
Clearly there was still water inside the body of the skeg and the cold Toronto winter did the rest.
Removing the rudder...
A tedious task which takes about 1-2 hours and requires 2 people for the actual removal. Remove the steering wheel
and clear out everything from the lazarette to gain access to the steering quadrant and rudder post. Even then you
need to be a bit of a contortionist to do the job.
The steering quadrant must be completely disconnected from the rudder post. It's a good idea to check out the task
with a small mirror held under the quadrant before starting to establish the lie of the land. The quadrant is in two
halves, held together by 4 bolts. There is also a bolt through the 2 halves of the quadrant and the rudder post instead
of a key in the shaft. This ensures the correct vertical positioning of the quadrant on the rudder post for steering
cable alignment. The tricky part is that the bolts are all on the underside, so it's really awkward working with
wrenches and sockets underneath the quadrant. Perseverance is the key, together with a towel spread along the edge
of the lazarette opening to reduce bruising of your chest while you are reached inside to get at everything. One
saving grace is that the bolt holes on one half of the quadrant are tapped to receive the bolts so there aren't any nuts
to worry about. The steering cables must be slackened off to allow the aft quadrant half to move freely, but it is not
necessary to remove them completely. I'm not on the boat while writing this and it's been a while since I looked at
the arrangement, but I am also reminded that we removed the cover plate which slides over the top of the rudder
post and is bolted to a cross member - it simply bolts through the cross member. I believe we also removed the stop
to allow additional lock to lock movement for better access to the bolts.
Now the rudder can be removed - this requires a second person. Support the rudder vertically to take the weight and
carefully remove the pintles. The old bedding compound will be messy, and hopefully the bolts and nuts won't be
seized. With the pintles removed the rudder will slide down vertically (two-man job). There is a stuffing box
arrangement at top of the stock so it's really important to keep the rudder post vertical during the removal process to
avoid damage to the stuffing. This will make life very much easier when re-installing.
The repair...
Grind out the crack as deep as possible and get it as dry as possible. Sounds easy, but time plays a big part here.
Open up the crack as soon as possible and hopefully some warm fall days will help. We drilled holes vertically into
the skeg from the bottom but were never convinced that we got much drainage that way. We did, however, see
seepage from the pintel bolt holes. This is clearly the source of water infiltration into the skeg, further evidenced by
corrosion of the pintle fittings and bolts, although not nearly as severe as the pictures shown in a recent posting. The
use of heat lamps in Les' notes is also a great idea.
We used a thin epoxy injected by syringe to fill as much of the crack void as possible. This is a pretty tedious task
which requires many applications since gravity is not much help with a thin filler. We taped off a 2-3 inch section
and filled. Then we taped the next 2-3 inch section above and filled that. Etc. etc. etc., never being sure how much
of the void had been filled.
The first time we did this repair I also drilled five holes along the vertical length of the skeg (roughly in line with the
pintle bolt holes) and bolted the two halves together for added strength. Linda was concerned about boat speed (on
an Aloha?) so I subsequently removed the bolts and filled the holes when I was satisfied that the skeg was sound.
The second time I did the repair (minor trailing edge plus leading edge) I covered the entire length of the cracked
areas with epoxy and glass fibre tape approx 2 inches wide, with additional coats of epoxy and fairing to complete
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before painting. This is really important since epoxy alone is not strong enough to withstand the expansion caused
by freezing of any residual moisture.
Reinstalling the rudder...
Pretty much the reverse of the procedure described above. This time a third person is also helpful for the initial lift.
With 2 people taking the weight of the rudder and passing it vertically back in to the stock, the third person should
be on the boat to ensure that the rudder post passes correctly through the packing of the stuffing box. In our case
this has worked perfectly both times we have had the rudder removed. Just go gently and the rudder post will pass
smoothly through the packing.
Support the rudder from below and reinstall the pintles. The bolts should almost certainly be replaced, and I cannot
over-emphasize the need to bed these fittings in well. This is almost certainly the point at which water can enter the
skeg.
Now you need to be a contortionist again to re-attach the steering quadrant. The two halves are machined very
accurately, so if everything is aligned correctly the bolts will fit easily. Remember, the quadrant halves are cast
aluminum alloy and the bolts are stainless steel, so if the alignment is off, the bolts won't thread correctly and the
threads in the quadrant can be easily damaged.
Make sure the rudder and steering wheel are correctly aligned when tightening the steering cables - not too difficult
but you will need the steering wheel back on for this which will restrict access to the lazarette.
Final thoughts...
Drying out the cracked area is critical. If water remains, the cold northern winter will continually work the damaged
area.
We're not completely sure about the internal structure of the skeg, but understand it may have a foam core. If this is
true, getting all the water out will be almost impossible.
We carried out our repairs in the springs of 2005 and 2006. Everything seemed to be OK this spring - hopefully
next spring will be the same.
If Dalina's skeg cracks again we will probably seek professional advice and we suspect the fix will be to cut open
the sides to gain complete access to the internal structure.
Check those pintles - take them out and rebed them to be sure they are watertight.
Good luck.
David Hall & Linda Toms, Dalina (#219)
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, September 24, 2007
In a telephone call this evening from Georges Poulin, Gatineau, Quebec, Agrippina #228, Georges sends a BIG
thank you to all those who very kindly provided assistance in helping him work on his leaky skeg. (He hopes to be
up & running on the A-34 Email Network himself next month after he returns from Europe.)
Georges reports that this weekend he has drilled & indeed cut away some of his skeg & found
some soggy plywood (not all foam as per Ted Brewer's drawing that Les circulated)
plus a material that he has been unable to identify to date (balsa core???)
plus some foam & fibreglass. (Much of the lower portion of his skeg seems to be solid fibreglass.)
In any event, he has taken pictures & plans to distribute same to us later next month.
Les in his 21 September email also mentions both "wood" & "balsa core".
I wonder if the skeg construction of the later Aloha 34's (built at the Ouyang Plant after CYC became sole
owner/operator) were constructed differently from Ted Brewer's "all foam" drawings???
Migs

MISCELLANEOUS
Weather Data
From: aslanswind
Sent: Tuesday, August 21, 2007
Hi All. Not Aloha-34 specific but a really good link that I thought I'd share with y'all. Kinda like Sailflow but better I think
with animation, etc. Click on the Great Lake of interest, then NowCast or Forecast under Wind. Very cool.
http://tidesandcurrents.noaa.gov/models.html -NEditor: Norm mentions “Sailflow” http://www.sailflow.com/. In addition to US data it has more Canadian data so may be
of interest to our Canadian members. Here are a few examples of the types of data available live [or almost]:
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Wind in knots – Great Lakes

Radar Image – Great Lakes

Tide/Current Data – Active Pass, B.C.

Weather Observations – Key West, Florida

SAFETY ALERTS
SAILS
SUPERSTRUCTURE
UTILITIES
Holding Tank Replacement
From: aslanswind
Sent: Thursday, July 19, 2007
Oops..one more question before I go on vacation...I might need something done about my holding tank. It might be leaking,
but I'm not sure, yet. If it is, I should be able to get it out as I know that it's not original. It's SS. I'd rather get a new plastic
one if I need to have it removed rather than fixing it. "Shirlon Plastics", mentioned in the manual, doesn't have any and
doesn't seem to do custom work like this anymore, either. Any ideas where I can go to see about getting another one, and
anyone have the measurements for something that will fit in the space available and without cutting out part of the liner to get
it in? -NReply From: Les
Sent: Thursday, August 16, 2007
Hi Norm,
Enchantment has a plastic holding tank of about 30 gal capacity. At the back of the holding tank there were 2 stubs
made of 2X4 lumber sticking up about 10". These held the tank in position and prevented it from sliding back. I cut
them out with a mini-grinder and removed the tank for cleaning and maintenance. In addition, I made the cut out
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area under the berth larger by extending the sides of the original cut out
forward and modifying the lid to make it more manageable. I installed a
shelf to hold the macerator and washdown pumps - see below:
I can give you more details and measurements should you need them,
Norm.
Have a great vacation. Les
Reply From: aslanswind
Sent: Friday, August 17, 2007
Hi Les and thanks. Yes, do send me the measurements. We're not too sure that the thing is leaking now, actually.
We're not too sure what's going on. But apparently it's aluminum which I think is a dumb choice for a holding tank,
so we're going to get it replaced, anyway. And the hoses and get a macerator put in.
Vacation was great, btw. Did the US side of Lake Ontario. Had the boat out in all kinds of conditions and had no
trouble, sailed wonderfully. And with the new transmission, it's much easier to get out of dock when you don't have
to shift into forward 5-seconds before you need to!
-NReply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, August 18, 2007
Norm,
Glad to hear you got your transmission issues resolved. What made you decide to go with the new transmission?
Did it become worse, so the warm-up period was not resolving the shift delays?
Attached are 3 photos that show the modifications we made to accommodate the removal of the head tank and the
addition of the washdown and macerator pumps on a shelf. There is also space under the new shelf for a couple of
cases of your favourite beverage - long term storage!
In the one photo of the stern of the tank you can see my alternative to the 2 wooden posts used to hold the tank in
position. The steel "L" brackets, just screwed into the end of the original 2X4, can be easily unscrewed to facilitate
removal of the tank in the future should that be necessary. At the forward edge of the tank you can see the "beam" I
fabricated by laminating wood together. This supports the 2 hatch covers and also has 2 knees that prevent the tank
from shifting forward.

If you are supplying the 2 pumps from the main batteries, make sure you use heavy enough cabling to minimize the
voltage drop.
I know there are a couple of plastic tank fabricators still in business. Maybe someone has a source they can share
with us.
Good luck. Les
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Docking with a Mid-Ship Line

Aloha Ace* Suggestion

It's a sailor's nightmare when you have to tie up to a
pier with a crosswind or with current pushing you
toward another boat,
Approach the pier and put a mid-ship line on the cleat
(or piling) where you want the transom to end up.
The length of mid-ship line should be approximately
the length from the mid-ship cleat or point of
attachment mid-ship to the transom plus 5 feet
(experiment with it).
Once the eye of the mid-ship line is on the cleat, leave
the transmission in forward at idle and turn the rudder hard away from the dock.
You'll always be snugly tucked alongside the pier and the boat will stay there until
you can get the rest of your lines secured. Of course you had put out plenty of
fenders to protect your hull before docking.
The ring in the picture is to assist you in docking without on shore help – simply
put the boat hook through the ring to place the eye of the mid-ship line on the cleat.
[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

One bit of final advice from a veteran skipper of a tugboat; "Listen, kid," he said
gruffly, "always remember that boats can easily be repaired, but people can't."

Final Instructions for the Christmas Party
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CLOSING
Winter has closed in on us a bit early this year. I don’t recall this much snow before the beginning of December for many
years. There’s even disagreement with the forecasters on whether we can expect a colder or warmer; wetter or snowier,
longer or shorter winter. I”m happy to see that weather forecasting has progressed along with all the other technologies!!
We had a couple of interesting hitch-hikers on Enchantment this past summer [in addition to our grandkids of course]:

A beautiful dragonfly that joined us 11 miles
from shore on Lake Huron.

If you look carefully you might still be able to
see the spider in each cocoon that the mother
wasp left the babies for their lunch!

Several of the members are getting a little behind in the “donations” that pay for keeping the organization operating. Now’s
your opportunity to save a little and catch up while the price has been reduced – for the Canadian members anyway. I’ve
attached your account statement to the front of your newsletter.
For the new members and old-timers alike, don’t forget to update your Aloha Profile occasionally. Let me know of your
improvements and modifications as well as any additions in equipment. If you cannot recall what you have submitted for
your profile I would be happy to send you either a hard copy or an email attachment that you can modify. Let’s all work to
keep the Aloha 34 Network up to date.
Associated with keeping up to date, I’ve included an update on the Aloha Member Registry. My data systems being what
they are, if you see any changes and errors please let me know so I can update the database.
Well, gotta go and put another log on the fire.
See you in the Spring.
Les and Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
“EMOTIONAL RESCUE”

1988 Hull# 234 The Last One Made
All standard equipment; New Compass 27 Volvo Penta; Hart Inverter/Charger Main and
Genoa / refing; Cockpit extension seats Hot and Cold Water; Helmsman seat 2
Burner/Oven Force 10; Mahogany Cockpit Sole Microwave; Coffee Maker; New Head
Dishes and Cutlery; Full cockpit enclosure Nova Cool Fridge and Freezer Delux; Cockpit
table GPS; VHF; Stereo; Fore and Aft shore power Auto Pilot; Canadian Registery 10
opening Ports; 3 Hatches MOB pole; Safety ring; Life Jackets Bruce Anchor; Extra Battery
Charger Cradle; BBQ White Hull with Blue
This boat has been well cared for and lightly used for the past 13 years and always on Lake
Ontario. Regrets for our decision but due to health reasons. Asking price is same as
Insured Value and Survey - $85,000. Call Hank Surette Home 905-880-4685 Cell 416-948-2017; Outer Harbour Marina D1
Toronto
“CASTLE REEF”
Aloha 34, Hull # 153 Located at St Maarten Caribbean. Contact Bryan and Maureen
Godfrey, Box 717, Richmond On. K0A 2Z0 Phone 613-838-2370,
e-mail castlereef@yahoo.com
Asking price$60,000 US. See brokers website at
http://www.yachtworld.com/weathereyeyachts/index.html and go to Boats For Sale.

“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $87,500
For complete details phone (519) 524-932 or email biship@hurontel.on.ca

“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

ARTICLES FOR SALE/WANTED
Dodger for sale
Dodger for Aloha 34 ft, Lexan windows, Window cover, side
curtains. 7/8 Stainless hardware including side handles.
Colour Tan Only two years old!!! Have Picture to e-mail
$450 Email Address: bajapoco-gen@yahoo.com

Hood # 810 continuous loop furler (apparently can be
converted to single line) complete with all hardware
including 41\'6\" headstay. $425 obo. e-mail jandwma@yahoo.com
Aloha Equipment For Sale

Hood Furler
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A full set of blue boat canvas for an Aloha 34 for sale. The
pieces are in excellent to very good condition and include:
covers for main, 2 hatches, 4 grab rails, binnacle, 4 winches,
companionway, engine panel, radar screen, windlass, BBQ,
O/B motor, and cockpit spray cloths. Price for full set: $350
In addition: Bryden marine head complete in working order:
$20; stainless cylindrical water tank 12.5" diameter x 22"
high (12 USG) with stainless pipe fittings: $50; Jabsco fresh
water pump, model 44010-2000 for parts, free, plus stainless
steel arch to fit Aloha 34, free. David & Colleen, PAXIS I,
(250) 477-7777, romc@telus.net

Spinnaker Pole
Hello. Well I have bought my Aloha 34 and have found a
spinnaker and wisker poles but no spinnaker pole. Does
anybody know where I might find a used pole? Also, does
anybody happen to have the design dimensions for an Aloha
34 Spinnacker Pole - if I end up having to get one fabricated?
Thanks very much. John Casson 709-682-0319
Looking For DRS
I am looking for either a DRS or an asymmetrical spinnaker
for my Aloha 34, must be in good condition and come with
the snuffer and sheets etc.
Georges Poulin [Georges.Poulin@csps-efpc.gc.ca]

ARTICLES WANTED
[Please let the Editor know when these listings can be removed]
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #192
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON
70 Ronald Road, Arlington, Maryland, USA, 02474
Telephone:
Email: ann@grammarsmith.com

BELLA
SERIAL NO.: ZUYOD1920884 [to be confirmed]
REG. or DOC NUMBER:
DRAFT: 5'06"
YEAR BUILT: 1983 advertised [S/N appears to indicate 84]
PURCHASED: 2007
LOCATION OF BERTH:
AREA WHERE SAILED:
ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeke
MODEL: 27 HP fresh water
cooled diesel
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED, WHAT WAS
THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Engine temperature alarm and emergency engine stop. Cockpit controls, wheel steering, acoustical and thermal insulation,
bilge blower electric oil changing pump, Heavy duty Racor fuel filter.
EQUIPMENT ADDED
Sails & Rigging
Famet roller furling; sails include; mainsail with two reef points, working jib and 150 Genoa Keel stepped aluminum mast,
boom and spreaders. Jiffy reefing, whisker pole, 2 self-tailing primary winches, 2 standard cabin top winches. All S/S
standing rigging, and main sheet traveler.
The design is aft cockpit with one staterooms. The interior of this vessel has 6'6" headroom, teak interior with a teak and
holly sole. Forward is a spacious V-berth with lockers and storage. Next aft to port is the enclosed head to stbd is a bureau
and hanging locker. Next aft is the main salon, port side is an "L" shaped settee that converts to a double berth with bulkhead
mounted dining table. To stbd is a settee with storage under and custom storage outboard. Aft again to Port is a "U shaped
galley, to stbd is the navigators station with quarter berth aft. Teak and holly sole with extensive teak jointer work.
he main salon features a teak and holly sole, Dickerson woodburing cabin heater, "L" shaped settee, bulkhead mounted
dining table with book case behind, Stbd settee converts to single, lockers and storage outboard and under. Navigation table
is to stbd. with generous quarter berth
Head
Located to stbd, forward of main cabin; features pressurized H/C water for sink and shower, On demand water heater is not
instaled. Y-valve and holding tank with pump out . Teak cabinet with sliding mirrors.
Galley
Features a u-shaped layout with a three burner Seaward stove and oven serviced by propane with shut-off valve. The S/S sink
is serviced by pressurized water form the 60 gal potable. Deep marine top loading 12v Adler/Barber super cold machine
refrigerator with freezer, lockers, drawers and cabinets.
Hull & Deck Equipment
Three anchors with rode, anchor pulpit with roller manual anchor windless. Stainless steel stanchions with lifelines. Canvas
includes: dodger, bimini top and, mainsail cover. Docking lines, fenders, swim ladder, Bottom has vinylester barrier coat in
'97 Anchor system consist of 1 45# CQR, 1 33# Bruce, 1 18# danforth and one 6# danforth for the dinghy all anchors have
both chain and nylon rode.
Safety Equipment
2 fire extinguishers, Coast guard package, 4 PFD's, 1 electric bilge pump and 1 manual bilge pump, navigation lights,
spreader lights.
Electrical System
110V AC system, 12V DC system, 3 batteries in two banks, battery parallel switch, dockside electrical cables, 20amp
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automatic battery charger. Solar panel of 74 watts and 5 amps, battery combiner and charger controller for the solar system.
100 amp Balmar alternator with the automatic regulator system

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
COMMENTS
This is an excellent cruising design and equipped for long range cruising, or weekends on the bay.

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Owner: David & Kathleen FITZGERALD; Previous Name: “Drifter”
Previous Owner: Peter and Deanne Schiller
Original Profile: Nov. 2007 [by L. Harrison from For Sale Ad and emails]
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Amalthea's Pacific Travels
Aloha 34 Hull No. 189
Milan & Adrian Ford, 3600 S. Harbor Blvd #411
Oxnard, CA 93035, (805) 624 6353 (Skype)
svamalthea@hotmail.com

Our last installment left us on February 3rd as we caught
our flight back to California. We returned to Auckland
New Zealand on March 17th and were joined by old time
friends Walt and Judy Retzlaff and Gil and Mary Thomas,
sailors from California. We had arranged for a van to take
us all back to Whangarei and the Riverside Drive Marina
where our guests settled into the nearby motel and we to
our Amalthea. Several days were spent getting over our
jet lag and on the 20th we all went to the Whangarei
Cruising Club where we assisted in administering the
Amateur Radio Test. We had 21 people taking tests of
which 18 made General Class and 3 made Extra Class, a
very successful afternoon. The next day, we were off in
the rain for the Whangarei Falls and then for a walk trying
to find the Abby Caves. We wandered about the fields of
wet grass and mud for several hours and never found the
Caves. Afterwards as a reward, we drove to the Longview
Estate Winery for tasting and purchased several bottles.

These buried trees have survived for thousands of years
and are now being recovered for their beautiful wood and
gum. Harvesting the standing Kauri trees is no longer
allowed. We drove on to Wagener Tourist Park where
these buried trees were being used to make some beautiful
furniture. At Rawene we had lunch and then entered the
Waipoua Kauri Forest and stopped at the Tane Mahuta,
the largest standing Kauri tree in New Zealand. We
progressed through Dargaville to Bayly’s Beach where
we checked into the Holiday Park for the night.
After checking out, we drove to the Dargaville Maritime
Museum to see many exhibits of shipwrecks from the
local shores and other local marine artifacts. Our next stop
was at Matakohe to visit the Kauri Museum, spending
several hours there. Here there were exhibits of a massive
Kauri slab over 22 meters long, a steam sawmill, the
worlds best Kauri gum display, fine Kauri furniture and
other pioneer displays. On our way back to Whangarei,
we stopped again at the Longview Winery for some more
wine.

We retraced our earlier trip to Kawakawa to view the
world famous toilets and then to Opua and Pahia where
the ferry was taken to Russell to visit the museum,
church, visitor’s center and the Pompallier house which
was in past times, a church tannery for book bindings. We
returned to Pahia and then drove to Kerikeri a and the
Pagoda Lodge where we spent the night. The next day we
were off to visit the Stone Store and the old Missionary
House. Afterwards we drove on to the Cottle Hill Winery
for tasting and lunch and then to the Marston Estate
Winery for more tasting before returning to the Pagoda
Lodge for the evening. Continuing our travels the next
day we were off to Houhora Harbor and the Pukenui
Lodge where they arranged for a tour bus to pick us up
the next morning and take us to Cape Reinga and the
Ninety Mile Beach. Stops were made at Rarawa Beach,
Tekao, Waitikie Landing and Cape Reinga. Cape Reinga
is the northernmost point on the North Island and there we
walked around the lighthouse and took many pictures. We
went to Tapotupotie Bay for lunch and returned to
Pukenui via the Ninety Mile Beach which is more like 90
kilometers. A stop was made by one of the tremendous
sand dunes and a few of our party climbed up and slid
down on make shift sleds. We were picked up on the
beach by the Motel staff and returned to our rooms.

After a brief rest, the group was off again on March 31st
for Rotorua and the Whakarew Thermal Reserve and New
Zealand Maori Crafts Institute and checked unto the
Rotorua Thermal Holiday Park. After breakfast the next
morning, we were in the Park where a guide led us
through the area explaining the many geysers, pools and
mud baths. We also explored the Carving School where
contemporary Maori learn their ancient carving crafts.
Our next stop was outside of Auckland for the night and
then we continued back to Whangarei.
The next several days were spent exploring the town of
Whangarei and shopping. Then on April 6th, we were on
our way to Waihi and the open pit gold mine. The mine’s
museum was explored and then we went to the platform
that overlooks the gold mine. The next morning we drove
to Hamilton and on the way stopped at the Waitomo Glow
Worm Caves. A small glowing insect hangs from the
ceiling providing thousands of glowworm lights in the
cave as we progressed through the cave on a boat. We
checked into the Classic Motel in Hamilton and later went
to the park where hot air balloons were being inflated and
as it turned dark. The balloons were lit up in time to
music being broadcast, quite a sound and sight
experience.

We were on our way just after 0900 and stopped where a
farmer had opened his land to view the gum pits and
buried Kauri trees. Long before the Europeans arrived in
New Zealand, there were vast Kauri forests that were
destroyed, the trees were downed and over time buried.
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Our next destination was Auckland where we checked
into Silver Fern Holiday Park. That afternoon, we went to
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the local zoo seeing many native birds and animals. The
next day we drove to the America’s Cup Harbor and saw
some of the mega-yachts and then the Maritime Museum
spending several hours there. The following day, we
were back in town and caught the Explorer Bus and
started the tour of the City. Our first stop was Kelly
Tarlton’s Antarctic Encounter & Underwater World with
live penguins a Snow Cat to take us through a journey of
the Antarctic display. We got off the bus to shop several
times and our last stop was the Skytower where some
elected to go to the top and the rest relaxing in a local bar
on the ground floor. The next day, we were off to the
airport to deliver the Retzlaff’s and Thomas’s for their
return flight to California. We returned to Whangarei and
Amalthea.

was available in the local marine store and then we knew
the status of the contents of our fuel tank.
Charts and cruising guides for our projected voyages were
researched and purchased. We had brought reproductions
of DMA charts of the South Pacific, New Zealand and
parts of Australia, but the local charts were more accurate
and in color.
We drove to Opua where the SSCA (Seven Seas Cruising
Association) at the Opua Cruising Club, awarded the first
Southbound II Cruising Award to Des of Russell Radio
for his continued dedication as a volunteer weather
forecaster
for the cruising community.
Most mornings were started with a walk up what we
called “Billy Goat Hill” that climbed a hill to a
monument. The walk was steep for several miles and we
never made it to the top where the monument was located,
but it gave us good exercise. The Marina provided a
barbecue and picnic area and often the cruisers would
gather in the evening for pot lucks. One afternoon, the
Marina and several other local marine establishments, put
on a Hangi. This is a Maori tradition where an earth oven
(hangi) is prepared by heating stones by fire in a pit.
Once sufficiently hot, the embers are removed and
baskets of food are placed on the stones. The baskets are
then covered with wet linen sacks and then covered with
dirt. The cooking/steaming takes 2-3 hours and then we
were served chicken, lamb, potatoes, cabbage, red and
yellow kumara and there was plenty of food for all that
came. The Hangi was started with a very impressive
welcoming ceremony with much shouting and threatening
gestures all in Maori and later translated. The purpose of
this welcome address was to determine if we as guests
were friendly of if we wanted to do battle.

Back at Riverside Drive Marina, several weeks were
spent preparing the boat for our next voyage to Fiji and
points beyond. Some of the challenges experienced down
under were the lack of solar charging as we were now in
the fall and winter months in the southern hemisphere.
The voltage available on the dock was 220 VAC with 50
Hz, not compatible with our 110 VAC 60 Hz systems on
board. This problem was solved by running the generator
and the engine periodically to support the charging of the
batteries. We later purchased a small 220 VDC battery
charger and used it to keep the batteries topped off. A
small portable heater was purchased to take the chill off
the early mornings out of the cabin and augment the solid
fuel heater. Also, our TV/VCR was not compatible with
New Zealand broadcasts and we purchased a replacement
that allowed us to receive local stations and also to
playback videos rented locally. We were told that our
aluminum propane tanks were not approved for use in
New Zealand when they were sent to be re-certified and if
they were tested, they would have to destroy them.
However, steel tanks of about the same size were
available at the local barbecue store for a nominal price.
On inspection, some of our tools that had not been
properly stored were found to be rusted beyond repair and
had to be replaced.

The Marina was located on a river that was muddy and
the only way to clean the bottom was to haul the boat and
give it a pressure wash. This we did, but the wash took
all of the remaining bottom paint and many blisters were
exposed at the waterline. It was recommended that we
scrape the blisters, prepare the bottom and repaint. We
moved into the nearby motel for the next several nights
while we were on the hard. We had very light rain as we
attempted to paint the bottom. In between showers, the
hull was dried with towels until the moisture was under
control and then we painted again until the next shower.

We had a leaking port whose latch had broken and a
replacement port was purchased and installed. Acquiring
the replacement was not easy as the Beckson port had to
be ordered from overseas and delivered to New Zealand.
Our dodger canvas was patched, re-stitched and
waterproofed. There wasn’t much life left in the canvas
and will need to be replaced soon. Our Achilles inflatable
now nine years old, was showing signs of significant wear
and was replaced with an Aquapro RIB that was
purchased in Auckland. The alternator regulator died on
us and a replacement was acquired and installed. Our
anchor chain required re-galvanizing from being drug
across the coral reefs where we had anchored. The
galvanizing and transportation was arranged by the
marina personnel. We used the time to replace all of the
running rigging as some chafing was evident on the
halyards. The fuel tank sender quit and a replacement
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Our original plan was to depart from Opua where
Customs was located. This meant a trip of several days
up the coast to reach Opua and when we learned that
Customs was now available in Whangarei we changed our
plans to proceed directly for Fiji. The necessary charts
were unpacked and the required FAX sent to Customs and
departure papers prepared. We then received word from
the Marina Manager that fuel would not be available as
some additives were placed in the fuel at the refinery that
would foul our filters. This additive was intended to help
the flow of diesel in cool weather, however,
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it was found also to clog filters. Fuel was available at
some gas stations that had come from another refinery
that didn’t contain the additive and there we filled our
jerry jugs.

this one also without wind. Des reported that the winds
would pick up later in the day and by 0730, we had a
moderate breeze of 12 kts from the east. We made 111
nautical miles for the day.

Our projected course was plotted from Whangarei to
Minerva Reef, Astrolabe Reef and Suva. We did last
minute shopping for provisions and the dinghy was
stowed on deck. The storm trysail was hanked on to its
dedicated track and left on deck. Another cruiser came by
with a forecast for the upcoming week starting with a
caution that unless we were looking for excitement, it
wasn’t a good time to leave New Zealand. We of course
decided to follow the advice and wait another week. The
next several days were spent updating weather charts and
more provisioning. The weather was beginning to look
more
favorable with a high pressure coming off of Australia.
Our plans were to leave on Saturday June 2 in the
morning with the ebb current. We arranged for and
received our clearance from Customs on June 1, 2001.

We had a fresh breeze of 20 kts the next morning and the
weather report from Des was that the winds may increase
during the day and we should be on the look out for a
front perhaps tomorrow. We made good 130 nautical
miles and the engine has not been used for the past 24
hours. The following morning we had a strong breeze of
20 to 25 kts with gusts to 37 kts from the SE. The report
from Des was encouraging with winds to average 20 kts
and no mention of a front. The isobars were spacing out.
We made good 137 nautical miles for the day and the
engine has not been used for the past 48 hours. We
experienced several rain squalls with no wind and Adrian
started the engine and after a few minutes it died. The
wind soon returned and as it was dark, we waited until
daylight to determine what the problem was and make
repairs. With daylight, we had a fresh breeze of 17 kts
from the SSE. With these conditions, we expected that
we would not make North Minerva Reef until after dark.
The entrance was known and we had an accurate
waypoint for the entrance to the Reef and with a nearly
full moon there would be adequate light. However, this
after dark entrance was not eagerly anticipated. A new
course was plotted for South Minerva Reef and our
estimated arrival was around 1600 with sunset at 1730.
We started working on the engine, draining the water
from the sediment bowl on the fuel filter with no success.
The fuel filter was changed and then the dirty check valve
was found and cleaned after emptying the sail locker.
Our success was only brief and then the engine fuel filter
was changed again. The end result was that the engine
would no longer start. We took a break for lunch and we
had made good 130 nautical miles for the day and we
have 21 miles to go. Around 1530, we had the reef in
sight with one other boat anchored there. Back to the
engine, Adrian suggested that the check valve be
inspected again and the sail locker was emptied once
again. The valve was found to be very dirty and cleaned.
The shut off valve was also removed and also found to be
dirty and was cleaned. The engine was started and left to
run, motor sailing at about 6 kts, South Minerva was still
achievable by 1600. We motored through the pass to find
a spot less than 80 feet and anchored in 75 feet of water at
1610. Our first priority was a hot shower and then a
cocktail prior to dinner.

We were up at 0430, made a last check for our Email and
had another look at the weather charts. The shore power
was unplugged as well as the telephone and we said our
goodbyes to our neighbors and were out of the Marina by
0705. The engine was shut down at 1000 and were soon
sailing with the main only. At noon, we had made 27
nautical miles as the sun came out and it was warmer,
almost bearable. After being in calm waters for so long,
we both needed sea sick medication in the ocean
conditions. After dinner that evening, we checked into
the Pacific Seafarers Net providing them with position
and weather data. The wind moderated as it became dark
and we settled into our passage making mode. The engine
was started at 0630 as the wind had died and we were
down to 3 kts. The wind shifted from SSW to SSE and
the weather forecast from Des reports that we should
expect 10 kts from the SE changing to variable. The wind
remained from the SSE around 5 to 7 kts all day. Our
noon to noon distance for the day was 127 nautical miles.
We motor sailed through the rest of the day with ½ meter
seas from the south.
The next morning we had a light air of 2 kts from the SE.
Our weather forecast from Des reports that we should
expect light wind, more easterly perhaps ENE. Later, we
should expect from 25 to 30 kts, a strong breeze to a
moderate gale. We made good 124 nautical miles noon to
noon for the day and at 1230, the engine was shut down.
The main sail was set with the first reef for motor sailing
and then the engine started again. Later, the wind picked
up and just as dinner was about to be served, the second
reef was put in, anticipating higher winds later that
peaked at 34 kts about midnight. The jib was reefed when
the winds reached 30 kts. Just after 0100, the wind died
and we had rain. An attempt was made to sail through the
light airs, but we were making less than 2 kts. The engine
was started, the jib furled with the main sail acting as a
vertical stabilizer. We experienced a second rain storm,
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Somewhere during the past several days of this passage,
we must have taken a sea between the windward weather
curtains and the cockpit combing forcing sea water into
the fuel tank through the fuel vent located on the
windward cockpit combing. There is no mention of this
in our log, however, at South Minerva Reef, repairs had to
be made to the torn weather curtains that could only have
been damaged by a large sea. This sea water also
contaminated our fuel and diesel engines don’t like water
in the fuel and often refuse to run. We also had a leak in
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the quarter berth where charts and some papers along with
other stuff were stored and were then laid out to dry. The
check valve was checked again and found to be dirty and
cleaned The generator was run to partially charge the
batteries. The next morning’s forecast from Des was for
winds with a northerly component. As the anchorage was
exposed to the north, we decided to move to North
Minerva Reef where it was protected
from all directions. The anchor was weighed around 0900
and after running the engine for two hours, it died. The
sail locker was emptied and the check valve cleaned. The
engine was hard starting, would not run under a load and
steam was observed coming out the exhaust. The fuel
sediment bowl looked to contain emulsified water and
was emptied twice with no improvement. We didn’t want
to negotiate the pass into North Minerva Reef under sail
and our problems could not be fixed before or arrival.
Another decision was made to and we changed course for
Suva Fiji. The sail locker was repacked and the
fuel problem was to be addressed later as we progressed
toward Suva Fiji.

flattened. The sediment bowl was examined and found to
be cloudy and was drained again. In the morning, the
engine was started again, still hard to start, and we were
motor sailing with the double reefed main and making
just over 5 kts. We had a fresh breeze of 17 kts from the
NE and Des reported that we should expect a fresh breeze
of 20 to 25 kts from the NE. The engine died again and
we sailed for a while. Later, we were no longer able to
lay our course for Suva and we went on a port tack. We
were hit with a squall that had heavy rain but no wind and
we went below to stay out of the weather. When it
cleared, we heaved to and the fuel sediment bowl was
drained again and the engine ran OK, however, the fuel is
still cloudy. Because we couldn’t lay our course, we
decided to remain heaved to for the night and get some
rest. The night started with little wind as a low pressure
system passed over us. The wind increased with this low
pressure system and the highest gust seen was 44 kts
around 2100. Later the wind decreased and by morning
was a moderate breeze of 12 kts from the WSW and we
were underway sailing shortly after 0600. Des reported
that the low pressure system had moved south out of our
area. We only made good 68 miles for the
day.

By noon that day we had progressed 18 miles with 328
nautical miles to go to Astrolabe Reef, just outside Suva.
We had a fresh breeze of 15 to 20 kts from the SE and the
day was started with a double reefed main and the small
jib. In the afternoon, one reef was shaken out. Later the
jib was being blanketed by the main and the seas had the
sail flopping and the jib was furled. In the evening, the
seas about 2 meters, were short and steep giving the
autopilot problems in maintaining the course. A second
reef was put in and that helped the autopilot maintain
course. During the early hours of the morning, we had
wind gusts up to 33 kts and then the wind moderated such
that we were making only 3.5 kts. The jib was unfurled
and then the ride became more comfortable with the wind
later increasing to 12 kts from the east. The forecast from
Des called for 10 to 15 kts of wind from the ENE to NE in
the afternoon. The fuel problem was addressed by
draining the bowl from the fuel filter. An estimated one
gallon of cloudy fuel was removed and the engine was
started. It was very hard to start and after a while, took a
load and we continued motor sailing. We made good 119
miles for the day and have 241 miles to go to Suva.
Later, we were able to reduce engine RPM’s as the engine
began to perform better. We had radio contact that
evening with some of the cruisers left behind at
Whangarei and they reported that they were experiencing
a cold snap and expected frost in the morning. We were
glad to be on our way as our morning’s temperature was
24 C.

Around 1500, the engine died and the check valve was
found to be very dirty and was cleaned. By leaning into
the sail locker and pushing things aside, we were able to
clean the valve without empting the entire locker. The
wind was now a strong breeze out of the NW at 26 kts.
Later, at 2100 the engine died again and the fuel filter was
changed. It was very dirty containing a strange substance.
During the night we had winds gusting to 36 kts. By
morning, we had a fresh breeze of 15 to 20 kts from the
WNW and we were still tacking to make the port of Suva.
The morning forecast from Des called for more westerly
winds for the day. Before noon, the wind shifted to the
west and we were able to lay our course to Suva. We
made only 79 miles for the day. Around 1900, we were
about 15 miles from Suva and the main sail was furled
and the engine shut down. There was little wind and the
drift was minimal. During the night, we crossed paths
with another sailboat several
times. They were also waiting for daylight to enter the
port of Suva. The engine was started at 0200 and once
again we were under way.
As it became light on this June 15th, Suva Port Control
was contacted and we were instructed to enter the harbor
and anchor in the Medical Examination Anchorage and
were secured by 0700. We had made good about 53
nautical miles for the day. We were soon boarded by the
Quarantine Officer and given a certificate of Pratique. We
had a large breakfast to use up some of our fresh stores
and then moved to the King’s Wharf and tied up. We
waited for the Customs Officer to appear and when none
came, I went to the Customs Office. After a while, I was
told that the Agriculture Quarantine would need to be
done first. Their office was on the second floor and there
the necessary forms were completed. The Officer came

After dinner, the main was double reefed, not wanting the
problems experienced the night before. We were still
motor sailing and later the RPM’s were further reduced
making over 6 kts and later, reduced again, then the
engine was shut down, still making over 5 kts. Around
midnight, our speed was reduced to 3.5 kts and the wind
was now coming out of the ENE to NE. The jib was
being blanked by the main and was furled and the main
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on board for his inspection and we were informed that
nothing would be taken as long as our meat, dairy
products and vegetables remained on board. I returned to
the Customs office and was given four forms to complete
in triplicate, carbon paper supplied. Once these were
completed, and our passports inspected, we were given
clearance to proceed to Immigration. There another form
was completed and a landing card filled in and our
passports stamped with a visa for four months.
We departed the Wharf and proceeded to anchor off the
Royal Suva Yacht Club where the wind was blowing 20
kts from the west with a significant chop. We decided to
remain on board for the day and the dinghy was launched
then raised on its davits. Our wet bedding was put on deck
to dry and we settled in for the day. Later we checked
into the Pacific Seafarers Net to let them know that we
were anchor down in Suva Harbor. We had dinner, our
first real meal since Minerva Reef and then sat in the
cockpit enjoying the warm evening. The winds died
around sunset.
This ends the fourth instalment with more travels to
follow as we explore Fiji and then travel on to Vanuatu,
New Caledonia and Australia.
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John ALDOUS
1242 Wasatch Dr.
Mountain View
California
(650) 364-2752 johnaldous@msn.com
CORAL ROSE
Robert and Audrey BAKKER
188 Bayshore Drive
Brechin
Ontario
(519) 623-1945
DREAM WEAVER
Robert BESWICK
536 London St, Box 682
Wyoming
Ontario
(519) 845-0217 bbez@teksavvy.com
ALY ADA TOO
Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-9732 bishop@hurontel.on.ca
TWILIGHT ZONE
Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland
Ontario
(705) 527 7060
BONAVENTURE
Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264
Carmanville
Newfoundland
(709) 534-2545 l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
SNOWGOOSE
David CARR & Carla KILPELA
16 Jackson St..
Barrie
Ontario
(330) 995 9552
david.carr@sympatico.ca
MOMENTUM I
Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Rd.
Jacksonville
Florida
blackisle@comcast.net
DOLPHINS BREATH

Alphabetical Register,

David M. Anidjar-Romain & Colleen McConnell
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria
British Columbia
V8N 4S4
(250) 472-6116 sparcon@telus.net
PAXIS 1
Hull # 158

94040
Hull #

202

Perry & Gloria BASDEN
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor
Ontario
(519) 972-5949 basden@sympatico.ca
ALOHALANI

L0K 1B0
Hull #

155

156

David & Marilyn Bourne
828 Norway Ave.
Sarnia
Ontario
(519) 542-6032 airbourne@sympatico.ca
RIPPLE

N7A 2L5
Hull #

146

Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154
Moffat Beach
Queensland
(617) 54917619 jukeman@bigpond.com
AMALTHEA

L4R 5E1
Hull #

215

Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.
Kingston
Washington
(360) 297-7686 Gcarlsen2@cs.com
MARY MAX

A0G 1N0
Hull #

138

John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive
St. John’s
Newfoundland
709-682-0319
jcasson@warp.nfld.net
ENCORE

L4N 0L8
Hull #

111

Frank & Eve COLLINS
344 Portland Avenue
Mount Royal
Quebec
(514) 738-4907 fcollins@videotron.ca
TRUE LOVE

32226
Hull #

119
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Hull #

233

Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkinson Rd.
Victoria
British Columbia
V8Z 5C3
(250) 881-7730 n.bidgood@shaw.ca
KYAN II
Hull # 178

N0N 1T0
Hull #

N9G 1W2

N7V 2L6
Hull #

127

4551
Hull #

189

98346
Hull #

174

A1E 2X4
Hull #

114

H3R 1V5
Hull #

117
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Richard & Ann DESANTO
68 Voorhis PL.
Ringwood
New Jersey
(973) 962-7066 rdsanto@netscape.net
MAHALO

Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
2690 Cadboro Bay Rd.
Victoria
British Columbia
V8R 5J5
(250) 598-2690 billdig@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Hull # 210

07456
Hull #

221

David & Jennifer DUNCAN
11250 Elderberry Way
North Saanich
British Columbia
V8L 5J6
(250) 656-2414 davidduncan@telus.net
CLAN DONNCHADH
Hull # 168

Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 465-0905 tjfagan@ican.net
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street
Yarmouthport
MA
508 362-7839
sfagan@ksec.com ?
COLUMBINE

Norman Finlay and Cheryl Hughes
30 High Street E., # 102
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 817-5711 nfinlay@on.maxxam.ca
CORIAKIN

02675
Hull #

162

M4 L 3X7
Hull #

165

L5G 1J8
Hull #

217

David & Alice FISHER
122 Huron St.
Thornbury
Ontario
N0H 2P0
(519) 599 6905
david.fisher2@sympatico.ca
DALRIADA
Hull # 128

Ron & Sylvia FOSTER
949 Dominion Ave.
Midland
Ontario
L4R 4W2
(705) 528 0069
ron.foster3@sympatico.ca
DIFFERENT DRUMMER
Hull # 152

Ed FULTON
l2l0 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering
Ontario
L1W 2Z3
(416) 892-5840 svshenandoah@yahoo.com
SHENANDOAH
Hull # 186

Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent
Ajax
Ontario
(905) 427-0834 Gates0834@rogers.com
HEART’S CONTENT IV

Bryan & Maureen GODFREY
10 Lulworth Ct., Box 717
Richmond
Ontario
(613) 838-2370 castlereef@yahoo.com
CASTLE REEF

Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave
St. Catharines
Ontario
(905) 682-3315 rdhaig@cogeco.com
OUT AND ABOUT

Les & Carol HARRISON
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine
Ontario
(519) 396-2324 harrisol@bmts.com
ENCHANTMENT

K0A 2Z0
Hull #

153

Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia
Ontario
(519)542-5426
mpehayes@hotmail.com
QUEENS RANSOM

N2Z 1X7
Hull #

214

Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay
British Columbia
V9N 9J3
(250) 334-2450 herringj@telusplanet.net
KHADINE II
Hull # 126

Alphabetical Register,

Hull #

118

L2T 3J9
Hull #

169

N7X 1B8
Hull #

105

Michael HOWARD
251 Wanless Ave.
Toronto
Ontario
M4N 1W5
(416) 792-1824 mlhoward52@hotmail.com
SHIBUMI
Hull # 184
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Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton
Ontario
L9C 5L2
(905) 383-7624 billhrycenko@hotmail.com
GENIE
Hull # 203

Leigh Hunt Wilks
1015 Ironwork Passage
Vancouver
British Columbia
V6H 3R4
(604) 732-0696 leigh@pacificcoast.net
NOCTURNE
Hull # 212

Pauline & Peter Iversen
21 Pamela Street
Waterdown
Ontario
(905) 689-2851 piversen@sympatico.ca
ROOM TO DANCE

David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 493-7470 aloha10.4@rogers.com
MARGARITAVILLE

Charles N. JOHNSON
1154 Indian Shadows Dr.
Ten Mile
Tennessee
(865) 717-1161 CJoh4441@aol.com
RAGNAR
Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue
New Rochelle
New York
(914) 632-3674 CAPT104@ATT.net
FULL TILT
Bob Long & Cheri Kemp-Long
PO Box 2151
Iqaluit
NU
boblong@qiniq.com
DREAM CATCHER II

L0R 2H3
Hull #

171

179

Pierre Legault
11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal
Québec
514.648.9443
info@damacha.qc.ca
Gaillarde

10801
Hull #

Hull #

159

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Suite 604
Etobicoke
Ontario
M8V 2Z6
(416) 252-3435 grjohnson42@hotmail.com
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull # 229

37880
Hull #

M2H 1N3

195

H1C 1B5
Hull #

196

Cliff & Carol MacDonald
3000 Stoney Creek Dr.
Brights Grove
Ontario
N0N 1C0
(519) 869-6923 cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
WINDEKIND
Hull # 154

Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres.
Delta
British Columbia
V4E 1R7
(604) 591-9631 jmansley@axion.net
ASHRAM
Hull # 148

Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
L5L 3C7
(905) 828-0021 quigleys@pathcom.com
SYLANDO
Hull # 115

Paul Martin & Ann Houston
70 Ronald Road
Arlington
Maryland
ann@grammarsmith.com
BELLA

192

Wayne MCLELLAN
202-38 N. Rockwood Ave.
Thunder Bay
Ontario
807-346-0914
wmcl@tbaytel.net
SAND DOLLAR

Philip MEILIUNAS
21 Ingleborough Dr.
Whitby
Ontario
L1N8J9
(905) 665-5995 philip@greatgulfhomes.com
MADISON
Hull # 131

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM

Alphabetical Register,

X0A 0H0
Hull #

02474
Hull #
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P7A 6A1
Hull #

120

48309
Hull #

185
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Walter & Janet MIKLAS
4328 Portland St
Burnaby
British Columbia
V5J 2N4
(604) 451- 7869 eleuthera_iv@yahoo.com
ELEUTHERA IV
Hull # 147

Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Etobicoke
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 jkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III

Milt & Rosemary PAHL
27 Artist View Pointe
Calgary
Alberta
(403) 208-4870, miltpahl@shaw.ca
DIALOHA

136

Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
3071 Dolphin Dr.
Nanoose Bay
British Columbia
V9P 9J3
(250) 468-9895
TATOOSH
Hull # 223

Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau
Quebec
J8Z 1N7
(819) 772-1604 Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
AGRIPPINA
Hull # 228

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
94564-27
(510) 724-1371 maxgrichardson@hotmail.com
CUTTY SARK
Hull # 181

Michael Roach & Moira Henderson
643 Skyview Place
Comox
British Columbia
V9M 3R3
roachbreeze@yahoo.com
ALI BABA
Hull # 160

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
241 Mill Street
Creemore
Ontario
L0M 1G0
705 466-2283
cdrogalsky@georgian.net
CASA MARA
Hull # 177

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
(905) 853-5401 wjrohn@sympatico.ca
BAURUA

Don SALT
5589 Flagg Rd., R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II

T3Z 3N3
Hull #

L3Y 4V9
Hull #

132

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull # 194

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point
Scarborough
Maine
(207) 883-1619 opa@thesengers.net
MARGHERITA

Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton
Ontario
(613) 475-6032 jsharpca@reach.net
LADY MARISA

Bill & Bettie SIRINE
2713 Buckhorn Preserve Blvd.
Valrico
Florida
1-813-662-7573 wfs@exis.net
BELLA LUNA

K0K 1H0
Hull #

109

Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane
Qualicum Beach
British Columbia
V9K 1L9
(250) 752-2397 sv-windy@telus.net
WINDY
Hull # 151

Alphabetical Register,

Hull #

204

K0C 1X0
Hull #

112

04074
Hull #

227

33594
Hull #

209

Ed STEVENSON
R.R.#4
Warkworth
Ontario
K0K 3K0
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III
Hull # 134
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Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
L7E 5T1
(905) 880-4685 hank.surette@sympatico.ca
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hull # 234

Bill & Lene SYMES
7807 Chinon Circle
Houston
Texas
(713) 729 9164
LSymes@earthlink.net
FIONA

Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-5127 restlessole@gmail.com
RESTLESS SOLE

Ian & Wendy TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue
Surrey
British Columbia
V4N 5A1
(604) 596-5061 wendian@pacificcoast.net
NERISSA
Hull # 199

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR

N7A 2K8
Hull #

222

Linda TOMS
64 Twyford Road
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 922 9151
linda.toms@rogers.com
DALINA

M4W
Hull #

216

77071
Hull #

207

M9A 1W4
Hull #

219

Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British Columbia
V8S 4X2
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN
Hull # 167

John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street
Whitby
Ontario
john0246@sympatico.ca
ONCE AROUND

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904
Niceville
Florida
32588-09
(850) 897-0824 capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org
BELIZE
Hull # 211

Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
94587
(510) 471-7806 smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
TERRIFIC
Hull # 176

L1N 5E5
Hull #

129

Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British Columbia
V0R 2V0
(250) 334-3409 waterstar@shaw.ca
SANCTUM
Hull # 220

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions or corrections
Les Harrison at 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ont., N2Z 1X7 or by email to harrisol@bmts.com
2) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Les Harrison at the address above.

Alphabetical Register,

December 9, 2007
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring Edition 2008
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324; Cell: (519) 881-6878
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

The Perfect Aloha 34 Tender
Thanks Bob
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ALOHA
Well, for us Easterners, it’s time again to switch from hibernate to harbournate.
Enchantment was safely launched but we hit a snag! Not the underwater kind but a maintenance kind.
We’ve always used “Deks Olja” for the teak but it seems impossible to get now.
Rumours have it that it is not being imported to North America. So, we have had to switch to Sikens. I’ve never liked the
orange tinge it gives to the teak – just a personal preferrance – but they assure me the new “Light” and “Teak” versions have
overcome the issue. Guess we’ll find out.
In the halyard exchange on email this spring I reported that I thought my halyards were 3/8” but now, having measured them,
I need to correct the information as they are 7/16”. Hope we didn’t steer anyone too far wrong.
Les & Carol, Enchantment, Hull # 214

NEW MEMBERS
Cliff & Carol MacDONALD, WINDEKIND, Hull #154
3000 Stoney Creek Dr., Brights Grove, ON, Canada, N0N 1C0; Telephone: (519) 869-6923
Email: cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON, BELLA, Hull #192 [previously “Drifter”]
70 Ronald Road, Arlington, Maryland, USA, 02474
Email: ann@grammarsmith.com
Philip MEILIUNAS, MADISON, Hull #131
21 Ingleborough Dr., Whitby, ON, Canada, L1N8J9, Telephone: (905) 665-5995
Email: philip@greatgulfhomes.com

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Full Aloha Register attached.

MAILBAG
Milt Pahl
Sent Dec 20, 2007
Dear Les,
Please find enclosed my cheque...
We sold Dialoha this fall to our long-tine silent partners and would appreciate your sending future newsletters for 2008 to:
Dean and Chritine Olund
512 East 7th Street
North Vancouver, B.C.
V7L 1S3
It has been a pleasure to be a member of the Aloha Fleet for over 10 years but we are now moving to the comfort if not class
of a Hunter 4600 as the v-berth get the best of us!
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Thank you and Best wishes for the holidays and New Year!
Milt Pahl

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007
To: Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo)
Subject: (1)Latest Newsletter! (2)Full Tilt #195
Another well done, Les, on your latest newsletter received snail mail earlier this week! Again, lots of good information.
Running our Aloha 34 Owners' Network group is a lot of work for you but your efforts are very much appreciated by us all!
I had a telephone call from Rick (& Judy) Klett from the New York area (copied on this email) on Monday to wish all
members well & to say that with much reluctance & after 13 happy and trouble-free years, they had sold their ALOHA 34
Full Tilt #195 and gone on to a "stink pot", namely a MONK 36. They had reached the point where they now were just not
able to use a sailboat to its full advantage.
Rick said that the new owner of Full Tilt seemed very interested in our Network. Rick had turned over past newsletters &
other Network information to the new owner, a Mr. Rosa in Kingston, New York, & will send his full address once he has it.
Rick asked me that I pass the above info. on to you, Les with his profound thanks, and that you now remove them from your
Network mailing list.
Merry Christmas & best wishes for 2008 to all Network members from Victoria, BC! (where my men's crew & I were out
sailing in Sea Vixen last week and where I've just been picking some roses from our garden to add to our Christmas
decorations in the house here...).
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Migs & Diana Turner
"Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007
I'll second that compliment Les. Thank you.
And Migs, I've noticed you like to give us Easterners the occasional shot about your moderate weather and year
round sailing. I'm always a little envious when those monsoon like rains you've been getting let up long enough for
you to spend a day outdoors.
On another note, I'm sailing (motoring) Shibumi V to Georgian Bay in the spring from the Chesapeake Bay. I've
never done this trip before and would appreciate any info from those who have. I'm O.K. offshore with the sails set.
It's when the mast comes down in New York that I could use some advice. Any experiences on the Hudson or Erie
canal? Marinas? Charts? Books? etc.
Thanks
Mike
Reply From Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, December 20, 2007
Rain in Victoria, Mike? Hardly ever. You (like many others) have been listening to the Vancouver, Seattle & upper
Vancouver Island wx. The city of Victoria (and particularly the District of Oak Bay where Sea Vixen is berthed) has
one of the drier climates in Canada.
Good luck on your Chesapeake Bay to Georgian Bay sail, Mike. Should be fun. If you have some of the old A-34
Network newsletters, there are excellent write-ups by some of our members such as Frank & Eve Collins in True
Love #117 and Les & Carol Harrison in Enchantment #214 which cover some of your queries.
Migs
Reply From Aslan's Wind
Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2007
Les, yes, absolutely, I agree with everyone else, excellent newsletter, well done, and thanks so much for your time
and effort!
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Btw, another headsup, you'll find yet another picture of my Aloha on the front page of the Homes section of The
Star again on 29-Dec, although this time with only a very very small article, just a couple of lines I think.
-N-

Reply From: Les
Subject: Heading North
Date: Fri, 21 Dec 2007
Hi Mike,
I'm not sure where you are starting from in the Chesapeake but here are a few of our stops in 2000 [things do change
though]:
1) In the Chesapeake just off to the west on the Potomac River we anchored in a smaller creek called Mill Cr.
There were gales on the Chesapeake but we were snug except we had to go on a hunt for wood for the
fireplace as the temperature was right around freezing!!
2) Another spot we enjoyed was Swan Creek - sort of south east of Baltimore near "Rock Hall". We anchored
north of "The Haven". This is home territory for the Island Packett.
3) We enjoyed a snug anchorage called Dunn Cove. Through Napps Narrows, just north of the entrance to the
Choptank River, and turn north - see attached chart. Caught a couple of blue crabs for supper.
4) We took a mooring in Annapolis since our daughter was coming; but, up Spa Creek above the bridge
looked good for anchoring.
5) Chesapeake City on the C & D Canal was a functional anchorage. Good crab shack there.
6) Anchored in the Cape May basin just off the Coast Guard Station.
7) Hated the suggested anchorage near the bridge in Atlantic City. Very strong current and tides. Go to the
little marina opposite the Coast Guard Station and Casino.
8) If you're not doing an overnighter from Cape May, don't miss Manasquan Inlet. Go to the Shrimp Box
dock - $20 and you can apply it to dinner. Great deal [if it's still the same]
9) We anchored in Liberty State Park right behind the Statue of Liberty. Free anchorage. Everyone gets
kicked out of the park at dusk so it was very quiet.
10) DON'T MOVE THROUGH NEW YORK CITY WATERWAYS ON A WEEKEND!!!!
11) We kept our mast up, up the Hudson to "Hop-o-Nose" in Catskills [I think] but I heard it was sold. To bad.
May still provide the service.
12) At the other end of the Erie Barge Canal we did our mast at Tonawanda - Wardell's Boatyard. He likes his
rum so try and get your mast lift in the AM.
Enough I think. Go to our website for more details and pictures. You will find it on the Aloha 34.com site at
http://www.aloha34.com/Enchantment/TheAdventure.html . I think it still all works. Be sure to click on the
thumbnails to see the larger more detailed pictures.
I highly recommend you get "Skipper Bob's" cruising guide. Definitely worth it even if it's just photocopied info.
The Erie Barge Canal is definitely worth the trip if you're going that way. Just check that it's all open before you
start or you could have a long holdup.
If you have any other specifics I can help with let me know. I can send you chart pictures of some of the above if
you need them.
All the best for the season and here's wishing you a great 2008. We're off tomorrow on our family round trip for
Christmas. Will be back on line Dec. 27th.
Les
Reply From: Michael Howard
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Sent: Saturday, December 22, 2007
Thanks Les, That's exactly what I needed.
Merry Christmas
Mike

From: Les
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008
Subject: Weather
Hello All,
Hope this finds you all well and, for some I'm sure, it
finds you itching to hoist the main! Patience! Have a
look at the link provided for a pretty and spectacular
weather map. In case you don't get to it soon enough
I've attached a snapshot too.
http://www.weatherforyou.com/maps/us_satellite.html
A storm stretching from Texas to Chicago, soon to hit Ontario; one approaching the West Coast and one just leaving the East
Coast.
I keep my sailing spirit up in the winter by building an 8 ft. sailing dinghy [yes still] for the grandkids. After many delays I
have got the project well underway again.
Fair winds and quiet anchorages when ever and where ever you sail.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008
Thanks Les. That's a good site.
Having lived in Winnipeg, Toronto, Ottawa & Halifax, I still miss the snow! However, living on the wet coast does
have some compensations. My men's crew & I (total 6) sailed yesterday in sunshine, - with crew member & now
co-owner of Sea Vixen Werner winning the top speed race at 6.7 knots (and thus getting the first drink when we got
back alongside).
Today it is again a beautiful sunny spring day here and 6 of us are just off sailing, with a friend bringing along her
visiting student friend from Japan whom we are looking forward to meeting. However, Diana says I have to cut the
lawn first, so gotta go!
Wish you were here...
Migs

From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008
To: Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo)
Subject: Winter sailing off Victoria, BC -17 Feb 08
Further to my email this morning, Les, attached (hopefully) are some photos taken sailing in Sea Vixen off Oak Bay,
Victoria, BC, Canada today. We had a good sail with top speed of 7.6 knots. However it got a little cool toward sunset. With
a north wind, the temperature did not get above 10 C.
If one looks closely over crewmember Tony's backside, one can see a pod of killer whales (Orca's) approaching us. I wish we
had had a tape recorder with us as they were having a fun time "chatting" to each other.
We call the mountains in the distance "ours" but in fact they are the Olympic Mountains and are in Washington State, USA.
As mentioned, we had a young Japanese "economist" in the crew today. Daisuke has just graduated from university, is
spending 3 weeks in Victoria learning English and then returns to Japan next month where he is starting a job as a "banker"
just outside of Tokyo. As you will note, he quite enjoyed himself today...
Migs
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Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008 10:48 PM
As suggested by some of our members, here attached is a better photo of some of our companions when we were out sailing
in Sea Vixen A-167 yesterday. The hills in the background here are on Vancouver Island.
As you can see we were all bucking a fairly strong tidal current at the time.
Migs

Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008
WOW! A beautiful shot of the whales, Migs.
If I didn't know better, I'd think you learned that photo editing trick I did with Sea Vixen in the "bergy bits".
What a sight to see!
Les

From: Cam Torrey
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008
Subject: Re; Aloha 34 Hull# 231
My name is Cam Torrey, I own an Aloha 34, and I am looking to sell, Can you advise me on how to advertise on your site.
Thanks,
Cam Torrey
Reply From: From: Les
Sent: Saturday, March 29, 2008
Hi Cam,
The site is for members to post Aloha 34's for sale.
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However, if it is an Aloha 34 that I don't have in my database, as is the case for Hull # 231, I will waive the
membership fee in exchange for information on the boat.
……….
You may wish to write an ad for me to post. A photo improves your chances too.
If you wish to be a member the cost to join is $20. You will receive our twice annual newsletter and for an
additional $5 you can get a CD with the owners' manual and all past newsletters. One marine surveyor estimated the
value of the support of the Aloha 34 Network to be worth an additional $5000 on the sale of an Aloha.
Thanks for your interest. I would very much like to hear about Hull #231 and her where abouts.
Les Harrison
Reply From: Cam Torrey
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2008
Hi Les,
I would like to join your network, please forward info i.e.; mail address, who to make payment to, type of payment
etc.
I will put the requested info along with pics together and forward to you.
Name of vessel; Susie P. Oliver
Home Port; Castine, Maine
Thanks,
Cam Torrey

From: Maxwell G Richardson
Sent: March 21, 2008
Dear Les
Thank you for not dropping us from the Network. I have mint to contact you and update your files. I still have the Cutty Sark.
We have not taken her out much these last two years. The sea air has gotten in to the electrical system. I have installed a
larger alternator (100 amp) and in process discovered the engine wiring was shot. The wiring was so corroded I could not
make a reliable connection. I tried to replace just the ones related to alternator instillation but I couldn't. I stripped the
insulation back as far as six Inches but found only black. I checked other circuits and found the same. I am
replacing old wire with tinned copper wire. I will send you another report when I have finished and had time to evaluate the
performance. When I know that I have replace all of the old wiring.
I have had a dream of taking the Cutty Sark on a two year trip to Australia and New Zealand via the south Pacific after a
winter in Baja. We have spent a month on this boat on coastal cruising from our home and the Santa Cruise Islands but we
always knew that home was only a few weeks away and shore may only be a few hours away. But two years maybe another
matter. When I told Pam of my plans she went into shock. She is getting use to the idea now so I have high hopes.
Please note my new e-mail address. maxgrich@aol,com.
Yours truly. Max

FEATURED ALOHA
Queen’s Ransom Restoration – Part 2
In this 2nd part we will show what we did to upgrade the interior. All the removable
teak doors, drawers & trim pieces were taken home to be re-finished on the dining
room table!
The int. liner was removed in all c/plate areas & all 6 original c/plate knees. The
plywood inside these ranged from soaked to mush! The new knees were made of
white oak epoxied to the hull & offset to allow the c/plates to be on the outside of the
knees. They were then glassed to the hull with 11 layers of mat & rove, thru bolted
to the c/plates & plastic liners installed to finish the interior. The overhead/ liner was
coffee brown from years of smoke from oil lamps etc. so we repaired all the holes,
masked off the wood strips and applied a satin melamine paint using a mini roller to
all the interior f/glass.
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Shelves and door frames
compete with Christmas dinner
– “it’s only been 3 years”

The main bulkheads had water damaged areas at the bottom of the mast box and by both main chain plates. The vee-berth
b/head was rotten at the bottom from water damage from the head sink vanity. These areas were repaired with new teak
plywood sistered to the b/heads, which then became part of the main c/plate system and teak/epoxied plywood inserts to
replace the rotten parts at the mast & vee- berth areas .All the teak surfaces were cleaned using Iosso teak cleaner prior to
staining & finishing with Wood-Mate. P & SB cabinetry above the settees was rotten or badly water damaged so these were
replaced & we decoupaged charts in these areas to brighten them up.
The head cabinetry was completely replaced and a custom medicine cabinet made. The door
from the head to the vee-berth was cut & hinged to make access from bed to head easier! We
stiffened the inside of the hull using a connecting beam at the main b/heads & extra
compression posts & our over the galley shelf.
I built custom cabinets & shelves for either side of the companion way. New cabinetry for
the nav.station, electrical panels, plate rack etc .Made a new garbage slide out, ventilated
battery box, inverter cupboard from the old head cabinetry and finished the galley/head
counter tops with a teak/epoxy strip design with etched glass splash backs. We used brass
Side note: We met the 2nd
hinges, knobs & interior fittings to add ambience. At this point the new 120v & 12v
owner of “Queenie” in
wiring & new plumbing hoses were run thru the hull, a bilge sump was made & floor cut
Spanish Marina in Aug.06.
outs added. The cabin sole was stripped & finished after all the other interior work was
Mr. Colin Rae owned the
completed.
boat from 1980-1988 & made
numerous upgrades to the
A new propane system was installed with Force 10 stove/oven, cabin heater & bbq. All
inside woodwork by making
new electrical panels, main lighting, courtesy lights, 12v outlets, inverter, pumps &
caned doors to replace the
faucets were installed & hooked up. GFIC protected 120v outlets & inverter outlets
sliding Perspex ones, making
completed the new wiring system! The addition of a sub-panel behind the port c/pit door
the nav.station, & adding
controls our nav., inst, spreader lights & the engine blower so I don’t have to leave the
custom trim. He had the hull
helm to use them!
& mast painted, new pulpits
These upgrades have made the rich, traditional teak interior of “Queen’s Ransom” warm,
& stanchions installed then
cozy and inviting and, coupled with the more up to date systems, make being aboard her
enjoyed sailing her. We were
most enjoyable. Make plans to be in the North Channel next August and you can see her
under the impression that
for yourselves.
Ouyangs had made the
custom trim to sell the Aloha
If you have any questions about any of the repairs in this second article you can contact
34’s. (many thanks Colin)
us at lyndeelu@sympatico.ca . The final article should be in the 2008 spring/summer
newsletter.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Stern Dimensions
From: Paul Martin
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2008
I'm renaming my newly-purchased boat, and of course I'm doing all the suggested rituals to appease King Neptune, Mother
Nature, and the rest of the pantheon.
But I need to order my new lettering and the boat is too far away to measure the basic width of the "flat" part of the stern. I
could be ready to rename if I order before my next trip to the boat.
Anybody know how wide their 34 is ? That'll be close enough for me...
Thanks. Paul
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2008
In checking A-34 designer Ted Brewer's plans (Set of 9 plans are still available from Ted I believe), the width/beam
measurement at the stern (or transom) corner to corner at deck level appears to be about 6 feet, Paul.
Because the transom (across the stern) is slightly "rounded", the actual surface measurement appears to be about 6 feet, 4
inches at deck level.
About two feet below deck level the A-34 rounded width/beam measurement appears to be about 6 feet.
We hope to be sailing again this weekend. I'll get back to you if my interpretation of Ted's plans are inaccurate.
Good luck with your name change & aloha!
Migs
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Sunday, April 20, 2008
Hi Paul.
We worked on the boat this weekend - the boat name on the stern is 36" wide, which is about 1" per foot. The small case
letters are 4" high. Here is a scan of what it looks like - (taken a few years ago - no gray hair!)
Dave and Carla.

CABIN
Cabin Sole
From: Ed Fulton
Sent: Jan 29, 2008
Does anyone have any experience or knowledge of how to replace the 34 sole, or any ideas of a shop in the Lake Ontario
region capable of undertaking this work?
Reply From: Philip Meiliunas
Sent: Jan 29th, 2008
I am in the process of changing the sole myself , bought all the materials from NOAH'S in Toronto . I will let you
know how it goes.

DECK SYSTEMS
Fibreglass Hatch Repairs
The propane locker hatch covers and the anchor locker hatch all had crack on the under side and water had entered into the
balsa core weakening the covers.
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There are several steps to a successful repair.
1) Inspect and decide it you are going to patch the cracks or refinish the entire area. In the case of Enchantment I
decided to refinish the whole area. Sand down the area to be repaired to remove existing gel coat. If you are going
to repair the cracks then they should be gouged out with either a sharp tool or a Dremel.
2) Remove the damaged fibreglass to enable access to the balsa core. Replace the damaged balsa. For small areas go
to a Hobby Store and buy some balsa for modelling. Cut in across the grain the thickness required to fill the space.
3) Mix epoxy as per the directions and paint the area where the balsa will be installed. Fit the balsa and saturate it with
epoxy. An ideal tool is the small metal handled cheap brushes at the hardware.
4) After the epoxy has cured, ideally overnight, wash with mild soap and water using a nylon “scuffy” pad. Rinse well
and dry. Cured epoxy is coated with what is called an “amine blush”. Sanding will not effectively remove it but
just spread it around. Not much, including paints and gelcoat, will stick to the amine coated epoxy.
5)

Teak Strips on Coach House
From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008
This message was posted by Leigh Hunt Wilks to the Web Site Forum. I know not many of you are using that service
anymore so I have reposted it here. I will forward any responses to Leigh.
Thanks.
Les
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
Subject: Cabin "Eyebrows" delaminating
Email: leigh@pacificcoast.net
Boat Name Nocturne
Message: I've recently noticed that the exterior teak "eye brows" on the cabin exterior are coming loose from the fibreglass.
Has anyone experienced this problem and, if so, would they be willing to share their method(s) of repairing this situation.
Many thanks.
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008
To: Leigh Hunt Wilks
Leigh,
I have been considering doing something about the eyebrows on Enchantment and the following are some things I
have noted:
 it appears that the eyebrows screws align under the handrails on the cabin coach roof so you may have to
remove the teak plugs and take off the handrails.
 because of the above it may be worth marking the location of the holes through the cabin top before filling
 Noah Boat Works recommends coating external wood with 3 coats of clear coat epoxy [hardener 207]
followed by 3 coats of varnish for ultra-violet protection [will appear equivalent to 10-12 coats of varnish].
If all areas for moisture access to the wood are epoxy coated you will only have to renew areas where the
varnish fails - no stains, no significant sanding
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some of the screws may have corroded - be sure to remove all of the screw before epoxy filling and
redrilling to minimize staining
bed the eyebrows well particularly at the screws - don't use MM 5200 as it's will make removal without
breaking impossible
if the teak has been oiled remove with acetone and a cotton rags then wash with soap and water and rinse
well. Allow to dry fully.

Make sure to keep us informed of your decision and how it goes so I can pass it on to members.
First response, from Michael, SHIBUMI previously KELSEA # 184 is copied below.
Les
++++++++++++++++++++++++++++
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Tuesday, February 26, 2008
The previous owner of my boat removed the eyebrows and filled the holes. If you can save them, do so. I think the 34
looks better with eyebrows. Sorry I can't be of more help.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Hank Surette
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2008
Hi Les
I was forever getting a dirty stain on and below the eyebrow on Emotional Rescue #234. I discovered the cure was,
regular maintainance with Cetol and preferably the top coat being gloss.This did not stop the staining on the cabin
top for water still managed to get behind the eyebrow,but a bead of calking on the top of the eyebrow from forward
to stern did the trick.Hope this helps.
regards Hank Surette
Reply From: Les
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2008
To: hank surette
Thanks Hank,
Yes we have done the same on Enchantment but I didn't mention it because my motive was not as noble. I put the
calking there to delay my having to deal with the removal and re-bedding the eyebrows. It certainly does help to
cause the water to run over the eyebrows and not creep in behind.
Thanks again.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, February 27, 2008
To: Aloha 34 Network (Yahoo)
Greetings Leigh Hunt Wilks, Les & other A-34 owners with an interest in this subject.
Some of you may remember that we had a similar discussion on replacing/maintaining the teak strips ("Eye brows")
on the A-34 "Coach House" back in 2002.
At that time, one member, Denis Salman #197, very interestingly responded by saying that he had replaced his teak
with stainless steel. See Denis' attached photo.
Here following is some of the 2002 correspondence which hopefully will be of interest to you, Leigh. and possibly
to others who once again are facing such maintenance.
For those of us who have not gone Denis' stainless route, refinishing these teak strips seems like an annual event!
Good luck, Leigh!
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, July 13, 2002
Aloha!
Although the teak strips on each side of many of our ALOHA 34 'coach house' look nice, we find that
maintaining them is a 'pain in the neck'. "We'd rather be sailing!"
Does anyone have any suggestions how best to maintain the teak strip on each side of your 'coach house'?
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We've described our ALOHA 34's as "wash & wear" boats. "Touch wood", apart from changing engine oil,
remembering to change the raw water pump impeller regularly and maintenance of the teak, Sea Vixen
#167 has lived up to this description (except when David Duncan #168 generously gave us a metric oil
filter for my Universal engine a few years back; see Profile #167 for results!).
Maintenance of the below decks teak has been fairly easy since we started following Les Harrison's
suggested treatment of washing the teak regularly with Murphy's Oil Soap and then using a good grade of
teak oil.
The upper deck teak also stands up well with an annual treatment of a light sanding and 2 coats of West
Marine "Flagship" Varnish in the spring & fall, EXCEPT for the teak strips on the coach house.
First of all, the teak strips themselves were bolted to the deck house with galvanized screws. For those who
are not aware, it rains occasionally in Victoria, BC. Over the years, these screws rusted out and now most
of them have been replaced with stainless steel screws.
Each time we have lifted a portion of the teak strips, we've tried to seal the raw inside (untreated) edge of
the strip that abuts the coach house. However, obviously water still gets into the teak in many areas and
lifts the varnish.
Our good friend Bob Medd TLC #150 who suffered that sad experience a couple of years ago with
Mexican pirates, had the right idea. A few weeks prior to departing from the Canadian west coast on his
'trip of a lifetime', he turned up at "Aloha Pacific Rendezvous 2000" with "TLC" sporting brand new teak
strips attached to each side of her coach house. He said they could be 'removed' for maintenance.
Unfortunately at the time I was recuperating from a back injury & was not interested in the details.
Did any attendee get details of TLC's arrangement? If so, would they kindly let us know?
Failing that,
 How do other members maintain these strips?
 Have any other members installed "removable" teak strips?
We'd like nothing better (within reason) than to be able to remove these teak strips, take them home and
treat (varnish) all sides of each strip and then return same to Sea Vixen.
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Robert Linker
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2002
When we purchased "Kairos" in 1993, the teak eyebrows were loose, cracked and in poor shape. I removed
all the teak from the boat including the cockpit coaming boards and refinished all in the wood shop. They
were also fastened with steel screws.....what a crime! I plugged all of the old holes and fastened from the
inside with stainless screws and trim rings. The length of the screw is very important, but so it was the
other way also. They are somewhat removable if you don't mind dealing with rebedding them each time.
For the aft grab rails, I would permanently plug the exterior rails and fasten from inside the cabin through
the interior rails leaving them without plugs. They can always be tightened or removed without dealing
with teak plugs each time. Bob Linker
----- Original Message ----From: Ants Toi
Sent: Monday, July 15, 2002
Dear Aloha'ns.
I also find these teak strips a real pain in the back.
I also had galvanized screws.
Last year I had the strips removed and reinstalled using stainless screws and did not put plugs to cover
screw heads.
This makes removal for painting easier (and avoids Cetol marks all over the deck).
Also note that the front deck grab-rail can be unscrewed for servicing.
The after grab-rail is connected thru to the inside cabin coach roof grab-rail and harder to remove.
I am thinking of removing them for service and buying a bag of plugs to refill holes topside to avoid water
in the holes.
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I was told that an easy way to remove the plugs is to screw a small screw into them and keep turning till the
screw hits the bottom and just lifts the plug out.
Sounds like a wine cork removal procedure.
Any other suggestions?
Happy sailing (and servicing)
Ants Toi (Alligator)
----- Original Message ----From: denisintoronto@rogers.com
Sent: Tuesday, July 16, 2002
Hi Migs...
With respect to my boat I took the teak strips off just before they fell off and happily placed them where they
looked at home... In the garbage. I plugged all the holes in the canopy with epoxy and thickeners. This all
done I set out to find stainless oval... not half-round as this would weigh far too much. I finally found via
the internet, one of the two places in the U.S. that make polished stainless steel oval. I went to the plant by
car, a distance of two hours from Toronto as there would be no practical way of shipping 16 ft. long
stainless pieces to Canada. I purchased the pieces undrilled so as to be able to place holes to suit my
application. The original holes in the external cabin shell were filled with epoxy and likewise the new
holes were also filled with epoxy so that the new screws could be placed in solid epoxy whereby it would
be impossible for water to get in behind any one screw. The stainless steel strips look very nice and they
will never require any maintenance....
I should add that a year ago the outside teak grab-rails met a similar fate as the teak strips ie. they went to
the garbage. I had stainless steel replacements made and they are also maintenance free and very
attractive in appearance.
Migs I know I have your address somewhere but I don't know where that somewhere is. If you would like a
photo I will send you one as soon as I have one to send and as soon as I have somewhere to send it. You
could if you like send an electronic copy of the photo to anyone interested. I do not have the ability to do
this.
Denis over and out...
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, July 17, 2002
Thanks Ants. Noted.
Your idea of not using plugs when screwing the teak strips to the coach house (to assist in removal again)
is a good one.
How did you 'seal' the inside edge of each strip that abuts the coach house, -with Cetol, other sealer or
what?
It is the moisture from the inside edge that seems to infiltrate my teak strips and lifts my varnish.
I tried putting a very small bead of caulking along the top edge but it did not help much after a season or
two. I was reluctant to similarly 'bead' the bottom edge for concern of trapping moisture therein.
I have not addressed the 'grab rail' subject. Mine appear to remain firm. Perhaps others can.
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Ants Toi
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2002
Hi Migs
I had this work done last winter. The top edge, but not the bottom of the strips was sealed with a thin strip
of clear caulking which has held up well all last summer and thru the winter tho the boat was stored
outside without cover.
Cheers
Ants
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, July 20, 2002
Thanks for the good advice, Ants. Yes, I agree that any sealing should be topside only, thus allowing any
moisture to drain down & away.
Aloha!
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Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Perry Basden
Sent: Thursday, July 18, 2002
Hello, All.
I replaced the teak eyebrows on my Aloha 28 several years ago. Unfortunately, they were too far gone to
be salvageable. Again, the problem was due to galvanized screws being used instead of stainless ones. I've
got the same repair to do on my A34 #233 but it looks like I'll be able to salvage the existing wood pieces.
The original eyebrows on the 28 were factory sealed with clear silicone applied to the back of the eyebrow.
I fabricated new eyebrows from teak stock and refastened with stainless hardware. Before installing the
new ones, I coated them on all surfaces with WEST epoxy. The eyebrows needed very little attention to
maintain their bright appearance. I used a spar varnish once a year and finished them in place. The
WEST epoxy kept the back side of the wood free from moisture.
Care must be taken with screw length when installing the wood trim. I found the inner cabin liner on the
28 was offset to starboard about an inch. (The same is true on my 34!) On the port side, I could easily
drill through the cabin top from the outside and determine where the interior liner started, as the drill bit
lunged forward and came to rest against the inner liner. This was not the case on the starboard side as the
two parts were touching each other. From the looks of factory original touch-up on the interior liner, the
original installer managed to drill clean through which made a repair necessary.
A plug cutter can be purchased at most wood working stores or home building centers. They are available
in various sizes and are easy to use with a standard hand held drill and are well worth the cost compared
with purchased plugs. The plugs made from the cutter are tapered which allows for a good fit in the drilled
holes.
Plugs can me made removable by first coating the sides and bottom of the holes with varnish (or epoxy).
Allow the finish to dry thoroughly. The plug is then installed with white glue. The white glue provides
enough holding power to retain the plug. The varnish or epoxy stops the white glue from being absorbed
into the teak eyebrow and becoming permanently bonded.
The plug can be removed by drilling a hole in it's center and use a wood screw as a "jack". A common
wood screw is installed in the hole until it bottoms against the screw the plug is covering. Continuing to
turn the screw will break the plug free and remove it from the hole. Unfortunately, the plugs are destroyed
when being removed.
Good luck with your project.
Perry & Gloria Basden, A34 #233
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
To: aloha34@topica.com
Sent: Saturday, July 20, 2002
Thanks Perry. Noted. Again, as usual very good advice from you.
I'm waiting to see Denis' "stainless steel photo" before proceeding further. However, I do like the original
teak appearance. Also, I suspect stainless steel strips in the length required could be hard to obtain on this
rather secluded Vancouver Island...
Migs
----- Original Message ----From: Migs Turner
Sent: Wednesday, August 14, 2002
Here (attached) is the photo from Denis Salman #197 of his replacement stainless steel fittings on "New
Horizons", subsequent to his 16 July email on "teak 'eyebrow' maintenance".
Looks very smart; & think of the saving labour-wise!!!
Aloha!
Migs
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From: denisintoronto@rogers.com
Sent: Monday, August 12, 2002
Hello MIgs...
I asked a friend at the yacht who owns a digital camera to take
a picture of the stainless steel oval I installed in place of the
teak strips on my boat. My conventional camera is loaded with
a 36 role of film and being near its beginning I was at a bit of a
loss as to what to take thirty pictures of so this was a good
solution to the problem. I would have preferred a picture of the
boat at some distance but I wasn't there when the picture
taking was taking place so we have what we got.
My mast was down when the photo was taken... It's up now...
I should point out that the stainless trims replacing the plastic about the portholes was installed and
motivated for non decorative purposes although the result is pleasing to the eye.... To explain... The
portholes were leaking slightly and in setting out to fix the problem once and for all, the stainless steel
porthole trims came about. Originally the portholes were installed with stainless sheet metal or wood type
screws. The inside part or the port holes were installed by putting these screws into the inside shell while
the outside side of the portholes ie. the plastic trims were installed by putting screws into the outside shell
according in a random pattern. Naturally all the screws leaked and spun around and couldn't be
tightened..... Looking at this manufacturing mess I bit the bullet and set out to do it all right..... I took all
portholes out.... ground out anything between the inside and outside shells. I then filled the gap between the
inside and outside shells with epoxy glass. I standardised the gap at about a half inch and made the
opening fit the portholes exactly.... Now with this new arrangement the portholes could be held in place by
bolts that go right through the canopy and effectively sandwich it in the process... The old plastic trims
could not be reused as they would have ten to fifteen holes that had no purpose.... The manufacturer of the
portholes does sell the plastic trim separately but at a ridiculous price of forty dollars each. I wasn't about
to pay four hundred dollars for something that should cost ten dollars so I had stainless steel porthole trims
made at cost comparable to buying the plastic ones... I did at one point think of going with all new stainless
steel portholes but when I did the arithmetic I realised that this would have added four hundred pounds of
weight to the canopy and the boat... not to mention the cost..... The result of all this.... NOTHING LEAKS
Now to the stainless steel oval it costs, to the best of my recollection about $200 U.S.... If you want to go
this route please advise and I will dig up the phone number. I would suggest that you ask if your order
could be included in another order to a U.S. destination close to you. Pick it up yourself and strap it over
your car from stem to stern and have a holiday and pay no duty..
You may send this note to our association or individually to those that have expressed an interest...
Denis over and out...
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Friday, February 29, 2008
I am in the process or replacing my eyebrows composite patio
and deck material. I bought an 18 ft. length and had it cut to
width. Now to attach it to the cabin. I would like to do it from
the inside so there are no screw holes to plug. Does anybody
have any ideas on this.
I am also replacing the teak combing tops with that.. same
material. My main reason is there is no maintenance after it is
installed.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too
From: Eleuthera IV
Sent: Saturday, March 01, 2008
EleutheraIV hull #147 has the eybrows and combing attachment
exactly as you want it and it has worked very well to remove all the
units from the deck. The previous owner did the work and it has never
leaked! This also allows the units to be refinished when necessary. He
did the job in 2003 with a product called HONEY TEAK and it has
lasted till now. This season I will have to do some touchup but minor. I
will attach a product guide and when I get a chance I will send a photo
of the Interior. The combing is just drilled through the cabin top and
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attached with srews from the inside but the eybrows need a larger hole (also attached from the inside and countersunk into
the cabin top )and then a small teak strip along the inside to hide them. Looks very nice!
Cheers Walt

Windlass
From: Turner
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2008
After 26 years of weighing anchor by hand, our men's crew are rebelling and want us to install a windlass in Sea Vixen.
We've been reviewing A-34 Network Profiles & past newsletters, where there is a lot of information and photos on the
subject over the years. However, we would appreciate very much hearing from our experienced members which windlass
they would recommend and how they would go about installing a windlass in an ALOHA 34 if they were doing so today.
Early responses would be VERY much appreciated.
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, May 08, 2008
HI MIGS,
As you may recall, I installed a Lewmar Concept 1 electric anchor windlass on True Love
about ten years ago. It has seen a great deal of use, has proven very powerful and
reliable.
The windlass and its installation are outlined in our profile (#117) - see addendum dated
11 July 1999 (typo in this refers incorrectly to a Concept 2 windlass).
Don't hesitate to be in touch if you require anything further.
Cheers, Frank
Reply From: Eleuthera IV
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008
Hi also see profile#147 for windlass installation pix
Walt
[Editor’s Note: see attached profile update of Eleuthera IV]
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008
Thanks Frank. Yours looks like a very tidy setup.
It appears that the Lewmar Concept 1 is no longer in production and has been replaced with the Lewmar V-Series
windlass which still look similar to yours. The Lewmar V-2 with a working load of 358 lbs. and a manual back-up
is recommended for the Aloha 34. Does that sound about the same as yours? Do you have a manual back-up?
Also, you mention that the deck reinforcing and installation was done by a Montreal shipwright. I notice in your
attached photo (thank you) a couple of "tidy looking" bolts protruding onto the upper deck. However, can you
describe for us just what he did?
Best wishes, Migs
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2008
Hi Migs,
This is a Progress II installation, the motor is inside the Vee berth so it is out of the elements. I had to build out the
locker to support the windlass, the windlass was purchased on Ebay for about $750 new including the switches and
solenoid. The chain cost almost as much as the Windlass. We have had this for 3 years and I am truly impressed
with the performance. The only issue is that the chain does not free fall on retrieval and we need to help flake it into
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the locker. This is not a big issue, and is easy to do. This is because of the slope of the small bulkhead. We do not
use the locker at the forward end of the Vee berth, and if I ever get around to it, I will be converting this into the
chain locker, allowing the chisn to fall straight down. I have some pictures at work on the installation if you need
more information. Most of the people I sail with have installed this windlass and I have heard of no complaints. It is
a 1000W windlass, which you will require as a minimum, and it is connected to a 400 amp house bank that is beside
the engine.
Dave

Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2008
HI MIGS,
In reply to your questions, I imagine the Lewmar V-2
windlass should be good for an Aloha 34, but is not
identical to the Lewmar Concept 1. On the plus side,
the V-2 has manual backup, whereas the Concept 1
has only a manual chain release. The Concept 1 is
more powerful with about double the working load
limit (it was specified for yachts up to 42 feet), but the
V-2 is probably fine for a 34-ft. boat, providing it has
enough strength to swing the anchor up over the
roller.
Now, some details on the installation. Attached is a
drawing "Windlass Installation" (PDF File) which
shows first the manner in which the anchor locker
cover was cut into two sections, and second the
approximate dimensions of the below-deck
reinforcing panel. This was fabricated from marine
grade plywood one inch thick. It was built to be as
large as possible and fit snuggly in the forward area of
the foredeck. It is held in place by the two 3/8 bolts
visible in the photos abeam the windlass and adjacent
the stanchion bases. The bolts of the two mooring
cleats also pass through and secure this panel. The
panel itself abuts the hull for even greater strength.
There can be a lot of stress on a windlass when raising
anchor in a blow, or if the anchor is somehow caught
in some obstruction, so the strength added by this
pane, as installed, is important. Note that the panel is
cut to avoid the bolts from the stanchion bases.
Also attached are two more photos which show more
about this windlass and the installation we chose. Although there is more work to this setup, it has a number of
advantages over installing the windlass farther aft.
1.
2.
3.
4.

The foredeck is clean and clear (especially important to us when racing with our deck-sweeping headsails).
It provides a very strong footing for the windlass.
It avoids having the windlass machinery and wiring in the forepeak, where it is not particularly attractive
and takes some space.
The chain fall from the windlass is in an ideal location - directly vertical, falling straight into the deepest
part of the anchor locker.
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We chose to have the hand-held control unit which enables the operator to move around the foredeck, observing the
progress and direction of the ground tackle as it comes up toward the anchor roller. However, I think most people
have the foot switches which I imagine work fine.
Hope this helps. Let me know if you require anything more.
Cheers, Frank, (True Love - #117)
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2008
Thank you Walt, David and Frank for your thoughtful responses.
You each make good points which are very much appreciated as we struggle to make a decision.








Your point about having the motor out of the elements in the V-berth area, Walt, would seem to be a valid
one. However, I see from what you each say/show, Walt and Frank, that in placing your windlasses forward
you keep the foredeck clearer and you have the more desirable direct fall for your chain, as you point out.
Have either of you had any problems with your motors because of their more exposed location in your
anchor lockers?
You certainly got a good deal on EBay for a Progress II at $750, David! We haven't been able to locate &
check out a Progress II windless yet.
I'm impressed with your aluminium support arrangement that you have fitted under your foredeck, David,
as pictured in your latest Profile #147. However your arrangement, Frank, also looks good and using one
inch thick marine grade plywood could be easier for us to fabricate. We'll look into this further.
From what you say, Frank, perhaps the Lewmar V-3 windless with the huskier 491 lb working load would
be better than the Lewmar V-2 with only a 358 lb working load, for an Aloha 34.
I like your arrangement, Walt, where you have turned your windless slightly to port to face and use the
original bow roller, rather than having to install a second bow roller on the starboard side (as you would
have if you had positioned your windlass facing centreline).
We have yet to address whether hand held or foot switch, but you make a good point, Frank.

Lots of food for thought!
Again, many thanks!
Migs
Reply From: Perry Basden
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2008
Hi, Migs, et al...
Just to add my two cents worth..... here are a couple of photos that were taken at Maple Bay in 2001. One photo
(with the inflatable) is of the windlass on Kwinsam and I'm not sure as to the ownership of the other. Perhaps the
photos will help guide you in your selection.
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I'm also considering a windlass at this time, but haven't even begun to do the research. Thanks for sharing the
interesting conversation.
Best regards to all
Perry Basden, s/v Alohalani
Windsor, Ontario
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2008
Thanks Perry. Good to hear from you.
We've had a look at the Kwinsam arrangement as Kwinsam #144 is currently for sale here at nearby Oak Bay
Marina. No, I don't recognize the second A-34 either.
Interesting that both windlasses are aft and both are canted slightly to port to face the original A-34 bow roller.
Good luck in your research. Let us know what you decide upon.
If we go the Lewmar route, we should make our decision by next week to take advantage of the hefty Swiftsure
Race discount currently available through next week.
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Sunday, May 11, 2008
HI MIGS,
In reply to your question about exposure to the elements, certainly the location of my windlass is more exposed.
I have never had a problem with the motor or gear drive. However, Lewmar strongly recommend that the motor be
repainted periodically. I have done this once when the unit was about five years old. It was not an easy job
removing, and especially reinstalling the drive unit in the anchor locker location. In fact, installing it there in the
first place was pretty tricky and took some patience.
All of this to say that the more aft/inboard location would be an advantage in this respect.
Frank
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008
MIGS,
If I were doing my installation again, I would most certainly put the windlass in the same (forward) position as I
now have it. This does have the disadvantage cited in my last email, but the advantages of having it forward, in my
opinion, easily outweigh this drawback.
Good luck with your installation.
Frank
P.S. I understand the Lofrans windlass is also a very good product.
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Monday, May 12, 2008
Hi everyone,
One last 2 cents worth, no matter where it is installed,
I purchased the windlass with the extra rope capstan on it. We use this regularly and especially for going up the
mast, I use the mast main halyard winch to turn the halyard to the bow, and put a snatch block on tthe rail to bring
the rope to the windlass, then Carla runs the windlass and I go up the mast using the windlass - takes no time at all. I
would look at this when considering windlasses.
Dave
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
PropellerPitch
From: Eleuthera_IV
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008
Hi everyone;
Last year I put out a question on Prop pitch and got a lot of replies suggestions and help. However it was not till this year I
was able to do anything about it.
Our Boat ELEUTHERA_IV has a universal 5424 engine with a 2.14 reduction and a Campbell Sailer Prop. (made in BC).
The company that makes this prop advises I should use a 15X9 (other standard props should use 15X11). I actually found I
had a 16X11 and therefore no RPM over 1950!! So repitched it to 16X9 and got a max RPM of 2500. (better) but still much
black on transom!! NOW after rebuilding the INJECTORS which appeared to be the original ones, the engine runs
beautifully and much quieter and can idle at 500RPM. Also very little black on the transom after 4 hours of motoring!! If you
have not done any injector work recently I highly recommend it. Many thanks again to all of you.
Walter Miklas

Repower
From: William DiGuistini
Sent: Wednesday, January 09, 2008
Hi Migs,
Well it looks like I'm going to have to make a decision as to whether or not to replace or rebuild my Westerbeke 27. The rear
engine mount broke from the bell housing and I am told it can be repaired. Having said that I guess the question that comes to
mind is am I better off to replace it with a Beta Kubota or rebuild it. The cost of replacing with a 27 hp Kubota is
approximately $14K with tax. The Westerbeke has 3000 hours on it and was running well. Repairing mount will cost
approximately $2500 however, since the engine is out of the boat it would seem to make sense to rebuild the engine. A
rebuild will cost approximately $5K. Well what do you think? Cheers Bill
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bill & Cathy DiGuistini
"Windspinner" A-34 #210
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2008
Thanks Bill.
As mentioned on the phone just now, suggest that this is a good question to put to our Aloha 34 Owners' Network on
the email net and through Les.
As I understand from what you say, your options are:
 Replace your 23 year old Westerbeke W-27 engine with a 27 hp Kubota for approximately $14K with tax
and including a new propellor
OR
 Repair the mount for approximately $2500, and since the engine is already out of the boat and has 3000
hours on it, rebuild the engine at approximately $5000, total cost about $7500.
I don't have the Westerbeke W-27 engine & don't know its "life expectancy". Nor do I know anything about the
current Kubota 27. (I have a 26 year old Universal #5424 which was the Kubota 24 HP engine.)
If you have the extra money, the new engine would seem an attractive option for the $7,500. difference.
However, let's see what our other members say!
Early comments from members emailed to the Aloha Network & copied to Bill at <billdig@shaw.ca> in case he is
unable to read Network email, would be very much appreciated.
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Thursday, January 10, 2008
BILL,
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Although I am unacquainted with either the Westerbeke or Kubota engines, my inclination would be to repower
with a new engine unless you a certain that the rebuild job will stand you in good stead for at least ten years.
In November I replaced my 29 year old Volvo MD11C engine with a new Volvo D1-30 engine. I will not be able to
report performance until the spring, but I am impressed with the new engine so far. It has 20% more power, but
weighs 200 lbs less than the old engine. It also has a number of attractive features related to better technology.
In my case, the economics were driven partly by whether there was a need to change the engine bed and/or
mountings, which can be expensive. As well, my old engine had become obsolete; Volvo was no longer able to
supply all of the parts for it.
Good luck with your decision.
Frank Collins
(True Love - #117)
Reply From: William DiGuistini
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2008
Hi Migs,
Well I got in touch with Westerbeke and they recommend repairing the engine. The engine is rated for 6000 to 8000
hours depending on how well maintained the engine is.
Here is what I plan to do.
I am going to send a oil sample to Finning for analysis. If the analysis does not reveal any internal problems I
will have the engine repaired and refurbished. If it comes back with problems I will have the engine rebuilt.
While the engine is out of the boat I can take care of some of the other issues such as,
 updating the exhaust system,
 adding an anti syphon valve,
 dedicated start battery,
 new fuel lines
 and refrigeration.
When you consider the age of the boat and the fact that the engine only has 3000 hours on it, I should get many
more hours of enjoyment before replacing it.
Talk to you soon.
Bill
SV Windspinner hull #210
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, January 11, 2008
Thank you to those who responded to Bill DiGuistini's subject 9 January question.
The following email has been received from Bill this evening.
It is noteworthy/comforting(!) that Westerbeke suggests that generally the Westerbeke W-27 engine lifespan is rated
from 6000 to 8000 hours for a reasonably well maintained engine.
I wonder what the manufacturers' suggested engine lifespans are for our ALOHA 34 owners originally fitted with
the:
 Universal #5424 (KUBOTA) 24 hp,
 Westerbeke W-21, 21 hp,
 Volvo Sail Drive #MD11C, 23 hp and
 Volkswagen Pathfinder 50 hp engines?
Does anyone know?
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: Saturday, January 12, 2008
Hi Bill,
A local diesel mechanic that has worked on a number of boats in our area, including inspection of Enchantment's
diesel [Westerbeke 27hp], definitely recommends rebuilding. [Editor’s Note – just to clarify, he recommends
rebuilding over new based on cost and given the life of a diesel]
As we found on our trip south the raw water pump we had originally, has been discontinued. I have plumbed in the
new system but suggest this would be an opportune time to make the change in a more "professional" manner [no
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extra tees and elbows]. I would also recommend having a thorough inspection of the rear seal and springs on the
flywheel.
All the best an many years from your iron genny.
Les
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: Sunday, January 13, 2008
Hi all:
For what it is worth to this discussion, my Universal (Kobota) 5424 24HP is being rebuilt over the winter. This
started with a need to replace the rear main seal which was leaking oil, but we found sufficient internal wear (I’m
not mechanical enough to explain it) that the mechanic suggested a rebuilt. This is now done and waiting to be put
back in the boat in the spring. Total cost was about $5000. I am unable to recall the total number of hours on the
engine.
Bob

Transmission Ratio
From: Eleuthera_IV
Sent: February 15, 2008
Hi everyone;
Does anyone know what the transmission ratio is when using a Universal 5424 ? I hate to crawl in there at this time of year.
Thanks Walt
Reply From: Windy
Sent: Friday, February 15, 2008
Walt
This is the information I have on “Windy”:
Make:
Model:
Reduction:
Rotation:

Hurth S/N 04-21664
HBW-10 / 10-2R
2.14:01
Right Hand

I understand that there is also an HBW-5 model with 2:1 ratio.
I hope this helps.
Cheers
Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151

HULL STRUCTURES
Gudgeons
From: Windy
Sent: Sunday, April 13, 2008
Les
Quick update on the rudder brackets… I had Windy hauled on St. Patricks day and all went well until I went to fit the new
brackets and the luck of the Irish ran out. They were ¾” shorter than my old ones and one other dimension was not the same.
So, I took my old corroded ones to the metal fabricator and they took measurements from them to make another set $$$. I
reinstalled the old ones, re-launched and headed back to Schooner Cove. Now I am waiting for the second set to be made
(three weeks so far). The old ones will be okay for day sailing in reasonable weather. When I get the second set, I will take
photos and add dimensions like I did with the first set. I am amazed that six months in boat age would be so different. It
does not give me great faith in those Brewer blueprints as it seems Ouyang did not stick to the details… Anyway, I have a
nice shiny set of brackets for sale if anyone is interested (and knows the right size to fit their boat)! Will keep you posted but
with boat yards being very busy in April & May I probably will not haul the boat again until June.
Cheers
Stuart
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From: Windy
Sent: Friday, May 09, 2008
Les
I picked up the second set of gudgeons today made from measurements taken from MY old ones.
I have attached a quick picture of the two gudgeon halves side by side showing different sizes (Migs, upper & mine, lower).
Mine are longer by ¾ inch plus there are a few other differences in dimensions around where the rudder post goes. In hind
site I probably should have had the boat yard epoxy the old bracket slots (on the skeg) then grind out new slots & drill new
holes (in the skeg) to fit the first set of brackets… might have been less expensive!
Now I am curious to know if your brackets are the same
length (5”) as the ones from Migs boat and if the bolt hole
spacing is the same. If you have not launched
“Enchantment” yet, maybe take a quick measurement… if
you think of it and have the time.
The dimensions were changed some time between building
“Windy” and “Sea Vixen”!!
Cheers
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 200
Thanks for the great photo, Stuart. Unfortunately [or
fortunately from a sailing perspective] Enchantment
was launched May 10th, without a hitch. I put the
mast up yesterday and cleaned off the final of the
winter dirt, on the deck, today. Maybe, if you don't
have other measurement, you can remind me this fall and I will get the measures for you.
Fair winds.
Les

Wet Skegs
From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, April 21, 2008
I have just had a phone call from Georges Poulin, A-34 Agrippina #228, who members may remember reported water in
Agrippina's skeg last year which he planned to repair this spring.
Georges was phoning from his boat on the hard at Morrisburg, Ontario to report that after drying out his skeg over winter, he
has opened up his skeg further to find more plywood (as opposed to the "foam" noted in A-34 designer Ted Brewer's Plans)
which he is further drying with 2 heat lamps, before repairing.
Georges says that trying to locate how the original dampness was getting in his skeg has been a "heavy duty" question for
him over winter. Today he looked up the rudder stuffing box from under the hull. (Georges had removed his rudder last year
which he says was a straight forward task taking about a 45 minutes.)
On inspecting inside the hole up under the hull, he observed cracks in the fibreglass extending about 2 inches up inside. It
appears that a previous owner may have tried caulking these cracks which have now re-opened. In any event, he is now
satisfied that this is where the dampness in his skeg has originated and Georges says he will now initiate action to repair
(clean out & fibreglass) same.
Georges says that he is taking pictures and will write up his repair activity for Les to consider including in a future A-34
newsletter. In the meantime, he thought others who have been experiencing dampness in their skegs might also wish to
consider initiating repairs before they launch their Aloha's this spring, -hence his call this afternoon & and this email.
Georges' email address sloopaloha@yahoo.ca is copied on this email in case anyone should wish to contact Georges
directly. Georges says that he plans to stay overnight in Morrisburg to take advantage of the lovely warm wx. (don't rub it
in!!!) and continue working on Arippina tomorrow but should be home to Gatineau, Quebec mid week and will be reading
and responding to his emails then.
Aloha!
Migs
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MISCELLANEOUS
SAFETY ALERTS
SAILS
Halyards
From: Mike Howard
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008
I am replacing my halyards while the mast is down and cant find my manual for the measurements and am not at the boat.
Can someone give me the line sizes?
I have main, jib, spinnaker and topping lift. Only the main and jib are lead back to the cockpit.
Thanks, Mike
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008
A good question, Mike. I have no record of these line sizes in my A-34 records. Have you, Les?
Migs
Reply From: blackisle@comcast.net
Date: Tue, 13 May 2008
Use the P & I measurements for main and jib length times 2. Add 2' 8" for mainsail tack to cabin top. Add 10' for
mast to aft end of cabin if lines lead aft to cockpit. Throw in any extra you might feel you need hanging in the
cockpit.
Dolphin's Breath
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008
Mike,
I'm not sure if you are asking for length or diameter. Certainly Dolphin's Breath gave you a good rule for
measurement of the length. As far as diameter, it's been a long time since I measured but I believe my halyards are
3/8". The topping lift is smaller, probably 1/4".
While you can attach the new and old halyard directly, if your masthead is as crowded as mine and you are installing
the new halyards with the mast up, I would recommend you attach a "messenger" of a smaller dimension than the
halyard, ideally by sewing [butt stitch] and then taping lightly to keep the joint smooth. Pull it through the mast.
Then attach the new halyard to the messenger and repeat to install the halyard. I found [on a previous sailboat] that
it took a good pull to get the ropes through the sheaves and I felt better knowing that they were taped AND sewn.
An alternative of which I'm aware, works well with cored line, is to remove a bit of the core of the old halyard and a
bit of the cover of the new halyard and connect the two securing by stitching. Tape to keep the joint smooth. This
approach can be unnecessarily complex and is limited to jacketed line; but, does remove the need for the lighter
messenger line.
Some have substituted a paperclip for stitching although alignment can be an
issue.
Don't forget to tie a figure 8 knot in the end of the new so it doesn't disappear
into the mast!
All the best.
Les
Enchantment
[Editor: checked my halyards today and they are all 7/16”]

Reply From:Michael Howard
Sent: Tuesday, May 13, 2008
I think the length should be about 105 ft for the main and jib and 90 ft. for the spinnaker halyard which does not go
to the cockpit. What about the size (diameter). 3/8ths sounds familiar.
Michael L. Howard
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Reply From: Michael Castner
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 200
I'm using 3/8". 7/16" might be better. More to grip and less stretch. Dolphins Breath
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008
MICHAEL,
I use 1/2 inch for main and headsail halyards; 3/8 inch for spinnaker halyard and pole topping lift.
Frank
(True Love #117)
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008
Thank you all for your input. I'm leaning toward 7/16ths, the mid point between all recommendations. Fortunately
the mast is down so I can push the sewn end through the masthead sheaves.
I'll let you know how it turns out.
By the way, there is an official(?) schedule of line lengths and diameters in the Aloha CD manual we all have. I
remember reading it last year. I just can't find mine right now. I'll remember where I put it on the way home from
the chandlery.
Thanks again.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Wednesday, May 14, 2008
Hi group,
I was given this from CYC, they said that when they received boats they were not always correct on the rigging and
there were adjustments needed. But it does have the halyard lengths and diameters which I have used. See the
attachment.
Dave
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Main Sail
From: Paul Martin
Sent: Wednesday, March 26, 2008
I'm in need a new main sail for Bella, and figure ordering it in time to sail from Maryland with it instead of the old one makes
good sense.
So what advice do more experienced Aloha34 owners have on what weight , maker, material, how many reef points, whether
to switch to full battens?
Planned usage is coastal with short offshore Massachusetts trips, unless we get less busy and can make a run to Carib.
Thanks, Paul
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Friday, March 28, 2008
Good questions, Paul.
We still are using our original 1982 main in Sea Vixen Aloha 34 #167, but have had it "re-built" by UK Sails, #32062 Henry Avenue Sidney, BC V8L 5Y1 Canada Tel. 250.656.8843 or 1.800.563.7245 a couple of times.
When repairing "wear & tear" such as a torn reef point and torn "eyelets", we went the full batten route and
additionally on the recommendation of UK Sails, went "loose-footed", which is so much easier to handle.
If we were buying a replacement Main, we'd essentially duplicate what we now have, namely
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the same weight & material as the original
first & second reefing with 3 reef ties with each, although with a loose-footed main, one should only secure
each reef tie loosely
full battens
loose footed
and also lazy jacks which pull forward & secure around the mast winches against the mast when putting on
the main sail cover. We use a bungee cord on each side to pull the lazy jacks (and halyards) away from the
mast to a shroud & thus stop the noise of same rapping against the mast and disturbing those berthed
nearby.

If you do not have a good local sailmaker, we'd recommend UK Sails and they ship throughout North America. See
northwest@ukhalsey.ca
UK Sails also produced a replacement Genoa for Sea Vixen a couple of years ago, and we were delighted.
Good luck!
Migs
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: Sunday, March 30, 2008
Thanks;
We were unclear on whether to go with loose-footed, and adding full battens was another unknown.
Paul

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Mast Wedges
From: David Carr
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008
Thought I would pass this one along, For many years I could not keep the mast wedges tight and eventually they would work
out and drop between the mast and the bulkhead. So I decided to replace the problem with a fabricated mast collar and some
Spartite. The mast collar has a ring in the center that drops through the deck and is flush with the cabin top. I ground off the
flange that the old boot use to go on and filled the voids between the deck and the deck liner with epoxy and fiberglass. The
flange fits tight in the hole, and I through bolted it through the deck. Then I put the Spartite in according to the directions. I
needed to seal the Spartite around the top of the collar and around the mast, because I had a little seepage in rough weather,
and now there is no more worries about the wedges. There is vaseline between the spartite and the collar so the mast can be
removed and the spartite stays with the mast. It is way cleaner looking and had given me no problems.
If anyone would like to know more, please feel free to ask. Attached are pictures showing before and after.
Looking forward to summer.
Dave.

UTILITIES
Aquastar Propane Demand Water Heater
From: Paul Martin
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2008 7:49 AM
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We got a never-installed Aquastar propane hot water heater with our A34, and we have decided not to install it for our use. I
don't k know whether this is a common item for A34s, but the previous owner had cut holes to put it on the
forward wall of the head, I'm guessing for hot showers. Before we offer it for sale locally (Boston area) I thought I'd ask the
A34 net if anybody is looking for one? I have a few photos and can provide the paperwork that came with when it was
purchased.
Paul
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Saturday, May 10, 2008
Many of the production built A-34's had instant propane water heaters fitted on the forward bulkhead of the heads
by Ouyang/Aloha International Boatworks as "standard factory issue", Paul.
According to my records, Bella being hull #192 probably had the Japanese built "Paloma" water heater fitted. This
is an excellent heater except about 10 years ago when propane standards in Canada (and I believe the US too) were
upgraded and the Paloma water heater no longer met the new standard without reservations, namely: to be turned off
(pilot light off) when no one is onboard, and to be off at night while crew is sleeping.
Additionally, propane lines were to be separated at the tank for each propane appliance. Propane fitted A-34's were
factory fitted at the factory with one line off the tank to the propane stove where an extension was added to the
propane water heater.
Most members accepted these standards and had registered gas fitters make the line changes accordingly. A few of
our members however, being particularly safety conscious, removed the Paloma propane heaters & installed
different (fully approved) heaters.
It looks as though the previous owners of Bella were in the latter category, removed their Paloma heater, bought an
Aquastar as a replacement but never got around to install it. The holes in your bulkhead could be from the original
Paloma heater.
I don't know the Aquastar water heater. If it meets the "new" standards it should be a good buy for someone.
Incidentally, after having a registered "gas fitter" check out Sea Vixen #167 and up-grade her propane lines as
required, we have been happy continuing to use our Paloma instant hot water heater, but we do ensure it is
completely off at night & also when we are ashore.
Migs

Ice Box Insulation
From: Bob Haig
Sent: Sunday, February 17, 2008
Does anyone have experience or advice on adding insulation to, or re-insulating, the icebox?
Bob and Connie Haig
Out & About
Reply From: Les
Sent: Monday, February 18, 2008
We increased the insulation on Enchantment's icebox/refrigerator before heading to the Bahamas.
I cut to the bulkhead in the port side locker aft of the icebox. I then filled void areas [which was a great deal of it]
with low expansion foam. I did it in stages to ensure filling and to prevent undue pressure on the hull or icebox as
the foam is quite powerful when expanding. We often joked about the Coast Guard reaction if we were inspected.
For that reason I never replace the cut-out from the bulkhead but just smoothed the foam.
I also filled, in the same fashion, the areas under the icebox from the engine compartment. I put a slab of styrofoam
on the wall then covered the exposed foam in the engine compartment with aluminium reflective insulating foil the
kind used to insulate heating ducts in homes. Make sure you tape all seams to keep out moisture and dirt.
I know a void still remains on the port side just aft of the stove; however, I did not want to cut into the teak panel in
that area.
I removed the plastic "box" inside the lid and filled it as well. I also glued the reflective aluminium foil on the upper
areas inside the icebox with good intentions of doing a better job some day.
In my opinion the ideal would be to replace the walls of the icebox with the vacuum panels you can get from
http://www.glacierbay.com/
Look under Products:Thermal Insulation. The best but at a high cost.
Hope that helps. I'm sure other members have taken other approaches right down to a complete rebuild. Hope they
will pass on the info.
Les
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Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008
Bob & Connie
After we got AIR LOOM we added additional insulation around the ice box. Our approach is recorded in the Profile
for hull #185. I don't have a copy available right now but Les published an update last year. If you can't find it
maybe he can forward a copy to you.
Stuart Meyer
AIR LOOM
Reply From: Les
Sent: Tuesday, February 19, 2008
Bob & Connie,
Below is the referenced info from Stuart:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
REFRIGERATION
I installed an Adler Barbour Coldmachine (Model DCM-12 {SFV-1}) in June of 1984 in the cockpit port side
lazarette. The hot water heater was installed against the bulkhead in this area and I built a platform just above it on
which to mount the compressor. I also put a heavy wire cage around it for protection.
We selected this location to minimize the compressor
noise in the main cabin. We do not leave it turned on
when we are not on the boat and have been very
happy with the way it has performed. The system
was recharged in July 1991. Ouyang did provide
adequate insulation on the sides and back of the ice
box. However, when the drawer unit was installed to
the left of the box, this insulation was skived out to
make room for the drawers. The end result was that
only a thin layer of insulation existed between the hot
engine compartment and the box. I added rigid
insulation in this area when I installed the
refrigeration unit. I also had to add insulation to the
ice box lid and the inside of the top of the box. All of
this has allowed us to return from three/four week
cruises with frozen food still frozen in the bottom of
the freezing unit (we usually end up taking a bit more food than we eat).
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
I've also attached the info in case this doesn't come through properly.
Just for your info, our compressor is on the port side locker but on a shelf attached to the hull a little further aft and
located under the deck overhang. It has 2 wooden/epoxy coated knees under to spread the load.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Sunday, February 24, 2008
Suggest that Les & Stuart have provided good information on your insulation question, Bob & Connie. But if you
want additional info, there is also "icebox" insulation info on adding insulation both inside & outside the "icebox" in
members' Profiles #163 and #194.
Also see Item 11g on page 9 of the Aloha 34 Network Fall 1996 newsletter for some additional info.
Let me know if you do not have copies of the above and I can email you same.
Stuart also mentions having successfully installed his Adler Barbour Refrigerator compressor in their lazarette and
shows a "tidy" picture of same. For members who have not already done so and are considering the installation of a
refrigerator/freezer in their icebox, some years ago there was a hefty debate as to whether members were better
installing their refrigerator compressor in the lazerette or "under the sink" in the galley.
If one has a noisy compressor, then obviously as far away from ones sleeping accommodation, the better.
We bought a Nova Kool refrigerator/freezer at the 1983 Vancouver Boat Show and on the recommendation of the
manufacturer who knew the Aloha-34 layout, (and because our lazerette is already "full" of lines, fenders & other
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stuff including our Espar furnace tucked up under the deck on the port side) we installed the condenser under the
galley sink and off to port as far as possible on a shelf which we built against the hull.
We do not find noise a problem with the Nova Kool compressor. On a quiet night if we concentrate we can just tell
if our fridge is running.
Migs
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: Monday, February 25, 2008
Bob & Connie
One area of the installation that I did not expand upon in the Profile was what I did after installing the insulation
itself. Since the inboard side was exposed to the engine compartment, after installing the insulation I screwed a 3/4"
plywood barrier along that side of the engine compartment to completely separate it from the insulation. As Les has
suggested, I think that I will be adding some aluminum insulation material on the surface of this plywood - it should
help a bit more.
Les, thank you for forwarding the info to Bob & Connie. I won't be back home, and access to this material, until the
middle of April.
Stuart
AIR LOOOM

Bilge Pumps
From: Michael Howard
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008
I am frustrated with the recycling bilge pump scenario. I've installed a check valve but I'm not satisfied and I read Restless
Soul's fix in the CD manual to mount a float switch higher than the pump. I assume this fix requires a pump that runs on for
some time after the switch resets. Has anyone else had success with other fixes, ie. increased capacity pumps?
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008
I have not created my ideal bilge pump in my Aloha yet, but I believe I know what it should be. The issues are
capacity, power, and security -- maybe not in that order.
For a lot of water in my boat, I want a high capacity pump and I don't care that it uses a lot of battery power -- it
won't run for very long because it will remove the water or the boat will sink.
So a high-capacity pump is a must, but it will have a large capacity hose, and a lot of water will run back into the
bilge when big pump cuts off (a valve to stop this is a potential failure point at that time when you most want to
remove lots of water fast).
So a modest, quiet little pump that is miserly with current and has a small diameter hose that does not let much water
run back after it shuts off is the primary pump. Its switch is low in the bilge and it takes care of the rain coming in
the companionway.
The behemoth pump has a higher sensor switch (and a panic button for run-it-anyway) and never comes on unless
you have an emergency or choose to test it by purposefully disabling the little guy and pouring a bucket of water in
the bilge.
Practical Sailor has good recommendations for each kind.
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008
For awhile we did not have a switch, just looked in the hole and when there was some water, pumped it out. Over
the last 10 years we fixed most of the problem by fixing the leaks, but about 3 years ago I bought a 750 gpm pump
with a float switch attached to the pump, and put a new brass check valve in. I clean and check the check valve each
year, it has a nut on the top to open it up and make sure it is working, and this works well for us. I put a switch in
with manual/ off/ auto and leave it on auto all the time. The bilge stays pretty dry and it might run once a week.
The biggest culprit for a leak was ice in the ice locker, and with the refrigeration, we can keep it frozen. So the
combination of a good check valve and the auto switch is not giving us any problems.
Regards and good luck with it.
Dave
Reply From: bhrycenko@mountaincable.net
Date: Tue, 15 Apr 2008
Michael
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Have you 'checked' your valve - there may be some debris lodged within, preventing it from fully closing? Also
ensure a level orientation of the valve so that the flap can fully close by gravity. I've had no problem using a check
valve for 12 years.
Bill.
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: Tuesday, April 15, 2008
We replaced the bilge pump on DALINA about three years ago as part of an on-going gradual refit program. The old
pump didn’t have the recycling problem – it just sometimes ran and ran and ran.
In selecting a new pump we didn’t look to move up to a really high capacity model, but merely aimed to install a
new unit with the same capability as the old one. The new pump we purchased was comparable to the old one with
an internal float mechanism and had one really nice bonus feature – when low water is sensed it doesn’t just shut
off, but instead runs an additional 15 seconds. This results in the evacuation of almost all of the water in the outlet
hose, very little water remaining in the bilge, and no recycling with no check valve required.
It is a Rule pump, but I don’t have the model number at hand. I’ll be on the boat in the next couple of days and will
send a follow up email with the model number when I have it.
David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA # 219
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: Wednesday, April 16, 2008
Thank you all for your input. I've got work to do.
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: Thursday, April 17, 2008
The pump I mentioned in my previous message is a Rule-Mate RM-750. It works like a charm.
Regards,
David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA # 219
From: Cheryl and Dave
Sent: Monday, April 28, 2008
Subject: Cheryl's Home!
Yes, she's in her home berth again and doing fine (thanks to some excellent drugs). Abbey is keeping her company!
For those that didn't know - Cheryl had a total left knee replacement surgery on Tuesday, April 22/08 in Toronto at the
Sunnybrook Holland Orthopaedic and Arthritic Hospital - so now we can all refer to her as "the bionic woman" of C-dock.
Watch out - she carries a mean cane!! C-dock dog owners beware - Cheryl will be a tad unstable on her pins for the first
month or two (remember Patrick from B-dock). And no, she won't be commiserating with Patrick and doing Molson
Coldshots to dull the pain!
Hopefully she'll be back in the saddle within the next month or so. For Cheryl the sailing part of the season probably won't
start until early July. Until then though we're really looking forward to seeing you all on the dock/water next month.
She's quite able to do email and talking has not been affected (705)466-2283.
Wishing you all high water and fair wind,
Dave (and Abbey too)
[Editor: On behalf of the Aloha Network we wish Cheryl the very best and know we can count on Dave (and Abbey too) to
have “Molson Coldshots” handy when she’s ready!]
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Docking with a Mid-Ship Line

Aloha Ace* Suggestion

It's a sailor's nightmare when you have to tie up to a
pier with a crosswind or with current pushing you
toward another boat,
Approach the pier and put a mid-ship line on the cleat
(or piling) where you want the transom to end up.
The length of mid-ship line should be approximately
the length from the mid-ship cleat or point of
attachment mid-ship to the transom plus 5 feet
(experiment with it).
Once the eye of the mid-ship line is on the cleat, leave
the transmission in forward at idle and turn the rudder hard away from the dock.
You'll always be snugly tucked alongside the pier and the boat will stay there until
you can get the rest of your lines secured. Of course you had put out plenty of
fenders to protect your hull before docking.
The ring in the picture is to assist you in docking without on shore help – simply
put the boat hook through the ring to place the eye of the mid-ship line on the cleat.
[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

One bit of final advice from a veteran skipper of a tugboat; "Listen, kid," he said
gruffly, "always remember that boats can easily be repaired, but people can't."
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CLOSING
Winter has closed in on us a bit early this year. I don’t recall this much snow before the beginning of December for many
years. There’s even disagreement with the forecasters on whether we can expect a colder or warmer; wetter or snowier,
longer or shorter winter. I”m happy to see that weather forecasting has progressed along with all the other technologies!!
We had a couple of interesting hitch-hikers on Enchantment this past summer [in addition to our grandkids of course]:

A beautiful dragonfly that joined us 11 miles
from shore on Lake Huron.

If you look carefully you might still be able to
see the spider in each cocoon that the mother
wasp left the babies for their lunch!

Several of the members are getting a little behind in the “donations” that pay for keeping the organization operating. Now’s
your opportunity to save a little and catch up while the price has been reduced – for the Canadian members anyway. I’ve
attached your account statement to the front of your newsletter.
For the new members and old-timers alike, don’t forget to update your Aloha Profile occasionally. Let me know of your
improvements and modifications as well as any additions in equipment. If you cannot recall what you have submitted for
your profile I would be happy to send you either a hard copy or an email attachment that you can modify. Let’s all work to
keep the Aloha 34 Network up to date.
Associated with keeping up to date, I’ve included an update on the Aloha Member Registry. My data systems being what
they are, if you see any changes and errors please let me know so I can update the database.
Well, gotta go and put another log on the fire.
See you in the Spring.
Les and Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
“SUSIE P. OLIVER II”
1987 Aloha 34 Sailing Sloop
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted boat, Ted Brewer designed for comfortable
cruising, stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2 owners and always been stored inside
during the non-sailing season. Must be seen to be fully appreciated. $68,400 U.S.
Contact Cam Torrey at (207)862-6030 or on Cell at (207) 478-4310.

“MARGARITAVILLE”
Aloha 34 For Sale [1981]
Fully equipped. For a detailed listing of equipment and extras please go to
www.aloha34.com/forsale/margaritavillefor sale.pdf or click on the photo.
Check out the Aloha 34 Web Site at http://www.aloha34.com/ for general Aloha
information.
Asking $89,900.00. Contact Dave Jenkins at aloha104@rogers.com or 416-931-4703

“DALRIADA”
Aloha 34 Hull #128 [1979]
Proven heavy weather performer - Has 6'5" headroom & good locker space.
Engine: Volvo 23HP MD11 with saildrive transmission - complete overhaul winter
2006. Progress '1' electric windlass & capstan with 35lb. Plow, Fortress FX & 19lb
Danforth anchors with chain/nylon rodes in split anchor locker. Dodger, bimini &
side screens. Bstteries: 4 x 6v Interstate 'Workaholic' house bank & 12V starter.
Newmar charger. EZ-Furl system allows main to be furled from cockpit. Furling #2
& #3 jibs. 7'6" dinghy & 6HP Mercury OB with custom motor hoist. All standard
equipment.
Asking price $44,900. Dalriada is berthed at Thornbury Marina. Contact David Fisher at (519) 599-6905 or (416) 223-0264
(also FAX) or email david.fisher2@sympatico.ca

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE”
1988 Hull# 234 The Last One Made
All standard equipment; New Compass 27 Volvo Penta; Hart Inverter/Charger Main and
Genoa / refing; Cockpit extension seats Hot and Cold Water; Helmsman seat 2
Burner/Oven Force 10; Mahogany Cockpit Sole Microwave; Coffee Maker; New Head
Dishes and Cutlery; Full cockpit enclosure Nova Cool Fridge and Freezer Delux; Cockpit
table GPS; VHF; Stereo; Fore and Aft shore power Auto Pilot; Canadian Registery 10
opening Ports; 3 Hatches MOB pole; Safety ring; Life Jackets Bruce Anchor; Extra Battery
Charger Cradle; BBQ White Hull with Blue
This boat has been well cared for and lightly used for the past 13 years and always on Lake
Ontario. Regrets for our decision but due to health reasons. Asking price is same as
Insured Value and Survey - $85,000. Call Hank Surette Home 905-880-4685 Cell 416-948-2017; Outer Harbour Marina D1
Toronto
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“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $58,000
For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email brilynne@hurontel.on.ca

“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com

In its January 22, 2008 edition, the Quebec City newspaper,
Le Soleil, had a topic about generations by age group.
Generations are grouped as follows:
 The Silent generation, people born before 1945.
 The Baby Boomers, people born between 1945 and 1961.
 Generation X, people born between 1962 and 1976.
 Generation Y, people born between 1977 and 1989.
Why do we call the last one “Generation Y”. I did not know, but a caricaturist explains it eloquently below... Learned
something new!

They walk around with their pants hanging to their knees…
Our Thanks to Windy
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #147
Walter & Janet Miklas
Address:
TELEPHONE: (604) 451- 7869

FAX:

E-MAIL: eleuthera_iv@yahoo.com

ELEUTHERA IV
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD1470381
REGISTRY: 800609
YEAR BUILT: 1981
PURCHASED: 2004
LOCATION OF BERTH: Mosquito Creek Marina North Vancouver BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, "Inside Passage" Desolation Sound

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE UNIVERSAL
MODEL: #5424
HORSEPOWER: 24
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?
Original engine

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
Extreme fanbelt wear as large Alternator added by previous owner has double pulley, engine and waterpump only have one.
Will try better alignment and heavyduty belt .
Black sludge on transom due to wrong pitch propeller and dirty injectors.

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Lots of insulation around fridge, Harken Furler, Lowrance LMS-350 system with GPS, Full cockpit enclosure, Drinking
water filter and tap, Lewmar Professional series 1000 windlass & 225’ G4 chain, cockpit DC and VHF speaker outlets, 700W
inverter, adjustable differential thermostat for Fridge, all new bare stainless lifelines.

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
Traveller removed and dual sheets with blocks attached to deck in front of Dodger
Propane locker lids removed and circular sealing hatches installed
Starboard cockpit locker sealed to inside and vented overboard to accommodate Fuel can
Pulley blocks that attach onto the aluminum toerail to lead the Jib sheets aft of the winches in order to get a better angle of
sheet to winch.
O/B motor hoist made of 1” stainless tubing, bent at 45deg 6” from top with 4:1 block.
Gate in lifelines moved one stanchion aft for better access to cockpit.
Wooden step hanging overboard from toerail that is used at dock but can be removed when underway.
Electric Lewmar Prof 1000 series Windlass installation. (see attached Photos)

QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Previous Owners: Dieter & Lorn Teuschler; Ladysmith. BC.; Purchased 2000
Original Profile: 9 August 2000; Updated MAY 2008
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ALOHA OWNERS’ NETWORK “PROFILE”
PROFILE #147
Cam Torrey
Address: P.O. Box 668, Hampden, Maine 04444
TELEPHONE: (207)862-6030
E-MAIL: ctorreydsl@tds.net

Susie P. Oliver II
SERIAL NUMBER: ZUYOD231A787
REGISTRY: 909749
YEAR BUILT: 1987
PURCHASED:
LOCATION OF BERTH: Mosquito Creek Marina North Vancouver BC
AREA WHERE SAILED: Georgia Strait, Gulf Islands, "Inside Passage" Desolation Sound

ENGINE
ENGINE MAKE Westerbeke
MODEL: HORSEPOWER: 27
IF ORIGINAL ENGINE HAS BEEN CHANGED. WHAT WAS THE ORIGINAL ENGINE & WHY THE CHANGE?

ENGINE PROBLEMS/EXPERIENCES
less than 900 hours, 3 bladed propeller

EQUIPMENT ADDED
Edson pedestal with 30 inch teak wheel;
Data Marine depth, distance, and speed gauges; binnacle compass, radar, and VHF ram mike
Electronics - Chart plotter - 2005 Standard Horizon 175c, Radar 1995 Furno; VHF Radio 2000 Standard Horizon Intrepid
with second station fully functional cockpit ram mike (both waterproof); Polaris - backup radio; CD/Stereo Standard 660
with stereo speakers
Sails – 1998 135% Foam luff Genoa; 1987 150% Genoa; 1987 Main ; 2005 New Sail Cover; Roller Furler; Lazy jack system
on the mail sail; Boom vang
Halyards – 2005 main, genoa, & spare new
Winches – self tailing on main and jib
Anchor – Stainless steel plow, with 30' of 3/8" chain and 300' of 5/8 nylon rode
Dodger and Sail Cover– new 2005
Rain cover – new 2005
Life Lines—new 2007
Teak folding cockpit table
Cockpit cushions
Stove – Force 10 propane, with 2 burners and oven
Grill – rail mounted Magma propane grill
Hot/cold pressurized water

UNEXPECTED MAINTENANCE PROBLEMS
UNIQUE MODIFICATIONS
QUESTIONS
HISTORY
[previous owners, dates, boat names, etc.]
Original Profile: May 22, 2008 [by Les Harrison]
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2008
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Les Harrison, 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, Ontario, Canada N2Z 1X7
E-mail: harrisol@bmts.com; Telephone: (519) 396-2324; Cell: (519) 881-6878
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.

The Ultimate PWC Repellent
Advanced Tactical Weaponry for the Sailor

Thanks Nigel
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ALOHA
"There's never enough time to do all the nothing you want." [Calvin and Hobbes]
This has certainly been true this year and it doesn’t look like it will be changing anytime soon!
We did get some boat things done, like the teak refinishing. I reported in the spring that we could no longer get Deks Olja
and switched to Sikens. I’m happy to report, as I’m sure many of you already knew, the new Sikens “Teak” turned out just
fine. Gone is the orange tint that we did not like in the original Sikens and it was easily cared for
over the season. Not only that, we seemed to have gained the favour of our trawler friends next
door. Rae says she’s, “the only one that touches the teak” on their boat and has lovingly brought
the teak restoration and maintenance to an art. She was complementary but will be staying with
varnish.
The 8 foot sailing dinghy for the grandkids seemed to be a big hit. Everyone had a trip at launch
and it got a good trial in August at the cottage. Even Granddad managed to sail it without getting
wet. If I can figure an easy way to transport it up Lake Huron we may even take it to the North
Channel next summer. So if any Alohas up there see an out-of-control, white dinghy heading
your way get, out the fenders!
Les & Carol, Enchantment, Hull # 214

Noserly - The wind direction when
it comes from where you're going

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
John Lawrence, Castle Reef
Address: Sorkedalsveien 5c, 0369 Oslo, Norway
Email: johnkebab@hotmail.com

MAILBAG
From: Restless Sole
Sent: June-23-08
Hi Les
Firstly .... do we owe money?? Michele seems to think we do and told me to write and ask right away after the last
newsletter.
Secondly, I'm afraid I don't get on here much lately but I noticed there is an old Restless Sole web page link in the links page.
The new address should be <http://restlessole.wordpress.com/> Thanks.
We are heading north around the 15th of July for three weeks this summer. Had our first sail yesterday. God, we are so far
behind this year. I only have 310 days (total) till retirement!!
We have decided not to take Restless south but will be buying another boat somewhere down there and perhaps selling it
later after we have had enough of the Caribbean. (if ever)
Will we see you in the NC this year?
N& M
[Editor: We had already set sail for the North Channel by this time. We did talk with Nigel on the VHF but our paths never
crossed, unfortunately]

From: Judy Rohn
Sent: Monday, June 23, 2008
Subject: Aloha for Sale
Hello Les,
After enjoying our Aloha 34 for 10 years it is time to move on. We are planning to retire down south, but also on a boat It is a
pity that the Aloha 40 was never build, even though there are rumours that there is one prototype and a set of moulds around
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somewhere. Everywhere we went we were comparing the Aloha features with other, bigger boats and I must tell you: very
few measured up. Now we would like to see “Baurua”, the flying canoe get into caring hands, because she has many more
lifetimes in her. Attached are the write up and some pictures, in word format, hopefully not too big in size.
We enjoyed being part of the owners association; we got many excellent tips from it.
Sincerely
Judy and Wolfgang Rohn
ALOHA 34 FOR SALE (1979)
This meticulously cared for fresh water vessel is in above average
overall condition with extensive storage throughout its spotless teak
interior. It sleeps four persons comfortably below with room for two
more in fully enclosed cockpit. For much less than any cottage, just
hop aboard this turn key treasure and you can fulfill all your sailing
dreams.
ASKING: $ 64,500
Contact: Judy Rohn at judy.rohn@sympatico.ca or call 9058535401
Check out http://www.aloha34.com/ for general Aloha information.
[Editor: details on the web site]
Reply From: Les
Sent: June-30-08
Judy,
Sorry. I meant to drop you a line to let you know your ad is on the web site. We've been kinda busy this weekend
with all the grandkids here.
You can check it out at http://www.aloha34.com/forsale.html .
All the best and please let me know if things change. I'm sure you will find a good home for "Baurua".
Les

From: Steve Rosa
Sent: July-14-08
Lucky for us we are the new owner's of hull # 195. We bought her from Rich Klett last year and moved her to Kingston New
York on The Hudson River. Needless to say we love this boat! This is our third and last boat ( no need to look any more) all
are boats were named Rosebud and so Full Tilt has that new name.
We are Steve and Cindy Rosa and we live in Schenectady New York. We would like to join your network.
Thank you STEVE AND CINDY
Reply From: Les
Sent: October-15-08
Hi Steve & Cindy,
Since responding to your request, I have not heard further from you. I trust you are still interested. I am just
preparing the fall newsletter and, should you wish to send in the $20 donation to the Aloha Network, I would be
happy to introduce you to the members in this newsletter.
As I mentioned, you can join us by sending me a cheque payable to Les Harrison and dropping it in the mail to:
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine, ON
N2Z 1X7
Hoping to hear from you again and would welcome you aboard.
Les Harrison
Enchantment
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From: Perry Basden
Sent: September-09-08
Subject: Aloha 34 For Sale
Hi, Les.
I came across some information that you may be interested in. Perhaps a prospective buyer may contact the organization
about this item.
I just received my copy of the September issue of BoatU.S. magazine and see that they have an Aloha 34 listed in the for sale
section. The boat is a 1983 full draft model named "Kinsu". She is in Port Kinsale, Virginia. The owner is asking
$50,000.00 for the boat.
I had an opportunity to stumble across this boat over a year and a half ago while visiting at the marina where she has been
stored on jacks for a number of years. I was once again there in late August of this year and the boat was still sitting on the
hard and looks like it hadn't been touched since I last visited (including barnacles on the bottom). I managed to get the HIN
from the vessel (183) but did not see the interior at all. The boat seems sound but needs a lot of work to get her in the "bristol
condition" that is advertised. I have a few pictures if anyone is interested.
Regards
Perry Basden
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Reply From: Les
Sent: September-12-08
Hi Perry,
Good to hear from you. Talked to some boaters from Ohio this summer and they said Windsor is one of the
friendliest yacht clubs on the lakes.
Thanks for the notice of KINSU. I contacted the
seller to check if the email was active; got a
response. I asked for more info for our records in
exchange for advertising on the site but heard
nothing. I’ll try again in a bit.
Thanks again. Good spotting.
Les

From: Les
Sent: September 11, 2008
To: 'Stuart SPRACKLAN'; 'Nigel & Michele RUTTAN TILLEY'; 'Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER'
Subject: Hurricane IKE
Sept 11, 10:06PM – buoy in vicinity of Panama City FL. recorded gusts to 30 knots and wave height of 20 ft.

“I’d rather be sailing”???
Les
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Reply From: Windy
Sent: Thursday, September 11, 2008
No problem… we west coast sailors are use to that stuff 
Ripped my mainsail in 35+ knots back in July! Guess I need to spend a few “boat units” and get a new one.
On the Maui trip we only had 15 foot waves (which sounded like 50 foot at night) a couple of times.
Still… much nicer cruising in 15 knots.
Cheers
Stuart
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: September-12-08
Piece of cake!
In 1954, four months into my first command (HMCS New Liskeard, some 225' long) I ducked into the Bay of
Fundy to try & miss a hurricane coming up the East coast. The hurricane unexpectedly followed me in and we
clocked waves over 70' trough to crest, lost the top of our foremast and lost an anchor with 8 cables of chain (which
reminds me that in my "Report of Proceedings" I wrote "Report Follows" re the loss of the anchor, considered to be
a heinous crime in the Navy. One day I must write that report...).
Migs
Reply From: Windy
Sent: September-12-08
Boaters on the west coast don’t have to deal with hurricanes. Out here we carry flares, fire extinguishers AND bear
spray!!! This was in the paper today…
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Cheers
Stuart
Reply From: Les
Sent: September-12-08
Yes, I saw it in the TV news. Lots of guts to attack an attacking bear. On the news report I noted that this guy said
he kept one foot on the dock!
Trust all is well. We lift out Oct. 4th so I soon will have to get stripping the boat.
Les

From: David Fisher
Sent: September-15-08
Subject: Aloha 34 'Dalriada'.
Les,
I recently sold my Aloha 34 privately. So it can now be delisted from your web site.
It was only by dropping the price a further $5000 that I got any positive interest. As one broker said' There is not much call
for older traditional boats nowadays'. Also with the high C$ there are good buys to be had in the US.
I've had my fun but as I am in my 77th year Father Time told me enough is enough.
Thank you for the service you have provided.
'Lang may yer big jib draw'.
Best regards,
David Fisher.
Reply From: Les
Sent: October-07-08
Hi David,
I don't have any record of a response to you. Sorry if that's the case. Originally your email went to "spam" but I
retrieved it.
As you may have noticed I have put a "SOLD" label on 'Dalriada' and will remove it next revision to the web site.
Sorry to hear "yer big jib" will no longer draw with your loving hand at 'Dalriada’s' helm but I know you will have
found her a good home.
Hope you passed on the info to the new owners regarding the Network.
Happy to have had you aboard and for your participation over the years.
All the best.
Les
Enchantment

From: Restless Sole
Sent: September-15-08
Subject: PWC deterrent
http://ourworld.compuserve.com/homepages/sailor570/pwchelp.htm
Now that's what we need! I wonder if they make a model for the deck of an Aloha 34?
[Editor: a portion of the article is displayed on the cover but if you want to see the whole idea go to the link Nigel offers]
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Reply From: Les
Sent: Mon, Sep 15, 2008
I like it!
How was your summer in the north? We heard you once more on the radio [I think] but we didn't get a response
We didn't go to the Benjamins as planned because, with the grandkids aboard, we didn't like the idea of 20 knots in
the anchorage. We opted to hangout in Oak Bay.
We're taking a cottage on Eleuthera in the Bahamas from mid-Feb to the end of the month [2 weeks]. Should be
fun.
All the best.
Les
Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: September-15-08
HiYa Les & Carol!
We had a wonderful trip this year. The weather was great except for those two days when a boat went down near
Spanish. We were cozily tucked in behind at Clapperton by then and even enjoyed that. We spent a day and evening
drinking er , I mean visiting with Dave & Carla on Momentum and enjoyed that. We rafted up to them in South
Benjamin and it worked out quite well.
We are heading south in November (don't quite know where yet) to assist Steve and Sue (Friends of ours from
Goderich aboard a Mainship 34) for the final legs of their trip from Goderich to The Florida Keys where they will
base the boat for several years. I think we might also attend the Annapolis show this year although that isn't
confirmed yet.
I am retiring in May or June 2009 and we hope to spend July and August in the north channel. (Michele has a one
year leave of absence starting July 1st) It will be nice not to have to think about coming home as soon as we get up
there for once.
Once we are back we will decommission Restless Sole and hopefully head south ..... somewhere , where we hope to
have another boat. I am starting the search for a "real deal" on a 30 foot ish sailboat now and if I find something I
will buy. I hope to be able to put off buying anything till spring as I don't want to pay for two boats until I have to.
In the back of my mind I would love something I could keep on a trailer in the back yard when it isn't in the water
but that might be dreaming a bit. Stuart is looking as well as our friends Steve & Sue as they head south, so if you
hear of anything ..........
(We are heading to Toronto on Wednesday to look at an Alberg 30 with a new engine and completely redone hull
and decks)
You guys have a great holiday on Eleuthera. Sounds wonderful!
N&M

From: Migs
Date: Sun, 12 Oct 2008
Subject: Aloha! -12 October 2008
Our Network Email has been very quiet these past few weeks. I guess our valiant Eastern members are all busy getting in
their last sailing before the big "lift" in preparation for winter, or are you just too busy running in the elections in both the US
& Canada?
All seems well on the (Canadian) West coast, altho' the winds have not being very cooperative for sailing recently. We've
been having to anchor early amongst the islands off Oak Bay and open the bar, for lack of winds these last few Saturdays.
Yesterday with very little wind, we didn't even leave the dock.
We did have a big wind storm on the south (Canadian) coast earlier this week which knocked out power lines in the Victoria
region. Too bad we weren't out sailing...
How is your Fall-Winter newsletter coming along, Les? Are you in need of any input from our members?
Happy (Canadian) Thanksgiving to all! Some of us have a lot to be thankful for...
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Migs
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: October-13-08
Thanks for the good wishes Migs. Same to you out west. We've had a pretty bleak summer here in Ontario. Short
and not very sweet. Too much rain and not enough heat. Maybe that has something to do with the quiet network. I'm
in Collingwood and out of the water already. Unless you can afford your own crane you pretty much have to go
with the flow. The weekend before Thanksgiving. I'm envious of you right about now. This was my first summer
back on Georgian Bay since 1993 and I'd forgotten how short the season really is. Last year, I enjoyed warm days
(cool nights) on the Chesapeake the 3rd week in November. On a positive note, I entered full time retirement 3
weeks ago so we are looking forward to a full season on board next year. Many winter projects planned and in the
works including winches and some canvas. My education for these and future projects all comes from this network.
I listen and catalogue all relevant info for future use and it has all been valuable to my future plans. 4 years to
update and refurbish and then return to southern climes.
Happy Thanksgiving to all!
Michael L. Howard
SHIBUMI.V

From: Paul Martin
Sent: October-14-08
Subject: Bella #192
We had our big adventure bringing Bella up to Boston from Chesapeake in May/June, then suffered the rainiest June and
July in recent decades here. The weekends were wet, the long summer evenings were less tempting with violent
thunderstorms, and the club we chose suffered this season from flakey launch service, making the overhead to get to and
from a mooring much higher. And all those rainy days condensed water into our fuel tank, adding a new set of lessons for
maintaining an auxiliary cruiser in this climate. We now have a pair of selectable Racor filters/ water-traps, but we missed
some lovely sailing in September getting that all sorted out.
And now we are facing the winter -- Bella has only done a Maryland winter under our watch previously, so this too is new.
We found club members who use a sheltered marina nearby with bubblers and keep their boat floating through the freezing
time. And given when we started looking (many yards said "deposit by July or you're out"), that is our choice unless we
undertake a longish sail and up-river expedition to use a yard well upstream in the Merrimac River.
So any tips from the net here on salty wet storage? I'm wondering how to get a good wrap to keep out percip, but still have
ventilation for the time afloat? And since shore power is allowed for a floating boat, shall I leave some modest heat source
(lightbulb?) going inside for winter? Keep batteries charging?
Paul and Ann (and TedBear, who is becoming a salty dog)

From: John Lawrence
Sent: October-16-08
To: Les
Subject: Re: Welcome
Hi Les,
I’ve moved house, and continent! My new address is Sorkedalsveien 5c, 0369 Oslo, Norway – makes a bit of a difference
from the tropical climbs of French Guyana, but it’s nice none the less. Castle Reef is still in Grenada getting some engine
work done, but hopefully I’ll be able to bring her across next year so she can get back to the kind of climate she was born in!!
All the best
John
S/Y Castle Reef

From: Don Salt
Sent: Snail Mail
To: Les
As usual Don Salt is the last to pay his dues.
I have had the boat in PEI for the last four years but will sail it back this fall.
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Keep up the good work and thanks.
Don Salt
[EDITOR: some of you know Don is not correct about being the last! ]

From: Nick Bidgood
Sent: Snail Mail
To: Les
My apologies for the late dues. No excuses other than forgetfulness.
I just retired August 29th so I should have a lot of memory space available now for personal stuff.
I enjoy all the correspondence on the network and the quick responses to all inquiries. Currently, I am adding an electric
anchor lift to KYAN II. (it’s been sitting in a box in my basement for a year but my back tells me it is time to get it on the
boat) Past articles on fore deck preparations are helpful and useful. ….
Sincerely
Nick Bidgood

A young grandson called to wish his Granddad a
Happy Birthday. He asked” how old are you?”
When Granddad told him, '62.' The grandson
was quiet for a moment, and then he asked,
“Did you start at 1?”
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Last Aloha?
From: Georges Poulin
Sent: Wednesday, June 11, 2008
Hi Migs,
Hope everything is all right with you and Diana ant that you are enjoying Sea Vixen. I have been in Lisbon for 10 days
helping Louise get ready to return to Canada and retire from Foreign Affairs upon her return. We are leaving Portugal next
Monday for Gatineau. Agrippina is still on the hard and will require a few more days of work before getting launched. The
repair on the skeg is just about completed and that skeg will be, and I mean this, better then new. I took lots of pictures which
I will share with you later this season. There is a chap on the Richelieu river near Sorel who is advertising a 1989 Aloha 34
for sale. I thought they stopped building them earlier than that. May be you could shed some light for me on that subject. I
will try to email the link or the advertisement to you.
Looking forward to hearing from you.
Regards
Georges
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: June-11-08
Greetings Georges. Glad to hear all is under control with you and Agrippina. Good for you in Portugal. Hope the
move for Louise goes well.
I look forward to seeing your pictures. I am taking the liberty of copying Les on your email as he too will be very
interested.
You are correct. A-34 hull #233, the second to last A-34 built was completed in July 1987.
I don't have the full hull number for hull #234, the last A-34 built. However the owners of #234 in their
Profile written in 1998 indicate that she was completed in 1988.
Thus the 1989 completion date would be incorrect, as you state. It would be interesting to get the name & hull
number (off the transom) of the "1989" A-34 for sale.
We look forward to seeing you out this way again one day. (There's no more Cognac left on Sea Vixen!)
We were sailing last Saturday with storm jib & reefs in the main in winds gusting to 30 knots. Rarely did Sea Vixen
heel more than the prescribed 15 degrees! Lots of fun.
Best wishes,
Migs

Aloha 34 Values?
From: Migs Turner
Sent: October-23-08
On Thursday we had a telephone call from one of our Aloha 34 Network friends very surprised to find the value of his
particularly well equipped and beautifully finished, Lake Ontario berthed, late model Aloha 34 (for which he paid more than
C$100,000 seven years ago) was appraised by his surveyor a few days ago at only C$60,000.
Over the past year there has been a noticeable drop in all boat prices on the Canadian west coast.
Are other members noticing a similar drop in the value of their Aloha 34's (and other boats) in their areas?
Attached FYI is an article on Aloha 34 valuation that appeared on page 41 of the Fall 2000 A-34 Owners' newsletter.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
20. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S)
(1) WHAT IS AN ALOHA 34 WORTH?
This is a frequently asked question. If you were buying a new ALOHA 34 from Pacific Quest in Vancouver
in 1984, the asking price according to their brochure was C$120,000. Today, our answer is anywhere from a low
of~C$40,000. to ~C$85,000. depending on condition, location & equipment fitted.
According to our records, reasonably equipped ALOHA 34’s in good condition have recently been selling in
the C$75,000. to C$79,900. range. Some buyers prepared to fix a few deficiencies have got bargains in the mid to
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high C$60,000’s. Some (usually “abandoned”) boats requiring major work & refurbishing have sold in the
C$45,000. area.
West Coast boats used to be about C$5000. more than those in the Great Lakes area due to transportation
costs, but recently, with the general shortage of ALOHA 34’s in good condition, prices all across North America
have levelled off.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
If members would like to give us example(s) of current Aloha 34 boat prices in their areas, perhaps we could draft an up date
of the above for Les and his next newsletter.
...And in particular:
 why the drop in prices?
 does it apply to ALL boats or just mainly A-34's?
 has it something to do with a shortage of berthing?
No doubt in recent months the economic situation is having its effect!
Les is currently putting his next newsletter together so early responses would be very much appreciated.
Migs
Reply From The Editor:
I have asked many of the owners of Aloha 34’s for their reasons for selling and for some information on the sale,
with limited success. While I have assured the owners that the specific information on their deal will not be released
I have informed them that the purpose is to have a handle on the market for our boats. The following is a brief
summary of observations, findings and comments:
 It's difficult to say what the value of a boat is especially without seeing it; but, they seem to have dropped a
few thousand over the last 2 years. The ones we have sold recently were sold for closer to or under
$60,000. Of course it depends on included equipment, age and condition, etc. The ones for sale right now
are listed for anywhere from $89,900 to the $50's.
 One of the strengths of the Aloha 34, visually, is the bright work. It's also the most work - hence the
name!?
 If you could provide a picture it would really help in the sale
 The only other information that may be helpful to other members selling Alohas is that it seems as if the
best selling season is winter and early spring. Therefore marketing should be done to target those seasons.
 Primary reasons for selling include health, “getting too old to haul the anchor”, lack of use, maintenance
demands
 There is not much call for older traditional boats nowadays
 Boat sales seem to be slow in this area....certainly not as active a market as it was 5 or 6 years ago!!
 Enchantment’s appraised value was $70,000; but that was 2004

CABIN
DECK SYSTEMS
Bow Roller
From: Norm and Cheryl Finlay
Sent: July-02-08
Hi All. So I finally got myself a new bow roller. It's SS, fabricated by a local machine shop. It uses the same holes as the
original single roller did, and it was made so that the base has the same curvature. In other words, installation was so simple
even I could do it, just squeeze out a tube of 5200 and bolt her on! Two pics attached.
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Dorade Vents
From: Antstoi1
Sent: August-29-08
Hi all,
My dorade vents have started to leak.
It turns out that the cabin top hole for the inside fitting is very close to the low side of the dorade box and almost as low as all
the drain holes, especially the lowest hole at the bow end of the box. The baffle had been plywood which rotted out some
time ago.
Does anyone have any suggestions about how to best fix this without cutting a hole in the top of the box?
Thanks
Ants 'Alligator'

Propane Locker Doors
From: Restless Sole 222
Sent: June-23-08
Does anyone have a reasonable solution to improving the flimsy hinges that hold the doors on the cockpit propane locker
doors? I re-drill the holes and epoxy fill and drill every two years as the tiny screws (necessary because of the thin nature of
the door itself)work themselves loose. In frustration this year I have considered having the doors re-made from wood or
stainless steel. There must be a cheaper way. Any ideas?
Thanks Nigel & Michele
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: June-23-08
Hi Nigel,
I had to install my lockers as they did not have any when I bought the boat I traced the locker doors from another
Aloha and I made them out of 1/2" Starboard. They have been on the boat for 9 years and the hinges have never
worked loose.
The starboard looks good and I cut out a recess for my fingers under the edge, and ran a router around the top edge
to round it off. If you would like I can take a picture, or you can just find us in the North Channel between July 19 to
Aug 4th and see for yourself. (P.S.I put the hinged screens like you have after we finished the bottle of rum the last
time we met!)
Dave and Carla.
Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: June-24-08
Thanks Dave & Carla
Look forward to seeing what you have done. I have no idea what "Starboard" is other than the right / green side of
the boat. Is it a US brand pressboard or something? Maybe we have it up here. Will have to check at Rona our local
lumber store. We will be in the Tobermory area on the 15th or 16th of July and North of there until the 2nd or 3rd of
August. Hope we can supply more rum for the creative cause :-)
N&M
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Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: June-25-08
"Star board" is the material that tough plastic cutting boards are made of. West Marine sells it as a structural
material to make things like shelves and cup holders out of...
Paul
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: June-25-08
Here is a website,
West marine has it, I got mine in Scarborough at Warehoused Plastic Sales - 416 281 4300, a lot less than at West
Marine. (at the time) - and it was 3/4" for the propane lockers, I got 1/2 for something else.
Dave
Reply From: S/V Restless Sole
Sent: June-26-08
Thanks guys! I'll have a closer look now. Sounds like it might be exactly what we need. Looking forward to seeing
your doors Dave.
Reply From: Peter Iversen
Sent: June-28-08
Hello Nigel:
I have replaced my hinges with SST piano hinges. That gives me a few more screws to grip the door.
From: S/V Restless Sole
Sent: July-01-08
Thanks Peter!
I was looking at a full length piano hinge idea as well. I am going to leave everything as is right now as we are
getting ready to head north but it is definitely my first fall/winter project this year!

Winch Base Size
From: Bob Haig
Sent: July-21-08
Does anyone know offhand the maximum base diameter for the two smaller, forward winch locations on the coamings?
Bob Haig
Out & About
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: July-23-08
Cockpit coaming Measurements in Sea Vixen #167 are as follows, Bob:
 Forward winch -teak to teak space is 19 cms diameter
 Forward winch fibreglass "pedestal" diameter within the above is 16 cms
 our Barient self tailing winches that came with the boat in 1982 has a 16 cms diameter.
For the record, our empty aft winch space in the cockpit coaming is 16 cms diameter. The fibreglass winch
"pedestal" within this space is 14 cms.
Hope this helps!
Migs
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2008
Thanks, so much Migs. I can always count on you and the network.
Bob
From: Migs Turner
Sent: July-23-08
Thanks Bob. Appreciated. I meant to mention that the winches are Barient 27's.
Migs
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Primary Winches
From: Robert Beswick
Sent: July 30, 2008
Would someone help me out and tell me what the make and size the primary winches are on our A 34's ?
I would like to price self tailing winches to replace the old ones and then I do not need the cleats in the combing.
Thanks again in advance for the informatioon.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too #156
Reply From: Windy
Sent: July-30-08
Bob
Depends on your boat… “Windy” has Barient 27 self tailing 2-speed with the following dimensions:
Base: 6 ¾” Dia
Height: 7 13/16”
Drum: 3 ½ Dia
If I were to replace mine (more like when), I would be looking at Andersen ST. All the folks that I know who have
them like them… Those who don’t wish they did!
http://www.improducts.co.uk/products/winches/ (you can download catalogue and sizing guide from this website).
They are sold and serviced in Canada.
Hope this helps
Cheers
Stuart “Windy” #151
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: July-30-08
Stuart.
Thank you for the information. My winches are 2 speed put not self tailing.
Thanks for the web site also.
Bob
Aly Ada Too
Reply From: Windy
Sent: July-30-08
Mason’s The Chandlery in Port Credit carry Anderson/Andersen ST Winches along with Harken and Lewmar…
http://www.thestoremasons.com/frameset.html
Cheers
Stuart “Windy” #151
Reply From: Bob Haig
Sent: July-30-08
Migs just answered a similar question for me – and advised that the “pedestal” for the primary winches is 16 cm
across. Different boats had different winches… his are Barient 27s, mine are Lewmar.
Reply From: Aslans Wind
Sent: July-30-08
Mine are Barlow 25 ST, dunno if they're original or not.
Reply From: Eleuthera_IV
Sent: July-31-08
Just put on 2 Andersen 40ST winches last year and they are great.
Walt Miklas
Eleuthera IV #147
PS my originals were Barient 25 not self tailing
Cheers Walt
Reply From: Michael Howard
Sent: July-31-08
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I am looking at the Anderson 40ST. Thanks for all your input. My existing original winches are also the Barient 25
NOT self tailing. Is there any argument for keeping the original winches as a back up and mounting the new self
tailing winches on the second coaming pad aft? I do alot of single handing and ineffective crew handing and it
seems to me winches aft would be easier to manage from the helm. Any experience on this?
Michael L. Howard
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: July-31-08
MICHAEL,
If you use a spinnaker, the original winches will serve well for your spinnaker sheets.
Cheers,
Frank Collins
(True Love - #117)
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: July-31-08
The only (small) argument I can think of against mounting your new winches on the second (aft) coaming pads,
Michael, is that when you have a large crew in Shibumi V, the aft winches will interfere with those who are sitting
on your coaming.
If it were me, I'd follow Frank's suggestion, put them there (& tell the crew to...).
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: August-03-08
MICHAEL,
For whatever use it may be, attached is a photo of True
Love's sheet winch layout. The primaries (Barient 28
ST's) are in the forward position, with the spinnaker
sheet winches (Lewmar 40's) in the aft position.
You may note that to accommodate the wide base of the
Barient 28's I had to grind off the tilted base platform
which was too small, but which adequately held the
Lewmar 42 ST's which were previously installed there.
Locating the primaries aft would be good if you do a lot
of single handing; the forward position better if you
usually have crew to do the grinding. In any event I see
no other reason that the positions cannot be
interchanged.
Good luck with your installation.
Cheers,
Frank

1.
2.

Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: August-04-08
A couple of questions, Frank:
Did your True Love #117 originally come without teak coamings on each side of the cockpit or did you remove the
coamings later?
Is Rising Phoenix, the yellow boat in the background of your photo, an early model Aloha 34? Apart from the extra
scuttle which could have been added later, she certainly looks like an A-34 (also sans teak coamings).
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: August-04-08
HI MIGS,
Answers.......
1. True Love came without the teak coamings.
2. Rising Phoenix is not an Aloha, though looks somewhat like an A-34. She is an Ontario 32, I believe.
Cheers,
Frank
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ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
Muffler & Packing...
From: Windy
Sent: Wednesday, July 23, 2008
Migs
Sounds like you had a great sail on Saturday. The speed you mentioned… is that GPS (over the ground) or using your knotmeter? Theoretical maximum hull speed for the Aloha 34 is 7.2 so you must have been sailing downhill for a whileJJ
I spent today removing the 2” hoses from my muffler to get measurements of the inlet & outlet. I was surprised to find that
the inlet is 2” O/D but the outlet is 1.5” and someone (Ouyang factory?) had put a piece of 1.5” hose over the outlet as a
sleeve so that the 2” exhaust hose would fit snugly!!! To me that seems wrong (restrictive) and would cause extra backpressure. Some general specs for 25hp diesel engine state 2” in and 2” out, plus the fiberglass ones I have been checking
(Centek) seem to go with those specs too. Someone on the other Aloha web site also posted that the inlet & outlet should be
the same size http://www.alohaowners.com/pages/projects/muffler/muffler.htm
The newer fiberglass muffler has a 9” base which is 1/2” bigger than the muffler pad on the hull so I will have to deal with
that. Did you have to modify the hull area to attach your fiberglass muffler? I noticed that your inlet and outlet dimensions
(and exhaust hose) are small than mine.
My packing was dripping a bit more than I liked so I decided to tighten it a bit (replaced 4 years ago). That caused the
stuffing box to get too warm for my liking so I backed it off a bit and of course… lots of drips!! I had two ¼” rings of Teflon
packing so I removed the old (which took a while) and replaced with new generously coated with “SynTef” grease. I had to
adjust three times (hand tight each time) until I got 3 drips per minute and cold stuffing box.
I found the Teflon packing much harder to remove than the previous basic flax packing as it seems a bit stiffer. I had to use a
small awl along with dental picks to get the old packing out. One thing that might be worth mentioning in the removal
instructions is that if you move the packing nut far enough up the shaft (toward the damper) you can slip the dental pick into
the keyway slot (on my shaft anyway) and hook the old packing from behind. Still a tricky job for person over 6 feet (needed
a midget contortionist to work in there).
I wonder what that moldable packing kit is like (like putty - See page 642 in West Marine)?
I still have to rework the text on that picture for you and I might take a picture of my packing removal tools to send along too.
Hope all goes well for you on Friday at RJH J
Cheers
Stuart
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: July-23-08
Thanks Stuart. You've been busy!
That weekend speed was with our knot meter. Our fastest speed in Sea Vixen was 10.3 knots crossing Rosario Strait
in a storm. We were returning to Canada with a deadline. Crew was all harnessed in & sea water was gurgling up
through the scuppers in the cockpit! Other than the usual tendency to turn into the wind when the gusts were
overwhelming, Sea Vixen behaved very well!
Re muffler replacement, that is an interesting site. No, we did not modify the hull area to accommodate the new
muffler.
We found that our 10 year old Teflon coated 3 packings came out very easily in its 3 original pieces. In fact, we
were almost tempted to put it back in. I wonder why the difference.
Thanks re Friday.
All the best,
Migs
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Propellor
From: Migs Turner
Sent: August-26-08 For information of members:
To continue the email discussion earlier this year about propellor pitch & speed:
Last week we had Sea Vixen #167 up on the Ways for her annual (3 day) bottom cleaning,
etc.
While motoring last Saturday with a clean bottom, with our 3 cylinder Universal (Kubota)
engine (2200 engine hours) and a right handed 15 inch, 3 bladed, 12 pitch propellor (please
see attached), at 2500 rpm we make 7 to 7.1 knots.
Migs

From: William DiGuistini
Sent: October-22-08
Les I have an Aloha with a volvo d 30. Do you know what the prop size should be. Migs has the universal with a 15/3. I'm
not sure what I have however, I'm feeling I'm under prop'd. Thanks
Reply From: Les
Sent: October-23-08
Hi Bill,
I have a Westerbeak 27 so I cannot recommend to you; but I believe True Love has a Volvo Saildrive with a 15 x 9
folding prop. Maybe someone on the net could help you out so I copied the email to the network. I am working on
the newsletter and will include your query there as well.
Good luck.
Les
Enchantment
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: October-23-08
BILL & LES,
I can confirm that our True Love has a new Volvo D1-30 engine and saildrive with a 9 x 15 folding prop. This
works well.
We cruise at 6.5+ knots running at 2,900 engine RPM (the cruising range for this engine is specified to be 2,800 to
3,200 RPM), all with no smoke.
Cheers, Frank

"A ship in the harbour is safe; but
that's not what ships are for"
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Repower - Volvo
From: Frank Collins
Sent: June-01-08
HELLO SAILORS,
A short report on our new engine.
Last November we replaced our 29 year old Volvo MD-11C diesel engine with a new Volvo
D1-30 engine / 130S saildrive (photos attached). The final electrical work was finished a few
weeks ago and we have been using the new gear since then. I chose this engine in part
because it could fit without too much extra work on my old engine bed. It weighs 200 pounds
less than the old engine.
So far I am happy with the new power. It starts very
easily, runs clean and smooth. It delivers 27.3 HP at the
shaft (vs 24 HP for the old engine). I was able to use my
old 15 x 9 folding prop, and it seems to be well matched
to the new engine. I was hoping that the new engine
would be quieter than the old one: at low speeds it is, but
at full speed it is no quieter. That said, the old engine was
relatively quiet anyway.
I am expecting the total cost, (including a new muffler and primary fuel filter) to be about $14,000 - all labour and taxes
included. I'll advise if the cost is significantly different from this.
Cheers, Frank

Stuffing Box
From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 1, 2008
Aloha! on this Canada Day
After about 10 years of (un-adjusted) use, we notice that our stuffing box drip in Sea Vixen #167 has now increased to a drop
every two to three seconds. Thus we will try tightening the "Set" nut slightly, but if this doesn't work, we plan to re-stuff our
stuffing box (in the water), again using 3 rings of 1/4” square TEFLON impregnated packing and following the instructions
listed in our ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL, as copied below,
unless any member has a better idea.
Comments would be appreciated.
Migs
"Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK -ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL
STUFFING BOX
PROBLEM:
Managing the drip!
REMEDY:
Take care of the stuffing box or experience bigger problems. It is generally accepted that the stuffing box should drip at the
rate of two or three drops per minute in order to lubricate the shaft. In any case the stuffing box should not get hot. If it does,
it is too tightly adjusted, and can score the shaft.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
MARGHERITA, #227 reports: “At the end of the 1993 season, the stuffing box started to leak quite badly. It was “frozen” on
the shaft & over the winter, my mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the stuffing box with one
of the dripless sleeves. No problems since.
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SEA VIXEN #167 reports the first indication of a developing failure is a different noise developing aft with possibly some
throbbing and vibration. Leave it too long and it can expensively damage your stuffing box, transmission, your engine seal
and your shaft.
ADJUSTING THE “DRIP”, STUFFING BOX
For those who have “conventional” stuffing boxes fitted in their ALOHAs (as factory-fitted with UNIVERSAL,
WESTERBEKE and some other engines), have you ever wondered which nut goes which way as you sit somewhat cramped
in the lazarette, looking aft & twisting around to face the shaft, wishing you were left handed?
When you start, the stuffing box LOCK nut should be snug up against the SET nut.
To make an adjustment to the Stuffing box drip (of cooling “sea” water around the shaft into the boat), two wrenches are
required.
STEPS:
Place Wrench #1 on the SET nut (the AFT nut)
Place Wrench #2 on the LOCK nut (the FORWARD nut)
Hold Wrench #1 in position and with Wrench #2 loosen the LOCK nut by pulling Wrench #2 toward you in the lazarette (i.e.,
when looking aft toward the propeller, turning the LOCK nut CLOCKWISE).
TO REDUCE DRIP
Tighten the SET nut by pulling Wrench #1 toward you (clockwise).
TO INCREASE DRIP
Loosen the SET nut by pushing Wrench #1 away from you (anti-clock-wise).
TO SET DRIP
Adjusting the drip can be "trial & error". Once you are satisfied with the drip rate (one drop every 10 to 20 seconds?):
Hold Wrench #1 in position & snug the LOCK nut up to the SET nut by pushing Wrench #2 away from you (anticlockwise)."
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97-98/9, Sp98/13)
RE-PACKING “IN THE WATER”, STUFFING BOX
Because of the ALOHA 34’s type of close fitting stern gland, in the water replacement of the packing is possible. Only a
slight trickle of sea water comes through as the old packing is removed.
Sea Vixen #167 reports: On the recommendations of Stuart Meyer #185 & Rick Klett #195, we used 3 rings of 1/4” square
TEFLON impregnated packing instead of the ALOHA 34’s original “waxed flax”. Les Harrison #214 reported that he has
been using only 2 rings for the last three years “because of the small size of the stuffing box” & that the 2 rings have been
working well for him. We were tempted but eventually managed to compress our 3 rings sufficiently into the stuffing box.
Our procedure, using a generous 12 inches (or to be sure buy 13 inches) at 30 cents Cdn per inch was as follows:
On the advice of a friend, we wrapped the packing 3 times around a “socket wrench fitting” to replicate the I inch shaft, -a
good idea! A 1” diameter broom handle would also work.
We made 4 diagonal cuts, 1 cut to each ring plus the cut at the end. (At this stage, Dave Duncan #168 recommends greasing
each ring; -see NOTE following.)
We opened the stuffing box; see STUFFING BOX above if you have forgotten which way to turn the LOCK and SET nuts.
and cleaned out the old packing. We needed a “pick” to get out all the old residue.
We inserted and pressed each new piece of packing into the stuffing box, with the joints at 120 degrees to the previous ring
joint.
We tightened the “SET” nut to a “trial” position.
We tightened the “LOCK” nut. Without any “drip”, we found that the stuffing box “overheated”.
We ran the engine “ahead” re-setting the nuts as necessary to set the “drip” (about 1 drip every 15 seconds).
Two weeks later, after a total of about 3 engine hours, the drip stopped, the stuffing box is cool and we have no drip. 6 engine
hours later we are still cool & dry.
NOTE: Dave Duncan #168 by 31 August e-mail wrote: “For the first 12 years we had the boat, -no stuffing box leaks & no
water drips = dry bilge. A drip of water then started & I re-packed with TEFLON impregnated packing as you did BUT, I
had noticed that ALOHA had put grease in with their packing which seemed like a good idea so I did that and hand tightened
the assembly and had no drips either, just like the new boat! Surprised that you had to allow for drip but maybe the grease is
the answer, or perhaps more juggling of the “tightness”. Don’t burn your fingers!”
ED: Dave’s method of greasing the rings is obviously the better way to go. Some members suggest that TEFLON grease
works better than “regular” grease.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F98/18, Sp2001)
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Reply From: Windy
Sent: July-02-08
Having done the packing replacement with the boat on the hard and in the water, I must say that I find it easier to do
the job with the boat in the water…
#1 the small amount of water that comes in helps to flush any debris out of the stuffing box. I tried using a
“specialized” packing remover tool but went back to using a dental pick (ask your dentist for an old one).
#2 with the new packing, you have a good idea how tight the packing nut has to be (initially).
I use the same type of packing but can only ever fit two1/4” rings!
Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151
Reply From: Migs
Sent: July-15-08
Thanks Stuart. Werner & I got around to replacing the packing in Sea Vixen's stuffing box a couple of weeks ago.
We found it difficult following the Stuffing Box instructions (that I had a hand in writing) in our A-34 Owner's
Manual.
Thus, I have attached a suggested amended set of instructions (proposed changes are in blue) for your consideration.
I found Stuart's photo of Windy's hull #151 stuffing box arrangement VERY helpful.
The attached is a bit long-winded so, unless you think it is worth continuing to include our original "historical" data
as I have done, it could be considerably reduced.
Migs
[Editor – changes will be in bold-itallic as this document is black & white]
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
"Sea Vixen" A-34 #167
ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK -ALOHA 34 OWNERS’ MANUAL
Suggested amendment -13 July 2008 (Proposed changes are in blue bold-itallic)
STUFFING BOX
PROBLEM:
Managing the drip!
REMEDY:
Take care of the stuffing box or experience bigger problems. It is generally accepted that the stuffing box should drip at the
rate of *two or three drops per minute in order to lubricate the shaft. In any case the stuffing box should not get hot. If it
does, it is too tightly adjusted, and can score the shaft.
SUGGESTED ACTION:
MARGHERITA, #227 reports: “At the end of the 1993 season, the stuffing box started to leak quite badly. It was “frozen” on
the shaft & over the winter, my mechanic had to cut the shaft off and replace it as well as replacing the stuffing box with one
of the drip-less sleeves. No problems since.
ADJUSTING THE “DRIP”, STUFFING BOX
For those who have “conventional” stuffing boxes fitted in their ALOHAs (as factory-fitted with UNIVERSAL,
WESTERBEKE and some other engines), have you ever wondered which nut goes which way as you sit somewhat cramped
in the lazarette, looking aft & twisting around to face the shaft, wishing you were left handed?
Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151 writes:
Stuffing Box / Packing Gland
This is the view of packing gland on Windy #151 with Universal 5424 (engine). After cleaning out old packing (using
dental picks), two pre-cut rings of ¼” flax packing are inserted into the back side of the packing nut, with join locations
offset. Once packing is in place, the packing nut is threaded on (turn toward you, in direction of arrow), hand tight
(initially). Then the lock nut is threaded up (turn away from you, in direction of arrow) to meet the packing nut. Using
two wrenches, hold the packing nut in place and tighten the lock nut (away from you) against the packing nut.
(Picture was taken from above.)
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Exposed Prop Shaft

Packing inserted from this
direction.

Lock nut (backed off, all the way)

Flex Coupling

Packing Nut. (slid forward against flex coupling)

As Stuart says,
The stuffing box PACKING nut is the FORWARD nut,
the LOCK Nut is the AFT nut.
When you start, the LOCK nut should be snug up against the stuffing box PACKING nut.
To make an adjustment to the Stuffing box drip (of cooling “sea” water around the shaft into the boat), two good-sized
wrenches are required.
STEPS:
TO ADJUST THE STUFFING BOX
Place Wrench #1 on the PACKING nut (the FORWARD nut)
Place Wrench #2 on the LOCK nut (the AFT nut)
Hold the FORWARD Wrench in position and loosen the LOCK nut by pulling the AFT wrench TOWARD you in the lazarette.
TO REDUCE DRIP
Tighten the PACKING nut by pulling the FORWARD Wrench toward you.
TO INCREASE DRIP
Loosen the PACKING nut by pushing the FORWARD Wrench away from you.
TO SET DRIP
Adjusting the drip rate can be "trial & error". Once you are satisfied with the *drip rate (one drop every 10 to 20 seconds?
(See *Note 1 below.):
Hold the FORWARD Wrench in position & snug the LOCK nut up to the PACKING nut by pushing the AFT Wrench away
from you.
(Source: 1. Newsletter W97-98/9, Sp98/13)
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RE-PACKING “IN THE WATER”, STUFFING BOX
Because of the ALOHA 34’s type of close fitting stern gland, in the water replacement of the packing is possible. Only a
slight trickle of sea water comes through as the old packing is removed.
Sea Vixen #167 reports: On the recommendations of Stuart Meyer #185 & Rick Klett #195, we used 3 rings of 1/4” square
TEFLON impregnated packing instead of the ALOHA 34’s original “waxed flax”. Les Harrison #214 reported that he has
been using only 2 rings for the last three years “because of the small size of the stuffing box” & that the 2 rings have been
working well for him. We were tempted but eventually managed to compress our 3 rings sufficiently into the stuffing box.
Our procedure, using a generous 12 inches (or to be sure buy 13 inches) at 30 cents Cdn per inch (1998 price) was as follows:
On the advice of a friend, we wrapped the packing 3 times around a “socket wrench fitting” to replicate the 1 inch shaft, -a
good idea! A 1” diameter broom handle would also work.
We made 4 diagonal cuts, 1 cut to each ring plus the cut at the end. (At this stage, Dave Duncan #168 recommends greasing
each ring; -see NOTE following.)
We opened the stuffing box; see STUFFING BOX above if you have forgotten which way to turn the LOCK and SET nuts
and cleaned out the old packing. We needed a “pick” to get out all the **old Flax stuffing residue. (See **Note 2 below.)
We inserted and pressed each new piece of packing into the stuffing box, with the joints at 120 degrees to the previous ring
joint.
We tightened the “PACKING” nut to a “trial” position.
We tightened the “LOCK” nut. Without any “drip”, we found that the stuffing box “overheated”.
We ran the engine “ahead” re-setting the nuts as necessary to set the “drip” (about 1 drip every 15 seconds).
Two weeks later, after a total of about 3 engine hours, the drip stopped, the stuffing box is cool and we have no drip. 6 engine
hours later we are still cool & dry.
NOTE: Dave Duncan #168 by 31 August e-mail wrote: “For the first 12 years we had the boat, -no stuffing box leaks & no
water drips = dry bilge. A drip of water then started & I re-packed with TEFLON impregnated packing as you did BUT, I
had noticed that ALOHA had put grease in with their packing which seemed like a good idea so I did that and hand tightened
the assembly and had no drips either, just like the new boat! Surprised that you had to allow for drip but maybe the grease is
the answer, or perhaps more juggling of the “tightness”. Don’t burn your fingers!”
ED: Dave’s method of greasing the rings is obviously the better way to go. Some members suggest that TEFLON grease
works better than “regular” grease.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F98/18, Sp2001)
Addendum 5 July 2008
Sea Vixen #167 reports: After 10 years of using the above noted 1/4” square TEFLON impregnated packing without any
adjustment, we observed Sea Vixen’s stuffing box leaking at about 1 drop every 2 seconds.
We decided that being 10 years in operation, instead of just tightening it, we should replace the packing. This
turned out to be a mistake. On opening the stuffing box as above, and removing the old TEFLON impregnated packing, it
appeared to be in very good condition and probably would have lasted another 10 years!
The old TEFLON packing came out relatively easily. We replaced it with 3 rings of similar ¼ inch square TEFLON
impregnated packing.
*NOTE 1: This time we found it difficult adjusting the drip rate to about one every 15 seconds and in the end, we have no
drip. (Others have reported having “no drip” when using similar Teflon packing.) After running the engine in ahead for
about 5 minutes, the stuffing box was just warm. (We've since been checking it, and after more than an hour’s motoring
it continues to be OK, -warm but no drip.)
**NOTE 2: Our 10 year old TEFLON impregnated packing came out easily with negligible “residue”.
[Editor: also see Muffler & Packing... above for details on stuffing boxes]

Shifting Into Reverse
From: Antstoi1
Sent: August-29-08
Hi All,
I had an increasing problem shifting into reverse with my Westerbeak and thought others might be interested in the fix.
My initial concern was that the clutch needed servicing. The mechanic at Wiggers, Tom Wells, suggested we look at the
shift cable.
He was right. The shift cable from pedestal to transmission had become corroded and did not allow effective down 'push'
motion into reverse.
Fix was to replace cable. Now shift is easy.
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The only servicing issue was the narrow pedestal and he needed to undo steering cable chain for clearance. If you do this,
take great care with 2 things: first tie both chain ends so they don't fall into the column; second, the circlips and pins ho lding
the joining link are small - don't drop them. The rest was easy.
Fair winds and happy shifting.
Ants 'Alligator'
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: August-29-08
We had the clamp that holds the shifter and throttle cable sleeves fail the first day we were bringing Bella from
Annapolis to Boston -- it left us with no lever controls, and further, caught the cables in the steering chain so that
making a turn knocked the throttle to idle and popped the tranny into neutral. We were not completely through
crossing a busy shipping lane in light air, so this was exciting...
When the cables cause this sort of problem, it is possible to use vice grips in the engine compartment to hold a
setting on throttle or shifter.. just can't change your mind from the helm so instead of changing gears and throttle
settings to dock, you get just the diesel kill switch within reach. But it will get you out of a channel and closer to a
dock.
Waiting for the part (cables were easy, clamp was special order) killed that day and two more for our delivery.
The bright side is that Sailor's Emporium in Rock Hall MD is a nice place to be in June…
Paul (and Ann) Bella #192

HULL STRUCTURES
Combing
From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Friday, July 25, 2008
Could someone tell me if the top of the combing is solid glss or is it cored ?
Thanks in advance for the help.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too 156
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: July-26-08
My recollection is that the coaming section is solid fibreglass, Bob.
Attached is a photo which includes the coaming taken when Diana & I
did our first tour of the Ouyang Boatworks in Whitby Ontario back in
1982.
Migs
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: July-26-08
Migs.
Thank you ! I thought it was and it looked like it but I wanted to make sure.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too 156
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: July-26-08
BOB,
The top of the coaming is solid fiberglass. I discovered this when installing my big Barient #28 ST winches.
Cheers,
Frank
(True Love #117)
Frank.
Reply From: Robert Beswick
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Sent: July-26-08
Thank you ! You concur with Migs and now I can get on with putting my material on the combing.
Bob
Aly Ada Too 156

MISCELLANEOUS
Boat Cover
From: Paul Martin
Sent: Tuesday, October 14, 2008
Subject: instruments advice?
Our sweet Bella #192 was in the wrong place at the wrong time; that is too near a lightning strike from one of our many
evening storms this summer. No apparent damage to mast-head so probably not direct hit, just the voltage surge from nearby.
The alternator died -- turned out to be the never-fails solid-state regulator.
The shore-power battery charger may have died -- haven't been on shore power to find out since the event.
The GPS receiver died -- replaced on extended West Marine warranty.
The Nav5 wind and water display died. Seems this is pretty old technology and buying a unit being pulled in New Zealand
was the only repair route offered by the maker.
So what kind of instruments for wind, depth, and water speed do others use? I have a "new" Lowrance GPS and "fish finder"
combo, but the bottom-viewing I hope for from it awaits a mount for the sonar unit – so far it is just a nice GPS chart plotter.
The Nav5 has a large display at the wheel and smaller one at nav station inside -- both dead.
Paul and Ann (and TedBear -- who is not much help on electronics)
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: October-18-08
Aloha TedBear
Please give Paul & Ann our sympathies for the lightening strike. Glad no one was hurt. Hope their Insurance is
covering replacements.
They ask '...what sort of instruments do others use?'. Our electronics (knotmeter, depth sounder and wind
instrument) are Datamarine installed when we bought Sea Vixen (new) in 1982 from the Vancouver, BC dealer. Our
instruments have continued to perform well but no doubt there are more modern products available which would
better suit ones' needs in today's sailing world.
We live in an area that rarely sees lightening. However when we are caught out, our routine in Sea Vixen is that,
among other procedures, we connect heavy duty battery cables to the base of the heavy duty shroud on each side of
the mast, dangle the other ends in the ocean, and hope for the best!
In an area where lightening strikes are more prevalent, I wonder whether it would be "insurance" at times to leave
such a battery cable dangling over the side when at the dock?
Gotta go. It is sailing day with my men's crew. It is sunny today but not much wind yet. We'll have our fingers
crossed as we just hate having to anchor & opening the bar before sunset.
Best wishes, Ted Bear, and give Paul and Ann a pat for us...
Migs
Reply From: Les
Sent: October-18-08
Subject: Several Responses In One
Hi All,
Paul and Ann; the instruments on Enchantment are Ray Jeff now Raymarine. We have depth, log and wind all
connected through the SeaTalk bus to an Autohelm 4000 autopilot. I use a Furuno GPS. Here’s a website address
that contains many links to types of hardware if you’re interested:
http://www.cmcelectronics.ca/En/Prodserv/mle_recreational.html
As far as a winter wrap I put the mast on a wooden stand at the bow and in front to the helm and cover with a tarp. I
leave the bow and stern open for ventilation. That works on the hard; but, maybe we could hear from some that
keep their Aloha in the water over the winter months.
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Migs; the newsletter is progressing slowly [but surely]. As usual, I’m always looking for input for the members.
We had a fun summer although it could have been a tad sunnier, warmer too. Enchantment is on the hard and
waiting for the tarp to keep out the snow for a few months.
Michael; don’t forget to send us a summary of your projects and suggestions for members that may be undertaking
some of the same work on their Alohas. We especially appreciate picture too. That’s what keeps the Network
turning.
By the way, the messages from the three of you were repeated 3 times – ie. I received 3 copies of each of your
messages. I have not had this problem from others. Maybe you could check on some of your settings. [Editor: this
problem was at my end, sorry guys] Also, please remove dannyh@hotmail.com from your addresses – this is my
son so I must have sent something using his account.
Good to hear from you, better get back to being editor – any submissions would be greatly appreciated by midNovember.
Fair winds.
Les
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: October-20-08
Paul & Ann
We purchased AIR LOOM in 1983 and since then she has spent every winter stored in the water except for the first
three years (one of which she spent inside a building while being repaired following a lightning strike).
Our area of sailing provides us with fresh water rather than the salty stuff. So I cannot comment from first hand
experience on “salty wet storage”. However, when my interest in sailing was first piqued I was living in Bristol,
Rhode Island. A neighbor who raced in one of the local fleets took me out one winter day to show me the boat he
raced on. It was in the water and was using a real bubbler system – an air compressor was pumping air through a
“holey” piping system that was laid out below the boat on the bottom of the marina. It seemed to work in salty
water.
Nowadays, rather than the air system, I use one of the Kasco de-icers which moves the warmer unfrozen water from
near the bottom of the water up and around the boat hull. This does an excellent job of keeping ice formation
around the hull to a minimum. I assume the same system would work in salt water also.
For winter, I have built a wooden framework and have had a canvas cover made to cover the boat. The frame is
designed so that the mast can be left standing and the cover is made up of two pieces which zip together at the mast.
One of the really handy things about installing it on the Aloha is the slotted toe rail. The cover has grommets
located about every two feet around the edge and several inches
above the edge. This permits me to utilize electrical ties to easily
fasten the cover to the slots in the toe rail and the location of the
grommets above the edge provides a short skirt to deflect runoff
from melting snow and rain overboard. There is plenty of
ventilation allowed by this design. I leave no heat source below
even though I do leave the boat connected to shore power to keep
the batteries charged and to provide for light when I check the
boat out from time to time during the winter.
I hope you will find these comments helpful in determining how
you store BELLA for the winter. I will attach a photo of AIR
LOOM in her winter dress so you can see the final result. If you
have any questions just let me know.
Stuart
Reply From: Aslan's Wind
Sent: October-21-08
Hi Paul. Well as most people here know, I live aboard my Aloha-34 in Mississauga (Toronto) on Lake Ontario.
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I use bubblers to keep ice from forming around the hull. The two theories are place them high to keep the water
moving or lower down and aiming up to bring the warmer water up from the bottom. I compromise and place them
midway.
I also have an ice boom around my boat which serves two purposes:
1. so that ice flows don't crash into my hull in the middle of the night, scaring the stuffing out of us and
2. the bubblers become much, much more effective, kind of confining the turbulence to a smaller area.
In previous years I've shrink-wrapped. Some people use wood for the frame and other's use metal electrical conduit.
I used the latter, but it's really just what you feel comfortable working with. Cost of materials is about 50 bucks. I'm
the least handy person on this board and so if I can do it, for sure it's a simple job.
I used to do my own shrink-wrapping as well. The wrap itself is about $130 or so and I borrow a gun. But wrapping
a boat in the water with the mast up is a real pain-in-the-butt job that really tires this old body out, so this year I
bought a tarp with windows and vents. It's being custom made by Triton Sails in Mississauga.
Condensation is formed when cold air meets a warm surface. I'm no expert but I would think that you'll get less
moisture, therefore, if you do not leave the bulb on as you suggest and don't have any kind of heat at all. Be sure to
lift up all of your cushions and leave all lockers open!
I don't really see any reason to leave your shore power on all winter. Sure, you can leave the batteries on trickle
charge but when I wasn't living aboard, just charging them up at the end and beginning of the season worked out
fine with me.
I can't see how salt water vs fresh would make any difference, other than salt won't freeze as fast as fresh, or so I
understand
- Norm

Loran

SAFETY ALERTS
VHF Radio License Scam
This scam has been reported by BoatUS in the United States. If you have a VHF radio license you may receive a letter from
a company called Business Radio Licensing, stating that your radio license “has been terminated or cancelled” by the FCC.
The letter says it will cost $290 in processing fees to get your license reinstated. Failure to do so, can subject you to fines by
the FCC.
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Recreational boats are not required to carry a VHF station license in the US or in Canada unless they are travelling in foreign
waters or are greater than 65 feet in length. Initial licenses must be obtained through the FCC or Industry Canada.
Of course, in Canada, anyone who operates a VHF radio using Marine frequencies, including a handheld, requires a
Restricted Operators’ Certificate (Maritime) (ROC(M)). Canadian Power & Sail Squadrons manages the ROC(M)
programme for Industry Canada.
A comma makes you pause - especially when
you see it on a pricetag.

SAILS
SUPERSTRUCTURE
Forestay Tang
From: Martin
Sent: October-31-08

Ahoha owners;
I had a surveyor on Bella today to assess the electronics that cooked when we had a nearby lightning strike. The instruments
for wind and water cooked, as did the GPS and the VHF and the alternator regulator. I had a West Marine extended on the
GPS and new fuse fixed the radio but the instruments are expensive toast. So I'd like to hear what people who've replaced the
originals have bought and liked.
But the other reason for this note is that the surveyor noticed that the forestay tang wraps the casting that supports the anchor,
but does not lay flat on it. In fact there is a modest angle open between the tang and the bow plate. He showed me that this
causes the tang to flex whenever the forestay is moved fore and aft, and he
was concerned that this flexing would add up to metal fatigue eventually.
So either my casting is unusual or all the Aloha 34s have this issue or there
is supposed to be a wedge that fills the small angle and mine has gone
walk-about...
What say thee all?
Paul
Editor: I noticed you have not received any response to your query. I offer
this picture of Out & About’s bow if it is of some help to you. I’ve
modified the roller on Enchantment by adding a bow sprit and removing the
roller like in this picture. I didn’t find it necessary to change the tang.

UTILITIES
Instruments
[Editor: for question leading to following please see responses under Miscellaneous – Boat Cover]
Reply From: Aslan's Wind
Sent: October-21-08
Subject: Re: instruments advice?
Hi Paul. I actually still have the Nav-5 system. I bought a spare when I saw one being sold on Craiglist, too. And SR
Mariner still gives excellent support and sells parts. I'll replace it when it breaks for good but until then, it does the
job just fine and I have spare parts.
Norm

Water Tank Inspection Covers
From: David Hall
Sent: Thursday, October 23, 2008
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The water system on Dalina doesn't give us any problems, but the tanks have no inspection covers, and we're thinking it's
time to take a look inside and do some cleaning. Presumably the tanks have internal baffles to reduce 'sloshing', so we need
to determine the best location to cut for the inspection covers.
We'd be pleased to hear what other boats have in this respect. Where best to install inspection ports for cleaning access? Is it
necessary to install more than one port per tank?
Thanks in advance.
David Hall & Linda Toms
Dalina # 219
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: October-24-08
As in most if not all Aloha 34's, our two plastic water tanks are located under the seats port & starboard in the main
cabin of Sea Vixen #167, David & Linda. There are two about 3" diameter plastic "screw" inspection covers with
rubber washers on the top centre line of each tank and that is the way they came from Ouyang Boatworks in January
1982, .
There are no baffles in our water tanks.
We have only ever used one cover on each tank, primarily when we are "cleansing" the tanks every couple of years.
To cleanse the water tanks we
1. reach in through the inspection cover wearing sterilized gloves and clean out any residue in the bottom of
each tank
2. run hose with a clean nozzle down through the main cabin "skylight" into the cabin
3. fill each tank through the inspection cover about half full with water
4. add 2 cups of Javex/Clorox to each tank
5. top up both tanks until nearly full
6. run a little Javex/Clorox/water mixture through each faucet
7. "rock" the boat from side to side to "slosh" the water about in each tank
8. let everything "sit" for a minimum of 4 hours, a maximum of overnight. (no longer to prevent possible
metal corrosion)
9. after it has "perked", close one tank valve, open faucets, run the other tank until it is empty, fill it about half
full of clean water and repeat the operation, flushing out the taste of the chlorine.
10. repeat operation #9 with the other tank
11. fill both tanks for normal use.
12. secure the inspection covers.
Hope this helps.
If you'd like a photo of the top of one of our water tanks, let me know and we'll take and email you same, Linda &
David.
Migs
Reply From: David Hall
Date: Sun, 2 Nov 2008
The water tanks on Dalina are metal, with no inspection covers. Does anyone else have tanks of this kind?
David hall & Linda Toms
Dalina #219
From: Aslan’s Wind
Sent: November-02-08
Yeap, we do. Aluminum I guess.
- Norm Cheryl, "Aslans's Wind"
Man invented the slowest form of
transportation - the sailboat - then
decided to race them.
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ALOHA ACE SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* Suggestion
Aloha Lay-up:
What to do with the batteries? As we
get older, or maybe just lazier, the
batteries get heavier. Taking them
home for the winter is out of the
question. If there’s snow on the ground
getting a ladder down to the boat can be
a pain if not dangerous!

Enter the solar panel. A small solar panel clipped on to the batteries can easily
ensure they remain topped up through the lay-up period when shore power may not
be readily available.
Just be sure not to oversize [or is that “supersize”] in your choice of panel unless
you use a regulator as well; otherwise, you could wreck your batteries by boiling of
the electrolyte.

[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

Batteries lose about 1% per month. The panel above supplies about 0.7 amps at
14.7 volts, under full sun, more than enough to keep the batteries charged; but, in
Bruce County, Ontario, full sun during the winter? - that’s not very often – so it
should be about right. The voltage is governed by the number of cells in the panel.
Each cell delivers 0.5 volts, theoretical, so a 36 cell panel is preferred.

CLOSING
I can always tell when Christmas is getting close; Carol starts working on her Christmas poem. It all began on our return
from the Bahamas in 2000 and has developed into a tradition for our annual Christmas card. She writes a summary of the
year. It’s always upbeat and full of heartfelt good wishes. This year we are visiting with old sailing buddies in Dundee, FL
for a couple of weeks and Carol has her pen and address book packed, planning to take care of the correspondence in a lawn
chair by the side of a pool.
Seems funny writing greeting cards in Florida’s hot sun
But the season’s fast approaching and I know it must be done.
Though we’ll be home by Christmas time to trim the family tree
I’m soaking up, as best I can, this tropic luxury.
As you can see our little ones are growing big and tall,
So Grandad built a dinghy to make sailors of them all.
The summer on “Enchantment” was rather wet and windy.
Our cockpit porch and big Bruce anchor really came in handy.
The cottage week with all the kids, as usual was a treat.
We swam and sailed and hiked the trail with lots of bugs and heat.
Although we thought retirement meant strolling in a park
Our calendar gets awfully full. How did we ever work?
We’re grateful for this time of life to spread our wings and fly,
To have our health and family, gifts money cannot buy.
And so with snow approaching at the turning of the year
We think of you as blessings too, and wish you Christmas cheer.
Les and Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
"BAURUA”
Aloha 34 For Sale (1979)"

This meticulously cared for fresh water vessel is in above
average overall condition with extensive storage throughout its
spotless teak interior. It sleeps four persons comfortably below
with room for two more in fully enclosed cockpit. For much
less than any cottage, just hop aboard this turn key treasure
and you can fulfill all your sailing dreams. Click here for
details.
ASKING: $ 64,500
Contact: Judy Rohn at judy.rohn@sympatico.ca or call
905-8535401
Check out http://www.aloha34.com/ for general Aloha
information.

“SUSIE P. OLIVER II”
1987 Aloha 34 Sailing Sloop
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted boat, Ted Brewer designed for
comfortable cruising, stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2 owners and always
been stored inside during the non-sailing season. Must be seen to be fully appreciated.
$68,400 U.S.
Contact Cam Torrey at (207)862-6030 or on Cell at (207) 478-4310.

“MARGARITAVILLE”
Aloha 34 For Sale [1981]
Fully equipped. For a detailed listing of equipment and extras please go to
www.aloha34.com/forsale/margaritavillefor sale.pdf or click on the photo.
Check out the Aloha 34 Web Site at http://www.aloha34.com/ for general
Aloha information.
Asking $89,900.00. Contact Dave Jenkins at aloha104@rogers.com or 416-9314703
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“EMOTIONAL RESCUE”
1988 Hull# 234 The Last One Made
All standard equipment; New Compass 27 Volvo Penta; Hart
Inverter/Charger Main and Genoa / refing; Cockpit extension seats Hot
and Cold Water; Helmsman seat 2 Burner/Oven Force 10; Mahogany
Cockpit Sole Microwave; Coffee Maker; New Head Dishes and Cutlery;
Full cockpit enclosure Nova Cool Fridge and Freezer Delux; Cockpit table
GPS; VHF; Stereo; Fore and Aft shore power Auto Pilot; Canadian
Registery 10 opening Ports; 3 Hatches MOB pole; Safety ring; Life
Jackets Bruce Anchor; Extra Battery Charger Cradle; BBQ White Hull
with Blue
This boat has been well cared for and lightly used for the past 13 years and
always on Lake Ontario. Regrets for our decision but due to health
reasons. Asking price is same as Insured Value and Survey - $85,000.
Call Hank Surette Home 905-880-4685 Cell 416-948-2017; Outer
Harbour Marina D1 Toronto

“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in
very good condition. $58,000
For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email brilynne@hurontel.on.ca

“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring Edition 2009
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, ON, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com
The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34 owners,
“without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate and in the best
interests of all concerned, none of us is liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
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ALOHA
Launch Day has arrived! In the East anyway! The winter projects must be
put on the back burner if you’re not done by now. A priority change is in
the wind!
Our big winter project, the bathroom reno, was completed just in time to
NOT qualify for the latest tax break here in Canada. Oh well, at least we
get to enjoy it. Maybe when you see the attached you will want to upgrade
yours too. A real time saver! [of course you can’t always take Harrison
too seriously]
As a reward for our hard work we took off for 2 weeks on the island of
Eleuthera. To save you having to look that up on Google, it is the large
island about 55 miles east of Nassau in the Bahamas. I say large, but it’s
only about 4 miles wide although its 110 miles long. The advantage to us
is it is not highly developed for the tourist. A different beach every day, if
you like, and you may not see another set of footprints. When you talk of
the nightlife, its stars, sand and sea. Beautiful!
Looking out to the east at the ocean makes one think of the saying; “They
are ill discoverers that think there is no land, when they can see nothing
but sea.” - Francis Bacon
Lots of changes for the beginning of 2009:
 As you will hear more later, I have redesigned most of the Aloha
34 website. I thought it was time for a facelift and maybe bring it up to the times. We get quite a few inquiries from
the site and have been quite successful in both assisting members is selling their Alohas and gathering new owners
into the Network. Hope you like the new look.


Seems I’ve accumulated a little more than necessary in the Aloha 34 cash box! So, as you may have noticed in your
account statement, all current members will get a credit for one year’s dues. Some will catch up for this year, some
will get a credit for 2010 or later and a few will get a credit for a year still owing from the past. This will leave
ample in the kitty for upcoming newsletters, website costs and our internet name – aloha34.com.



Sorry for the delay in getting this issue to print. This will be my last newsletter as I am passing the helm of the
Network over to Perry Basden, Alohalani, #233. It’s been about 7 years and time for a new skipper. Those of you
that are very observant may have noticed the address and contact changes on the cover but just to emphasize the
information; from now on please address all correspondence including emails to Perry and of course that
means sending your dues to Perry too! His contact info is as follows:
Snail Mail
Perry Basden
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor, ON, Canada
N9G 1W2

Email
perry_basden@hotmail.com

Telephone
(519) 972-5949

It’s been a great privilege to carry on the traditions and support initiate by Migs & Diana Turner of Sea Vixen, our founder
and still reliable source of all things Aloha 34, and much more. It’s has always been a joy for me, when an Aloha 34 changes
hands, to have the new owner join our group. We have been successful over the years in keeping the Aloha 34 out there, as
well as assisting members in finding new skippers for their favourite sailboat. Our thanks to all of you; you made the
Network a success.
Les & Carol, Enchantment, Hull # 214
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Matt Butcher, Fiona now Kaleo
Address: 6262 Swiss Ave Apt. A, Dallas, TX 75214
Telephone: 208-310-6456, Email: matt_butcher@richards.com
John Lawrence, Castle Reef
Address: Sorkedalsveien 5c, 0369 Oslo, Norway
Email: johnkebab@hotmail.com
Alan R Harriman, Skipping Stones
Address: 397 North Road, Topsfield, Maine 04490
Telephone:
Email: alan.harriman@yahoo.com
James L. Morgan, Water Witch
Address: 589 County Road 6027 Dayton, Texas 77535
Telephone: 832-386-3646,
Email: morgan@galenaparkisd.com
Mike Howard, Shibumi
New Email: shibumi.v@gmail.com
Dave Carr and Carla Kilpela, Momentum 1
(Golden Retriever is now Winston)
18 St. Antoine Crescent, Hillsdale, Ontario, L0L 1V0
Telephone: (705) 835 5099, Email: david.carr@sympatico.ca
Cam Torrey; Susie P. Oliver II
New Email: ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

MAILBAG
From: Les
Sent: October 15, 2008
To: cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
Subject: Windekind's Summer
Hi Cliff and Carol,
I trust all went well for the rest of your trip home this summer.
As I promised, I would be asking you for a write-up of your experiences [troubles] and how you resolved them. As you
know I try to pass on member experiences to the rest of the members to enable them to overcome problems just like you did.
I am working on the newsletter now and would appreciate your contribution by mid-November if possible.
Can I count on you for a story and maybe a picture or 2. It would be much appreciated and I know the members would be
interested too. Could you please let me know so I can plan for it?
Les
Enchantment
Reply From: Cliff & Carol MacDonald
Sent: November-23-08
Ok we have been working on it, take a read of the attached article and feel free to make modifications or give us
suggestions.
Cliff
Reply From: Les
Sent: December-09-08
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Thanks very much for the great story. Carol wouldn’t have taken any pictures you’d like to share to go with the
article – maybe you head down in the locker or something!

It would spice up your story.

Sorry I didn’t get it in this fall but I will put it in the newsletter in May 2009. So, if you want to change or send a
photo or several it would be great.
Sorry for the delay in getting back to you, we just got back from helping a friend in Florida – arrived back on Dec.
6th to a snow storm, they closed Hwy 21 a few hours after our return.
Thanks again.
Les
[Editor: please check out Cliff and Carol’s adventure under the heading “Our Trip To The North Channel” later in
the newsletter.]

From: Kay Waghorne
Sent: November-15-08
How do to sign up as an Aloha34 owner?
Kay Waghorne
281-550-1723
Reply From: Les
Date: Sun, 16 Nov 2008
Hi Kay,
You may join the Aloha Network by doing the following:
1.

Send me an email giving me the information on the Aloha you own; serial number (upper left corner of the
transom), boat name, location, and any special details. A picture would be great too.
2. Send me your snail mail address and phone number and the email address you prefer us to use for contact
when necessary
3. Send a cheque for $20 (annually) made out to Les Harrison to 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, ON,
N2Z1X7.
4. An extra $5 will get you a copy of the CD the members produced a number of years ago and contains an
owners` manual made from all member problems and hints, copies of all the boat profiles submitted, all
past copies of the newsletters
We also have an email list to which many members subscribe.
We have over 70 members, mostly in North America but as well as Australia and Europe.
The$20 donation goes towards the costs and, at this time of year, would be applied to 2009. I`m just concluding the
fall newsletter and would send you a copy when you join.
We would welcome you aboard.
Les Harrison
Manger – Aloha 34 Network
PS: in any case, if you don`t mind, I would be interested in the info in 1. as I try to keep track of all Aloha 34s
Reply From: kay waghorne
Sent: November-17-08
Thanks for the reply.
We are not at the boat right now... but I will check the transom tomorrow. We are NEWBY's to sailing and this will
be our very first boat... so we are little sponges soaking up all the info we can.
I do have a number that might be it.... YW# 1472-2000216 ??? do you think that is it?
Kay Waghorne
281-550-1723
Reply From: Les
Date: Mon, 17 Nov 2008
Kay,
The serial number would look something like this: ZUY0D214E84. This one’s mine. It tells the hull number –
214, and the year it was built – 84.
I’ve saved a copy of this Fall newsletter just for you, should you decide to sign up.
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Les
Reply From: kay waghorne
Sent: November-19-08
Ok... Here is the number : ZUYOD207E484...... Now the Broker said she thinks the paper work shows a "D"
instead of a "D".... don't know what that means
The Boat will be kept at Sea Brook, Texas. Our home address is
Al and Kay Waghorne
14106 Blazey Drive Houston, TX 77095
Our phone is 281-550-7999
You have our email address.... which is our preferred means of communication.
If this is all that you need.... I'll send our check for $25 to cover all the goodies!
And.... attached are pictures of our new baby!
Kay Waghorne

Reply From: Les
Date: Wed, 19 Nov 2008
Kay,
Thanks for the info and the beautiful pictures. She looks like she’s in fine form. By the way, what is the name of
your “new baby”? The name I have on record for Hull #207 is “Fiona”. I also show:
Previous Owners:
Gil & Mary THOMAS: they had a 5 year cruise of Mexican waters in “DIONYSUS” [previous name]
Bill & Lene SYMES: Houston, Texas, purchased 1998
Don’t know if any of that’s news to you but thought you may be interested.
I’m leaving first thing tomorrow for 2 weeks in Florida – helping out a friend with his property down there. I should
have your letter when I get back and will immediately send out the newsletter and CD. I think I have an extra copy
of the previous newsletter too. If so I’ll send it along too. Hope the slight delay due to my trip is OK.
Welcome aboard the Aloha Network.
Les
PS: I hope to occasionally have access to email if there are any questions.
From: kay waghorne
Sent: November-20-08
Yes! She is "currently" the Fiona. And we did know we were purchasing her from Bill and Lene Symes... a very
sweet couple who are being so helpful and truly love the boat! Hope they don't change their minds! Ha Ha.
Her new name.... should this all come down the pike.... will be "ALANDKAY" We are scheduled to close on or
before December 18th.
I'll get the 'check' in the mail. You said when you receive our letter.... do you actually need anything else from us
except the check?
Have a safe trip, by the way.
Kay Waghorne
Reply From: Les
Date: Tue, 28 Apr 2009
Kay,
I don’t believe I have received your membership check as yet. Just checking to see if something has happened to it.
Les Harrison
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Aloha 34 Network
Reply From: kay waghorne
Sent: April-29-09
Hi Les,
Sorry, I should have gotten back to you. It did not work out for us to by the Aloha. We bought a Gulfstar 36
instead. But, I do appreciate (I am impressed!) that you checked back with me.
Best wishes... and thanks!
Kay Waghorne
Reply From: Les
Date: Wed, 29 Apr 2009
Kay,
All the best in all you do; fair winds and calm anchorages to you.
Sorry you won’t be joining us.
Les

From: Lyndee Cole
Subject: Hello from Sarnia Queen's Ransom Nov 2008
To old & new friends this is sent so we can keep in touch. Please feel free to reply and let us know what you are up to
between sailing seasons! Marty & Lyndee Hayes,
June 2008
We were pleased to see that when we lifted out at the end of Oct. there was no damage to the keel from our encounter with
Queen’s Ransom rocks! Then we were busy all winter in the basement. We had to relocate the laundry room, totally redo the
bathroom, open a pass thru to the furnace room, build a door frame, rip up the old lino flooring and then patch & paint the
majority of the bedrooms. Spring finally came around so we still have to complete the kitchen and finish the bamboo/vinyl
flooring! Lyndee has hurt something in her shoulder, so that has slowed down the project, but the plan is to rent out 3 rooms
downstairs! ASAP. We also just had 9 large oak trees taken down so the yard looks like a tornado came through! We went to
the Toronto Boat show with Cliff & Carol & Paul & Bonnie & had 4 days of fun, shopping, dining out etc. & we got an
electric head, VHF/DSC radio plus Led’s to upgrade our nav.lights.They are all in & working. The weather has not been
great, I’ve been frozen twice & burnt once when sailing & dredging the SYC entrance is done, but the weather was awful!
We are racing Q.R. in a fun BBQ series. We could only do 1 race last year but we won it & the crew wants to repeat that in
the 3 races we do this year! Don’t forget Mackinaw weekend in July! Come on down & have a super weekend! This summer
we will have 3 boats going up North. We plan to leave SYC on July 26 th so we should be in Tobermory by the 28/29th via
Kincardine if the conditions are good & are looking forward to meeting old & new friends. Plan to be up there & call us on
the radio, our MMSI# is 316012082.
November 2008
Hello from Sarnia,
It’s the 18th and I’ve just finished blowing the driveway. We got 6” of snow overnight with more expected during the day.
Have I told you I don’t like winter. I hate snow!!!!!!!!
I’ve re-sent the earlier quick letter so you have
continuity with this latest chronicle.
Finally the downstairs is all done! Lyndee just has to
move in some furniture & fittings & I have to get in
touch with all the local union halls to find contract
workers who need accommodations by Dec. 1st.
Lyndee’s shoulder is now nearly 100% better due to her
using it on the boat to trim sails & haul up the anchor!
Her doctor was amazed & told her to continue her
unique therapy!!!! Our race series ended in Sept. & Q.R.
got a 2nd place pennant! Mackinaw day in mid July was
the wettest, windiest and foggiest. My crew huddled
down below while I got soaked and had to put on warm,
dry clothes when we finally gave up on seeing the race
& docked the boat.
On July 26th our flotilla, consisting of Queenie, Blue
Loon, & Windekind, set off for Kincardine at 5.20am in
good weather but very humid. To fill you in again Paul
& Bonnie sail a 36ft Columbia centre cockpit & Cliff &
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Carol have an Aloha 34 which is a later version of Queenie. All was fine until about 9.30 when Cliff’s engine warning light
came on! He figured the alarm was acting up so he disabled it & we sailed on. We got to Kinc. at 6pm, P&B got in at 6.30,
but C&C were unable to use their engine, the wind was dying so we had to get them rescued by a local boat & they were
towed in at 11.15!! What a start to their 1st long trip aboard Windekind! We stayed put on Sun. so Cliff could try & get the
engine sorted out .Mon. we headed out for Tobermory but C&C’s engine still acting up so we put in at Port Elgin where
Cliff changed fuel filters, cos. by now we were sure he had bad diesel fuel in the tank. Next day we all motor sailed to Tob.
with the engine still acting up but (with spare filters ordered for picking up the next day) we made it by 4pm. Of course the
parts didn’t arrive until 3pm the next day so we sailed to Club Isl. for the night just 23 miles from Tob. We motored in to our
previous waypoint & hit a big rock? Why the hit when the water level was up? PANIC. The bilge was full of water cos.
obviously the auto bilge pump had quit working and hence we were drawing more draft, ergo thud! As soon as the water was
pumped out I found the grease cap had come off the prop shaft’s stuffing box letting the lake in! Something else to put on our
pre-departure check list!! Next day the 31st we got to Snug Harbour via Killarney for lunch & a liquor store stop having taken
2 extra days to get here! Waiting in Snug was Dave Jewitt on “ Firecrest”. He was sailing around for the summer &
eventually got to the Gaspe in Quebec where he left the boat till next year. Dave joined the group for the next 10 days & we
caught up on news from Lake Simcoe. We spent the next couple of days getting into cruising mode, with Happy hours served
on the “Loon” “Q.R” & “Winde”. The only trouble being by the time H.H. was over it was almost too late to cook dinner +
being full of h’ordeuvres we weren’t hungry. Jerry & Cheryl from “JC” also arrived so they both joined in the Happy Hours!
By this time Cliff & Carol were starting to enjoy North Channel cruising. On Sunday we all went to Shegwandah Bay,
anchored out & dingied to shore for swimming, exploring & ice-cream. Mon. after exploring Beaver Isl. by dinghy we
motored 4 miles to Little Current then tied up to the wall. That evening we all had dinner at the Anchor Inn with Les & Carol
Harrison from “Enchantment” joining us. Tues. helped out on the Cruiser Net with Roy Eaton then it was time for the girls
to do some shopping!! “JC” was having battery/starter problems so they were headed for Gore Bay. “Winde” had to leave to
get back to Sarnia so they left accompanied by “Enchantment” on Aug. 6th & besides continued engine probs. they had 3
failed hoses which tried to sink them, bad weather delays & finally made Sarnia by the 12 th. We hope they have a better trip
next year!!! We talked to “JC” & they had to get back to Michigan. We’ll try to make better plans so next year we can spend
more time together. We continued our cruise visiting some of our favorite places & checking out some new ones. Our
summer weather was much cooler with t/storms every day, so we had to keep an eye on the weather & stay put when the
weather was too unsettled. We went to Spanish to meet up with Bob Savoie who we had arranged with to bring us a new
battery. When we got the holding tank pumped out they cracked it using too much vacuum. Big problem not being able to use
the head!! Bob to the rescue. He drove Lyndee to Espanola & we got a Porta-Potty for the rest of the trip. That tank I’m
presently repairing in the basement. Leaving Spanish we got stuck in the channel & had to get towed off twice so unless they
dredge next year we won’t be going back there. More cruising & we ended up at Croker Isl. for Lyndee’s birthday & our 1 st
anniversary! It was a bright sunny day. I had coffee, wild flowers and a sparkle candle for my wife to wake up to .Thanks to
all for the cards & messages on the Cr/net. When Jeremy phoned to wish his Mom happy birthday his news was that he was
in Finland & had just got married!!! Later we had Happy Hour party on “Miss Ellie” with Guy & Louise & new friends from
“Emerald Night” “L’Aiglon” & of course Paul & Bonnie. We relaxed for the next 10 days at Croker, L. Current & Snug
Harbour then on Aug 30th in Kincardine my daughter Michelle & boyfriend Jeff made a quick visit & stayed for the night.
We had a great visit but a 7am departure the next day meant we couldn’t stay up too late. Both boats got back to Sarnia
safely on Sun Aug. 31st having sailed 580 miles this trip. September was busy with Lyndee’s work, the basement, sailing and
Marty’s daughter Stephanie, John, Charlisse & Marcus came for a weekend. The grandparents needed another holiday!
Where do get their energy?? October was lift-out & Marty’s b/day, thanks for all my cards. Jeremy & Hanne our new
daughter in law came this weekend ( Nov.22nd ) to Sarnia, she seems to be a nice lady so they have our blessings. Well now
the boats are on the hard, there’s work to do at the club and our next sailing will be in February when the 6 of us will be in
the BVI’s on a chartered 46’ sailboat. Best Wishes for the upcoming season, Lyndee Lu & Marty Hayes.
Cliff, Lyndee Lu ,Bonnie, Carol, Paul & Marty.
From: lyndeelu
Sent: April-02-09
Hello from Sarnia,
April 2009.
It’s April the 2nd just one month till lift in! When we took Q.R. out in the fall it was obvious the rock in Club Isl. had won.
The end of the keel was all bashed in so that, & repairing the holding tank were the priorities. The tank is done & in but I
need warmer weather to glass repair a new end on the keel! Christmas was great with the whole clan at our place, Jeremy has
moved to Finland & is getting all his necessary papers to be able to work. Jesse has got 2 p/t jobs & that helps to pay for
college. We did the Toronto boat show in mid Jan. & stayed 2 nights at Cliff & Carol’s son’s place in Etobicoke. We met up
with quite a few friends there but didn’t have a big shopping list this year! Just a few replacement lights for the galley & a h/d
winch handle. On the Sat. night we drove in a blizzard to East Side Marios northeast of the 401 h/way to meet Jeff &
Michelle for dinner.
In mid Feb. the 6 of us left Sarnia, drove to Detroit, got our plane to Ft Lauderdale, another to St.Thomas in the USVI’s. &
stayed the night at “The Green Iguana” hotel overlooking the bay. A noisy ferry ride to Tortola BVI’s in the morning, and
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then picked up our chartered Bavaria 46 at Nanny Cay. We had a wonderful week visiting as many of islands as we could.
Look these up on Google Earth, Tortola, Jost van Dyke & Virgin Gorda and some of the smaller islands. The sailing was
great, pretty good weather in the low 80’s & we all got along well! All too soon the week was over, we dropped off the boat,
got the ferry & stayed at the “Mafolie Hotel” in St. Thomas with an even more spectacular view of the bay. There was a
pool, restaurant, plus we got the honeymoon suite! The next morning the girls shopped competing with the cruise ship
passengers while the boys drank beer & looked after the luggage! They went thru a hundred jewellery store and got some
beautiful rings and necklaces at very reasonable prices – or so they told us!!!!!!. When we left the temp. was 83oF. In Detroit
it was 19oF. Brrrrh.
Lyndee is doing really well with her U. of T. masters course in wound care. She has to have her thesis done by mid. July.
Mackinaw weekend John Nesling & crew will be at SYC for the race, come on down & cheer them on? There’s plenty of
room! July25th we head up North. If you can, plan to be in Snug Harbour for the August holiday weekend for the 1st & 2 nd
of Aug!!! In the meantime there’s yard work, boat repairs, work at SYC. + dredging the entrance channel starts May 1 st.
Regards to all, Marty & Lyndee Lu Hayes. xxx

From: Alan Harriman
Sent: November-10-08
Subject: Aloha 34
I just purchased an Aloha 34. I am interested in membership in your owner network.
Please provide information.
Thanks, Al
Reply From: Les
Subject: RE: Aloha 34
Date: Monday, November 10, 2008,
Hi Al,
The email list with Yahoo is for Aloha owners that have joined the Aloha 34 Network. We do this to limit the spam
we all get from email lists. When you join us you will receive a newsletter twice a year (about 40-50 pages), access
to the member services section of the Aloha Web Site, and access to the email list mentioned.
You may join the Aloha Network by doing the following:
1. Send me an email giving me the information on the Aloha you purchased; serial number (upper left corner
of the transom), boat name, and any special details. A picture would be great too.
2. Send me your snail mail address and phone number and the email address you prefer us to use for contact
when necessary
3. Send a cheque for $20 (annually) made out to Les Harrison to 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine, ON,
N2Z1X7.
4. An extra $5 will get you a copy of the CD the members produced a number of years ago and contains an
owners` manual made from all member problems and hints, copies of all the boat profiles submitted, all
past copies of the newsletters
We have over 70 members, mostly in North America but as well as Australia and Europe.
The$20 donation goes towards the costs and would be applied to 2009. I`m just concluding the fall newsletter and
would send you a copy when you join.
We would welcome you aboard.
Les Harrison
Manger – Aloha 34 Network
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: December-05-08
To: Les
Subject: Membership in Aloha 34 Members Group
Thanks for getting back to me so quickly. I did not want to
respond until I got Skipping Stones home.
I got my Aloha 34 home this week. This boat was purchased in an
eBay auction. The boat had been setting in a boat yard in
Annapolis, Maryland for several years. During that time water
leaked from the cockpit into the cabin filing the cabin to a depth of
about 16 inches. The condition of the woodwork is actually quite
good with very little damage but does need to be refinished both
above and below the "water line".
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The engine appears to be in reasonable shape.
The wiring and water hoses are in reasonable condition but I would love to get my hands on a wiring and piping
diagram. Are these available from the Aloha 34 Web Site?
If you use eBay you can see the auction for the boat by searching the item number 200270889474.
If you do not want to look on eBay the Hull ID Number is ZUY001100178. I will include some pictures from the
auction.
I will e sending you a check within the next couple days.
My address is:
Alan R Harriman
397 North Road
Topsfield, Maine 04490
My email address in on this email but for the record it is alan.harriman@yahoo.com .
[Editor: for more on Skipping Stones go to the Profiles at the end of the Newsletter.]
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-23-09
I have not found any reference to Hull number 110 in any of the newsletters. By copy of this I will ask him. Les, do
you have any prior information on hull # 110?
Studying the profiles I have found 6 of 9 Alohas with profiles recorded between hull # 109 and 121 that have Volvo
MD11C engines and 3 that specifically state they have saildrives. So it appears that Oyuang built a few Aloha's
with saildrives in the late 70's and early 80's.
Regarding your comment regarding seeing an Aloha on eBay last year., "Skipping Stones" was auctioned off once
prior to the auction I won. See the attached section of the description on the auction I won.
“We had listed and sold her once before and the new owner came down from Canada to collect her but was
unfortunately unable to complete the transaction due to financial reasons so please be sure to have all your finances
in order before bidding , the purchaser was happy with the description of the boat and left feedback accordingly.”
Without this comment I would not have watched her. I checked the feedback for the previous auction I was appalled
to learn that the previous winning bid was only $6810.00. I figured regardless of her condition if I could get her for
less that $15,000 I could not get burned. In fact, my greatest concern was due to the size of the previous winning
bid.
I have the experience needed to rebuild her. I have rebuilt several engines including two diesel engines and have
worked for a while as a professional carpenter which included two sets of built in place cabinets.
Since I am retired (living of a severance package until August 2009 when I reach the age of 59 1/2) I have the time
necessary to do the work. I have been studying nearly every night to learn what I need to do to get her into shape.
Discovering the network and the willingness of members to share their knowledge and experience has been a God
send.
Reply From: Les
Sent: January-23-09
Hi Alan,
The Profile listing has information on Hull # 109 and #111 but we’ve never had any information on Hull #110, to
the best my records.



Hull # 109: Ladymarisa, built in 1977 with VOLVO, MODEL: MD11C, Sail-drive HORSEPOWER: 20
Hull / 111: Momentum 1 built December 1977 with Volvo MODEL: MD11C HORSEPOWER: 23 hp

As you may suspect, I would greatly appreciate a Profile on ``Skipping Stones`` when you get the chance. In
particular we would be interested in the owner history as well as her equipment list.
Don`t forget to document your repairs and renovations and include some photos for the benefit of all members.
Thanks for your participation in the Network.
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2009
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Les
Enchantment, Hull 214

From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-14-09
Subject: Posting a Question for All to See?
Thanks Les for all the help.
Reading the newsletters it appears there is a way to post a question for all to see. Is there a way to do this without creating a
distribution list of all members?
Reply From: Les
Sent: January 14, 2009,
We use a Yahoo email service. I will send you an invite to join. I suggest your nickname be your boat name.
Les
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-15-09
Thanks, I have found the information in the network to be very educational. It has supplied entertainment in the
wee hours of the morning.
I see a place to change a "profile", currently set at alan.harriman, is this what you refer to as a nickname?
By the way, in regards to the concerns about the value of Alohas in Canadian dollars decreasing. I think the value of
the Canadian dollar is what changed. For example the Canadian dollar not to long ago was worth between 50 and
60 cents US. It has been up to par and beyond recently. Part of this was a reduction in the US dollar. I have looked
for info on the web for the historical value of the Canadian dollar but I have not found any, yet.
If we had this information I suspect the change in the value of an Aloha would be more stable. I.e. $70,000
Canadian for the recent appraisal was probably close in value to $100,000 Canadian when the boat was purchased.
Reply From: Les
Sent: January 15, 2009
I only mentioned your nickname on the email list because some donʼt want to use their real name. Some of the
names used by others make it difficult to see who you are writing to. Your ID of course would be fine.
Thanks for the perspective on Aloha selling prices. We certainly have see a drop more recently. Think Iʼll
just keep sailing until the selling price goes up.
I see you certainly stayed up past my bedtime and Iʼm not an early to bed or rise!
Les
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-15-09
I was surprised to see the clock at 3:00 AM when I got done reading past posts! I find the info so interesting.
I would follow your suggestion to use the boat name as my nickname but I do not know how to do it.

From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-20-09
Subject: "Fair winds & following seas"
Aloha!
As the biggest trading partner of the United States and as a country which is impacted greatly by what goes on in the United
States, we are sure that on this momentous day in history with the inauguration of Barak Obama as 44th President of the
United States, all our Canadian ALOHA 34 Network members join in wishing our US members "fair winds & following
seas".
To quote the Governor General of Canada this morning, Her Excellency the Right Honourable Michaëlle Jean (herself
originally an immigrant from Haiti),
"...On behalf of all Canadians, we offer our very best wishes for success to the new American president...".
(See http://www.gg.ca/media/doc.asp?lang=e&DocID=5612 )
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Migs
PS: ...and even when sailing in the coastal waters of the Pacific Ocean off Victoria, British Columbia with my men's crew
suffering a cool wind chill factor of +10 degrees C. (about 52 degrees F.) as I was doing last Saturday in Sea Vixen, "you are
with us".
In the attached, please see Mount Baker in the U.S. State of Washington "looking down on us".

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: January-20-09
A truly Beautiful sailing day!!
They don't have that much water down here in central Texas but they do have that very important ingredient: a warm
temperature; in the upper 60's.
Fair winds

From: Matt Butcher
Sent: March-17-09
Subject: Access to Member Services
Hi,
We just closed on an 84 Aloha 34 "Fiona" in Houston TX. I am interested in joining the members association. Will you
please send me more info how to join?
Thanks,
Matt Butcher
208.310.6456
Reply From: Les
Sent: Mar 23, 2009
Hi Matt,
You may join the Aloha Network by doing the following:
1. Send me your snail mail address and phone number
2. Send a cheque for $20 (annually in February) made out to Les Harrison to 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine,
ON, N2Z1X7.
3. If you wish an extra $5 will get you a copy of the CD the members produced a number of years ago and
contains an owners` manual made from all member problems and hints, copies of all the boat profiles
submitted, all past copies of the newsletters
We have over 70 members, mostly in North America but as well as Australia and Europe.
The $20 donation goes towards the costs of a twice a year newsletter [in the order of 50 pages] and the maintenance
of the web site. When you join, you will get access to the member section of the Aloha Site and be invited to join
our email list.
We would welcome you aboard. Congratulations, you have one of the best cruising boats around [we may be a bit
biased].
Les Harrison
Reply From: Matt Butcher
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Sent: March-23-09
Hi Les,
Thanks for the info. My snail mail address is:
2203 Carroll Ave #4
Dallas, TX 75204
This address will be changing in a few months but I don't know the new one yet, is email the best way to update you
on that?
Phone: 208-310-6456
I will get the check in the mail. The previous owner was a member and gave me the CD, has that been updated in
the last few years?
Thanks,
Matt
Reply From: Les
Sent: Apr 28, 2009
Hi Matt,
Just received your cheque for the Aloha Network. Thanks and welcome aboard.
The original “Owners’ Manual” we created has not been updated [maybe someday I’ll get to it] but the current
newsletters are added each time I send one out. Since you sent $25 I will send you the latest CD.
The latest newsletter will be going out later in May so, unless you are antsy to get the CD and earlier newsletter, I
will just include them in your mailing of the Spring Newsletter. If you’d rather get the CD earlier please let me
know.
Glad to have you aboard the Aloha 34 Network.
Les
Reply From: Matt Butcher
Sent: April-28-09
Les,
I am excited to be part of the network and can't wait to get more time with her this summer.
Sending the latest CD with the May newsletter is just fine. Would you please send the mailings to my new address:
Matt Butcher
6262 Swiss Ave Apt. A
Dallas, TX 75214
FYI: The name of my hull has changed from Fiona to Kaleo.
Lastly, how do I access the member's service area/bravenet on the website? Is that a forum for owners?
Thanks,
Matt
Reply From: Les
Sent: April-28-09
Matt,
I will incorporate you address changes and will also let the rest of the membership know.
The access to the forum is as follows:
UserID:
ownersnet
Password:
brewer
There’s not a lot of traffic on the forum as many of the members have shifted to the email service. I will send you
an invite to join the email list. You info is password protected by each member so we have not had any spam from
the service. We find it a good way to contact those on the list to ask questions or pass on info to others. Since not
all our members are computer users I do replicate much of the traffic in the newsletters. You may join or pass –
your choice.
If you join the email list please use an ID that will permit others to identify who is asking or commenting. Some
prefer not to use their real names so I suggest the boat name as an alternative.
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You will receive the invite from Yahoo since that is where our service is, so watch for it as sometimes it will go to
your junk mailbox depending on your settings.
All the best this summer.
Les

From: Lene Symes
Sent: March-28-09
Subject: no longer Aloha 34 owners
Les,
We've sold Fiona (207) to a young couple from Dallas who plan to take her to the Bahamas and perhaps beyond. When we
met at the closing, her new skipper, Matt Butcher, told me that he'd already emailed you about joining the owner association its existence and the manual were definitely positive factors in making the deal happen.
Our sailing attention has shifted to the Pacific Northwest, where we spend our summers sailing our Cal Cruising 36, Sara E.,
from Orcas Island in the San Juans. We'll miss the our Aloha and all the news from the Aloha world, but it was time for us to
move on, and we think you've gained an enthusiastic pair of new members in Matt and his fiancee Christy.
Fair winds and following seas
Bill and Lene Symes
From: Les
Sent: March-28-09
Bill & Lene,
Congratulations on the sale of Fiona. Matt Butcher has indeed been in contact with the Network and tells me the check’s in
the mail. Thanks for passing on the CD to Matt. I will try and remember to send him an update as you probably acquired
yours some time ago.
Don’t forget Migs is up your way so maybe you will bump [figuratively of course] in to Sea Vixen in your travels.
All the best from all Aloha Owners. Feel free to drop the Network a line at anytime.
Fair winds and quiet anchorages.
Les

From: Perry Basden
Sent: April-12-09
Subject: Aloha Spare Parts
Just in case anyone may be interested in picking up some spare A34 parts.... please check the following link
http://usauctions.com/ItemDetails.aspx?ID=8388
Regards
Perry Basden
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Reply From: Perry Basden
Sent: April-12-09
Sorry about the oversite in my previous post. Boat was auctioned for $2,225.00
Regards
Perry Basden
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
Reply From: Les
Sent: April-13-09
Thanks Perry.
This appears to be Water Witch, previously Okkumut. My last contact had John Adams as the owner. Haven’t
heard from him is quite some time. He dropped out of the Network in 2005.
Despite the damage, lots of good gear in the pictures if you needed a long range project!!
Thanks again Perry.
Les
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Enchantment
EDITOR: For complete details of the auction and pictures of Water Witch go to Profiles at the end of the Newsletter.

From: James L. Morgan
Sent: March-30-09
Subject: Aloha34Owners membership
Please sign me up, proud owner of an Aloha34 since Saturday, one of Ike`s many victims (Editor: see Water Witch). The
good news-all the glass work should be finished tomorrow and should splash her Saturday....the bad news is she needs a rig
and sails.
James Morgan
832-386-3646
I have a Bad Latitude (but I Belize I'm getting better)

Reply From: Les
Sent: March-31-09
Hi James,
Congratulations, you’ve got what we believe is one of the best cruising sailboats going, but we may be prejudiced.
To sign up, as an Aloha 34 owner, you are invited to join the Aloha Network by doing the following:
1.
2.
3.
4.

Sending me the vessel name, serial number [top starboard side of transom, purchase date, vessel location]
Send me your snail mail address and phone number
Send a cheque for $20 (annually in February) made out to Les Harrison to 386 Nelson Street, Kincardine,
ON, N2Z1X7.
If you wish an extra $5 will get you a copy of the CD the members produced a number of years ago and
contains an owners` manual made from all member problems and hints, copies of all the boat profiles
submitted, most past copies of the newsletters

We have over 70 members, mostly in North America but as well as Australia and Europe.
The $20 donation goes towards the costs of a twice a year newsletter [in the order of 50 pages] and the maintenance
of the web site. When you join, you will get access to the member section of the Aloha Site and be invited to join
our email list. You may even find a member that has info on parts for your Aloha as there have been several
extensive refits.
We would welcome you aboard.
Les Harrison
“Enchantment”
Reply From: James Morgan
Sent: May 5, 2009
I bought her in March of this year, she`s currently on the hard and looking for a rig! (and lots of other things) Until
I find a new rig she`ll be in Dayton, Texas (just west of Houston).
HIN: ZUYD1730682

From: Les
Sent: April-23-09
Subject: New Website
Hi to All Members,
Not much email traffic these days so I thought I’d take this opportunity to let you know the Aloha Website has been
redesigned. There are a few details on some of the deeper pages that may get a facelift too, later.
Let me know if you find any errors, omissions or things that just don’t work. I use Internet Explorer as my browser and have
not tested the new tools on other browsers. If there’s an issue I will try and resolve it but the finder will have to give me a
hand with the testing.
Hope you like it. I think it is a little more up to date in its style.
Les

From: John Lawrence
Sent: May-18-09
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Hi Les,
I’ve just managed to get the closure letter from the Canadian registration and I’ll be sending it to the UK SSR to see if it’s
enough, unfortunately I don’t think it is as there is no reference to the weight and measurements of the boat, it looks like I’m
going to have to get a measurements survey done if I want to register her anywhere, an expensive pain! Wish I’d checked for
those papers before buying her now, still, will remember next time :-)
All the best
John

From: David
Sent: June-01-09
To: Les
HI Les, boat now sold. Please remove our AD. Thanks for your Ad placing. I shall pass on my Aloha Network info to the
new owner and recommend he join the group.
The market here wouldn't stand the "eastern" prices as you've so much bigger a potential market around the great lakes. My
pricing took into account the things necessary after survey.
My friend just sold hi '84 C&C 34 for 46k$. Moorage , poor economy and unemployment here are big factors now which
together with the lowest minimum wage in the country keep a lid on things, I guess.
Boat passed survey well with the usual not on Aloha warped cockpit seats, portside leading edge of coachroof and so on.
Otherwise pretty good for a sailboat of 27yrs--we'll miss it but are moving on to other things having seen so much of the BC
coast in all seasons with her; its a great al-rounder sailboat. First comment of the new owner, an experienced sailor, was
"This is a marvellously dry boat to sail".
Only 2 thumbnail sized blisters which were deemed "not urgent".
Regards and fair winds, David
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FEATURED ALOHA
Aloha Web Site
The Aloha Website has been redesigned to give it a
facelift. Just go to www.aloha34.com for a look.
It features drop-down menus, a repeating slide
show, front page highlighting of Alohas for sale
and responsive FAQ data for the public and
members alike.
A few of the deeper pages have yet to be revised;
we’ll get to that soon.
The For Sale page is concise and uses a novel
approach to display Aloha 34’s that are offered for
sale by our members. Just by passing your mouse
cursor over the boat name causes the for sale ad to
pop up for review. If the browser is interested
he/she just clicks on the link for details.
There are some fairly new features and you may
have them blocked by your security settings. If
things don’t seem quite right just make
aloha34.com a “trusted site”. The instructions are
available on the website.
As I mentioned in my opening remarks, Perry
Basden will be assuming the management of our
Network; but, we have agreed that I will continue
with the website and email list until Perry is ready
for these additional responsibilities.
Keep sending in suggestions and make sure you let
me know of any problems you may experience. If
you would like a link on our site to your sailing
related site or your blog just send it in to me at
harrisol@bmts.com.
Enjoy.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
[Owners’ submissions, modifications, improvements and questions arranged under headings consistent with the Owner’s
Manual]

ALOHA 34 – THE BOAT
Aloha Colours
From: Alan Harriman
Sent: February-08-09
I believe I saw in one of the sales brochures that the Aloha 34's were offered in different colors. Can any elaborate on this?
Hull 110, "Skipping Stones" appears to be somewhat on the beige side of white inside and out. Is this an original color?
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: February-09-09
Alan.
Mine is also beige with a brown boot, and brown stripes below the toe rail. I am not sure what color it was
originally but I will check the original owner and get back to you.
Bob
Aly Ada Too 156
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: February-09-09
Alan
In 1983, we ordered AIR LOOM with a white hull, brown stripes and cream colored non-skid. There were many
options at that time to select from.
Stuart
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: February-15-09
The color of the strips was Oxblood and the other colors were #861 whatever that is.
Hope this helps whoever was asking about the colors.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156

Aloha Documentation
From: John Kebab
Sent: March-23-09
Hi Les,
I'm in a bit of a pickle and was wondering if you could help... When I bought Castle Reef she was Canadian registered and
had been owned by Canadians her entire life, so when the ownership changed hands, it was only the owners name on the
registration that changed. I'm not a Canadian citizen so I couldn't keep her registered in Canada, so she was de-registered
when I bought her. I wanted to register her in the UK, but they need a piece of documentation which states the official
weight and measurements of the boat (from Lloyds or the Canadian equivalent), and I don't have it, the last owners don't have
it either and suggest that it was misplaced during the past 27 years, to get the boat re-measured would be very expensive, so I
was wondering if you would have this paperwork for your boat, or maybe if I could email the owners list to see if anyone else
does, I don't know if this paperwork is boat-specific or not, but it would be extremely nice to have so that I can finally
register her (right now I don't even think that she could be re-registered in Canada without this documentation).
Any help or info would be gratefully received
Thanks and regards
John
S/Y Castle Reef
Reply From: Les
Sent: March-23-09
John,
This is what my documentation has:
Gross Tonnage
9.14
Cubic Metres
25.87
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Registered Tonnage
8.35
Number of Sets of Engines
1 diesel, BHP 27
Length from fore part of stem to fore side of the head of the rudder stock
Main Breadth to outside of hull
11 feet 1 tenths

32 feet 6 tenths

Mine is a shoal draft showing “depth from top of deck at side amidships to bottom of keel”
9 feet 1 tenths
I don’t know what other measurements you may require, like forecastle, galley, etc. Let me know.
I’ve cc’d the email group in case there’s more help there for you.
Les
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: Monday, March 23, 2009
As you say, John, Castle Reef, Transport Canada Official Registration number ON 800735 is no longer registered in
Canada. See Transport Canada site
http://wwwapps.tc.gc.ca/Saf-Sec-Sur/4/vrqs-srib/d.aspx?lang=e&vesselid=33980
I have a printed copy of the 1987 Transport Canada (TC) Volume 1, Ships on Register in Canada other than Fishing
Vessels with basic registration details listed for Castle Reef. They are slightly different from Les' figures.
If you are unable to bring TC details up yourself on Castle Reef, let me know & can email them to you.
Migs
From: Perry Basden
Sent: Monday, March 23, 2009
Hi, John, Les Migs, et al
John.
I can make a phone call to Transport Canada, marine division, in Toronto and see if they can get a copy of the
cancelled registration for Castle Reef mailed to you. Perhaps this will be the only documentation that you will
require for British registration.
The Canadian vessel registrations are renewed every five years. This is done automatically by Transport Canada, so
it may be possible that the previous owners may have a copy on hand. Other than that, you can use the vessel
registration query system and pull up the information on my vessel as a "like" vessel. Mine is a shoal draft and is
registration number 824433. I'm not sure if yours is shoal draft or not.
Best regards
Perry Basden
S/V Alohalani
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: March-23-09
Separately at John's request I have sent John the Castle Reef ON 800435 listing from the TC 1987 Ships Register,
Perry, but it is pretty basic.
If TC would respond to you as a third party contacting them, your suggestion to call TC Toronto would be the best
way to go to get all the info John requires.
Migs

Aloha 34 Values
From: alan.harriman
Sent: January-15-09
First I want to say hello.
I am a new member. I purchased an Aloha 34 "Skipping Stones" in November. It is hull number 110 and was purchased in
Annapolis, Maryland. It is currently on the trailer I bought to bring it home to Topsfield, Maine.
It will need some work in the cabin as it had water leak into it from a broken cockpit scupper hose. The engine appears to be
in repairable condition. The water did not get deep enough to get into the engine. Over all the boat is structully sound. More
on this later, back to the subject.
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I have reviewed many web sites looking for the prices being asked for Aloha34's. What I have found is boats being offered
for between $45,000 and $85,000 US depending on condition and equipment.
In regards to the concern on the reduced value of a late model Aloha 34 in Canadian Dollars, I offer this explanation.
See the table below. The data indicates that the value of the Aloha did not decrease. The value of the Canadian dollar
increased enough that fewer of them are necessary in 2008 to equate to the value seven years prior.
As can be seen the value of the Aloha in US Dollars has increased.
Year
2001
Value of CA$ in US$
.64
Aloha Appraised Value in CA$
$100,000
Aloha Value in US$
$64,000

2008
1.00
$70,000
$70,000

The information on the value of the Canadian dollar was taken from the following web site.
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Canadian_dollar
I hope this helps explain why, even if it does not make anybody feel better about the numbers.
Alan Harriman, Topsfield, Maine, Skipping Stones # 110
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-17-09
Welcome to the Aloha 34 Owners' Network, Alan. Congratulations on your purchase of hull #110, the 10th
production Aloha 34 built at the Ouyang/Aloha International plant in Whitby, Ontario.
Attached FYI if you haven't already seen it is an article on Aloha 34 valuation that appeared on page 41 of the Fall
2000 A-34 Owners' newsletter.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
20. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S)
(1) WHAT IS AN ALOHA 34 WORTH?
This is a frequently asked question. If you were buying a new ALOHA 34 from Pacific Quest in Vancouver
in 1984, the asking price according to their brochure was C$120,000. Today, our answer is anywhere from a low
of~C$40,000. to ~C$85,000. depending on condition, location & equipment fitted.
According to our records, reasonably equipped ALOHA 34’s in good condition have recently been selling in
the C$75,000. to C$79,900. range. Some buyers prepared to fix a few deficiencies have got bargains in the mid to
high C$60,000’s. Some (usually “abandoned”) boats requiring major work & refurbishing have sold in the
C$45,000. area.
West Coast boats used to be about C$5000. more than those in the Great Lakes area due to transportation
costs, but recently, with the general shortage of ALOHA 34’s in good condition, prices all across North America
have levelled off.
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Values appear to have dropped a bit in the last year and a couple of A-34's in reasonable condition sold on the
Canadian west coast here in the C$50,000. area. Some say values have dropped because of the shortage of berthing
space available in this area.
Gotta go. My men's crew & I are sailing this afternoon... Wx. is currently overcast (low marine cloud) but the
forecast is for it to burn off by noon and be sunny this afternoon, wind to pick up and with Victoria temperatures
around 10 C (mid 50's F).
Aloha!
Sea Vixen #167
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-17-09
It is good to be in the Aloha Owners Network. The reception from those I have been in touch with has been
heartwarming. Heaven only knows how much I need the experiance of the other members.
We won't be sailing for quite some time. Cold enough here to freeze sea water! Your weather makes me envious.
The temperature here at 2:30 this afternoon was +11 F. My daughter who lives in a low lying area twenty miles
from here said it was -37 F at her house last night. Only got down to -11 F where I live. (These numbers probably
do not impress our members up in central Canada.)
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My previous note was intended to show that Aloha's apparent reduction in value in Canadian dollars is not all a
depreciation in the value of the boats but also an appreciation in the value of the Canadian dollar. Based on what I
can learn, the price has been more stable in the States.
On the other side of the issue on the evaluation of sailboats, it presently appears to be a buyers market. I was able to
purchase off eBay two sail boats for 20 cents on the dollar. Both had been in a boat yard for two years. The storage
costs in the Atlantic City area and in Annapolis coupled with the economy were, I suspect, partly the reason for the
good deals. I got a excellent deal on my Aloha partly because many people in the states do not know what an Aloha
is, let alone what it is worth. According the current evaluation information, I stole my boat. I need to get it
surveyed. A few members already know ,this so I will share it with the rest. I won my Aloha on eBay for $8552.98
US. I hope I do not appear to be bragging. I just cannot believe my good fortune. I initially bought the Aloha to
restore and resell, but now that I see the boat, I think I will restore it and keep it.
Anyone looking for a boat should look on eBay. I also bought (prior to the Aloha) a 74 Catalina 27 with a 9.8 HP
Mercury outboard for $1225.00 US. It needs some cosmetic work (bottom scraped and painted) and maybe a line or
two replaced but it is basicly ready for the water. The fellow who auctioned it off was in Florida and the boat was in
New Jersey. If he had supplied more information he probably could have tripled his money.
I have only been sailing twice in my life. I have a couple sailor friends who have volunteered to teach me. I have
been on the water a lot but not sailing. It is going to be an experience!
Good sailing.
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-20-09
Well done, Alan. At that price you've done VERY well!!!
You mention that you are planning to have "Skipping Stones" #110 surveyed. You might also find the following
that appeared in our Fall 2000 newsletter of interest:
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~`
20. FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS (FAQ’S)
(2) WHAT SHOULD MY SURVEYOR LOOK FOR WHEN I AM PURCHASING AN ALOHA 34?
This is another frequently asked question. My response is usually something like the following.
“Some things to look for in no particular order include:
1. STRUT, LOOSE/WEEPING: Some of the first 90 or so ALOHA 34's built have had to rebuild the fibreglass
strut/mound arrangement inside the hull. With the WESTERBEKE engine, this can usually be done with the fuel tank
in place. With the UNIVERSAL engine, it entails removing the fuel tank to access the "mound". Cost can be C$2000.
2. KEEL, LEAKING: Some boats built this way (clam shell fashion where the keel in part of the hull) can have
leaky keels. No big deal, and some members in the east where their boats are lifted each winter actually install a
'plug' to drain the water in the fall (remembering to re-install it in the spring!)
3. BALSA CORE MOISTURE: Moisture in the balsa core around the two dorade vents. A few earlier boats had
this problem. Requires scooping/cutting out the damaged area between deckhead and deck around the Dorades and
inserting epoxy or the like.
4. RUDDER PINTLE (HINGE) DETERIORATION: Ouyang Boatworks got a bad batch of stainless steel pintles
and replaced most under warranty. We believe the critical period was 1981 & 82
5. GELCOAT STRESS CRACKS: Cosmetic stress cracks port & starboard corners of the coach house where the
cabin trunk meets the foredeck.
6. ELECTRICAL GROUNDING: Check ensure that the electrical grounding to engine secure. The original
grounding on the UNIVERSAL engine is under the starboard side of the engine. We have had one reasonably minor
fire reported from a loose connection. One normally gets lots of warning of a loose connection when electric
instruments start working intermittently.
7. BLISTERS/OSMOSIS. The ALOHA 34 stands up better than most in this regard. Minor blistering can be
repaired individually. A full below-the-waterline hull WEST EPOXY System type repair job could cost ~C$8000.
8. RAW WATER PUMP LEAKING: A majority of ALOHA 34’s have the OBERDORFER salt water pump fitted.
Over time the pump can leak and corrode down the front of engine. OBERDORFER pumps need overhauling every
6-8 years.
9. IMPELLOR REPLACEMENT, RAW WATER PUMP: Neoprene or rubber impellor for the OBERDORFER
salt water pump requires regular replacement, or blades can break & plug the system. We replace ours regularly
about every 500 hours.
10. FUEL TANK DIRTY? After ~20 years of both good and bad fuel, one’s fuel tank could be grungy and need a
good clean out. We recommend that owners install a clean out ‘port’ at the top of their fuel tanks, large enough to
get ones hand/arm inside to flush & clean the tank.
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11. RUDDER CRACKS: We have had a small number of cases of the rudder developing cracks in the skin. Not a
big job to grind & fibreglass repairs.
12. CHAIN PLATES LEAKING: After 20 years, the deck seal can leak if the cement has not been renewed,
causing deterioration of the securing arrangements below deck. Your surveyor will undoubtedly tap each
fibreglassed below deck fitting for soundness & look for brown water stains.
Does anyone have comments or other suggestions?
The above sounds bad but I am painting a 'worst scenario'. The ALOHA 34 is a super boat and pretty well trouble
free. Owners would rather be sailing than maintaining & thus we refer to her as being a "wash and wear" boat.
None of the above should be serious to defer your purchase but no doubt your surveyor will make recommendations
in this regard. As you may be aware, a seller will often take such deficiencies into account and, at worst, deduct half
of the cost of repairs from the purchase price…”
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Good luck with your survey!
Migs

CABIN
DECK SYSTEMS
Dorades
From: Restless Sole
Sent: January-17-09
I have been a bit negligent in contributing to the group lately as I felt that I really didn't have too much to say. I thought some
of you might be interested in this though. Last summer while paddling around on the coach roof in my bare feet I felt a bit of
give under my feet. Nothing serious just not quite as firm as the rest of the deck. I ignored it for the rest of the summer but it
kept nagging at me in the back of my mind. On a whim I called one of my favourite boat repair guys "Ed" of Scorpio Yachts
and asked him if he could check it out next time he was in Goderich. (His boat is docked there as well) Within two weeks Ed
was there along with a moisture meter. (From my description he already knew something I didn't) He went carefully over the
deck and gave me the bad news. "There is a problem with those Dorades" he says. "The deck is wet around both of them." ...
CRAP!! ... "How much?" says I. There followed a bit of bartering during which time I agreed to only paying slightly more if
I helped him as opposed to letting him do it by himself. Anyway! ... Restless Sole is now wintering in Ed's new heated shop.
(He started his own business after Scorpio folded) There is no charge for wintering there ..... only the charge for repairing the
decks. I didn't save money but to be honest ..... Ed really gave us a great deal. Next summer when we are spending a whole
2 months in the North Channel (July & August for any other members up there) I can feel confident during my midnight
patrols on deck in every anchorage that I won't be met with that "squishy feeling" underfoot. If you would like to see pictures
of the repairs to this point (not finished yet) please go to our Blog.[ Our Blog address is : http://restlesssole.org] My
understanding is that the design of the water drainage system for the Dorades is poor on the Alohas. Ed has "re-configured"
the water drainage design and after much muttering and shaking of his head about poor construction techniques has rebuilt
Restless Soles stating "They will NEVER leak again!!" I just love Ed.
From: Restless Sole
I have been told that it happens to most fiberglass boats eventually. A soft spot in the deck!! Well, it appears that it has now
happened to us too. I have learned that there was a design flaw in the construction of the Dorades located on the coach house
roof of the Aloha 34. It appears that an area of approximately 2 sq feet in front of each Dorade is soft and needs repair due to
leaking water from the open Dorades into the core of the deck.
As I am not the type who is willing to peel my own deck, Restless Sole is now being prepared for trailering to a repair facility
in Ailsa Craig Ontario. She will stay there for the winter and have the offending areas repaired as well as all the non-skid on
the decks being redone. Hey, it’s only money
Restless Sole is still in the shop and, due to lousy weather conditions on just about every day off I have, things aren’t going as
quickly as I would like. Ed (the fiberglass artist) may have to pull the boat out of the shop and work on some other boats he
has lined up until I can get down there a bit more. Here’s what RS’s deck looks like right now!
Excuse the quality of the pictures. They were taken from the cell phone.
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Starboard Side Dorade

Port Side Dorade

Sealed & waiting for new vents.

From: Restless Sole
Sent: January 17, 2009
Boat Show 2009
Another year, another boat show. (Toronto Boat Show that is) We were really amazed at how few people were there this
year. Granted we normally attend on a Saturday and this year we went on a Friday but there have been years when we
attended midweek and it has ALWAYS been busy. We arrived one hour before the doors opened at noon to find an almost
empty underground parking lot. Last year we had to park outside in the freezing cold as it was full!! I do believe the recession
has hit the boat show.
We spoke to a used boat broker (Pat Sturgeon Yachts) who told us that used boat prices had tumbled and that there were
some amazing deals to be had out there. A brief look at the for sale boards confirmed that. (Including a Niagara 35 at $39K!)
Not the time to get out of boating if you were thinking about it but if you are in the market for a boat right now ….. some
great deals can be had.
Our major purchase this year was new Dorade air vent scoops. Our old ones had been cracked and repaired and were looking
a little shoddy. HMP were selling some gorgeous stainless steel ones at a reduced price so we bit the bullet. Roughly $400
was ripped from my trembling hands. We even looked at the cost of 10 new stainless ports from Newfound Metals. Even
with the Boat Show Special it was going to be around $2700. The labor involved in removing the old ones and installing the
new put me off a bit as well. Maybe next year.
Anyway, we missed our usual Boat Show pals this year as they were absent due to floating around in the warm Florida Keys.
I’m sure they wish they had been here. (Where the temperatures outside were - 21 C.) Never mind S & S … we’ll fill you in
so you won’t feel so bad!
ReplyFrom: Dolphins Breath
Sent: January-18-09
Dolphin's Breath had the same problem with the deck around each dorade when I purchased her. There is not a
bottom to the dorade box, only the exposed balsa core that was laminated to the bottom of the outer deck FRP skin
during construction of the deck assembly. There was a thin coating of resin on the balsa and that was it. Over time
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some of any water that made it into the box soaked into the balsa and eventually caused it to rot. You will not notice
it until the rot is extensive because the outer layer of FRP is fairly rigid. Mine was gone on the downhill side of both
boxes to the outer edge of the deck were the core stops. I don't know if all 34's were built like this. It's a serious
design/construction flaw along with the embedded shroud chain plates that rot out and hide any corrosion of the
stainless steel. Just my observations of my Aloha 34, Dolphin's Breath. Yours may be different. Mike
Reply From: Sharon & Phil Meiliunas
Sent: January-19-09
Kalona has the same problem which I didn't realize until after the rebuild , so that is my early spring project this
year along with installing a refrigeration unit.
Philip
Kalona (aloha 34 , 1979)
Reply From: Restless Sole
Sent: January-21-09
I have uploaded 4 pictures of the repairs to Restless's dorade boxes if anyone would like to see what has been done.
As with many other reported repairs the original wooden "dam" was rotten and the water was not draining away as it
should.

Reply From: Windy
Sent: February 5, 2009
Seattle Boat show was great! At least this time I got to see Seattle as it was a beautiful sunny day!
No fancy new dorades for “Windy” though…Cheers

Hatch
From: Dolphins Breath
Sent: Sunday, January 18, 2009
Does anyone know the thickness of the acrylic in the Atkins & Hoyle hatch? Has anyone had them replaced by A&H? Cost?
Mike- Dolphin's Breath
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-18-09
We have not had to replace the original acrylic hatch, Mike, but we have lifted, cleaned out the old sealant/caulking
and re-sealed the original acrylic for the main cabin hatch about 15 years ago. At that time we contacted them by
mail & they promptly sent us the sealant with detailed instructions as to how to proceed. We were impressed.
Looking at their website http://www.atkinshoyle.com/index.html, Mike, I see they can be contacted at
atkinshoyle@dapa.com.
Good Luck!
Migs
From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Friday, April 17, 2009
Does anybody know who the manufacturer is, and the dimensions of our hatches are.
Thanks for your help.
Bob
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Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: April-17-09
Greetings Bob
Hatch manufacturer is ATKINS & HOYLE Ltd., now located at
27-2250 Rockingham Dr., Oakville, Ontario, Canada L6H 6J3. (They've moved from Toronto.)
Toll free phone number has also changed & is now 1 -877-415-5167 within North America. Number outside
North America is 416 596-1818.
See http://www.atkinshoyle.com/
Here are a couple of extracts from past A-34 Network newsletters which may be of interest.
Touch wood, we've not had any further leaks in Sea Vixen #167 to date (but we stuck small "DO NOT WALK" tags
on each hatch).
Fall 25 September1996 starting on page 6
3) LEAKING ATKINS & HOYLE OVERHEAD HATCHES, MAIN & FORWARD CABINS
About a year after buying Sea Vixen new in 1982, the hatch in the main cabin started to leak. I fixed it with silicone
caulking. Recently, it started leaking again. In August I contacted the original suppliers to Ouyang Boat Works,
Atkins & Hoyle at 71 Portland St., Toronto, Ontario M5V 2M9, Tel:(416) 596-1818, Fax:(416) 596-8989 and they
promptly sent me a kit with instructions for re-sealing their acrylic hatches. Cost was C$49.65. The kit includes:
 Bottle of Dow Silicone Primer #1205,
 Bottle of Toluene Solvent
 Tube of Silicone caulking (GE Silicone SCS 1200)
Their instructions say:
1. Remove old acrylic (“glass”) from leaking hatch.
2. Clean off old silicone from frame & acrylic.
3. Clean off old acrylic edges and frame with approved solvent (Toluene).
4. Wipe on Dow Silicone Primer #1205 on the edge of acrylic where it touches the silicone.
5. DO NOT TOUCH THE PRIMED AREAS.
6. Put a bead of silicone all along the edge of the acrylic.
7. Gently place acrylic into frame, making sure it is centred.
8. Place a bead of silicone all along the groove, between hatch and acrylic.
9. Wipe off excess silicone with a knife, being careful not to scratch the acrylic.
10. Let newly sealed hatch cure for 12-14 days before excessively using it.
We patiently followed these instructions. It took us about five hours. Cleaning the acrylic (2 & 3 above) was the
main chore and took more than an hour. We considered buying a new 21’x 21’x 1/2” acrylic but at about $90.00
including taxes for a new one, we decided the cleaning task was worth it.
Leaking can also occur through the deteriorating neoprene (or rubber) closed cell foam hatch gasket. In our case the
gasket appears in good shape. However, if a replacement is required, contact Atkins & Hoyle. You’ll need to order
about 8 feet of 1/2” gasket to fit the 21” x 21” Atkins & Hoyle hatch.
Fall & Winter 6 January 2002. page 45
10). HATCHES (SKYPORTS): REPAIR & REPLACEMENT
Maxwell & Pamela Richardson CUTTY SARK #181 in their 27 November e-mail also asked:
“…I have also observed that my skyports have taken on a sparkle in the lenses indicating that the plastic is ageing
and becoming brittle. I do not step on these and instruct my guests not to either. I believe they may shatter and the
person may fall through. Does anyone have any ideas on this or what kind of plastic it is so I can replace it?”
ED: We replied:
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“Suggest you contact the original ALOHA 34 suppliers of these "skyports/hatches", Atkins & Hoyle in Toronto,
Ontario, Toll free phone is now 1-877-415-5167. Their web site is at <http://www.atkinshoyle.com/>.
See also page 7 of the Fall 1996 newsletter, Item 10 (3) for "instructions" for replacing "glass"/repairing leaks to
the acrylic Atkins & Hoyle skyports/hatches, where the Atkins & Hoyle people in Toronto were very helpful.
Owners may wish to correct their listing for Atkins & Hoyle toll free telephone number on page 6 "List of Original
(1982) Suppliers" in the "Forward" to their Package of Profiles.”
Hope this helps, Bob.
Migs
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: April-18-09
Thank you Migs. for both e-mails.
Bob
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Monday, April 20, 2009
Good afternoon, on a rainy April day.
1. Does anybody have any feed-back on either Atkins & Hoyle Ltd. or Hammerhead Hatch Repair; on replacing
the lens and re sealing the two primary hatches on our boats?I plan on sending them in for them to do the repair.
2. Does anybody know how much new hatches cost, I can't find my West Marine cataloge?
Thanks.
Bob
Aly Ada Too
Reply From: David Carr
Sent: May-26-09
Hi Bob,
We repaired ours ourselves - I got the tinted plexiglass from a friend and cut it to size, and I got the sealant from
Holland marine - they have been in for 5 years and do not leak. I used tape to tape around the hatch and plexiglass
when I put the sealant in - I started by putting a bead down and then filling the gap after screwing the hatches into
place.
A freind of mine just did his side windows in a similar way on a C & C - the trick was to get everything really clean
and then use the right sealant.
My total cost was less than $40.00 by doing it myself. You can buy the plexiglass at a wholesaler and cut it yourself
with a jigsaw.
Dave
Reply From: Robert Beswick
Sent: May-26-09
Hi David.
Thank you for your answer for my problem. Sounds easy enough but I have had some problems with leaks before
that I didn't get fixed correctly. That is why I asked about the two repair services.
Bob

Toe Rail Leak
From: Robert Beswick
Sent: Wednesday, May 27, 2009
Different topic: Leak on starboard side.
Is there anything in the archives about a leak on the starboard side above the 1/4 berth, and how do I get into the archives.
Bob
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[Editor: Bob, the “archives” refers to the information in the Owners’ Manual written by members some time ago and
contained on the CD]
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: May-27-2009
We had a similar leak here & elsewhere in Sea Vixen about 8 years ago caused by water leaking at the toe rail
screws, Bob.
Our leaks were fixed quite easily by lifting, re-caulking & then re-screwing every toe rail screw both port &
starboard sides.
Migs
Reply From: Stuart Meyer
Sent: May-28-09
Hi Migs
A question re your leaking toe rail fix: did you lift the entire toe rail and recaulk or did you do your work at each
individual screw?
Best to you and your lovely wife,
Stuart & Marcia
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: May-28-09
No, just the individual screws, Stuart, -lifted, caulked & replaced each screw one at a time.
...and the same to you both!
Diana & Migs
Reply From: Mike
Sent: May-28-09
Thanks Migs,
I have a similar leak and have been unable to find the source. I'll concentrate on the toe rail during the next
downpour. Hopefully that's it.
What did you use for caulk? 4200? Did you have to remove the toe rail or just the screws. Why did you highlight
screw? Are there also bolts to address?
Mike
shibumi.v@gmail.com
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: May-28-09
Our leaks occurred even from washing Sea Vixen down.
We used Sicaflex *291 I believe.
*Note: I'll confirm the Sicaflex number next time I'm in Sea Vixen but it may be a few weeks as I'm recovering
from recent hip replacement surgery. (My other hip was done 24 years ago & is still performing well so I'm looking
forward to this one also lasting me 24 + years...)
Migs
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: May-28-09
Well this is a subject near and dear to us on Dalina. We've been searching for a mystery leak for the past 4/5 years
and have yet to track it down. It results in dampness accumulating at the floor under the companion way steps and is
gradually ruining this area so presumably we'll be faced with a floor repair when we finally find the problem. We've
searched pretty carefully and the only evidence we've ever found of leakage is from the chain plates and once or
twice in the locker above the quarter berth, so it's been a real mystery to date.
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We've rebedded all of the ports, chain plate covers and dodger fittings, sealed around the top hatches, and are
currently half way through rebedding all stanchions. In addition we also suspected seepage from the dorade boxes
into the head lining and have opened these up and refurbished them. So far no luck - perhaps the stanchion job will
do the trick, but we will also be going back to examine the toe rail although as mentioned we've never seen any
evidence of leakage in the past.
BTW, we're using Sikaflex 291 as the bedding compound for the stanchions as recommended by Holland Marine.
David Hall & Linda Toms
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: May-28-09
Good luck, David!
You mention Sicaflex 291 David so, further to my last, I think that confirms that is was Sicaflex "291" that we used
to re-caulk each toe rail screw, Mike.
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: May-30-09
Thank you for your call this morning, Frank.
Re your subject question as to whether or not the toe rail screws were "bolted" in place or just "screwed", I spoke
with part Sea Vixen owner Werner who went down to Sea Vixen this afternoon to check.
Werner has just phoned to report that, YES, the toe rail screws ARE bolted inside the boat.
And this now reminds me that re-caulking the toe rail screws in Sea Vixen was a two person job:
 One top-side person on deck (or standing on the dock where possible) unscrewing the screw or bolt, the
other person inside, with a small wrench or pliers holding the nut from turning & then catching the nut and
washer as the top-side person unscrewed & removed the bolt.
 The top-side person would then generously caulk the screw or bolt, push it back down into the hole and the
inside person would fit the washer & bolt onto the bottom end of the screw & then hold same with pliers
again, while the top-side person tightened the screw.
The inside person needed to be a bit of a contortionist to reach some of the inside fittings but I think we got them all!
Certainly the leaks stopped.
Migs
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: June-01-09
HI MIGS,
Thanks for getting back to me so promptly on the above; helpful.
However, after our chat yesterday I went down to our boat to do a bit of exploratory work. I found:
1. There were fasteners on all the toe rail holes.
2. The fasteners were actually screws , about one inch long, fairly sturdy ones.
I removed and re-bedded about half a dozen of these screws near the port side chain plates. I'll check the others;
some of them might be bolted through, and would require the two-person operation you described. In any event, it
may be that the bolted arrangement is more susceptible to leakage than the screws, which appear to dead end in the
fiber glass.
Cheers, Frank

ELECTRICAL SYSTEMS
ENGINE ROOM
Aloha Exhaust
From: David
Sent: October-30-08
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Hello Les.
I thought I should send you these simple pics of an exhaust anyone can make
up, or have made, to replace the original "injection elbow" when it leaks.
As you can see this assembly is made of easily obtainable galvanised pipe, a
"black- iron" elbow(no longer made in Canada , of lower quality iron than Can.
but still serviceable for several years!), a short piece of I/2 or 3/4 pipe and the
connecting fitting to the exhaust flex-hose. All for less than $20 so its best to
make up 2 whilst in the mood.
I am sending another angle shot of this exhaust separately.
Regards, David Duncan, near Victoria.

Engine Replacement
From: John Lawrence
Dec 20, 2008
Hi All,
I'm thinking of replacing the original engine on me boat, the transmission gave in and the engine will need replacing soonish,
so now's a good a time as ever!
I was wondering (me mechanical book is on the boat), if I replace the current engine with a different type, could I also
replace the transmission with a different type, or is that a given? Sorry for being so vague, but it's an initial thought at the
minute
Thanks

Volvo Starter
From: Alan.Harriman
Sent: May-28-09
Hello all,
The starter for "Skipping Stones", hull 110, is shot. Water got into the started when the cabin flooded from the leaking
scupper hose. The repair shop has estimated over $400 US and over $700 to rebuild it or replace it respectively.
Does anyone have a line where I might obtain a less expensive alternative starter?
Thanks,
Alan
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: May-28-09
HI ALAN,
You could try my Volvo marine mechanic: Jacques Guite (Guite Mecanique Marine) in Montreal (514-637-0902).
He replaced my old MD-11C last spring, and also a similar Volvo on another yacht this year, so he may have the old
engines around (with their starters). He is very busy this time of year, but you can leave a message.
I don't have French accents on my email text, but the e on Guite is pronounced like an 'a'.
God luck with this.
Frank
(True Love #117)

HULL STRUCTURES
MISCELLANEOUS
Winter Boat Cover
From: Paul Martin
Sent: January-15-09
Well, we seem to have set a new record for latest in season to cover an Aloha 34 -- Saturday 10 January we finally got the
new frame up and the new cover on it to protect Bella (#192) from the snow storm that was hours away. The frame was a
mystery, though the colored tape on the ribs and matching tape on keel segments were enough to get the basic order of the
pieces correct. A short chat with the maker after it was up included "Oh, we always leave some of the poles extra long so
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you can trim them for a tight fit with a given cover". !!You can do that?? Yep, once I trimmed the long poles the whole
thing went more nicely together, and Bella has finally gotten a cosy winter coat to help her through the storms.
Anyway, the point of this note was to say that Ron atTriton Sails [[864 Lakeshore Rd. E. Mississauga. Ontario,. L5E 1E1.
Canada. (905) 891-8166. info@tritonsails.com]] made us a lovely cover and a frame of sturdy aluminum tubing and that we
are quite happy with both. Norm and Cheryl were ordering a cover from him for their A34, so we were able to use the
measuring he did for them to get a fit for us.
And as much as we want to commend Triton, we need to warn against UPS. They lost half the shipment for weeks, made up
imaginary duty fees, beat the box of poles to shards (Ron made a sailcloth wrapper for shipping the poles, and that saved
most of them from damage) and generally came across as incompetent at best. If you want to ship big stuff from Canada to
the US, start fresh looking for a carrier other than UPS.
Paul and Ann ("Bella")
From: Les
Sent: January-17-09
Hi Paul,
Good news on the cover. If you get the chance, would you mind sending me a picture for the newsletter? Thanks
Les

SAFETY ALERTS
SAILS
Genoa
From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-21-09 Aloha!
In a telephone call from member Georges Poulin Agrippina #228 in Ottawa this morning, Georges asked that I email for him
the following to our A-34 Network members:
WANTED: a second hand 150% furling Genoa, in good condition, fairly priced
If by any chance anyone has such an available sail, would they kindly contact Georges at sloopaloha@yahoo.ca?
Georges would appreciate an early response.
Georges' solicitation also raises a good question. What is the optimum Genoa size for an Aloha 34? Georges says that sailing
in the Thousand Islands/Great Lakes area, a 150% sail works best for his Agrippina.
On the Canadian West Coast (where yes, there are times when "the wind gets up(!)" ), our experience over the past 27 years
in Sea Vixen is that we prefer a 140% size Genoa.
Migs

SUPERSTRUCTURE
Chainplate Knee
From: Paul Martin
Sent: October-30-08
Les;
I never wrote the saga of Bella's knee surgery, and as with any boat, newer issues are
pushing solved past one from my mind. This shot is the hanging locker showing the new
knee made of composite glass and epoxy. It is exposed, accessible, and has a new stainless
backing plate to insure the load is spread. I had to do a bit of carpentry to expose the old
encapsulated knees and then to repair the cabinets and lockers after the new ones were in
place, but the main effort was removing the capsules (all six of mine were full of mush)
and installing fabbed replacements.
Osprey Composites of Herrington Harbor in Deale, MD did the fiberglass work; I was very
happy with their results, including their tight control of the glass dust that this sort of
project creates in vast quantities. They were able to work with the mast stepped (i.e.
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outdoors) by having a milder climate in Nov-Dec in Maryland than we experience in Boston (or Ontario) and by tenting the
portions of the hull being worked on with a heated air pocket to keep resins curing on a proper schedule.
The new knees actually ended up having a slightly longer "point" at their bottoms -- they are
less rounded off than the originals -- and this should be avoided by others in the future
because it makes the cabinet shelves, mid-line supports, etc no longer fit. But given the
relative ease of shaping between wood and these thick composites, I adjusted the wooden
parts to fit the larger knee-bottoms rather than trim them in place.
Paul

Standing Rigging
From: Paul Martin
Sent: Wednesday, May 20, 2009
Bella update:
Well, we finally got the mast pulled to replace the instruments that fried from a nearby lightning strike in August.
And the riggers have said that the turnbuckles are 3/8 whereas they should be 1/2 inch on a boat this size. The wires are
scaled to the turnbuckles, so too small as well. The standing rigging is in good shape even though it is swaged. But they say it
is too small -- maybe Chesapeake has light enough air for locals to go light on this?
And the head sail furler is that old odd kind (name escapes me) with an internal cable that functions instead of the jib
halyard... they think it is also under-sized. It did give me a struggle in a blow, but then nobody ever told me these would be
easy to use....
So anybody want to tell me what's on their A34?
I'd rather be sailing.....
Paul
Reply From: Perry Basden
Sent: May-21-09
HI, Paul
On Alohalani all the rigging is original (1987) and has the vessel has only been sailed in fresh water. Under salt
water conditions, the life expectancy of the rigging would be much shorter. The mast was manufactured by Cinkle
Spars which have long been out of business. I have 1/4" diameter wire for the forestay, backstay and outer shrouds.
The forestay and upper shrouds are all terminated with 1/2-20 UNF threaded studs which attach to Gibb open body
turnbuckles with 1/2" diameter pins at the chainplates. The backstay wire diameter is reduced to 7/32 wire where it
splits after the triangular plate and is terminated in 7/16-20 UNF threaded studs into Gibb open body turnbuckles
with 7/16" diameter pins at the chainplates. The inner lower shrouds are also 7/32" diameter wires are terminated
with 7/16-20 UNF threaded studs into Gibb open body turnbuckles with 7/16" pins at the chainplates.
I've never had any problem with the rig and believe it to be adequate for the size of the vessel. One problem with
oversizing the rigging is the added weight aloft. Another thing to watch for is to ensure that the pins attaching the
rigging to the chainplates are the same size as the chainplate holes (only slightly smaller to allow a slip fit). If the
pins are undersized compared with the hole, (a 3/8" pin in a 1/2" hole, for example) a high point load will be formed
at the contact point when the rig is under tension and the chainplate holes will become elongated. If the pins are a
close "slip fit" the load is distributed more evenly in the chainplate hole and it can carry a higher load without
distortion.
There are two types of wire rope used in sailboats, the most common being 1 X 19 stainless (either 301 or 304 and
rarely, 316 grade) formed with round wires. The other type is what is known as dyform and it would be very rare on
Aloha's. Dyform can be readily identified by it's "flat" appearance. Unlike the standard wire rope, the individual
wires in the dyform type are square rather than the round wires which form most wire ropes. Because the Dyform
wires have a greater cross sectional area their break strength ratings are about 30% higher that round wire ropes of
the same size.
The standard 1/4" diameter 1 X 19 wire has a break strength of 8200 lbs while the 7/32" diameter has a break
strength of 6300 lbs. These figures may vary slightly by manufacturer.
Hope this information has been helpful. If you have any further questions, please don't hesitate to contact me.
Best regards
Perry Basden
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s/v Alohalani A34 #233
Reply From: Mike Castner
Sent: May-21-09
Dolphin's Breath
Stays & Upper Shrouds- 1/4" wire, 1/2" turnbuckles
Lower Shrouds- 7/32" wire, 3/8" turnbuckles
Backstay Bridle- 3/16" wire, 3/8" turnbuckles
Thinking about changing everything to 1/4" wire when replacing. Mike
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: May-21-09
Thanks;
The presence of 1/2 inch turnbuckles made me suspect I was under- riggged, but your rig sounds a lot like what's on
Bella.
Paul
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: May-21-09
Thanks,
Bella seems to have similar wires, but has gotten smaller turnbuckles and pins at some point. I'm not looking to
make the rigging tougher than the tangs....
Paul
From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: May-21-09
Paul,
Ted Brewer's drawings call out 1/4 inch stainless steel wire for all standing rigging.
Belize was actually fitted with 1/4 inch wires on the head stay, uppers and the upper portion of the backstay,
however the lowers and the lower portions of the backstay were 7/32 inch. All chainplates have 1/2 inch holes, but
most turnbuckles had 3/8 inch pins in the 1/2 inch holes. (Not good!)
I re-rigged about 2 years ago. I assumed Ted's 1/4 inch wire spec was for 304 stainless. I opted for 316 stainless
1x19 wire so I went up to 9/32 inch wires all around to maintain strength. Ted Brewer had written an outstanding
article on standing rigging in "Good Old Boat" magazine a couple of years ago just a few months before I undertook
the project. He must have known I might need some advice. (Thanks, Ted)
Belize has an Isomat mast and boom (by Cinkel) and uses swaged stem ball fittings at the top fittings. I purchased
the stem balls from Rigging Only and the wire, mechanical fittings (Hi-Mod), turnbuckles and back stay insulators
from Hayn Marine. I added a stem ball eye at the masthead for the back stay to accommodate all mechanical fittings
on the back stay. I measured all wires carefully and cut (a bit on the long side) and labeled the wires. I took the
stem ball fittings and the wires to a rigging shop and had the stem ball fittings hydraulically swaged to the wires.
I replaced the wires one at a time with the boat in the water. Final trim to length and installation of the Hi-Mod
fittings was easy.
I also replaced my ancient and weary Harken furler with a new Schaefer 2100. Decision was due also to lack of
parts available for the Harken model 1 (confirmed by Harken). I would have to disassemble to replace the wire and
the roll pins securing the foil sections were no longer available nor were the foil sections if one or more need to be
replaced. I opted to start new here. I haven't regretted the change. The Schaefer is smooth as silk.
Bottom line. Belize has all new standing rigging and a spare wire long enough to replace the longest wire (with a
stem ball swaged on one end). All fittings are properly sized for the wire and have 1/2 inch clevis pins at the
chainplates and back stay splitter plate. The refit wasn't cheap, but the rigging looks great and I feel very
comfortable with it. I did it all unassisted with the help of my ATN Mast Climber. Yours should be a bit easier with
the mast pulled...you won't have all those climbs to insert the wires.
Hope this helps. Good luck.
Chip Wolfe
Belize #211
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Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: May-22-09
Chip;
I certainly appreciate your insight and experience on A34 rigging, and I'd also like to figure out which GoodOldBoat
back issue has the Ted Brewer article on standing rigging.
Scanning their web site makes me suspect it it the sept/oct 2006? Seems I should read that one....
Paul
Reply From: aslanswind
Sent: May-22-09
Hi Paul, I have that issue sitting in front of me. I see a review by Mr. Brewer on the Ranger-28, but I don't see one
on rigging.
Interesting though. Scanning through the same issue, I see an article about two families living aboard their Alberg30's, one of whom was my dock mate, and I had never known about the article before! But they've since sold their
Alberg, never did do any sailing, and have moved aboard a big honken house boat. But I digress....
Find the right issue and I'll see if I have it.
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: May-22-09
Paul,
I couldn't find the issue with Ted Brewer's article in my personal library, but I did an "article search" on
http://www.goodoldboat.com/reader_services/articles_search.php
By entering "Ted Brewer" in the author block and "rigging" in the keyword block, the results came back with the
following page:
http://www.goodoldboat.com/reader_services/articles_search.php?start=0&author=Ted+Brewer&keyword=rigging
&submit=Search
In case the above page does not come up when you click on it, the following was copied from the page and here's
the answer:
*************************************************************************************
Standing rigging
by Ted Brewer
Standing rigging: Ted Brewer says don't beef up your rigging without understanding what else is involved. Key
words: 1 x 19, Dyform, 7 x 7, wire construction, stainless-steel types 304 and 316, strand, wire rope, cable, 7 x 19,
fishhooks, meat hooks, masthead sheaves, galvanized plow-steel wire, galvanized aircraft cable, wire rope strength
comparison, swaged, turnbuckles, pin size, chainplates, mast tangs, terminal, rigging terminal dimensions, rod
rigging
Article Number: 2835
Issue: 46-jan/feb 06
Page No: 17-18, 61
Read Online: Not Available Online
*********************************************************************************************
Note that it is in Issue #46 Jan/Feb 06. I'm sure you could order this "past issue" from Good Old Boat. There is a
gold mine of information in this article, but one would expect that because that's the norm for Ted's articles.
(Thanks again, Ted)
Best regards,
Chip

UTILITIES
Bilge Pump Hose(s) Path
From: Paul Martin
Sent: January-03-09
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This is Paul and Ann from Bella (#192);
We have had a single 600 gph automatic bilge pump on Bella since we bought her, and have been intending to add a second
larger capacity one with a higher switch. Like many boat projects, this one was delayed until it didn't cause missing a day of
sailing. We are also unhappy with the way the current pump is plumbed to the outlet -- it lets so much water run back when
the pump stops that it frequently restarts from the back- flow.
So we're adding the usual vented loop, and want to make it as close -- to minimize hose volume -- as possible to the bilge, so
that the amount of water flowing back will be minimized.
So the question is where do well-plumbed A34s have their vented loop mounted? And in installations with multiple pumps,
do they T onto a common exit or remain separate until they leave the boat?
All this is more urgent than otherwise as we have Bella stored afloat in a marina that stirs the water to avoid freezing, but still
has quite cold temperatures. We've added anti-freeze to the bilge and are tightening the stuffing box to reduce the amount
dripping in, but still seek any tips on cold storage "on the wet".
We have ordered a cover and frame to support it from Triton Sails of Ontario, but the vagaries of delivery near the holidays
have make the canvas arrive well ahead of the frame -- so Bella is catching snow until UPS gets tired of hiding our frame and
delivers it to us.
Thanks for sharing your experience and happy New Year to the A34 fleet.
Paul and Ann
Reply From: Les
Sent: January-07-09
Paul and Ann,
On the bilge pump part of the question, we opted for a check valve instead of the loop as our thruhull is above the
waterline. We were getting siphon back when we were on a port tack [starboard down] if the bilge pump happened
to operate. We get no siphoning now and the back flow is minimized with a check valve. It’s been in place for
about 10 years.
Fair winds and quiet anchorages in 2009.
Les, Enchantment
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: January-07-09
Thanks Les;
We've had trouble with the hose having no loop, so the water runs back when the pump stops -- and pumps it again
and again and again.
And I was worried that if a load of snow and ice pushed the outlet below water, then water could siphon back and
we'd have a bigger problem. So I need to get that plumbing change made. I understand that the anti-siphon loop is
less cloggable than the check valve, but having neither is clearly not so good.
Paul
From: Windy
Sent: January-07-09
Paul & Ann
I did the same thing as Les (check valve) except I also wired a “Bilge Buddy” switch to my Rule 2000 bilge pump.
The switch is totally sealed & no moving parts to jamb. This is all
connected to a Rule Auto/Manual switch located near the companionway.
One thing still left to do is replace the ribbed hose with smooth side hose to
reduce resistance when the pump is operational (which is rare!).
“Heavy rains sometimes cause boaters to ponder such probing questions as,
"Is my bilge-pump switch working?" If you find yourself asking this
question, Bilge Buddy, a new electronic pump switch from Product
Innovators Inc., may hold the answer
Because it is electronic, with no moving parts to break or stick, the company
backs it with an unconditional seven-year warranty. Some insurance
companies offer discounts on boats equipped with Bilge Buddy, which has
been approved by the U.S. Coast Guard
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Other unique features include brass sensing rods that detect gas, oil and diesel fuel in bilge water that automatically
shut down the pump to keep from pumping contaminants into waterways. When it senses water, it activates the pump
for seven seconds to prevent any accumulation. Three wire connections make installation a snap. Once connected, it
draws just eight milliamps and works with AC or DC systems. Retail price is $39.95. For more information on Bilge
Buddy, call 800-793-4122, or write Product Innovators, PO Box 412, Mongaup Valley, NY 12762”
Cheers
Stuart Windy #151
Reply From: Alan.Harriman
Sent: January-16-09
I am interested in an answer to the second part of the questions Paul and Ann asked. "So the question is where do
well-plumbed A34s have their vented loop mounted? And in installations with multiple pumps, do they T onto a
common exit or remain separate until they leave the boat?"
"There was (still is) no bilge pump in "Skipping Stones". (I am manually keeping the bilge dry - not difficult as
long as it stays a cold as it has been.) I need to install a bilge pump system and plan to put in a two pump system. I
would love to learn where the discharge hoses should run and where the hoses should pass through the hull.
Thanks, Alan
Reply From: Les
Sent: January-17-09
Alan,
Generally the recommendation of surveyors has been to have 2 pumps, individually switched by float switches with
1 pump at the bottom of the bilge sump and the second switch controlling the larger volume pump mounted higher
than the normal water levels of the sump. Ideally this higher switch would also sound an alarm. If the 2 pumps
discharge from the same outlet one must ensure the one pump cannot back feed through the other. Two discharge
ports are preferred by my surveyor.
Corrugated hose reduces pump output by as much as 30%, so always connect the pump to the discharge fitting with
hose that has a smooth interior surface.
Since my discharge is on the starboard side between the 2 larger ports from the cockpit drains, a loop could be
placed in one of 3 locations on Enchantment, [although I have found the check valve quite acceptable]:
1. In the engine room up to the cockpit floor
2. In the area behind the quarter berth up to the cockpit combing
3. In the lazaret locker if your batteries are elsewhere
When buying a bilge pump I don’t recommend what I call a “sipper” if you are a light sleeper. These “automatic”
pumps do not require a float switch but they are annoying in that every few minutes they run just to check for water.
I bought one and now only use it as a back up when we are way for an extended period. It just discharges
temporarily into the galley sink.
Other alternatives worthy of consideration for emergencies:
1. A valve on your engine water intake to a pickup in the bilge with a strainer of course
2. A valve on your deck wash that till pump out the area forward of the v-berth bulkhead
3. Your shower sump pump
Some ideas, hopefully of use to you in your planning.
Les
Reply From: Sharon & Phil Meiliunas
Sent: January-19-09
As I was rebuilding Kalona I did alot of research on the bilge pump subject and pretty much came up with what Les
had described. I but 2 pumps one low and one high , they each have separate hoses and they both have their own
discharge at the stern. I looped the lower at the stern by the steering quadrant and installed a backflow valve about
5ft away from the pump(so i could access it easy). The higher pump which would only come on in a bad situation is
straight out the back .
Philip, Kalona (aloha 34 , 1979)
Reply From: Windy
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Sent: February-08-09
Further to my previous email about “Bilge Buddy” bilge pump switches…
This may be of interest as I am not sure if “Bilge Buddy” switches are still available.
http://www.waterwitchinc.com/
(no moving parts to get stuck)
Water Witch
bilge sensors

Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151

Compass for Autohelm 3000
From: Alan.Harriman
Sent: January-25-09
The compass is missing on the Autohelm 3000 that came with "Skipping Stones". Does any know where a replacement can
be obtained?
Searching the net I found this compass:
"RAYMARINE M81190 AUTOPILOT FLUXGATE COMPASS".
The description is as follows:
"Replacement fluxgate compass module for Raymarine autopilots and instruments. Originally supplied with all autopilot
core packs, compass instruments, SportPilot, and SmartPilot systems. Includes 30 foot connection cable and stainless, nonmagnetic mount".
It sounds like it should work. Does anyone have any knowledge of the suitability of this compass with the Autohelm 3000?
Alan
Skipping Stones, #110
Reply From: Les
Sent: January-26-09
Alan,
I bought my instruments from a small dealer in Toronto known as “J and J Marine”. Roy was the owner but he
joined CMC Electronics in Mississauga , Ontario.
He is now the Area Sales Manager but he will put you on to the right source in the company. You may mention me
as the referral if it helps.
Roy Shipley
3600B Laird Road, Unit 12
Mississauga, Ontario
Canada, L5L 6A7
(905) 607-4262, Ext 25
roy.shipley@cmcelectronics.ca
Their web site is www.cmcelectronice.ca
Don’t know if they can help with the older stuff but Roy has always been helpful.
Les
Reply From: Chip Wolfe
Sent: January-27-09
Hi Alan,
I'm currently in the Bahamas (on other than my Aloha 34), but I do still have an Autohelm 3000 and can perhaps
assist with a little knowledge on the subject.
This is an old unit probably made in England before Raytheon bought them out. Raytheon then divested their
recreational boat electronics and that business is now called Raymarine.
At any rate, the unit does not have a separate fluxgate compass. All the electronics are in the control box including a
type of fluxgate reference compass. You will not see the heading, as it is not displayed anywhere. To engage the
unit, tighten the motor/belt drive and push the Auto button on the control box. When you push the Auto button, the
box should send signals to the motor drive (mounted on the steering pedestal) to hold the heading it was on when
you engaged Auto. To change heading, simply press the +1 or -1 or +10 or -10. Pressing these keys multiple times
will cause it to add up the number of times you press it and make that change (i.e. pressing +1 three times will
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command a heading change of +3 degrees; +10 three times will command a heading change of +30 degrees from
the heading it was last trying to hold). To disengage the autopilot, press the Standby button and disengage the motor
from the belt. If it doesn't work, it is not likely you will get any support from Raymarine. You might find old units
on e-Bay if you need parts. Your other alternative is to replace it with a newer unit.
If the unit does still work, use it until it dies. Then seek something new. Mine has functioned well for me for about
14 years and it wasn't new when I got it. I haven't been able to make it die and I want a new toy.
The Autohelm 3000 can be interfaced with a GPS or LORAN, but takes a separate interface box to read NMEA
0180 or 0183 data from the navigation device. This interface box then sends error signals to the autopilot control
box.
The manual for this may still be available (maybe even on-line as a pdf file). I have a copy on Belize, but don't have
it with me on this Catalina-Morgan 440, and I won't be home until probably mid-March. I'll be happy to send a copy
to you when I get back if you still need one.
Hope this helps. Hope it even gets through as wi-fi in the Bahamas has been spotty.
Chip
#211 Belize
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-27-09
Chip,
I thank you, thank you, thank you!
When one has questions it is so wonderful to find someone with answers. Yes what you sent helped immensely. I
understood immediately while reading your email that I already had all the parts! I did not know the compass was in
the control box. I was looking for a third component with a compass face.
I found the manual on the Raymarine web site and must have been looking at the analog 3000.
From what I have gathered surfing the web many people prefer the Autohelm 3000 over the 4000. They claim it is
built to better standards, too much plastic in the 4000? You might wait a long time for the 3000 to quit.
Now that I know what I got I will have to try it out.
Thanks again,
Alan
Skipping Stones #110
P.S. If one wanted to hook a Autohelm 3000 up to a GPS how is it done?
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-29-09
I hooked the Autohelm 3000 up yesterday and it would not work. It would only let out a long week beep. Being
one who loves to tear things apart, I performed "exploratory surgery".
I discovered a considerable amount of fresh water in the case. There was also a fair amount of corrosion on many of
the soldered connections. Using WD-40 and toothpicks I cleaned everything up and then sprayed with electrical
contact cleaner.
(If anyone does not know, WD-40 is excellent for displacing water off electrical systems. My first exposure was on
a non electronic ignition electrical system. It had got wet in a wet snow storm and would not run. A fellow stopped
to help and after he sprayed the wires with WD-40 the engine ran perfectly.)
After the electrical components dried overnight on my floor (radiant heat), I put it together and tried out. IT
WORKS PERFECTLY. Only had to dismantle, clean and tighten up the main power lead connector.
Considering the Autohelm circuit box was sealed and had water in it I will have to remove the rest of the electronics
and dry them out. This will give me something to do the next time it snows a foot.
Now I have to go clean the snow off the tarps over the boats again.
Reply From: Frank Collins
Sent: January-29-09
ALAN,
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An interesting account of your rehabilitation of the Autohelm 3000 control unit.
We have had an Autohelm 3000 for many years and it is still operating well. However, on two occasions when I
opened up the control unit I discovered that it is tricky to reassemble it in such a way that the fluxgate compass is in
the correct position to function properly. As I recall it, the unit must be in a vertical position with the fluxgate
mechanism hanging free when it is reassembled.
Perhaps you have figured all of this out already.
Cheers,
Frank
(True Love - #117)
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-29-09 5
Frank,
The compass baffled me for a couple minutes, but then I remembered the directions were specific that the control
box must be + 45 degrees from vertical.
Anyway, I love puzzles. Maybe that is why I like to take things apart itʼs really the challenge of putting them back
together.
Alan
Skipping Stones #110
Reply From: David Hall
Sent: January-29-09
The 'long weak beep' symptom caught my eye in this message. We have an Autohelm 4000 which has developed
this problem. It's very annoying but otherwise works just fine. We have made many enquiries about how to get rid
of the beep. Most responses were 'I don't know' or 'never heard of that before', but one recommendation was to
check the voltage on the power supply at the Autohelm control unit. Apparently low voltage can result in the
continuous low beep. We don't have the water problems that Allan Harriman describes, but we're going to examine
all of the wiring as well as the control unit and compass wiring connections this Spring.
Only 12 more weekends to launch!
Regards,
David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA #219
Reply From: Alan Harriman
Sent: January-30-09
David & Linda,
More detail FYI.
The corrosion I removed was a crusty white material only on the solder. When you take your controller apart look
for it, I would be interested to hear if you find any. It did not appear to me to be something that formed recently but
may have been forming over time. It bridged the space between some of the soldered connections.
The water in my box probably made it worse.
It was only on some of the soldered connections. It may have allowed voltage to leak where it should not have had a
path to travel on. I had a felt tip WD-40 applicator that I used to apply the WD-40 then rubbed the corroded
connection with the tooth pick. The material came right off. I wiped the excess off with a Q-tip then sprayed with
contact cleaner.

Water Tanks
From: Les
Sent: November-19-08
The message was posted by philip meiliunas to our Web Site Forum. If any members have information you may wish to
sign in to the forum to respond or if you respond to his email please cc me either at Aloha34net Yahoo
(aloha34net@yahoogroups.com) or harrisol@bmts.com so I can include responses in the newsletter.
Thanks
Les
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~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Boat Name
kalona
Message:
Hello all I have hull # 131 (kalona) and have rebuilt her from top to bottom. Everything went very well and my wife and I
are very pleased with the boat. I had to take out both fresh water tanks because they were in sad shape and i was wondering if
anybody else hase done the same and what they used to replace. I am thinking about using the bladder tanks , only because i
cant find anything else that would fit properly. Any thoughts ? phil
Reply From: Dolphins Breath
Sent: November-19-08
The tanks in "Dolphin's Breath" #119 are from this source; kracor.com/pages/marinecatalog.html
Look in the water and holding tanks catalog. It's on page 31 and is mold #5060. 30 gallon tank. I've never contacted
them and would be curious as to the cost. One of my tanks is cracked on the bottom and is leaking since it wasn't
installed with bottom support as it should have. Mike

Water Heater
From: Mike Roach
Sent: Wednesday, January 14, 2009
Aloha and Happy New Year to all you other lucky owners,
This question is to do with two issues relating to my `89 Paloma on- demand propane water heater. The unit was/is mounted
on the forward bulkhead of the head. The propane line has its own on/off valve at the tank, separate from the galley supply
and seems to have been well plumbed with the exception that the tank itself was never vented directly outside. No other
provision for venting than the stainless VETUS vent through the ceiling was ever made, it seems. It`s easy to see the reason
for not trying to connect to that would be the huge loss of headroom. That`s issue #1 - What arrangement have others
onboard who possess the same or any other propane unit?
Issue #2: The heat exchanger on this unit has just blown out. There is a replacement part available for $210 US but, before I
leapt in, the agent was good enough to admonish that very few other parts are and, in particular, not the diaphragm which
could also be on borrowed time. Hence my dilemma - to replace or not to replace the same unit. Obviously something in
propane seems most convenient until considering the need for some venting improvement. Presumably the only other viable
option is electric but I`m not confident of power requirements. We have always got by with just 2 27 series house Trojans
and a small (600 watt) inverter maintained by a 100 amp alternator. Anyhow, any thoughts are welcome. Regards to all,
Mike
Reply From: Paul Martin
Sent: January-18-09
Mike -- and other Aloha 34 owners;
We bought Bella in Maryland with an un-installed AquaStar demand propane heater included in the deal. We intend
to sail her in warm conditions, so have opted to NOT install the heater.
Here's the specs –
Aquastar instantaneous automatic water heater (new condition) Price: $400
Posting Description: Aquastar Model 38B LP (propane) instantaneous automatic water heater, great for providing
hot showers on your boat!
Dimensions: 25 3/8" W x 10 5/8" W x 9 1/8" D
Max: 40,000 Btu/hr.
0.5 GPM at 90 degrees rise
1.3 GPM at 45 degrees rise
Never installed or used, new condition. 3 years old. Includes complete installation and operating manual.
It comes with the "chimney" stack that fits the cabin top fitting on top of the space at the the forward bulkhead of the
head.
Paul and Ann (Bella #192)
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: January-18-09
What hull number are you, Mike?
Re your "the tank itself was never vented directly outside" we believe that Aloha 34's after the initial few perhaps,
came from the Ouyang/Aloha International plant with the venting of both propane tank storage areas (in each aft
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quarter of the cockpit) done by a hose running from the bottom of each storage compartment down through the
steering area & out through the transom.
When we first got Sea Vixen in 1982, we noted that there was a greater downward loop below the exit in the
transom than required in one hose. This collected rain water, etc., and thus blocked the venting of the tank. We just
shortened the length of hose to remove the loop.
These venting hoses must be kept clear. When you are hosing down your "treasure", occasionally take time to open
the propane tank storage area covers and put the nozzle to the drain opening (hopefully it off to the side of the
propane tank) & clear out any debris that might have collected over time in the hoses. You'll be surprised what you
find shooting out the transom.
We have the Paloma water heater installed by the A-34 builder in late 1981. It works well although we only turn it
on when we need hot water & never leave it "on" when we are sleeping in Sea Vixen.
Our propane lines were modified about 10 years ago to conform with changes to the propane code. Originally our
propane stove & water heater were both supplied with one hose from the tank
To comply, separate propane lines were installed from the propane tank "Y" valve to the stove and to the water
heater.
We've never had to buy any parts for our Paloma water heater in 27 years of use so I'm sorry, I can't help with your
"heat exchanger" problem, Mike.
Best wishes,
Migs
Reply From: Migs Turner
Sent: February-07-09
Aloha Mike!
Re your Issue 1, did you receive my 18 January email copied below, sent after Les posted your questions on the A34 Network site on 17 January, Mike?
Your Alibaba #160 was built at Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha International in mid 1981, about 6 months before our Sea
Vixen #167. Both Alibaba & Sea Vixen were fitted out the same way originally.
Subsequently, like Sea Vixen, Alibaba's propane system was apparently up-graded to meet the revised propane
regulations. That included the separate propane line from the "Y" valve at the propane tank to the Paloma heater, as
mentioned in my 18 January email.
In that propane is heavier than air, venting from each propane tank compartment aft in each corner of the cockpit is
by an "air" hose running from the bottom of the tank area out through the transom, as per my 18 January email.
(Make sure the hose does not get blocked.)
The venting from the Paloma water heater attached to the forward heads bulkhead is up through the deck-head & out
on deck via your Vetus vent, as you mention. This works well when the vent is screwed into the "open" position.
Again as mentioned, a restriction was issued 15? years ago requiring owners to ensure that Paloma water heaters
were turned OFF at night (& at other times before anyone took a nap onboard). I think this was because at sometime
someone closed their Vetus vent with the propane flowing/heater on. Anyway, our insurance company reminds us of
this restriction each year when we renew our insurance.
In Sea Vixen in fact our Vetus vent has "seized" on deck in the open position but this is OK. We know it is always
open!
Re your Issue 2, our Paloma hot water tank has worked well for 28 years with only one problem.
Don't tell our Eastern members but about 10 years ago we had a storm & got some freezing wx., hydro power on the
docks at RVYC Cadboro Bay where Sea Vixen is berthed was off for a couple of days, the small heater & fan I run
in the cabin in winter stopped and as I had not drained our fresh water system, one part froze & split in the Paloma
heater. It was easy enough to replace the part (one of the local chandleries ordered & got it for me quickly) but now,
come winter, I drain the entire fresh water system including the Paloma heater (there's a drain plug under the heater
on the inboard side). And I keep a couple of kettles of fresh water available in the galley sink area for my men's
crew during winter sailing for making "hot chocolate", etc., if required & for washing their hands after
"performing"...
US$210 seems like a lot of money for your Paloma replacement part, but based on our experience, I think there is
lots of life left in our Paloma.
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Have any other members had problems with their Paloma propane water heaters that should make Mike consider
tossing his Paloma heater for something else?
Good luck!
Migs
Reply From: Michael Roach
Sent: February-07-09
WOW!! That was certainly an insightful, unexpectedly prompt and comprehensive reply! I hadn`t expected so
much. Thank you Migs. No, I did not receive any response to my earlier January email.
I agree, $210US feels kinda steep but I`m guessing the availabiltiy options are pretty limited on Paloma parts so I`ll
probably just bite the bullet and be grateful.
An interesting aside is that the our heat exchanger blow-out was the direct result of identical circumstances to the the
problem you experienced. Thanks again, Migs.
Mike

The Sailors's Psalm
"The Lord is my pilot, I shall not go adrift; He lighteth my passage
across dark channels; He steereth me through the deep waters, He
keepeth my log. He guideth me by the evening star for my safety's
sake. Yea, though I sail mid the thunders and tempest of life, I shall
fear no peril for Thou art with me. The vastness of thy sea upholds
me. Surely fair winds and safe harbors shall be found all the days of
my life; And I shall moor, fast, and secure, forever Amen.
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ALOHA ACE SUGGESTION
Aloha Ace* Suggestion
Do you have remote keyless entry on your Aloha? Maybe this hint will make you
consider it as an upgrade:
*****************************
Have you locked your keys in the car?
Does your car have remote keyless entry? This may come in handy someday.
Good reason to own a cell phone: if you lock your keys In the car and the spare
keys are at home, call someone at home on their cell phone from your cell phone.
Hold your cell phone about a foot from your car door and have the person at
your home press the unlock button, holding it near the mobile phone on their
end. Your car will unlock. Saves someone from having to drive your keys to you.
Distance is no object. You could be hundreds of miles away, and if you can
reach someone who has the other 'remote' for your car, you can unlock the doors
(or the trunk).
[* Ace:
Aloha Creative Enhancements]

CLOSING
Well, I managed to fill another 50+ pages not counting the attached member listing [requested by Aloha’s heading south or
points beyond]. There is certainly a wealth of information and experience in the Aloha 34 Network. I think I speak for all
members when I say we appreciate the freedom with which members share this experience. It helps make the Aloha 34 the
best cruising sailboat around and I’ve grown to rely on the background support of all members in reporting “the news” and
responding to queries. Thanks to you all!
I would be remiss if I did not make a special mention of Migs Turner, of Sea Vixen. He skippered the Network from the start
and for many years. He started the newsletter and was instrumental, along with several others, in getting the Owners’
Manual off the launch pad. Most of all, after he asked me to take on the job of managing the Network, he continued to
support my efforts. Thanks Migs and Diana!
And of course, there’s Perry Basden, of Alohalani, the new skipper of the Network. I appreciated the eagerness with which
Perry agreed to take on the responsibilities of managing the Aloha 34 Network. His contributions to our Network and the
Aloha Owners group will serve us well. I will help Perry out by continuing to manage the email list and the website until he
decides he would like to have a go at the Internet side of our group. I assured Perry that you will continue to support him as
you did Migs and me. Adjust your email contacts for the Aloha 34 Network as previously indicated and keep the information
flowing. Thanks Perry and Gloria!
Aloha but not good-bye.
Les and Carol
Enchantment
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ALOHA 34’S FOR SALE
“TATOOSH”
1986 Aloha 34’ (Hull #223)
Excellent condition cruising boat with one owner – 16 years. Extensive sail inventory, 4
cylinder Westerkeke, 6’4” headroom. Allgrip bottom and topsides. New Zodiac tender,
Autohelm 4000 autopilot with 36” teak destroyer wheel. Cockpit reefing. Teak interior
double cabins.
Full inventory on request. $75,900
Phone Michael Pettigrew at (250) 468-9895, FAX (250) 468-5751; Email
cmunnion@telus.net

“CLAN DONNCHADH”
1982 Aloha 10.4 (34ft.Cdn. built)Sloop. White hull, green trim.
Only one owner. Live your dreams.........or maybe live-aboard!
This vessel is a brilliant Brewer design. Swept back fin-keel w/skeg-hung rudder, internal ballast.
Beam, 11'2", draft 5'6". Standing headroom 6'3" throughout.
Boat is in VICTORIA, BC. For serious enquiries Call or Leave msg., 250-656- 2414
Priced at only $34,900.

“TRUE LOVE” (1979)
A beautiful yacht (one owner) in truly outstanding condition (1979). Extensively equipped for both
cruising and racing. Brand new Volvo diesel engine and sail drive; nine sails; Harken headsail furler;
Lewmar electric anchor windlass; seven winches including oversize, self-tailing primaries; Furuno
radar; Espar heater; bimini; dodger; electric refrigeration; powerful DC electrical system; complete
instrumentation, navigation and safety equipment; cradle and much more. If possible, yacht should be
seen and sailed first hand.
Asking $59,900
Contact: Frank Collins (514-738-4907) or email fcollins@videotron.ca

"BAURUA”
Aloha 34 For Sale (1979)"
This meticulously cared for fresh water vessel is in above average overall condition with
extensive storage throughout its spotless teak interior. It sleeps four persons comfortably
below with room for two more in fully enclosed cockpit. For much less than any cottage, just
hop aboard this turn key treasure and you can fulfill all your sailing dreams.
ASKING: $ 55,000
Contact: Judy Rohn at judy.rohn@sympatico.ca or call 905-8535401
Check out http://www.aloha34.com/ for general Aloha information.

“SUSIE P. OLIVER II”
1987 Aloha 34 Sailing Sloop
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted boat, Ted Brewer designed for comfortable
cruising, stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2 owners and always been stored inside
during the non-sailing season. Must be seen to be fully appreciated. $68,400 U.S.
Contact Cam Torrey at (207)862-6030 or on Cell at (207) 478-4310.
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“MARGARITAVILLE”
Aloha 34 For Sale [1981]
Fully equipped. For a detailed listing of equipment and extras please go to
www.aloha34.com/forsale/margaritavillefor sale.pdf or click on the photo.
Check out the Aloha 34 Web Site at http://www.aloha34.com/ for general Aloha
information.
Asking $89,900.00. Contact Dave Jenkins at aloha104@rogers.com or 416-931-4703

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE”
1988 Hull# 234 The Last One Made
All standard equipment; New Compass 27 Volvo Penta; Hart
Inverter/Charger Main and Genoa / refing; Cockpit extension seats Hot
and Cold Water; Helmsman seat 2 Burner/Oven Force 10; Mahogany
Cockpit Sole Microwave; Coffee Maker; New Head Dishes and Cutlery;
Full cockpit enclosure Nova Cool Fridge and Freezer Delux; Cockpit table
GPS; VHF; Stereo; Fore and Aft shore power Auto Pilot; Canadian
Registery 10 opening Ports; 3 Hatches MOB pole; Safety ring; Life
Jackets Bruce Anchor; Extra Battery Charger Cradle; BBQ White Hull
with Blue
This boat has been well cared for and lightly used for the past 13 years and
always on Lake Ontario. Regrets for our decision but due to health
reasons. Asking price is same as Insured Value and Survey - $85,000.
Call Hank Surette Home 905-880-4685 Cell 416-948-2017; Outer
Harbour Marina D1 Toronto

“TWILIGHT ZONE”
1981 Aloha 34
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling, many many extras and in very good
condition. $48,000
For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email brilynne@hurontel.on.ca

“NEPENTHE”
1983 Aloha 34
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Call John at (408) 293-5614 or email jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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ITEMS FOR WANTED/FOR SALE
Water Heater
We bought Bella in Maryland with an un-installed AquaStar demand propane heater included in the deal. We intend to sail
her in warm conditions, so have opted to NOT install the heater.
Here's the specs –
Aquastar instantaneous automatic water heater (new condition) Price: $400
Posting Description: Aquastar Model 38B LP (propane) instantaneous automatic water heater, great for providing hot
showers on your boat!
Dimensions: 25 3/8" W x 10 5/8" W x 9 1/8" D
Max: 40,000 Btu/hr.
0.5 GPM at 90 degrees rise
1.3 GPM at 45 degrees rise
Never installed or used, new condition. 3 years old. Includes complete installation and operating manual.
It comes with the "chimney" stack that fits the cabin top fitting on top of the space at the the forward bulkhead of the head.
Paul and Ann (Bella #192)

Genoa
WANTED: a second hand 150% furling Genoa, in good condition, fairly priced
If by any chance anyone has such an available sail, would they kindly contact Georges at sloopaloha@yahoo.ca?
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Our Trip To The North Channel
August 2008
Carol and I had Windekind, a 34ft.Alhola, for a year now and many hours of
maintenance upgrades and repairs were done. We day sailed almost every
weekend and had no major problems. So when the opportunity came up to
visit the North Channel with friends we jumped at it. Sailing with two other
couples helped our comfort zone. We left with Queen’s Ransom, Marty and
Lyndee Lu Hayes, and Blue Loon, Paul and Bonnie Richardson, on July 25 th
at six AM from the Sarnia Yacht Club. It was a beautiful morning not much
wind but it was just nice to be on our way.
The trip was uneventful until just outside Goodrich when our monitor
stopped. We checked a few things could not find anything major so we sailed
for awhile before we started up the motor again. It took off so we were making up time and getting back on schedule. Just as
we were seeing Clark’s Point, the engine stopped again. We sailed as much as we could but the winds were wrong to get us
into Kincardine for the night, so we called for help and got a tow into the Marina. That was an interesting experience. But
everything went well.
We spent the next day getting things fixed changed the oil and ran the motor. Everything seemed fine, so we left the next day
for Tobermory. We were only out a little over an hour and the motor stopped again. So we all went into Port Elgin, our
friends were very understanding regarding the delay in our plans. Spoke to the marine shop in Port Elgin they told us our
problem was Algae in the diesel tank. Purchased some extra diesel filters, Algae killer, which I added to the diesel. Put on a
new engine filter and we were under way again. Finally made it to Tobermery. Spent a few days there picked up a few parts
for the boat especially filters. All three boats left Tobermoery feeling our problems were behind us. The only problems we
had was that the engine would cut out at low spend, so it was difficult to motor slowly through harbours and to anchor, but
we managed.
Carol and I had been travelling on Windekind for Fourteen days and it was time to head back home on August 11th. Our
intention was to separate from our friends that we had sailed with, they were heading north and west from Little Current
while we were heading East and South to Sarnia. We had met other friends, in Little Current, that were travelling in the same
general direction and promised to keep in touch. While we had our boat just one year, we had day sailed all last summer with
no engine problems – things were about to change. We should have taken the hint from the first attempts to start the engine.
We were up early at about 6:30 to try to make the early bridge lift at Little Current but the engine would not start. Finally we
called the bridge controller and cancelled out departure.
My next job was to get down in the locker and remove the fuel filter. I dumped the contents into the pail and an orange blob
dropped out. This was worse than what we had been getting since we discovered the problem. For the last nine days we
were dealing with Bugs or bacteria in the diesel fuel problem. It was not real trouble, it only caused the engine to stall every
time I decreased the speed – like coming into port or trying to hook an anchor. The Bug killer that you can add to the diesel
works well but when you kill the bugs you have to get them out of the system. That is what we were getting out of the filter.
Since I added the Bug killer I would get about eight hours of operation on the diesel before there was a problem. I placed the
new filter in the quart oil can with the lid removed and filled it with fresh diesel from my Gerry can and put it in place. This
only took a couple of minutes but we missed the bridge and had to wait till the lift at 8:00AM.
We travelled south west along Strawberry Island and past the Lighthouse heading towards Hayward Island. At this time we
had both main and jib up along with the engine running. Just as we turned around the tip of Hayward Island, heading east, the
engine stalled after an hour and a half of operation. When I changed the filter it was full of bacteria. The next filter lasted
only fifteen minutes, at this point we were in the low end of our tank. With only one filter left I decided to switch to Gerry
cans. This was suggested by the friends we were travelling with but I was reluctant to switch. We had one filter left and I
had picked up some equipment that would help us switch to the Gerry can.
This is not a complicated switch. The diesel system has two connections to the tank. The suction line extends to the bottom
of the tank and connects to the filter, mounted close to the motor, on to the fuel pump and the intake engine manifold and
back to the tank. The return line just goes to the top of the tank. So when I removed the lines from my tank the return line
just entered the Gerry can through a hole in the cover of the fill spout. Before I installed the line I used a hand Bulb to pump
some fresh diesel through the hoses in order to clean the lines. The suction line entered the same fill spout but I attached a
1/4 inch solid tubing to the hose to draw diesel from the bottom of the tank. I managed to find a hardware store with some
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brass fittings and a couple of hose clamps that made this easy. So we are back in operation again after about half an hour,
Carol has maintained the boat on course under sail and while we lost some speed we are still doing fine.
I was only at the helm for about half an hour before I heard trouble. Our engine that normally gives a “Putt Putt Swish
Swish” changed to a ”Putt Putt Putt Putt”. This was not good because the water from our cooling system was not leaving the
boat in our exhaust. I asked Carol to take the helm and said there was still a problem and rushed downstairs to check the
muffler. The quarter birth was filled with everything from preservers, coolers, boat hooks, cushions, sail covers. I finally
remove everything and checked the muffler to find it dry as can be, but saw lots of water through the opening into the engine
compartment. I quickly left the quarter birth to find the floor covered with water. On the deck I tell Carol that there is a
serious leak and we are in trouble if we do not find it.
Now one of the things that Carol was doing at the time I asked her to take the helm was tuning the WHAM4 to the North
Channel broadcast to find out where our friends were and report on our progress. When I came back on the deck she was
listening to the report and as I dropped back down to the locker to locate the leak she asked. “DO YOU WANT ME TO
CALL A MAYDAY MAYDAY MAYDAY”. She must have squeezed the mike as she said the sentence because the North
Channel heard the last three words.
As soon as I dropped into the locker I spotted the leak it was in the engine cooling system. I told Carol that I had the leak and
to shut the engine down.
This diesel pathfinder has two cooling systems one uses the standard antifreeze with a pump, thermostat and radiator. In the
second cooling system water is pumped through the radiator into the exhaust mixer and blown out with the exhaust gases. It
was the connection hose to the mixer which had come off and was spraying water all over the engine. I found this
connection, it consisted of one hose slipped into a larger hose with a plastic insert in the smaller hose and while I used the
same method to get back home I have replaced it with a reducer and double hose clamps on each hose.
Back at the helm with the mess cleaned up, but as luck would have it a half hour later there is another problem. There is
serious water flowing into our bilge and the source is unknown. We stop the engine and the water stops so we know the
source. After some investigation, I find another connection between the mixer and the exhaust. This connection is partly
under the engine battery so to fix the connection I had to disconnect and remove the battery. The temporary connection to get
us home is to again slip one hose into another and use two hose clamps. The permanent fix is replacing the hose with one
hose from the mixer to the muffler. Ok we have repaired the connection and are back in operation but now we are watching
the bilge. It only takes about another half hour before another problem arises, this time it is the source I originally checked.
The connection to the muffler. This is a series of rubber rings installed in groves in the plastic connections of the tank and it
is seriously passing water. I removed the rubber rings replaced with one wrap of electrical tape and reinstalled the rings. A
little push here some squeezing there and it is back together.
When we are back home and have some time to think on this the three hose separations are in the same system so where is
the problem? Back in the spring I changed the pump impeller and it was noted by others and I that there was an increased
water flow. I believed that this was a good thing but more flow means more weight and higher pressure so it could have
caused the pipes to separate.
So we are back on the motor again. Remember that all this time Carol has been handling the boat under sail quite well and
other than one tight circle at seven knots when I was balancing the engine battery and trying to stay upright in the locker
there was no problem.
Now we are underway again and for the first half hour we are doing fine. By this time we are monitoring the engine carefully
and note the engine overheating. The first thing I check is the radiator cap and it looks fine so we start up again and the
problem crops up again. Now this is not the sort of thing you can just pull apart you have to wait for the engine to cool down
before removing the cap. This is good, since it gives me a few minutes to think and with this system there are only a few
things to check, one is the cap and the other is the thermostat. The belts are fine and were checked and adjusted them this
year, the only other moving part is the pump. This pump is part of a casting and there are no spares on hand. This gave me
time to consider my opinions, plus a good cooling time for the engine, I finally decided that Carol would object to me
removing the engine and it is too heavy to get up the stairs so it will have to stay. The only other thing we can change is the
thermostat and when I removed it there is some debris in it. Around this time the boat, Annies Song was close to us. We had
meet then in Little Current. He got in his dingy and brought a book over on diesel engines. They stayed with us, which was
comforting. We were nearing Club Island and it was getting late so we anchored at Club Island for the night. We relaxed a bit
by having a few drinks with the couple from Annies Song. Getting back to the thermostat, part of the container seal and some
harder material stopped the thermostat from operating. I ran without a thermostat and the engine runs cool, but just fine. The
next morning we got up early and headed to Tobermory. The trip gave s an opportunity to try things out for the return trip to
Sarnia. The trip to Sarnia took us 24hours with a stop off in Kincardine. We motored sailed into Tobermory, which took us
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4hours. Everything worked fine. When we got into port, the mechanic checked the thermostat for us and suggested we try it
in some boiling water to see that it opens properly. We tested the thermostat and it worked just fine. We installed the old
thermostat and it worked fine for the rest of the trip. We also picked up extra oil filters and prepared to leave Tobermory the
next day, but wasn’t to be. A storm rolled in and we were stormed stayed for 3 days.
The trip to Sarnia was uneventful, all parts of the boat worked well. The weather was good; we motored sailed all the way. It
was really nice to see the bridge and pull into our slip. Great to be backing home and to get off the boat and have solid
ground under your feet.
Now I am comfortable working on engines. We have had no problems with the engine since arriving home. We ran on the
Gerry can the remainder of the summer. Thanks to Carol for getting back in the boat rather than getting a cab home, when she
had the opportunity. The trip was pretty stressful and a very high learning curve but we both came through the other end and
still enjoy sailing. During the time when we were having problems there were a number of people that helped us and their
assistance was appreciated and significant.
Oh yes, the tank full of bugs well there was not much fuel left in the tank but I had to drain it and cut approximately three
quarter inch strip from the side of the locker to get the tank out. I called several places to get the tank cleaned and no luck.
Finally I called a local tanker truck cleaner and he said he could do it. Cost me two dozen donuts.
Hope that this story will help other people who may come across some of the problems we encountered this summer. Good
sailing to all.
Clifford and Carol MacDonald.
Windekind Aloha 34
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Preliminary Profiles
Skipping Stones – Info from eBay
Winning bid:

US $8,552.98 (approximately C $11,094.06)

Ended:

09-Nov-08 22:44:18 EST

Item location:

Annapolis, MD, United States
Item Specifics - Sailboat
Type:
Cruiser
Make:
ALOHA
Year:
1978
Length (feet):
34.0
Beam (feet):
11.0
Hull material:
Fiberglass
Rigging:
Sloop/Cutter
Condition:
Used

Keel:
Trailer:
Engine type:
Engine make:
Fuel type:
Fuel capacity:
S/N:
For sale by:

Fixed
-Inboard
Volvo Penta
Diesel
-ZUY001100178
Private seller

ALOHA 34 STRONG LIVEABOARD BLUEWATER CRUISER PROJECT
Vehicle Description
ALOHA 34 STRONG LIVEABOARD BLUEWATER CRUISER PROJECT
Vehicle Description
For auction we have a 1978 Aloha 34 fiberglass sloop for auction
We purchased her from the owner who had left her unused for the last few years and then decided it was better to sell it
than deteriorate any further.
The hull looks to be in reasonable condition below the waterline , she draws 4,6 ft .The hull sides look to have been
repainted at some point and it is not the best paint job I have seen , on the Port side an area of approx 12 inches by 6
inches has peeled to the original gel coat and should be touched up in my estimation., however saying that unless you
are right up against the hull sides it does look very presentable.
She is a very strong boat with well laid fiberglass and is clearly built for good cruising, up on deck the deck is all
original and has the original gel coat, we did not find any soft spots when walking around .
From front to back , there are 2 anchors up forward one being a danforth and 1 a good size CQR and a manual windlass
as pictured , she does have a Hood roller furler , further back she has a very spacious aft cockpit which I think would
comfortably seat 6 to 7 people depending .You can clearly see from the deck hardware like the rope clutches that most
of the lines are lead aft to allow for easier single handed sailing or very useable for a couple , the winches are also
newer 2 speed self tailing winches as pictured. There is wheel steering with an autohelm included with the boat in the
sale however the s/s wheel is not pictured but included.
The standing rigging appears to be in good shape however the running rigging ie ropes are going to need replacing, I
am sure it should take no more than a spool of rope to replace everything.
The sails are practically new but have been left out in the sun , the mainsail which is a North full batten main is in good
shape but the last1ft may need to be looked at as it was sticking out from under the old sail cover and does have some
discoloration . The roller furling genoa is in good shape too however the UV strip has shown signs of wear from the
sun, that being said that is a fairly quick and cost effective repair.
There is a bimini frame still in place should you wish to have a new bimini made.
As you go down below you will see how roomy a boat she is and there is a lot of attention to details , there is a nice size
galley as you enter to Port with stove pictured , forward a very comfortable settee / salon area with large table and then
forward of that very good size self enclosed head and shower with teak grate on the floor and then forward a nice V
birth area as you enter to starboard there is a chart table area with quarter birth , forward the salon and the forward of
that storage and v birth,
The galley does appear to have pressurized hot and cold water
There are some very nice details like the headliner is fiberglass and has a pattern moulded in to it..
The reason we are selling her as a project is that she has stood with water from the rain on land having been approx a
foot above the floorboards clearly pictured , we have not made any attempt to hide it and with a good sand and stain i
think it will be able to be removed , luckily the wood does not appear to be damaged , on the floor there is ateak and
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holly but someone has varnished it and the varnish is lifting , I would refinish it and I am sure it will be look awesome
down stairs . There is also a nice stove mounted on the bulkhead for winter warming.
We did test some of the electrical systems like lights which do appear to work .
There is a 2 cylinder Volvo MD 11 which although it has had water o it luckily not enough to get in the engine and as
such the engine does turn over and oil is clear, we have not attempted to run the engine as the diesel should be changed
first from standing and we did not want to suck it through into the diesel pump. I think realistically you are going to
want to rebuild the starter and alternator because of standing.
This is an awesome project for the right person , as you can see these boats have a retail value of approx $40,000 if you
can find one and for someone with some time on there hands they can have a very worthwhile investment as we are
selling her for pennies on the dollar with no reserve .
The boat is currently registered in Delaware, Wilmington to be exact and as such this is a no tax no title state so the
boat is being sold with a notarized Bill of Sale.
Please keep in mind this is a project needing some clean up but as you can see we have priced her right with no reserve.
We had listed and sold her once before and the new owner came down from Canada to collect her but was
unfortunately unable to complete the transaction due to financial reasons so please be sure to have all your finances in
order before bidding , the purchaser was happy with the description of the boat and left feedback accordingly
Storage is available at the boats current location for approx $300 per month which would include electric and water
usage
Good luck and please feel free to e-mail with any questions
We will be away from Friday the 7th of November to Monday the 10th of November but will try and check e-mail on
Sunday evening.
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From: Alan.Harriman
Sent: January-26-09
Subject: Profile Information for "Skipping Stones"
I want to thank every one who has contributed to the Network over the years and to thank Migs and Les for their diligent
documenting. There is so much information there for a novice like me. I have learned so much from the forum, newsletters
and profiles and I have not read it all yet.
Les, below is what I presently know about "Skipping Stones". This got much longer than I expected to would be. I will fill
out a profile sheet later. I hope there will be more to add later. Last week I emailed the broker, Matt, who listed "Skipping
Stones" on eBay asking for contact information for the previous owner. Matt has been good about getting back to me so I do
expect to hear from him one way or the other.
Although I am not the best at documentation, I will commit to document the work done to "Skipping Stones". I found
Marty's and Lyndee Lu's detailed documentation on their restoration of Queen's Ransom to be enjoyable and informative. It
will be something I am sure they will treasure over the years.
This is what I know so far regarding where she was sailed: (I found a very few entries in the log book I found aboard.)
 There are a couple entries in the log regarding voyages along the east coast between New Jersey and North Carolina.
She must have been in Fort Lauderdale area for some time as there were several visitors from Fort Lauderdale listed
in the register.
 She has been sailed to the Bahamas. (Log entry regarding the trip back from Nassau to Ocean City, NJ. starting on
6/13/1996.)
 Apparently the MD11C and I suspect the saildrive was changed while in the Bahamas. (Log entry regarding only
getting 1800 rpm on the "new" engine.) The saildrive gearbox is too clean to be the original.
 The last entry in the log is on 6/16/96. Their location was on the east side of the Gulf Stream three days out of the
Bahamas. "Discovered both water tanks empty therefore both must leak. We were running off starboard. Filled
both B-4 leaving. Cleaned desal. membrane." I have to wonder why there were no more entries, it makes one
wonder how that trip turned out.
This is what I know about the condition of "Skipping Stones":
 When I first saw her in Annapolis there was a very small amount of water seeping out of the keel about half way
down the port side. This stopped when I emptied the bilge of water before loading the boat on the trailer. The water
was up to the sole in the cabin. I have seen no water seep out since, even though the water level in the bilge has
been up to the top of the bilge a couple times. This concerns me as it would indicate that there might be a leak into
the keel somewhere above the level of the top of the bilge. Today I got a set of builder's drawings to guide me in
locating the correct position for a garboard plug. Since she will be pulled each winter I plan to put a drainage hole
in the keel and the bilge. Fortunately the weather has been such that any water in the keel will not be repetitively
freezing and thawing.
 I can not detect any soft spots in the deck. I can not see any indications of leakage around the chain plate knees.
This needs to be more toughly investigated by someone who knows what to look for.
 The propane locker door looks like it was cut by one of her previous owners (uneven). If the cockpit scuppers plug
or hoses freeze (there are low spots in the hoses between the scuppers and stern discharge), water runs into locker
and leaks into engine compartment. Dixon nipples on scuppers should be changed to 90 degree fittings to eliminate
low spots in the hoses. Propane locker needs to be sealed and a drain installed.
 There are several holes through the deck, mainly around the cockpit. One of these was leaking a considerable
amount of water into the engine compartment when it rained.
 There is a scratch in the starboard side of the hull above the water line about 4 feet long and no deeper than 3/16th
inch.
 "Skipping Stones" has a shoal keel.
 I tested the propane lines today, there appears to be a leak as the pressure would not hold and I believe I could smell
gas. (I have one of the world's poorest noses.) If I could smell gas the leak must be near or in the locker.
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The interior woodwork needs refinishing due to the water lying in the cabin (one of the hoses for the cockpit drains
broke and allowed 16 to 18 inches of water to leak into the cabin). This is the major reason she was sold as a
"project" boat. Structurally most of the woodwork is in acceptable condition. In a couple areas the plywood has
delaminated but this should not to difficult to correct. This is surprising with the amount of water that was in the
cabin. It will be a challenge to get rid of the "bath tub ring".
 The bottom 12 inches of the teak the mast enclosure is very delaminated.
 I am concerned about the condition of "Skipping Stones" plumbing and electrical systems. There are numerous
unused wires. The electrical and plumbing will need to be evaluated when the weather warms up. I have checked
all the water systems out and believe them to be drained and blown free of any residual water.
 There is no bilge pump, other than a manual diaphragm pump in the cockpit that needs an overhaul or replacing.
 All the through hull valves need to be checked to insure they will operate.
 The hull below the water line is well painted. The paint on the hull above the water line is peeled in a spot of about
3 to 4 square feet on the starboard side.
 There is a section of solid teak installed between the two bulkheads similar to what was added to "Queen's Ransom".
 There is a stainless pipe installed in front of the gas range as has been recommended by come owners.
 Externally the Volvo MD11C engine and saildrive are in much better condition than those I have seen pictures of in
other boats. There is no evidence that water got into either the engine or the saildrive. The alternator and starter
need to be tested. I have the alternator off but the nut for the starter's battery lead is frozen to the stud. This is being
dosed with Liquid Wench every day and the wire will now move under the nut. It will come loose.
 The engine cooling system is not a closed loop with a heat exchanger. This is surprising for a salt water boat. This
needs to be changed.
 The teak at the companion way shows considerable wear from the treading of many feet.
 There is a dual bow roller with two anchors, a CQR and a Danforth. There is also a manual windlass for the
anchors.
 In spite of the reference to desalination equipment in the log I have not as yet found where it was located.
The following equipment is onboard but untested:
 A hot water tank, heated both from the engine and with 110 volt AC.
 A 12 volt refrigerator.
 A three burner Force 10 propane range.
 A Force 10 cabin heater.
 A Fireboy S-2A fume detector.
 A Realistic MTX-101 VHF Marine Transceiver with Icom AT-130 Automatic Antenna Tuner.
 A 12 volt deck wash down pump.
 There is a 10 amp 110 volt AC battery charger but there are no batteries.
 Two 30 gallon fresh water tanks.
 Head storage tank under V berth.
 A 37 gallon diesel tank.
 Autohelm 3000 but missing the compass.
I think that about covers it!
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Water Witch - Auction Information
1982 34' Aloha Fixed Keel Sloop (HURRICANE IKE)
Inventory ID:
Year:
Make:
Height:
Draft:
Hull Material:

8388
1982
Aloha
12'
5.8'
Fiberglass

Location:
Length:
Model:
Beam:
Displacement:
HIN:

San Leon, TX
34'
Fixed Keel Sloop
10.8'
13,500 lbs
ZUY0D1730682

Engines:
Vessel is powered by a single Westerbeke 3 cyl diesel, FWC, no water in oil, turns over by hand.
Transmission:
Straight drive appears in operable condition.
Generator/Battery: 12 volt - poor condition. No generator.
Electronics:
The following electronics were sighted at time of inspection: Standard VHF, Garmin GPS map 162,
Raymarine Tridata-speed, depth, and distance, Autohelm autopilot, 5’’ Ritchie compass. Electronics not tested.
Ground Tackle:
No anchor or line. Manual windlass is damaged.
Rigging:
Mast is broken into two pieces and mast is bent at break point. Spreaders are broken off and missing.
All rigging is damaged. Main sail is onboard in poor condition. No jib onboard. 2 #42 Lewmar self tailing winches, 4 # 30
Lewmar self tailing winches.
Head:
There is a Raritan manual head with hand held shower, vanity, sink and mirror.
Galley:
V-berth and head forward, L-shaped settee with bulhead mounted table to port and long settee to
starboard. Galley is aft on port side. Chart table and quarter berth on starboard side. Interior upholstery is in poor condition.
Galley which is located aft on port side has a 2-burner LP Hillerange stove/oven, Adler Barbour refrigeration with top load
box, Samsung microwave and a single sink.
Trailer:
Trailer not included.
Shipping:
This item is for Pick-up Only
Description:
This 1982 34' Aloha Fixed Keel Sloop was damaged during hurricane Ike. Vessel was not submerged
but has fiberglass damage 360 degrees. The Aloha 34 is a fix keeled sloop with skeg mount rudder. T-shaped cockpit with
wheel steering. V-berth and head are forward. L-shape settee with bulkhead mount table on port side. Long settee along
starboard side. Upholstery is in poor condition. Galley is aft on port side with chart table and quarter berth to starboard.
Galley which is located aft on port side has a 2-burner LP Hillerange stove/oven, Adler Barbour refrigeration with top load
box, Samsung microwave and a single sink. There is a Raritan manual head with hand held shower, vanity, sink and mirror.
The following electronics were sighted at time of inspection: Standard VHF, Garmin GPS map 162, Raymarine Tridataspeed, depth, and distance, Autohelm autopilot, 5’’ Ritchie compass. Electronics not tested. Bow rail and anchor pulpit are
torn off. Stainless steel stern rail is bent and torn loose from deck. Aluminum toe rail is bent on both sides midship. All
stanchions and lifelines are damaged around deck. Windlass is torn loose from deck and base is broken. Severe impact
damage to starboard side midship. There is a 5’ long crack thru fiberglass above waterline on starboard side. There is a 2’ x
6’ area of fiberglass crushed at waterline midship on starboard side. Heavy abrasion damage to fiberglass on bow. Deep
gouges and scratches to fiberglass 360 degrees. Impact damage to port side midship. Interior bulkheads and cabinets are
damaged along starboard side. There is no anchor or line. Manual windlass is damaged. Mast is broken into two pieces and
mast is bent at break point. Spreaders are broken off and missing. All rigging is damaged. Main sail is onboard in poor
condition. No jib onboard. 2 #42 Lewmar self tailing winches, 4 # 30 Lewmar self tailing winches. Prop, shaft, and strut
appear in serviceable condition. Steering and rudder are operable. Vessel is powered by a single Westerbeke 3 cyl diesel,
FWC, no water in oil, turns over by hand. Straight drive appears in operable condition. No trailer is included with this item.
Winning bid:
Ended:
Item location:
History:

US $2,225.00
Mar-28-09 07:30:00 PDT
San Leon, TX, United States
30 bids
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John ALDOUS
279 San Carlos Ave.
Redwood City
California
(650) 210-6088 johnaldous@msn.com
CORAL ROSE
Robert and Audrey BAKKER
188 Bayshore Drive
Brechin
Ontario
(519) 623-1945
DREAM WEAVER
Robert BESWICK
536 London St, Box 682
Wyoming
Ontario
(519) 845-0217 bbez@teksavvy.com
ALY ADA TOO
Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-9732 brilynne@hurontel.on.ca
TWILIGHT ZONE
Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland
Ontario
(705) 527-7060
BONAVENTURE
Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264
Carmanville
Newfoundland
(709) 534-2545 l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
SNOWGOOSE
Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.
Kingston
Washington
(360) 297-7686 Gcarlsen2@cs.com
MARY MAX
John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive
St. John’s
Newfoundland
709-682-0319
JCasson@xstratanickel.ca
INVINCIBLE SUMMER

Alphabetical

94061
Hull

202

L0K 1B0
Hull

155

N0N 1T0
Hull

156

N7A 2L5
Hull

146

L4R 5E1
Hull

215

A0G 1N0
Hull

138

98346
Hull

174

A1E 2X4
Hull

114

David M. Anidjar-Romain & Colleen McConnell
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria
British
V8N 4S4
(250) 472-6116 sparcon@telus.net
PAXIS 1
Hull 158
Perry & Gloria BASDEN
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor
Ontario
(519) 972-5949 basden@sympatico.ca
ALOHALANI
Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkinson Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 881-7730 n.bidgood@shaw.ca
KYAN II
David & Marilyn Bourne
828 Norway Ave.
Sarnia
Ontario
(519) 542-6032 airbourne@sympatico.ca
RIPPLE
Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154
Moffat Beach
Queensland
(617) 54917619 jukeman@bigpond.com
AMALTHEA

Hull

233

V8Z 5C3
Hull

178

N7V 2L6
Hull

127

4551
Hull

189

Matt BUTCHER
6262 Swiss Ave. Apt. A
Dallas
Texas
75214
(208) 310-6456 matt_butcher@richards.com
KALEO
Hull 207
David CARR & Carla KILPELA
18 St. Antoine Crescent
Hillsdale
Ontario
(705) 835 5099
david.carr@sympatico.ca
MOMENTUM I
Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Rd.
Jacksonville
Florida
blackisle@comcast.net
DOLPHINS BREATH
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L0L 1V0
Hull

111

32226
Hull

119
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Frank & Eve COLLINS
344 Portland Avenue
Mount Royal
Quebec
(514) 738-4907 fcollins@videotron.ca
TRUE LOVE
Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
2690 Cadboro Bay Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 598-2690 billdig@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 465-0905 tjfagan@ican.net
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
Norman Finlay and Cheryl Hughes
30 High Street E., # 102
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 817-5711 aslanswind@gmail.com
Aslan's Wind

H3R 1V5
Hull

117

V8R 5J5
Hull

210

M4 L 3X7
Hull

165

L5G 1J8
Hull

217

Richard & Ann DESANTO
68 Voorhis PL.
Ringwood
New Jersey
(973) 962-7066 rdsanto@netscape.net
MAHALO
David & Jennifer DUNCAN
11250 Elderberry Way
North Saanich
British
(250) 656-2414 2dd-quisait@telus.net
CLAN DONNCHADH
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street
Yarmouthport
MA
508 362-7839
sfagan@ksec.com ?
COLUMBINE

Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent
Ajax
Ontario
(905) 427-0834 Gates0834@rogers.com
HEART’S CONTENT IV

Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave
St. Catharines
Ontario
(905) 682-3315 rdhaig@cogeco.com
OUT AND ABOUT

Les & Carol HARRISON
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine
Ontario
(519) 396-2324 harrisol@bmts.com
ENCHANTMENT

Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia
Ontario
(519)542-5426
mpehayes@hotmail.com
QUEENS RANSOM
Michael HOWARD
251 Wanless Ave.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 792-1824 shibumi.v@gmail.com
SHIBUMI

Alphabetical

Hull

169

N7X 1B8
Hull

105

M4N
Hull

184

Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay
British
(250) 334-2450 herringj@telusplanet.net
KHADINE II

221

V8L 5J6
Hull

168

02675
Hull

162

L1S 3X4
Hull

118

N2Z 1X7
Hull

214

V9N 9J3
Hull

126

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton
Ontario
L9C 5L2
(905) 383-7624 billhrycenko@hotmail.com
GENIE
Hull 203

June-02-09
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Hull

David & Alice FISHER
122 Huron St.
Thornbury
Ontario
N0H 2P0
(519) 599 6905
david.fisher2@sympatico.ca
DALRIADA
Hull 128

Ed FULTON
l2l0 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering
Ontario
L1W 2Z3
(416) 892-5840 svshenandoah@yahoo.com
SHENANDOAH
Hull 186

L2T 3J9

07456
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Leigh Hunt Wilks
1015 Ironwork Passage
Vancouver
British
(604) 732-0696 leigh@pacificcoast.net
NOCTURNE
David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 493-7470 aloha10.4@rogers.com
MARGARITAVILLE

V6H 3R4
Hull

212

Pauline & Peter Iversen
1008 Safari Rd., RR1
Millgrove
Ontario
(905) 689-2851 piversen@sympatico.ca
ROOM TO DANCE

159

Charles & Jeanette JOHNSON
1154 Indian Shadows Dr.
Ten Mile
Tennessee
(423) 717-1161 CJoh4441@aol.com
RAGNAR

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Suite 604
Etobicoke
Ontario
M8V 2Z6
(416) 252-3435 grjohnson42@hotmail.com
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull 229

Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue
New Rochelle
New York
(914) 632-3674 CAPT104@ATT.net
FULL TILT

John Lawrence
Sorkedalsveien 5c,
0369 Oslo
(613) 838-2370 johnkebab@hotmail.com
CASTLE REEF

Pierre Legault
11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal
Québec
514.648.9443
p_legault@videotron.ca
Gaillarde

Bob Long & Cheri Kemp-Long
PO Box 2151
Iqaluit
NU
boblong@qiniq.com
DREAM CATCHER II
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres.
Delta
British
(604) 591-9631 jmansley@axion.net
ASHRAM
Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 828-0021 gdquigley@sympatico.ca
SYLANDO

M2H 1N3
Hull

Hull

153

X0A 0H0
Hull

196

V4E 1R7
Hull

148

Paul Martin & Ann Houston
70 Ronald Road
Arlington
Maryland
781-646-8319
ann@grammarsmith.com
BELLA

115

Philip MEILIUNAS
21 Ingleborough Dr.
Whitby
Ontario
L1N8J9
(905) 665-5995 philip@greatgulfhomes.com
MADISON
Hull 131

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM

Alphabetical

Hull
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Hull

171

37880
Hull

179

10801
Hull

195

H1C 1B5
Hull

Cliff & Carol MacDonald
3000 Stoney Creek Dr.
Brights Grove
Ontario
N0N 1C0
(519) 869-6923 cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
WINDEKIND
Hull 154

Wayne MCLELLAN
202-38 N. Rockwood Ave.
Thunder Bay
Ontario
807-346-0914
wmcl@tbaytel.net
SAND DOLLAR

L5L 3C7

L0R 1V0

02474Hull

192

P7A 6A1
Hull

120

48309
Hull

185
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Walter & Janet MIKLAS
4328 Portland St
Burnaby
British
(604) 451- 7869 jandwm-a@yahoo.com
ELEUTHERA IV
Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 jkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III
Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
3071 Dolphin Dr.
Nanoose Bay
British
(250) 468-9895 cmunnion@telus.net
TATOOSH
Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
(510) 724-1371 maxgrich@aol.com
CUTTY SARK
David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
241 Mill Street
Creemore
Ontario
705 466-2283
cdrogalsky@georgian.net
CASA MARA
Don SALT
5589 Flagg Rd., R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II
Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point
Scarborough
Maine
(207) 883-1619 opa@thesengers.net
MARGHERITA
Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane
Qualicum Beach
British
(250) 752-2397 sv-windy@telus.net
WINDY

Alphabetical

V5J 2N4
Hull

147

M9R 1G9
Hull

204

V9P 9J3
Hull

223

94564Hull

181

L0M 1G0
Hull

177

K0C 1X0
Hull

112

04074
Hull

227

V9K 1L9
Hull

151

James & Andrea MORGAN
589 County Road 6027
Dayton
Texas
77535
(832) 386-3646 morgan@galenaparkisd.com
WATER WITCH
Hull 173
Dean & Christine Olund
512 East 7th Street
North Vancouver
B.C.
DIALOHA

Hull

136

Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau
Quebec
J8Z 1N7
(819) 772-1604 Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
AGRIPPINA
Hull 228
Michael Roach & Moira Henderson
643 Skyview Place
Comox
British
(250) 339-4126 roachbreeze@yahoo.com
ALI BABA

V9M 3R3
Hull

160

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
L3Y 4V9
(905) 853-5401 Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
BAURUA
Hull 132
John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull 194
Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton
Ontario
(613) 475-6032 jsharpca@reach.net
LADY MARISA
Ed STEVENSON
32 Madens Mill Rd. 4
Warkworth
Ontario
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III

June-02-09
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Hull

109

K0K 3K0
Hull
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Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
L7E 5T1
(905) 880-4685 hank.surette@sympatico.ca
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hull 234

Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-5127 restlessole@gmail.com
RESTLESS SOLE

Ian & Wendy TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue
Surrey
British
(604) 576-5672 wendian@shaw.ca
NERISSA

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR

Linda TOMS
64 Twyford Road
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 922 9151
linda.toms@rogers.com
DALINA
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN

V4N 5A1
Hull

199

M9A
Hull

219

V8S 4X2
Hull

167

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904
Niceville
Florida
32588(850) 897-0824 capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org
BELIZE
Hull 211

Cam & Mary TORREY
170 Main Rd. South,
Hampden
ME
207-862-6030
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
Susie P. Oliver II
John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street
Whitby
Ontario
john0246@sympatico.ca
ONCE AROUND
Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
(510) 471-7806 smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
TERRIFIC

N7A 2K8
Hull

222

M4W 1W2
Hull

216

04444
Hull

231

L1N 5E5
Hull

129

94587
Hull

176

Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British
(250) 334-3409 waterstar@shaw.ca
SANCTUM

V0R 2V0
Hull

220

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions or changes to:
Perry Basden 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, ON, Canada, N9G 1W2 or email perry_basden@hotmail.com
2) The Hull # and builder completion date are included in the serial number imbedded in the gelcoat on the transom.
3) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Perry Basden at the address above.

Alphabetical
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2009
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34
owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate
and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
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ALOHA

Hello, fellow Aloha enthusiast. I hope that you enjoy my first attempt at carrying on with the Aloha 34
International Owners' Network newsletter. Please bear with me. It's been a while since I've done any publishing or
editing of newsletters so you may find plenty of typos, spelling mistakes and grammatical errors.
First, let me offer my thanks for the opportunity to carry on the fine tradition of producing a quality newsletter
which Les Harrison has so aptly provided to the organization for the past 6 or 7 years. I hope that I can continue
with the high standards that Les has set.
While were on the subject of giving thanks, I would like to express my personal thank you to Les Harrison for his
years of dedicated service to the Aloha 34 International Owners' Network. Les has been the guiding hand which
has led this organization and his personal efforts have given us many years of fantastic newsletters, probably the
best of any Owners Association anywhere.
During that same time, Les has been responsible for taking care of the bookkeeping and finances of the
organization. Under his guidance and relentless efforts to reduce costs and keep an eye on the bottom line, the
organization members have been the beneficiary of a free year of membership for 2009.
In addition to taking care of the bookkeeping and the newsletters, Les has also the person responsible for the
production, distribution and updating of the Aloha Owners Manual in CD format. Through his efforts and through
the efforts of those members who have developed the original Owners Manual by contributing material as well as
their vast knowledge, the Owners Manual has grown to a document of tremendous proportions. It is now about 140
printed pages and an excellent source of reference information for all Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
members
Les has also been responsible for development and maintenance of the Aloha 34 website for the past 7 years, a
position that he will continue with until sometime in the future. Too often, many websites look more like video
games that are all glitz and flashing icons and blinking headers, just to get attention. Les has kept the Aloha 34
website free of all this glitz and glamour and has given us a very professional site, one of which I am certain we all
can be proud of.
So, as you can see, Les has been very busy over the years working on behalf of the Aloha 34 International Owners'
Network. There are probably a lot of other things that Les has done on behalf of the Network that I'm not aware
of. Thank you, Les. You've done a fantastic job over the years. I, for one, appreciate your efforts.
While I'm giving thanks, I would like to say a special "Thank You" to Carol Harrison for allowing us to intrude in
their time together. I'm sure there were many, many hours that Les was sitting at the computer composing a
newsletter or touching up the website when he should have been paying more attention to his dear wife. Carol, you
have been very generous in allowing us to share your time together. Thank you so much!

Perry & Gloria Basden,
Alohalani, # 233
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Please note the following changes made to the Aloha Register.

Gary & Linda BROWN, "Amalthea" #189
P.O. Box 154
Moffat Beach, Queensland, Australia
New Email: svlayla@bigpond.com

Frank and Eve Collins of Mount Royal, Quebec have sold "True Love", #117 and are retiring from sailing.

David and Jennifer Duncan of North Saanich, British Columbia have sold "Clan Donnchadh" # 168.

Michael and Doreen Pettigrew of Nanoose Bay, British Columbia have sold "Tatoosh", #223.
The proud new owners are
John and Lorna Guild of Cherryville, British Columbia. John and Lorna have also registered as members of the
Aloha 34 International Owners Network. Welcome Aboard!

Nick and Sandra Koiter, who sail "First Light" #232 from Port Credit Harbour Marina became members of the
Owners Network last year. Unfortunately, the information was inadvertently left out of the Members register in the
Spring Edition. Our apologies for the oversight and Welcome to the Network.

MAILBAG
From: Frank & Eve Collins
Sent:

October 13, 2009

HELLO SAILORS,
It has been said that there are two most happy moments for boaters - the day they buy their boat, and the day they
sell it. But not so with us.
We recently reluctantly parted with our yacht True Love, and it was certainly a melancholy time for us. Eve and
I have owned True Love for 30 years, have raced and cruised her extensively and joyously, putting over 40,000
nautical miles under her keel. She has been like a home to us; in fact we have, in total, lived aboard her for a
cumulative time of more than three years, including two voyages to the Bahamas and a long Atlantic coastal cruise.
We were actually planning a return to the Atlantic coast this spring/summer /fall, but some not-so-good news
appeared in March which curtailed all of that.
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In March I was unexpectedly diagnosed with an aggressive form of pancreatic cancer, something that cannot be
stopped. Fortunately we have been able to enjoy a pretty good summer of local sailing with some racing. Apart
from listing the boat on the Aloha 34 website, we did not actively try to sell her; just couldn't bring ourselves to do
that. However, news gets around, and about a month ago a member of our yacht club (the Royal St. Lawrence)
approached me and asked if True Love might just be for sale. I had to agree that, yes, we would have to be parting
with her. We concluded an amicable deal, in which the new owner - voluntarily - wrote into the purchase and sale
agreement that we would have access to the boat any time he was not using it. Last week, post sale, we sailed her
three times. Whether I will be in any position to do this next season is an open question, but at least we know the
boat will be there at our club and available to us.
Eve and I have much enjoyed being members of the Aloha 34 network, and have found it very helpful in
understanding our boats and keeping them in good shape. We have been able to make the acquaintance of at least a
number of our members, and have much appreciated this as well. The new owner tells us that he will want to join
the Network, and he may be in touch in the not-too- distant future. We also hope to keep in touch as best we can.
Best wishes to all.
Frank & Eve

From: Migs & Diana Turner
Sent:

October 15, 2009

Thank you for your email, Frank & Eve.
Knowing you both as we do, we are just so very sorry that you've had to sell True Love. Yes, it must have been a
difficult decision for you, but at least you seem to have a very good arrangement with the purchaser.
Yes, we hope very much that you and Eve will be able to continue sailing True Love in the spring, Frank. And if
you feel like sailing between now and then, come visit Victoria again!
We are sure that we speak for all our members when we send our very best wishes to you both and continued happy
sailing for many years to come...
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167

HONOURARY MEMBERSHIP
From time to time the Aloha 34 International Owners' Network has bestowed upon certain individuals the position
of HONOURARY MEMBER. This has been done for a variety of reasons. Some have been given this position in
recognition of their contribution to the design and development of the Aloha 34. Honourary Members include
Honourary President, Ted Brewer, designer of the Aloha 34, among many other vessels. Ted has been very helpful
to all Aloha owners who may have questions concerning their Aloha's and has been an active participant in several
Aloha Rendezvous' where his talks, more like laid back seminars, concerning design, rigging and general care of
vessels have been very well received.
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2009
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Another member in this elite group is our Honourary Co-President, Mao Ouyang, son of the founder and President
of Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha International Yachts and, for many years, the builder of these fine vessels.
Several others have been nominated as Honourary Members as a result of their duress suffered while sailing their
Aloha 34's to various places in the world. They include Brian King who's Aloha 34, "Paramour, #121" after
years of preparation, was lost in the Hudson River during Hurricane Floyd in 1999 while en route to the Caribbean,
and Bob Medd who lost his Aloha 34, "TLC" #150, after it was boarded by "pirates" in the Sea of Cortez in 2001
while single-handed sailing in what was to be a circumnavigation.
Another receipient was Morley & Dorothy Kipp, owners of Aloha 34 "CANUSA #146, 1981-2000 and who was
one of the main authors of the extensive A-34 Owners' Manual. Morley and five other members wrote the initial
drafts starting in 1998. In the end, Morley combined the data to produce the first paper Manual in late 2000.
Recently I was contacted by several senior members of the A-34 Network and it has been decided to bestow this
honour to a Network member once again. The Aloha 34 International Owners' Network would like to recognize
Frank and Eve Collins for their outstanding contribution to Network.
They have been very actively sailing their Aloha 34 since their purchase of her some thirty years ago. Their Aloha
34 was probably one of the few that was raced extensively at a club level as well as used as a flagship for several
events held at the Royal St. Lawrence Yacht Club in Montreal while Frank served as Commodore. This couple
often did extensive cruising on the Atlantic Coast, and the Bahamas as well as the St Lawrence River and the Great
Lakes.
They have also been very active in the Network
since it's inception, lending support to members and
guests alike, always with promoting the Aloha 34 in
mind. They frequently participated in Aloha
gatherings by giving presentation about their cruises
and are a wealth of information concerning the
rigging and care of their Aloha 34, how to set it up
for successful racing and a myriad of other bits of
information invaluable to any Aloha owner. They are
also active participants and can often be found
posting lots of useful information on the Aloha 34
Network Forum or responding to other members
questions and queries.
It is with great pleasure that the Aloha 34
International Owners' Network announces the most
recent recipient of HONOURARY MEMBERSHIP.
This position has been granted to Frank and Eve
Collins of Mount Royal, Quebec for outstanding
achievement and contribution to the group.
Frank and Eve Collins at the
Aloha 34 Owners Rendezvous, London, Ontario
2002
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and Eve.
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I received the following e-mail and press release and was asked to considering posting it to our members. Some of
the attendees at the Aloha Rendezvous held at the Mimico Cruising Club in will remember Diann Webb who did
such a fantastic job of arranging the event.
For those of you who are interested, it may be an opportunity to hold an impromptu Aloha 34 rendezvous.... without
the effort of bringing your boat south. Gloria and I have also done the 12 metre yacht regatta aboard Canada II
(KC2) in Sint. Maartin..... what a hoot.
If anyone has booked the cruise, would you mind posting a note to Les or me letting us know of your intentions.
Perhaps others may be encouraged to join by your participation.
Regards
Perry

Hi there – I’m an owner of an Aloha 32 and the person who organized the rendezvous at
Mimico Cruising Club a few years ago.
I thought perhaps you might be able to include the attached press release on your website.
Many thanks in advance for your consideration and my contact info is below should you have
any questions.
We do have a 34 owner coming on this cruise.
Cheers
Diann
Diann Webb, CTC
Certified Travel Counsellor
Direct Line: (416) 503-1211
Email: travelwiz@tpi.ca
VISIT MY WEBSITE: www.thetravelwiz.ca
Travel Professionals International (TPI)
5945 Airport Rd, Suite 155, Mississauga ON L4V 1R9
905.676.1218 ON Reg 01576226

Give winter the cold shoulder - the perfect escape for a winter's week! Join us for a
wonderful week cruising the sunny, warm Caribbean on the Emerald Princess and support
Ontario Sailing's fundraising efforts.
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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE
Hamilton, Ontario – November 16th, 2009

Ontario Sailing holds fundraising Caribbean Cruise
$50.00 US per confirmed stateroom booking will be donated to Ontario
Sailing to support their initiatives for their AbleSail sailing programs
Ontario Sailing, is a not-for-profit, volunteer organization committed to the promotion and development
of all aspects of sailing and boating. One such initiative is the AbleSail program for people with
disabilities and Ontario Sailing is currently working with a number of member clubs assisting them in
developing accessible sailing programs. In addition, they offer the Access BOOM program – a mobile
sailing school providing sailing instruction for people with disabilities – both for youth and adults.
Ontario Sailing has partnered with Princess Cruises and Travel Professionals International for a 7 night
fundraising Caribbean cruise – January 31 to February 7, 2010. The cruise, aboard the beautiful
Emerald Princess is roundtrip from Ft Lauderdale and will call at Princess Cays (Bahamas), St. Maarten
(Netherlands Antilles, St. Thomas (US Virgin Islands), Grand Turk (Turks & Caicos) and back to Ft.
Lauderdale.
Complete information regarding the cruise can be found at www.thetravelwiz.ca or call 416-503-1211.
Email is travelwiz@tpi.ca
For information on Ontario Sailing and any of it’s programs please see www.OntarioSailing.ca or
contact info@ontariosailing.ca.

Oops – forgot to mention that some of us are signing up for this extra adventure. --- Diann
St. Maarten "America's Cup 12-Metre Yacht" Regatta
Recognized as one of the best shore excursions in the Caribbean, the St. Maarten "America's
Cup 12-Metre Yacht" Regatta offers you the only opportunity in the Caribbean to race these
exotic multimillion-dollar America's Cup 12-metre racing yachts - ** optional shore excursion and fee
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2009
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA

COMFORT AND CONVENIENCE
HELMSMAN'S SEAT
From: Frank Collins
Sent: August 8, 2009
HELLO SAILORS,
Last week, during a trip out west, Eve and I had the pleasure of sailing with Migs Turner & Co. on his Sea Vixen in
Victoria. In the course of things the discussion turned to equipment on our boats. I mentioned the above items
which we have on our True Love and Migs suggested I send out a few pictures.

The first is a helmsman's seat custom designed to fit on top of the stern lazarette. The shape and height of this
seat make its use ideal in all kinds of sea and heel conditions. A second photo shows how the seat attaches into
the slots beside the lazarette cover. It does not lock into place, but is generally very secure.

DECK SYSTEMS
CABIN DOORS
From: Matt Butcher
Sent: July 1, 2009
Hello Fellow Aloha Owners,
I recently purchased an '84 Aloha that my wife and I are planning to take cruising. We are so excited and love the Aloha
(especially the headroom)! Now I need to begin the big job of getting her ready. I would like to build some companionway
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2009
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doors to eliminate the need to keep messing with the hatch boards every time I go inside. We live in Texas and want to keep
the cold air from the A/C inside, meaning the companionway has to be closed all the time. Has anyone build a set for your
Aloha?
I would like to build a set that still allows the drop boards to be put in place.
Thoughts/Comments/Suggestions are welcome and appreciated.
Thanks,
Matt
S/V Kaleo
From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 5, 2009
Another welcome to the A-34 group, Matt, and a belated Happy *4 July! I passed your 1 July email on to Dave (&
Jennifer) Duncan living on the Canadian west coast here. They happily owned Clan Donnchadh A-34 #168, from
1972 until last month. Dave & Jennifer had very slick subject doors, possibly not unlike what you are considering.
Here following is Dave's reply. If you are interested, you might want to contact Dave. Good luck in your endeavour's
but as Dave suggests, A/C is not a real factor up here... Incidentally, we have plain blue "canvas covers" (matching our
dodger/bimini/sail covers, etc.,) which we clip onto the teak frame around the companionway "boards", with a screen
when we are onboard in summer and a plastic 'window' in cooler wx. The latter plastic cover might also be a temporary
'fix' for you with your A/C. (I'm sure you can imagine but I could send you photos, if you'd like.)
Migs
*PS: In respect to our US members and our many other good US friends on 4 July, we had a large US flag up in front
of our home here in Victoria BC yesterday; and for the US boaters who were visiting RVYC here, we also had the
"Stars & Stripes" at our "starboard outer" while sailing yesterday.
From:
Sent:

Migs Turner
July 6, 2009

Greetings again, Matt
I have passed your subject response today on to Dave Duncan, copy to you. Dave is not a frequent reader of his emails
so don't expect an early response when communicating with him.
Suggest that your idea of going out to the A-34 Network (which of course includes Perry Basden copied on this email
who has just taken over from Les Harrison in running our A-34 Network) with these and any other A-34 questions you
have is a good one. That's a prime reason for our email network.
Here below are my responses to your questions :
1. Replace single galley sink with double basin (Not sure if all Aloha 34s came with a single or not)
I'm not aware of any A-34s with double basin galley sinks.
2. Add more fresh water tankage (at 60 gallons right now)
A number of boats have done this and described same in early newsletters. Some of those who are operating in areas
where the large holding tank under the Vee berth forward is not required, have fitted another fresh water tank there.
Some A-34s travelling distances off shore have also attached temporary FW (& fuel) tanks to the railings, etc., on
deck.
3. Add water heater (Pamplona unit was removed before we bought the vessel) Debating between a propane or heat
exchanger type.
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Answers on this question have been mixed. Like many others, we have the Paloma instant propane HW heater which
originally came in Sea Vixen from Ouyang/Aloha International Boatworks and find it works well. However about 10
years ago, authorities restricted Paloma use to only when someone was awake onboard. Palomas MUST be turned
off at night (when the crew is sleeping).
A number of our members have fitted heat exchanger type FW heaters in the lazarette (described in earlier
newsletters) & report them as working well.
Which A-34 hull number is Kaleo & who was the previous owner? If built in 1984, she's close to being one of the
last A-34's built, perhaps around #220, should be a particularly good boat and has the excellent Westerbeke 27 HP
engine. (Production A-34s started at #101.)
If you don't have the hull number readily at hand, for her full builder's number, look at her transom toward the
starboard side & about a foot down from the cockpit coaming.
What documentation did you receive when you took delivery of Kaleo? As Les (or now Perry) has probably told
you, the A-34 Network has a very useful Maintenance manual available on DVD, paper newsletters going back to 1995
and "Profiles" on many of our members' A-34s.
Aloha!
Migs

REBEDDING BECKSON PORTS

After having Alohalani sitting for a few years without being used, it was time to start getting her back shipshape and ready to
sail. One thing that seemed to be a result of sitting unused was that the ports were beginning to leak. Nothing serious, just
those annoying drips that manage to find the back of your neck when your sitting on the settee in the main salon, or worse, onto
your bunk while you're trying to sleep. I decided that it was time to remove each port and rebed them. Below are a few
pictures of how this was accomplished. After a full season of sailing the ports are tight and the boat is nice and dry.

Before removing the inner trim rings I taped a plastic
garbage bag to the side of the cabin to catch the old
calking as I removed it.
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Remove the inner screws and put them in a safe place.
Once these screws have been removed it's time to
move to the outside cabin.
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Remove the 16 screws from the outer trim ring.

Carefully pry the outer trim ring from the cabin side.

Use a utility knife or a putty knife to cut the sealant
between the cabin side and the port.

Press the inner part of the port in toward the inside of
the cabin. The original sealant used was silicone.
Unfortunately, silicone does not adhere well to
fibreglass.

Once the port has been loosened from the outside
carefully remove it from the opening.

Clean the port and the trim ring thoroughly removing
any debris or old sealant. Carefully scrape the old
sealant from the cabin sides, inside and out. Wash
the openings with a mild solvent such as Varsol or
Interlux 202 solvent wash.
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After the port has been cleaned and is dry put a liberal
amount of sealant around the entire port flange in a
bead at the outer edge and close to the base of the
flange where it meets the spigot. Be sure to "loop"
around the screw holes so that they are sealed as well.

Carefully put the port back into the cabin opening
being careful not to drop any sealant. I used
3M 4200 sealant for the ports.
Reinstall the screws to hold the port in place.
Tighten them evenly for a good seal.

Use a putty knife and remove the excess sealant.
It's the messiest part of the job.

Wipe the rest of the sealant from the flange and cabin
side using Varsol or Interlux solvent wash.

Once the inner screws have been tightened it's time to
fill the void between the spigot and the outside cabin
sides.

The outer trim ring is laced with sealant, the same as
was done with the port flange. The outer trim ring is
installed and the screws tightened evenly.
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Remove any excess sealant and wash with
Varsol or Interlux Solvent Wash. Clean up
the cabin and deck of any debris from the
project.

The finished job. Only 9 more to go!

TEAK REFINISHING
From: Les Harrison
Sent: June 18, 2009
Migs, I don't recall or have with me in London what I may have submitted in 2002 so pardon me if its a rehash.
I asked Noah Boatworks in Toronto the question and, in short, they recommended:-removing the eyebrows, -bleaching the rust
with teak cleaner, -wash well using mild soap, rinse, dry well,-wipe down with acetone-coat all side including screw holes with
3 coats of epoxy using 207 hardener as it dries clear and has some UV protection-varnish/cetol [recommended min 3 coats] on
all sides-attach with stainless making sure to bed the screws in the fiberglass with non-silicon bedding compound
Parting Noah comment was if you do it right so no teak is exposed to moisture you will never have to do more than a touchup
the varnish coat.
Hope I haven't left anything out.
Les
From: Migs Turner
Sent: June 19, 2009
We received our Spring 2009 A-34 Owners' Network newsletter in yesterday's mail, Les, & needless to say it was a good
excuse in my 'recovery' to put my feet up and spend much of the rest of the day reading it. Again well done!
You've done a super job over the past 7 years running our A-34 Network for which I'm sure I speak for all members when I
say THANK YOU!!! And now welcome to you Perry as you take over from Les. With your extensive background over the
years where you have been very active in both Aloha Associations, we anticipate big things from you too! And re your latest
email, thank you, Les, for your 'words of wisdom' on resurrecting the teak eyebrows on each side of Sea Vixen's coach house.
Sounds good! We'll go for it.
Migs
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SPILLED VARNISH REMOVAL
From: Migs Turner
Sent: June 26, 2009
Aloha!
While I continue to recuperate from recent hip surgery, Werner is, inter alia, hard at it taking advantage of our warm sunny
weather & refinishing Sea Vixen's teak. Currently he has removed Sea Vixen's upper deck teak coach house grab rails for refinishing at home.
In my exuberance when varnishing these upper deck grab rails many times over past years, I am being accused (!) of carelessly
slurping varnish onto the light blue 'non skid' deck surrounding the grab rail fittings. Needless to say, my splatters are now old,
hardened & Werner is finding them very difficult to remove.
Has anyone any ideas on how we can remove my varnish 'slurps' without having to re-paint or at least match & 'touch-up' the
non-skid slurp areas?
Migs
From: Les Harrison
Sent: June 27, 2009
Hi Migs,
If the blue ‘non skid’ is fiberglass and not paint you can freely use “Pintoff”, Interlux 299; specifically designed to
remove paint, varnish and antifouling. If the ‘non skid’ is paint you can try using Pintoff by carefully painting it on
only where there is varnish and washing it off after a few minutes. Try it in an inconspicuous area first.
I have also successfully used Minwax “Antique Furniture Refinisher” which “gently dissolves old finish without
stripping”, and is not recommended as a paint stripper; available at Home Hardware. Same as above – don’t leave it on
too long if the under coat is paint. Do it in multi-applications. Easy does it.
A third alternative would be a razor blade.
Hope one of these will do the job for you, Migs. Glad to hear surgery recuperation is progressing. You’ll soon be
cracking the whip on your men’s crew again. Fair winds.
Les
Enchantment

From: Migs Turner
Sent: June 26, 2009
Many thanks, Les. Your reply should be MOST helpful (to Werner!).
Migs
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From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 4, 2009
Further to our earlier subject correspondence, I drove down to Sea Vixen on Thursday afternoon where Werner &
June were using your recommended PINTOFF - INTERLUX 299, Les, and it was readily removing the hardened
'slurped' varnish from the blue 'non-skid' areas around the coach house grab rails!
I was sailing today in beautiful wx. with my men's crew & had a closer look at some of their finished work with the
PINTOFF - INTERLUX 299. Beautiful! The varnish has all gone & things look almost better than new.
Once again, thanks for your excellent advice, Les.
Migs

ENGINE ROOM
KUBOTA UNIVERSAL 24 ENGINE EXHAUST
From: Bob Haig
Sent: September 7, 2009
We have the Kubota Universal 24 hp engine. The black smoke on the transom is finally getting to me. There was little if any
improvement with an engine rebuilt last year.
The exhaust is on the starboard side at the waterline. We are contemplating rerouting the exhaust out the stern to try to reduce
the smudging. Has anyone had experience with this? Does it help? If the exhaust is not at/below the waterline does it impact
the noise level?
Bob Haig
Out & About
From: Frank Collins
Sent: September 7, 2009
Hi, Bob,
When my old engine started to smoke a lot I moved the exhaust to the transom and added a 5 inch stack, all of which
improved things. Still, some smoke made its way back, but not as annoying as previously. Fortunately, my new
engine is perfectly smokeless.
Cheers,
Frank
From: Migs Turner
Sent: September 7, 2009
This is the one problem with the Kubota Universal #5424 24 hp engine, Bob, which all ~20 of us who had this engine
in our A-34's when we got our Aloha's has had to face.
As you no doubt know, the Kubota Universal #5424 is an excellent engine except for the soot it deposits abaft the
exhaust on the starboard quarter which also circulates around across the transom on the stern.
We all agree with you. Most annoying!
This was the subject of much A-34 Network discussion between Universal engine owners some years ago (Early
1990's?). In the end, there were only two partial solutions which came forward:
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Make sure that the air intake in the engine compartment is clear and away from any fumes. Some owners
recommended extending the air intake down into a large empty juice bottle tucked into the base of the engine
compartment away from any engine fumes, with a large opening. We did this in Sea Vixen #167 and there was some
improvement.
Some members extended their exhausts 2 or 3 inches out from the hull. This apparently worked well. It eliminated the
black residue on the starboard quarter and also reduced the black residue on the transom by more than 90%. We haven't
done this in Sea Vixen because we were concerned that when rolling in heavy seas, we could suck sea water into the
engine. Some members, with this possibility in mind, moved the exhaust up the side of the hull 2 or 3 inches. At least
one member re-routed the exhaust from the ship's side to the transom as you are suggesting, and he later reported that
this worked very well for him.
Perhaps the member who re-located his exhaust to the transom is still with us and he will read your email and respond
accordingly. Otherwise, if I can locate the relevant correspondence over the next few days, I'll scan same & send it to
you.
Migs
From: Bob Haig
Sent: September 8, 2009
Migs: as always thanks for the excellent information. I'll hope to hear from the member who moved it to the transom.
Bob
From: Migs Turner
Sent: September 20, 2009
INTERIM SUBJECT REPORT:
Further to our subject discussion last month, Bob, I've now been through my paper files, without success. Thus, I'm
thinking our earlier subject discussion must have taken place on Email over our A-34 Network in the early days.
I still have most of this correspondence filed electronically but my Outlook Express is hiccupping (continually trying to
Compact) and won't let me open same (even though I've deleted tens of thousands of other OE emails). Most annoying.
Anyway, once I sort this out and find the information on exhausting the Kubota Universal #5424 24 hp engine out
through the transom, I'll get back to you.
Migs
PS: I had one of my best regular weekly Saturday sails yesterday with my men's crew. With winds 15 to 20 knots
gusting to over 30 knots at times, we downsized our genoa to the original storm jib (that came from Ouyang Boatworks
with Sea Vixen #167 in 1982) and with two reefs in the mainsail, we were comfortably sailing at up to more than 8
knots. Heel was rarely greater than 15% and we took very few "green ones"!
PPS: ...and there were no "bergy bits" around, Les...
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KUBOTA UNIVERSAL 24 ENGINE NOISE
From: Walter Miklas
Sent: August 25, 2009
Maybe someone can help.
Eleuthera IV #174, British Columbia
(Kubota 3 cyl Universal 5424 engine) I have put about 600 hours on this engine since purchase of boat in 2004 and never heard
this noise before. While motoring in Desolation Sound (BC) after two hours of running a quite loud rhythmic clacking started,
similar to a bad lifter in a gas engine. Could not stop due to severe current so reduced RPM to 1200 and continued. After some
time the noise reduced and finally stopped. I am in a marina now so took off the valve cover and everything seems OK. Started
the engine....no noise...1500 RPM still no noise. It seems like nothing happened??? (oil and water levels ok, engine did not
overheat or miss beat) any ideas would be greatly appreciated.
Thanks Walter
From: Migs Turner
Sent: August 25, 2009
Further to my earlier email this afternoon to Mike re Alibaba #160,
could your noise problem in Eleuthera #174 be the Hurth transmission, Walter?
Migs
From: Perry Basden
Sent: August 25, 2009
Hi, Walter
One thing you may want to try is to warm the engine and then drain the oil into a very clean container. Give the spent
oil a good inspection. If there is the potential for a more serious problem, the oil condition may indicate that. When
you remove the oil filter, dump the oil from the filter into a container with the rest of the motor oil. You can then cut
open the used filter and inspect the pleated paper for contaminants. You may also consider passing a magnet through
the container of waste oil to see if there is any metallic debris which will be picked up by the magnet. If you can, filter
the oil through a coffee filter or other similar filter. This will take some time for the oil to flow through the filter but
from the filter paper you may be able to determine how much contaminant was in the oil. This will also reveal if there
were any non-magnetic particles in the oil. Also closely inspect the material, if any is found. The colour and type of
contaminant may give you an indication of where it came from in the engine. Many marine engines don't have drain
plugs in the oil pan and require that the engine oil be withdrawn from the oil dipstick tube. This may leave some
sludge in the bottom of the pan. It may be that some of the sludge created a small blockage to the oil in one lifter and it
cleared itself over time.
This may be a long shot but it's a problem that I encountered a few years back with my Aloha 34 with a Volvo Penta 3
cylinder diesel. A clacking noise similar to what you described developed on my way back from the Toronto Aloha
get-together. The noise seemed related to engine rpm and was only audible while under power. I first thought that the
cutlass bearing had failed or the prop was loose but a quick check of the shaft indicated that it was tight. I tried
everything to find the source to no avail... until the boat was hauled for winter storage in the fall. The problem was a
loose zinc anode on the shaft. One of the screws had come loose allowing the zinc to flop around and bang against the
shaft. Fortunately, there was no damage to the shaft or strut but the zinc anode obviously had to be replaced.
Best of luck. I, among other will anxiously wait to hear of the source of you problem.
Regards
Perry Basden
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From: Walter Miklas
Sent: August 26, 2009
Thanks to Migs and Perry I will check further. Ran the engine yesterday also under load. No noise only the usual diesel
clatter. Perhaps it was that ,but it sure was loud.
Cheers Walt
From: Walter Miklas
Sent: November 14, 2009
Hi Perry
Thanks for the follow up, but no I never found out what the problem was but I think it may have been something to do
with injector noise? The engine never slowed down or lost power it just pinged /clacked (like a Mercedes) only much
louder than normal at idle. I have since put more than a dozen hours on it and it's been working fine. When I get a
chance I will check out the high pressure fuel pump and check the injection timing. I don't think it was anything else?
If I find anything I will let you know
Cheers Walt

VOLVO PENTA MD11C ALTERNATOR
From: Frank Collins
Sent: September 2, 2009
Hi, Sailors
I happened to be rummaging through a cabinet where I keep boat things and discovered I have some equipment from my old
Volvo MD11C engine (which I replaced with a new engine a while ago).
I have the original alternator which was in fine condition when I removed it about 10 years ago and replaced it with a highoutput alternator. I seem to remember that one of our members was urgently looking for an MD11C alternator some time ago
(this spring?) and somehow I failed to recall that I actually had one.
I had that engine completely rebuilt about 15 years ago and still have some of the parts which the mechanic replaced, but which
were actually in pretty good condition (e.g. some gears from inside the engine). I am under the impression that Volvo is no
longer supplying all of the parts for the MD11C, so perhaps some of this might be of interest to an owner who has a Volvo
MD11C engine.
I would be content to part with any or all of this for a modest price, plus cost of shipping (alternator is heavy).
If anyone is interested, it would be best to contact me directly by phone (514-738-4907) or email: fcollins@videotron.ca
Kind regards,
Frank Collins
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From: Alan Harriman
Sent: September 6, 2009
Aloha Frank,
I was asking about a starter this spring. I ended up having mine rebuilt. The alternator may be of interest to me but at
this time I have not decided what I want to do with the one that was on Skipping Stones (hull 110).
Thanks for thinking of us,
Alan
From:

Sent:

Frank Collins
September 6, 2009

Hi, Allan,
Duly noted. Just let me know if at any time you might want this alternator.
Cheers, Frank

YANMAR 3GM30 EXHAUST NOISE
From: Mike Roach
Sent: August 24, 2009
Hello All
My apologies if I seem to be yelling. We've just returned from a 5 hour motoring transit of a mirror flat Georgia Strait. At
cruising RPM (2700) we're having to put up with a bellowing resonant exhaust growl that's particularly annoying and
penetrating at the helm position and can surely be heard from anywhere on the planet(sorry again, that was us). The loudness
varies as water covers and uncovers the outlet and becomes quite bearable at around 2000 RPM. Just wondering if anyone else
has experience in dealing with this?
Regards, Mike
From: Migs Turner
Sent: August 24, 2009
Sorry to hear this, Michael.
According to my (old) records, your Alibaba #160 built at Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha International in mid 1981 has the
Universal #5424 24 HP (Kubota) engine.
We have the same (excellent) engine in Sea Vixen #167.
Could your problem be a 'broken' muffler? I don't remember any growl before our muffler went about 10 years ago but
we did have leaking water from the muffler in the engine room when it went & we replaced the muffler. Do you have
any such water?
In Sea Vixen we consider our "cruising" speed to be about 2400 RPM (not 2700 RPM as you mention) which, with a
clean hull in calm seas used to give us just over 7 knots. We use up to 2800 RPM only in emergencies.
Sea Vixen was up on the ways for her annual 3-day 'docking' & bottom cleaning & re-painting/re-zincing, etc., last
week.
Afterwards in choppy waters (last Sunday), we weren't able to get above 6.3 knots. Whether that's the sign of age
(we're all getting older!) or the water conditions at the time, I don't know. We'll try again in a couple of days.
Migs
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From:
Sent:

Mike Roach
August 24, 2009

Hi Migs
Alibaba`s engine was replaced in `98 with a Yanmar 3GM 30 I recently boiled out the riser due to a raw water
blockage but the noise issue goes back to well before that. There are no apparent leaks. I'll run the problem by my local
mechanic and post any solution as future reference for members, should there be one soon-ish. As for your reduced
speed question the conditions, as you suggest, present the first obvious reason, particularly if the chop was on the nose.
6.5k is about all we expect from 2700 RPM (cruising) but top end is at 3400, if called for. She gets up to 2700 very
easily which makes me suspect slightly inadequate prop. pitch but attending to that comes somewhere well down the
list of present priorities. Thanks for your interest and response. No doubt you'll see 7k again soon but, if not, I'm
genuinely curious as to what you find.
Regards, Mike
From:
Sent:

Migs Turner
August 24, 2009

I copied your email to David & Jennifer Duncan who, until last month, were the happy & very knowledgeable owners
of Clan Donnchadh #168. Here is David's reply, Mike.
Suggest that his 'gear box' suggestion may be a particularly good thought.
Thanks for your reply just received advising that your Universal engine was switched to a Yanmar 3GM 30 back in
1998. I wonder what happened to then owners' George & Trish Kirkwood's Universal engine which required
replacement..
Migs
From:
Sent:

David Duncan
August 24, 2009

Hi Migs! A rare quick response from me as I happen to be online!
Has Mike lifted the port locker seat and stuck his head in -- fumes? = leaking exhaust = noise. Is gearbox
noisy under way = trouble.
Is water issuing forth from the external outlet (above and at times below water)? If none =trouble.
Is the boat loaded for cruising holidays = exhaust below water most of the time and sound is different as
gases have to be "pushed" through the water at all times.
Is there a mechanical problem? = further analysis required --- and more detail.
2900 rpm means prop needs to be changed; too small a prop - too many revs for this engine; you are right
Migs
Best Regards to Diana and yourself
David
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GROUND TACKLE
ANCHOR RODE
From:
Sent:

Perry Basden
July 24, 2009

I'm considering switching to chain anchor rode. I am presently using 15 feet of 3/8 chain attached to 300 feet of 3/4" polyester
braided rode. This came with the boat. If it were my choice I would have gone with nylon 3 strand twist rode for more
elasticity and a longer length of chain. I'm considering 100' of 5/16 chain with another 200 feet of 5/8" nylon 3 strand twist. I
do not have a windlass so hauling the chain by hand may be a little more effort that I've been putting into it so far, but I believe
that it's doable. I'm also going to install a rode wash station in the anchor well to help eliminate the mud on deck problem. I
don't usually anchor in very deep water... mostly about 10 or 15 feet.

I was sailing in the North Channel for the past month and found that the boat really swings while at anchor. I'm not sure if
going to more chain would help eliminate this problem. With the present chain and rode the boat will swing almost 180
degrees and I have clocked the speed of the swing via GPS at up to a full knot when the winds are up. This certainly does
present it's problems in a crowded anchorage! I made up a temporary bridle and attached it to the rode and then back to about
the second lifeline stanchion behind the bow which reduced the swing somewhat, but certainly not what I would consider
acceptable. I did try the bridle on only one side to see if the boat would stay on one "tack" while at anchor, but that didn't seem
to help much either.
Any ideas or comments as to what other are using are more than welcome.
Regards
Perry & Gloria Basden
s/v Alohalani

From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 24, 2009
Your proposal to lengthen your chain rode to 100 feet would reduce your swinging room. And with 100' of chain, 5/16
inch should be fine. (And also, you wouldn't want to weigh anchor too often by hand with 100 feet of 3/8" chain!)
In 1982 Sea Vixen #167 came with 15 feet of 1/4" chain & 200 feet of nylon(?) braided anchor rode. Within the first
year we changed to 20 feet of 3/8" chain and it significantly reduced our "swing", particularly in shallower depths.
After 27 years, the 200 feet of "rope" anchor rode is still in good shape.
Best wishes,
Mig
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From:
Sent:

Frank Collins
July 25, 2009

Hi, Perry,
I agree that having 100 ft of 5/16 chain should largely eliminate your boat hunting around at anchor. As to the rope
part of the rode, I would suggest at least 1/2 inch; 5/8 better still......and, as you suggest, this line should best be twisted
nylon. This is what we have on our True Love. We have 200 ft. of rope, but have never used this amount. 100 ft.
should be more than adequate, especially if you are anchoring in less than 20 ft.
You might eventually want to consider an electric anchor windlass if you are anchoring frequently. Avoiding any
strain or damage to your back pays big dividends, especially as you get older.
Good luck with all of this.
Frank
From: Ants Toi
Sent:
July 25, 2009
Hi All
I had 30' 3/8 chain + 200' 5/8 nylon 3 strand rode on 45 lb CQR in Georgian Bay/North Channel. 1/2 inch is
recommended for our boat, but I feel this is too thin. Upgraded to 100' chain and had to add windlass. Also CQR
needed huge scope to hold well, often over 7-10/1 scope. I always put out the 100' even in 10 ft water.
Now have new 15 lb Bruce + same chain. This I can pull up by hand (at retirees age) with occasional boost by
windlass in deep water. Bruce needs about 1/2 - 2/3 scope of CQR and grabs first time. You don't get killed by having
to pull up to reset.
30' chain should be enough. HMP in Toronto has a nice stainless Chinese Bruce that is lots cheaper than windlass.
Original Bruce patent ended and they stopped manufacture.
To avoid 'sailing at anchor', I bought a 10-15 lb fisherman's mushroom anchor which I drop off bow with about 1.5 - 2
scope with 3/8" line. It puts on enough drag to minimize sailing. Alternatives are a staysail (never tried it but others
have been successful.
Or be unconventional, put your anchor off the stern - boat never swings but door is open to weather.
Fair winds and happy anchoring!
Ants Toi - Alligator.
From:
Sent:

Les Harrison
August 30, 2009

Hi Perry and Migs,
A couple of additional considerations for minimizing swing at anchor, other than the 2 nd anchor, that were often used in
the Bahamas:
1)
Employing a kellet – an weight attached to the rode near the main anchor to increase the catenary. Advantages –
since it is raised/lowered separately to the anchor it does not increase the weight to lift; improves anchor performance;
option to use only when necessary.
2)
Heavier chain. Advantages – no need to increase the length and the resulting need for a chain hook in shallow
waters; improves anchor performance.
3)

Anchor riding sail set off the backstay. Advantages – easily packed; less swing
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Just a few things to consider that do not require an increase in chain length which we found could cause issues in
shallower anchorages.
Trust you have had a good summer.
Les

SAILS & SAIL HANDLING

BOOM VANG ATTACHMENT BAIL
From: Migs Turner
Sent: August 8, 2009
HELLO SAILORS,
Last week, during a trip out west, Eve and I had the pleasure of sailing with Migs Turner & Co. on his Sea Vixen in Victoria.
In the course of things the discussion turned to equipment on our boats. I mentioned the above items which we have on our
True Love and Migs suggested I send out a few pictures.
Shown is how we attach our boom vang to the mast using a large, sturdy bale. The bale is secured through the mast with a long
3/8" stainless bolt - a very strong attachment. Over the years we tried quite a number of ways of making this attachment, but
all eventually failed when stressed by high seas, jibes, etc. The present device has now worked perfectly for a number of years,
and I do not think it will fail.

Cheers,
Frank
True Love #117
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From:
Sent:

Migs Turner
August 8, 2009

Thanks Frank. Both most interesting.
Re your boom vang attachment, Frank, as you saw when here and we discussed earlier on the A-34 Network, our
'temporary' fix about 3 years ago as per the attached photo continues to work.

However, we'll have to see if we can locate such a large bale as yours for our mast. Yours obviously is a much better
arrangement.
And your helmsman's seat is a slicker arrangement than our 'cushioned' milk carton (just visible off to the right in the
photo of Frank & Eve, mentioned below).
Again, thanks for your visit Frank & Eve, which we all thoroughly enjoyed.
Attached for the benefit of our A-34 members is a 29 July photo of Frank & Eve, True Love A-34 #117 of Montreal
PQ, with Frank very much 'at home' at Sea Vixen's helm sailing off RVYC, Oak Bay, Victoria BC, with Eve
supervising.
Please note Les, that there were NO icebergs visible...

GENOA SHEETS
From: Migs Turner
Sent: July 24, 2009
We are about to replace our 5/8 inch diameter ~15 year old lines/sheets for Sea Vixen's Genoa. (The originals from
Ouyang/Aloha International Boatworks in 1982 were also 5/8" diameter.) A local chandler has recommended that
we downsize our sheets/lines to 1/2 inch diameter. The frayed portions causing the problem necessitating replacement are on
each side where the sheets rub on the life lines.
We use a single 75' long line whipped at both ends & bent on to our 140 Genoa at the halfway mark, namely at the 37 & 1/2
foot mark.
Our Storm jib has 1/2 inch diameter sheets. Both the 1/2 inch & 5/8 inch lines work well with our original self-tailing winches.
Do any of our members use the smaller 1/2 inch sheets for their Genoas?
Also, can anyone comment on braided nylon versus braided Polyester for sheets?
Migs
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From: Perry Basden
Sent:
July 24, 2009
Hi, Migs.
I use 1/2" braided polyester genoa sheets on Alohalani. Rather than have them bent on at a mid-point I use 2 smaller
lengths and tie them on the clew. This allows me to end for end them to help eliminate any potential problems with
chafe. I also carry a pair of 3/8" braided polyester sheets to use when the air is very light. I have not had any problems
with the 1/2" sheets over the 4 or 5 years that I've used them. I also downsized from the 5/8" ones that seemed to be
way too big for the job at hand.
Perry s/v Alohalani #233

MAIN
From: Les Harrison
Sent: July 15, 2009
Message sent on behalf of non-member requesting sails info.
I need to replace my main and was hoping you could offer some advice as best place to purchase etc. I'm assuming you've had
some feedback from members in the past.

Hi Laurie,
Thanks for the correction for your email on the Forum.
The last sails I bought were “Sobstad Storer” but I’m not sure they are in business. I’m sending your request to the Aloha 34
email list in hopes that someone can offer you a suggestion or two. Members please respond to Laurie at burtl@... as well as
the email list for the benefit of all members.
Les

From:
Sent:

Stuart Spraklan
July 15, 2009

Quite a few boats out here on the west coast use Doyle with the StackPack option.
http://www.doylesails.com/cruising/stackpack/index.html
One other Aloha 34 (Tatoosh), in my marina, has been using StackPack for a couple of years and Michael really likes
it. The sail is loose footed so you can “tweak” the main a bit more. It certainly makes dropping & stowing the main a
lot easier.
I am presently working with our local Doyle sail maker to replace my old “Ulmar” main with one that has more roach
on the leech of the sail. Michael (Tatoosh) said the increased roach made a difference in performance as it gave him a
bit more sail area higher up.
The following is a 2005 email from the local Doyle sail maker:
I sold a new main to Mike Pettigrew ( Aloha 34 Tatoosh ) last fall and he enjoyed the sail all this summer.
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We decided that a loose footed sail with top three battens full and the lower one extended length would be the best
compromise for minimizing sail luffing and yet allow large camber adjustments in the foot. He rigged up a little block
system at the end of the boom so he can adjust the foot outhaul very easily. We also increased the standard roach
profile of 12 percent to 18 percent to add a little area. It resulted in a very pleasing profile.
For budgeting purposes, I would allow between $2300. and $2600. for a sail with two set of reef points and the larger
roach.
I hope this is of some use.
Stuart
“Windy” #151

From: Mike Howard
Sent:
July 17, 2009
Sobstad were still in business a year ago and gave me the best price at the 2008 Toronto Boat Show for a good cruising
main and 150. Substantial savings if you have them made in the off season and more savings (PST, GST) if you can
take delivery in the U.S. My fading powers of recall believe home base is Cleveland but they will ship anywhere.
Mike

From:
Sent:

Laurie
July 19, 2009

Thanks to all for your replies. Research on various cruising forums suggests the adage you get what you pay for
applies. Have until next fall to order as too late in season now. Still looking.
Laurie

PRIMARY WINCHES
From: Robert Bestwick
Sent: October 3, 2009
I have been looking at new primary winches for Aly Ada Too. The 3 that are in the running are the SS, ST 2 speed Andersen,
Black aluminum ST B40 Harken, and the SS B44 ST Harken. Would the B44 Harken be overkill? Does anybody have any
comments on any of these winches.
Your input would be greatly appreciated.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156
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From:
Sent:

Stuart Spracklan
October 3, 2009

Harken B44.2 would be about the right size. SS would be the best way to go but you also pay a much higher price than
Aluminum. This is a useful web site for sizing winches (even if you don’t buy Harken!).
http://harkencompuspec.com/
Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151
From:
Sent:

Stuart Spracklan
October 3, 2009

Further to my previous email…
Harken has a sale on until the end of November, “Buy one Get one ½ off”.
Binnacle also has the B44.2 ST on sale right now.
http://ca.binnacle.com/product_info.php?cPath=28_30_421&products_id=7174
Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151
From:
Sent:

Mike Howard
October 4, 2009

I went on the Harken website and did the quiz to size the best winch for a cruising in heavy air Aloha 34. They
identified the B40 STC. (Chrome).
Chromed bronze I gather is better than aluminum for longevity. It is also heavier. Is there anything else I need to know
about aluminum vs. bronze or stainless?
However, I just got off the Binnacle website. They have the heartier Harken B44.2 ST Aluminum on for half price
(under $800.) which is a third cheaper than the smaller B40 STC. I've never heard anyone say their winches (or
anything else) are too big. Will the B44.2ST fit? The base diameter is 6 and 3/4 inches.
Mike

From:
Sent:

Stuart Spracklan
October 4, 2009

The B40 would be for light wind sailing areas BUT Harken also suggest that one size larger B44 would take less effort
(which becomes important as one gets older! ). I did the same quiz for “Windy” out here on the west coast and
selected “windy sailing area” (vs light) which is probably why the recommendation came back to use the B44.2.
The B44.2 will fit my boat. Aluminum is used by the racing boats due to less weight but may not last as long as the
heavier units. The only thing that I could see with aluminum is if you are sailing in salt water environment. Since we
are basically cruisers the aluminum should last a long time especially since we are not putting such high demands (as
the racers) on the winches.
My first choice would be Andersen winches BUT the price sure is hard to beat for the Harkens…
Cheers
Stuart Spracklan
“Windy” #151
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From: Mike Howard
Sent:
October 4, 2009
Thanks Stuart. I think the price is swaying me as well.
Mike

UTILITIES
HEAD REPLACEMENT
From: Matt Butcher
Sent: September 23, 2009
Hi All,
Just got back from a great weekend sailing and have decided it's time to replace the head. I have known it was a project that
needed to be done and have been researching like crazy. I am pretty much set on the Lavac head with the electric version
of the pump.
Has anyone installed this on their Aloha? Or have you done any head replacement? I would love to know any tips, tricks,
details or see pictures.
Thanks,
Matt
www.svkaleo.com

BULKHEAD REMOVAL
From: Matt Butcher
Sent: September 23, 2009
Hi all,
I am curious if anyone has ever cut out the forward bulkhead at the foot of the v-berth? I am 6' 1" and when I lay in the v-berth
my feet hit that small bulkhead. There is a door and when you open it I can see the waste pump-out and a vent hose but other
than that it's an empty locker.
My plan is to cut out that bulkhead to the edges of the wood lining in the v-berth and the bottom to the fiberglass v-berth deck.
I was planning on putting a shallow arch at the top. Then I can extend my feet into that area. I will extend my mattress as well.
Has anyone ever cut that out? Any structural concerns? Will I weaken that bulkhead too much? Do I need to reinforce the
remaining bulkhead with fiberglassed battens?
Thanks in advance for any help.
Matt
S/V Kaleo #207
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From: Les Harrison
Sent: September 28, 2009
Check the seal around the bulkhead at the aft of the anchor locker. We found there were significant areas where water
could enter that
forward locker you refer too. Wet feet would certainly shorten your stretch to say nothing of your rest.
I’m 6’2” and can rest comfortably on the port v-berth bunk. Mind you, my wife is a foot shorter so I probably steal a
little from her side.
Les

MISCELLANEOUS
WIND VANE STEERING
From: John Lawrence
Sent: July 10, 2009
Hi all,
Has anyone has installed a Cape horn windvane on their A-34? I'm in the process of ordering one up, wondered if there was
any experience out there :-)
All the best
John
S/Y Castle Reef #153
From: Matt Butcher
Sent: July 10, 2009
Hi John,
I am looking into that as well. I know that at least one Aloha 34 has one installed as it is listed on the CH website.
Would it be possible to convince you to document your procedure with a digital camera for those of us following
behind you?
Also consider asking if CH will give a discount if we place an order for two exact models (maybe more if there are
other owners planning on installing one). I would be willing to place my order with yours if we could both save a little
money.
Are you planning on some blue water cruising or just want non-electric auto pilot for regular sailing?
Lastly, where are you located? If you were agreeable I would think about joining you for the install day. I could offer
up helping out in exchange for seeing it all come together before I begin my install.
Matt
S/V Kaleo #207
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From: John Lawrence
Sent: July 10, 2009
Hi Matt,
I saw the quote on the website but the one I saw was for an Aloha 32, so the measurements would be different, though
the installation experience quite relevant!
I'm thinking of doing a crossing at least as far as the Azores next year, I've had experience with both Aries and Monitor
but I quite like the idea of the Cape Horn.
At the moment I'm living in Norway, but the boat is in Grenada (long story), so basically I need to get down to the boat
and get the necessary measurements before ordering, maybe if you're closer to your boat than I am to mine you could
grab the measurements? I'm all up for buying in bulk if it saves a bit of cash and have no problem documenting the
whole thing if it helps out!
Where abouts are you located?
John
From: Mike Howard
Sent: July 10, 2009
I am also interested in a wind vane. I'm located in Collingwood, Ontario.
Mike
From: John Lawrence
Sent: July 10, 2009
Hi Mike,
So shall I ask about a discount for ordering 3 windvanes now?
John
From: Mike Howard
Sent: July 10, 2009
Hi John,
Yes. I'm a couple years away from my cruise, but if the price is right, I'd move on the windvane now.
Mike

ALOHA ACE* SUGGESTIONS
(* Aloha Creative Enhancements)
For those of you who operate your vessels in
cooler areas that require the engine be winterized
against freeze-up, here's a little item that I made
to capture the anti-freeze as it runs out of the
exhaust system once the vessel is hauled for the
season. The total cost was only a couple of
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dollars. It consists of a short length of 1 1/2"
PVC pipe with an elbow glued to one end.
The elbow was drilled and tapped for a 1/4 - 20
thread to accept a wing screw (visible at the top
of the elbow and available at Lowe's or Home
Depot) which holds the whole assembly onto the

exhaust extension for easy, one person
winterizing. The elbow also allows for a bucket
to be hung for collection of the waste antifreeze.... with no groundwater pollution!
It's also non-rusting and can be stowed easily
either in the vessel or dock box.

EXHAUST WATER FLOW DIVERTER

CRUISING
NORTH CHANNEL
From: Nigel Tilley
Sent:

July 5, 2009

Just a quick note to any North Channel Aloha 34ers .... we are leaving this Thursday for 8 weeks cruising in the NC. We would be happy to
buy any of you a rum if you should hear us log in on the Cruisers Net and are anywhere close to our location. We missed a few of you last
year due to time constraints but this year, because of RETIREMENT !!! (YAYYYYY) ... that isn't an issue.
Long May Your Big Jib Draw.
Nigel & Michele .. Restless Sole #222
PS Momentum .... when are you cruising????

ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE

"BAURUA"
1979 Hull # 132
Baurua is a meticulously cared for fresh water vessel in
above average overall condition with extensive storage
throughout its spotless teak interior. It sleeps four persons
comfortably below with room for two more in fully
enclosed cockpit. For much less than any cottage, just hop
aboard this turn key treasure and you can fulfill all your
sailing dreams.
Contact: Judy Rohn
By Phone
Via e-mail to

(905) 853-5401
judy.rohn@sympatico.ca

"CASTLE REEF"
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1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting just for you in Granada. This well
equipped vessel has lots of amenities and many items that
you will find ideal for cruising the Caribbean or anywhere
that your hear desires, including an inflatable dinghy and
outboard motor.
Contact:

John Lawrence
By Phone
(613) 838-2370
Via e-mail
johnkebab@hotmail.com

"EMOTIONAL RESCUE"
1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and includes
all safety gear, including life jackets. This was the last
Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact:

Hank Surette
By Phone
(905) 880-4685
By Cell Phone (416) 948 2017
Via e-mail to hank.surette@sympatico.ca

"MARGARITAVILLE"
1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the years,
a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web site and
email forums to answer all your questions.

Contact:

David Jenkins
By Phone
(416) 493-770
Via e-mail to aloha10.4@rogers.com
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"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp
Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an
automatic halon system. All the usual extras: autopilot,
Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass,
refrigeration, cockpit table. The main cabin comes
complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking
$55,000 US.
Contact:

John Schwartz
By Phone
(408) 293-561
Via e-mail
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted boat,
Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising, stability
and a good speed. This boat has had only 2 owners and
always been stored inside during the non-sailing season.
Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:

Cam Torrey
By Phone
(207) 862-6030
By Cell Phone (207) 478-4310
Via e-mail
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

"TWILIGHT ZONE"
1981 Hull # 146
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails, furling,
many, many extras and in very good condition. $48,000.
For complete details phone (519) 524-9732 or email
brilynne@hurontel.on.ca
Contact: Brian Bishop
By phone to (519) 524-9732
Via e-mail to brilynn@hurontel.on.ca
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PHOTO NOT AVAILABLE

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
If anyone has items wanted or for sale, please let me know via e-mail to perry_basden@hotmail.com.
I would be only too happy to include them in the next Newsletter.

GOURMET GALLEY
Here is a new section for our members to enjoy. This is something that may be of interest to many
individuals and can be a wealth of information for members who are planning a weekend get-a-way or an
extensive cruise. Your contribution of cruising recipe's or cooking tips are more than welcome, please be
sure to e-mail them to me for future editions of the Newsletter.
Send your favorites to perry_basden@hotmail.com
Regards
Perry
s/v Alohalani #233

Anyone who had cruised the North Channel and Georgian
Bay are well aware of a stop that is considered mandatory
by just about everyone whose ever been near Killarney,
Ontario.
I'm speaking of the old red school bus that has been
converted into a fish and chip wagon. I believe that it
probably serves the best fish and chip in northern Ontario.
One thing that many people may not know is that fresh or
smoked fish is available at the Herbert Fisheries, operators
of the fish and chip bus.
The Fishery is located directly behind the chip wagon.
Fresh lake trout, whitefish or other type of local fish can be
purchased and vacuum packed for use later. They also
provide plenty of ice for those who are exploring around
town.
After you've enjoyed you fish and chips and are on the way
to the liquor store just to the south, consider having a look
at the Herbert Fishery as you go by. I've often picked up a
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few pounds of fresh fish for use on the Force 10 while
cruising in the area.
It's not that I'm not such a great fisherman....I just don't
enjoy cleaning what I catch. Herberts an easy way out for
me!

Lake Huron Whitefish with Fresh Steamed Vegetables.
Ingredients
5-6
Carrots, thinly sliced on the diagonal
3-4
Potatoes, thinly sliced
1
small onion, thinly sliced
2
lemons, thinly sliced
2 lbs
Lake Huron whitefish or any fish which may be available
3 tbsp butter or non-stick spray
Serves 4
Place a layer of onions on a sheet of heavy aluminum foil which has been coated with butter or non-stick spray. Place layers of
sliced potatoes and carrots on the onions. Salt and pepper to taste and seal the foil into a liquid tight package. Place a knob of
butter on top the vegetables if you're not worried about the extra calories.
In another piece of aluminum foil which has been coated with butter or non stick spray, place a layer of thinly sliced lemon.
Place the fish on top of the lemon slices. Add salt or pepper to taste if you wish (lemon pepper really adds a lot of flavour.
Add another layer of thinly sliced lemon to the top of the fish and seal the foil to form a liquid tight package.
Warm the stern mount BBQ to a medium heat. Place the package of vegetables on the BBQ and cook for 5 minutes. Turn
over. Place the package of fish on the BBQ and heat for 2 1/2 minutes. Turn over fish package and cook for another 2 1/2
minutes. Remove both packages and serve. Gather great reviews from your guests and the galley slave who has only had to
mix the drinks!

CLOSING
Fall has arrived in Ontario and it appears that the weather patterns that have plagued Ontarian's for most of the
summer will continue to bring foul weather through what is normally a good season for some late season fall
sailing. Usually, this time of year you can count on a few good days of steady breezes with sunny, crisp days and
plenty of fall colors as the leaves change and the nights get frosty.
No so this year! Damp rainy conditions continued to plague Southwestern Ontario and make any attempt at getting
out for an afternoon or two of sailing almost impossible. This past season, as far as Ontario is concerned, could be
considered a pretty bad one. In fact, for many of us it was the worst summer and fall season that we have had for a
good number of years. Alohalani is now sitting on the hard for another long winter, carefully tucked under a tarp.
Now is the time to plan all the projects and winter repairs to gear and sails. I don't know about most of you, but I
have always kept a log of items which seem to give me problems when out sailing so that I can make repairs.
Many of these items are fixed during stops at quiet anchorages but the leftovers become my winter "to do" list.
If any members are contemplating winter repairs I would ask that you document them with a few photos and a
write-up of what has been done to enhance your Aloha 34. I'm always looking for material for the newsletter! The
information can be included in the spring newsletter which is now "under construction"
So there you have it... my first attempt at publishing in quite a while. There seems to be too much information
about me and Alohalani in this edition for my liking. This news forum is not about me, it's about all of you!
Please lend your support by flooding me with your comments and ideas on what you would like to see in future
editions. Of course, articles and photos of your favorite cruising areas or sailing tales are welcome, as are tips on
maintenance and repair or other modifications which you have made. I'm looking forward to the next edition.....
with lots of articles from you!
Fair winds .....

Perry Basden
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MEMBERS REGISTER
Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Alphabetical Register - Members
John ALDOUS
279 San Carlos Ave.
Redwood City
California
(650) 210-6088 johnaldous@msn.com
CORAL ROSE
Robert and Audrey BAKKER
188 Bayshore Drive
Brechin
Ontario
(519) 623-1945
DREAM WEAVER
Robert BESWICK
536 London St, Box 682
Wyoming
Ontario
(519) 845-0217 bbez@teksavvy.com
ALY ADA TOO

94061
Hull

202

L0K 1B0
Hull

155

N0N 1T0
Hull

156

David M. ANIDJAR-ROMAIN & Colleen McCONNELL
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria
British
V8N 4S4
(250) 472-6116 sparcon@telus.net
PAXIS 1
Hull 158
Perry & Gloria BASDEN
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor
Ontario
N9G 1W2
(519) 972-5949 perry_basden@hotmail.com
ALOHALANI
Hull 233
Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkinson Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 881-7730 n.bidgood@shaw.ca
KYAN II

V8Z 5C3
Hull

178

Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street
Goderich
Ontario
N7A 2L5
(519) 524-9732 brilynne@hurontel.on.ca
TWILIGHT ZONE
Hull 146

David & Marilyn Bourne
828 Norway Ave.
Sarnia
Ontario
N7V 2L6
(519) 542-6032 airbourne@sympatico.ca
RIPPLE
Hull 127

Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland
Ontario
(705) 527-7060
BONAVENTURE

215

Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154
Moffat Beach
Queensland
4551
(617) 54917619 svlayla@bigpond.com
AMALTHEA
Hull 189

Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264
Carmanville
Newfoundland
A0G 1N0
(709) 534-2545 l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
SNOWGOOSE
Hull 138

Matt BUTCHER
6262 Swiss Ave. Apt. A
Dallas
Texas
75214
(208) 310-6456 matt_butcher@richards.com
KALEO
Hull 207

Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.
Kingston
Washington
(360) 297-7686 Gcarlsen2@cs.com
MARY MAX

David CARR & Carla KILPELA
18 St. Antoine Crescent
Hillsdale
Ontario
L0L 1V0
(705) 835 5099 david.carr@sympatico.ca
MOMENTUM I
Hull 111

L4R 5E1
Hull

98346
Hull

174

John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive
St. John’s
Newfoundland
A1E 2X4
709-682-0319 JCasson@xstratanickel.ca
blackisle@comcast.net
INVINCIBLE SUMMER
Hull 114
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Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Rd.
Jacksonville
Florida

DOLPHINS BREATH

32226

Hull

119

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
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Richard & Ann DESANTO
68 Voorhis PL.
Ringwood
New Jersey
rdsanto@netscape.net
MAHALO
Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 465-0905 tjfagan@ican.net
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

07456
Hull

221

M4 L 3X7
Hull

165

Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
2690 Cadboro Bay Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 598-2690 billdig@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street
Yarmouthport
MA
508 362-7839 sfagan@ksec.com ?
COLUMBINE

V8R 5J5
Hull

210

02675
Hull

162

Norman FINLAY and Cheryl HUGHES
30 High Street E., # 102
Mississauga
Ontario
L5G 1J8
(905) 817-5711 aslanswind@gmail.com
Aslan's Wind
Hull 217

David & Alice FISHER
122 Huron St.
Thornbury
Ontario
N0H 2P0
(519) 599 6905 david.fisher2@sympatico.ca
DALRIADA
Hull 128

Ed FULTON
l2l0 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering
Ontario
L1W 2Z3
(416) 892-5840 svshenandoah@yahoo.com
SHENANDOAH
Hull 186

Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent
Ajax
Ontario
L1S 3X4
(905) 427-0834 Gates0834@rogers.com
HEART’S CONTENT IV
Hull 118

John & Lorna GUILD
49 Pine Road
Cherryville
British Columbia V0E 2G3
(250) 547-8871 pine422000@yahoo.ca
TATOOSH
Hull 223

Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Avenue
St. Catharines
Ontario
(905) 682-3315 rdhaig@cogeco.com
OUT AND ABOUT

Les & Carol HARRISON
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine
Ontario
( (519) 396-2324 harrisol@bmts.com
ENCHANTMENT

Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia
Ontario
N7X 1B8
(519)542-5426 mpehayes@hotmail.com
QUEENS RANSOM
Hull 105

N2Z 1X7
Hull

214

Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay
British
V9N 9J3
(250) 334-2450 herringj@telusplanet.net
KHADINE II
Hull 126

Michael HOWARD
251 Wanless Ave
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 792-1824 shibumi.v@gmail.com
SHIBUMI

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
.28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton
Ontario
L9C 5L2
(905) 383-7624 billhrycenko@hotmail.com
GENIE
Hull 203

Leigh HUNT WILKS
1015 Ironwork Passage
Vancouver
British
(604) 732-0696 leigh@pacificcoast.net
NOCTURNE

Pauline & Peter IVERSEN
1008 Safari Rd., RR1
Millgrove
Ontario
L0R 1V0
(905) 689-2851 piversen@sympatico.ca
ROOM TO DANCE
Hull 171

David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 493-7470 aloha10.4@rogers.com
MARGARITAVILLE
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L2T 3J9
Hull

169

M4N 1W5
Hull

184

V6H 3R4
Hull

212

M2H 1N3
Hull

159
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Charles & Jeanette JOHNSON
1154 Indian Shadows Dr.
Ten Mile
Tennessee
(423) 717-1161 CJoh4441@aol.com
RAGNAR
Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue
New Rochelle
New York
(914) 632-3674 CAPT104@ATT.net
FULL TILT

37880
Hull

Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres.
Delta
British
(604) 591-9631 jmansley@axion.net
ASHRAM

195

Nick & Sandra KOITER
46 Waterloo Avenue
Guelph
Ontario
(519) 822-4226 skoiter@sympatico.ca
FIRST LIGHT

153

Pierre LEGAULT
11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal
Québec
H1C 1B5
514.648.9443 p_legault@videotron.ca
GAILLARDE
Hull

10801
Hull

John LAWRENCE
Sorkedalsveien 5c,
0369 Oslo
(613) 838-2370 johnkebab@hotmail.com
CASTLE REEF
Hull
Bob LONG & Cheri KEMP-LONG
PO Box 2151
Iqaluit
NU
boblong@qiniq.com
DREAM CATCHER II

179

X0A 0H0
Hull

196

V4E 1R7
Hull

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Suite 604
Etobicoke
Ontario
M8V 2Z6
(416) 252-3435 grjohnson42@hotmail.com
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull 229

148

N1H 3H5
Hull

232

Cliff & Carol MacDONALD
3000 Stoney Creek Dr.
Brights Grove
Ontario
N0N 1C0
(519) 869-6923 cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
WINDEKIND
Hull 154
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON
70 Ronald Road
Arlington
Maryland
02474781-646-8319 ann@grammarsmith.com
BELLA
Hull 192

Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
L5L 3C7
(905) 828-0021 gdquigley@sympatico.ca
SYLANDO
Hull 115

Wayne MCLELLAN
202-38 N. Rockwood Ave.
Thunder Bay
Ontario
807-346-0914 wmcl@tbaytel.net
SAND DOLLAR

Philip MEILIUNAS
21 Ingleborough Dr.
Whitby
Ontario
L1N8J9
(905) 665-5995 philip@greatgulfhomes.com
MADISON
Hull 131

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM

Walter & Janet MIKLAS
4328 Portland St
Burnaby
British
(604) 451- 7869 jandwm-a@yahoo.com
ELEUTHERA IV

James & Andrea MORGAN
589 County Road 6027
Dayton
Texas
77535
(832) 386-3646 morgan@galenaparkisd.com
WATER WITCH
Hull 173

Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 jkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III
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V5J 2N4
Hull

147

M9R 1G9
Hull

204

39

Dean & Christine OLUND
512 East 7th Street
North Vancouver
B.C.
DIALOHA

P7A 6A1
Hull

120

48309
Hull

185

V7L 1S3
Hull

136

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
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Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau
Quebec
J8Z 1N7
(819) 772-1604 Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
AGRIPPINA
Hull 228

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
(510) 724-1371 maxgrich@aol.com
CUTTY SARK

Michael ROACH & Moira HENDERSON

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY

643 Skyview Place
Comox
British
(250) 339-4126 roachbreeze@yahoo.com
ALI BABA

241 Mill Street
Creemore
705 466-2283
CASA MARA

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
(905) 853-5401 wjrohn@sympatico.ca
BAURUA

V9M 3R3
Hull

160

L3Y 4V9
Hull

132

Ontario
cdrogalsky@georgian.net

Don SALT
5589 Flagg Rd., R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull 194

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point
Scarborough
Maine
(207) 883-1619 opa@thesengers.net
MARGHERITA

Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton
Ontario
(613) 475-6032 jsharpca@reach.net
LADY MARISA

Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane
Qualicum Beach
British Columbia
(250) 752-2397 sv-windy@telus.net
WINDY

Ed STEVENSON
32 Madens Mill Rd. 4
Warkworth
Ontario
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-5127 restlessole@gmail.com
RESTLESS SOLE
Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR
Cam & Mary TORREY
170 Main Rd. South,
Hampden
ME
207-862-6030
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
Susie P. Oliver II
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K0K 1H0
Hull

109

K0K 3K0
Hull

134

N7A 2K8
Hull

222

M4W 1W2
Hull

216

04444
Hull

231

40

94564Hull

181

L0M 1G0
Hull

177

K0C 1X0
Hull

112

04074
Hull

227

V9K 1L9
Hull

151

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
L7E 5T1
(905) 880-4685 hank.surette@sympatico.ca
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hull 234
Ian & Wendy TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue
Surrey
British
(604) 576-5672 wendian@shaw.ca
NERISSA
Linda TOMS
64 Twyford Road
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 922 9151
linda.toms@rogers.com
DALINA
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN

V4N 5A1
Hull

199

M9A
Hull

219

V8S 4X2
Hull

167
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John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street
Whitby
Ontario
john0246@sympatico.ca
ONCE AROUND
Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
(510) 471-7806 smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
TERRIFIC

L1N 5E5
Hull

129

94587
Hull

176

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904
Niceville
Florida
32588(850) 897-0824
capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org
BELIZE
Hull 211
Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British Columbia
(250) 334-3409 waterstar@shaw.ca
SANCTUM

V0R 2V0
Hull 220

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions or changes to:
Perry Basden 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, ON, Canada, N9G 1W2 or email perry_basden@hotmail.com
2) The Hull # and builder completion date are included in the serial number imbedded in the gel coat on the transom.
3) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Perry Basden at the address above.
Alphabetical

November 10, 2009

ONE LAST THOUGHT

On behalf of the Aloha 34 International Owner's Network I would like to take this opportunity to wish everyone the best for the
coming Holidays. I ask that each and everyone remember the reason for the season and be generous and charitable to all you
meet.
For those of you who are fortunate enough to be continuing to sail, I sincerely hope that you keep us in mind. The good folks
on the west coast of Canada hopefully will still have many days of sailing available to them, while other in Florida, Texas or
the Caribbean can start doing longer cruising now that the hurricane season has, more or less, officially ended. To our
members sailing in Australia or the Polynesian Islands, have a great time and keep us in mind when your on a broad reach and
things are just humming along. We, in the northern climes would welcome reports of fair weather sails while we are huddled
next to the fire, dreaming not of sugar plumbs, but of quiet anchorages, fair skies and a good breeze for next year.

Wishing everyone well,
Perry Basden
for the Aloha 34 International Owners' Network.
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring Edition 2010
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34
owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate
and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
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ALOHA

Here we are approaching another spring launch. Winter has finally been dispersed and the temperatures are
warming. As I write this the temperatures are finally consistently above the freezing mark and I’ve been able to
get to the Yacht Club and begin preparing Alohalani, #233 for another season of sailing.
Here in southern Ontario we experienced a somewhat milder winter than usual thanks to the effects of the warm El
Niño current in the Pacific. While the temperatures were warmer than usual, we also had about double the amount
of snow that we usually receive. It’s sometimes hard to believe that a warm pacific current could have such effects
on the U. S. midwest and south western Ontario. The ice disappeared from the harbour earlier than usual this year
and a few boats were launched by April 1st.

Alohalani ready for launch.
The warm weather and the El Niño current is also is bringing us a very wet spring as well as spawning a rash of
devastating tornadoes in the U. S. mid-west. In western Canada, Vancouver, once again this spring, had a few
days of devastating winds. Fortunately, these winds were not as hard on the trees in Stanley Park where there was
quite a bit of damage to the mature growth in 2006 when about 10,000 trees were lost due to the high winds.
Hopefully everyone managed to fulfill the promises made to themselves and finish the winter boat projects that
you wanted to get done. That’s one thing with boat ownership.... there’s always something to be improved upon,
replaced, or repaired. It’s a never ending battle to defeat the elements of sun, wind, and water and keep your
wonderful Aloha looking attractive. With the constantly changing technology, it is impossible to keep up with the
latest electronic gadgets and gismos. I may be old school, but I figure that keeping it simple is usually the best
approach. Besides, I’m not rich enough to keep up with the electronic technology race. My only indulgence in
that foray is a concession to using a small Garmin GPS plotter which I find invaluable, so much so that I may be
depending on it too much.
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2010
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From the e-mails exchanged on the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Forum there were a few major
projects being considered. Bob and Connie Haig of Out and About, #169 were contemplating installing a
refrigeration system and Matt Butcher of Kaleo, #207 was looking into a Cape Horn Vane Steering system.
Hopefully these folks will be able to provide photos and a written report for future issues of the Newsletter so that
other Aloha 34 owners can share in their valuable experiences.
We have also had a flurry of activity with new memberships recently. I’m sure I can speak for all the members in
expressing our “Welcome Aboard” to all those who have recently joined the Network.
I have included a dues notice with this mailing. One major change that has been made is that you can now pay
your dues via PayPal if you so desire. Please contact me via e-mail should you wish to use this process. Those of
you who are familiar with the PayPal process can find me at PayPal by using my email address,
perry_basden@hotmail.com. So far, I have very limited experience with PayPal and request your patience if
things don’t go according to plan when making payments. I’m sure I can get the bugs worked out once I get a
little more comfortable with the process.
Let’s have a very enjoyable and safe sailing season. Please keep the rest of us in mind when you’re sitting alone in
that quiet anchorage or rafting up with friends. A few photos and captions would be appreciated so that we can all
share your experiences.
Perry & Gloria Basden
Alohalani #233

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Please note the following changes made to the Aloha Register.
The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network welcomes Colin McGowan as a new member to the group. Colin
purchased Bella Luna #209 in early December of 2009 and will be sailing her on Delaware and Chesapeake Bay.
The Aloha 34 International Owners” Network also welcomes John and Henrietta Klovski from Livonia,
Michigan to the group. John has owned Fire Escape #166 since 1996 and he and his wife, Henrietta and family
members Matthew and Sarah sail her out of Grosse Ile, Michigan and on the western end of Lake Erie.
New members to the Owners’ Network are Wolfgang and Janet Berg who sail Theresa II, #102 out of Campbell
River, British Columbia. Wolf and Janet have owned Theresa II since 1985 and have done many modifications
and changes to her. They have also sailed offshore extensively over the years.
Another recent addition to the Network is Steve Poirier. Steve recently purchased Kamotic, #101 and is
refurbishing her in Mexico. Steve expects to rename her “Serenity” sometime in the near future.
Please note that John Lawrence, owner of Castle Reef, # 153 has a new address. John can be reached at 45 King
William Street, Bayswater 6053, Perth, Western Australia. John’s email remains the same. John has Castle Reef
offered for sale. Please see the Aloha 34 Website for sale details or Aloha 34’s For Sale in this newsletter.

MAILBAG
FROM:

Bill Weaver
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SENT:
SUBJECT:

November-26-09 6:32 PM
re: Aloha 34 information

I am interested in the Aloha 34 as a possible boat to cruise south from Georgian Bay to the Caribbean and the West
Coast, with some offshore jaunts. I haven't been able to find a lot of information on the 'bluewater' suitability of
this design, or whether other owners have had some experience. I have not been able to find a good, unbiased
review of the boat either. There are several A34's for sale in the Georgian Bay-Toronto area that I am hoping to
check out. Are you able to supply any information? Is it possible to contact any owners with offshore experience
with this design? Are there any good reviews available? Thanks,
Bill Weaver
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison [harrisol@bmts.com]
Thu, 26 Nov 2009 22:05:21 -0500

Hi Bill,
I don’t have much in the way of an “unbiased review” for you but have attached an article written by a
previous owner’s experiences in the Pacific. I added a couple of notes to the bottom of the article published
a number of years ago in our newsletter. I do recall the owner remarking to me after he sold his Aloha how
much he missed her. A good sign that she stood him and his wife well on the Pacific.
I took my Aloha to the Bahamas and back and it performed extremely well even when trapped in 50+ knots
in a relatively open anchorage with the tide changing direction every 6 hours. You may like to read the
Journal my wife wrote or see some of the changes I made in preparation for the trip on our year 2000
website. Another Aloha has spent much of its life in the Caribbean and several have made the Bahamas
journey. One even won the round-island race in the Exumas regatta.
Sorry we don’t make it a practice of giving out owners emails but I can vouch for the capability and
comfort of the Aloha 34 in the Gulf Stream and beyond
.
I have cc’d the Aloha 34 Network Manager as he may have additional comments.
Thanks for your interest Bill and all the best in your quest.
Les Harrison
REPLY FROM :
SENT:

Bill Weaver [mailto:wgw74203@hotmail.com]
November-27-09 2:29 PM

Thanks for your reply Les, and the article by “Almathea”, #189 ......I actually had already read the journal
article your wife had written. Are there any other concerns, weaknesses, things to be aware of when
purchasing a used Aloha 34 (10.4)? There were a few articles on the Aloha 32 owner's forum that related
to the 34 as well. There are 4 or 5 used 34's local to me within 200 kilometers, from 1979 to the last hull
number ”Emotional Rescue”, #234 and ranging in price from $45,000.00 to $90,000.00. Any thing that
you can help me with would be appreciated. Thanks again,
Bill
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison [harrisol@bmts.com]
Fri, 27 Nov 2009 15:45:05 -0500

First I would highly recommend the Aloha 34. It is very accommodating; down below with the spacious
comfortable cabin, head room and roomy berths for the most part; and above in the way it handles
conditions on the seas. It likes a good breeze but is still efficient in light airs. It is has a light helm if you
keep the sails balanced.
You can see what I felt was needed for extended cruising on my old web page. Aside from that, my only
issues which have been found by some other members, but not all, are as follows:
· As I mentioned, the check valve needs to be removed in the fuel supply line – I got let down on
L.Huron in the 1st year.
·

I made repairs to the chainplates – as you may know the stainless steel is imbedded in knees in the
port and starboard lockers. If water from the deck gets in repairs are needed. I epoxy treated the knee
and re-glassed. Another owner did a better fix by having the chainplate on the outside of the glassed
knee. Not a big issue for an owner fix if you’re a bit handy with epoxy.

·

Check the encapsulated keel and rudder skeg. I had no problems but some did find water due to
previous encounters with unseen objects.

·

I re-did the epoxy coat for osmosis. The professionally done one by the previous owner was
inadequate. Most Aloha 34’s have been free of the issue but any boat built in the early 80’s [oil crisis]
is at risk as there were fibreglass quality issues.

·

I replaced the whole raw water pump on the way to Bahamas. A bearing failed and they don’t make the
original pump anymore.

·

I had a motor mount fail in the Bahamas and replaced it

That’s all I can recall. As you can see several were maintenance issues as opposed to design/build issues.
The owners still refer to the Aloha as a “wash and wear” sailboat because of the low maintenance.
Maybe you could give me the names of the Aloha’s to which you refer if they are not on my for sale page.
I try to keep track of all Alohas for the Aloha Network.
All the best, Bill.
Les

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bill Weaver [mailto:wgw74203@hotmail.com]
November-27-09 4:46 PM

Thanks again Les........I'm at work right now, but I have a list of all the Aloha 34's for sale that I could find,
and I'll e-mail you a list. Are you aware of anyone who added a babystay for a storm jib?
Bill
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison [harrisol@bmts.com]
Fri, 27 Nov 2009 17:14:53 -0500

Years ago a member on NERISSA out in BC wrote:
“STAY, BABY: Installed a baby stay to fly storm jib when furling rolled up. Easily removed. Attaches to
mast at spreaders.”
That’s all I have on what they did. I reinforced the bulk-head on the anchor locker and considered taking a
babystay to that but didn’t consider it necessary for our plans.
Les
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bill Weaver [mailto:wgw74203@hotmail.com]
November-27-09 5:19 PM

Hey, that's great Les.....thanks for all your help. When I purchase my Aloha 34, I'll let you know, and then
start adding some articles to the owner's forum. Thanks,
Bill

FROM:

Colin McGowan

TO:
SUBJECT:
SENT:
Perry,

Perry Basden (perry_basden@hotmail.com)
RE: Aloha 34 information
Thu 03/12/2009 11:24 AM

A few minutes ago we completed my purchase of Bella Luna. I'd like to join the owners' association.
Bella Luna
1984
5.5' draft
Hull # ZUYOD209F484
Previous Owner: Roy Stackpole
Located on the hard in Deltaville, VA (temporarily)
Home port to be Delaware City, DE
I intend to cruise the Chesapeake and Delaware bays then go along the East Coast, for now.
A good owners' association was a factor in choosing Bella Luna.
Thank you.
Colin McGowan
610 247-7612
1430 Street Rd.
Chester Springs, PA 19425-1608
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
DECK SYSTEMS
FROM:
SENT:

Matt Butcher
December 3, 2009

Hello fellow Aloha fans,
I am currently re varnishing the tops of my dorade boxes and replacing the actual vents with stainless steel ones.
I've noticed that the divider that runs between the dorade intake and the hole in the deck isn't very tall (about 2
inches). This seems to be far to low to be effective in preventing water ingress should the box get swamped.
Has anyone rebuilt there boxes or increased the height of the "water wall" or perhaps added a PVC pipe tube over
the deck hole to prevent water from coming in?

I believe there was a rumor about the fiberglass in the boxes not being up to snuff and the core rotting out. I have
checked the core with a moisture meter and the area is dry. Is there anything you are aware of that I should check?
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo # 207
www.svkaleo.com

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Hall
December 4, 2009

Dalina had the same problem and below is the text of a message I posted on this subject back in
September 2008. I have lots of photographs if anyone is interested. Tried to post some of them on the list
but somehow I don't think they ever made it. If anyone would like the pics I'll be happy to send them.
The fix has worked perfectly - here's what we did…
The original plywood dams installed to separate the wet and dry sides of the boxes had long since rotted,
allowing water to seep (flow) to the dry side and from there in to the cabin via the inside vent. I was
always puzzled by the fact that there were three drain holes (at the rear, middle and front of each box).
Maybe the manufacturer suspected that water would get to the dry side sometime, or maybe it was just a
precaution.
The only way to fix it is to cut the boxes open. When cutting the tops open we left 7/8" all the way round
to facilitate attachment of new tops which I cut from 1/4" Starboard. The insides were pretty messy and it
took only a few seconds to remove what was left of the original dams.
With everything cleaned out we applied thick epoxy all the way round the inside bottom edges of the
boxes to ensure the space was sealed. This took a couple of applications since there were some sizable
gaps to fill. With the inside bottom edges sealed we then poured more epoxy with no filler along the
outboard side of each box to find its own level and effectively raise the bottom surface up to the level of
the drain holes. The original design used the head liner as part of each box, which meant that quite a lot of
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water would sit in the boxes due to the drain holes being higher than the bottom surface. The final epoxy
application hasn't fixed this completely but has made a significant improvement.
Now came the issue of what to do about the dams and the inside trim rings. We decided not to replace the
old plywood dams with the same thing again. Instead we lengthened the inside trim rings so that when
installed, the extension became the new dam. This required the rings to be fitted while the tops were still
open so that the extension pieces could be sealed (a bit tricky, but we managed it). This means that the
entire box can now be wet, and all three drain holes work effectively. We searched the local marine stores
for suitable parts to make the extension pieces but found nothing, but did find what we were after at Home
Depot - two 3" ABS pipe connectors for less than $2 each. The inside diameter of the connector is the
same as the outside diameter of the top of the trim ring. They were cut to follow the slope of the box
fronts and sealed to the trim rings with silicone.
The final part of the job was to fit new insect screens in the inside trim rings. The only thing available
from a marine store was a teak screen designed to fit over the trim ring - $25 each and we thought we
already had enough teak. So it was back to Home Depot for the answer. A 3" PVC pipe connector
(another $2 item) has an outside diameter that is fractionally larger than the inside diameter of the trim
ring. Two thin slices were cut from the connector, sanded down to fit and screen material glued to one
side. The result is easily removable screens that fit perfectly and no additional teak down below.
Outside finishing consisted of installing the exterior trim rings into the new Starboard box tops and then
fitting and sealing the new tops to the boxes - pretty straightforward stuff.
Total cost was about $60 (Starboard, ABS & PVC connectors, tube of caulk, screws).
David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA #219

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Nigel Tilley
December 4, 2009

Matt:
We had to completely rebuild our boxes this past winter. The deck was "soft" due to poor design
of the drainage system from the dorades. The dam (wall) you speak of was an issue but not the main one in
our case. The dam was rotten and allowed water to seep under and around it but the main issue was that
water followed the slope of the hull and actually seeped between the layers at the lowest point of the box.
(Where it met the deck in forward of the dam)
I am not in Canada at the moment or I would send you some better pictures of our rebuild. Suffice to say
the rotten wooden dam was removed and a higher fiberglass one constructed, the interior of the box was
sealed properly from the deck and a better designed water drainage system implemented, the deck was
peeled around the dorades and the core replaced and finally, removable (although sealed) top surfaces of
the dorade boxes were made (teak) and stainless vents purchased to replace the cracked and worse for
wear original plastic ones. There are some pictures at the following link but not very good ones. Hope this
helps.
Nigel
Restless Sole #222
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
December 4, 2009

Hi Matt;
I've read the same scary stories you have about A34 dorade boxes leaking --but I've only had my boat a
couple of years so have not even explored the mystery of what is under the deck vent. We needed to
replace the chainplate knees on Bella when we bought her, and then we had a lightning strike use up all the
instruments, so we've been busy. But please tell me about how to open up and explore the dorades? If I
find the glasswork inside looking sad, I'll make time to beef it up before my deck core is damaged...
Paul
Bella #192
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Ants Toi
December 5, 2009

Hi all,
My dorade boxes ran into this same baffle problem. The baffle was plywood and rotted and let water in.
Enlarging the draining holes from outside did not help.
Wiggers (Wiggers Custom Yachts) solved my problem by altering the inside fitting. They found some
plastic tubing whose outside diameter exactly fit the inner diameter of the hole and glued it into the fitting
so it extended into the dorade box to a suitable height. Basically they made the inner flange of the inside
fitting so tall that it worked as the baffle. This totally fixed the problem and avoided any boat cutting or
blind sealing of baffles into the box.
The only caveat; I think the deck under the dorade vent has balsa core. You need to seal the sides of the
hole so water does not get in.
Hope this helps.
Ants Toi
Alligator #216

REPLY FROM:
Les Harrison
SENT:
December 9, 2009
Hi,
Quite a few years ago I rebuilt the insides of the dorade boxes. Not wanting to cut off the tops I did it
from outside and inside the boat through the two vent holes.
I found the dam rotten, cut a new dam approximately the same height and saturated it with epoxy. Next I
made up some thicker epoxy paste and filled all around the dorade to deck joints. Hint: Stick some silicon
[wax will do] paper into the drain hole. Then I inserted the dam and epoxied it to the deck and sides of the
dorade. I replaced the rings on the inside of the vent and calked in place. It’s been about 10 years and still
functioning well. This approach goes through a few gloves.
Les Harrison
Enchantment #214
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REPLY FROM:
Les Harrison
SENT:
December 11, 2009
David & Linda’s photos [15] to go with this description have been put on the email web site in case you
don’t receive my email with attachments.
Thanks for the great documentation David & Linda.
Les Harrison
Enchantment #214

ICE BOX SIZE (REFRIGERATION)
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

December 28, 2009

Does anyone know the volume or dimensions of the icebox? It’s time for refrigeration.
Bob Haig
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Michael Roach
December 29, 2009

Hi Bob
Approx. 8 cu ft if you don`t beef up the insulation first, which is probably recommended. I`m curious as
to what you find as a suitable unit to install.
Happy New Sailing Year
Mike
Alibaba #160
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chip Wolf
December 30, 2009

Hi Bob,
I have an Adler Barbour Super Cold Machine (12 volt dc) on Belize (#211). This is my second such unit
as the compressor on the original unit gave up the ghost about 10 years ago and compressor replacement
costs were not much less than the cost of a new unit. The old unit used R-12, whereas the new unit uses
R-143a. I have the "Large Vertical Evaporator" model with 3 vertical ice cube trays. The new Super Cold
Machine has been in constant service (24/7/365) without a hitch since I installed it about 10 years
ago. Current drain is about 4 amps when the compressor is running and cycle times are normally short
once the compartment reaches hold temperature. Ice box insulation is the key to low power demand.
If you choose to go with an Adler Barbour unit I recommend the Super Cold Machine over the Cold
Machine only if you intend to spend a lot of time in tropical or near tropical climates (or maybe if you plan
on motoring a lot and heating up the engine compartment). Anywhere else, the Cold Machine is just fine
and you don't need another thru-hull, strainer and pump. The only difference between these units is that the
Super Cold Machine has a seawater pump and the condenser has a raw water heat exchanger built into it
for use when air temperatures are hot and the condenser becomes limited in its ability to reject heat using
the integral fan.
The original ice box drain was eliminated and glassed over and the box was insulated with closed cell
foam (probably foam in a can). This had been done long before I purchased Belize, so I don't know how it
was actually done, but it was a fine job. Usable interior volume is about 6 cu ft. The vertical evaporator is
mounted to the inboard wall of the ice box and holds not only the ice cube trays but is an excellent freezer
compartment as well. Removing the ice cube trays increases usable freezer space. The thermostat is
mounted on the aft wall of the ice box and the compressor is mounted high on a stainless steel shelf fixed
to the bulkhead in the port sail locker directly behind the ice box (now a refrigerator).
There are many other options for refrigeration...engine driven compressors, cold plates etc, and as usual
everything is a compromise. You will need to consider power requirements regardless of the type of
refrigeration you decide on. If you use dc powered refrigeration consider a separate, isolated start battery
for your auxiliary engine to make sure your refrigerator never prevents you from starting the engine when
you need to recharge the batteries. Insulation is definitely a must have item.
Good luck in this endeavor. I'm sure you will be happy with refrig vs ice (regardless of what unit
you finally choose) if you are out and about in "Out & About" a lot. Hope this is of some help to you.
Chip
Belize # 211
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
December 30, 2009

Chip and Mike:
Thanks to both of you. I am planning to purchase the Alder Barbour Cold Machine (CU-100) as Chip
suggests. We are planning to lift the counter top to re-insulated the box, and to also add insulation to the
inside on the theory that there can never be too much insulation. (When I say “we” I mean the marina
guys). I was thinking of the cold plate option rather than the evaporator and am still dithering. My
understanding is that the cold plate is more energy efficient, especially if I am able to cool it down it at the
dock with shore power, and we are still trying to decide if we really need the freezing capability of the
evaporator. Any thoughts on this would be appreciated.

Bob Haig
Out & About #169

REPLY FROM:

SENT:

Frank Collins
January 1, 2010

Hi, Bob,
We have had a cold plate as part of our refrigeration system on True Love, #117 and were very pleased
with it. It achieves all the efficiencies you cited in your email. Moreover, it will keep your box cold for
quite a long time if for any reason your cooling plant shuts down.
While in the Bahamas we usually had plenty of wind to feed our wind generator power system, but
occasionally we would get two or three days with not much wind. To preserve the battery charge without
running he engine we could turn off the fridge and let the cold plate do its thing.
All this worked well for us.
Happy New Year,
Frank Collins

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
January 1, 2010

Frank:
Thanks for this. Did you have freezing capability with the cold plate?
Bob
Out & About #169
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Frank Collins
January 1, 2010

HI, Bob,
Yes, we could freeze ice cubes and keep frozen foods frozen. But to do this we had to fabricate an
insulated "fridge divider" to separate the box into two compartments: a (smaller) freeze area adjacent the
cold plate and a (larger) general cold area. The height of the divider is about three or four inches short of
the height of the box to allow cold air to spill over from the "freeze area".
Cheers,
Frank
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
January 1, 2010

Got it. Thanks
Bob
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
January 3, 2010

Sounds as though you've been getting some good advice here, Bob.
However, for the record, here's what we did in Sea Vixen #167:
In 1984 we surprised ourselves by following the “simple” instructions that came with the refrigerator &
we successfully installed a NOVA KOOL mod. LT200-F refrigerator (believe ADLER BARBOUR is
similar) including attaching a freezer including 2 ice cube trays to the inboard bulkhead of the original
icebox.
Where do you plan on installing your compressor? The NOVA KOOL compressor is quiet enough that
we enlarged the door under the galley sink for access and then located the compressor unit on a small shelf
which we built abutting the hull, portside. At night we can barely hear the compressor running.
If you look at some of our members Profiles, you'll see that a few members with more noisy compressors,
rather than installing them in the main cabin "envelope" where they can be heard by the main cabin
occupants when trying to sleep at night, located them on a shelf built in the lazarette.
We run our NOVA KOOL refrigerator year ‘round drawing on one or other of our two banks of the
batteries, trickle charged by our battery charger, a 25 amp NAUTILUS/ MARINER, when on shore power.
Each bank consists of two 6 volt batteries in series.
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We use both banks about the same amount of time, transferring back and forth between #1 & #2 banks
each week or two. When sailing and anchoring overnight we can go more than 5 days without shore
power. This arrangement has been ideal for us.
We have not had any plans to head off shore & thus other than filling the ice box lid with foam, we have
not added any additional insulation to that which came new with Sea Vixen.
We missed our weekly sail today (rain) but next time we are sailing I can take some photos if you wish.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
Victoria, BC
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Norm Finlay
January 3, 2010

We have the same Nova Kool system and we're pretty happy with it, too. We replaced the original 25 yearold unit last summer. Their tech support was excellent, low power usage, very quiet and makes ice cubes.
Norm Finlay
Aslan's Wind #217
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
January 3, 2010

Migs... Thanks... Very helpful as always.
Thanks Norm. The more I hear from people the more important ice seems.
Bob
Out & About #169

RUDDER DIMENSIONS (Shoal and Standard Draft)
FROM:
SENT:
SUBJECT:

Matt Butcher
February-16- 10 2:35 PM
Rudder dimensions and free V-berth cushions

Hello Aloha friends,
Three topics in this post:
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1) Does anyone know or have the dimensions of the rudder? I am looking for average height and width.
2) Does anyone know how far aft the rudder protrudes from the hull? In other words how far past the end of the
boat does it stick out?
I'm getting ready to order a Cape Horn wind vane if anyone wants to get one at the same time for a discount.
3) We replaced out V-Berth cushions with a custom mattress and I have the old ones available for free. Anyone
who wants them is welcome if you will pay the shipping cost. I can send pics if you send me your email.
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo # 207
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden [Perry_Basden@hotmail.com]
Tuesday, February 16, 2010, 6:36 PM

Hi, Matt.
I will be going to the boat tomorrow and can get you the dimensions. I will post them to you and the
group as soon as I have them.
In the mean time, I’ve uploaded a photo of the Rudder and Stern profile to
http://groups. yahoo.com/ group/aloha34net /photos/album/ 939590265/ pic/list
Regards
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233

REPLY FROM: Stuart Meyer
SENT:
February-17-10 11:38 AM

Perry;
Is the rudder depth the same on both the regular and shoal draft boats? Somewhere along the line I
got the impression that the shoal draft boats had a shorter rudder.
Stuart Meyer
Air Loom #185

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden [Perry_Basden@hotmail.com]
February-17-10 6:10 PM

A good question, Stuart. I’m not really sure. I don’t think, design wise, that a larger rudder would
be necessary but I can’t say for sure. Perhaps a larger rudder would be necessary with a regular draft
and taller rig. I will be back in Windsor early next week and can measure the depth of the rudder on
one of the very early prototype A34’s that is also at our Yacht Club. Too bad I didn’t think of
measuring today while I was getting the dimensions of my rudder!
I’ve posted the dimensions of my shoal draft rudder at
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http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/photos/album/939590265/pic/630407810/view?
picmode=&mode=tn&order=ordinal&start=1&count=20&dir=asc
I was also surprised to find out that the rudder is basically flat. Most keels and rudders are designed
using the NACA formulas for wing sections so that the keel and rudder can provide lift when under
way which makes the vessel point higher. My rudder is basically flat sided, 1 ½” to 1 ¾” thick, and
then tapers for about 3” along the aft edge with no foil sectioning at all.
Anyway.... I believe that Matt should have enough information to decide if a Cape Horn vane
steering system will fit.
Perry
Alohalani #233

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
February 17, 2010

I am of the same impression. I have a shoal draft and last fall while riding my bike I came across a
regular draft 34 in a cradle and was certain that the rudder was longer and skinnier than my rudder.
Unfortunately, I'm 2,000 miles away from my boat and can't give you the measurements.
Mike
Shibumi #184

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Matt Butcher
February-17-10 8:40 PM

Perry,
This is fantastic information and just what I needed. I need the dimensions to have the proper size
wind vane rudder built (it has to have about 10% of the actual rudder's surface area). If it's not an
inconvenience, would you mind checking out the regular draft Aloha you have access to? Just a
quick height and width measurement would be fine. If it is indeed bigger that affects the surface area
and potential power of the wind vane rudder.
Again, fantastic job and very helpful.

Matt
Kaleo #207

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
February 22, 2010

Hello, Matt and Stuart.
I was at the boat today and checked the rudder dimensions for the Aloha 34 with a full keel. ... and
yes, the rudder dimensions are different between the shoal and full keel models. I’ve posted a sketch
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for the deep draft model. It can be viewed at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/photos/album/939590265/pic/630407810/view?picmode=
The surprising thing to me was that the shoal draft model rudder projects aft slightly at the upper
edge beyond the transom by an inch and a half. On the deep draft model the rudder has no
projection beyond the transom at the upper corner. Another difference, other than the overall
dimensions is that the width of the bottom of the skeg is much shorter on the deep draft model. On
the deep model the bottom tip of the skeg is 3 1/2” long and on the shoal draft model the bottom tip
of the skeg is 7” long. And of particular note to you, Matt, would be that the aft lower tip of the
rudder projects less on the deep draft model with a 3 1/4” projection beyond the vertical projection
line from the top of the transom compared with 3 3/4” for the same point on a shoal draft model.
There are some other changes to the geometry if one were to make full size templates of both
rudders and overlay them one on the other.
Hopefully these dimensions will help you, Matt, with your Cape Horn wind vane steering
installation. Matt, if you would please document the project with photos and a brief write up, I
would be only too happy to include it in an upcoming newsletter. Use caution with the dimensions
that I have provided. While they are believed to be correct, there may be minor variances between
hulls. The dimensions for the deep draft were taken from a very early vessel; 1976, Hull Number 6
I believe, but there is no documented proof of that. The vessel does not have a standard HIN
embossed on the transom.
I didn’t stay at the boat too long today.... we’re in the middle of a snow advisory with having had
about 5”of snow already and another 2” - 3” expected before the end of the day. We still have 18”
of ice in the harbour. Hopefully, things will be warming up soon. The temperatures have been
hovering around the freezing mark all weekend. The St. Clair River to the north of us has about an
18 mile long ice jamb and, as a result, the Lake St. Clair and Detroit River water levels have dropped
over 16” in the last few days. There are several American and Canadian ice breakers trying to break
up the ice jamb before the area around the St. Clair river start to flood.
Not exactly what you are used to, Migs, but at least we’ve got snow!

Best regards to all
Perry Basden
Alohalani #23

REPLY FROM:

Migs Turner

SENT:

February 24, 2010

Yes, sounds like you are having a tough time, Perry. However, from the attached photo taken from
Sea Vixen last Saturday 20 February while out sailing off Oak Bay (Victoria) with our men's crew,
you will see that we have snow on the west coast too, Perry. It is tough here too, particularly when
we encounter Les' 'bergy bits'.
Last weekend was our 6th weekend sail this year...
Migs
Sea Vixen #167
REPLY FROM:
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Sea Vixen off Oak Bay, British Columbia, Feb 20, 2010

Bob Beswick

SENT:

February 24, 2010

Migs.
You really love to rub it in to us snow/ice-locked/bound sailors in the rest of the country. Even I,
from Sarnia, but now in Mazatlan, Mexico. Haven't been sailing since the fall.
We are going to rent a Catamaran for the day just to be able to say we have been sailing, and take off
a bit of the the withdrawl. ha ha
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
February-24-10 12:53 PM

Well done, Bob.
Have a good sail but don't tell Les or he'll send a few of his 'bergy bits' down your way.
Migs
Sea Vixen # 167
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Matt Butcher
February 24, 2010

Perry,
Thank you very much. Again, a fantastic relay of the information. This is what I needed. I appreciate you
braving the snow advisory for me.
It's fine if the rudder dimensions do not completely match my rudder dimensions as I need it for surface
area calculations and the Cape Horn builder expects it to be an estimate.
I will be ordering the wind vane this week and upon receiving (takes about 6 weeks to build) will begin the
install. Which I plan to document throughly and would be happy to share for the newsletter.
Best,
Matt
Kaleo #207

DUES
FROM:

Alan Harriman

SENT:
January-11-10 7:43 AM
SUBJECT: Dues
Aloha everyone,
As I get older I find I have trouble remembering the little things, like how I pay my dues. I have looked
on the Aloha 34 Network and did not find a link.
Please let me know as I do not want to get "kicked out".
May everyone have a very good year.
Alan
Skipping Stones #110

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden [Perry_Basden@hotmail.com]
January-11-10 7:57 AM

Hello, Alan.... and everyone else on the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network forum.
Dues are $20.00 per year and are payable in February of each year. I don’t believe that anyone
has been “kicked out” for the lack of a prompt payment. The moderators of the Network are very
congenial people and would like to retain as many Aloha 34 owners as possible as members.
I’ve checked my files, Alan, and you are already paid up for the 2010 calendar year.
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If you will recall the paid up members for 2009 were issued a credit equal to a year’s membership
when Les Harrison transferred some of the operational duties to me in June of 2009. I will
include a statement with each member’s issue of the Spring Newsletter which will let each
individual know where they stand.
Best regards
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick [robert_beswick@yahoo.ca]
January-11-10 9:28 PM

Hey Allan.
Connie and I are in Mexico right now, and I was wondering a couple of things: Have I paid my
dues for this year ?
Have we changed my profile, to show Connie Blackwell as my partner / wife now?
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too #156

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Alan Harriman [alan.harriman@yahoo.com]
January-11-10 9:54 PM

Bob,
In his answer to my question about dues Perry stated paid up members in 2009 were issued credit for 2010
dues. (see below)
And you will have to check with Perry on your profile change.
Regarding Bill Wilson you will have to jog my memory.
Alan
P.S. Enjoy Mexico!
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MAKING CONTACT
FROM:
Matt Butcher
SENT:
January 10, 2010 7:39 PM
SUBJECT:
Aloha Owner Wolf Berg?
Hello all,
I am in the process of measuring for a Cape Horn windvane and according to the Cape Horn manufacturer, they
did an install for an Aloha 34 owned by Wolf Berg. I would like to talk with him about his Cape Horn install.
I am wondering if anyone knows him or if perhaps he is part of this group. His boat was called Theresa II and he
hailed from Campbell River, BC.
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo #207
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spraklan
Sunday, January 10, 2010 8:01 PM

Matt
I have seen the boat in Comox Marina but have never met the person who owns it. He is not a member as
far as I know.
Stuart
Windy #151

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
January-10-10 11:59 PM

2010 greetings to all!
We had no record of a Wolf Berg or Theresa II in my day, Matt. If anyone should make contact with her
again, I'm sure Perry would appreciate getting her hull number for our A-34 Network records.
...and it wouldn't be winter if I didn't send members an email as to what my "men's" crew & I (total 8
today) were doing on the Canadian west coast this weekend when we were not gardening. Please see the
attached, and no icebergs visible, Les.
Wind was up and down and with our normal routine of everyone having an equal turn at the wheel, our top
speed was 7.3 knots by crew member Elayne in pleasant 11 degrees C. wx. (Top speedster gets the first
drink when we return alongside & open the bar.)
"Our" Olympic Mountains are the mountains visible in the distance, -in the State of Washington...
Migs
Sea Vixen #167
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden [Perry_Basden@hotmail.com]
January-11-10 8:34 AM
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Hello, Matt
I’ve checked the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network database and cannot add much to what Migs
and Stuart have already said. I do have very limited information about the owners of Theresa II, Hull
#102, basically what was already stated. As per Migs comment, I would appreciate receiving any more
information about any of the vessel and her owners.... and for any other Aloha 34 that you may come
across in your travels.

Here’s a site where I also ran a search and came up empty. If the boat was registered in Canada it
would have shown up here. http://wwwapps.tc.gc.ca/Saf-Sec-Sur/4/vrqs-srib/m.aspx?lang=e It is the
Transport Canada Vessel Registration Query System. The searchable database contains
information about all the registered vessels in Canada, including pleasure craft.
There is also an American counterpart to the Canadian database which can be found at
http://www.st.nmfs.noaa.gov/st1/CoastGuard/VesselByName.html, but the site is not as user friendly
and may not contain information on smaller vessels.
Migs.... we in the central part of the North American continent also spend time sailing in
January. Sorry, I don’t have pictures to post as the camera froze due to the -10 degree Celsius
weather and the wind chill factor when sailing at 30 knots in a DN iceboat on Lake St. Clair.
Personally, I prefer sailing in “soft” water and at least 20 degree Celsius temperatures.
Best regards
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233

UNIVERSAL ATOMIC MARINE
FROM:
SENT:
SUBJECT:

Migs Turner
Sun, March 14, 2010 1:44:05 PM
Aloha 34 UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) Engine Cooling 14 March 2010

ALOHA on this first Daylight Saving day!
When motoring out from RVYC yesterday with our men's crew and about to hoist our sails for sailing, we smelled
"burned rubber". On opening Sea Vixen's engine compartment, we discovered that our UNIVERSAL Atomic
Marine #5424 (KUBOTA Diesel Engine Model D1101) cooling system had packed up, our engine was
overheating, and we needed to promptly switch it off.

We continued on, had a good sailing afternoon & then did switch on the engine for a couple of minutes to
manoeuvre back into our berth.
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On investigation, it appears that the water pump group (pages 49 & 50 of the KUBOTA Diesel Engine Model
D1101 Parts List) seized, thus nearly 'stripping' the engine "V" belt & causing the burned rubber smell.
Since "commissioning" Sea Vixen in 1982 we have put 2250 hours on our UNIVERSAL #5424 engine. This is our
first real engine problem of consequence since.

In that it has been more than 10 years since we last had a professional engine 'overhaul', our plans now are to bring
in a qualified mechanic to replace the water pump and at the same time do a proper engine 'overhaul'.
If anyone has any thoughts, we'd appreciate hearing from you. (Our current problem is NOT associated with the
separate Obendorfer water pump which, with regular replacement of the Impellor, continues to work well.)
Migs
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
Victoria, BC
Canada

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick [robert_beswick@yahoo.ca]
March-14-10 6:03 PM

Migs.
Still rubbing it in to everybody who is on the hard eh? I could say, "that's what you get for making us all
jealous," but I won't, because I know how bad engine problems can be. With all of them we had, going to
Sarnia from Midland last summer.
I shouldn't be envious, because there are quite a few Cats available to rent down here in Mazatlan, but we
can't work it into our busy schedule. Before we leave for home we are going to rent on for at least an hour
or two.
All kidding aside, what is it recommended hours, or months you should replace your water pump impeller?
`
Thanks for your help in advance.
Bob

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
March 14, 2010

Good to hear from you, Bob
.
Speaking of "Cats", just as well we got our sailing in yesterday. Here in Victoria this evening it is raining
"cats & dogs"...
....continued next page

Re your OBENDORFER RAW WATER PUMP question, when updating Sea Vixen's Profile #167 in 1996
we wrote:
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"6. OBENDORFER RAW WATER PUMP: Our original (rubber) impeller broke after about 300
engine hours. We have used NEOPRENE impellers since with greater success. The dealer says the
neoprene impellers are good for at least 1000 hours. We will change ours as preventative maintenance
every 600 hours..."
I still think that's a good criteria and your correspondence reminds us that it is just about time, engine hourswise, to change our OBENDORFER impeller again.
Good luck with your "Cat Sailing"!
Migs
Sea Vixen #167

RIGGING RENEWAL
FROM:

Migs Turner

SENT:
SUBJECT

Saturday, March 13, 2010 12:48 AM
ALOHA 34 Rigging Renewal?

Greetings
"In slow time" Werner (who with his spouse June now own 49% of Sea Vixen) & I are considering renewing Sea
Vixen's rigging and would appreciate helpful comments from members who have already undertaken or have
considered taking on this task.
Sea Vixen's rigging appears fine but after nearly 30 years, there must be some deterioration brought on by time,
particularly under the plastic sleeves we have covering those stays which can rub our various foresails.
Questions particularly coming to mind are:
1. Should we stay with the same rigging arrangement & sizing? (I know there has been discussion about this
before.) Our plans are to continue local west coast coastal sailing. We have no plans to head off shore.
Thus, I'm not aware of any meaningful reason for us to up-grade the sizing.
2. We plan to re-cement/caulk chain plates as necessary. (As preventative maintenance, we recaulked each at
deck level 10 years ago.)
3. While renewing the rigging, we would plan to lift and re-finish the mast, checking and if necessary
renewing the wooden base arrangement. Any thoughts here?
We look forward to hearing members' thoughts.
Migs
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
REPLY FROM:
SENT

Paul Martin [paul.martin@grammarsmith.com]
March-13-10 11:45 AM
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Migs;
Besides the caulking of the deck entry to your chainplates, I would strongly recommend drilling the
bottom of each encapsulated chainplate-to-hull connection to make sure it does not hold any water.
We had to replace all 6 of our such junctions as they had rotted the block mounting the chainplate;
this was a big deal you'd surely prefer to avoid.
Paul
Bella #192

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
March-13-10 12:40 PM

That's a very good thought, Paul, thank you.
There is no apparent rust/discolouration in the chain plate areas below deck but one can't be sure
what's going on inside.
It was some of our members reporting rusty streaks on the interior "ship's sides" under their chain
plates areas 10 years ago that prompted us to examine Sea Vixen's deck fittings, and that was when
we decided to clean out the old caulking & re-caulk.
Migs
Sea Vixen #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les [harrisol@bmts.com]
March-14-10 5:45 PM

I’ve included a check list and some of my collected info over the past. I don’t recall where I collected it
though.
There are also some good basic facts and drawings at:

http://books.google.ca/books?id=kMwaxYQ5oQC&pg=PA59&lpg=PA60&ots=a7cFimzS3I&dq=sailboat+rigging+crack+dye#v=onepage
&q=&f=false
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Standing Rigging Checklist
Are chainplates aligned with the turnbuckles, stays, and shrouds?
Are there any signs of leaking around chainplates?
Are terminal fittings (swage fittings, Sta-Lok, Norseman, etc.) free of cracks, bends, and rust?
Are turnbuckles sufficiently lubricated so that they turn freely?
Are turnbuckle barrels secured to the threads, either with rings, cotter pins, or by tightening locknuts?
Is the standing rigging free of broken strands of wire?
Is the mast straight, without being cocked to either side or bowed in the middle?
Is the mast is it supported properly down below? No corrosion or water ingress to the mast step.
Are there any signs of galvanic corrosion at the base of the mast on deck or where dissimilar metal
fittings (winches, cleats, etc.) are attached to the mast? On a painted aluminum mast, corrosion is
indicated by bubbles around the fittings. On an unpainted mast, corrosion is indicated by heavy
concentrations of white powder (some powder is acceptable) and pockmarks around fittings.
Are any rivets or screws missing from sail tracks or other fittings?
Do welds on the mast and boom appear to be rusted?
Do spreaders bisect the shrouds at equal angles?
Are spreader ends secured to the shroud?
Are spreader ends protected, either with tape or with a rubber boot?
Are all cotter pins taped?
Do "T" terminals show any indication of stress?
Are halyard fittings, especially the sheaves, crushed, split, or badly worn?
Are masthead mounts for wind indicators and radio antennas tight?
Are problems with the forestay fittings (cracks, bends, and rust) being hidden by the roller furling gear?
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Inspection
The week points, in most cases, are the tangs, turnbuckles, and chainplates and the smaller, but no less
significant, screws, bolts, terminal fittings, clevis and cotter pins that hold everything together. These can be
inspected in a couple hours or less. You need a magnifying lens, a mirror, some toilet paper, your
fingernails, a boatswain’s chair, and a pair of reasonably good eyes [the last can degrade with the rigging
over time].
Most sailboats rely on swage fittings at the terminals, but these fittings are not necessarily the most reliable,
especially in warmer climates [like British Columbia] where they can have a history of failure. There are
other types of terminal fittings, such as Noresman and Sta-Lok, which are more expensive and less common
than swage fittings but used for their durability. Norseman and Sta-Lok fittings can be installed or repaired
by the boat owner—an advantage for making emergency repairs. Careful inspection of all terminal fittings
for deterioration is a must. Cracks are usually microscopic when they begin, so when a fitting is suspect use
the magnifying glass. Also, you can sometimes feel a crack with a fingernail that cannot be seen. Cleaning
the fitting with metal polish helps brighten the fitting to make inspection easier and using one of the threepart spray products on the market also helps you see cracks. The latter are highly touted by their
manufacturers but they are not infallible. The first part cleans the fitting; the second part is a dye that
penetrates the crack; and the third part is a developer. The dye can stain gelcoat, so be careful.
Terminal fittings, especially swage fittings at the deck, are prone to rust where the wire enters the swage.
Rust indicates a serious problem and the swage and possibly the wire should be replaced. Some skippers
like to use gel or wax to prevent water from entering the swage [we used this in the Bahamas and applied
the waxy spray every other week – good product]. While this may be effective for a while, it probably won't
keep water out for long and could very well trap water inside, encouraging corrosion.
Wire should be inspected for broken strands or "fishhooks" by wrapping some toilet paper around the wire
and running it up and down. If the paper shreds, the wire is nearing the end of its useful life and should be
replaced. Check the wire where it enters the swage fittings for rust, which also indicates weakened wires that
should be replaced.
The mirror is especially useful for inspecting fittings at the masthead that would otherwise be inaccessible.
Look at the halyard fittings, especially the sheaves, which wear over time and can be crushed or split by the
strain of the genoa [better yet take the mast down periodically for masthead inspection]. Even if it's healthy,
a squirt of two of lubricant can help whenever the sail is raised. Wind indicators and radio antennas should
also be checked for loose mounts and connections. On the way down check the rivets and/or screws used to
secure the mast track. Replace any that are missing or suspect. While you're at it, lubricate the track (use
white teflon) to make raising and lowering the sail less of a chore.
Rigging Replacement
As a general cost guideline, replacing the standing rigging on a typical 34 footer with 3/8" wire rigging can
cost about $2,500. Exactly how much depends on if it includes turnbuckles, unstepping the mast and how
much you do yourself. It pays to get estimates, as prices can vary significantly.

Hope some of this proves useful

Les
Enchantment, #214
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chip Wolfe [capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org]
March-14-10 6:46 PM

Hi Migs,
I re-rigged about 3 years ago, and I'll share what I did, and why. Ted Brewer's drawings call out 1/4 inch
stainless steel wire for all standing rigging. Belize was actually fitted with 1/4 inch wires on the head stay,
uppers and the upper portion of the backstay, however the lowers and the lower portions of the backstay
were 7/32 inch. All chain plates have 1/2 inch holes, but most turnbuckles had 3/8 inch pins in the 1/2 inch
holes. (Not good!) All turnbuckles were Gibb "closed" turnbuckles.
I assumed Ted's original 1/4 inch wire spec was for 304 stainless. I opted for 316 stainless 1x19 wire so
I went up to 9/32 inch wires all around to maintain strength spec, to have only one wire size and one set of
fasteners to deal with, and to provide better corrosion resistance in this highly salt water environment. Ted
Brewer had written an outstanding article on standing rigging in "Good Old Boat" magazine a few years
ago just before I undertook the project. He discussed the difference in mechanical properties between 304
and 316 ss and recommended to go up a size when going from 304 to 316 ss. He must have known I might
need some advice. (Thanks, Ted)
Belize has an Isomat mast and boom (originally fitted out by Cinkel... no longer in business) and uses
swaged stemball fittings at the top fittings and swaged studs on the lower ends. I purchased the stemballs
from Rigging Only and the wire, mechanical fittings (Hi-Mod fittings with the crown rings), turnbuckles
("Hayn open turnbuckles") and back stay insulators from Hayn Marine. I added a stemball eye at the
masthead for the backstay (purchased from Performance Yacht, Annapolis, MD) to accommodate all
mechanical fittings on the back stay.
I measured all wires carefully and cut (a bit on the long side) and labeled the wires. I took the stem ball
fittings and the wires to a rigging shop and had the stemball fittings hydraulically swaged to the wires.
I then replaced the wires one wire at a time (I made a minimum of 8 separate ascents to accomplish
this) with the boat in the water. Final trim to length and installation of the Hi-Mod fittings was easy.
I also replaced my ancient and weary Harkin furler with a new Schaefer System 2100. This decision was
due also to lack of parts available for the Harken model 1 (confirmed by Harken). I would have had to
disassemble the Harken furler to replace the 1/4 inch wire with 9/32 inch wire. The roll pins securing the
foil sections were no longer available nor were the foil sections if one or more need to be replaced and
Harken felt there was little chance that I could undo this old furler without breaking something. I opted to
start new here. I haven't regretted the change. The Schaefer is smooth as silk.
My old Harken is now fitted on a Soverel 37...no need to disassemble for this fitting.
Bottom line. Belize has all new standing rigging, a new headsail furler, an insolated backstay (for SSB
radio) and one spare wire long enough to replace the longest wire (with a stem ball swaged on one end). All
wire is 9/32 inch 1x19, 316 ss. Upper fittings are swaged stemballs except for the headstay and backstay
which have stemball eyes and then Hi-Mod mechanical fittings. All fittings and turnbuckles are properly
sized for the wire and have 1/2 inch clevis pins at the stemball eyes, chainplates and back stay splitter plate.
The refit wasn't cheap, but the rigging looks great and I feel very comfortable with it.
Hope this helps. Good luck.
Chip Wolfe
Belize #211
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
March-14-10 11:10 PM

MANY thanks, Les. What a wealth of useful information! Much appreciated.
Migs
Sea Vixen #167
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
March-16-10 7:01 PM

Thanks Chip. I've printed off your response and will give it to Werner!
There is a lot of very useful information here. Appreciated.
As per my original email, do you use plastic "shields" on your stays to reduce sail wear?
Migs
Sea Vixen #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chip Wolfe [capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org]
March-15-10 1:33 AM

Migs, ..... No on the plastic shields. I put some on years ago...the ones that fit fairly tightly around the wire.
These tend to 1) capture salt and promote oxidation of the wire, 2) are slippery when one uses the shroud for
a hand hold on deck, and 3) rapidly deteriorate in the Florida UV saturated sunshine becoming even more
slippery, brittle and breaking off leaving sharp edges. PVC tubing that is loose and has a cap on the top is a
better way to go, but I don't like grabbing hold of them. I leave my rigging bare.
I do not have a genoa track on the deck, so my jib sheeting is outboard and doesn't pose much of a problem
for chafing. I try to keep the headsail off the spreader when close hauled, but I did make sure the spreader
ends were smooth and nicely painted with enamel when I re-rigged. I forgot to mention in my last email that I pulled the spreaders one at a time and refurbished them when I pulled the outer shrouds. I had to
because I couldn't get the spreader end out to permit removing the old uppers and had to cut the uppers
just above the spreader, remove the spreader and bring them down for servicing.
My headsails are heavy dacron sails constructed for coastal and offshore cruising and tacking doesn't usually
become a frequent event as it would be in racing, so they don't get exposed to chafe nearly as often and are
tougher than racing sails.
I do not race my boat because racing is very hard on the vessel and on one's pocketbook. Besides, I have
set Belize up for cruising, not racing. I have raced on other people's boats for many years both inshore and
offshore and have experienced blown out sails, a broken headstay with furler (lucky to not get dismasted on
that one) and myriads of other broken things racking up many thousands of boat bucks. Racers tend to press
the limits of their equipment and do so at great expense. I am always happy to help them, but when it comes
to sailing my boat, I tend to reef early and enjoy a much more comfortable ride.
Guess that's a long answer to a short question, huh?
Chip
Belize #211
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

aloha34net@yahoogroups.com on behalf of Migs Turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
March-16-10 7:01 PM

Thanks again, Chip.
Re the plastic sleeves, I hear you. Werner's 49% of Sea Vixen agrees with you and has been pressuring me
to remove them. However, keeping them in good shape, they look attractive and have been functional for us.
However, there is now some corrosion under them, even in this tough West Coast climate so I guess I'll bow
to your arguments.
We used to participate in RVYC Sunday Winter "Distance Racing", & with a fair breeze, Sea Vixen usually
did well even though we did not convert our genoa track to the deck, as recommended, and yes, it did
became expensive/hard on one's pocket book. The last time my men's crew & I raced, at the far turning point
we blew out the genoa & destroyed the furling gear in gusting up to 25 knot plus winds. When heading out
the door to sail the following weekend I mistakenly told Diana what the repair bill had come to...
You are smart racing on other people's boats!
Our headsails are also Dacron but with furling gear, we are having to replace the Genoa's "sacrificial edge"
every 3 or 4 years.
Migs
Sea Vixen #167

INTERIOR FINISH
FROM:
Perry Basden

SENT:
SUBJECT:

Tuesday, March 23, 2010 9:47 AM
A34 Interior Finish

Hi, All
I’m in the process of replacing a couple of small pieces of teak in the main salon area. Unfortunately, the teak
replacement parts seem to have a rather dark color when using only teak oil on them. Does anyone know what
was used for the original finish in the Aloha 34’s interior? Mine seems to have more of an orange colour than the
replacement parts. I’m curious to know if a stain was applied before the oiled finish.
Best regards
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

migs turner [aloha34@shaw.ca]
March-26-10 10:55 PM

Werner confirms that Sea Vixen #167 in the main cabin has no stain, just teak oil, Perry.
...and from Diana & my visits to the Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha International factory in Whitby, below decks we
only saw teak oil being applied, no stain.
Migs
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DORADE VENTS
FROM:
Matt Butcher

SENT:

Thu 03/12/2009 9:41 PM

Hello fellow Aloha fans,
I am currently re varnishing the tops of my dorade boxes and replacing the actual vents with stainless steel ones.
I've noticed that the divider that runs between the dorade intake and the hole in the deck isn't very tall (about 2
inches). This seems to be far too low to be effective in preventing water ingress should the box get swamped.
Has anyone rebuilt their boxes or increased the height of the "water wall" or perhaps added a PVC pipe tube over
the deck hole to prevent water from coming in?
I believe there was a rumor about the fiberglass in the boxes not being up to snuff and the core rotting out. I have
checked the core with a moisture meter and the area is dry. Is there anything you are aware of that I should check?
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo # 207

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Nigel Tilley [restlessole@yahoo.com]
Fri 04/12/2009 7:57 AM

Matt; ...We had to completely rebuild our boxes this past winter. The deck was "soft" due to poor
design of the drainage system from the dorades. The dam (wall) you speak of was an issue but not the
main one in our case. The dam was rotten and allowed water to seep under and around it but the main
issue was that water followed the slope of the hull and actually seeped between the layers at the lowest
point of the box. (Where it met the deck forward of the dam).
I am not in Canada at the moment or I would send you some better pictures of our rebuild. Suffice
to say the rotten wooden dam was removed and a higher fiberglass one constructed, the interior of
the box was sealed properly from the deck and a better designed water drainage system
implemented, the deck was peeled around the dorades and the core replaced and finally,
removable (although sealed) top surfaces of the dorade boxes were made (teak) and stainless
vents purchased to replace the cracked and worse for wear original plastic ones. There are some
pictures at the following link but not very good ones. Hope this helps
.
Nigel
Restless Sole #222
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REPLY FROM:
David Hall [david.hall@rogers.com]
SENT:
Fri 04/12/2009 8:53 AM
Dalina had the same problem and below is the text of a message I posted on this subject back in
September 2008. I have lots of photographs if anyone is interested. Tried to post some of them on the list
but somehow I don't think they ever made it. If anyone would like the pics I'll be happy to send them.
The fix has worked perfectly - here's what we did…
The original plywood dams installed to separate the wet and dry sides of the boxes had long since rotted,
allowing water to seep (flow) to the dry side and from there in to the cabin via the inside vent. I was
always puzzled by the fact that there were three drain holes (at the rear, middle and front of each box).
Maybe the manufacturer suspected that water would get to the dry side sometime, or maybe it was just a
precaution.
The only way to fix it is to cut the boxes open. When cutting the tops open we left 7/8" all the way round
to facilitate attachment of new tops which I cut from 1/4" Starboard. The insides were pretty messy and it
took only a few seconds to remove what was left of the original dams.
With everything cleaned out we applied thick epoxy all the way round the inside bottom edges of the
boxes to ensure the space was sealed. This took a couple of applications since there were some sizable
gaps to fill. With the inside bottom edges sealed we then poured more epoxy with no filler along the
outboard side of each box to find its own level and effectively raise the bottom surface up to the level of
the drain holes. The original design used the head liner as part of each box, which meant that quite a lot of
water would sit in the boxes due to the drain holes being higher than the bottom surface. The final epoxy
application hasn't fixed this completely but has made a significant improvement.
Now came the issue of what to do about the dams and the inside trim rings. We decided not to replace the
old plywood dams with the same thing again. Instead we lengthened the inside trim rings so that when
installed, the extension became the new dam. This required the rings to the fitted while the tops were still
open so that the extension pieces could be sealed (a bit tricky, but we managed it). This means that the
entire box can now be wet, and all three drain holes work effectively. We searched the local marine stores
for suitable parts to make the extension pieces but found nothing, but did find what we were after at Home
Depot - two 3" ABS pipe connectors for less than $2 each. The inside diameter of the connector is the
same as the outside diameter of the top of the trim ring. They were cut to follow the slope of the box
fronts and sealed to the trim rings with silicone.
The final part of the job was to fit new insect screens in the inside trim rings. The only thing available
from a marine store was a teak screen designed to fit over the trim ring - $25 each and we thought we
already had enough teak. So it was back to Home Depot for the answer. A 3" PVC pipe connector
(another $2 item) has an outside diameter that is fractionally larger than the inside diameter of the trim
ring. Two thin slices were cut from the connector, sanded down to fit and screen material glued to one
side. The result is easily removable screens that fit perfectly and no additional teak down below.
Outside finishing consisted of installing the exterior trim rings into the new Starboard box tops and then
fitting and sealing the new tops to the boxes - pretty straightforward stuff.
Total cost was about $60 (Starboard, ABS & PVC connectors, tube of caulk, screws).

David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA #219
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CRUISING
Has anyone made any plans for cruising this summer? If so, please post your itinerary on the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network Forum.... but only if you want company. The Forum is an ideal tool for
scheduling that informal rendezvous.

ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
"BAURUA"
1979 Hull # 132
Baurua is a meticulously cared for fresh water vessel
in above average overall condition with extensive
storage throughout its spotless teak interior. It sleeps
four persons comfortably below with room for two
more in fully enclosed cockpit. For much less than
any cottage, just hop aboard this turn key treasure
and you can fulfill all your sailing dreams.
Contact: Judy Rohn
By Phone (905) 853-5401
Via e-mail to judy.rohn@sympatico.ca
"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting just for you in Granada. This
well equipped vessel has lots of amenities and many
items that you will find ideal for cruising the
Caribbean or anywhere that your hear desires,
including an inflatable dinghy and outboard motor.
Contact: John Lawrence
By Phone (613) 838-2370
Via e-mail johnkebab@hotmail.com
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"EMOTIONAL RESCUE"
1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and
lightly used for the past 13 years and always on Lake
Ontario.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets. This
was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Via e-mail to
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

Contact: Hank Surette
By Phone (905) 880-4685
By Cell Phone (416) 948 2017

"MARGARITAVILLE"

1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34
members network; all manuals and news letters
from over the years, a vibrant and valuable
owners network with a web site and email
forums to answer all your questions.

Contact:

David Jenkins
By Phone (416) 493-770
Via e-mail to
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp
Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by
an automatic halon system. All the usual extras:
autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument
package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table. The
main cabin comes complete with wood burning
fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:

John Schwartz

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
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By Phone (408) 293-561
Via e-mail
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

PHOTO NOT AVAILABL

1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat, Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact: Cam Torrey
By Phone (207) 862-6030
By Cell Phone (207) 478-4310
Via e-mail ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

"TWILIGHT ZONE"
1981 Hull # 146
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails,
furling, many, many extras and in very good
condition. $48,000. For complete details phone (519)
524-9732 or email brilynne@hurontel.on.ca

Contact: Brian Bishop
By phone to
(519) 524-9732
Via e-mail to brilynn@hurontel.on.ca

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
If anyone has items wanted or for sale, please let me know via e-mail to perry_basden@hotmail.com.
I would be only too happy to include them in the Newsletter. Please feel free to contact Les Harrison at
harrisol@bmts.com and the items can be posted on the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network website.

GOURMET GALLEY
Cooking Under Pressure
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Anyone who has spent time cruising is probably well aware that many of the more serious cruisers seem to favour
pressure cookers for their speed of cooking which results in a more economical operation, saving both cooking fuel
and time in the galley.
I’m not speaking of the heavy, cast cooking pots your grandmother used to use, but the more modern, light weight
ones. I can remember way back when I was a child, my siblings and I were not allowed anywhere near the kitchen
when the pressure cooker was in operation for fear of an explosion! How times have changed! Fortunately, the
more modern versions are much safer to use and have gained in popularity, particularly with the cruising set.
Modern units have the standard safety “blow out” plug similar to the old, heavy units, but they also feature
interlocks on the lid handles which prevent the opening of the unit should there be any pressure whatsoever inside
the pot. Gone are the large, heavy, rocker type pressure regulators and pressure gauge. The pressure regulator has
been replaced with a much smaller device and the newer units no longer have a pressure gauge.
The newer units are smaller, much lighter in weight which makes them ideal for the sailing set. They are made of
stainless steel which enhances their corrosion resistance in salt water and feature removable handles which allows
them to be used in the oven for baking (without the pressure, of course) as well as the stove top for regular pressure
cooking. On a trip to Cuba a couple of years ago Gloria and I found one family actually using one to do stove top
baking under pressure. We haven’t tried that method of cooking yet but were very happy with the results our
friends in Cuba were getting for their efforts.
Gloria and I carry a couple of different sizes on board Alohalani and find they are very user friendly. The speed
with which meals can be prepared is surprising and with a little creativity, a whole meal can be prepared in just one
pot. All that is required is a little pre-planning and determining which items will take the longest to cook. The item
with the longest cooking times are placed in the pot first and the unit brought up to pressure. After a period of
time, the pressure is released and the next item which would have the second longest cooking time is added. To
keep the items separated we use stackable steamer baskets. The unit is once again brought to pressure for a period
of time after which the pressure is released and the next item added, and so on until the complete meal is
completed.
If you haven’t tried pressure cooking in a while, you may find them worth investigating. I know that we have
thoroughly enjoyed using ours. Here’s a recipe to help get you started.

............continued next page.
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Jamaican Jerk Pork

This entrèe gets its flavourful, hot zing from a rub with eight spices, including pungent cloves and nippy
peppers.
Makes: 4 servings
2 cups fat-free beef broth or homemade stock
2 teaspoons dried minced onions
1 teaspoon dried thyme
1 teaspoon garlic powder
1 teaspoon crushed red pepper flakes
1/4 teaspoon cinnamon
1/4 teaspoon powdered ginger
1/4 teaspoon allspice
1/8 teaspoon cloves
1 pound pork tenderloin
3 tablespoons cold water
2 tablespoons cornstarch
Pour the broth into a pressure cooker. Place a rack or trivet in the bottom of the cooker.
In a small bowl, combine the onions, thyme, garlic, red pepper flakes, cinnamon, ginger, allspice and
cloves. Rub the spice mixture into all sides of the port. Place the pork on the rack in the cooker.
Place the lid on the cooker, lock it into position. Over medium-high heat, bring the cooker up to pressure.
Then lower the heat, adjusting it as necessary to maintain pressure (regulator should hiss gently) and cook
the mixture for about 35 minutes.
Let the pressure drop naturally for 15 minutes; then quick-release any remaining pressure. Carefully
remove the lid. Transfer the pork to a platter, leaving the broth in the cooker; keep the pork warm.
In a small cup wisk together the cold water and cornstarch. Stir the cornstarch into the broth, and cook
the gravy, uncovered, until it’s slightly thickened and hot. Slice the port and serve it with the gravy.
Tip: Some supermarkets carry jerk seasoning. If your does, give the prepared combination a try. Most of
the spices above can be stored dry without refrigeration aboard.
While you may not have the time or the desire to sail your Aloha 34 to the Caribbean Islands, this recipe
will surely make you think you were there!
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CLOSING
Well, there you have it.... another edition of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletter.
Now, I must get back to the boat and prepare for another summer of sailing! If by chance we meet in a
distant port or quiet anchorage, please be sure to stop by and say “Hello”. While you’re out enjoying your
Aloha 34 please be sure to take photos and forward them to me for inclusion in future letters.
Perhaps you would like to do a write up of your favorite anchorage or cruising area. Beware, that quite
secluded anchorage may be deluged with a flotilla of A34’s once you put out the word.
If anyone has taken on any projects this past winter and would like to share the information, please
contact me. I would be more than happy to share the information with all the members in the next
newsletter. Les Harrison Enchantment, #214 provided an excellent check sheet for rig inspection. I have
included it with the newsletter as well as a separate sheet for those of you who may wish to keep it aboard
for later use.

Wishing all fair winds and following seas......
May the warm wind at your back not be your own!

Perry & Gloria

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
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John ALDOUS
279 San Carlos Ave.
Redwood City
California
(650) 210-6088 johnaldous@msn.com
CORAL ROSE
Robert and Audrey BAKKER
188 Bayshore Drive
Brechin
Ontario
(519) 623-1945
DREAM WEAVER
Wolfgang and Jan BERG
1870 Singing Sands Road,
Comox,
British
(250) 339-4903 janandwolf@yahoo.ca
THERESA II
Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
29-4525 Wilkinson Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 881-7730 n.bidgood@shaw.ca
KYAN II
David & Marilyn BOURNE
828 Norway Ave.
Sarnia
Ontario
(519) 542-6032 airbourne@sympatico.ca
RIPPLE
Gary & Linda BROWN
PO Box 154
Moffat Beach
Queensland
(617) 54917619 svlayla@bigpond.com
AMALTHEA

94061
Hull

202

L0K 1B0
Hull

155

V9M 3X9
Hull

102

V8Z 5C3
Hull

178

N7V 2L6
Hull

127

4551
Hull

189

David ANIDJAR-ROMAIN & Colleen McCONNELL
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria
British
V8N 4S4
(250) 472-6116 sparcon@telus.net
PAXIS 1
Hull 158
Perry & Gloria BASDEN
1540 Stratford Court
Windsor
Ontario
(519) 972-5949 basden@sympatico.ca
ALOHALANI
Robert BESWICK
536 London St, Box 682
Wyoming
Ontario
(519) 845-0217 bbez@teksavvy.com
ALY ADA TOO
Brian & Lynne BISHOP
87 St. Patrick Street
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-9732 brilynne@hurontel.on.ca
TWILIGHT ZONE
Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland
Ontario
(705) 527-7060
BONAVENTURE
Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264
Carmanville
Newfoundland
(709) 534-2545 l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
SNOWGOOSE

Matt BUTCHER
6262 Swiss Ave. Apt. A
Dallas
Texas
76214
(208) 310-6456 matt_butcher@richards.com
KALEO
Hull 207

Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
29489 Gamble Place N.E.
Kingston
Washington
(360) 297-7686 Gcarlsen2@cs.com
MARY MAX

David CARR & Carla KILPELA
18 St. Antoine Crescent
Hillsdale
Ontario
(705) 835 5099
david.carr@sympatico.ca
MOMENTUM I

John & Patricia CASSON
6 Sherwood Drive
St. John’s
Newfoundland
709-682-0319
JCasson@xstratanickel.ca
INVINCIBLE SUMMER

Michael & Linda CASTNER
16211 Waterville Rd.
Jacksonville
Florida
blackisle@comcast.net
DOLPHINS BREATH
Alphabetical

L0L 1V0
Hull

111

32226
Hull

119
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N9G
Hull

233

N0N 1T0
Hull

156

N7A 2L5
Hull

146

L4R 5E1
Hull

215

A0G 1N0
Hull

138

98346
Hull

A1E 2X4
Hull

114

Stephen DAVIS
1016 Carberry Gardens
Victoria
British
V8S 3R7
(250) 656-2414 Stephen .Davis@gov.bc.da
CLAN DONNCHADH
Hull 168
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Richard & Ann DESANTO
68 Voorhis PL.
Ringwood
New Jersey
(973) 962-7066 rdsanto@netscape.net
MAHALO
Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 465-0905 tjfagan@ican.net
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE
Norman FINLAY and Cheryl HUGHES
30 High Street E., # 102
Mississauga
Ontario
(905) 817-5711 aslanswind@gmail.com
Aslan's Wind
Brad & Cathie GATES
79 Anstead Crescent
Ajax
Ontario
(905) 427-0834 Gates0834@rogers.com
HEART’S CONTENT IV
Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave
St. Catharines
Ontario
(905) 682-3315 rdhaig@cogeco.com
OUT AND ABOUT
Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia
Ontario
(519)542-5426
mpehayes@hotmail.com
QUEENS RANSOM
Michael HOWARD
251 Wanless Ave.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 792-1824 shibumi.v@gmail.com
SHIBUMI
Leigh HUNT WILKES
1015 Ironwork Passage
Vancouver
British
(604) 732-0696 leigh@pacificcoast.net
NOCTURNE
David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 493-7470 aloha10.4@rogers.com
MARGARITAVILLE
Alphabetical

07456
Hull

221

M4 L 3X7
Hull

165

L5G 1J8
Hull

217

L1S 3X4
Hull

118

L2T 3J9
Hull

169

N7X 1B8
Hull

105

M4N
Hull

184

V6H 3R4
Hull

212

M2H 1N3
Hull

159
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Bill & Cathy DiGUISTINI
2690 Cadboro Bay Rd.
Victoria
British
(250) 598-2690 billdig@shaw.ca
WINDSPINNER
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street
Yarmouthport
MA
508 362-7839
sfagan@ksec.com ?
COLUMBINE

V8R 5J5
Hull

210

02675
Hull

Ed FULTON
l2l0 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering
Ontario
L1W 2Z3
(416) 892-5840 svshenandoah@yahoo.com
SHENANDOAH
Hull 186
John & Lorna GUILD
49 Pine Rd.
Cherryville
British
(250) 547-8871 pine422000@yahoo.ca
TATOOSH
Les & Carol HARRISON
386 Nelson Street
Kincardine
Ontario
(519) 396-2324 harrisol@bmts.com
ENCHANTMENT
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay
British
(250) 334-2450 herringj@telusplanet.net
KHADINE II

V0E 2G3
Hull

223

N2Z 1X7
Hull

214

V9N 9J3
Hull

126

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton
Ontario
L9C 5L2
(905) 383-7624 billhrycenko@hotmail.com
GENIE
Hull 203
Pauline & Peter IIVERSEN
1008 Safari Rd., RR1
Millgrove
Ontario
(905) 689-2851 piversen@sympatico.ca
ROOM TO DANCE

L0R 1V0
Hull

171

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Blvd. W., Suite 604
Etobicoke
Ontario
M8V 2Z6
(416) 252-3435 grjohnson42@hotmail.com
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull 229
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Charles & Jeanette JOHNSON
1154 Indian Shadows Dr.
Ten Mile
Tennessee
(423) 717-1161 CJoh4441@aol.com
RAGNAR
John & Henrietta KLOVSKI
15401 Knolson
Livonia,
Michigan
H (734) 462jklovski-ret.dc@att.net
FIRE ESCAPE
John LAWRENCE
45 King William Street
Perth
Western
(613) 838-2370 johnkebab@hotmail.com
CASTLE REEF
Bob LONG & Cheri KEMP-LONG
PO Box 2151
Iqaluit
NU
boblong@qiniq.com
DREAM CATCHER II
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
6643 Kempson Cres.
Delta
British
(604) 591-9631 jmansley@axion.net
ASHRAM
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON
70 Ronald Road
Arlington
Maryland
781-646-8319
ann@grammarsmith.com
BELLA
Wayne MCLELLAN
165 Bendamere Avenue
Hamilton
Ontario
(905) 383-6161 mclellan.kw@gmail.com
SAND DOLLAR
Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills
Michigan
(248) 375-0078 hi721@yahoo.com
AIR LOOM

37880
Hull

179

166

Nick & Sandra KOITER
46 Waterloo Ave.
Guelph
Ontario
(519) 822-4226 skoiter@sympatico.ca
FIRST LIGHT

153

Pierre LEGAULT
11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal
Québec
514.648.9443
p_legault@videotron.ca
Gaillarde

48154
Hull

Hull

X0A 0H0
Hull

196

V4E 1R7
Hull

148

02474Hull

192

L9C 1N6
Hull

120

48309
Hull

185

James & Andrea MORGAN
589 County Road 6027
Dayton
Texas
77535
(832) 386-3646 morgan@galenaparkisd.com
WATER WITCH
Hull 173
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Rick & Judy KLETT
81 Interlaken Avenue
New Rochelle
New York
(914) 632-3674 CAPT104@ATT.net
FULL TILT

10801
Hull

195

N1H 3H5
Hull

232

H1C 1B5
Hull

Cliff & Carol MacDONALD
3000 Stoney Creek Dr.
Brights Grove
Ontario
N0N 1C0
(519) 869-6923 cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
WINDEKIND
Hull 154
Joe &Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga
Ontario
L5L 3C7
(905) 828-0021 gdquigley@sympatico.ca
SYLANDO
Hull 115
Colin McGOWAN
1430 Street Road
Chester Springs,
PA
c.mcgowna@attn.net
BELLA LUNA

19425Hull

Philip MEILIUNAS
21 Ingleborough Dr.
Whitby
Ontario
L1N8J9
(905) 665-5995 philip@greatgulfhomes.com
MADISON
Hull 131
Walter & Janet MIKLAS
4328 Portland St
Burnaby
British
(604) 451- 7869 jandwm-a@yahoo.com
ELEUTHERA IV
Kearney H. & June MOYLE
312 The Westway
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 235-2563 jkmoyle@primus.ca
QUINTETTE III

V5J 2N4
Hull

147

M9R 1G9
Hull
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Dean & Christine OLUND
512 East 7th Street
North Vancouver
B.C.
DIALOHA

V7L 1S3
Hull

Michael & Doreen PETTIGREW
3071 Dolphin Dr.
Nanoose Bay
British
(250) 468-9895 cmunnion@telus.net

136

V9P 9J3
Hull

Steve POIRIER
Calle 49A #405 X 56 y 58, Francisco de Montejo
Merida
Yucatan
97200
steve@voip.ms
KAMOTIK
Hull 101

Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau
Quebec
J8Z 1N7
(819) 772-1604 Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
AGRIPPINA
Hull 228

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole
California
(510) 724-1371 maxgrich@aol.com
CUTTY SARK

Michael ROACH & Moira HENDERSON
643 Skyview Place
Comox
British
(250) 339-4126 roachbreeze@yahoo.com
ALI BABA

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
241 Mill Street
Creemore
Ontario
705 466-2283
cdrogalsky@georgian.net
CASA MARA
Don SALT
5589 Flagg Rd., R.R. #1
Morrisburg
Ontario
(613) 652-4623 hipoint@sympatico.ca
SALT SPRAY II
Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point
Scarborough
Maine
(207) 883-1619 opa@thesengers.net
MARGHERITA
Stuart SPRACKLAN
410 Trio Lane
Qualicum Beach
British
(250) 752-2397 sv-windy@telus.net
WINDY

94564Hull

181

L0M 1G0
Hull

177

K0C 1X0
Hull

112

04074
Hull

227

V9K 1L9
Hull

151

Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton
Ontario
(613) 475-6032 jsharpca@reach.net
LADY MARISA
Ed STEVENSON
32 Madens Mill Rd. 4
Warkworth
Ontario
(705) 924-2607 corky3sail@sympatico.ca
CORKY III

Ian & Wendy TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue
Surrey
British
(604) 576-5672 wendian@shaw.ca
NERISSA

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 934-1178 a.toi@utoronto.ca
ALLIGATOR
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K0K 1H0
Hull

109

K0K 3K0
Hull

134

N7A 2K8
Hull

222

M4W 1W2
Hull
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John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose
California
95125
(408) 293-5614 jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
NEPENTHE
Hull 194

Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
112 West St.
Goderich
Ontario
(519) 524-5127 restlessole@gmail.com
RESTLESS SOLE

Hull

Hull

Wolfgang & Judy ROHN
18010 Dufferin Street
Newmarket
Ontario
L3Y 4V9
(905) 853-5401 Error! Hyperlink reference not valid.
BAURUA
Hull 132

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Box 14
Bolton
Ontario
L7E 5T1
(905) 880-4685 hank.surette@sympatico.ca
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hull 234

V4N 5A1

V9M 3R3
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Linda TOMS
64 Twyford Road
Toronto
Ontario
(416) 922 9151
linda.toms@rogers.com
DALINA
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
1386 Oliver Street
Victoria
British
(250) 592-1198 aloha34@shaw.ca
SEA VIXEN

M9A
Hull

219

V8S 4X2
Hull

167

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
P.O. Box 904
Niceville
Florida
32588(850) 897-0824 capn_chip@nicevilleyc.org
BELIZE
Hull 211
Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston
British
(250) 334-3409 waterstar@shaw.ca
SANCTUM

Cam & Mary TORREY
170 Main Rd. South,
Hampden
ME
207-862-6030
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
Susie P. Oliver II
John & Donna WALSH
1000 Henry Street
Whitby
Ontario
john0246@sympatico.ca
ONCE AROUND
Steven & Maureen WOODALL
2584 Early Rivers Court
Union City
California
(510) 471-7806 smwoodall@sbcglobal.net
TERRIFIC

V0R 2V0
Hull

220

NOTES
1) This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 Network members. Send additions or
Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario N9G 1W2 or by email to
2) The Hull # and builder completion date are included in the serial number embedded in the gelcoat on the transom.
3) Members with information about vessels not on our listing are asked to forward it to Les Harrison at the address above.
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04444
Hull

231

L1N 5E5
Hull

129

94587
Hull
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2010
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by ALOHA 34
owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information contained therein to be accurate
and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on the contents of any of these documents.
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REMEMBERING FRANK COLLINS
As another year begins to draw to a close it’s a time when many of us reflect upon the past year and the many twists and turns
that life seems to hand us. Many of life’s events are a result of careful planning on our part, or perhaps the lack thereof if the
results weren’t what we expected or desired, and other events are a result of forces well beyond our control.
While doing some final assembly and editing of the newsletter and getting it ready for publication I received a copy of an email
which Migs Turner had kindly forwarded to me. The original email was sent to Migs by Eve Collins.
Unfortunately, the content of the email filled me with sadness as Eve had informed Migs that her husband, Frank, had passed
away at home on November 27, 2010.
As some of you may recall, Frank had been diagnosed with pancreatic cancer in March of 2009 and the prognosis was not
good. In October of 2009 Frank announced that he had sold his Aloha 34 True Love, #117. Frank and Eve had owned True
Love for 30 years having raced and cruised extensively with voyages to the Atlantic coast and the Bahama’s . The new owners
of True Love, Richard Gratton and Chantal Melfo, who also became member of the Network after purchasing True Love,
offered Frank and Eve the use of the boat any time they wished, an offer which Frank and Eve accepted this past summer and
sailed the Thousand Islands for a brief period of time.
Frank and Eve would always attend Aloha get-togethers whenever possible. I will never forget the presentation that Frank and
Eve gave at the Aloha 34 Rendezvous in London, Ontario some years ago. My wife, Gloria, and I thoroughly enjoyed the talk
and Frank’s humorous anecdotes during the program. One moment that I particularly remember is Frank’s recollection of he
and Eve befriending a sailor of a small catamaran ( a Hobie, if I remember correctly). Frank and Eve had met this young lad
during one of their cruises. Frank was trying his best to discourage the fellow from continuing with what Frank considered a
risky trip by attempting a very long voyage with a very small boat, with the most minimal of accommodations and equipment.
All the while, Frank and Eve kept the young lad fed with “chien chaud et Pepsi”. This certainly shows Frank and Eve’s
concern and compassion for members of the sailing community and their kindness and generosity toward other sailors.
Frank was always open to a sail aboard any other Aloha 34. In fact, he and Eve would travel right across Canada for a sail if
the opportunity arose, as can be attested to by Migs and Diana Turner who offered Frank and Eve that opportunity in Victoria,
British Columbia aboard Sea Vixen .
Last fall the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network bestowed upon Frank and Eve the position of Honourary Membership
for their outstanding contributions made to the Network over the years. Frank has always been a major contributor to the
Newsletter and Email site. During the time that Frank was being treated for his illness he continued to be an active participant
in the Network, as can be seen in his many contributions made to this edition in particular.
I’m sure the members will miss Frank and his contributions made, willingly, his sharing of his love of sailing and vast
knowledge of the Aloha 34’s. On behalf of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network I would like to expresses our
sincerest condolences to the Collins family. Frank will be dearly missed.

But to every sailor comes time to drop anchor,
Haul in the sails and make the lines fast;
You deep water dreamer, your journey is over,
You’re safe in the harbour at last;
You’re safe in the harbour at last.
by Eric Bogle, 1984
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ALOHA

The fall weather has really begun to wane as winter approaches here in the Great Lakes area. There are still a few warm days
to be had and some trees still have a few colorful leaves left. We’ve already had the first few snow flurries of the season. It’s
also a sad time of the year when one realizes that another sailing season has come and gone. Most of the boats have been
hauled for winter storage. The water tank and holding tank have been drained and the engine raw water replaced with antifreeze solution to avoid damage during the coming cold weather.
I’m sure some members in the warmer parts of Canada and the United States, as well as Australia and Mexico don’t really
sympathize with the plight of those of us who sail the sweet water seas as they may be fortunate enough to sail for a much
longer period that those in the Great Lakes where the season is usually only about 6 months in duration. Of course, sailing in
the fresh waters of the Great Lakes does have some advantages as far as maintenance and upkeep are considered. Rigging lasts
longer, as do sails as the boats are only used for half of the year.
This is also the time of year when many of us begin to write up those “wants and needs” lists of jobs to be done over the winter
months. Sails are taken in for inspection and repairs, dodger’s, bimini’s and sail covers are checked for worn stitching or
damaged zippers, and lists are made of necessary repairs to be done to items which may have given us problems during the
sailing season. My list of items seems to get longer every year. I blame it on getting older and needing (read wanting) more
creature comforts as well as things to lighten the load on these old bones of mine. I don’t know about the rest of you, but
hauling that anchor and rode seems to get harder every year!
Some Canadian members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network may have noted a few changes to their boat
insurance policies earlier this year. I know the company that insures Alohalani has made one particularly significant change
in as much as they will no longer cover damages to the engine or equipment when the boat is laid up for winter storage unless
the boat has been winterized by a commercial yard with a licensed mechanic. This may present problems and additional
expense for those of us who have customarily winterized their own vessels, unless of course, you’re willing to take the chance
and do it yourself.
If you are one of the fortunate members who will be continuing to sail for the next six months or so while the “northerners” are
on the hard, please be sure to drop us a line and let everyone else know of your exploits. Sometime we need a good story for
our sailing “fix” during those dark and dreary winter days.
There are currently 7 Aloha 34’s being offered for sale on the Aloha 34 website. If you know anyone who is looking for a
great sailing vessel, be sure to direct them to www.aloha34.com. There they can follow the link to the “Aloha 34’s For Sale”
page. With the decline in the economy over the last few years many of our members that are offering boats for sale have
reduced prices to reflect the current economic condition. There are some good deals to be had. Unfortunately, the other side of
the coin reveals that the value for all our vessels has also been drastically changed. Hopefully, the Aloha 34’s may return to
previous values at some point in the future... but then I’m always an optimist.
In 2011 Gloria and I are seriously considering berthing Alohalani in Gore Bay, Ontario on the north side of Manitoulin Island
for the summer months. We’ve enjoyed sailing the North Channel so much over the past years and have usually sail from
Windsor only to return four to six weeks later. This summer, once the delivery is completed, our plan is to spend the whole
season there.... and it will be faster to drive back and forth to Windsor by car when necessary rather than sail!
Please enjoy this edition of the Newsletter. If you have any ideas for articles or comments be sure to forward them to me. Of
course, I’m always interested in a good project or sailing adventure for inclusion in upcoming editions of the Newsletter.
Contact information can be found on the front cover.

Perry & Gloria Basden
Alohalani #233
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
There are no changes noted in this edition. The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network has received several enquiries from
people considering becoming members of the Network. Some are not currently Aloha 34 owners but are interested in
gathering information for a possible future purchase.
Others are currently Aloha 34 owners who have heard of the Network and the wealth of information available to all the
members. I’m sure that there will be many new additions in the spring edition.
In the Spring 2011 Issue of the Newsletter, I will be including a Membership Roster. If you would like any changes made to
your mailing address, email address or any other items, please let me know and I will update my files. Don’t forget that your
annual “donation” will be coming due again in the new year. It may also be a time to consider updating your Owners Profile.
I can post a copy of the current information that’s on file and you can update it as you see fit. My contact information is on the
front page of the Newsletter.

MAILBAG
INBOARD GENOA TRACKS
- AND SPINNAKER GEAR
FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT TO:
SUBJECT:

Frank Collins
Genoa Tracks

SENT: August 8, 2010

Hi, Frank
Hope that you are doing well. I’m considering installing inboard genoa tracks and spinnaker gear on Alohalani. I believe that
you had already done this aboard “True Love”. If you are able, could you supply me with some dimensions for track length
and placement.
I’m also considering spinnaker gear and would require any details which you are able to supply.
Best regards to you and Eve.
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Frank Collins
August 6, 2010

Hi Perry,
Just a few thoughts about your questions, as it will take a few days for me to get around to the measurements, a few
photos, etc.
I can say to begin with that both projects represent significant efforts.
The length of the headsail sheeting track will depend on the size and cut of your headsails. The correct position of lead
block for the sails determines where the track must be. A high-cut clew will require a lead block further back than a low
cut clew which sheets in below the life lines (and perhaps close to the track). A larger genoa (say a 155) obviously
sheets much further back than a working jib. By checking where you put your lead blocks now (presumably snap
shackles on the toe rail) you will get some idea of the required length and positioning of the track.
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As for the spinnaker, it is a big, and rather complicated affair (over 1100 square feet) with quite a bit of associated gear.
The info I supply will depend on whether you plan to race the boat with the spinnaker, or just cruise with it. Please
advise.
Meanwhile, a few photos attached, two showing the spinnaker in action; one showing a genoa that sheets down low
below the life lines.
Frank

REPLY FROM: Perry Basden
SENT:
August 6, 2010
Thanks for the info, Frank.
I’m not in a rush to get the modifications
done.... just something that I was considering
for next year perhaps.... please take your time
and get back to me whenever you are able. I
don’t use the boat for racing, only cruising
As it stands now, the genoa sheets just ahead
of the gate area of the lifelines with snatch
blocks attached to the toe rail. After looking at
the position of the shrouds, I wonder if much
will be gained by installing inboard tracks.
Obviously, the foot of the sail would still be
outboard of the lifelines so not much would be
gained in the pointing ability of the boat. I
may end up leaving things “as is”. The only
other reason for going with inboard tracks
would be the ease of positioning the sheeting
blocks and perhaps slightly more pointing
ability.
The spinnaker is the main project that I’m
considering as it may give me much more
speed when travelling downwind. As it stands
now, I only use the 155 genoa and the main
when running down wind. I don’t even have a
wisker pole to hold the genny outboard.
True Love running downwind with spinnaker.
I notice from the photos that the spinnaker pole is very high up on the mast. The track length and position of the pole
attachment on the mast would be very useful information as well as the pole length and diameter.
As it stands at this time, I’ve only got 2 genoa halyards on the front of the mast so I would have to rig the spinnaker
halyard, pole topping lift and downhaul as well as two more winches for the spinnaker and the necessary aft turning
blocks for the sheets/guys. Position and size of the aft turning blocks would give me an idea of where to start, as well
as the size of the winches used.
I’m open to any ideas and you are one of the few people who have used spinnaker gear on an Aloha 34.
I may decide on a cruising spinnaker, or genaker if the costs get too far out of line.
Any thoughts or help would be appreciated.
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I’m glad to hear that you are able to still get out and sail aboard “True Love”. Hopefully, the weather has been better
than we’ve had here. It’s been a pretty poor sailing season in Windsor. The weather this summer has been very hot
and humid with fickle winds. Most of the summer we’ve had frequent afternoon storms.... or no wind at all.
Hopefully, thing will get better in the fall as the winds shift for the season.
Thanks again for all your help. I do appreciate you taking the time for me and my myriad of what may be considered
very basic questions about sails and rigging for an Aloha 34.
Best regards
Perry
Alohalani #233

REPLY FROM: Frank Collins
SENT:
August 9, 2010
Hi, Perry,
I now have taken measurements and photos, which I hope will help you with your potential project(s).
GENOA TRACKS
My tracks are 12' -0 long and extend from the base of the upper shrouds back to within about one foot of the primary
winches. They are affixed to the deck with 1/4 inch s.s. bolts on about 3 inch centres. Two photos shows these bolts
inside the cabin, but mostly they are not visible because they are inside lockers.

Sail sheeted inboard of lifelines.

Starboard Genoa Track

These tracks certainly do enable the boat to point higher, and the sail does sheet inside the life lines when sailing to
weather as shown in the "Mylar Genoa" photo. However, I have to say that we have separate racing and cruising
headsails. The cruising sails are on a Harken furler. For racing the furling drum comes off, and the tack of the
headsail fastens right on the deck. As you will see from the photo, the sail comes right down almost to deck level.
Needless to say the shape of such a sail is beyond what you get in a cruising sail, and it is priced accordingly.
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Genoa Track Bolts from Inside Cabin
Installing these tracks is a big job. If you are not going to race the boat seriously, I would doubt if it would be worth
your while to undertake this project.
SPINNAKER & GEAR
I gather from your last email that you have a full appreciation of all of the gear needed to run a spinnaker. The only
issue is whether you would use the spinnaker in racing, or just cruising (more on this later).
The spinnaker pole is the official size: 14' - 0 long (the "J" dimension of an Aloha 34), so it extends beyond the head
stay when raised and parallel to the deck. It is 3 inches in diameter. Of course it also works very well as a whisker pole
to hold out any headsail down wind, and we have often been used it for that when cruising.
The track on the mast is 8' - 1'' long, and starts about one foot above the coach roof. it has a movable car controlled by
lines with blocks and stoppers, so it can move quite a distance up and down the mast. For best spinnaker performance
the pole is rigged down low when the wind is light and higher up as the wind increases. The other reason for the
movable track is for jibing the spinnaker. For a spinnaker this size you cannot "end for end" the pole in a breeze; the
crew would not have enough strength. Accordingly, you must do a "dip pole jibe". This requires raising the pole to the
top of the mast track, dropping the pole with the topping lift to near deck level, removing the "old" windward guy from
the pole, swinging the pole across to the "new" windward side, connecting the "new" windward guy to the pole, bringing
down the pole on the mast track to the desired level and simultaneously raising the pole with the topping lift to be about
parallel with the deck. If this sounds complicated and tricky...I can assure you it is. It takes a big crew (we like to have
seven aboard, although five might do), and they all have to know what they are doing (note the main has to be jibed at
the same time).
Now, if you are not going to race the boat, you may not need to be jibing the spinnaker. In this case you will not really
need to have a mast track and movable car. Instead, you could just mount perhaps two or three fixed rings on the mast,
and fasten the pole at the height that best matches the wind conditions. Of course if you then experience a big wind
shift, you would simply have to douse the spinnaker, unless you want to follow the new wind direction.
The primary winches are used for the spinnaker guys; the secondary winches are for the spinnaker sheets. We have
Lewmar #30 two speed winches for the sheets, which are fully adequate for the task. You probably could get by with
something a bit smaller, but I have always been most comfortable with over-size deck gear.
As recognized in your email, you will need to augment your running rigging with a spinnaker halyard from masthead, a
topping lift, a downhaul, and the sheets (3/8 inch line) and guys (1/2 inch line) which tie together at the forward
ends on a strong snap shackle, which attaches to the tack of the spinnaker (the guy passing through the outer end of the
pole).
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What will all this cost? Probably in the range of $4,000 to $5,000 (if everything is bought new). What will you get for
it? A much faster, and sometimes exhilarating, reaching/running sail.
I hope this information is what you need, but don't hesitate to be in touch if there is anything else you need to know.

As to your other questions, we have had pretty good sailing here in the Montreal area, although there has been a lot of
rain and some high winds recently. In any event, Eve and I have done quite a bit of sailing on True Love, including the
recent romp in the Thousand Islands.
And, as for me, the really good news is that I am still here, much beyond the estimates of my doctors. I am just bumping
along from day to day, but still able to do many of the things I'm used to, if not with the old vitality I used to know.
Cheers,
Frank
P.S. I'm going to forward this stuff to Migs and Les, just for their possible interest.

TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
ALOHA 34 NET @ YAHOO GROUPS
MEMBER SERVICES ADDITIONS
FROM:

Les Harrison

SENT:

April 14, 2010

12:03 PM

Hi to the Group,
I’ve added a couple of new services to our Aloha 34 Email List:

How To (Instructions) - Share "how to" instructions with the group. Please keep it to all things related to Aloha 34's,
their maintenance and enjoyment. You can post pictures to help with the instructions.

Items For Sale - A great way to buy and sell with other group members. We would like it if you would keep submissions
to issues related to Aloha 34's and sailing. Keep in mind this does not get your boat for sale ad placed on the website. If you
want your Aloha 34 added to the website please send me an email directly at harrisol@bmts.com just in case I miss your
posting to the above or you may not even want it added to the web.
If you’d like to add items to either application you will have to go to the Aloha 34 Net in Yahoo, I believe. Then click on
“Applications” and add to either of the above ones. Members can also comment on a submission. I’ve added one that I sent
earlier on the subject of “Dorade Box Repair” as an example. Please indicate who made the submission by name or boat name
so members will know if they have questions or suggestions.
This does not replaced our usual email exchanges and question/answers. Check it out to see if you think it can be beneficial to
the group and give it a try.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
Life's a reach; and then you jibe.
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CANVAS PANEL
BETWEEN DODGER AND BIMINI
FROM:

Matt Butcher

SENT:

May 26, 2010

2:36 PM

Hello all;
We are working on getting the canvas redone on Kaleo, as the bimini has rotted through. One of the challenges we are trying to
solve is a connector piece from the dodger to the bimini, the challenge being the mainsheet/traveler. Has anyone come-up with
a solution on building such a piece?
I suppose the other approach is to move the traveler to the cabin top? Though this seems like a lot of work for one piece of
canvas, has anyone successfully done this?
Lastly, does anyone have a mosquito netting that drops around the bimini to enclose the cockpit at anchor? The canvas folks
want too much to build in a complete enclosure and I'm thinking there must be a way to drop netting over top the bimini.
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo # 207

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Frank Collins
May 26, 2010

9:20 PM

Hi, Matt,
True Love has a piece of canvas that connects between the dodger and the bimini. However, to use it we have to move
the mainsheet out to the toe rail. It connects to the traveler with a strong snap shackle.
Of course, this means you can't use the connecting piece when sailing, but it would be difficult to have enough vicinity
for this anyway.
Cheers,
Frank

NOTE: The following email from Bob Haig was split to allow for alphabetical sorting by subject.

- Perry Basden

DORADE VENTS
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

February-16- 10 2:35 PM

We did some winter work on Out & About. Most owners have probably done all of this, but it may be of interest to some.
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We used a different approach to repairing the dorade boxes that everyone seems to end up doing eventually. The deck was fine
so rather than cut the top off or remove the boxes we put 5 inch inspection ports in the top and were able to make all the repairs
through them and the opening for the vents. Pictures attached.

Bob Haig
Out and About # 169

Fitting inspection ports

Ports completed.

FRESH WATER TANKS
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

February-16- 10 2:35 PM

QUESTION: One of the fresh water tanks leaks at one of the inspection ports. Even though the vents are clear there is a
pressure build up and both tanks bulge considerably when they are full. I think it may be the deformation from the bulging that
causes the leaks. The leaks are not through the threads but around the outside of the base of the inspection port. The pressure is
enough to causes it to spray a few feet. Has anyone encountered this and dealt with it effectively?
As an aside… someone at the marina had used “liquid Teflon” on the threads rather than Teflon tape and this caused the
threads on the PVC caps to disintegrate.
Bob Haig
Out and About # 169

Why did the Sailor cross the Sea?
To get to the other Tide.
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HULL FINISH
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

February-16- 10 2:35 PM

Rather than painting the hull we rejuvenated it (in about 30 man hours) using 2 grits of wet sanding followed by two different
grits of polish followed by three coats of Fleetwax. When I say “we” I mean the guys at the marina. I was stunned at how well
this worked. I had heard of wet sanding but never had the courage to try it. Truly amazing. The pictures attached do not really
do it justice.

Bob Haig
Out and About # 169

Sanded and polished hull

Reflection of a perfect job.

MAST BOOT
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

February 16 2010 10 2:35 PM

Finally found a solution to the
leaky/ugly mast boot that seems like
it will work – the 5 inch tape used
with shrink wrap. Picture attached.
Hope it comes off OK in the fall.

Bob Haig
Out and About # 169
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REFRIGERATION
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

February-16- 10 2:35 PM

We added refrigeration, (Adler – Barbour Cold Machine) and in order to ensure sufficient insulation we built a new box out of
Starboard about 2 inches smaller on all sides than the original box, dismantled it, and then reassembled it inside the existing
box. To do this we cut off the inboard end of the existing box and insulation. We then used insulating foam to surround the
new box. I’ve got my fingers crossed. We originally made the dimensions of the box as large as possible to get them through
the lid opening before reassembling them, but the box was too small.
Bob Haig
Out and About # 169

WASTE RECEPTACLE
FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
February-16- 10 2:35 PM

We added a hinged garbage bin beside the icebox. We use turnbuckles to hold the bag open. (Picture attached)
Bob Haig
Out and About # 169
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IMPROMPTU ALOHA 34 RENDEZVOUS
FROM:

Lyndee Lu Hayes

SENT:
SUBJECT:

May 26, 2010, 10:12 pm
Impromptu Aloha 34 Rendezvous

Hi, just wondering if we can arrange an informal rendevous in the N. Channel this summer? In previous trips we have met up
with or seen Enchantment, Casa Mara, Restless Sole, Ripple, Sand Dollar, Windekind, Out & About, so are inviting one & all
to meet up in Snug Harbour for the August holiday weekend. We have 6 weeks to play this year!
Marty & Lyndee Lu Hayes
Queen's Ransom # 105

ALOHA 34 #101 HULL RESTORED
FROM:

Steve Poirier

SENT:
SUBJECT

June 22, 2010, 10:21 am
Aloha 34 #101 Hull Restored

Hello all,
First, I would like to let the Network know that we successfully restored the full production Aloha 34 (1975 Hull 101), now
named Serenity. Although there's still a lot of upgrades and work to do, like new hull paint, a 150 genoa, radar etc, she sailed 2
regattas in Mexico so far and she sails like a beauty and everyone like the boat. We managed to finish in the middle of the pack
with a blown out, 35 years old main sail. She was rated with a PHRF of 165 with the various regatta committees around here.
We believe the engine is the original one, it's very old. It's a 2 cylinder Yanmar, it's also in good working condition, although
it's a little tired and I feel, a little underpowered.
Regarding the main sail, we're looking to buy a used one in good condition. Let me know please if anyone has one for sale.
Upgrade and work completed:
- Restored interior (remove rotten wood, replace,
sand everything, tint, varnish)
- Galvanized original stove
- Repaired rudder leak
- All hoses changed
- New water pressure and bilge pumps
- Auxiliary bilge pump
- New manual pump
- New shower sink, faucets and shower phone.
- New deck and anti-slid paint
- New bottom paint
- New rigging heavy duty rigging salvaged from a
fairly recent 40 footer that didn't survive hurricane
Wilma.
- New chain plates going through the hull
reinforced with fiber
- Furlex roller on headsail
- New Bimini

- Dingy and Dingy Davits
- 38" Wheel
- New compass
- New Icom VHF and outside remote
- Raymarine A65 Chart Plotter
- Depth Meter
- Gas Stainless BBQ
- Pioneer stereo unit with 5 way 6x9 inside
- Pioneer Marine 6 inches 2-ways in cockpit
- XM Satellite Radio

And various other fixes:
- Rebuilt teak grab rails
Copyright
© Aloha
34 Network
2010
- Rebuilt
companion
way panels
- Replaced hatch
- Custom wood back seat
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Serenity #101 - the state she was found in.

Before repairs were begun.

The repairs begin.
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But first, the tear-out of all the old items.
(Note the position of the galley sink to the right of the companionway. - Perry)

New Interior
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2010
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Great Job, Steve... She looks fantastic!

Hull refinishing in progress.
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Deck repairs in progress.
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Planned upgrades / repairs / looking to buy:
- New teak floor (Floor on backorder in Cancun)
- Dodger
- New life lines
- New hull paint
- Second Anchor
- Used good condition main sail
- 150 Genoa
- Dingy Outboard (2-4 HP)
- Raymarine chart plotter that can interface with
depthmeter, WSI, WDI
- Radar Reflector
- Possibly new or good condition used Diesel Engine
(27 HP 3 cylinders)
- 20 Inches 12 volt LCD with DVD built-in
- 12 volts fans
- Solar Panel on top of Dingy davits
- Wind Power Generator

Cockpit refinishing.

Serenity, #101 Under Sail.
(note the through bolted chain plates. - Perry)
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She currently sit quietly at Marina Paraiso in Yucalpeten, Yucatan, Mexico. We don't want to miss the summer season and all
the regattas so we're waiting for September for the new hull paint.
We really are in love with the way this boat sail. It's fast, smooth, forgiving, stable and it's deep draft of 5"6 really give her
great sailing characteristics.
We're also happy to join what appears to be a great community.
Sincerely,
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101
Montreal, Quebec
Currently Expatriated in Mexico for 5 years for work.
PS: Sorry for my English, 2nd language!

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
June 22, 2010,

10:55 am

Mousepad;
Sounds like I need to have you work on Bella for a few months -- what a huge set of upgrades!
We have well used but passed marine survey main and 150 jib -- we bought new of both before sailing Bella from
Chesapeake to Boston in June 2008. We were considering donating one or both of the sails to a project that would use
them in Haiti as a shelter for the usual summer rain storms which will be rough on the folks evicted by the earthquake.
If you'd like them instead, pay the shipping to get them to you and make whatever donation you think is right to the
folks who were hit by the earthquake.
Also, for any other A34 folks, we had to replace all the instruments in cockpit console and in the nav station after the
lightning hit in Aug 2008 -- the displays include a spare that was not connected during the hit, the usual nav station
display, and the whole cockpit pod including the stainless arch to support it. We could not replace the old mast-head
sensors with anything matching the old displays so just bought new(er) Raymarine ST-60
parts -- but anybody with the old sensors still in use is welcome to the displays, etc. . Just tell me where to ship 'em.
Paul and Ann
Bella #192 in Boston

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 22, 2010,

11:14 am

Wow! How generous of you! We would be glad to help Haiti with a good donation and pay the shipping of the sails. I
will contact you off-list to discuss this incredibly generous offer.
ps: When I'm back in Canada, would be glad to help you with Bella :)
Thank you!
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101
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REPLY FROM
SENT:

Mike Howard
June 22, 2010,

1:24 pm

Nice job Steve,
I too am in desperate need of a new teak floor. It's gone beyond refinishing. Has anyone done this? I need some
direction.
Mike
Shibumi #184

BOOM VANG ATTACHMENT TO MAST
FROM:

Paul Martin

SENT:
SUBJECT

July 27, 2010,
10:33 pm
Boom vang go boom

Sunday I was surprised to have the mast attachment of my boom vang break loose. My A34 had a small bead of aluminum
weld running along the sides of the mainsail track groove connecting to a piece of solid aluminum that filled the track.
Never noticed any problem with it, but it went without any drama causing it or caused by it.
So I'm curious what holds the boom vang on other, perhaps newer than hull 192, Aloha 34s?
Before I re-weld I'm considering other options for mounting..
Paul and Ann
Bella #192

REPLY FROM:
SENT

Steve Poirier
July 27, 2010,

10:39 pm

Hey Paul!
Thanks for the sails by the way, sailing great ;) I screwed the Genny bad on a 30 knots gale last Sunday but it's in repair
right now :P A few patches and I'm going to try it at the regatta this week-end!
Back on topic, I'm also interested in learning about installing a boom vang on an Aloha 34, as I don't have any.
Did the later models came with one or are they installed by owners? Anyone could provide a picture?
Steve
Serenity #101
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Frank Collins
July 28, 2010, 4:19 am

Hi, Paul,
Tue Love #117 has a Schaefer Mast and boom. We have sturdy bales bolted through the boom and mast which
constitutes a strong attachment at both ends of the boom vang, a part of the running rigging which can be highly
stressed. See attached photo of mast bale.
Cheers,
Frank & Eve

Boom Vang bail through-bolted to mast.

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
July 29, 2010, 12:22 am

Aloha, Paul, Steve & all!
In response to your questions Paul & Steve, Sea Vixen #167 came from the Ouyang Boatworks/Aloha
International factory in 1982 with a Boom Vang already fitted, as you say your Bella did too, Paul, but a number of A34's did not, some having them installed by members later.
If you are going to install your own Boom Vang, Frank's suggested "sturdy bale" routine is the preferred way to go.
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Sea Vixen's original Boom Vang mast bale fitting (like Frank's) on our Kenyon mast broke (like yours, Paul) about
4 years ago. We went by email to the A-34 membership and a new bale was the recommended solution by members.
However, we could not readily find a large enough bale for our mast in any of our local chandleries.
We then walked the docks at our local Oak Bay Marina and also at RVYC Cadboro Bay where we keep SV and
observed many boats using SS Universal Joint arrangements to secure their Boom Vangs to their masts. We since
followed suit. This arrangement continues to work well, even when caught out sailing in winds gusting to near 40
knots one Saturday last winter. Please see the 2 attached photos for our arrangement.

The fitting & use of Boom Vangs was mentioned by Les on pages 36 & 37 of his Spring 2007 A-34 Network newsletter,
if you have that at hand.
When sailing downwind we also disconnect the Boom Vang and connect it to the toe rail and use it as a Preventer.
Good luck with your Boom Vangs, Paul & Steve!
Hope members are having good wx. and managing a fun summer of sailing. I continue my weekly sailing with my men's
crew.
Last month a large grey whale made Oak Bay waters its home and we have been watching it feeding on the local seals
each Saturday when out sailing (except two Saturdays ago when a summer afternoon fog rolled in bringing visibility
down to less than 50 feet and, without radar in SV, making our early return to our RVYC berth "interesting").
Last Saturday's sail made up for the previous week's fog although we could have used a little more wind, particularly as
we had a couple of ladies with us. (One crew member who has been sailing with us for more than 28 years brought his
son and new daughter-in-law sailing with us). First drink back alongside goes to the fastest on the wheel. Top speed on
Saturday was only just over 5 knots. See attached photo taken by another RVYC member.
Continued happy safe sailing to all...
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
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GALLEY SINK LIGHTING
FROM:

Stuart Spraklan

SENT:
SUBJECT:

August 2, 2010, 9:42 PM
Galley Sink Lighting

I hope you are all enjoying a great summer of sailing.
Aboard “Windy” (Hull #151 / 1981) the 12 volt lighting over the sink area in the galley is nonexistent. I find this to be
somewhat annoying when using the sink after dark. I do hang an oil lamp to shed some light but wondered if anyone has
installed a 12 volt light over the sink. If so, what style of light and how did you run the necessary 12 volt wiring so that it is
not obvious.
Being an earlier model Aloha, there is no large bulkhead running across the coach roof (above the sink). Is it safe to assume
that the coach roof liner and the deck have a space between them which would perhaps allow for running the wire?
A picture is worth a thousand words…
Cheers
Stuart Spracklan
Windy #151

We cannot direct the wind but we can adjust our sails...

REPLY FROM: Matt Butcher
SENT:
August 2, 2010, 11:21 PM
Hi Stuart;
My Aloha currently has the obvious solution for wiring to an LED white/red light above the sink so I'll spare you the
photo. It's on the list to change and my plan is to run a piece of trim with a notch along the coach roof and hide the wire
in it. Something like the capped version here: http://www.marinco.com/product/small-cap-molding. Alternatively, I
suppose you could use white wiring.
I don't think getting it to run in between the coach roof and the deck will work well as you will have to deal with the
balsa end core sandwiched in between.
Best of luck,
Matt
Kaleo #207
www.svkaleo.com

What do you call a nautical version of an urban myth ?
A nauti tale?

REPLY FROM:

Frank Collins
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SENT:

August 5, 2010, 9:40 PM

Hi, Stuart;
True Love has a 12-volt lamp mounted on the aft wall of the cabin in the stove/sink area which, although not directly
over the sink gives lots of light to the galley area. This avoids the "wiring through the ceiling" challenge.
Frank

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 5, 2010, 11:39 PM

Hey, Stuart;

I had the same problem, and my wife bought an under-counter led light. It is about 10" long,has 4 round
swivel heads, spaced down the body of the light, and runs off 6 AAA batteries. I have not installed it yet but
plan to put just forward of the reinforcing block for my traveler, on the cabin ceiling just above the sink.
You can get similar lights, plus others at Wal-Mart for around $10.00. Long life and no wires.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 6, 2010, 8:56 AM

Bob;
I'd be interested in knowing how this works out. I've been looking for LED replacements for the fluorescents in the
galley and head.
Bob Haig
Out About #169

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 6, 2010, 11:50 PM

Bob.
I will let you know when I install the lights. Just holding it up there the other night it seemed like there was
plenty of light, but will give it the real test, when I do some dishes.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 9, 2010, 12:41 PM

Bob.
I installed the light bar, on the backing for the traveller. I first tried to install the light base, just forward of the traveller
backing board but this did not work. (broke off both screws in the cabin liner, with too small holes .)
It is located a bit to the port of the sink, and the swivel lights, (4) can be directed, 2 to the sink, 2 to the stove, or where
ever you want them. With two at each it gives enough light to cook and to do dishes.
The name of the company is PELION tm
They are called...Wireless LED Under-Counter Light
Part Number.... LPL704
They are manufactured in China for Lancer and Loader Group LLC,
New York, NY 10016
Customer Service No. 888-646-8638
I am going to Wal-Mart and see what they have there, since my wife says they have the same thing and they are only
$10.00, with no shipping.
Hope this helps.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too #156

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 9, 2010, 1:23 PM

Great information, Bob.

Thanks

Bob Haig
Out and About # 169

ENGINE DRIVEN WATERMAKER
FROM:

Matt Butcher

SENT:
SUBJECT:

August 2, 2010 11:14 PM
Engine Driven Water maker

Hello fellow Aloha fans,
We are fast closing on our planned cruising journey south and in the final stages of the refit. I will soon post about the
installation of our Cape Horn steering gear.
I am contemplating/planning on building and installing an engine driven water maker but having trouble figuring out how to
mount the pump, which needs to align with the belt on the motor. There just doesn't seem to be any room. Does anyone have
any experience or examples on their Aloha?

I have the Westerbeke 27 on board.
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Thanks in advance,
Matt
Kaleo #207
www.svkaleo.com

V-BERTH LEAK
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:
SUBJECT:

August 23, 2010 9:26 AM
V-Berth Leak

Hi everyone;
We've developed a leak at the foot (bow end) of the V-berth. The water seems to come in at the bottom of the forward
bulkhead where it rests on the fibreglass under the cushions. I'm not sure exactly what is behind that bulkhead at that level.
Both forward lockers are dry. I am wondering if the anchor roller/stem fitting should be-bedded. Someone hit the anchor pretty
hard with large steel boat a couple of years ago and may have damaged the bedding. I never put 2 and 2 together.
Does anyone have any thoughts or suggestions?
Bob Haig
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
August 29, 2010, 8:22 PM

Greetings Bob
I've been trying to locate in earlier newsletters and Profiles a report (late 1990's?) of a water leak a member reported at
the forward end of the V- berth under the cable locker, but to date have been unsuccessful. Nor can I find any mention of
it in our Aloha 34 Owner's Manual.
If I remember correctly, the leak was brought on by a long term blocked cable locker drain through the stem. Lesson
learned was that we should poke a piece of "wire coat hanger" annually through the stem hole to ensure that the cable
locker drain is draining. Would any of our longer term members remember this report?
I'm not aware of any other water leaks reported by members in this area. It would seem that your problem could be
collision-related, as you suggest.
Good luck!
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Hall
August 29, 2010, 9:05 PM
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Hi Bob,
We had a similar problem quite a while ago. The chain locker on Dalina has openings (presumably for ventilation) in
both aft upper corners. You have to get your head inside the locker looking aft to see these properly. In heavy rain or
even when washing the boat water can run over the lip under the locker hatch and run down through these vent gaps and
from there it finds its way to the small locker at the forward end of the v-berth. The fix for us was to create shields to
cover these vent gaps in the chain locker which prevent water from splashing through the openings. I used pieces of
aluminum sheet bent to fit and taped them to the aft and side surfaces of the chain locker to cover the vent gaps. It was a
bit of a quick fix at the time (and certainly not one of our better pieces of engineering) but has worked perfectly. We
haven’t had a drop of water forward of the v-berth since. I don’t have any pictures but will be glad to take some if
anyone is interested.
Regards,
David Hall & Linda Toms
DALINA, # 219

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 30, 2010, 7:23 AM

Thanks, David.
I have had my head in there and do know the openings you mean. I stuffed sponges in both to try to determine if this
was the source, but it was inconclusive. I'll give your fix a try, - maybe try expanding foam.
Bob
Out & About #169

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
August 30, 2010, 10:39 AM

Hi Network Members,
When I was preparing for our [it seems a very long time ago] trip to the Bahamas, I reinforced the anchor locker
bulkhead in preparation for installing a Sampson post. I found the same as David and others – incomplete seal of the
bulkhead to the deck. I had been suspicious since when we buried the bow in a wave in Georgian Bay we had wet feet
that night. Another time, on an anchor locker washdown, the same issue.
I used some epoxy and fibreglass cloth to make the fix and have not noticed any ill effects on the ventilation of the
locker. I must admit, I didn’t give the Aloha the benefit of the doubt that it may have been intentional for ventilation as
the area was very rough. If it was it could have been a point of ingress of water in heavy weather, unknown to many
owners.
Les Harrison
Enchantment #214
Life's a reach; and then you jibe.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 30, 2010, 11:58 AM
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Thanks for this, Les.

3 BLADE FEATHERING PROP
FROM:

Steve Poirier

SENT:
SUBJECT:

September 3, 2010, 9:02 AM
3 Blade Feathering Prop

Hello Aloha Lovers!
I currently have a small 2 blades propeller. It really has low response and definitely lacks thrust against chop and
wind, or even when docking, the momentum is awful. However, the drag is great. 3/4 of throttle gives about the
same speed than half, the blade just spin faster, and yes my hull is always clean, cleaned every 3 weeks.
Would appreciate input if you have a feathering 3 blade prop installed on your 34, where did you get it, dimensions,
pitch and any other info that could help with purchasing one for our Aloha 34. If you're happy with yours I'm ready
to order it directly from where you got yours!
Regards,
Steve Poirier
Serenity - #101

AMOUNT OF PAINT REQUIRED
FOR HULL AND DECK

FROM:

Steve Poirier

SENT:
SUBJECT:
Hello all!

September 16, 2010
7:25 PM
Amount of Paint Required for Hull and Deck

We will be having the hull repainted on our Aloha 34 in a few weeks and was reading about many people being happy with
the result they got from Awl grip. Because I'm in Mexico, I need to import that stuff and was wondering if anyone had their
boat painted recently and what is the quantity required for the hull.
Also looking to have the deck painted again, they did a poor job last time and the paint is already scratched everywhere.
Anyone used awl grip or interdeck for the anti-slid?
Any advice on amount and product you used would be appreciated!
Regards,
__
Steve Poirier
Serenity - #101
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Frank Collins
September 16, 2010,
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Steve,
We had True Love refinished in Awlgrip about 12 years ago with outstanding results. I do not know the actual amount
of paint used, but would estimate that up to one gallon might be required. A special undercoating is applied in advance
of the finish coats (all sprayed on).
In any event, I believe it is essential to have the work done by a professional paint shop with all the required dust,
temperature and humidity control equipment. Otherwise, the work could turn out to be a waste of time and money.
Cheers,
Frank
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
September 16, 2010,

8:09 PM

Thanks for the information Frank!
True love looks amazing, seen some pics!
The work will be done by pro painters but outside. There are no facilities to get the boat inside where I am. We're
hauling it out of the water in a few weeks after the last regatta for the paint job.
Glad to know that you got good results with Awl grip, I'll continue investigating and ask advice around!
Regards
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101

DORADE FUNNEL REPLACEMENT
FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
October 18, 2010, 3:15 PM

SUBJECT:

Dorade Replacement

Alohans;
While swapping headsails in a stiff breeze I let a flailing jib sheet whip itself around the stiff rubber funnel of my starboard
dorade, which quickly removed it in the next puff. It sank fast enough to discourage boat hook tricks, but not fast enough to
encourage looking for it under my mooring with diving gear a day later...that funnel is just gone.
I did use the excuse to inspect the water barrier inside the dorade box and found it as lacking as many others described here. It
does seem like I can replace it with a simple "ruler on edge" made of two pieces of rot-proof synthetic material glued together
to replace the size and shape of the original wooden part.
Absent rot in the rest of the dorade. Is there any reason to do more radical measures?
And who sells a nice looking dorade funnel that fits our A34s?
Thanks.
Paul
Bella #192
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
October 18, 2010,
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Hi, Paul
The Nicro vents are a direct replacement for the original Aloha 34 ones. Nicro is now a division of Marinco Electric.
Please check the website at http://www.marinco.com/ . The exact replacement may be Part Number N10963. I've
replaced both of my aged and cracking vents with this product. You may find it easier to replace the plastic piece that
attached directly to the fiberglas dorade box at the same time. I found mine were also cracked and damaged from the sun
after 23 years of use.
Best regards
Perry
Alohalani #233

ALOHA ACE* SUGGESTIONS
(* Aloha Creative Enhancements)

INEXPENSIVE STORAGE SOLUTIONS
Are you one of us who has a tangle of lines, electrical
cords, water hoses and other items that seem to
accumulate in the huge port cockpit locker of your
Aloha 34?
As a result of the recycling initiatives that many areas
have undertaken, the battle over paper, plastic or
reusable grocery bags has created an opportunity for
the purchase of inexpensive and durable storage bags
for those items mentioned. The bags are made from a
woven fiber material that is both strong and light
weight.
The sewn on handles also make them easy to hang on
hooks in the locker. The bags make items easy to
stow and recover.
Reusable grocery bag for 30 amp power cord storage
You may also want to carry a few extra bags when you’re cruising for those trips to the grocery store when replenishing
supplies.

An old sea captain was sitting on a bench near the wharf when a young man walked up and sat down. The young man had
spiked hair and each spike was a different color.... green, red, orange, blue, and yellow.
After a while the young man noticed that the captain was staring at him.
"What's the matter old timer, never done anything wild in your life?
The old captain replied, "Got drunk once and married a parrot. I was just wondering if you were my son!"

CRUISING
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Sorry to report that there aren’t any Aloha 34’s cruising anymore! Oh, wait a minute! Perhaps those that do cruise forgot to
send me photo and accounts of their adventures. Anyone like to give me some help in this area?
While cruising the web this week I came across a book written by Klaus Hympendahl. Klaus has sailed extensively and
written several nautical books as well as many articles for sailing magazines, mostly in Germany and Europe. One of his
books “Pirates Aboard! 40 Cases of Piracy Today and what Bluewater Cruisers Can Do About It.” was written and
printed as a German language publication in 2002. It was translated into English and published in 2003 by Sheridan House of
New York.
The book may make for some interesting reading for one considering cruising anywhere in the world. There have been many
reports of piracy over the last few years and the reports seem to indicate that piracy is on the rise. One particular case that may
be of interest to Aloha 34 Owners’ Network members and described in the book is that of Bob Medd, of British Columbia and
his encounter with pirates aboard his Aloha 34, The Learning Curve, #150 in August of 2001.
Most commercial shipping organizations, insurance companies and other international organizations keep their clients aware of
the latest incidents and world hot spots. Klaus Hympendahl , while doing research for his book, found that there wasn’t a
similar organizations for the smaller, non-commercial pleasure yacht skipper. This fact made his research difficult.
He also found that organizations such as Seven Seas Cruising Club (USA), Offshore Cruising Club (England), or the Trans
Ocean (Germany), as well as most sailing magazines are usually not willing to publish the information for whatever reason.
Perhaps it is their desire to keep intact the image and lifestyle of bluewater sailors. Hympendahl found that many incidents do
not get reported and there is limited information available for analysis. As a result, he has established and maintains a website
dedicated to the recording of piracy incidents encountered by cruisers from around the world.
The website leaves quite a bit to be desired but Hympendahl does have some interesting information available for those
considering cruising, including whether to carry arms or not, as well as areas to avoid.

ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
"BAURUA"
1979 Hull 132
Baurua is a meticulously cared for fresh
water vessel in above average overall
condition with extensive storage
throughout its spotless teak interior. It
sleeps four persons comfortably below
with room for two more in fully enclosed
cockpit. For much less than any cottage,
just hop aboard this turn key treasure and
you can fulfill all your sailing dreams.
Contact:

Judy Rohn in Ontario,
Canada

By Phone
(905) 853-5401
Via e-mail to: judy.rohn@sympatico.ca

"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Copyright
© Aloha
34 Network
2010
Castle Reef
is waiting
for you
in Granada. This 32

well equipped vessel has lots of amenities and
many items that you will find ideal for cruising

"EMOTIONAL RESCUE"
1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and
lightly used for the past 13 years and always on
Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact: Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to

(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

"MARGARITAVILLE"
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1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the years,
a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web site and
email forums to answer all your questions.

Contact: David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada
By Phone
(416) 493-7470
Via e-mail to
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an
automatic halon system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass,
refrigeration, cockpit table. The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000
US.
Contact:
John Schwartz in California, USA
By Phone (408) 293-561
Via e-mail jeschwartz@mindspring.com

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat, Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
By Phone
(207) 862-6030
By Cell Phone
(207) 478-4310
Via e-mail
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

"TWILIGHT ZONE"
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1981 Hull # 146
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails,
furling, many, many extras and in very good
condition. $48,000. For complete details phone (519)
524-9732 or email brilynne@hurontel.on.ca

Contact:
By phone to
Via e-mail to

Brian Bishop in Ontario, Canada
(519) 524-9732
brilynn@hurontel.on.ca

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
If anyone has items wanted or for sale please feel free to post them to the Aloha34Net found on Yahoo groups.
Try http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net to post your items. I’m also willing to post them in the newsletter,
but that may take a while to get the item into circulation.
Steve Poirier aboard Serenity, #101 is looking for the following items.
- Dodger
- New life lines
- New hull paint
- Second Anchor
- Used good condition main sail
- 150 Genoa
- Dingy Outboard (2-4 HP)
- Raymarine chart plotter that can interface with
depthmeter, WSI, WDI
- Radar Reflector
- Possibly new or good condition used Diesel Engine
(27 HP 3 cylinders)
- 20 Inches 12 volt LCD with DVD built-in
- 12 volts fans
- Solar Panel on top of Dingy davits
- Wind Power Generator
You can contact Steve through the internet at mousepad99@gmail.com or by regular post to:
Steve Poirier
Calle 49A #405, x 56 y 58, Francisco de Montejo
Merida, Yucatan, Mexico
97200
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GOURMET GALLEY
Fresh Homemade Flatbread
There’s nothing that can match the aroma of fresh bread being baked aboard. For those who would like something a little
quicker than all that kneading and waiting for the dough to rise, here’s a recipe for flat bread that doesn’t need yeast and can be
made in less time than it takes to make loaf bread. It is quick and easy to make at the last minute when guests arrive
unexpectedly.
Ingredients
 1 1/2 cups all-purpose four
 1 teaspoon coriander seeds, crushed (caraway, or any other savory spice can be substituted)
 1/2 teaspoon baking powder
 1/2 teaspoon fine salt
 3/4 cup plain yogurt (not low-fat)
 6 tablespoons butter, melted
 sea salt, for sprinkling
 4 tablespoons chopped fresh coriander (if available)
Directions
1. Combine flour, crushed coriander seeds or other savory spice, baking powder and fine salt in a bowl.
2. Stir in yogurt until dough comes together, then turn out onto a clean, lightly floured surface and knead just until dough
feels elastic, about 3 minutes.
3. Return dough to bowl, cover with plastic and let rest for 30 minutes.
4. Divide dough into 4 equal pieces, and roll each piece out into a thin, flat round, about 8”-10”diameter.
5. Heat a skillet over medium heat and very lightly grease with butter (or spray with non-stick product)
6. Add 1 flatbread to skillet and cook until bubbles form and spots turn brown, about 4 minutes. Turn flatbread over and
continue to cook until the same browning occurs. The flatbread can also be cooked on the Force 10 BBQ grille the
same way.
7. Remove flatbread onto a baking tray and repeat with remaining flatbreads.
8. Before serving, melt remaining 2 tablespoons of butter and brush flatbreads. Sprinkle with salt and chopped fresh
coriander and serve immediately.
Once you’ve completed making the flatbread, you will want something to serve with it. Here’s a recipe that Gloria and I have
used and found that it also is quick and easy to make and tastes fantastic.

Chicken Delight
Ingredients
 2 or 3 chicken breasts, Bar B Qued on the Force 10 or fried.
 2 cups lettuce, chopped
 2 small tomatoes, diced
 Ranch dressing.

Directions
1. Mix lettuce and tomatoes in a bowl.
2. Slice cooked chicken into strips.
3. Using the flatbread from previous recipe, spoon lettuce and tomato on one side of the flat bread. Place strips of sliced
chicken on top of lettuce and tomato. Pour ranch dressing on top of lettuce and tomato mixture. Roll flatbread and
serve.
As a variation, you may also want to include grated cheese, sliced mushrooms, diced carrots, peppers or onions ... or
anything else your heart desires.
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CLOSING
You’ve reached the end of another issue of the Aloha 34
International Owner’s Network Newsletter. The mailing is a
little later than usual.... but, like I said earlier, many of life’s
events are a result of forces well beyond our control.
Gloria and I sincerely hope that each and every one of you
have a very Happy Holiday Season. Christmas may have
begun as a Christian celebration, but it can be celebrated by
everyone, regardless of your beliefs or religion. There is no
better time of the year to share the warmth and friendship of
the season with all those whom we hold near and dear to our
hearts.
There also may be nothing to compare with having family
and friends gather together around a table to share food and
drink and the bounty that many of us live with on a daily
basis.
This is the time of year when many people exchange gifts.
The custom of gift giving can be traced back to the Maji and
their gifts to Christ and may well predate that event. The
retailers have certainly gotten on the bandwagon in fine
fashion with what has become known as Black Friday and
Cyber Monday, a shopping madhouse when most retailers
expect to make their companies profitable for the whole year
in just one or two days.
I’m all for starting a new trend. How about the sharing of
your most precious gift? How about sharing “time” with one
another? How about giving of your time to family and
friends, not just during the Christmas season, but during the
whole year. Time is something that can’t be bought nor can
it be returned. It can be regifted, though, so that others may
share it as well. If you give your time to someone, they can
also give their time to someone as well. Isn’t that like
regifting? There may be no better personal satisfaction than
sharing quality time with someone.
Each of us has been given a certain amount of time to be on
this earth. Unfortunately, the human anatomy doesn’t come
with a meter to indicate how much time has been used, nor
how much time we have left. Time may be the most
precious item of anything we have. Guard your time
carefully. Once it’s gone, it’s gone!
Seasons Greetings to all.
Until the next time....
Perry and Gloria Basden
Alohalani #233
.

Perry & Gloria
Alohalani #233
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contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.
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ALOHA

Hello, everyone, and welcome back from winter hibernation. It’s that time of year when we, as fellow boat owner, dream of
all those distant ports of call and quiet anchorages that we intend to visit during the sailing season. I’m sure that many of us
will meet on the water or a quiet anchorage somewhere and share sailing tales and, perhaps, a few snacks and beverages.
Earlier this spring, I received an email from Dennis Clarke, of the Aloha Owners Association indicating that a couple
members of the group are organizing a Rendezvous to be held sometime this coming summer. I followed up by contacting
Bill Hutton, who sails an Aloha 32 #015, Avalon and Liam Fitzgerald who sails an Aloha 28, #160 Ahoy Polloi. Bill and
Liam, members of the Aloha Owners Association, are the primary organizers of the event to be held at the Whitby Yacht
Club in Whitby, Ontario this coming July 30th and 31st. I have included a copy of the information for the event with the
Newsletter for those who may be interested in attending. Please be sure to check the Aloha Owners Association website
(www.alohaowners.com) for up to date information and registration. I’m sure the event will be as great a success as the
previous ones. If you get a chance, please try to attend. It’s a good opportunity, not only for Aloha 34 owners to get
together, but also a chance to meet fellow Aloha enthusiasts who own other ships in the fleet.
Once again this year, the weather patterns seem to be changing rapidly and unexpectedly and continue to be more
unpredictable. The changing weather patterns throughout the world will affect many long distance sailors who have been
dependent on predictable weather and wind patterns for centuries. Early this past February, the North Queensland area of
Australia was devastated by a massive cyclone which caused damage and flooding to a substantial area of the continent.
Cyclone Yazi may have resulted in the loss of one Aloha 34.
This has also been a season of unusually high spring tornado activity in the southern and mid-west United States with higher
than normal loss of life. Quite a few of the tornado’s are much larger than in previous years, most described as supertornados by many weather experts. These extremely large tornados can cut a swath of damage a mile or more wide,
destroying anything in its path. They also develop rapidly and can strike with little warning, with their devastating arrival
time often measured in minutes. The United States mid-west has also experienced severe flooding along the Mississippi
River from the northern tier states all the way to the Gulf of Mexico.
In the Atlantic Ocean area, the low pressure zones coming off the coast of Africa have started their westward march much
earlier than usual this year. These lows often develop into the hurricanes which strike the Caribbean, Mexico and the United
States. Usually, these low pressures zones don’t tend to break away from the African continent until June, but this year they
have begun their transatlantic journey in early April. Fortunately, the low pressure areas did not develop into named
hurricanes, but they did bring a lot of rain to the Atlantic coastal regions of the U.S.
How the changing weather patterns will affect the Great Lakes area this sailing season is not known at this time, but I can tell
you that after 36 days of rain in one 44 day period, it made for preparing the boats for launch very difficult for many of us in
Ontario. There has also been extensive flooding in the Quebec area.
Snowfall in the Great Lakes area was also higher than in previous years this past winter, and the snow lasted well into what is
usually warmer spring weather, an unusual weather event to say the least. One benefit may be higher than usual Great Lakes
water levels. As a result, it may be possible to get into some of those less populated anchorages that have been inaccessible
for the last few years.
However you look at it, the changing weather will have an effect on us all. The changing global weather patterns may
directly affect the weather in your local sailing area, albeit, on a much smaller scale. Previous lessons learned while under
sail which enabled us to predict local weather from years of experience afloat may be totally different and unexpected. Be
prepared for the unusual and remember.... keep an eye on the weather.
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Aloha Owners Association

We’re going home.
Come join us for rendezvous in Whitby,
birthplace of Ouyang Boat Works/Aloha
Yachts.
Meet Aloha owners from around the lake. Share knowledge, swap sailing stories and
celebrate these great boats.
Date:
Location:

July 30th to July 31st, 2011
Whitby Yacht Club. Overflow if required at the Whitby Marina

Tentatively scheduled events include:
Saturday morning
Saturday evening
Saturday Night
Sunday morning
Sunday afternoon
Register

Welcome and Registration
Pot luck dinner
Drinks
Owner lectures
Aloha Regatta, prizes and closing remarks

at http://www.alohaowners.com (click on the owners tab then AOA Rendezvous)

Please submit your ideas to help us make this a great event by posting to the Aloha Owners forum in the
Rendezvous section or by sending a forum message to Aurora.
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
The following changes are noted to the Aloha Register
Norm Finlay and Cheryl Hughes have changed their address. They are not longer living aboard Aslan’s Wind, #217 in Port
Credit, Ontario but have moved to 58 Cecil Street, Clark’s Harbour, Nova Scotia, B0W 1P0
The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network welcomes new member Jeff Marshall. Jeff sails aboard September Song,
#208. Jeff’s address is William J. Marshall, 6171Baillie Road, Sechelt, British Columbia, Canada V0N 3A7. Jeff can also
be contacted via email to jmarshall@sd46.bc.ca
The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network would also like to welcome new members Werner and June Stanieski who are
now co-owners of Sea Vixen, #167 along with Migs and Diana Turner.
Welcome Aboard.

MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any questions.
The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. The site was created to help Aloha
34 owners keep in touch and assist in the exchange of related information. This past winter season the Aloha 34
International Owners Network Forum hasn’t had a lot of email exchanges posted to the site. Hopefully, this is a good sign
that all our Aloha 34’s are in excellent shape and their owners are not experiencing any major repairs or maintenance. I
know from my personal experience that I’m only going to be doing some minor maintenance and upgrades to a few items
this year. If anyone has questions or comments concerning their Aloha 34’s, the Yahoo Group Forum is the place to get
almost instant answers. All our members have a particular area of expertise and are more than willing to share their ideas
and suggestions with others.... after all.... you might say we’re all in the same boat!

ALMATHEA - #189
FROM: Perry Basden

Alohalani #233

SENT: February 4, 2011
Hi, All
I just received an email from Linda and Gary Brown, former owners of Amalthea, #189. They had sold her a few years back
to a fellow who moved the vessel to North Queensland, Australia. I've copied Gary and Linda's email below.
Hi Perry
This is a long overdue letter to you re: Amalthea, Hull number 189. Just to quickly bring you up to date we bought
Amalthea from Milan & Adrian Ford in 2001 and lived aboard and cruised her for 6 years on the east coast of Australia
exploring some of the thousands of islands and reefs of the Great Barrier Reef. Amalthea was sold in 2008 to Ross,
whose last name alludes me, Ross was given past issues of Aloha 34 and told about the association but was not a
computer bloke, so it probably didn't go any further. Ross took Amalthea to Far North Queensland to the town of
Cardwell where he lived aboard her in the Port Hinchinbrook marina. I know that you in North America are suffering
your own weather issues so may not be aware that North Queensland has just been hit by a category 5 cyclone. Hull
number 189 was at ground zero and in this video clip you can see Amalthea (the name has changed) she is lying on her
port side facing the camera and has dark green covers which almost look black with a yellow fuel container on the port
lifelines. She looks intact. http://www.abc.net.au/news/video/2011/02/04/3130559.htm We haven't any news of Ross as yet
as communications are down but there is only one man missing and we think that everyone from the marina was
evacuated.
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We really enjoyed our time on Amalthea and have since bought a Jeanneau 40.3 and have continued the lifestyle. We
have just taken the decision to sell Layla (the Jeanneau) and travel to the US to buy another boat and sail her back to
Australia.
Thanks to all of you that keep the newsletter alive we have enjoyed being a member but will now say Aloha.
Kind Regards
Gary & Linda Brown

REPLY FROM: Stuart Spraklan Windy #151
SENT:
February 6, 2011
Perry
Thank you for passing on this news and thank you Gary and Linda for sending the video and letting us know what
happened to one of "our" boats.
In 2000-2001 Marcia and I traveled to Puerto Vallarta, Mexico and stayed in a hotel located at a marina. As we
were wandering around the marina one day looking at the sailboats tied up there we passed a boat that had a white
canopy from stem to stern to provide some protection from the sun. However, the hull peeking out from under this
canopy was definitely that of an Aloha 34. We had to stop and introduce ourselves and ended up spending time on
board with the Fords discussing the boat and the changes they had made in preparation for their upcoming
voyage out across the Pacific. Two days later, we were out sailing in the bay and saw AMALTHEA leaving Puerto
Vallarta under genoa only. We tried several times over the next few weeks to send e-mails but did not realize at that
time how short e-mails must be when at sea.
I certainly hope she has not suffered too much damage.
Stuart
Windy #151

Efforts to determine the fate of Hull #189 have failed to yield any results.
The search continues to determine if the vessel survived or was lost.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
BOTTOM REFINISHING
FROM:

David Hall

Dalina #219

SENT:
December 13, 2010
After threatening to strip and refinish the bottom of the boat for a number of years I finally bit the bullet and started on it this
Fall when the boat came out of the water. The old paint was so pitted and flakey that I finally had to do something. Micron
CSC is just too expensive to put any more on top of the old. With the help of three friends we stripped the old paint and gave
the hull an initial sanding. The rudder and waterline had been epoxied some years ago but the rest was just gelcoat. I knew
there were some blisters but was surprised to see just how many. I guess the poor state of the old finish hid some of the
problem.
There are many blisters, none of which are particularly large.
There are a lot more on the starboard side than on port.
They are nearly all in the under-belly (mid-ship) section of the hull.
The bow and stern areas are pretty clear on both sides.
We opened up a lot of them to discover that approximately half had no water inside.
I am somewhat puzzled by what I discovered so any input from other owners who may have experienced the same thing
would be helpful.
The hull is now drying out over the Winter and I’ll get back to the refinishing task in Spring. After filling the blisters I plan
to apply Interprotect 2000 as a barrier coat and then VC 17. I will probably apply 4/5 coats of Interprotect but don’t have a
good feel for how far a gallon goes. Can anyone advise on the kind of coverage I should expect?
Best wishes to all for Christmas and the New Year,
David Hall & Linda Toms
Dalina #219
REPLY FROM: David Carr

Momentum #111

Hi David,
I did our boat back in 1999 and the hull is as good as the day I did it. We sandblasted the hull to break open every
blister and remove all the loose gel coat that was not well bonded to the hull. Then it dried for a month in the
summer and we sanded the hull. Next, I used a roller and a squeege to seal the hull with a 2 part clear epoxy. This is
like the Interlux 1000 coat, just a different product.
Then I faired the hull by making my fairing with microballoons and more epoxy mixed together. Followed by more
sanding using a palm sander. I used a West System product for this and used several tubes of the balloons. I did this
until the hull has no more pockets in it and was nice and smooth. The sandpaper was the 3M green paper that
seemed to last best.
Now that the hull was faired, it was 5 coats of Interlux 2000. Follow the directions, and I used a regular paint roller
and put a double coat on then waited a day, then put another double coat on and waited a day, then put a single coat
on so it was done in 3 days. Masking tape marked off the hull that was removed after each coating session. Then
before launching, I used VC17 and gave it a double coat and have refreshed it with a single coat as needed every
year or so.
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This is the second boat I have done, and the first one did not have the blisters I had on the Aloha, so I got away with
sanding this one (it was also a smaller boat!) There is lots of information on using Interlux and it is an easy product
to use. Let me know if you would like more pointers.
Regards
Dave
Momentum #111

REPLY FROM: Perry Basden Alohalani #233
SENT:
December 14, 2010
Hi, David.
There are a couple of theories of what causes blistering and it's cure. Fortunately, Alohalani had the bottom done
before I purchased her.
Often, blistering is more prevalent in boats built during the "oil crisis" of the early '80's. Theory is that many
manufacturers used inferior resins to cut costs. One other theory is that water getting through the gelcoat, (which
cracks due to the flexing of the hull over time, or temperature extremes between the topsides above and below the
water line) reacts with uncatalyzed resins in the laminate which then produce glycol and acetic acid during the
reaction. The glycol and acetic acid form blisters in the gelcoat. The reaction may also cause delamination in the
hull by the pressure exerted during the catalytic reaction.
From my experience with my former boat, an Aloha 28, it seems that one side had more blisters than the other,
much the same as your describe. I was told that perhaps the polyester resin on one side was formulated differently,
more/less resin mix, and that was causing the blistering. Sounded good to me until I switched docks ... and then the
opposite side had more blisters. The blisters also seemed to be more populated closer to the waterline than the
underbelly of the hull. The only thing that changed was where the afternoon sun was in relationship to the boat at
the dock. When I switched docks the boat was facing the opposite direction with the afternoon sun shining on the
opposite side. This would indicate to me that some of the blistering that I encountered may have been related to sun
shining on the hull and causing a reaction between the gelcoat and the water. This would also explain why there
wasn't much blistering on the underbelly of the boat where the sun doesn't shine.
I was popping blisters, filling, fairing, and reapplying VC17 for a couple of years. I finally bit the bullet and cured
the problem all at once by peeling the gelcoat and having 5 coats of Interprotect applied.
I've since helped others repair their hulls using the same method, completely strip the gelcoat, repair any
delaminated areas, fair any low spots with vinylester resin, do some final fairing and sanding with a long board and
then four or five coats of Interprotect 2000.
This may seem extreme, but on older boats, stripping the gelcoat may be the only way to find and repair any
delamination damage caused by blistering. Going over the hull with a moisture meter before stripping the gelcoat,
and before it dries out will indicate the areas that need repair and a decision can be made as to whether to strip the
whole hull below the waterline or just repair the visible blistering. Interprotect can be applied directly over the
gelcoat providing the gelcoat is sound.
Ensure that the hull is dry, particularly in areas where the boat is hauled for winter. Any moisture trapped in the
laminate once the Interprotect is applied will freeze in the winter and cause delamination of the hull.
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When applying Interprotect the recoating time is temperature sensitive. At 75 Degrees Farenheit (25C) you can
safely apply another coat after only 3 hours. The maximum time between coat is about 2 weeks. If that time is
exceeded, sanding with 80 grit paper will have to be done in order to allow the subsequent coat to "key" to the
surface of the previous coat. An extra coat should be applied if sanding is done. 4 or 5 coats without sanding are
recommended.
To calculate the amount of Interprotect required, the standard formula is to use the "overall length" times the "beam"
times ".85" to give the approximate wetted surface. Depending on how you are going to apply the Interprotect,
"divide" the wetted surface by "60" for brush and roller application or by "45" for spray. So, 34 X 11 = 374. 374 X
.85 = 317.90 square feet of wetted surface area. For roller application divide by 60 = 5.29 gallons, and for spray
application divide by 80 = 3.97 gallons.
Since the intent is to put the Interprotect on the hull to give the protection required, I would keep going until any
Interprotect 2000 that is mixed is all used, regardless of the number of coats. Since it is a 2 part mix, what is left
over will not keep so why not put it where it will do the most good.
I can't claim that the above figures are my own. They, and a ton of other information concerning hull repair and
refinish can be found in a FREE book put out by Interlux, "Boat painting guide and colour card" available at any
marine dealer.
Hope this helps with your decision
Perry & Gloria
Alohalani #233

COMPANIONWAY HATCH SLIDERS
FROM:

Paul Martin

SENT:

March 12, 2011

Bella #192

Well, the plastic strips that ease the sliding of my companionway cover have had too much ultraviolet over the decades, and
have now cracked to the point I cannot postpone replacement. Any tips on where to buy the materials and how to get the new
strips installed correctly? I'm guessing the cover needs to come off and that entails removing then re-sealing the "flaps" at its
sides?
And is nylon the right material or can I do better for a long-lasting, smooth-sliding plastic with some newer plastic species?
Thanks for sharing...
Paul
Bella #192
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:
Paul

Stuart Meyer Air Loom #185
March 12, 2011

I replaced Air Loom’s plastic with stainless steel strips several years ago when the plastic developed just too many
cracks. I removed the plastic strips, after taking the companionway cover off, and marked them port and starboard
since the screw holes differ from side to side. A machine shop drilled and countersunk the holes in the stainless and
they fit perfectly when I installed them. One thing I do have to do each year is put a bit of wax on the strips so the
fiberglass cover slides smoothly back and forth.
Stuart
AIR LOOM #185
REPLY FROM: Migs Turner Sea Vixen #167
SENT:
March 12, 2011
Aloha!

Do you have copies of past ALOHA 34 Network newsletters, Paul? We replaced these strips in
Sea Vixen with slightly thicker plastic about 5 years ago. Our plastic procedure and also Stuart’s
SS procedure were both written up and included by Les in one of Les’s newsletters at the time.
We don’t have our A-34 Network newsletters at hand but can look them up next time we are back at the house.
Migs
REPLY FROM: Paul Martin Bella # 192
SENT:
March 13, 2011
Thanks.
We joined the Aloha net when we bought Bella, and that was only 4 years ago. If you can find the story easily
that'd be great, but just knowing it is there we can chase that back issue ourselves...
What a great resource this net is...
Paul
Bella #192
REPLY FROM: Perry Basden Alohalani #233
SENT:
March 14, 2011
Hello,
This email message is a notification to let you know that a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the aloha34net
group.
File : /Companionway Hatch Slides.pdf Uploaded by : perry_basden, Perry_Basden@hotmail.com
Description : Companionway Hatch Slide E-Mail Exchange
You can access this file at the URL:
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/files/Companionway%20Hatch%20Slides.pdf
Regards,
Perry
Alohalani #233
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REPLY FROM: Perry Basden Alohalani #233
SENT:
March 14, 2011
New file uploaded to aloha34net
I think this may be the files you were looking for, Migs and Paul.
Spring is just around the corner ….. /) …..
Perry
Alohalani #233

GLOW PLUGS
FROM: Migs Turner Sea Vixen #167
SENT: January 29, 2011
Greetings all.
When heading out for our weekly sail today with my men's crew, warming the glowplugs of our UNIVERSAL #5424 engine
took over 60 seconds before the engine would start. 29 years ago when we first got Sea Vixen, the engine started after 20
seconds.
Is somebody telling me that we need new glow plugs?
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
Victoria, BC
Canada
aloha34@shaw.ca

REPLY FROM: Bob Beswick Aly Ada Too #156
SENT:
January 30, 2011
Migs.
You make me jealous, because all I can see is ice and snow on Lake Huron. We were down to the Strictly Sail Boat
Show, in Chicago last week and all we could see there was ice and snow outside on Lake Michigan, also.
It sure must be nice to be able to sail all year long.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156

REPLY FROM: Mike Howard Shibumi #184
SENT:
January 30, 2011
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My Westerbeke 27 hp, rebuilt 8 years ago never takes more than 10 seconds in any weather, 5 seconds during
summer months in Ontario. Replacing the plugs is probably a logical place to start, failing that, I'd check the
condition of wiring to the plugs (you're in salt water) and finally the condition of the battery that powers the plugs.
If none of those work, I'd read the manual!
Mike
shibumi.v@gmail.com

REPLY FROM: Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
SENT:
January 30, 2011
Thanks Bob.
Yes, it is nice to be able to sail year round and yesterday was our third time out this year (we only sail "wx
permitting").
Yesterday I blew it though! The wind died so we anchored in nearby Chatham Island (in a bay surrounded by rock
& trees so we couldn't really see what was going on "outside"). We were having refreshments in the cockpit when
the fog rolled in. Without any operating GPS onboard (we were given one a few years ago but as an aging Master
Mariner, I prefer the old fashioned ways of doing things), we had an interesting trip back to our dock at RVYC.
None of Les Harrison's "bergy bits" around tho'!
Re the glow plugs, in a separate email Stuart Spracklan says Windy #151 generally takes 30 seconds to start but
some damp winter days 45-60 seconds.
Yesterday was a damp day so that could be the consideration. We should have waited until today. Today is sunny &
here in Oak Bay the temperature is 7+.
Migs

FROM: Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
SENT: January 30, 2011
Thanks, Mike. Good comments. Appreciated & noted.
The batteries are OK. We have two banks of 6 volt commercial batteries in series which are plugged into shore
power trickle charging all the time.
We'll check the wiring as you suggest.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner
Sea Vixen #167
FROM: Les Harrison
Enchantment #214
SENT: January 30, 2011

Hi Migs and the Network Members,
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I went down and tried my glow plugs on Enchantment yesterday at -10 degrees and they worked fine - in
less time than it took to shovel the snow off the tarp!!! :-D
When preparing for the Bahamas I asked E&C Marine if there was anything I should do re the glow plugs
and Charles’ response was “they either work or they don’t”. He indicated that if they are taking longer at
a given temperature it’s either the voltage supply or an increase in resistance due to corrosion. Guess that
kinda fits with what Mike was saying.
The only other consideration might be the age of the batteries. Depending on the battery construction
[heavy/light plates], they usually have a life of 8 years on average, maybe more if they have been kindly
treated and vise versa.
Hope all is well in the balmy west.
Give Diana a hug for us.
Les

MAST REFIT AND REPAIR
FROM:

Migs Turner

SENT:

April 9, 2011

Sea Vixen #167

At nearly 30 years old, Sea Vixen is currently undergoing a partial Mid Life refit. One of the areas of work is the mast and
replacement of the rigging (up-grading one size) which is being handled by “Blackline Marine Inc.” at Sidney, north of
Victoria.
When removing the Spreaders from the mast, Blackline discovered a fair amount of corrosion of the mast where the
spreaders had been fitted to the mast. See photos attached, taken following the mast’s initial primary coating.

The mast is still pretty solid but with the corrosion continuing and left unchecked, the mast would have been weakened in
this area.
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To strengthen the area, Blackline has fitted aluminium plates inside both sides of the mast. Fitting “plugs” can be seen in the
first attachment.
Although nothing urgent, when convenient, members may wish to check their masts at the spreader areas.
It should also be noted that Sea Vixen has spent her past 30 years on the Canadian West Coast which is a good deal damper
in winter than Eastern Canada & the US, for example.
ALOHA 34 owners in the Victoria/Sidney area might wish to drop into Blackline over the next week, ask for “Brent” who is
handling things and have a look for themselves.
Migs

NEWSLETTER
FROM:

Migs Turner

Sea Vixen # 167

SENT:

December 17, 2010

Aloha Perry & Gloria
Many thanks for another first rate newsletter, Perry. Well done, or as they'd say in the navy, Bravo Zulu! Lots of useful
information.
And yes, so very sad to hear about our stalwart member of many years, Frank Collins, True Love #117.
We thought you said it beautifully, Perry. Our thoughts are certainly very much with Eve, particularly at this time of the year.
The Sea Vixen crew members join in wishing everyone a very merry Christmas and the very best wishes for the NY,
particularly when sailing the world in our wonderful ALOHA 34s!
Fair winds & following seas!
Diana & Migs
Sea Vixen #167
Victoria, BC
Canada
aloha34@shaw.ca
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HURTH TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Submitted by: Gordon and Doreen Bridges.
Bonaventure #215
The story starts back in 2002 when we were summer storing the boat in Florida and cruising each winter in the Bahamas.
At the end of the season I found metallic particles in the transmission oil. As the engine hours were close to 4000, we decided
to bring the transmission home and had a rebuild done in the Windsor, Ontario area at a cost of $1300 CDN. Returning to
Florida in the fall, I purchased a new damper plate ($170 US) to go with the rebuilt transmission. For those who have not
gone this route, the damper plate is located between the engine and the transmission to absorb the shock of engaging forward
or reverse. Springs in the plate perform this function.

Damper Plates shown with Transmission Input Shafts inserted into Splined Hubs.
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In 2006 having returned to Georgian Bay I removed the transmission to facilitate replacing the prop shaft and cutlass bearing.
To my horror I found the splined shaft, at the forward end, very seriously damaged and the damper plate almost without
splines at all.

Close-up View of Damper Plate Spline Damage
Over 75% of the Damper Plate Spline Drive Surface is missing!

Transmission Input Shaft.
Over 60% of Input Shaft Drive Area has been worn away.
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There was a total of only 860 engine hours since the rebuild and the new damper plate installation. This time the unit was
rebuilt in Orillia Ontario, with a new shaft at $800 and another new damper plate at $400 total of $1800 by the time we were
done.
In 2008 with the accumulation of another 170 engine hours I decided to have another look at the shaft. Sure enough there was
serious wear on the shaft and plate again. By now I was getting fed up to say the least. The rebuilders in Orillia and Wheatley
could come up with no suggestions about what could be causing the problems and assured me that this was the correct plate,
however, the Orillia machine shop went to lengths to search the net and came up with a new shaft in England for less than
$200 CDN and a different style of damper plate for $60 CDN. Total cost to my door was just over $300 including taxes and
shipping. The new plate had no springs but instead had a block of nylon looking material between the plates.

Wear of the Damper Plate Spline Hub after only 860 Engine Hours.

This summer the transmission clutches wore out and the progress in forward was almost non-existent. Once again I pulled
the transmission out and to my delight found no wear on the shaft or the plate. So it appears that the fault lies with the plates
sold here.
With the help of a mechanic friend, I stripped the unit on a Monday and determined rebuilding was beyond our ability. Early
Tuesday morning I called England and ordered a brand new transmission ($800 CDN) which appeared at my door on
Thursday afternoon. I put it in and was sailing by the weekend. Total cost including taxes and shipping of less than $1000
CDN.
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Wear of Transmission Input Shaft after 860 Engine Hours.

The company we dealt with in England was LANCING MARINE, their website:- www.lancingmarine.com and their phone
number from here:- 011 44 1273 410025 When going to the website look for the “bargains bin”
Later it was suggested to me by a diesel mechanic that the springs in the damper plate appeared far too heavy for the size of
the engine and transmission, causing the splined shafts to absorb the shock.
Lesson learned? Don’t even think about wasting money on rebuilds when new units are available for less money and less
time spent away from the water.
Gordon Bridges

Thanks go out to Gordon and Doreen Bridges for submitting the above article, and to all those who help by making
contributions to the newsletters. If anyone else has encountered issues with any part of their vessel and has come up with
ideas for permanent, money saving solutions, please forward them to me for inclusion in future editions. Articles such as the
one submitted by Gord and Doreen certainly make the process of publishing a lot easier for me and all Members benefit from
their experience.
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SAFETY UNDER SAIL
I’m sure that all of us who skipper sailboats implement safe practices and drills to ensure that we and those who sail with us
are kept safe and out of harms way and that we are capable and able to cope with any emergency or disaster which may
befall us. Hopefully, practice for such an emergency may never be necessary, but one never knows. Minor incidents can
arise at any moment and usually, without any advance notice. They always seem to occur at the worst possible time and can
escalate in intensity very quickly. Minor incidents can become compounded if the skipper and crew are not familiar with
how to deal with the initial incident quickly while it is still manageable.
Each skipper should take the time to draw up a Safety and Emergency Plan based on the equipment of his or her particular
vessel. Each vessel, while similar in design, is different in many ways and may require a different approach during an
emergency. A vessel with a gasoline engine, for example, may require a different plan of attack during an emergency than a
similar vessel equipped with a diesel engine.
If one has not taken the time to write a Safety and Emergency Plan, then prudence should prevail and one should do so in the
immediate future. A Safety and Emergency Plan can be as simple or as detailed as each skipper deems necessary and as the
equipment aboard the vessel dictates. The Plan should be as clear and concise as possible; a written document of what
should be done to minimize risk of human injury or loss of life as well as how to minimize damage to or loss of the ship. It
should include items such as where the emergency equipment is located, where the first aid kit, flares and other signalling
devices, and fire extinguishers can be found. It could include information and instruction concerning the ship’s electrical and
mechanical systems such as battery locations and engine shut off switches or bilge access to pumps as well as instructions
about how to turn them off or on during an emergency. The skipper may have his hands full trying to deal with an
emergency and may not have the time to show others what to do during that time.
When making a Plan, try to consider scenarios of what may happen aboard and what you and your crew would do to respond
to that event. Sit down and write a Plan expressing those ideas. The Plan can, and should be reviewed frequently, and don’t
be afraid to alter the Plan as equipment is added or removed from the vessel. An excellent time to review the plan is after
any incident has occurred, no matter how small. Review the incident and Plan with the crew. Did your and your crew
respond according to Plan or was there total chaos in the heat of the moment? If the Plan and the response to the incident
were as expected, then nothing has to be done to update the plan. However, if things kind of fell apart during the incident,
then perhaps a review of the Plan with the crew should be done to ensure that everyone understands their role in the Plan’s
implementation. If the actions in the Plan were followed and the response to the incident was not effective, then it’s time to
review the Plan, and change it.
It is not intended that the written Plan be used directly during an emergency. You and your crew or guests probably won’t
have the time to read it then. The Plan can and should be used as a very useful training tool when sailing with new crew
members or guests aboard so that everyone has a very basic understanding of what will or should happen during an
emergency. Even if you and your guests are only going for an afternoon sail, I’m sure you would instruct your guests on the
proper use of the head, or the necessity of being sure to shut off all through hull sea cocks while under sail.
A basic review of safety equipment is standard practice on most vessels and is usually done from memory, but what happens
if you forget to tell them of an important point that could save their lives and yours? Referring to a written Plan ensures that
no items are skipped.
For most people their immediate response to any incident is to try and help as they best know how. However, this natural
response may not give the best results in many situations. Guests and crew who have had some basic instruction before
leaving the dock are more apt to control their desire to “do anything to help” by knowing in advance of any incident, what
should be done to be most effective.
Let’s all have a safe sailing season. A few, simple safety instructions from the Plan will make your guests and crew enjoy
themselves more. It will give them a sense that the Skipper is a capable one, concerned for their safety and well being, and
that they are just not along for the ride, but are a valued part of the ships company.
.
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ALOHA ACE* SUGGESTIONS
(* Aloha Creative Enhancements)
SOME SOUND ADVICE
Many of you probably carry a fair number of CD’s aboard so that you can have a good selection of your favorite music while
afloat. Unfortunately, the CD’s are subject to damage if not properly handled or stored. They scratch easily and can be
warped by heat, rendering them useless. They also require the skipper or a crew member to physically go to the radio/CD
player to change the disc after listening to your favorite selection.
With the development of the MP3 player and introduction of the downloadable music websites, such as ITunes, there is no
need to carry or even purchase those CD’s any more. An Ipod or similar device can hold a vast quantity of music in a lot less
space than CD’s. Many of these devices are made to be water resistant, if not absolutely waterproof. By having an MP3
player or Ipod aboard you can have music wherever you go. The small devices were originally developed for personal
listening pleasure and required the use of ear buds or headphones to hear the music. Sharing of your music wasn’t possible
until the development of the small FM Transmitter shown in the photo.
This simple accessory can enhance the use of an Ipod or MP3 player aboard any boat and its portability allows it to be used
in a car, which is what it was originally designed for, as well. The device plugs into a 12V DC outlet and the other end plugs
into the IPod or MP3 player. It then transmits a low power signal of what’s being played on your portable device to your
radio on the low end or high end of the commercial FM broadcast band. If you tune the FM radio aboard your vessel to the
same frequency, you will hear the music from your Ipod or MP3 player.
Most of these devices have a range of selectable FM broadcast frequencies which you can change by pushing a button on the
unit. This causes the accessory to step through preset frequencies. You then have to retune your onboard radio to that same
frequency. This feature is very handy when using the device in populated areas like marina’s or cities where there may be
many FM broadcasters and frequency allocation are tight. At sea, you will almost never have to change the frequency.
Aboard a boat, you may also want to consider the
addition of a 12 Volt DC outlet in the cockpit area
to further enhances the use of the wireless FM
transmitter. By plugging in your device to a
12Volt DC outlet in the cockpit and utilizing the
controls on the Ipod or MP3 player, you can make
your music selections and control the volume or
turn the unit off without leaving the helm. It’s a
really neat accessory for your vessel.

A woman was having a medical problem - her husband was snoring very loudly and every night! So she called the doctor one
morning, and asked him if there was anything he could do to relieve her "suffering."
"Well, there is one operation I can perform that will cure your husband" said the doctor, "but it is really rather expensive. It
will cost you $10,000 down, and payments of $1,000 for 36 months, plus payments for extras of course.
"My goodness!" the woman exclaimed, "that sounds like I'm buying a yacht!"
"Humm," the doctor murmured, "too obvious, huh?"
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
"BAURUA"
1979 Hull 132
Baurua is a meticulously cared for fresh
water vessel in above average overall
condition with extensive storage throughout
its spotless teak interior. It sleeps four
persons comfortably below with room for
two more in fully enclosed cockpit. For
much less than any cottage, just hop aboard
this turn key treasure and you can fulfill all
your sailing dreams.
Contact:

Judy Rohn in Ontario,
Canada

By Phone
(905) 853-5401
Via e-mail to: judy.rohn@sympatico.ca

"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting for you in Granada. This
well equipped vessel has lots of amenities and
many items that you will find ideal for cruising
the Caribbean or anywhere that your hear desires,
including an inflatable dinghy and outboard
motor.

Contact:

John Lawrence in West Perth,
Australia

By Phone
Via e-mail

(613) 838-2370
johnkebab@hotmail.com
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"EMOTIONAL RESCUE"

1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and
lightly used for the past 13 years and always on
Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact: Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada
By Phone
(905) 880-4685
By Cell Phone (416) 948 2017
Via e-mail to hank.surette@sympatico.ca

"MARGARITAVILLE"
1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the
years, a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web
site and email forums to answer all your questions.

Contact:

David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
Via e-mail to

(416) 493-7470
aloha10.4@rogers.com
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"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an
automatic halon system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass,
refrigeration, cockpit table. The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000
US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and
outfitted boat, Ted Brewer designed for comfortable
cruising, stability and a good speed. This boat has
had only 2 owners and always been stored inside
during the non-sailing season. Must be seen to be
appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4310
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

"TWILIGHT ZONE"
24 hp Atomic Diesel, windlass, GPS, newer sails,
furling, many, many extras and in very good
condition. $48,000.

1981 Hull # 146

Contact:
By phone:
Via e-mail:
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Brian Bishop in Ontario, Canada
(519) 524-9732
brilynn@hurontel.on.ca

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
No requests for items for sale or wanted have been submitted at this time. If you are looking for items or have items for sale,
please contact Perry Basden via email to perry_basden@hotmail.com for inclusion in future newsletters. You may also wish
to have those items posted to the Aloha International Owners’ Network website if you have internet access. Postings on the
website may result in a faster response.

GOURMET GALLEY
Chili in a Biscuit Bowl
Here’s another simple recipe with a unique twist.... you can even eat the dishes. The recipe requires just a few ingredients
and can be prepared and cooked by whatever equipment you may have aboard. The recipe describes cooking in an oven and
uses pressure cooker on the stove top, but it can also be prepared in an enclosed BBQ.
Makes 6 servings
Ingredients
1
2
1
2
1

2 cups Bisquick baking mix, or similar
2/3 cup whole milk
1/2 teaspoon cayenne pepper
Flour for dusting work surface
1 pound ground beef
1 medium onion

medium green bell pepper, chopped
14 oz. cans Mexican-style stewed tomatoes
15 oz. can kidney beans, drained and rinsed
tablespoon chili powder
teaspoon salt

Toppings
Grated sharp Cheddar cheese, sour cream, sliced green onions, and corn chips.
Cooking Method
1) Preheat the oven or BBQ to 450 oF. Invert a 6-Cup muffin tray and coat the underside with vegetable oil or cooking
spray.
2) Stir together the biscuit mix, milk, and cayenne pepper. Shape into a ball. Turn out onto a floured surface and
knead three or four times. Divide the ball into 6 pieces. Roll each piece into a 6-inch circle.

3) Place 1 dough circle over the underside of each muffin cup. Press around the cup to form a bowl shape. Bake for
10 to 12 minutes, until lightly browned. Let cool slightly. Remove the biscuit bowls and reserve.
4) Brown the ground beef over medium high heat. Add the onion and green pepper and continue to cook until the meat
is completely browned and the vegetables are tender. Drain off any fat and discard. Stir in the tomatoes, beans,
chili powder, and salt. Bring the mixture to a boil, cover, and reduce heat to low. Simmer for 35 minutes.

5) When ready to serve, spoon hot chili into the biscuit bowls. Garnish with shredded Cheddar cheese, sour cream,
sliced green onions, and corn chips....... and enjoy!
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CLOSING
Let’s all have another year of fantastic sailing aboard our Aloha 34’s. Please keep the editor of the newsletter in mind while
you’re out and about. I’d love to receive photos and write ups about your adventures. If you’re uncomfortable with writing,
don’t worry about it! We can get together by phone or email and, together, we can get it ready for print in a presentable
fashion.
As the Aloha 34’s age there are always items to be repaired, or modifications to be made to make them more comfortable.
Just take a few photos of what you have accomplished and send them to me. These items are a great help to those who may
be contemplating making the same changes to their vessels. I know that every time I make a change to Alohalani I take a
few photographs of the “before” and “after” for my own records. Often, I get a surprise when doing repairs or replacing
items. This past summer I replaced the aft bulkhead in the anchor well which had rotted out. I was really surprised to find
that the bulkhead was originally put into the vessel in two pieces and were joined down the center with butt hinges which
were then glassed over. It sure ruined a 4” carbide tipped saw blade when cutting out the old bulkhead. Had I know about
the hinges in advance, I would have been more cautious.
Some of you may have noticed that this edition of the newsletter may be “skinnier” than previous editions. With your help
and submissions, we can once again increase the thickness to meet the previous standards set by Les Harrison. Les, I don’t
know how you managed to do it for all those years!
Thanks go out to Gordon and Doreen Bridges for their article printed in this newsletter. There’s lots of valuable information
for Westerbeke engine owners. We can all benefit from Gordon’s experience with the damper plate problems. Every diesel
engine has one. Hopefully, thanks to Gord and Doreen’s article, the repairs will be less costly for the rest of us as a result of t
documenting their efforts.
If anyone is planning to attend the Aloha Rendezvous this coming July, why not post a note on the Aloha 34 International
Owners’ Network Forum (http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net) and let others know of your intentions. Who knows,
perhaps there can be a flotilla of A34’s in attendance. Thanks also to Bill Hutton and Liam Fitzgerald for their hard work in
organizing the Rendezvous. We wish you the utmost success for your effort.
I’ve attached a note regarding dues donations. The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network uses these donations to pay for
printing and postage of the newsletter as well as for domain name fees for the website. Please let me know if there are any
errors in your dues statements. Cheques can be made payable to Perry Basden. Thank you for your continued support.
A strong Owners Association or Group can be a good selling feature for any boat. Often, potential purchasers are looking for
such groups so that they can get help and support and know that there is a vast knowledge base available should they need
assistance. For whatever reason, the Network has lost touch with some Aloha 34 owners over the years. This may be due to
changes in ownership or other reasons. If you happen to come across an A34 or, perhaps, know of any Aloha 34 owners
who may not be members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network, please let them know of us. We always look
forward to welcoming new members.
Now, does anyone have a set of plans for an Ark? The rain in Ontario just isn’t letting up!
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ALOHA

Just after publishing and mailing the spring Newsletter, I
received a letter from June Moyle. Unfortunately, the
letter contained news that I would prefer not to hear but
often cannot be avoided. June indicated that Kearney
Moyle had passed away on March 7th of 2011 after a brief
illness.
Kearney had been having health issues for the past year but
seemed to have turned the corner after a ten day hospital
stay. Unfortunately, it was not to be and he passed away
four days later.
According to June’s letter, “Kearney loved sailing his
Aloha 34 Quintette III, #204 and was always grateful to
the Network for all the news and information that it
provided. When the newsletter arrived he always settled in
for a good update and enjoyed every aspect of the news it
contained. Thank you to everyone over the years for
making this valuable resource available.
Quintette III is safely in her dock a Mimico Cruising Club
but will never be the same without her Captain at the helm.
We miss him every day and will always love him.”
I’m sure I can speak for all the members of the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network in offering June and family
our deepest sympathies.

I also received a note from Ian Tocher from Surrey, British Columbia. Ian is the current owner of Nerissa, #199. Ian’s note
also contained similar grave news indicating that his wife, Wendy, had passed away at Christmas of 2010. Our sympathy to
Ian and family during this time of loss.

I couldn’t help but notice that the Aloha 34 Forum at Yahoo Groups seems to have seen little activity since the last
newsletter. In fact, there was one posting that went completely unanswered, that being from Bob Haig, Out and About #169.
The posting concerned questions for selection of a suitable engine as a potential replacement for Bob’s Universal Diesel.
While the lack of response may not be of any serious concern or consequence to many of us, I for one hope this was an
isolated incident and will not become the norm in the future. Combined, the members all have experience and knowledge
that can be shared. It would be a shame to not share that knowledge by adding our thoughts and ideas to posts on the Aloha
34 Forum..
I believe that the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network was founded for many reasons, one of which is to help and
support Aloha 34 owners worldwide, to share information and respond to the Aloha 34 owners’ needs. I believe that the
Aloha 34 Forum fulfills that need in a timely manner while ensuring that individual members are not being inundated with
unwanted emails, spam or postings that are totally irrelevant. The participation of members of the Aloha 34 International
Owners’ Network in the Aloha 34 Forum makes the system work for the benefit all. If you have not registered for the email
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Forum you can do that yourself by following the instructions on the opening page found at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/ Either Les Harrison or I will approve your request.
On another note, I have been taking care of some housekeeping issues with the Aloha 34 Forum and have removed several
outdated email addresses after confirming that they were no longer being used. Some of the emails sent from the Forum
were being bounced for various reasons. I was unable to contact a few individuals via email so I have attached an
information request to this newsletter. If you happen to receive a request attached to this newsletter, please email me with
your latest information. At this time there are 40 Aloha Owners who are registered with the Aloha 34 Forum at Yahoo
Groups.
There has also been some movement regarding the sale and purchase of Aloha 34’s. If you happen to come across an Aloha
34 with a new owner, please don’t be shy. When you do meet them please tell them of the Network. We would be more
than happy to welcome them aboard. By my most recent count we currently have seventy-six members of the Network.
This figure also includes six Honourary Members. Membership has been relatively stable at about that number for the last
few years which indicates to me that quite a few Aloha 34 owners see a definite benefit to membership.
This is the fifth newsletter which I have had the pleasure of editing and publishing. I’ve certainly enjoyed myself putting it
all together and I hope that you have enjoyed receiving them. If there are any changes that you think should be made, or you
wish to add constructive criticism, please contact me at my email address or by phone as listed on the cover of the newsletter.
Ideas and suggestions are always welcome.
There are several pages of photos showing repairs and modifications to Aloha 34’s in this issue of the newsletter. If you are
working on a project, whatever the size, I would appreciate a few photos and information concerning your efforts. By the
sharing of information, the whole fleet can be improved. Some of us may not be too handy with tools and will have a
commercial contractor do the work. If that’s the case, photos taken during the work will help other see the proper way that a
task might be done. Many of us have “been there, done that” with repairs and improvements and can offer advice. A few
pictures certainly help’s others see what is necessary as work progresses.

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
The following changes are noted to the Aloha Register
Lynne and Brian Bishop of Goderich, Ontario have sold their Aloha 34, Twilight Zone #146. The new owners, Peter and
Joyce Herring, also of Goderich are currently contemplating joining the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network and
indicate that their new vessel will be renamed Silver Darling.
Honourary Member, Eve Collins has a new email address. Eve can now be contacted at eve.collins22@gmail.com
Sandy and Linda Francis from Vancouver, British Columbia, owners of Sanderlin # 125 have a new email address. They
can be contacted at sailsanderlin@yahoo.com.
Les and Carole Harrison have moved to another home in Kincardine, Ontario. Their new address is 9 Manor Wood Crescent,
Kincardine, Ontario, N2Z 1C1. Their email and phone number remain the same.
Wolfgang and Judy Rohn have sold their Aloha 34 Baurua #132. They had previously purchased a larger vessel, a
Southerly 42RST, Simple Abundance in Itchenor, England and have been sailing the Mediterranean since 2010. They
returned to Canada briefly this past summer to complete the sale of Baurua. They have also changed their email address.
You may contact them at taparoh@hotmail.com or follow them on their sailing blog at
http://www.thesoutherlyjourney.blogspot.com. We wish them well in this new phase of their life adventures.
Cam Torrey has updated his cell phone number. The new number is (207) 478-4330. You will also note this change has
been made to Cam’s listing in the Aloha 34’s For Sale section and on the Web.
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MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any questions.
The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do not have email
capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

CABINET CANING
FROM:

Mike Howard

Shibumi #184

SENT: July 27, 2011
Time and rough seas (combined with wobbly legs) have left the caning in a few of my 28 year old cabinets damaged beyond
repair. Has anyone else dealt with this and know where to get a sheet or roll of the caning? Has anyone gone to a different
solution? I have removed all my cabinet doors to refinish and update hardware so sending them out would be easy right now.
Mike Howard
Shibumi #184
REPLY FROM:
Mike;

Paul Martin

Bella #192

I had no trouble finding a roll of the right caning material at a local fine woodworking shop in Boston, but I remain
baffled on how to remove the torn caning and install the replacement. This was gonna be among the first fix-ups for
Bella when we bought her but more urgent chores have kept our old cabinet doors in use.
Paul
Bella #192

DEPTH SOUNDER
FROM:

Stuart Meyer

SENT:

July 8, 2011

Air Loom #185

I am conducting a brief survey and hope you will be able to help me out. I have just replaced the knotmeter and depth
sounder in AIR LOOM and am wondering how the rest of you have set up your depthsounders.
Do you use any offset? If so, have you set the instrument to show:
actual water depth,
depth below the transducer,
depth from the bottom of the keel, or
depth below the bottom of the keel with a few feet (meters) additional for a cushion?
Any response you can give me will be greatly appreciated.
Thank you.
Stuart Meyer
Air Loom #185
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

John Kovski
July 8, 2011

Fire Escape #166

Hi Stewart; I will be replacing mine in the next couple of weeks, the old one is set about 1 meter ( three ft) from the
keel I think that is probably the safe way to go. If you don't mind saying, what type is the new unit.
Thanks & good luck
John Klovski
Fire Escape #166
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Ants Toi
July 8, 2011

Alligator #216

When sailing Georgian Bay, my best ever purchase 15 years ago was a fishfinder with very basic display screen. It
measures depth perfectly AND tracks bottom contours as you move (that's the best part!). I epoxied the transducer
onto the inside of the hull in the small midline locker between the head ends of the V-berth (aloha hull is solid with
no balsa and transmits sound). No hull drilling or holes needed! Basic monochromatic digital screen display+unit is
mounted detachably on hatch cover. I used some gel to test best hull transducer location before fixed epoxy
mounting to ensure best sound transmittion site but whole locker floor was basically good, I picked midline and
mounted transducer flat onto hull. Important to avoid trapping any significant air bubbles in mounting epoxy - air
blocks sound). The hull (and hence transducer and sound beam) slopes forward and points the beam forward by
about 5 degrees so I get a bit of early warning about approaching shoals. I left calibration set at distance from
transducer but deliberately in quiet water ran the boat gently aground on sandy bottom to find the critical depth
when keel hits, about 4.5 ft with me. Backing off is easy if you are careful. Firm mud works just as well. Rocky
bottom not good for keel. This 'bump the bottom' test is helpful and educational no matter what sounder you use.
The fish finder is like a finger following bottom. Helps find flat area for anchoring and can be used to navigate shoal
areas since by turning boat you follow changing depth. (Also finds fish).
Hope this helps.
Ants Toi
Alligator #216

KALEO FOR SALE
FROM:

Matt Butcher

SENT:

June 23, 2011

Kaleo #207

Hello fellow Aloha owners,
It's a sad day but our adventures with Kaleo, #207, are winding down. She has taken us from Texas to the Bahamas and now
up the East Coast, but soon enough we will be returning to work in Dallas. She is far too well built and outfitted to serve time
on a small Texas lake near home, so we've decided to offer her for sale.
Details can be found at www.svkaleo.com/forsale
Also, I'd like to have her posted on the owner's network website, can someone please let me know who I should contact?
We'd love to find a new captain and crew to continue her adventures. Please pass the word!
Thanks,
Matt
Kaleo #211
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
Bella #115
June 27, 2011

Matt;
I don't know how you are handling selling her, but we bought our Aloha 34 from a pretty good salesman in the
Annapolis MD area, even though we live in Massachusetts and had started out shopping here.
We ended up shopping the Chesapeake dealers because the selection was huge and the selling season was much
longer -- most folks had already slapped plastic for the winter onto more local boats by the
time we found "Bella" on the Chesapeake. Frank Stocces was the dealer who had sold Bella (when she had the less
appropriate name "Drifter") at least once before he sold her to us.
Sorry you have to get back to work. We have a short season here but just to Maine or RI or the cape calls for a boat
with the offshore "stuff" that Alohas are made of... I do know the Texas lake scene and the boat would hate it...
Paul
Bella #115

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
June 28, 2011

Enchantment #214

Hi Matt,
I am the contact for postings on the website. If you have not visited the Aloha 34’s For Sale page feel free to see
what we offer. I will, within the next few days, create a link on this page to your very well done page on Kaleo.
As well, you may send me a brief introduction, like what you see on the Aloha 34 For Sale page for other boats.
The pop-up must be brief to fit. Let me know, otherwise I can create something from your Kaleo page.
I noticed you did not give the selling price. Is this your preference for the Aloha 34 ad? I will grab the photo from
your Kaleo site, the one I would suggest is IMG_1852 – the one at a mooring
.
Let me know how you would like to proceed. My personal email is harrisol@bmts.com, should you prefer not to
have your discussion on posting distributed to all on the email service.
All the best.
Les Harrison
Enchantment, #214
Life's a reach; and then you jibe.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 28, 2011

Serenity #101

Would also help to put a price tag on that beauty ;)
Priceless items are for the 80's :P Just kidding
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101
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PROPANE LOCKERS
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

June 1, 2011

Out and About #169

Does anyone know off hand the maximum diameter and height of a tank that will fit into the propane lockers?
Bob Haig
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
June 1, 2011

Alohalani #233

Hi,Bob
I've got a couple of aluminum tanks that measure 10 1/2" Diameter X 16 1/4" High. They are considered to be 10 lb
tanks but hold only about 9 lbs of propane, or about 2 1/2 gallons. They weigh about 20 lbs when full and are
equipped with Overfill Protection Devices. If you intend to travel to the U.S. you will find they usually won't fill the
tanks unless they are OPD equipped.
The aluminum tanks are expensive at a couple of hundred bucks each, but it certainly eliminate the corrosion
problems associated with steel tanks, at least in the fresh water lakes. Not sure how the aluminum tank would hold
up if you were sailing in salt water, but I think corrosion would not be much of a problem. After all, aluminum
masts have been used in salt water without problems for years. I have one tank in the port propane locker, piped and
ready to go and keep the spare in the starboard propane locker, with the valve closed and capped.
Since purchasing my tanks just after purchasing Alohalani, there have been major developments in fibreglass tanks.
Fibreglass propane tanks are about 50% lighter than steel and 20% lighter than aluminum ones and also have an
advantage in as much as you can see how much propane is in the tank. Unfortunately, the tanks are also larger in
diameter than the aluminum tanks, at about 12 5/8" and are also quite a bit higher than aluminum ones
at almost 18" high which means they won't fit into my factory built propane lockers without some serious
modification to the lockers.
There is plenty of space aboard an Aloha 34 to put in deeper and wider propane lockers but the lids would need
modification to allow for the insertion of the glass tanks. The problem with installing deeper lockers comes in when
you try and vent the lockers overboard as the vents will be almost below the water line and won't vent properly.
Simplest solution.... stick with steel or aluminum propane bottles. They have plenty of capacity aboard Alohalani to
operate the Force 10 range and burners for about 6 or 8 weeks of living aboard.
I didn't bother piping the propane to the BBQ but use disposable 1 lb bottles for that purpose. Piping the propane
system to the BBQ would require installing another shut off valve to isolate the BBQ from the range, a quick
disconnect fitting and hose from the BBQ to the shut off valve, and another propane solenoid switch if you wanted
to operate it from the cockpit.... I didn't think it's use justified the costs. There is enough space in the starboard
locker to store the 10 lb aluminum tank and about a half dozen of the 1 lb disposables.
Hope this helps
Perry
Alohalani #233
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig Out and About #169
June 1, 2011

Perry:
Where did you buy the tanks? I have what I believe are the same size tanks in steel, but they need to be replaced.
Bob
Out and About #169

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
June 2, 2011

Alohalani #233

Hi, Bob
I had Superior Propane special order them for me. You may want to visit your local store or give them a call. Their
address is: Superior PetroFuels 493 Eastchester Avenue, St. Catharines, ON, L2M 6S2 1-800-268-4406. They may
also have composite tanks available.
The original steel tanks I had were a little taller in the actual tank portion with the top and bottom rings shorter. The
overall height was the same for the steel and aluminum ones. I did some more checking after sending you a
response last night and managed to find a composite tank that looks like it may fit in the Aloha 34 locker. Lite
Cylinder ( http://www.litecylinder.com ) makes a 10 lb tank with a 9 5/8” diameter. I’m not positive the tank will fit
the locker depth at 17 ¼” high. I can physically verify the locker depth later today and get back to you.
Brewer’s Marine Supply in Hamilton, Ontario sells the Lite Cylinders as a “Seaward LC10”. They also carry the
aluminum tanks manufactured by Manchester. From the limited information available on the Brewer website,
http://www.brewersmarine.com, they appear to be dimensionally interchangeable.
Regards
Perry
Alohalani #233
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig Out and About #169
June 2, 2011

Perry:
Thanks for all this. Verification of the actual locker depth would be great.
Bob
Out and About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
June 2, 2011

Alohalani #233

Hi, Bob
The round openings to the lockers obviously were hand cut on my boat. The starboard hole is 10 3/4” diameter and
the port one is 11” in diameter. The depth of both lockers is 17 1/2” deep to the bottoms side of the top opening.
Based on my measurements it would look like a composite one just may fit! Let me and the rest of the Network
know which route you decide to take, particularly if you go with a composite one.
Best regards
Perry
Alohalani #233
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
June 3, 2011

Enchantment # 214

Hi Bob et al,
I ordered my tanks from Home Hardware. I believe they are Home Hardware`s 11 lb tanks.
I also had one pressure tested for somewhat less before I went south as it was out of date. Home Hardware took care
of it for me.
All the best.
Les
Enchantment, Hull 214

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig Out and About #169
June 3, 2011

Thanks, Les... I'll check this option out as well.
Bob
Out and About #169

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig Out and About #169
June 13, 2011

Perry:
I finally found 10 lb steel replacements at Pride Marine, but the new higher collar means they will not fit in the
lockers. My lockers measure 16.5 inches deep (to the bottom of the lid) and the tanks are 16. 75. The composite
ones are therefore also too tall.
So I've reverted to the Canadian Tire 6 lb.
Bob
Out and About #169

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Hall
Dalina #219
June 13, 2011

We had our propane tanks re-certified last year at Caledon Propane north of Toronto. They don’t have this size of
tank all the time but I believe they will also sell re-certified tanks as and when they have them.
Regards,
David Hall
DALINA #219
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REPOWERING
FROM:

Bob Haig

Out and About #169

Can anyone offer any comments or advice on re-powering with a Yanmar engine? Model 3GM30 has been recommended.
We are considering this option because the Universal 24 continues to be a problem overheating (and the black smoke, of
course) despite a rebuild 2 years ago, another new head gasket, no identifiable problem with the water pump(s), plus, plus,
plus.
Bob and Connie Haig
Out & About # 169

STANDING RIGGING
FROM:

Mike Howard

SENT:

June 23, 2011

Shibumi #184

It is now 2 years since Chip Wolfe wrote this and if you are still out there, are you still happy with what you did? Would you
do anything differently if you could do it over? Was your decision to do swaged stem-ball fittings instead of mechanical eyes
on all uppers (except back stay) a financial one? I would have thought that stem-ball eyes all around would simplify a future
repair at sea. At 59 years of age, I'm still comfortable going up the mast but going over the masthead has started to give me
the willies. Do you remember the size of the stem-balls?
I brought my Aloha up from the Chesapeake Bay a few years back to cruise Georgian Bay but have concluded that a 4 week
(slight exaggeration) cruising season isn't quite enough sailing for me. I am now living full time in the tropics (in the same
country that Chip's boat is named after) and have returned to Canada this week to retrieve my boat. It needs some updating
before going offshore, the almost 30 year old standing rigging being my number 1 priority. My salty future calls for 316
stainless so the heftier 9/16 wire is called for and I like Chip's simplicity of one size fits all. It simplifies a future repair which
for me is a fair trade off for the extra weight aloft. I like the look of the Hi-Mod mechanical fittings. Has anyone read any
reviews on mechanical fittings comparing Hi-Mod to Sta-lok, Norseman, etc.
I am also adding a wind generator and water-maker. When last I checked, these items were all substantially better priced in
the US than in Canada so I was going to wait ‘til I was motoring down the Hudson to stop and do these upgrades. I have a
few months to kill till hurricane season ends. Does anyone know of a marina on the Hudson that might be friendly to a
yachty doing some of his own repairs? Les had mentioned Hop-O-Nose in the Catskills for raising the mast and they appear
to be still in business but a lot of marinas aren't friendly to DIY guys.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

011-501-668-3306

On 21-May-09, at 8:07 AM, Chip Wolfe wrote:
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Paul,
Ted Brewer's drawings call out 1/4 inch stainless steel wire for all standing rigging.
Belize was actually fitted with 1/4 inch wires on the head stay, uppers and the upper portion of the backstay,
however the lowers and the lower portions of the backstay were 7/32 inch. All chainplates have 1/2 inch holes, but
most turnbuckles had 3/8 inch pins in the 1/2 inch holes. (Not good!)
I re-rigged about 2 years ago. I assumed Ted's 1/4 inch wire spec was for 304 stainless. I opted for 316 stainless
1x19 wire so I went up to 9/32 inch wires all around to maintain strength. Ted Brewer had written an outstanding
article on standing rigging in "Good Old Boat" magazine a couple of years ago just a few months before I undertook
the project. He must have known I might need some advice. (Thanks, Ted)
Belize has an Isomat mast and boom (by Cinkel) and uses swaged stem ball fittings at the top fittings. I purchased
the stem balls from Rigging Only and the wire, mechanical fittings (Hi-Mod), turnbuckles and back stay insulators
from Hayn Marine. I added a stem ball eye at the masthead for the back stay to accommodate all mechanical fittings
on the back stay. I measured all wires carefully and cut (a bit on the long side) and labeled the wires. I took the stem
ball fittings and the wires to a rigging shop and had the stem ball fittings hydraulically swaged to the wires.
I replaced the wires one at a time with the boat in the water. Final trim to length and installation of the Hi-Mod
fittings was easy.
I also replaced my ancient and weary Harken furler with a new Schaefer 2100. Decision was due also to lack of
parts available for the Harken model 1 (confirmed by Harken). I would have to disassemble to replace the wire and
the roll pins securing the foil sections were no longer available nor were the foil sections if one or more need to be
replaced. I opted to start new here. I haven't regretted the change. The Schaefer is smooth as silk.
Bottom line. Belize has all new standing rigging and a spare wire long enough to replace the longest wire (with a
stem ball swaged on one end). All fittings are properly sized for the wire and have 1/2 inch clevis pins at the
chainplates and back stay splitter plate. The refit wasn't cheap, but the rigging looks great and I feel very
comfortable with it. I did it all unassisted with the help of my ATN Mast Climber. Yours should be a bit easier with
the mast pulled...you won't have all those climbs to insert the wires.
Hope this helps. Good luck.
Chip Wolfe
Belize #211

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chip Wolfe
Belize #211
June 23, 2011

Hi Mike,
Yes, I am still around and yes I am still very happy with what I did. To do over I would do the same.
Not all Aloha 34's have the same spars and rigging. Stemballs come into play only if you have an Isomat spar Belize
happened to be fitted with spars put together by Cinkel (no longer in business to my knowledge) using Isomat spars
and parts. The mast is Isomat NG-51 and the boom is Isomat NB-26.
The upper fittings are all stemball fittings and must be swaged on except for the forestay and backstay. The mast
head allows for a stemball eye to be fitted in those locations (and only those locations). The mast head provides a
slot for the eye of the stemball eye to pass through at those two locations. The forestay on Belize was already fitted
with a stemball eye as there was a furler on the headstay and one is required to fit a furler. I fitted the backstay with
a stemball eye for my convenience as I also fitted the backstay with Hayne Hi-Mod insulators for my singlesideband. It allowed me to use a Hi-Mod fork at the masthead stemball. I built the backstay on terra firma and
merely pinned the fork to the stemball eye on one trip to the masthead. Had I used a swaged stemball, I would have
had to piece together the wire and mechanical fitting while up the mast as the fitting will not pass through the
stemball socket at the masthead. This option just wasn't practical, ergo the stemball eye.
If Isomat had provided for the use of stemball eyes at all the mast head and spreader rigging locations I surely would
have opted for them and used mechanical fittings everywhere, but this is not possible by design. The swaged
stemballs are just fine for the top end of the uppers and lowers. They are much less susceptible to corrosion at the
upper locations as they point downward and won't hold water.
I believe the stemball fittings are 1". There are only 2 sizes, one is about 1" and the other is about 1-11/32". I believe
my stemball eye was a Norseman Gibb NG1 with a 1/2" eye. See http://www.pyacht.com/navtec-stemballeyes.htm . Swage stemball fittings can be found at http://www.pyacht.com/gibb-stemball-terminals.htm .
There is a cup required for the fittings, but yours are probably OK to reuse as long as you don't lose them overboard.
The stemball eye comes with the cup as part of the assembly.
Here's some info on Hi-Mod. http://www.pyacht.com/hayn-hi-mod-fittings.htm .
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2011
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I have put Sta-locks, and Norseman fittings together and my vote stays with the Hi-Mods. They are first class
fittings made by Peterson in England and sold here under the Hayne label. They can be disassembled (for
inspection) without having to replace the cones and require no sealant.
Hope this helps. Good luck on your projects and happy sailing.
Chip Wolfe
Belize #211
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
June 23, 2011

Shibumi #184

Thanks Chip,
My mast and boom are the same Cinkel Isomats as yours. I think I know where I'm going now with the rigging.
Thanks for your input.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

SWIM PLATFORM
FROM:

David Carr Momentum #111

SENT:

June 29, 2011

Hi Group,
I finally made the improvement I have been talking about for years. We put on a swim platform and it is a great
improvement. I can get the dog in and out easily and sit on the transom to swim etc. It is a great place to move junk in and
out of the dinghy.
Stainless Steel Outfitters has the drawing to build this. Talk to Andrew there. Cost me about $1,500 using my old ladder
which was bent. I may add a hinge to it to be able to fold it under the dinghy over next winter. There is also a step to add to
the transom but I am trying it without this for now.
Dave
Momentum #111
REPLY FROM:
Mike Howard Shibumi #184
SENT:
June 29, 2011
Very impressive. I've been contemplating something similar to make exiting the water easier with scuba gear on.
This seems well thought out and functional.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr
June 28, 2011
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I set the height so that under sail and when motoring it is out of the water. The interesting part is that it seems that
the flow of water around the transom has greatly reduced the sooty smile I use to get. I can send some dimensions if
anyone is interested.
Dave
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
June 29, 2011

Shibumi #184

Dimensions would be great. When I get around to this project I hope to be 3000 miles from Canada.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

John Lawrence
June 29, 2011

Castle Reef #

Likewise, dimensions would be great, will be upgrading boat later this year and this would be a perfect addition!
Great work!
John
Castle Reef #
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 29, 2011

Serenity #101

Really really nice job :) Big props to you. I've been contemplating such a project for a while. I've been envious of
the modern transom boats because of that. A question... Does the platform drag in the water when you're 20+
Degrees of heel? Please let me know. Thanks.
Steve
Serenity #101.

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
June 29, 2011

Windy #151

20+ degrees of heel means over powered for an Aloha!
15 degrees would be the maximum for optimum speed, so there should be no problem with the swim platform...
Cheers
Stuart
Windy #151

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 29, 2011
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Getting 7.1-7.3 On beating with a 155 in regattas up to 30 :) So I do not agree :)
Steve
Serenity #101
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
June 29, 2011

Sea Vixen, #167

The instructions that came with Sea Vixen #167 from builder Ouyang Boatworks back in 1982 agree with Stuart,
Steve.
The instructions stated that Aloha-34 Co-designer Ted Brewer recommended 15 degrees of heel for maximum A-34
speed. When one’s A-34 heeled more than 15 degrees, one should ease the sails and speed would increase.
Certainly we have found this to be the case in our earlier racing and now in our year round weekly cruising on the
West coast.
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner,
Sea Vixen #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 29, 2011

Serenity #101

Ok, what do you suggest I do when I start sailing in 10 Knots wind and it get up to 30 kts? Sorry but sometimes
reefing is not an option when in the middle of a race of just a few miles from the port. I sail the gulf, not in a lake.
While I agree that having the water over the rails is far from being optimal, sometimes you have to deal with the
conditions. The Aloha 34 at 25-30 degrees do not even have the water over the rail.
I guess grandpa's won't agree with me
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 29, 2011

Serenity #101

To add to my last reply, I do not intend to start any problems ;)
But check these pics, I can assure you we've been up to 30 deg a lot of time when we got the gusts into t.he 30's
http://gallery.me.com/brawndoqc/100037
well worth it
The A34 is a capable boat, don't make it a snail

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 29, 2011
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You do not ease the sail, you pull it all up to the stays an pinch into the wind, which can cause temporary heavy
heeling in high winds, especially in gulf conditions in the summer when "turbunadas" gust up to 30.
We also like to sail in the 20 degrees for fun, sailing should be fun.
Was just asking if that nice swim platform can handle 20+ Degree , don't tell me how to sail, I sail max hull speed
all the time ;) thanks
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
June 29, 2011

Windy #151

Well Steve, Migs is an extremely knowledgeable sailor and I am far from being a “grandpa”... We both sail the
North West coast which means big seas and strong winds (though the sailors on the Great Lakes in Ontario also
have their moments).
I have been racing on many boats in the North West and and too much heel is just not acceptable and leads to a lot
of extra drag. My aloha 34 gets her best speeds (GPS, over the ground) using less sail with less heel in heavy winds.
BTW we do reef during races sometimes even change sails to reduce stress on the rigging & rudder.
We get strong outflow winds from the surrounding mountains, which I guess would be similar to your “turbanadas”,
exceeding 35 knots and have sailed “Windy” through one plus sailed in gusts of 45 single handed. I was sure glad I
have a solid boat and that the boat is easy to sail... She rides out the heavy weather better than I do! I can get hull
speed in a good wind with full main and 100% jib... and not slop my coffee.
It is very exciting to put the rail in the water, I suppose, but still not efficient way to sail any boat. No offence
intended, just my rant for the evening
Cheers
Stuart
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
June 30, 2011

Serenity #101

I would like to apologize for some of my comments posted last night. I had too many drinks and not in a state to
post coherently and express my point of view properly. I'm sorry if I offended any of you and for hijacking the
topic.
I will probably get a very similar swim platform installed on mine. One of my major complain about my boat was
how hard it was to get stuff down to the dingy when there are some waves, and this seem to be the solution.
Thank you, Mike, for sharing that information with us and my apologies to the Aloha Members for my previous
posts.
Steve Poirier
Serenity #101

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Alan Harriman, Skipping Stones #110
July 1, 2011
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Hi All you Aloha Owners,
Steve, I found the exchange educational. Hopefully we are all mature enough not to be offended.
Alan
Skipping Stones #110

REPLY FROM:
SENT

Migs Turner, Sea Vixen #167
July 1, 2011

Apologies for my slow reply, Steve, but 7 of us were sailing in Sea Vixen yesterday with two reefs in the Mainsail
and with two turns on the full furling Genoa . A good sail. Winds were 15 to 20 knots with higher gusting. Top
speed was 7.6 knots with15 degrees of heel
.
Yes, we heeled over to more than 30 degrees briefly in some of the gusts but there was no noticeable increase in
speed and the speed started to drop slightly as Sea Vixen ended up ploughing more.
As a master mariner who has been on the water much of his life and has “sailed” much of the world (although
mostly in ships, not in sailboats), I continue to enjoy the commentary on our A-34 Members’ Network.
I’m sailing again tomorrow with my men’s crew, some of whom have been sailing with us for more than 30 years,
29 of which has been in Sea Vixen. You sound like a good sailor, Steve. Just sorry that you aren’t living a little
closer so you could join us. Yes, we do open the bar and enjoy ourselves too, but not until we are finished sailing for
the day and are back alongside, -and then the first drink goes to the crewmember who got the fastest speed during
his/her turn on the wheel.
We’ve enjoyed the company of Stuart Windy #151 at times when he can make it down to this end of the Island, and
we are looking forward to having Bill & Jeannie Hrycenko Genie #203 when they are visiting family here from
Hamilton, Ontario next month.
A grandpa? How about a great grandpa?
Aloha! And Happy Canada Day to our fellow Canadians!
…and Happy forthcoming 4 July Independence Day to our US members!
Migs
Sea Vixen #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
July 1, 2011

Serenity #101

Thanks for sharing that Maurice! And as I mentioned previously, sorry for my bad behavior.
Obviously my comments were related to having my 155 genoa in the middle of a regatta and wind picking up. We
could not stop to reef the main, the races are too short and the lost in time would be too big, and we lost pointing
ability when reefing the 155 by rolling it, which led to us gaining an advantage sailing at 20-25 with 5 people on one
side instead of reefing the genoa to bring the boat back to 15. Most of our races consist of beating (winning boats
are the best pointers that can maintain their speed usually) and downwind.
I agree that 15 is comfortable (especially for the wife) and you can certainly reach hull speed or higher with current
at that angle with proper reef in high wind. Overpowered is obviously not ideal, I should have mentioned in my
original post that I race (PHFR) my boat often and will often exceed 15 degrees due to various reasons when racing,
hence my question about the possibility of dragging the swim platform in the water at a certain angle. I'm not
debating the fact that balanced sail power with minimal heeling is ideal.
Regards and thanks again for sharing.
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Steve Poirier
Serenity #101
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr,
July 4, 2011

Momentum #111

See attached - it is 16" wide. If you want more room you can make it bigger. The supports were cut to length once I
had it put on and held square with docklines.
David
Momentum #111

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr,
July 4, 2011

Momentum #111

On the dragging issue, it's not an issue, the platform is tapered and it barely touches the water, even with the waves.
And yes, we did manage to bury the ports under water a few times fall sailing in the north channel, they will heel
pretty far if you push it.
David
Momentum #111

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
July 4, 2011

Serenity #101

Thanks a lot Dave for sharing that. The platform looks beautifully done. I've cancelled the sale of my boat since I
felt too attached to it. This is now my next big project for the boat. I initially thought that the transom of the Aloha
was too narrow for a swim platform but you proved me wrong :)
Thanks again for sharing. Now, to import that stuff to Mexico, that will be another story :)
Steve
Serenity #101

A guest crewing aboard a sailboat heading to the Bahamas, had to use the head. Excusing himself he left the main cabin.
Shortly after, a sudden squall hit the ship. A giant freak wave rolled over the vessel and, with a stress breach in the hull, the
boat began taking on water!
Just short of sinking and with his guests and crew in the life boat, the skipper realized someone was missing. Working his
way below and fighting the onslaught of water rushing in, he broke open the door to the head.
There stood the missing crewmember. Shaken and confused he looked at the skipper and said, "I don't understand, all I did
was pull the handle!"
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
SWIM PLATFORM
This past June there was an email posting by David Carr, owner of Momentum #111 with photos of a swim platform that he
designed and had built. The photos posted by David Carr are included here for those of us who prefer not to receive emails.

Stern View of the installed Swim Platform

Swim Platform as viewed from above

Close up View of Swim Platform with
Swim Ladder Raised

Transom View with
Swim Ladder Lowered

If you think a swim platform would make a nice addition to your Aloha 34 David Carr suggests that you may want to contact
Stainless Steel Outfitters, 161 Saunders Road, Barrie, Ontario, L4N 9A3 or by phone at (705) 725-1779 or 1-800-268-0395
and speak with Alex. Stainless Steel Outfitters can also be reached via email to sales@stainlessoutfitters.com.
I personally think the swim platform makes a welcome add-on feature to Momentum II and would be very handy for those
who love to cruise.
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TEAK COCKPIT COAMING REFIT
Photos submitted by: Werner & June Stanieski and Migs & Diana Turner
Sea Vixen # 167
This past sailing season the owners of Sea Vixen have begun refitting the vessel. In the last issue of the Newsletter Migs
Turner supplied photos of the mast repair and repainting. The mast repairs have since been completed and the mast
reinstalled.
The next project aboard Sea Vixen has been undertaken by Werner and June Stanieski and involves removal and refitting of
the teak cockpit coaming. Werner and Migs have provided photos as well as a few tips and tricks which made the task
easier. As you can see, the project may be difficult for some of us who may be claustrophobic or not as flexible as we used
to be. The work involves crawling into tight, awkward spaces while still being able to turn the wrenches once you squeeze
into the work area. Thanks go out to Werner and June, as well as to Migs and Diana for sharing the information with us.

Over the years, the teak cockpit coaming had become cracked and damaged. Werner Stanieski decided that the time had
come to remove the coaming for some major repair before complete replacement became necessary. Teak has become a rare
commodity and one would be fortunate to find the excellent quality teak as was originally used aboard the Aloha 34’s, and if
found the cost of teak may make replacement prohibitive.
The approach taken by Werner and June was slightly different than most individuals would attempt and in doing so, they
saved a lot of time and effort completing the project. Instead of removing the teak bungs covering the coaming screws and
running the risk of further damage to the coaming, Werner carefully used a pair of pliers to hold the screws from below and
then removed the nuts and washers holding the coaming. The coaming was then removed with the screws intact.
According to Werner, “I used an electric heat gun from underneath and June used carpenter pry bars topside to lift the
teak as the Sikaflex softened from the heat applied from below deck. It is a very slow process. You don’t want to break
the teak. It is very expensive to replace if you can find a source.”

Werner Staneiski removing the coaming retaining
nuts from the starboard side of the vessel. The
bulkhead at the aft end of the quarter berth was
removed which then allowed access to the starboard
aft quarter area.
It was a tight fit, but Werner managed to crawl into
the aft starboard corner of the hull to accomplish the
task. The same process of removing the nuts and
washers would also have to be done on the port side.

With the coamings removed both port and starboard, Werner then repaired the damage and cracks. Hardwood dowels were
fitted into carefully bored blind holes along the cracked portions of the coaming. Notice that the grain of the hardwood
dowels runs at ninety degrees to the grain of the teak coaming. This was done for added strength, according to Werner.
Further repairs were done to the cracks using epoxy once the cracks were thoroughly cleaned.
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Once the repair and refinishing of the
coaming was complete they were “dry fit” to
ensure that the repairs had not distorted the
coamings. Distortion could cause the screw
alignment in the mounting holes to be off.
Masking tape was applied to the edges of the
coaming to make clean up easier.
Werner applied bedding compound around the
coaming mounting screws to ensure that they
would be water tight

While the coaming was being dry fit, Werner
marked the area and applied masking tape to
the fibreglass cockpit sides.
Once dry fit was completed, bedding
compound was applied to the fibreglass
cockpit area before the coaming was laid in
place.

According to Werner, “Use Sikaflex caulking
as bedding and reinstall. Have someone
stand on the coaming to press it down onto
the fibreglass. I used slow drying caulk.
Hand-tighten the washers and nuts. Hold
the bottom of the bolt with a pair of pliers
and finish tightening the nuts with a wrench.
Clean up the caulking and smooth it out with
a finger dipped in a slightly diluted
dishwashing detergent solution then remove
the tape.
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VOLVO PENTA
TRANSMISSION PROBLEMS AND SOLUTIONS
Submitted by: Perry Basden, Alohalani #233
The last issue of the Newsletter featured a very interesting and well written article submitted by Gord and Doreen Bridges
who experienced what seemed to be an ongoing transmission issue aboard their Aloha 34, Bonaventure #215. The problem
concerned recurring wear found on the input shaft splines of the Hurth transmission coupled to the Westerbeke engine and
the mating damper plate to which the shaft connects. Gord seems to have found the solution to the problem and willingly
shared this knowledge with the group members. Just to show that I’m not biased, here is a similar problem that can be found
on Volvo Penta MS2B transmissions used in Aloha 34’s and many other boats.
Aloha owners who have the Volvo Penta MS2B transmissions in their vessels may be wise to remove the transmission for
inspection at their earliest convenience. The input shaft spline should be checked for damage as well as the coupling flange
that is bolted to the crankshaft. Failure of the splines on the shaft or the coupling flange will result in a sudden and
immediate loss of the ability to turn the prop shaft under load in either forward or reverse. The failure can happen without
warning, as it did aboard Alohalani, #233 this past September. Removing the transmission goes a bit beyond what may be
considered routine maintenance and should be done when the vessel is hauled for other work. As the fleet ages maintenance
issues will certainly arise and require our attention. This may be one item that a simple inspection done now may save a lot
of grief later.
This past Labour Day, Gloria and I went out for a sail with my brother, Dennis and his wife, Nini. We had a fabulous
afternoon sail in the warm early fall weather. After a few hours of light air sailing we motored for about an hour or so as the
breeze had died in the late afternoon. When we arrived at the dock I shifted the transmission into neutral and drifted into the
berth, as I usually do when approaching hard objects at low speed. As I put the transmission into reverse to slow the boat
there was an unusual grinding noise coming from the engine compartment area and the boat did not seem to respond when in
reverse. I immediately put the transmission back into neutral and the grinding sound stopped. Fortunately, the boat was
coasting very slowly and we managed to tie the boat without incident.
The next day I went back to the Yacht Club and inspected the engine compartment to see if I could determine the source of
the noise. I checked the exterior of the transmission and driveshaft for any apparent damage but couldn’t find any reason for
the noise. I started the engine and tried shifting the transmission into forward and reverse while watching the shaft through
the port cockpit locker. The noise was there in either direction, but the prop seemed to be turning very slowly, even if the
engine RPM was increased. I decided that to continue running the engine and transmission may cause even more serious
damage so I shut everything down.
With the engine shut off I put the transmission in gear, hopped into the cockpit locker and crawled over top the prop shaft.
To my surprise, I could turn the prop shaft by hand with the transmission in gear! Fearing that the transmission had suffered
a catastrophic failure, I drained the transmission oil, expecting to find lots of little pieces coming out of the drain hole. The
oil was clean and had no visible metal particles present. Just to be sure I filtered the oil through a coffee filter and no debris
was found. Well, maybe it wasn’t a catastrophic transmission failure as I first thought. Then I remembered Gord’s article
and figured my Aloha 34 transmission had suffered the same fate as his Hurth transmission input shaft and damper plate.
Basically, most marine transmissions are similar in construction so I figured that I would pull the transmission for inspection.
The only problem with pulling the transmission was that Alohalani is also equipped with a Packless Sealing System
consisting of a fixed graphite ring mounted to the stern tube and stainless steel ring mounted to the prop shaft. The stainless
ring rides against the graphite ring and keeps the seawater out. Unlike a standard stuffing box, the shaft cannot be moved
along its axis without loosening the stainless ring. Loosening the ring and moving the shaft would cause the boat to flood.
The boat would have to be hauled to allow for moving the prop shaft back far enough to provide the necessary clearance for
transmission removal. Fortunately for me, our small Yacht Club has our own travel lift. I arranged with a couple of friends
to have Alohalani towed to the haul-out well, dropped the mast and had the boat hauled out. My sailing season had come to
an abrubt end.
Once the boat was securely stored on the cradle I remove the transmission. The first thing I noticed was that the transmission
input shaft splines were badly worn. Unlike the Westerbeke/ Hurth engine and transmission combination, the Volvo Penta
engine does not have a spring loaded damper plate. Instead Volvo Penta uses a heavy flywheel bolted to the end of the
crankshaft to provide the vibration damping. In the center of the flywheel is a flanged coupling with an internal spline that
mates with the transmission shaft. The flange is held to the crankshaft along with the flywheel with 8 bolts. A quick
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inspection of the internal spline on the flange indicated that it had also as failed and was as badly worn as the transmission
input shaft splines.

Complete Volvo Penta MS2B Transmission

Close up of Input Shaft with Damaged Splines

So, now that the problem had been found, the next problem was to have it repaired at the lowest possible cost.... I guess that’s
typical of most sailors. Unfortunately, Volvo Penta is one company that is notorious for having a sailor and his money soon
parted. The input shaft cannot be purchased separately. The shaft and the bevel drive gear are machined from one piece of
steel. The shaft but must be bought as a matched set with its two mating gears.... at a cost of almost $2,600.00 Canadian
Dollars, if it is even available for a 25 year old transmission. In addition, the damaged flange would have to be replaced with
a “new and improved model for another $320.00. Well, while it’s apart all the seals might as well be changed.... there goes
another $130.00....and, once the work is done, I’ve still got a 25 year old transmission that cost $3,000.00 plus labour to
repair. I thought that there had to be a better way to solve this issue.
I started checking to see how much a new transmission would be as a direct replacement for the damaged one. I figured
since I may be replacing almost half the old unit, a new one couldn’t cost that much more..... wrong again! I forgot to figure
in the Volvo Penta factor. A brand new replacement transmission is available... for a sum of $9,000.00 Canadian. Hey, I
didn’t want to buy the boat again, just fix the transmission. I did manage to find a “New Old Stock” transmission in Maine,
never used, still in the box, for a sum of $2,800.00 U. S. Dollars plus shipping, customs clearance, duties and taxes, HST, etc,
etc. That seemed the most logical choice, but I was hoping to do better and keep the costs as low as possible.
Since I live in what used to be the Machining Capital of Canada I figured that some entrepreneur must have a business that
can solve the problem. A check of several machine shops indicated that they did not have the ability to repair the spline. A
few years ago, before the latest economic depression, there were tons of shops in Windsor that could repair splines... but now
they’re all gone. My next option was to check the Internet and see what others have done to repair the problem. Certainly, I
wasn’t the only Volvo Penta owner who had experienced this failure.
From my internet research, it seems that Volvo Penta knew of the problem quite a few years ago. In fact, they offered a “fix”
for the problem, a new flanged coupling design that allowed the flywheel flange to float on the input shaft thus reducing the
torsional vibration which caused the spline to wear in the first place. Unfortunately for me, this solution was only a partial
cure for my problem. The transmission shaft had been too badly damaged and would still have to be replaced in its entirety.
I did finally find another solution on the internet which did not require the replacement of the shaft. A company, Versatile
Marine Services in Penryn, Cornwall, England (www.versatilemarine.co.uk) will machine the damaged MS2 transmission
input shaft into a hex shape and will supply the mating flange and bolts. You send them your damaged input shaft sub
assembly, which includes the bearings and seals. The input shaft subassembly is easily removed from the transmission and
weighs less than four pounds when packaged for shipping. Versatile Marine Services will disassemble the input shaft
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assembly, grind your existing damaged spline to a hex shape, replace the input shaft seal, reassemble the parts and return
them to you. They also supply a new floating coupling and drive bolts as well as adjusting shims and a set of instructions to
complete the kit. The coupling looks remarkably similar to the Volvo Penta “fix”, except the new coupling has a hex shape
machined in the center rather than the Volvo Penta spline to mate to your previously damaged but now repaired input shaft.
The coupling does not bolt to the crankshaft. The old, damaged flange is removed, and it and the original eight flange
mounting bolts are discarded. The new screws provided by Versatile Marine Services are installed in the threaded holes in
the flywheel and crankshaft and properly torqued. A few dimensions are then taken to determine how many shims are to be
used for proper running clearance and once the shims are installed the floating coupling is slipped over the urethane covered
heads of the new bolts and the transmission is bolted back in place.

The machined input shaft before reassembly
into the bearing carrier with the floating
coupling and urethane covered socket head
screws.
The screws and supplied flat washers (not
shown) are installed first and then the
coupling is slid over the screws. The
transmission is then installed after
determining the proper running clearance.

I’m kind of a skeptic so I checked the internet to find anyone who has had this modification done. I did manage to find
several other boat owners who have had the work done by Versatile Marine Services and they were very satisfied with the
workmanship, ease of installation of the modified parts as well as the durability of the repair. One individual has had two
trans-atlantic trips and has had absolutely no problems with the modifications. Versatile Marine Services does recommend
that the transmission be removed every few years for an inspection of the drive system, just to be sure everything is O.K.
The whole repair process has about a 2 week turn-around time for the actual repair by Versatile Marine plus time in transit to
England and back which was about a week each way using UPS Worldwide Saver shipping. The repair cost was C$560.00
Dollars for the actual repair. You must also consider shipping to Cornwall and customs clearance and any duty and taxes
that may be required. The UPS shipping cost was C$190.00 including insurance with the return shipment cost of C$210.00.
The return cost was higher due to the extra weight of the coupling flange and screws. Canadian Customs duty and
Harmonized Sales Tax increased the cost by another C$160.00.
There were some Customs clearance issues with UPS in England and they held the shipment for the better part of a week
while the temporary import documents were straightened out. The same issue arose when the shipment was exported from
the U.K. back to Canada, even though the part had been identified by Canada Customs and Revenue Agency before the
shipment was made. With the assistance of Peter Squire, owner of Versatile Marine Services the matter was resolved. Peter
and his staff did a fantastic job and went well above and beyond what I expected with many phone calls to HRM Customs
and Excise in England as well as providing all the documentation requested for temporary import and export of the part into
and out of England. All told, the total cost of the repair was about $1,130.00 Canadian. The transmission has now been
reinstalled in Alohalani but will not be used ‘til next season. I’ll post a follow up report in a few years, if I still have the boat
at that time.
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GODERICH, ONTARIO DEVASTATED BY TORNADO
The Town of Goderich, Ontario with a population of 8,000 and located in Huron County on the eastern shore of Lake Huron,
has the well deserved reputation of being “The Prettiest Town in Canada”. Goderich is also well known to sailors travelling
Lake Huron as a great stop over point with excellent sheltered harbours and good facilities. There are currently two members
of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network, Brian and Lynne Bishop owners of Twilight Zone # 146 and also Nigel
Tilley and Michelle Rutan who own Restless Sole, #222. Both live in the immediate area and berth their boats at the
Maitland Valley Marina located on the north side of the town about a mile from the downtown core area.
On August 21, 2011 a powerful late afternoon tornado devastated the town claiming one life and injuring 37 others. The
tornado packed winds up to 185 miles per hour and roared through the town at about 4:00 pm. Residents were given a twelve
minute warning before the tornado, one of the most powerful to hit Ontario in years, struck in the heart of town.
The twister caused heavy damage to quite a few buildings near the historic town square at the center of Goderich. The roofs
of several buildings around the square were torn off, exposing rooms and walls. The park area around the courthouse at the
centre of the square was covered with debris and trees that had been ripped out of the ground. The twister left buildings
without roofs, while trees and utility poles toppled on houses and debris was left scattered on the ground and in trees.
Buildings across town were damaged as well, including the evaporator at the Sifto salt plant next to the Maitland Valley
Marina. The front of a TD Canada Trust branch on Hwy. 21 and the nearby Victoria Street United Church, built in 1878,
were heavily damaged. The church was deemed beyond repair and will be demolished.

Devastation caused by one of Ontario’s worst tornados.
The power was out throughout the town, and the natural gas system was shut down because of ruptures in gas mains that left
fears of explosion as the odour of gas filled the air.
Fortunately for Lynne and Brian Bishop they were about one hundred and fifty miles north at the time of the tornado. They
were sailing aboard Twilight Zone from Baie Fine on their way toward the town of Little Current on Manitoulin Island in an
area known as the North Channel when they received news of the devastating twister. According to Brian and Lynne, they
were advised by the Canadian Coast Guard that the Maitland Valley Marina has suffered only minor damage but were asked
to avoid the area for a few days due to floating debris. Luckily, their home in Goderich only suffered one broken window
and hole in the garage. Their former home on St. Patrick Street however, did not fare as well. They had sold the home less
than a year ago. It sustained major damage and may have to be demolished. The home had been designated as a Heritage
home and was located just two and a half block from their current residence. Brian and Lynne did not return to Goderich
until eight days later and found a town quite different from when they left.
Nigel Tilley and Michelle Rutan, owners of Restless Sole #222, unfortunately did not fare as well. Restless Sole suffered
some minor damage when the finger dock that Restless Sole was tied to broke free and was blown into the next dock. There
was some minor scuffing found on the deck, believed to be from flying debris during the tornado and a half inch hole
punched through the cockpit coaming. Otherwise any damage was minor when compared to other vessels at the marina
which will require more serious repairs.
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Nigel and Michelle’s home suffered major damage due to the tornado and the home’s closer proximity to its path. Nigel and
Michelle were unsure if the home could be repaired or would have to be demolished. The insurance company has since
decided to begin repairs which are currently in progress at the time of this writing.
Brian and Lynne Bishop have since sold Twilight Zone. We send Nigel and Michelle our best wishes during the
reconstruction of their home.

Before and After Aerial Photos of the Town Center in Goderich, Ontario.

SAFETY UNDER SAIL
MAN OVERBOARD!

Early in each sailing season I make it a point to ensure
that the regular crew is well versed in recovery
procedures in the event of a Man Overboard situation. It
is also equally important to ensure that guests aboard,
even if only for an afternoon sail, are made aware of what
will take place and what they may be required to do
during such an event. It is also a good idea to do at least
one practice MOB situation using a cushion or other
floating object to demonstrate the recovery process and to
reinforce what has been explained. Hopefully, you will
not need the emergency training during your cruise, but
it’s much better to be prepared ahead of time.... just in
case.
There are several different recovery methods that can be
used during a Man Overboard situation, and each has
their own advantages and disadvantages depending on the
situation. Two of the more common recovery methods
will be described here.
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The two most common methods of Man Overboard Recovery are the “Figure 8” Rescue Method or Quick Turn Method and
the other common one is the “Quick-Stop” Rescue Method.
Let’s explain the Figure 8 Method first.
With the Figure 8 Method the helmsman will fall off to a
beam reach, tack as soon as possible, turning downwind,
and then turn back to roughly being in irons for the
pickup. If possible, keep the MOB on the leeward side of
the vessel. There should be little need for sail
adjustments other than pulling in the mainsheet.

MOB

Several advantages to this method are that there is no
need to gybe and it can be performed from any point of
sail. It does have some disadvantages as well. First, you
must sail away from the MOB and as a result, it may be
harder to keep an eye on the victim

Another method, the Quick-Stop Rescue is explained below.

With the Quick-Stop Method, you head upwind
immediately, then circle around the Man Overboard, jibe
in mid-circle, then head up from below to perform the
rescue. It’s a simple maneuver but it also has its
advantages and disadvantages. One advantage is that it
can be a fast technique when performed properly.
Another advantage is that the vessel does not get as far
away from the Man Overboard as is done in the Figure 8
maneuver. This also means that it may be easier to keep
an eye on the Man Overboard, particularly if you are short
on crew. A distinct disadvantage to this method is that a
gybe must be performed which may be difficult in high
winds or rough seas and also, this method also cannot be
used when on a run.

MOB

One thing that is common to both methods is to ensure
that a floatation device is deployed as soon after the
person has fallen overboard as is practicable and
designate at least one person aboard to keep an eye on the
person in the water and to continually point to that
individual. In this manner, the rest of the crew and
helmsman can take care of getting the boat back to pick
up the victim and a quick glance to the spotter will give
the helmsman the direction they need to go.
During an emergency, throw anything that floats toward the individual, whether that be a floating cushion, life jacket, or even
a picnic cooler if it will help save a life.
I’ve often been aboard boats where the lifebuoy and floating line have been firmly tied to a stanchion or the stern rail. Some
may think it is the proper way to store this safety item, but I beg to differ. If your vessel is sailing away from the poor soul
who has fallen overboard and the lifebuoy is deployed by tossing it to the hapless individual, why make it a swimming
contest for him or her as they try and swim for the lifebuoy while your vessel tows it away from them and out of their grasp?
Ensure that the lifebuoy is not attached to the vessel and just toss it as close to the individual as you can, line and all. If it
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was properly stowed, the line should pay out when the lifebuoy is tossed and give the person something else to grasp. You
may want to hold the bitter end of the line if the MOB is close to the vessel and use the line to retrieve the individual. If,
however, the person is out of reach, let the line go. While the floating line definitely will not support the individual, it will
give them a means to pull the life ring closer to them during the emergency. This may be particularly handy if the wind or
waves are up making swimming to the lifebuoy even more difficult. Of course, when performing the MOB rescue operations
please be aware of the floating line and avoid fouling it in the prop or underside of the boat.
One thing that is contrary to the above mentioned lifebuoy attachment method is the use of a Life Sling or similar MOB
recovery system. While these are not approved for use in Canada and should not be used in place of the lifebuoy, there are
many vessels equipped with them and they do serve a valuable purpose when used as their design intended. The Life Sling is
not designated as a lifebuoy but is intended to be used as a recovery and reboarding device. These devices should be firmly
attached to the vessel with the line that is included with the system. When using a Life Sling, the line is firmly attached to
the vessel and the intent is to drag the Life Sling behind the vessel while performing recovery maneuvers. If properly
deployed the Life Sling will encircle the victim enabling them to grasp the line and don the Life Sling. Care should also be
taken to ensure that the line is not fouled in the propeller or caught on the keel or rudder when maneuvering . One should
also be careful that the line is not tightened around the victim as well.
As with all safety equipment aboard, knowing how to use it is paramount. Only with practice can the skipper and crew feel
confident in knowing that a rescue will be successful.

ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting for you in Simpson Bay, St.
Maarten, Netherland Antilles. This well equipped
vessel has lots of amenities and many items that you
will find ideal for cruising the Caribbean or anywhere
that your hear desires, including an inflatable dinghy
and outboard motor.

Contact:

John Lawrence in West Perth,
Australia

By Phone
Via e-mail

(613) 838-2370
johnkebab@hotmail.com

Broker:

The Little Ship Company
Tony Brewer
599 553 4475

By Phone
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"EMOTIONAL RESCUE"

1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact:

Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to

(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

“KALEO”
1984 HULL #207
Kaleo is expertly outfitted for cruising, having just
returned from an extended cruise from the Texas Gulf
Coast, throughout the Bahamas as far south as the
remote Jumentos, and is now currently on the hard in
Annapolis awaiting a new owner.
Contact:

Matt Butcher

By Phone:
Via email to:
or

(208) 310-6456
matt_butcher@richards.com
Annapolis Yacht Brokers
Sales Rep:
Paul Rosen

By Phone
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410 703 7367

"MARGARITAVILLE"
1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the
years, a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web
site and email forums to answer all your questions.

Contact:

David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
Via e-mail to

(416) 493-7470
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

“ROOM TO DANCE”
1982 Hull #171
Room to Dance is a well cared for fresh water
vessel in above average condition. Currently
lying in 50 Point Marina, Grimsby, Ontario.
The Aloha 34 is a Ted Brewer Design boat.
Well suited for heavy weather to bring her crew
to port safe, dry and comfortable. She is easy to
handle for a couple. Ample storage for and
equipped for extended cruising.
Contact:

Peter Iversen, Millgrove,
Ontario.

By Phone
Via e-mail

(905) 689-2851
piversen@sympatico.ca
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"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
No requests for items for sale or wanted have been submitted at this time. If you are looking for items or have items for sale,
please contact Perry Basden via email to perry_basden@hotmail.com for inclusion in future newsletters. You may also wish
to have those items posted to the Aloha 34 Forum at the Yahoo website if you have internet access. Postings on the Aloha 34
Forum website may result in a faster response.

GOURMET GALLEY
HERBS AND SPICES ABOARD
Often, the heat and humidity aboard can wreak havoc with spices and herbs unless they are carefully handled and packed in
air tight container as well as being kept in a cool, dry place. McCormick & Company’s Club House Foods Division has
recently introduced a possible solution to this problem.
Club House Foods has begun producing a new product under the name of Flavourful Recipe Mixes. There are currently six
different 1 oz. herb and spice packages being offered. Each is a blister pack with pre-measured amounts of each herb and
spice with a suggested recipe for preparing the meal included as part of the packaging. Also included is nutritional
information as well as an ingredient list of items to complete the particular dish. The packages small size makes them easy to
store aboard and since you use all the herbs and spices at one time there is no need to worry about having stale or mouldy
spices aboard.
The only drawback I have found is that many of the packages are relatively high in sodium at around 18 - 25%... certainly
something to be cautious about if you are on a sodium restricted diet.
There are also other meal suggestions for each of the six varieties of pre-packaged herbs and spices available from the Club
House Foods website (http://www.clubhouse.ca/en/products/list.aspx?Flavourful_Recipe_Mixes&id=706facbf-76b5-43419c13-ca3c80e55a5a) so that you can prepare a variety of meals from just the one variety of Recipe Mix. The Cajun Chicken
Recipe Mix, for example, can also be used to make Chicken Cajun Quesadillas, or Chicken and Sausage Cajun Chili, or
Quick and Easy Chicken and Ham Jambalaya. Of course, you can also experiment with your own recipes as well.
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A few issues ago I was touting the virtues of using a pressure cooker aboard to prepare excellent meals with a shorter
cooking time as well as conserving fuel to heat these devices. As a follow-up here’s another pressure cooker recipe that is
idea for the fall and winter sailing season that some of us are able to enjoy. You may also want to try out the recipes on the
stove top at home before going for a sail to see if they are to your liking.

HERBED PORK ROAST
Makes 4 servings
Ingredients

1 1/2 lb (700 g) boneless pork loin
1 tablespoon (15 ml) olive oil
3 medium potatoes, peeled and cut into
1" (25 mm) cubes
1 clove garlic, lightly crushed and peeled
1 teaspoon (5 ml) thyme

1 teaspoon (5 ml) crushed rosemary
1/2 teaspoon (2.5 ml) basil
1 1/2 teaspoon (2.5 ml) marjoram
1/2 cup (125 ml) chicken stock or water
Salt and pepper to taste

Directions
Sprinkle the pork with salt and pepper and hit with the heel of your hand so that it adheres. Heat the oil in the pressure
cooker and brown the potatoes over high heat until golden. Remove and reserve. Place the pork roast in the pressure
cooker (add a little more oil if necessary) and brown well on all sides. Add the crushed garlic and cook a minute, then
sprinkle all the herbs over the pork. Pour the broth in around the meat.
Lock lid into place and bring to pressure, then lower heat and cook for about 15 minutes (Time will vary depending on
the type of cooker you are using). Allow pressure to drop by the quick release method or automatic release method and
remove the lid. Add the potatoes, lock lid into place and bring to pressure again. Continue pressure-cooking another 5
minutes.
Serve with a nice crisp salad and warmed rolls for a real gourmet meal afloat!
Note: Pressure release methods were described in the original pressure cooker article. I’ve repeated them here as a
reminder.
Quick Release Method. Also called the cold-water release method, is used to release pressure quickly. To use this method,
remove the pressure cooker from the burner, place in the sink and run cold tap water gently over the lid until steam dissipates
and the pressure indicator is lowered. When putting the pressure cooker in the sink, tilt the handle up so the water flows away
from you.
Automatic Release Method. Turn the pressure selector dial on the lid to the release position and the steam will release.

The sailor walked into the galley and poured himself a cup of coffee. As he sipped it, he looked out the porthole and said, "It
looks like rain."
Upset the cook yelled at the sailor, "For the last time, it is coffee!"
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CLOSING
Just a few closing comments before I consider this latest Newsletter complete. Gloria and I will be out of the country from
December 1 until mid April of next year. Last spring we purchased a home in the Fort Myers, Florida area and will be
spending our winters there. We will have a house sitter and an “Urgent Mail Only” forwarder looking after things for us
while we’re gone. If you have to get hold of me for any reason, I will have internet capabilities available and can be reached
via email to perry_basden@hotmail.com. If you would prefer to call me, please call my home in Windsor at (519) 972-5949
and leave a message on the machine. I usually check for messages every couple of days at the most... and I WILL call you
back. So, if anyone is planning on sending me cash, cheques, or other forms of financial support, I will graciously accept
such donations. The funds, however, may not be processed until I’m back in the Cold White North and have physical access
to the Canadian banking systems.
I will also be following the Yahoo Groups Aloha 34 Forum and will attempt to respond to queries that are sent to the group.
I will be available to help if you encounter problems trying to sign in as a new member or any issues that may arise with the
Forum. I will also be taking some time to prepare the Spring 2012 Newsletter. If you have any winter projects on the go or
would like to submit previously unpublished items, please forward them to me, via email if possible, and I will include them
in an upcoming newsletter.

Gloria and I wish all of you the best of the Holiday
Season. May your days be filled with joy, laughter
and the warmth of friendship. The Holiday Season is
a time to share with family and friends and be
mindful of the bounty that we have been given.
Let us also take the time to remember those who are
not as fortunate as we may be. Many organizations
have their budgets strained at this time of year and
their need becomes greater during the colder months.
Please give if you are able, not only financially, but
give them the gift of your time as a volunteer. It is
also a time to reflect on our lives and how our words
and actions may have affected others.
Remember also those who are no longer with us in
body but will always be there in spirit.
Season’s Greetings to All.
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ALOHA
Hello fellow Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network members. It’s that time of year again when we begin to prepare our
boats for another season of enjoyment. For some who winter their boats in the water it may be time to consider hauling the
boat to check the hull condition and perhaps apply another coat of anti-fouling paint. It’s also that time of year when many
of us are receiving our insurance policy renewal notices for our Aloha’s. Mine came in the mail recently with a request to
have a Marine Survey done within the next year “because of the age of your vessel, a marine survey is required to confirm its
present condition and seaworthiness”. If the survey is not completed within the year my insurance policy would not be
renewed. Well, on the bright side, at least the insurer did give me a year’s notice.
The last survey I had done was 10 years ago when I purchased Alohalani #233. At that time the boat was several hundred
miles away and under a foot or so of snow and it was in the middle of March. I personally knew a local surveyor who was
willing to make an overnight trip with me to get the survey done. We had a great trip to the Midland, Ontario area and the
survey went off without a hitch. We also managed to share a good meal of pickerel (also known as walleye, for the folks in
the U.S.) l and a few drinks at Henry’s Fish House at the Doral Marine Resort, formerly the Wye Heritage Marina. Now,
with the boat on the hard just south of Windsor, Ontario, I’m finding it difficult to find a marine surveyor in the local area
that can do the work required before launch in a few weeks. I just may have to wait until the fall haul out and have the
survey done this coming winter.
The comment by the insurance provider regarding the age of the vessel also reminded me that everything has a certain
lifespan and when that point in time is reached, the item is often deemed too expensive to repair. Just how long can an Aloha
34 sail before the stresses and strains imposed catch up with the boats in fleet and it becomes increasingly expensive to repair
and maintain your sailing pride and joy? Some of the Aloha 34’s are now well over thirty years old and it will be only
another five years until they all are over that mark.
One advantage to having fiberglass boats is that they are easily repaired, unlike many other vessels. The Aloha does have a
distinct advantage over other similar fiberglass vessels in as much as the hull does not have any core material that can absorb
moisture. The keel does have some foam in it but that hasn’t been too much of a problem for owners. I’ve seen many a
fiberglass boat scrapped because the hull core material had become saturated with water and was considered uneconomical to
repair.
There are plenty of older fiberglass boats on the water, much older than the 30 year Aloha’s. Many of these have been
purchased as salvage boats and restored as a labour of love by caring owners who spent the time and money to restore their
classic beauty and bring her back to showroom condition. Quite a few of these owners are experienced in the fine art of
working with fiberglass or epoxy as well as things mechanical and woodworking and have done a majority of the work
themselves to help keep the costs to a reasonable amount. Perhaps many Aloha 34 owners are this type of individual and I
believe that the Aloha 34 certainly can be considered a classic beauty.
How many of us have received compliments from people passing by while we’re at the dock? The boat is just pleasing to the
eye. No, she doesn’t have a walk through sugar scoop transom, nor does she have the super light weight construction of
more modern vessels. What she does have is the hull integrity and construction methods that make bringing her back to
pristine condition viable. The only question then becomes, how much do we want to spend?
With the replacement cost for a similar boat today, it may be well worth the expense to do what is necessary to bring an
Aloha 34 back to original condition and sailing well into the future. Unfortunately many of the original materials are no
longer available. Teak faced plywood is almost non-existent, at least in Canada, so damage to the teak interior parts may
require some creative thinking. The same can be said for the teak and holly cabin sole. You would be hard pressed to find it
anymore!
One approach to keeping the fleet of Aloha 34’s sailing may be to put together a plan and a strategy for funding when the
replacement of major components becomes inevitable and someone tells you that an item has become too expensive to repair.
I guess we will all have to consider what to do on an individual basis when that time arrives. In the mean time, the best thing
we can do is to continually maintain the vessels to the best of our ability and be willing to share our knowledge with other
Aloha 34 owners. I personally don’t see any reason that a 50th Anniversary Rendezvous for the Aloha 34’s is not within the
realm of possibility. Hopefully I’ll still be around to attend the event!
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
We have had several changes since the last issue of the Newsletter in November of 2011.
Thom Budd of Oakville, Ontario has purchased an Aloha 34, #114, Invincible Summer and has joined the Network. We
wish Thom well with his new purchase and look forward to hearing from him on the Aloha 34 e-mail Forum. Thom has the
boat at the Port Credit Marina in Port Credit, Ontario but may be moving to another port in the future. Thom is the third
owner of Hull 114. The previous owners, John and Patricia Casson, were member of the Network in 2001 - 2006, had
changed the name from Encore to Invincible Summer.
Peter and Joyce Herring have joined the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network as well. In the last issue of the Newsletter
it was announced that they had purchased #147, Twilight Zone from Brian and Lynne Bishop of Goderich, Ontario. Peter
and Joyce have renamed her Silver Darling and will continue sailing her out of Goderich.
Charles and Jeanette Johnson have sold #179, Ragnar to an individual in Knoxville, Tennessee. We wish Charles and
Jeanette our best. Efforts to contact the new owner of Ragnar have been unsuccessful. If anyone happens to meet with them
please be sure to let them know of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.
Phillip Robidoux and Mary Allen have purchased #230, Water Music and have also joined the Network. Phillip and Mary
are currently refitting Water Music for a planned trip south later this summer. Best wishes to them in their endeavour and we
look forward to hearing reports of any improvements that have be made to Water Music as well as of their planned southern
excursion.

MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any questions.
The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do not have email
capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

PORTABLE GENERATORS
FROM:

Stuart Spracklan

SENT:

December 8, 2011

#151 Windy

For the past year I have been reading quite a bit about the use of small portable (Honda & Yamaha) generators by cruising
sailors. http://powerequipment.honda.ca/generators/inverter-series/eu1000ikc2
http://www.yamaha-motor.com/outdoor/products/modelhome/442/0/home.aspx
30 year old Windy has an original 55 amp Motorola alternator to charge a house bank of 225 amps (two Trojan 105s) and a
1000 amp cranking battery. The cranking battery is not called upon too often out here on the breezy west coast but the house
batteries only last two days at anchor (and we have a lot of anchorages).
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When I compare the cost of a 1,000 watt generator to the cost of upgrading the alternator and adding more batteries, the
generator is a better deal! The other plus with a portable generator is that I can use it at home and in case of power outages.
These little generators (about 28lbs) are amazingly quiet and apparently used by long tern cruisers to recharge their batteries
using their on-board battery charger and the generator. Some claim that they are quieter than the wind generators on
neighbouring boats!
I was wondering if any of the Aloha cruisers have used a portable generator and what your comments or suggestions would
be...
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151

REPLY FROM:
Paul Martin
Bella #192
SENT:
December 8, 2011
I have not used a portable generator with Bella, but I want to mention that these small, quiet devices do produce
carbon monoxide exhaust, so need to be located where their fumes will reliably disperse into the great out
of doors.
Given that they are not proofed against the insults of saltwater, I can't see hanging one off the stern pulpit, but that
would be the ideal spot for getting rid of exhaust.
Paul
Bella #192
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
December 8, 2011

Windy #151

Paul, I share your concern for carbon monoxide as is always a concern aboard boats. The generators are ALWAYS
used above deck and some cruisers with smaller boats are placing them in the dinghy while running. Also, the unit
would never be used at night... mainly around noon when many boats will have departed.
Stuart
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
December 9, 2011

Alohalani #233

I haven’t used the Honda or similar generator aboard, but I have a friend with a Mirage 35 that uses one and swears
by it. They use it to top up the batteries and run a small A/C unit for those extremely hot days... and only run it
during daylight hours. They had a bracket made to fit the step of the stern ladder to ensure that the fumes go
overboard. The only problem they’ve encountered was carrying gasoline aboard and problems with storing the fuel
when travelling. They carry a small jerry can which is strapped to a stanchion to avoid having gasoline fumes
below. In my opinion, the Honda has several advantages compared with a Fisher Panda permanently mounted
diesel powered unit. Cost and weight savings are two of the best advantages ... as well as the portability already
mentioned.
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
December 9, 2011

Shibumi # 184

I have investigated all sorts of power generating options and water making options to stay "off the grid". A wind
generator (KISS is my preference) will run you about $2,000.00 installed and solar panels the same or more. I'm
assuming you do your own work. I've attached some links that I found interesting. Of note is that the water maker
Cruise RO recommends the Honda eu2000 so you might want to consider that upgrade from the 1000 in the event
you add other power draining equipment down the road. The most economical solar panels I found through a
cruisers forum are made by Solar Torrent.
http://www.cruiserowaterandpower.com/WaterMakers.html
http://www.solartorrent.com/eCommerce/proddetail.asp?prod=STC90WFold
The most economical way to charge your batteries is with a small generator. The only negative is that it runs on gas
and that puts you back on the grid although in a small and manageable way I think. If my boat usage was a couple
weeks at a time, and I had a dock to return to, this is the way to go. Get in the dink and go fishing, exploring, or run
into town for supplies while it's running to minimize the noise inconvenience. You have to go into town to get gas
for it anyway.
Solar and wind are not real options at 49 degrees North. The capital cost per amp hour produced is astronomical for
solar and the wind is chilly so you don't really want to anchor in it if you don't have to. I'm in the tropics at 16
degrees North so it's a different story. It's sunny most everyday and anchoring in the trade winds is the goal to keep
the heat down. For the cost of a small generator, I can charge my batteries daily with solar or wind.
When you're off the grid, energy conservation is important. Unfortunately, increased efficiency goes hand in hand
with increased capital costs. I have changed all my interior lights to LED which reduced my personal total amp
hours per day for lighting to about 7. My refrigerator is the biggest draw. I saw a replacement up at the Saint
Petersburg boat show last week that uses half the energy of my original Frost. Damn if I can remember the name
right now but I'll be digging out the brochure when my original goes kaput. There are lots of new options out
there.
The most efficient 12 volt water makers I have found are also the most expensive. They are made by Spectra. The
energy consumption per litre is quite impressive. About 40% better than any others I've seen. If you're serious about
being off the grid, they're the best option I've found. You do, however, need to justify the expense. For liveaboards,
you weigh it against the cost of a dock and it pays for itself in a couple of years.
But before you buy any charging device, you need to calculate your usage and buy accordingly. If you have to fire
up that big diesel to supplement, you'll be disappointed.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

011-501-668-3306
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Matt Butcher
December 9, 2011

Kaleo #207

Hi all,
We recently wrapped up a nearly year-long Bahamas cruise aboard our Aloha 34, Kaleo, on which we carried a
Honda 2000i (the i model has a built in 30 amp plug, very convenient to use the shore power cord and boat
receptacle) portable generator.
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It worked extremely well and the Honda 2000i is considered the cruiser's generator because of its ubiquity on
cruising boats.
We used it to charge batteries, run our high output (20 gallons per hour) water maker designed specifically for the
Honda 2000i (www.cruiserowaterandpower.com), make hot water when we hadn't run the engine, power the wife's
hairdryer and more.
It performed superbly, sipped gas, and withstood living on deck covered in saltwater spray.
When running it I placed it on a milk crate on the back seat in the cockpit with the exhaust facing outboard. This
kept the carbon monoxide downwind and was quieter (we also had a monoxide detector on board).
For those boats that had stern rail seats, it was also home to their Honda and worked very well.
I met many Honda owners whose 5 year old gens had lived only on deck, and while appearance wise they casing
showed their age, the internals were still rock solid.
As far as noise, the Hondas feature an eco-mode switch which adjusts the motor speed to the required amp draw.
When running in eco (e.g., just the battery charger running) the unit is very quiet. That is, you can't hear the gen
from the mast forward. When there is a large load (e.g., the water heater) it's much louder and you can hear it. At
full load it's much louder than a wind gen. At minimal load there about the same.
I only have experience with Hondas but I can say that many who bought a Yamaha or cheaper gen bought a Honda
the next year out.
The best prices (in the US at least) were wisesales.com, about $900 delivered.
Matt
www.svkaleo.com

SKEG CONSTRUCTION
FROM:

Bob Haig

Out & About #169

SENT:

December 9, 2011

The rudder on Out & About is cracked and draining when we haul it out, so we plan to remove and repair it over the winter.
The trailing edge of the skeg also has a large vertical crack to be addressed. Does anyone know what the internal
construction of the skeg is? Is it solid? Does it have a balsa core?
Bob Haig
Out & About
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
December 9, 2011

Alohalani #233

Hi, Bob
It's a good thing that the rudder is draining... if it didn't the wicked Ontario winters would crack it. As far as the
crack in the rudder, where is the crack? I've seen one Aloha 34 with the trailing edge cracked. I believe that this may
be where freezing water can exert the most force.
Water will often make its way into the forward edge of the rudder where the rudder post joins with the rudder itself.
Water can also find its way into the rudder where the rudder post is exposed at the pivot points along the rudder
post. This area should be checked frequently and the calking renewed, particularly with boats that are hauled for
winter storage, as is done in Ontario.
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The internal construction of the skeg is glass over a plywood core. I had the same issue a few years ago. The crack
ran vertically in the concave area that the rudder pivots in. I opened it up with a dremel tool, allowed it to dry over
the winter, injected the area with epoxy the next spring and reglassed the area that was ground out with the dremel.
It's been find ever since. Fortunately, I didn't have to open the side faces of the skeg.
The only issue I had was that I also opened the holes for the plates which act as a hinge for the pivot of the rudder. I
enlarged the holes to double their size and filled them with thickened epoxy. I then realigned the hinges and
redrilled the holes. I did this to strengthen the area and to prevent water from getting into the skeg core area should
the mounting bolts begin to leak. The tricky part was keeping the pivot hinges in alignment without having the
rudder in place. I used a spare piece of aluminum tube the same size as the rudder post to keep everything aligned
for reassembly of the two piece hinges. Reassembly of the rudder was a snap... but you've got to be the right calibre
to get into the transom locker to refit the steering quadrant!
Perry
Alohalani #233

POWER, LED’S

FROM:

Stuart Spracklan

SENT:

December 9, 2011

Windy #151

North of the 49th the anchorages are quite remote and would like to spend more time staying at anchor without running the
big diesel (which should only be run under a load). We do have a dinghy with an air-cooled Honda outboard so we do carry
gasoline.
I do pretty much all of my own work aboard Windy and I am looking at replacing my 12v lighting to LED as well. There is a
company in Kitchener, Ontario that specializes in replacement bulbs which can be ordered on-line
http://luxorlighting.net/contact_us.html
Unlike you, we are also looking at some way of heating Windy so we can cruise more in the off-season. One option that we
are looking at is the Wallas combination cooktop/heater...
http://www.wallas.ca/www.wallas.ca/Wallas_Canada_Marine_Heaters.html
I have chartered several times out of Tarpon Springs area and sailed down the coast in the past... lovely (but don’t be in the
waterway on Memorial weekend!!!).
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard Shibumi #184
December 9, 2011

I am originally from the Kitchener/ Waterloo area and am familiar with luxor lighting. You might also try
www.LilyLEDs.com out of Toronto.
I ended up buying my LED lites from Sailor Sam's in Florida. I also bought one of those battery powered ones from
West Marine and stuck it over the sink in the galley. It has 3 different lights that you can point independently, one at
the sink, one at the food locker and one at the stove. It's my favorite light now. Takes 6 AAA batteries and remains
to be seen how long those will last but I'm optimistic given the low LED power draw. http://www.sailorsams.com
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This website will also give you some good info on LED brightness and colours. If you want to read, you need at
least 140 lumens which is equivalent to a 10 watt halogen. Also, there are lots of bulbs available now that will
tranform your existing fixtures to LED.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

011-501-668-3306
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
December 9, 2011

Windy #151

I lived in London, ON before heading to Vancouver Island. We have similar lighting over the galley sink (3 AAA)
and have used it for one season, using the same batteries, works GREAT!
This year we are going to test the use of one swivel LED in the V-berth to see how long it lasts for reading...
We also have one (glow in the dark) tap-on light in the hanging locker still using the original batteries (2 AA).
Luckily we can easily recycle used batteries here in BC. Thank you for the additional web links.
Stuart & Virginia

REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Bob Haig
December 20, 2011

Out & About #169

We have a similar battery powered LED above the sink.
But for reading in the v-berth I tried a number of different replacement bulbs for the brass cabin lights and finally
settled on those from Marine Beam. They are warm white, as bright as the originals, and have the same beam
spread. Dramatically better than the other two I tried. I now have them throughout the boat.
http://store.marinebeam.com/ba6smdpoclis.html
Bob Haig
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
December 10, 2011

Windy #151

Thanks Bob, great web site with lots of information. I will check out the bulb type, you mentioned, on the Canadian
web sites. I do try to buy Canadian if I can.
Mike mentioned that 140 lumens would be good for reading but I noticed that your link goes to only 72... Do you
find that bright enough for reading?
Stuart
Windy #151
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
December 11, 2011

Out & About #169

Stuart...
Yes they are fine for reading. I did not compare lumens, but these bulbs seem as bright as the incandescent bulbs
they replaced. Marine Beam also sells an LED strip which we have over the fridge in place of the original
fluorescent fixture.
Bob
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
December 11, 2011

Shibumi #184

When I did my research for replacing my lights, this was the message I found attached to the lights I purchased.
LED is 140 lumens (warm white LED) and is equivalent to a 10 watt of halogen or xenon bulb (which are typically
100-140 lumens)
They are as good as or better than what I had before and I wouldn't want them any dimmer. You definitely want
warm white for reading (softer) instead of cool white that looks a bit blue and stark. The cool white I like for detail
work like in the galley or at the chart table. These are personal preferences, my 60 year old eyes aren't what they
used to be and I find the more light, the better (the readers help as well). It's also true that this technology on the
way LED is projected continues to evolve and it's possible that the bulbs Bob has do the job as well. There is no
"honesty" standard for describing the performance of lumens that manufacturers have to adhere to. Personal
testimonies are your best source of performance.
I originally got on the 140 lumen bandwagon from reading a cruisers forum on the internet in which this old salt,
who had been in search of adequate and affordable LED bulbs, finally found them in the form of 140 lumens at
LilyLEDs.com out of Toronto.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

011-501-668-3306
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
December 11, 2011

Windy #151

Thanks Mike.
Being in the same age bracket, I need as many lumens as possible so I can find my “readers”!!!
The LilyLED web site is great and after double checking the bulb sizes I will be placing an order to replace the
halogens and probably the florescent lights in the galley.
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
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REFRIGERATION KITS

FROM:

Dwayne Anderson

SENT:

January 26, 2012

Caliste #224

I would like to install refrigeration for our Icebox; options seem to be confusing on which will be best. There are both a
vertical and horizontal vaporator models, as well plates; I am thinking I have enough room to mount a horizontal evaporator
allowing me to make ice? Or maybe taking out the icebox divider and going with an evaporator plate that will wrap to inner
wall of the icebox?
I am thinking of complimenting my alternator of 40 amps with Colman solar panels x2 130 watts each Costco is selling them
with 30amp charger for $1000.00 which seems to be reasonable.
Dwayne Anderson
Caliste #224
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
Out & About #169
January 27, 2012

Dwayne, this doesn't directly answer your question, and this may already be old news to you, but having gone
through this recently I want to emphasize the absolute necessity of energy management through sufficient battery
and sufficient charging capacity. I learned the hard way, toasted some batteries, and ended up spending more time
and money on charging system than on the refrigeration (higher output alternator, smart regulator, diodes, monitors,
(etc).
We build a new, smaller box inside the old one to ensure good insulation. We have an Alder Barbor (now Dometic)
cold machine. Started with the cold plate which turned out to be defective and we are replacing it with their small
vertical evaporator this spring. I have my fingers crossed.
I am also hoping to make or keep ice. Making ice will take more energy than keeping it. I put a bag of cubes in a
Tupperware container in the coldest part of the fridge and it lasts almost a week - which is good enough for us.
Bob
Out & About #169
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard Shibumi #184
January 28, 2012

My boat was recently surveyed by a SAMS surveyor who spent 6 years living off the grid on a Stevens 42. Aside
from condemning my Palermo propane on demand hot water heater, he said the icebox was way too big and
suggested I add insulation to the inside of the box to shrink it. Of course if you live at a dock this doesn't matter.
And, if you're looking for really good insulation check out "Aerogel". 3 inches will give you about R30.

Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com

011-501-668-3306
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Graeme Quigley
January 27, 2012

Sylando #115

We installed a horizontal evaporator and it is very efficient at making ice. The unit we chose was one with a keel
condenser which eliminates water pumps etc and have been very pleased with its efficiency. The units are sold by
Record Marine in Vancouver.
Hope that helps,
Graeme Quigley
Sylando #115
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
March 31, 2012

Enchantment # 214

The following is an excerpt from Enchantment’s profile outlining what we did:
REFRIGERATION: Replaced NOVA COOL with EZ Cool Refrigeration/holding plate #EK12CPAW -12v air &
water cooled. Divided the icebox with epoxy coated plywood dividers 9” from the inboard wall to create a
reasonable freezer compartment. The dividers are covered with aluminum insulation used for heating/air ducts.
Added insulation by cutting into the bulkhead in large cockpit locker and filling with insulating foam; also the area
under the icebox. Insulated and covered with aluminium reflective duct insulation the area next to the engine.
BATTERY CHARGER/INVERTOR: upgraded to Freedom 15 shore power charger that includes a 1500 watt
inverter from batteries for the operation of power tools, etc.
ALPHA SMART REGULATOR & 120 AMP POWERLINE ALTERNATOR: Upgraded the 55 amp alternator
regulator with the 120 amp Powerline and “smart” 3-stage regulator to minimize engine running time for battery
charging.
Now I probably would go for the EZ Kold Twin Cold Plate System if the cost wasn’t too high. In Canadian waters
I would dispense with the water cooled option. We can make a tray of ice cubes in less than a day. I also have 2
solar panels on the bimini to keep engine running for battery charging to a minimum as refrigeration is by far the
greatest draw.
Just a note, when buying solar panels make sure there are 36 cells in the array which will deliver 18v max for
efficient charging. The 32 cell arrays deliver 16v which is not enough potential difference for deep cycle charging in
most cases.
You’ll love the convenience of refrigeration.
All the best.
Les
Enchanment #214
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
January 26, 2012

Air Loom #185

Bob
A most important area in which to add insulation is the top of the box. I found on AIR LOOM that not only was
there no insulation across the top (which resulted in moisture condensing on the top surface of the counter top) but
there was no insulation inside the box lid. Also, a seal around the edge of the lid helps stop that path for the escape
of the inside cooled air.
Stuart
AIR LOOM #185
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CABIN HEATING
FROM:
SENT:

Dwayne Anderson

Caliste #224

January 26, 2012

I am looking at adding forced air heat. I would like to place ducts in forward berth, head, under the table in main cabin and in
the cockpit (yes cockpit as I have a full enclosure) I am considering either the Espar Airtronic D4 13600BTU
or D5LC 18800BTU; or the Wabasto 3900 12000BTU or 5500 with 18000BTU.
I am hoping for something that will be as problem free as possible and if I do need parts they will be available.
Dwayne
Calieste #224
Vancouver BC
REPLY FROM:

Stuart Spracklan

Windy #151

Dwayne
My boat does not have a heating system either and presently researching a way to provide heat while at anchor in
cooler weather. We have a full enclosure too but found that enough heat made its way up from the cabin with the
companionway open when using a small electric heater at dock. Since the models you mention are quite expensive
and require routing of hose we are looking at a unit used in Finland, Wallas (now sold in Canada with head office in
Victoria). http://www.wallas.ca/www.wallas.ca/Wallas_Canada_Marine_Heaters.html
We would like to replace our stove as it is huge, with 3 burners and a never used oven. A Wallas unit would replace
the stove, saving space, reducing weight on the port side of the boat and provide us with a cabin heater, all in one.
Also if the unit ever needs service it is easily removed. We have seen the unit in operation and is the route that we
will probably go...
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
(Schooner Cove, Nanoose, BC)

MAST WIRE SLAP
FROM:
SENT:

Dwayne Anderson

Caliste #224

January 26, 2012

I am curious about the best way to stop the wires in the mast slapping while trying to enjoy a quite night...?
Dwayne,
Caliste #
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Beswick
January 26, 2012

Aly Ada Two #156

Dwayne.
Get a package of 8"-12" wire ties. I used white ties, because not too many UV rays get inside the mast, and they
were cheaper. ...while the mast is on its side pull the wires out with a tracer attached. When you get the wire all the
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way out start about two (2') feet from the top of the mast, bundle up the wire with the ties. Tie four (4) ties, each
around the wire, at the same spot, so they stick out 90degrees apart. When you pull it back into the mast they are
pushing on all four sides of the inside of the mast, at the same spot. Now trim the ties off so you have about an inch
turning back, where it touches the mast. Now pull the wire bundle three (3') to four (4') feet into the mast and do this
again. Keep doing this until you have all your wire all back in place in the mast.
Make sure that you have your halliards pulled tight, so they don't interfere with the ties when you are pulling the
wire back into the mast. I DID NOT pull a tracer through the mast where the upper halliard (when laying on its side)
went, and pull it tight so it doesn't get tangled in the wire, or ties, but after thought it might be advisable.
Hope this helps you as it did me.
Bob

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Graeme Quigley
January 27, 2012

Sylando #115

We rewired our mast many years ago and used nylon tie wraps every 2 or 3 feet, but did not cut off the tails. The
tails were maybe 4 inches long and this was effective in keeping the wire harness away from the inside of the mast.
Hope that helps,
Graeme Quigley
Sylando #115

HULL PAINTING IN THE TORONTO AREA
FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden

Alohalani #233

February 3, 2012

Hello, fellow group members.
I received an email from a new Aloha 34 owner, Thom Budd of Oakville, Ontario. He is trying to locate a shop that can
repaint his Aloha 34, #114, "Invincible Summer". Is there anyone in the group that could give a recommendation?
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
February 3, 2012

Windy #151

This is where WINDY #151 had her hull repainted 13 years ago... (Located in Bronte Harbour but was part of the
Bruckmann Yachts at that time). One of the new owners Jim Pollock did hull repair work on Windy before the
repainting in 1998/99.

http://www.northshoreboatworks.com/

Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Ants Toi
February 4, 2012

Alligator #216

Wiggers in Darlinton did a great hull paint job on my Aloha. 905-623-5261. I think email is
wiggerscustom@rogers.com
Ants Toi
Alligator. #216
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Joe Martin
February 4, 2012

Sylando #115

The same for us. They painted our hull 10 years ago, it still looks fantastic.
Joe Martin
Sylando #115

CUTLESS BEARING CHANGE-OUT
FROM:

Georges Poulin

Agrippina #228

SENT: March 30, 2012
I have to change the cutlass bearing on Agrippina. I spent quite a bit of time yesterday trying to disconnect the drive shaft
from the flange but was not successful. I removed the two square bolts connecting the flange to the shaft. I also disconnected
the flange from the transmission and tried to hammer it out but nothing doing. I even heated it up but there again nothing
doing. On the outside of the flange, there are four 7/8" bolts which I suspect are for shaft alignment so I did not touch them.
Maybe those have to come out as well but I would rather be safe than sorry. Would you or anyone know what the purpose of
those bolts is exactly and recommend the proper procedure to get the shaft out of the flange. If you don't have the answer,
could you please forward this to someone who could help me.
Georges
Agrippina #228
REPLY FROM:

Les Harrison

Enchantment #214

We’ve done it twice on Enchantment – before and on return from the trip to the Bahamas. In preparation for the
task I applied penetrating oil for several days prior to the flange end of the shaft, the cutlass bearing and the set
screws on the strut. You must be careful with this if you plan to [or need to] apply heat anywhere.


 In the first case I used my home made puller to remove the cutlass bearing without removing the shaft. I don’t
have a photo as it is in the locker and Enchantment is still under warps; but it was essentially a piece of pipe sliced
in half along its axis with a welded tabs on the outside of the pipe to serve as a location to strike a mallet in order to
remove the bearing. A refinement I made before heading south [in case I needed to do it underwater!] was to drill a
hole in the flanges on both sides and make a second flange for the prop end of the cutlass bearing. I put threaded
rods in the holes in the flanges with washers and nuts. I tightened the nuts at the prop end which drew the pipe into
the opposite end and pushed out the cutlass bearing. Don't forget to first remove the set screws on the side of the
strut that retain the bearing.



 In the second case I replaced the shaft as well [rather than trying to have it straightened after losing a motor
mount]. In that case I removed the 2 set-screws [bolts] from the aft side of the transmission flange and slid the shaft
back taking care to preserve the key. I had to use the puller in reverse on the aft side of the skeg to assist. Take care
as the skeg is not designed to have a large load placed on it. It was used to assist the work being done at the flange
end. There was not enough room for a puller to be applied at the flange end to push out the propshaft although if my
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approach had not been successful I would have removed the transmission to make room. If the flange and shaft have
not parted ways in many years it may be necessary to “break the flange” by removing the set of bolts, remove the
transmission and apply the puller to the forward end of the shaft to remove the flange plate. Once the shaft is out the
cutlass bearing can be removed with the puller or as shown in the link below.
Left: homemade puller example much like mine but in the photo it is being use to pull the prop.
Remember, if you’re building one the cut pipe forced in from the forward side of the skeg must fit inside the strut
but be as big in diameter as the bearing. For the aft end I had a large correctly sized washer on the inside of the
flange that had a hole the size of the bearing but not larger than the skeg surface. My flanges were more like a U
and with 2 bolt holes aligned with the prop shaft centre. There is a large force applied by the threaded rod so don’t
skimp on the thickness of the flanges.
Where the cutlass bearing cannot be extracted, there’s a good description with pictures of one approach to cutting
the bearing after shaft removal on SailNet at the following link:
http://www.sailnet.com/forums/gear-maintenance/53809-replacing-cutlass-bearing-photo-heavy.html
A second description may be found at http://www.diybob.com/diyCutlessBearing.htm with a drawing to illustrate
using a single rod.
All that said you may want to pay a yard to pull with a hydraulic puller but if you decide to make a puller you will
have it for the future and you can get brownie points when you lend it out!
Any questions let me know although it has been a while. All the best Georges.
Les
Enchantment, #214

TOE RAIL LEAKS
FROM:

William DiGuistini

SENT:

April 5, 2012

Windspinner #210

I'm looking to rebed the deck joint on my 1984 Aloha are you aware of any Aloha owners of have done this work. If possible
I would like to contact them.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
April 6, 2012

Enchantment #214

William,
I checked the Profiles document and the Owners’ Manual we created and I’m happy [on behalf of the rest of the
owners] to report I found no references to hull-deck joint repairs. The internet does not have a great deal on the topic
for fibreglass boats either.
There are 2 ways to contact members for advice:



 Post it on our email list. I did that for you by cc’ing this message to the email list
 Ask Perry to put the subject in the next newsletter – I also cc’d him for you
You may want to provide Perry and me with a little more detail on the problem. It could be related to one or more of
several issues:
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 A separation or recalking of the toe-rail
 An actual separation of the hull deck joint. If so what are the indications of this? Where? Mine has mastic plus
bolts every foot or so.
 Delamination of the deck at the toe-rail area [note there is no coring of the hull]. If so, where?
If you can provide additional info members can be more specific in helping you. I will let you know if I hear
anything on the email list. You may wish to join.
All the best.
Les
Enchantment #214
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

William DiGustini
April 6, 22012

Windspinner #210

Thanks for the prompt reply. It appears that the water is coming in through some of the toe rail bolts so the question
is should the toe rail be removed and rebed or can I get away with removing any suspect bolts and using a product to
reseal if so what product. Removing the rail begs the question as to what I'll find, what material was used during
manufacture between the rail and the deck? The symptoms are water stains on the stbd side middle and aft chain
plates below the deck. Some blackish water puddling at the locker base. Some water stains in the lockers behind the
seats on both sides of the boat. My sense is that the water is coming in around the bolts this has caused some
staining on the floor near the base of the locker where the floor curves up at the base of the v berth wicking from the
floor and the stern near the quarter berth. I will try to make a closer inspection when the weather clears. Les how far
out to the rail is the deck cored? Is the area where the deck and hull joins solid glass?
Thanks again,

Cheers
William DiGuistini
Windspinner #210
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
April 7, 2012

Enchantment #214

Hi William,
I don’t have answers to your questions so I will post your email to the Aloha 34 email group.
When I repaired the chainplates on Enchantment, I found the brown water in my lockers behind the settees came
from the chainplate knees in the lockers. Given the lack of other Alohas with toe-rail leaks [that we know of] the
water could be coming from the deck chainplate fittings or from the eyebrows above the side ports. Water does not
always follow predictable routes. If you were to drill into the bottom of the knees you may be able to determine if
that’s the problem area - if you got some drainage. I left these drain holes open after as a warning should the
problem reoccur.
Les
Enchantment 214
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

William DiGustini
April 7, 2012

Windspinner #210

HI Les, I'm thinking you are right. Question, why did you do the chainplates? Had they failed or was it strictly
preventative. I was thinking that once the weather turned I would dig out the caulking drill a couple of drains blow
some forced air to force out the water, dry it out and then use some git rot before I reseal. There is no play and I
don't get a sense that the rig is about to fail, what do you think? I thought the cabin sides were solid glass so hadn't
considered the eyebrows. There are a couple of fittings where the cabin heater exits the deck that are probably in
need of replacing/repair.
Cheers
William DiGuistini
Windspinner #210
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
April 10, 2012

Enchantment #214

William,
I tackled the chainplates as a result of owners reports. I drilled the holes in the bottom of the knee to determine
if/which had water. I found 2 on the starboard and 1 on the port side.
I don’t believe you can dry the plywood knees with compressed air alone if at all, well enough to allow the
adsorption of epoxy or git rot. Git rot would add little to the structural strength of the knees.
The sides of the cabin are indeed solid glass but there is a space between the exterior and the cabin liner which
provides an ample path for water. I found the spacers at the windows were inadequate to prevent water gaining
access should the calking have failed. The fasteners of the eyebrows could allow access as well as water from the
dorades and the ports too. I am not clear on how this water is prevented from saturating the core of the deck just that
it appears to do so in some cases. The reason I suspect the eyebrows as contributors is I have done the shroud plates
on deck, the knees and the windows and it had not completely resolved the problem until the eyebrows were
tackled. By the way, at least on Enchantment, the eyebrows were attached with galvanized screws, some of which
were corroded through. I guess Aloha thought putting teak plugs in would prevent the failure of the galvanized
fasteners!
Best of luck.
Les
Enchantment #214

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner
April 8, 2012

Sea Vixen #167

We had some toe-rail leaks in Sea Vixen about 10 years ago. Leaving the toe-rails in place we removed each bolt in
turn, put some Sicaflex caulking into each hole and then re-bolted through the caulk.
It stopped the leaking.
Migs
Sea Vixen #167
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
DRIVE SYSTEM REMOVAL AND REINSTALLATION
In a recent email exchange at the aloha34net@yahoogroups.com there was a question posted by Georges Poulin, owner of
Agrippina #228, involving the removal and reinstallation of the drive shaft flange from the transmission and removing the
propeller for change out of the Cutless bearing. Les Harrison, owner of Enchantment #214 provided Georges with a very
adequate answer. I’ve taken the liberty of expanding upon Les Harrison’s answer here.
Having the ability to remove the prop, shaft, engine coupling flange or Cutless bearing yourself can save you money. As
well, you can plan on when the job is to be done and not have to wait for a commercial yard to schedule the repair and you
will also have the tools and knowledge should the work be necessary due to an emergency.. The job can be completed with a
few simple homemade tools. If you don’t have the equipment to manufacture your own tools for the job, commercially made
ones are available. It is not necessary to purchase a whole set, just the parts necessary for your particular shaft size and
Cutless bearing size.
If you do get into a jamb and find that you are unable to complete the job due to unusual circumstances then you may have to
call in a mechanic with the heavy equipment. This option may be considered as a last resort. If you are not comfortable with
putting extreme force on a prop as an example, for fear of damaging something, then it may be best to leave the job to the
professionals with the proper equipment.
This article will describe how to make a few simple tools to complete the removal of the prop, shaft coupling, shaft, and the
Cutless bearing. As with any project, there is more than one way to accomplish the task at hand. I would more than
welcome ideas from our Members who have found ways to improve on the methods and equipment described here.

TOOLS
The first item on the agenda when tackling any portion of the job is to ensure that you have the tools at hand to ensure that
the job progresses smoothly. There is nothing more frustrating than to start a job and realize that you have to pack
everything up and go an find a proper nut or bolt or perhaps a particular wrench. For removing the drive system you will
need a pair of standard pliers as well as a pair of wire cutters, often called diagonals. The standard pliers are used to
straighten the cotter pin at the aft end of the shaft. The diagonals or wire cutters are used to remove the retaining wire that
act as a keeper to prevent the shaft flange bolts from coming loose.
You will also need a replacement cotter pin as the one removed from the end of the shaft should not be reused. You will also
need some seizing wire to replace the wire removed from the coupling screws. When removing the existing cotter pin it will
have to be straightened as best as possible for easy removal. The original bending and then straightening of the cotter may
cause stress cracks in the cotter pin and result in failure of the pin if reinstalled. The cotter pin is a very inexpensive item and
should not be reused.
You will also need a couple of wrenches to remove the prop retaining nuts from the prop shaft. Be sure to measure the
retaining nuts and use the proper size wrenches. The prop retaining nuts are two different thicknesses so choose your
wrenches carefully as far as thickness of the wrench is concerned. If the wrenches are wider than the widest nut you will not
be able to remove the nuts.
You will also need a puller to remove the prop and another puller to remove the drive flange from the forward end of the
shaft. These can be made or purchased commercially.

The sea finds out everything you did wrong.
-Francis Stokes
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The prop puller can be made from a couple of circular metal plates with three equally spaced holes around their
circumference. These holes accept three threaded rods which are used to apply the pulling forces for the prop removal.
There is also a U-shaped slot in one plate so that it may be placed at the forward end of the prop and around the shaft. The
other plate has a drilled and tapped center hole in which a bolt is threaded to apply the necessary force required to remove the
prop. The drilled and tapped center hole is not absolutely necessary. If one is careful, sufficient pressure can be applied by
tightening the threaded rods equally, ensuring that they remain square to the prop and equally carry the load applied.

Left: A photo of a homemade prop puller. This
particular one was made by a retired toolmaker so there
is a lot of overkill in the design and execution of the
finished product.
It would be easy for someone with a minimum of tools
and talent to make a similar item by hand to suit your
particular prop.
The rear plates in the photo have a U-shaped slot cut into
them with inserts screwed into place from the back side
(not visible in the photo). This allows the inserts to be
removed and allow the plates to be passed around the
shaft. The inserts are then installed to form a flat surface
which pulls against the forward side of the prop.

The drive flange puller can also be made or purchased. A piece of square steel stock slightly longer than the diameter of the
drive flange has two holes drilled to fit two bolts. These holes should be the same distance apart as the ones on the drive
flange coupling. A center hole is then drilled and tapped for another bolt which will apply the necessary force to the center
of the shaft.

Right: A simple homemade drive flange puller.
The square stock is 7/8” square X 4 1/4” long. The
two outer bolts and nuts (10 millimeter metric) are
spaced to align with opposite holes in the flange on
the drive shaft. The fine thread screw in the center
delivers higher force than a coarse thread would
against the shaft to push the shaft out of the drive
coupling.
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The above pictures are of commercially made prop pullers and are available for under $100.00.
The U-shaped slot will fit around shafts with diameters of 1” and 1 1/8”. Most Aloha 34’s have a 1” shaft but check
closely. Some Aloha 34’s were made with 25MM metric shafting.

DISASSEMBLY
Usually the first step in disassembly of the drive system would involve removing any items that are attached to the exterior
portion of the shaft. If your prop shaft has a sacrificial anode attached, remove it. It should be inspected and cleaned if it is
still serviceable. If not reusable, replace it with a new one during reassembly. Some drive shafts may be equipped with line
cutters or spurs. Carefully remove these and store them in a safe place. Be careful. They were designed to cut line which
may foul the prop but they will also cut fingers if you do not use caution when removing this item.

PROP REMOVAL
The next step may be to remove the prop from the prop shaft. It’s a relatively simple process as the standard prop is only
held onto the shaft by two nuts with a cotter pin used as a “last resort” stop just in case the nuts come loose. Remove and
discard the cotter pin at the aft end of the shaft. The thin jamb nut can then be loosened from the wider prop nut and
removed. The prop nut is loosened from its contact with the prop and also removed. If you have a feathering or folding prop
consult with the manufacturer’s instruction for disassembly and removal of your particular make and model.
The next step is removal of the prop itself. The prop does not have a parallel sided hole bored in its center. It is actually a
very carefully fitted tapered hole which mates with an identical taper machined into the shaft. By just moving the prop a
very short distance, a few thousandths of an inch, is enough to free the prop from the shaft. Because of the taper it is not
necessary to pull the prop the full distance of the width of the prop to free it from the shaft. Use the prop puller to “crack”
the prop free from the shaft. Once the prop has been loosened carefully remove it to a safe place. It can be easily bent or
damaged if dropped. Wipe the inside of the tapered prop bore to clean it. If you use emery paper to sand it clean it you may
destroy the tight tolerance that it was originally machine to. The same can be said of the prop shaft. Avoid filing or
polishing with emery paper unless it is extremely fine grain paper.

Depending on the type of stuffing box used on your vessel, you may want to loosen it so that the shaft can slide easily. If
your project involves complete removal of the shaft and you have a standard type of stuffing box with waxed flax or similar
packing it may be a good idea to remove the packing altogether. This will also make shaft installation a lot easier when it
comes time to reassemble the shaft into the vessel. When you remove the packing it may also be a good time to inspect it or
replace it with new packing during reassembly. Dripless packings, such as those manufactured by Packless Sealing System
will have to have the stainless steel sealing ring moved from its contact with the mating graphite ring. Use caution with this
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type of sealing system as the graphite ring is quite brittle and may fracture. Also, do not touch the graphite with your fingers.
The oil from your fingers will cause premature failure of the graphite ring. Wipe the stainless sealing ring with alcohol
before reassembly to remove any contaminants or oil for the same reason.

TRANSMISSION - DRIVE SHAFT COUPLING
The next step is to disconnect the shaft from the transmission. The coupling between the transmission and the shaft consists
of two mating flanges held together with screws. Removing the screws will allow separation of the coupling halves. The
screws have been drilled with cross-holes which are wired together to prevent them from coming loose. Remove and discard
the locking wire. The locking wire will be replaced with a new one during reassembly. The screws which hold the flange to
the shaft have also been wired together. Remove the wire and loosen or remove these screws. It might be a good idea to
douse the shaft flange with a penetrating type of oil to help with its removal particularly if the flange hasn’t been serviced in
a number of years. The screws holding the mating halves of the flanges together pass through clearance holes on the shaft
flange half and are threaded into the transmission flange half. With some transmissions, putting the transmission in gear will
stop the flange from turning when loosening the screws. Once these screws are removed the shaft should be able to slide aft
to allow clearance for a puller to remove the flange from the shaft.
You will also notice that the flange half on the transmission has an undercut while the flange half on the prop shaft has an
extended area which will mate with this undercut. This feature allows for easier shaft alignment. More on that later. Also,
the half of the flange on the transmission may have been factory installed by the transmission manufacturer and often cannot
be removed without special tools. The transmission flange half is also held in place with a retaining locknut on the output
shaft of the transmission. The locknut will not be visible until the flange halves are separated.
Once uncoupled from the transmission, slide the shaft aft to allow for clearance to install the shaft flange puller.
Ensure that the center screw of the puller is backed out of the square stock before installation of the tool. Bolt the flange
removal tool to two opposite holes in the shaft flange half. Tightening the center screw will pull the flange from the shaft.

SHAFT REMOVAL
After the flange is removed the shaft can be slid aft and removed from the vessel. The shaft support strut is offset from the
centerline of the vessel to allow the shaft to pass beside the skeg and rudder. Once the shaft has been removed it may be a
good idea to have it checked for straightness as well as for excess wear at the contact point between the Cutless bearing and
the shaft. If the wear is excessive a new shaft will have to be made. This is beyond the scope of the average person and
requires special machining. Check with a local machine shop or boat yard in your area for recommendations.

CUTLESS BEARING REMOVAL
The next step would be to remove the Cutless bearing. Again, specially manufactured tools are available for this job or one
can make their own from a piece of threaded rod, a couple of nuts and washers and a few steel bushings or pipe of the
appropriate size.
The Cutless bearing is held inside the strut by two set screws visible from the outside of the strut. Be sure to loosen or
remove these before attempting removal of the Cutless bearing. By the way, Cutless is a trade name for the product much
the same as Kleenex is the trade name for tissue. They are sold under the brand name of Johnson or Duramax Marine. The
Cutless bearing on many Aloha 34’s is 1” inside diameter by 1 1/4” outside diameter by 4” long, but verify the dimensions of
your particular vessel. Cutless bearings of this size are priced at about $50.00.
If you are going to make your own puller for the Cutless bearing you will need a piece of pipe with the ends cut square and
slightly longer than the length of the strut, 4 1/4” length will do for the above bearing. The pipe should also have an inside
diameter slightly larger than the 1 1/4” outside dimension of the bearing. . An appropriate length of threaded rod, two or
more heavy flat washers slightly smaller than the 1 1/4” diameter of the Cutless bearing and two or more heavy washers
slightly larger than the length of pipe, and a couple heavy huts are all that is required to remove the Cutless bearing.
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The Cutless bearing can be removed with this simple
homemade puller. By tightening the nut on the left in
the drawing the Cutless bearing will be drawn into the
pipe. Avoid the use of a hammer or other impact tools to
remove the Cutless bearing. Any impact to the strut may
cause it to break from its mounting to the hull.

To install a new Cutless bearing just reverse the process
omitting the pipe. Tightening the nut on the left will push
the new Cutless bearing into the strut bore. Be sure the
alignment of the new bearing is parallel to the bore
before applying too much force. If the bearing is not
aligned with the bore it may be damaged when installed.

If the Cutless bearing cannot be removed with a puller it may be necessary to carefully saw it in half lengthwise. This will
release any pressure between the Cutless bearing and the strut and make removal easier. Saw carefully so as not to damage
the bore of the strut.
So there you have it; the complete disassembly of the drive for the Aloha 34. Now, all that remains it to reverse the process
and reinstall all the items, replacing the worn parts with new ones as necessary.

SHAFT ALIGNMENT
In an earlier paragraph I spoke of the coupling flange between the transmission and the prop shaft and the difference between
the mating surfaces. The flange on the transmission has a circular undercut in its center and the prop shaft coupling has a
mating raised “boss” area. This feature comes in extremely handy when performing an alignment of the engine to the prop
shaft. The shaft coupling can be supported by the raised boss area having inserted it into the undercut on the transmission
flange. A couple of the flange mounting screw can be installed but not tightened to further support the flange halves.
Only check the alignment when the boat is in the water. When stored on the hard, whether on jack stands or in a cradle, the
hull will flex slightly and any alignment readings will be unreliable. When making adjustments to the engine mounts to
facilitate shaft alignment, the shaft should remain in the approximate center of the shaft log. It may be a good idea to make a
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couple of wooden V-blocks to support the shaft forward of the stuffing box when reinstalling the shaft. This will ensure that
the shaft remains centered in the shaft log.
The photo on the left shows a shaft coupling
being “faced”. In this instance the shaft has
been carefully fitted to the coupling. The
machinist will try and have the bore of the
coupling a few thousandths of an inch smaller
than the shaft so that it is a “light tight fit”.
This will allow the flange to be lightly tapped
onto the shaft with a brass hammer. In the
photo the shaft and flange assembly have been
mounted in a lathe to have the flange “faced”.
This process ensures that the face of the
flange is perpendicular to the shaft which
results in more accurate alignment of the shaft
to the transmission. The picture also shows
the raised circular “boss” in the coupling, just
inside the four holes for the mounting bolts.
This raised area will rest in the undercut area
of the flange half attached to the transmission.
By holding the flange halves close together one can then insert a feeler gauge between the flange halves and determine if the
halves are parallel to each other in all directions. Insert a feeler gauge between the flange halves in at least 4 places. If the
flange faces are in contact in one area then lightly hold the flanges together by hand at the contact point and measure the gap
on the side opposite the contact area. If the gap on the opposite side is more than .004” of an inch when measured with a
feeler gauge then the engine should be moved until the measurement is .004” or less.
The .004” measurement should be the maximum gap in any direction and should be checked around the full circumference of
the coupling. It may be necessary to move the engine up or down as well as side to side. This requires loosening the engine
mounting gear to move the engine. When moving the engine, ensure that the shaft remains in place and is not being forced
out of alignment with the shaft log or Cutless bearing. Misalignment will put excess strain on the Cutless bearing and
stuffing box and may cause premature failure of the parts.
If the shaft to engine alignment is grossly out of tolerance, as may be the case with an engine mount failure, the shaft could
be bent or, in the worst case scenario, the transmission output shaft could be sheared off at the output flange. If the flange
halves are tightened together when they are out of tolerance, the tightening of the screws will tend to put a strain on the shaft
itself, causing it to bend when stationary. This will cause the shaft to whip when running, putting excess strain on the
Cutless bearing and the strut. Failure will be eminent.... it’s only a matter of time, depending on how severe the
misalignment is!
With a little care and attention to detail the .004” of an inch alignment tolerance can be achieved and can actually be reduced
to much less than that if you are really fussy. The lower the figure below the .004” the smoother, and longer, the drive will
operate.

SAFETY UNDER SAIL
MAN OVERBOARD!
In the last issue of the Newsletter I posted an article concerning Man Overboard recovery procedures. In that article I
suggested two of the more common methods of recovery of a man overboard, the Figure 8 Method and the Quick Stop
Rescue Method. Mig’s Turner has suggested another way, that being the Williamson Turn. Mig’s states that he uses the
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Williamson Turn aboard Sea Vixen #167 and also used the method as Captain aboard deep sea vessels... and I can’t argue
with that!
According to Migs, “The routine we have in Sea Vixen for the Williamson Turn is
1.
2.
3.

Turn on the engine. Forget the sails until it is convenient to furl them.
Increase speed turning 60 degrees to PORT or STARBOARD whichever is clear & more convenient
Immediately come 60 degrees back plus an additional 180 degrees &, slowing down as you approach the person,
this should bring you right up to the person in the water.”

Migs also states “In Sea Vixen, we immediately throw a `Man Overboard` pole into the water and also a life ring secured to a
50 foot lanyard. One crew member points an arm in direction of the person in the water and doesn`t take his eyes off him/her.
We try to do a practice run each time we have a new crew member at the wheel”.

Diana & Migs Turner,
Sea Vixen #167
Victoria, BC,
Thank you, Migs. The Williamson Turn may be the simplest to accomplish in the least amount of time,
especially if you’re shorthanded as far as crew is concerned. As with any rescue scenario, time is of the essence.

FIRE!
There is probably nothing more frightening or hazardous than having a fire on a vessel. Unlike a home fire, one cannot just
dial 911 and have the local fire department arrive at your door. You’re pretty much alone on this one. It’s up to you and the
crew to cope with what could develop into a major disaster at sea if not dealt with in a timely manner and with the proper
extinguishers. Fortunately, fires aboard vessels are few and far between.
The best fire fighting method is probably prevention of the fire in the first place. Ensuring that the ship is kept clean and the
ships systems are in good working order will go a long way in helping prevent the possibility of a fire. Poorly maintained
electrical systems can lead to the possibility of a short circuit which can generate a lot of heat or arcing of the wires resulting
in a fire. Inspection of the electrical system may reveal potential problems before they develop. Look for wires which may
be crossing each other or are loose and may tangle in operating equipment. Wires should be adequately tied to prevent chafe.
Improperly fused battery connections can also lead to high amperage electrical flow should a battery cable short out through
vibration when underway. Electrical leads connected to the engine are particularly susceptible to wear due to the vibration of
the engine. These wires should be inspected regularly for potential problems.
The same can be said of engine fuel delivery systems. Any fuel leaks can lead to a fire, particularly if the fuel comes in
contact with hot engine surfaces. The fuel system should be checked regularly for leaks and repaired before the ship leaves
the harbour. The fuel lines should also be checked for chafe and the conditions causing the chafe corrected immediately
before a leak develops. Any fuel lines which show signs of age, such as cracks in rubber hoses, should be replaced. Newer
vessels often have fuel lines which are protected with an outer layer of stainless braided wire. This type of fuel line certainly
aids in the prevention of chafe, but it makes it difficult to determine if the line has age related fractures under that steel
braided wire.
If your vessel is equipped with propane or natural gas for cooking, these systems should be inspected frequently. Older
propane systems would often only sound an alarm if the sniffer detected gasses. The newer systems will automatically shut
off the system should a leak be detected. The fuel delivery hoses should be inspected for age cracks and replaced as
necessary. The end fittings for the fuel delivery hoses for propane or natural gas should not be field installed or repaired with
couplers or other means. The hose should be purchased and installed as a complete assembly. Ensure that the fuel delivery
hoses are properly secured so that they will not chafe. Also pay particular attention any time a fuel line passes through a
bulkhead. These areas need particular attention to prevent chafe. Liquid and vapor tight bulkhead connectors are available
for this purpose and are relatively inexpensive.
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Many vessels have electrical leads for the cooking fuel shut off solenoid which run parallel to the fuel delivery hose these
leads should not be wrapped around or attached to the hose. Doing so can create a chafe point. Fasten any electrical leads
separated from the cooking fuel delivery hose.
Connections for the gas storage bottles and the cooking equipment should also be checked with a bubble solution to detect
the smallest of leaks. Regular pressure tests of the system should also be done. Turn on the propane or natural gas system.
Ensure that any valves on the cooking equipment are turned off. Read and record the pressure from the pressure gauge at the
fuel tank. Shut off the fuel tank and wait for 5 minutes. Read the pressure gauge again. Any drop in pressure will indicate a
leak in the system.
Chemicals which may be stored aboard can also create a hazard leading to a potential fire. Many cleaning chemicals used in
the day to day maintenance of the vessel can become a fire hazard should a container begin to leak and mix with other nearby
chemicals. It’s best to try and minimize the use of harsh chemicals in favour of more environmentally friendly versions. If
you do store cleaning chemicals, paints or solvents aboard make sure they are in a well ventilated area to prevent build-up of
fumes. Also remove any cloths or rags which may have been used with paints or solvents. If they cannot be removed store
them in a steel air tight container.
Another area that needs attention to prevent the spread of a fire is the bilge area. Keeping the bilges clean and dry as well as
free of any engine oil or fuel residue will go a long way in the prevention of the spread of a fire throughout the ship. The
bilge area is usually connected to other areas of vessel under the cabin sole. A fire in the bilge area can spread undetected
throughout the whole boat in a very short period of time. A simple environmentally friendly bio-degradable detergent added
to the bilge area and allowed to slosh about while underway will often satisfactorily clean the bilge of any residue. Hosing
down hard to reach areas of the bilge with plain water will also dislodge any large debris from harder to reach areas and
make removal of the debris accessible from the bilge.
Many fires aboard are a result of maintenance activities while the boats are on the hard or at the dock. Often fire
extinguishers may have been removed from the boat for inspection or storage during the time the maintenance is being done.
Thinking the job through before a repair is started and ensuring that proper fire prevention methods are used, as well as
having firefighting equipment in place and immediately available during a repair may save your vessel. Use extra caution
when applying heat to fittings or thru-hull fittings. The heat can transfer to unseen areas and represents a hazard to the safety
of the ship.
The materials the boat is made from can present a real brew of toxic gasses when set ablaze. The materials used in boat
construction also enhance its ability to burn as well making putting out an established fire difficult. Many of the plastics and
resins tend to stubbornly resist extinguishing. A heat gun used to soften caulk and sealers for removal may also set them on
fire. Some caulk’s burn with an invisible flame, particularly before the cure of the calk has not been completed. The off
gassing of the caulk or sealer can burn undetected for quite a while.
Before a fire should occur, understand the proper use of the fire extinguishers aboard as well as any other fire suppression
equipment the boat may have. Some vessels may have a dedicated fire suppression system for the engine area. Many of
these systems can be manually operated or may be automatically deployed should the system detect a fire. Understanding
how to activate the system manually may save the vessel.
When using a hand-held fire extinguisher use a side to side sweeping motion aimed at the base of the fire. If you aim at the
flames themselves rather than the base of the fire, the upward convection current caused by the flame will carry the
extinguisher chemicals into the air and they will be ineffective in suppressing the fire. Be aware that a fire burning a light
material, such as paper, may be spread by the force of the chemicals spraying from the fire extinguisher.
Do not stop using the fire extinguisher because the flame cannot be seen any longer. The fire may reignite and burn once the
chemicals from the fire extinguisher have dissipated. Dousing a smouldering fire with water may prevent re-ignition. Do
not use water on an electrical fire as this action can create the possibility of an electric shock. Do not use water on a burning
liquid as it may only serve to spread the flames and create a bigger problem. Fire extinguishers aboard vessels are usually
dry chemical type which can be used on all classes of fires, whether it be burning wood, plastics, electrical equipment or
liquids.
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When using the fire extinguisher, continue with the sweeping motion until all the chemicals in the extinguisher have been
used. Once a dry chemical fire extinguisher has been used, even if only partially discharged, have it recharged. During a
partial discharge of the extinguisher the chemical powder in the cylinder will be deposited on the valve seat causing the
pressure in the extinguisher to release over time rendering it unusable in the future. Be prepared for a possible re-ignition by
having another extinguisher at hand.
Exceeding the minimum requirement mandated by the government will also give you peace of mind knowing that you have
an excellent chance of extinguishing a small fire before it becomes a big problem. Position the fire extinguishers where you
feel they will most likely be needed. Under the nav station is a good spot for a 5 lb. dry chemical type. Beside the galley
range is also a good spot for a 2 1/2 lb one as well. You may also wish to have another 2 1/2 lb. extinguisher in the transo m
locker if you have a stern mounted BBQ, and consider another extinguisher in the v-berth area or the head, particularly if you
have an electrical system for a windlass or deck wash down pump in this area. The number and size here will exceed the
Transport Canada regulations for an Aloha 34 equipped with cooking facilities, but you will be safe in the knowledge that an
extinguisher will always be close at hand.
Attention to inspection and maintenance of the ships systems as well as cleanliness of the vessel will make all the difference
in avoiding a fire. By having adequate fire suppression systems, be it hand held extinguishers or automatic systems, in
working order and in place with the knowledge of how to use them will go a long way in preventing the loss of life or a
vessel.

ALOHA ACE*
ALOHA CREATIVE ENHANCEMENTS

RUDDER POSITION INDICATOR
Here’s a fine gadget for those of you who must have just everything for your boat! Davis Instruments has available a simple
mechanical Rudder Position Indicator which will fit almost any wheel.

Awareness of the rudder angle is an important safety factor. This is
especially true while moving in and out of your berth, drawing
alongside another boat, picking up mooring, or any other "close call"
situation. Davis' Rudder Position Indicator gives instant visual reference
of rudder angle.
The pointer swings a full thirty degrees with each revolution of the
wheel. Mounts directly to your hub (approximately 2" (5 cm) in
diameter) with a self-adhesive pad. All that is required for installation is
to ensure your rudder is in the “straight ahead” position, the rudder
indicator is rotated until the white marker is centered with the port and
starboard dial markings. The Rudder Position Indicator is then mounted
to the center of the wheel hub with the double faced sticky pad
provided.
The Indicator is rugged, hermetically sealed, weatherproof, and the
sunproof housing ensures long life. No cables, adjustments, or
electricity are required; gravity power makes it simple and service-free.
They are priced about $30.00 at marine stores in Canada or the U. S.
and are available worldwide.
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please provide as
much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to the Aloha 34 website
for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for obvious reasons it may take a
while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter only has it viewed by fellow Aloha
owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting for you in Granada. This well
equipped vessel has lots of amenities and many items
that you will find ideal for cruising the Caribbean or
anywhere that your hear desires, including an
inflatable dinghy and outboard motor.

Contact:

John Lawrence in West Perth,
Australia

By Phone
Via e-mail

(613) 838-2370
johnkebab@hotmail.com

Broker:

The Little Ship Company
Tony Brewer
599 553 4475

By Phone

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE"

1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact:

Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to
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(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

"MARGARITAVILLE"

1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the
years, a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web
site and email forums to answer all your questions.

Contact:

David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
Via e-mail to

(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

“ROOM TO DANCE”
1982 Hull #171
Room to Dance is a well cared for fresh water
vessel in above average condition. Currently
lying in 50 Point Marina, Grimsby, Ontario.
The Aloha 34 is a Ted Brewer Design boat.
Well suited for heavy weather to bring her crew
to port safe, dry and comfortable. She is easy to
handle for a couple. Ample storage for and
equipped for extended cruising.
Contact:

Peter Iversen, Millgrove,
Ontario.

By Phone
Via e-mail

(905) 689-2851
piversen@sympatico.ca
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"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

“TERRIFIC”

1982 Hull # 176

$49,950

One owner, currently berthed in Emeryville, CA. The boat has cruised to Mexico, so has many extras. The chain plates and
all standing rigging were redone two years ago. Contact for list of all extras.
Contact:
By Phone
Via Email

Steve Woodall
(510) 471-7806
smwoodall@sbcglobal.net

ITEMS FOR SALE OR WANTED
No requests for items for sale or wanted have been submitted at this time. If you are looking for items or have items for sale,
please contact Perry Basden via email to perry_basden@hotmail.com for inclusion in future newsletters. You may also wish
to post those items to the Aloha 34 Forum at the Yahoo website if you have internet access. Postings on the Aloha 34 Forum
website have resulted in faster response times for items wanted or for sale. Please sign up for this free service at
http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net Note: The Yahoo Groups email forum is for Aloha 34 International Owners’
Network Members only. You will not be inundated with spam email should you wish to sign up for this service. It’s also a
great way to get almost instant advice and ideas from other Aloha owners.

A sailing vessel is alive in a way that no ship with mechanical power ever be.
-Aubrey de Selincourt
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GOURMET GALLEY
WHITE HOT CHICKEN CHILI
Here’s a great Chili recipe that is easily scaled up to serve a crowd. This is a perfect one pot meal that can be prepared either
in a pressure cooker or on the stove top, just shorten the cooking time for a pressure cooker. It’s a dish that’s easy to
transport and perfect for those times when the cruisers get together for a pot luck dinner or beach get together.
Makes 4 servings
Ingredients
2 tablespoons (25 ml)
1
1
1 1/4 lbs (625grams)
2
2
1tablespoon (15 ml)
1teaspoon (5 ml)
1teaspoon (5 ml)

2 cups (500 ml)
1 19 oz (540 ml) can
1/4 cup (50 ml)

Vegetable Oil
medium onion, chopped
rib celery, chopped
chicken breasts, boneless, cut into cubes
garlic cloves, minced
jalapeño peppers, chopped
chili powder
ground cumin
dried oregano
pinch of salt
pinch of cayenne pepper
chicken stock
white kidney beans, drained & rinsed
parsley, chopped

Directions
In a large saucepan or pressure cooker; heat half of oil over medium heat. Cook onion and celery for 5 minutes. Push to one
side. Heat remaining oil on other side of pan over high heat. Brown chicken on all sides, about 5 minutes.
Stir in garlic, jalapeño peppers, chili power, cumin, oregano, salt and cayenne pepper. Cook, stirring for 1 minute. Stir in
stock. Bring to boil. Cover and reduce heat, simmer for 15 minutes. If using a pressure cooker, simmer for 5 minutes.
Uncover and simmer for 10 minutes. Stir in beans, cook for 5 minutes, stirring occasionally.
Serve sprinkled with parsley.
You can reduce the amount of “heat” in this recipe by using less than the two whole jalapeño peppers and by altering the
amount of cayenne pepper to taste. And, of course, if you are fortunate to be sailing in Gulf of Mexico along the southern
United States you could always make the recipe with Alligator tail... the other white meat!

The pessimist complains about the wind; the optimist expects it to change;
the realist adjusts the sails.
-William Arthur Ward
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CLOSING
Hope you’ve enjoyed this edition of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Spring 2012 Newsletter. I’m a few days
getting this edition out for mailing, Please forgive me but... I’ve got a boat to sail and I must get my priorities right! The
boat is in the water and waiting to have the mast installed later this week. I’m not planning on any major work on Alohalani
#233 this year but one never knows what may come up and change my mind. I may find another Aloha 34 with a few
optional items which I may wish to add. A few years ago there was an Aloha 34 at the Aloha Rendezvous held at the
Mimico Cruising Club in 2003. The fellow had made a nicely upholstered seat which would straddle the lower edge of the
companion way sill when the drop boards were removed. With his remote autopilot control in hand he had a safe and secure
perch under the dodger which allowed him to stay dry and still have good visibility while singlehanding in Lake Ontario.
Perhaps I may take on the challenge of making one and have a write-up in the next edition of the Newsletter. Another item
which I’ve been considering is the fabrication of a fender board. Yea.... there’s a couple of ideas for the fall Newsletter!
Now if any of you have the slightest intention of making and items for your beautiful Aloha’s please be sure to send me a
few photos and a brief write-up. I’d love to include them in a future Newsletter. Gotta run for now.... out to design a seat
and fenderboard!
Best regards to all and have a happy and safe sailing season. And remember .....

A ship is safe in the harbour, but that’s not what a ship is for.
-Unknown
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2012
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by
ALOHA 34 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.
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ALOHA
Greetings to all Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network members. Here’s the latest edition of the Newsletter for
your amusement and entertainment. Hope everyone finds it informative and enjoyable. There are a few items which I’m
sure you will find most interesting. One item, I believe, may change the known history concerning the Aloha 34 production.
Yes, that’s right! We’re going to rewrite history! Another item which I would like your opinion about concerns the
distribution system currently used for the newsletter.... but more on that later. Let’s take care of rewriting the Aloha 34
history first!
In late September, I was contacted by Les Harrison., Enchantment #214, concerning a 1988 Aloha 34 that was
listed for sale at a Canadian French language website, Les Puces Nautiques. That in itself is not unusual as there seems to be
quite a few Aloha 34’s on the market at the moment. Both Les and I, as I’m sure many of you probably do, often search
websites to glean information about other Aloha 34’s and their owners or just to satisfy our own curiosity. I usually look for
information concerning vessels being offered for sale and the subsequent changes of ownership or I check marine databases
such as the USCG site or the Transport Canada Vessel Registration Query System to aid in keeping the information in the
Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network database up to date and current. I sometimes contact brokers that are offering
Aloha 34’s for sale particularly if it is a boat that the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network does not have information
about. The brokers are usually willing to provide me with limited information concerning the vessel as well as being willing
to pass the information about the Network on to the new owners. A strong Owners Network can be used as a good selling
tool when offering a boat for sale.
When Les informed me of his find I didn’t give it much thought at the time. When I got a chance I checked the
Network database and found I had some information concerning the vessel in my files but it was far from complete. I
thought it would be a simple matter to update the Network database and reflect the new ownership of the vessel. However,
the information provided by Les didn’t coincide with the information I had saved from the Transport Canada website a while
ago. There were differences in the production year from the information from Transport Canada. There were also some
concerns raised in my mind about the reliability of the information when I tried to find the chronological order for the vessel
being offered for sale at Les Puces Nautiques and the existing database. All the boats were accounted for, so where did this
one fit in? Was the information provided by the owner or the broker in error? I would think that highly unlikely. Who
would know the information best, except the owner?
Perhaps the limited information at the Transport Canada website was incorrect. Unfortunately the Transport Canada
website does not include Hull Identification Numbers so that was not much help to me. Les provide me with the website
address and I hoped that any information located there may shed some light on the delema. Much to my surprise, Les seems
to have stumbled upon a previously unknown Aloha 34, and not just any unknown Aloha 34 but possibly an unheard of Hull
# 235! The photograph of the vessel at Les Puces Nautiques does indicate the information provided by the broker is true and
clearly shows #235 on the sail. I immediately contacted Les to share the information with him. It was decided that we would
try and further verify the information. I contacted Hank Surette, #234, Emotional Rescue, to see if he could supply any
further information concerning his boat or any other subsequent boats which may have been made about the time his was
produced. Unfortunately, Hank was unable to provide any information or shed any light onto the findings which may have
helped to resolve the mystery but I thank Hank for his effort.
Les managed to contact a friend in Chicoutimi to see if any of the information could be verified since the boat being
offered for sale was in that area of the country. The friend knew the boat well and went to search out the serial number. He
reported back to Les that it was indeed #235 with the Hull Identification Number ZUYOD235J788. According to the
Transport Canada VRQS database for O.N. 823885 the vessel is listed as a 1987, contrary to what the broker listed as a 1988.
The previous name of the vessel was Deniro II, as was shown on the Les Puces Nautiques website photos. The vessel has
since been renamed Larchipel by the new owners, Benoit Landry and Diane St. Gelais of Chicoutimi, Quebec.
So, there you have it. Hull Number 235 has been located and the information verified. We have another Aloha 34
for the database ... and now we are aware that there were more than 134 Aloha 34’s made. I’m wondering how many more
remain to be found?
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NEWSLETTER DISTRIBUTION OPTIONS
A couple of months ago there were a few email exchanges distributed to those members of the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network who have signed on to the Aloha 34 Network Yahoo Groups Forum. The email exchange
topic of discussion concerned the postal mailing of the Newsletter and requests by several members to have their Newsletters
sent to them electronically rather than through the regular mail service. If you would like to follow the “thread” I have
included the email exchange in the MAILBAG section of the newsletter.
There are a large number of Network members, those who have not signed on the Yahoo Groups Forum, who were
unaware of the discussion and were unable to express their opinions about the possible options available for the distribution
of Newsletters. The purpose of this article is to highlight some points which arose out of the on-line discussions and make all
Members aware of the delivery options available to them. I have also included the current status of funding of the Network
as the funding status could possibly be affected by any distribution changes.
The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network is here to serve the Members and is quite willing to work with each of
you to meet your specific needs whether that be receiving a hard copy in the regular mail or having electronic copies emailed
directly to you. I would welcome your comments expressing your thoughts, ideas and concerns.
As background information, the Newsletters are produced and saved as a MicroSoft Word document and then
converted to a Portable Document Format (PDF) for transmission to the printer. The MS Word document makes it easy to
edit the content when developing the newsletter. The conversion to a PDF file makes the file size much smaller and easy to
transmit electronically over the internet. Both file formats are saved in the Aloha 34 Network records for archival use and
inclusion in the Owner’s Manual available in CD format. Once the newsletters are printed they are hand stuffed into
envelopes and the envelopes are addressed with labels printed from the database information. They are separated by country
and the proper postage applied. The Newsletters are then mailed from Canada to all members around the world.
Having the printed copies as well as electronic copies already available can provide the Membership with several
options for delivery. For those members who may not be tech savvy or may not trust computers the newsletter can and will
be available to you and sent via regular mail as has been done in the past. The Newsletter can also be emailed as a PDF file
directly to each Member requesting an electronic copy.
Individuals requesting electronic copies may do so for several reasons. They may travel frequently and may not
remain in one location to pick up mail or perhaps the mail may be delayed for a lengthy period of time, if they are using a
mail forwarding service, for example. There is also the problem of trying to get regular mail to those members who may be
located in more remote areas of the world where the mail service may not be as reliable as it is for those of us living in more
urban areas. Some Members have indicated their email capacity limits may prevent them from receiving larger files, such as
the newsletter, as an attachment.
As another option to sending the PDF file directly to each member, the Newsletter could be posted to the Yahoo
Groups A34 Forum website as an uploaded file or be placed on the Aloha 34 “Owners Only” section of the website in a
similar fashion. A notice could then be sent to all Members via their email address on file, indicating on-line availability of
the newsletter for viewing or download at their leisure. Sending the notice to each member will eliminate the email capacity
issue as they could decide if and when they would like to download the newsletter. Either way, once the file is made
available electronically, each Member could download the file and save it to their computer or they can print the newsletter if
they wish to have their own hard copy. Distribution of the Newsletter in this fashion would require that the Membership
email database be kept up-to-date with the latest email addresses of all members. Some Members may prefer to have both
electronic copies as well as mailed copies available. So, as you can see, there are plenty of options available.
Having the electronic copies of the Newsletters available on the Yahoo Groups A34 forum or the Aloha 34 Website
may lead to potential future funding problems for the Network, as pointed out by Les Harrison in his email posted on the
Forum. According to Les, “There would be less incentive to join the Network.” For example, a member could join the
Network and pay the annual dues for the first year, be given the necessary usernames or passwords to access the “Owners
Only” section of the website as well as the Aloha 34 Yahoo Group Forum. The member would be able to download the
newsletter just as the process was intended. However, if the member failed to pay the dues to support the Network in future
years he or she could still download the information until such time as the username or passwords were changed, and not
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only changed to exclude that one individual, but changed for all members in good standing as well. Each time any member
may be in default for a period of time it may require the changing of usernames or passwords as well as notification of such
change to be sent to all members in good standing. The process would become unwieldy and time consuming from an
administration viewpoint as well as a nuisance to the membership. If too many members used the same approach and failed
to pay their dues the whole organization could be subject to financial collapse!
Another comment from the Aloha 34 Yahoo Forum discussion concerned the possibility of reducing the Annual
Membership Dues as a result of the reduced operating cost incurred by the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network should
distribution of the newsletter be done mostly by electronic means. Obviously, any potential reduction in operating costs will
depend on how many people would prefer to receive electronic copies compared with those who prefer to continue to receive
regular mailed copies. I can see a potential for a reduction in annual dues if a majority of Members decide to go with the
“electronic only” option, but at the present time it is very difficult to say what exactly those cost reductions could be without
receiving further information from the Members of the Network.
As a volunteer moderator for the Aloha 34 International Owners` Network, one thing that I would not be in favour
of would be a two tier membership system with annual dues based on whether you get an electronic copy of Newsletters or a
mailed copy. There is a lot of time spent by volunteers putting together the newsletter and taking care of the Aloha 34
website. Time is also spent with the Network owners` database, books and accounting records as well as banking. To go to
a two tier system would only add unnecessarily to the workload. Les, I don`t know how you did it for all those years along
with handling the job of webmaster! I commend you for your continued contribution and efforts.
Just to give you an idea of the ongoing operating costs for the Network, each Member’s annual dues help pay for the
web hosting for the Aloha34.com website and also for the cost of production and distribution of the Newsletters. Newsletters
are mailed to all members, usually two issues per year. The production and delivery costs for mailing envelopes, paper,
postage etc. run about $300.00 to $350.00 per mailing of each issue of the Newsletter. There are also some pre-production
costs for printer ink cartridges required for the printing of draft copies for proof reading and mark-up and the Network often
runs a few extra copies of the Newsletter which may be mailed to potential new members or other organizations.
Many of you will recall a few years ago when it was decided by the Network moderators to give each member in
good standing at that time a suspension of dues for a period of one year. The decision was made as the moderators felt that
the funding of the Network was more than adequate for the foreseeable future needs. In effect, the temporary dues
suspension would reduce the bank balance for the Network as the ongoing operating and publishing costs would continue to
be incurred for that year. Membership dues were also reduced from $25.00 annually to $20.00 annually about the same time
to avoid an ever increasing bank balance. Since those changes were made the Network bank balance has been very stable
and has increased by only $285.00 over the last three years. However, the stable bank balance could easily change into a
negative cash flow quite quickly. An increase in postage costs, for example, could be immediately reflected as a reduction in
the bank balance with the publication and distribution of the next newsletter.
An impromptu poll of members who participate in the Aloha 34 Network Yahoo Groups Forum asking if they
would prefer email newsletters only, mailed newsletters only, or both emailed and mailed copies has revealed that, of the 44
registered members of the Aloha 34 Network Yahoo Groups Forum, there were 11 respondents to the poll, or one quarter of
the registered members. Of the 11 respondents, 9 have requested email copies only; 2 have requested continuing to receiving
mailed copies only, and no respondents have requested to receive both emailed copies and mailed copies. The Membership
for the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network currently stands at 76 Members which indicates that 58% of the Network
Members are participants in the Aloha 34 Network Yahoo Groups Forum and of the total Network Membership less than
12% have indicated their desire to receive emailed copies of the Newsletter. Perhaps the members who are reading this
newsletter would like to make a selection of their distribution preferences and that may change the poll results.
One thing that was done as a result of the electronic distribution request was to post the Spring 2012 Newsletter to
the Yahoo Groups Aloha 34 Forum as a test distribution. You’re welcome to have a look at the file and see what is involved
in the download process. The file can be found at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net/files/
For this issue of the Newsletter and for future issues I will send electronic copies directly to those Members who
have requested the service. The Newsletters will be sent as an attachment via email to the email address on file at the present
time. If any emails are bounced I will make every effort to correct the problem, even if it means sending the Newsletter out
the old fashioned way using the postal service.
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Now that you’ve heard my take concerning the Aloha 34 Forum discussion regarding the electronic distribution of
the newsletters, it’s up to you to voice your opinions and make them known. There are probably a few points which I’ve
missed and I’m sure many of you may have questions or opinions about the subject. If I don’t get a response from you I will
assume that you are happy with the current method for distributing the newsletters, that being regular mail service. If you
wish to receive electronic copies in the future, please feel free to contact me via email to perry_basden@hotmail.com. If
you prefer to contact me via regular post please send me a note and mail it to Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor,
Ontario N9G 1W2. I can also be contacted by telephone in Canada to (519) 972-5949 or in the U.S.A. at (239) 303-0638. If
you’re going to call, please leave a message on my voice mail with your name and phone number and I will call you back. I
would certainly be interested in your thoughts and ideas.

ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Several changes have been made to the Membership Roster since the last issue of the Newsletter in May of 2012.
Mike Howard formerly of Toronto, Canada has made Placencia, Belize his new base of operations when sailing aboard
Kelsea # 184 . Mike had purchased the boat about 6 years ago and brought her from the U.S. to Collingwood, Ontario. He
had changed the name to Shibumi. In 2011 Mike made plans to sail the boat to Belize but Hurricane Irene changed those
plans when the Erie Canal was shut down due to the heavy rain and flooding in the upstate New York area caused by the
hurricane. Mike had the boat trucked to Tampa, Florida and then single handed her to Belize. I guess Mike thought the
hurricane may have been a bad omen so he once again changed the name back to the original Kelsea.
John Aldous aboard Coral Rose # 202 now uses Club Cruceros in La Paz, Mexico as his base of operations for the winter
months while sailing the coast of the Baja Penninula. John usually spends a few months a year in Suffolk, England when the
heat of Mexico gets unbearable.
Pauline and Peter Iversen have sold their Aloha 34, Room to Dance #171. They’ve indicated that they will still be sailing as
crew for others. We wish Pauline and Peter our very best and express our thanks for their many years of support.
Jacques
Please extend a warm welcome to Jacques Paradis who has joined the Network. Jacques purchased Room to Dance, #171
and has renamed the boat Parasard III. We’re looking forward to his participation in the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups forum.
An email from Jacques has indicated that he has moved the boat to Chicoutimi, Quebec but has not decided where he will
berth the boat next season. Jacques will also be doing some refit work to the boat over the winter months with the first
project being change-out of the holding tank and related hoses.
Jacques has also indicated that the name Parasard is an adaptation of “par hazard” with the English translation being “by
chance” or “fortuitously”. It is also a play on words based on part of his last name Paradis and his wife’s maiden name
Brassard .

Little Known Nautical Lore, Omen’s and Superstitions
Some sailors believe that you must crush egg shells before tossing them overboard
so that witches can't use them as boats to get to your vessel.
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MAILBAG

The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any questions.
The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do not have email
capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

GENOA SHEETS
FROM:

Bob Haig

SENT:

May 27, 2012

Out & About, #151

Out & About still has the original genoa sheets and it is time to replace them. The boat is 4 hrs away and I am not sure of the
line size. Can anyone help?
Bob

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
May 28, 2012

Kelsea #184

Not sure what the original size was but I am using 9/16 line. I replaced the primary winches a few years back with
Harken 44s and the sheets work well with them.

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
May 28, 2012

Alohalani #233

Hi, Bob
Genoa sheets on Alohalani are 9/16" X 38' long. I prefer using two individual sheets rather than one long one so that
they can be end for ended to evenly distribute wear. I also carry a pair of 3/8" dia. for light air situations.

NEWSLETTERS ON LINE AS A PDF DOCUMENT
FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden

Alohalani, #233

June 8, 2012

The Aloha 34 International Owners' Network moderators have received several requests from Members to have the
Newsletters posted to them as an electronic copy. As an experiment the Spring Newsletter has been posted as a PDF file to
the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups site under the "Files" section.
The Spring Newsletters were mailed to all Network Members as has been done in the past. Depending on the response from
the Membership we may continue with electronic posting of future Newsletters. Members will have a choice of
receiving electronic copies only, receiving mailed copies only, or receiving both electronic copies and mailed copies.
A notice of this electronic mailing will be posted in the Fall Newsletter to inform Members who are currently not signed up
for the Yahoo Groups Forum.
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There are several advantages to having the electronic postings. Delivery is almost immediate. The Newsletters will have
color photographs. The costs of Printing and Mailing will be reduced. Members who wish to do so may print the
Newsletter from the posted electronic files.
The moderators will welcome your comments, ideas and suggestions concerning this post.
The Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Moderators.
REPLY FROM: Stuart Spracklan,
SENT:
June 8, 2012

Windy #151

Perry
Our preference would be to just receive the PDF file as an email attachment. Our yacht club switched to that a
couple of years ago to save on postage... works great for those who are on-line.
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
REPLY FROM: Alan Harriman,
SENT:
June 8, 2012

Skipping Stones #110

Hi from Downeast.
I would prefer an electronic copy. I do not know how large the file is but my email is limited to 25Mb.
Alan
Skipping Stones #110
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden,
June 8, 2012

Alohalani #233

Hello, Alan
We don’t post the file to you directly for just this reason. As was done today, you will receive an email notification
of the posting of the file to the Yahoo Groups site where you can then log in to view the file. You can read the file
on line or download the file for your personal records or print it directly from the Yahoo Groups site to your printer
without downloading the file. It certainly gives you lots of options. The file uploaded today containing the Spring
Newsletter was 963 KB.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Leigh Hunt-Wilks
June 9, 2012

Nocturne #212

Dear Perry.
Thanks for the information. I would prefer to receive the Newsletter in its current paper form as I like to read it
away from my desk.
Many thanks,
Leigh
Nocturne #212
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
June 9, 2012

Air Loom #185

Perry
I would prefer a hard copy. That way I can continue filling up my three ring binders with the history of the Network.
Stuart
Air Loom #185
REPLY FROM:

Stuart Spracklan

Windy #151

Stuart
Our yacht club switched over to electronic just over a year ago. I also preferred the paper copy at the time (always
nice to get something other than bills in mail!) but am now convinced electronic is better... Now I have a specific
folder of past copies (which makes it easy/fast to find information) on my computer, I am able to print out all or part
of the YC newsletter any time, AND there are archived copies on the YC web site. SO... I figure it is the best of
both worlds plus it reduces paper use and club costs.
The other Stuart
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
June 9, 2012

Air Loom #185

Hi “The other Stuart”
•
This is the same question businesses around the world have had to face with the evolution of the electronic age.
Large histories recorded on paper; but what to do with the advent of computers and their great capabilities. All of
the past issues of the Newsletter that I have received for the past 17 years have been placed in three ring binders and
located in one place: the top shelf, right hand side in my closet. Frequently, I find myself digging through them to
find out if someone had experienced the same situation that I had and what they did to solve it on their boat. This
history is very helpful and convenient for me.
I looked on the Aloha Network website and there are only five past issues of the Newsletter that have been archived.
Now, if I had to go “electronic”, I would have to scan the contents of the past 17 years worth of Newsletters
(less the fall 2001, fall and spring 2002 and the fall and spring 2003 issues) in order to set up a folder of this
information on my computer.
And besides, as you said, it’s always nice to get something other than bills in mail.
"This" Stuart
Air Loom #185
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
June 9, 2012

Enchantment #214

Hi Stuart and Stuart,
I appreciate the value of the paper copies in the binders and they certainly are of value when you show them to
a prospective buyer, as one surveyor notes in the past; but, we have all but maybe a few early newsletters available
to any member in the form of a CD/DVD. It contains all profiles, all available newsletters at the time I started it
until now and the Owners’ Manual many of us participated in producing. It is much easier, I find, to locate a
subject or topic of interest on this digital archive.
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I think Perry was proposing that members have an option of printed and/or digital and we were really just exploring
which of the electronic mediums would be best used by the members.
The reason there are only a few older versions of the newsletter on the website is to provide examples to prospective
viewers 2 things would happen:
1. There would be less incentive to join the Network. We are not in this to make money but to ensure good
feedback from owners.
2. We would have to be careful what we published as members would not appreciate their names, addresses and
emails hanging out there nor would they like problems they have queried members about related to their Aloha
being available to prospective buyers.
Thanks for your inputs and rest assured you may reserve the option to “get something other than bills in mail!”. ;-)
Les
Enchantment, #214
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Dave Jenkins
June 10, 2012

Margaritaville # 159

I just pulled 3 large binders, full of newsletters, off the boat this weekend. Personally, I'd prefer a digital format.
Dave Jenkins
Margaritaville #159
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
June 10, 2012

Windy #151

If folks still prefer “hands on paper” the PDF files can be printed.
I now take my laptop with me on extended cruises, so my Aloha information can travel with me (without causing
the boat to list to one side under the weight of all that paper ).
Stuart Spracklan
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
June 10, 2012

Air Loom #185

Les
The CD/DVD that you mentioned started a discussion between Marcia and me which ended up with a question:
Could the CD/DVD be updated to include all available Newsletters from issue number 1 to the Spring of 2012 and
then be distributed to each of the members as a new starting point for future electronic issues?
In that way future issues could go out to everybody who would like electronic copies via e-mail and paper copies
would only have to be made and sent to those who would still like a hard copy. I know the postage is costly to send
the Newsletter into the US and, having electronic copies of all earlier Newsletters, to save that expense I would opt
for the electronic issues.
I don’t know how large a file all of this might be but maybe it could be combined into one large file and sent to the
members via the internet rather than make up the CD/DVD’s and mailing them out. I would volunteer to scan the
copies that you do not have and send them to you if that would make it easier.
Stuart
Air Loom #185
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Beswick
June 11, 2012

Aly Ada Too, #156

I would prefer the electronic copy also. Maybe a DVD / CD updated each year if that is possible.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too #156
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Roach
June 12, 2012

Ali Baba, #160

Hello Perry;
Thanks for the option(s). Having read some good input from others it seems to make sense to be able to make hard
copy more judiciously of personally relevant articles. The colour feature is also more attractive to us. We`ll side
with the electronic version.
Cheers,
Michael Roach
Ali Baba, #160
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
June 12, 2012

Kelsea, #184

Put me down for electronic copy as well. Paper gets soggy on the boat.
Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com
011-501-668-3306
Kelsea, #184
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chris Kieffer
June 12, 2012

Bajan Dreamer, # 172

I would prefer electronic
Chris Kieffer
Bajan Dreamer, # 172
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Graeme Quigley
June 13, 2012

Sylando, #115

I would also prefer electronic.
Graeme Quigley
Sylando, #115
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr
June 13, 2012

Momentum, #111

Electronic works for me - I rarely go to the Yahoo groups so if it was emailed as a reduced PDF that would be great.
Dave
Momentum, #111
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
July 5, 2012

Enchantment, #214

Further to previous discussions on the newsletters in digital format, does anyone have a scanned copy of the original
Owner’s Manual from Aloha.
Also if you have any scanned or digital files of other documentation you think should be added to the CD I would
appreciate it too. I have the one called Westerbeke 13-33 0wners Manual.
I would like to include any documentation we have on the new/improved CD. Ideally these would be in PDF or
could be converted by me to PDF.
Thanks.
Les
Enchantment, #214
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
July 5, 2012

Air Loom, #185

Les
I have a copy of the Owners Manual that came with AIR LOOM in 1983. Right now it is on the boat but I will get it
the next time I go out there and make a copy for you.
I am also scanning some of the earlier Newsletters for Perry.
Stuart
Air Loom, #185

MOUNTING OF MAN OVERBOARD POLE
FROM :

Thom Budd

SENT:

June 11, 2012

Invincible Summer, #114

I just purchased a man overboard pole/flag and I'm not sure what the best way to mount it is. I see boats with a single back
stay fastening it to the stay. Our Aloha's back stay is split into two diagonals for the bottom 5 or 6 feet so I
don't think the stay is an option. I have a dingy hanging off davits at the stern and this cramps the space a bit. Like to hear
what others have done.
Thom
Invincible Summer, #114
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
June 11, 2012

Out and About, #169

It should probably be angled back for ease of deployment so the backstay is not ideal. Ours is clamped to the outside
of the bimini support with the line from the flag cover running to the backstay after it comes together. We have the
pole, life ring, and light together as one unit to throw.
Bob Haig
Out and About, #169

HELMSMAN SEAT
FROM:
SENT:

Mig’s Turner

Sea Vixen, #167

July 16, 2012

ALOHA!
Here following is an article with a couple of pictures taken of the "Stanieski Seat" which Sea Vixen co-owners Werner &
June Stanieski have recently built for Sea Vixen.
If any ALOHA 34 Network members would like a complete set of “building” pictures, please let us know and we can
provide.
The seat is very comfortable & working out VERY well!
Migs
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner,
Sea Vixen, #167
Victoria, BC,
Canada
aloha34@shaw.ca
Editor Note: Please see the ACE (Aloha Creative Enhancements) Section of the Newsletter for photos.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Meyer
July 16, 2012

Air Loom, #185

Werner did a very neat job!
Stuart
Air Loom, #185
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
July 16, 2012

Enchantment #214

Excellent seat! Maybe Perry would like the “building pictures” for the next newsletter?
I also built a shelf in the lazarette on Enchantment for oils and solvents and other smelly stuff. Great addition.
All the best to you all.
Les
Enchantment #214
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
July 16, 2012

Windy, #151

This seat is just one of the many nice things that Werner has done aboard Sea Vixen. He is a perfectionist and his
work shows that.
I am sure many folks would be interested in the plans for the seat (Including us). We also plan to build a removable
shelf in the aft locker and would be interested in pictures/ideas as to to how best go about it...
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
July 17, 2012

Enchantment #214

Hi Stuart,
Regarding the shelf in the aft locker, I just added supports on the 2 side walls and used them to hold up a shelf
allowing access to the lower level for additional storage. On Enchantment the batteries are stored in the “rod
locker” under the quarter-berth so they are not an issue. I store liquids like paint thinner and varnish in water/fuel
jugs that have sprung a leak. I’ve cut off the tops and caulked the hole to make them water-tight again.
If you need more info or would like a photo let me know.
Les
Enchantment #214

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
July 19, 2012

Enchantment #214

Hi Stuart,
I miss-remembered how I mounted the shelf. Actually it is set on top of the two bulkheads forming the sides of the
engine room. Sorry, my attention to detail will never match Werner's. ;-O Out of sight I guess!
The "T" shaped cut-out in the landscape photo allows the shelf to move enough to get it out past the rudder stock.
Ignore the small square of foam on the transom [upper right in portrait pic] - it was a part of the mount for my ham
radio tuner and backstay antenna. I believe I used 5/8" plywood preserved by occasionally small amounts of spilled
oil!
Thanks for the photos of your trip to "Jedediah Island". It certainly reminds one of the North Channel here.
Let me know if you need more or the pictures don't come through.
Les
Enchantment #214
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Shelf above steering quadrant.
Photo looking aft from Cockpit.
Photo by: Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214

View of shelf from Cockpit looking at
Starboard Quarter. The 5/8” thick plywood
shelf sits on the fore and aft stringers.
Photo by: Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214

MAST WEDGES
FROM:

Norm Finlay

SENT:

July 20, 2012

Aslan’s Wind #217

Hi All, long time no post. "Aslans Wind" has been up on the hard for the past two years in Nova Scotia, where we had her
trucked to two years ago upon retiring and we're just now trying to get back into the water. The mast is up and I do
understand how to tune the rig both at dock and under sail, however what I don't understand is the wood wedges. I did look
in the manual and I did see some discussion in the posts, but not what I'm after. And maybe next year I'll look into rubber
wedges, but for now I just want to use what I have so that I can go sailing again!
So first to basics, what is the purpose of the wedges exactly? And do I absolutely need to have wedges on all 4 "sides" of the
mast or is it okay for the mast to be touching the partner sans wedge?
Last but not least, even though right now the aft of the mast is (incorrectly I guess) jammed right up against the partner, I just
cannot squeeze the thicker of the wedges that I took out 2-years ago back into the wide gap at the "forward" side of the mast,
which means that if I try to move the mast off the aft of the partner ain't no way now how any of these wedges are going back
in: Can anyone explain that mystery to me?!?
- Norm
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Aslan’s Wind, #217
Editor Note: The following email exchange was not posted on the Aloha 34 Forum but was a private exchange
between the respondents. It is posted here should any other Aloha 34 Members need the information. - Perry
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
July 25, 2012

Alohalani #233

Hi, Norm. I checked the website and everything seems to be in order. I believe that the message you posted may
not be immediately visible to you for several reasons. Depending on how you've set up the viewing of the Aloha 34
Yahoo Group page. There are several options available. If you happen to have selected the date format from oldest
to newest your message will be near the bottom of the last page. If you've selected the opposite date the newest
messages will be at the top of the first page.
You can check this be selecting the last message number in the search criteria and see where it appears on the page.
Otherwise, scroll down the first page to near the bottom and you will find your message.
You can also select to receive only messages in digest form in which case you will receive them all at once and not
individually as they are sent. I see that you are currently set up to receive individual emails so this should not be an
issue with losing the email.
I guess the only real problem here is that no one replied to your email. From my knowledge of the A34's each mast
and it's mating opening may be different. I my 1987 I have a Cinkle spar which is not round but more of a hexagon
shape.... well not a true hexagon but you get the idea. I have mast wedges placed on the flat area on each side of the
mast as well as the front. The rear of the opening is just too small to insert a wedge. The wedges I have are made of
white oak and have a protrusion above the tapered area to prevent the wedges from falling through the opening
should they work when under sail. The deck collar on my boat is molded fiberglass and not exactly where it should
be.... but it is close enough to allow some for adjustment. I checked the original owner’s manual and there is no
mention of wedges or their placement so this isn't much help.
The best thing to do is to step the mast and temporarily tension the rig. I use a 50' tape measure attached to a
halyard and hoisted to the top of the mast. You can then use the tape to measure to each outer stay to determine if
the mast is vertical. Once that's done you can check the mast collar area and see what you have for clearance
athwartships. Fore and aft may be another problem. If the mast can be pulled forward by tensioning the forestay or
loosening the backstay you may have room to insert a wedge on the aft side of the mast. When applying the tension
to the backstay this may point load that area and cause undue stress in the mast. I usually only place the wedges so
that they support the mast in the mast collar. If it is off a little fore and aft the mast will bend and not be
harmed.
Hopes this email solves both your problems.
If you have any questions about the website I'd be only too happy to try and answer them for you. The same can be
said of the mast wedges. I can get a few photos of mine if you think it would help.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Aslan’s Wind #217

Norm Finlay
July 26, 2012

Hi Perry,
Thanks for the reply and the help!
One mystery solved: This message, my message plus a slew of other messages were in my spam folder. You'd think
that I'd know better.... And you'd be wrong.
I do see my posting in the list now, too, although I didn't change any settings or anything.
Anyway, I don't think that we're going to re-launch this year after all now so I have until next May to sort out my
problems.
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I think I'm okay at rig tuning - I have a 16' wayfarer and have to tune it every time I go out - it's just the wedges that
bothers me.
On the one hand, there's no way that I'm going to get the same wedges back where they were before but on the other
hand: Who cares? I figure that I should just tune my rig and then put appropriate sized wedges where ever I need
them, irrespective of the way it was before. The problem is, the very aft of the mast is almost touching the coach
room (the partner), I mean by a fraction of an inch, and I don't know if that's a problem or not. because I don't fully
understand the purpose of the wedges. What I'm thinking, though, is that what difference does it make if the mast is
up against the coach roof directly or indirectly through a wood wedge? Either way it's the same pressure on the
coach roof, no?
Anyway, again, thanks very much for your reply and your help, it's certainly much appreciated!
Norm
Aslan’s Wind #217
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
July 27, 2012

Alohalani #233

When you do launch you may want to check that the mast is vertical fore and aft. This can be done by holding a
plumb bob on a string in your hand while standing some distance from the boat once it's afloat and the mast has
been stepped. Some believe that the mast should have some aft rake but according to the owner's manual it should
be vertical. If it is vertical and there is very little clearance on the aft side of the deck opening I wouldn't worry
about it too much. The purpose of the mast wedges is to prevent the mast from moving at the deck level. They
also prevent wear on the deck opening. If you were not to put wedges on the aft side of the mast it may bear against
the fibreglass causing it to wear at the contact point. That's not really a problem but may need attention after 20
years of wear.
There is also the option of using pourable "Spartite" once the mast is in place http://www.spartite.com/c-54-spartite2000.aspx . Spartite will ensure that the mast is exactly in the same place every time and will fill the small area aft
of the mast. It is also reusable year after year. Just coat the deck opening with Vaseline or mold release spray
before pouring the Spartite to make removing the mast and plug easier. The Spartite plug should be adhered to the
mast. It's a bit of work to dam the areas on the underside of the deck to retain the Spartite but it does give a
beautiful fit and finish.
The Spartite link also shows a deck with a fabricated stainless steel mast partner in the photo. It appears to be much
higher than the original Aloha 34 deck opening. I would think that the stainless steel deck collar would be more
expensive to have made unless you can find a manufacturer who makes a standard one that can be screwed to the
deck opening. Rigrite does have some mast collars available but I haven't priced them. If you can determine who
made your mast you may be able to find a good mast collar at
http://www.rigrite.com/Spars/SparParts/Deck_collars.html#Custom_Deck_Collars.
I mentioned my mast was a Cinkle which was a Canadian company which used Isomat mast and parts. The Isomat
items are direct replacement for the Cinkle. Please let me know what your solution to the issue is. It may make for
an interesting read in an upcoming newsletter.
Regards
Perry
Alohalani #233
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HURTH TRANSMISSION
FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig

Out and About, #169

August 11, 2012

Hi all:
I have the Universal 24hp engine with the Hurth transmission. Lately it is having trouble engaging in forward. I have had to
try two or three times, once in rather exciting circumstances. There is no 'clunk' when it does engage as there was before and
as is still the case with reverse. Oil level is fine. Cables seem fine.
I seem to recall reading advice from an owner to replace rather than try to repair.
Does anyone have thoughts or advice on this? Is there a standard replacement?
Bob Haig
Out & About, #169

REPLY FROM: Les Harrison,
SENT:

Enchantment, #214

Hi Bob,
When I lost reverse, I replaced my Hurth transmission with a rebuilt one. The warranty and the minimum additional
cost over the repair made the rebuild a better bet.
I used the services of E&C Marine in Toronto. They even loaned me their training transmission in the interim.
Les
PS: Charles of E&C likes scotch!

CUTLESS BEARING
FROM:
SENT:

Dwayne Anderson

Calieste #224

September 15, 2012

Hello from the pacific coast.
I think it is time for my Cutlass bearing to be replaced. Our Celeste' Alpha 34 1985 has a whine from 1700 to 2200 RPM.
I was hoping someone might be able to tell me what size cutless bearing I need go order. I am planning to have my prop read
balance as well as replacing the Cutlass bearing while painting the bottom before winter.
Thx
Dwayne
Calieste #224
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
September 15, 2012

Alohalani #233

Hi, Dwayne
I replaced the Cutless Bearing (or Cutlass… same thing) on my 1987 Aloha 34 last spring. It wasn’t badly worn but
while I had the shaft out I figured I might as well change it. I used a Johnson Duramax Marine, part number BACK
1 X 1 1/4 X 4 (See the website at http://www.duramaxmarine.com/bearingLine.htm). The part number translates
into a 1” ID X 1 ¼” OD X 4” Long part. You can check your shaft diameter by crawling into the port cockpit locker
and measuring the shaft just in front of the stuffing box. Cost for the bearing was about $60.00 Canadian Dollars
and they are an off the shelf item for most good marine stores.
That whine description interests me. It would seem strange to me that the prop shaft turning about 650 - 900 RPM,
(1700 RPM With about a 2.5:1 reduction at the transmission) would whine. Did you check the stuffing box to see if
it was dripping the proper amount…. about a drop per minute? Perhaps the stuffing box is too tight and causing the
whine. Usually the Cutless Bearing will cause a knocking sound if the fit is too loose around the shaft. A whine, at
least to me, would indicate something is too tight or the shaft is rubbing somewhere.
Anybody else got any other ideas?
Perry Basden
Alohalani #233

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner,
September 15, 2012

Sea Vixen, #167

Hi Dwayne
Here following as I head out the door for our weekly Saturday afternoon sail with my men’s crew is the extract from
the ALOHA 34 Network Maintenance Manual.
Good luck!
Migs

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Diana & Migs Turner,
Sea Vixen #167
CUTLESS BEARING
PROBLEM: Cutlass bearings (Cutlass is a registered trademark of L. Q Moffitt) are subject to wear and galvanic
corrosion, which could lead to damage to the prop shaft, strut, coupler, or transmission.
REMEDY: Inspect the Cutlass bearing during each haul out. Replace it if there is any appreciable play in the prop
shaft, if the rubber looks worn or deformed or if the bearing extends out either end of the strut. Such displacement
may be caused by wear, or by corrosion of the bronze shell due to electrolysis. If the vessel is left in the water for
extended periods, especially in a salt-water environment, this should be watched, to the extent of going under water
to look at it. The shaft, of course, must be taken out so that the bearing can be removed. Occasionally, (about five
percent of the time, by one report) the shaft may be seized or galled in such a way that it cannot be freed of the
coupling. In such a case the only option is to cut and replace the shaft, putting the new one on with “NEVER
SEIZE” compound.
The first indication of a developing failure is a different noise developing aft with possibly some throbbing and
vibration. Leave it too long and it can expensively damage your stuffing box, transmission, your engine seal and
your shaft. Cutless bearing replacements are readily available from most chandlers but you do need the correct size.
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CUTLESS BEARING MEASUREMENTS on ALOHA 10.4 hulls # 167 & # 168 (and we believe on all others
except the sail-drives) are:
Length = 4-inches, Inside diameter = 1-inch, Outside diameter = 1 1/4-inches.
The Cutless bearing is secured into the strut by means of two ¼-inch “set screws” on the port side of the strut. With
some of our boats nearing “middle age”, it is probably a good idea to confirm the size of your boat’s Cutless bearing
the next time you are on the ways, and then get & carry a spare (Cost about C$75.00).
(Source: 1. Profiles 171, 223; 2. Newsletters F97/10, W97/9)

CUTLESS BEARING FAILURE
Vessels in salt water have reported excess wear and corrosion in the bronze-shelled Cutless bearing. Running for
very long with this condition can result in damage to the stuffing box, transmission, engine seals and shaft.
Symptoms are a different noise aft, with possibly some throbbing and vibration. Cutless bearing replacements are
readily available from most chandlers. The sizes (check yours to be sure!) are:
Length: 4 inches, Inside diameter: 1 inch, Outside diameter: 1-1/4 inches
The bearing is held in the strut by two ¼-inch setscrews in the port side of the strut.
NOTE: In areas where barnacles are prevalent the shaft should be rotated [preferably with the engine] at least
weekly to prevent barnacles attaching to the shaft in the cutlass bearing and subsequently scoring the beating.
(Source: 1. Newsletter F97/10, W9
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison,
Enchantment #214
September 15, 2012-10-16

Hi Dwayne,
Just a note: I believe it is unlikely that a worn cutlass bearing would cause a whine. I would be concerned about my
transmission or possibly the stuffing box being too dry.
In any case, you will be able to check the cutlass bearing on haul-out by grabbing the shaft aft of the strut and trying
to wiggle it. It the cutlass bearing has any play greater than a minor movement [say less than 1/8”] it should be
watched according to my surveyor and greater than it should be changed. It will have a notable clunk when you
wiggle the shaft. If the play is absent then my cause for concern for the transmission would be greater.
All the best.
Les
Enchantment, #214

HURTH TRANSMISSION 2
FROM:
SENT:

Chris Keiffer

Bajan Dreamer, #172

October 1, 2012

I seem to be having problems with my Transmission as well. It does not engaging when selecting forward.. Reverse is always
fine. If I playing with the throttle, running the revs up and down it will eventually kick in.
I have removed the Linkage cable and moved the arm all of the way forward however this does not seem to change anything.
I am looking for information on how easy it is to remove the transmission.
I have looked at the set up and it seems that I will need to remove the Bell housing as the transmission seems to be bolted
from the inside . Is there anything I should be watching for.
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I will also need to remove the shaft to transmission flexible coupling . I only have 2 inches between the back of the coupling
and the stuffing box so am sure i will need more room to back the transmission out enough to pull the drive spline out.
Chris Keiffer
Bajan Dreamer, #172

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden,
October 1, 2012

Alohalani #233

Hi, Chris
What engine are you using?
Perry
Alohalani #233
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chris Kieffer,
October 1, 2012

Bajan Dreamer #172

Perry Basden,
October 1, 2012

Alohalani #233

Universal 5424

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Is it a standard drive or V-Drive?

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chris Kieffer,
October 1, 2012

Bajan Dreamer #172

Standard drive with the Hurth HBW 10 transmission.

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan,
October 1, 2012

Windy #151

Attached is a WORD document with pictures from when I removed my Hurth in 2001 for rebuild. Perhaps it will
provide some guidance.
I would have replied to the previous enquiry but we were out on a 10 day cruise...
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Migs Turner,
September 15, 2012

Sea Vixen, #167

I’m not getting your attachment through the A34 Network to open, Stuart & Virginia. Could you send it directly to
me at my aloha34@shaw.ca personal address?
Migs
Sea Vixen, #167

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Chris Kieffer,
October 2, 2012

Bajan Dreamer #172

Thanks Stuart,
This is very help full. Exactly what I was looking for. It is always good to get some pointers from someone who has
done it in the past.
Maurice,
I believe you will find the file at the very bottom of the email. I also had some difficulty finding it.
Chris Keiffer
Bajan Dreamer, #172

Little Known Nautical Lore, Omen’s and Superstitions
Boarding the ship with your left foot first starts the whole journey off on the wrong foot.
Boarding the ship with your right foot first to start the journey off on the right foot

A shoe left upside down on board can cause capsize as can opening tin cans upside down

A dog found near fishing tackle can bring bad luck.

The offer of a shot of rum overboard ensures Neptune’s protection for the duration of the journey.

Pouring wine on deck prior to departure on a long journey pleases the Gods
and ensures a safe voyage. (But doesn't do much for the decks.)
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SAIL FOR JUVENILE DIABETES
Keegan Taberner’s Circumnavigation of Vancouver Island Aboard Themistocles, #144

Keegan Taberner, an eighteen year old honour-roll high school graduate of Timberline Secondary School in
Campbell River, British Columbia, was diagnosed with juvenile (Type 1) diabetes at the early age of two years old. Diabetes
management and its complications have always been a large part of Keegan's life over the past sixteen years, but he has
always made a point of not letting it restrict him in the pursuit of his dreams. Now Keegan wants to help fund the research,
treatment and aid in finding a cure for diabetes and also raise awareness of the disease. He also wants to show other
diabetics that you shouldn’t let diabetes restrict your life; You can do something amazing!
Keegan decided that a sailing voyage could be used as a means to raise funds for the project. To that end, in August
of 2011, at the age of seventeen, he set up and incorporated a non-profit organization with the Canada Revenue Agency. His
original plan was for a voyage of about 16,000 kilometers in total from Campbell River, British Columbia sailing down the
Pacific Coast as far as Puerto Vallarta, Mexico before heading to Hawaii, U.S.A. and then back to the Strait of Juan de
Fuca and return to Campbell River. Unfortunately, his plans changed due to insurance costs and other issues. Instead of
giving up on the Sail for Juvenile Diabetes Project he decided on an alternate plan to achieve his goal. Keegan felt he
could do as much good with a shorter trip in which more ports could be involved and where he could give talks and
presentations about Juvenile Diabetes. That’s when he decided on Plan B, a circumnavigation of Vancouver Island.
Keegan began taking sail training and navigation courses to enhance his sailing skills for the journey ahead. In
mid-summer of 2011 he purchased a small vessel, a 1981 Tanzer 7.5 as a trainer to practice those skills However, he and
crewmember, Carsen Black, soon realized that the vessel would not be adequate for the circumnavigation and began
looking for another, sturdier and more seaworthy vessel. Keegan ended up purchasing a 1981 Aloha 34
Keegan gave several newspaper interviews as well as presentations to local organizations in the Campbell River
area during the spring of 2012 as a kick-off for the fundraising adventure. According to Keegan, “I am definitely not one
to enjoy public speaking but I think I have found a happy medium where I am not too nervous to function and not too hyped
up to get my point across. I was once a shy kid, so coming out of my shell has been a slow process, but I think I am really
making progress and being able to speak in public is a skill I most certainly love to have! I am sure it will come in handy in
the future”.
A departure date of July 23, 2012 was set with twenty eight stops in communities along the way scheduled during
the counterclockwise circumnavigation of Vancouver Island, including a stop in Seattle, Washington, U.S.A. This route
would be demanding on the ship and the crew - both mentally and physically. There would be many interactive stops along
the way to meet with the locals and give presentations to all who would show an interest. It was also an opportunity for the
young adults to explore the local areas!
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From the excerpts in Keegan’s weblog the trip would not be without incident, with the first incident happening the
first day out.... “We departed Campbell River at approximately 1:40pm on Monday afternoon and raced towards Seymour
Narrows. On the way up towards the narrows, we experienced relentless 30 knot winds off our bow and 6 foot seas. We were
able to transit the narrows at nearly slack tide, with only a very slight current running with us. Perfect.
As we transited the narrows we passed numerous sailboats heading south, running with the wind. I was jealous as
they breezed by and we slugged onwards under power towards our planned first night in a beautiful anchorage known as
Chameleon Harbour on Sonora Island.
As we motored in, I began to prepare the anchor and found our windlass to be seized! I decide to pull out 75ft of
chain and lay in on the foredeck. We enter the harbour and found a small and crowded anchorage. With a seized windlass, an
anchor that refuses to set, a small anchorage and tons of boats we decide to turn back out and head towards Sayward - our
planned second stop. As we continue to motor onward, the relentless winds off our bow die to a slight breeze. After rounding
Chatham point we saw hundreds of whirlpools spinning by us, taking in sea-foam and kelp and holding it with an unyielding
grasp. After a beautiful, but cloudy sunset we arrived in Sayward to find the Government dock crowded with zero room to
moor - all vessels were rafted up three deep. With the only other option being a water taxi dock behind the government pier,
we head there and tie up at 10pm.”
Fortunately, most of the trip was without serious incident or injury to the crew. Keegan and Carsen completed the
sailing voyage after 6 weeks aboard Themistocles . The adventure covered approximately 1300km or 800 miles. To the
best of Keegan’s knowledge he may be the youngest skipper who has circumnavigated Vancouver Island.
His plans for the immediate future include some needed repairs to Themistocles and then transporting her to
Vancouver where it will be offered for sale. It’s not too late should you wish to make a donation. For more information
please see Keegan’s website which can be found at http://www.keegantaberner.com You can also read more about his
adventures and the ports visited from his weblog. Just follow the links from his home page.

Keegan Taberner (left) with fellow crew member Carsen Black
aboard Themistocles as they arrive back in Campbell River, British Columbia.
Editor Note: Themistocles #144 was previously named Kwinsam, owned by former Network members Norm Saxon and
Peggy Begon during the early 2000’s. The Network lost touch with the vessel after she was sold. Thanks to Stuart
Spracklan for sending notice of it being offered for sale which led us to the current information for Themistocles.
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ASLAN’S WIND WEATHER STATION.
A Project by Norm Finlay, Aslan’s Wind #217
Norm and Cheryl Finlay have been members of the Aloha 34 International Owner’s Network for a good number of years.
They lived aboard their Aloha 34, Aslan’s Wind, #217 year round at the Port Credit Yacht Club, near Toronto, Ontario for a
period of time beginning in April of 2007. Before that time they also lived aboard their Aloha 27, Braveheart, #133. Now,
that’s commitment! Norm and Cheryl have been featured in articles in the Toronto Star as well as various sailing magazines
highlighting their live aboard lifestyle during that time. Norm and Cheryl have since relocated to Clark’s Harbour, Nova
Scotia where they have a “dirt dweller” home, as Norm refers to those who are not live aboard people. Aslan’s Wind has
been on the hard for the last few years but Norm and Cheryl are planning to re-launch her this coming spring.

The town of Clark's Harbour is located on Cape Sable
Island, which is on the beautiful south east shore of Nova
Scotia. "The Island", as it is known to the locals, was
connected to the mainland by a causeway in 1949. Along its
shores the island boasts 5 gorgeous and all but deserted white
sand beaches as well as numerous commercial fishing
wharves and communities.
Norm retired several years ago after working for about 30
years as an IT guru. Now, with some spare time on his hands
and the technical expertise and knowledge to back it up,
Norm has built his own private weather station at Clark’s
Harbour. The station is powered by an Oregon Scientific
WMR200A weather station, situated at Swimm's Point in
Clark's Harbour. The data is collected every 5 seconds and
the site is updated every 10 minutes. The live data is
collected using Weather Display Software. The station is
comprised of an anemometer, a rain gauge and a
temperature/humidity sensor situated in optimal positions for
highest accuracy possible. Norm has also indicated that he is
considering an upgrade to a Davis Instruments weather
station in the future.
The station is linked to live weather radar feeds covering
an area including Rimouski, Quebec, all of New Brunswick
and Prince Edward Island and the Magdalen Islands, all of
Labrador and Newfoundland and all of Nova Scotia. The
website also collects and displays sea state information from
fourteen different sea data collection buoys located from the
Halifax, Nova Scotia harbour to West Penobscot Bay in
Maine, U.S.A. Information from the sea data collection
buoys includes air and water temperature, barometric
pressure and trends, wave height and dominant wave period,
wind direction and speed as well as gust wind speed. The
site also features many other items such as data trends based
on the information collected as well as tidal information. It
also features links to Environment Canada weather forecast
data which is displayed on the website.

Graphic view of Norm Finlay’s
Aslan’s Wind Weather Station
Home Page.
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“I have about the cheapest weather hardware that will interface with a PC, something like $250 if I remember correctly.”
says Norm. “The lower end Davis including the PC Link (Weather Link) will set you back something in the area of $600.00
to $700.00. The total cost of my setup was $250 for the hardware; about $80 for the software that interfaces with the
hardware to store the data on a PC and send a data stream up to the website (Weather Display). There was about $80 spent
for that "Live Controls" add-in. The data on the front page is also live, but through Java and PHP, which are widely used
scripting languages that are especially suited for web development. The "Tides" section table and the clock takes a fair
amount of fiddling. The live map that you see under "Buoy Conditions" is based on a public domain template and is pulling
live data from the buoys, but it's not for the faint of heart to customize for your own area!”
“The software and website software is pretty much plug and play no matter what weather station hardware you use.”
according to Norm. “What you see on the web is based on public domain PHP templates that I modified for my own use. If
any members want my code to use for their own purposes I'll send them everything I have and help them along. By the way,
if you're accessing my website from your iPad then you've probably noticed that you can't get into the "Live Controls"
section, which is very cool but it needs Adobe Flash player to operate. That's a plug & play commercial add-in for about $80
or so; and actually that little piece of software will work on its own without adding all of my PHP front-end pages.

Left is a graphic view of the Live Controls
function of the weather station. On this web
page you can view the current conditions at
the site as well as follow the wind shifts,
velocity and gust strength while they happen.
You can also access the

If you would like to see the results of Norm’s
project, or may wish to build your own
weather station, check his website which can
be found at
http://www.aslanswind.com/wx/index.php.
While you’re there you may also want to
view his extensive blogs made while living
aboard.
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ALOHA CREATIVE ENHANCEMENTS
‘SEA VIXEN’ HELMSMAN SEAT
by Werner & June Stanieski
We used 1” plywood cut 14” x 16” and shaped it to follow the curve of the transom and Lazarette. The depth allows for
resting your feet on the lid of the lazarette.
The cushion is 4” thick ‘Easy Dry’ foam covered with navy vinyl cut 1” larger than the wooden base to provide cushioning
when leaning against it when standing at the helm. The underside of the cushion is covered with mesh for moisture drainage
with a zipper for easy removal if the foam needs to be replaced. There are flaps on all 4 sides which fold underneath the
wooden platform and secured with wide strips of Velcro. When the cover is off the wooden platform it works as a table for
barbecuing or for food and drinks. The platform was purposely mounted approx. 1/2” lower than the top of the coaming to
provide an edge so things won’t slide into the ocean.


The platform is secured with boarding ladder key-hole mounts



It is supported with purchased stainless steel folding legs cut to fit the distance from the lazarette to the bottom of
the seat and mounted recessed enough to allow space for the Velcro.



1/8” Stainless steel angle brackets with knobs were manufactured to fit the key-hole slots and bent to follow the
angle of the transom which was about 4 degrees less than 90 degrees.

When not in use the seat is easily removed and stores flat in the stern lazarette which was fitted with a removable shelf above
the steering quadrant providing quite a bit of additional storage space.
June & Werner Stanieski
Sea Vixen, #167

Underside of Helmsman Seat with cushion removed.
Note mounting brackets on the cockpit coaming.
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HURTH TRANSMISSION REMOVAL MADE EASY
by Stuart Spracklan, Windy, #151

Transmission removal January 2001
1) Depending on the location of the zinc on the prop shaft, you may need to remove it to allow the flex coupling and shaft
to slide away from the transmission.
2) Disconnect the linkage cable from the shift arm and tie out of the way.
3) Remove the four (4) bolts that connect the flex coupling to the transmission (9/16” open end and a 9/16” socket or box
end). Allow the flex coupling and the shaft to slide back to the stuffing box.
4) Remove all hoses connected to the exchanger. Then remove the exchanger. This would be a good time to check the
hoses for wear (especially the one running across the back of the engine) and replace. I first drained the coolant by
removing the hose connected to the port side of the exchanger and lowered it into a bucket (3 liters).
5) Remove the eight (8) bolts connecting the bell housing to the engine (17mm socket or open/box end wrench). Start this
process at the bottom and remove the top bolt last. The transmission has two dowels that will hold everything in place,
if you are careful removing the last (top) bolt.

6) With all eight (8) bolts removed, support the transmission & bell housing with both hands and carefully let the back end
of the transmission drop down. At the same time move the rear of the transmission toward the starboard side (away
from you) and lift out. The unit is quite manageable.
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7) Before sending the transmission out for service (www.anthonykeatsmarine.com), remove the six (6) bolts holding the
bell housing to the transmission (14mm).

Hole for dowel on
engine block
6 Bolts (3 each side)

Hole for dowel on
engine block

8) While the transmission was removed I also replaced the damper as it is a key component when shifting. To remove the
damper plate, from the flywheel, you will need a 4mm Allen key. Remove the eight (8) small bolts on the face of the
damper plate. With all bolts removed, the plate will come off easily.

Old Damper Plate

New Damper Plate bolted to Flywheel

The transmission has worked perfectly ever since (I do change the fluid EVERY year).

Little Known Nautical Lore, Omen’s and Superstitions
Some sailors believe cutting your hair, beard or nails at sea will bring trouble aboard.
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please provide as
much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to the Aloha 34 website
for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for obvious reasons it may take a
while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter only has it viewed by fellow Aloha
owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting for you in Granada. This well
equipped vessel has lots of amenities and many items
that you will find ideal for cruising the Caribbean or
anywhere that your hear desires, including an
inflatable dinghy and outboard motor.

Contact:

John Lawrence in West Perth,
Australia

By Phone
Via e-mail

(613) 838-2370
johnkebab@hotmail.com

Broker:

The Little Ship Company
Tony Brewer
(599) 553 4475

By Phone

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE"

1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact:

Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to
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(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

“ENCHANTMENT
1984 HULL # 214

This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted boat
at $49,900 with full cockpit enclosure with plastic and
screens, upgraded foam and reupholstered interior seats
and berths, upgraded cabin lighting including a brass oil
lamp when the mood is righ, teak folding cockpit table,
full cockpit cushions, propane BBQ with separate tank,
Profurl jib furling system with a working jib and a genoa,
lazy-jacks for managing the mainsail; double reef points,
“Dinghy-tow” davit system for the 8 ft. Avon with 8 hp
Yamaha outboard, secondary, built-in fuel tank with dual
filters to extend cruising range, anchor platform: added

with 18” extension; 2 anchors rollers, anchor/deck
wash-down pump, etc, etc.
Contact: Les Harrison in Ontario, Canada
By Phone
Via e-mail to

(519) 396-2324
harrisol@bmts.com

MARGARITAVILLE"
1981 Hull # 159

Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the
years, a vibrant and valuable owners network with a
web site and email forums to answer all your
questions.
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Contact:

David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
Via e-mail to

(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

“QUINTETTE III”

1984 Hull #204

Solidly built cruiser able to sail the Great Lakes and
beyond. Well kept with recent replacement of
refrigeration, upholstery and windlass. Beautiful
interior woodwork. 27hp Westerbeke Diesel Engine,
Stove with Oven, Rinai tankless water heater, 6'3"
headroom and ample storage in cockpit and below.
Lots of extras. Excellent Cruising Sailboat
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Contact:

June Moyle in Toronto, Ontario

By Phone
By email

(416) 235-2563
jkmoyle@primus.ca

“SAND DOLLAR”
1979 HULL #120
This boat was built in 1979 and sailed on Lake Superior
until 1997 when, it traveled the big loop to the Bahamas
and back.
The boat still has had several upgrades in 1997.
“Sanddollar” is stored in the yard at the Thunder Bay
Yacht Club. http://www.tbyc.on.ca/buysell.htm
EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Anchors
Danforth with chain and rode
Delta with chain and rode
Davits
Furling - (Profurl)
Radar
GPS
Mainsail
Genoa
Bow Sprit with anchor roller
Force 10 Kerosene heater
Propane 3 burner stove
Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine
Propellor 3 blade MAX feathering
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

Jim Massey in Ontario, Canada
(807) 577 1430
beech699@yahoo.ca

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
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“TERRIFIC”

1982 Hull # 176

$49,950

One owner, currently berthed in Emeryville, CA. The boat has cruised to Mexico, so has many extras. The chain plates and
all standing rigging were redone two years ago. Contact for list of all extras.
Contact:
By Phone
Via Email

Steve Woodall in California, USA
(510) 471-7806
smwoodall@sbcglobal.net

GOURMET GALLEY
BRATWURST & SAUERKRAUT
For those who may be fortunate to sail during the colder fall and winter months here’s an energy saving pressure cooker
recipe that is quick and easy to prepare. Using a pressure cooker on top of the galley stove will serve two purposes; cooking
the meal as well as warming the cabin. The recipe size can be adjusted to suit the number of crew and guests aboard. As a
guideline, allow about 2 to 3 minutes of cooking time for each bratwurst.
Makes 6 servings
Ingredients
6
1/2
1/2
6

bratwurst or similar large sausages
cup sauerkraut
cup apple juice
large crusty buns
hot prepared mustard or other condiments to suit your taste buds

Cooking Method
1)

Brown the bratwurst in a skillet

2)

Place 1/2 cup sauerkraut in the bottom of a pressure cooker. Add 1/2 cup apple juice to provide the liquid
required to produce steam pressure. Add browned bratwurst on top of sauerkraut. Place lid onto pressure
cooker and bring up to pressure. Once pressure is reached begin timing of cooking allowing 2 to 3 minutes per
bratwurst.

3)

Carefully release the pressure. Remove the brat’s. Strain the liquid from the sauerkraut. Serve the bratwurst in
crusty buns topped with sauerkraut and hot mustard.

You may not need the apple juice if your sauerkraut has plenty of liquid. If you find the sauerkraut is on the dry side add a
liquid, which is required to produce the steam in the pressure cooker. You can use any liquid; water, chicken broth, apple
cider, or even your favorite beer to add another layer of flavour. You can also “kick it up a notch”, as Emeril Lagasse would
say, by using a spicy sausage such as a hot Italian sausage in place of the milder bratwurst, but be aware; the spicy flavour
will permeate the sauerkraut as well.
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CLOSING
There has been a lot of material covered in this issue of the Newsletter and the contribution made by Werner and
June Stanieski, Sea Vixen, #167, and by Stuart Spracklan, Windy, #151, have added extra value for all members by
providing everyone with some new ideas and help with their projects. Thank you for your contributions.... and thanks to all
members who have helped by being active participants in the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.
The on-line discussion concerning newsletters has prompted Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214, to take up the task
of locating all previous issues of the Newsletters and convert them into electronic format for inclusion in a revised version of
the Owner’s Manual CD version.
The original printed edition of the Owner’s Manual was produced in 2000 as a collaborative effort by many
dedicated Network members who spent countless hours in collecting, cataloguing and collaborating to make a very
comprehensive manual. In the 12 years since the first edition of the Owners’ Manual was made available to members there
have been instances where new information has become available and could be edited into an update to an already well
written manual. Editing and updating the information utilizing the format of the first printed Owners’ Manual would be a
daunting task to say the least, and would again require yeoman service by a large group of dedicated volunteers.
The Owner’s Manual in CD format being refined by Les may solve the updating issue. Les will be putting in a lot
of hours on the project over the coming winter months. The CD will feature a search function allowing computer users to be
able to find instances of a particular word or phrase located anywhere in the documents contained on the CD. The latest
edition of the CD should be available at about the same time as the publication of the Spring 2013 Newsletter. Cost of
production and distribution are yet to be determined.

May everyone have a very safe and happy Holiday
Season! Let us take the time to fondly remember those
who are no longer with us. Remember them in our
thoughts and prayers.
Let’s us also be thankful for family and friends who are
able to join us and share the bounty which has been
bestowed upon us.
May your God keep you healthy and safe from harm in
the coming year.
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COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Spring Edition 2013
Comments/information on the ALOHA 34 are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by
ALOHA 34 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.

John Aldous’ Coral Rose, #202 sailing in the Bahia de La Paz, Mexico.
John Aldous: Photo credit to Sally on 'True Companion' as we were participating in a friendly race.
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ALOHA
For many it’s time to consider sailing plans for the upcoming sailing season while our fellow members in the Pacific
Northwest have enjoyed several months of good sailing already this year. The water levels in the Great Lakes have dropped
drastically over the last few years and it would appear that the low water levels will continue to drop throughout this year and
beyond. Some of the mid-west United States did get quite a bit of snow over the winter as well as a large area having a very
wet spring but it will take quite a while for this extra moisture to filter into the Great Lakes and help stabilize the water
levels.
Quite a few of the local harbors and marina’s have been forced to dredge their approach channels and the dockage areas
in order to be serviceable this coming summer. I would guess that many commercial marinas will be raising their rates for
transient dockage to help recover some of those dredging costs. Fuel prices continue to rise as well and this will also make a
dent in the cruising kitty. One advantage that sailboats have over power boats is the lower overall operating cost based on
the ability to sail and save on fuel costs. Sailboats may be slow but they also burn less fuel that the high powered gas
guzzlers that fly past us and leave us in their wake.
I had occasion several years ago to make a stop in Kincardine, Ontario while on a return trip from the North Channel.
There I met a fellow with a very well equipped thirty five foot cabin cruiser. He happened to be from a marina about a half
mile away from my home port in Windsor, Ontario. He was travelling north but was undecided exactly how far north he
would go. We got to a discussion of the merits and drawbacks of sailboats compared with power boats.
He was curious and wondered why a sailor would tolerate all the lines and cables which seemed to him to be everywhere
on sailboats and how long it would take someone to be proficient at figuring out what they were all for, not to mention the
fine art of sailing efficiently. Wasn’t it much easier to just turn the key, start the engine and go quickly in the direction you
need to go? After showing him that many of the stays and shrouds were only there to hold the mast up and didn’t really
require daily attention and there were only three or four lines that were actually required to control the sails he had a better
understanding of how easy it was to sail. Obviously, not a lesson in the finer points of sail handling and trim, but simple
enough to get the idea across.
The question eventually came up concerning fuel burned and the costs involved. This fellow had left Windsor and
travelled the 150 miles or so to Kincardine and was considering turning back and returning to Windsor. His cost in fuel so
far was about $1,500.00 and he wasn’t prepared to spend at least three times that much to get to the North Channel and back.
He must really have been pushing the boat hard along Lake Huron to burn that amount of fuel. He asked how long I had
been out sailing on the trip and how much fuel I had used. I told him we were travelling with guests aboard and were on our
way back to Windsor after being out for about 5 weeks. When I told him that we had used only $90.00 worth of diesel he
was shocked.
Many could argue that the price of new sails could be considered as a hidden cost for fuel as well. At about $2,000.00
per sail that would put the cost per mile of use up quite a bit but it will still be well under what a similar power boat owner
will spend. Yes, we do go slow and not necessarily in a straight line to where we want to get to, but that’s part of the fun and
art of sailing.
Sailing does have its moments when the wind picks up a little higher that we expect and we’re a little late putting a reef
in the main, but that’s all part of the sport. One only has to make a mistake once and it becomes a lesson in what not to do
again.
The point is there are different strokes for different folks. There always seems to be a divide between power boaters and
sail boaters. With a little understanding of what sailboats boat are and how they work that divide can be closed dramatically.
Perhaps what we, as sailors should be doing, is trying to involve some of the other half of the boating community in what we
do. If we do our part and invite them out for a sail they may come away with having a better idea of how easy and
pleasurable sailing really is. Give it a try and let me know your results.
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HOT TUG
Here’s an item that Les Harrison, Enchantment, #214 had sent me a while back. It might just be the ideal thing to have
when sailing in the cold waters of the Pacific Northwest or the North Channel of Ontario. It certainly would be a nice way to
extend the boating season while keeping warm with a few friends.
The Hot Tug is manufactured in Rotterdam and is basically a wood fired hot tub in which you can sail or a tug in which
you can have warm baths. With or without water the Hot Tug is a wide and stable boat for six to eight people. Chilling in
this hot tub while cruising through canals and marinas or on a romantic lake is an amazing sensation!
The boat is constructed from wood with foam flotation cells and fitted with glass fiber reinforced polyester for
durability. The Hot Tug has a wood fired stainless steel stove with a double-walled stove pipe. Loading the stove full of
0
wood will provide water at about 100 F for two and a half hours. The Hot Tug is powered by a built-in battery operated
twin propeller electric motor so it’s nice and quiet when underway.

In hot water with your friends

Wood stove to keep the water hot.

Electric Controls and Battery Monitor with
Receptacle for Battery Recharging.

Minnkota Dual Propeller Electric Drive

And all this fun is available for only about U.S. $22,000.00.
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
We have had several changes since the last issue of the Newsletter in November of 2012.

Steve Poirier, owner of Serenity, #101 has sold his boat and purchased a Hunter 41. Steve will continue sailing in the
Yucatan Peninsula, Mexico area. The new owners of Serenity have not yet joined the Aloha 34 International Owners’
Network. I’d like to express my thanks to Steve for his well documented rebuilding of Hull #101 which was featured in a
previous newsletter and can also be located on several websites.
Wolfgang and Janet Berg, owners of Hull 102, have dropped their membership in the Network. We wish them all the best.
Les and Carol Harrison, owners of Enchantment, #214 have sold their boat and will be sailing aboard their new “land
yacht”, a small travel trailer. Les and Carol have had many years of sailing enjoyment aboard Enchantment have sailed the
Great Lakes from their home port in Kincardine, Ontario, including an excursion to the Caribbean. The new owners of
Enchantment have expressed an interest in becoming members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network but haven’t
done so at the time of publication of this newsletter. Les and Carol have been very active participants in the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network for many years and have expressed their desire to move on to other adventures. We wish Les
and Carol all the best for the future.

Enchantment on the truck ready to pull out of Kincardine, Ontario.
Headed for the new owners at 50 Point Yacht Club near Hamilton, Ontario.
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MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any
questions. The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do not
have email capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

NEW ALOHA 34 NETWORK MEMBERS
FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT:

December 6, 2012

Alohalani, #233

I would like to welcome new members Stephen and Inge Illman to the Aloha34net Email Forum.
Stephen and Inge recently purchased Windspiner #210 and have joined the Aloha 34 International Owners' Network and
have successfully managed to sign onto the Aloha34net Email Forum after some technical difficulties. They will be sailing in
the Victoria, British Columbia area.

FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT:

December 6, 2012

Alohalani, #233

I would like to welcome new member Jacques Paradise to the Aloha34net Emil Forum.
Jacques recently purchased Room to Dance, #171 and has renamed the boat Parasard III. Jacques has joined the Aloha 34
International Owners' Network and has successfully managed to sign onto the Aloha34net Email Forum after some technical
difficulties. Jacques will be sailing in the Chicoutimi, Quebec area but has not decided where Parasard III will be berthed
next season. I'm looking forward to Jacques active participation in the Aloha34net.
Best regards to all and hope everyone has a fantastic holiday season.

NEWSLETTERS VIA EMAIL
FROM:

Perry Basden Alohalani, #233

SENT:

December 6, 2012

There was a past discussion on the Aloha34 net concerning the distribution of the Newsletters. Several Members of the
Aloha 34 International Owners' Network have requested that they receive the Newsletter electronically. A few days ago the
Fall 2012 Newsletters was e-mailed directly to those Members. If you had requested the electronic distribution service and
have not received you copy of the newsletter please let me know. Those who have not requested the electronic delivery will
receive their printed copies as usual.
Wishing everyone a very Merry Christmas and Happy New Year.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr
Momentum, #111
December 6, 2012

Hi Perry,
I got mine.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Gord Bridges Bonaventure, #215
December 10, 2012
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Hi, Perry. I would be happy to receive my newsletter by E Mail as a pdf rather than fumble around in the Yahoo
group.
Thanks,
Gordon Bridges
Bonaventure, #215
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Jerry Senger
Margherita , #227
December 25, 2012

Perry,
My mail is forwarded to us in the Virgin Islands and I just got the fall newsletter by mail. I'll be glad to get future
ones via email.
Thanks,
Jerry Senger
Margherita #227
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden Alohalani, #233
December 26, 2012

Thank you for the email, Jerry.
I’ll ensure that you get the emailed version in the future. I’ve attached a copy of the fall one with this email. If you
have any problems opening the file or other issues please feel free to contact me.
Where about in the Virgin Islands are you? My wife, Gloria and I returned from there a week ago. We chartered a
Hunter 45 in St. Thomas and had a fantastic week! I will definitely put another trip on my agenda for the future.
There’s so much to see it’s impossible to take it all in during one trip.
Best regards to you and your family. Hope that you have a Very Merry Christmas and a Happy and Prosperous New
Year.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too, #156
December 26, 2012

Perry.
Sorry for my tardy reply about receiving my copy of the news letter, via Email.
Thank you!
Bob
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Jerry Senger
Margherita, #227
December 28, 2012

Hi Perry
My wife and I live on a Beneteau 39 in Maho Bay on St. John. We work part time at Maho Bay Campground and in
exchange for minimum wage, we get our meals, water, ice, mail, laundry, etc. Great deal which ends this season
because the campground is closing. It is wonderful here.
Jerry

WELCOME NEW ALOHA 34 EMAIL FORUM MEMBERS
FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT:

December 7, 2012

Alohalani, #233

I would like to welcome Network members Gordon and Jo Herrington to the Aloha34net email forum.
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Gordon and Jo have owned Khadine II (Hull 126) since 1999 and have been members of the Aloha 34 International Owners'
Network for quite a few years. I'm looking forward to their participation in the aloha34net.
Best regards to all!

REFINISHING TOPSIDES
FROM:

Thom Budd

Invincible Summer, #114

SENT:

December 7, 2012

This winter I am having North Shore Boatworks in Bronte, Ontario regelcoat Invincible Summer's topsides. I've been
photographing the process and have begun a photo album on this site to share the experience. I will continue to add photos
through to completion. happy to answer any questions.
Thom Budd
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden Alohalani, #233
December 7, 2012

Great photos, Thom. It certainly is a major hull rehab. I'm looking forward to more photos and seeing the completed
project.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr
Momentum, #111
Deceember 13, 2012

Hi Thom,
This is something I need to do as well - Can you email me with some information on the work and what it will end
up costing? I would probably have to get this done in Midland area as that is where the boat is but it would help to
have something to compare it to.
It looks like you put in all new through hulls as well. Anything else that you did?
You can send this to my email at carr.daveg@gmail.com if you would like.
Thanks, Dave
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
December 13, 2012

Windy, #151

Thom
Looks like some nice pictures for the newsletter...! 13 years ago WINDY had similar paint job with dark blue boot
and dark blue stripe, in Bronte.
Like Dave, and if you are comfortable with telling us, I would be interested in the cost to have the work done as
well.
svwindy@gmail.com
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy, #151
REPLY FROM:
Thom Budd
SENT:
December 13, 2012
Stuart, Virginia and Dave

Invincible Summer, #114

I’ll be quite happy to share the cost break down with everyone. I have a few other things on the go as well so
once the dust settles I’ll get it posted. Stuart, the guys at North Shore Boatworks remember you. ( I think you
bought Windy from one of them) and send their regards.
Thom Budd, P.Eng.
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WISKER POLE
FROM:

Jacques Paradis

SENT:

December 9, 2012

Room to Dance, #171

Hi everybody
I'm very happy to join the group. I just received by mail the newsletter Fall edition and I noticed the news go
fast in the group with Perry and Les...
A correction for Room to Dance name change, it will be done next spring just before launching, after refits. "Parasard III"
will co-exist with Parasard II (Tanzer 7.5), which will return on his mooring at Lake St-Jean. Parasard III will be on
Saguenay possibly at Anse St-Jean or on St-Laurent river possibly at Grandes-Bergeronnes or Tadoussac.
Many years ago, Parasard I was a Matilda 20 made by Ouyang botworks at Whitby, same builder than Aloha.
I'm looking for a Whisker pole for my genoa. I'm used to navigate backwind with that on my Tanzer and I think it could be a
good idea on Parasard III. I would appreciate someone give me a hint on the dimensions and opportunity to get one.
Thank you

EMERGENCY TILLER
FROM:

Thom Budd

Invincible Summer, #114

SENT:
December 14, 2012
I do not have an emergency tiller for Invincible Summer and think I should have one. I have attaché a photo of the top of the
rudder post and steering pulley taken from the aft cockpit locker opening. The rudder post appears to be solid round stock.
Does anyone have any ideas/experience on how I can design/fabricate an emergency rudder which can attach to this rudder
post?
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Les Harrison
December 15, 2012

Enchantment, #214

I haven’t looked at Enchantment’s emergency tiller for quite some time – as it should be!
I believe the wooden tiller has a bracket at the end with a tube a 90 degrees with the ability to swivel for adjustment.
The tube has a bolt through it and there is a slot in the top of the rudder post although there may actually be a fitting
to accept the tiller, don’t recall. The tiller is installed through a hole in the cockpit seat behind the wheel. There is
about a 3” cap to remove over the hole. You can see the fitting on the cockpit seat in photo 18 of the 27 available
on Picasa or from the Aloha website.
I know one boater that made one out of galvanized pipe. No more details but I’d bet there’s one on the web
somewhere.
I checked the Owners’ Manual we produced and there are no references. There are a couple of references in
Newsletters but no photos. Sorry I cannot be more help but Enchantment is wrapped for the winter.
Les
Enchantment, #214
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Thom Budd
December 15, 2012

Invincible Summer, #114

Thanks Les
When I look at the top of my rudder post there is only an inch or two projecting above the top of the steering pulley
and it almost looks like it has been cut off, maybe to accommodate the shelf? There is certainly no cap in the cockpit
seat but it would be easy enough to cut one in. I tried e-mailing Marty about the cabin sole but the e-mail got kicked
back looks like the address is no longer valid.
Thom Budd, P.Eng.
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FAREWELL TO STEVE AND MAUREEN WOODALL
FROM:

Perry Basden

Alohalani, #233

SENT:

December 19, 2012

I received the following email from Steven and Maureen Woodall. Steve and Maureen have been members of the Aloha 34
International Owners Network for many years. I'm sorry to hear that they are leaving the Network and would like to wish
them well for the future.
“We have sold our boat, Terrific, after 30 years and 15,000 nm. As all Aloha owners, we have enjoyed every minute of time
spent on the boat and have many fond memories that will last the rest of our lives. I want to thank you and everyone
associated with the Aloha 34 group for all the great info and sharing to make it a strong owners association.
I have given the new owner all the past newsletters and profiles. I suggested that he join the group. I do not have his e-mail
address, but here is his name and home address: Roger Frierson, 3471 Orbit Circle, Anchorage, AK 99517.
Although his address is in Alaska, he plans to keep the boat in the SF Bay area.
I no longer have Les' e-mail address, so would you please forward this e-mail to him and remove the boat listed for sale.
Thank you. I hope you and your family have a Happy Holiday season and smooth sailing.
Smooth sailing,
Steve and Maureen Woodall
Terrific, #176
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Poirier
Serenity, #101
January 7, 2013

Serenity, #101 also has been sold. We enjoyed her very much and she's now in good hands with a new owner. She's
parked next to our 2002 Hunter 410.
Excellent idea about passing all the newsletter and information I received to the new owner. Thanks for the tip from
Steven and Maureen.
Best regards,
Steve Poirier
Serenity, #101

STANDING RIG TUNING
FROM:

Thom Budd

SENT:

January 7, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

Happy New Year All!!
With nothing much to do over the winter months I've been reading about tuning a sail boat's rig. Interesting stuff. I'm
curious if anyone has some specific Aloha 34 advice on properly tuning our rig?
Has anyone ever added stuff to modify our standard rig? e.g. back stay tensioning devise, bow sprit, second head sail,
additional stays or shrouds? I obviously don't have enough to do but it's an interesting discussion topic and I'd love to what
others have to say.
Thom Budd
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Invincible Summer, #114
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
Bella, #192
January 7, 2013

Thom;
Don't know of any fancy A34 additions, but the original sizes of the wires were based on an alloy that is no longer
the usual stuff, so folks have gone a size larger on the basic materials when re-rigging with newer SS alloy.
And we all want to make sure the shroud knees are sound….
Paul
REPLY FROM:
Stuart Spracklan
Windy, #151
SENT:
January 15, 2013
Thom
We replaced all of our standing rigging last year (2012) with 316SS wire which is more rust resistant than the
original. This meant that we went up one size in wire to compensate for the lower strength of the 316SS. Some
people go with higher strength wire but it is not recommended by the boat designer or most riggers as it can put too
much stress on the hull. I can send you actual new wire sizes if you need that kind of detail.
We have a backstay tensioner which consists of a custom-made pulley setup on the split part. Can send picture if
you like.
I have always used the booklet "Illustrated Sail & Rig Tuning" by Ivar Dedekam (ISBN 1898660670)to tune my rig.
Great instructions and diagrams.
BTW - Nice paint job, matches the white stuff on the ground!!!
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy, #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Thom Budd
January 15, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

Stuart & Virginia
Thanks for the response. If you could send me the details on wire size, that would be great. I would be very
interested in seeing a picture of your backstay tensioner. Do you find it useful? I’ve been thinking about installing a
second forestay which would be removable. I would use it for a storm jib if required and possibly for a second jib
(cutter rig style).
I’m going to write a little piece on the paint job with pricing etc when I get a minute. I also had a stainless water
tank installed and a split in the skeg repaired.
Thom Budd, P.Eng.

HEAD VENT LOOP
FROM:

Thom Budd

SENT:

January 16, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

On Invincible Summer the pipe that runs between the head and the holding tank under the V berth is pretty much horizontal.
Last summer when we were well heeled over to port a nasty odor started coming from the head and upon inspection I found
some of the contents of the holding tank back in the toilet bowl. I read some books and visited my local chandlery and found
out that the pipe should be looped up to a point above the waterline when heeled over and a vent fixture cut into the pipe at
the top of the loop. My question is, where does this loop go where it won't look terrible in either the head or the V berth
compartment? Can anyone send me a sketch or some photos of how they managed this on their Aloha 34's?
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A second suggestion from the store was to change out the pump mechanism on the toilet to a newer one that locks down with
a twist thereby providing a sort of firm plug in the line. Any experience thoughts on this solution?
Thom Budd
Invincible Summer, #114
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan,
January 16, 2013

Windy, #151

Thom
We replaced the old head with a new Jabsco Twist-n-lock unit and have had no issues with back wash from the
holding tank even in the roughest weather. We also replaced the waste hose (head to tank) with proper sanitary hose
at the same time (which also runs fairly horizontal).
The Jabsco heads go on sale quite often and may be cheaper to buy new rather than trying to mess with an older
unit.
http://www.westmarine.com/webapp/wcs/stores/servlet/ProductDisplay?catalogId=10001&storeId=11151&
partNumber=9532755&cid=2012Annual#.UPca53fheSo
(We paid a lot less at a local chandlery)
Personally I would not be tempted to put a vented loop, associated with waste that vents inside the boat... The only
time that I have seen recommendations for a vented loop associated with a head is for the water intake. Don’t forget
that the Aloha is designed for maximum efficient heel of 15 degrees (realizing that a puff of wind will increase that
from time to time)!
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy, #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
January 16, 2013

Alohalani #233

Hello, Thom:
According to Parr Jabsco, the head manufacturer, it is recommended that a vent loop be a minimum of 8” above the
heeled water line. Since the Aloha 34 is usually sailed with a maximum of 15 degrees of heel the vent loop can be
installed inside the vanity cabinet in the head and should remain the required 8” above the heeled water line.
I’ve seen a vent loop installed between the head and the holding tank with the vented loop located as high as
possible behind the sink in the vanity cabinet. The owner removed the sink to do the plumbing as it’s a pretty tight
fit. I’ll see if I’ve got any photos but I haven’t been able to locate them at the moment. The owner also installed a
macerator pump to the holding tank discharge and Y-valve for overboard discharge for use while the boat was in the
Caribbean. This set up is not strictly legal in Ontario but you can get around the regulations if you seal and/or lock
the Y-valve in the holding tank position only.
There are some diagrams of various options for holding tank discharge in the Transport Canada Marine
Construction Standards TP1332 Appendix 2 which may help you decide which way to go with your installation.
Check the Transport Canada Marine website at http://www.tc.gc.ca/eng/marinesafety/tp-tp1332-appendix21582.htm
The Aloha 34 mentioned above had a system similar to diagram 2-4 without the MSD tank.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:
Perry

Thom Budd
January 17, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

Thanks for this. I’ll take another look to see what I can do.
Yesterday I wrote a piece on the refinishing of Invincible Summer and hit send. It disappeared into the ether?? The
piece was no more than 300 words and no attachments. Is there a size limit on our e-mails through the Yahoo site?
Maybe I should write it as a word doc and post it as a photo?
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Is it time for me to send a cheque for the annual dues?
Thom Budd, P. Eng.

NEW GELCOAT
FROM:

Thom Budd

Invincible Summer, #114

SENT:

January 18, 2013

See the complete article in the TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA Section of this newsletter.

RENEWING LIFELINES
FROM:

Thom Budd

SENT:

January 23, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

I just got a quote to replace the life lines on Invincible Summer for $840.00 plus HST. Apparently this is a 20% off Boat
show special. I was thinking about trying to do this myself. I can probably salvage most of the old fittings, buy the wire and
tools and save some money. Another option I've been kicking around is using a hi-tech low stretch rope instead of wire. Any
thoughts?
Thom Budd
Invincible Summer, #114

RAYMARINE INSTRUMENT COMMUNICATIONS
FROM:

Dwayne Anderson

SENT:

April 6, 2013

Calieste, #224

Hi
I need some help to wire my new Auto Pilot with my Garmin chart plotter. Each time I talk to Raymarine a different tech
gives me different guidance. Garmin techs have been consistent and most helpful although I can't get the SPX 5 to talk to my
Garmin 541s to talk.
I'm using the NIMA 0183 out from the Garmin; Tx port 1; Tx port 2 to the SPX NIMA In + and Out +; On the SPX I have
grounded the -ve terminals of NIMA in and out.
Any ideas?
Thanks, Dwayne
p. s. just posted some pics from Princes Louise Inlet (west coast Canada)
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
April 6, 2013

Bella, #192

Dwayne;
I've been trying to get the NEMA 183 link form my Lowrance chart plotter to drive the DSC on my VHF, and even
with the wire colors "right" have not succeeded. I see that the Lowrance wants to use that same port for some other
functions and needs a mode setting to "speak" NEMA 183. Also the baud rate for 183 is not locked to just one
speed, so may need to be set-up.
Good luck. As soon as two manufacturers are involved it seems finger pointing is the "support" each offers for the
interconnect.
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If both do NEMA 2000 I'd try that instead -- it is a two-way shared scheme more like modern ethernet.
Paul
Bella, #192
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Dwayne Anderson
April 6, 2013

Calieste, #224

Hi Paul,
That sounds like a good plan, I will keep the group posted on my progress.
Thx
Dwayne

PERCUSSIVE MAINTENANCE
- The fine art of whacking the crap out of an electronic device to get it to work.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
From Thom Budd, Invincible Summer, #114
HULL REPAIRS AND NEW GELCOAT
This winter I had Northshore Boatworks in Bronte, Ontario redo the topsides of Invincible Summer with new gel coat
along with a couple of other projects. I have been downloading photos of the progress on our Yahoo group site. This paper
provides a narrative of this little adventure in the hope that others in our group may find it informative.
I purchased Invincible Summer in November 2011. Prior to me assuming ownership she had spent some time bouncing
around the Atlantic Ocean off Newfoundland and then back to Ontario, she was a little beat-up and in need of some care. The
boat's fundamentals were sound and remain that way. One of the more significant issues was some damage she had sustained
to her starboard side from colliding with a large buoy. The hull suffered a fairly significant deflection on impact, damaging
an interior bulwark, a knee support for a shroud chain plate and other less significant cracks and breaks. The hull itself had
the fiberglass compromised in a 400mm by 400mm area and extensive spider cracking of the gel coat on about 25% of the
starboard side of the boat.
The previous owner had a repair done but it was never finished properly. In addition to this, the topsides were banged
and battered as one would expect from a boat built in 1978. The vinyl stripes and boot topping were also in sad shape.

On October 21, 2012 we had our last sail of the year when the boat was moved from Port Credit to Bronte, Ontario. On
November 2nd she was hauled out and went into the Northshore Boatworks shop on November 15th, 2012.
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In the Northshore Boatworks shop grinding out and repairing the damaged hull area.
The first task was to grind out the damaged starboard side and lay in some new fiber glass mat to restore the hull's
integrity. The extensive spider cracking in the gelcoat was also ground out. This work revealed that the hull had actually been
painted in the past. The complication here is that you cannot put new gelcoat over old paint. This necessitated sanding off the
paint from the entire topside area.
Through hull fittings were removed. All of the
vinyl stripes and the boot topping were also
removed.
After the crack in the transom was repaired,
all the gouges, dings and chips were repaired
and where necessary, filler was used to
smooth out the contours of the hull. After a
final sanding and cleaning and the taping done
she was ready for the gelcoat application.

LEFT: Sanding and fairing of the entire hull.
All damage areas were repaired and
scratches, dings, chips filled and faired.
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Then came the problem of colour matching. The original plan was to go with a white gelcoat. The problem was that at
the top of the topsides where the deck attaches to the hull there is a sort of rub rail or gunnel running around the boat. The
colour of this was an off white and the fear was that if we painted the hull a brighter white the clash of shades would look
strange.
We could gelcoat the rub rail the same as the topsides but there was no clean place to stop the gelcoat between the rub
rail and the deck. We thought about covering the rub rail with black vinyl, adding a stripe. Finally we decided to modify the
colour of the gelcoat to match the rub rail off white. Now that the job is done, I think it was a good decision.
A number of layers (2 or 3) of gelcoat were sprayed onto the topsides. The boat yard purchased 10 gallons of gelcoat
and used about 7 gallons. It dries with a matte finish and has to be buffed and polished to get the high gloss finish. It took
about 40man hours of polishing to get the desired result. After the white was applied then the black boot topping was
gelcoated. We decided to not put all the stripes back on but chose a single gold stripe in the cove near the top of the hull.
The through hulls were replaced with chromed flanges.

New gelcoat polished and gold cove stripe applied as well as new black boot stripe.
All the plastic through hull fittings were replaced with chromed ones.
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Unrelated to the buoy incident, there was a crack in the skeg the length of the groove where the rudder sits and across the
bottom. There was also a vertical crack in the gel coat along the center of the transom.

Delamination and cracks in skeg and rudder
were also repaired.

Crack in transom vertical joint.

I believe these cracks are related to the fact that the hull was laid up in two halves (port and starboard) and then
somehow joined together to form the finished hull. Over time it seems there is some movement along this joint and the
cracks appear.
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The next job was to repair the damage on the inside of the hull. Each area had new layers of fiber glass applied. This
included a crack in the settee, the bulkhead separating the salon from the hanging locker and the chain plate knee. The
boatyard believes the repaired sections are stronger than the original.

LEFT: Repairs to the bulkhead at the side of the
hanging locker

BELOW: Repairs to bulkhead at bottom of hanging
locker.

LEFT: Repairs and reglassing of the chain plate knees
was done where required.
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Finally, the previous owner had a problem with the plastic water tanks leaking and decided to disconnect them, cut the
tops off and use them as cradles for bladder tanks. I decided I would like to go back to a rigid tank and at the advice of
Northshore decided to have a stainless steel tank installed on the starboard side.
I went with stainless because of durability and its resistance to picking up odors. I just did the one tank because I'm
pretty much a day or weekend sailor, I use bottle water for drinking and therefore don't need to carry a lot of water around.
I'm not sure I need two water tanks. We'll see how I make out next summer and if need be add the port side tank.

The last task was to fabricate and install a stainless steel water tank under the starboard settee.
On December 18, 2012 the boat was shrink wrapped and on the 19th left the shop to spend the rest of the winter in
the yard. By the way when the boat was moved it was moved by Town of Oakville staff who, of course, charge for each
move. In the spring I will have the name and port of registry put on the sides and transom. I also need to apply a very good
coat of wax to the hull. I'm thinking I should have a professional boat detailer do this to make sure the first waxing is good.
The anti fouling will be changed from blue to black.
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Cost
I got two quotes on this job and they were very different. Northshore Boatworks was the cheaper quote but I also
checked references, spoke to the owners and felt Northshore would do the best job. When you’re making this kind of
investment the most important thing is to get a good finished product. I got that and the lower price. I think if you can get
away from the greater Toronto Area you would do even better on price.
When gelcoating, you can start with a basic price of about $200/ft of boat. This would be for a light prep sanding,
spraying the gelcoat and polishing. Removing graphics, changing colours, repairing damage, etc would all be extra. The final
pricing got a little confusing but in general
it broke down something like this:

Basic gelcoating
Hull repair
Remove old paint and stripes
Fairing hull & fittings
Interior repairs
Repair skeg
SS water tank
Crane lifts
Sub total

$6,800.
$1,600.
$ 880.
$ 380.
$ 680.
$1,360.
$1,600.
$ 200.
$13,500.

HST

$ 1,755.

Grand Total

$15,255.

April 20, 2013 Invincible Summer, #114
at the dock after major work over the winter of 2012.
All photos use with permission of Thom Budd.
I hope you've found this informative.
Thom Budd
Invincible Summer #114

Great job, Thom. Thanks for documenting the repairs and providiing the cost breakdown. I’m sure all members of the
Network appreciate seeing one of their sisterships being restored to like new condition. – Perry
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SAFETY UNDER SAIL
EMERGENCY TILLER TRIAL
Thom Budd, Invincible Summer, #114 recently posted a query on the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups Email Forum asking
about the installation of an emergency tiller. Thom was prompted to ask the question as Invincible Summer, #114 did not
have an emergency tiller when she was purchased. Thom, like any good sailor, prepares for emergency events before they
happen. It would be curious to know how many of us do the same.
A steering gear failure will often happen at the most inopportune time. It may be a minor inconvenience if one has done
trials to simulate the emergency or it could become a major disaster if the owner of the vessel is not prepared to deal with the
situation in a timely manner when an actual emergency arises.
The steering gear on an Aloha 34 is a very robust design and failures are a rare event. The most frequent cause of
steering gear failure on an Aloha 34, or any pleasure vessel for that matter, is probably due to a lack of regular inspection and
adjustment as well as required lubrication of the steering gear itself. The steering mechanism is out of sight inside the
steering pedestal and below the cockpit sole. All it takes for a failure is a simple thing such as loose steering cable tension
which can cause the cable to fall out of a sheave and render the steering inoperable.
Each vessel owner should become familiar with their particular steering set-up and inspect it regularly for wear and
make proper adjustments to prevent unexpected failures. While the Aloha 34s are all relatively the same boat there can be
substantial differences in each vessels gear. Record the make, model and serial number of your particular unit in your
owner’s manual just in case you need to find spares when in a remote or distant port. Most steering gear manufactures will
supply a manual at a nominal cost, if not for free. If you can, try and locate an exploded view of the parts. It may aid in
making repairs by showing what parts go where, or the diagrams may aid in describing the parts to the vendor when ordering
replacements. It will be very handy to look up the information when you have more time available rather than depending on
the hopes that someone else can to locate the information when an emergency arises. The manual should contain adjustment
instructions as well as a list of repair kits or parts available. The manual may even contain worldwide names, addresses and
phone numbers of retailers who carry spares.
So, now that you’ve taken care of the routine adjustment and maintenance of your steering system and know that it is
robust and reliable and won’t let you down when you need it the most, how do you prepare for the “just in case” failure. The
first thing to do would be to check your emergency tiller to ensure that it is readily available and easily installed during an
emergency situation. The check can be done at the dock with the boat securely moored on a nice sunny, calm day.

I know the emergency tiller is in the
port cockpit locker somewhere. I saw
it last fall when I hauled the boat.
Oh, there it is, right against the
bulkhead, but I can’t remove it from
its storage area unless I clean out the
scrubbing brushes and mops and then
remove the lunch hook from its
hanging position.
There’s so much stuff to remove just
to get at the emergency tiller. This
problem should be addresses before
an emergency arises.
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What may work on your vessel may not be applicable to one of the sister ships. I will not attempt to describe in exact
detail what may be required for your particular vessel. You will have to use your own best judgment in determining if the
deployment and use of the emergency tiller for your boat can be done quickly and easily with the minimum “downtime” of
the steering gear.
Figure out how your tiller is supposed to be installed and check to see if there are any impediments to a quick
deployment of the tiller. Also ensure that the tiller is readily available and can be quickly retrieved should it be needed and is
not stuck in the bottom of a locker somewhere.
I recently completed a test aboard Alohalani, #233 and was quite surprised when I discovered that the emergency tiller,
its installation and operation would be very difficult, if not impossible to do while under way in any type of rough seas.
Here’s a brief photo essay of what I found was necessary. Hopefully other Aloha 34’s don’t suffer from the same problems
that I discovered!
I found several problems that came up when installing the emergency tiller system which will need to be addressed as
soon as possible. Installing the tiller involved using a winch handle to remove a plug from the through deck fitting on the
center of the transom seat as well as removing four screws which retain the transom locker drop-in storage box to access the
rudder post. The drop-box had to be removed to access the steering gear.

Use the winch handle and remove the through-deck plug
from the transom seat area.

Open the transom locker and remove 4 screws which
hold the bin in place, then remove the bin to expose the
rudder post and steering gear.

With the through-deck plug and drop-in box removed
the emergency tiller shaft could be installed. It’s a little
difficult as the tiller must be supported while it is
aligned into a tube coupler installed on the top of the
rudder post.
I used a bungee to hold the transom locker lid up
while installing the cross drilled bolt through the
coupling. Fortunately, the tiller swivels to the upright
position which allowed for opening of the transom
locker with the emergency tiller installed in the
through-deck fitting.
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LEFT: Closer view of steering gear inside the transom
locker with the emergency tiller post installed in the
tube coupling.. Rudder post has tube coupling
installed.
Coupling of the emergency tiller shaft to the rudder
post involved the alignment and installation of a bolt
into a cross-drilled hole in the rudder post extension
while facing aft with your head in the dark transom
locker. Not the best way to prevent sea sickness!
Use caution if trying to install the emergency tiller
at sea. Wave action may cause the rudder to swing
and rotate the steering gear unexpectedly. Watch
for pinch points and keep clear of them to avoid
injury.

The tiller’s length prevented operation while seated. It
also would interfere with the wheel and would strike the
compass while in use.

The tiller post is much longer than it need be and the
through-deck fitting does not align with the tiller post.
The whole assembly is very loose when installed and
will wear the threads in the through-deck fitting.

The only way one would be able to steer the boat with the emergency tiller would be from a standing position and to tilt the
tiller upward to clear the steering pedestal and compass! It is certainly not the most efficient or safest way to operate a vessel,
particularly under duress while being tossed about. The wheel could be removed to lower the emergency tiller somewhat. I
found that any movement of the emergency tiller tended to spin the wheel and the momentum generated by the wheel would
be transmitted to the tiller. This may or may not be the case during an actual emergency.
Total time to remove all the necessary gear and install the tiller, including time to locate the necessary tools for the job
required about half an hour. I found this totally unacceptable and will be redesigning the system to drastically reduce the
time required. I would think that somewhere in the range of less than one minute would be more acceptable to my standards.
I’ll try and document the changes made and include them in a future issue. Perhaps some of you may have a better, more
efficient system currently installed. If so, please forward photos as well as a brief description of what is required to install
your emergency tiller and also the time required should use of the emergency tiller be required. Perhaps we can come up
with a “best practice” scenario which can be included in future owner’s manuals.
“The art of the sailor is to leave nothing to chance.”
Annie Van De Wiele
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please provide as
much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to the Aloha 34 website
for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for obvious reasons it may take a
while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter only has it viewed by fellow Aloha
owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

"CASTLE REEF"
1981 Hull #153
Castle Reef is waiting for you in Granada. This well equipped
vessel has lots of amenities and many items that you will find
ideal for cruising the Caribbean or anywhere that your hear
desires, including an inflatable dinghy and outboard motor.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Lawrence in West Perth, Australia
(613) 838-2370
johnkebab@hotmail.com

Broker:

The Little Ship Company
Tony Brewer
599 553 4475

By Phone

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE"

1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario
.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets.
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!

Contact:

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to

PRICE REDUCED AS OF APRIL 2013!
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(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

"MARGARITAVILLE"

1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped. Aloha 34 members
network; all manuals and news letters from over the
years, a vibrant and valuable owners network with a web
site and email forums to answer all your questions.
Contact:

David Jenkins in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
Via e-mail to

(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
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“SAND DOLLAR”
1979 Hull #120
This boat was built in 1979 and sailed on Lake Superior
until 1997 when it travelled the Great Loop to the Bahamas
and back.
The boat still has had several upgrades in 1997.
Sand Dollar is stored in the yard at the Thunder Bay
Yacht Club. http://tbyc.on.ca/buysell.htm

Asking $28,800.00
Contact:
By Phone:
Via e-mail

Jim Massey in Ontario, Canada
(807) 577-1430
beech699@yahoo.ca

EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Anchors
Danforth with chain and rode
Delta with chain and rode
Davits
Furling - (Profurl)
Radar
GPS
Mainsail and Genoa
Bow Sprit with anchor roller
Force 10 Kerosene heater
Propane 3 burner stove
Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine
Propeller, 3 blade MAX feathering

HELP WANTED
Webmaster and Aloha 34 Yahoo Group E-Mail Forum co-Administrator
As noted in the Aloha Register Changes section of this Newsletter, Les and Carol Harrison have sold Enchantment, #214.
Les has indicated his desire to wind down his ongoing association with the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network as he
believes the Network has always been and should remain exclusively for Aloha 34 owners. Les currently serves as
Webmaster for the Aloha 34.com website as well as co-Administrator of the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups Email Forum along
with Perry Basden. If anyone would like to volunteer to fill this position please let Les or Perry Basden know. Les is willing
to work with you should your experience with website publishing and administration require his help.
Contact Les via email to harrisol@bmts.com or by phone to Les at (519) 396-2324. You can also send him a note to his
home address, 9 Manor Wood Crescent, Kincardine, Ontario N2Z 1C7
Les had taken the helm of the Network in full capacity and was responsible for complete operations of the Network as the
Administrator and Bookkeeper for many years as well as the “go to Guy” if anyone required assistance in any area of the
operations of the Network or Aloha 34’s in general. Les also has served as the Editor, Publisher and Distributor of the
Newsletter and Webmaster for the Network website at Aloha34.com and administrator of the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups E-mail
Forum. Several years ago the position and work required to keep the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network operational
was divided with Perry Basden taking over the maintenance of the database, accounting and publishing of the Newsletter
leaving Les with responsibility for the Aloha 34.com website and shared administration of the Aloha 34 Yahoo Groups Email Forum. The changes and shared responsibilities have made both jobs much easier to handle. The position will require
ongoing communication and co-ordination between the two positions to maintain the high standards set by Les.
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GOURMET GALLEY
FRESH ROASTED FISH with PEPPERS, ZUCCHINI and FENNEL
Here’s a Heart Healthy meal that is suitable to those sailors who also like to fish. Just use your favorite catch of the
day or if you are not so lucky with a lure you can always go to the local fish monger in the harbor you happen to be in and
catch your meal with silver hooks.
Makes 4 Servings

Prep Time: 15 Minutes

Bake Time: 25 Minutes

Ingredients
4
1
1/4
1
1
1/2
1
1

4 oz. portions
tsp each
tsp each

Tbsp

Fish (Halibut works well but any mild tasting fish will do.)
fennel seeds and coriander seeds
salt and coarsely ground black pepper
red pepper, seeded and cut into strips
medium zucchini, thickly sliced on the diagonal
medium bulb fennel, trimmed and thinly sliced
cloves garlic, minced
extra virgin olive oil

Cooking Method
o

Preheat oven to 450 F (or use Bar B Q with top closed). In a small skillet over medium heat, toast fennel and coriander
seeds for 3 minutes or until fragrant shaking pan frequently to prevent scorching, set aside.
On a cutting board, using a chef’s knife, break the seeds several times to release the flavour. Place in a small bowl and
combine with salt and pepper, set aside.
Spread vegetables in a single layer on a large rimmed baking sheet and sprinkle with garlic. Roast in preheated oven for 10
minutes. Meanwhile, pat fish dry, brush with olive oil and sprinkle with spice mixture.
Remove baking sheet from oven and place fish filets evenly spaced on top of vegetables. Roast 10 minutes or until a knife
inserted in the fish comes out warm. Serve with baby potatoes.

“Give a man a fish and feed him for a day. Give him a fishing lesson and he'll sit in a boat drinking beer every weekend.”
Alex Blackwell
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CLOSING
A year or so ago I was in contact with an Aloha 34 owner who keeps his boat in the Caribbean where he sails her during
the winter months. The owner of Valda III, Hull Number Unknown, Ian Craig of Calgary, Alberta was asking if I had ever
heard of Dan Aykroyd, the Canadian comedian, singer, actor and screenwrighter once owning an Aloha 34. I certainly was
surprised to hear of this and thought it worthy of investigation, but how would one come across such information? I did
some checking with publicists and other folks in the entertainment industry but was unable to get confirmation of what Ian
had suggested to me.
I didn’t give it much more thought until this past spring when I had the occasion to talk with Hank Surette, a member of
the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network and owner of Emotional Rescue, #234 . I mentioned the conversation just in
passing and lo and behold, Hank knew of Dan’s involvement with an Aloha 34. As a matter of fact, it was Hank’s Aloha 34,
Emotional Rescue that Dan Aykroyd had some financial dealings with. However, it was not as an outright owner, but more
of an investor with several other members of the Toronto entertainment scene at the time. Hank also mentioned that Dan
Aykroyd also had investments in several refreshment and entertainment venues in the Toronto area. Hank is currently
offering his boat for sale so now is your chance to own a piece of Canadian history in the form of a beautiful, well equipped
sailboat with a certain celebrity status. As Paul Harvey would say.... And now you know the rest of the story!

It’s that time of year when the dues are payable to support the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network. The dues are
used for postage and printing of the Newsletters as well as for web hosting fees for the website. Please mail amounts payable
to me as indicated in the insert of the Newsletter at your earliest convenience. Payments can also be made via PayPal if you
would prefer the convenience of electronic payment. Just use my email address (perry_basden@hotmail.com) when
searching for the PayPal account information.

The trial emailing of the Newsletter last fall was well received. There have been 12 members who have expressed their
desire to receive electronic copies only. This has resulted in a savings of about $45.00 in postage and printing costs. It’s still
not too late should you wish to receive electronic copies in the future or change back to receiving paper copies through the
regular mail service. The Network administrators and those that volunteer to serve the membership are here for you and will
continue to try and satisfy your needs. Any ideas or suggestions on ways to make improvements to the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network are gratefully accepted.

One good suggestion came from Stuart Spracklan, owner of Windy, #151. Stuart suggested that, with the advent of
Digital Selective Calling (DSC) available with more modern VHF radios and the issuing of a freely available Maritime
Mobile Service Identity Number (MMSI), it would be a simple matter of including Aloha 34 Network Members Maritime
Mobile Service Identity information in the Network database and have that information available to all members. Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network members who have equipped their vessels with DSC capable VHF radios and have the
required MMSI number would then be able to use the DSC feature to locate and communicate with other Aloha 34 owners in
the immediate VHF radio range.
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It sounded like Stuart had a pretty good idea and it was very easy to accomplish. In Canada the MMSI information for
individual vessels is available with a little hunting through the Canadian Governments Industry Canada MMSI database.
Similar information is also available for the United States as well as other countries of the world. The International
Telecommunications Union’s (ITU) database in Switzerland also has the information available, but the search process is very
slow due to the size of the database which covers all MMSI numbers issued by all participating countries in the world.
A Marine Mobile Service Identity number is a unique nine digit number assigned to a vessel, land based marine radio
station or search and rescue aircraft and is available upon application to the national governing body. In Canada application
is made to Industry Canada, Spectrum Management and Telecommunications branch by the ships master. MMSI Numbers
are assigned free of charge. Each individual number is unique to that particular ship, land base station or search and rescue
aircraft and the information provided in the application is stored in a database and is mainly used for search and rescue
purposes. The vessel equipped with a VHF-DSC radio will program the MMSI number into their radio. Once programmed
the MMSI number is broadcast with each radio transmission from the VHF-DSC radio.
For those who may not be familiar with VHF-DSC radios the DSC portion of the radio allows for the sending and
receiving of digital information on VHF Channel 70. Vessels equipped with VHF-DSC radios which are connected to a GPS
system and have a MMSI Number assigned to that particular radio become part of the Global Maritime Distress and Safety
System. An added feature of DSC equipped radios allow for automated distress signals being received or sent from your
vessel. By lifting the cover and then pressing the red distress button on your vessel’s radio for at least 3 seconds, a digital
distress call will be sent to the Coast Guard and also to vessels in the vicinity that are also equipped with VHF-DSC radios.
The GPS connection to your VHF-DSC radio ensures that the digital distress call will contain up-to-date position information
I have taken the liberty of searching for each known Aloha 34 in the Canadian, U.S. and ITU database and added the
information to the Aloha Members Vessel Registry. I have attached the printed report to the newsletter so that members may
keep it aboard their vessel for future reference. I wasn’t able to find the information for all the vessels owned by Network
members as some of the available databases are not up-to-date. If you find that your MMSI number is not listed and you
would like to share the information with other members please send me a note either via email or regular mail and I will
include the information in the next updated Members Vessel Registry.
One other word of caution concerns whether your vessel requires a station license or not if you have a VHF-DSC radio
with an MMSI number. Where you intend to sail you vessel will determine if a license is required or not. That sentence
certainly sounds like vague lawyer or politician talk to me. So, do you or don’t you need a radio station license? Industry
Canada, the regulating and licensing body of the Canadian Government has exempted vessels of the station license
requirement if the vessel is to be operated in Canadian waters only. If the vessel is operated in the territorial waters of
another country then the vessel must have a station license. In other words, a coastal Canadian sailor whose vessel travels to
or through American water will have to have a station license. This will cover most of the border areas between Canada and
the United States. If you are staying strictly in Canadian waters a license is not required. The station license fee in Canada at
the time of this publication varies depending on the month in which you apply for the license but is $47.00 maximum if
applied for in April. Annual renewal fees are $36.00 per year.
There is also a Canadian requirement that radio operators aboard vessels equipped with marine radio’s, including VHFDSC radios must hold a Radio Operators Certificate -Maritime (ROC-M) level license or an equivalent license for foreign
vessels in Canada.. Industry Canada has delegated the ROC-M training and certification to the Canadian Power and Sail
Squadrons (CPS) and courses for similar qualification are available in any country of the world where VHF-DSC radios are
available.
Hope everyone has a safe and happy sailing season. I’m looking forward to getting photographs and tales of your secret
“best ever” anchorage. I promise I won’t tell the exact location should you wish to have the photo’s published.
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Vessel Registry
Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Member
AGRIPPINA

# 228

AIR LOOM

Georges POULIN
Gatineau, Québec, Canada

# 185
Stuart & Marcia MEYER
Rochester Hills, Michigan, USA

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

ALI BABA

# 160
Michael ROACH & Moira
HENDERSON
Comox, British Columbia, Canada
MMSI #: 316010008

ALLIGATOR

# 216

ALOHALANI

# 233

ALY ADA TOO

Ants & Inga TOI
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Perry & Gloria BASDEN
Windsor, Ontario, Canada

Robert and Connie BESWICK
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #: 316014739

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

ASLAN'S WIND

# 217
Norman FINLAY and Cheryl HUGHES
Clark's Harbour, Nova Scotia, Canada

AZZURRA

# 182
Edward and Paula BALDNER
West Yarmouth, Massachusetts, USA

BAJAN DREAMER

MMSI #: 316011723

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316015998

BELLA

BELIZE

# 192
Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON
Arlington, Maryland, USA

BELLA LUNA

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

CALIESTE

BONAVENTURE

# 224
Dwayne & Teresa ANDERSON
Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, Canada

CASA MARA

MMSI #: 316022809

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316009637

CLAN DONNCHADH

COLUMBINE

CORAL ROSE

# 168
Stephen DAVIS
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

# 162
Steven & Joanne FAGAN
Yarmouth Port, Massachusetts, USA
Cape Cod

MMSI #:

# 209

Colin McGOWAN
Leonardstown, Maryland, USA

Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
Midland, Ontario, Canada

# 215

# 172

Linda & Christopher KIEFFER
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada

Byron (Chip) WOLFE
Niceville, Florida, USA

# 211

# 156

# 177

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
Creemore, Ontario, Canada

# 202
John ALDOUS
La Paz, Baja California Sur,Mexico
MMSI #: 366996940

MMSI #:

CORKY III

CUTTY SARK

# 181
Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
Pinole, California,USA

DIALOHA

Ed STEVENSON
Warkworth, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #: 367086690

MMSI #:

DREAM CATCHER II

# 196
Bob LONG & Cheri KEMP-LONG
Iqaluit, Nunavut, Canada

ELEUTHERA IV

# 147
Walter & Janet MIKLAS
Gabriola, British Columbia, Canada

EMOTIONAL RESCUE

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

# 134

May-18-13
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# 136
Dean & Christine OLUND
North Vancouver, British Columbia,
Canada

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
Bolton, Ontario, Canada

# 234

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Vessel Registry
Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Member
ENCHANTMENT

# 214

FAMOUS GROUSE

# 229

FIRE ESCAPE

Les & Carol HARRISON
Kincardine, Ontario, Canada

George JOHNSON & Veronica
Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada

John & Henrietta KLOVSKI
Livonia, Michigan, USA

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

FIRST LIGHT

# 232

GAILLARDE

# 107

GENIE

Nick & Sandra KOITER
Guelph, Ontario, Canada

Pierre LEGAULT
Montréal, Québec, Canada

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

HEART’S CONTENT IV

# 118

INVINCIBLE SUMMER

# 114

KELSEA

Brad & Cathie GATES
Ajax, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

Thom BUDD
Oakville, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

KHADINE II

# 126
Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
Courtnay, British Columbia, Canada

KYAN II

# 178
Nick & Darcee BIDGOOD
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

LADY MARISA

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316019058

MMSI #:

MAHALO

# 221

MARGARITAVILLE

# 159

MARGHERITA
Jerry & Nancy SENGER
Scarborough, Maine, USA

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MOMENTUM I

# 111
David CARR & Carla KILPELA
Hillsdale, Ontario, Canada

NEPENTHE

Gary & Andrea CARLSEN
Kingston. Washington, USA
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

NERISSA

# 199
Ian TOCHER
Surrey, British Columbia, Canada

NOCTURNE

# 212
Leigh WILKS
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

OUT AND ABOUT

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

PAXIS 1

QUEENS RANSOM

PARASARD III

# 171

# 184

Jacques PARADIS & Silvie
BRASSARD
Chicoutimi, Quebec, Canada

# 158
David M. ANIDJAR-ROMAIN &
Colleen McCONNELL
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

MMSI #: 316023913

MMSI #:

# 109

Jim & Lorna SHARP
Brighton, Ontario, Canada

David JENKINS
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

# 174

# 203

Michael HOWARD
District of Staan Creek, Belize
MMSI #:

John & Karen LITTLEFIELD
Creskill, New Jersey, USA

MARY MAX

# 166

# 227

# 194

John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
San Jose, California, USA

# 169

Robert & Connie HAIG
St. Catharines, Ontario, Canada

# 105
Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

QUINTETTE III

# 222
Nigel TILLEY & Michele RUTTAN
Goderich, Ontario, Canada

RIPPLE

June MOYLE
Toronto. Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #

# 204

RESTLESS SOLE

May-18-13
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David & Marilyn BOURNE
Sarnia, Ontario, Canada

# 127

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Vessel Registry
Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Member
SALT SPRAY II

# 220
Dave YOUNG
Royston, British Columbia, Canada

SAND DOLLAR

Don SALT
Morrisburg, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #: 316017201

MMSI #: 316004034

MMSI #:

SEA VIXEN

# 167
Werner & June STANIESKI
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

SEA VIXEN

# 167
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

SEPTEMBER SONG

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

SERENITY

# 112

# 101

SANCTUM

SHENANDOAH

# 186

Thunder Bay, Ontario, Canada

# 208
William J. MARSHALL
Sechelt, British Columbia, Canada

SILVER DARLING

Steve POIRIER
Merida, Yucatan, Mexico

Ed FULTON
Pickering, Ontario, Canada

Peter & Joyce HERRING
Goderich, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316012743

MMSI #:

SNOWGOOSE

SKIPPING STONES

# 138
Laurie & Linda BURT
Carmanville, Newfoundland, Canada

SPIRIT OF

Alan HARRIMAN
Topsfield, Maine, USA
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

SUSIE P. OLIVER II

# 110

# 231

Cam & Mary TORREY
Hampden, Maine, USA

SYLANDO

# 115

Joe & Fran MARTIN &
Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
Mississauga, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

# 120

# 146

# 165

Catherine & Terry FAGAN
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

TATOOSH

# 223
John & Lorna GUILD
Cherryville, British Columbia, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

TRUE LOVE

# 230
Phillip ROBIDOUX & Mary ALLEN
Ottawa, Ontario, Canada

WATER WITCH

Richard GRATTON & Chantal
Beaconsfield, Québec, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

WINDEKIND

WINDSPINNER

WINDY

# 117

# 154
Cliff & Carol MacDONALD
Brights Grove. Ontario, Canada

WATER MUSIC

# 210
Stephen & Inge ILLMAN
Victoria, British Columbia, Canada

# 173

James & Andrea MORGAN
Dayton, Texas, USA

# 151
Stuart SPRACKLAN & Virginia
TAYLOR
Qualicum Beach, British Columbia,
Canada

MMSI #: 316012596

MMSI #:
MMSI #: 316023256
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Vessel Registry
Not Registered
# 195
Vince EVANS
Goshen, New York, USA
MMSI #:

# 191
Stan & Mary MILLER
Fernandina Beach, Florida, USA

AFTER FIVE

# 163

Unknown
Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

ALOHA MAKI

ASHRAM

# 148
Jim & Lynne MANSLEY
Delta, British Columbia, Canada

BALLEO

Brian & Jody KENYON
Knoxville, Tennessee, USA
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316021216

BAURUA

# 179

# 132

CASTLE REEF

# 153

# 137
Denis WOODSKE
Qualicum Beach, British Columbia
Canada

DALINA

Keith and Linda BOYLE
Brampton, Ontario, Canada

John LAWRENCE
Perth, Western Australia

Linda TOMS & David HALL
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316011871

DALRIADA

# 128

DEBACHERY

#

DELTA WAVE

David & Alice FISHER
Thornbury, Ontario, Canada

Ken LLOYD
Midland, Ontario, Canada

Richard BASTIEN
Burlington, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

DIFFERENT

# 152

DOLPHINS BREATH

# 119

DREAM WEAVER

Michael GUTFRIAND
Concord, Ontario, Canada

Michael & Linda CASTNER
Jacksonville, Florida, USA

Robert and Audrey BAKKER
Brechin, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

FIRESTAR

IRISH

# 155

ITSUMO NATSU

Frank J. MULLAN
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

#
Lee & Leah BLOMBERG
Comox, British Columbia, Canada

MMSI #: 316015063

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

# 180

Barry & Ellen FRIES
New York, USA
MMSI #:

KNOCKABOUT

#

# 206

David & Beverley TALBOT
Hamilton, Ontario, Canada

KAIROS

# 226

# 219

KAIROS

# 213

KALONA

Steven SCHUMAN
San Francisco, California, USA

Philip MEILIUNAS
Whitby, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

LARCHIPEL

# 235
Benoit LANDRY & Diane ST. GELIAS
Chicoutimi, Quebec, Canada

MARIAH

Myles and Debbie ZALISKO
La Salle, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MIKRON

# 144

# 188

Mike & Lynda LEROUX
Scarborough, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #: 316015483

MOONFLEET

MMSI #:

# 225
Richard & Ann VARNEY
Penetanguishene, Ontario, Canada

MOONSHADOW
Richard STEVENS
Liverpool, New York, USA
MMSI #:

May-18-13
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# 131

# 190

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network
Vessel Registry
Not Registered
MYSTERION III

# 187

NEW HORIZONS

# 197

NOMAD

Fred H. COLEN
Hillsboro, Oregon, USA

Denis SALMAN
Toronto, Ontario, Canada

Donald BRUCE
Hampton, Virginia, USA

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

NORTHERN SPIRIT
Stephannie FARRELL
Ancaster, Ontario, Canada

# 157

ONCE AROUND
John & Donna WALSH
Whitby, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316001484

PURDY'S PRIDE

RAGTIME

# 129

PRIMAVERA
#
Steve & Audrey LLOYD
Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada
MMSI #:

Thornbury, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

SANDERLIN

# 125
Sandy & Linda FRANCIS
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada

SEA PEARL I
Thomas Spragge
Welland, Ontario, Canada

Barbara Albrecht
Amherstburg, Ontario, Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

#

TERRIFIC

#

Ruediger BUSCH
Toronto, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

# 176

ST. PAULI

# 106

THEMISTOCLES

Charles MCKEON
Etobicoke, Ontario, Canada

Roger FRIERSON
Ancorage, Alaska, USA

# 144
Keegan TABERNER
Campbell River, British Columbia
Canada

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #: 316023103

THERAPY

# 191
Dan MARION
New Port Ritchey, Florida, USA

THERESA II

# 102
Wolfgang and Jan BERG
Comox. British Columbia, Canada

Unknown

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

MMSI #:

WHAT IF

# 198

# 164

SAN SEAIR

# 113
Rick BURLING and Kathy BALL
Newmarket, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

TALLENUF

# 207

# 205

Joe & Lina GIAQUINTO
Mississaugua, Ontario, Canada
MMSI #:

May-18-13
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Adventure Yachts
Annapolis, Maryland, USA

# 130

COVER

INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2013
Comments/information about the ALOHA 34’s are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2
E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949
ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com
ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by
ALOHA 34 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.

Ed Stevenson and Tom Willison aboard Corky III, #134
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ALOHA
Hello, fellow Network Members. I hope everyone is having a fine sailing season. Things are winding down here on the
Great Lakes as most boats have been hauled out and stored for the winter. Some of our members have the good fortune of
sailing year round and don’t have to face the challenge of preparing their boats for winter storage. Les Harrison, former
owner of Enchantment, #217 has submitted a detailed list of what was required to store his beautiful Aloha 34 and it has
been reproduced here for all to see. Thank you, Les. I’m sure your work will be found to be a great reference piece for other
Aloha 34 owners.
I’m sure many of you are aware of what is known as America’s Great Loop as it has been a challenge for many a sailor and
power boater alike. For those who are not familiar with America’s Great Loop it describes a course which follows from
wherever you start to when you return to the same location as a loop without retracing your route. America’s Great Loop is
the one which many consider the granddaddy of all Great Loops, that being a circumnavigation of eastern and central North
America by water, a distance of some 5,000 miles. As an example, a “Looper” may leave from the Atlantic coast of the
United States, say New York City, for example, and travel up the Hudson River to the Erie Canal system and from there
through the Great Lakes to Chicago, Illinois. From the Chicago area one can then travel through various navigable canals
and major waterways such as the Illinois River to the Mississippi River where they can travel with the current down to the
Gulf of Mexico. Once in the Gulf one can travel around Florida and back to the Atlantic coast and return to the starting point
closing the loop.
A lesser known loop which circumnavigates a big chunk of south central Ontario in Canada is known as the Canadian Loop.
Again, one can start at any point and travel to form a loop. Often, people travelling America’s Great Loop will also include
the Canadian Loop as part of the challenge. The Canadian Loop travels through some of the most beautiful Ontario “cottage
country” which features many small, well kept cottages and resorts as well as stately homes built by the rich and famous.
Briefly described, the Canadian Loop passes through the lower Great Lakes region with access to the Trent-Severn canal
system either at Trenton, on Lake Ontario or through Port Severn, on Georgian Bay. The Trent-Severn Canal System is
approximately 240 miles long and features 44 locks including two of the highest lift locks in the world as well as 2 flight
locks and a marine railway used to lift or lower the boats to the next elevation. The Trent-Severn waterway is made up of a
number of interconnected lakes, rivers, canals and cuts. Boats transiting from Lake Ontario are raised 596 feet to the highest
point near Balsam Lake at Kirkfield. From Kirkfield boats then begin a descent of 262 feet to Georgian Bay. Once one
factor’s in distances for transiting Georgian Bay, Lake Huron and Lake Erie as well as the Welland Canal and Lake Ontario
the total distance travelled will be about 900 miles. One can always increase that distance to well over 1000 miles by making
side trips such as visiting the beautiful North Channel, one of the world’s best cruising grounds.
This past summer Ed Stevenson, owner of Aloha 34 #134, Corky III, along with fellow crew member, Tom Willison,
completed the Canadian Loop. Be sure to read of his adventures included here. I’m sure you will find it very interesting.
If any member would like to submit articles for publication be sure to contact me with your ideas and thoughts. I would be
only too happy to work with you should you need assistance. It could be a simple half page write up about an adventure
aboard your Aloha 34 or a multi-page, multi-edition ongoing saga of a great cruise that you made. What may seem
uninteresting to you may be found to be of great value to other members... or at least a good read!
In the spring edition of the Newsletter I put out a request for a volunteer to act as Webmaster and Aloha 34Yahoo Group EMail Forum co-administrator. Unfortunately, no one volunteered to take up the challenge. Since the publication of the
spring newsletter I have been in contact with Les Harrison regularly and have discussed the situation with him. Thankfully,
Les has agreed to continue on in the position which he has so ably held for a good many years. Thank you, Les. You’ve
gotten me out of a jamb again.
Another project that Les has been working on for some time now is the latest version of the Aloha 34 Reference Library. The
Library will be in CD format and will contain all the latest information concerning Aloha 34’s. It will also be a searchable
document where one can enter a search term and be able to see all the documents and files on the CD which reference to that
term. Unfortunately a bug seems to have come up which has created issues when trying to utilize the CD with various
internet search engines such as Internet Explorer, Google, or Google Chrome or other popular search engines. Work
continues on finding a fix so that the CD can be used by all search engines without any complications. Hopefully the CD will
be available for distribution to Network members in the spring of 2014.
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HONOURARY MEMBERSHIP
From time to time the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network has bestowed upon certain members and individuals the title
of Honourary Member. This honour has been given in the past as recognition of contributions made to the design,
development and production of the Aloha 34 as well as to other individuals who have given selflessly of their time and hard
work as volunteer participants of the Network.
I would like to recognize a couple who have been members of the Aloha 34 Owners’ Network since its inception and have
worked diligently and tirelessly in promoting the Network. In recognition of their contribution it is my pleasure to bestow
the title of Honourary Members to Les and Carol Harrison.
Les and Carol have been active members of the Network since its inception and became a driving force in building the
Network to its present state. Les, along with many other members, were responsible for collecting, sorting and assembling
information from all available sources for the publishing of what was to become the first comprehensive Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network Owner’s Manual. Later, Les also made the Owner’s Manual into CD format, an action that
became necessary when the original printed manual grew too large for mailing. Les was also the developer of the Aloha 34
website, and still manages to find the time to keep it current and up-to-date. The many emails that arrive through the website
have also been ably handled by Les. Les held responsibility for printing and publishing the newsletter for a good many years
until 2009 when he felt it was time to slow down a bit. In addition to the duties mentioned Les also acted as Treasurer of the
Network until 2009. Of course, Les couldn’t have done all of this without the help of Carol. During their time in the various
positions in the Network they still managed to find time to fit in a trip to the Bahamas as well as cruises to the North Channel
where they would meet up with fellow Aloha owners for some social gatherings and entertainment.
Les and Carol also have given their help and support to others who wished to organize events for the Network and attended
most of the Rendezvous which have been held. Who can forget the touching skit that Carol did at the Rendezvous in
London, Ontario in March of 2002?
Recently, Les and Carol sold their Aloha 34 but still wish to remain active as participants in the Network. Les has agreed to
continue on as Webmaster and still collects and responds to emails sent to the website.
Thank you to Les and Carol, for your years of dedication to the members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network and
to anyone who wanted to know anything about Aloha 34’s. You have given your valuable time to the benefit of all members
and we honour you both for you effort.
Congratulations and our Best Wishes to you both!

Honouary Members Les and Carol Harrison of Kincardine,
Ontario and former owners of Enchantment, #214.
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SADLY MISSED
It is with deepest regret that I inform the members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network of the passing of two
of our members. They will be sadly missed and our condolences go out to their family members.

JOE MARTIN
Joe Martin, co-owner of Sylando, #115, passed away on Thursday,
May 9, 2013, in his 75th year, with his family by his side. Loving
husband of Fran Martin. Devoted father of Michelle (Tim),
Greg (Josalin) and Jill (Chris). Joe will be profoundly missed by his
loving family, countless friends, colleagues and those he connected
with across Canada and around the world and in particular by Graeme
and Donna Quigley, his sailing partners and co-owners of Sylando.
Joe touched the lives of so many with his laughter and his personal
interest in people and will be remembered for his strong faith in God
and his overall zest for life.
Joe was a highly respected business leader, spending over 50 years in
the heavy equipment industry. Starting his career as a mechanic in
1960, his determination and unparalleled dedication propelled him
through a notable career in sales leadership. Joe’s genuine ability to
build relationships with everyone from the shop to the corner office has
left its mark on countless people in his professional circles. From 1994
through 2013 Joe enjoyed the best years of his career, serving as
Vice President and General Manager, Central Division of Toromont CAT.

BYRON “CHIP” WOLFE
Byron, “Chip” Wolfe, owner of Belize #211, passed away on
Wednesday, May 22, 2013 in Niceville, Florida. Chip passed
away on his boat while at dock.
He is survived by his two children; a son Todd and daughter
Andrea. Chip was buried at sea in the vicinity of Destin Florida
on 13 June 2013.
Chip served as the Dock Master at “Alan’s Little Marina on
The Bayou” in Niceville Florida for the last 11 years where he
resided. He was always willing to give a helping hand to
anyone and was well respected as the expert with anything to
do with boats and boating. He was consistently sought out for
his advice and help when anyone had a problem. Chip was a
member of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network and
provided assistance with the production of the first Aloha 34
Owners’ Manual. He was also a member of the Blue Water
Sailing Club where he raced every chance he could.
One of the recent highlights of his life was a 4 month cruise to
Elizabeth harbor in the lower Great Exuma, Bahamas in 2009.
Chip will always be missed by the sailing community
especially in the panhandle area of Florida.
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
Norm Finlay and Cheryl Hughes of Clark’s Harbour, Nova Scotia, have sold their Aloha 34 Aslan’s Wind, #217 and have
purchased an Alberg 29. We wish Norm and Cheryl all the best for their future sailing adventures.
Welcome to Keith and Linda Boyle who purchased Baurua, #132 from Wolfgang and Judy Rohn in 2011. Keith and Linda
have become members of the Network. Welcome Aboard! Keith and Linda, from the Toronto area are keeping the boat in
Victoria Harbour, in Northern Ontario and have been sailing in the Georgian Bay area.
Quintette III, #204 has been sold by Aloha Network Member June Moyle. We send June our best wishes.
John and Lorna Guild of Cherryville, British Columbia have sold their Aloha 34 Tatoosh, #223 and have purchased a 36 foot
Grand Mariner trawler. Our best wishes to John and Lorna who are looking forward to new adventures aboard their trawler.
Nick and Darcee Bidgood of Victoria, British Columbia and owners of Kyan II, #178 have resigned as members of the
Network. We send them our best wishes.

MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any
questions. The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do not
have email capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

PHOTO’S OF INVINCIBLE SUMMER’S TOPSIDE REPAIRS.
FROM:

Thom Budd

SENT:

May 1, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

Added the last photos of Invincible Summer's Top Side make over to the album.
Thom Budd
#114

BARLOW WINCH PARTS
FROM:

Paul Martin

SENT:

July 1, 2012

Bella, #192

Bella, my Aloha34, #192, has a Barlow 15 winch at the base of the mast for tensioning the outhaul or reefing lines -- and the
plastic parts of the spring-activated retaining system have failed.
I contacted Allen Hutton at the Australian Yacht Winch Company (the Aussie company that supplies some Barlow parts) but
was told that the part had not had a long run originally and was not one that they made new parts for.
So I'm pondering how the rest of the fleet has handled this issue? The two plastic parts that fit with the retaining spring are
the dead items.
Thanks for any hints
Paul
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Carr
July 2, 2013

Momentum, #111

Hi Paul,
I had a set of Barlow’s for my sheets, but I replaced them with Harken - I needed some parts for these and the
Australian Yacht and Winch Company was the only place I found that carried any parts which I picked up when I
was there. If they don’t have them then you may be replacing the winch. Try eBay for a used one, I got my
Harkens from Genco but I'm sure you can find them at most marine stores like Holland or West Marine
Dave.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin
July 2, 2013

Bella, #192

Thanks David;
The spring-retainer system seems to have been flakey enough to have doomed that winch design to a more limited
lifetime than the larger ones still working well on the boat.
Paul
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
July 2, 2013

Alohalani, #233

Hello, Paul
Do you have the Barlow part number that you’re looking for? I think it may be Part 01-329. I know a couple of
people who have scrapped out boats and perhaps they may have the part or a used complete winch available.
Do you have enough of the plastic part left to make a simple mold? Make a simple mold from spackle compound
and then cast the part using WEST epoxy thickened with 404 High-Density Filler. It will probably be cheaper to
mold one than buy new winches.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:
Perry;

Paul Martin
July 3, 2013

Bella, #192

You are right in the part number. 01-329. Silly little plastic piece (probably nylon back in the day).
I had not thought of casting -- I had been trying to figure how to get a 3-d spec so I could print the part on a 3-D
printer. Still, just buying one sounds best for doing more sailing and less messing around.
Thanks, and if you do know a seller …
Paul

UNIVERSAL ENGINE OVERHEATING
FROM:

Robert Beswick

SENT:

July 21, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Hi all and hope you are getting in a lot of sailing this summer.
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I have a problem with my Universal engine overheating. In 2008 we brought Aly Ada Too to Sarnia from Midland, Ont, and
had problems with it overheating, after getting it supposedly repaired twice on the way down. I replaced the water pump
paddles in 2008 before the trip down.
I haven’t had her out for too long of a run, since then and haven’t noticed it overheating until yesterday, and the temp was up
fairly high, 1900 or more, in 1/2 to 3/4 of an hour.
Would taking out the thermostat cause it to over heat?
It seems that water is going through the engine and exiting the exhaust, when I checked it.
Would anybody have any suggestions?
Thanks in advance for your help.
Bob
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan
July 21, 2013

Windy, #151

Bob
I assume that you have the 5424 Universal (like mine). I had the same problem with overheating a few years ago.
February 2006 I replaced the old Oberdorfer seawater pump with Sherwood #908G, removed and cleaned out the
heat exchanger (found a piece of old impeller in there). Have been “running cool” ever since!
Normal range for 5424 temperature is 175 – 190F (80 – 88C) degrees.
I would not run an engine without a thermostat (Universal 299798 & 298843)...
Hope this helps.
Cheers
Stuart
Windy #151
BTW – we are getting in a LOT of sailing out here on the west coast.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
July 21, 2013

Aly Ada Too #156

Stuart
Thank you for your advice with my engine problem. I do have the 5424 Universal also. Also thanks for the correct
terminology, ‘impeller’.
Where would you recommend that I look for the Sherwood #908G water pump, and is there any modification
necessary to install it?
I will reinstall my thermostat as you have suggested also. Can I get a gasket for the thermostat at the Kubota dealer,
if not where would you suggest?
Thanks again!
Bob
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
July 21, 2013

Kelsea, #184

Hi All,
I work for a charter company in Belize. Although we're not on Aloha's, overheating of engines and generators is a
common problem for all sailors. When pumps, thermostats and impeller replacement doesn't solve the issue, we
need to tackle the buildup of sludge and other deposits on both sides of the cooling system. Our master mechanic in
St Maarten issued the following instructions to our mechanics recently. Our generators are big diesel engines. His
first language isn't English so pardon the grammar.

In order to solve a recurring problem of overheating of the generator, we use muriatic acid to clean the heat
exchanger. it is important to understand that muriatic acid is effective only on the sea water side. To clean the
engine side of the heat exchanger, we will use a degreaser or a specialized product for
cleaning automobile radiator.
The use of muriatic the acid motor side is damaging the heat exchanger. Moreover it does not dissolve the fat
that is stuck there. Instead, hardened fats the acid. We have already replaced some heat exchanger because they
were bored.
Also, the use of muriatic acid in the sea water side must be a very short duration to avoid perforation of the
exchanger. Normally all alkaline matter is dissolved within 30 seconds. Never use muriatic acid in engine
parts. Engine parts are not designed to withstand that. That bore the parts and it is totally inefficient.
Method :
A: Take of the heat exchanger
B: Open it's end and put 50/50% water and acid on seawater side... live it until finish boiling
C: Put very hot water and big part of degreaser in bucket able to receive the eat-exchanger. Put it inside the
bucket and be sure the motor side of heat exchanger is full of this mix. Preferably let soak overnight. If the heat is
really stuck, you can take a bilge pump to make the mixture circulating inside it, that really efficient. To check if it
clean and unblock, take water hose and look if the flow is high like the hose itself. If not, continue the treatment...
D: put back the heat exchanger and test the genset in full charge. Not suppose to be going over 75 Celsius..
If you use this procedure, you will be successful !!!! Please transmit that information to your mechanic
Good luck.
Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com
011-501-668-3306
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
July 21, 2013

Aly Ada Too #156

Mike.
Thank you!
Where in Belize do you charter from? We were on Caye Caulker most of the winter. We had some excursions to
Placencia, San Pedro, and Corizol. This fall we are coming back to Caye caulker, but not sure of where we will
travel to.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156
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REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Mike Howard
July 21, 2013

Kelsea, #184

I work for Tradewinds Cruise Club. (www.trade-winds.com). We are currently located in the village of Placencia
but are moving our base at the end of this month to the Robert's Grove Marina which is about 5 miles north of the
village. We operate 3 catamarans at our base, all in the 50 foot range, 2 Privileges and 1 Royal Cape.
Caye Caulker is a lovely spot. I live in Maya Beach which is 10 miles north of the Village of Placencia on the same
Placencia peninsula.
Mike Howard
shibumi.v@gmail.com
011-501-610-3303
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Stuart Spracklan,
July 22, 2013

Windy, #151

Bob
Even though I live on Vancouver Island, I still deal with Pete Anthony at Anthony Keats Marine located at 78
Talbot Street east, Wheatley, ON. 1-800-345-8341 http://www.anthonykeatsmarine.com/
They are the eastern Canada reps for Universal (Kubota) and I started using their services when “Windy” & I were
in Ontario. I am sure that Pete will help you with the water pump.
I got my gasket and thermostat from Anthony-Keats but if you have a Kubota dealer near you, they probably have
both for your DH1101 (aka Universal 5424)
Cheers
Stuart
WINDY #151
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
July 22, 2013

Ally Adam Too, #156

Stuart.
Thanks for the info and the advice. Will check into it shortly.
Bob
Aly Ada Too #156

HEAD ISSUES
FROM:

Robert Beswick

SENT:

August 10, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Hi All.
Hope everybody is enjoying the summer and getting in a lot of sailing or at least boat-time.
I have a problem. The lag bolts that were holding down the pump handle side, or right side of my head, have pulled out.
Does anybody know if the pedestal is sandwiched like a cored deck, or just fiber-glass on top of plywood?
Has anybody had this problem, and if so how did they fix it?
Thanks for your help in advance.
Bob
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REPLY FROM:
Stuart Spracklan
Windy, #151
SENT:
August 11, 2013
Bob
We are presently out on the Strait of Georgia but with modern tech we are still able to email!!!
There should be an access panel on the front of the platform on which you toilet (head) sits. You will need to
remove that to fix your bolt issue. Our platform is just fiberglass so we used LARGE ss washers to back the bolts
holing the (new) toilet.
You could use a strip of aluminum or stainless with holes that line up with present bolts, as a backing plate. Wood
with longer bolts and large washers could also work.
Not too much room working through the access panel!!!
Good luck
Stuart
Windy #151
REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Perry Basden
August 11, 2013

Alohalani #233

Hello, Bob
I can’t say for sure if the deck that the head sits on is sandwiched or not. If the deck is solid and not flexing when
using the head then I wouldn’t worry about what type of core or how it was constructed. The repair becomes much
simpler if the core is relatively solid.
To repair the stripped lag screw holes use WEST System epoxy (or other brand) to saturate the core material and
redrill the holes for the lag screws. This will allow the lag screws to bite into the epoxy and hold the head in place
once the epoxy is cured.
1. You may as well repair all the holes at the same time to prevent a problem in one of the other holes the future.
Remove all the head lag screws and hoses. Remove the head and set it aside. Determine the thread engagement of
the lag screw into the core material (Put a lag screw through the head mounting flange, don’t forget any back-up
washers and then measure the exposed thread length of the lag screws. That’s all the length you will need to drill).
2. Determine if the existing holes are blind holes or through holes. This can be done using a small screwdriver
inserted into the lag screw holes in the deck. If the screwdriver goes beyond the length of the thread engagement
they are probably through holes. If the screwdriver stops at about the length of the lag screw engagement then the
holes are blind holes. If the holes go through the core the repair becomes a little more difficult, but not impossible.
3. Take a drill bit about twice the diameter of the lag screws and enlarge the hole diameter in the deck to the depth
that the lag screws engage in the decking. The intent with enlarging the hole is to allow for repair of the core area
where the lag screws engage with the core and giving the lag screws something to bite into when reinstalling the
head.
Once the holes have been enlarged you have to determine how to repair the hole if it was a through hole. If it is a
through hole you can cut a small piece of a foam paint brush, saturate it with WEST System epoxy and insert it into
the hole bottom to form a plug. This plug should be allowed to cure before proceeding with the next step.
Mix some WEST System epoxy without any additives and brush it onto the sides and bottom of the holes drilled
previously. The epoxy will flow into the core material and stabilize it. Once the epoxy cures, mix enough epoxy to
fill the mounting holes and include 404 High Density Filler in the mix to give the holding strength required when
reinstalling the lag screws.
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When the epoxy 404 mixture cures redrill the holes the proper size for the lag screws (root thread diameter) and
reinstall the head.
Hope this helps. If you have any questions please let me know.
Perry
A34 #233 s/v Alohalani
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 12, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Good morning
Thank you Perry and Stuart for your advice fixing Aly Ada Too
I am going down to her this afternoon and start on the repair.
Bob
Aly Ada Too
# 156
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 13, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Good morning all.
I removed the head yesterday, but could go no farther, since I couldn’t get to any of the correct tools. Locked in my
shore locker and the keys with the truck in the USA.
While there I checked for an access panel and there were none on mine. They must have quit putting that panel in,
in between #151 and #156
Thanks again.
Bob
Aly Ada Too
#156
REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Perry Basden
August 13, 2013

Alohalani #233

Good try, Bob. I don’t have an access panel on mine (#233) either. The inboard side of the deck that the head sits
on forms the side face of the shower pan. Because of the lack of an access area the Aloha builders probably
switched to lag bolts instead of thru bolting the head. Good luck with the fix and please let me know how you make
out. I had the same problem on my previous boat, an Aloha 28 and found the epoxy repair method makes it a
permanent fix. If you can take a few pictures and send them to me I can include the fix in the upcoming newsletter
for others who may be contemplating the same repair.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Steve Illman
August 13, 2013

Windspinner, #210

Hi Bob.
I replaced my toilet last winter. I couldn't find an access panel anywhere in the head. Also it did not sound like the
fiberglass base was cord when tapped I ended up cutting a piece of pressure treated wood, painted it white, all sides,
with Flood Finnish paint and Sikaflexing it to the base. Looks great and it is solid. The other issue it resolved was
that the new Jabsco toilets didn't have the same mounting bolt locations.
Off sailing today finally for a couple of weeks thru the Gulf Islands.
Good luck with it and happy summer sailing to everyone.
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Steve
Windspinner #210
Victoria B.C
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 13, 2013

Out and About #169

I had a similar issue in my 28. I used that hinged backing hardware for bolts that spreads out after it goes thru the
hole. A bit mickey mouse but it worked.
Bob Haig
Out & About
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 13, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Bob.
I was thinking about that too, now since I found out when I drilled a hole it is just glass no wood underneath it.
Bob Beswick
Aly Ada Too
#156
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Thom Budd
August 14, 2013

Invincible Summer, #114

I have had a new toilet sitting in my garage for six months as I haven’t been sure how to deal with the install. This
conversation has been very informative.
The reason I want to replace my old Jabsco is that when I am healed over I get a lot of foul smelly water in my bilge
(presumably from the toilet). The new Jabsco’s pump handle locks down with a twist and this is suppose to go some
way in preventing the back flow. I also turnoff the through the hull water intake if I know I’ll be sailing hard and
this seems to help. The real problem is that I don’t have a loop in the line between the holding tank and the toilet
but I just don’t know where to run it. The space is very limited. My boat is one of the earlier ones (114). Can
anyone send pictures or diagrams of how the run the loop in the line can work?
Thom Budd, P.Eng.
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Bob Haig
August 14, 2013

Out and About #169

Hi Thom... I just checked and found that we don't actually have a loop either, but no smell. There would be room for
a loop under the V berth aft of the holding tank. The two photos are of the hose coming from under the sink to
under the V berth, and an overhead shot of the aft portion of the tank and the hose attached to the starboard aft of the
tank.
We change the hoses every few years.
If something is getting into the bilge when heeled might it be from the connections at the toilet or holding tank?
I think the screw down handle prevents backup to the bowl, but even without it we had no backup. Is the bowl
getting pretty full with backup?
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View from top of holding tank looking down.

REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Perry Basden
August 15, 2013

Hoses run through bulkhead
between V-berth and Head
area.
Alohalani #233

Hello, Thom
I don’t think the toilet is the problem if you are getting smelly water in your bilge. The head would have to
overflow for any effluent to get into the bilge if the head itself was the problem. Perhaps the problem is with the
holding tank leaking; the hose to the holding tank leaking or holding tank vent tube leaking. I would look for a
problem in this area before replacing the toilet or installing a vented loop.
Turning off the seawater valve will prevent siphoning of seawater through the head hand pump. A faulty joker
valve on the discharge side of the pump, either caused by effluent clogging or worn out from use could cause the
effluent to backflow from the holding tank into the toilet bowl.
REPLY FROM:
Sent:

David Carr
August 15, 2013

Momentum #111

Hi All,
We had a smelly holding tank issue when I bought our boat - where the fitting connecting the hose to the tank
screwed into the tank, the plastic for the threads was cracked - when the tank was getting full and we has some
rough seas or were heeling, it would leak. I unscrewed the fitting and was able to bust off the plastic that had the
threads in it as it was plastic welded to the tank and was not hard to get off, leaving the round hole into the tank. I
then bought a thru hull fitting, put some 5200 on it, reached through the top hole in the tank and stuck the thru hull
in the hole and put the nut on the outside. Then reconnected the hose and it has been dry for 14 years.
My problem solved.
Dave

REPLY FROM:
SENT:
Hey.

Robert Beswick
August 15, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

I think now that the head, (Jabsco) is out it should be replaced. There are tiny hairline cracks around the hole in the
upper back of the bowl. (It’s not leaking yet though.) I replaced the hose to the head, earlier this year but could not
get a loupe in the heavy white hose, to stop effluent from draining back into the head. I have a check valve on this
line also.
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Does anybody have any suggestions for a head, and about that Jabsco loupe for sale for $45.00?
Your help and advice, is greatly appreciated.
Bob
Aly Ada Too, #156
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 15, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

I was wondering if anybody has had any experience with composting toilets? That would cut out the holding tank,
and leaking hose connections, check valves etc.
Bob
Aly Ada Too, #156

REPLY FROM:
Sent:

David Carr
August 15, 2013

Momentum #111

On our boat the loop is made using 4 elbows, up - across, down then off to the head, probably could be done for 10
bucks, depending on the cost of clamps. I can take a picture if you are interested.
It does not drain back.
Dave
REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Stuart Spracklan
August 15, 2013

Windy #151

Sorry for the delay.... we were out cruising for a week in the Strait of Georgia and unable to send a photo of my
access panel for the head. I believe that the previous owner cut this access below the “throne” which came in very
handy when installing the new Jabsco a couple of years ago. It allowed me to use NUTS & BOLTS to hold the
“throne” in place instead of lag bolts or screw into the fiberglass.
I noticed that someone mentioned smelly bilge. If you allow
sea (salt) water to sit in the bilge for a length of time, things
begin to grow then die as salt water is full of little critters. I
had a bit of an odour a month ago so I got a long
bristle
brush and gave the bilge a good clean. I now flush the bilge
with some fresh water before leaving the boat.
I also plumbed the head into the port fresh water tank (with
one way valve) so that we don’t add critters to the head or
holding tank which helps reduce smell. We still manage to
stay out for seven days at a time before having to fill the
tanks.
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
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REPLY FROM:
Sent:

Norm Finlay
Aslan’s Wind #217
August 15, 2013

My two cents. I had a really bad smelling bilge twice. On my Aloha-27 it turned out to be a leaking fuel pump;
diesel in the bilge has a terrible smell. When I bought my Aloha-34 I didn't know that my holding tank was leaking
but to narrow it down I pumped just a little bit of blue food coloring into the head. Sure enough I ended up with blue
water in the bilge and when you know what's leaking and that it's leaking for sure it's a lot easier to find the leak!
- Norm
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Robert Beswick
August 17, 2013

Aly Ada Too, #156

Steve.
Your pressure-treated wood - What was it plywood, if so how thick was it, or a 2" X 6", 8", 10", or 12”?
Bob
Aly Ada Too, #156
REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Graeme Quigley
August 26, 2013

Sylando, #115

Thought I'd jump in with a couple of suggestions for the head bolting problem. We had this issue several years ago
and moved the whole head about an inch and drilled new holes for 5/16 lag screws. These held for the toilet bowl
side but came loose for the pump, most likely because of the frequent up-down pull of the pumping action.
I think I have found a "hollow wall" anchor that hopefully will work. I have just installed these plastic anchors for
the pump side. They call for a 3/8 hole and use a # 12-2" screw. I finished them with a #12 ss cup washer which
looks good. They are ostensibly for a hollow wall 5/8" thick and have a substantial looking wing that expands when
the screw is in. The screw seemed to tighten nicely and so far it seems solid.
The anchor is COBRA Triple Grip heavy duty anchor and it says it will support 102 lbs. probably in a vertical wall.
They were purchased at Lowes in Toronto and I did not see anything as hefty in Home Depot.
For what it's worth for those who may still be pondering a solution.
Graeme Quigley
Sylando, #115
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CRUISING THE CANADIAN LOOP
Ed Stevenson and Crew travel the Trent-Severn Waterway.
Ed Stevenson and crew member Tom Willison aboard Ed’s Aloha 34 #134, Corky III left the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club in
Belleville, Ontario, located about 100 miles east of Toronto, for a Canadian Loop sailing voyage. Here’s an account of their
adventure.

The Trent-Severn Waterway is a National Historic Site
operated by Parks Canada and joins Lake Ontario, via the Bay of Quinte, to Georgian Bay

The Cruise of Corky III
Aloha 34 #134
Notes from the Ships Log
Destination: Ontario’s North Channel via Trent-Severn Waterway
and Georgian Bay. Return via Lake Huron, Lake Erie, and Lake
Ontario.
Start date: June 17, 2013 at the Bay Of Quinte Yacht Club
End Date: August 26, 2013 at the Bay of Quinte Yacht Club
Skipper: Ed Stevenson, member Bay of Quinte YC, Belleville ON
Crew: Tom Willison, member Presqu’ile Yacht Club, Brighton ON

Ed Stevenson (left) with crewmember Tom Willison
aboard Corky III
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While the actual cruise started on June 17th, preparations had started the preceding winter for this major undertaking.






We gathered many of the required paper charts from friends to back up our Lowrance Chart Plotters.
We also took several online webinars created by the Great Lakes Cruising Club School dealing with the North
Channel and Lake Erie. In hindsight we should also have taken one detailing Georgian Bay and the Thirty
Thousand Islands.
The Ports Cruising Guide for Lake Huron, Georgian Bay, and North Channel were also used for route planning.
Boat Preparation included a new prop, whisker pole, and transmission.

On June 3rd to 5th, we made a shakedown cruise to Kingston, Ontario to ensure all systems were a go. The weather was very
windy and cold but the boat performed well. In fact much better than the crew who had been sitting around dreaming of
sailing all winter.
One week prior to starting the trip, the mast was removed and was trailered up to Bay Port Marina in Midland, Ontario.
Shipping the mast made it much easier to go through the 44 locks on the Trent-Severn system and spared the spar from
potential damage due to a botched locking. To transit the Trent-Severn a one way pass was purchased. A one-way transit
pass costs about $4.65 per foot. Because the draft of Corky III is 5 1/2 feet, we were asked to notify the canal system
operators just prior to entering into the system so that water levels could be adjusted upward. As we went up the system we
learned that a wet spring did not necessarily mean high water levels but it did mean we would face strong currents. And for
the most part, water levels cannot be adjusted upwards too easily. As noted throughout the story, a 51/2 foot draft proved
problematic but we made it, just barely.
After loading food and gear on the boat we left Belleville early in the afternoon of June 17th and motored to an anchorage on
the south shore of the Bay of Quinte across from the mouth of the Trenton River. At this time of year the reduced hours of
canal operation meant that the locks were only opened at 10:00 am and closed at 4:00 pm. Since the weather forecast was
favourable, it was felt that anchoring out was preferable to tying up at Lock #1 overnight. This is when it was discovered that
the refrigeration system was no longer working. It was necessary to do the whole trip using blocks of ice for refrigeration.

The morning of June 18th we up anchored, iced up in Trenton and
were at Lock #1 in time for the first locking through at 10:00 am.
The same lock operators were responsible for manning the first
three locks so it was important to be there before 10:00 am or we
would have to wait half a day for their return to Lock #1.
The remainder of the day we locked through five more locks
without encountering other boats.
Because it was mid June, and the spring was rainy, there was a
strong current running which made pulling into locks challenging.
Lock #1 in Trenton, Ontario approximately
1 3/4 miles up the Trenton River.
We finally arrived at Lock #7, at Glenn Ross, by mid afternoon and slowly glided into the lock. When we went into reverse
to stop the boat, we had no thrust, and only managed to stop the boat just short of the upstream lock gates by using boat
hooks to grab passing tie off cables hanging on the side of the lock. After hand towing the boat out of the lock and tying to
the upstream wall, we found that the prop had fallen off. The rest of the day was spent putting on the spare prop.
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On June 19th we left Glenn Ross and proceeded alone through five locks to Campbellford. Much of the area is through large
scenic wetlands. Locks #11 and #12 are a flight lock located at Ranney Falls and are quite spectacular. That night we tied up
to the wall at Campbellford, next to the Big Toonie Monument, and listened to a blue grass band playing in the park. It was a
lovely evening.

Flights Locks #11 & #12 at Ranney Falls are quite
spectacular.

The Big Toonie Monument at Campbellford was erected to
honour the local artist, Brent Townsend, whose design was
selected to appear on Canada's premiere $2 coin

On June 20th we joined three American powerboats traveling upstream so we had company going through the six locks to
Lock #18 at Hastings about fifty miles from our starting point on the Trent-Severn Waterway. Two of these power boats we
would see off and on throughout our trip up the system and we traded pictures and emails with them. We tied up to the wall
in Hastings while the power boats spent the night at the Hastings Town Marina.
June 21st. This was the first day of summer and it felt like it, hot and humid. Weather to that point had been cool if not cold.
This was also the day that the canal changed to summer hours and would now be operating from 9:00 am to 5:00 pm, but you
also had be enter any locks a half hour before the 5:00 pm deadline in order to clear the lock before closing.
This stretch of the trip passes through part of Rice Lake and then the waterway makes a sharp turn north into the Otonabee
River. Boat traffic picked up greatly once we were on the river, due in part I guess, to the hot weather. One of our
powerboat friends missed the turn and went the full length of Rice Lake before discovering their mistake. You have to keep
an eye on your charts as some stretches of the system can be tricky. We had a good laugh at their expense when they finally
caught up to us near Peterborough.

This day was rather laid back as we only had
one lock to clear. We spend the night at
Peterborough Marina. Here there was a
strong current running through the dock area
and we were pushed against our assigned dock
with such force we blew out a fender. The
next morning it took six marina staff members
to help push the boat off of the dock.

Skipper Ed Stevenson at the Helm.
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June 22nd. Today we had family aboard
for the ride up the Peterborough Lift
Lock. While entering the lock basin we
struck the lowered gate and came to a
complete stop. The controlling depth is
supposed to be over six feet and we draw
five and a half feet. The lock master
instructed us to try again because he
thought we had run aground. Same result.
Finally the canal system around the lift
lock was closed for an hour while the
water level in the lower basin was raised
enough so we could get over the gate and
into the lock basin. Going up the lift lock
is a great experience. Imagine being in
your boat which is above the surrounding
trees.

We passed through five more locks to reach Lock #26 and spent the night at the Lakefield Marina, about ninety-eight miles
from our starting point. We wandered to the edge of the channel below one lock and bumped the bottom. The current
continued to be strong in this section, and we blew out another fender while docking in Lakefield. The lock master indicated
that if the current became stronger they would have to close the Trent System until it decreased. Luckily this did not happen.
Since we had access to a car, we used Lakefield as a restocking point for food and beer.
June 23rd. Before leaving the marina we had to winch the boat to an upstream dock so we could leave without further
damage to fenders or boat. We touched channel bottom once just outside the marina. We then passed through four locks on
our way to Bobcaygeon. We rode out a bad thunderstorm in Pigeon Lake just before entering the narrow channel to
Bobcaygeon. We spent the night tied to the lower wall at the Bobcaygeon lock near the cruise ship Kawartha Voyager and
several rented houseboats.
June 24th. We locked through at Bobcaygeon with the houseboats. In the channel past the lock we hit a rock and rode over
it. The houseboat traveling next to us wondered how we got the boat to jump up like that. So much for charts! We arrived
at the lock at Fenelon Falls at noon and, again, locked through with the houseboats. We tied to the wall above the lock (a
nice new wall with power and water) and walked to town to find diesel fuel. Finding diesel can be challenging on the TrentSevern System as many of the marinas have only gas. Thanks to the help of a local, we got a ride to a gas station and got the
needed fuel. Due to a threatening sky and severe weather forecast we spent the night at Fenelon Falls sharing ice cream with
the kids on board one of the houseboats.
June 25. Fenelon Falls starts the highest altitude stretch of the Trent Severn Waterway at 870 feet above sea level and 625
feet higher than our starting point in Trenton. It also contains some of the shallowest water on the system. This was to be
our most stressful part of the journey. We ran aground several times in Mitchell Lake just prior to reaching the Kirkfield Lift
Lock but managed to plough through. The approach to this lock is from the upstream side so it does not look as impressive
as the Peterborough Lift Lock.
One phenomenon that you find at the Kirkfield Lift Lock is that you must also remember that you are no longer heading
upstream after you exit the lock. Remember the “Red Right Returning” rule? The Kirkfield Lock becomes the reversing
point for this rule. You must remember to keep the Green marks to your right as you will now be heading downstream.
It was here that the lock master had us call the Supervisor of the Trent-Severn System who advised us to turn back because
we might not make it through to Canal Lake. We were on our own.
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As it turned out we made it through, but hit and
rode over several rocks below Kirkfield Lift
Lock, ploughed through muck, gravel and rocks
in Canal Lake and touched rocks and the sill of
the next lock which was not supposed to be a
problem area.
This part of the canal system is not in good
shape and badly needs some dredging done. We
spent the night tied to the upstream wall at Lock
#40. This is a very quite scenic location. We
had a relaxing swim and cleaned weeds off of the
prop.
June 26th. Left Lock# 40 and passed through
one lock and under the Trans Canada Highway
to reach Lake Simcoe. The first half of the
passage across the lake was very calm. A breeze
came up half way across so it would have been a
good day to sail if we had a mast.

The view from the top of the Kirkfield Lift Lock
which lowers the vessel a total of 49 feet.

After entering Lake Couchiching, I misread the chart plotter and went past the channel to Orillia and headed to Orillia Island
on the other end of the lake. We had to turn around and come back to Orillia so we could re-supply. We got to see more of
the lake this way. The water is very clear and it is unnerving at first to see the big rocks on the bottom so clearly.
June 27th. We left midmorning for the trip up Lake Couchiching and into the Severn River. It’s a very pretty river with
woodland and cottages on both sides. We went through one lock and several swing bridges. Water depth in the channel is
not a problem, but there is strong current in the narrow passages. We anchored overnight in McLeans Bay on Sparrow Lake
and shared this anchorage with three loons.
June 28th. We pulled up anchor and had a nice leisurely cruise to Big Chute. We were not in a hurry as we were to meet
family tomorrow for a ride over the chute and on to Port Severn. We went through Lock #43, a huge, modern lock with a big
drop. There is lots of beautiful country with steep granite rocks. Arrived at Big Chute at noon and stayed at the Big Chute
Marina. We had dinner with one of the power boats that we had met in Campbellford. It is great entertainment watching
boats go over the Big Chute Railway.
The Big Chute Marine Railway is a feat of
engineering and it is amazing how it works. It
is unnerving to look over the bow of the boat
and see nothing in front of you as you go over
the summit.
It works on an inclined plane to carry boats in
individual cradles over a change of height of
about 60 feet. It is the only marine railway
(or canal inclined plane) of its kind in North
America still in use, and is operated and
maintained by Parks Canada.
The original Big Chute Marine Railway was
completed in 1917, and could only carry boats
up to 35 feet long, preventing navigation by
large commercial vessels.
The current carriage was opened to the public in 1978, and can carry a boat up to 100 feet long and 24 feet of beam.
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June 29th. Family members arrived in two cars. One car was delivered to Port Severn. We went over the Chute railroad
without a problem and we were the tourist draw that day for sure. There are not many 5 1/2 foot draft boats that go over this
railroad. Too bad there are no pictures of us in transit.

Vessels are driven over the submerged deck of the
carriage and then held in place by slings. The
carriage is then pulled along the inclined plane by
cables raising the carriage and the vessels.

The view from the top of the Big Chute Marine Railway.
It is unnerving to look over the bow of the boat and see
nothing in front of you as you go over the summit.

The cruise to Port Severn passes by many big houses and through lakes connected by narrow channels. We tied to the upper
wall at Port Severn and then used a car to find a place to fill 10 lb propane cylinders. Propane supply turned out to be a
bigger problem than diesel now that you can only find 20 lb exchange cylinders.
June 30th. Our last big challenge on the Trent Severn
System, passing through Lock 45, through a narrow
channel with a fast current, around a sharp blind turn,
under a highway bridge and into Georgian Bay. The
lock master indicated that earlier that spring the Coast
Guard had found spots in the channel that were only
four feet deep. However one staff member indicated
if you stay right next to the red marks you should be
OK. We watched several power boats lock through
and studied how the current carried them. Finally we
went through. It was a heck of a ride, but we made it
without scraping red paint or hitting a rock.

We spent the next several hours motoring through rock infested waters to Midland and Bay Port Marina. Welcome to
Georgian Bay.

Thanks go out to Ed Stevenson and crewmember Tom Willison for sharing photos and a fine article about their adventures.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
Les Harrison, former owner of Enchantment, #214 was incapacitated for a time during the fall one year and thought he may
have to have someone else tend to the preparation and winter haul out of Enchantment. To ensure that the process was
completed to his satisfaction and give him peace of mind over the winter storage period Les prepared a comprehensive
document with details of what should be done to winterize his Aloha 34. Les has kindly shared the information should any of
us find ourselves in the same situation. While the process and procedures are outlined in great detail by Les he also states
that each Aloha 34 is unique and some items may not apply to your particular vessel. Please feel free to adapt the routines to
suite your situation.

Routines for Boat Storage Preparation
Submitted by Les Harrison

Preparing for Lift-out
Vessel Systems
1.
2.

3.

Take the boat to the marina service area. Add fuel stabilizer to both tanks and top up to full.
Pump out head tank and flush well with fresh water. Pump a couple of dozen strokes of fresh water through the head
itself.
NOTE: if the harbour water is not acceptable, do this on the last sail after your last head use.
Pump out completely, checking by lifting the boards under the v-berth to verify.

Solar Panels
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

Start here when preparing to remove the mast as the solar panels are glass.
From the stern seat, look under the solar panels on the starboard side and disconnect the 2 black parts of the electrical
plug.
Unwrap the red & black cable from under the panel.
Cut any tape used being careful of the wire. Pull the wire out of the white backstay cover, without removing the cover
from the stay, and coil it up on the back ledge of the cockpit.
Cover the cockpit drains (scuppers) to prevent the loss of parts. Remove the nuts from the bolts going through the bimini
steel. Leave the bolts in place to prevent the solar panels from escaping.
With a helper, hold panels and remove bolts. Lift panels off bimini and flip over, placing them across the cockpit seats.
Disassemble the white bars and bolts joining the 2 panels.
Open the black box on the underside of the panel without the plug and disconnect the wire tying the panels together –
black & red wires.
Place parts in Ziploc bag including the rubber insulators and tape to back of one panel. Place the white square tubes on
the same side. Place panels in storage bag glass sides together, making sure the divider is between the glass faces. Fold
over the top of the bag. This can be stored for the winter in the quarter-berth.

Dodger

1.
2.
3.
4.

NOTE: There are set screws on the sliding parts of the dodger and bimini. Moving these up or down tighten or loosen the
canvas making installation or removal easier.
Unzip the long zippers running across the front and back of the dodger taking care not to drop the steel pieces on the
deck as they come out.
Undo the deck snaps and twist fasteners for the dodger and fold up the dodger minimizing the folds occurring in the
windows. The front windows are most important as they are thicker and less flexible.
Undo the screws on the short brace bars going to the deck. Lift bars and replace screws in deck fitting.
Undo the screws on each side holding down the dodger. Collapse all the steel parts down on the coach roof.
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Bimini
1.
2.
3.
4.

Disconnect the black straps at front of bimini from the deck on each side (can usually just pull down).
Push the front bimini bar back to the back stay. Unzip the canvas from the front and back bimini cross bars.
Tie bars together then unscrew the 2 screws at the base and remove. Lift out the bimini base – careful as it springs
out since it is squeezed in when installed. Replace the screws in the cockpit coaming fittings.
Move the bimini steel up to the deck top with the dodger. Pad and tie in place.

Mainsail
1.
2.
3.

4.

5.

6.

7.
8.
9.

Remove the boom cover
Remove sail battens from the pockets by sliding the outside end of the batten up in the pocket. Place them in the
mainsail bag.
Loosen the reefing lines at the gooseneck end of the boom if necessary by holding up the 3 cam cleats with a small
shock cord and pull on the outboard ends at the aft end of the boom. Untie the 2 reefing lines (R&W, G&W) and the
outhaul lines (B&W) from the boom. Pull out of the eye in the roach of the sail and tie a figure 8 knot to prevent the
line from pulling into the boom at the aft end. Pull in reefing lines and coil at the forward end of the boom.
Untie the joining knot on the jack lines and remove from the boom fittings. Rejoin the ends with a square knot and
place over the reefing hook at the gooseneck; cleat the free end to the mast [to prevent having to string jack line after
mast is raised in spring].
Remove mainsail by removing the mainsail track “sail-stop” that screws down to keep sliders from falling out and
put in a safe place. Remove sliders, head and shackle at tack and remove sail. If you do it carefully by removing sail
ties and retying just around the sail and not the boom you can prevent having to re-flake the main before bagging.
Fold the main and bag with the battens and main cover. Replace “sail-stop” in mainsail track and tack-shackle in
gooseneck.
Release the topping lift so the boom comes gently down to rest on deck. It is released by pulling the knotted line on
the starboard side of the mast and pushing the knots through the slot. Remove the bolt at the gooseneck and rest the
boom on deck. Return the bolt to the gooseneck and secure.
Remove the topping lift from the sheet end (aft) of the boom and re-pin the shackle. Hook the shackle to the reefing
hook at the mast.
Remove the main sheet and boom vang and stow in the starboard cockpit locker.
Lift the free boom and stow it on the port side from the small galley hatch forward past the chimney with the
forward
end resting on the reefing lines for padding.

Jib
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

With shelter from wind or wind of less than 10 knots if the genoa is on, pull out the jib and tie off leeward side to
cockpit cleat inside all rigging. [not hard in – some slack]
Loosen the halyard and pull down the jib, making sure it stays on deck and out of the water.
Unscrew the “D” shackle at the tack of the sail. Remove the tack and replace the “D” shackle in the furling.
Remove the halyard clip from the head of the sail taking care not to lose the halyard up the mast – clip it on to the
lifeline.
Coil the jib sheets and flake the sail – 2 person job. Can be done on the forward and side deck inside the rigging.
The big jib goes in the “Genoa” sail bag or the working jib goes in the “`Lapper” bag. Be sure to include the coiled
jib sheets.

Dismasting - the controlled approach

1. Remove all halyards attached to the rails or other parts of the hull and attach the snapshackles to the mast fittings.
2.
3.
4.

Pull the free end of the halyards tight and cleat to the mast. Coil and secure.
Remove jib furling line on port side from blocks or fairleads and coil on furling drum by rotating the furling stay. It
is necessary to coil neatly on drum to insure it will all fit. Tie off the free end to drum.
Remove and label with tape flag and halyard and tie off or remove starboard flag halyard. Remove dingy-tow lanyard
on backstay from pushpit (stern rail). Coil and secure to backstay.
Remove tape and clamp from mast to deck joint cover and, retrieve for storage, all mast wedges.
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Close the bi-fold door to forward cabin before removing wooden mast cover in main cabin – about 7 wood screws; most
are on the starboard side but a few under dinette table on port side. Disconnect light wiring inside the cover. Cover can
be safely placed on the v-berth temporarily.
6. Lift hatch at mast foot. Remove tape on electrical connections and VHF antenna connections. Disconnect.
7. To the port side of the mast, unscrew cover to instrumentation connection box. Using the small slot screwdriver in the
nav station pencil box, loosen only retaining screws holding wires going to the mast. Withdraw wires from black box.
8. Loosen all turnbuckles except forestay and remove pins for the lower shrouds.
9. Put mast supports in position – 1 in front of the helm and tied off securely to the binnacle; 1 straddling the horns of the
Sampson post on the foredeck and secured to both port and starboard with ropes to the bow-pulpit and the at about the
front of the cabin to the toe-rail. These must prevent both side-to-side and fore-and-aft movement of the mast when
supported.
10. When in position to lift mast, remove remaining rigging pins, including forestay and place all rigging pins and retaining
split rings or cotter keys in the plastic tub marked rigging. Tie off all rigging (see note) to the mast with a shock-cord
including the halyard coils. The free end of the topping lift is also available to secure rigging.
5.

11. If using a gin-pole or other such lift, have 3 persons on deck plus 1 controlling gin-pole boom and 1 to operate hoist.
The 3 on deck are ideally placed as follows: 1 at mast, 1 managing forestay, 1 below to control the foot, pausing
the lift to push the wires through the hole to the inside of the mast, then moving to the stern when the mast is raised to
control the foot which will go into the water about 6 feet before being laid across the deck supports. Make sure to open
the main cabin deck hatch for communication from below.
12. Because of the mast-head instrumentation, position the gin-pole boom on the forward side of the mast and lift with the
sling directly under the spreaders – watch the deck-light! NOTE: keep the backstay or one halyard free but inside the
sling to assist in getting the lift sling over any mast obstructions near the spreaders (like deck light). It may also
beneficial to have a tag line, outside the sling, to the masthead for control especially if there`s a wind.
13. Raise the mast until the foot can clear the pushpit and walk the mast foot to the stern. Resting the mast on the pushpit or
some other support lower the mast, pulling forward on the gin-pole boom, until it rests in the aft mast support. Continue
lowering and moving the mast forward on the support until it is centred on the deck with approximately the same
overhang at the bow and stern (depending on slip configuration). Set in forward mast support.
14. Clean up a bit and return to slip before passing out the refreshments and thank-you’s.
15. In slip, remove masthead antenna and wind instrument head and stow on grab-rail in main cabin.
16. Place the cover on deck where the mast goes through.
17. Remember sometime before layup to bag the mast foot to deter nesting birds in the spring!

Change Engine Oil
1.

Now is a good time to drain the oil while the engine is warm. Using an empty antifreeze jug from last year, cut a hole in
the side of it near the top. Place it in the bilge near the front of the engine.
2. Remove the drain tube and plug and place it in the hole. Leave to drain several hours or overnight.
3. To change the oil filter, first locate a new oil filter from spares in the bottom of the large port locker.
4. Remove quarter-berth cushion and put plastic down covered by oil absorbent from cane locker aft of nav station or
alternative. The engine oil is very black and difficult to remove.
5. Open hatch in quarter-berth and remove air breather on starboard side of engine.
6. Put on latex gloves from the cane locker aft of the nav-station. Place a small garbage bag around the oil filter, right up to
t
he engine block. It can be worth-while to turn a cuff down on the bag, to minimize getting black engine oil on the outside
of the bag.
7. Twist the filter to remove. There is an oil filter clamp in the cane locker if necessary. Make sure the bag is well under the
joint of the oil filter and engine to prevent oil spilling into the bilge!
8. Install new filter and double bag the old one.
9. Replace plug and oil drain hose. Remove container and bagged filter from the boat and dispose.
10. Fill engine oil. Recommend you put in 2 or 3 quarts and check dipstick the top up as necessary.
11. Good time to check the transmission oil level too – climb in through the port locker to the engine room and remove the
transmission dipstick to check level.
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Lift-out
1.
2.
3.

4.
5.
6.

Place cradle in position for boat storage noting the bow-stern configuration. Place pads on cradle with washers. Tallest
corner pads go to the bow end.
Place board in the centre of the cradle to receive the keel. The aft edge of the keel will be about 2 inches aft of the cross
strut.
Level the cradle both fore and aft as well as across. Make sure to support the keel support struts. If unable to be 100%
level, have the stern slightly lower to allow for scupper drainage.
Place fenders on boat and tie 2 tag control lines – on bow and stern cleats on the fender side. Use bash-board when
necessary.
Lift the boat with the slings placed at the marks outside the toe-rail. If missing, the front sling goes at the forward hatch
and the aft sling goes at the main winches, to avoid hull equipment.
Gently lower boat on to pads making sure no pad is too high and will cause hull compression. Crank up with pipe
wrench to stabilize.

Winterizing
NOTE: 3 jugs of potable water systems or cottage systems antifreeze are needed. If you use glycol based antifreeze for
the engine then 2 jugs for water systems may be sufficient. Glycol based or automotive antifreeze must be compatible
with aluminium systems and added undiluted or slightly diluted because of the hold up of water in the engine. Glycol has
the advantage of being a better impeller lubricant for the engine water pump if you are not removing it. Remember to
capture the effluent as it is poisonous to pets and animals. A bucket can be hung over the transom, under the exhaust
port. Check for appropriate colour in exhaust to ensure protection.
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.
9.

10.
11.

12.
13.
14.

With water pump turned off, disconnect water filter on port locker bulk-head if installed. Remove the water supply and
short-circuit the water in a loop isolating out the filter and hotwater tank.
Drain the hotwater tank and leave valve open.
Blow out the water from the water filtration system running through the fridge to the galley counter.
Drain both water tanks using water pump – one at a time. Tank valving is under floor hatch beside nav-station. Most
efficient tap for drainage is in the head sink.
Once drained, open access to water tanks under port and starboard bunks – forward end. If thoroughly drained, pour half
a jug of cottage type anti-freeze (for potable water systems) in each tank.
Pump from one tank through all water outlets including both hot and cold taps. Leaving some in that tank, repeat for the
other water tank. Turn off water pump before tanks are empty.
Pump the bilge dry holding up the float for the last bit. Open both valves in the sump area and open the drain valve
(centre one) allowing some antifreeze to drain out into the bilge. Pump out to clear the line with antifreeze.
Add ¾ of a jug of antifreeze to the toilet, pumping with the head valve in both orientations to ensure pump is protected.
Don’t forget to suck some through the macerator pump if it was used.
If you used the anchor wash during the season, disconnect the intake hose and suck the remaining ¼ jug through the
anchor wash filter and pump by flipping the pump switch on at the main panel and opening the valve in the anchor locker
and squeezing the water nozzle handle. Watch for the colour change.
Briefly run the engine to expel majority of water on the raw water side.
Close the through-hull water intake valve. Pour antifreeze into the raw water filter under the sink area. Start the engine
and set at low throttle. Return below and add more antifreeze to the filter until at least ½ or more is added. NOTE:
alternatively put the water intake line into the antifreeze jug [may work!]. Have someone tell you when the telltale colour
appears in the effluent at the exhaust port.
Shut down the engine and open the water-intake through-hull valve.
Top up the re-circulating side of the cooling system with 50% glycol antifreeze – not cottage type.
Check water level and batteries condition. Charge as necessary. A small solar panel attached to the stern pulpit may
assist in keeping batteries in good condition over the winter with a trickle charge.

Wrapping Up
1.
2.

If you didn’t already do it before lift-out, tie additional lines from the toe rail around the mast to the opposite rail. These
should be space with the intention of reducing snow retention on the cover.
Remove the stanchions and life-lines and coil on the foredeck. Put screws in the rigging bag.
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3.
4.
5.
6.
7.

Pad all sharp areas with carpeting where it is expected they could damage the cover.
Inside, lift all cushions and under cushion hatches. Open drawers and lockers.
Just before covering, loosen the opening ports to release the rubber seals for next season and leave the head port open for
ventilation.
Insert drop-boards and lock.
Cover and tie down leaving the area at the bow and stern pulpits open for ventilation.

Thank you Les, for a precise description of how to winterize an Aloha 34. Our apologies to boat owners from warmer
climates who don’t have the pleasure of enjoying this annual process!
Thanks also goes out to Stuart Meyer, owner of Air Loom, #185, who provided the graphic found below and poses the
question “Do you think this might have some application for those who claim smooth sailing year-round in a far western
Canadian province?”

Several members of the Network have made changes to their Aloha 34’s for comfort and convenience. A few of those changes
are found on the following pages. Thanks for making us aware of the modifications. Members of the Network are
encouraged to forward photos and a brief description of the changes made to their Aloha 34’s to the editor.
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Changes to Agrippina, #228
Georges Poulin from the Gatineau, Quebec area and owner of Agrippina, #228 has recently made some comfort changes to
his Aloha 34. Georges wrote to us to share the changes made complete with photographs. Thank you, Georges. I’m sure
other members of the Network will find the information useful. And a thank you to Migs Turner for forwarding Georges
email to the Newsletter editor.

I installed an air conditioning unit on the hatch. I
reversed the cover to give it an aerodynamic shape and
removed the side screws of the frame andreplaced them
with lugs to fasten it and wrapped it with plastic. It
works quite well whenever I have shore power;

Georges wrote “I moved the traveler from the
cockpit to the coach roof and it work quite well.

I purchased and installed two Garhauer
outboard motor lifts which I can also
use as both a motor lift and as davits as
well. They are connected with a
cross bar to keep them from moving
sideways;
I built a frame for my new solar panels. I
can be without external power for days on
end and get more electricity than I can use.
I am forwarding some pictures so that you
can have a look. They might be useful
for other Aloha 34 owners in search of new
ideas or projects.
Georges
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Changes to Corky, #134

Several years ago Ed Stevenson, owner of Corky, #134 made
some changes to the bridge deck and companionway to allow
for easier access when stepping below.
Ed cut the bridge deck down significantly which required
reglassing the area as well as stiffening the bridge deck to
accommodate the changes. Ed also modified the interior area
under the bridge deck. The companionway entrance also
required a new, small drop board to fit the new entry which
Ed also made. In addition to these changes, Ed fabricated
new companionway stairs with shorter risers between the
steps to make climbing in and out much easier.
Another item which Ed also added was the addition of two
teak hand holds, one on each side of the cabin top near the
sliding hatch to give added assistance and safety when
entering the cabin.
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SAFETY UNDER SAIL
U.S. Coast Guard Rescue 21 now completely operational.
In late 2012 the U.S. Coastguard completed installation and commissioning of the Rescue 21 operating system, the U. S.
Coast Guard’s advanced command, control and direction-finding communications system. Rescue 21was created to better
locate mariners in distress and save lives and property at sea and on navigable rivers. By harnessing state-of-the-market
technology, Rescue 21 enables the Coast Guard to execute its search and rescue missions with greater agility and efficiency.
The installations were designed with such sensitivity that they are able to receive a one second long transmission using one
watt of power transmitted from an antenna located two meters above the water.
Rescue 21 was designed to replace the National Distress and Response System, which has been in use since the 1970’s and
will meet both the safety requirements needed for the expanding Marine Transportation System (MTS), as well as
International Convention for the Safety of Life at Sea (SOLAS) standards. Rescue 21 can more accurately identify the
location of callers in distress via towers that generate lines of bearing to the source of VHF radio transmissions, thereby
significantly reducing search time. Rescue 21 also extends coverage out to a minimum of 20 nautical miles from the U.S.
coastline including along the entire Atlantic, Pacific and Gulf coasts of the continental United States as well as along the
shores of the Great Lakes, Hawaii, Puerto Rico, the U.S. Virgin Islands, Guam, and the Northern Marianas Islands, covering
approximately 41,871 miles of coastline.
The operating system improves information sharing with other countries, including Canada, and coordination with the U.S.
Department of Homeland Security and other federal, state and local first responders, and can also identify suspected hoax
calls, conserving valuable response resources.

Covering approximately 42,000 miles of coastline, Rescue 21 has played a role in more
than 47,000 Coast Guard search and rescue operations to date.
The Rescue 21 system began installations in December of 2005 with the project continuing to install and upgrade sites until
August 2012 when the final site became operational in Buffalo, New York which provided enhanced coverage to the lower
Great Lakes area.
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The Coast Guard has also included systems tailored to the unique logistical and operational needed in Alaska and major U. S.
Rivers such as the Mississippi and Ohio where upgrades to existing legacy systems are still ongoing.
Other features provide for automated transmission of urgent
marine information broadcasts and include portable tower
communications equipment, as shown in the photo, for use
during emergencies and natural disasters.
The Rescue 21 system provides for improved Digital Selective
Calling (DSC) support, which allows mariners in distress with
DSC-equipped radios to transmit, at the push of a button, their
exact GPS position and vital vessel information to the Coast
Guard and other DSC-equipped vessels.
It also provides improved clarity, recording and playback
capabilities for all communications as well as simultaneous
monitoring and relaying of information over multiple radio
frequencies.
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NERD’S ON BOARD
Anyone who followed the recent America’s Cup races and the preceding Louis Vuitton Cup race series couldn’t help but be
amazed by the televised broadcasts of the events. The LiveLine graphic overlays of the television broadcasts were designed
to display sailing and race information for viewers who are not necessarily sailors and certainly fulfilled that requirement.
The broadcast overlay systems and technologies were developed by Stan Honey and his team of very talented people in
conjunction with the major vendors of marine technology such as Garmin and KVH among many others.
Stan Honey was the co-founder of Sportvision which developed the whole graphic overlay views as business. The graphic
overlays are now used in most sporting events today. The original application was used in American football with the “1st
and 10” virtual overlay shown on the playing field as a simple yellow scrimmage line in 1998. Since that time the graphic
overlays have been in use for just about all sports including hockey, baseball, auto racing and now in high tech yacht racing.
There were also a great many devices aboard which one did not see as readily or that weren’t as obvious to viewers as the
television broadcast overlays were. Most of the crewmembers were equipped with a wireless tablet on their sleeve which
gave them the necessary data to sail the AC72’s to their maximum potential. The afterguard tacticians also wore a vest with
a kangaroo styled pouch which, when opened, revealing a wireless tablet much larger than those used by most crewmembers.
The larger tablets were used by the tacticians in making critical decisions instantly while only requiring a quick view of the
tablet.
A lot of the on-board information systems used in the America’s Cup races are priced well beyond the means of the average
millionaire yacht racer with many of the systems being custom designed and built exclusively for the America’s Cup races.
The introduction and development of such devices will no doubt eventually result in similar devices being made available to
the average boater at a very reasonable cost. As example, the original GPS units were developed for military use and were
not intended for the average user but many companies soon found value in being able to use the technology, albeit with
downgraded accuracy, for commercial purposes. The GPS units which became available to the small boat market in the early
1980’s were priced well beyond what the average sailor was willing to spend. Since that time, through the development of
better software as well as mass production methods the prices have dropped to a point that many boats today may carry a
couple of GPS units aboard with tons more information being readily available when compared with the information
available in the original early models.
Some trickle down of technology is already available, to some extent, in the marine electronics market today and is
constantly being developed and improved upon. When the Aloha 34’s were being built the basic state of the art
instrumentation available to the owner or helmsman at that time was from dedicated wind speed and direction analogue
displays with the information gathered from mast head transducers which were hardwired to the display. Similarly, the depth
and speed information, gathered by dedicated through hull transducers for each set of data was displayed on separate depth
and speed instruments using electrical signals to move a mechanical needle.
With the development of digital signal processing the
mechanically operated displays were doomed to be
relegated to the scrap heap in time. The SR Mariner
Nav10 shown at left was considered state of the art in
integrated instrumentation during it’s time and was
manufactured with digital liquid crystal displays. SR
Mariner stopped making marine instruments in 2006.
Today, it would be almost impossible to find repair
services or replacement parts for the displays and
transducers and most new instruments don’t fit in the
original holes cut into bulkheads.
SR Mariner Nav 10 Multifunction Display
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Many of the early dedicated digital display’s were designed by each manufacturer to use that manufacturer’s particular
operating “language” which forced the purchaser to remain a loyal customer when adding additional displays to their vessels.
Different manufacturer’s operating systems were not interchangeable from one brand to another. Raymarine was one such
company that developed their own operating system, known as “Seatalk” for their instruments.
To make system integration easier for boaters the National Marine Electronic Association (NMEA) developed standards for
manufacturers which made many of these instruments somewhat compatible with each other. Often each manufacturer’s
instruments would have their own proprietary operating system but would also be compatible with the NMEA standard. The
original standard, NMEA 0183, has become somewhat outdated as the technology of today and the continued development of
marine electronics technology has largely outpaced the NMEA 0183 standard.
To try and keep up with the developments the NMEA 0183 standard has been replaced by NMEA 2000 which better meets
the needs of the manufacturers and users alike. The result is that one must be cautious when purchasing instruments to
ensure that they are compatible with each other and also be aware of which NMEA standard the instruments use. Some of the
latest instruments are not only compatible with the manufacturers own operating system but are also compatible with both
NMEA 0183 and NMEA 2000.
With the development of full colour LCD screen technology
as used in portable computer systems the application of this
technology was soon available to the marine display market
and a host of multifunctional displays became available.
Multifunctional displays have replaced the individual
dedicated instruments of the ‘80’s and presents all the
information in an owner selectable display which can show
not only the computer generated mapping and plotting
software but can incorporate overlays on those charts using
radar and automatic identification system information. The
normal depth, speed and wind information can be viewed in a
package that can easily be stationed directly in front of the
Raymarine’s new e Series multifunctional displays are
helmsman when under sail and can also be easily removed
ideal for sailboats and are available in four display sizes
and securely stowed when not in use. Such multifunctional
ranging from 7” to 15 1/2” making them easy to mount on
displays are available from all major marine instrument
the pedestal guard for handy viewing and access by the
companies such as RayMarine, Garmin, KVH, and Furuno to
helmsman.
name a few.
Today’s market has wind instruments and transducers that are available with built in solar powered circuitry which will
wirelessly transmit the information gathered at the masthead and display that information on a dedicated wind instrument or
on a multifunctional display. Transducer development has also kept pace and the development of smart transducers such as
the AirMar DST800PV with digital signal processing circuitry built into the transducer housing. The transducer will send
NMEA 2000 data for depth, speed and water temperature directly to a multifunctional display, eliminating the need for a
dedicated speed and depth sounder instruments.
Another recent jump in marine instrumentation and display has taken place as a result of the development of internet and cell
phone technology which has provided people with small, reliable Wi-Fi systems for home use. The marine instrument
manufacturers have taken the technology and have made Wi-Fi marine network modules, called multiplexers available to
boat owners. A vessel can now be set up as a Wi-Fi “hotspot” using a Wi-Fi multiplexer which has a range of about 30 feet
or more, easily giving adequate coverage to most pleasure boats. The advantage of having a wireless system aboard is that
you will now be able to monitor and take control of the information collected by various on-board transducers and view and
control the information on electronic, portable devices such as smart phones, I-pad’s and most tablets or even on a laptop
computer aboard. The application software for your smart device is available as a free download from the manufacturer’s
website.

Navico GoFree WiFi-1
module turns you boat
into a Wi-Fi hotspot.
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for a readout of your latitude and longitude. All the information will be
at hand on your portable tablet.
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The Wi-Fi hotspots can be password protected to prevent use by nearby boats while at the dock. There are quite a few
companies building marine Wi-Fi systems and prices can range substantially depending on how much information you would
like to integrate into your displayed information systems. One of the more popular multiplexer is manufactured by Navico
under the GoFree trade name. It is a shared technology currently being used by companies owned by Navico, namely
Lowrance, Simrad and B & G (Brookes & Gatehouse) for their line of marine touch screen instrument packages.
Everything available on the multifunctional display, from the normal wind, depth, and speed information can be wirelessly
displayed as well as lots of other information, such as engine rpm, engine temperature, fuel consumption and fuel tank level
or any other bits of information you would like to know, as long as you have installed a transducer to gather that information.
Your smart phone or tablet basically becomes a remote display and control module for the multifunctional display.
The question then becomes, how do you get the information
to the hand held device in an easily readable format?
Fortunately, all of that work has been already done for you.
Computer software developers have made them available for
your device in much the same way shareware was made
available in the earlier days of computers. Most applications
designed for marine use are available from Apple’s App Store
for I-pads or Apple I-phones and from Google Play for
Android devices. These applications will turn your tablet or
smart phone into a multi function marine instrument for very
little cost. Many applications are available for just a few
dollars and some have free trial versions available for the
more expensive ones. The developers of the application
software which you install on your tablet have already taken
care of the display designs for you. Just find an app that
suites your taste or need and download the app to your tablet.
The built-in wi-fi connector in these devices, when used in
conjunction with a Wi-Fi multiplexer aboard your vessel, will
give you the ability to start out with a small system and add to
it as you see necessary. The Smart Phone or other tablet can

Apple I-Pad display of iNavX application

then be used as a portable multifunctional display aboard, one which can be taken from the helm to the nav station, or
elsewhere for that matter, without loss of data. The applications on the tablet can also remotely control the displayed
information on the multifunctional display in the cockpit.
Purchasing the necessary hardware to achieve such a completely integrated system is not cheap by any means, and one
should be aware of hidden costs which may arise when it comes time for installation. Cables used should be well shielded as
well as waterproof. Many cables are pre-manufactured to meet these requirements and should not be cut as it may change the
electrical characteristics of the cable and render them unreliable. Pre-manufactured cables are obviously more expensive that
the original lightly shielded twisted pair wiring used in the old transducers. Cable lengths required for connecting the
systems should be measured to ensure that each cable will be long enough, but not excessively long. This will help reduce
the overall installation cost.
If you are considering replacement of your old analog instruments or are upgrading your aged plotter or radar system, it may
be time to price out the options for both types of systems, either dedicated instruments or multifunctional display, and
compare the advantages and disadvantages of each. Also consider the flexibility available when adding new applications to
your system as well. You may not see the need for having Wi-Fi, radar or an Automatic Identification System aboard at the
moment but may wish to add these items in the future. It may be advantageous to have the ability to add them on with your
new system at a later date.
This has been a somewhat brief explanation of a very technical subject and I’ve tried to cover most of what is currently
available on the constantly changing marine technology market. I’ve tried to make it more easily understandable for the
average person who may not be up on the latest “geek speak” terminology. Hopefully, I’ve succeeded.
.... Perry Basden
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please
provide as much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to
the Aloha 34 website for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for
obvious reasons it may take a while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter
only has it viewed by fellow Aloha owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

“BELIZE”
1984 Hull #211
The Ted Brewer designed and Canadian built Aloha
34 cruiser/ racer, has long had a reputation for safe
comfortable cruising. The fin keel and skeg protected
rudder make her ride smooth and controlled. Its wide
decks, spacious "T"-shaped cockpit, is comfortable
and relaxing. The interior layout is more like boats of
the 21st century than the 80s.
Untimely death of the owner is forcing heirs to sell.
This boat has been meticulously maintained, has all
the original manuals, many up-grades over the years.
Contact:

Turner Marine Yacht Sales
Mobile, AL 33605

By Phone: Toll Free (877) 265-5863
Jim Cash (251) 476-1444

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE"
1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and includes
all safety gear, including life jackets. Berthed in Toronto,
Ontario
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!
Contact:

Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to
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(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

“KHADINE II”
1979 Hull #126
Khadine II is a Transport Canada Registered Vessel
located in Comox, British Columbia. Equipped with
a Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine.
This vessel is very well equipped for local or long
distance cruising with an equipment list too long to
be given here. Includes dinghy with 4 stroke
outboard motor and full cockpit enclosure. See the
Aloha 34 website for more information or contact the
owner direct.
Contact: Gordon Herrington in British
Columbia, Canada
By Phone
(250) 334-2450
Via email to herringj@telusplanet.net

“MARGARITAVILLE”

1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped Aloha 34 with a strong
member’s network; all manuals and news letters from over
the years, a vibrant and valuable owner’s network with a
web site and email forums to answer all your questions.
See the Aloha 34 website at www.aloha34.com for
complete equipment listing or contact the owner direct.
Contact:
By Phone
Via email to

David Jenkins in Toronto, Ontario, Canada
(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

“SAND DOLLAR”
1979 Hull #120
This boat was built in 1979 and sailed on Lake Superior until
1997 when it travelled the Great Loop to the Bahamas
and back. The boat still has had several upgrades in 1997.
Sand Dollar is stored in the yard at the Thunder Bay Yacht
Club. http://tbyc.on.ca/buysell.htm
EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Danforth with chain and rode - Delta with chain and rode
Davits, Profurl Genoa Furling gear, Radar, GPS, Mainsail and
Genoa, Bow Sprit with anchor roller, Force 10 Kerosene
heater, Propane 3 burner stove, Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine
with 3 blade MAX feathering
Contact:
By Phone:
Via e-mail

Asking $28,800.00
Jim Massey in Ontario, Canada
(807) 577-1430
beech699@yahoo.ca

If anyone wishes to post their vessel for sale, or have any boat related items which you would like to sell on the Aloha 34
Website please contact Les Harrison via email to harrisol@bmts.com. The Website or the Yahoo Groups Email Forum may
be the best way to post the items. Also be sure to let Les know when the items have been sold so that they can be removed
from the listings.
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BOOK REVIEW
From time to time I’ve been given the opportunity to tour other Aloha 34’s and I’ve noticed one theme which seems to be
common among the owners. This theme is not relegated to Aloha owners only as I’ve also found the same items aboard just
about every vessel that I’ve had the pleasure of sailing. From my observations, it would appear that most of us are avid
readers and carry quite a library of nautical books with us on our travels. Titles range from the usual how to manuals as
well as non-fiction stories of those who have gone before us. Others are pure fiction but still make for some pretty
interesting reading.
What I would like to propose is that each of you think of your all time favorite nautical book and then write a brief book
report, say, anywhere from a half to a fill page in length, more if you’re really keen on the book, and forward it to me either
via email or regular post. I can then publish your report in a future newsletter so that others may become aware of what
may be a hidden literary gem. Nautical books are not usually published by what may be considered main stream publishers
and the publication runs may be short which makes some good books difficult to find. The book that you would like to review
may not necessarily be a current edition and can be from any category that suits your fancy.
If you’ve enjoyed reading it perhaps you could recommend it to other members of the Network. I hate to seem negative but
the same can be said if you haven’t enjoyed the book. Let others know your feelings about that particular book and what put
you off when reading it. All in all, I think it may be a good way for us to share a common theme that we all seem to enjoy. I
look forward to hearing from you and receiving your reports. It’s a great chance to share another thing that we have in
common! Here is one of my favorite books just to get things started.
..... Perry Basden

Fifty Places to Sail Before You Die
by Chris Santella
Published in 2007 by Stewart, Tabori & Chang, New York.

ISBN 1584795670

Sailors are ever ready to head off to the ends of the earth, but Chris
Santella learned that some people take this life-changing desire
very seriously. In this book Santella assembles a crew of
championship racers, professional adventurers, and other sailing
aficionados and asks them to share their favorite destinations
around the globe.
Interviewees include some of the best-known men and women in
the sport. The amazingly diverse places they’ve selected range
from the U.S. East Coast to idyllic tropical refuges, to some of the
most hair-raising treacherous waters on earth.
Coastlines around the world - even Antarctica and the Arctic - are
represented, and the chosen spots include some spectacular inland
waters, such as Bras d’Or Lakes in Nova Scotia and the North
Channel of Lake Huron, in Ontario. Most of the essays include
entertaining yarns about the sailors’ experiences at the
recommended venues, along with gorgeous make-you-want-to -gothere-now photographs.
A good book to have aboard or to give as a gift to a fellow sailor
and a great way to start your own sailing bucket list!
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GOURMET GALLEY
Fresh Baked Muffins with Fruit
This is a very simple scratch recipe which you can make aboard with few ingredients. The recipe is a basic cake type muffin
batter which can then be dressed with whatever fruit is in season or that you’ve foraged wherever you happen to be at anchor.
Fresh wild strawberries, blueberries, currants, or bog cranberries make nice additions. The muffins can either be baked in a
closed BBQ or the oven if you are fortunate to have one available, but beware... when you bake anything aboard, especially
the first thing in the morning, you may find that you have lots of new cruising friends available for breakfast.

Makes 8 Muffins

Prep Time: 10 Minutes

Bake Time: 15-20 minutes

Ingredients
1 cup
2 tsp
1/2 tsp
1/2 cup
1/4 cup
1
1/2 cup

all purpose flour
baking powder
salt
white sugar
melted butter or margarine
egg, beaten
milk

Cooking Method
Stir together dry ingredients.
Add melted butter and beaten egg to milk.
Add liquid ingredients to dry, stirring only
to moisten to form a batter.

To the batter, add whatever you would prefer for flavorings. Fresh wild berries or fruit or even chocolate chips or nuts can
be used. Or you could add nothing and serve with you favorite jam or jelly.
Bake at 3750 F for 15 - 20 minutes. Longer baking time is required if fruit is used in the mix. If using the BBQ baking
method watch for too much bottom heat which could burn your handiwork. Careful regulation of the BBQ temperature is
important.

Remember, “stressed” spell backwards is “desserts”.
Did you know that the word, “vegetarian” stems from an old indigenous term meaning, “bad hunter”?
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CLOSING
Some of you may note that the fall edition of the Newsletter is being sent a little earlier this year than in previous years.
Actually the mailing will be done almost a full month earlier and probably will be done the same way for years to come. I’ve
chosen an early November mailing date as I will be heading south for the winter months and wanted to ensure that the
publishing and mailing was completed before I leave in early November. These old bones of mine can’t seem to tolerate the
cold, damp winter weather here in southern Ontario any more.
While away I will have limited email service but will be available to answer your questions and address your concerns and to
monitor the Yahoo Groups Email Forum. The only thing I will be unable to do is process payments made by members of the
Network and sent to me via regular post. So, if you intend on sending me a payment by cheque please don’t be surprised if a
payment is not processed for a while.
As far as our past sailing season is concerned, we did manage to get in a short voyage from Windsor, Ontario to Sarnia and
back with our oldest granddaughter, Emily, and a high school friend of hers. It was their first time sailing for an extended
period and, even though it was only a four day adventure, we had a wonderful time introducing two more people to the joy of
cruising. Perhaps next season we will be able to once again return to the North Channel for a more extensive cruise and meet
with fellow Aloha 34 owners. If anyone is planning a cruise please feel free to post your plans to the Yahoo Groups Aloha 34
Email site. This may be a good way to prepare for an impromptu rendezvous with other Aloha owner in the area. Don’t
forget to get a few photos and drop me a line. I’d love to be able to publish the event in a future newsletter.
Gloria and I would also like to take this opportunity to wish everyone the best of the holiday season. Please remember those
who are no longer with us in your prayers and be sure to share the bounty of the season with your loved ones. Season’s
Greetings to Everyone!
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ALOHA 34 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.

Sea Vixen #167, Victoria British Columbia, 2001
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ALOHA
It’s been a long, cold winter here in North America. The United States mid west as well as parts of Canada have set
new all-time high records for the amount of snowfall during the winter which should help out with the Great Lakes water
levels and make many harbors and anchorages more readily accessible for the next few years. Unfortunately, the heavy
snowfall also wrought havoc to those same areas over the winter months, with many highways closed due to massive
multicar accidents and, in some areas, schools and businesses were closed for extended periods of time.
During this same period there were also record low temperatures set for many of the same areas in the U.S. and
Canada. The spring weather never really seemed to arrive at the time of publication. It would appear that the forecast for
the coming summer, particularly in the Great Lakes region would indicate that the cool weather will prevail throughout the
summer months. Many of the Great Lakes were completely frozen over, a very rare occurrence. The maximum ice
coverage is usually around 50% with the lowest coverage occurring in 2002 with only 9.5% coverage
As of April 26th, 2014 the total Great Lakes system was
reported to have 35% ice cover which is twice as much
as the next highest record in history for that date. Lake
Superior, the largest of the five lakes, had over 68% of
its 32,000 square miles covered in ice on April 26th.
The previous record for the same date was 38% ice
cover in 1979. Some predictions are that Lake Superior
will still have ice in June!
Weather forecasters blame the unusual winter season on
what has recently become the latest meteorological
jargon known as a “Polar Vortex”, a cold-core spiraling
mass of low pressure arctic air over the North Polar
regions.
The Polar Vortex is not a new phenomenon, having been first described in a book, The Living Age, published in1853.
Many scientists and meteorologists blame the unusual strength and intensity of this winter’s vortex on global warming, but
then again, global warming gets the blame for just about everything! Either way you look at it, the weather was extreme to
say the least. The cool weather is also expected to continue in the Great Lakes region for most of the summer sailing
season as the cold water will probably not reach its normal temperature range and will act as a giant heat sink as the cold
waters absorb any warmth that we may have. Hopefully all the Aloha 34’s which were hauled out for winter storage had
adequate freeze protection for the engine and plumbing systems and escaped any serious damage during the record low
temperatures.

This year marks a milestone for the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network. 2014 marks the 20th Anniversary of the
formation of the Network, although the notion and idea of some form of formal organization started many years before that
in the 1980’s. Migs Turner of Sea Vixen, #167, in Victoria, British Columbia has kindly provided a copy of a brief history
of the Network as it appeared in the Fall & Winter 2001Newsletter. I’ve reproduced it here for members who are not
familiar with the early days of organization and how it came to be. I’ve also taken the liberty to add to the information
provided by Migs to bring it up to date with where the Network stands today.
I believe all Network members should show their gratitude and give thanks to the founding members mentioned in the
article. They came together and help build the Network from its inception, never losing focus of their original goal: to
provide a venue and the opportunity for fellow Aloha 34 owners to share and exchange information exclusively for Aloha
34 vessels. My thanks go out, not only to our founding members but to all who participate as members of the Network. A
strong Owners Network is an excellent resource for current owners as well as potential new owners and will keep the
vessels sailing well into the future.
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
The Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network extends our warmest welcome to several new members who have recently
joined the Network.
Welcome to CJ Grabenstein and Erik Kenney who recently purchased Aloha Maki, #179. CJ and Eric will be sailing in
the Knoxville, Tennessee area. CJ and Eric have also joined the Aloha 34 Email Discussion Group on Yahoo Groups and
have been actively posting questions during their refurbishing of Aloha Maki.
Also new to the Network is Tom & Karla Spragge who purchased Sea Pearl I, #218 in 2013. Tom and Karla will be
sailing in the west end of Lake Ontario. Welcome Aboard, Tom & Karla.
Another new Aloha 34 owner is Joel Starkman from the Hamilton, Ontario area. Joel has purchased Firestar, #226. Joel
has expressed an interest in joining the Network but hasn’t done so at press time. Joel will have taken possession of the
boat as of press time.

FORMATION OF THE ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK
A brief outline of how the Aloha34 International Owners’ Network came to be. This reference has kindly been provided
by Migs Turner and was published in the Fall/Winter 2001 Newsletter. Migs was publisher of the newsletter at that time.
First of all, it was on the docks in Vancouver BC in the late 1980’s where conversations with David (& Jennifer)
Duncan, CLAN DONNCHADH #168 and the late Hugh (& Lee) Harper (former owner of ASHRAM #148) that
launched the 1994 idea of contacting other members with ALOHA 10.4's (as they were called in those days) to exchange
information on our wonderful ALOHA’s.
Association Name
Then we can thank Rick (& Judy) Klett FULL TILT #195 for our name. At the beginning Rick suggested that
"we will be a ‘network’ exchanging thoughts & ideas and so, until someone else suggests a name with a more nautical
bent, why not call ourselves the ALOHA 10.4 Owners' Network"?
This we did, and apart from conversion of the measurement from metric to "English (!)" and adding
"International" to better reflect our membership, the name stuck.
ALOHA 34 Web Site
We thank Stuart (& Marcia) Meyer, AIR LOOM #185 who, with son Marc as our Webmaster got our fine web
site up and running in 1997 at http://www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Pressbox/2470/ at a time when the idea of web sites
was still relatively novel.
Subsequently the pressures of business caught up with Marc and he had to withdraw his services. However, Marc
& Stuart have maintained the site "as is" for the past while until a new webmaster is up to speed.
Les has some exciting ideas here that he will be sharing with you.
Rendezvous’
We would also thank those who devoted so much of their time in organizing our successful ALOHA Rendezvous',
each described in past newsletters (see under "Rendezvous" in the Index to the Package of Profiles).


Our initial rendezvous was on an Easter Monday in April 1998 at the Fish House Restaurant in downtown
Toronto, organized so well by Terry & Catherine Fagan, SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE #165. They organized this
with the timing to coincide with our Toronto stop-over during a “trans-Canada” train trip on VIA Rail. For Diana
& me, this was our first opportunity to meet many of our members. Of course a highlight of the evening was also
the arrival of our Honorary Co-President and ALOHA 34 builder Mao Ouyang, his brief talk and then the
fascinating question & answer period that followed.
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The next rendezvous, again organized by Terry & Catherine, was "The Assembly of ALOHA's" Lake Ontario
Rendezvous on 18-19 June 1999 at Ashbridge's Bay Yacht Club in Toronto, Ontario. Although we were unable to
attend, Morgan Earl & Wilma Perry, ROOM TO DANCE #171 kindly sent us a video of what appeared to be a
very cheerful affair, which we value.



Then Dennis Clarke, POLARIS (an ALOHA 28) of the (other) Aloha Owners' Association and I initiated
"ALOHA Rendezvous Pacific 2000" at Maple Bay Marina on Vancouver Island, BC. from 7 to 9 July 2000. Then
I injured my back so Dennis took sole charge and produced a super rendezvous. A highlight here was the
attendance of our Honourary President, ALOHA 34 co-designer Ted (& Betty) Brewer who spoke about his
ALOHA designs and then responded so knowledgeably to both specific and general design questions.

And finally there is the forthcoming "ALOHA Winter Rendezvous 2002" scheduled for Saturday 2 March at
Saffron's (Fanshawe College) in London, Ontario being organized by Annette & Stuart Spracklan WINDY #151.
See details following.
If you have not already done so, contact Stuart & Annette now to register!
Owners’ Manual
It seems we have been working on the ALOHA 34 Owners' Manual for ages, and we have.
First of all back in the fall of 1998 Morley Kipp, David Duncan, Stuart Meyer, Bill Hrycenko, Les Harrison
& later Chip Wolfe volunteered to write our initial drafts. These consisted of dividing up our 1998 Index to the Package of
Profiles and newsletters into 6 fairly equal portions, one for each volunteer, and writing & re-writing the contents to a
suggested standard format. Our volunteers did a super job and, with some “re-writing” by Morley & Bill, this step was
completed by the beginning of 2000.
Morley then volunteered to take the 6 drafts and combine them into our first draft of the complete manual. He did
a great job, completing it in late 2000.
My task was then to insert the multitude of photos & diagrams into their proper slots in the draft manual. Despite
additional memory, this task was proving to be a long process with my somewhat limited 1998 computer & programmes.
Also other activities impacted on my time.
When Les & Carol Harrison returned their “Voyage of Enchantment” from the Bahamas last year, Les agreed to
accept the task of completing the Manual, once he got settled back home. He did so starting late last summer.
Les has some good news for members as you will have noted above!
ALOHA 34 E-mail Network
In 1996 we started our ALOHA 34 e-mail network, originally with about 15 members. This turned out to be a big
step forward allowing us to quickly ask questions & disseminate information between participating members.
Then last year Nigel Tilley (& Michele Ruttan) RESTLESS SOLE #222 initiated our "members only"
<aloha34@topica.com>e-mail List. This speeded up the e-mail exchange process and has worked well in keeping those
participating (now about 70 members) informed.
Tragedies
As members will well remember, not all has been smooth sailing for our ALOHA 34 Network. Apart from 11
September 2001, two tragedies particularly saddened us all:


In September 1999, Brian & Marie King PARAMOUR #121 on route to the Bahamas & the Caribbean from the
Great Lakes, encountered Hurricane Floyd while at anchor in the (tidal) portion of the Hudson River, and
PARAMOUR was wrecked. This trip had been a lifelong dream for them both, after Brian’s retirement from the
Newmarket, Ontario fire department. See the Spring & Summer 2000 newsletters for details.
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In August 2001, single-handing member Bob Medd, TLC #150 out of Sidney, BC while underway in Mexican
waters was boarded by "pirates" who slit his throat, left him for dead & apparently TLC was subsequently
wrecked. Bob is now back home but his offshore dreams are now, at the least for the present, delayed. See more
details above.

Newsletters
Production and distribution of our 18 newsletters over the past 7 years has been a task that we have enjoyed,
particularly in that it has brought us closer to many of our members. As we have said many times before, our newsletters
are only as interesting as the input of our members. You made them interesting & the work of producing them worthwhile.
In Closing
Will Diana & I miss our past responsibilities with the ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network?
Yes, of course we will. However, we are not going away, we are still sailing SEA VIXEN & we hope to keep in touch with
members.
To Les (& Carol) we offer our very best wishes and hope that you have as much enjoyment working with our
members as we have had.
And to the membership we say, thank you for giving us this opportunity,
and thank you for allowing us to get to know you as fellow ALOHA 34 owners.
Fair winds & following seas, and MAHALO!
Diana & Migs
PS: At 0001 on Monday 7 January 2002, the "watch was relieved". We welcome Les (& Carol) to the helm.

Further to the recap provided by Migs Turner.... Les and Carol Harrison became the main drivers and go-to people for
the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network as of January 7, 2002. Les was responsible for maintaining the Network
books, keeping the website up to date as well as writing, publishing and posting the Newsletters. Les was also listed as the
main contact individual for emails from the Website and his name and email address could be found in a great many
places over the Internet promoting the Aloha34.com website and Aloha 34’s in general. In the middle of 2009, Les and
Carol found that the workload had become too much for them to handle and decided that it was time to find someone else
to help out with some of the duties.
In the late July of 2009 an agreement was reached between Les and Carol Harrison and Perry and Gloria Basden. Les
and Carol would continue on as Webmaster and have Les’s email address continue to be listed on the site. Responsibility
for the administration of the Aloha 34 Email Forum at Yahoo Groups.com would be shared between Les and Carol, and
Perry & Gloria Basden. Perry and Gloria became responsible for accounting of funds and collection of dues as well as
writing, publishing and distribution of the Newsletter.
Of course, none of this would have been possible if it weren’t for the fantastic support of all members of the Network
who have helped out in many ways since the inception of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network whether that be
through contributions of monetary value or articles, items or tidbits for the Newsletters. Dues are a necessary part of any
organization and I would like to thank everyone for their contribution in making the network possible. Everyone involved
has tried to maintain the cost of membership as low as possible while giving every member good value for their dollar.
Thank you also goes out to the members who have provided material and articles for the Newsletters. As time goes on the
editors soon run out of ideas and material that would be interesting to all members. Submitted articles are often of more
value to members than cash. We have many talented and very capable members and I thank them for sending in articles
and sharing their handiwork ideas and experiences with us so that we may, in turn share them with everyone else.
Your direct contribution of funds and materials has allowed the Network to grow and flourish over the last 20 years. I
sincerely hope that the Network will continue on well into the future.
Perry Basden
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MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any
questions. The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net. For those who do
not have email capabilities or prefer not to sign up for the Aloha 34 Email Forum the latest topics are shared below.

WINDLASS AND WASH DOWN PUMP INSTALLATION
FROM:

Michael Roach

SENT:

March 2, 2014

Alibaba, #160

Greetings all. It`s time! I`ve squeezed my last season of reliable use out of the old POWERWINCH windlass I acquired
with the purchase of Alibaba and would like to up-grade to something with a gypsy feature (current set-up is a simple
horizontal capstan and I`ve had enough of wrapping chain).
Problem: The POWERWINCH is abaft the chain locker and requires drawing rode back forward. It`s back plated to the top
of the cupboard at the foot of the V-berth. I`m uncertain there`s sufficient space at the forward end of that cupboard to
accommodate a motor for a vertical model and still drop the chain through a hawse pipe forward of that cupboard into
the chain locker without compromising overall water tightness (or noxious odour tightness).
Anyhow, I`ll certainly appreciate reading about any alternative, workable options currently in use out there, regardless of
whatever modifications may be suggested or required. Many thanks
Michael, Alibaba, #160

REPLY FROM: Graeme Quigley, Sylando #115
SENT:
March 2, 2014
Hi Michael,
We wanted to keep the foredeck clear and mounted the Lewmar Proline (I think, but can confirm once we are
back from our winter break) which is a vertical windlass, on a fabricated stainless steel "L" bracket. The bracket is
bolted through the aft wall of the anchor locker as high as possible while still allowing the anchor hatch to close.
The bracket is backed by a stainless steel plate to spread the load. Because the windlass is below the deck, we
mounted an extra roller forward of the hatch to angle or guide the rode down to the windlass. The windlass control
switch was mounted on the underside of the hatch making it accessible only when the hatch was open.
The only drawback comes from the minimal vertical drop under the windlass, which requires us to stop every 50
feet or so of rode to reach down and push the pile of chain /line to one side. We consider this a minor
inconvenience for keeping the deck clear. The other caution is to ensure the L bracket is well backed up.
I have drawings of the L bracket on my home computer which you are welcome to.
Hope this is of interest.
Graeme, Sylando, #115
REPLY FROM: Michael Roach
SENT:
March 2, 2014

Alibaba, #160

Thanks so much for your input, Graeme. That`s an ingenious and unique modification, well described, which I`d
like to explore further meaning yes, I`d be interested in viewing your drawings upon your return. My next
question concerns the slope of the aft wall of your anchor locker. Mine drops forward about 15 degrees off plumb
but is plumb on the other side inside the v-berth cupboard meaning, I presume, there`s a void to contend with.
Hope you`re enjoying warmth somewhere. Cheers,
Michael
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REPLY FROM: Stuart Spracklan
SENT:
March 2, 2014

Windy, #151

We are also contemplating installation of an electric windlass on “WINDY” (presently have a manual vertical on
deck) as it is getting tougher to haul in 300 feet of rode plus 80 feet of BBB chain (we have some deep anchorages
out west!). I like the idea of installing a windlass in the anchor locker so any photos or diagrams would be
appreciated by us too. However, I am curious as to how a vertical windlass would work in a below deck
installation... I can see a horizontal one working.
Cheers
Stuart & Virginia
Windy #151
REPLY FROM: David Carr
SENT:
March 2, 2014

Momentum 1, #111

We put in a Lofrans progress II. Electric Motor is in the V berth,
When bringing the chain in we have to lay it in the anchor locker otherwise it will jam as it piles against the
anchor locker bulkhead. I did this because I wanted the windlass away from the bow, and I wanted the electric
motor inside the boat.
I had to build the base forward into the locker a bit to get the chain to drop into the locker. It works great.
I've been thinking of cutting out the bulkhead to make the anchor locker bigger as we do not use the space in the
V berth, and glassing a vertical bulkhead back so that the chain will fall and pile better, a project that I have not
got to.
See photos below.
Dave

View of Lofrans Progress II windlass from below deck
in the V-berth area.
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Foredeck view of Lofrans Progress II aboard David
Carr’s Momentum I, #111

FROM:

Graeme Quigley Sylando #115

SENT:

March 4, 2014

Hi Stuart and Michael,
I am attaching the drawing of the L-bracket that we
mounted on the aft wall of the anchor locker. As
mentioned, we need to stop every so often to clear the
pile of rode/chain from below the windlass. This is
not a serious issue with us as most anchorages in
Georgian Bay are about 15 to 30 ft. Our anchor rode is
40 ft. of chain and 200 ft. of anchor line. Stuart, I
suspect you may have problems with our setup due to
the amount of chain/line that you need and the reduced
space below the windlass.
I am also enclosing a sketch I did to get an idea of the
feasibility of a below deck installation, and while the
hull shape is not accurate or to scale, the other
dimensions are fairly accurate. It gave us an idea of
where the line of the rode would be relative to the
forward edge of the locker opening.

Close up view of Lofrans Progress II
showing chain fall area in anchor well.

We ended up putting an idler roller ahead of the locker opening (not shown in the sketch), to ensure the chain/line
did not hit the forward edge of the locker. This idler roller is also used to secure the anchor, which is a CQR.
In any case, the attached should give you some idea of what we did. If you are interested, I can take some photos
once I get up and get the cover off.
Regards,
Graeme
EDITORS NOTE: The drawings supplied by Graeme Quigley were unable to be reproduced in a readable format in the
newsletter. Please view the PDF drawings which can be found on the Aloha34 Yahoo Groups Email site if you are
interested in making the brackets for installation of a windlass in your Aloha34.

CUTLESS BEARING SPECIFICATIONS
FROM:
SENT:

Paul Martin,
March 10, 2014

Bella, #192

I figured out last spring that my cutlass bearing was no longer doing all it should. Before the whole thing gets ugly, I’m
planning a replacement when I haul from winter (wet) storage next month.
Please advise what materials and dimensions I should order to be ready for the magic swap-er-roo … and any voice of
experience is also greatly appreciated.
Thanks — it’s great to have a gang of other Aloha 34 folks to share our tales…
Paul
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REPLY FROM: Chris Keiffer
Bajan Dreamer, #172
SENT:
March 18, 2014
Paul did you get any information on replacing your cutlass bearing? I am also needing to replace mine as well.
REPLY FROM: Paul Martin
SENT:
March 18, 2014
Nobody answered — I can measure it once the boat is hauled, but the usual drill for Bella is wet storage over the
winter, haul Friday afternoon, scrape and paint hull all weekend, splash Monday morning. This way she never
takes up space in the queue of dry storage boats, but the time to swap a bearing is quite limited.
I’ll pass on anything I learn.
Paul
REPLY FROM: Perry Basden Alohalani, #233
SENT:
March 18, 2014
Sorry, Guys. I misread the first email thread. I was trying to locate my file on the shaft packing instead of the
cutless bearing. I replaced my cutless bearing two years ago. The dimensions of the bearing are 1 1/4" OD X 1"
ID X 4" Long. I used a Johnson part #870252100. Check the Duramax Marine website at
http://www.duramaxmarine.com/pdf/CutlessBearingMS.pdf for more details of dimensions and other sizes
available. Cutless bearings are available from most marine parts suppliers and are usually a stock item.
There are two stainless steel threaded setscrews on the side face of the prop strut which must be removed before
attempting to remove the cutless bearing. Try and use a puller/pusher to remove the old bearing and press the new
one into place. Avoid bashing on the prop strut as it may break loose from the hull and create more problems.
Once the new cutless bearing is installed do not over tighten the setscrews as the new cutless bearing will be
crushed and bind on the shaft.
Details of how to change the cutless bearing as well as a graphic of a simple homemade puller/pusher was covered
as an article in the Spring 2012 Newsletter. Hope this helps with your projects.
Best regards
Perry
Aloha 34 #233, s/v Alohalani

MAST IDENTIFICATION
FROM:
SENT:

CJ Grabenstein,
April 15, 2014

Aloha Maki, #179

From what I've read Aloha boats came with several different types of masts, most notably Kenyon and Schaefer. I haven’t
been able to find any identifying marks on ours. The shrouds attach to "stemball" type fittings on the spreaders and mast
head cap if that might help identify it.
Our mast also didn't come with a drain hole at the bottom and there was almost a foot of water held up inside, all the way
to where the wires exit. Water spilled out there and caused corrosion of the wire crimps and rot in the floor of that area. I
drilled a small hole in the base to let the water out! Hopefully I haven’t compromised the structural integrity of the mast or
anything!
I've attached a few pictures in hopes that someone might know who made this mast.
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Port side view of mast.

REPLY FROM: Perry Basden,
SENT:
April 15, 2014

Drain Hole in side of Mast Base.

Starboard side view of Mast & Boom

Alohalani, #233

Hello, CJ. From the looks of the photos it appears that the spar may be an Isomat NG Spar section. They were
sold in Canada under the Cinkle name and used on some Aloha 34's. Check the website for Rig Rite as they carry
replacement parts for most mast sections such as stemball washers, masthead sheaves and axles as well as mast
steps and deck rings.
http://www.rigrite.com/Spars/Isomat_Spars/Isomat_Masts/isomat_Mast_Specs_&_Comp.html
The hole drilled in the base of the mast will not compromise the structural integrity of the mast.
The only other issue may be that some Aloha's had the mast step bolted to a wooden block which was bonded to
the hull in the bilge. Over time the block may rot due to moisture getting into the wood block at the screw holes
and, as a result, the mast step may become loose.
How's the deck repairs coming?
REPLY FROM: CJ Grabenstein, Aloha Maki, #179
SENT:
April 16, 2014
Yep, that looks like that's the one! Fine detective work, sir.
We haven't cut into the deck yet, but we've collected all the epoxy, polyester, glass, and divinycell we will need
for the repair. The weather didn't cooperate during Erik's week off work in March, and we didn't want to mess
with trying to set up heated tarped areas and whatnot so we decided it'd be ok to wait a while. I'm assuming the
deck rot won't spread too much more in a couple of months?
Erik went up the mast last weekend and the rigging looks good, but the wiring and lights will need to be replaced
so we'll probably try to tackle that in the meantime. The tricolor/anchor light was falling apart so we ripped it out.
Hard to read the labels but it looks like it was made by the "Guest Corporation". It was attached to the masthead
with 3 machine screws. Not sure if we'll replace it with a brand new LED unit, or just get an aqua signal 40 or
something and get an LED replacement bulb from marine beam. In any case we'll probably need to drill new
mounting holes won't we? It seems unlikely that the screw spacing would be the same. But maybe it'd be easier if
we could drill out the base of the new light to match the spacing on the masthead? Hmmm.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
HULL TO DECK JOINT REPAIR
FROM:

Perry Basden, Alohalani, #233

This spring, before launching Alohalani, # 233, I noticed that there were a few cracks in the hull to deck joint
that seemed to be becoming more visible than I remembered from previous years. I decided that it was time to have a
closer look and see if the joint was a problem wanting serious attention or just a cosmetic issue.
The cracks seemed to be located at the high stress point areas such as along the transom near the backstay chain
plates as well as the bow area on both port and starboard sides of the hull. There were also smaller cracks, almost
invisible, along the port and starboard sides of the vessel amidships where the shroud chain plates were located. The bow
area seemed to be where the cracks were the widest and most noticeable so I thought this would be a good area to assess
any potential damage and try and find a reason for the cracks.

Port side view of the deck to hull joint showing a small crack visible just below the deck flange.
Similar cracks also appeared at other high stress points along the hull
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The joint has always been watertight and there was no noticeable deflection in any areas. The boat had not
suffered any serious blows or accidents over the years that I’ve had her but the bow does have extra loads applied to the
area while riding at anchor and also has high loading in the opposite direction as well as from side to side when under sail.
I also considered that the cracks may be due to over-tensioning of the rig, or from the high forces applied to those areas
while under sail.
It was my understanding from speaking with a few members of the Network over the years that the deck was
caulked and through bolted through the toe rail to the hull flange during assembly at the factory and was a good, solid
structural design, probably much stronger than required. In the bow area, however, there is no toe rail to bolt through so
this may explain the crack in this area. Further investigation revealed that the hull to deck joint was partially filled with
gelcoat for the full length of the boat after assembly. Gelcoat was used to form a cove that was faired to the hull. As seen
in the photo below, the hard gelcoat had cracked just below the deck flange and also had chipped away in a small area.
Perhaps the chip was a result of being struck by the anchor when being hoisted to the bow, but I can’t be sure. I found it
surprising that the caulking would have been covered with hard gelcoat as even a slight amount of movement in this area
would result in fractures in the gelcoat.
To facilitate the repair I masked off the area with several layers of duck tape, the workman’s “go to” material for
any repair project, whether temporary or permanent!

Mask off the area with several layers of duck tape to protect the hull and prevent damage to the gelcoat.
Chip below deck flange was loose so it was removed completely.
I used a Dremel Multi-Max oscillating tool to open up the joint to get a closer look at the joint construction. The vibrating
Multi-Max tool was used with a three quarter inch wide multi- purpose blade designed for wood or metal cutting. The
blade received quite a beating cutting the gelcoat, but the whole removal process only required two blades. With careful
use I was able to completely remove the cove of gelcoat from the hull without damage to the hull surface. In some areas I
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used a scrap piece of 1/16” thick 16 gauge aluminum as a spacer under the oscillating blade to raise the blade slightly from
the hull and allowed for widening of the gap. This created an area for the new caulking to be applied.

I scribed a line on the Multi-Max blade to ensure that I didn’t cut too deeply and destroy any adhesion between
the hull and deck joint that the original caulking may have still provided.
I couldn’t find any particular reason for the cracks in most areas of the joint. All existing caulking looked good
and seaworthy but seemed to be drying up and chalking for about a quarter of an inch up from the deck flange to hull joint.
The caulking beyond the first quarter of an inch appeared soft and still able to serve its purpose.
The only problem area worthy of further investigation seemed to be the bow area under the anchor roller casting.
Pushing up on the forward end of the casting caused the deck in the very peak of the bow to lift very slightly from the hull
indicating that there was a problem with the joint in this area. I decided to remove the bow roller casting and do a closer
inspection. Since I was going this far in the project I also decided to remove the forestay chain plate and re-bed it at the
same time.
The forestay chain plate was held in place with what appeared to be four hex head bolts. When removing the bolts I could
only locate 3 sets of nuts and washers in the anchor well along the stem of the vessel. The top hex head bolt that is visible
from the bow was found to actually be a stainless hex head lag screw. The screw was easily removed... too easy actually,
as it didn’t have any resistance when I tried to loosen it. A repair to the upper lag screw hole was done using WEST
epoxy and resin mixed with 404 high strength filler as described elsewhere in this article.
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This is not a through bolt.
It’s a lag screw fastened directly into
a blind hole in the stem of the vessel.
The lower three hex heads are through
bolts with flat washers, lock washers
and nuts accessible from inside the
anchor well.

Removing the bow roller casting was straight forward mechanical work so I didn’t document it with photos. It
probably should have been a two person job with one person on deck with their head in the anchor well holding a wrench
on the nuts under the deck while another person turned the hex head screws from the top of the deck. However, the
foredeck area at this location would require one person on a ladder or scaffold to turn the bolts. I used the Mechanics
Friend (Duck Tape to the rescue again!) to hold the wrench in position inside the anchor well and I was then able to loosen
and remove the bolts from the outside of the deck. It was awkward at best but only required about an hour to complete the
removal of the six bolts holding the anchor roller casting in place.
A bigger problem was breaking the anchor roller casting away from the deck as it was caulked with silicone when
originally installed. Again, the Multi-Max tool was carefully used to cut most of the silicone caulk away without damage
to the gelcoat underneath the casting. Careful use of a flexible putty knife and a wide screwdriver as a pry bar (not
recommended in my Mechanics Handbook) successfully removed the casting without damage. Under the anchor roller
casting area I found three screws which were probably originally used to secure the deck to the hull at the very peak of the
bow. Unfortunately, none of the screws could be tightened and didn’t appear to be fastened into anything. Obviously this
was the source of the problem for the lifting deck area and a possible cause for the cracks along each side of the bow.
The three screws were removed and the holes left
behind were carefully cleaned of any debris. The
holes were enlarged to three times the diameter of
the screws. Compressed air was blown into the
holes to ensure that the holes were clean and dry.
The holes were then filled with WEST System
105 epoxy resin mixed with 206 slow hardener
along with 404 high strength filler. I used an
inexpensive veterinary grade hypodermic syringe
and needle to inject the epoxy mix into the holes
In the past I had found that trying to fill blind
holes with mixed and thickened epoxy often left
voids in the resin mix after it cured. This is
caused by the inability of the air trapped in the
hole to rise to the surface and escape from the
mixed and thickened epoxy.

.
Three screws found to be loose under the anchor roller casting.
Three Phillips Head Screws use to hold the deck to the hull.
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The epoxy mixture deposited into the bottom of the hole ensures that there is no possibility of forming the trapped
air bubble as the hole fills from the bottom to the top. The result is a good, solid column of epoxy once it’s cured.
Inexpensive veterinary grade syringes and needles in various sizes can usually be had for a few dollars at a farm supply
store such as Tractor Supply Company or Co-Op Stores. They are also available at most drug store but at a much higher
cost as they are for human use.
The syringes are also handy for mixing small batches of epoxy and resin, such as was required to fill the three
holes. The syringes are graduated along the cylinder body which can be used to accurately measure the necessary ratio
quantities of the resin and hardener for making small batches of the epoxy mix. It saves a lot of epoxy when compared
with using the standard meter pump method suggested by the WEST manuals, especially if all you need is enough to fill
three small screw holes. Just be sure to check the ratio’s of resin to hardener as it can vary with the brand of product used.
The syringes are also washable and reusable making them very economical for small jobs. Please be careful should you
decide to use hypodermic syringes and needles for applying epoxy. Needle sticks can be extremely harmful to your health.
After the epoxy had cured I re-drilled the holes to suit the screws and refastened the peak of the deck to the hull
flange. The only cautionary note is to counter bored the holes deep enough to ensure that the heads of the screws were just
below the top surface of the deck. The screws should not contact the underside of the bow roller casting when it is
reinstalled as this would create the possibility of the anchor roller casting not being seated properly which may result in a
leak, not to mention stressing the screws when in contact with the casting.
The underside of the anchor roller casting was thoroughly cleaned. 3M 4200 fast cure adhesive sealant was
applied to the deck surface around the anchor roller casting mounting holes and a small amount of 4200 was also used to
seal the heads of the three deck screws. Sealant was also applied to the bottom of the anchor roller casting where it rests on
the deck platform. The bow roller was then reinstalled and a bead of 3M 4200 sealant applied around the perimeter of the
anchor roller casting. An easy way to form a cove in the 4200 around the perimeter is to use a tongue depressor or popsicle
stick. The radius will clear away the excess 4200 and give a nice finish.
The next step was to fill the open areas between the hull and deck flange. I wanted the deck fastened solidly first
as well as the bow roller casting bolted in place to ensure that all the joints would be as tight as possible. Filling the hull
and deck flange joint was accomplished using a somewhat larger hypodermic syringe with a 30 ml capacity fitted with a
#14 needle and filled with 4200 sealant. I would have preferred a larger needle but the work done with the Dremel MultiMax left me little choice as a larger diameter needle wouldn’t fit into the slot. I managed to bend the needle slightly so as
to make access to the slot easier without the syringe body contacting the hull.
Another trick I learned with trying to push
the 4200 through a 14 gauge hypodermic needle is
to apply some heat to the sealant first. I used a hot
air paint stripper gun to warm the 4200 enough that
it flowed smoothly from the small needle. The
idea here was to get the sealant as high as possible
in the opening without leaving any voids which
may cause problems in the future. The sealant
went in extremely well. After I was sure that most
of the void had been filled it was a simple matter of
using the 4200 in a caulking gun to fill the rest of
the open area.

Almost finished! I still have to fill in the small chip and
re-gelcoat that particular area as well as repaint the bow
roller casting.
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The popsicle stick gave the job a nice
finish and any excess sealant was cleaned using
Varsol before it cured. Be sure to wear some hand
protection when working with the 4200 as it’s very
difficult to remove from skin.

I used blue nitrile gloves as I found the standard vinyl or latex gloves didn’t stand up to the Varsol when cleaning
up any runs or spills.
The only items left to do now are to fill in the small chip with epoxy and low density filler and re-gelcoat the chip.
I will also paint the bow roller casting with oil based paint and replace the worn out bow roller. Unfortunately, oil based
paint is becoming harder and harder to find as most companies are manufacturing latex or acrylic paints only due to
environmental concerns. I think I can get by with a small half pint tin of Rust-Oleum or similar product. Rust-Oleum is
sold under the Tremclad brand name in Canada.
A few of the tools used to make the project
easier. Top is the standard caulking gun with
3M 4200 sealant. Just below that is a 30ml
syringe with a 14 gauge needle bent to allow the
syringe to fit against the hull. The upper syringe
and needle were about $7.50. The lower syringe
and needle was used to measure the proper ratio
of epoxy. The tongue depressor’s were
purchased for about $5.00 for a box of 500,
more than I’ll ever need, and the popsicle sticks
were free. The electric hot air heat gun was used
to heat the sealant to make it flow easier into the
tight space between the hull and deck joint.

All in all, the job went very well even though the cool and wet spring weather didn’t co-operate. The epoxy was
slow to cure due to the cold and the 4200 was difficult to apply at first, but thanks to a friend who used to install windows
for a living, I soon learned about heating the sealant to make it flow much easier. The job looks professional and I’m sure
will outlast my ownership of the boat. I’ll watch the area for any future problems and will report back should any develop.
However, I’m confident that the problem has been resolved.

NERD’S ON BOARD
SATELLITE BASED TRACKING SYSTEMS.
How many of you have been on the receiving end of comments by friends or loved ones who are worried about
you while you’re out sailing and seem extremely concerned that you and your vessel will fall off the edge of the earth.
Their concerns for your safety and well being may be well intended and it’s often difficult to reassure them that you will be
safe and are a capable sailor in a very sturdy vessel and that any chances of an incident are a very remote possibility.
There are a few solutions available that will satisfy the need for reassuring loved ones of your safety while you are
out sailing and are available for a relatively inexpensive investment in hardware of under a hundred dollars up to units in
the four hundred dollar or more price range. Many of the devices will include a no charge service for the most basic of
services such as the ability to send the basic SOS message. Most trackers have rather pricey annual user fees depending
on the amount of service you may require and are willing to pay for.
Several manufactures of the available hardware for the tracking systems use the same service vendor, GEOS
Worldwide Ltd. GEOS Worldwide provides solutions and services and is supported by their International Emergency
Response Coordination Center which opened in 2007 and is based near Houston, Texas as well as other locations
throughout the world. GEOS Worldwide has been providing worldwide search and rescue as well as emergency services
since 2005.
One relatively low cost tracking system suitable for sailing is offered by a company, SPOT LLC. They
manufacture several different location based tracking devices from a simple 2” X 2 1/2” unit, SPOT TRACE that can be
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hidden in any type of vehicle or other moveable asset. The unit will detect motion, such as that caused by theft, and then
send an email or text message to the user. The beauty of the system is that it will work beyond normal cell phone coverage
and can track the item via satellite in near real-time using Google Maps.
The SPOT Gen3 is a little more elaborate that the SPOT TRACE. It is a small personal locator beacon that
operates utilizing the private GEOS satellite network instead of public or international systems and is well adapted to the
marine environment. It is also popular with long distance racers and cruisers alike. It has the same type of motionactivated features of the SPOT TRACE. A vibration sensor tells your device to start sending tracking data when you’re
moving and to stop sending when you’re stopped.
The basic idea of the SPOT Gen 3 is simple – push a button and emergency responders will come to your rescue,
even if you don’t have cell phone service available, almost anywhere in the world. Another benefit of running the SPOT
services over a private satellite network instead of a public one is that you can customize the messages that are sent,
including the ability to send non-emergency or tracking messages to friends or family.
The SPOT Gen3 weighs a mere 4 ounces and
measures approximately 3 1/2” X 2 1/2” X 1” thick and is
powered by four AAA Lithium (L92) rechargeable
batteries which will provide power to the unit for about
two weeks, or it can be powered and recharged from a 5
Volt USB connection. The SPOT Gen3 retails for
$169.95 in Canada, somewhat less in the U.S.A at
$149.99. The manufacturer currently has a $70.00 mailin rebate offer in Canada which will make the cost of the
unit more affordable. A similar rebate offer is also
available in the U.S.A but the dollar value of the rebate is
adjusted for currency exchange rates. Users of the SPOT
Gen3 must also have to have their personal contact
information on file as well as a valid email address and
credit card information.
Each SPOT device comes with a unique
electronic serial number and an authorization code.
Providing this information will allow you to subscribe to
one of several plans depending on your requirements.

Once you’ve activated your device an account can be set up through the SPOT website. It is here that you will be
able to create, store and access your messages as well as your safety contact information. It is not necessary or possible to
connect your SPOT device to your home computer except for the USB port for use during battery recharging. All tracking
information and other services are accessed through your SPOT account on the findmespot.com website.
The basic annual plan for the SPOT Gen3 is $149.99 per year. For another $50.00 you can upgrade to a higher
tracking rate which will send out your GPS position at up to 2 1/2 minute intervals compared with the 10 minute intervals
supplied in the Basic Plan. More options are available for higher fees. As example, for another $18.00 per year you can
add on the GEOS Member Benefit which will cover up to $100,000.00 in search and rescue expenses. This feature is kind
of like insurance... something you buy but hope you never need or use!
After you have purchased the device and signed up for a plan you can send a simple “Check-In” message to
friends and family that will give your GPS location and a simple “All’s Well” preprogrammed message.

All in all, SPOT is an interesting item which can serve to alleviate the anxiety expressed by those ashore who can
now follow your progress, whether that be on a single handing cruise around the bay or an extended cruise around the
world. The simple to use system will fill many needs for most sailors with the price of the tracking device itself at an
affordable price. It’s also small enough and light enough to be taken off the boat and used when camping or hiking.
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The SPOT tracking device does have several drawbacks. It has coverage over most of the populated areas of the
world, but no coverage in some extremely remote areas. There is also a technical glitch at the moment that has severely
reduced or eliminated coverage in most of South Africa. The device must also have a clear view of the sky, as with most
GPS enabled units so if you are using the unit while trekking it may not operate in dense woods, for instance, or indoors.
Another drawback is the cost of the annual subscription to keep the system in service. At a minimum of about $150.00 per
year the operating costs of the unit can add up over the years, particularly if you intend to use the system for only short
periods or seasonally.
Another similar system is also available from DeLorme, a well known company which has specialized in the
development and manufacture of digital marine mapmaking and related software and devices since 1976. They have been
an innovator in personal satellite tracking, messaging and navigation technology. In April of this year DeLorme
introduced a higher end satellite communicator, a product which is substantially different and more feature rich than the
SPOT Gen3 albeit at a higher cost.
The DeLorme In-Reach Explorer looks a lot more like a hand held radio with a LCD display. It is also about
twice the size of the SPOT Gen3, measuring about 6” high X 2 1/2” wide and about 2” thick. It weighs in at just less than
seven ounces. In addition to the messaging, tracking and SOS capabilities, users of the inReach Explorer can view, create
or navigate routes and waypoints. An easy-to-follow map view displays routes, waypoints, tracks and messages geolocated onscreen for backtracking or self-rescue. The built-in digital compass, barometric altimeter and accelerometer
sensors ensure accuracy and provide heading and bearing information, accurate elevation readings, speed and other useful
trip statistics.
Suggested retail price for inReach Explorer is $379 in
the U. S which, while it may seem expensive at first glance
may be more economical in the long run. With your choice of
an annual satellite subscriptions or a no-contract Freedom plan
with only a minimum 30-day commitment the higher cost of
the In-Reach Explorer may be easily recovered when
compared to the SPOT Gen3 mandatory annual subscription.
However, the inReach does have a $25.00 U.S. annual
Freedom program fee.
DeLorme Freedom Plans start at $14.95 per month
for the basic safety service and go up to $99.95 per month for
the highest service level. You can change plans up or down
for no additional charge. The Freedom plan should fit well
with those who only require temporary coverage for cruising
or long distance sailing for only part of the year.
The company’s standard annual contract plans offer a
lower monthly cost ranging from $11.95 to $79.95 per month
but there are extra fees should you wish to move up or down
in services.
The DeLorme inReach Explorer is designed and manufactured in the U.S. and is available at most major marine
and outdoor sports retailers as well as online outlets.
Obviously it is difficult to compare the two devices, both in price and features. There are so many similarities
between the two devices in their basic functions but when it comes to technical features there is no comparison. The SPOT
Gen3 should be considered a basic device with very few features when compared with the DeLorme inReach Explorer.
DeLorme is located in Yarmouth, Maine and if you are ever in the area try and stop by their offices to see the
world’s largest rotating globe, “Eartha”. It’s a sight to behold!
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Eartha is a 3-dimensional scale model of
our earth with mountains and landforms in full 3D
that rotates and revolves, simulating the earth’s
real movements. Eartha was given the title of
"World's Largest Revolving/Rotating Globe" by
the editors of the Guinness Book of World Records
in 1999, and still holds that record today. It
measures just over 41 feet in diameter.
Unveiled July 23, 1998 Eartha took two
years to build and represents earth as it is seen
from space. It rotates and revolves on a specially
designed and built mechanized, cantilever arm.

The Official Measurements
The official measurements of Eartha were made for Guinness by several independent and licensed surveyors who
found the Globe to measure 41 feet, one and one-half inches, slightly less than the rounded figure of 42 feet that was
projected by DeLorme staff members. Still, 41' 1.5" was more than enough to surpass the former record-holder, the Globe
of Peace in Apeccio, Pesaro, Italy (which is 33 feet in diameter and does not revolve or rotate).
An Engineering Accomplishment
Every aspect of Eartha was developed using computer technology. It was designed by founder David DeLorme.
and constructed by DeLorme staff members. “The building of Eartha was a tremendous challenge for all of us," says
DeLorme. "It will help us make even better maps and will help others envision how we on earth are all connected.”
The Data
The mapping data, which took over a year to compile, is completely unique. It is a special composite database
built from satellite imagery, shaded relief, colored bathymetry (ocean depth data) and information from terrestrial sources,
such as road networks and urban areas. The printed Eartha database is equivalent to about 140 gigabytes (or 214 CDROMs), making it one of the largest in the world! Its scale is 1:1,000,000, which works out to be one inch equaling nearly
16 miles. At this scale, California is three and a half feet tall!
The Infrastructure
Eartha's "skeleton" is the Omni-Span™ Truss structure - a DeLorme-developed system of over 6,000 pieces of
lightweight aluminum tubing. The "skin" is constructed of over 792 map sections, printed on special materials and
mounted on lightweight panels. Those panels are then affixed to the structure with a unique bolt system. Each panel spans
8° latitude by 10° longitude.
The Mechanism
Eartha tilts at 23.5 degrees, just as the earth does. It revolves on a specially designed cantilever arm and rotates on
an axis. This action is powered by two electric-powered motors, which are commanded by a computer. One combined
Eartha revolution and rotation occurs every minute at maximum speed.
Housed in a three-story glass atrium at the company's headquarters in Yarmouth, Maine, Eartha took two years to
build and represents earth as it is seen from space. Every continent is beautifully detailed, with vivid colors illustrating all
levels of vegetation, major roadways and cities. Ocean depths are also completely represented.
"Eartha is the largest image of earth ever created," says David DeLorme. "Eartha will instill a sense of wonder in
people when they first see it and we hope they walk away from it with a better appreciation and knowledge of the world
around them."
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please provide as
much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to the Aloha 34
website for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for obvious reasons it may
take a while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter only has it viewed by fellow
Aloha owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

“BELIZE”
1984 Hull #211
PRICE REDUCED!
$39,000.00 U. S.
The Ted Brewer designed and Canadian built Aloha 34 cruiser/
racer, has long had a reputation for safe comfortable cruising.
The fin keel and skeg protected rudder make her ride smooth
and controlled. Its wide decks, spacious "T"-shaped cockpit, is
comfortable and relaxing. The interior layout is more like
boats of the 21st century than the 80s.
Untimely death of the owner is forcing heirs to sell. This boat
has been meticulously maintained, has all the original manuals,
many up-grades over the years.
Contact:

Turner Marine Yacht Sales
Mobile, AL 33605
By Phone: Toll Free (877) 265-5863
Jim Cash (251) 476-1444

“EMOTIONAL RESCUE”
1988 Hull #234
"Emotional Rescue" has been well cared for and lightly
used for the past 13 years and always on Lake Ontario.
She is a Transport Canada registered vessel and
includes all safety gear, including life jackets. Berthed
in Toronto, Ontario
This was the last Aloha 34 ever made!
Contact:

Hank Surette in Ontario, Canada

By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail to
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(905) 880-4685
(416) 948 2017
hank.surette@sympatico.ca

KHADINE II
1979 Hull #126
Khadine II is a Transport Canada Registered Vessel
located in Comox, British Columbia. Equipped with
a Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine.
This vessel is very well equipped for local or long
distance cruising with an equipment list too long to
be given here. Includes dinghy with 4 stroke
outboard motor and full cockpit enclosure. See the
Aloha 34 website for more information or contact the
owner direct.
Contact:

Gordon Herrington in British
Columbia, Canada

By Phone
(250) 334-2450
Via email to herringj@telusplanet.net

“MARGARITAVILLE”
1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped Aloha 34 with a
strong member’s network; all manuals and news
letters from over the years, a vibrant and valuable
owner’s network with a web site and email forums to
answer all your questions.
See the Aloha 34 website at www.aloha34.com for
complete equipment listing or contact the owner
direct.
Contact:
Canada

David Jenkins in Toronto, Ontario,

By Phone
Via email to

(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic halon
system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration, cockpit table.
The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com
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"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com

“SAND DOLLAR”
1979 Hull #120
This boat was built in 1979 and sailed on Lake Superior
until 1997 when it travelled the Great Loop to the Bahamas
and back.
The boat still has had several upgrades in 1997.
Sand Dollar is stored in the yard at the Thunder Bay
Yacht Club. http://tbyc.on.ca/buysell.htm
EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Danforth with chain and rode - Delta with chain and rode
Davits, Profurl Genoa Furling gear, Radar, GPS, Mainsail
and Genoa, Bow Sprit with anchor roller, Force 10
Kerosene heater, Propane 3 burner stove, Yanmar 3GM30
diesel engine with 3 blade MAX feathering
Asking $28,800.00
REDUCED
Contact:
Jim Massey in Ontario, Canada
By Phone:
(807) 577-1430
Via e-mail
beech699@yahoo.ca
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BOOK REVIEW
If you’ve enjoyed reading a good nautical book perhaps you could recommend it to other members of the Network. I hate to
seem negative but the same can be said if you haven’t enjoyed the book. Let others know your feelings about that particular
book and what put you off when reading it. All in all, I think it may be a good way for us to share a common theme that we
all seem to enjoy. I look forward to hearing from you and receiving your reports. It’s a great chance to share another thing
that we have in common!
..... Perry Basden

Sea of Dreams
Racing Alone Around the World in a Small Boat
by Adam Mayers
Published in 2004 by McClelland & Stewart.

ISBN 0-7710-574-7

For those of us who enjoy single handing our Aloha 34’s
over long distance, this book may provide interest and
insight into the lives and training of some of the elite
sailors who partake in the ultimate challenges of around
the world single handing sailing.
The book was written by Adam Mayers, a journalist with
the Toronto Star and chronicles the adventures of
Canada’s Derek Hatfield who participated in the 20022003 Around Alone race in his Open 40, Spirit of
Canada.
Sea of Dreams not only chronicles Hatfield’s sensational
ordeal but the triumph, tragedy and heartbreak of all 13
contestants.
For all the excitement and drama involved in the race
itself, Mayers also offers a glimpse into the soul of human
endurance, a world of little sleep, physical duress,
complete exhaustion and constant worry. I don’t think
too many of us would even consider sailing Lake Ontario
in early January just to gain experience and as training for
sailing the Southern Ocean leg of the race!
The book is well written and easily read. The book
provides natural breaks as each leg of the race unfolds.
This provides the reader with an opportunity to set the
book aside should other matters demand their immediate
attention.
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GOURMET GALLEY
Kielbasa with Peppers and Potatoes
Here’s a recipe with very few ingredients, most of which will keep well on a boat. The recipe is quick and easy to prepare
and can be served as a hearty lunch or dinner item. It would be a great meal at the end of the day after a fantastic cruise.

Serves: 6

Prep Time: 10 Minutes

Cooking Time: 30 Minutes

Recipe makes 6 servings but can be scaled up to serve more guests or hungry crew members.

Ingredients
1 Tbsp vegetable oil
16 oz

package smoked kielbasa or your favorite
sausage, diced

6

medium size red potatoes, diced

1

red bell pepper, sliced

1

yellow bell pepper, sliced

Cooking Method
Heat the oil in a saucepan over medium heat. Place kielbasa and potatoes in the saucepan. Cover, and cook 25 minutes,
stirring occasionally, until potatoes are tender.
Mix sliced red bell pepper and yellow bell pepper into the saucepan, and continue cooking 5 minutes, until peppers are just
tender.
See, I told you it was simple. You can always alter the recipe to suite your taste, such as by adding a few sliced onions,
cloves of garlic or spices to make it as mild or as hot as you wish.

The mess officer was upset because the sailors were not eating the bread. Some of the sailors complained
that the bread was too hard. The officer said, "If the Mayflower crew on their voyage had that bread, they
would have eaten it down to the last crumb." A young sailor said," I believe that, sir but this bread was
fresher then!"
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ODDS AND ENDS
A compilation of some general information for members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

ALOHA BURGEE’S
There were several recent inquiries concerning availability of the Aloha burgee which was originally designed by
Dennis Clarke of the Aloha Owners Association and were made available during the 2000 Aloha Rendezvous held at Maple
Bay, British Columbia. The originals were hand made by Ruth Reader, who operated a business called “The Flag Lady”,
who unfortunately was unable to continue making them as of September 2012. The burgee’s became unavailable for a
period of time but are once again being offered for sale. Ruth Reader’s step-daughter, Pamela Reader has begun making all
sorts of flags and has taken over for Ruth.
Please feel free to contact Pamela in Duncan, British Columbia at 250-746-8598 or via email to flagchick@shaw.ca.
Thanks to Bob Haig, Out and About, #169 for the updated information

SAILING BLOG FOR ALOHA 34, NOMAD, #207
Many of you will remember Matt Butcher and his wife Christie who purchased an Aloha 34 in Texas with plans of
taking a sabbatical from the advertising life. Matt and Christie did just that aboard Kaleo, #207 for about a year before
returning to become landlubbers again. Kaleo was sold in the Annapolis, Maryland area and was purchased by Donald Bruce
who renamed the vessel Nomad. Donald enquired about becoming a member of the Network but decided against it as he
intended to sail and be on the move a lot. Don is a live-aboard boater currently sailing the Atlantic Coast area of the U.S. and
has maintained a blog of his adventures. The blog makes for some interesting reading and can be found at
http://theroamingnomad.com.
Incidentally, Matt & Christie still have the blog of their sailing adventures available for viewing as well as updates
of where their lives have taken them since returning from their sailing adventures and their move back to Dallas, Texas. The
blog can be found at http://www.svkaleo.com and they’re also on Facebook.com. Matt and Christie now have a young
daughter, Grace Meridian, almost two year old and another baby boy on the way in early July.

SAILING BLOG FOR ALOHA 34, WATER MUSIC, #230
In the fall of 2010, Network members Phillip Robidoux and Maryl Allen purchased WATER MUSIC with the intent
of taking a sabbatical from working life and began preparing the vessel for a Caribbean voyage. Phillip and Maryl left for
their adventure September 1, 2012 and returned to the Ottawa, Ontario, Canada area in July of 2013. They were kind enough
to post a blog of their adventures while preparing the vessel and enroute. The information can be found on their website at
www.watermusic.ca.

The sailing party was hopelessly lost on the ocean. The sun was going down and the waves were starting to build when
one of the sailors growled, “I thought you said you were the best captain in California.”
“Oh I am,” replied the captain firmly, "but I'm pretty sure we're in Mexico by now.”
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CLOSING
Thanks go out to the members who have been sending their membership dues payments well before I have even posted
dues notices. Some of you may have noticed a delay in having the cheques clear your bank account. I now winter in Florida
and my home sitter here in Canada collects my mail and holds it until I return, usually sometime during the first part of April,
hence the reason for the delay. I certainly hope this hasn’t caused too much inconvenience for you.
Speaking of cheques, I have attached a statement to each newsletter to give each of you an idea of where you stand as far
as dues are concerned. The statements are produced individually for each member and should reflect your current status. If
you believe that I may be in error and have incorrectly processed or failed to process a payment please don’t hesitate to send
me an email or a note via regular post. I can make mistakes and would be only too happy to set things straight if an error has
been made. A few members have made payments through PayPal, a quick and easy way to send in your dues should you
wish to do so. Just use my email address, perry_basden@hotmail.com, as the account information.
The latest news concerning the final editing and production of what will be known as the Aloha 34 Reference Library is
well under way thanks to a lot of hard work and many hours staring into a computer monitor put forth by Les Harrison. The
Library contains nearly two thousand pages of information, hints and suggestions for the Aloha 34 owner. It is a compilation
of ideas, experiences and solutions from designers, builders and members beginning before the first newsletter in 1995 and
will include all available newsletters up to 2012. It will also contain tons of other information, from the first Aloha Owner’s
Manual previously mentioned in the newsletter, Owner’s Profile Database, and lots of other information for Aloha 34
owners. The CD will be in a searchable PDF format and can be used “as is” from the CD or downloaded onto your PC hard
drive or tablet, providing you have enough space available as it is a very large folder, about 220 MB, broken down into
smaller, more manageable files enabling faster searches.
The CD will be distributed to all members this fall and mailed to their most current address on file with the Aloha 34
International Owners’ Network. The best news is that it will be sent to you post paid at no charge as a 20th Anniversary gift
from the Network; our way of saying “Thank You” for your continued support over the past 20 years. ...Almost sounds like a
PBS pledge break, doesn’t it?
As always, I would more than welcome receiving information for future newsletters. Your projects and modifications as
well as ideas concerning Aloha 34’s may have great value to other members of the Network. Perhaps you would like to
submit a write up describing your recent cruise, or a good story about a humorous incident that happened while you were out
sailing. Feel free to send them to me and, please don’t worry about spelling mistakes or grammatical errors. These modern
computers have a wonderful program function available called spell check. With a little prompting, they can even get it
write sometimes! I am willing to work with you and can call you anywhere in North America should clarification of any
item be required. I can also send you a draft copy for your final approval before the article or item is published so that you
have the final say in what is written and distributed to all.
The Network hasn’t had a rendezvous in a few years. If anyone is interested in organize one sometime in the near future
please let me know. Perhaps we can get together and consider holding an event. It can be a sail-in or on the hard, whatever
is your pleasure.
The weather should, hopefully, be getting warmer in the next few weeks. Alohalani was launched in mid May and I
haven’t had time to get her ready for sailing yet. I’ve got a mast to step and a boat to clean and re-equip for a few short trips
this season. I sincerely hope everyone is able to get full enjoyment out of sailing their fine Aloha 34’s. Perhaps we will meet
during our travels this summer.
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INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK NEWSLETTER – Fall Edition 2014
Comments/information about the ALOHA 34’s are welcomed by the “ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS' NETWORK”
c/o Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario, Canada, N9G 1W2 E-mail: perry_basden@hotmail.com; Telephone: (519) 972-5949

ALOHA 34 Web site: http://www.aloha34.com

ALOHA 34 Email Discussion: aloha34net@yahoogroups.com

The ALOHA 34 International Owners’ Network Newsletters, Register and Profiles are compiled from input provided by
ALOHA 34 owners, “without prejudice”, for the benefit of ALOHA 34 owners. Although we believe the information
contained therein to be accurate and in the best interests of all concerned, none of us are liable for actions of others based on
the contents of any of these documents.

Aloha 34, Air Loom, #185, Sailing to the Edge of the Earth!
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ALOHA
Do any of the Members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network remember seeing this? It was sent
out as a request for individuals to apply for open positions within the Network. The information below was
sent out to each and every Member of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network in August of this year.

AN IMPORTANT MESSAGE FROM
THE ALOHA 34 INTERNATIONAL OWNERS’ NETWORK
As many of you are aware, the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network was originally organized and has been
operated by and exclusively for Aloha 34 owners. This has been a major contributor to the success of the Network.
The recent sale of two Aloha 34’s has resulted in a failure to adhere to the original intentions of the founding
Network members.

A Brief History
Migs Turner and a few Aloha owners formed the Aloha Network, with the first newsletter in the spring of 1995.
Since January of 2002 Les Harrison ran the day to day operations of the Network as webmaster, editor and
publisher of the newsletter as well as collecting and accounting for members dues.
In the summer of 2009, Les Harrison asked Perry Basden to manage the operations of the Network and Perry
agreed to assume the position of editor and publisher as well as collecting dues and accounting, a position which he
has held since that time. Perry has also acted as co-Administrator of the Aloha 34 e-mail forum Yahoo Group along
with Les. Les offered to continue as web site administrator for the time being.
In the spring of 2013 Les and Carol Harrison sold their Aloha 34 #214, Enchantment.
In summer of 2014 Perry and Gloria Basden sold their Aloha 34 #233, Alohalani.

The Current Situation
The sale of these two vessels has left the leadership and operation of the Network in the hands of non-Aloha 34
owners.
Les Harrison expressed his desire to hand over the helm of the Network to another Aloha 34 owner, as was stated in
the Spring 2013 Newsletter. Unfortunately, the response to the request was not very positive and Les has continued
on as webmaster and co-Administrator of the Aloha 34 e-mail forum even though he no longer owned an Aloha 34.
With the sale of #233, Alohalani, Perry Basden has also expressed his desire to leave the Network and hand over
the positions which he now holds to another Aloha 34 owner so that the intent of the founders will be maintained.
Perry is willing to complete the Fall 2014 Newsletter which is already in progress.
Perry Basden and Les Harrison have expressed their desire to complete the terms of their positions effective
December 31, 2014. It is expected that some minor training of an individual or individuals who may wish to assume
either or both of these positions may be required. To facilitate a smooth transition both Les and Perry are willing to
help in that matter and will be available for consultation for a reasonable period of time until the replacement
individuals are comfortable with their new positions.

A Call for Proposed Candidates
Job Description - Webmaster, Co-Administrator of Aloha 34 E-mail Forum
The web site is not a large consumer of either time or expertise in its current form. You would need to be somewhat
familiar with web page structure; but, the Network will provide the latest web site maintenance software and Les
will forward the files that make up the web site for use with the software. For those who would like this task you
may wish to have a look at the software used by the Network and download the 30 day free trial of WYSIWYG Web
Builder at http://www.wysiwygwebbuilder.com/download.html
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Of course, if you already have favorite web page development software you would be welcome to use it.
The Aloha 34 Email Forum runs in Yahoo. There are about 50 members and we receive an average of about 15
messages a month. This requires no maintenance except to approve the occasional new member and respond to any
queries that go unanswered by the members.

Job Description - Editor and Publisher, Network Accounting, Co-Administrator of Aloha 34
E-mail Forum
Candidate should have access to internet services and an e-mail address which will be made public. Candidate
should be familiar with Microsoft Access Database in order to update and maintain the existing information and
manage dues collection used to support Network expenses. Candidate will be responsible for editing, proof reading
and publishing the Newsletters in electronic format to final draft. Electronic file can be sent to a commercial
printing house, such as Staples, for collating and printing. The Candidate mails the newsletter to members either
electronically or in printed format. Candidate will be responsible for maintaining a simple record of income and
expenses using a Microsoft Excel format. Candidate will be given co-Administrator access to the Aloha34.net and
will respond to “requests to join” as well as remove former members. All software can be provided by the Network
as necessary.

How to Apply
If you are interested in one or both positions, please contact:
Perry Basden via e-mail at perry_basden@hotmail.com
OR
Les Harrison by mail to 9 Manor Wood Crescent, Kincardine, Ontario, N2Z 1C1 or via e-mail at
harrisol@bmts.com

Now that I’ve refreshed your memory I will have to state that the response to the request was extremely light, to say
the least. Only two queries were received requesting more information about the positions available. Both
responses were from new Network members who have purchased Aloha 34’s during the current year.
The fact that the two respondents to the request for help are new members to the Network can be seen as a positive.
What they may lack in history and knowledge of Aloha 34’s and the operations of the Network itself certainly can
be tempered by their enthusiasm and energy as new Aloha 34 owners. The individuals can be commended for their
enthusiasm but at the time of the publication of the Fall Newsletter no firm decision or agreement has been reached
with the two individual.
I hate to appear to be making negative comments but I, for one, and I’m sure Les Harrison would agree, had
certainly hoped there would be more support by one or two longstanding members of the Network; members that
have a broad knowledge of the idiosyncrasies and mechanical working of Aloha 34’s. I would be very disappointed
to see an organization as effective as the Aloha 34 Network fail; I’m sure Les would say the same. I really
appreciate the two new members volunteering; but, at the same time, I can recognize their trepidation at undertaking
these tasks as new members.
Either way, it has been and continues to be my expressed intention to leave the Network and the positions I now
hold by year’s end. Les Harrison has also expressed the same preference as expressed in the August mailing.
Time is running out and a decision has to be made. This will be the last call for candidates to come forward. Migs
Turner and Les Harrison individually did the combined jobs for a number of years and, in Migs case, the procedures
were not even computerized to the extent they are today. The Network will even provide the software to the
volunteers - Good Deal! And Les and I will provide initial support, without consulting fees, to get you started.
Time is running out and a decision has to be made. Please support your Network.
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ALOHA REGISTER CHANGES
There have been a few changes to the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network Register since our last update in the
spring.
David and Jayne Herring from Cambridge, Ontario who purchased Enchantment, #214 from Les and Carol
Harrison have joined the Network. David and Jayne will be sailing out of the 50 Point Conservation Area on Lake
Ontario, near Stony Creek, Ontario. It would appear that owning Aloha 34’s seems to run in the Herring family as
David’s brother Peter, from Goderich, Ontario also owns an Aloha 34, Silver Darling, #147. David and Jayne have
also signed up for the Aloha 34 email exchange site. We welcome David and Jayne to the Network.
Another new owner of an Aloha 34 and new members to the Network as well is David and Mickie Angas who
recently sold their Aloha 28, Mananan and have purchased an Aloha 34, San Seair, #139 formerly from the
Toronto, Ontario area. David and Mickie have moved the boat to her new home port in Oakville, Ontario.
Welcome to David and Mickie.
Bill and Diana Hutton of Oakville recently purchased an Aloha 34, Alohalani, #233 from Perry and Gloria
Basden. Bill and Diana have since sailed their new Aloha to her new home port of Oakville, Ontario. Bill and
Diana seem to be very happy with Aloha yachts. This is their third Aloha having previously owned an Aloha 27,
and a 32 before purchasing their Aloha 34. Welcome to the Network, Bill and Diana.

MAILBAG
The Aloha 34 Network provides a forum for Aloha 34 sailboats owners to exchange ideas and get answers to any
questions they may have. The forum can be found on the internet at http://groups.yahoo.com/group/aloha34net.
For those who do not have email capabilities, the latest topics are shared below.

TOILET JOKER VALVE
FROM:

Stuart Meyer

SENT:

June 2, 2014

Air Loom, #185

AIR LOOM was built in 1983 (hull #185). She came equipped with Brydon toilet part no. 59128-000 (59127-7058
Canada).
This spring when "summarizing" her I found that after the toilet bowl was pumped dry it filled up with backflow:
the joker valve. The toilet is 31 years old and an extensive search of the internet came up with the replacement part
being no longer available. Frustrated, I went to the local West Marine with the old part and started comparing it with
those that they had in stock. I found one that seemed to be close both overall diameter and opening size and after
installation, it works! And $15.49 is a lot cheaper than the cost of a new toilet.
Attached is a copy of the package identification tag.
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WELCOME NEW MEMBERS - BILL & DIANA HUTTON
FROM:

Perry Basden Alohalani, #233

SENT:

July 18, 2014

The Aloha 34 Net welcomes new members Bill and Diana Hutton to the Yahoo Groups Email Forum.
Bill and Diana have purchased "Alohalani" from Perry & Gloria Basden and will be sailing her to her new home
port of Oakville, Ontario in the near future. Bill and Diana are very proud owners of Aloha Yachts having recently
sold their Aloha 32 and moved up to the 34. Welcome Bill and Diana

REPLY FROM:

Thom Budd, Invincible Summer, #114

SENT:

July 21, 2014

Welcome Bill and Diana
I live in Oakville but keep my boat Invincible Summer in Port Credit.
My cell is 416-540-9550 if you would ever like to chat.
Thom Budd, P.Eng.

UNKNOWN BILGE MATERIAL
FROM:

C.J. Grabenstein

SENT:

August 2, 2014

Aloha Makai, #179

We were cleaning out the bilge today, and after draining all of the water we noticed a big chunk was missing in the
very bottom. The bilge is painted? (gel coat?, fiberglassed?) an off-white color but once it was all dried out we could
see grainy black material underneath this gash. Is this the keel? Is the keel lead? Concrete? I've got these pictures for
you to examine and enlighten us! Our best guess is that it's the keel material, but were expecting some fiberglass
separating the bilge from the keel. Also, thinking about our next step and what to do from here. Epoxy? Paint?
Fiberglass? Thanks for any thoughts!

REPLY FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT:

August 3, 2014

I don't think any other Aloha 34 owners have reported this item in the past. I note that you're Hull Number
is179 and built in 1983. Perhaps another member with a boat manufactured around the same time can check
their bilge and see how theirs is constructed as well as offer suggestions on how to solve the problem.
Is the grainy, black material sticky, like caulking, or like a tar and sand mix? Can you give a better
description of the material? Perhaps it was a previous repaired and has failed, based on the difference in the
color of the material.
I doubt that it would be the lead in the keel, but it may be a possibility. The lead in the keel is in the forward
half of the keel with the back half of the keel faired with foam core in later versions. I believe that the bilge
area in the photo may be too far aft to be the actual lead keel. Either way, I would think it prudent to seal this
area from the keel area to prevent water intrusion into the keel itself. Should water get into the keel area and
freeze in the winter it may split the fiberglass that encapsulates the keel.
I will send you information directly to your email address on how the repair may be accomplished as well as
how to fit a garboard plug on the lower side of the keel to allow for water drainage,
Hopefully some other members of the Aloha34.net can come up with a solution for you as well.
NOTE: Several possible solutions can be found in a separate article in this Newsletter.
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REPLY FROM:

Alan Harriman, Skipping Stones

SENT:

August 3, 2014

Perry,
I would be interested in any information you provide in bilge repair and on installing a garboard plug as well.

REPLY FROM:

Perry Basden, Alohalani, #233

SENT:

August 3, 2014

I will copy you on the information, Alan, as well as anyone else who indicates their desire to have the info on
this site. The repair info would probably be too long to post here.

REPLY FROM:

Stephen Illman, Windspinner, #210

SENT:

August 3, 2014

Hi, Perry. Could you include my email address when you're sending out that keel info.
When I take Windspinner out of the water I notice the keel seems to drain for quite awhile.
We are cruising up the B.C coast now, so when we get back later this month I'll clean out the bulge and
report back what I see.
Windspinner was built in 1984.
Thanks
Stephen Illman

REPLY FROM:

Perry Basden, Alohalani, #233

SENT:

August 3, 2014

Hello,
This email message is a notification to let you know that a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the
aloha34.net group.
File : /Fitting of a Garboard Plug to an Aloha 34 2.pdf
Uploaded by: perry_basden
Description: A rework of an earlier Newsletter article.
You can access this file at the URL:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/aloha34net/files/Fitting%20of%20a%20Garboard%20Plug%20to
%20an%
20A
loha%2034%20%202.pdf

REPLY FROM:

David Hall, Dalina, #219

Perry,
Could you please copy me on the repair info as well. Thanks,
David Hall

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Alan Harriman, Skipping Stones,
August 3, 2014

Perry,
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Where in the keel forward or aft should the plug be installed? I understand that the ballast is in the forward
portion of the keel. I have hull 110 which is a shallow draft hull?
Alan

REPLY FROM:

Thom Budd, Invincible Summer, #114

SENT:

August 3, 2014

Perry I would love to get these details too
Thanks.

WELCOME NEW MEMBERS - DAVID & JAYNE HERRING
FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
August 18, 2014

The Aloha 34 International Owners' Network extends a warm welcome to new members David and Jayne Herring.
David and Jayne purchased Enchantment, #214 from Les and Carol Harrison last year. David and Jayne sail out of
50 Point Conservation Area near Hamilton on Lake Ontario. Welcome to the Network, David and Jayne!

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

David Herring, Enchantment, #214
August 18, 2014

Hi Perry
Thanks for the welcome, is there a chat or question forum, I am new to posting and don't know how all this
works.
Dave

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
August 18, 2014

Hello, David.
If you would like to post just go to "start a new topic" and writes message. It will be sent to all 51 people who
have signed up to the Yahoo Group. When anyone replies you will get a copy of the reply along with all
others.
By logging into the website you can view past topics and by clicking on any message you can add a reply.
It is best to keep the topics relevant to the topic which makes searching for a particular topic easier. Feel free to
change the topic by starting a new message.
If you've got any other questions please don't hesitate to ask.
Regards...
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LINES LEAD AFT TO COCKPIT
FROM: David Herring, Enchantment, #214
SENT:

August 19, 2014

Hello everyone
Has anyone led lines to the cockpit so you don't have to go to the mast in rough weather to work at the mast, I have
some ideas but I don't want to reinvent the wheel if someone has already done this.
Thanks
Dave

HURRICANE ODILE STRIKES BAJA PENINSULA, MEXICO
FROM: Perry Basden
SENT:

September 16, 2014

Hello, Fellow Network Members.
John Aldous, owner of A34, #202, Coral Rose, sails out of La Paz, Mexico which was devastated by Hurricane
Odile this past weekend. John is fine as he was out of Mexico and in the United Kingdom for his summer vacation
when the hurricane destroyed many areas along the Baja Peninsula.
From the exchanges that I've read from John's Facebook account that were posted by friends in La Paz it would
appear that Coral Rose has survived the hurricane without damage.
John and other have expressed their concerns that three close sailing friends have not been heard from since the
hurricane struck. They are hoping for the best!
Our thoughts and prayers are with John and his friends. Hopefully the people will be found to be safe.
Editor: Unfortunately, the remains of the three individuals were recovered a few days later. Guenter Trebbow
died of an apparent heart attack during the storm. Guenter was well known in the La Paz area for his Sunday
morning radio programs. Also killed in the storm were Paul Whitehouse and his partner Simone Wood. Paul
and Simone had moved from England to La Paz in December of 2012 where they began operation of a scuba dive
charter business. Our sympathies to you, John, for the loss of your good sailing friends.

REFITTING BECKSON PORTS
FROM: Erik Kenney & C J Grabenstein
SENT: October 5, 2014
We're finally getting around to rebedding our Beckson cabin ports for the first time, most of which have at least a
minor leak when it rains. We have removed two of them and the silicone has been cleaned off the cabin surfaces and
the windows themselves.
Looking that the hole where the window was, theres a 1/16" gap between the liner and the exterior fiberglass panel
that forms outside of the cabin. Silicone was squirted down into this gap by a previous owner, and when we
removed the window a few chunks came out, but most if it is still stuck down in there. It looks like the gap continues
down at least a little past where the screw holes for the window are. The upper edge of the hole looks to be mostly
sealed together, it’s just the sides and bottom that have the gap.
How should we go about sealing this back up? My preference would be to use epoxy, but I doubt I could clean up
this silicone mess enough to get a good bond. Does anyone know how far down this gap goes? It wouldn't extend
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down to any core in the deck would it? If not I guess I'll just seal it up as best i can with a new silicone based
sealant. I might add shims to prevent compression between the two panels and add some rigidity.
Have you noticed the same thing? How did you address it?
Thanks!
Erik & CJ

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Leigh Hunt Wilks, Nocturne, #212
October 6, 2014

Hi,
Responding late at night. A few years ago, someone wrote out a detailed 'how to' with regards to the
replacement of the aloha ports. I will look into this tomorrow as I know it exists; it is indeed timely as I need to
replace a number of my windows ASAP and had planned to find them. I think you will find the information
helpful, and may answer many of your questions.
Will be getting back to you.
LHW
sv Nocturne (212)

REPLY FROM:

Perry Basden

SENT:

October 6, 2014

Hello,
This email message is a notification to let you know that a file has been uploaded to the Files area of the
aloha34net group.
File : /REBEDDING BECKSON PORTS.pdf
Uploaded by : perry_basden <Perry_Basden@hotmail.com>
Description :
You can access this file at the URL:
https://groups.yahoo.com/neo/groups/aloha34net/files/REBEDDING%20BECKSON%20PORTS.pdf
To learn more about file sharing for your group, please visit:
https://help.yahoo.com/kb/index?page=content&y=PROD_GRPS&locale=en_US&id=SLN15398
Regards,
perry_basden : Perry_Basden@hotmail.com

REPLY FROM:

David Carr,

SENT:

October 6, 2014

Hi Erik,
We replaced our ports with New Found Metals windows which are stainless with Glass windows. Because of
the thickness of the sides for the ports, we had to install the teak spacers to have these install properly.
http://www.newfoundmetals.com/
I used a large tube of 3M 4000 on each window to fill in the gap and bed the new windows. No leaking going
on now. It took lots of tape to make sure there was no mess on anything. The windows are a replacement for
the Beckson’s, and we did this in 2005.
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Here are a few pictures. It was worth replacing the plastic with stainless.
Dave
Dave Carr
18 St Antoine Crescent
Hillsdale, Ontario
Canada
L0L 1V0
705 835 5099 Landline
705 220 7788 Mobile

REPLY FROM:
SENT:

Perry Basden
October 6, 2014

Now that’s a beautiful looking Aloha 34. The stainless ports look fantastic!
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BILGE REPAIR FOR ALOHA MAKAI #179
Possible solutions to the problem.
By Perry Basden
There was an email request for help sent to the Yahoo Aloha 34 Email Forum from C. J. Grabenstein and Erik
Kenney, the new owners of Aloha Makai, #179, along with a photo concerning an unknown material which was
found at the bottom of the bilge. The material was a black, somewhat sticky mass with a gritty texture. C. J. and
Erik were asking if any other Aloha 34 owners had found the same material in their bilge area. Since C. J. and Erik
sail out of the Knoxville, Tennessee area where winter temperatures get below the freezing point they were
concerned that any water entrained in the material or in the keel may cause further damage to the area with the
expansion and contraction associated with the freeze and thaw cycles. C. J. was asking if other Aloha 34 owners
had encountered the same problem and, if so, what was done to repair what appears to be a potential problem?
One thought was that the material may have been foam core material used in the aft section of the keel during
construction and had been left exposed for some reason and later covered with a tar based sealer. Another thought
was that the material, possibly concrete, may have been placed there by a previous owner for some unknown reason,
and then tarred over to prevent water from getting into the concrete. Concrete has often been used as ballast
material in some vessel constructions but has previously been unheard of in any Aloha 34’s.
The first consideration before attempting any fix was
to determine the purpose of the material as well as
the need to remove it to facilitate a repair. C. J. and
Erik were unable to determine what the material was
or the purpose of the material, particularly since it
has not been reported as found in any other Aloha
34’s.
To completely remove the material would be a very
difficult task due to its location in the narrow bottom
of the bilge. Also, a repair to the area may require
the unknown material to be completely dry before
attempting a repair which in itself is difficult in an
Aloha 34. Rain water often enters the mast and
collects in the bilge. Perhaps the repair would be
better done with the mast removed.
Removal of the material and the subsequent require
may also require the use of chemicals which may
have their own inherent problems, such as explosive
vapors being given off. Proper and safe ventilation of the bilge would be required.
Several repair approaches were given consideration. One approach would be to do nothing. However, C. J.
indicated that it made cleaning the bilge difficult as the material seemed to be degrading and would shed grit which
may cause other problems, such as a premature bilge pump failure. The shedding of material also made frequent
bilge cleaning necessary.
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Another idea was to seal area in the bilge to prevent further degradation using a pourable material such as epoxy or
fiberglass resin but this repair process would also raise its own set of problems. Any pourable liquid would tend to
level the area of the bilge and if there was a slope designed into the bilge to allow for drainage that slope would no
longer exist. Most pourable materials also have relatively low strength unless used with additives such as chopped
strand fiberglass or WEST 404 high density filler which often makes the material substantially less pourable.
Another factor to consider would be the permeability of the material used. Since the application is in the bilge one
can safely assume that the repair material will often be wet. If the material allows water to pass through it, even
slight amounts of water or water vapor would result in a poor repair. There is also a problem created if the area
beneath the repair has any moisture entrapped by the repair.
Adhesion of any repair material to the unknown material in the bottom of the bilge may also create a problem.
Extensive testing may have to be done to determine the peel strength of any repair material which would come into
direct contact with the unknown material. Testing would require that the bilge remain dry during the test to ensure
that the test result’s of various materials was conducted under similar and consistent conditions. Test results would
are dependent on having similar situations of temperature and humidity to give good results. The process would
also be very time consuming.
The choice of materials available to the average boat owner becomes rather limited when one considers the location
of the repair area and the conditions under which the repair will be made. Epoxy is not the best substance to use in
wet environments and does have adhesion problems with gelcoat and some painted materials. Bilges on Aloha 34’s
often seem to have been brushed with a gelcoat like substance or, perhaps even painted.
Fiberglass resin and hardener could be mixed and poured into the bilge but that wouldn’t guarantee adhesion to the
material in the bottom of the bilge. Again, fiberglass resin, particularly polyester resin is not an ideal water barrier.
Vinyl ester resin is much more resistant to water damage as can be seen by its use on the hulls of more modern
vessels but it also costs more than the popular polyester resin. The use of poor quality polyester resin during the oil
crunch of the mid 80’s was one of the prime causes of osmosis blisters in boats of that era.
Probably one of the simplest approaches would be to do a combination of items to facilitate the repair and to try and
avoid damage should water be trapped beneath the repaired area. If one were to cut and closely fit a piece of foam
core material to fit snugly onto the bottom of the bilge above the offending material, the foam core could be glassed
in place along the bottom and sides of the lower bilge area and form a high strength water tight seal to the bilge
bottom. It would have strength far superior than a pourable material. Any slope that was designed into the bottom of
the bilge could be maintained, albeit a little shallower that the original design.
As a safety precaution a garboard plug could also be fitted to the lower exterior keel area to allow for drainage of
any moisture trapped in the keel by the repair. There is a short article from a previous newsletter which has been
posted to the Aloha34 Yahoo Email Forum describing this process.
In the mean time, C.J. and Erik have put off making any repair decision at the time of publishing and will give the
problem more consideration over the winter months. Hopefully members of the Network will be kept informed of
their decision and the repair process they’ve selected.

LEAKY LIFT PUMP CAN CAUSE MAJOR ISSUES.
By Perry Basden.
Recently I had an occasion to help a friend who was hospitalized and unable to haul his boat for the winter. A few
of his sailing friends got together and carefully removed the mast and hauled the boat out for winter storage.
Following the owners list of winterization items to be attended to, a minor issue with the diesel engine mechanical
lift pump was found. It appeared that the diaphragm had seen better days and was leaking slightly when the engine
was in operation. Not a lot of leakage, just a few drops coming from the underside of the pump. After speaking
with the owner he indicated that he was aware of the problem and would be attending to it when he recovered.
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A few days later the crew went back to his boat to tarp it for the winter months but before doing so it was thought
best to do one more check before closing her up for the winter months. What was found was about a gallon or so of
diesel fuel in the bilge.
After giving it some thought we realized where the problem had come from. The fuel tank, as can be found on
many Aloha 34’s, was above the level of the lift pump. Due to the small hole in the diaphragm of the lift pump the
diesel fuel was being siphoned from the tank and constantly leaked from the weep hole in the lift pump. Not a lot,
mind you; just a drop or so every few minutes, but had the problem not been found the fuel would have continued its
slow leak until the fuel in the tank was below the fuel pick-up tube at which time the siphon action would be broken.
The result would be an empty fuel tank and a bilge full of diesel fuel.
Just a word to the wise .....

HURRAY, HURRAY, HURRAY.... STEP WRITE UP AND GET YOUR FREE DUES!
An offer too good to be true.... sounds so good it may be considered illegal... take advantage of me
during a weaker moment...
That’s right, get your dues free by writing! Here’s the plan and it’s simple! As a means of helping support your
Aloha 34 Newsletter editor, who always strives to find quality and interesting items to include in every issue, there
is a need for articles of relevance that can be relied upon to be entertaining as well as of interest to most of the
readers. The Editor has been gratefully supported in the past by having members submit articles and it’s time to
give them my thanks and recognition for their contributions.
So, here’s the plan. Any member who submits an article of at least two pages in length, or longer if you’re inclined,
including photographs, and that article is published in a Newsletter will be credited with their Membership Dues for
the year immediately following the year of publication of the submitted article. Articles can also be longer than two
pages, but two pages is the minimum to qualify for free dues. For reference as to size see the articles on the
following pages. There will be a maximum of three submitted qualifying articles in each individual future
Newsletter. My Boss thinks I’ve gone off the deep end and I will bankrupt the organization if more than three
articles are published!
Any article with regard to anything related to Aloha 34’s is acceptable. It can be cruising stories, maintenance
stories, or stories of modifications you have made to your Aloha 34 to make her a better ship. It can be serious,
offbeat, or comical, whatever you would like. It should also include suitable colour photographs taken with a
resolution high enough to allow for clear printing of the photographs. Format used for photographs to be published
should be sent as a .jpg photo file to allow for easy manipulation during assembly of the Newsletter. The Newsletter
editor will help you with your article and provide assistance and a proof copy to you before publication.
The Newsletter editor has been fortunate to be supported in the past by Network Members who have submitted
articles and photos. Two such articles appear in this Newsletter and to show our thanks, these members will be
given credit for their 2015 Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network dues! It’s that simple!
Now for the Legal Department’s requirements.
Submission of an article by any Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network member does not qualify the Member as a
professional writer in any way. The credit for dues is not tax deductible nor does it qualify you for any membership
in any form of Writers Guild or other professional writer’s organization. The submission becomes the property of
the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network when published to be used as they see fit. No animals were harmed in
the writing of the articles or their submission. The only harm was to the Newsletter Editor who obviously has
suffered some mental incapacity to allow such an offer! The Editor is looking forward to being inundated with
qualifying articles so he can recover from writer’s block and get back to a somewhat normal mental state.
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PHOTOS OF YOUR ALOHA FROM A DIFFERENT PERSPECTIVE
By Stuart and Marcia Meyer, Air Loom, #185,

and crew members Lance and Brenda Meyer.
The photograph used on the cover of this edition of the Newsletter was taken when Air Loom, #185 was sailing on
Lake Huron off Thunder Bay near Alpena, Michigan. The crew aboard, Air Loom, owners Stuart and Marcia Meyer
along with son, Lance Meyer and wife Brenda were on their way back home to the Detroit, Michigan area, closing
out a three week trip to the North Channel.
The photographs were taken utilizing a method known as KAP or Kite Aerial Photography designed and built by
Lance Meyer. There are quite a few variations of KAP photography but most use a self operating camera suspended
beneath a large kite and a suspension system that helps stabilize the camera during its flight. Cameras can be any
type such as time lapse, remotely operated or video cameras. The possibilities are endless. Here are the details of
how Lance Meyer photographed Air Loom while under sail for those who may wish to try their hand at KAP
photography. Much more information about this activity can be found on the internet by searching for “kite aerial
photography”.
Our son, Lance, is responsible for the whole setup. He selected a kite that would be a stable flyer rather than one
that would tend to skate all over the sky. This colorful kite (Figure 1) is a 78-inch Rokkaku and was flown using 170
pound kite string

Figure 1. Brenda Meyer (left) and Marcia Meyer (right) along with Stuart Meyer
(lower right) holding the 78” Rokkaku Kite in the cockpit of Air Loom assembled
and ready for launch.
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The camera was mounted on a Picavet Suspension System named after its inventor, Peirre Picavet which is designed
to provide a horizontal surface for mounting items to it. See the construction details on the next page for a Picavet
Suspension System.

The Picavet Suspension System, which Lance constructed out of wood strips for light weight, included the mounting
bracket for the camera as shown in Figure 2 (next page). Spiderwire™ fishing line was used in the Picavet
suspension because it slides thru the eye-hooks with minimal friction in order to help keep the camera level. The
camera Lance uses is a Drift HD™ which has the capability to take both still (at 3, 5, 10 or 30 second intervals) and
video pictures.
A few test flights were required to find the correct camera angle as the field of view of the camera will vary with the
altitude of the kite and weight of the camera and the Picavet suspension gear. The Picavet provides a horizontal
Copyright © Aloha 34 Network 2013
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surface for the camera regardless of the angle of the kite string. The camera angle is adjusted to such an angle that
when the kite is at altitude the desired field of view is recorded.

Figure 2: The camera suspended from the cross frame utilizing the Picavet suspension method.
To deploy the camera from the boat, the kite was first launched and flown up to stable air clear of the wind shadow
from the sails. This was exciting because the chaotic airflow around the boat resulted in some rather erratic kite
maneuvers, sometimes coming very near the surface of the water, until the kite rose into clear air.

Figure 3. Lance Meyer holding the Picavet Suspension System and Camera attached to 170 lb test string ready for
hoisting with Brenda holding the line while Marcia Meyer looks on.
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Just in case a sea crash did occur, the reel of kite string was tied to a life jacket in preparation for a “man overboard”
drill.
The Picavet Suspension System, with the camera set to take a still photo every ten seconds, was attached to the kite
string (Figure 3) and the kite was allowed to rise.
Upon retrieval of the kite and camera, examination of the still photos led to selecting the correct downward angle for
the camera and a kite altitude that would include the desired field of view. The cameras video function was turned
on and the kite again was allowed to ascend to the selected altitude as shown in Figure 4.

Figure 4. After an angle adjustment the camera and suspension system was once again sent aloft,
this time for video recording.
Now that you’ve read how the system was constructed and operated with the combination of the age old technology
of kite flying merged with the with the newer technology of the Picavet Suspension System of 1912 and the recent
efforts of Lance Meyer combining the technologies with that of modern, 20th century, lightweight digital video
cameras perhaps you would like to see the result of Lance’s Kite Aerial Photography. Just go to
http://www.youtubecom/watch?v=kqNBIFPymY0 to see the video of Airloom under sail. Fantastic!
Special thanks to Brenda and Lance Meyer for sharing their KAP hobby information with us and our thanks also go
out to Stuart and Marcia Meyer for providing the photographs and write up information for the article so that we
may all share the experience. ...Editor

I burst out into the aisle of the plane and yelled, "Does anybody know how to fly one of these things!?"
Everybody stared on in horrified silence... As the stewardess calmly asked me to sit down and put the kite away.
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TAKING CARE OF YOUR ALOHA
A SIMPLE LINE WASHER TO KEEP THINGS NEAT AND CLEAN.
How many of us have returned from a fantastic time of fine cruising only to find that the anchor rode or other lines
seem to be getting rather grungy! Often the anchor rode is dirty with weeds or caked with mud from anchoring out
in those beautiful and idyllic settings so often found only in magazine photo shoots.
There are also issues with halyards and sheets going green from algae growth in the wet marine environment. Often
dock lines seem to attract dirt as well and get rather unsightly after a period of time and need a good cleaning.
When cruising, one often ties to steel pilings or other items which leave the lines with a stain that is particularly hard
to remove. Salt water and lines create their own set of problems. Often lines will harden from use in salt water and
frequent washing is required to keep them soft and supple as well as to extend their useful life span.
Most boat owners will try to keep their lines clean by frequent soaking them in water and detergent or other cleaner
and then rinse them well. The rinsing becomes the difficult item to accomplish to ensure removal of all cleaner
residue. Double braid lines are easiest to clean with three strand twist lines probably being the most difficult as they
tend to form hockles when washed by mechanical means. Some lines, such as long anchor rodes, present another
problem when cleaning as their sheer bulk makes their washing almost impossible.
I’ve had the opportunity to tackle the line cleaning issue by making up a simple system for washing lines of various
sizes and unlimited lengths. I thought I’d share it with you so you can make one up for your own use or for the use
of other members of your local yacht club. Cost is minimal, particularly if you already have a power washer
available.
The line washer consists of a piece of 3”
diameter plastic pipe about 24” long which
has a cross hole drilled at the mid-point on
the top surface of the pipe. The drilled
hole is sized to allow the tip of a power
washer gun to be inserted into the pipe. A
3” pipe was selected to allow the large
thimble of the anchor rode to easily pass
through the tube.
In the photo (left) I’ve temporarily
strapped the pipe to a step ladder and
mounted the pressure washer gun
vertically to the ladder as well, all held in
place with a few ratchet straps. The spray
nozzle trigger was taped open with the old
reliable, Duct Tape. A better looking and
more permanent mounting can be made
with a little ingenuity.
I used a couple of 100 liter blue plastic barrels with the tops removed to store the line for cleaning as well as to catch
the clean line. The barrels were obtained as a recycled item from a local chemical company. The dirty line was
placed in the barrel shown and allowed to soak overnight submerged in water and whatever detergent you prefer.
Just soak the lines, no agitation required. When it comes time to clean the lines, just fire up the pressure washer,
feed the line through the tube, rotating the line by hand to ensure that all sides are rinsed by the power washer and,
Voilà, clean lines!.
The water pressure dissipates quite quickly a few inches from the spray nozzle but please be careful and don’t put
your hands inside the tube when the pressure washer is in operation. I hung the clean lines in a garage until they
were dry enough to carefully coil and return to service. The whole cost of the project? Under $30.00, including the
cost of the recycled barrels. Not too shabby for keeping things neat and clean!
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HATCHING A PLAN FOR THE HATCH!
By C J Grabenstein & Erik Kenney, Aloha Makai, #179

Our plan for our leaky, rotted, broken galley hatch…
C J Grabenstein and her partner, Erik Kenney purchased and Aloha 34, Aloha Makai, #179 in February of 2014
and are in the process of a major refit of many items in preparation for heading to warmer climates. One of the
many items on the “things to do list” was removal and refitting of the small hatch above the galley area. Thank
you C J and Erik for a fine write up of the process.

The beginning phase is panic.
It’s never a good feeling when you find something you
don’t want to find.
Once the hatch was removed it was found that the balsa
wood core was just so rotted and I thought “how can we
fix this problem?” After a few ideas and postings on our
go-to sailing forum, we decided the best solution was to
scrape all the surrounding rotted wood out!
On some edges the rot was an inch deep, but on one
particular edge the rot went at least 3” past the hatch
opening, which doesn’t sound too bad until you
remember it is a thin sandwich between two fiberglas
layers.
We scraped with a flat head screwdriver and oscillating
tool and started getting nervous thinking we would never
get to dry wood.
But we did. It was a good feeling. In the photo the hatch
has been removed and the area is being prepped for
reinstallation.
The small hatch above the galley was removed
and was taken off site for replacement of the
damaged acrylic window.

The second phase is materials.
Erik got right on that and decided the best thing to fill the void around the hatch was a material called “G10″. This
stuff is extremely strong and is made of a fiberglas and epoxy laminate that is formed into boards and cured under
high pressures and heat. G10 also makes excellent non-corrosive backing plates for high load deck hardware.
Because it is formed from epoxy resin, it bonds easily using most two-part epoxies.The G10 can be purchased in
1/4″ and 3/8″ thick sheets of various sizes.
We would be using our handy epoxy/resin system we’ve been using for all our fiberglas work including deck
repairs. And that was it! We measured how deep around the whole hatch and cut our G10 accordingly.
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Erik Kenney using a vibrating saw multi tool to
extract damaged core material from the hatch
installation area.

The damaged core was removed, G10 was dry fit
into the area. The G10 was then removed, the
area saturated with thin 2 part epoxy followed by
a thicker mix.

Third phase: fix it!
We whipped up a batch of epoxy after the G10 was cut to the size required and used a similar technique that we had
used for the deck core repair; the runny batch went in first to fully saturate and seal the remaining balsawood core
then a thicker mix was used to secure the G10. Erik did great work while I was on mess patrol cleaning up drips as
needed.
The reason we started this project in the first place was because the acrylic was cracked on the hatch. After looking
at prices of new hatches ($250 and higher!) and the prices of a sheet of acrylic ($15) we opted to just get the acrylic.
Erik cut it with a circular saw to get the same square shape, and as pictured on the following page and used a Dremel
tool to round the edges. Obviously the living room floor is the best place to do this type of work!
We have successfully sealed and repaired the hatch hole, the acrylic is good to go, but we still have not completed
the repair.
The reason… because the silicone caulking (not sure of the technical chemical name of the sealant, but we will be
using SikaFlex, I believe) we will use on bedding the acrylic is also good for re-sealing our leaky port windows.
There is no use wasting the expensive sealant which may cure in the tube if left too long between uses.
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Galley hatch opening and ready for reinstallation. One
port removed for inspection and location of leaks!
So Erik and I are off to start our next project,
removal and resealing of the 10 Beckson ports.
We detached one window it was pretty obvious
why it was leaking. The port has 31 screw holes!
That’s right, 31! The interior port has 16 screws,
the exterior trim ring has 15, and they alternate.

Obviously the living room floor is the best place
to do this type of work!

We are going to re-think the current installation system. Thru-bolting the port will eliminate unnecessary holes in
the boat so 160 of those are on order, new trim rings are on order, and now we have 2 holes in our boat!
Don’t worry, they are tarped well. It’s pretty awesome to see how Erik has methodically worked around the boat
checking every exterior fitting. I think there is maybe 3 more places we will be checking, but soon enough the
exterior repairs will be completed and boat water tight!
As first time owners, Erik and C J have proven that they are certainly not afraid to take on the challenge of what
many would consider major repairs which are often best left to professional boat repair facilities.
Members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network who wish to follow Erik and C J on the many repairs
being made to Aloha Makai can follow C J’s blog which can be found at http://cgrabens.wordpress.com

A sailor, after running aground on a sand bar, paid a passing fisherman fifty dollars to pull him off with his boat.
After he was off the bar, he said to the fisherman, “At those prices, I should think you could make a real living
pulling people off day and night.”
“Can't,” replied the fisherman. “At night I haul sand for the bar.”
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ALOHA 34'S FOR SALE
If you would like to offer your Aloha 34 for sale, please contact Les Harrison (harrisol@bmts.com). Please
provide as much information as you can and a good photograph of your vessel. Les will post the information to
the Aloha 34 website for maximum exposure. The information will also appear in the next newsletter, but for
obvious reasons it may take a while before it is circulated in this manner. Also, printing the ad in the newsletter
only has it viewed by fellow Aloha owners who are members of the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network.

“BELIZE”
1984 Hull #211 Price Reduction
Asking $35,000.00 US
The Ted Brewer designed and Canadian
built Aloha 34 cruiser/ racer, has long had
a reputation for safe comfortable cruising.
The fin keel and skeg protected rudder
make her ride smooth and controlled. Its
wide decks, spacious "T"-shaped cockpit,
is comfortable and relaxing. The interior
layout is more like boats of the 21st
century than the 80s.
Untimely death of the owner is forcing
heirs to sell. This boat has been
meticulously maintained, has all the
original manuals, many up-grades over the
years.
Contact:

Turner Marine Yacht Sales
Mobile, AL 33605

By Phone: Toll Free (877) 265-5863
Jim Cash (251) 476-1444
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“ELEUTHERA IV”
1981 Hull #147
Eleuthera IV is a Transport Canada Registered vessel
located in Nanaimo, British Columbia, Canada She
has been well maintained and cared for with many
upgrades and improvements to make local cruising
fun and more comfortable. She’s ready to go with the
possibility of assumption of the moorage. Don’t miss
out on this beautiful craft.
Contact:

Walter Miklas in British
Columbia, Canada

By Phone:
Via Email:

(250) 247- 9114
jandwm-dis@yahoo.com

“KHADINE II”

1979 Hull #126
Khadine II is a Transport Canada Registered Vessel
located in Comox, British Columbia. Equipped with
a Yanmar 3GM30 diesel engine.
This vessel is very well equipped for local or long
distance cruising with an equipment list too long to
be given here. Includes dinghy with 4 stroke
outboard motor and full cockpit enclosure. See the
Aloha 34 website for more information or contact the
owner direct.
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Contact:

Gordon Herrington in British
Columbia, Canada

By Phone:
Via email:

(250) 334-2450
herringj@telusplanet.net

“MARGARITAVILLE”

1981 Hull # 159
Margaritaville - fully equipped Aloha 34 with a
strong member’s network; all manuals and news
letters from over the years, a vibrant and valuable
owner’s network with a web site and email forums to
answer all your questions.
See the Aloha 34 website at www.aloha34.com for
complete equipment listing or contact the owner
direct.
Contact:
Canada
By Phone
Via email:

David Jenkins in Toronto, Ontario,

(416) 931-4703
aloha10.4@rogers.com

"NEPENTHE"
1983 Hull #194
Nepenthe is a 1983 Aloha 34 with a 3 cylinder 27 hp Westerbeke diesel. The engine room is protected by an automatic
halon system. All the usual extras: autopilot, Loran, VHF, color TV, full instrument package, windlass, refrigeration,
cockpit table. The main cabin comes complete with wood burning fireplace. Cozy! Asking $55,000 US.
Contact:
By Phone
Via e-mail

John Schwartz in California, USA
(408) 293-561
jeschwartz@mindspring.com

"SUSIE P. OLIVER, II"
1987 Hull #231
This is an exceptionally well maintained and outfitted
boat. Ted Brewer designed for comfortable cruising,
stability and a good speed. This boat has had only 2
owners and always been stored inside during the nonsailing season. Must be seen to be appreciated.
Contact:
By Phone
By Cell Phone
Via e-mail

Cam Torrey in Maine, USA
(207) 862-6030
(207) 478-4330
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
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“SAND DOLLAR”
1979 Hull #120
This boat was built in 1979 and sailed on Lake Superior
until 1997 when it travelled the Great Loop to the Bahamas
and back.
The boat still has had several upgrades in 1997.
Sand Dollar is stored in the yard at the Thunder Bay
Yacht Club. http://tbyc.on.ca/buysell.htm
EQUIPMENT INCLUDES
Danforth with chain and rode - Delta with chain and rode
Davits, Profurl Genoa Furling gear, Radar, GPS, Mainsail
and Genoa, Bow Sprit with anchor roller, Force 10
Kerosene heater, Propane 3 burner stove, Yanmar 3GM30
diesel engine with 3 blade MAX feathering
Asking $28,800.00
Contact:
By Phone:
Via e-mail

Jim Massey in Ontario, Canada
(807) 577-1430
beech699@yahoo.ca

A group of Skippers are walking through town looking for crew for a major sailing Regatta, when they
see a five-story building with a sign that read, "Crew Association - Ship’s Crew Available" Since they
are without their crews, they decide to go in. The Security Guard, a very salty type, explains to them how
it works. "We have five floors. Go up, floor by floor and, once you find what type of individual you are
looking for, you can go there and make a selection. It's easy to decide since each floor has a sign telling
you who is inside."
Everything seems wonderful, so they start going up and on the first floor the sign reads, "All the crew on
this floor are beginners." The skippers laugh, and without hesitation move on to the next floor.
The sign on the second floor reads, "All the crew here are experienced, smart but weak."
Still, this isn't good enough, so the Skippers continue on up.
They reach the third floor and the sign reads, "All the crew here are experienced, smart and strong."
They still want to do better, and so, knowing there are still two floors left, they kept going.
On the fourth floor, the sign is perfect, "All the crew here are experienced, smart, strong and Former
Americas Cup Champions." The Skippers get excited and are about to go in when they realize that there
is still one floor left. Wondering what they are missing, they head up to the fifth floor.
There they find a sign that reads, "There are no crew here. This floor was built only to prove that there is
no way to please a Skipper!"
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GOURMET GALLEY
Throughout the series of Gourmet Galley articles I have tried to keep the recipe’s to simple fare that can be prepared and
served aboard with just a few ingredients and minimal preparation or cooking time, either by using a rail mounted BBQ,
the simplest of galley stove tops, and the very economically operated pressure cooker.
In this edition the recipe will be a little fancier for those special occasions aboard that call for an unexpected celebration
treat. This recipe call for the use of the pressure cooker but it will be modified slightly and will require a little
preplanning to ensure that all the required items are aboard.
One additional item that will be required will be a springform pan which will fit inside the pressure cooker without
tilting to insert it. The Lagostina model that I used will accept a 7 inch springform pan. A heavy duty wisk will also be
required to mix the ingredients unless you are fortunate enough to have an electric mixer aboard.
You will need a trivet to keep the springform pan from resting on the bottom of the pressure cooker. You will also have
to make up some sort of lifting gear to allow for easy removal of the springform pan. This lifting gear can be made from
a length of aluminum foil which can be folded several times to form a four or five inch wide band. The band should be
long enough to pass under the spring form pan as well as up each side to the top of the pressure cooker and strong
enough to lift the finished product from the cooker. The above mentioned Lagostina model required a band about 24
inches long.

CLASSIC CHEESECAKE
Makes 6 - 8 servings.
Ingredients
Cheescake Base
1
1/2
1

teaspoon
cup
tablespoon

soft butter (for greasing springform pan)
graham cracker crumbs
melted butter

Cheesecake
3
8 oz packages (1 1/2 lbs)
1
cup plus 2 tablespoons
3
1/4 cup
2 tablespoons
3 teaspoons
1 cup

cream cheese (softened)
sugar
large eggs
whipping cream
all purpose flour
vanilla extract
sour cream

Directions
1. Mix the graham cracker crumbs with the tablespoon melted butter and cover the bottom of the springform pan. Set
aside.
2. In a large bowl, beat the softened cream cheese and 1 cup of the sugar with a wisk for 3 minutes. Add the eggs, one at
a time, mixing well after each addition. Continue beating 2 minutes. Add the cream, flour, and 2 teaspoons of the
vanilla; mix well.
3. Transfer the batter to the lightly buttered 7-inch springform pan. Wrap tightly in aluminum foil so no water can get
inside. Put the trivet in the pressure cooker and add 3 cups water. Carefully put the pan on the trivet.
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4. Cover and bring up to high pressure. Reduce the heat to stabilize the pressure and cook for 40 minutes. Release
pressure. Open the cooker and remove cheesecake from cooker. Carefully remove foil. The cake should be barely set in
the center. Cool to room temperature
5. To make a topping, combine the sour cream with the remaining 2 tablespoons sugar and 1 teaspoon vanilla; mix until
smooth. Spread over the top of the cheesecake. Cover and refrigerate at least 4 hours before serving.

This is possibly one of the favorite desserts of all time. If you prefer an Italian ricotta cheesecake, use only two
packages of cream cheese along with one cup of ricotta cheese. Another variation can be made in the crumb base by
substituting coarsely crushed ginger snap cookies for the graham crumbs. A further enhancement can also be made
by topping the finished cheesecake with a dollop of various pie fillings, such as cherry, blueberry or strawberry. No
matter how you serve it your sailing friends will be impressed with your creativity and will

A newlywed couple moves into their new house. One day the husband comes home from work and his wife says,
"Honey, you know, in the upstairs bathroom one of the pipes is leaking, could you fix it?" The husband says, "What
do I look like, Mr. Plumber?"
A few days go by, and he comes home from work and his wife says, "Honey, the car won't start. I think it needs a new
battery. Could you change it for me?" He says: "What do I look like, Mr. Goodwrench?"
Another few days go by, and it's raining pretty hard. The wife finds a leak in the roof. She says, "Honey, there's a
leak on the roof! Can you please fix it?" He says, "What do I look like, Bob Vila?"
The next day the husband comes home, and the roof is fixed. So is the plumbing. So is the car. He asks his wife what
happened. "Oh, I had a handyman come in and fix them," she says. "Great! How much is that going to cost me?" he
snarls. Wife says: "Nothing. He said he'd do it for free if I either baked him a cheesecake or slept with him." "Uh,
well, what kind of cheesecake did you make?" asks the husband.
"What do I look like," she says, "Betty Crocker?"

One day, a young girl was watching her mother make a roast sirloin of beef. She cut off the ends, wrapped it in
string, seasoned it and set it in the roasting dish.
The young girl politely asked her mum why she cut off the ends of the roast. Mum replied, after some thought, that it
was the way that her mother had done it.
That night grandma came to dinner and the young girl and her mother asked why she had cut the end off of the roast
before cooking. After some thought grandma replied, she cooked the meat the way her mother had done it.
Now great-grandma was quite old and lived in a residential nursing home, so the young girl, her mum and grandma
went to visit her and again asked the very same question.
Great-grandma looked at them a bit surprised and said, 'So it would fit in the roasting dish, of course.'
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CLOSING

As you now know this will be my last Newsletter.

With the completion of the sale of Alohalani I decided that it’s
time for me tie up the lines and hand the helm over to another member of the Network, one who is the proud owners of
an Aloha 34. It is a bittersweet decision for me but one which I believe is the right choice. It has always been the
expressed intent of the original founding fathers of the Network to keep the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network
strictly for Aloha 34 owners and I believe it was a very wise decision on their part.

Quite a few years ago, almost twenty years now, I held a different opinion.

That was during the infancy of the
other Aloha group, the Aloha Owners Association, which I helped establish after purchasing my first boat, an Aloha 28.
At that time I held the thought that it would have been a good idea to have all the Aloha Owners under one “umbrella”
organization, sort of a “one stop shop” for everything Aloha. It was after the sale of my Aloha 28 and the subsequent
purchase of the Aloha 34 along with my interaction with the Aloha 34 International Owners’ Network leadership and
members that I realize what a horrendous task it would have been to try and coordinate and operate such an organization.
How difficult it would have been to keep the information relevant to the owners of various sizes of Aloha’s and still
maintain their interest and participation in the organization!

G

loria and I have really enjoyed meeting Network members at various Rendezvous’ we have attended or in quiet
harbours and anchorages during our travels. We certainly will regret not having done more travelling aboard Alohalani
and meeting even more members. Each and every one of you is unique and will hold a special place in our hearts.

I

t has been a pleasure working with the members who have made valuable contributions of articles and supplied
ideas for future columns. I won’t miss the work required to keep everything current and in order, or the deadlines in
getting the Newsletters out at an appropriate time and somewhat to a schedule. Although the workload wasn’t
particularly heavy, our current lifestyle made the job increasingly more difficult over the last few years. The increasing
care required for an aging parent and a lifestyle which includes the maintenance and upkeep of two homes in different
countries as well as the proper care of a sailing yacht made it difficult to keep all the balls in the air at once. It was a
very difficult decision as to what would be done to correct the juggling issues and, unfortunately, our Aloha 34 lost out
when it came to voting.

I

leave the Network without regretting the time I spent in your company. It has been a very rewarding and valuable
learning experience and, if I had to do it over again, I wouldn’t change a thing.

H

ere is an older photo of Gloria and I taken aboard
Alohalani on the day we finalized the purchase and had taken
possession back in 2002. The hair now is a little grayer and
the body is a few pounds heavier around the middle, but, other
than that we’re pretty much the same people; older and wiser
from our experiences and still ready for new challenges.

I

guess this is the part where I should say something
profoundly nautical but instead I will just say Thank You to
everyone. It’s been quite a trip and we’ve been glad to be
aboard with such an able crew and in such great company.

Until we meet again.....
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members
Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
John ALDOUS
ADPO Postal 366
La Paz, Baja California Sur, C.P. 23000
MEXICO
(650) 210-6088
johnaldous@msn.com
MMSI 366996940
CORAL ROSE
Hull #202

Dwayne & Teresa ANDERSON
1180 Castle Crescent
Port Coquitlam, British Columbia, V3C 5E1
CANADA
dwayneanderson@shaw.com
MMSI
CALIESTE
Hull #224

David & Mickie ANGAS
402 Riverside Drive
Oakville, Ontario, L6K 3N7
CANADA
(905) 849-4086
gardenfairyoakville@icloud.com
MMSI
SAN SEAIR
Hull #139

David M. ANIDJAR-ROMAIN & Colleen
McCONNELL
2059 Saltair Place
Victoria, British Columbia, V8N 4S4
CANADA
(250) 472-6116
sparcon@telus.net
MMSI
PAXIS 1
Hull #158

Edward and Paula BALDNER
18 Nauset Road,
West Yarmouth, Massachusetts, 21403-3751
USA
ebaldner@gmail.com
MMSI
AZZURRA
Hull #182

Robert and Connie BESWICK
161 Nelson Street # 1302
Sarnia, Ontario
N7T 7T4
CANADA
(519) 491-0525
bbez@teksavvy.com
MMSI
ALY ADA TOO
Hull #156

David & Marilyn BOURNE
828 Norway Ave.
Sarnia, Ontario, N7V 2L6
CANADA
(519) 542-6032
airbourne@sympatico.ca
MMSI
RIPPLE
Hull # 127

Keith & Linda BOYLE
29 Carnforth Drive
Brampton, Ontario, L6Z 1V3
CANADA
boylekr@yahoo.com
MMSI
BAURUA

Gordon & Doreen BRIDGES
528 Wayne Cr.
Midland, Ontario, L4R 5E1
CANADA
(705) 527-7060
bonaventure34@sympatico.ca
MMSI 316022809
BONAVENTURE
Hull # 215

Thom BUDD
1375 Old English Lane
Oakville, Ontario, L6M 2R1
CANADA
(905) 847-6134
Thom.Budd@metrolinx.com
MMSI
INVINCIBLE SUMMER
Hull #114

Laurie & Linda BURT
PO Box 264
Carmanville, Newfoundland, A0G 1N0
CANADA
(709) 534-2545
l.burt@nf.sympatico.ca
MMSI
SNOWGOOSE
Hull # 138

David CARR & Carla KILPELA
18 St. Antoine Crescent
Hillsdale, Ontario, L0L 1V0
CANADA
(705) 835 5099
carr.daveg@gmail.com
MMSI
MOMENTUM I
Hull #111
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Hull #132
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members - Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
Jerry CASTRICATO
35 Brookline Way
New York, NY, 10956
USA
jcastric@yahoo.com
MMSI
MAHALO

Hull #221

Catherine & Terry FAGAN
10 Brick Court
Toronto, Ontario, M4 L 3X7
CANADA
(416) 465-0905
MMSI
SPIRIT OF ADVENTURE

tjfagan@ican.net
Hull #165

Steven & Joanne FAGAN
42 Center Street
Yarmouth Port, Cape Cod, Massachusetts 02675
USA
508 362-7839
sffagan@comcast.net
MMSI
COLUMBINE
Hull #162

Ed FULTON
1210 Radom St., Apt. 705
Pickering, Ontario, L1W 2Z3
CANADA
(416) 892-5840
svshenandoah@yahoo.com
MMSI 316012743
SHENANDOAH
Hull #186

C. J. GRABENSTEIN & Erik KENNEY
227 Chatuga Way
Louden, Tennessee, 37774
USA
cjg828@yahoo.com
MMSI
ALOHA MAKAI
Hull #179

Richard GRATTON & Chantal MELFO
331 Dr. Preston
Beaconsfield, Québec, H9W 1Z2
CANADA

Robert & Connie HAIG
236 Glenridge Ave
St. Catharines, Ontario, L2T 3J9
CANADA
(905) 682-3315
rdhaig@cogeco.com
MMSI
OUT AND ABOUT
Hull #169

Martin HAYES and Lyndee Lu COLE
1699 Lakeshore Road
Sarnia, Ontario
N7X 1B8
CANADA
(519) 542-5426
mpehayes@hotmail.com
MMSI
QUEENS RANSOM
Hull #105

David & Jayne HERRING
31 Rich Avenue
Cambridge, Ontario
N1R 2A4
CANADA
daveherring9@gmail.com
MMSI
ENCHANTMENT
Hull #214

Peter & Joyce HERRING
32 Waterloo Street S
Goderich, Ontario
N7A 3P2
CANADA
(519) 524-7810
peterherring60@yahoo.com
MMSI
SILVER DARLING
Hull #146

Gordon & Joanna HERRINGTON
2416 Idiens Way,
Courtnay, British Columbia, V9N 9J3
CANADA
(250) 334-2450
herringj@telusplanet.net
MMSI
KHADINE II
Hull # 126

Bill & Jeannie HRYCENKO
28 San Paulo Drive
Hamilton, Ontario
L9C 5L2
CANADA
(905) 383-7624
billhrycenko@hotmail.com
MMSI
GENIE
Hull # 203

MMSI
TRUE LOVE
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members - Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
Bill & Diana HUTTON
2146 Sunnyvale Drive
Oakville, Ontario
L6L 1W7
CANADA
(289) 813-1720
avalon2146.bh@gmail.com
MMSI
ALOHALANI
Hull # 233

Stephen & Inge ILLMAN
637 Niagara Street
Victoria, British Columbia
CANADA
sillman@telus.net
MMSI
WINDSPINNER

David JENKINS
9 Resolution Crescent
Toronto, Ontario
CANADA
(416) 493-7470
MMSI
MARGARITAVILLE

Hull #159

George JOHNSON & Veronica JAMES
2045 Lakeshore Boulivard West , Unit 604
Etobicoke, Ontario
M8V 2Z6
CANADA
(416) 252-3435
grjohnson42@hotmail.com
MMSI
FAMOUS GROUSE
Hull #229

Linda & Christopher KIEFFER
36 Catalina Drive
Scarborough,Ontario
M1M 1K6
CANADA
(416) 266-2483
chriskieffer@rogers.com
MMSI 316015998
BAJAN DREAMER
Hull #172

John & Henrietta KLOVSKI
15401 Knolson
Livonia, Michigan
48154
USA
H (734) 462jklovski-ret.dc@att.net
MMSI
FIRE ESCAPE
Hull #166

Nick & Sandra KOITER
46 Waterloo Ave.
Guelph, Ontario
N1H 3H5
CANADA
(519) 822-4226
skoiter@sympatico.ca
MMSI
FIRST LIGHT
Hull #232

Pierre LEGAULT
11170, boul. Gouin Est
Montréal, Québec
CANADA
514.648.9443
MMSI
GAILLARDE

Bob LONG & Cheri KEMP-LONG
PO Box 2151
Iqaluit, Nunavut
X0A 0H0
CANADA
boblong@qiniq.com
MMSI
DREAM CATCHER II
Hull #196

Cliff & Carol MacDONALD
3000 Stoney Creek Dr.
Brights Grove, Ontario N0N 1C0
CANADA
(519) 869-6923 cliffcarolmacdonald@gmail.com
MMSI 316012596
WINDEKIND
Hull #154

William J. MARSHALL
6171 Baillie Road
Sechelt, British ColumbiaV0N 3A7
CANADA
(604) 885-2004
jmarshall@sd46.bc.ca
MMSI
SEPTEMBER SONG
Hull #208

Paul MARTIN & Ann HOUSTON
70 Ronald Road
Arlington, Massachusetts 02474-1422
USA
(781)-646-8319
ann@grammarsmith.com
MMSI 338095766
BELLA
Hull # 192

M2H 1N3
aloha104@rogers.com
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V8V 1J1

Hull #210

H1C 1B5
p_legault@videotron.ca
Hull #107

Page 3

Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members - Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
Fran MARTIN; Graeme & Donna QUIGLEY
3367 Tudor Gate
Mississauga, Ontario L5L 3C7
CANADA
(905) 828-0021
gdquigley@sympatico.ca
MMSI
SYLANDO
Hull #115

Colin McGOWAN
44024 Medley's Neck Road
Leonardstown, Maryland
USA

Stuart & Marcia MEYER
673 Lynndale Court
Rochester Hills, Michigan 48309
USA
(248) 375-0078
hi721@yahoo.com
MMSI
AIR LOOM
Hull #185

Walter & Janet MIKLAS
1212 The Strand
Gabriola, British Columbia V0R 1X3
CANADA
(604) 451-7869
jandwm-13@yahoo.com
MMSI
ELEUTHERA IV
Hull #147

Dean & Christine OLUND
512 East 7th Street
North Vancouver, British Columbia V7L 1S3
CANADA

Jacques PARADIS & Silvie BRASSARD
1807 Des Herons
Chicoutimi, Quebec
G7H 7M6
CANADA
jacques.paradis@uqac.ca
MMSI 316023913
PARASARD III
Hull #171

MMSI
DIALOHA
Georges POULIN
18, rue de Chaliers
Gatineau, Québec
CANADA
(819) 772-1604
MMSI
AGRIPPINA

Hull #136

20650-4632
c.mcgowna@attn.net

MMSI
BELLA LUNA

Hull #209

Hull #228

Maxwell & Pamela RICHARDSON
1470 Wallace Ct.
Pinole, California
94564-2732
USA
(510) 724-1371
maxgrich@aol.com
MMSI 367086690
CUTTY SARK
Hull #181

Michael ROACH & Moira HENDERSON
643 Skyview Place
Comox, British Columbia V9M 3R3
CANADA
(250) 339-4126
roachbreeze@yahoo.com
MMSI 316010008
ALI BABA
Hull #160

Phillip ROBIDOUX & Maryl ALLEN
70 Holland Avenue
Ottawa, Ontario
K1Y 0X6
CANADA
marylallen@hotmail.com
MMSI
WATER MUSIC
Hull #230

David & Cheryl ROGALSKY
241 Mill Street
Creemore, Ontario
L0M 1G0
CANADA
705 466-2283
cdrogalsky@rogers.com
MMSI 316009637
CASA MARA
Hull #177

Don SALT
5589 Flagg Rd., R.R. #1
Morrisburg, Ontario
K0C 1X0
CANADA
(613) 652-4623
hipoint@sympatico.ca
MMSI 316017201
SALT SPRAY II
Hull #112

J8Z 1N7
Georges.Poulin@psc-cfp.gc.ca
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members - Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
John & Ethel SCHWARTZ
577 Hull Avenue
San Jose, California
95125
USA
(408) 293-5614
jeschwartz1@mindspring.com
MMSI
NEPENTHE
Hull #194

Jerry & Nancy SENGER
21 Teal Point
Scarborough, Maine
04074
USA
(207) 883-1619
opa@thesengers.net
MMSI
MARGHERITA
Hull #227

Jim & Lorna SHARP
P.O. Box 1633
Brighton, Ontario
K0K 1H0
CANADA
(613) 475-6032
jr.sharp@xplornet.ca
MMSI
LADY MARISA
Hull #109

Stuart SPRACKLAN & Virginia TAYLOR
586 Yambury Road
Qualicum Beach, British Columbia V9K 1C5
CANADA
(250) 752-2397
svwindy@gmail.com
MMSI 316023256
WINDY
Hull #151

Thomas & Karla SPRAGGE
14 Michigan Street
Welland, Ontario
L3B 3A4
CANADA
905 735-5919
rondeau.sprat@gmail.com
MMSI
SEA PEARL I
Hull #218

Werner & June STANIESKI
1158 Oliver Street,
VICTORIA, British Columbia V8S 4W9
CANADA
(250) 598 8502
jwstanieski@shaw.ca
MMSI
SEA VIXEN
Hull # 167

Ed STEVENSON
32 MaIdens Mill Rd. RR 4
Warkworth, Ontario
K0K 3K0
CANADA
(705) 924-2607
edscorky@sympatico.ca
MMSI
CORKY III
Hull #134

Hank & Sheila SURETTE
9069 Old Church Road
Bolton, Ontario
L7E 0P7
CANADA
(905) 880-4685
hank.surette@sympatico.ca
MMSI
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
Hull #234

Dan SURETTE
16 Pauline Avenue
Whitby, Ontario
CANADA

Hull #234

Ian TOCHER
#3 - 16920 - 80th Avenue
Surrey, British Columbia V4N 5A1
CANADA
(604) 576-5672
wendian@shaw.ca
MMSI
NERISSA
Hull #199

Ants & Inga TOI
170A Roxborough St. E.
Toronto, Ontario
M4W 1W2
CANADA
(416) 934-1178
a.toi@utoronto.ca
MMSI 316014739
ALLIGATOR
Hull #216

Cam & Mary TORREY
170 Main Rd. South,
Hampden, Maine
04444
USA
207-862-6030
ctorreyhwd@gmail.com
MMSI
SUSIE P. OLIVER II
Hull #231

L1M 2H7
surette.family@rogers.com

MMSI
EMOTIONAL RESCUE
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Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Members - Aloha 34 Vessel Owners.
Maurice (Migs) & Diana TURNER
Carleton House, Suite 430 2080 Oak Bay Ave
Victoria, British Columbia V8R 6W2
CANADA
(250) 592-1198
aloha34@shaw.ca
MMSI
SEA VIXEN
Hull #167

Leigh WILKS
412 - 2202 Lambert Drive
Courtenay, British Columbia V9N 1Z8
CANADA
(604) 732-0696
leigh@pacificcoast.net
MMSI
NOCTURNE
Hull #212

Dave YOUNG
3821 Wellington Rd.
Royston, British Columbia V0R 2V0
CANADA
(250) 334-3409
waterstar@shaw.ca
MMSI 316004034
SANCTUM
Hull #220

This register is solely for the convenience and private use of Aloha 34 International Owners' Network members.
Members with information about vessels not on the list or who wish to make changes to their personal listing are
asked to forward the information to the Aloha 34 International Owners' Network Editor by email to
perry_basden@hotmail.com or via regular mail to Perry Basden, 1540 Stratford Court, Windsor, Ontario,
Canada, N9G 1W2 .
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ALOHA 34

CLASSIC BOAT REVIEW
by Alan Adelkind

An easy way to gauge the popularity of anything is to look at supply and demand. In the
case of the Aloha 34 demand exceeds supply. In fact, according to the international
owners’ network, there is a waiting list of prospective purchasers in the Great Lakes area
where this sailboat is particularly popular.
The Aloha 34 was designed by Ted Brewer and Robert Wallstrom. The former is well
known for creating the Whitby 42. Aloha sailboats were built by Ouyang Boatworks in
Whitby Ontario. The founder Ti Ouyang previously worked at Whitby Boatworks up the
street, but after a difference of opinion, struck on his own to build a better mouse trap.
His son, Mao carried on the tradition. Approximately one hundred and thirty four of the
34-foot models were manufactured between the late seventies and the late eighties. They
also built other popular Aloha models, the 27, 28, 30 and 32. Although the company is
not around anymore, enthusiastic owners have banded together to continue the tradition
by forming a support group to collect and distribute information beneficial to the
membership. To date, thirteen newsletters have been written and a significant amount of
Aloha 34 data has been submitted by interested owners. This “Package of Profiles” will
form the nucleus of the Aloha 34 Owners Technical Manual. The first draft is over 300
pages.
Reasons for popularity inside and out:
The Aloha 34 is roomy; it is hard to find a bigger boat in terms of interior volume in this
size range. Even compared with well known 36 foot sailboats, satisfied owners report that
the Aloha 34 is more comfortable and has more useable living space with enormous
below decks storage space. The 6’ 3” headroom stretches all the way forward into the V
berth. Note that the waterline length is one foot longer than that of the C&C 36.
Maximizing the waterline has added space to both cockpit and cabin as well as the crucial
SL measurement (sailing length) a key determinate of performance.
The sloop rig features a non-tapered awlgripped spar with a single set of tapered
spreaders. The mast is keel stepped and sits on a hefty white oak block, which is glassed
into the cabin sole shoe receiver. Sail handling is made easy with twin 2 speed Lewmar
44’s in the cockpit and three single speed winches mounted on the mast.
The interior is traditional with liberal use of teak. A bulkhead mounted fold down dinette
table provides the main cabin with ample seating (for meals) when down and plenty of
open space when up. The head, with hot and cold pressure water, shower and a teak floor
grate, has access doors from both the main cabin and the forward cabin. Opposite the
head is a tall hanging locker and a recess for clothing storage. The U-shaped galley to
port, near the companionway, includes a stove with oven, deep stainless steel sink and
commodious icebox. Opposite on the starboard side, is a convenient forward facing nav
station, which boasts a large, working surface. Aft of this is the quarter berth. The
companionway stairs can be removed for easy access to the front of the engine.

The Volvo sail-drive was used to power the first 30 or so hulls. At least 50 boats received
the Universal 24 HP. Later models favoured the 27 HP Westerbeke engine. A few boats
have Yanmar or Pathfinder Diesels probably installed as a result of a custom request by
the original owner.
The cockpit is “T” shaped with good-sized backrests and broad teak covered coamings. It
is well proportioned to allow smooth sail handling while providing effective leg bracing
when heeling. The main cockpit lockers are just aft of the traveler, which is bolted to the
companionway bridgedeck. The starboard locker is shallow while the port side is quite
deep allowing clear access to the back of the engine and fuel systems. Aft of the steering
pedestal are the helms’ seat and twin lockers to starboard and port which house the ten
pound propane tanks. The 36 inch Edson wheel is fitted with a brake and guard.
The fuel tank holds about 26 US gallons. Water is stored in two 30 gallon tanks under the
main cabin settees. The holding tank, under the V berth, holds approximately 32 gallons.
The deck is uncluttered with wide sides and a continuous slotted aluminum toerail. The
coach is long and prominent. Grab rails and eyebrows are solid teak. There are three
skylight hatches. One is over the galley, one is opposite the head and the third is over the
salon table. Each side of the cabin trunk has five ports. These ten openings allow plenty
of light and air but keep the bugs at bay with custom fitted screens. The stem is fitted
with a bow roller allowing permanent ready to drop storage of the anchor. Rode and
chain are stored through a hawse pipe in the foredeck locker, a mammoth structure
capable of holding at least 600 feet of your favourite materials.
Standard draft is 5’-6”, but some boats were built in the shoal version of 4’-6”. The
encapsulated lead fin keel is slightly swept back. A full-length skeg protects the high
aspect ratio foam cored rudder.
The Aloha yard has enjoyed an enviable reputation in terms of construction materials and
methods. Their yachts have always been thought of as well built and sturdy. Aloha 34
hulls are moulded in solid glass while the decks are cored with balsa. The majority of
owners have reported little or no problems with osmosis. Those with blisters have
successfully treated their boats’ bottoms with epoxy barrier coatings.
Conventional wisdom calls this boat a good all round performer and reasonably fast for a
cruising yacht. The builder’s brochure describes the boat as “light, responsive and
uncommonly quick” It has earned the reputation as a forgiving boat whether sailing
inland, coastal or offshore waters. The designers have tried to combine a fast hull shape
that is compact, efficient and easy to handle. Despite the medium-heavy displacement,
light air ability is fair and as expected in windy and wavy conditions the boat feels stable
and predictable.
The value equation cannot be overlooked. The 34 series has always seemed like a good
buy. This is a lot of boat for the money. The average selling price in recent years has been
$69,000.00 (some fixer-uppers have sold for as little as $49K while the beautifully
maintained and equipped versions have fetched as much as $89K.

Quotable quotes: from Les Harrison, hull #214, 1984…a very forgiving boat for the new
sailor and ample challenge for the adventurous. Loves a good wind and dry in a whitecapped sea.
And Nigel Tilley, hull #222, says after his first season, “The boat is fantastic
in big waves. We were caught out this summer on Lake Huron, travelling from
Kincardine to Goderich in swells large enough to slam the dinghy hard up against the
davits. “Restless” took them all in stride and gave us a lot of confidence for the future
especially after listening to the tales of skippers of several other boats experiencing the
same severe conditions.”
And Heinz Hone sailed his “Nipinke”, hull #158, some 5,000 nautical miles
from the Sea of Cortez toVancouver via Maui. Average daily runs were just shy of 140
miles. Extra gear was added for this passage such as Raytheon R10X 16-mile radar,
Monitor windvane by Scanner, a Navico autopilot and an extra 13 gallon aluminum fuel
tank. He tried an additional forestay to achieve a cutter rig but experienced a lot of backwinding and now has a spare headstay for emergency purposes. It should be noted that
this was the end of a five year offshore sojourn for Heinz and his first mate Angela.
Voyaging offshore seems to provide proof of seaworthiness. Reports of travels to Alaska,
Hawaii, the Bahamas and of course the Caribbean, substantiate the claims of the
designers and builders. This boat likes blue water.
The Aloha 34 web site is (www.geocities.com/Colosseum/Pressbox/2470/).
Special thanks go to Migs Turner for his invaluable assistance in the preparation of this
piece.

Alan Adelkind is a yacht broker and partner in Angus Yachts of Toronto. He has been racing and cruising
offshore since 1958.
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Thank you for hav
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Westerbeke

This manual describes the procedures for proper
handling and routine maintenance of:
W13A, W18, W2lA, W27A and W33A
Marine Diesel Propulsion Engines
To obtain best operating condition and longest
life, i t is important to use it sensibly and carry
out operation and maintenance according to this
manual.
If you have questions about your equipment or
in the event of a failure, please contact your
nearest Westerbeke distributor or dealer.
If, within 60 days of submitting your Warranty
Registration Form for your engine, you have not
received a Customer Identification Card (see below)
registering your warranty, please contact the factory in writing with Model information to include
unit serial number and commission date.
We look forward to your continued patronage.
from:

J.H. Westerbeke Corp.
Avon Industria! Park
Avon, MA 02322
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GENERAL SPECIFICATIONS
ITEH

(',n Oil

W13A

:STIC

W2IA

W27A

W33A

Type

Vert., 4 cycle, water cooled diesel enqine

Compustion chamber

Swirl chamber type

No. of cylinders

2

3

3

4

4

I

2.76x3.07 2.56x3.07 2.87x3.07 ' 2.87x3.07 3.07x3.0"

Bore & stroke (inches)
Cu. In. displacement

37

47

60

80

91

Compression ratio

23

23

23

23

23

Firing order

1-2

1-3-2

1-3-2

1-3-4-2

1-3-4-2

Dry weight, std. (lbs)

289

345

345

424

480

Fuel

#2 diesel fuel only

Iniection pump

Bosch type

Nozzle

I

W18

I Throttling

I
I
I
I

type

Injection pressure

All models:

Governor

Contrifugal weight type

Lubrication system

Pressure lubrication

Oil filter

Filter paper type

1707

---lI

Ibs~

I

1

I

Engine Oil Capac l!:Y gL

2.5

4.0

4.0

Engine Oil Capacity It.

2.36

3.78

3.78

4.0

I

3.78

T

Forced circulation, water cooling by
heat exchanger

Fresh water
Cooling system

Coolant capaci
(Engine Proper)

[3

I

I

I

I

3.93

I

----J'

-~

6qts
5qts
5qts
8qtsl8qts
I
L_-'.:A",lccw.=:a.LvT's_",f",i",l",l_!:o top of filler neck
1

I

i

1.~~~.6

Starter KW

I

===~~""'--'-'!"'-

I--_l=.=2 -.=S""O_",---=-l=..2--,S",O,,-__
, __ 12 - ~-=-=-S,,-0- - J .

1.2

1.2

1.6

12-50

S

Battery capacity

90 AH
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INSTALLATION, PREPARATION AND SUPPLY CAUTIONS

"

Check

ts of installat

(1)

Alignment
ror to be no more
than one thousandth of an inch
per inch of coupling diameter)
(See Figure 1)

(2)

Provide sufficient ventilation

(3 )

Provide adequate service room
around
engine
(See warranty
clauses)

before operating engine.
o(n

fEELER GAGE

ISTRAIGHT EDGE

Figure L
Checking Coupling Alignment

*

Fill fuel tank with CLEAN #2 diesel from a reputable manufacturer.

*

Fill lubricating oil to full mark on dipstick (Select readily
available lubricating oil with A.P.I. spec. CC or CD and S.A.E.#
suitable for your operating area.)

*

Fill cooling system with suitable mixture of water and antifreeze
to suit your temperature zone.
(See page 19).

*

Propulsion units - fill transmission/V-drive to correct level on
dipstick with correct lubricant.

*

plug-in Panel Harness Connection. After assembly, joint should be
taped to prevent corros
or, preferably, assembled using a silicon grease which can be obtained at an electronic store such as
Rad
Shack, etc.

SAFETY PRECAUTIONS

*

Never operate engine with inadequate ventilat
Confirm that
there are no exhaust leaks inside engine compartment.

*
*

Do not touch moving parts during operation.

"

Inspect and

*

Check and refill engine oil,
ing water, transmission and fuel
ter the eng
is brought to a s

*

recover
bot tIe was supplied wi th the
ine
th
tructions
tallation.
Be sure that it is
ace.
Attempting to operate with
the manifold as an expans
tank
p~noses the
ator to a severe steam burn if the manifold pressure cap is removed while the eng
is hot.
low instructions
on
6. )

Do not touch hot parts such as exhaust
bustible materials near the unit.
ust parts of the engine

4

, and do not

ace com-

after it is

*

use tools
S~A~E"

n selecting

fit corr
and use caution dur ing serand metr
sizes are
on the units, use
ring
dware"

Be sure that current carr
wires ar e protected from abr as
and that all connect
are t ght.
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PREPARATIONS
Take
as shown below in starting
or after a pr
shut-down.
1.

Fill your engine
th oil up to
or near the upper limit on the
dipstick.
Use a good grade of
oil with API specification of
CC or better.
For quantity of
oil, you may refer to
the
General Specif
ions page 3
(see Figure 2).

2.

Fill the transmission/V-drive
to full mark on their dipstick
with the correct lubricant.

3.

Your eng ine is supplied wi th a
coolant recovery system (See
figure
3)
to
which
the
following instructions apply:

engine for the first t

gauge

oi!

{elle!

oil

or! levE-Iqc;uge_+-IC-1'1

3/ld/i/lerport

a) Fill engine completely to
the
neck
of
the
manifold
pressure cap with an antifreeze
mixture.

oi/

b) Open air bleed petcock on
manifold or thermostat housing
to allow air
system to
escape while filling:
Close
tight after filling.

Figure 2. oil Capacity

c) Then fill the recovery tank
to the bottom level line. Need
for adding coolant is indicated
when a cold engine has coolant
level below the bottom level
line.
4.

Fill the fuel tank
th #2
Diesel fuel
th 45 Cetane
rating.
The interior of the
fuel tank must be maintained
clean. Be careful not to allow
introduction
of
dirt
when
filling

5.

NOTE: Engine
1, coolant and
transmission
should be
checked at
once a day
prior to eng
use.
Visually
look over unit for any abnormalities
correct as needed.

COOLANT RECOVERY TANK

\

F

6

PRESSURE CAP

e 3. Coolant Recovery System

BREAKING IN YOUR NEW ENGINE
While
eng
has had a
ninum of one hour of test operat
to demonstrate accurate assembly and correct operation of all systems,
it still requires break
time.
Service life of your engine is dependent on how your
operated and serviced during initial hours of operation.

engine is

Your new engine needs approximately fifty hours of initial conditioning operation
breaking in each moving part, thus helping
to maximize performance and service life of engine. Perform this conditioning carefully, keeping the following points in mind.
1.

Star t eng ine, run at a fast idle while checking that all
systems are functioning - sea water pump, oil pressure, battery charge.

2.

Warm engine, prefer ably by running propeller at fast idle
while tied down, until water temperature gauge moves into the
130 - 140 degree range.

3.

Then use engine at varying RPM's for first twenty .five hours
(tr ansmiss ion lubr icant should be changed on models having
HBW transmissions).

4.

Avoid rapid acceleration especially with a cold engine.

5.

Use caution not to overload engine.
Grey or black smoke and
inability of engine to reach rated RPM is a sign of overload.

6.

Next twentyfive hours may be run at varying RPM's with short
runs at top RPM. Avoid prolonged idling.

Explanation:
"Breaking in" a new engine is basically a seating of the piston rings
periods of
to the cylinder walls.
This is not accomplished by
running idle, nor by early running under full load.
Idle running may glaze the
smoky oper at
Excessive
wi th similar results, espec

s causing oil consumption and
and loads may score
inder
with the engine

inder

As indicated above, operate the engine in moderat
duri
tial 50 hours of break
Don't baby it, yet do not abuse
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the inito

DESCRIPTION OF STARTING SYSTEM
All Models use an electric
starter assisted
for both normal and cold weather
starting.
F
e 4 is a cross
section
through
one
inder.
The glow plug enters the combustion chamber so that the end
is in the spray path of the
ector nozzle.
When the glow
plugs are energized by the preheat button, they glow red at the
tips and assist rapid ignition of
the fueL
The result is rapid
starts with less wear on the
starter.
This
system
is
common
to
Westerbeke Diesels.
The start
circuitry is designed so that,
first, the preheat button must be
depressed for the time specified
in the glow plug use chart shown
below.

Figure 4. Combustion Chamber

After which, and while keeping the preheat button engaged,
button is depressed to crank the engine.
NOTE:
Starter
depressed.

button

will

Glow

not

energize

unless

the start

preheat

Use Data

Atmospheric temj:'eratur e

Preheating time
A

rox. 10 sec.
rox. 20 sec.

A

For

starting and s

ng

eSt

13

see

10 and 11.

is

INSTRUMENT PANEL

Descr

ion and use of:

Figure 5. Instrument Panel
Note 1:

When engine is stopped after use, the water temperature and
oil pressure gauges may stay at their running readings.

Note 2:

When engine is next to
perature and pressure
11 register battery
mounted on
eng ine,
any
r accumulated in
11 begin to function.

Note 3:

The eng

Note 4:

FOR INITIAL STARTS:

be used, turn keyswitch ON. The temgauges will "ZERO" and the voltmeter
voltage.
The electric fuel pump,
11 also beg
to operate. purging
the
and the engine hour meter

is now prepared for starting.

The self-bleeding feature of these models make it such that
no fittings or such in the fuel
need be
to
remove air from the eng
fuel
The operator need
to f ill the vessel's fuel tanks and
pr ime any
y fil
ator between the
tank and
Then turn On
ine
swi tch act
ing the
ic fuel
on the eng
and
it to operate
30 - 60 seconds to pr
the eng
fuel
tern and bleed any
r
it out thr
the return.
9

STARTING PROCEDURES

,
neutral,
throttle f
Press Preheat button and hold for the
on Page 8 in "Glow Plug Use Data".

L

Place tr
ss
m eng ine par tia
number of seconds ind

2.

While still engaging Preheat button, press Start button.

3.

The starter will crank the engine which should start in 10 seconds
or less.

4.

As soon as the engine starts, release buttons and throttle back to
a moderate warm up speed.

5.

Should the engine NOT start even though cranking for 10 seconds,
release the buttons for 30 seconds and repeat the sequence by
preheating the glow plugs sufficiently. The starter motor should
never be run more than 30 seconds at a time.
NOTE: Excessive cranking without a start may place excess cooling
water into the exhaust that cannot be expelled, filling the
exhaust and entering the engine cylinders producing a hydraulic
lock. Avoid this by shutting off the raw water thru hull and open
immediately once engine starts.

6.

Proper glow plug function is
indicated
by
voltmeter
drop
when
Preheat
button
is
depressed.
(See Figure 6).
This drop will be slight butdiscernible.
If no voltage
drop is noted, it may indicate
defecti ve
glow
plugs
or
a
faulty preheat circuit (check
for loose connection).
Figure 6. voltmeter Gauge

7.

As soon as the engine has started, release both Start and Preheat
buttons. Check that, with eng
runni, oil pressure and battery
charge voltage are registering and that raw water is discharging
with the exhaust.
Note:
An alarm buzzer is supplied with every unit and is the
responsibility of the ins
to electrically connect the alarm
buzzer to the two tagged terminal connection on the engine
electrical harness and install the buzzer in a dry location so
that it will be audible to the operator should it sound during
engine operation.
This buzzer will sound when the ignition
key is turned on and should silence when the engine is started and
1 pressure rises above 15 Ibs.

8.

To warm up engine, run a few minutes at idle to make checks in '7'
above.
Then
ate under reduced load (50 to 60 percent) until
operating temperature rises into the 140· - 150· range.
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STOPPING PROCEDURES
L

Model W13A

(See F

e 7)

a) To stop the engine move the
throt
control thr
the
idle position to stop.
As the
throttle is moved past idle
there
will
be
increased
resistance to movement because
a spring loading must be overcome. Hold the throttle firmly
against the pressure until the
engine comes
to a complete
stop.
b) with the engine stopped,
turn the key back to "OFF"
position.
The battery will be
discharged i f the key is left
at "ON" position.
An engine
alarm buzzer is provided to
warn
the
operator
of
this
possibility.
Best precaution
is always to remove the key.

THROTTLE COf\JTROL
THROTTLE LEVER

HIGH SPEED LIMIT SET SCREW ADJUSTMENT

Figure 7. Model W13A Idle position
2.

Models W18, W2IA, W27A and W33A

(See Figure 8)

a) Each model has a manual shut-ofL
A 'T' handle or knob is
pulled to shut off fuel.
Simply pull the shut-off and hold out
until the engine stops completely.
Then, PUSH THE STOP CONTROL
BACK TO THE RUN POSITION.
b) With the engine stopped, it is necessary to turn off the
keyswitch.
If you fail to do this, the panel remains energized
This oversight
and the electric fuel pump continues to run.
results in a dead battery.
c) While an engine alarm buzzer is provided to warn the operator
if this happens, the best precaution is always to remove the key.
THROTTLE CONTROL

THROTTLE LEVER

HIGH SPEED ADJUSTMENT .....'-..--.,

Figure 8. Models W18,
W21A, W27A and W33A

,.~~

LOW IDLE ADJUSTMENT .----
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CAUTIONS ON STARTING AND OPERATION
1.

Normal Starting
Follow the procedures below for routine starting of your engine.
a)
b)
c)

d)
e)
2.

Check the engine and transmission lubricant levels and fill
if necessary.
Insure that you have sufficient fueL
Keep tank as full as
possible.
Check cooling water level, and fill if necessar .
NOTE:
Check for leaks of water or oil, par t
ar ly when
signs of such leaks are found on the bottom of the engine or
in the drip tray.
Start the engine in accordance with the procedures given on
the preceding pages.
Allow the engine to warm up to 140· - 150· F before placing
the engine under heavy load.

Starting Under Cold Conditions
The following three adver se condi tions occur as the atmospher ic
temper ature drops dramatically, and the eng ine must, under such
conditions, be started by taking steps described below:

3.

a)

LUBRICATING OIL TURNS VISCOUS - Make certain that viscosity
-(SAE#)-is proper for the prevailing atmostpheric temperature.
(Study page 13).

b)

VOLTAGE ACROSS BATTERY TERMINALS DROPS - Check that the battery is fully charged.

c)

THE TEMPERATURE OF INTAKE AIR IS LOW AND COMPRESSION
TEMPERATURE DOES NOT RISE ENOUGH - Allow the glow plug to
operate suffeciently to aid starting.
(See table on page 8.)

Cautions During Operation
a)
b)

Confirm that the oil pressure is normal during normal operation.
Confim that exhaust gas is as follows:

"
"
"
c)
d)
e)

While engine is cold ............••..•• White smoke
When the engine grows warm ••..•......• Almost smokeless
When the engine is overloaded ..•..••.. Some black smoke

Check for abnormal noise such as knocking, friction or
leaking sounds, vibration and blow-back sounds~ Investigate
and correct.
Check
for
leaks
of
fuel,
lubricant
and
coolant.
A knocking sound is normal while the engine is cold, during
quick acceleration and at idle. This is produced by the combustion of diesel fuel
the
inders under compresssion as
the cylinder temperature rises to normal operating range.
This combustion is better regulated and more efficient, producing less noise.
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FOR PROPER OPERATION
LUBRICATION SYSTEM
L i n e Oil
For engine lubr
, use lubricating oil designated for diesel
service.
These
Is are c
ified according to the API
Specificat
into serv
grades CA, CB, CC and CD.
The use of
)
ades pr
ed by well-known makers is recomCC or hHJu"L
mended.
be used thereafter.
ine Oil Viscosi

(S.A.E.#)

Use oil having viscosity best suited to the atmospheric temperature.
Use of an all-season oil SAElOW-30 with minimum viscosity change under different temperatures is suggested.
Viscosity

Atmospheric temperature
20'C (6S'F) or higher

SAE 30 or 10W-30

S'C (H'F) - 20'C (6S'F)

SAE 20 or 10W-30

S·C (H'F) or lower

SAE lOW-30

NOTE: Do not use engine lube oil
generator engines.

th an SAE# greater than #30 in

3. Oil Pressure
The oil pressure during operat
the oil pressure gauge.

of

the engine is

indicated by

During normal operat

.••••......• Oil pressure will range between
40 and 70 PSI.
At idle soeeo •......•.•••.•••...... 20 - 35 P.S.I.
At the time of crank
•..•.....•.• Pressure will rise proportionwith speed.
4.

Eng

oil

(to

lude filter)

To renew engine oil, dischar
old
1 through the sump drain hose
attached at front of engine
ile eng
is still warm.
Drain old
1
ly, replace the hose, plug the
securely.
Proceed to Step #5 (oil filter change) before completing step #4.
Add fresh
1 through the
1 filler cap on the valve cover or
side
1 filler on some models.
After refilling oil, idle the
engine for sever
minutes and stop.
Then check the quantity of
oil by the
1 dip stick.
Fill to, but not over, the high mark
on the d i c k .
observe old
1 as it is removed.
A
yellow/grey
ion ind
presence of water in the
1.
While th
condit
is rare, it does require pr
attention to
prevent ser
a
mechan
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OIL 1:OIL-TER

acement of oil Filter
(See F
e 9)
When removing the used filter,
cover over with a plastic bag.
This
11 allow both filter
element and spilled oil to be
collected
cleanly
without
spilling oil in the bilge.
Being a replaceable cartridge
type, the oil filter requires
no cleaning inside.
In installing the oil filter
element,
apply
engine
oil
thinly onto the O-ring, and
then tighten it by hand firmly.

81

~

t..

OIL PRESSURE

'"'~"""'",""" <'1 ~/ .
Fig ur e 9.

~---

OIL DRAIN SYSTEM

Oil Filter and oil Drain System
Note A:

Generic filters are not recommended since the material
standard or diameters of important items might be
entirely different from genuine parts.

Note B:

Immediately after filter change and oil fill, run engine
to ensure that oil pressure is normal and that there are
no oil leaks.

FUEL SYSTEM
1.

Diesel Fuel
USE *2 DIESEL FUEL.

NEVER USE KEROSENE OR HOME HEATING OIL.

In cold weather particularly, water vapor is produced by condensation when air is present in the fuel tank. The tank, therefore,
should be kept full as much as possible.
The fuel tank, furthermore,
dirt and water.

2.

needs to be kept completely free of

Fuel Filter
It is required that a primary
fuel filter (See Figure 10) of
the water entrapment type be
installed between the fuel tank
and the engine.
Such a filter
is available under Part *32974
from
your
local
Westerbeke
representative
or
your
boat
builder.
This filter, adapted
for boat builder use, comes
complete
with
fittings
for
either hose or metal tubing.
Mount
an accessible place,
inspect often and drain off any
accumulated water and debris.

FUEL FILTER

h;d

Sed

pu"'p

to

refiil

F
e 10.
Iwater Trap (*32974)

F
e II
Mar ine
ine

ring Diagram
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H WESTERBEK

SS C:W~t<

S9RP

If a water tr
fuel filter (see page 14) is not
inter
between the fue
tank and
lift
,any entra
water will
tend to
in the bottom
the electr
lift pump.
Inter
metal
parts of
ft
11 rust.
Par t
will
on to filter s
pump and
and
ectors
th damaging and
to i ect
expensive results.
IT IS WELL TO REMEMBER THAT WATER DAMAGE TO THE
FUEL SYSTEM IS NOT COVERED UNDER THE WESTERBEKE WARRANTY.
While many boat builders do supply a water trap/filter, there
who do not.
I t is to
event such
ssion that Westerbeke
sed
/water trap/f Iter as a desirable optional extra at
cost.
It is
ied
th fittings for either hose
ng
tube piping.

are some
offer s a
moderate
or metal

All of the engine/generator models covered by this manual have two
replaceable fuel filters in the engine mounted fuel system. One is in
the base of the electric fuel pump and the other in the filter
assembly located just after the discharge side of the electr ic fuel
pump.
These are shown on Figure 12 showing a typical "An Series fuel
system.
The self-bleeding feature of these models fuel systems allows for easy
servicing of these filters. Simply remove and replace the filter elements.
(Take care to catch any fuel when removing filter elements.)
Turn your keyswitch ON and allow the electric fuel pump to operate for
20 - 30 seconds to prime and bleed air from the system, NO fittings
should be opened.
Then proceed to start the engine as yOU normally
would.
If the engine fails to start, stop and wait a few moments,
then repeat the bleed procedure as above.

INJECTiON PUMP
ELECTRIC FUEL LIFT PUMP

THROTTLE LEVER

FUEL PUMP FilTER

OPTIONAL FUEUWATER SEPARATOR

/
FUEL LINE

F

e 12.

Fuel

~~~

OlLPUMP
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Notes on Fuel
See F
e 12 for a
these eng ines.
I t is
il
priming system used by Westerbeke.

of a fuel system for
the self-bleed
and

The Westerbeke self-bleeding fuel system is semi-automatic in
operation.
While it is unlikely that the operator will be forced
to service the system at sea, the possibility does exist.
Therefore, it is recommended that banjo washers, injector seat
washers, electric lift pump filter and gasket, fuel filter and
gasket be carried on board at all times.
Select the parts for
your engine from the Parts List and purchase spares from your
local Westerbeke Dealer or Distributor. For example, hardware kit
*33093 will supply fuel system washers for All "An series models.
If a leak should develop at a fuel banjo or sealing washer location and cannot be remedied by a simple tightening of the fitting,
replace the washers.
4.

Replacing Filter Elements
After the first 50 hours of operation, remove, discard and replace
the fuel filter elements in the electr ic fuel pump and engine
mounted filter asembly.
Install new sealing gasket or .. a" rings supplied with the replacement filter elements.
After the first 50 hour change, the change period should be every
200 hours or once per season.

5.

Fuel Injection Pump
The fuel injection pump is one of the most important components of
the diesel engine and therefore calls for the utmost caution in
handling.
Furthermore,
the fuel
injection pump has been
thoroughly bench tested and should not be tampered with.
Idle speed and timing adjustment are the only adjustments the ser
vicing dealer can perform on the injection pump.
Other types of
adjustments or repairs must be performed by a qualified inject
service shop.
To obtain long and satisfactory service life from of your
tion pump:
1.
2.
3.

Always use the correct grade
fuel - *2 Diesel.
Filter the fuel to remove any water or impurities.
Clean and renew the fuel filters regularly.

injec~

COOLING SYSTEM
L

CooH

Water

As cooling water, use soft water
th few impurities such as tap
water (potable water) or rainwater.
Never use hard water or foul
water.
Use of hard water or water containing much impurity will
lead to collection of scale in the engine and heat exchanger with
resultant decline in cooling efficiency.
2.

Antifreeze
It is recommended that a freshwater and antifreeze
xture be used
year round.
Use an antifreeze that is compatible with aluminum
cooling system components.
Keep
mind that water when it
freezes expands to break the engine heat exchanger and the engine
block.
So maintain an antifreeze mixture in the cooling system
year round.
Do not be caught short.
*Antifreeze
of
po?r
quality or
without
rust
inhibitor
will cause corrOSlon of the cooling system.
Always use
antifreeze prepared by a reliable maker.
Never use it mixed
with antitreeze of a different brand.
*Make sure that the cooling system of the engine is cleaned
well before adding antifreeze.
*Recommended antifreeze for
year
PRESTONE with rust inhibitor.
*Mix the antifreeze and fresh water
it to the cooling system.

round

use

is

ZEREX

or

thoroughly before adding

ANTIFREEZE ADDITION DATA
Antifreeze
Concentration %

13

23

30

35

Freezing
·C
temperature ("F)

-5
(23 )

-10
(l4)

-15
(5)

-20
(-4)

Note:

3.

45
-30
(-22)

50
-40
(-40)

60
-50
(-58)

antifreeze
concentration
be
It
is
advisable
that
selected on the basis of a temperature which is about
5·C
(10 ·F)
lower
than the actual atmospheric temperature expected.

Fresh Water Cooling System
The system consists of a belt driven circulating pump and a heat
exchanger.
The
freshwater/antifreeze mixture
is circulated
throught the engine block where it picks up heat it and passes
through a thermostat which maintains engine operating temperature.
It
then flows through the exhaust mani
picking up more heat
and passes through the heat exchanger where it is cooled and then
returned to the block to repeat its path.
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a belt or engine
the heat
Raw water is
up heat from the fresh water and then is
driven
th exhaust gases where it is
nto
exhaust
fler
discllar
pressure.
overboard thr
exhaust
dischar
The total system is very r
able and requires only a dai
of the water level
the system plus routine checks
clamps, fittings, drive belts, and raw water pump.

check
hose

A zinc anode is located in the raw water side of the engine heat
exchanger.
This anode will deter iorate from electrolysis action
taking place in the raw water circuit.
This anode should be
checked monthly.
Cleaned and replaced as needed.
An important
component of the raw water circuit is the raw water pump.
Inspect
this pump seasonally for wear and impeller deteriorat
Repair
or replace components as needed.
It is recommended,
therefore,
that zinc anodes, water pump
belt(s), raw water pump repair kit and raw water pump impeller kit
be maintained on board for unexpected field repairs.
These items
can be purchased/order ed through local dealer s.
Refer to your
models
parts
list
for
correct
item
part
numbers.

INJECTED ELBOW

MANIFOLD

COOLANT RECOVERY

MODEL W13A ONLY

HEAT EXCHANGER

THERMOSTAT

FLOW CONTROLLER
TO HOT WATER TANK

OVERHEAT ALARM

/
FRESH WATER PUMP

Figure 13. Typical Westerbeke Cool

tem
fNCOMING RAW WATER
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Alternator

t and Water

Tert,sion

SeE; Fi

The belts are
tensioned when
10 to
12 mm (0.39 to 0.47 in.) as
ar e
essed
th
a
finger between the pu
and
pulley of the long distance
side~
Excessive tension can
cause quick wear of the belt
and bearings of the water pump
and the alternator.
Excessive
slackness or presence of oil on
the belt, on the other hand,
can l~ad to engine overheating,
insufficient charging due to a
slipping alternator belt and
rapid
wear
of
the
belt.

e 14)

APPROX

'i,"

DEFLECT!ON

Figure 14~
Alternator Belt and Water Pump Tension
CAUTION:
Never attempt to adjust tension of any drive belt while the
engine is in operation.
WIRING DIAGRAM
Your engine has a 12 volt DC start/run circuit.
A pictoral schematic
of this is illustrated in Figure 11. study it and learn to understand
how the system functions.
For installing electrical parts, connect them correctly by referring
to the electrical diagram and at the same time check for damaged wire
sheathing and confirm that grounding is provided properly. Care must
always be taken while working on the electrical system.
NEVER SHUT THE ENGINE BATTERY SWITCH OFF WHILE THE ENGINE IS RUNNING.
DAMAGE TO THE BATTERY CHARGING ALTERNATOR WILL RESULT SHOULD THIS BE
DONE.
F
e 15 at right shows a typical
engine Flow Control mechanism and
its bypass connect
for normal
use. If it is desired to connect a
hot water heater, remove the bypass
hose altogether as instructed on
the following page.
Study these
instructions carefully.

Figure 15. F
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Control Mechanism

All eng ines come
connected to a heater
engine heat.

th Flow Control which, when properly
domestic hot water from waste

a
tank,

principle:
With the bypass hose removed, there remains 2 connecting
points A and B for 7/8 I.D. hose to and from the water heater. These
connections assure a flow of hot water through the heater at all times
and yet preclude excessive restriction of engine cooling water flow
caused by the heater - all simply and automatically.
Installation:
The heater should be mounted conveniently close to the
engine, either in high or low position, so that connecting hoses from
heater to engine can run in a reasonably direct line without loops
which might entrap air.
Connection Point A on the Flow Control
housing should connect to the lower of the two connections on the
water heater while the upper connection on the heater returns to B,
nearest to the heat exchanger.
Hoses should rise continuously from their low point at the heater to
the engine so that trapped air will rise naturally from the heater to
the engine.
If tr apped air should rise to the heater, then an air
bleed petcock must be installed at the higher fitting on the heater
for bleeding air while filling the system.
Avoid loops in hose. runs
which will trap air and avoid this problem.
Trapped air will stop
water circulation from the engine flow control to or from the heater.
If any portion of the engine cooling water circuit to or from the
heater rises above the engine's own pressure cap, then the pressurized
remote expansion tank must be installed in the circuit to become the
highest point. The tank kit Part Number is 24177. Install the remote
expansion tank in a convenient location such as a sail locker for ease
of checking fresh water coolant level. Connect the remote tank with a
single hose 5/8 I.D. - 7/8 I.D. to a tee fitting directly at the connection on the hot water heater that is the return to the flowcontrol.
The cap on the engine mounted expansion tank/manifold
should not be opened once the remote system is installed and filled.
The hose connection from the heater to the remote expansion tank
should be routed and supported so as to rise continuously from the
heater to the tank enabling any air in the system to rise up and out.
Figure 16 below illustrates domestic water heater connections when
installed below or above the engine manifold pressure cap.

~:~~S~:~I~~~~SC~~TEDLO~ER
'_......
..•
TANK KIT (F~7)
'"

---, _

~""f-"

HEATER COILS BELOW PRESSURE CAP

REMOVE BY-PASS FROM
ENGINE FLOW CONTROLLER

~
v~~

~A"''''!.

B"'",

i

~~

ON ENGINE MANIFr:OLD

i

"'~

['

../~\I

~\~~J
.p

!.,

V·

""'--'--i-"

HEATER COILS ABOVE PRESSURE CAP
ON ENGINE MANIFOLD

REMOTEE"ANSlON'ANK

AIR BLEED PETDOCK

)/

HEATER BELOW ENGINE

Figure 16.

HEATER ABOVE ENGINE

Flow Control System
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RECOMMENDED MAINTENANCE SERVICE
Check and service your engine at specified intervals to maintain it in
its best conditions and permit it to perform as it should.
As for
those asterisked items, it is suggested that you have them performed
by an authorized distributor or dealer.
1.

Daily Inspection Before Use
A.

Check engine oil level and add as needed.
No refill is required if the level is near
line of the gauge.

B.

the upper

limit

Check fresh water coolant levels.
Refill up to the ADD line on coolant recovery tank.

C.

Check transmission lUbricant level and refill as needed.
Check your fuel supply. Check filter/water separators.

D.

Visually check engine for loose parts (alternator belt and
bolts etc.), damage and leaks. Correct as required.

E.

Check operation of gauges and meters.
After starting your engine, check oil pressure,
perature and voltage reading.

F.
2.

Check for abnormality with exhaust gas, noise and vibration.

A.

Renewal of engine oil.

B.

Replacement of lube and fuel filters (two fuel filters).
Tightening of bolts and nuts (torque cylinder head hold-down
bolts) •

D.

Change transmission lubricant (HBW models initially change
at 25 hours).

E.

Adjust engine idle speed if needed.

*F.

4.

tem-

Servicing Following Initial 50 Hours Of Operation

*C.

3.

water

Adjustment of valve clearance.

Servicing At Every 100 Hours Of Operation
A.

Renewal of engine oil.

B.

Replacement of oil filter.

Servicing At Every 200 Hours Of Operation
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t of engine mounted fuel filter elements
element in electric fuel pump and secondary filter
5.

Servicing At Every 500 Hours Of
A.

(filter
).

at

Torque cylinder head hold-down bolts.

*B.

Adjustment of valve clearance.

*C.

Checkup of starter motor, alternator and regulator.
Check the brush and surface of commutator for the degree of
wear.
Replace the brush if it is worn beyond the limits of
wear.

*D.
E.
6.

Checkup of glow plugs.

Do resistance check (.2 ohms).

Removal of cooling water and flushing is suggested.

Servicing At Every 800 Hours Of Operation
*A.

Checkup of nozzles
(See Figure 17).
Set the

injection starting
+142
pressure to 1706 -0
psi
and eliminate undesirable
injection conditions,
including "after dripping".

*B.

Check compression pressure.

,

Remove each glow plug and
check
cylinders,
one
by
one, using a compression
pressure gauge.
If the
pressure differs by more
than 3.0 kg/cm 2 (42.7 psi)
between cylinders or if the
cylinder pressure is less
than 30 kg/cm 2 (427.0 psi)
at 200 RPM, correct it.
*C.

POOR

Fuel injection adjustment.
In case of severe vibration
during
idling,
have
it
repaired at an authorized
distributor or dealer who
is equipped with a pump
tester.

*D.

"'-

Figure 17. Nozzle

Check tightness of nuts and bolts.
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ay Pattern

TRANSMISSIONS
All HEN models turn r
hand
All HEN models have their own 0 1
s use ATF lubricant.
HEN
All HEW models should be shifted into
mot
- not allowed to slip in slowly.
Control Of Gearbox (See F
L

e 18)

d
gear

4.

Check that actuating lever hub does not touch
cover plate hub.
Maintain at least 0.5 mm
(0.002") clearance.

5.

Over travel of the actuating lever does no harm.
However, if the travel is too short to give full
engagement,
premature
wear,
excessive
heat
generation and gear failure may result.

Figure 18.
Control of
Gearbox

TO CHECK O!L LEVEL

TRANSMISSION!N OPERATION

F
gearbox
with
automatic
transmiss
fluid to the level
indicated
the d
ick mark
(See Figure 19) ..

,

,

., ,,
, ,

Note that to check
1 LeveL,
the
dipstick
drops
on
the
housing.
It does
screw

25

O,Smm

DIPSTICK

The position of the cover plate
underneath the actuating lever
is factory adjusted to ensure
equal lever tr avel from neutr
to A and E.
DO NOT LOOSEN THE
CAPSCREWS HOLDING THIS ASSEMBLY.
Doing this voids transmission
warranty.

The HBW gear box can be freewheeled in NeutraL
To stop
propeller shaft rotat
while
under sail.
the gear into
Reverse.

B

TRANSMISSION

Both gear box lever and remote lever must be in
neutral position when cable is attached so that
travel of gearbox lever will be equal forward or
reverse.

9.

swift

SHIFTING LEVER

A

3.

8.

one

o

The
gearbox
is
suitable
for
single
lever
remote
control
using 33C
The cable should attach at right
angles to the actuating lever
using
the
cable
bracket
supplied.

7.

in

33C CABLE

2.

6.

ticks.

FLUID LEVEL

ORAl' PLUG

Figure 19.

Dipstick oil

s

Each
opt

engine model
For ratio

Model
W13A

fitted
th a var i
, see table
low.

1.5:1
HBW-IOO

W18

HBW-IOO

W21A

HBW-IOO

W27A

HBW-IOO

W33A

HBW-IOO

2:1
BW-3
HBW-50
EW-7
HBW-50
BW-7
HBW-50
BW 7
HBW-IOO
BW-7
HBW-IOO

2.5:1

of

tr

ss

2:1 V-Drive

HBW-50
HBW-IOO

HBW-150V

HEW-IOO

HBW-150V

HBW-150

HBW-150V

HBW-150

HBW-150V

Rotation-------------------Riqht Hand--------------------

These transmissions have their own oil sumps and dipsticks.
"5" and
"HBW" units use ATF lubricant, while "BW" units may use either *20 or
*30 S.A.E. engine oil.
The transmissions, their dipsticks and markings are illustrated in
Figure 20 below. For dipsticks that are threaded in the case, measure
oil by dropping dipstick on the case. Do not screw in.

DIPSTICK

DIPSTICK

HEW
V- DRIVE

Figure 20. Transmission
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WARNER HYDRAULIC TRANSMISSIONS

FROM COOLER
(2.10:1 ONLY)
SHIFT LEVER

DIPSTICK ASSEMBLY
SHIFT LEVER

FROM
COOLER

1.

10-13/10-14
FROM COOLER
(EXCEPT 2.10:1)

10-17/10-18

CONTROL LEVER POSITION

The position of the control lever on transmission when in forward
should be Shifted to the point where it covers the letter "P" on the
case casting, and is located in its proper position by the poppet
ball.
The Warranty is cancelled if the shift lever poppet spring
and/or ball is permanently removed, or if the the control lever is
changed in any manner, or repositioned, or if linkage between remote
control and transmission shift lever does not have sufficient travel
in both directions.
This does not apply to transmissions equipped
with Warner Gear electrical shift control.
2.

LUBRICATION

The properties of the
1 used in the transmission are extremely
important to the proper function of the hydraulic system. Therefore,
it is extremely important that the recommended oil,
automatic
transmission fluid (ATF) , Type A or Dexron II be used.
NOTE: Be sure the cooler is properly installed when required and
the transmission conta
oil before cranking or starting the engine.
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3.

FILLING AND CHECKING 'l'HE HYDRAULIC SYSTEM

The oil level should be maintained at the
mar k on the d
Check oil level prior to starting engine.
Check dai
before starting
engine.
The hydraulic circuit includes the transmiss
, oil cooler,
cooler lines and any gauge lines connected to the circui L
The
complete
hydr aullc
circui t
must
be
filled
when
filling
the
transmission and this requires purging the system of air before the
oil level check can be made.
The air
11 be purged from the system
if the oil level is maintained above the pump suction opening while
the engine is running at approximately 1500 RPM.
The presence of air
bubbles on the dipstick indicates that the system has not been pur
of air.
New applications or a problem installation should be checked to insure
that the oil does not drain back into the transmission from the cooler
and cooler lines. Check the oil level for this drain back check only,
immediately after the engine has been shut off and again after the
engine has been stopped for more than one hour
(overnight is
excellent). A noticeable increase in the oil level after this waiting
period indicates that the oil is draining from the cooler and cooler
lines.
The external plumbing should be changed to prevent any drain
back.
4.

STARTING ENGINE

Move the shift lever to the center position where the spring-loaded
ball enters the chamfered hole in the side of the shift lever and properly locates lever in neutral position before starting engine.
5.

SHIFTING

Shifts from any selector position to any other selector posi tion may
be made at any time and
any order if the engine
is below 1000
RPM; however, it is recommended that
shifts be made at the lowest
feasible engine speed.
Move the shift lever to the extreme forward
position where the spring loaded ball enters the chamfered hole in the
side of the shift lever and proper
lever in forward
position.
Move tr ansmi ss ion shift lever to the extreme rearward posit
the spr
loaded
enters the chamfered hole in the s
locates it in the reverse
ition.
shift lever and proper

where
of the

6. FREEWHEELING
with one
Under sa
th the
turning, or at trOlling
, the des ign of
mainta
of two eng ines shut
Attempting to
gear into for war or
cooling and lubr
11 have
reverse while under sail to
opeller shaft rotat
I, a
no effect.
To stop
ller
t rotation while under
mechanical shaft brake
be needed.
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7. COOLING PROBLEMS
Water
sages inside of the cooler
11 samet
become c
, and
this
11 reduce cooling
i
and cause over essur ing.
Back
flushi
of the cooler
sometimes help to
the foreign
mater i
from the cooler passages.
The cooler and hose should be
thoroughly flushed or replaced in the event a failure has occurred.
Metallic particles from the failure tend to collect in the case of the
cooler and gradually flow back into the lube system.
Replace oil
cooler to prevent
nat
of the new transmission.
Water hoses may collapse and reduce or completely shut off all flow to
the cooler.
Collapsed hoses are usually caused by aging of the hoses
or improper hose installation. Hose installation should be made with
no sharp bends. Hoses should be routed so there is no possibility for
engine shifting to cause hoses to pull loose or become pinched.
A
visual inspection of hoses while under way will sometimes allow detection of faulty hoses.
Reduction or complete loss of water flow can be caused by a faulty
water pump.
A rubber water pump impeller will sometimes fail and
after such a failure the cooler passages may be restricted by the particles of rubber from the failed impeller. Water pump cavitation may
be caused by improper or faulty plumbing or an air leak on the inlet
side of the pump. The water pump may not prime itself or may lose its
prime when inlet plumbing is not properly installed.
It
possible for cross leaks to occur inside the cooler, permitting
oil to flow into the water or water flow into the oil.
Checking
transmiss
fluid
s at each days use will help spot such a happen
,undetectable loss of fluid and/or emulsified fluid.
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ROUTINE CHECKS AND MAINTENANCE
ANNUAL CHECKS
1.
PROPELLER AND OUTPUT SHAFT ALIGNMENT:
This check should also be
made any time the propeller strikes a heavy object and after any accident where the boat is stopped suddenly.
Shaft alignment should also
be checked after the boat has been lifted by a hoist or moved on a
tr ailer.
2.
SHIFT LEVER POSITIONING: The selector controls must position the
shift lever exactly in F, N and R selection positions with the ball
poppet centered in the shift lever hole for each position.
3.

BOLT TORQUE:

Check all bolts for tightness.

4.
COOLER CONNECTIONS: Check water lines, oil lines and connections
for leakage.
Make sure lines are securely fastened to prevent
shifting.
5.
CHANGING OIL:
A seasonal oil change is recommended in pleasure
boats. Work boats require more frequent changes. Change oil any time
the oil becomes contaminated,
changes color or becomes rancid
smelling.
Automatic transmission fluids (ATF), Type A is recommended
for use.
DAILY CHECKS
1.

Check transmission oil level.

2.

Check for any signs of oil leakage in the bellhousing, at gasket
sealing surfaces or at the output shaft oil seal.

3.

A quick visual check of the general condition of the equipment may
cause faulty equipment to be detected.

4.

Listen for any unusual noises
cause of any such noises.
Note:

and

investigate to determine the

Low engine idle speed can produce drive damper chatter.

WINTER STORAGE
L

Drain water from transmission oil cooler.
This will prevent
freezing in cooler climates, and prevent harmful deposi ts from
collecting.

GENERAL CHECKS
1.

Check coupling alignment each time a transmission is replaced in
the boat.
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2.

Check shift linkage
ustment to insure that the tr
ft lever is
itioned so that the
ing loaded
the chamfered hole in the s
of the shi t

3.

Connect an oil cooler into the cooler circuit before cranking or
starting the engine.
Various cooler circuits have been used and
the correct cooler connections should be found from service
literature prior to makeing the cooler installation.

4.

Use a cooler or sufficient size to insure proper cooling.

5.

Check engine rotation and transmission pump setting and the propeller rotation prior to assembling the transmission to engine.

6.

Check oil pressue and temperature
indicates that a problem exist.

7.

Use the recommended fluid for filling the transmission.

8.

Fill the transmission prior to starting the engine.

9.

Check oil level immediately after the engine has been shut off.

when

transmission

ssion
enters

function

10. Use a clean container for handling transmission fluid.
11. Replace cooler and lines after a transmission failure.
installing a new or rebuilt transmission.
12. Check fluid level at operating temperature.
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prior

to

WAI/J'ER V-DRIVES
FLANGE ALIGNMENT - DIRECT COUPLED MODELS
Install the pr
ler shaft
on
to the propeller shaft and ti
the two
clamping bolts on the spli t hub (none on
RV-IOD). A self-locking set screw is provided for
the propeller shaft flange.
Spot dr ill the propeller
t and then
securely tighten the set screw. Many good
installations are ruined by
oper shaft
flange alignment. Accurate
gnment will
ensure a smooth operating drive train and
eliminate many problems that arise due to
misalignment.
Final alignment should not
be attempted until the boat has been
allowed to "settle" in the water.
After
the engine has been installed, adjust the
mounts
per
manufacturer's
instructions
Fl ANCE ALiCNMEN T
until the pilot diameters of the gear
shaft
flange
and
the propeller
shaft
flange engage freely.
Butt the flange
faces together.
without rotating either flange, check with a feeler
gauge in at least four places as shown in the illustration.
If the
maximum feeler gauge that can slip between the flange faces at any
point is .003", the unit is properly aligned.
If a thicker gauge can
be inserted at any point, the engine must be readjusted until proper
alignment is obtained.
Turn the propeller shaft flange 1/4 of a turn
without moving the gear shaft change.
Try inserting the .003" feeler
gauge as described above.
The gap will not change if the propeller
shaft is straight.
If it increases, the shaft or flange is bent and
must be removed and straightened.
Rotate the propeller shaft
in two more 1/4 turn
ements and repeat the procedure.
The
lot
diameters must be rechecked to ensure that they still engage freely.
Secure the two flanges together with the heat treated bolts and special high collared lockwashers supplied.
ENGINE ALIGNMENT - INDEPENDENT MODELS
The engine must be adjusted so that the alignment of the flexible
joint is wi thin 3·.
An accur ate steel rule should be used for this
purpose as shown in the i
at
On short installations using a
flexible joint assembly, the faces of the flexible joint must be
parall
within 1/8". Measure this in at least four places around the
diameter without rotating the assembly.
th long installations using
the #36 tubular drive shaft (also on all RV-IOD'sj the distance from
the #33A spool adapter to the bores in the universal j
nt which is
welded to the tubular shaft must be measured on both s
of the
joint. Rotate the shaft exactly 1/4 of a turn and measure to the same
joint. The four distances must be
thin l/S".
not measure
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to the joint end that is
on the
This
stance
vary
th misalinnm~n
since
the
joint
is
bolted
cannot move.)
Put the lI3lA
gauge on the machined
diameter
of
the
*24
cover and sl
it completely around.
It will
indicate how the engine
must be moved to center
the spline shaft in the
oil
Re-measure
the joints to see if
they are still parallel within 1/8".
It is
important
that
both
alignments
be
checked
thoroughly.
It is possible for the spline shaft
to be perfectly centered and the flexible joint
to be out more than 3·. Premature failure of the
*26 self-aligning bearing and seals may occur due
to misalignment.
The zerk fitting (located on
the cross of the universal joint) should be
greased with a light alemite lubricant.
The
above procedure should be repeated after the boat
has been placed in operation.
It is possible for
the engine to slightly shift and settle, especi
if it has rubber mounts.
FLANGE ALIGNMENT - INDEPENDENT MODELS
Install the propeller shaft f
to
bolts
arone
shaft and tighten the two
ing
on the split hub (none on RV-IO).
set screw is
ovided for the pr
shaft
LOOSEN
TO
fl
Spot dr 11 the propeller shaft and secureA(>JUST BRACKETS
ly t
the set screws.
V-drives are supplied
th
adjustable
mounting brackets (2-way on the RV-IO and RV-20) as
standard equipment.
The brackets must face downward as shown in the illustration to proper
absorb propeller thrust.
The mounting plates can
be removed and rever sed to fi t
der engine bed
centers.
e installing the
ive, loosen
the nuts on the
ng brackets and cheek to see
that the
are in the center of the slots. Retighten the nuts.
Place the V-dr i ve on the engine bed, li ng it
"
" to the
shaft flange as closely as possible. F
t down
the holes provided
the mounting plates.
Loosen the locking nuts on the adjusting screws.
Slightly loosen the
nuts on
mounting brackets just enough to be able to move the V~

drive

train

opeller shaft
at
are ruined
impr
Accurate al
ensure a smooth oper ating
el
nate many problems that arise due to misal
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ment. Final
should not
until the boat has
allowed to "set
in the water.
V-dr i ve until the
diameters of the gear shaft f
pr
t
engage freely.
Butt the
thout rotating
either flange, check
th a
least four places as
shown
the illustrat
If the maximum
gauge that can slip
between the flange faces at any point is .003", the unit is properly
aligned. If a thicker gauge can be inserted at any point, the V-drive
must be readjusted until proper alignment is obtained. Turn the propeller shaft flange 1/4 of a turn without moving the gear shaft
flange. Try inserting the .003" feeler gauge as described above. The
gap will not change if the propeller shaft is stra
If it
increases, the shaft or flange is bent and must be removed and
straightened.
Rotate the propeller shaft flange in two more 1/4 turn
increments and repeat the procedure.
The pilot diameters must be
rechecked to ensure that they still engage freely.
Tighten the nuts
on the mounting brackets and the locking nuts on the adjusting screws,
Remove the set screws from the brackets (none on RV-IO or RV-20), spot
drill and securely tighten, Recheck the flange alignment to make sure
the V-dr i ve did not move out of alignment,
Secure the two flanges
together with the heat treated bolts and special high collared lockwashers supplied.

(HECK

SET SCREVJ

GEAR SHAFT

FLANGE

FEELER'
GAGE

.
PROP. SHAFTFLANGE

I

\I

LCHtcK
(LAMPiNG

.-:J

BOLTS

FLANGE ALIGNMENT

WATER AND SWITCH CONNECTIONS

Hook up the water lines to the two pipe connections on the V-drive
(intake and exhaust lines are interchangeable)_
Generally, one line
from the seacock to the V-dr i ve and another from the V-dr i ve to the
intake of the engine water circulating pump are utilized.
In some
cases, scuppers through the hull are connected to and from the V-drive
to provide independent water-cooling and are actuated by the movement
of the water.
Wi th closed cooling systems, the V-dr i ve should be
incorporated into the system between the cooler and the suet
side
of the water pump.
Proper operating temperatures are from 140- to
180 'F, although safe oper ating temper atur es may be as high as 210 OF.
On the models equipped with an oil cirCUlating pump, the *49 oil
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pressure
hooked up
part of
ground) •

sw itch and the 12 volt lI4
warni
the wiri
diagram.
The switch
ive or engine
ther
nal may

be
any
the

OIL FILL

out the i21 oil level gauge.
Unscrew the i12 breather cap and fill the
/12 BREATHER CAP
/
(UNSCREw FOR
V-drive with SAE #30 motor oil through the
,
Oil F:UJ
',~' rOIL LEvEL
Jl12A breather elbow.
On the RV-IO only,
GAGE
the oil may be added by removing the plug
i
(PUll UP TO
,
~
R£M:)VEI
in the Jl6D top cover. See table below for
)/ f
approximate oil capacities.
The amount
varies with the angle of installation.
The oil level should be checked wi th the
oil level gauge fully inserted in the
unit. The proper level is between the "H"
and "L" marks on the gauge. Add a 2 ounce
OIL FiLL-;;
!"
tube of Molykote (molybdenum disulfide),
#12A PP.EATHERj
which is supplied wi th each V-dr i ve for
ELB:)I."
extra lubrication and break-in.
It provides protection against scoring or galling
of gears, bearings and other moving parts.
Additional Molykote after break-in is not required.
Reinstall the
breather cap.
The oil level should be rechecked after the unit has
been run and allowed to sit for about a minute. Add oil if necessary.
/

RV-IO
Oil capacity
(Approx. )

1 pint

I
I

RV-20

RV-30

RV-40

RV-48

2 pints

3 pints

4 pints

4 pints

DEALER PREPARATION
The propeller shaft and engine alignment must be checked and
corrected, if necessary, before the boat is delivered.
Final alignment should not be attempted until the boat is allowed to "settle" in
the water.
The oil level must be checked and oil added i f required.
While the boat is being run, the water connections should be checked
f'or leaks.
The oil pressure drop switch and war ng light (if' the
V drive is equipped with an oil c culating pump) should be checked
for proper operation.
Do not transport the boat with the propeller
shaft coupling connected.
Damage to the shaft, Shaft log and V-drive
can result.
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OPERATION
A pressure dr
warning Ii
is
mounted on the instrument panel on
V-drives equipped
th an oil circulating pump. The warning light
11
stay on until the boat gets under way
and the engine speed increases to sufficient RPM for the pump to maintain
pressure.
This normally occurs at
approximately 1200 RPM, but the actual
speed may vary by as much as 400 RPM.
Extended cruising at low RPM, such as
when trolling, is not harmful to the
V-drive, even though the warning light
may stay lit.
Normal operation is
between 6 to 12 PSI.
The light will
go on when the oil pressure drops
below 2 PSI.
Loss of oil and/or
insufficient oil level are the major
causes of pressure drop.
The oil
level should immediately be restored,
and while running the boat, the unit should be checked for leaks.
If
the oil level is normal and the light stays lit when the boat reaches
normal cruising speed, the wir ing should be checked for loose and/or
corraded connections.
If the wiring is correct and the light remains
lit, the #49 pressure drop switch, which is mounted on the side of the
V-drive (see illustration), should be checked for proper operation.
The switch can easily be removed and an accurate oil pressure gauge
installed in its place.
If the pressure is normal, the switch should
be replaced. If the pressure is below normal, the oil lines should be
checked for blockage.
The pump should be inspected and replaced i f
necessary.
The pump is standard on the RV-48 and an optional feature
on other models (not available on the RV-lO).
The oil level should be checked several times during the season,
especially on V-drives whitout pumps (see OIL FILL).
A clatter or rattle
the V-drive at low RPM is due to the overriding of the propeller dur ing the compression stroke of the eng ine.
Although annoying, it is not harmful.
It may be reduced by adjusting
the idle speed and/or tuning up the engine for smoother operation.
MAINTENANCE
1.

OIL CHANGE AND JOINT LUBE

After the first 100 hours of operat
and every season and/or
500 hours thereafter, the
1 should be changed.
Run the boat to warm
up the V-drive to operating temperature. Turn off the engine. Remove
the
in the #6B bottom cover that is
ite the #438 oil
stra nero
Re
tall after draining.
Disconnect
1 hose leading
from the #438 strainer (leave the elbow on the stra
). Unscrew the
strainer and clean the outs
surface.
Reinstall the strainer and
reconnect the
1 hose.
Unscrew the two *22
that are
on di
ite corners of
*lC main hous ng.
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The
s can be
to see if
are magnetic
after removal.
Touch the inside face
th a metall
ect,
as a screwdriver.
Clean
them and reinstall.
Usually, there
are four plugs
the bottom part of
the main housing.
Only two of these
are magnetic.
The other two need not
be removed (see illustration). Refill
wi th SAE 30 motor oil to the proper
level (see INSTALLATION - OIL FILL).
The Zerk fitting on the external un
versal joint should be greased with a
light alemite lubricant (see ENGINE
ALIGNMENT).

2.

n IMG'i[liC PLciC, if:
,)IAC(AJAlLV (wrOSIT,

WATER DRAIN

For protection from freezing during winter lay-up, remove the
small pipe plugs (located diagonally opposite) on the front and back
of the housing marked "Water Drain" (see illutration).
On the RV-IO
only, one of the water lines going into the
water-cooled bottom
cover must be disconnected to drain the water.

*6

3.

FLANGE AND ENGINE REALIGNMENT

When the boat is launched after being
drydocK., the line-up of
the V-drive to the propeller shaft flange and the engine to the Vdr i ve should be rechecked and cor rected if necessary.
Some eng ines
wi th rubber mounts may sag and must be raised wi th adj ustments or
shims for
proper
alignment
(see "Flange Alignment" and "Engine
Al
.. ) •
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MODEL W13A,
ADJUSTMENT OF VALVE CLEARANCE

1.

2.

3.

4.

Remove the rocker cover and
loosen
the
rocker
arm nut.
Check the valve clearance with
a
feeler
gauge
and,
if
necessary, adj ust it with the
adjusting screw.
Adjust the intake and exhaust
valves on No.1 cylinder side
first at TDC on compression
stroke
of
No.
1
cylinder.
Then, adjust on No. 2 cylinder
side at TDC on compression
stroke of No.2 cylinder.
Each cylinder piston is at TDC
on compression stroke when the
timing mark on the gear case is
in alignment with that on the
crankshaft pulley.
After
adjustment,
keep
the
adjusting screw from turning
and tighten the rocker arm nut
securely.

,,:r~

'ii
Mark

o;::T

case side

-r

Front of engine

2

o

5

o

3

o

4

o
2 cylinder

NOTE:
Retighten the cylinder
head
bolts
before
valve
clearance is adjusted.
Wl3A
Bolts *1,2,3,4,5, & 6
(17rnrn 7 - 8 Kg-m)
Rocker Shaft Holddown Bolts
(14mm 3.5 Kg-m)
Note: rnrn sizes shown are
socket size for head bolt.
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MODELS W18 and W21A:
ADJUSTMENT OF VALVE CLEARANCE
CAUTION:
*
Adjust the valve clearance when
the engine is cold.
* Tighten the cylinder head bolts
to the specified torque.
1.

2.

3.

4.

Pull off the air breather pipe
from the rocker cover, and then
loosen off rocker cover bolts.
Adjust the valve clearance at
top dead center of compression
stroke of
each cylinder
as
described below.
Align the timing mar ks on the
gear case and the crankshaft
pulley shown.
In this position, No. 1 cylinder is in top
dead center of its compression
stroke.
Check both intake and
exhaust valve clearances of the
cylinder.
If the valves have
no specified clearance, adjust
by
means
of
the
adjusting
screws.
Remember to align the
timing marks properly; if not,
the valve will interfere with
the piston because of wrong cam
position.
Next,
the
piston of No.
3
cylinder
comes
to
top dead
center.
Turn the crankshaft
240' clockwise from the above
position, aligning the timing
mark of the crankshaft with
tha t of the gear case.
Then
check
and
adjust
the valve
clearance.
To check No. 2 cylinder valve
clearance, turn the crankshaft
another 240' clockwise,
then
align
the
timing mar ks
and
check
and
adjust
the
valve
clearance in a similar manner.

Timing Mark

-

Front

0

0

9

)

0

0

;

II

10

4

6

8

'".I

0

,)

0

(-"
~

() I

2

() 3

Cylinder Head Bolt Tightening Sequence
_[)e_sc_rip:_ion

I

Standard value

110 mm¢ 'I
7 to 8 kg m
Cylinder head I
I
(50 6 to 578ft Ibs )
bolt tlghtenmg ----~~-r
torque
12 mmq:>
II to 12 kg m
1795 to 868ft Ibs)
3 Cylinder Head Bolt
Tightening Sequence
W-18 & W-21A
Bolts #4,5,6,7,8,9,10 & 11
(17mm 11-12 Kg-m)
Bolts #1,2, & 3
(14 mm 7 - 8 Kg-m)
Note: mm size shown are
socket size for head bolt.
Rocker Shaft Holddown Bolts
Bolts (14 rom 3.5 Kg-m)
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MODELS W27A and W33A:
ADJUSTMENT OF VALVE CLEARANCE
L

off the air breather p
from the rocker cover, and then
loosen off rocker cover bolts.

2.

Adjust the valve clearance at
top dead center of compression
stroke (cold) of each cylinder.
Prior to the measurement of
the valve clearance, retighten
cylinder head bolts to specified torque.
Give care to
exact alignment of the timing
mark of the gear case with that
on the crankshaft pulleYl if
not, the valve may be pushed up
by the piston, depending on the
position of cam lobe.

Timing Mark
Front

""

~i!"
0

0

0

0

I

5

8

2

7

•

10

0

0

4

0

0

3

0

0

0

"

13

9
0

0

4 Cylinder Head Bolt
Tightening Sequence
W-33A
Bolts
1,2,5,6,7,8,11,12,13, & 14
(22mm 15-16 Kg-m)

W-27A
Bolts 1,2,5,6,7,8,11,12,13,&14
(17mm 15-16 Kg-m)
Bolts 3,4,9 & 10
(14mm 12-13 Kg-m)

Bolts 3,4,9, & 10
(22mm 11-12 Kg-m)

Rocker Shaft Holddown Bolts
14rnrn (12-13 Kg-m)
10mm (3.5 Kg-m)
Note: rnrn sizes shown are socket
size for head bolt.
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Rocker Shaft Holddown
Bolts
14mm 3.5 Kg-m
10mm 0.7 Kg-m

OF TIGHTENING

'0(YIU'''o

kq-m

Ib-fL

inder head bolt

) W18, W21, W27, W33
50.7 - 57.9
7 - 8
(M12) W18, W21
1I 79.6 - 86.8
86.8 - 94.0
W13, W27
12 - 13
(M14) W33*
108.5 -1I5.7
15 - 16
79.6 - 86.8
(M14 ) W33 (#3,4,9,10)*
1I - 12
"Cylinder Head" Section.)
*(See drawing on Page
Crank pulley nut W13
15 - 20
108.5 -144.6
108.5 -180.8
W18, W21, W27, W33
20 - 25
36.2 - 43.4
Main bearing cap bolt W18, W21, W27, W33
5.0 5.5
23.1 - 25.3
Connecting rod cap nut W13, W18, W21, W27 3.2 3.5
37.9 - 43.0
Connecting rod cap bolt W33
5.5 6.0
83.2 - 90.4
Flywheel bolt - with separate washers
1I.5 - 12.5
95.0 -100.0
Flywheel bolt - washer attached
13 - 14
5 6
36.2 - 43.4
Oil pan drain plug
8.0 9.4
Oil filter
1.1 1.3
28.9 - 36.2
Delivery valve holder (injection pump)
4 - 5
10.8 - 14.5
Holder mounting bolt, nozzle
1.5 2.0
43.4 - 57.9
Holder body and retaining nut, nozzle
6 8
10.8 - 14.5
Glow plug
1.5 2.0

UNLESS OTHERWISE INDICATED
Grade 6T
6mm bolt/nut
8mm bolt/nut
10mm bolt/nut
12mm bolt/nut
14mm bolt/nut
Grade 8T and 8.8
6mm bolt/nut
8mm bolt/nut
10mm bolt/nut
12mm bolt/nut
14mm bolt/nut
Grade 5 capscrew
1/4 UNC
1/4 UNF
5/16 UNC
5/16 UNF
3/8 UNC
3/8 UNF
7/16 UNC
7/16 UNF
1/2 UNC
1/2 UNF

-

0.7
1.0
1.6
2.3
3.2
4.7
5.6 - 8.2
7.7 -10.5
.8 - 1.2
1.8
2.7
3.7
5.5
6.4 - 9.5
10.4 -14.0

-

-

1.2
1.5
1.5
1.8
2.5 - 2.8
2.9
3.2
3.7
4.6
4.1
4.8
6.1
6.8
6.9
7.6
9.4 -10.1
10.1 -11.1

5
12
23
41
56

-

7
17
24
59
76

6 - 9
20
13
40
27
46
69
75 -101

-

9
11

18
21
28
30
44
50
68
73

-

-

11

13
20
23
33
35
49
55
73
80

TN

PROBLEM
1.

ENGINE DOES NOT START

a.

Starting switch is defective
Deficient drive torque of
the starter motor

b.

c.
d.
e.
f.

Improper viscosity of engine
oil
Engine too cold
Seizure of moving parts
Air present in fuel system

,v

I

Correct connections and contacts
The battery is exhausted, trouble
with the starter motor, or dirty or
loose wiring
Check the viscosity and renew oil
if necessary
Use glowplug starting aid
Rectify
Purge thoroughly with electr ic fuel
pump
Refill
Clean or renew
Manually reset

g.
h.
L

No fuel in fuel tank
Fuel filter clogged
20 Amp circuit breaker
tripped

2.

ENGINE STALLS WHILE IN OPERATION

a.
b.
c.

Fuel tank is empty
Fuel filter clogged
Air present in fuel system

3.

IMPROPER OIL PRESSURE

a.

d.

Oil shortage
Oil leak through connections
Oil pressure sender
defective
Oil filter clogged

4.

ENGINE OVERHEATING

a.
b.
c.
d.
e.

Cooling water shortage
Water leaks
Belt loose or smeared with
oil
Raw water pump defective
Thermostat defective

5.

BATTERY IS UNDERCHARGED

a.
b.
c.

Belt tension improper
Faulty wiring circuit
Alternator not funct
ing
(observe voltmeter)
Battery faulty
Faulty voltage regulator

b.
c.

d.
e.

Refill
Clean or renew
Retighten fuel line connections and
allow electric fuel pump to run long
enough to purge air thoroughly

Refill
Repair
Replace
Replace

Refill
Repair
Clean or renew
Repair or renew
Replace

Rectify
Rectify
Replace
Replace
Repair or renew
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aflll Duratloll
Westerbeke warrants to the original consumer
that aU standard Westerbeke marine
and
generator sets manufactured or
us will be free from defects in material and workmanship for a
of
Olle year: from date of commission, or date of purchase on repower, OR fifteen hundred (1500) hours on Commercial
Generators, only (whichever occurs first),
1.

2.

Remedy
Westerbeke will elect to repair or replaee free of charge to you any product or part returned to our factory
transportation costs prepaid which we adjudge defective in materials or workmanship. Alternatively, we may
reimburse at OUf discretion a portion of labor costs incurred to repair defective parts or products on site. If you request
shipment of replacement parts to you prior to our determination of cause of failure, such shipment will be sent CO.D,
3.

Notification
If you encounter a problem wit.h your Westerbeke engine or generator set within the warranty period as sta.ted

above, contact your nearest authorized Westerbeke Master Distributor directly. by telephone or letter.
Be prepared
a.
b.
c.
d.

e.
L
g.
h.
i.
j.
k.
4.

to furnish the following information:
number of hours on unit
date of commission, date of purchase
owner's office and home telephone
model number, serial number
name of vessel
present location of vessel or product
name and address of builder
boat model name
who performed prior servicing, installation
description of current problem
any service outlet consulted and their diagnosis

Exclusions
This warranty shall not apply to:
a) failures due to wear and tear, misuse, accident or negligence, including but not limited to improper storage
or installation, inadequate maintenance, overloading and insufficient lubrication;
b) consequential harm caused by overheating of engine cooling water or loss of engine lubricating pressure
(these conditions should be constantly monitored by engine instruments andlor alarms);
c) consequential harm caused by improper installation or failure of accessories attached to OUf product, such
as water heaters and refrigeration compressors;
d) products altered or modified in a manner not authorized in writing by Westerbeke;
e) products damaged in transit;
f) replacement of engine fluids, filter elements or vee belts, engine tune-up, valve adjustment, oil and water
leaks, or any other normal service items;
g) specially manufactured products provided to customer specifications;
h) fuel systems, cooling systems, exhaust systems, electrical systems and cable control systems beyond the
connection points on the product.

5.

Application 01 Warranty
THIS WARRANTY fS IN LIEU OF ALL OTHER EXPRESS WARRANTlES, ANY WARRANTY
IMPLIED BY
INCLUDING WARRANTIES OF MERCHANTABiLITY OR FITNESS, IS IN EFFECT
ONLY FOR THE DURATION OF THE EXPRESS WARRANTY SET FORTH IN THE FIRST PARAGRAPH
ABOVE. NO REPRESENTATIVE OR PERSON IS AUTHORIZED TO GIVE ANY OTHER WARRANTY OR
TO ASSUME FOR WESTERBEKE ANY OTHER LIABILITY IN CONNECTION WiTH THE SALE OF iTS
PRODUCTS. WESTERBEKE WILL NOT BE LIABLE FOR ANY CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES
RESULTING FROM THE USE OR INSTALLATION OF ITS PRODUCTS,

SOME STATES DO NOT ALLOW LIMITATIONS ON HOW LONG AN iMPLIED WARRANTY LASTS OR
THE EXCLUSIONS OR LIMITATION OF INCIDENTAL OR CONSEQUENTIAL DAMAGES, SO THE
ABOVE LIMITATIONS AND EXCLUSION MAY NOT APPLY TO YOU. THIS WARRANTY GIVES YOU
AND YOU MAY ALSO HAVE OTHER RIGHTS WHICH VARY FROM
SPECIFIC LEGAL
STATE TO STATE.

PIN 2i479

6/!/83

J. H. WESTERBEKE CORP.
Ii.VOIIIMDUSTRIAl PARK, AVON, MASS, 023~2

{6HI SGIl
92 ...... 4

CABL/';.' W/';STCORP, AVON, Tl;.'l/';X:
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Happy
New Year!
We’d like to begin the new year with our
very best wishes for a safe and satisfying
1983 … may it hold many perfect breezes.
We’ll be starting the new year off
with a round of indoor boat shows, adding
on to our plant and filling the large number
of orders that the second half of 1982
brought us. Details on all these may be
found elsewhere in this newsletter. With
our enlarged dealer network and a more
favorable economic climate, we’re looking
forward to a very good year. We’re also
planning a little surprise, the details of
which we can’t divulge right now, but we
promise that those of you who watch
coming Aloha Times issues will find our
future plans pretty interesting. So keep
reading and don’t forget, if you have a tip,
boat trade, cruising story or other info
you’d like to pass along via Aloha Times,
please contact Roe O’Brien at Magrattan
Wooley, 301 Thames St, Newport, Rhode
Island 02840(401) 846-7126.

Aloha
Plant to Expand
Heightened sales volume and the addition of the
new 32 has made the floor of Aloha’s
production plant one wild and crazy place. To
increase production output an expansion of
6,000 to 7,000 square feet is planned. The new
space would mean shorter waits for delivery of
new Aloha yachts. The plan also calls for the
hiring of about ten new employees.
The added floor space will likely be
turned into a fibreglass shop where all the hand
lay up procedures would take place. The hulls
and decks would then be transferred to the
assembly area where all phases of construction
are currently being completed.

Jan Moore (second from left) and crew celebrate another finish aboard Tremors Too in the Whitby
Yacht Club’s 1982 Women’s Race

Women’s Race Boosts Confidence & Spirits
Every summer at the Oshawa Yacht Club
several boat owners get together, set down the
rules and the course for a race, and assemble
their crews. One rule is constant – no men on
board. The annual ladies race at Oshawa is a
fun event that the women take quite seriously.
“Leaving the men ashore makes the race
unique, and gives women not only a chance to
compete, but a chance to build confidence.”
Says Jan Moore, owner of an Aloha 10.4 called
Tremors Too.
Jan, director of placement at a community college, has competed every year since
the race was instituted five years ago. Together
with her crew of three, she’s been first across
the finish line every year except this one. “We
just had a poor start this time,” comments Mrs.
Moore. The course is Oshawa to Whitby,
Ontario and back. No spinnakers were allowed
over the seven-mile course and this year due to
unfavourable winds, the race took about 2½
hours. Six boats participated.
Jan’s husband, Dudley Moore, also
takes part in club races. This year he placed
second in the men’s singlehanded. The couple
have also done the Clipper Race, from Oshawa
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to Wilson, NY, Port Hope and back to Oshawa.
Recently it took them about 24 hours to finish
the 101-mile race.
When they’re not out racing, the Moores
enjoy cruising Lake Ontario and the Thousand
Islands. They often sail with family and friends
and they introduced their grandson to the sport
when he was just a year old. The Moores
started sailing a bit later in life …. Seven years
ago.

Get Ready!
2nd Annual Aloha Rendezvous July 15-17!

Big Boats Next Door to Big Macs
If ever their was proof positive that you don’t
need a plush, waterfront location to sell boats,
Boat Harbor in Huron, Ohio is it. Dan and
Carol Lapp are hard working dealers who don’t
let the little obstacles of life stand in their way.
With a large showroom located next door to a
Macdonald’s and boats in the water at a nearby
marina, Dan and Carol have succeeded in
making this year, one a lot of dealers would like
to forget, into a very good year indeed. At this
writing, they had just sold two 8.2’s and were
busy following up leads from fall boat shows. A
32 and 8.5 are on order. Carol and Dan operate
Boat Harbor without any permanent employees,
so customers enjoy very personalized service.
Many become repeat buyers.
Around Thanksgiving time, the last of
their boats are hauled out at the local marina.
They turn most of their attention to trailerable
sales for folks headed south for the season, and
to indoor boat shows. They’ll be displaying

Alohas at the Mid-America show in Cleveland.
“We’re very happy with the way Aloha’s show
and sell. We’ve even managed to sell one to an
engineer this year and they can be very
particular,” Carol reports. “In a short time
Alohas have developed a following. A couple
years ago, no one in Ohio had heard of Aloha,
now people are more aware and appreciative of
their quality.” One of Aloha’s following is the
Lapp family. They’ve chosen a 10.4 for their
own use.
The Lapps built a new building during
the industry’s most difficult times, and stocked
it with boats because they believed that in order
to sell a yacht, the customer needs to see, to sail
it.They reach out to sell beyond their immediate
area. And they provide their manufacturers with
valuable suggestions they get from owners. The
Lapps haven’t had a good year through good
fortune alone, they’ve succeeded as a result of
innovation and a lot of hard work.

Aloha Experiencing Best
Sales Year Ever
Commentary from Spike Nagel

Falling interest rates, a growing reputation and
an increasing number of value-conscious buyers
are some of the factors contributing to the
steady climb in Aloha sales that has made the
current year Aloha’s best to date. Sales
manager Spike Nagel had a few more to add to
the list, “the U.S. dollar is strong, which has
helped Aloha become the best buy on the U.S.
market. People are becoming more aware of the
boats’ quality and the fact that they are still
hand laid-up. And, of course, our standard
equipment list is second to no one’s”
The fall boat shows and dealer efforts were
enormously successful. 8.5’s and 32’s were

sold out through July of 1983, 8.2’s and 10.4’s
sold out through spring.
“Several of our dealers are stocking boats in
numbers we haven’t seen in some time. I’m
sure declining interest rates have something to
do with that but I’m equally sure that dealers
have grown very confident in Aloha sales
potential. We’ve even seen dealers drop
competing lines completely in order to pick up
ours,” Spike reports. Eleven boats were sold at
the Boston show alone, while Neptune Marine
sold six at Toronto’s Dockside show. “They
show well, we don’t use fun furs, pop rivets or
carpeting, and that starts people comparing.”
Another positive indicator for Alohas is
their absence in the used boat market place.
“They’re just not there,” Spike says. “I believe
the reason they’re not there is because demand
is strong, owners who want to sell are finding
buyers quickly, among their own friends or
people right at their yacht clubs who have seen
the boat and really like it.
No doubt about it, more people are cruising
with Aloha.
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New: Optional
Layout on the 10.4

Several special requests have prompted Aloha
President Mao Ouyang and sales manager
Spike Nagel to consider a plan for a new private
quarter berth cabin option for the starboard side
where there is currently a large navigation
station and an open quarter berth. The new
layout would include the addition of a bulkhead
for increased privacy. The navigation station
would be changed to a swing-iup nav table and
a small vanity could be added forward of the
berth to make this area both an appealing
working and sleeping space.
In addition to the navigator’s berth the
optional arrangement would include a new
drawer space in the forward V-berth. Above the
galley sink, more storage space is planned. An
additional place for light items, such as
glassware, may be installed here.

Aloha Decked Out
In Barlow Winches
When 85% of your product is for export, it’s
got to be good; it’s going to be put to the test all
over the world. At Aloha, our choice of Barlow
was based on their measuring up to the toughest
standards.
Barlow winches are forged, rather than
cast. Forging allows the grain of the metal to be
retained for a net result of 15% greater strength.
Barlow is able to offer our owners better
service and parts availability because, though
they are number two in sales, they have more
wholly owned offices and warehouses
throughout the world than any other marine
company. Their service network has expanded
through the acquisition of the Gibb Company,
an English fittings producer, and more recently
through the acquisition of Barient. Barlow’s
winches also are easier to maintain since they
can be completely disassembled from the top
and enlarged diagrams are available on request
from the company. Another convenient factor is
the interchangeability of handles, pawls,
bearings and springs.
While Barlow is the fastest growing
winch manufacturers in the world, they still
make most of their product in their own forging
shop and foundry. Each winch is completely
hand inspected.
Barlow. One more impressive name added
to our lengthy list of standard Aloha equipment.

Hot Tips:

Good Things Come To Those Who Wait

Spar Maintenance
With the advent of aluminium spars, gone are
the days and hours of maintenance necessary to
commission your boat. Now only a little time is
necessary to keep your aluminium spars in top
condition. Most often, a simple visual
inspection and the replacement of a cotter pin
are all that is required each year. This, of
course, translates into more sailing time.
The following suggested check list and
accompanying comments cover the most
important aspects of keeping your mast in
order. It would seem obvious that the amount of
attention you give your spars and related
hardware is proportional to the wear and
abrasion that they encounter. This attention
factor increases when your equipment is
subjected to excessive loading and improper
tuning, or general misuse. The intent of this
article is to insure many enjoyable sailing
seasons to come by familiarizing you with your
equipment and causing you to take the correct
measures necessary, as preventive maintenance.
Examination of your spars should go from
the masthead to the step, keeping an eye out for
corrosion, pitting, cracks in the wall or welds,
and general wear and abrasion to moving
hardware. Check the following:
MAST
Masthead: Sheaves, bushings, toggles, clevis
pins, cotter pins, light bulbs, electrical
connections, weldments.
Tangs: Clevis pins, thru bolts, and compression
tubes.
Spreader Brackets: Weldments, attachment
points, fit of spreaders within bracket.
Spreaders: Tips, welded areas
Gooseneck and Vang Bracket: Welded areas,
attachment points.
Maststep: Casting fit
Sail Track: Attachment points, sail slides
Winches: Attachment points
Cleats: Attachment points
BOOMS
Gooseneck: Universal joint, casting, tack pin
Boom Vang: Attachment points, weldments
Outhaul: Casting, sheaves, internal outhaul
systems
Bails: Attachment points
STANDING RIGGING
Stays and Shrouds: Wire (check for kinks or
broken strands), swage fittings (check for
cracks)
RUNNING RIGGING
Halyards: Wire, thimbles, shackles, splices
Any of the above moving parts should be

David Brown is an orthopedic surgeon. Valerie
Matthew, their first child, arrived. Their second
Brown is a full-time mother. This autumn
child, Adam, was also the happy result of a
they’ve spent their spare time watching, waiting
windless afternoon out sailing.
and planning. Dr. and Mrs. Brown will have a
With their goal of two children fulfilled,
brand new Aloha 10.4 very soon. “We make
the Browns traded their 8.5 for a powerboat,
arrangements to go to the plant occasionally to
"but wejust weren't powerboat people," sighs
see what’s been done,” says
Mrs. B. They returned to
Mrs Brown, “and of course
Aloha for the 34-footer.
every time you add
Says Val, "Sailing is
something. Last week it was
our hobby and escape and we
instruments, before that
live, eat and sleep boats! If
refrigeration. I’m sure it will
we are not buying or selling
be something else next
one, we are at a boat show or
week,” Val adds good
talking about boats. When
naturedly. They’ve even got
spring comes, we say
the lines and a lonely set of
goodbye to our winter friends
fenders waiting for the
as they know we will be
launching this spring. It's not Adam Brown at 12 mos. and brother
spending every opportunity
Matthew age 3½ are the crew that’s
unlike building the nursery
eagerly awaiting the completion of Valda on board. Our oldest boy
while waiting for the birth of III, Dr. and Mrs. Brown’s new Aloha 10.4 Matthew is three and a half
a baby ... which has a lot to
and just loves boating. Adam
do with this story actually.
is only a year and therefore has no choice!"
For the Browns, the Aloha may represent
They can't wait for spring aboard Valda
more than the addition of a recreational activity
III and eventually hope to take an extended
to their family. When they purchased their first
sailing trip south. Perhaps we ought to start
Aloha, an 8.5, the Browns were planning their
planning a larger boat right away.
first child. They decided to take a sailing trip.
They did and exactly nine months later
lubricated from time to time. If they don't run
freely, they should be flushed out with fresh
water. Those parts in question should be
replaced - for example bearings. Clevis pins
should be checked and replaced if they are
showing signs of being bent due to stress. They
should all have the proper cotter pin, bent over,
to prevent their falling out.
Another area that attention should be
paid to is the finish on your spar. Spars can
either have a painted or anodized surface. (An
anodized finish is an electro chemical etching
that causes an oxide film to protect it from
further corrosion. A painted spar must undergo
extra preparation to offer this same protection
and insure that the paint will adhere.) In either
case, these finishes should be examined and
protected to counter the effects of a corrosive
marine atmosphere. With either finish a
thorough rinsing with fresh water and a mild
detergent will wash away the dirt and grime as
well as the salt that will buildup over a season
of use. Waxing your spars with a good coat of
car type wax will improve protection and help
retain the finish on your spar whether it is
anodized or painted.
The corrosive action that we so often
see on an aluminium spar that is scratched or
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marred is actually a thin film that develops to
protect the aluminium from further oxidation.
Since cosmetically this does not look good and
will cause the paint to lift in time, we
recommend lightly sanding the area and
applying a closely matching touch-up paint to
protect that area. Corrosion that develops
around stainless steel hardware fittings is a
galvanic action that occurs due to the use of two
dissimilar metals. Rinsing your boom and the
lower portion of your mast will greatly impede
the action caused by a salt water environment.
Examining your electrical system for possible
leaks will also impede this cosmetic nuisance.
If left to corrode around these fittings over a
long period of time, the fastening could pull out
of the aluminium.
If you follow these simple suggestions
and inspect your mast from time to time as part
of your general maintenance routine, it will
mean a safer, better functioning spar system.
– Reprinted by permission of Kenyon Marine.
Special thanks to Charles Raffert.

Aloha 8.2: Perry Designs a Winner – Aloha Builds in Value
The Aloha 8.2 is a real charmer - a warm,
welcoming interior set into a hull that makes
maximum use of the waterline length for speed,
incorporates a skeg for added strength and a
moderate fin keel for good tracking. To
complete the picture there's a fractional rig for
easy control and relaxed sailing. But make no
mistake, she's one quick sailer, turning in an
impressive performance on any tack. To further
enhance her performance characteristics, Aloha
recently lengthened the boom to increase the
size of her main.
The main saloon features an interesting
curved settee which makes for comfortable
seating and conversation around the bulkhead
mounted teak table. The starboard settee
converts to a double berth. The galley is well
designed for a boat of this size, with plenty of
stowage. Opposite, Aloha has included a
navigation station that is pleasant and workable.
If you'd prefer an additional quarter berth
instead of the nav station, it is now offered as
an option. A teak and holly cabin sole and fine,
hardwood joinery run throughout the interior.
The forward V-berth is good size, well
ventilated and lit by a skylight hatch.
The quality of Aloha construction is
indicated by some telling details like a raised
pad area at the base of the stantions so water
drains away from the baseplate area. The hulldeck joint is bolted through and chemically
bonded. And the fiberglass is still laid by hand.
The Aloha 8.2 has been a very popular
boat with owners distributed between the
Florida Gulf and Vancouver. Considering the
way she's built and equipped, it's no wonder.
The 8.2 comes completely equipped to sail
away with a generous array of top-name
equipment and accessories.

Standard Equipment List
Colors
Hull and Deck: White
Boot and Sheer: Standard colors only
Antifouling: Red, blue or black
Spars & Rigging
Aluminium mast and boom. Awlgrip black
Stainless steel rigging
2 internal halyards, pre-stretched
2 Barlow 15 halyard winches
Internal reefing and outhaul
Topping lift for boom
Mainsheet and jibsheet
All open-body turnbuckles
Wire conduit

Deck & Hardware
Anchor roller, line locker
Stainless steel welded bow and stern rails
Double lifelines
Metal-framed perspex forehatch
Mooring chocks, cleats, backing plates
Teak grabrails, interior and exterior
Black anodized aluminium toerail
2 cowl vents
Hawse pipe
Plastimo compass
Recessed inboard genoa track
2 Barlow 19 2-speed winches
2 opening ports with screens
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4 large plexiglass ports
Plain 10" winch handle
Sails
Ulmer mainsail with one reef and 100% blade
150% genoa
Sailcover
Engine
BMW 7-hp 1-cyl diesel with 10 U.S. gal. fuel tank
and waterlock system
Interior
Lavish teak interior

Photographs may Show Optional Equipment

LOA
DWL
Beam
Disp.
Ballast
Draft
Main
100% Jib

Teak and holly cabin sole, veneer/plywood
Teak table, bulkhead mounted veneer/plywood
Teak strips over main saloon
Hanging locker
Navigator's station
2 single grab rails by hatch
Dish lockers and glass racks
Pull-out double berth
5" fabric berth cushions
Plumbing & Galley
Marine head, 24-gal holding tank
14-gal freshwater tank
Vanity and mirror
2-burner recessed alcohol stove

26’9”
22’2¼”
9’6”
5,200 lbs.
2,000 lbs.
4’4”
164 sq. ft.
161 sq. ft.

Fully insulated ice chest
Stainless steel sinks and hand pumps
Pump for ice-box drain
Manual Gusher 10 bilge pump
Foot pump in galley
Electrical
2 batteries, 90 amps
Vapour-proof battery switch
Navigation and cabin lights
Foredeck light
Electrical panel with 6 circuit breakers and battery
indicator
Fire extinguisher
12V electric bilge pump
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150% Genoa
Water Cap.
Fuel Cap.
Holding Tank
P=
E=
I=
J=

241sq.ft.
14 gals.
12 gals. (U.S.)
24 gals.
31.75
11.25
30.00
10.75

Colour Brochures
Available Upon
Request

Aloha 8.5: A Cruiser’s Delight
Another Brewer and Wallstrom design for
Aloha Yachts, this 28-footer provides
uncommonly effortless helm and good stability
and tracking. The cruiser with longer coastal or
lake forays in mind will find this yacht untiring
in both handling characteristics and comfort
below. Her fin keel, skeg well aft and unique
outboard rudder are a classic cruising
combination. The straight transom contributes
to a large cockpit.
Below she'll sleep five or graciously
entertain even more. The galley is appointed for
efficient preparation and quick clean-up. Ten
screened ports make the interior bright, and the
wide beam of this yacht adds space below.
Forward the V-berth is a comfortable one,
illuminated by the skylight hatch. The head is
private and there is a hanging locker of good
size to starboard.
The Aloha reputation for value is well
deserved. This yacht comes extraordinarily well
equipped without the addition of costly options.
Top name equipment and accessories promise
better than average repair and replacement
records.

Standard Equipment List
Colors
Hull, Deck: White
Boot, Sheer: Standard colors only
Antifouling: Red, black or blue
Spars & Rigging
Aluminium mast, boom. Awlgrip black
Stainless steel rigging
2 internal halyards, pre-stretched
2 Barlow 16 Lt. halyard winches, alloy
Internal reefing and outhaul
Topping lift for boom
Mainsheet and jibsheet
All open-body turnbuckles
Wire conduit

Deck & Hardware
Anchor roller, line locker
Stainless steel welded bow and stern rails
Double lifelines
Metal-framed perspex forehatch
Mooring chocks, cleats, backing plates
Teak grabrails, interior and exterior
Black anodized aluminium toe-rails
2 cowl vents
Teak coaming caps
Mainsheet traveller
2 Barlow 19 2-speed sheet winches, alloy
10 opening ports with screens
Teak accent strips
Plain 10" winch handle
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Sails
Ulmer mainsail with one reef and 100% blade, plus
sailcover
Interior
Teak and holly cabin sole, veneer/plywood
Lavish teak interior
Bulkhead teak table, veneer/plywood
Teak strips over main saloon
Hanging locker
Navigator's station
2 single grab rails by hatch
Dish lockers and glass racks
Pull-out double berth
5” fabric berth cushions

Photographs may Show Optional Equipment

LOA
DWL
Beam
Disp.
Ballast
Draft
Main
Working Jib

Plumbing & Galley
Marine head, 24-gal holding tank
30-gal freshwater tank
Vanity and mirror
2-burner alcohol stove, recessed
Fully insulated ice chest
Stainless steel sinks and hand pump
Pump for ice-box drain
Manual Gusher 10 bilge pump
Foot pump in galley
Electrical
2 batteries, 90 amps

Vapour-proof battery switch
Navigation and cabin lights
Foredeck light
Electrical panel with 6 circuit breakers and battery
indicator
Fire extinguisher
12V electric bilge pump
Engine
Westerbeke 13-hp 2-cyl diesel with water lock,
separator, 10 U.S. gal. fuel tank
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28’0”
24’6”
9’5”
6,750 lbs.
2,750 lbs.
4’4”
168 sq. ft.
169 sq. ft.

150% Genoa
Water Cap.
Fuel Cap.
Holding Tank
P=
E=
I=
J=

328 sq.ft.
30 gals.
12 gals. (U.S.)
24 gals.
32.00
10.50
37.00
12.25

Colour Brochures
Available Upon
Request

Aloha 10.4: A Modern Classic
Aloha yachts are known for good value in three
important areas: long standard equipment lists
featuring top name equipment, timeless, roomy
cruising designs and comfortable interiors. The
Aloha 10.4 is no exception. She comes ready to
sail away and includes lots of nice extras like a
bow anchor roller, hot and cold pressure water,
choice of hull colour and mast-mounted
foredeck light.
The Brewer and Wallstrom design is long
at the waterline. This helps the yacht to move
well and adds vital space to the cockpit and
cabin. The sail plan is designed for comfortable
handling and wide, uncluttered decks provide
for easy movement.
Below, she's easy to take. There's tall 6'6"
headroom in the main cabin and 6'3" headroom
in the forward cabin, plus plenty of traditionally
crafted teakwork that extends right down to the
cabin sole. Locker doors are smartly caned for
good ventilation and there's a place for
everything including a special trash bin, hamper
and linen locker. The head has both saloon and
V-berth entries. Ten screened ports plus three
skylights allow for good ventilation and light.
The galley is conventionally U-shaped, the
navigation table workable, the main saloon
roomy and tastefully appointed, the head and
forward V-berth private. What more could the
cruising sailor ask?

Standard Equipment List
Colors
Hull and Deck: Choice of colors
Boot and Sheer: Choice of colors
Antifouling: Red, blue or black
Sails
Ulmer mainsail with two reefs, sailcover
Ulmer #3 genoa
Ulmer #1 genoa
Spars & Rigging
Aluminium mast and boom. Awlgripped
Wire conduit in mast
Tapered spreaders
3 internal halyards, pre-stretched
Internal reefing and outhaul

2 Barlow 23 2-speed halyard winches
Heavy duty stainless steel rigging
Deck & Hardware
Anchor locker, roller, hawse pipe
Double bow and stern rails with swim ladder
Double lifelines with pelican hooks
Mooring chocks, cleats, backing plates
2 metal framed perspex hatches
10 opening ports with screenss
2 cowl vents, one mushroom vent
Teak grabrails, interior and exterior
Teak accent caps and trims
2 Barlow 25C 2-speed sheet winches
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Electrical
6 12V brass cabin lights
2 fluorescent, 1 chart light
International navigation light
Foredeck light, steaming light
2 105 amp batteries
12V DC panel with 12 circuit breakers and battery
indicator
110V shorepower with 50' cord
Engine & Mechanical
Westerbeke diesel, 21-hp. 3-cyl., freshwater cooled,
with 2:1 reduction, separator, flex coupler, waterlock
system, electrical fuel pump, zinc anode
Engine bilge blower, compartment light

Photographs may Show Optional Equipment

LOA
DWL
Beam
Disp.
Ballast
Draft
Main
Working Jib
Edson wheel steering with guard, brake, controls,
Ritchie compass, 36" wheel

Teak strips over main saloon
Overhead cane locker in galley

Interior
Teak and holly cabin sole
Cane lockers with exotic teak interior
Bulkhead table
Companionway grab rails, towel bar
Built-in waste bin
Wood-framed lockers and drawers
Navigation table, large quarterberth
5" berth cushions, choice of fabric
Teak mast box
Wine locker, book shelves

Plumbing & Galley
2-burner kerosene stove with oven
Single deep stainless steel sink
Fully insulated ice chest
Hot/cold pressure water system
Manual and electric bilge pump
Marine head with 32-gal holding tank
Vanity sink, large mirror
60-gal freshwater tanks
Skylight hatch over stove
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34’0”
28’8”
11’1¾”
13,600 lbs.
4,700 lbs.
5’6”
226 sq. ft.
219 sq. ft.

150% Genoa
Water Cap.
Fuel Cap.
Holding Tank
P=
E=
I=
J=

456 sq.ft.
60 gals.
26 gals. (U.S.)
32 gals.
37.75
12.00
43.50
14.00

Miscellaneous
Fire extinguisher
2 lock-in winch handles

Colour Brochures
Available Upon
Request

Aloha 32: The Latest Edition, designed by Mark Ellis
The Aloha 32 is a brand new addition to the
Aloha 27, 28 and 34-foot line of Canadian-built
yachts. The design philosophy behind the new
32 was to produce a cruising sloop of classic
proportions that would afford modern comforts
offshore and modern performance. Combined
with her builder's concern for quality
craftsmanship and heavy-handed outfitting, the
Aloha 32 represents an excellent, lasting value
for the cruising sailor.
The hull is graceful and somewhat
beamy. Lead ballast accounts for about 41% of
the yacht's moderate displacement. The
conservative fin keel is bolted to a deep sump.
The sailing characteristics that result are
windward ability, easy motion, balance and
control.
The32's sail plan shows a broad based
foretriangle to allow headsails of adequate
cruising area to have small overlaps for easy
tacking. The high aspect main is slab reefed and
all reefing and control lines are led aft to the
cockpit.
The foredeck is uncluttered: headstay and
anchor roller are set out on the bowsprit. A
large sail hatch allows convenient passage of
gear and sails to bins or the helmsman's bench
located directly below. Aft of this working
forward cabin are port and starboard hanging
lockers.
The main saloon is outfitted with two
settee berths, which can be converted to a
double berth size to make a very comfortable
sea berth. A drop leaf table is on centreline.
Lockers and alcove bookshelves are located
above and outboard. An opening hatch and four
screened ports compliment the 6'4" of
headroom with light and air. The entire cabin
goes private by sliding up a retractable
bulkhead and closing a bi-fold door. Head,
galley and aft accomodations remain accessible
to the crew on watch.
Head and galley are amidships where the
pitch is least. Stowage and built-in features
abound in the L-shaped galley and the chart
table provides extra counter space when it's not
in use. Hot and cold pressure water and shower
are standard as is the often-added feature , a
hard-fuel burning cabin heater. A stereo system
is also standard.
Double and single berths are located aft
with opening ports. Beneath the berths are fuel
and batteries with a V-drive engine made
accessible by a removable panel behind the
companionway ladder.
The cockpit is T-shaped with plenty of
comfortable seating. A lazarette is placed
beneath the raised helmsman's seat, and a
propane locker is outboard on aft deck..

In sum, the Aloha 32 is all the cruising yacht
you could want. Delivered very fully equipped.
Standard Equipment List
Colors
Hull and Deck: Choice of colors
Boot and Sheer: Choice of colors
Antifouling: Red, blue or black
Sails
Ulmer mainsail with one reef
Ulmer #3 genoa
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Ulmer #1 genoa
Mainsail cover
Spars & Rigging
Aluminium mast and boom. Awlgripped
Wire conduit in mast
Tapered spreaders
2 internal halyards led aft
Internal reefing and outhaul
2 Barlow 19C 2-speed halyard winches
Heavy-duty stainless steel rigging

Photographs may Show Optional Equipment

Deck Hardware
Anchor roller, stainless steel bowsprit, hawse pipe
Double bow pushpit
Double stern rail with ladder
Double lifelines with pelican hooks
Mooring chocks, cleats, backing plates
2 large perspex hatches
2 small perspex hatches
6 opening ports with screenss
Teak grabrails, interior and exterior
Teak coaming caps, accent strip
2 Barlow 25C 2-speed primary winches
Barlow 15 reefing and outhaul winch
Electrical
12V brass cabin lights
2 fluorescent, 1 chart light
Navigation lights, current specs
Foredeck light, steaming light
2 90 amp batteries
12V DC panel with 6 breakers, indicator
110V shorepower with 50' cord
Engine & Mechanical
Westerbeke diesel, 21-hp. 3-cyl., V-drive, freshwater
cooled
Flex coupler, separator, muffler
Edson wheel steering with guard, brake, controls, 36"
wheel
Aqua-meter binnacle compass
Interior
Teak and holly cabin sole

Cane lockers with exotic teak interior
Dinette table
Companionway grab rails
Wood-framed lockers and drawers
Swing-up navigation table
2 hanging lockers, 2 quarterberths
Berth cushions
Plumbing & Galley
2-burner kerosene stove with oven
Single, deep galley sink
110V hot/cold pressure water system
Shower with overboard discharge
Manual and electric bilge pump
Marine head with holding tank
Vanity sink, mirror
Large, insulated ice box
2 freshwater foot pumps
Miscellaneous
Helmsman's bench
Emergency tiller
Fire extinguisher
2 lock-in winch handles
Sacrificial zinc anode
AM/FM/cassette stereo
Dickinson solid fuel cabin heater, Newport model
Guest 2515, 15-amp battery charger
Guest battery isolator
Propanelocker
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LOA
DWL
Beam
Disp.
Ballast
Draft
Main
Lapper
150% Genoa
Water Cap.
Fuel Cap.
Holding Tank
P=
E=
I=
J=

32’5”
25’0”
10’10”
9,800 lbs.
4,000 lbs.
4’9”
213 sq. ft.
228 sq. ft.
464 sq.ft.
60 gals.
20 gals. (U.S.)
30 gals.
35.50
12.00
42.00
14.50

Colour Brochures
Available Upon
Request

New Ad
Campaign
Starting last September, Aloha launched a new
ad campaign starring Aloha owners and
featuring their adventures on board. The
campaign's purpose is to go beyond most
manufacturer's claims of performance by
offering proof in the form of diaries, log books,
photos and/or interviews with the ultimate
judges of performance, the owners. Thanks to
Mike and Sandy Timlin (owners of Castle Reef,
Aloha 10.4) and Robert Battaglia (owner of
Assidious, Aloha 8.5) these ads have been a
great success.
If you'd like to "star" in one of the Aloha ads,
and have done some interesting cruising and
have photos, please contact Roe O'Brien at
Magratten Wooley, 304 Thames Street,
Newport, Rhode Island 02840 (401) 846-7126.
We'd love to see you in print!

Careening Demonstrated: Bob Battaglia’s Assidious is seen beached with her bottom exposed for work
or inspection.

Careening:
FROM BOB BATTAGLIA

If you've been reading Cruising World or
Canadian Yachting magazine lately, you're
probably already acquainted with the
adventures of Aloha 8.5 owner Bob Battaglia.
Bob, and 10.4 owners Mike and Sandra Timlin,
appeared in our current "Cruising With Aloha"
advertising campaign which features Aloha
owners and their cruising experiences.
Bob is a very self-sufficient sailor who
enjoys doing his own work whenever possible
and brought the money saving idea of careening
to our attention just in time to pass along to
you. Bob tells us the procedure really is as
simple as it looks.
First, locate a good, sandy beach (no
rocks or coral please). Sail in clse to the shore
on a high tide. Wait for low tide and you'll find
half your bottom exposed, absolutely free. Bob
suggests giving mother nature a hand by raising
the main slightly if the wind is blowing

favorably. As the tide begins to go out, set an
anchor out on the side you'd like the boat to
heel toward. Bob tells us the process is an easy
one that is very common among locals
throughout the Bahamas who can often be seen
caulking the bottoms of their beached wooden
fishing boats. The one and only caution Bob
issues is to be careful not to sail in on a very
high, full moon tide. The danger here, of
course, is that a tide enough to float you back
off may not come in for another month.
Once beached, you've got about six hours
to scrub the bottom, do touch-ups, check thruhull fittings or clean strainers. Bob re-caulked
his transducer this way using a caulking
compound that cures underwater.
When the tide comes in you're off,
feeling smugly self-reliant and having saved the
$3.00 or so per foot that a local yard would've
charged. Thanks, Bob!

Alohas Now Appearing at a Dealer
or Boat Show Near You
This issue we're welcoming several new Aloha
dealers to our two nation network. Now you can
see Alohas in the following cities: San
Francisco at Lampe and Martin; Seattle at York
Yachts; St Leonard, Maryland at The Yacht
Agency; Wayzata, Minnesota at Windward
Marine; Toronto at Neptune Marine; in
Nanoose Bay, B.C. at Pacific Quest Charters,
Inc.
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If you're headed south for the winter
months, come visit the Aloha Yachts display at
the Miami Boat Show during February. We'll
also be represented by our dealers and factory
personnel at shows in Boston, Cleveland,
Halifax, Seattle, Toronto, Ottawa, St.
Petersburg and Minneapolis.
Now's the time to get a good look at your
next Aloha.

Designers: Brewer and Wallstrom

LOA
DWL
Beam
Disp.
Ballast
Draft
Main
Working jib
150% Genoa
Water Cap.
Fuel Cap
Holding Tank
P=
E=
I=
J=

34’0”
28’8”
11’1¾”
13,600 lbs.
4,700 lbs.
5’6”
226 sq ft
219 sq ft
456 sq ft
60 gals
26 gals (U.S.)
32 gals
37.75
12.00
43.50
14.00

Light, responsive and uncommonly quick. The
reason? Great design. Aloha 10.4 at 34 feet LOA has
a waterline length a full foot longer than the C & C
36, a boat two feet longer overall. In addition to
giving our Aloha the speed of a larger yacht, this
maximum use of the waterline adds space to her
cockpit and cabin.
We’ve combined this fast hull shape with a sail
plan that’s smaller, more efficient, for easy handling.
So, while the sailing is relaxed and simple, the boat
moves with stability and a good turn of speed, the best
of both worlds.
The deck plan, too, aids in comfortable sailing.
We’ve kept the wide decks scrupulously uncluttered
and surrounded them with double pulpits, lifelines,
port and starboard gates and illuminated the deck with
a mast-mounted foredeck light and navigation lights
as standard equipment.
Even though the Aloha 10.4 is a large yacht, she’s
built to human proportions. Cockpit backrests are
comfortably high and legs easily reach the opposite
side when the yacht is heeling. There’s room for all
the things a cruiser carries aboard from the fenders to
the beer and hibachi. She’s simply built to be enjoyed.
In fact, Aloha 10.4 is so easy to sail and comfortable
to sail, she’s one of very few sailing yachts to count
powerboat converts in her rank of owners.
And it’s no wonder. Down below she’s most hospitable. Her tall 6’3” headroom stretches all the way
forward into the V-berth. That means you don’t have
to wiggle into the berth as though it were a sleeping
bag. And there’s sitting room here as well. We’ve
built in a seat to make dressing easier, movement less
restricted. A skylight and well placed reading lights
illuminate this private cabin.
The head is, well, more realistic than most. A real
cruiser can’t survive long without hot and cold pressure shower, so we’ve included it, standard. We’ve
also included a built-in hamper, linen locker and
vanity.

Lockers have attractive cane doors for ventilation
and there are plenty of them throughout the yacht. We
haven’t spared the teak either, so both cabins are rich.
Eight screened ports and a skylight let the sun shine
into the main saloon. Two settees seat eight around a
foldup table and sleep three later on. The navigation
station faces forward with extensive chart stowage
beneath and a large quarter berth aft.
The galley is U-shaped to allow food preparation
even underway. Again, there’s a place for everything
including the trash in it’s own separate bin. A twoburner gimballed stove with oven is standard as is a
good, deep stainless steel sink. Altogether, Aloha’s
cabin provides untiring respite, even night after night,
port after port.
Come, select a hull color (the wide choice is
standard too) and get ready to sail away one hell
of a boat.

1 Berth Cushions – A plush
five inches thick. Choose your
upholstery from a designerquality selection.
2 Stowage – Cane-door lockers
allow air to circulate. And
there’s plenty of special purpose stowage built in, like a
waste bin and wine locker.
3 Nav Station and Galley –
Large work surfaces and all the
features necessary to make
tasks light-duty. Quarter berth
aft is large.

4 Hull Color – Your choice of
several colors is standard.
5 Head – Shower, plus hot and
cold pressure water are standard features. Teak grating and
shower sump efficiently drain
waste water.
6 Brass Cabin Lights –
Attractive, nautical lamps
thoughtfully placed to make
work and reading comfortable.

7 Bulkhead Table –
Beautifully finished teak lifts
and latches out of the way when
not in use. Attractive teak
shelving, too.
8 Tankage – Water and fuel are
carried in generous supply,
located under the berths.
9 Three Skylight Hatches –
Aloha lets the light shine where
you need it, especially above
the galley.

10 Ten Opening Ports – Allow
the light and air in, keep pests
out with custom fit screens.
11 Winches – Top quality twospeed winches you’ll never
have to upgrade.
12 Wheel Steering – Standard
equipment on every Aloha 10.4.
And the steering quadrant is
easily accessible. Guard, brake
and binnacle compass complete
this unique feature.

Aloha Yachts International, Inc., 1638 Charles Street, Whitby, Ontario, Canada, L1N 1B9 Tel: (416) 686-2127
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FEATURED ALOHA

The Story of SEA VIXEN, ALOHA 34 #167: 1982 – 2004
The Beginning
She sat elegantly on her cradle in the middle of BC Place, situated among a dozen or
so other good sized sailboats. But we were very happy with Sea Vixen, our 3-year old
SUN 27 sailboat, and so our interests turned us elsewhere as Diana & I began our tour
of the Vancouver Boat Show, that February morning in 1982. Later in the day when
our explorations brought us to the “big boat” area on the main floor, we went onboard
the popular CS-36, -wishfully our next boat but some years hence. Then we spotted
her centred in the North Star Yachts’ display where a banner proclaimed “These
Times Are Aloha Times” and described her as an Aloha 10.4, We were impressed with
what we could see standing by her side. We were even more impressed when we
climbed onboard. She appeared to offer everything we wanted in the CS-36 but
additionally she had more headroom below decks, and as my very practical Diana
pointed out, she had much more storage space.
Asking price was C$81,900. Extras including Hood furling gear, a 150% Genoa, selftailing winches, boomvang, life line gates, anchor package with a 27 lb plough,
“coloured non-skid” on deck and a bigger (3-burner) propane stove brought the final
price to C$88,959. We told the salesman that we had a SUN 27 to trade in; we’d want
a blue dodger for “winter” sailing, gave him our phone number & tried to forget about
her. A few months later, the salesman called to say that a dodger had been installed and they had a buyer for our SUN 27 so
could offer us a good price. On 17 Aug we bought her, ALOHA 34 hull #167, subject to the usual survey. Price was now
C$88,610 less “discount” and trade in for our SUN 27 plus taxes = $42,000.
Bob Baird, a Coast Guard friend of mine who ran Ship Safety in Victoria took a day’s ‘leave’ & flew over to Granville Island
(Vancouver) where, dressed in spotless white coveralls, he did a thorough survey from stem to gudgeons. His final comment,
“She’s a fine stout boat. Buy her.” There were a few items under warranty to be attended to. North Star Sales agreed and we
bought her. We wanted to sail our new boat so it was agreed that the warranty work could be deferred until next year.
Concurrently while we were acquiring our ALOHA 10.4 (or ‘ALOHA 34’ as we will now call her for the benefit of our US
friends), we met David & Jennifer Duncan who were in the process of buying “Clan Donnchadh”, A-34 Hull 168. David & I
compared survey notes, which was helpful as David’s surveyor Ian Hopkinson, had additionally uncovered a weakness in the
strut arrangement of Hull #168 as well as inferior rudder gudgeons.
An early task was a visit to Vancouver Ship Registry with the new owner of our SUN 27 to transfer the “Sea Vixen” name to
ALOHA 34 Hull 167.
Why Sea Vixen? Well, Diana is my “Land Vixen”.

Visiting Ouyang Boat Works to Learn More About Sea Vixen
To glean more knowledge of our ALOHA 34 Diana & I made three visits to “Aloha Yachts International Inc., a Division of
Ouyang Boat Works Ltd.” located at 1638 Charles Street in Whitby Ontario (on Lake Ontario, about 30 miles east of
Toronto). On our visits in 1982 and 1983 we found production in full swing to meet the demand in both Canada & the US
for ALOHA 27’s, 28’s, 30’s, 32’s and 34’s.
The Company was very much the affair of the Ouyang family, a family that originated in Taiwan via India. Mr. Ouyang
senior (or “Uncle Ti” as he was known to the workers) brought the family to Canada in the 1960’s under a church
sponsorship. He was President of Ouyang Boat Works but preferred to employ his master woodworking skills on the
production floor. After Mao’s older brother died, Mao Ouyang [“Uncle Ti’s” second son] became Vice President running the
day to day operations with input from his Dad. Younger brother Stan Ouyang was treasurer & plant manager, and other
members of the family were involved in various stages of the operation.
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Tiny President Ti Ouyang did much of the Aloha finishing work in the cabin. When we first met him in the fall of 1982, he
was curled up in the bowels of a deck-less Aloha 34, fitting cabinetry in the main cabin. His size was a distinct advantage
getting into nooks and crannies. (I am sure we can blame him for the original location of those two batteries abaft the fuel
tank!)
These pictures, that were taken during our October 1982 visit, speak for themselves.

The entrance of the Boat Works
with some ALOHA 32’s & 34’s
awaiting transport in the
parking lot in the background.

One side of the Boat Works
with a newly completed A-34
rolling out of the plant.

Inside the Plant showing the A34 moulds.
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Two A-34’s and an A-32 being
fitted out.

Ouyang Yachts’ founder and
President Ti Ouyang, fitting
teak (his specialty) inside an
ALOHA 34. I wonder who has
this boat now.

Vice President Mao Ouyang
and Diana standing beside the
upper deck and cockpit section
about to be fitted to an A-34.

To keep up with the demand for Alohas of all sizes and later, the planned production of an ALOHA 42, the Ouyang family
expanded their plant in the 1982-83 timeframe. When later the recession of the 1980’s reached Ontario, they entered into
what appeared to be an acrimonious partnership with Canadian Yacht Charters (CYC) of Toronto. This joint arrangement
eventually succumbed to the recession. About 1985, the Ouyang family left the business. The last Aloha’s were built around
1988 and eventually CYC moved most if not all the Aloha moulds (including the mould for the Aloha 34) to their plant in
Dorion, Quebec. To our knowledge, no Aloha 34’s were ever built in Quebec.
On our last visit to Whitby in 1989, in an empty building which had been their Boat Works, Diana & I talked with younger
son Stan Ouyang. Stan said they were hoping to re-establish themselves one day. But they never did.
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Right from the beginning Aloha 34 sloops had a good reputation as being soundly built to a good Brewer/Walstrom design.
When we first toured the Ouyang plant, Mao Ouyang was understandably very proud of the Aloha 34 & particularly the
manner in which the hull was laid up “clam-shell” fashion. He stressed the “20 layers of hand laid fibreglass at the waterline”
as the hull, including the full keel, lay open readily accessible to his fibreglass professionals before the two sides were
brought together.

Warranty & Other Work on Sea Vixen
After enjoying our new Sea Vixen for more than a year, she went in for her warranty work in October 1983. By this time,
Pacific Quest Yacht Sales had taken over the ALOHA dealership in Vancouver. Both the late David Ball, owner/manager of
Pacific Quest Yacht Sales and Ouyang Boat Works were most accommodating in attending to our warranty list. Items of
consequence included:
• Opening up the hull and checking the security of the strut. All was well.
• Replacing the cracked teak coamings on each side of the cockpit.
• Repairing stress cracks in the gel coat at the forward corners of the deckhouse at deck level. Apparently this was a
common failure.
• Replacing the mild steel rudder gudgeons. We were told that Ouyang Boat Works had received a batch of poor
quality mild steel gudgeons in the 1981-82 period that electrolytically deteriorated in salt water. After 18 months,
ours were well pitted.
• Shortening the length of hose from each cockpit propane locker to the transom so that there was no lower “loop” to
collect water and thus stop any leaking propane gas from draining out from the lockers. Ouyang Boatworks later put
out an “alert” to earlier built A-34’s advising owners to similarly shorten these hoses.
• Double bolting the toe rails to the hull. Sea Vixen originally came with every second toe rail bolt missing.
• Grounding the fuel tank.
• Replacing the pitted chrome exhaust cowlings on the transom with stainless steel cowlings.
• Changing the regular 110 volt electrical fixture in the heads to a water proof fixture.
Additionally, we took advantage of this docking to raise the boot topping 2 inches, and touch up a damaged keel. See
following!

Adding Additional Equipment
In her early days, we added/installed the following additional equipment:
• Datamarine (Corinthian) knot meter, depth sounder and wind instrument.
• Nautilus 25 12 VDC 2 bank battery charger.
• Emergency Position Indicating Radio Beacon: ELB 502.
• Additionally we installed an Espar D3L 11,000 BTU diesel furnace for “winter” sailing, with heat ducts in each
cabin & the heads. This works very well but if we were doing it again, we’d put two ducts in the main cabin and
none in the heads.
• Batteries: Initially Sea Vixen came with one bank of two 12 volt batteries in parallel. We installed a second bank of
two 6 volt batteries in series in the “fish rod” locker under the quarter berth. When we found that our 6 volt batteries
lasted longer, we converted our 12 volt bank to 6 volt batteries & moved them from that awkward location abaft the
fuel tank to the wash deck locker on the starboard side of cockpit. With one or other bank of batteries alternating
each week and on continuous “trickle charge” running our Nova Kool refrigerator year round, we find these
batteries last about 8 years.
• Fuel pump: The Universal (Kubota) engine has a fine reputation. However, when we purchased Sea Vixen, I
thought that the “Achilles heel” in the set-up was the FACET electric fuel pump. If it stopped working, we’d be
“dead in the water”. Accordingly, we invested in another FACET fuel pump to carry onboard as a spare “just in
case”. Touch wood, it has yet to be used.
• Sails: We bought a “Genneker” in 1985(?) but only use it a couple of times a year. Our original Genoa, now 130,
suffices under most conditions. Occasionally we downsize to use the “storm jib” that was part of Sea Vixen’s
original inventory. Since returning to Victoria in 1988, we’ve had good service from UK Sails in Sidney who have
re-built our original Genoa & Main many times. On their recommendation, we now have converted to full battens &
a loose-footed Main, which we are delighted with.
• Dodger/Bimini with side curtains: For winter sailing we had the dodger installed. Later we added the bimini to
provide shade when alongside on warm days. Our bimini has side curtains that provide warmth on cool days and
protection from both bugs and the elements when sleeping in the cockpit.
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•
•

Anchor: On two occasions despite ample of rode, we dragged anchor in shale. After the second incident, we
replaced the original plough anchor that came with the boat with a 35 lb Bruce anchor. We have not dragged since.
The original plough anchor has been kept for use as a “storm anchor” if ever needed.
Macerator Pump: In 1997 we also installed an ITT Macerator pump to pump out our holding tank under the
forward vee berth.

Maintenance
The ALOHA 34 has been referred to as a “wash & wear” boat as maintenance is so minimal and owners would rather be
sailing. We agree.
•
•
•

•

•
•

•

•

Refrigeration: The NOVA KOOL LT200-RT4 refrigeration that I installed in the original ice box in 1983 runs
continuously and under Canadian west coast conditions has performed well. In 1987 we replaced a failed electrical
control unit.
Leaking Cabin Hatch: The hatch over the table in the main cabin started leaking between the “glass” & metal
frame. We contacted the manufacturer Atkins Hoyle in Toronto who provided us with a re-caulking kit that worked
well.
Propellor pitch. Original propellor was 15” (diameter) x 14” (pitch) x 3 (blades). We found that the engine lugged
(could not reach maximum engine revolutions of 2800). Sidney Propellor re-pitched to it to 15 x 11.21 which
rectified the problem. Later electrolysis probably brought on by then faulty wiring at the RVYC docks at Cadboro
Bay “wasted” this original propellor to the point that, after addressing the cause we installed a new Michigan
15x12x3 propellor, obtained also from Sidney Propellor.
Fresh water pump. We burned out our original pump pumping an empty tank. We were motoring and did not hear
the pump struggling to recharge the system. We replaced it with a PAR-MAX Water Pressure Pump #IT30600-0012
obtained from Trotac Marine in Victoria. Although this pump is guaranteed not to burn out, we now make it
standard practice to turn off the pump switch at the switch board whenever we are underway.
Head: In 1997 we replaced the Brydon Boy head and all associated hose with an ITT/PAR head and proper
sanitation hose.
Navigation Light: On 1 June 1995 while departing our berth in Lake Union, Seattle, we rammed into the concrete
wall of an adjoining restaurant (!) smashing our forward navigation light. Again David Duncan came to our help,
acquiring a replacement AQUA SIGNAL 3542-302 Bi-colour Replacement stock #19769 from Nikka Industries in
Vancouver.
Bottom Paint: Recent studies indicate that black bottom paint lasts much longer that lighter coloured anti-fouling
paints. We’ve used blue, green and black Self Polishing bottom paint. Although black is not our first choice
appearance-wise, certainly black does last the longest in the west coast conditions to which Sea Vixen has been
exposed. :
The PALOMA Constant Flow water heater fitted in the heads that was original equipment has continued to be a
trouble-free joy, providing immediate hot water on demand.

The Engine
The UNIVERSAL (KUBOTA) Model 5424 has worked very well for 22 years and about 2000 hours of operation. Naturally,
we prefer to sail!
• The Obendorfer raw water pump has been ‘rebuilt’ twice during this period. As we do not have a high temperature
alarm on the engine, we make it a practice to change the impellor on the raw water pump every 600 hours.
• To prevent algae growth in the diesel fuel, we add 2 teaspoons of BIOBOR J.F. to a tank.
• In 1993 we replaced the exhaust elbow (Onan Part #155-1050), obtained for us by Dave Duncan.
• In 1994 we replaced the original stainless steel muffler with ULTRALIFT Water Lift muffler Series #291 (with side
inlet 1-7/8”, top outlet 1-1/2”) Model 291-8862, again supplied to us by David.
• To make it easier to change the engine oil, we have fitted a rubber hose that is long enough to run from the sump
plug (where there is a positive turn off) to the bilge where we drain the old oil into empty 4 litre milk containers.
• After the fuel filter bracket on the starboard side of the engine cracked a second time, we relocated this fuel filter to
the engine-room bulkhead directly opposite.
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Sailing Sea Vixen
Over the past 22 years, Sea Vixen has turned out to be everything we could have
hoped for and more. As we all know, ALOHA 34’s are most comfortable, sail well in
light airs and in heavy weather they are good sea boats. Unfortunately Diana read the
“instructions” from the factory that came with Sea Vixen. When the wind picked up
and Sea Vixen heeled over, Diana reminds me that the instructions say “Sail your
Aloha as upright as possible. Healing slightly (up to 15 degrees off centre) is the most
efficient for sailing. With a greater angle of heel, the boat will not track through the
water with maximum efficiency.” In fact, I have to agree. When well heeled over,
spilling air from the Main sail to bring her back up does indeed increase speed.
In the past we have enjoyed good sailing in both the Maritimes and the Great Lakes.
However, the year ‘round sailing that we have experienced here on the Canadian west
coast has turned out to be truly fabulous. Apart from lifting Sea Vixen for a couple of
days or so each year to change zincs, check through-hulls and pressure wash and
paint or touch-up the anti-fouling bottom paint, Sea Vixen is in the ocean year round.
Initially we berthed Sea Vixen at False Creek Marina in downtown Vancouver. When
construction for Expo ’86 resulted in FCM closing down, we joined & moved to
Burrard Yacht Club in North Vancouver, on the north side of Vancouver Harbour, -a
fun Club with mainly power boat membership. Apart from a few weeks holiday each
summer when Diana & I enjoyed sailing in the Gulf Islands and to Victoria, most of
our sailing was day sailing and on weekends to Howe Sound where we made good
use of Centre Bay Yacht Station on Gambier Island.
Additionally for 13 years, three other men & I used to team up for 8 or 9 days each year during “Spring Break” (one was a
high school principal) sailing off to various destinations from Desolation Sound in the north to Puget Sound in the south.
In 1988 Diana & I returned to Victoria berthing Sea Vixen at Oak Bay Marina initially and then at the Royal Victoria Yacht
Club facilities in Cadboro Bay. Many Victorians keep their boats in the Sidney area, 20 miles to the north of Victoria, closer
to the Gulf Islands which are gorgeous for cruising. We however chose Victoria for berthage where summer winds here are
usually better for sailing.
In Victoria, much of our sailing became “day-sailing” as Diana was initially preoccupied caring for elderly parents. Also
Diana’s interest in sailing diminished as she became involved in
more volunteer work; (see “Knitting for the Royal Jubilee Hospital
while at Sea Vixen’s helm”). As a consequence I have gathered up
a crew of ~10 men, from which I can usually get five or six to day
or afternoon sail on short notice year ‘round. This crew is also a
big help with the maintenance!
Standard routine in Sea Vixen is that when “day sailing”, we take
15 minute turns in rotation on the wheel, with the crew member
awaiting his turn at the wheel acting as both the Lookout and
Navigator. This works well and gives each crew member
(including me) an opportunity to relax when not on watch. (On
longer trips, we make it 30 minutes both on the wheel and as
Lookout/Navigator.)
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Crossing to Vancouver

Sea Vixen at her best

Stuart Spracklan, Windy #151 joined four of our crew
last month (April ’04) for an enjoyable 6 day sail into
the Gulf Islands, across Georgia Strait to Vancouver and
back. One day with the forecast calling for ‘gales’, we
hanked on the storm jib and gave both Sea Vixen and
crew a fun workout. Otherwise we were blessed with
mainly sunshine and winds ranging from moderate to
light. [photos by Stuart]

The crew are back - Werner Tony Bill Stuart Migs

Highlights and Lowlights
Highlights have been many. As I’m sure we all know, just sailing an ALOHA 34 is exhilarating.
Of course, one highlight was the formation of our Aloha 34 Owners’ Network. Initially our Aloha 34 Network was an
informal organization of two, David Duncan Clanndonach #168 B.C., and me Sea Vixen #167, located in Vancouver, BC,
ably supported by our respective spouses, Jennifer and Diana. David and I had been exchanging information and ideas since
purchasing our Aloha 34’s in 1982, as mentioned earlier. In our travels we also had contacts with other happy Aloha 34
owners.
There had been some interest in developing an informal registry to exchange information on a wider scale but other activities
for both Dave & me always seemed to take priority. Eventually the catalyst occurred in 1994 when Dave and also Heinz &
Angela Hone, Nipinke #158 suffered “threading” problems with the aluminium oil filter fitting on their UNIVERSAL
“Medalist” (Kubota) model 5424 engine. Their threading problems later turned out to be their use of metric Kubota oil filters
on the Imperial threaded assembly. (After a few hours, the filters disengaged, flooding the engine room and bilge with
engine oil.) Their experiences provided the impetus during the winter of 1994-95 to form our Aloha 34 owners group. By
now Diana & I had retired to Victoria, BC and had more time. The rest is history, with a very capable Les (& Carol)
Harrison Enchantment #214 taking over management of the A-34 Network from me in early 2002.
And meeting and chatting with other ALOHA 34 owners always makes for entertainment.
• The 1998 Easter Monday Rendezvous at the Fish House Restaurant in Toronto organized by Terry &
Catherine Fagan, Spirit of Adventure #165 was our first A-34 Owners’ Network R/V. More than 30
members mingled and enjoyed ourselves, with Mao Ouyang joining us and regaling us with stories about
his family, the Ouyang Boat Works and our wonderful Aloha’s.
• Aloha Pacific Rendezvous 2000 where 25 boats (23 Aloha’s, of which 11 were A-34’s) and more than 70
members and friends including A-34 designer Ted (& Betty) Brewer met at Maple Bay Marina on
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Vancouver Island, organized almost entirely by Dennis Clarke of the Aloha Owners Association (after I
injured my back and had to retire from co-organizing the event).
Regretfully we missed the other successful rendezvous’ held later in Ontario.
Other highlights have included the visits to Victoria by members of our A-34 Network, some with whom we have been
corresponding for many years but never met. We usually try to arrange sails in Sea Vixen for such important visitors.
And it has become important for us to sail
between Christmas and New Years, regardless of
the weather, just so we can tell our families and
friends living in the East about it. Les produced a
photo of this.
If there were any “lowlights”, perhaps it was in
1983 & again in 1988. Twice on ‘minus tides’, I
struck the same rock charted at over 6 feet at the
entrance to Victoria’s Oak Bay Marina! In each
case damage to Sea Vixen’s keel was minimal.
There was more damage to my pride as a
‘Master Mariner’, especially when then Coast
Guard’s Victoria District Superintendent of Aids
& Waterways the late Bill Exley suggested he officially change the name of this hazard from Robson to Turner Reef.
Another lowlight was the case of the crew member who had to be wheeled
ashore in a wheel barrow. We were on a leisurely sailing trip to Vancouver
and back. On our final night out, we decided, rather than anchor in one of
the many lovely secluded anchorages in the Gulf Islands, we’d go alongside
Maple Bay Yacht Club, an “RVYC reciprocal Club” that offers fine
facilities. As we came alongside the MBYC visitors dock, this crew
member, a retired doctor friend wearing the wrong glasses (bifocals instead
of regular glasses) misjudged his step when stepping onto the dock with the
stern line, rolled over and severed an Achilles tendon. In much pain, we got
him back into the cockpit. We contacted his family and arranged for his
daughter to drive up from Victoria to take him back to Victoria for medical
attention. In the meantime, we followed his instructions for treatment, -ice
packs first and then rum and coke. Winnie took nearly two hours to arrive.
When she did finally appear, a wheel barrow was the most suitable way to
transport the patient ashore.)
And then there was the “mutiny”. Much of my life has been spent at sea but I’ve never had a mutiny in any of my ships.
Then Georges Poulin, Agrippina A-34 #228 visited Victoria last January and we gathered up some crew members to take him
for an afternoon sail. The forecast was for 15 to 20 knot winds rising to storm force in the evening. As the crew prepared Sea
Vixen, I gave Georges a quick safety check of Sea Vixen. (Standard routine for guests, as all boats are unique.) Then I turned
to Georges and asked him to take the boat away from the dock and “to sea”, again standard routine to get first time guests
initially comfortable in Sea Vixen. With a freshening wind, Georges said “no Migs”. Then behind him in the cockpit, another
crew member said that in this wind, he wouldn’t want to take Sea Vixen away either. In fact, he thought the winds were too
strong to go out at all.
Other crew members joined us in the cockpit and I could see that they too were about to side with Georges & Bill,
so I suggested that we go below, turn on the furnace, open the bar and perhaps conditions would improve. Well, they didn’t.
With seven of us settled around the table in the main cabin, Georges pulled out a flask of Cognac and Sea Vixen never did
leave the dock…

July 16, 2000
The blinds are drawn, the water drained, the garbage tagged for Tuesday’s pickup, the last minute instructions given,
the kisses shared, the tears shed, the glasses raised and we are finally “live-aboards”. The boat itself does not look
much different than it does for our usual summer cruise but I did notice that the stern was a tad low in the water.
Dan, Nancy, Larissa and Katelyn said goodbye after supper, after helping with the last minute details at home. I was
very upset to see them go but it will be only a few weeks till they join us in Baltimore. So many wonderful friends
have come down or written to wish us well. It isn’t easy to say goodbye. We snuggled down for the night under the
beautiful quilt which Heather has made for us with photographs of 34 years of memories stitched in a lovely nautical
pattern and shaped to fit the v-berth.
July 19, 2000
We waited two days for favourable weather to make the long haul down to Sarnia. A couple of trips back home for
mail (we were expecting the membership package for US Tow, the CAA for boats), the considered purchase of a
waterproof watch for me, and a takeout dinner from Pelican Pete’s kept us busy. We also discovered a wee
plumbing problem that resulted in HOT water coming out of the wonderful filtered water tap. Oops! Les fixed that
in a hurry but the filter had been contaminated with antifreeze so he put in the brand new spare - it leaked. Bummer.
So now our nice cold water is just from the tank until we can get another filter.
On Wednesday morning we slipped away at 5:30 am for the long trip down the dotted line in the middle of Lake
Huron, between Canada and the US. We were able to contact Herb and Dee and Carol and Larry Jackson (Aloha
owners we had met at the Ashbridges rendezvous) by phone and they agreed to meet us at S.Y.C. We took on diesel
then paid for a slip and had just finished supper when our guests arrived. What a grand time we had. Carol and
Larry are readying their boat for “the trip” in 2002 so we had much to discuss. Herb and Dee arrived with their
grandkids and Dee’s parents. How wonderful it was that they would squeeze a visit in to their very busy lives on
such short notice. We made plans to keep in touch and to arrange a visit in the Bahamas after we get there.
All this time Les and I are noticing stinky diesel smell--- real bad. So before we could sleep Les dug down through
10 large packages of toilet paper (thanks Mom and Dad), lumber for our mast support, paper towel, anti-chafe gear,
the solar panels and the potatoes to find we indeed had a leak from somewhere in our new auxiliary tank. He
cleaned it up as best he could but the smell was still nauseating. We crashed knowing that further investigation
would be necessary in the morning. Well morning came early. At 2 am there was a loud banging on our bow pulpit.
Some SYC boat had returned from the Mac race and not informed the club and WE WERE IN THEIR SLIP. THEY
had to get back to Detroit and WE had to move now! What a bunch of jerks. They woke up the harbour manager
and dragged him down to assign us another slip. He was very apologetic and agreed to our request for a full refund.
Not a good night after a really great day.
July 23, 2000
We have been aboard now for a week and are really making tracks. The trip down the St Cair River was a real
adventure. The current under the Bluewater Bridge was just as strong as I remember from 30 years ago. We were
getting the hang of it when the engine started making funny grating sounds. Les dove down to the engine and
diagnosed a broken water pump. We idled back and crept in close to the Canadian shoreline where we dropped the
hook in 35ft of water with a 3 knot current. Good practice. Les disconnected the offending bit and replaced it with a
new pump that he had had the forethought to order months ago as the original one had a bit of a wiggle to the shaft.
Sounds simple, but of course the nipple was a bit bigger and the wire reinforced hose hated to give a mm. The
gasket goop took an hour to dry so the time was well spent cleaning the offending diesel remains and tightening the

fitting that had leaked. All in all we spent 5 hours enjoying the river. I helped by praying and making lunch and
praying and chatting to Heather on the phone so I would remain calm and praying. Anyway between the two of us
we got the job done and finished the river, crossed Lake St Clair and took a berth at Windsor Yacht Club at 7:30.
We did not set the alarm clock for Friday
morning!!!
After a civilized breakfast of coffee and muffins
with Pam’s wonderful raspberry jam we headed
out on the Detroit River. Wow what an
experience. The Ambassador Bridge is very
high, the Windsor Casino is very impressive,
the freighters are very big and the charting
requires constant attention. We tied up early at
Duffy”s in Amherstburg on John M’s
recommendation. What a charming historical
town. It has the most beautiful public garden at
the site of old military installations of the
British forces in the late 1700’s. Duffy’s is a
very popular restaurant and bar and the docks
quickly filled up with people (all from
Michigan) wanting perch dinners and beer,
some obviously just beer. There was an hour
and a half wait for a table. We instead, dined
on butter roasted chicken breast, new potatoes
and frenched beans with toasted almonds and a
bottle of Pelee Island wine (thanks Bill). I wore ear plugs for the first time to drown out the revellers who returned
to their boats and headed out onto the river with 3 sheets to the wind, and they were all powerboats!
From Amherstburg we motored to Pelee Island only to find that all the docks had been reserved by a visiting club
from Cleveland. No problem. We tied up on the government wharf and spent a peaceful night – free. I got to go
for my first swim and christen my new bathing suit (thank you HH staff – no it’s not a bikini but my daughter says it
looks elegant).
By Sunday night we were in Mentor Harbour, Ohio where Les and Peter and Carol brought Majorette 25 years
ago when delivering her to Kincardine from Port Dover. It is very, very impressive. Beautiful grounds, swimming
pool, designer clubhouse and shuttle boat service between docks. We went for a little walk after supper but did not
feel too safe doing it because we were aliens, in the country illegally. All attempts to reach US Customs were
failures. We’ll try again tomorrow in Ashtabula.
July 28
We arrived in Ashtabula on Monday by lunch time and thanks to some helpful yacht club guys we got a nice dock
with all amenities and were able to check in with US Customs and Immigration. We toured the town to find the post
office and mail off Andy’s birthday card. At least it will come from a foreign country, not like Heather’s which was
mailed in Sarnia. Diane would be very proud of us as we checked out the Goodwill in case there were any treasures
to be had but no luck. Hot showers before dinner were a treat. It was an earplug night. The coal trains from
southern Ohio bring coal to be shipped out of Ashtabula and they work all night long. Otherwise it was a nice spot.
Tuesday was Heather’s birthday so we made a phone call from out in Lake Erie. She had celebrated with the
McRae’s on Sunday night and was going out for dinner with Andy so I guess the occasion was duly noted. On route
I did a serious laundry in my kitchen sink---even double rinsed, Nancy! We looked like a Chinese laundry with all
the clothes hanging on the lifelines, but who was to see?

On Rae and Steve’s recommendation we charted our way into Erie State
Park, which has a beautiful anchorage. It is called Presque Isle and is so
protected it’s almost like being in Oak Bay. We heard from Jerry and Paula
and they arrived at Presque Isle on Wednesday. They both look well and fit
and have enjoyed their two year adventure on Sea Cycle. They bought cool tshirts commemorating their achievement. On Thursday I made my first loaf of
boat bread using a recipe which Les had downloaded off the web. I should
have stuck with Karen’s recipe or Diane’s, because although this loaf turned
out looking beautiful it had a very tough crust. It was made with no sugar and
no fat so I shoulda known. There’s no such thing as guilt free bread. In the
afternoon Jerry, Paula and I and their friend Judy off Sans Souci hired a taxi to
go into Erie for supplies. It was a long expensive ride but shared four ways it
wasn’t so bad.
Bob, Judy, Jerry and Paula shared dinner on Enchantment and afterwards they
taught me how to play “Mexican Train” which will guarantee my social
acceptance in cruising circles every where. It was fun.
Friday we did a few boat jobs, went to the dock for a pumpout and enjoyed swimming in the 72 degree water. I’m
“living in the moment” Aileen. So far so good. We were just settling down to a delicious curry dinner a la Jerry on
Sea Cycle when Jerry noticed he was moving backwards FAST. Some scrambling ensued as we, all four worked to
haul anchor, start diesel, secure the boarding ladder, fend off two dinghies and reset the anchor. The whole
excitement really whetted our appetites. What a clever host!
We started our Saturday with coffee and toast made with the failed bread. Then we went for a hike in the park with
the Sea Cycle crew. You have to stay on the paths as the area is infected with deer ticks which can cause Lyme
disease. It was a great walk. I have taken Celebrex for my painful left knee and got immediate relief. What a joy it
is to walk all I want with no agony. I should have done this months ago. Had a great chat with Heather, then Dan.
All is well at home and that is so important to me. Talked to Mom and she and Dad have decided not to drive to
Buffalo but Donald and Brian will meet us at Wardells to help with the mast. That is such a great bonus because
extra hands are a Godsend when it comes to 50foot masts.
Tuesday, August 1
We are tied up to the city dock in North Tonawanda. Les has gone to the local library to see if he can get his email
like Jerry did. So I am catching up on the “Tales”. We slipped out of Presque Isle at 6:30 on Sunday morning. We
got up earlier, 5---30, but the weather was so dreary, black and rainy, that we waited for sun-up, HA! For the first
time since we left home we broke out the rain gear and cut the price tags off our new souwesters. It was not an
unpleasant ride, motoring over a calm rain splattered lake.
The wind and thunderstorms did not roll in until we were safely tied up to the guest dock at Dunkirk Yacht Club.
The members are very friendly and shared their facilities and “donation draft” with us. It was dark and looming
when we got up at 6 so we drank our coffee, watched the sky for a while, consulted NOAA and then headed out
toward the end of the lake. We made good tracks with the help of the jib as the wind, though not strong, is not on
the nose for the first time since entering Erie. Then it was time for the little red stickies again as we followed the
chart carefully. We passed a huge barge pushed by a tug and a half dozen sculling teams practising in the Black
Rock channel, which parallels the turbulent Niagara River.
We aced our first locking, all by ourselves in the Black Rock Lock with fenders, boathooks and sturdy rubber
gloves. Thanks to all the good advice from our experienced friends we arrived at Wardell’s unscathed. It was so-oo hot that we dripped just standing still. A nice fellow came down for a chat. He said he always checked out a mast
at Wardell’s. Mark sails out of Youngtown and is a funeral director here in Tonawanda. He dreams of making “the
big trip” when he unloads his business. He very kindly drove us to a Nokia dealer so we could buy a 12 v charger
for the phone as it seems reluctant to accept 110 from the ship. And I NEED that phone. We loaded up on groceries
at the Top market (thanks Rae) and got back before the rain started. It did relieve some of the heat and we got a
good night’s sleep under the mast hoist.

Today we started early and worked hard until Donald, Brian and Rachel arrived to lend a hand or six. It was perfect
timing as the grunt work was just beginning. Dennis, the crane guy, knows his stuff and all 50ft came down slick as
a whistle. We tied down and motored over to the town dock as another boat was waiting for a lift---up this time. I
wanted D, B and R to stay for lunch but since it was only 10:30 they decided to push on to Parry Sound where they
hope to do some boating on Georgian Bay and do a few jobs at the cottage. We really appreciated their help. After
lunch I did the best Laundromat experience of my boating career. Anyone who knows me, knows how I feel about
Laundromats----it’s a swear word. The place was a short walk away with my trusty Lee Valley bundle buggy (alias
“Megan’s chariot”). It was not busy. The driers worked wonders with only 3 quarters. But it was as hot as blazes--hey it’s a Laundromat.
If Les ever comes back from the library we will start our two-week journey down the Erie Canal tomorrow.
Tues.Aug. 8, 2000
A week ago we started down the Erie Canal. It has been the kind of trip people in
Europe pay thousands of dollars to take on the canal tour boats. Mom and Dad would
love this kind of “sailing”. Along most of the way there are bike trails that go on
forever. There are actually more cyclers than boats. We have decided that this is where
all the herons in the word come from. They fly up around every bend or stand stalk still
believing that we don’t see them. There are ducks and geese, kingfishers and even a
beautiful white swan. We pass by quaint little boathouse cottages and gorgeous
rambling estates, cornfields and golf courses. As I was trying to prepare for our first big
lock I accidentally dropped one of the fenders. Les had to jockey like a madman in the
narrow channel with a swift current flowing so I could retrieve it. Les told me not to
worry---it was the leaky one anyway. I think I was just nervous about our lack of
experience. But we remembered everyone’s good advice and we managed fine. The
only scary part was when my arms were too short to reach the grab cable in the second lock to pull the mid-ship line
through. The next section of canal is quite strange as the water we travelled was actually higher than the
surrounding land. It’s weird to see treetops and roofs passing by. In one spot the canal is enclosed in a long trough
which passes over a creek and valley below.
We stopped in Middleport because Rae said we could get a free shower at the public works shed…. and we did.
We gladly paid a $5 donation to the upkeep for the privilege of warm running water. Next stop was Spencerport
after a day of warm fleece jackets (thanks Dan) and rain gear. When the rain stopped we “did” the town. Got some
junk at the hardware store and some more junk at the liquor store and then went for a nice hike along the towpath to
work up an appetite. It poured again in the night as it has for days now. But we like it because it reduces the
chances of local boys living up to their reputations for making boaters’ lives miserable by untying their lines in the
middle of the night. We have experienced nothing but nice people and helpful lockmasters so far. Sometimes we
don’t exactly enjoy the loud music we have to listen to but that’s no different than any other place. And it never
lasts long.
Fairport was the busiest place we’ve stopped. It is a touristy town with a fancy waterfront dock and a helpful,
gregarious dockmaster. It is also the only place where we’ve had to pay dockage for overnight. It was only $8 and
the pumpout was free so we’re good with that. On our reconnoitre stroll we found a great library with books for 50
cents and got me a cool pair of red suede sneakers for $18. I wonder if Heather will hit me up for them when I get
home? My good Reebocks have developed a slit in the sole, which holds a lot of muddy water on rainy days and
really mess up the deck. With our $8 dock we got water so we gave Enchantment a good scrubbing and earned our
cockpit supper of BBQ Cornish hens with potatoes and carrots. Not too shabby! And we got to eat in front of all
the strollers and ice cream munchers (just like Port Elgin) as well as the silly people who paid mucho moula to dine
in the fancy restaurant behind us.
On Saturday we had enough heat to make up for the rest of the days. It was a 6 lock day, and these ones did not
have any cables, just ropes hanging down which you grab with your Kirkland Lake industrial strength rubber gloves.
The railroad is our constant companion now. Today an engineer gave us a big wave and a long who-o-o-o-o. Fun!
We have been following Skipper Bob’s guide to the canal and have come to appreciate his “quiet rural setting”

designation. That usually means you can tie up near the lock out in the middle of nowhere. Before crossing Lake
Oneida we stopped in Brewerton and decided to take a layover day. There was a strong signal on the cell phone so
we called Andy to wish him a happy birthday. He had received his card from us and was impressed that it came
from a foreign country. Brewerton offered an opportunity to shop, do email at the library, do laundry, get the
bargain lunch at Burger King and send a CD off to Dan to put stuff on our web page. Not a bad day’s work for a
couple of retired folk.
Sat.,Aug. 12
Crossing Lake Oneida, which was supposed to be the ultimate test for our mast supports turned out to be a piece of
cake. We crossed on a Tuesday morning – no yahoos around that early; there was a brisk following wind to hurry us
along; we were accompanied on our trip by a big tug called “Urger”- very reassuring; it was overcast so Rae’s
warning about visibility in the morning sun did not apply; Letitia’s chart book was excellent and has been our bible
for the rest of the canal. We chose another “quiet rural setting” and stopped early, as the next available spot was
another town dock. I took advantage of the hot, sunny afternoon to put a coat of Deks Ole on the woodwork. Then I
noticed some of the local kids swimming in the canal. It did look a lot cleaner than elsewhere and this is the highest
point in the water system. All the water flows down from here in both directions. So I lowered my body into the
water at the stern of the boat just to soak some of the heat out of me. It was surprisingly cool after the warm water
of Erie, the last time I swam. I really miss that.
Next day we were “lucky” enough to land in Little Falls in time for Canal Days. Except for being tied up right at
the site of all the action it was an ok experience. We partook of the chicken BBQ, listened to the local oldies band
and watched the best fireworks display I’ve seen in years. It was awesome! But it was the first night I felt any need
for something to cover our windows. In a pinch I cut out little port sized blinds from the plastic pliable cutting
board which Diane had given me. I hope she’s not hurt. But we really appreciated her gift, just not in the way she
intended. We’ve made arrangements with Dan to send a parcel to Hop-o-Nose Marina where we will pick it up
midweek. I look forward to letters and pictures from home.
Thursday we pressed on to Amsterdam and had the greatest of luck. We went for our usual
walkabout (just like the royals) and we came to Don’s Automotive and Repair. It was a
pretty run down looking district but there were people around the shop so I convinced Les to
inquire about our reluctant oil filter. Don loaned us a wrench and thank God it did the trick.
So now our trusty diesel has a clean filter. We returned the wrench and went walking
further because Les just had to get a photo of this Volkswagon perched on top of a 150 foot
brick chimney. So on our way back who’s parked at Don’s but the local tools-r-us truck. I
was nervy enough to ask, and bless him, he sold us our own filter wrench. Now we will
never encounter THAT problem again.
After supper we went to the “movies”. Les played some of the disk Dan gave us before
leaving home. I’m doling it out sparingly. I really enjoyed reliving some of the wonderful
times we’ve had with our family. This morning we decided on a vacation day. No jobs. Just
relax. It was pouring rain when we pulled in here yesterday and stormed all night and most
of today. We had such a peaceful sleep and a lazy day. I had a long chat with Heather. It’s
getting closer to the 20th when my billing date is and I have to watch my “time left”. The
Hudson River is only three miles away, five locks, and then we’re into the big water. The
Erie Canal has been a most pleasant experience.
Monday, August 21
Well our dear old ship is now officially a salty. I’m writing this entry in Manasquan Inlet, which is one third of the
way down the Jersey coast. We had a terrific run down the Atlantic Ocean. It could have been a run up Lake Huron
if we only looked to the east and not at the miles of beaches and wall-to-wall buildings. A week ago we finished the
last five locks of the Erie Canal. They are really beautiful as you look around at the mountainous scenery while you
drop in 35 foot increments down closer to sea level.

After the heavy rains for two days previous the lockmaster warned us to be careful in the Hudson river as much
debris and swift currents were reported. The Federal Lock on the Hudson just north of Troy was a bugger. Les
brought Enchantment in behind the lock wall to get out of the current rushing downstream to the huge falls, but the
lock didn’t open as swiftly as the lockmaster said it would and we were being swept along too fast. Les had to try
and turn us around to buy time. It was a tense few minutes but he managed to save the day.
We found the Troy Town dock and Marina and paid to tie up for the night. It took me all afternoon to do laundry
even though I only had three loads because the ONE drier was pretty inefficient. Rae’s favourite restaurant was not
open on a Sunday so we settled for one recommended by the dock boy and were not at all disappointed in our
FIRST DINNER OUT (not counting the chicken BBQ at Canal Days). It was very convenient to use the phone card
there, so we had our first try at that –and it worked as advertised. Les had a nice chat with Peter K. and tried to
reach Owens’s but no luck again. The rain returned sporadically and we delayed our Monday morning departure
until it let up about 10 a.m. and headed off down the Hudson with all the other junk being swept along.
“Brucie” finally got his feet wet again when we anchored for the night about 10 miles north of Catskill where we
planned to have the mast lifted. It was our first “tidal experience”. We set the anchor facing into the wind and then
could not back down to set it properly because the current was so strong against the wind. When we were finally
satisfied with our “hook” we had to get used to turning 180 degrees with out getting alarmed. In the morning I had
fun testing the deck wash on real mud. Worked like a charm. Wish I’d had one years ago. Makes a messy job quite
tolerable.
We got to Hop-o-Nose (don’t ask) Marina early enough to visit the post office and mail off our last disk, the library
to try unsuccessfully to do email, and the grocery store to re-provision. We ate lunch in a little joint on the main
street. Shared a chicken salad wrap and had such a great time listening to the staff kibitz that we hardly said a word
to each other. They had to be a displaced New York Jewish family and could they talk. It was like listening to “the
Nanny” multiplied 6 times. The anticipated care package from home was waiting for us at the marina and I spent a
wonderful hour reading and rereading the letters from Nancy and Larissa and Heather. The photos were so
appreciated and I made myself wait to watch the videos another day when I could really savour them. The Hop-oNosers were quite the taciturn bunch but boy could they handle a 50ft mast like a broomstick.
We were on our way by noon and went up the Esopus River to a peaceful anchorage past all the marinas and houses.
Rae and Steve’s advice has been invaluable. As Les said, if you had to discover everything on your own, you would
waste a lot of time. The next day Enchantment got all her good stuff repositioned. Headsail, solarpanels, cotterpins
etc. etc. etc. and we moved on to Rondout Creek. It was a 4 mile trek up the river but well worth it. We had barely
got the anchor down when the local ducks moved in teaching their youngsters how to beg effectively. I called
Heather to wish her and Andy a happy anniversary. She was planning to paint the baby’s room so we had fun
discussing that. I am glad to have a little insight into the preparations for this precious bundle. I surely do miss
being more involved as I was for Larissa’s and Katelyn’s births.
Friday we moved on to a very exposed anchorage below Pollepel Island. Reaching it safely involved very careful
charting and a constant eye on the depth sounder. The computerized charts really do their stuff in situations like
that. The pictures we took from this spot are awesome. The island itself contains the ruins of several medieval style
castles and arches. They look like the set for a Disney movie, the kind that is designed to make you shiver.
According to Tim Sterling, who grew up nearby, the structures were built by a wealthy munitions manufacturer,
early in the century, as an amusement for his wife. When she died he lost interest in the island and instead used it a
storage spot for his products. Consequently the island was off limits. It still is, but only because the unfinished
structures are in such disrepair that they are dangerous. Behind the anchorage loomed Breakneck Point, so steep and
high that the ubiquitous trains have to tunnel through it. And across the Hudson was Storm King Mountain with a
roadway clinging precariously to the side and winding up at such a steep angle it would make you dizzy. Again we
watched fascinated as the tide went out and more ruins exposed themselves in what was innocent looking water just
a few hours before. I find it very disconcerting not to be able to discern anything in the water. Two feet looks the
same as two hundred! Dan phoned that night and I was able to ask Larissa about the summersaults that I saw her
doing on the video. It was funny to think that in another four weeks she will be riding on the very same traintracks
that were only a couple hundred yards from our boat. The Amtrac whizzed by every few minutes until late at night.
It’s true, Heather. After a while you don’t notice them!

Saturday we motored down a history lesson on the Hudson. I really was wishing for a book to give me more
information than I can remember from my history classes.
When we were about to enter Haverstraw Bay we called Shillelagh on
the VHF on the odd chance that that the Stirlings had received our
phone message on their answering machine and would be around. Well,
what a wonderful surprise to get an answer right back. Tim, Debi,
Deirdre and her friend Tina sailed out into the bay to escort us into a slip
they had reserved for us for the night. Sterlings have an Aloha just like
Enchantment and it was such fun to compare. Their marina is like a
country club with a swimming pool, showers, ship’s store, BBQ area,
restaurant; I was impressed. And naturally I tried everything. We had
such a wonderful time with these lovely folks and they were so helpful.
Tim ran me to the store so I am provisioned for at least two weeks. We
shared a cockpit supper and didn’t get to bed till quite late. It was hard to get up the next morning and head out.
The Shillelagh crew, except wee Deid, got up to bid us farewell, even the cat.
New York City beckoned. I now wish there was a way to avoid it. Not one of the better “moments” Aileen!
Surrounded by cruise ships, ferry boats, jet skis, freighters, scarabs, sailboats,
sightseeing boats, tugboats and barges and everybody going fast as they can. Poor
Enchantment could not believe the indignity of being tossed around like a bathtub toy.
Thank goodness for Skipper Bob’s good advice. We found a quiet anchorage behind
Liberty State Park. I was so happy to drop the hook and look over the trees at the head
and arm of the Statue of Liberty. While we were passing in front of her I took a couple
of pictures but was too traumatized to actually look at her for long.
This morning I took a much better look when we passed her at 6:30 a.m. She looked
much more dignified without all that rabble around her base. Les studied the tide tables
and we made a perfect run through “The Narrows” and then down the JOISEY coast to
Manasquan Inlet. When we went for a walk on the boardwalk we had an ice cream
cone and then took in the permanent CNE atmosphere of the coast here. Strangely
enough the beach here is a fenced off area and you have to pay $5 to go on it. How lucky we are in Kincardine!
We’re going out for a seafood dinner as it is part of the deal for taking a dock here. Good deal.
Sept. 6, 2000
We are finally “on holiday” in the Chesapeake. No alarm
clocks in the morning and no agenda except what we choose.
The hot, steamy weather has given way to a cooler, sunny high
pressure air mass from, you guessed it, Canada. For three days
now it hasn’t rained. Nice for working on jobs and for
sleeping.
Our second jaunt down the Atlantic brought us to Atlantic
City where we dropped a hook outside the big Harrah’s
casino. It was the first place where we found the current
uncomfortable. The anchor rode kept tangling around the keel
and leaving us broadside to the wind and the ocean swells.
The next morning’s weather report was for strong SW winds
so we would not be heading down to Cape May. I was very
uneasy with our situation and so Les had no problem taking
Enchantment to a dock where we could ride out the weather.
Pulling the anchor was a challenge as Les had to hold the boat
in position while I cranked the windlass and sprayed the gunk
off with the pressure washer. So far all as usual. Then I get to
the chain and it is literally covered with tiny thumbnail-sized

clams. They were not dislodged by the spray so I had to try and pick them off by hand. The ones I didn’t get
crunched through the gypsy. Ugh!
At the dock we filled our fuel tanks and water tanks then tied up snug as bugs to big solid looking piers. With the
five foot tide in this area I got to look at those pilings a lot. Some of the time it was not possible for me to climb off
without help. There were barnacles on the posts and little crabs nibbling at the scuzzy scum below the water. We
spent a couple of days in Atlantic City, but not gambling, Mom. Les fixed the exterior cockpit speaker so it is no
longer sporting that good old silver coloured “bandage”. I finally got to put the varnish coat on the woodwork.
Then I found a hose on an unused dock and spent considerable time rinsing Fantastic out of my collection of spare
rags. You see, despite Jerry’s warnings I had stowed a big refill container of Fantastic in a bilge locker. It was well
padded with carpet scraps and my rag collection. NOT!! A small hole was punctured in it and dumped several cups
of the stuff at the top end of the bilge. We now have the cleanest bilge but all my rags were stuffed in a garbage bag
to keep the smell under control---- you can only take so much intense Fantastic.
We walked the mile and a half down to the boardwalk and along to Casino Row. What a contrast between the glitter
and glitz of those huge buildings and the run-down neglected houses and weed filled empty lots we passed to get
there. You sure would not feel comfortable walking those neighbourhoods at night. There were shuttle buses for
getting between casinos but I’m sure they chose their routes carefully. We could see the blustery Atlantic from the
boardwalk and were very thankful to be snug at Kammerman’s Marina. But on Friday, August 25 things had
settled down again and we had a comfortable motor sail down to Cape May. So we were one day behind where La
Vie Dansante was last year.
The anchorage in front of the Cape May Coast Guard station was very civilized. No one crowded too close even
though it was quite full. But the most amazing thing was the sport fishing boats, hundreds and hundreds of them.
Non-stop wake! The State Police came out in two little boats and started pulling boats over for something and the
effect of those blue flashing lights was miraculous. All of a sudden everyone was obeying the NO WAKE posting.
We have a funny love/hate thing with the authority figures here in the States. We are not doing anything illegal that
we are aware of and we have tried our honest best to comply with all the rules and regulations. But other cruisers
have told us horror stories of running afoul of the law. We did not get a warm fuzzy feeling when we were trying to
arrange our cruising permit last June and two authority guys in the same office did not agree on what the
requirements were. In the morning we were the first boat out of the anchorage to cross through the Cape May
Canal.
The canal even at 6:30 was full of hopefuls with rods and bait boxes and high powered engines, fortunately all
headed in the same direction and controlled by the speed limit in the narrow waterway. Les had consulted the tide
tables to figure out our advantage going up the Delaware Bay, but on such a long run you can’t have it both ways!
By the time we got to the Cohansey River we were making less than 4 knots over the ground although Enchantment
was putting out her usual 6 ½.
The river was such a wonderful change from Cape May. We came in at low tide and it was like anchoring in a tall
wheat field. Fiddler crabs were scuttling along the muddy edges of the river and they would run like mad for their
holes whenever a gull or heron swooped by. By late evening the water was 6 feet deeper and we could see over the
marsh grasses along the snaking course of the river to the marina and docks further upstream. In such a marshy area
an early night is imperative to avoid the bugs. Besides 6 am comes fast.
CRAB POTS, CRAB POTS, CRAB POTS, I knew there was a reason I don’t care for crab. It is impossible to find
your way through the pot floats as they are laid out like land mines. When we got out into the Delaware again on
Sunday morning we stuck to the shipping channel all the way up to the C & D Canal. It’s the only way to avoid pot
floats. The canal was quite a pleasant run and we did not encounter any big commercial ships. Chesapeake City,
which is two thirds of the way along, was a pleasant stop. We found Colin off Lady Margaret, who we’d met in
Troy, anchored there. So we went out for supper with him and ate crab ----just to get even. The thunderstorm hit
while we were eating so we had fun dinghying back with the big umbrella. Les practised “bahamaing” and caught
lots of rain water for our sunshower and our jerry jug and for cleaning the rotting Atlantic City clam bits from our
anchor locker. We rested in Chesapeake City for another day and found a very convenient library to do the email
and catch up with everyone’s letters. So neat to hear from all the people we care about. I started the WD40 routine
now that we are in salt water. All the stainless gets a good wipe down every week. The head gets muratic acid. We
can learn from other peoples’ experience. No need to have our own “incidents”.

“The Chesapeake”
Finally on Tuesday we officially reached “The Chesapeake”, our first goal. For over a year we’ve been saying,
“We plan to spend a month enjoying the Chesapeake.” We started in the north east corner of the bay at a little
community called-------North East!! We braved a blustery, gray day, the ubiquitous crab pots and skinny water to
get there and the relaxed setting was worth it. We were the only cruising boat around although there are big marinas
a mile or so south. In the morning we took an umbrella and went exploring in the dink. The creek ran out before we
got anywhere so we returned to the little municipal office in the nearby park and they were very helpful. Got a taxi
to a big grocery store and, wow, discovered West Marine next door. So we got essentials like a dinghy anchor and
rode [the old one never did show up] and a new lifejacket for Larissa and some cheap lifejackets to leave in the dink
and some non essentials like runners for me and reefwalkers for Les and sailing magazines for both of us. We spent
the afternoon at a Laundromat and had to delay our exploring because of the threatening rain. Nobody risks dry,
clean laundry in the rain. Did I mention that we’ve seen a lot of rain???? We enjoyed a great supper of BBQ ribs
and fresh salad thanks to our big shop. This was the first time we’d actually had to haul stuff by dink so we were
very proud of our day’s effort.
Thursday morning it was raining again so a good opportunity to do a thorough housecleaning with Murphy’s Oil
Soap. There were a couple of nooks and crannies where a dusting of mildew had appeared. Not surprising in this
hot, wet environment. Les worked on the web page and I added more Velcro to the dodger edges so the wind will
not be able to blow the rain into our “porch”. It cleared in the afternoon. We left our umbrella behind and did Main
Street. It is mostly shoppes full of charming, irresistible junque. We did find an absolutely perfect gift for Heather’s
baby shower. Small enough for Nancy to take home with her, too. I’m trying to participate in all the anticipation,
even from far away. We used the phone card to talk to Diane in the North Channel. They really miss us up there.
We will make up for it when we spend time together this winter. We’ll remind ourselves how much we missed each
other when Al brushes his teeth in the kitchen sink and Les objects to Diane and I enjoying a tropical sunrise. Also
talked to Dan and their planned arrival is for the 16th.
Friday, September 1st we moved south to Still Pond and thought we had found a North Channel anchorage, until
Saturday morning when the other 75 boats arrived. I guess it really is like the north---The Benjamins. The Cruising
Guide (thanks to Mom and Dad’s anniversary gift) warned that Still Pond was very popular so I guess we could
have figured it out. But everyone was very civilized (read “nobody anchored too close or played loud music”) and
we stayed until the holiday Monday when NOAA made noises about strong NW going to NE winds.
We chose a hurricane hole called Worton Creek for our next destination and braved crabpots and wakes to motor
into the unknown again. It wasn’t a far journey and as we were trying to navigate into the creek Les noticed another
sailboat trying to flag us down. They needed a tow into the marina and had not been able to reach anyone on the
VHF. No problem. While underway and making contact with the marina Les notices that this boat hails from
Baltimore and I say “We’ll have to pick your brains about good places to go around Baltimore” and proceed to tell
them about my wonderful upcoming visit with our children. Well, bless their hearts, Joe gives us their names, phone
number and says “call us, you can have our dock in Baltimore for as long as you need it.” So tonight we called and
sure enough it’s all set. We have a place to take Enchantment and meet the kids with a grocery store nearby. I am
so excited I’m bubbling. People are so wonderful! We called Dan to give him the good news and got to hear
Larissa say “me, boat”. Only ten more days. We also called Joan because we felt bad about missing all her calls.
We’d find them on the answering service. We’ve not been in good reception areas for days now and so it was fun to
say hi. She is getting lots of help trying to keep up with our webpage but she gets frustrated when she can’t do it
herself. I think she’s terrific to tackle the internet mostly on her own. I love what this machine can do for me but I
need my “systems” guy to make it work. IT HASN’T RAINED FOR 4 DAYS………SHSHSHSH

Things I Have Learned So Far
•
•
•
•

Don’t buy broccoli, it stinks up the fridge no matter how fresh it is
Fresh clean water is invaluable, especially when you don’t have it
Expensive, leather sandals really do smell like a cow
Crab pot buoys look like seagulls, and visa versa

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Crab pot floats don’t always………….float
A good suntan covers boat bites
Everything you need on a boat is always under six other things
Two people can get along very nicely in 34 feet of space
Rain is good for suppressing noisy outdoor bars in the evening
It is impossible to keep nice fingernails if you actually do work on a boat, toenails are easier
Two paper-towels can clean all the floors if you skip the bathroom
Electronic charting software is worth the money
Rafts of 5 or 6 boats hanging on one anchor make me nervous

October 2, 2000
It’s hard to believe a month can go by so fast. I had been looking forward to September for so long. September was
my talisman. The kids were coming in September. And now they’re gone. I get misty eyes just thinking about it.
But let me tell you how wonderful it was while it lasted. On Sept.8th, we moved down the eastern shore of the
Chesapeake to Swan Creek which is at Rock Hall, famous as the home of Island Packet Yachts.
We were greeted in the anchorage by ……two lovely swans! The creek is picturesque with marsh, duck blinds and
copses of trees dotting the shore. We dinked a long way up till the shallows forced us back. You can never tell how
deep the water is until you clunk the outboard prop. It is very opaque and brown. We did, unfortunately, find lots of
jellyfish, which precluded swimming. It would have been a welcome relief as we had very hot days. The
mosquitoes made us feel right at home and drove us in at dusk. At least these ones had the decency to buzz giving
us a chance to swat them before they got their pound of flesh. Les tried his hand at crabbin’ but I think it’s a lot like
gambling. You watch everybody else’s style. You figure out one that you think will work. And then you keep
trying and trying convinced that the next time will be your lucky strike. Fortunately we had frozen provisions.
Sunday was the first “sched” with Rae and Steve. We could hear Steve loud and clear but they could not hear us.
So after a while Les called them on the cell phone and they had a good old chin wag about how they will try again
next week and what channels to try etc.
Monday we had the most glorious sail across the Bay to the Magothy River and followed Joe’s advice to a peaceful
anchorage way up behind Gibson Island. This is only one river south of the Patapsco where Baltimore is and the
kids would arrive. The evenings were so peaceful and bug free (thanks to a pic coil) with a full moon, that we were
reminded of a similar night in Hopetown, Bahama nearly six years ago. It was hard to go inside it was so beautiful
in the cockpit.
Wednesday we moved on to Bodkin Creek on the Patapsco River to make sure that we are really close to
Baltimore. I called Huron Heights to say hi and see how the school year is going without me. Bill said I was missed
but everything goes on just the same. I wish I could share some of this peaceful experience with those harried
teachers. Bodkin Creek is lined with private homes but we found a nook for our hook. After careful scouting we
found NO JELLY FISH so treated ourselves to a dip in the water to cool off. After supper we were listening to CBC
when we noticed a 24 foot motor cruiser being towed through the water by a guy in the water wearing a lifejacket.
The lady on board was paddling at the back. Les went with the dink to see if he could help. They wanted to get
back to their dock which was quite a long way off. Poor little “The Last” with an 8 horse motor could hardly move
this cruiser and it was getting dark. So Les offered to get them to the marina, which we could see in the distance.
When he got back I gave him a hero’s welcome and had the anchor light and deck lights on to guide him home.
October 6,
We moved on to Baltimore, to our borrowed dock at Anchorage Marina, which is in the Canton area of Baltimore.
The facilities for provisioning were excellent. I even got a club membership at the Safeway and saved at least $40
over the time we were there. It was hard to resist the urge to buy, buy, buy with the store so close. We had to make
two trips the first time!

I did all the laundry right there at the marina and Les scrubbed Enchantment with fresh water. She looked so fine
for our special company, but the poor souls arrived, exhausted, in the middle of the night and probably didn’t even
notice. Remembering Heather’s adventure at age three on, or should I say off, the bow of Majorette, we
spiderwebbed the lifelines with 100feet of cord. Then we “McGuyvered” a snug cot on the settee for Larissa and
Katelyn, using back cushions and the long boat hook. I can still picture Larissa lying there in her underwear,
refusing pyjamas despite the cool temperatures. Katie had the other end with a bolster in between. But both girls
spent quite a bit of the night snuggled down with their parents. It probably took Nancy days to reinforce their
normal routines when they got home, but I do so appreciate the monumental effort it took to travel that distance with
two wee kids. My Dad and Mom were gems and helped out at the Toronto end of the journey.
The weather during Dan and Nancy’s visit ran the full cycle from hot and sunny to cold and rainy but we enjoyed
every minute. We took the water taxi to the Inner Harbour and browsed the shops. We spent a day at the Aquarium.
And while Dan arranged return tickets the rest of us took Larissa to Port Discovery which is a hands on experience
for kids. Then D and N took us out for a fab dinner at Phillip’s, the seafood place. It was buffet, and did we ever
enjoy. Larissa got the hang of banging that crab mallet, too.
On one day we just enjoyed the warmth and sun at the dock with a little wading pool complete with awning which
Grandma shared with Larissa. Fortunately Grandad missed that with his camera. Riss was fascinated with the jelly
fish and after watching them she started lifting her arms slowly and humping her shoulders as she tiptoed slowly
along and when I enquired what she was doing she told me “jellyfish dance”. What a cutie! I could hardly stand it
when Friday night came and I knew it was our last night together. We all got up in the middle of the night, what
wonderful kids to tolerate such disturbance, and met the taxi out in front of the marina. I was so choked up I
couldn’t talk.
Saturday evening Les and I went to a cruisers’ potluck at the marina and met lots of people who have lived on boats
for years. It was a fun evening full of jokes and skits, just what I needed to distract me. I left the party to call home
and check on the safe arrival and when I got back Les was telling a joke! What a cruiser! We slept for a few hours
and then got up to meet Heather and Andy. Heather figures her train passed Dan’s train at about three o’clock just
north of New York. Heather was smart enough to check the internet before they left to get the weather forecast for
the Baltimore area. She threw in extra warm stuff.
On Monday we called a cab to go down town. The water taxis weren’t running the wind and rain were so awful.
Well the taxis didn’t seem to run either! I phoned twice and was assured twice that the cab would be right there.
Ha!! Eventually we hoofed it to the city bus and got to the Inner Harbour that way. The rain was so torrential that
the mall buildings were leaking and garbage cans were strategically place to catch the dribbles. Even the bus on the
way home leaked like a sieve. Several people stopped us to compliment our attractive jackets (Canadian Tire
raingear). Back at the boat we plugged in the heater and whipped up a roast beef dinner, complete with gravy, in the
pressure cooker. Sounds good huh? Wrong. It was so cold outside that all that steam caused major condensation in
the boat. We had to but towels under the main hatches to soak up the drips. But we had a fine candlelight dinner
enhanced by two perfect red roses which Les bought for Heather and me when he went to pick up the frozen meat
from the Safeway.
Tuesday was our big adventure to Washington. The logistics were something but we made it like pros with the help
of the friendly and humourous attendant at the Metro. I had no idea that the Smithsonian involved so much real
estate. We followed Andy to the Space and Aeronautical building and were wowed by everything from old gliders
to Mars Landers. On the trip home we got separated from Andy on the commuter train and Les and Heather made
such fun of me for getting over anxious, but that is my middle name. Back in Baltimore we sprung for a cab back to
Canton, after all Heather is 7 months pregnant and SHE was very tired. H and A treated for supper at a super little
Italian place across from the marina and we made a last hit at the Safeway and the showers before our trip, by boat
this time, to Annapolis.
We could never thank Joe and Sharon enough for the convenience of that dock while we were in Baltimore. With
the weather we had it would have been miserable on an anchor, but instead it was a wonderful family adventure with
all the pictures to prove it.

The days in Annapolis were lovely and the nights were so cool Les ran the engine to pump a little heat into the
cabin just before bedtime. We were on a mooring in front of the town and did not like to use our fireplace and make
smoke in such a confined space. The three days there went very fast. We got souvenir shirts and a nice journal for
Heather’s baby shower so I could write in it since I will miss the party.
We asked about transportation back to Baltimore for H and A’s return trip, got the schedule, confirmed the schedule
by phone, checked out the bus stop location as directed and then NEARLY MISSED THE ONLY BUS BECAUSE
THE DRIVER WAS RUNNING LATE AND DECIDED TO SKIP OUR STOP. Over-anxious me made an
absolute fool of myself running across the park waving madly at the bus. Good job I’m in such great shape after all
this sailing! Heather says the rest of the passengers on the bus could not have been more helpful. They gave them
good advice about where to switch for Penn Station and where to check their luggage and kill the five hour layover
in Baltimore. After the kids got on that bus I just fell apart and cried for hours. Such a wooss.
We had to be off our mooring by Sunday morning because of the boat show preparations so we braved the fog and
the sailing school dinghies, which were thick as mosquitoes, and headed for St Michael’s across the bay. We met
literally hundreds of boats going the other way so took a chance at finding a place to anchor right in St. Michael’s.
Dropped the hook in a perfect spot north of the Maritime Museum right in
front of a most beautiful country inn. We were admiring the view and the
swans when I felt the funny sensation of keel touching bottom. Just kissing
it really. We had scouted the area and found nothing under 7 feet and sure
enough our sounding line showed 7 feet on the port side of the boat and 5
feet on the starboard side. So we moved 25 feet forward and had no more
bumps. We’ll never know what was under our keel. I really do appreciate
the windlass and the washdown pump. Makes a re-anchoring a non-event.
We DID St. Michael’s, the grocery store, the Laundromat, the library for
email and the Crab Claw for dinner. And on Tuesday when we left we cast
the two lovely red roses into the bay in honour of Pierre.
October 9, 2000
From St. Michael’s we traversed Knapps Narrows, a manmade channel from the Eastern River to the Choptank
River that has a drawbridge that required us to signal with our airhorn. I got to do the honours. This is real bayman
country. The crabbing season is over and now the oystering has begun. What a tough way to make a buck. One or
two fellas stand at the side of the work boats with two long heavy poles with rake like ends and they pump them up
and down while slowly squeezing them together along the bottom of the bay. Then they lift the whole business with
the help of a ginpole and dump the oysters into the boat and do it again and again. What muscles!
We followed our little red boat on the chart into Dunn Cove and marvelled at
another lovely spot. A few homes scattered around the shore but otherwise only
duckblinds and Canada Geese. This is the land of Michener’s novel. We had
lots of hot water in the sunshower so both enjoyed a long bath. During supper
Les decided to “gamble” again and sacrificed some of our chicken breast to
crabbin’. Well if he didn’t get lucky, this time. He was beside himself with glee
and after a short wrestle was able to slaughter the creatures in a vat of boiling
water and have them for dessert. He declared them “much sweeter” than
anything he had paid for in the restaurants. If you want to see the degree of
satisfaction in the hunt see the accompanying photo.
Solomon’s Island is one of THE SPOTS on the Chesapeake and was convenient for our next day’s travel. We
anchored in a sheltered spot and I cooled off with a dip. When I say dip that’s just what I mean because I never trust
the water enough to swim. Jellyfish have no brain and no intent to sting. They just are there and I’m afraid to find
out how allergic I am to their venom when mosquitoes leave big welts on my skin.
After supper we went ashore in search of an ice cream cone but only “watering holes” are open after 6pm. We
sauntered along the board walk reading little historical notes about the Pautuxent River. This is country which has

been settled for over 300 years. The shore of the Chesapeake is high and cliffed, such a contrast to the marshy
country through which we have been travelling for so long.
We left Solomon’s on Thursday morning in a light fog that, contrary to normal, worsened as we motored out into the
bay. The whole morning was spent with both of us on high alert, peering into the gloom and straining our ears for
sounds above our own. A tug with loomed out of the mist and gave us a wave. Les made a security call to a boat
we knew was behind us somewhere, though we couldn’t see him, to keep heads up for the tug. We must be getting
closer to the sea again as we saw pelicans and a green sea turtle on our journey.
We pulled in to the Great Wicomico River, which is east of Richmond, Virginia early in the afternoon. It was a
snaking trail between the sand bars up to a sheltered spot in Mill Creek. We felt quite at home here as it looks like
a Muskoka lake. There was even a touch of colour in the foliage.
Friday had strong south wind predicted so we went exploring instead. Beachcombing was perfect on a deserted spit
of land where it has been declared a Nature Preserve. We watched fiddler crabs washing in waves as they swarmed
across the sand as we approached. Les told me how his Dad used to make him stand very still to wait for the crabs
on the Nigerian beaches to creep out of their holes. Apparently they feel the vibration of anything moving on the
ground. It was fun to try and trick them.
On Saturday fall arrived in the Chesapeake with cold strong north winds that have kept us hunkered down for three
days. We quickly used up the meagre supply of firewood that we brought with us and had to resort to foraging
along the shore for more. It feels just like a Thanksgiving weekend at the cottage. When we woke this morning it
was 40 degrees in the cabin. But Les braved the cold and soon had it up to 65 [note how Americanized our
terminology has become]. We enjoyed “turkey” dinner two days in a row, because the Cornish game hens come two
to a package down here. Nobody objected.
We have met people on two other boats in the anchorage and shared visits with them during our “confinement”.
You learn so much stuff from others when you are the novice. Les got a good copy on Steve this weekend. He said
there was snow falling in Kincardine and today while talking to Dan he said there was snow falling in Newmarket as
well. So far we haven’t seen any here in Virginny, but it is cold enough. At supper we raised a toast to the
fireplace!
October 14, 2000
By the Tuesday after Thanksgiving we finally got a window to move on. The weather was to be sunny with 15k
westerlies and two foot seas. Sounded like a romp. So off we went. It turned out to be one of those days when you
could make a sailing commercial. We had SW 20 to 25 with gusts to 32. Under double reef and the working jib
Enchantment touched 8.6 knots and spent the whole trip over 7 with spray coming over the dodger sometimes and
her side decks awash with the runoff. We christened our SOSpenders as every trip out of the cockpit required extra
care. It was still very cold and we wore several layers of fuzzies and full foul weather gear. Toques and mitts were
the order of the day but we were encouraged by the reports of a warming trend to come.
Anchored at Deltaville we shared our cockpit with friends from three other boats and shared our day’s stories. Next
day we took Enchantment to a dock for refuelling and a good freshwater rinse, her and us. Then we hitched a ride to
the grocery store to load up for a while since it was so convenient.
Thursday we had another rollicking day on the bay however the wind was only 15k on our stern so we added diesel
push to get to Hampton where we were to meet the crew of “Bella Luna” another Aloha. We left at dawn and
found the bay dotted with boats, 90% of them headed south. I don’t think we’re ahead of the crowd any more.
Twice a little yellow finch landed on our deck and hitched a ride for a mile or so. It was very neat. The day got
warmer and we were able to shed layers and we reached Hampton Roads just in time to be accompanied by a huge
Canadian Naval vessel heading into Norfolk. The sailors cheered and waved when they noticed our flag. See, I
knew it was a good idea to get a big one. On Bill’s advice we took a dock in Hampton, a charming city across from
Norfolk. Bill and Bettie took us out for dinner at a super Italian place and then back to their charming home to see
“Bella Luna” and do a load of laundry. Boating wives always know what is really appreciated. It had been a long
time since I had done laundry that didn’t involve a pocket weighted down with quarters and “comfy” kitchen chairs.

“Bella Luna “ is the tidiest boat I have ever seen and Bill showed us all the modifications he has made, including an
air-conditioning unit built into the hanging locker. Very impressive! We would have liked to explore Hampton
further but after being held up for so long the week before we thought we’d better make good use of the excellent
weather to get into the ICW. So despite our late night of socializing we set the alarm and headed off just after 7am
for the Dismal Swamp Canal.
Passing Norfolk was a gawker! So many warships lining both sides of the Elizabeth River. We had to take lots of
pictures for Andy. He and Heather had originally planned to join us for this part of the trip but had changed to
Baltimore and Annapolis as Heather’s tummy grew faster than anticipated. We noticed the flags at half mast and it
wasn’t until we docked at the North Carolina information station in the canal that we found out that the sabotaged
U.S. warship was out of Norfolk. Such a terrible tragedy for the community.
By 10 o’clock we had found the sign telling us to turn right for the Dismal Swamp Canal and so start the next
phase of our journey.

The Intracoastal Waterway [ICW]
November 1, 2000
Section 1 of this journal was completed week by week as we travelled
down the Erie Barge Canal and the Chesapeake Bay but part 2, The
ICW, has received little attention as we try to make tracks in good
weather during hurricane season. The good weather, thank God, has
been constant. It hasn’t rained since Baltimore. But the days on the
ICW are becoming one long blur. I have to refer to the calendar or my
journal to remember where we were a week or even two days ago.
Most days the routine is the same; rise before dawn, turn on the
weather channel, start the coffee, visit the head, dress in as many layers
as the day demands, take in the anchor light, wipe the heavy dew from
the cockpit area, fire up the diesel, start up the computer navigation software, flip on the washdown pump, go
forward and get ready to haul anchor. Usually by this time there is a hint of light in the sky; just enough for us to
see whatever little cozy spot we’ve tucked ourselves into the night before. We’ve got a pretty good system worked
out with hand signals and we work like a well oiled machine---until the unexpected happens. I really wish I had one
more arm, one for the winch handle, one for the washdown pump and one more to handle the rode as it comes down
the hawse pipe. If it piles up in one spot it interferes with the smooth running of the gypsy. The whole process from
“out-of-bed” to “on-our-way” usually takes about 45 minutes, then we have our coffee. Breakfast comes later at a
more civilized time like 8 o’clock or later.
Of course there are some highlights since we started the 1000 miles down the ICW on FRIDAY THE
THIRTEENTH of October. The Dismal Swamp was a wonderful trip, boats in a row like a parade, and broken
midway with a stop at the North Carolina Visitors Centre, which serves both the highway and the waterway. The
dock there is very small and 13 boats spent the night rafted 4 and 5 across which just about closed off the channel.
But NOBODY moves in the dark in the Dismal so it didn’t matter. Of course in the morning the inside boats wanted
an early start so everyone got an early start. No problem. Les got himself a new sweatshirt with the D.S. logo and I
went back and bought him a matching hat. He looks just like Donald Sutherland did in the original MASH. Cool! I
always did admire Donald Sutherland. The canal is edged by vertical cedar posts side by side like a stockade and
over two centuries these have broken off at water level leaving stumpy bits with lovely growth on some. They
resemble rows of exotic offerings in flowerpots at a garden nursery. The colour of the water is unbelievable---like
root beer foaming up at the bow.
Elizabeth City lived up to its reputation for hospitality. Although instead of the traditional roses all the ladies got
cotton bolls, which I thought was very appropriate for North Carolina. I still have my boll stuck jauntily in my
Tilley. I doubt a rose would have lasted as long! A nice lady in a store even took

Les with his propane tanks to a fill station when the in-town one wasn’t available on the weekend. After the
traditional wine and cheese with the Rose Buddies we got back to the boat and got a wonderful voice message from
Larissa. “Hello Grandma, hello Grandad. I love you. I miss you.” She does know how to make my day!
Mile Hammock Bay offered an exciting view of American military messing about. Spooner Creek was close to a
Sears where we got a new pair of jeans for Les, 2 inches smaller than his old ones. ( So there’s the “ribs” part
Cairne!) Wrightsville Beach afforded us a wonderful stroll along the Atlantic. McClellanville and Crescent
River were where we really got lucky and bought fresh shrimp right from the boat. $12 got us enough for three big
feeds. And boy, were they good! I need to be told when to stop when it comes to shrimp. Must have something to
do with my upbringing.
At Thunderbolt, Georgia we stopped at the big Palmer Johnson boat works
where they build yachts for kings and millionaires and rent docks to
travelling retirees. We stayed for two nights, and not for the free box of
donuts delivered every morning, but for the internet access. Danny and Les
spent hours setting up a wonderful surprise for me. On Sunday afternoon I
got to attend Heather’s baby shower through the wonders of technology.
The cameras and computers meant that I could see and hear all the fun and
they could see and hear me. The next best thing to being there and I was
totally enthralled.

Thursday, November 9, 2000
We have arrived in the land of perpetual summer, pelicans and pink, pink, pink (always accented with turquoise).
Cumberland Island, just before the Florida border, has got to be one of my favourite stops. A national nature
preserve, it has been protected from development into a community of
ostentatious mega-homes. You can visit the park for the day or reserve a
camping spot and spend up to 5 days. Nothing is provided except cold
running water and washrooms and everything you bring in must be taken
back out. The huge trees draped with moss and the many varieties of palm
make a walk across the island just magic. We did see some of the resident
wild horses but not the armadillos or the crocodiles. After a 20 minute hike
we arrived at the ocean with our backpack lunch and spent the rest of the
afternoon beaching. I collected two big bags of shells to decorate my
Christmas tree. Walking in the surf is one of the most relaxing things. We
were surprised at the huge number of dead horseshoe crabs that were rotting on the shore. The park ranger was not
able to enlighten us about this phenomena except to suggest that the creatures migrate and it was part of their life
cycle.
In St. Augustine we did the tourist thing taking in the Spanish architecture and the old fortress. We walked the back
streets and took pictures of the spookiest old cemetery dating back to the 16th century. Many of the old buildings are
built of hard blocks of compacted crushed shell which were cut from the reefs. Tiny alleyways and arched porticos
make a picture everyway you turn. There were street entertainers in the “old town” section. Some were costumed
actors posing still as statues while people were unaware, until they sat down to pose with the “statue”. Others were
musicians and artists. Docking for fuel in St. Augustine was quite a challenge with the current. The dock hand
pulled when he shouldn’t and Les had to struggle to hold the boat off the wall. Then when we were being pulled
forward along the dock the strong current forced the bow in and we clunked our sprit on the cement piling. Cement
is SO unforgiving. So we have a little weld to repair. Nothing structural, but still annoying. Our only other booboo
is a scratch from a nail on a dock in Oriental. We’ve really been lucky.
Coming down the Indian River we had our first taste of anchoring “just off the channel”. You sure do feel exposed
sitting a half mile from land with only the shelter of a bridge abutment. At the NASA Causeway bridge we
watched the best dolphin show! A pod of the playful creatures entertained us for an hour. Dolphins are like waves.
The photos just never capture the true experience.

Today we are in the famous Vero Beach. It is very pretty and a cozy spot to spend a couple of windy days. For an
$8 mooring we can avail ourselves of all the sights via the free bus service. Our next stop is Stuart where we will
meet Al and Diane. I talked to Heather last night and her baby is co-operating and staying on schedule. The doctor
said that any time now would be safe but I hope it waits two weeks so Les and I have our ducks in a row for our
flight home.
Wednesday, January 3, 2001
So much has happened since I last updated this journal. “Keeping the slack ahead of us” we arrived in Stuart a
week before our scheduled rendezvous with the Kenney’s. Stuart was a busy mooring field, maybe because it was
free while the new facilities were being built. Some facilities were within walking distance but serious shopping
required a car. I enjoyed the “small town” shops of the old historic area for browsing, but not so much as a loaf of
bread was available there. Fortunately there was a travel agency and I was able to make arrangements to fly out of
Ft. Lauderdale on Nov. 29th. We made friends with the crew on “Beans” and they were a great help with good
suggestions and four wheels. Anne really knew her way around Stuart as this was her fifth time provisioning there.
We had a full plate of weather. Sometimes we were using our shower to cool down and sometimes we were wishing
for more wood for the fireplace. The stuff we had gathered in Mill Creek turned out to be the source of little ants
despite the liberal use of Raid, so we had to dump it . Al and Diane arrived on the 21st and we had a great old
reunion. We shopped and walked and made provisioning lists after consulting everyone else’s lists.
Ron and Ruth Hawkes were living in a beautiful KOA campground in Okachobee and we were so pleased to see
familiar faces. We visited back and forth quite a bit and really enjoyed the pool and hot tub at their place. Ron
needed a boat fix after being separated from his beloved Hawk’s Nest III for so many months.
On the 29th Al drove us to Ft.Lauderdale in their “new” car. It was quite a unique experience after so many months
of walking. I was as excited as a kid on Christmas morning to be going home. Arriving in Toronto was a
temperature shock. Danny met us at the airport and drove us straight to Paris where our kids had gathered to spend
time with us and to welcome the new baby in the McRae house. Well, he took his jolly sweet time
and gave his Mommy and Daddy a few anxious hours but he was worth the wait. Harrison
McPherson McRae was born on the cold snowy morning of December 4th. My brother Bobby says
his name sounds like a law firm. His great grandpa, Ian McPherson McRae, says it sounds like a
prime minister. I think he is just the “Sweetest Little Fellow” and I loved singing that song to him.
Katelyn’s song was “K-K-K-Katie” and Larissa’s was “Morningtown Train” just like her Daddy’s.
Harrison”s delayed arrival left us with very little time to spend with our parents and no time to
travel. And of course Ontario had to make us feel at home with liberal dumpings of snow. Dan and Nancy, Heather
and Andy made our visit the best Christmas present they could have given us.
We returned to Florida on Dec. 13th. After a few days in Stuart repairing the engine seawater pump and
provisioning the boat we finally were on the move again. Just a few miles down to Peck Lake where we enjoyed a
long hike along the Atlantic shore beach. The next morning was North Channel foggy but after some deliberation
we cautiously headed out with Diane on the bow as our eyes. The wind built and the fog lifted and by late afternoon
we dropped a hook in 35 knot winds in a sheltered little spot called Pelican Harbour. It wasn’t much bigger than
the Kincardine basin and surrounded by lovely homes and low rise apartments all decorated for Christmas. I had a
hard time getting in the mood for the holiday. But Diane helped me decorate our cute little tree with decorated
shells from Cumberland Island and Al rescued it whenever wake jerks rolled us unmercifully in the narrow ICW.
The less I write about Christmas the better as I will probably cry AGAIN. We spent the time at the Ft.Lauderdale
City Marina up the New River. On the positive side we met the Francones of Calypso Poet whose journals we have
enjoyed for so long. Anne was a real pet and squired us around the town. We decorated the cockpit with icicle
lights and hung our stockings and shared thoughtful gifts with Al and Di and they all tolerated my crying jags.
‘Nough said.
After a week of cold rainy weather the Kenney’s decided they would rather get on with the rest of their winter plans
and headed by bus back to their car, which they had left with Ron and Ruth. They are going to camp in the Keys.
We moved on to Miami where we sit waiting for a window. I won’t jinx it by mentioning that something looks

promising but we have our fingers crossed. Meanwhile we are enjoying frigid temperatures and the hot showers at
the Miami Yacht Club.

The Bahamas
Friday, January 19, 2001
Sunday, January 7th was our BIG
DAY ! We finally stopped being on
a delivery trip and started the real
thing. Up at three a.m., under way
by 4 and into the Gulf Stream before
dawn. We were supposed to have a
perfect window, but left over swells
were encouraged by very light north
breezes so we motor sailed over 4
foot seas until we reached the banks.
Our SOSpenders got a full day
workout and we found them no
trouble to wear--- as long as we
remembered to unhook the tethers
before trying to move very far. We
reached Dan by phone just before we
got out of range to let the family know we were underway and then wonder of wonders, we picked up a strong signal
going across the top of Bimini. So I called Mom so everyone would feel relieved that we were now in shallow water
and if the worst happened we could just stand on the top of the mast until we were rescued. As we headed across the
banks the wind, naturally switched to the predicted SW so we were into it for another 8 hours. Although it would
have been a perfect close reach we kept the engine on to assist the full sails so we could keep up to the experienced
trawlers with whom we were travelling. After listening to the 4 o’clock weather we, along with Lady Margaret,
decided to alter course for the Berrys in order to have a snug spot for the next front rather than Nassau. At 9 p.m.
we dropped our hooks miles from nowhere “on the banks”. Although exhausted, we were totally enthralled with the
full moon reflected on the sandy bottom in 20 feet of water. We could see every ripple and blade of grass. It was
truly enchanting.
Next day we cleared customs in Great Harbour Cay Marina, a totally non event as the boat was so far down at the
dock at low tide that the customs official declined to climb aboard and settled for Les’s long legs bringing the paper
work to him. So for $100 we can stay in the Bahamas for 120 days! We explored Great Harbour for two days,
snorkelling in the shallow water in the lee of the island, learning from Pat and Colin how to “conch” from FIND to
EAT. We were trying to get our $100 worth in the first day! A charming beach club provided a good opportunity to
treat ourselves to dinner out---hamburgers and fries (in paradise). My walk to the post office on Tuesday was
special because in both directions local ladies stopped and offered me a ride. I was grateful because it was rather a
long hike along gravely unnamed roads, with side roads going off to who knows where. I talked to some little kids
(well “at” is a more appropriate word because they were too shy to reply) and their moms at the walk-in clinic cum
post office. I investigated the three stores which were small rooms in peoples homes, but found no fresh produce
despite the signs on the doors. The Happy People store was no bigger than our boat and stuffed with things from ice
cream to fishing tackle. Rather like a Haliburton lake tuck shop.
Wednesday Les and I walked to the ocean side to wander the surf beaches. Stopped for coffee at a windblown
beach club and used their very acceptable “facilities”. We watched a plane take off from the airstrip. $55 will get
you a ride to Nassau. The most amazing thing is the golf club. I don’t play golf but I couldn’t see how anyone
could hit a true shot on such rough terrain. I guess that’s the challenge. There was a huge impressive wreck of a
building. It must have cost millions to build and would be right at home on a course in South Carolina, but fire and
the passage of time has reduced it to a ghost.
By Thursday the wind had modified some and we headed around the top of the island to run down the outside to
Little Harbour Cay on our way to Nassau. We had a great sail out in deep water without worrying about reefs until

we headed into the anchorage. We poked ourselves in to an out-of-the-wind spot and got hung up briefly on a sand
bar. I was proud that I didn’t panic. We had a great sleep and the run to Nassau was so lovely I spent a lot of the
time sitting on the foredeck watching the flying fish.
Nassau anchorage was crowded so we took a dock, after refuelling, at the Nassau Harbour Club. It was very nice
there and convenient to the grocery store but a long haul to the town. Maybe that was good because despite
Nassau’s bad reputation we had a very comfortable time. The wake was dispersed by bigger boats outside of us and
the security was through the hotel and the neighbourhood quite toney. It was well worth the money - $1 / ft plus $6
mandatory for water (we got a good scrub down). Our cell phone works like a charm although it doesn’t ring and
we have to check our messages and then get back to whoever. The hoops you have to go through to solve the
problem would eat up all our time because you sit on “hold” for ages. The phone card works after you have listened
to enough cruisers on the VHF and learned the tricks of the system. Apparently you can’t get a straight answer from
Batelco cause they want you to buy one of their cards and that just adds to the expense. Anyway, we worked it out
and the cell is cheaper, but you have to be within range of a tower, and that is not often in the Exumas. In Nassau
we outfitted ourselves in the dive shop with more weights and a new lobster spear to replace Al’s which is lying on
the bottom outside Great Harbour Cay. (Sorry Al, hope you like the new one).
We took the long walk to the straw market near where all the cruise ships come in. What a zoo that was! I am too
intimidated by goods for sale with no prices on them, and by people hassling me to buy stuff when I’m just looking
thank you. There really wasn’t anything that tempted me enough to overcome my Canadian reserve. I would have,
and should have, gone to the famous Bahamian Rum Cake Factory but I’m so pleased with my new reduced shape
that I hate to give in to temptation. Maybe on the way home.
Our first stop south of Nassau was Allen’s Cay and after two night’s there I was ready to catch the first flight home.
The water was gorgeous, the beaches pristine, the Iguanas fascinating, the wind gentle, but the damn tide would
switch in the middle of the night and cause the boat to rock so violently for 3 to 4 hours that sleep was impossible. I
had to lay the portraits of the grandchildren down just like for an ocean passage! Now I know why sleep deprivation
is such an effective torture. I was basket case. Poor Les feels so guilty when I get like this. He tries to comfort me
and never loses his temper. Thank God. We moved on to Norman’s Cay and joined up with Lady Margaret again
on the bank side of the island. Pat invited us to dinner so we were free to relax and be lazy for the afternoon. The
beach was postcard perfect and we tried out the new weight belts which make snorkelling much easier since my
flippers are actually in the water instead of flapping in the air. Al and Diane’s wetsuits are such a bonus. We could
not enjoy the water as much without them because it gets cold after a while. The water temp is about 75 degrees.
On Wednesday, January 17 we reached Pipe Creek, and it is just as lovely as
Rae and Steve said. We are going on island time here for a few days. On the
HAM we were able to reach Steve and he was so pleased to hear we had made it.
He gave us permission to open our going away gift which had a DO NOT OPEN
instruction when they gave it to us last July. So Wednesday night we lay back
after supper and listened to Eileen Quinn’s “no significant features”. It is a CD
that only a cruiser can appreciate. And I want you two (R&S) to know I had
tears in my ears during the second track. Yesterday we played so hard we
exhausted ourselves. Spent 4 hours on the reefs diving and conching and then
Les spent an hour and a half cleaning conch while I made brownies (by far the
preferable job) so we could entertain Pat and Colin for supper. Les served garlic
conch in cockle shells for an appetiser ---tres chique!
Today we are doing boat jobs. Updating my journal is mine. Les is checking
systems, adding this, tightening that. His electric pump hooked to the sunshower is perfection. We have real
showers without wasting too much water wrestling with the shutoff valves. Now if only my phone would work here
this would be perfect. What a beautiful place to spend January. P.S. I’m in a bathing suit!!!!!!
Thursday, February 1, 2001
Our stay in Pipe Creek lasted for ten days. More than even we had anticipated because we sat out two cold fronts
which brought strong NW winds. It took us a while to feel confident that the big plough (thanks, Al and Diane)

would hold in 25 to 30 for days. Before the worst storm hit with thunder and lightening there was an almost eerie
calm. It poured rain for hours and we collected buckets of water to refill our tanks. Unfortunately they were NEW
buckets and gave the water a distinct plastic taste. But we run what we drink through an inline filter so that takes
care of it. There was enough water in the dinghy alone to do a double lifeline laundry when the sun came out the
next day…..and of course the wind blew to help with the drying. Sleeping is difficult under these conditions so I
learned to go with the double whammy--- Gravol and earplugs.
When it dropped to 20 knots and more northerly we moved south a few miles to Big Major Spot, near Staniel Cay.
I was really looking forward to this metropolis because it had stores and a laundry and a cell tower and maybe even
a dinner out. Staniel Cay is famous for its Thunderball Grotto where the movie of the same name was filmed. I
expected too much. The stores were just cardboard boxes of produce piled on the floor of what looked like
dilapidated garages. Some stuff was on wooden shelves but it was more of the same stuff that I have piled in my
lockers---canned this and dried that. The laundry was leave your stuff with some local lady who would return it
when it was washed and dried. (Thank goodness for that rain!) And the cell tower had blown down in November
and wasn’t working. Ahh---Bahama. The local grocery merchant directed me to “da green house wid da hole in” as
the place to mail my postcards to my grandchildren. The only writing on the whole building, the size of a garden
shed, said “no dogs inside”. With childlike faith I dropped my cards through the hole. Wonder what will happen
next? The really great thing was that out on a dock near a huge mega yacht Les picked up a signal on my cell phone
and I was able to reach my Mom in Toronto. We were probably pirating from the big guy. Heather and Nancy were
at Mom’s with the little ones so I had a wonderful chat. It had been a long time and I really needed a kid fix. It was
scratchy but music to my ears.
At Big Majors there are two huge resident
hogs that mooch off the boaters. They come
a running at the sound of a dinghy motor and
swim right out into the deep water but they
have such poor eyesight (guess nobody
throws carrots) that they couldn’t see the
stale bread I offered. While gunking around
we stopped to chat with Kelzie’s School, a
lovely looking motor sailor, fresh from the
boat show. Marnie and Rick were old
cruising buddies of Pendragon. What a
small and friendly world.
As the north-easters continued 15 to 20 we
made the decision, with Lady Margaret to
travel down the west side of Great Exuma
Island, definitely “the route less travelled”.
It was to keep out of the forecasted winds,
but of course the winds don’t like to be told
what to do. But we had an experienced guide and as much information as is available (read NOT MUCH). I still
can’t talk about what a stressful 3 days we had until we finally got safely to Georgetown.
On Tuesday,January 30th we made the 5 hour run down past Little Exuma, across the Tropic of Cancer (TWICE!)
and through Hog Cay Cut which, thank God, was placid. Then down wind in 25 to 30 to Elizabeth Harbour and
Red Shanks. Finally a harbour I can relate to. Even in the wind there are only small whitecaps and the boat does
not feel like a washing machine. At night it calms down. I can see land on all sides. I feel safe.
It is a long, wet dinghy ride to the Georgetown but they do have real stores and a real Laundromat and MY CELL
PHONE WORKS GREAT. We will stay here to enjoy the company of Les’s brother Lloyd and our good
neighbours, Jim and Ardele and old friends from Sarnia, Herb and Dee Cox.
When Lloyd asked what we needed that he could bring down for us our honest answer was “nothing”. I guess that
says something!!!

Tuesday, March 6, 2001
We have become official, lifetime members of the Redshanks Yacht and Tennis Club and our anchors are firmly
planted in the soft white sand. It was never our intention to spend so long in Georgetown but flexibility is a
prerequisite for the sailing life. Les’s brother Lloyd joined us for a week early in February and he got a taste of
Exuma weather 2001. The sunny quiet day of his arrival gave way to blustery rain and strong wind. I took this
inopportune time to contract Montezuma’s Revenge. We never did figure out the source of my affliction but it kept
me boat bound for a few days. Later in the week, bolstered by Immodium, we managed to hike the islands, explore
the reefs and comb the straw market for souvenirs for Lloyd’s family. Our dinghy rides with three aboard were
always an adventure. A wonderful care package arrived with Lloyd and I spent a lot of my sicky time pouring over
the pictures and listening to the tape. Lloyd did get in some diving on coral reefs, spotting a manta and a moray eel,
before he left including.
One day the wind slacked off to 15 and we decided to try and explore some of the other anchorages in Elizabeth
harbour. But first we landed on a deserted beach to give Les a haircut so we wouldn’t look like a country cousin.
Exploring that beach we discovered the most touching gravesite for someone’s beloved pet. Made me think of Sally
Island up in the North Channel. Touring Sand Dollar, Volleyball and Hamburger Beaches made us appreciate
Redshanks. 400 boats in 3 miles of space is a compressed sight (site). Coming home was “right into it” and the
bouncing ride left me with a sore back for a couple of days. Saturday afternoon we took in a little local culture and
attended the Art and Craft show at “Peace and Plenty”, Georgetown’s answer to the Hilton. There were charming
paintings by high school students and intricate work with straw and shells. I really appreciated the “Margarita” by
the pool with friends.
We had a beautiful day snorkelling on the reefs out near Moriah Cay. It was so calm that day we could hardly
believe it. Our dinghy can go like stink on flat water and take us way out on Exuma Sound. Going under the water
with a mask and snorkel is like opening a treasure box. So many colourful fish and coral. A giant aquarium full of
unbelievable “doogle doogles” (that’s what Larissa called fish when she was a baby---but not now). We had packed
a lunch and discovered an almost hidden cove in which to enjoy it. Couldn’t dawdle though or the tide would have
trapped us there. The very next day Georgetown was cancelled due to high winds. The morning cruiser’s net called
off all events scheduled for that day. We were supposed to be volunteers at the t-shirt stand, selling this year’s
Regatta T-shirts but only the big mega dinks were moving around. So instead Les did what he hopes will be his last
oil and filter change for this trip and I made bread, although finding a calm, warm spot for the rising was a
challenge. It really is a shame in this beautiful spot to have to close the forehatch and wear earplugs to drown out
the howling of the wind at night in order to sleep.
Jim and Ardele arrived on the 23rd of February bringing another welcome package from home, including a picture of
our driveway with 6 feet of snow shovelled from the carport roof! There were Christmas cards and letters and more
photos and cd’s from the kids. We were totally charmed by the picture of wee Harrison, 2 months old, at the Robbie
Burns dinner dressed in his own little kilt, complete with sporin, kneesocks and brogues. The first two days of the
Brooks’ visit had typically frisky winds so we hiked and found sheltered places to swim. Then they did a very smart
thing and rented a 17 ft. runabout with a big outboard engine. The next three days we were just snorkelling fools.
Thank God the weather finally decided to show us what all the cruisers rave about. We all got tanned and
waterlogged. The reefs were fun to explore even though we didn’t see any “bugs”. Carried the sling, though, just in
case. Jim did bag himself a nice big conch so he will be able to “blow his own horn” instead of buying one at the
straw market.
Today we are sitting out day two of a cold front with gale force winds. It is quite snug here in Redshanks although
the waves are 2 feet with breakers. We have reset the plow to help take the pressure off the Bruce alone.
Yesterday’s entertainment was listening to all the incidents of dragging anchors all over Georgetown. Luckily the
35 plus happened in daylight. According to Herb, the weather guru, this should all settle down by Friday. We have
one more front expected tonight!
After much discussion and vacillation Les and I have agreed to take Enchantment home this spring. We’ll sail north
up the Exumas and cross back over to Florida where we will look for a place to haul and arrange for a transport
truck. So our adventure will only be one season instead of two. But we will have lived on this boat for ten months

and, for me, that’s enough. Maybe if the weather had been more benign I would be looking forward to another
season, but it’s been too, too windy. We have certainly made the best of all the good days, but we’ve had to endure
too many confined to the boat because of wind. The marina where we had arranged to store our boat is not able to
accommodate us as the water level has fallen too low and the locks on the Okeechobee Canal are being closed. So
we will have to try and make other arrangements when we reach the States. The Adventure continues!
June, 2001
It hardly seems that three months have past since my last entry. I will try to catch up on the “Tales” in chronological
order. Thank goodness I was more faithful about writing my paper journal than updating the website. We pulled
out of Redshanks on March 9th when a window of opportunity opened unexpectedly. As we exited that morning
after waving goodbye to lots of wonderful friends and floating neighbours I had tears in my eyes. It felt so good to
have the pointy end headed north - and not just because we were swinging to another front. Enchantment was
sporting a new Canadian flag in honour of the occasion. I had mended and patched the first one till it was missing
quite a bit of its red stripe. If anyone noticed the unusual proportions we just commented that it was Canada minus
Quebec!
It was a 2 hour trip to Conch Cay cut and officially out of Elizabeth Harbour in a comfortable SW 15 breeze then up
the Exuma Sound to Rudder Cay Cut where we had a favourable slack to cross back to the banks. Repeated
attempts to get “between the Darbys” were foiled by sand bars which smoothed the antifouling off our keel. We
spent the next night in a snug enclosed harbour at the invitation of a local landowner who said some “weather” was
expected. We shared the space with Lady Margaret and Crux and had a wonderful meal of Pat’s conch chowder.
Next morning we followed a shark out of the anchorage and followed a hairpin course to Staniel Cay. It was one of
the nicest days on the water so far, warm, light breeze, a foredeck day just like in the brochures.
We got to Staniel in time for a low slack tide and an opportune time to dive on Thunderball Grotto. It was so
worth it. Lots of boaters come to see the schools of fearless fish which swim around as if you are one of them. The
coral is particularly gorgeous, purple and teal. I really
wish the underwater of Lake Huron was as pretty. After
the dive we met Rob and Kathy from Karob, another
Aloha, doing their first trip just like us. A real treat was
the trip to Club Thunderball for a special dinner out.
Dress up then climb into a dinghy for a ten minute boat
ride trying to stay dry and then climb up a 20ft. ladder to
the dock. I should not have worn a skirt! But we had
such a good time. There were lovely paths to a beach
and gorgeous flowers planted around the deck of the
club. We had sundowners on the high deck overlooking
the whole harbour and marvelled at the force of the
current swirling below. Dinner was graciously served by
a charming waitress and was a touch of civility I greatly
appreciated
Next day we parted company with Lady Margaret as Pat and Colin wanted to head further north and we planned a
few days at the Exumas Land and Sea Park. We would miss them as they had been so helpful to us novices and
such good company. On the way to the park we stopped at Pipe Creek again not only because we liked it there but
because you have to make a reservation for a mooring at the park. We had some beautiful weather for swimming
and exploring. Les has accumulated a vast collection of shells and sea stuff which he hopes to display in a glass
topped table which he will build when we are snowbound next winter. At Pipe Creek we got to “babysit” a dozen
frozen lobster tails when Jim and Denise had refrigeration problems on Crux. They shared some of the bounty with
us as delicious coconut lobster horse dovers and a fab fish dinner on their beautiful Island Packet. It took a few days
to get a spot in Warderick Wells [WW], also known as “the park”. Wind was up a bit and more fronts predicted so
people were moving cautiously but by Saturday, March 17 the Paddy’s Day green we were looking at was the
famous Land and Sea Park where Rae and Steve and Al and Ann spent so much time volunteering their services to
improve the facility. We got holed up there for six days and is it ever a good place to sit out cold fronts. None of

the nauseating rock and roll when the current switched that we had experienced other places. The twisting sand
banks within the anchorage protected us quite well. It was worth the $15 per day to be comfortable.
At WW we had our only really scary experience when we misjudged the tide switch and got caught while
snorkelling. Trying to swim against the current was impossible for us and we could not get back to our dinghy.
Fortunately Denise heard me yelling and she and Jim came to our rescue. It sure feels panic plus when you are in
the grip of a strong current. Les and I both suffered from sore necks from the effort for a long time afterward and I
didn’t mind sitting on the boat quietly reading for the next few days. Les had to hike BooBoo Hill by himself! The
cold fronts brought heavy rain of which Les collected 15 gallons to supplement our water supply- he got quite
proficient at it, even in the middle of the night! One day I did something I’ve never done before-----I read a whole
novel. It was windy and rainy and nothing better offered itself so I just read all day.
After a week we moved on to Norman’s Cay where we found Calypso Poet and
Beans. This time we anchored inside the harbour with 30 or 40 other boats. It
seems the north bound cruisers are meeting the south bound cruisers at this
popular spot. It is also just a day out of Nassau so a good weekend destination.
We would have loved to stay and visit but the weather was holding so we only
spent one night and after making arrangements to meet up with Mike and Anne in
the States we headed for Nassau.
By late afternoon on Saturday the 25th of March we reached the Nassau Harbour Club, same place we stayed on our
way south. It is an excellent spot away from the noisy bustle of downtown and yet close to good shopping. On
Sunday, a quiet day in Bahamas, we walked to Paradise Island to see the sights at the beautiful Atlantis Casino.
After you cross the huge bridge to the island it is like another world--- a Disney world compared to the rest of
Nassau. I called it Lala Land. Groomed lawns, pruned trees, lovely gardens, neat modern stores, paved streets with
curbs, everything to make the tourist feel at home. Inside the casino was the most beautiful aquarium which curved
around the walls of the dining room. I could have watched the manta rays and sharks and schools of colourful fish
for hours. It was rather like our snorkelling experiences but with a lot more fish crowded into one area.. We did
manage to saunter into the “for guests only” area but it wasn’t easy! They have polite uniformed guards asking to
see your pass at every turn. If Paradise Island is all those people see of Nassau they sure get a distorted picture. But
we enjoyed a high priced lunch and picked up souvenirs for the grandbabes and walked back to the N.H.C. in time
for a swim in the pool and a shower before dinner. In March the pool is a lot more comfortable than in January.
We had resigned ourselves to a few days in Nassau as Herb had nothing good to say for northbound boats but on
Tuesday the 7 am forecast was too good to pass up so we quickly paid our bill, got a few groceries and headed for
Chub Cay. It was a good sail with some power assist and we listened very carefully to NOAA when we could hear
it. We decided to take a dock at the private Chub Cay Club because the anchorage, though free, looked rolly even in
light air. The beach at Chub is idyllic. Three miles of white sand for shelling and strolling. The homes on the island
were few and far between and mostly empty though lovely to look at and the swimming pool was gorgeous. We
spent a week enjoying ourselves as we waited for a window to cross back to the States. Les had decided we would
take the 24 hour run all the way to Lake Worth and take advantage of the Gulf Stream to carry us northward.
Tuesday, April 30th we had a 5:30 wake up bell to head out at first light--- that’s before the crack of dawn. Lots of
cruisers were in the same boat ( figuratively) and everyone consults and discusses ad nauseam. The wind was E SE
15 to 20. It doesn’t get much better than that. So we were off with a full main often doing 8 ½ with the push of the
Stream. In the wee small hours of Wednesday morning we struggled to identify the unfamiliar entrance to Lake
Worth Inlet. Neither one of us slept although we did lie down on our off watches. Adrenalin was too powerful. It
was a glorious crossing under a full moon and a good breeze and took 21 ¾ hours. After a few hours sleep we took
care of the customs and immigration stuff. And after all our worrying the only hassle was the long walk to the
official office! Back at the boat who did we find but Anne and Mike on Beans. They had taken the same window
as us but had come all the way from Nassau. We got to share fresh durado Mike caught on the crossing. I brought
home made cookies.
Our next stop was Manatee Pocket where I expected to be hemmed in and bothered by boat traffic but it was the
most pleasant surprise. We overstayed our welcome by 24 hours but no one asked us to move on. It was so lovely
there I can see why they have an anchoring limit. A and M introduced us to Woolcott who lives aboard at Manatee
Pocket. We enjoyed visits and shared dinners and borrowed Woolcott’s car to make our arrangements to haul

Enchantment and fly home. Beans headed for Indiantown where their 4 foot draft could still get in through the low,
low water and we moved north to Harbourtown Marina at Fort Pierce. It was a very professional facility and we
took a dock for two nights and started to strip the boat. The dinghy, solar panels, anchors, bimini, dodger, main, jib
all were stowed before we went into the travel-lift. After haulout we were not allowed to stay aboard but Mike had
graciously loaned us his Mom’s car so after a sweaty day packing the mast and washing the bottom we were able to
refresh ourselves in a motel. Back early next day we worked like dogs in the 90+ degree heat to make Enchantment
safe for her long journey by truck, back to Kincardine. She looked pretty good for a boat that had travelled three
thousand miles and we were very satisfied with her performance.
On Good Friday we drove to Lake Wales where Mike and Anne have their “trailer”. It’s really the cutest cottage
whose former life as a mobile should not even be mentioned. It is a totally charming spot and we were so grateful
for all the help and the very special friendship. M and A drove us to Orlando Saturday morning. We caught a plane,
then rented a car and surprised our family by showing up at Heather and Andy’s house in time for supper with Mom
and Dad, Dan and Nancy, Larissa and Katelyn and wee Harrison. What a lot of hugging there was!!
So now that we’ve been home for a few months I can reflect on the whole adventure. I’m very glad we did it but I
don’t want to do it again. I’ve discovered about myself that I am not cut out for long times away from my family. I
very much enjoyed the travelling and the routines of being on the move. I did not enjoy living in the Bahamas as the
windy weather controlled so much of our lives. Les has been very understanding of my limitations even though he
would have liked to do at least another winter in the south. We have been so busy since we came home that Les
remarks that I haven’t yet learned to retire. I’m creating a scrap book of memories with some of the 1400 photos
we’ve taken on our trip and I’m sure we’ll enjoy reliving the best of times.
In July we head to The North Channel to spend the summer as we have for the last 20 years, sailing the “second best
cruising grounds in the world”.

